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THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ACT OF 1975

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12, 1975

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SURCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Brashingtan, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 2 p.m., pursuant to recess, in Rociin 2257,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara [chairman of
the subcommittee] presiding.

Present : Representatiyes O'Hara, Brademas, Chisholin, Biaggi,
Andrews, Blown, 3fott1,1Quie, and Eshleman.

Staff present : Jim Harrison, gaff director; 'Webster Buell, counsel,
Elnora Teets, clerk; and Robert Andringa, minority staff director.

Mr. O'HanA. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order:

This afternoon, the subcommittee is beginning the final series of
public hearings on what I hope will become the Student Financial
Aid Amendments of 1975.

Although this is a new Congress and the membership of the sub-
committee is not entirely the same as last year, I think we can look
upon these hearings as a continuation of the extensiAe hearings and
discussions we held during the 93d Congfess in an effort to discuss
the problems confrontir:g students and their families, in the continu-
ing effort to meet the rising cogs of postsecondary education.

The subcommittee has before it H.R. 3471, my own bill, thichseeks
t" rawrite title IV of the-Higher Education Act in its entirety; H.R.
4:376, introduced by my colleague, Mr. Eshleman, the ranking minor-
ity member of the subcommittee, which seeks to make some changes,in
the guaranteed student loan program, and other bills making other
proposals.

[Text of H.R. 3471 follows :]
(1)

1

i'J
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NTH CONGRESS Li
IsrSrssioN

A R. 3471

IN THE, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FERnrAny :)0,1975
)1r. O'IttRA nitroduica the ftillim nig bill; which %%as referred to the Com-

mittee on Education and Labor

p

To aittynd title IV of the Higher Education Art of 1905, as
amended, and for other purpo.e,..

Be it (nucled by flu, Senate and House of Representa-

2 tit (N of tin Unitid State. of Ifiteried in Congress assonNed,

That this Art nia) he (lied aN the "Student Financial Aid

Art of 1975-.

.QIENioirm To TITLE OF TIIII liDucATroN

fi AcT or t9n5

7 1,,( 2. Title IV of die Higher Education ,Art of11967;

:( ad a. ;ollim.:

13.

eM
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3

2

"TITLE IVSTUDENT ASSISTANCE

2 "PART AGRAICTS,TO STUDENTS IN ATTENDANCE AT

3 INSTITUTIONS OF HIORER EDUCATION

4 "STATEMENT OF PURPOSE; PROGRAM AUTII0IIIZATION

5 "SEC. 401. It is the purpose of this part to assist in

6 making Mailable the benefits of postsecondary education to

7 qualified students in institutions of higher education by-

8 " (1) providing basic educational opportunity

9 grants (hereinafter referred to as 'basic grants') to all

10 eligible students;

11 " (2) providing supplemental educational opportunity

12 grants (hereinafter referred to as ` supplemental grants')

13 to students of demonstrated financial teed and academie

14 promise;

15 "(3) providing for payments to the States to assist

1(3 them in making financial'aid available to such students;

17 and

18 "44) providing for special prograins and projects

19 designed (A) to identify and encourage qualified youths

20 with financial or cultural need, and veterans, who have

21 qotential for postsecondary education, (B) to prepare

22 students from low-income families for postsecondary edu-
s

23 cation, and (C) to provide remedial (including remedial

24 language study) and other services to students.

1
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3

4

3

'Subpart 1Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

"BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS: AMOUNT

AND DETERMINATIONS; APPLICATIONS

4 "SEC. 411. (a) (1) The Commissioner shall, during

5 the period beginning 'duly 1, 1972, and andIng Septem-

6 'Ler 30, 1980, pay to each student who has been accepted

7 for enrollment in, or is in good standing at, an institution

8 of higher education (according to the prescribed standards,

9 regulations, and practices of that institution) for each aca-

10 demic year during which that student is in attendance at

it that institution, as an undergraduate, .0 basic grant in the

amount' for which that student is eligible, as determined

13, pursuant to paragraph (2).

"(2) (A) (i) The amount of the basic grant for a stu-

1,5 dent eligible under this subpart for any academic year shall

16 ' be that portion of .the amount, determined by subtracting

17 from $1,400 an amount, equal to the amount determined

18 under paragraph. (3) to be the expected family contribution

19 with respect to that student for that year, which does not

20 exceed $600, or the maximum grant paid under this program

21 during the academic year beginning in 1975, whichever is

22 higher.

23 "(ii) In any case where a student attends an institution

21 of higher education on less than tt, full-time basis during any

23 academic year, the amount of the basic grant to which that



a

5

A.

1 student is entitled shad be reduced in proportion to the

2 degree to which that student is nut so attending on a full-

3 time basis, in accordance with a schedule of reductions estab-

4 fished by the Commissioner fur the purposes of this di%ision

5 Such schedule of reductions shall be established by regula-

6 tion and published in the Federal Register not later than

7 February 1 of each Year.

8 "(B) No basic grant shall be awarded to a student

9 under this subpart if the amount of that grant fur that stil-

l° dent as determined under this paragraph fur any academic

11 year is less than $100.

12 "(3) (A) (i) Not later than July 1 of each calendar

1.3 year, the Commissioner shall publish in the Federal Register

11 a schedule of expetted fancily contributions fur the academic

13 year which begins after July 1 of the calendar year which

16 succeeds such calendar year for various levels of family

17 income which, except as is otherwise provided in division

(ii), together with any amendinents thereto, shall become

19 effective July 1 of the calendar year which succeeds such

20 calendar year. During the thirty-day period following such

21 publication the Commissioner shall proide interested pal ties

"2 with an, opportunity to present their iems and make recoil,-

23 mendations with respect to such schedule.

24 " (ii) After considering the views and recommendations

25 of interested parties under dirision (i) , the Connnis,ioner

I 6
f.
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5

1 shall submit a proposed family contribution schedule to the

2 President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of

3 Representatives. If either the Senate or the House of Repre-

1 sentatives adopts, within ninety days of such submission, a

5 resolution of disapproval of such schedule, the Commissioner

6 shall publish a new schedule of expected family contributions

7 in the Federal Register not later than fifteen days after the

9 adoption of such resolution of disapproval. Such new soiled-

9 ale shall take into consideration such recommendations as

10 may be made in connection with such resolution and shall

11 become effective, together with any amendments thereto, on

12 July 1 of the succeeding year.

"(13) (i) For the purpose, of this paragraph and sub-
,

14 section (b), the term 'family contribution' with respect to

15 any student means the amount which the family of that stu-

16 dent may be reasonably expected to contribute toward his

17 postsecondary education fur the academic year for which the

determination under subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2) is

19 made, as determined in accordance with regulations. In

20 promulgating bath regulations, thc Commissioner shall follow

21 the basic criteria set forth in division (ii) of this subpara-
f22 graph.

23 "(ii) The basic urberia to he followed in promulgating

24 regulations with tevett to 0,pected Wilily contributions

25 are as follows:

17
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6

1 " (I) The amount of the effective income of the stu-

2 dent or the effective family income of the student's

3 family.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25 of title 38, United States Code.

" (II) The number of dependents of the family of

the student. r

"(III) The number of dependents of the student's

family who are in attendance in a program of postsec-

ondary education and for whom the family may be rea-

sonably expected to contribute for their postsecondary

education.

" (IV) Any unusual expenses of the student or his

family, such as unusual medical expenses, and those

which may arise from a catastrophe.

Niii) For the purposes of clause (I) of division (ii) ,

the term, 'effective family income' with respect to a student

means the annual adjusted family income, as determined in

accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner,

receis cd by the parents or guardian of that student (or the

person or persons haling an equivalent relationship to such

student) minus Federal income tax paid or payable with

respect to such ito orne and including any amount paid under

the Social Security Act to, or on account of, the student

which would not be paid if he were not a student and one-

half any amount paid the student under chapters 34 and 35

54.4 0 - 1$ - 2 1 ii

v
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1 " (C) The Commissioner shall promulgate special reg-

2 ulations for determining the expected family contribution

3 and effective faniily income of a student who is determined

4 (pursuant to regulations o the Commissioner) to be inde-

5 pendent of his parents or guardians (or the person or per-.

6 sons having an equivti cnt relationship to such student). Such

47 special regulations sha I be consistent with the basic criteria

3 set forth in division (ii) \of subparagraph (B) .

9 "(4) (A) The period, during which a student may re-

10 10 ceive basic grants shall be the period required for the eom-

11 pletion of the undergraduate course of study being pursued

12 by that student at the institution at which the student is in

13 attendance, except that such period may not exceed four

14 academic years unless-

15 " (i) the student is pursuing a course of study lead-

16 ing to a first degree in a program of study which is
17 designed by the institution offering it to extend over

18 five academic years; or

19 "(ii) the student is, or will be, unable to complete

20 a course of study within four academic years because of

21 a requirement of the institution of such course of study

22 that the student enroll in a noncredit remedial course of

23 study;

24 in either which ease such period may be extended for not

25 more than one additional acadetnit yea, or unless the stuant



2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

O

9

8

is attending an institution of higher education on less than a

full-time basis during any academic year.

"(B) For the purposes of chmse (ii) of subparagraph

(A ) ,a 'noncredit remedial course of study' is a course of

study for which no credit is'given toward an academic de-

gree, and which is designed to increase the ability of the

student t42 engage in an undergraduate course of study lead-

ing to such a degree.

"(b) (1) The Commissioner shall from time to time set

dates by' which students must file applications for basic grants

under this subpart.

" (2) Each student desiring a basic grant for any year

must file an application therefor containing such information

and assurances as the Commissioner may deem necessary

to enable him to carry out his functions and responsibilities

under this subpart.

"(3) (A) Payment under this section §hall be made in

accordance with regulations promulgated by the Commis-

sioner for such purpose, in such manner as will befit 'act.

complish the purposes of this section.

" (B) (i) If, during any period of any fiscal year, the

ends available for payments under this subpart are insufficient

to satisfy fully all entitlements under this subpart the amount

paid with respect to each such entitlement shall be ratably

25 reduced, and the Commissioner shall report to the Congress

26
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9

1 that such insufficiency exists, together with the total amount

2 of the sums which would, if appropriated, enable him to

3 satisfy fully all such entitlements.

4 " (ii) If, during any period of any fiscal year, funds

5 available for making payments under this subpart exceed

6 the amount necessary to make the payments prescribed

7 in division (i) , such excess shall be used to provide payments

8 under part C for that fiscal year or the following fiscal year.

9 " (4) No payments may be made on the basis of entitle-

10 'items established under this subpart during any Ascal year

11 ending prior to September 30, 1980, in which

12 "(A) the appropriation for making grants under

13 subpart 2 of this part does not at least equal. $200,-

14 000,000; and

15 " (B) the appropriation for work-study payments

16

17

18

19

20

21 "SEC. 413A. (a) The CAnninisioner shall carry out a

22 program of supplemental grants to assist in making available

23 the benefits of postsecondary education to undergraduate sta-

ll dents whose financial need, based upon the difference be-

25 tween expected family contribution for such a student and

under section 441 of this title does not equal the amount

authorized to be appropriated under such section.

"Subpart 2Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants

"PROGRAMS OF SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS; APPROPRIATIONS

AUTHORIZED

21
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10

1 $1,400, qualifies such students for the payment of a basic

2 grant under section 411, and who demonstrate, prior to

3 the award of a supplemental grant under this subpart, out-,
4 standing academic performance in secondary or postsecond-

ary school or clear promise of such performance in the year

6 for which such supplemental grant is to be made. The Com-

7 missioner may ddermine outstanding academic performance

S of students or clear promise of such performance fur purposes

9 of this subpart on the basis of the recommendation with re-

10 spect to academic performance of Audents by a private non-

11 profit organization which maintain.; a current listing of stu-

12 &His tin oughtn't the Nation NN ho !Val pi ulitiz;e

13 of outstanding academic performance.

11 (b) For the purpose of enabling the Commissioner to

15 make supplemental grauts to students, under this subpart,

16 there are authorized to be appropriated $100,000,000-for the

17 fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and for each of the site-

18 ceeding fiscal years ending prior to September 30, 1980:,

19 Sums appropriated pursuant to this subsection for any fiscal

20 year shall be available for payments to students until the

21 end of the fiscal year succeeding the fiscal year for which

22 they were appropriated.

23 "AMOUNT AND DURATION OF GRANTS; DETERMINATION

24

25

OF ELIGIBILITY

"SEC. 41313. (n) A supplemental grant awarded to a

student for an academic year shall be equal, as determined

vl
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11

1 by the Commissioner, to the full cost of tuition, fees, books,

2 and other direct instructional costs for such student at the

3 institution which that student attends, together with an allow -

4

5

7

ante for the average cost of living at such institution or

for reasonable expenses for commuting whichever is appro-

priate, less the sum of the expected family contribution for

such student (determined under section 411 (a) (3) (B) )

8 and the amount of any basic grant to such student under

9 section 411.

10 " (b) (1) (A) A student eligible for a supplemental

11 grant may be awarded such a grant under this subpart for

12 each academic year of the 1 eriod required for completion

13 by the recipient of his undergraduate course of singly.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

cl....)

26

(B) A student may not eceive supplemental grants

under this $uhpart for a period o more than four academic

years, except that in the case of a sti dent

" (i) who is pursuing a cou se of study leading to a

first degree in a program of stud which is designed by

the institution offering it to exten over five academic

years, or

"(ii) who is because of his parti ular circmnstauces

determined by'the institution to need i additional year

to complete a tour,(' of study normal! requiring four

academie years,

such period may be extended for not more than one addi-

tional academic year.

23
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13

12

1 " (2) A supplemental grOn awarded under this subpart

r, shall entitle the student to whom it is awarded to payments

3 pursuant to such grant only if
.

4 " (A) that student is maintaining satisfactory prog-

ress in the course of study he is pursuing, according to

ti the standards and practices of the institution at which he

7 is enrolled, and the grant, and

"(B) that student is devoting at least half-tint6 to

9 that course of study, during the academic year, to attend-

-10 ante at that institution.

11 FailurV to be in attendance at the institution during vacation

12 periuds or periods of military service, or 'during other periods

II dta-ii,g which the Commissioner determines, in accordance

..1.t with. regulationsthat there is good cause for his no,pattend-

_
1 r ante, shall not render a student ineligible fur a supplemental

18 grant.; but no payments maybe made to a student during

17 any such period of failure to be in attendance or period of

18 nonattendance.

19 "Subpart 3Grants to States for State Student Incentives

20 "PURPOSE; APPROPRIATIONS AUTHORIZED

21 "SFc. 415A. (a) It is the purpose of this subpart to

22 make incentive grants available to the States to assist them

23 in providing grants to eligible students in attendance at in-

24 stitutions of higher education, or in providing wcnt-study

25 programs for such students, or in pros iding additional ca-

2,i
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13

1 pacify for enrolhtent of students' at public institutions of

2 higher educatioh which do not charge (tuition or fees, as the

3 State receiving such incentive grant shall determine. In

4 carrying out his duties under this, subpart, the Commissioner

5 shall not, by regulation or by any other means, restrict, or

6 influence any State in its choice among the several uses fOr

7 incentive grants received by such State under; this subpart

8 which are described in the Vreceding sentence.

9 " (b)*'(1) There are hereby authorized to be appropri-

10 $200,000,000 for the fiscal 5-ear ending June 30, 1976,

11 uld,for each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior to

12 .§eptember 30, 1980, for payments to the States for grant(

13 to students under this subpart.

14 "(2) Sarni appropriated under this subpart for any

15 fiscal year shall remain available for payments to States for

16 the award of student grants "under this subpart until the end

17 of the fiscal year succeeding the fiscal year for which such

18 sums were appropriated.

19 "ALLOTMENT AMONG STATES

20 "SEc. 415B. (a) (1) (A) Trom the sums appropriated

91 pursuant to section 415A (b) (1) for ay.fiscal year, the

22 Commissioner shall allot to each State the" amount deter-

23 mined under the nest sentence, The amount of a State's allot-

ment under this sentence shall be the amount obtained by

multiplying (i) the quotient obtained by di% iding the State's
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1 effort index by the highes't State effort index ,for all the

2 States and (ii) the product obtained by multiplying the

3 maximum per student.grant by the total student population

4 of the State. Fbr purposes of the preceding sentence-

5 " (i) the State's effort index is the product obtained

G by multiplying (I) the quotient obtainer' by dividing

the sum of the State's direct expenditures for institutions

8 of higher education and the State's expendithres for sty-

9 dent assistance less the State's tuition revelities ,by the

10 State's total personal income and (II) the quotient

11 obtained by dividing the State's total student population

12 by the State's total population, and

13

14

15

16

17

sentence does not exceed such appropriated amount.

19 " (B) For the Nrposes of this paragraph,

20 ..6 " (i) the term 'direct expenditures for institutions

21 of higher education' means, with respect to any State,

22 the aggregate amount of funds, as determined by the

93 Commissioner, spent by the State and all of its political

2:1 subdivisions to operate and maintain institutions of

" (ii) the maximum- per student grant shall be
t

determined by the Commissioner on the basis df the

amount appropriated pursuant to section 415A (b) (1)

fur the fiscal 3 ear fur which he makes such determination,

so that the total of the allotments under the preceding

20-
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higher education in that State in the most recent year

2 lei which data are available;*

3 " (ii) the term 'expenditures for student assistance'

4 means, with respect to any State, the aggregate anti:mitt

5 of funds, as determined by the Commissioner, spent by

6 the State and all of its political subdivisions for programs

7 of grants, loans, and other assistance provided for Stu-

dents enrolled in institutions of higher education within

9 that State;

10 "(iii) The 'term 'tuition revenues' means, with

11 respect to any State, the aggregate amount of funds, as

12 determined by the Commissioner, charged to students

1:3 for tuition and required fees at public institutions of
14 higher education in that State;'

15 "(iv) 'the term 'total population',means, with re-

spect to any State, the total number of persons in that16

17 State as determined by the most recent data of the
18 Bureau of the Census;

19 " (v) the term 'total student p9pulittion' means,

20 with respect to any State, the aggregate number of sW-

dents, as determined by the Commissioner, enrolled in

22 institutions of higher education within that State. Such

23 total shall be determined by adding the number of (till-

24 time students to the full -time equivalent of part-time stu-

2./
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16

1 dents enrolled and attending institutions of higher educa-

2 tion within that State; and

3 " (vi) the term 'total personal income' means, with

4 respect to atq' State, the aggregate of individual incomes

5 as determined by the United States Department of Com-
,

6 merce for national income accounts purposes in the most

7 recent year for which data are available.

8 " (2) The amount of any cate's allotment under Para-

9 graph (1) for any fiscal 3 ear which the Commissioner deter-

mines will not be required for such fiscal year for the State

11 student grant in (lithe program of that State shall be mail-

12 able for reallot tent front time to tints, on such dates during

1.1 such year as the Commissioner may fix, to other States in

proportion to the 014.final allotments to such States undo. Ali h

part for such year, but with such proportionate amount for

lei any of such States being reduced to the extent it exceeds

17 the sitin the Commissioner estimates such State needs and

Is will be able to use for such y ear for carryibg out the State

19 plan; and the total of such reductions shall be similarly re-

29 allotted among the Stalt whose proportionate amounts were

21 not so reduced. Any amount rcallotted to a State under this

part eluting a year front lands appropriated pursuant to sec-

23 tion 415A (b) (1) shall be deemed part of its allotment

21 -under paragraph (1) for such year.

2 o
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1
,"APFLICATIONS FOR STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT

2
PROGRAMS

3
"Sm. 4130. (a) A State which desires to obtain a pay-

4 matt under this subpart for any fiscal year shall submit an

5 application therefor through the State agency administering

. 6 its program of student assistante, at such time or times, and

7 containing such information as nia3 be required by, or pur-

8 suant to, icgulation for the purpose of enabling the CoMpaiN4

9 sinner to make the determinations required under this

10 subpart.

11 (b) From a State's allotment under this subpart for

12 any fiscal, ytar the Commissioner is authorized to make

13 pas wilts to such State for paying 50 per cent= of the

14 amount of the expenditure of such State for uses described

13 in the first sentence of section 415A (a) pursuant to a State

program which-

17 " (1) authorizes expenditures under such program

18 for any of the uses described ill the first sentence of sec-

N10 that 415 (A) (a) ;

20 " (2) pox ides for the payment of the non-Federal

21 portion of such assistance ft out funds supplied by such

22 State Ns hit 1 rt pt.( st lit an additional expenditure for such

23 3ear by stub State fo eligible programs 01 er the commit

expended 1,3 such State for such programs, if ally, during

23 the second fiscal Scar preceding the fist al year in which

2
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1 such State initially received funds under this subpart;

2 and

3 "(3) provides (A) for such fiscal controlSand fund

4 accounting procedures as may he necessary to assure

5 proper disbursement of and accounting for Federal funds

6 paid to the State agency under this subpart, and (B)

7 for the making of such reports, in such form and con-

8 wining such information, as may be reasonably necessary

9 to enable the Commissioner to perform his functions

10 under this subpart.

11 "(c) Upon his approval of any application for a pay-

12 ment under this subpart, the Commissioner shall reserve from

13 the applicable allotment (including any applicable reallot-

14 ment) available therefor, the amount of such payment, which

15 (subject to the limits of such allotment or reallotment) shall

16 be equal to the Federal share of the cost of the expendi-

17 tures covered by such application. The Commissioner shall

18 pay such reserved amount, in nth nue or by way of reitn-

19 bursement, and in ouch installments as he may determine.

20 The Commissioner's reservation of any amount under this

21

22

23

24

section may be amended by him, either upon approval of an

amendment of the application or upon revision of the esti-

mated cost of the 'expenditures with respect to which

such reser% talon was made, and in the event of an upward

3 0

%.
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19

1 revision of such estimated cost approved by him he may

2 reserve the Federal share of the added cost only from the

3 applicable allotment (or reallotment) available at the time
4 of such approval.

5 "ADMINISTRATION OF STATE PROGRAMS; JUDICIAL REVIEW

"SEC. 4151). (a) (1) The Commissioner shall not finally

disapprove any application for a State program submitted

8 under section 415C, or any modification thereof,, without first

9 affording the State nem y submitting the program reason-_

ict able notice and opportunity for a hearing.

" (2) Whenever the Commissioner, after reasonable no-

12 tice and opportunity for hearing to the State agency admin-

isteringa State program approved under this subpart, finds-
14 " (A) that the State program has been so changed

15 that it no longeicomplies with the provisions of this sub-

part, or

17 "(13) that in theadministration of the program

18 there is a failure to comply substantially with any such

19 provisions,

20 the Commissioner shall notify such State agency that the

21 State will not be regarded as eligible to participate in the

22 program under this subpart until he is satisfied that there is

23 Ito longer any such failure to comply.

24 " (b) (1) If any State is dissatisfied with the Commis-

25 Sioner's final action 'with respect to the approval of its State

3i
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1 program submitted under this subpart or with his final

2 action under subsection (a), such State may appeal to the

3 United States court of appeals for the circuit in which such

4 State is located. The summons and notice of appeal may

5 be served at any place in the United States. The Commis-

sioner shall forthwith certify and file in the court the tran-

7 script of the proceedings and the record on which he based

8 his action.

9 "(2) The findings of fact by the Commissioner, if sup-

10 ported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive; but the

11 court, for good cause shown, may remand the case to the

12 Commissioner to take further evidence, and the Commis-

13 sioner may thereupon make new or modified findings of

14 fact and may modify his previous action, and shall certify

15' to the court the transcript and record of the further proceed-

16 ings. Such new or modified findings of fact shall likewise

17 be conclusive if supported by substantial evidence.

38 "(3) The court shall have jurisdiction to affirm the

39 action of the Commissioner or to set it aside, in whole or in
20 part. The judgment of the court shall be subject to review
21 by the Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari

92 or certification as provided in title 28, United States Code,

23 section 1254. '

3 r.
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I "Subpart 4Special Programs for Veterans and for Students

2 From Disadvantaged Backgrounds

3 "PROGRAM AUTHORIZATION

4 "SEC. 417A. (a) The Commissioner shall, in accord-

s 5 .ance N.1th the provisions of this subpart, carry out a program

6designed to identify qualified students from low-income

7 families, and individuals who are veterans receiving or eligi-

8 ble to receive vocational rehabilitation under chapter 31 of

9 title 38, United States Code, or are veterans receiving or

10 eligible to receive educational assistance under chapter 34

of such title, to prepare them for a program of postsecondary

12 education, and to provide special services for such students

13 and veterans who are pursuing programs of postsecondary

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 "AUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES

21

22

education.

" (b) For the purpose of enabling the Commissioner

to carry out this subpart, there are authorized to be appro-

priated $125,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,

1976, and for each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior

to September 30, 1980.

"SEC. 417B. (a) The Commissioner is authorized

(without regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41

23 U.S.C. 5) ) to make grants to, and contracts with, institu-

33,
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22

tions of higher education, including institutions with voca-

tional and career education programs, combinations of such

3 institutions, public and private agencies and organizations

4 (including professional and scholarly associations), and, in

3 ,exceptioilal eases, secondary schools and secondary voca-

tional schools, for planning, deN eloping. or cam ing out ithin

7 the States one or more of the ser% ices described in section

8 417.00.

9 "(b) Services provided through giants and contracts

to under this subpart shall be specifically designed to assist iu

11 enabling )(mills from low -income families w ho hale academic

12 potential, but who may lac k act quaie secondary school prep-

13 oration or who may be physic01) landicapped, mid indk id-

14 uals who are veterans reed% ing or eligible to reuch oca-

15 tional rehabilitation under chapter 31 of title 38, United

16 States Code, or are veterans recehing or cligitle to receive

17 educational'assistance under chapter 34 of such title, to enter,

18 continue, or resume a program of postsecondary- education,

19 including-

20 " (1) programs, to be known as `Talent Search'

21 designed to-

22 " (A) identify such veteran.; or qualified youths

of financial or cultural need with an exceptional po-

24 tential for postsecondary educational training and

34.430 0 - 75 3
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i I encourage them to complete secondary school and

1, .2 undertake postsecondary educational training,

\ 3 " (B) publicize existing forms of student finan-

4 cial aid, including aid furnished under this title, and

) 5 "(C) encourage secondary-school or college

6 dropouts of demonstrated aptitude to reenter educa-

7 tional programs, including postsecondary-school

8 programs;

9 " (2) programs, to be known as 'Upward Bound',

10 (A) which are designed to generate skills and motive-

11 tion necessary for success in education beyond high

12 school and (B) in which veterans and enrollees from

13 low-income backgrounds and with inadequate sec-

14 ondary-school preparation participate on a substantially

15 full-time basis during all or part of the program;

16 " (3) programs, to be known as 'Special Services

17 for Disadvantaged Students', of remedial and other spe-

18 cial services for students with academic potential (A)

19 who are enrolled or accepted for enrollment at the insti-
.

20 tution which is the beneficiary of the grant or contract,

21 and (B) who (i), by reason of deprived educational,

22 cultural, or economic background, or physical handicap,

23 or by'reason of interruption or postponement of education

24 due to service in the Armed Forces of the United States,
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1 are in need of such services to assist them to initiate,

2 continue, or resume their postsecondary education, or

3 (ii) by reason of limited English-speaking.ability, are in

4 need of bilingual educational teaching guidance, and

5 counseling in order to enable them to pursue a post-

secondary education ; and

7 "(4) a program of paying up to 75 per centum

8 of the cost of establishing and operating Educational

9 Opportunity Centers which
,-

10 "(A) serve areas with major concentrations of

11 low-income populations or individuals who are vet-

12 trans receiving or eligible to receive vocational re-

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

habilitation under chapter 3l of title 38, United'

States Code, or arc veterans rereiving or eligible to

receive educational assistance under chapter 34 of

such title, by providing, in coordination with other

applicable programs and services

" (i) information with respect to financial

and academic assistance available for persons..

in such areas desiring to pursue a program of,

postsecondary education;

" (ii) assistance to such persons in applying

for admission 'to institutions, at which a pro-

gram of postsecondary education is offered, in-
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chiding preparing necessary applications for use

by admission and financial aid officers; and

"(iii) counseling services and tutorial and

other neccssdry assistance to such persons while

attending such institutions; and fl

6 "(B) serve as recruiting and counseling pools

7 to coordinate resources and staff efforts of institutions

8 of higher education and of other institutions offering

9 programs of postsecondary education, in admitting

10 educationally disadvantaged persons.

n The portion of the cost of any project assisted under clause

12 (4) in tdpreceding sentence which is borne by the appli-

13 emit shall represent an increase in expenditure by such ap-

14 plicant for the purposes of such project.

15 " (c) Enrollees who are participating on an essentially

16 full-time basis in one or more S miceb being prodded under

17 this section may be paid stipends, but, not in excess of $30

18

19

20

,21

per month except in exceptional cases as dutermined by the

Commissioner.

" (d) Recipients of grants or contracts for the purposes

of clause (3) (ii) of subsection (b) of this section shall

22 include in their curriculum a program of English language

23 instruction fur students of limited English-speaking ability.

3 Vi,
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1 "PART BFEDERAL, STATE, AND PRIVATE PROGRAMS OF

2 LOW-INTEREST INSURED LOANS TO STUDENTS IN IN-

3 STITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUOATION

4 "STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND APPROPRIATIONS

5 AUTHORIZED

6 "SEc. 421. (a) The mrpose of this`part is to enable the

7 Commissioner to encourage States and nonprofit private insti-

8 tutiuns and orgiutizations to establish adequate loan insur-

9 mice progrants fur students in eligible institutions (as de-

10 fined in section 491), to pa} a portion of the interest on loans

11 to qualified students which are insured under this part or

12 under a program of a State or of a nonprofit prhate institn-

13 lion or organization vdtith meets the requirements of section

14 428A (a) (1) (C), and to guarantee a portion of each loan

15 insured under a program of a State or of a nonprofit private

16 institution or organization w1elt meets the requirements of

17 section 428A (a) (1) (C) .
a

18 " (b) For the purpose of carrying out this part, there arc

19 authorized to be appropriated-

20 " (1) such sums as are necessary for the adequacy

21 of thtuleut loan insurance fund established under sec-

22 tion 431, and

23 "(2) such turns as may be necessary for payments

24 under section 428A with respect to interest on student
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1 loans and to special allowances to holdgi-sof loans and

2 for payments under section 436.

3 Sums appropriated .under this subsection shall remain avail-
-

4 able until expended.

5' "EFFECTS OF ADEQUATE NON-FEDERAL PROGRAMS

-6 "SEC. 422. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b),
7 the Commissioner shall not issue certificates of insurance

8 wider section 429 to lenders in a State if he determines that:,

9 every eligible institution has reasonable access in that State

10 to a State or private nonprofit stude.nt loan insurance pro-
,

11 gram which is covered by au agree\ment under section

12 428 (a) .

13 "(b) 'The Commissioner may' issue certificates of in-

14 surancc under section 429 to a lender
,
in a State-

15 " (1) for insurance of a loan made tp a student
\ I16 borrower who does not, by reason of his residence, have

17 access to loan insurance under the .loan insurance

18 program of such State (or under any private non-

19 profit loan insurance program) , or

20 " (27 for insurance of all bt the loans made to student-
-

21 borrowers by a lender who satisfies the Commissioner

22 that, by reason of the residence of such borrowers,

23 he will not have access to any single State or non-

24 profit private loan insurance program which will insure
it

i
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1
Subs tan tially,all of the loans he intends to make to such

2
Student borrowers.

3 \ "TERMINATION OF PRORAM ,

"SEc. (a) (1) "ris4pi< provided in paragraph

5 (2), the Comm\issioner shall no issue certificates of insur-

6 ante under section 429 to lenders in a State after one hun-

7 dred and eighty days after the adjournment of such State's

8 second' regular legislative session which adjourns after the

9 date of enactment of the Student Financial Aid Act of 1975.

10 . " (2) The Commissioner may issue certificates of insur-

ii ante under section 429 to a lender in a State after the date

12 established in paragraph (1) only, for insurance of a loan

13 .made to a student borrower who has obtained, prior to such

14 date, a loan for which a certificate of insurance was issued
,

15 under section 429 and who needs such insurance in order to.
itso

1G continue or complete his educational program because of lack

17' of access to loan insurance under a student loan insurance

18 program covered by an tt ig...ncfit under section 428 (a) of

19 tlieState in which he resides.

20 "(b) The Commissioner Shall not reimburse a State or

21 ,nonprofit private institution or organization under a guaranty

22 agreeMent under scction 428 (b) for losses on loans insured

23 by sucliState, institution, or organization after the date estab-

24 lished under subsection (a) (1) unless-

a 1 U
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1 "(1) in. the case of a State, such State conducts a

2 student loan insurance program, and

3 " (2) in the. case of an institution or organization,

4 such instiiation or organization has been authorized by

a State to conduct a student loan. insurance program for

6 such State..

7 "SCOPE ANI) DVRATION FI;b8RAL. LOAN INSURANCE

8 Pnoou.Am

9 "Six. 424. (a) Tile ,total principal amount of new loans

11) made and installments paid pursuant to lines of credit to

n students covered by Metal lvan insurance under this part

12 shall not exceed $1,400,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

13 June 30, 1972, $1,600,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

14 June 30, 1973, $1,800,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

15 June 30, 1974, and $2,000,000,000 for fiscal year ending

16 June :30, 1975, and for each of the following fiscal year

17 ending prior to October 1, 1980. Thereafter, Federal loan in-

la pursuant to this part may be granted only for loans

19 made (or for loan installments paid pursuant to lines of

2° credit) to enable students, vsho have obtained prior loans

21 : !red under this part, to continue or complete their edu-
,p)

uational program, but no insurance may be granted for ally

lean nook or installment paid after September 30, 1984.

24 " (10 The may, if he finds it DecesItary

to do te iu 014.1.--40---aisre an equitable distribution of the
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1 benefits of this part, assign, within the maximum amouats,

2 specified in subsection (a), Federal loan insurance quotas

3 applicable to eligible lenders, or to States or areas, and

4 may from time to time reassign unused portions of these

5 quotas.

6 "LIMITATIONS ON INDIVIDUAL FEDERALLY INSURED, LOANS

7 AND ON FEDERAL LOAN INSURANCE

8 "Sec. 425. (a) The total of the loans made to a student

9 in any academic year or its equialent (as determined under

1(3 nu-bilious of the Commissioner) which may be cohered by

11 , Federal loan insurance under this part may, not exceed

12 $1.000 in the first your of postsecondary education of any

13 student, or $1,500 in any subsequent 3 ear of such student's

14 postsecondary education, except in cases Where the Commis-

15 sioner determines, pursuant to regulations prescribed by him,

16 that a higher amount is warranted in order to carry out the

17 purposes of this part with respect to students engaged in spe-

18 cialized training requiring exceptionally high costs oreduca-

19 tion. The aggregate insured unpaid principal amount for all

20 such insured loans made to any itadent shall not at any time

21 exceed $5,000, in the case of any student mho has not sue-

22 cessfully completed a program of undergradate education,

23 and $10,000 in the case of any graduate or professional stu-
.

24 dent (as defined. by regulations of the C. ; ;annt.s;.oner and

25 including any loans which are insured by the Commissioner

26 under this part or by a State or nonprofit institution or ergo-
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1 nization with which the Commissioner has an agreement

2 under section 428 (a) made to such person before he became

3 a graduate or professional student) . The annual insurable

4 limit per student shall not be deemed to be exceeded by a line

5 of credit under which actual payments by the lender to the

6 bo4wer will not be made in any years in excess of the an-

7 nual limit.

8 "(b) The insurance liability on any loan insured by the

9 Commissioner under this part shall be 100 per centum of

10 the unpaid balance of the principal amount of the loan plus

11 interest. The full faith and credit of the United States is

12 pledged to the payment of all amounts which may be re-

13 quired to be rid undei the provisions bf section 430 or 436

14 . of this part.

15

16 "SEC. 426. Loans made by eligible lenclx.A in accordance

17 with this part shall b insurable by the Commissioner when-.,
18 er made from funds f need by the lender or from funds

19 held by the lender in a trust or similar capacity and available

20 for such loans.

21 "ELIGIBILITY OF STUDENT BORROWERS AND TERMS OF

22 FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOANS

23 "SEC. 427. (a) A loan by an eligible lender shall be

24 insurable by the Commissioner under the provisions of this

25 part only if

"SOURCES OF FUNDS

ti
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
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"(1) made to a student who (A) has been ac-

cepted for enrollment at an eligible institution or, in the

case of a student already attending such institution, is in

good standing there as determined, by theinstitution, and

(B) is carrying at least one-half of the normal full-time

workload as determined by the institution; and

" (2) evidenced by a note or other written agree-

nientwhich

" (A) is made without security and without

endorsement, except that if the 'borrower is a minor

and such note or other written agreement executed

by him would not, under tyre applicable law, t,reate a

binding obligation; endorsement may be required,

" (B) provides for repayment (except as pro-

vided in subsection (c) principal amount of

the loan in equal installments over_a period of not

less than five years (unless sooner repaid) nor more

than ten years beginning not earlier than nine

months nor later than one year after the date on

which the student ceases to carry at an eligible insti-

21 tution at least one -half ie norma 11-time academic

22 workload as determined by the institution, pt
23 (i) as provided in clause (C) below, (ii) that the

21 period of the loan may not exceed fifteen years from

25 the execution of the note or written agreement evi-
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1 denting it (exeluding periods during 6

2 meats of principal need not be paid subclause
tt,

3 (C) ) and (iii) that the note or other wrttin instru-

4 ment may contain such provisions relating to repay-

5 =tit in the event of default in the payment of inter-

6 -est or in the payment of the cos' of insurai:ce pre-

7 miums, or other default by the borrower, as mtc., be

8 authorized by regulations of the Conimissioner in

9 effect at the time the loan is made,

tO " (C) provides that periodic inqallments of

11 principal need not be paid, but intls.rest shall accrue

12 and be paid, during any period (1) during which the
I .,

13 borrower is pursuing a full-time course of study at

14 ar? eligible institution', (ii) not in excess of. three

15 years, during which the borrower is a member of

16 the Armed Forces of the United States, (iii) not

17 in excess of three years during which the borrower

18 is in service as a volunteer under the Peace Corps

19 Act, or (iv) not in excess of three years during

20 which the borrower is in service as a full-time

21. 1.0:idit(,er under- the Domestic Volunteer Service

22 ?t of 1973, and any such period shall not be

23 la,:leded in determining the tell-year period or

24 fifteen-year period provided in clause ,(B) to,ovo,

R. 3471 -- 3

t i3
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"(D) provides for interest on Pie uhpaid.prin-\ .
cipal balance of the loan at a } en !), rate, not ex-

ceeding the applicable maximum rate prescribed

4 and defined by the Secretary (within the limits

5 set forth in subsection (b) ) on a national, regional,

6 or other appropriate basis, which interest -thall,be

7 payable in installments over the period of the loan

8 except that, if provided in the note or other written

9 agreement, any interest payable by the student may

10 be deferred until not later than the date upon which

11 repayment of the first installment of principal falls

1.2

13

due, in which case interest, that has so accrued dur-

ing that period may be added on that date to the

11 principal,

13 ' " (E) provides that the lender will not collect
.

16 or attempt to collect from the borrower any portion

17 of the interest on the note which is payable by the

18 . Commissioner under this part, and that the lender

19 will enter into such agreements with the Commis-

20 sioner as may be necessary for the purposes of sec-

21 tion 436.

22 "(F) entitles the student borrower to accelerate

23 without penalty repayment of the whole or any part

24 of the loan, and

:,1 i..;
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1 " (G) contains fuel other terms and- conditions,

2 consistent with the provisions of this part and with -
3 the regulations issued by the Commissioner pur-

4
I

suant to this part, as may be agreeti"upon by the

5 parties to such loan, including, ii c. agreed upon,
..

6 a provision requiring the borrower to 'pay to the

7 lender, in addition to principal and interest, amounts

8 equal, to the insurance premiums payable by the

9 lender to the Commissioner with respect to such
,loan.10

11 " (b) No maximum rate of interest prescribed and de-

12 fined by the Secretary for the purposes of clause (2) (D) of
13 subsection (a) may exceed 7 per centum per annum on the

14 , unpaid principal balance pj the loan.

15 " (c) The total of the payments by a borrower during

16 any year nf any repayment period with respect to the aggre-

17 gate amount of all loans to that borrower, which are insured

18 under this part, ok_which are made by a State.or the Corn-

19 missioner, under section 423 (a) or 433, respectively, shall

20 not be less than $360 or the balance of all of such loans (to-

21 gether with interest therein), whichever amount is less.

22 "FEDERAL PAYMENTS TO REDUCE STUDENT INTEREST

23 COSTS; SPECIAL ALLOWANCES

24 "SEc. 428A. (a) (1) Each student who has received

25 a loan for study at an eligible institution
,
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ar,

(A) which is insured by the Coninos.ion-r ander

this part :

gF "(13) which was made under a State sm4lent loan

4 program (ineet;ng criteria proseribeo by the Co».mis-

sionerl , and which was cots-meted for, and paid to the

student within the period soecified iii 'mragraph (5) ;

7 o.

8 " ((+) which is insured under a program of a State

9 or of a nonprofit private institution or organization which

10 was contracted for, and paid to the student, within the

11 period specified in paragraph (5} , and which

. 12 " (i) in the case of a loan insured prior to July 1,

13 1967, was made by an bnder and is in-

34 sured under a program NNbich esioet.s the requirements

15 of subparagraph (E) of section 428 (a) (1 t and

16 provides that tepayment of such loan shall be in in-

17 stallments beginning not earlier than sixty da s aster

0 the student ceases to pursue a c nurse of snide (as

19 described in soliparagrhoh (1)) of sef.tion 4 ; a)

20 (1) at an eligible institution or

" (ii) in the case of a loan instil eti after jinn 30,

1617, is insured under a program coverec by an

2:3 agreement made pursuant to subseet;sm (1,: .

04 :hall be entitled to have paid or his behdf and 'or his

25 eceount to the holder of the loan a !Mil) Mt of tltr :

4
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1 on sudi loan at, the tin.c of execution of the note or writter.

:2 agreement \evidencing such loon Ham e:rcumstances de-

scribed in paragraph (2)..

4 "(2) (A) Each student qualifying for a portion of an

5 interest payment under paragraph (1) shall have provided

6 to the lender a statement from an eligible institution that the

7 student has been accepted for enrollment, or that he is in

8 attendance in good standing (as determined by such institu-

9 tion), and which meets the requirements of subparagraph

10 (B) .

11 "(B) For the purposes of clause ,(ii) of subparagraph

12 (A), a student shall qualify for a portion of an interest

13 payment under paragraph (1) if such student's adjusted

14 family income is (i) less than 815,000. or (ii) is equal to

15 or greater than $15,000 and t4 institution at which the

16 student has been accepted for enrollment or at which he is

17 in attendance has provided the lender with a statement

18 evidencing a determination of need.

19 " (0) For the purposes of paragraph (1) and this para-

20 graph-

21 " (1) the determination/of need by an eligible insti-

22 tution under subparagraph (B) (ii) with respect to a

23 student shall be determined by subtracting from the esti-

24 mated cost of attendance at such institution the total of

25 the expected family contribution with respect to such

45
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1 student (as determined by means other than one onnu-

2 hated by the Commissioner under subpart 1 of part 4

3 this; itle) plusta.ny other resources or student financi I

4 assistance -reasonably available to such student;

5 " student estimated cost of attendance means tr)

6 the full cost, as determined by the Commissioner, for the

7 o period for which tht loan is sought, of tuition, fees, and

8 other direct instructional costs for that student at the

9 institution which that student attends, together with an

10 - allowance for the average cost of living at such institu-

11 tion or for reasonable, expenses for commuting, which-

12 ever is appropriate;

13 " (iii) a student's estimated financial assistance

14

15

16 parts A, C, and E of this title;-us other scholarship,

17 grant, or loan assistance.

18 ".(3) (A) the portion of the interest on a loan which

19 a student is entitled to have paid on his behalf and for his

20 account to the holder of the loan pursuant to paragraph (r)

21 of this subsection shall be equal to the total amount of the

22 interest on the unpaid principal amount of the loan which

23 accrues prior to the beginning of the repayment penod of the

24 loan, or which accrues during a period in which principal

25 need not be paid (whether or not such principal is in fact

means, for the period for ior which the loan is sought, the

amount of assistance such student will receive under

54-45, 0 - IS 4

trirU
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1 paid) by reason of a provision described in seetion427 (a)

2 (2) (C) : but such portion of the interest on a loan shall not

3 exceed, for any period, the amount of the interest on that
4 loan which is payable by the student after taking into con -

sideration the amount of any interest on that loan which the

6 student is entitled, to have paid on his behalf for that period

7 under any State or private loan insurance Program. The
8 holder of a loan with respect to which payments are required

9 to be made under this section shall be deemed to have a con-

tractual right, as against the United States, to receive from10

11

12

13

14 the loan on behalf of and for the account of the borrower at

15 such times as may be,specified in regulations in force when

16 the applicable agreement entered into pursuant to subsection

17 428 (a) was made, or if the loan was made by a State or

18 is insured under a program which is not covered by such an

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the Commissioner the portion of interest which has been so

determined. The Commissioner shall pay this portion of the

interest and administrative cost allowance to the holder of

agreement, at such times as may be specified in regulations

in force at the time the loan was paid to the student.

" (4) Each holder of a loan with respect to which pay-

ments of interest are required to be made by the Commis-

sioner shall submit to the Commissioner, at such time or
4

times and in such manner as he may prescribe, statements

containing such information as may be required by or pursu-
,

y.
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um io rcgulation :or the purpose' (A enabling the Commis-.

sioner, w determine the amount of tbe'paynient which he

3 must maKe with respect to that loan.

4 "(5) Time period referred to in subparagraphs (B) and

5 (C) of paragraph (1) of this subsection shall begin on the

6 date of enactment of this Act and end at the close of Septem-

7 her 30, 1980, except that, in the case of a loan made or in-
.

8 surd under a student loan or loan insurance program to

g enable a student who'has obtained a prior loan made or in-

it.) suiedunder such program to continue his educational pro -

gram, such period shall end at the close of September 30,

12 1984.

13 " (G) No payment may be made under this Attica) with

14 respect to the interest on a loan made from a student' oan

15 fund established under title II of the National Defense Edit-

18 cation Act of 1958.

17 " (7) Nothing in this or any other Act shall be coo-t
18 stilled to prohibit or require unless otherwi,e specifically

19 provided by law, a lender to evaluate the total financial

20 situation of a student making application for a loan tinder

21 this part, or to counsel a student with respect to any such

22 loan, or to make a decision based on such evaluation and

23 counseling with respect to the dollar amount of any such

24 loan,

4
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41

(6) ilessioner shrOt .o"nct, pubic of

7f a iatt or annul uemred under this part of muter a program

of a State or of a nonprofit private institution or orgaInza.-

4 tion covered by an agreement under section 428 (a) of tlti

5 Act a special allou'anct/fur each quarter of cacti calendar

ti :'ear which shall be equal to the percerge, as determined

7 under paragraph (2),: of the average unpain balance of

fi db4bursed principal (nut ittiuding uncle t added to prinei-

pai) of all such loans held 1)) such holder during such..

io quarter, which balance he computed in a manner

11 Qeedital under reguiptions of the l'o,n,: 'Her,

12 "(2) Tile percentage, le; newt-mined under this tiara-

1 graph. for puine-..es 01 determining the leoial allov,ance

for a quarter to :odder. of kin, ngil 1saia,g1 aid: ) , snail

lie 3 per remain alum. the per comins nnich represents

lti the 1%(100, intetest anted n unict -nay ireatir:
17 for that quarter.

18 "CO The special afire ..stablismal for any such

19 quarter shall h payable at st.ell time aster the close of

20 peril as may he iret it;eit ;ii or imr,tiant to regula-

1 !img promulgated 1). In I illIt4uo.4.1(ffier under this sub -

22 The holder of.,.1 Knot an respect to which any

Ohm nine i, to h pail! .111 be deemed to have a Con-

trAelnal ttgao,t the l ['ilea Stales. to receive :itch

.1

r t)
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1 allowance from the Commissioner, subject to the condition

2 that such holder shall submit to the Commissioner, at such

time or times and in such manner as he may deem proper,

4 such information as may be required by regulation for the
1-

purpose of enabling the Commissioner to carry out his lung-

6 tions under this subsection and to carry out the purposes of

this subsection.

8 "STATE GUARA7STEE AGENCIES

9 "SEC. 428. (a) (1) Any State or any nonprofit insti-

l() union or organiAtion may enter into an agreement w2thc

11 Commissioner for the purpose of entitliiig students who re-.
12 ceive loans which are insured under a student loan insurance

13 program of that State, institution, or organization to have

14 made on their behalf the payments provided for in subsection

15 (a) of section 428A if the Commissioner determines that

16 the student loan insurance program
..

17 " (A) authorizes the insurance of not less than

18 $1,000 nor more than 81,500 (except in, those -eases

19 where the Commissioner determines, pursuant to regula-

'20 tions prescribed by him, that a higher amount is war-

21 ranted in order to carry out the purposes of this part

22 with respect to students engaged in spe"eialized training

23 requiring exceptionally high costs of education), in loans

.24 to any individual student in any academic year or its

25 fiptivolent Os determined under regulations of the

GO
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17

19

20

21

22
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Commissioner) , which limit shall not be deemed ex-

ceeded by a line of credit under which actual payments

by the lender to the borrower will not be made in any

such year in excess of such annual limit; and provides

that the aggregate insured unpaid principal amount of

all such insured loans made to any student shall not at

any time exceed $5,000 in the case of any student who

has successfully completed a program of undergraduate

education, and $10,000 in the case of any graduate or

professionul.student (as defined by regulations of the

Commissioner and including any loans which are insured

by the Commissioner under this part or by a State or

nonprofit institution, organization with which the Com-

missioner has an agreement under this part made to such

person before he became a graduate or professional

stmlent) ;

" (B) authorizes the insurance of loans to any indi-

vidual student for at least six academic years of study

or their equivalent (as determined under regulations of

the Commissioner) ;

" (C) provides that (i) the student borrower shall

be entitled to aerelerate without penalty the whole or

any part of an insured 1.4rn, (ii) except as provided in

sabe( tion (e) of this cection, the period of any insured

loan may not exceed fifteen years (excluding periods
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1 .during whieh nonflimeht, 1,1 :3,clinl; pfl Re! he rain)

under seHon 427 tyl . , Ithtt,

-3 tion of the note or othei Armen evidence of the loan.
I

4 and (iii) the noto or other written evidence of any loan

t, nay contain such proviio:is relatinf to repayment in the

6 event of default by the borrower as may be authorized

7' by regulations of the Conimissioner in effect at the time

8 sueb note or written evidence was executed;

9 "(D) subject to subpivragraplis (C) and (N) of

lu this paragapa, provides that repay incin of loans shall be

"n installments over a pet itat of not less than ti% P ye:Irs

nor more than ten years (excluding periods durin2;

winch installments of prim ipal lived ant be paid under

section 427 ) (2) ((') ) hetthuting t4 earlier than

nine months nor later than one year after the student

ceases to mime a fall-time course of stildv at on eligible

17 institution, except that if the program pros ides for the

18 insurance cf loans for part-time study at eligible institu-

19 tions the program shall provide that such repayment

20 period shall begin not earlier than nine months nor later

21 than one year after the student ceases to carry at an

22 eligible institution at least one-half the normal full-

23 time academic workload as determined by the institution;

24 " (E) authorizes interest on the unpaid balance of

'23 the loan at a yearly rate not in es.eAss of 7 per centum
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1 per annum On do unpaid ,,,rincipal balance of the loan

- 2 (excita% 01 at.- premium for estnance which naic be

3 passed on to the borrower) : fj

4 (F) Hour , nut les. than 80 per centum of the

unpaid-principal 0, loan, in.ared m(lct-Ale program;

6 ;CI) does net provide for collection of an exce,sise

in,uranee premium;

(H) provide, that the Oil, of the loan in-

,oraina. program will not be denied any student h r

11

12

I

14

15

16

that. State program is administered by a single

1s Sat .,,telay, tq 11t one to more nonprofit prit ate basil-

fution, ,,r 01 ga,11/ trim!, ,seder the upervi4an of a single

eligible for iuterc't benefit, under se; ,i,01 428.s to I (1)

and (2) except in the ea, of loan, ;,, ;de by no instri-

mentalit of at Nate or eligible in,tine

pro% kir. that a sttdent ma. obtain al,olance

under .he,prograin for a lap fot any year of study at

an eligible instituti;10;

(J) in the case of a State program, provides

20 :Ntarf dz.

Ti) pr,' , 411at the 1+0.ii of ,i) paymekk 0,'

oorrov.er daring: any ear d atte rel,a3amlit prriod with

.11 're.,:perst, to the agaregate ant. u1? of all loaz to that hor-

n rower which are (i) insured under this part, or (ii)

25 made by a State or Oar Cotnutissioner under section
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428A (a) (1) (B) shall not be less than $360 or the

balance of all such loans (together with interest thore

on) , whichever amount is less; and

"?(L) provides that periodic installments of princi-

pal need not be paid, but interest shall accrue and be

paid during any period (i) during which the borrower

is pursuing a full-time course of study at an eligible in-

stitution, (ii) not in excess of three years duripg which

the borrower is a member of the Armed Forces of the

United States, (iii) not in excess of three years during

which the borrower is in service as a volunteer under

the Peace Corps Act, or (iv) not in excess of three years

during which the borrower is in service as a full-time

volunteer under the Domestic Volunteer Service Act

of 197:3.

" (2) Such an agreement:,shall

" (A) provide that the holder of any such loan*will

be required to submit to the Commissioner, at such time

or times and in such manner as he may prescribe, state-

ments containing such information as may be required

by or pursuant to regulation for the purpose of enabling

the Commissioner to determine the amount or the pay-

ment which he must make with reTect to that loan;

" (B) include such other provisions as may be neck

esqary to protect the financial interest of the United
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3

4

5

6

7

8

48

47

States and promote the purposes of this part, including

such provisions as may be necessary for the purpose of /
section 43k, and as are agreed to by the Commissioner

and the Skate Or nonprofit private organization or institu-

tion, as the case may be; and

(C) provide for making such reports in such form

and containing such information as the Commissioner

may reasonably require to carry out his function under

this part and for keeping such records and for affording

10 such access thereto as the Commissioner may find me-

n essay to assure the correctness and verification of such

12 < reports.

13

14

13

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

" (b) (1) The Commissioner may enter into a guaranty

agreement with any State or any nonprofit private institu-

tion or organization with which he has an agreement pursu-

ant to subsection (a), whereby the Commiqsioner shall

undertake to reimburse it, under such terms and conditions as

he may establish, in an amount equal to 80 per centum of the

amount expended by it in discharge of its insurance obliga-

tion, incurred under its loan insurance program, with respect

to losses (resulting from the default of the student borrower)

on the unpaid balance of any insured loan, including interest

due before the date of such expenditure, with respect to

hich a portion of the interest (A) is payable by the ('om-

c),
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missioner, ander subsection (a), or (B) would be payable

under such subsection but. for the borrower's lack of need.
ti

The Comm:ssiaiier shall make no reimbursement of losses

4 under this surisection to any Stfite which conducts a student

5 loan insur,,ace progran or to any institution or organization

6 which is auth.oized b.) a State to conduct such a program fur

7 that State if 01.4. ,,rogram dodos access to any student who

8 resides in tat State, on the basis of the location of the ell--

,8 bible institution which such student attends.

"(2) The truaranty agreement
.,

"(A) shalt s't forth such adminis rative and fiscal

1.) proc4.durvs as may be Ileei,'s,sry to Itr,tect the United

1:1 states fr,m :.isk of unreasonable loss thereunder, to

11 in.or pr )p.n. and efficient administration of the loan

15 ranct program, and to az,;are that due diligence will

IC 6, exercised the tion of loans insured under the

program;

1" "(B) ;1.1!), ,Lovide tcl soakini; roch teports, in such

lei form .1td `.'.'ling such information, as the Commis-

siocor may reasonably require to carry out his functions

sol,sf.etion, and '"or keeping such record. and

for tiording such ao.e,,s .reto as the Commissioner

2.! may find necessary to assure the correctness and veri-

.,1 fieation of ,,,t.h reports;
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1 " (C) shall set forth adequate assurance that, with

2 respect to so much of any' loan insured. under the loan

3 insurance program as may be guaranteed by the Corn-

4 missioner pursuant to this subsection, the undertaking of

the Commissioner under the guaranty agreement is ac;

ceptable in full satisfaction of State laws or regulation

requiring the maintenance of a reserve;

" (D) shall provide that if, after the Commissioner

has made payment under the r,guaranty agreement pur-

suant to paragraph (1) of this subsection with respect

to any loan, any payments are made in discharge of the

obligation incurred by the borrower with respect to

5

6.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 such loan (including any payments of interest accruing

14 on such loan after such payment by the Commissioner),

15 ' there shall be paid over to the Commissioner (for .de-

16 posit in the fund established by section 431) such pro-
,

17

ist

19

20

21

22

.portion of the amounts of such payments as is deter

mined (in accordance witlfregulations prescribed by the

Commissioner) to represent his equitable share thereof,

but shall not otherwise provide for subrogation of the

United States to the rights of any insurance beneficiary:

Provided, That, except as the Commissioner may other-

wise by or pursuant to regulation provide, amounts so

24 paid by a borrower on such a loan shall be first applied

25 in reduction of principal owing on such loan;
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51)

" (E) a State which conducts a student loan insur-

ance program or an institution or organization which is

- authorized by a State to conduct such a program for that

State shall receive an administrative allowance from the

Commissioner which shall be equal to an amount per

fiscal year which is equal to 14 per cent= of the total

amount of the loans insured in such fiscal year by such

State, institution, or organization; and

"(F) may include such other provisions as may

be necessary to promote the purposes of this part.

"(3) To the extent provided in regulations of the

Commissioner, a guaranty agreement under this subsec-

tion ma3 contain provisions which permit such forbear;

anee for the benefit of the student borrower as may be

agreed upon by the parties to an insured loan and ap-

proved by the insurer.

"(4) For purposes of this subsection, the terms

"insurance beneficiary" and "default" hax e the mean

ings assigned to them by 'section 430 0) .

"(5) In the case of any guaranty agreement entered

into prior to September 1, 1969, with a State or non-

profit private institution or organization %%WI Which the

Commissioner has in effect on that date an agreement

pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, or section 9 (b)

25 of the National Vocational Student Loan lnsurant j'elAct

26 of 1965, made prior to the date of enactment of this sub-

6
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1 section, the Commissioner may, in accordance with the
2 terms of this subsection, undertake to guarantee loans
3 described in paragraph (1) which are insured by such

. \4 'State. institution, or organization and are outstanding on
5 the (late of execution of the guaranty agreement, but only
6 with respect to defaults occurring after the execution of
7 such guaranty agreement or, if later, after /its effective

I8 date.

.9 "(c) No provision of any law of the United States
10 (other than sections 42,7 (a) (2) (D) and 427 (b) of this
11 Act) or of any State (other than a statute applicable
12 principally to such State's student loan insurance pro-
13 gram) which liluits the rate or amount of interest payable
14 on loans shall apply to loan-
15 " (I) which bears interest (exclusive of any pre,
16 mium for insurance) on the unpaid principal balance at
17 a rate not in excess of 7 per eentni per annum, and
18 "(2) which is insured (A) by the United States
19 under this part, or (B) by a State or nonprofit institu-
90 lion or organization under a program covered by an
21 agreement made pursuant to subsection (a) of this
22 section.

23 "CERTIFICATE of FEDERAL LOAN INSURANCE-EFFECTIVE

24 DATE OF INSURANCE

25 "Sic. 429. (a) (1) If, upon application by an eligible

26 lender. made upon such form, containing ,such information,
_f

6 0
t
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and supported by such cl idence as the Commissioner may

2 require, and otherwise in conformity with this section, the

3 Commissioner finds that the applicant has made a loan to

4 an eligible student w inch is insurable under the provisions

5 of this part, lie may issue to the applicant a certificate of in-

6 surance colering the loan and setting forth the. amount and

7 terms of the insurance.

8 "(2) Insurance evidenced by a certificate of insurance

g pursuant to subsection (a) (1) shall become effective upon

10 the date of issuance of the eel tificate, except that the Com-

11 missioner is authorized, in accordance with regulations,' to

12 issue Commitments v. ith respect to proposed loans, or m ith

13 respect to lines (or proposed lines) of credit, submitted by

14 eligible lenders, and in that event, upon compliance with

15 subsection (a) (1) by the lender, the 'certificate of insurance

16 may be issued effective as of the date when any loan, or any

17 payment by the lender pursuant to a line of credit, to be

18 covered.by such insurance was made. Such insurance shall

19 cease to be effective upon sixty days' default by the lender

20 in the payment of any installment of the premiums payable

21 pursuant to subsection (e) ,

22 "(3) An application submitted pursuant to subsection

23 (a) (1) shall contain (A) an agreement by the applicant

24 to pay, in accordance with regulations, the premiums fixed

25. by the Commissioner pursuant to subsection (e), and (B)
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1 an agreement by the applicant that if the loan is covered by

inprattee the applicant will submit such supplementary re-

3 ports and statements during the effective period of the lum

agreement, upon such forms, at such times, mid containing

5 such information as the Commissioner may prescribe by or

0 pursuant to regulation.

7 " (b) (I) 'In lieu of requiring a separate insurance ap-

plitation and issuing a sepatate certificate' of insurance for

9 each student loan made by an eligible lender as provided

in In subsection (a), the Commissioner may, in accordance

with regulations consistent with section 424, issue to any

12 eligible lender appling then for a certificate of comprehen-

13 sire insurance coverage which shall, without further action

14 by the Commissioner, insure all insurable loans made by

15 that lender, on or after the date of the certificate and before

18 a specified date which occurs before the date determined for

17 the State in which the lender is located by the operation of

18 section 423 (a) (1), within the limits of an aggregate maxi-
,

19 mum amount statecl in the certificate. Such regulations may

20 proNide fur «mditioning such insurance, with respect to any

21 loan, upon empiiance by the lender with such requirements

(to be stated or incorporated by reference in the certificate)

23 as in the Commissioner's judgment Will best achieve the pm-

24 pose Of this subsection while protecting the financial interest

- of the United States and promoting the objectives of thi;

6"t ;
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1 part, including (but not limited to) provisions as to the

2 reporting of such loans and information reload thereto to

3 the Commissioner, and as to the payment of initial and other

4 premiums and the effeut of default therein, and including

5 provision for confirmation by the Commissioner from time

6 to time (through endorsement of the certificate) of the cod

7 erage of specific new loans by such certificate, which con-

8 firmation shall be incontestable by the Commissioner in the

9 absence of fraud or misrepresentation of fact or patent error.

10 " (2) If the holder of a certificate of comprehensive in-
,

11 surance coverage issued under this subsection grants to a stu-

12 dent a line of credit extending beyond the cutoff date speci-

13 fled in that certificate, loans or payments thereon made by

14 the holder after that date pursuant to the linf of credit shall

15 not be deemed to be included in the coverage of that certifi-

16 rate except asmay be specifically provided therein, but, suit-

17 led to the limitations of section 424, the Commissioner may,

18 in accordance with regulations, make commitments to insure

19 such future loans or payments, and such commitments may be

20 honored either as provided in subsection (a) or by inclusion

21 of such insurance Li comprehensive coverage under this sub-

22 section fur the period.or periods in which such future loans

23 or payments are made.

24\ "(c) The Commissioner shall, pursuant to regulations,

25 charge for insurance on eat i lonrr under this part a premium.

14.459 0 . 73
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1 in an amount not to exceed one-fourth of 1 per centum per

2 year of the unpaid principal amount of such loan (excluding

3 interest added to principal), payable tin advance, at such

4 times and in such manner as may be prescribed by the Com-
,

5 missioner. Such rtgulations my provide that such premium

6 shall not be payable, or if paid shall be refundable, with re-

7 ipeet to any period after default in the payment of principal

8 or interest or after the borrower has died or be comes totally

9 and permanently disabled, if (I) notice of such default or

10 other event has been duly given, and (2) requests for pay-.

11 meat of the loss insured against has been made or the Com-

12 missioner has made such payment on his own motion pursu-

13 ant to section 430 (a),

14 " (d) The rights of an eligible lender arising under insur-

15 ante evidenced by a certificate of insurance issued to it under

16 this section may be assigned as security by such lender only

1g to another eligible lender, and subjrt, to regulation by the

18 Commissioner.

lA " (e) The consolidation of the obligations of two or more

20 federally-insured loans obtained by a student borrower in any

21 fisbal year into a single obligation evidenced by a single in-

22 22 itrument of indebtedness shall not affect the insurance by the

23 United State.i. If the loans thus consolidated are covered by

24 separate certificates of insurance issued under subsection (a) ,

25 the Commissioner may upon surrender of the original certifi-
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1 eates issue a new certificate of insurance in accordance with

2 that subsection upon the consolidated obligation; if they are

3 covered by a single comprehensive certificate issued under

4 subsection (b), the Commissioner may amend that certificate

5 accordingly.

6 "DEFAULT OF STUDENT UNDER FEDERAL LOAN INSURANCE

7 PROGRAM

8 "SEc. 430. (a) Upon default by the student borrower

9 un..any Juan coervd by Federal loan insurance pursuant to

10 this part,s,and prior to the commencement of suit or other

11 enforcement proceedings upon security for that loan, the

12 insurance beneficiary shall promptly notify the Commis-

13 sioner, and the Commissioner shall if requested (at that

14- time or after further collection efforts) by the beneficiary, or

15 may on his own motion, if the insurance is still in effect, pay

16 to the beneficiary the amount of the loss sustained by the

17 insured upon that loan as soon as that amount has been deter-

18 mined. The "amount of the loss" on an" loan shall, for the

19 purposes of this subsection and subsection (b) , be deemed

20 to be an amount equal to the unpaid balance of the principal

21 amount and interest.

22 " (b) Upon payment by the Commissioner of the amount
.

23 of the loss pursuant to subsection (a); the United States

24. shall be subrogated for all of the rights of the ladder of the

25 obligation upon the insured loan and shall be entitled to an
,
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I assignment of the note or other evidence of the insured loan

2 by the insurance beneficiary-. If the net recovery .made by

3 the Commi,siotor on a loan ate' deduction of the cost of that

4 rents et- (int Ito Eng I eason.ible administrative costs) exceeds

- Li Ie amount of the fuss, the ece,s shall be paid over to the

insured.

(r) ,N"th:g in this section or in this part shall he

construed to preclude any foreheararae for the benefit of the

student borrower which may be agreed upon by the parties

to the insured loan and appro%ed by the Commissioner or

11 to preclude forhearame by the COmmissioner in the enforce-

12 merit of the :inned obligation after payment on that insur-

ance.

14 " (d) Nothing in this section or in this part shall be 'con-

strued to excn,c the holder of a federally insured, loan from

i' emrt ;sing RA...unable t are and diligence in the making and

17 collection of loans under the provisions of this part. If the

comuussioner, after reasonable notice and opportunity for

tattling to an eligib:e lender, finds that it has substantially

failed to exercise such care and diligence or to make the

reports and statements required under section 428A (a) (3)

2,1! and section 429 (hi) (3) , Jr to pay the required Federal loan

insurant t premium,. he shall disqualify that lender for further

.4 Federal itt,,ran. ;,'.,ranted pursuant to this part until

qttistied that its failure has ceased and finds that there



1

2 exercise necessary care lid dilige or comply with such

3 requirements, as the ease may be.

4

is reasonable assurance

59

5t4

that the lender will in the future

(e) As used in this section

5 "(1) the terra Insu muee beneficiary' means the

iasured or its authorized assignee in accordance with see-

7 lion 429 (d) ; and

8 (2) the term 'default' includes only such default

9 as have existed for (A) one hundred and twenty days in

10 the case of a loan whidt is repayable in monthl in-

11 stallments. or (B) one hundred and eighty days in the

12 ease of a loan which is repayable in less frequent install-

13 meats.

14 "IxstitANcE tit ND

15 ",Si:'. 431. (a) 'Mere k hereby established a student

16 loan insurance fund (hereinafter in this section called the

17 'fawn which shall be autilable without fiscal year limita

18 Lion to the Commissioner for making pat mums in connection

19 with the default of loans insured by him undo r this part, or in

20 connection with pay merits under a guaranty agreement under

21 section 425(b). All amounts received by Commissioner

22. as premium charges for insitra In e acrd u, reit4 is, cal niags, Ot

23 proceeds derived from any claim or othcraoota-aequired_V

24 the Comalk,iioner in connection with his operations under

-0 this -part. and any whet moneys-,-Propert or assets derived

a
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I by the Commissioner from his operations in ooturection with

2 this section. shall by deposited in the fluid. All payments in

3 connection with the default of loans insured by the Commis-

4 sionr under this part. or in connection with such guaranty

5 agreements shall be paid from the fund. Moneys in the fund

not needed for current operations under this section may be

7 invested in bonds or other obligations guaranteed as to prin.

iipal and interest by the United States.

9 "(b) If at any time the money= in thy fund 211e

lti cient to make payments in Yonnek :ion with the default of any

11 loan insured by the Commissioner under thisaLut, or in
12

13

14 reuny of the Treasury notes or other obligations in such
15 forms and denominations, bearing such maturities, and .4)-
16 jeet to such terms and tondithins a- may be prescribed by the
17 ,'onimissioner with the appro%at of the Secretary of the

Treasury, Stull non s other obligations shall bear interest

at a rate determined in rite Sertotar3, of the Treasury. taking

into (Ink.sidvrati(ffi the I'm-rent erage market yield on out-

4andini.r, inarkcjahle obligations of the United States of MM..

connection with any guurrinty agreement made under se

428 (b) , the Commissioner is authorized to ism) to the See-

1'4

19

20

21

22 ramble maturities during the month preceding die issuanci.

2:1 of the notes or other obligations, The Srytary of ft.. Treas-
24 ury is authoetied and dire( red to purba,e 'thy note, and

,
owe; obligut -pins issued he reundyr and for that purpose be is
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(i1)

1 authorized to use as a public debt transaction the proteas

2 front the :.ale .4 any securities. issued under the Second Lib-

3 erlr Bond Act, as annqnh'IL and the purposes flu which

securities may be issued mob t that Act, as anionled, are

e\t !eh a to tut hiii any rtruita,e of such notes and

6 (ions. The Secretary of the Treasury may at an time sell

7 nny of the notes in other oblitrations acquired 1$y him under

8 this. subsection. All redemption,. purchases, and salts by the

9 Setetary of the Treasury of such mites or taller obligations

10 shall he treated as public tight trwlaution. a the rnited

11 States. Sums borrowed under this subset titn shall be de-

11

13

17

18

19

21

0.1

t

24

25

istsited in the fund and retlentplitoi of such noter and obliga.

tiutth 4611 he made by the a ler from such fund.

"LEGA Inc) w Eats AND R:sPoNSIBILITILS

"`f;c . 432. (a) Iii the Iwrionnatit e of. and with respect

to. the fum lions. powers. ,oul 'bait s %estcd in hint by this

part. the Commissioner may

" (1) prescribe such regain/ a may be necessary

to cart out the purposes of this part ;

" (2) sue and be sued in any court of record of a

State having general jurisdiction or in any district court

of the United States, and such district. courts shall have

jurisdiction of ci%l actions arising under this part with-

out regard to the amount in I ontrimt.Ny. and action

instituted under this subsection by or agaireg the Corn-
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1 missioner shall survive notwithstanding any change in
4

the person occupying the office of Commissioner or any

vacancy in that office; buI no attachment, injunction,

garnishment, or other similar process, mesne or final,

3 shall be issued against the Commissioner or property

under his control, and nothing herein shall be construed

7 to except litigation arising out of activities ander this

part from the application of sections 507 (h) and 2679

9 of title 28 of the United States Code and of section 316

let of Title 5.

" (3) include in any contract for Federal loan

12 insurance such terms, conditions, and covenants relating

1.3 to repayment of principal and payment of interest, relat-

14 to his obligations and rights and to those of eligible

ti
lenders, and borrowers in case of default, and relating

16 to such other matters as the Commissioner determines

17 to be necessary .to assure that the purposes of this part

lx will be achieved; and any term, condition, and covenant

19 made pursuant to this clause or any other pros isions of

20 this part may be modified by the Commissioner if he

21 determines that modifitation is necessary to protect the

financial interest of the United States;

"(4) subject to the specific limitations in this part.

24 consent to the modification, Ix ith respect to rate of inter-

25 tine of payment of any installment of principal and
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6'2

1 interest or any portion thereof, or any other provision

2 of any note or other instrmitent evidencing a loan which

3 has been insured by him under this part ;

4 " (5) enforce, pay, or compromise, any claim on, or

arising because of, any such insurance or any guarantee

agreement under section 428 (h) and

" (6) enforce, pay, coinpromise, waive, or release

any right, title, claim, lien or demand how% er acquired,

9 including any equity Or any right or redemption.

(b) The Commiszioner shall, with respect to the finan-

ll cial operations arising by rt.oson of this part
/

12 " (1) prepare annually and submit a budget plogram

13 a, provided for wholly owned Goi, eminent corporations

14 by the Government Corporation Control Act ; and

15 "(2) maintain with respect to insurance under this

16 part an integral set of accounts, which shall be audited

annually by the General Accounting Office in accordance

18 with principles and procedures applicable to contmercial

19 corporate transactions, as provided by section 105 of the

20 Government COrporation Control Act, dxeept that the

21 transactions of the Commissioner, including the settle-

22 ment of insurance claims and of claims for payments pm.-

23 mint to section 428, 428.1, and section 428 and trans-

24 actions related thereto and voucher, apprmed by the

25 Commissioner in connection n ith such transactions. shall
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1 be final and conclusive upon all accounting and other

officers of the Government.

"PARTIcIPATION BY FEDERAL CREDIT UNIONS IN FEDERAL,

4 STATE, AND PRIVATE STUDENT LOAN INSURANCE

PROORANIS

i; "SE(. 4:13. Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

7 Federal credit unions shall, pursuant to regulations of the

8 Director of the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions, have power

9 to make insured loans to student members in accordance with

11; the prat isioo e. of this part relating to federally insured loans,

11 or in accordance w.1.1 ti Ie pros isions of any State or nonprofit

12 private ,tudent loan insurance, program meets the re-

l.3 quiremnts of section 2)4A (a) (1) (C).

14 ''nErtxmoN OF ELIOIBLE-/ENDER

Is "Su( 4:14. (a ) A, used in this ptsrt, the term 'eligible

It; lender' means (1) a finasa ;al or credit institution (including

17 an ii.-araml a anpant ) %%hi( h is, subject to examination mid

is supervision lo an agency of the United States or of ans-

19 State or () a pension fund approed ht,--the Commissioner

20 for this plupoc, the primary purpose of , hit other than

21 the making or holding of stollens loan,

(h) line of Hom, an arimigenient or

a,rreement beht 4411 the Iendvr the trriM Cr whereby a

24 loait paid unit ;la lender to the lanrossr in animal

25 installments. of whese1't the lender agrees to make. in midi-

1; !ion to the ii itiul loan additional loan, in sulew(ptent

7 t;
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4

"DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA STUDENT LOAN INSURANCE

PROORAM

3 "SE0,. 435. (a) The Mayor of the District of Columbia

4 is authorized (1) to establish a student loan insurance pro-

5 gram which meets the requirements of this part for a State

6 loan insurance program in order to enter into agreements

7 with the Commissioner for the purposes of this title and such

8 Act, (2) to enter ink, smith agreements with the tommis-

9 sioner, (3) to use amounts appropriated to such Board for

lo the purposes of this section to establish a fund for such pu-

n. poses and for expenses in ( onnection therem him, and (4) to

12 accept and ,u,e donation; for the purposes of this section.

1.3 " (b) Notwithstanding the pros i,ions of any applicable

11 law, if the bortam or, on any loan insured under the program

15 established pursuant to this section. is a minor, any other-
. .

II; vase valid note or other nritteu agreement executed by him

17 for the purpose, of ,ueb loan route a binding obligation.

18 " (r) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

19 Mayor of the District of Columbia such amounts as may be

20 necessary for the purposes of this section.

21 "REPAYMENT BY THE-COMMISSIONER OF LOANS OF

22 DECEASED OR DISABLED BORROWERS

23 "SEc. 431;. If a student borrower who has received a loan

24 described in clause (A), (B) or (C) of section 428A

25 (a) (1) dies or becomes permanently and totally disabled
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1 (as determined in aecordanee aith regulations of the Com-

2 inissittner), that the Conimissiont r shall discharge the bur-

3 rower's liability on the loan bs Mg the amount owed

4 on the loan.

5 "E1.1(111111.1n OI INSTITVTIONS

"Stic.44:37. (a) Notwithstanding any other proviion

7 of this part, the Commissioner ie anthorized to proscribe sin )1

8 regnhitions as way be necessary to pros Ile for
s

9 " ( I ) a fiscal audit of an eligible institution with re-

10 gaol to any funds obtained from a student who has re-

11 cid% ed a luau 111..111141.1111(1er !hi:. part, or insured by a
'

12 State or nonprofit private mststntion or organization

13 with which the Commissioner has an agreement muter

14 seetion 428 (a) :

" (2) the establishment of reasonable standards of

16 finant ial responsibility mid aptu opt iate institutional taps-

17 bility for cite administration by au eligible institution

18 of a program of student financial aid with respect to

19 funds obtailicd front a student who has received a loan in-

20 sued under this part, or insured by a State Or nonprofit

21 pris ate institution or orgaskatitat with which the Com-

22 missioner has all apemant under section 428 (a ) ;

23 (3) the limitation, suspension, or termination of

24 the eligibility under this part of any otherwise eligible

25 )
institution. w Ilene% cr the CO11111110:1011er lass teteamined,
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1 after notice and affording an opportunity for hearing,

2 that such institution has violated or failed to carry out

3 any regulation prescribed under this part.

4 "(b) The ('ommis.ioner shall publish a list of State

5 agencies he determine. to lit reliable authority as to
.-

G the qualit) of public postsceondai ;ivatiolial education in

ft

7 their respectke States for the puipose of detnrtuiliiug eligi-

S Iti lity for all Federal tudent assistance programs.

9 "srrunEN 1.0. N M N1; ASSOC 1 ATI oN

10 "Sm.. 438. (a) The Congress lien.h declare, dial it is,

11

12

13

11

15

16

17

18

II)

20

21

2'2

92

24

25

the purpose Of this cdion to establi,11 a (imernment-spon-

mired pi% ate corporation %% hich «ill he financed by prnate

capital and "huh sett as a se( ondar market and 'ware-

housing facilit.% fot insured Audi tit loans. d 1)3 the Com-

missioner under this lam or b a St.it«Ir nonprofit private

institution or lanization with %%hi( it the Commissioner-has

an a greenly:it andel set Mtn 4:28 (a) , and whit la, will provide

liquidity for student loan investments.

" (h) (1) There is licrehy created a hod3 «irporate to be

knoNN n as the Student Loan Marketing Association (herein-

after referred to as the 'Association.). The Association shall

have succession until di.sol% ed. It shall maintain its principal

office in the District of Columbia and hall be deemed, for

pnrposes of %cline in ei%il actions, to be a resi(lent'thereof.

Offices 11111) liestaldished by the .1ssoviation in stud} /other
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1 place or places as it ina de a RI W. (1 at) or apinopriate for

9 the condtwt of its business.

3 " (2) The Association, ineluding- Its frandlise,
,

reser%rs. sadder., inortgrages, or other seeorit:, Lidding. plod

.10411Irojiic 1:111 Sculpt 110111 all 1.1 \ iiM1 Or hereafter

t, imposed hy any State, Let ritia..., vossession. 'onntionAvealth,

7 or dependency of the United States. or by the l)i,triet of Co-

5 lunthi.), or b any couttly. nottnioipality. or local taxing au-,
9 tloority. exc'ept that an re,J1 propert of the% Assviation

It) sh.11l be subject to State. tetitorial, county. municipal, or

.oca. ,11%;,011 same ntelit act.oritilig to its %aloe a':ii

1 oiler real propert is I.) \ed.

Lt r 1101.11) aitthol ;zed to lit appropriated to

11 the Se( rutai or Ilealth. I.:oho:aim', and 1elf.ole S35,000,00)

1 for no.oking aoh,:neo s lot doe purpose of helping to establish

11; the Stull aol%.11111, shall he epaid %vithin '-itch

17 poliod as the Sectetal ma% deem to he approptiate in light

of We Of:11111t1 311(1 sok eney of the Association. Such ad-

1'i %Joeys shall heat intetest it a rate not less than (A) a rate

determined h the Scout:tr.). of the Tieastn taking into eon-

21 sideration the ,totem a erage 111.1thvt Meld uu outAtanding

"2 marketable obligations of the United States %tido remaining

23 periods to maturity (111)11).11411de to the noattiit% of such ad-

21 %ice., aililiud to the neatest one-eighth of
1 per eentutit,

ploN (14). au allowance :obiate in the judgment of the
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1 Secretary to VII% 1. eost and probable 10-4,.

2 li.tgi3nilits of sue II all\ mice,. shall Ile clep44,:neel into niiseel-

I

I-

3 anvon, weipt, of c lie

(e) (I) '1'14e .1ssociaticni ,14.411 Ica\ e a lloac41

5 lop., .11,111 onisi of \ 1.4411,.. ow of \\ honk

,loll (11311111.1n the riesidi

7 "(2) An intlim Board of Din:ots appointed

8 by our of \\ bolo lie 51o111 tle,ignate, as intrinc

9 ( hotline it oatel ,h.cll elor.it of N entN -one

10 (c of loon 14.411 let le)1.4cniatk( (11 lmnh oil

. WIRT 1.11111116A 'A bit .41( iin,cntd 14. nal I, pill -now

12 to thi, seltion, 01 \%.11.41.11 shall be Itll/ (1111-

1 3 1 II lei I shall lit' ruPli

14 list- of the g.,(1(1.11 Thu Itoalti .11,111 migu loi

15 an initial (.11'ecing- of otoenon owl p1Pf191td stock, Mid !Ake
k

11; 01111`1 all ion.; at( to moiled \\id, the

17 operation,. of Ile .1 o.00intion,

18 " (3) \VIcen in the jinlonnt of dn. Ptsiclent. sulliint

19 onnnon ,look of the A ,,o( iatioo has lopn putt 11,0411 h\

20 conational intititiloo and bank, Ili of r IC44.444(.441 instine

21 tion<, the holder, of common stunk hide am. educational

eit se%lt members of thy lioniti of NIT(

tor, and the holder, oninwn fr1-. which arc luck, al

24 .1 :1coder onancial inAitution. .14111 ee I se, 'n noitther of the

lloo(l of 1)in TIo. 11.111 ;ippoini the i(outio-

8 6
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1 powers, and duties as may be prescribed by the bylaws or

by the Board of Directors, and such persons shall be the-

3 executie dflicers of the Association and shall discharge al)

4 such executive fuations, powers:and duties.

5 " (d) (1) The Association is authorized, subject to the

6 pros isions of this section, pursuant to commitments or other-
,

7 wise, to make adtances on the seeurzity'of, purchase, service,

8 sell, or otherwise deal in, at prices and on terms and condi-
,

9 tions determined by the Association, t,udent loans width are

1k) insured by the Commissioner und'er this part or by a State or

11 nonprofit pit ate institution or orgAni with w hick the

12 Commissioner has an agreement under section 28 (a).

13 " (2) Any warehousing advance made under paragraph

14 (1) of this subsection shall not exceed 80 per cent= of the

15 face amount of an insured loan. The proceeds from any such

16 advance shall be imested in additionallusured studc.nt loan;.

17 " (e) The Association,. pursuant to such criteria as the

18 Board of Directors may prescribe, shall make advances on

19 security or purchase student loans pursuant to subsectiot. (d)

20 only after tide Association is assured that the leader (A)

21 does not discriminate by pattern or practice against any

22 particular class in category of students, or against any par-

23 ticular student, by requiring that, as a condition to the

21 receipt of a loan, the student or his family maintain a busi-

25 Hess relationship with the lender, except that this clause

54.459 0. 75 t 8
(l
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1 .1,all not *ph iii the case of a loatv made by t. credit

7)

dm: loan itmiation, monad iris bank, or

an other oilt r m,ith less than :..:.)50,000,000 in ,deposits,

and CIO del', not dirt riminate the basis of race, sr.?,<"

colui, d, agu.-41 rit.611.

(f) 11) . Shall l have onnnon stock

7 baking a pat valm- of $400 per slave Inch may be issued

S only to lenders miller this part, pertaining to guaranteed

tud, iv loans. %Alio arc qualified as insured lenders under this

1() Nil or Axl.o are digit& institutions as defined in section

4.9 I I r than an in,tination out,ide the United States) .

(2) Ea, h share of common stock shall be entitled to

one tote Alitit rights of umulative voting at all elections

14 of director,. Voting shall he by classes as described in sub-

( 4.) ( 3 )

( 3 ) common stock of the Association shall be

it be pitAl:lied by regulations of the

r, t,ait tit ,11111, EdliCiition, and Welfare, and, as to the

ifo mil% on the book, of the .1,,ociatin. The See-

(aa ax t a(f Ifialtb bboation. and Welfare shall prescribe the

of -Lin. of ((million stok the As,oeiation

autstataling at any one vim('.

(4) T., Tit that net in-orne k earned and real -

Kt -41-1 t bolt (g) (2) , dividends may be de-

:al 'mutton ,tot k bt the Boald of Directors. Such
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1 di% idends as Ina) be declared by the Board shall be paid

2 to the holders of outstanding shares of common stock, except

3 that no such di% idends shall be pa3 able with respect to any

4 share which has been called for redemption past the effective

3 date of such call.

" (g) ( I ) The Association is authorized, with the ap-

7 prcka" of the Secretar of Health, Education, and Welfare,

8 to i.,stte non% wing mufred stoc with a, par value of 5100

9 per share. Any preferred share issued shall be freely trans -

10 except that, as to the Association, it shall be trans -

11 ferred only on the hook, of the Association.

12 " (2) The 110161 of the preferred shares shall be en-

13 titled 1,1 such late of inaulati% c di% Wends and such shares

14 shall be subject to sualr tedentption or other comersion pro-

visions, as mad be pros bled for at the time of issuance. No

16 diA idends shall be payable on any share of common stock

17 at any time %% hen any di% idend is due on any share of pre -

18 ferred stock and has not been paid.

19 " (3) In the event of any liquidation, dissolution, or

20 winding up of the Association's business, the holders of the

21 preferred 11411'S shall be paid in full at par value thereof,

22 plus all accrued di% blends, before the holders of the CO111111011

23 shares reCCile any payment.

24 " (11) ( I ) The Association is authorized with the ap-

25 pick al of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
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1 and the Secretary of the Treasury to issue and Int% e outstand-

2 ing obligations liming such maturities and bearing such rate

3 or rates of intErest a,. may be determined by the Association.

4 Such obligations may he redeemable at the option of the As-

5 sociation before maturity in such manner as may be stipulated

6 therein.

7 " (2) The Secretary of Health, Education, andWelfare

is authorized prior to October 1, 1987, to guarantee payment

9 when (Inc of prineipal and interest on obligations issued by

10 the Associath)n in all a gregate amount deternined by the

11 Secretary in conoultation with the Secretaty of the Trustily.

12 " (3) To enable the Secretary of Health, Education, and

13 Welfare to discharge his responsibilities (Haler guarantees

14 issued by him, he is authorized to issue to the Secretary of

15 the Treasury notes or other obligations in such forms and

ft; (1,11011'11)10'10ns, hearing >utii atitritic,, and subject to such

17 loins and conditioa.., as alay he pre,selibed by the SeelVillry

18 of Health, Education, and Welfate with the apprmal of the

19 Secretary of the Treasury. Such notes or other obliptions

20 shall bear interest at a rite (1(.0,11,111A by the Secretary of

21 the Trustily, taking into consideration the current trterage

22 market yield on outsttanding marketable obligatitais of the

23 United States of comparable 111;turities, during the months

24 preceding the isuala e of the non s or other obligations. The

25 of cite i-, MIAMI/A and diletted to put-

8c)
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1 chase any nut's and other oblig,utions issued het eundei and

2 for that purpose he is authorized to use as a public debt t tans-

3 action the proceods from the sale of an) securities issued

4 under the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the

5 purposes for whidi securities may be issued under that Act.

G as amended, are extended to include au) purchase of such

7 notes and obligatitms. The Secretaiy of the Treasur) ma) at

8 any time sell any of the notes or other obligations acquired

9 by him under this I t;siosec..on. All redemptions, purchases,

1.0 and sales by the Secretary of the Ticasury of such notes or

11 other obligations shall be heated as public debt transactions

12 of the United States. Thule is authorized to be appropriated

13 to the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare such sums

14 tis _may be necessary to pa) the principal and interest on the

15 notes or obligations issued by him to the Secretary of the

16 Treasury.

17 " (i) The Association shall have power-

18 " (1) to sue and be sued, complain and defend,

19 in its corporate name and through its own counsel;

20 "(2) to adopt, alter, and use the corporate seal,

21 which shall be judicially noticed;

92 " (3) to adopt, amend, and repeal by its Board of ,/

23 Directors, bylaws, rules, and regulations as may be rim'

24 sary for the ponduct of its Inv.iness;

8 t;
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1 (4) to comit ih busiiiess, enrry on its operations,

2 and Zone of-tic:yrs and oxen i.c the power granted by this

3 section in an.) State 11 itIiont regard to any qualification

or similar statute, in any State;

5 " (3) to lease, purchase, or otherwise acquire, own,

hold, improNe, use, or otherwise deal in and with any

7 property real, personal, or mixed, or any interest therein,

8 whrever situated ;

9 to accept gifts or donations of services, or of

propertyi, real, peNonal, or itiled, tangible or intaligible,

11 in aid of any of thr purposes of the Association;

1'3 (7) to sell, con% , mortgage, pledge. leuse,ex-

change, and othilwisc dispose of its poverty and assets;

1 " (8) to appoint .nich dicers, attorneys, employees,

15 and agents as una,lbe required, to detenine thc
A16 cations, to define their dittic,., to fix men. minutes, require

17 bonds for them and fix the Peniiiiv tereof; and

18 (9) to enter into contrack, to execute inqiiiinnt,,

19 to incur and to do all things as are necessary

or incidental to the prop( r management of its afinirs and

21 the roper conduct of its business.

92 " (j) The accounts of the Association shall be audited

Sad' antra., Shall he condin ted in accoribt ith

24 geneiall cool auditing standards by independent ee;ti-

25 lied public at (.m11,111, or by independent Iii public

8 i"
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1 aceoutaints, licensed on or before December 31, 1970, who

2 are certified or licensed by a regulatory authmity- of a State

3 or other political subdivision of the United States, ext ept

4 that independent ,public Itecountants licensed to practice by

5 such regulatory authority after December 31, 1070, and

6 persons who,although not so certified or licensed, meet, in

7 the opinion of the Secretary, standards of education and

S experience representative of the highest standards prescribed

9 by the licensing authorities of the several States NN bieh pro-

10 N ide for the continuing licensing of public accountants and

NN hidi arc prescribed by the Secretary in appropriate regula-

tions may perform such audits until December 31, 1975. A

13 report of each such audit shall be furnished to the Secretary

14 of the Treasury. The audit shall be conducted at the place

15 or places where the accounts are normally kept. The repre-

sentatives of the Secretary shall have access to all books,

17 acounts, financial records, repoits, files, and all other papers,

18 things, or property belonging to or in use by the Association

19 and necessary to facilitate the audit, and they shall be

20 afforded full facilities for Verifying transactions with the

21 balances or seeu;Ilies held by depositaries, fiscal agents, and

22 custodians.

23 " (k) A report of each such audit for a fiscal year shall

24 be made by the Secretary of the Treasury to the President

25 and to the Congress not later than six months following the

8
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close of such fiscal year. The report shall set forth the scope

of the audit and shall include a statement (showing inter-

corporate relations) of assets and liabilities, capital and stir-,

plus or deficit; a statement of surplus or deficit /analysis; a
v

statemet of int omc and expense; a statement of sources aad

6 application of funds, atta such couuaents and information

7 as may he deemed necessary to keep the President,ai 1 the

Congress informed of the operations and financial condition

;) of the Association, together with such.recommendations with

to respect thereto as the Secretary may deem advisable, in-

n .cluding "a repodi of any impairment of 'capital or lack of

12 sufficient capital noted in the audit. A copy of each report.

it shall be furnished to the Secretary of Health, Education, and

14 Welfare and to the Association.

15 " (1) All obligations issued by the Association shall be

16 lawful in% estments, and may be accepted as security for all

17 fiduci,u3, trust, and public funds, the imestment or deposit

18 of %%hida shall be under authority or control of the United

19 States or of any officer or officers thereof. All stock and ob-
.

ligations issued by the Association purauant to this section

21 shall be deemed to be exempt securities within the meaning

22 of law s administered by the Securities and Exchange om-

23 to the same extent tis securities which are direct

24 obligations of, or obligations guaranteed aS to principal or

25 interest liv, the United es. 1 1 kssociation shall, for the
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1 purposes of section 14 (h) (2) of the Federal Reserve Act,
. ,

be deemed to be an agency of the t inteo States.

"(m) In order to furnish obligations for delivery by'thi

4 Association, the Secretary ttl the Treasury is authorized to

5 prepare st011 Obligations iu slit 11 form as the I3oad of 1)irec-

6 tots nut} aplitoe. quit ohliga6,ns when prepared to be held

7 in the Treasury subject to dclicr3 upon order by the A sso-

8 elation. The engraved plates, (lies, bed pieces, and so forth,

9 ortuted in connection therewith shall 1cmain in the custody

10 of the Secretary of the Twasor3. The Associatut shall reim-

11 )nurse the Secretary of the Treasury for any expenditures

12 made in the preparation, eustody, and delivery of such

13 obligation.

14 " (n) The Association shall, as soon as practicable after

15 the end of each fiscal pear, transmit to the Ptc.ident and the

1t; C(mligress a report of it, ululation. and «etkities during emit

17 year.

18 . "PART CW0EN.-SCDV 1'EMEA118

19 "STATEN! ENT OF PURPOSE; A PPROPR IA TION S A I; THOR IZ ED

20 "SEC. 441. (a) The purpose of this part is to stimulate

21 and pomote the pat t-time emplo3 meta of students in eligible

22 institutions who ate in need of the oarnings front such cur

23 ploymeitt to pursue courses of stud} at such institutions.

24 "(b) There are authorized to he appropriated $225,-

23 000,000 for the fiscal ear ending Jumv30, 1909, $275,000,-
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1 000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, $320,000,-

2 000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, $330,000,000

3 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972, $360,000,000 for

4 the fiscal nat. ending Julie 30, 1973, $390,000,000 for the

5 1iseftFyear ending June 30, 1974, $420,000,000 for the fiscal

year'`ending June 30, 1975, $450,000,000 for the fiscal year

7 ending June 30, 1970, $480,000,000 for the fiscal .year end-
\

8 ing September 30, 1977, $510,000,000 for the fiscal year

9 'ending Septembr 30, 1978, $540,000,000 for the fiscal

40 year ending September 30, 1979, and $570,000,000 for the

11 fiscal year entlingSeptember30, 1980.

19 `j;11,1,0TMENTS TO STATES

13 "SEC. 442. (a) Prom the sums appropriated to carry

14 out this part for a fiscal year the Commissioner shall (1)

13 allot not to exceed 2 per mann' among Puerto Rico. anam,

16 American Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,

17 and the Virgin Islands according to their respective needs

18 fur assistance tinder this part, and (2) reserve the lount

19 provided by subsection (d). Ninety per centum of the re-

20 ',minder of, sneh sums shall be allotted among the States as

21 provided in subsection (b) .

22 " (b) The sums being allotted imam. this subsection shall

23 be allotted by the Commissioner ruining the States so that

24 the atiotwent to each State under this sailsectitai%01 he an

tr, amount Nsiddi heal the vumc ratio to Qach nnel a.: the

9.
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1 number of persons enrolled on a full-time basis in institutions

2 of higher education in such State bears to the total number

3 of persons enrolled on a full-time basis in institutions orhigher

edueationin all the States.

5 " (c) The amount of any State's allotment which has

6 not been granted to an .eligible institution under section 443

7 at the end of the fiscal year for whicit"ap-Ropriated shall be

8 reallotted by the Commissioner in such manner as he deter-

9 Mines will best' assist in achieving the purposes of this Act:*

10 Amonnts reallotted under this subsection shall be available

11 for making grants tinder section 443 until the close of the

12 fiscal year next succeeding the fisral year for which appro-

13 printed.

14 "(d) For purposes of this section, the term 'Stale' doei

not include Puert Biro, Guam, American Samoa, the Trust

16 Territory of the Paeific Islands, and the Virgin Islands.

17 " (e) From the appropriation for this part for each fiscal

i8 year'the Commissioner shall reserve an amount to provide

19 work-stm. assistance to students who reside in, but who

20 attend eligible institutions °aside of, American Samoa or

21 the Trt4 'Territory of the Pacific Islands. The amount so

22 reserved shall be allotted to eligible institutions and shall 6e

23 available only for the purpose of prov'iding work -study as-

24 sistanee to such students.
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1 ''ott.kx r, For; tt 01:1:-STI:1)1 11:40: \IS

2 "Si: A% 443. The Commissioner is author lieu to enter

3 into agreements with ite4iintions (tart otullinatifuts of

4 such institatiims) tinder mbh it the r*,,molissiotst r trill onike

5 graub to sue!' ittstitutb4ts or comhinations of surb

Fi tiom) to assi In thr opkttion of work-stud program.; a.;

7 hereinafter provided.

**rO\ mitoxs or AG111:1:111;NT:,

9 "Se(. -144. (8) .1n Agteernent entered into pursuant to

It

seetion .14.3

oroide for the (Titration nv the institution of

a prognon for the pnkt time ,entI)lo, meta of it;,, strident.,

in work for the instinition its, If (t.m.(.1,1 ill the (.4.;4-14

ippititlary ins.thUtitoll of higln-r education) or Audi in.

15 the public iloctivst fur a public or p'rkan. nonprofit (up-
-

11; nizatbm Under an arrangement between the ilistitiltinn
dr

17 and such organi/ation. and attrh work---

18 (1) will noVesult in the displacement of

19 plo) rtl workers or impair existing rontrad for setw-

20

21 " (B) will he govt.' ned by mull condition, of

22 employou.lit a,.:,, N),...)11 he appropt late and rea5pnaltle iu

23 light of ..:nelt fao as type (If work performed, geo-

24 / graphhe,II revion, and proficiency o! the employee,

25 and will be paid for at a rate not , than the appli-
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eable minimum rate of %%ages,es1 !,'

hull (a) (1) of the Fair Lain, 'lards .\et of

3 19:1s, or the prevailing tate (as tt. c:dined by the

4 pct toafc of Laltor) of wages paid ht the employer

5

6

7

9

10

12

13

14

is

lli

17

)1)

21

d under sec -_

24

23

lu 1,11n.1 efriployees doing the whidloo.

.9 call V. and

" ft') does not imuhe the coiisnuetion, op-

. tAtion. or maintenance of so much of any facility

a., i ttl or is to be used for cunt) ian instruction

to i , lie fur litigious woiship,

(2) privide that Ad, foamed an ipstitatio of

higher.t dmation. pursuant to sta.tion 14.1 ma In used

milt (0 Wake 1)71 (Mill= (0 111(11 Id\ pal lit Iliatiite: Hi

( i that .111 /11,111111.1.)11

11411. .11011 li0(1 411 file stun% graioed to it to ;oliomi.:.

trati%e (Apute.e, .1(.4.01.111.. Vt ith set tion 9:1 of this

Act:
I

" (:),) proide that emploment under sut uurt.

stadt pft-gr tin finuktted unk to 11 'ktintunt who

has been attepted for curf.11 ,of iii as a student on at

ha-t a hail-tittle hask or..in the ca=e of a Audent ;dread%

itrolled in and attending the institution. is in gum'

aml tit attendant(' there on at 11,1-1 a half-time

iusis either as all lindriv,rmlnate. graduate. or proles-

:4mnd .studtlit;

()
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1 " (4) provide that the institution will meet the re-

2 quirements of sotion 494 of this ...1.et*(relating to main-
.

3 tuned' ofItfort) ;

" (5) provide that the Federal share of the coin-
,.

5 pensation of 'students',employed in the work-study pro -

grim in ttecordance with the agreement trill not exceed

80 per a.m.= of such compensation: except that the

8 Federal share may'exceed 80 per ceutu of such coin--

9 pensation if the Commissioner dCA`ntines, pursuant to

10 Agulations adopted all(' promulgated by hip establish-

11 ing objective criteria for suet) determinatioq, that a Fed-

12 era) share in excess of 8( per (*ennui). is required in

13 furtherance of the purposes of this part:

14 "(u) include provisions, designed to make empldy-
r15 mem under such work -study "program, or equivalent ein-

16 ployment offered or arranged for-by the institution,
.17 -reasonably available (to the extent of available funds)

18 to all eligiLle students in 1-17Alstitation who are seeking

19 such employment.

20 Focpurposes of paragrhph (4) of subsection (a)

21 of this section, in computing average hours of employment if
22 a qudent over a sin or other tern!. there shall be e\-

23 eluded any period during which the student is on vacation

24 and any period of nonreguha enrolliiieut. Et plo Him under
23 a work -studs program during an t1(1 1)(1 ItJd of noliregfilur

13i;
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1 enrollment during which classes in which the snide* is en-

2 rolled are in session shall be only to the extent and in accord-

3 once with (ritecia estal(lished I)) or pursuant to regulations of

4 the Connnissioner.

5 "slwitctEs Op MATCHING FUNDS: ACADEmic CREDIT

6 "$E('. 445. (a) Nothing in-this part shall be construed

7 as restricting thy source (other than this part) from which

8 the institution may pay its share of the compensation of a

9 student emphoed under a work-study program co) cred by

10 an agreement under this part, and such share may be, paid

11 nisinh student in the form of set-) ices and equipment (in-
.

12 chiding tuition, na)ti, lamrds and boo) furnished by such

13 institution.

14 "(1;) Nothing in this part shall be construed as restrict -

ing au institution from offering a :Indent academic credit

16 for employment under a work-stud.) program covered by

17 an agreement under this putt where that institution deems

18 such employment to be related to that student's academic

19 studies, ecept that sin h a policy of panting academic credit

-20 shall not affect w ages, tfialition, of employ ment, and triteria

21 for eligibility associated with a w ork-study program OA cued

22 by an agreement under this part.

23 "EQUITABLE DISTRIBIMON 01' ASSISTANCE

24 ";':',Ec. 44(1. (a ) The Commissioner shall establish criteria

25 dc<signed to achice sad' disnibution of assistance under this
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1 part among institutions of higher eduCation a ithin a State

2 as'will most effectively carry our the purposes of...this Act.

3 "(b) Sums granted to an eligible institution under this

4 part for any fiscal year which are not needed by that institu-

5 tion to operate work-utudy programs' during the period ftr

6 which such funds arc available shall remain available to the

7 Commissioner for making grants under zfection 44:; to other

8 institutions until the close of the fiscal year next succeeding
w.

9 the fiscal y it for which those funds were appropriated. 'k

10 "J013 CREATION" PROGRAM.

"Sec. 4471. (a) The Commissioner is authorized, in'/ ,
12 accordance with the provisions of this section, to enter. into

z

13 agreements lith eligible /institutions under which the Corn- ',,y
.

14 rnissioner will make grhnts to Such institutions in order. to
1

;

- - ,' .
15 assist in the payment I the costs to such institutions of

... ..,

.16 establishing a program under which such institutions will,
,:.

..1
17 _in.eooperation with othet employers in the localities of such

18 institution.; find and create jobs (other than jobi-unde

19 work-study programs covered by agreements under this

20 part) for students enrolled at such institutions which are
a,/,

21 suitable to the scheduling and other needs of such students. f' 1

: 2:22 "(b) Agreements entered into under subsection (a)

23 shall provide that the filling or creation of jobs pursuant to

24 programs Assisted ander such agrcemcn'ts will not resit in

I
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the displacement of 6itiploy d workers or impair existing°

0 contracts fel services.

bie.) Grants under agreemOtts entered into under sub-,

section '(a) shall be in such mn\ounts as are determined

3

4

5 by the Commissioner to be necessary to reimburse insti-

.rations for the costs, as determined trader regulations of the

7 Conlibissioner, of job-placement and job-creation programs
7 4

8 intact. subsection (0, exec-pt that such grants to any such

9 institutions for an3' fiscal year shall not exceed 1 per centum I
,

.10 of the estimated wage cost to emplo)ers..of the jobs created

11
under such program for suell,year.

11

or

12.

14

15

16

17

"PART D-LCOOPERATIVE tDUCATION PROGRAM

"APPROPRIATIONS ATITIIORIZATION

"Six. 4;1. (a) There are authorized to be appEopritited

$340;000 for the fiscal year ending Jute 30,1909, 8,000,-

000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970, and $10,-

000,000 for each of the succeeding fiscal years ending prior

0

18 to September 30, 1,980, to enable the Commissioner to

19 make grants pursuant to section 452 to institutions of higher

20 education for the planning, establishment, expansion,, or

21 carrying out,by such institutions of programs of cooperative

22 education that alternate periods of full-time academic study

23 with periods of full-time public or private employment', that,

24 'will trot only afford students the opportniity-to earn through

d5 employment funds required toward continuing *and com-

r
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pleting their education but will, so far as practicable, give

2 them work experience related to their academic or occupa-
:)3 timid objective, Such amounts for the fiscal year ending

4
June 30, 1969, shall also be available for planning and

5 related activities fin the purpose' of this ti4.

6 "(b) There are further, authorized to be appropriated,

7 $750:000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969, and for

'8 each of the succeeding fiscal years, ending prior to Septem-

ber 30, 1980, to enable the 'Commissioner to make train-

10 ing, iiononstration or research grants or contracts pursuant

n to section 453.
o.

12 "(c) Appropriations under this part shall not be avail-
/

13 able for the payment of compensation Of students iv em-

14 .iiloyment by employers under arrangements. pursuant to

15 thisipart..

16 "GRANTS FOR PROGRAMS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

"Sic. 452. (a) From the sums appropriated pursuant

18 to subsection (a) of section 431, and for the purposes set.

19 forth therein, the Commissioner is authorized to make grant
20 to institutions of higher education that have applied thereft4

21 in accordance with subsection (b) of this section, in amounts

22 not in excess of $350,000 to any one such institution for any

23 fiscal year, and to combintAtions ,of such institutions, in

25 tion participating in such combination for any fiscal year.

24 amounts not in excess $500,000 to any one such institu-

9 5
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1 "(b) Each application for a grant authorized hy sub-
.

12 section (a), of this section shall be filed with the /Commis-
.

3 sioner at such time or times as he may prescribe and-shall-7-

4 of (1) set forth programs or activities fiCir which a

5 grant is authorized under this section;

6 "(2) provide that the applicant willi,expend during

such fiscal year for -the purpose of suchprogram ir ac-

8 tivity not less than was expended for such purpose dur.

9 lug The previous fiscal year;

" (3) provide for the making of such reports, in

11 such form and containing such information; as the Com-
-

12 missioner may reasonably require to carry. out his fume-'

13 firms under this part, and for the;keeping of such. records

14 and for affording...suck access thereto asthe Commissioner

15 may find necessary to assure the correctness and. verifica-_

16 Lion of such reports;

17 " (4) provide fo; stroll fiscal control. and fund ac-
.

18 `counting prIcdurcs as may he necessary to assure proper

19 disbursement of, and accounting for, Federal funds paid

20 to the applicant under this part; and

21 ," (5) include such other information as the .Com-.

22 -missioner may determine necessary to carry, out the pur-

23 e poses of this part.

24 " (c) ,No institution of higher education may receive

grant's under this section 'fur more than three fiscal years,

101 ti
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1 "(d) III approving applications under this section, the

2 Commissioner shall give priority to applications from insti-

3 tutions of higher education for programs' which shoW the

^ 4 greatest promise of success because of-
6

5 "(1) the extent to which programs in the aca-

64 demic discipline with respect to which the application

7 is made have had a 'favorable reception in business and.

8 industry, and

9 "(2) the commitment of the institution of higher

10 education to cooperative education as demonstrated by

the size and scope of the program, and by the pans

12 whici such institution has made to continue the

program after the termination of Federal' financial

14

15 "GRANTS AND CONTRACTS FOR TRAINING AND RESEARCrr

16 "SEC. 453. From the,sums appropriated pursuant to sub-

17 Section (b) of section 451; the Commissioner is authorized,
o

18 for the training of persons in the planning, establishments,

administration, or coordination of programs of cooperati-ie

20 education, for projects demonsti:ating or exploring the feasi-

21 bility or value of innovative methods of cooperative educe.-
,

22 tion such as concurrent,part-time work and part-time study,

23 or for xeseareh into me/tliods of improving, developing, or .

24 promoting the use of cooperative education programs in insti-

25 tutions of higher education, to--
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bo.

'&(1) make gratits to or contracts 4-ith institutions

Of higher,,educatioa, or combinations of such instinttionq-,

and

4 " (2) Itialk,:grants to other public or private non-

5 profit ageoie..: or op...1)1;7,01ms, Or contracts with piddle
rr

6, .or private agencies oi',,,,erganizations, -when such grants

7 or contracts will make an''tspvcially significant contrihu:

8 tion to attaining theobjectivif thi.1 section.

9 "PART EDflo,4 T lamxt; To STrnaTs tS f NSITiTTIONS

10 OP 1itr,ulac EDUCATION.;.

"APPROPRIATIONS A 1"1110R1 7.6),

12 "Sc.h 461. (a) TI-o. C000ni.,iotter shall carry out a
0

13 program of stimulating °Lit assisting in the establishment

14 and maintetunce of hind- at ito.titittions of bight r ultivation

15 I_o
1.1e making of .19\N-interest loans to stmletln in Heed

16 thereof to par,tte their course, of stud} in such institutions,

" (b) 'For the pnpose of enablitog the C'ommissioner to

1

9

inahe contribution i.4,...tadent loan final, u-lahlished under

this part, there are herd/ anthorii.eil to be appropriated

o 5375,000,,OPQ for' the liscal year curling June 30, 1972, and

21Q 00,000 for time &cal 3 car ending ,Tune 30. 1973, and

for each of the mreeemAing eas'omding prior to July 1,

1975.

"(e) A Hy mute: a ppropria tell pursuant to sulheetion

.(11) for mutt fiscal ear m,itai1 be at ailahle for apportionment

22

23

24

low
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putLant to-section 462 and fordNiments of Federal capital

2 contributions therefrom to institutions of higher education

whieh have agrecents with the Vononi.sioner under section

4 463. Such Federal capital contributions tInd all contributions

5 front such institutions shall be tted fur the establishment,

6 expansion, and maintenance of 'student loan futon.

7 " (d) There is authorized to be appropriated S75,000,-

8 000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, and for each

9 of the lour succeeding fiscal years, solely fur the purpose

10 of enabling the Comncisioner to reimburse hmitutions of

11 higher education which have agreements with the.Conunis-

52 sinner under section 463 for losses incurred by such inAitu-

13 lions with respect to loans under this part because of

14 cancellations under section 465.

"APPORTIONMENT OF A PITON/ IATI ONS

1G- "SEC. 462. (a) From 90 per eentum of the sums appro-

17 printed pursuant to section 461 (b) for any fiscal year, the

18 Cocanci,csioner shall apportbut to each State an aniount whklt

19 bears the saute ratio to the amount so appropriated as the

20 number of persons moiled on a full-time basis in institutions

21 of higher education. as determined by the Commissioner for

22 the most recent ycar for which satisfm tory data are al ailable

23. to him, in such State, bears to the total number of persons

24 so enrolled in all the Slates. The remainder of the sums so

25. appropriated shall be appottioned ainong

103:

the States b3
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1 Commissioner in accordance with equitable criteria -NViiich

2 he .shall establish and which shall be -desigried, to achieve a

3 distribution of the sums so appropriated, among the States

4 which will most effectiielrcarry out the purpose_of this sub-

5 part, except that where any State's apportionment under the

6 'first sentence fur a .ficalTear is less-than its allotment under

7 seetion..202 (a) of the Nafional Defeng 'Education Act of

8 1958 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972,, before he
. .

9 makes any other apportionments under this sentence, the

10 Commissioner shall apportion sufficient additional sums to

11 such State under this sentence to make the''State's apportion-
.

12 ment for that year under ,this paragraph equal to its allot-
:,

13 ment for the fiscal year-ending June 30, 1972, under such

14" section_202 (a). Sams apportioned to a State under the pre-,

15 ceding sentence shall be consolidated with, and become a part

16 uf, its apportionment front the same appropriation under the

17 first sentence of this paragraph.

18 " (b) (1) Any institution of,higher education desiring

19 to /ceche payments of federal capital contributions from

20 the apportionffient of the State in which it is located for

21 any fiscal year shall make an agreement under section 463

22 and shall submit an application therefor to the Commis-

23 sioner, in accordance with the provisions of this part.°

24 The Commissioner shall, from time to time, set dates before

25 which such institutions mast file applications under this

26 section.

1 04.
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i " (2 ) The Commissioner shall pay to each applicant

2 under this subsection which Las an agreement with him

3 "under section 463, from the amount 'apportioned to the

4 State in which it is located, the amount requested in such

5 application. Such payment may be made in such install -

ments as the Commissioner determines will not re--ult in

7 unnecessary accumulations of capital in the student loan

8 fund of the applicant established under its agreement under

9 section 463.

(c) (1) (A) If the total amount of Federal capital

11 contributions requested in the applications from a State for

12 any fiscal year exceeds the amount apportioned to that

13 State, the request from each institution shall bereduced

14 ratably.
1 '

*

15 " (B) In case additional amounts beebme available for

16 payments to student loan funds in a State in which requests

17 have been ratably reduced under subparagraph (A), such

18 requests .111111 be increased on the same basis as they were

19 reduced, except that no request shall be increased altos e

20 the request. submitted-under subsection (b) (1) .

21 "(2) If the amount of an apportionment to a State

22 for any fiscal year exceeds the Mai amount of Federal

23 capital contributions requested in applications from that

24 State, such excess shall be available for reapportion nt

25 from time to time on such date or dates as the Commis-,

10 3
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sioner shall fix. From the aggregate if midi execs: for any

2 fiscal .)ear, the Commissioner shall reapportion to each

3 State in which requests were reduced under subparagraph

4 (A) of paragmph (1) nu amount which bears the same

5 ratio to such aggregate As the total amount of shah redne-

6 in that State bears to the total amount of midi rcilnc-

7 (ions in all the Stales.,

8 " (41) The aggregate of the amounts of -Federal capita/

9 contantions paid ander this seetionifor any fiscal year to

10 proprietary institutions of higher cdtitation ma) not exceed

11. ,the ammo( by which the sums approriated pursuant to

12 section 461 (h) (1) for that fisoll year exceed SliisAnoo,

13 Ti_toltliF.51ENT* INsT,Irt TIoNs OF ItIonElt EDUCATION

14

1$

16 tributions tinder till.: part shall
.

o (1) provide for the estublishinent amt 1 maintenance

38 of a student loan fund for the purposes of this part;

19 "(2) provide for the deposit in such fund of-

20 " (A) the Federal capital contributions,

21 " (I3) a capital contribution by such institution

22 in an amount equal to nut less than one-ninth of

23, the amount of such Federal contribittionz,

24 "(C) collection,: of principal and interest on

"Silt. 463. (a) An agreement with an institugon oT

higher education for the pa) meat of Fcdtral capital con-

student loans made from such hind,

10(3

o

z
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1 " (D) charges colfeeted puruant-Jo regulation.;

under $ettion 4a4_() ( (-(1) . mut

3 "(E) any other earning:: of the fund;

4 a(2)1:10vitle that melt student loan fund shall be

used onl3'

Item< tO students, in acomlance whit the7 .

7 (11 thi4 part, /11

8 k "(1;) administrative.ckpentes, as provided in

9 subsection (b),

10 " (0) mpitill .distributions, as provided in su-

n don 400,-and
.

12 "ED) costs of litigation. and other colleetion

yosk agreed tb by the Commissioner in conneetion

-with the; collection of a loaq from the fund (and

'interest thereon) or a charge assessed pursunn't to

replation§ under stetion 164t(e) (I) (0) ;

"(4) provide that where a note or written agree-

ment evidencing a- loan has been itt.cleftdt for at least

2 years despite due diligence on the part of the

20. tution in making collection thereon, the institution may

21 tu:sign its rights under such note or agreement- to !lid

United State. without recompexen and that In that

23 event any sums Collected on such a loan sit:11413e de-

posited in the general fund of the TrA;nry; and
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3 15) include such other provisions as may be

2 necessary to protect the financial interest of the United

3 States and promote the purposes ot r this part jts are

4 agreed to by the Commissioner an the in4titufion:

5 "(b) An institution whidh has entered into an agree-
.

6 ment under subsection (a) shall be entitled, for each fise.11

7 year dur ing which it makes student loans from a student

8 loan fund established under such agreement, to a papnenr

9 in lieu of reimbursement fur its expenses in administering

10 its student loan program under this ran during such :tear.

Such payment shall be made in accordance nit lion 493.

(c) ;limns to stunts from a student loan fund as-

13 sisted under this part shall not be made for an academ ic

14 year or any portion of any acadt Ink 3 ear whit 11 begins aftt r

15 June 30, 1975.

"TERMS .

17 "St:c. 404. la) (1) Loans from any student loan fund

18 established puisuant to an agreetneht lunch r section 46.1 to

19 anystudent 14 any institution shall, snhjett torsuch

20 tions, limitations, and requirezmitts as the Comptissiciner

21 shall prescribe by regulation, he made on Such terms and

22
4

conditiong ac the institution zurty.tletermine.

4t (2) TIte aggregate of the loans for all years made by

24' institutions of higher education front loan farads established

25 pursuant to agreements under this part Hu, (Art a-

.

10 61
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"(A),410,000 in the eitsa of any graduate or pro-

fessional student (as defined by regulations of the Com-
f

missioner, and:including arty roans/from-such funds made

to stteliepersCinbeiore he 'became a graduate or profes-

5 sionalltudent); , ;-

4 ' ,

e " (13)' $5,000 in the case oI a student,-,who has sue-
5 , '\, ,:, 447

eessfUlly lampleted.two yeitrs of -a program of education
i

-8 leading to a. bachelor's , degree, but 'who has not com-

9 . pleted the work nelcesSary forsuch'a degree (determ in",ed.., ,.

10 under regulationsi of the Commissioner, and including

1 aby loans front suCktund, made to such person before

12 he became such a'student) ;.and
l' ** ' i '

C

other'' 13
.

"(C) $2,500 m the case of any other student.
,

14 " (3) Regulations OfJbe_ Commissioner under paragraph
4iz

'115 (1) shall be designed to prevent thaimpaiiment of the cap-,.
1,

16 Ifni of student loan funds-to the maxinnun extent practicable
.

17 and uith:a view towant the objective of enabling, the student.. .

18 to comple0 his course Of study.
. . ,

19 " OA A. loan froni a student, loan fund assisted ,under

20-

21

22

'23

41

this part may be inade-only to a studtni, who,.

" (1) is in ,need of the amount of the loan to pufsue

a course of study.at such institution;

"(2) -is capable, in the opinion of the institution, of
.

maintaining 'good standing an,such course of -study;
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4,,
" (3) has been accepted for enrollment as an under-

? graduate, graduate, to, piofessional student _-in such insti-

3 \
union, or, in the,,case of, a student already in attendance

L,
, at.2uch institut4 is in good standing; and

, . .

\
-- 5 " (4) is carrying at east_gne-half the normal ace-

6' demib workload as determined by institution.
3- .,...

!/

7 In any case in which a student has been
1

determined to. be

8 eligible for a loan under the preceding sentence, and such

9 student thereafter fails to maintain good standing, the eligi-

10 bility of such stallent shall, upon notice to the Commissioner,
,/

11 be suspended, and further payments to, or on ,behalf of, such

12 student,shall not be made until such stn eat regains good

13 standinff.° . .
" (e) (1) Any agreemen between an institution and/a

- /
15 student for a loon. from ry student loan fund assisted under

16 this-part--,,

nced by n
it

17 "..(A) shall be evideote 'or other written

18 instrument which, except as provided in paragroplr (2),
-,.

19 provides for repayMent of the principal.amount of the

20 loan, together with interest thereon, in equal installments
C t .

'`.1 r
21 . (or, if the borrower so requests, ,in graduated periddic

20 just:diluents determined irk.,aticordanee with such sched-
---.::

23 9ties as may be approved by the Commissioner) payable
a

21. quarterly, bimonthly, or monthly, nt,the option of .the

25 instituti,n, over a period beginning nine months after

110.

.

St
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1 the date on which the student ceases to carry, at an

2 institution of higher education or a comparable institu-
.

3 tion outside' the United States,,aperOved for this purpose

4 by the Commissioner, at lease-One-half the normal full-

5 time academic workload, and ending ten yealiband nine

6 months after such date; . eA

" (B) shall include provision for acceleration of re-

8 payment of The whole, or any part, of such loan, at the

9 option of the borrower; 1.

CIO `t (C) may provide, at the option of the institution in

accordance with 'regulations of the Commissioner, that

12 during the repayment period of the loan, payments of

12 principal and interest by,,the borrower with-respect to

14 all outstanding loans made to him front student loan

15 funds assisted under this part shall he at a rate equal

16 to not less than $30 per month;

"(D) shall provide that the loan shall bear interest;

18 on thellnpaid -balance Of the, luau, at the rate of 3 per

19 cent= per annum, except that no interest Alai accrue

20' (i) prior to the beginning date of repayment determined
__-----

21 under clause (A) (1) or (ii -) during any period. in

22 which repayment is suspended by reason of paragraph

23 (2) ;

24 " (B) unless the borrower, is a minor and the note or

25 other evidence of obligation executed by him would not,

0
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under applicable law, create a binding obligatiun,

provide that the loan shall be made without security and

without endomement;

4 (t) shall provide that no note or evidence of ob-

5 ligation -maxhe assigned by the lender, except upon the

6 'transfer of the borrower to another institution participat-,

ing under this part (or, if not so participating, is

8 eligible to do so and is apKoved hy the Commissioner

9 for such purpose), to such institution; and

10 " (0) may, pursuant to regulations of the Commis-.

11 sioner, provide fur an asscsiiiient of a c/lbirge with respect

12 to the loan for failure of the burrower (i) to pay all -or

13 part of an installment when it is due or (ii) to file tiTylely

14 and satisfactory 0% idence of an cntitleMent Of the bor-

15 rowerio a deferment of repayment benefitu cancella-

-15-- lion benefit provided under this subpart.

12 " (2) (A) No ,repayment of principal of, or interest on)

18 any loan from a student 141'MM assisted under this part.
19 shall. be required during any period in which the borrower--

20 (i) is carrying at least one-half. the normal full-
.

21 dine academic workload at an institution of higher edu--

22 cation or at a comparable institution outside the 'United

23 States 'AA is approved for this purpose by the Coin-
.

24 missioner;

12
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" (ii) is a member of the Armed Forces of the

United States;

"(iii) is in service as a volunteer under the Peace

4 Corps Act; or

5 "(iv) is in service as a volunteer under title VIII of

the Economic'Opportunity Act of 1964.

7 The period during which repayment may be deferred by rea-

8 son of clause (ii); or (iv) shall not exceed three years.

"(B) Any period during which repayment is deferred

10 under subparagraph (A) shall not be included in computing

11 the ten-year ttliixintitm period provided for in *use (A)
12 of paiitgraph = (1) .

13 " (3) The Commissioler is authorized, when good cause

14 is shown, to extend, in accordance with regulations, the ten-

15 year maximum repayment,period provided for in clause (A)

16 of _paragraph (1) with respect to individual loans.

17 "(4) The amount of any charge under clause (G) of

18 paragraph (1). shall not exceed-

19 "(A) in the case of a loan 'Which is repayable in

20 monthly installments, $1 for the 'first month or part of a

21 month by which such installment, or evidence is late and

22 $2 for each such month or part of a month thereafter;.

23 and

24 "(B) in the case of a loan which: has a bimonthly

25 or quarterlyiiepayment interval, $3 and $6, respectively,
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for each such interval or part thereof by 1,hich such in-

.stallment or evidence is late.

3 The" institution may elect to 'add the amount of any such

-4 charge to the principal amount of-the loan'as of-the -first day

5 after the day on which sunk installment or evidence Was due,

a or to make the amount of the charge payablp 'to the in3titu-

,5 Lion not-later than. the clue date of the text installment after

receipt by the bort:ewer of notice of the assessment of the

charge.

10 "(d) Au agreement under this pint of payment of

Federal capital contributions shall'include-provisions designed

12 to Make loans horn the student loan fund established pursuant

13 to such a reement reasonably available (to the extent'of the

.14 available funds in such fund) to all eligible students in such

15 institutions-in need thereof.

16 " (e) \In determining, for purposes of clause (1) of sub-

17 section (b) o this section, whether a student who is a veteran

18 (as that term is ilefined in section 101 (2) of title 38, United

States Code) is in need, an institution shall not sake into

20 account theinconie and assets of his parents:

21 "CANCELLATION OF LOANS FOR CERTAIN PUBLIC SERVICE':

Or)

0.4

25

"SE°. 465. (a) (1) The per cent= specified in para-

graph (3), of this subscif.tion of the total amount of any

loan made after June 30, 1972, and before 90 days after

the enactment of the Student Financial Aid Act of 1975

.114
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1 from a student loan fund assisted under this part shall be
2 egnc'eled for each complete year ,of service after such date.

3 by the borrower under eircuinstances described in pant-
4 graph (2),

5 "c2) Leans shall be canceled under paragraph (1) for

6 serviec-^4

7 / i (A) as a full-time teacher' for service in an aca-

demic year in a public or other nonprofit private ele-

9 men or secondar school which is in the school

10 district yof a local educ tional agency which is eligible

11 in such year for assists ce pursuant (o title I of the

12 Elementary and Seconds Education Act of 1965, and

13 which for the purposes f this laragraph and for that
14 year has, been determined by the Commissioner (pur-

15 suant to regulations and after consultation with the State

16 educational agency of the State in which the school- is

17 located) to be a school in which the enrollment of ehil-

18_ dren (i) described in clause (A), (B), or (C) of sec-

19 tion 103 (a) (2) (as such section existed before the

20 enactment of tht Education Amendments of 1974) of

21 titre I of the Elementary nd Secondary Education Act

22 of 1965 (using a low inc me factor of $3,000), or (ii)

23 counted under section 103 (c) (as amended by the Edu-

24 cation Amendments of 1974) of such title, whichever

25 is appropriate for that year, exceeds 30 per cent= of

a

1 1 5 ' I
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1 the Oa' enrollment of that school and such determi-

2 nation sharnot be made with respect to more than 50

3 per centum of the total number of schools in the State'

4 receiving asistanco under ;uchitle

5 "(B) as a full:time staff member in a preschool

6 program carried on under section' 222 (a) (1) of the'

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 or under part A of

8 the Headsthrt-Follow Through'Act which is Operated

9 for a, period which- is eo'mparable.to aid school year in

10 the locality: Provided, That the ,salary of such staff

11 member is not more than the salary of a comparable

12 employee of the local educational agency, or

'13 ",,(C) as a full -timE teacher of handicapped children

14 in a public or other nonprofit elementary or secondary

15 school system; or

16 "(D) as a member of the Armed Forces of the

17 -United States, for service that qualifies for special pay
".

is under section 310 of title 3.7, United States Code, as an

19 area of hostilities.

2u For purposes of this paragraph, the term "handicapped

dren means children who are mentally retarded, hard of

9.) hearing, deaf, speech-impaired, visually handicapped, seri-

23 ous13 emotionally disturbed, or other health-impaired chit&ren

24 who b3 reason thereof require special education.

a
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1_ " (3) (A) The per centum of a, loan which shall be can-

2 celea under paragraph (1) of this subgetion is-

3 " (i) in, the ease of service described in clause (A),
4 ° or (C), of paragraph (2), at the rate of 15 pet centum
5 tF for the first or second year of nell service, 20 per centum

. ,6 for the third or fourth year of such service, and 30 per

7 centum for the fifth year of such service;

8 " (ii) iii the case of service described iii clause (B)

9 of paragraph (2) at the rate of 15 per centum for each

10 year of such service;

z" (iii) in the case of service described/in clause (D),
12 of paragraph (2), not to. exceed a total gt 50 per centum

13 of such loans the rate of 1:4 per centum for each year
14 of qualifying service.

" (B) 11 a portion of a loan is canceled under this sub-

14 section for any year the entire amoun/t, of interest on such:-
17 loan which accrues for such year, 'shall be canceled.
13 " (C) Nothing hi this subseetion shall in construed to
19 authorize refunding any repayment of a.,loan.

21)` " (4) For the purposes of this subsection, the term
21 "year" where applied to serVice as a teacher means academic

22 year ag defined by the Commissioner.

23 "(b,) The Commissioner shall pny to each institution

for each fiscal year at amount equal to the aggregate of the

17
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amounts of loans from its student Toan iund which are Can-

2 celed _pursuant to this section for such year. one of the

3, funds'appro-priated pursuant to section 461(b), shall be aail-

4, able for payments pursuant to this subsection.,

5 "DISTRIBUTION OF. ASSETS FROU STUDENT LOAN FUNDS

fi "SEO. 466. Yot.later than 180 days after the date
.

.7 of enactment of tre`Student Financial Aid Act of 1975,
.vr .

8 the balance of any stittlent loan fund established under this

g partytogether' with any collections after such date of

16 principal and interest on student loans,madeirom such fund,

ix. shall be paid to the institution of higher education which

12 'established such fund if such institution of higher education

13 enters into an agreement with the Commissioner under

14 which,-, ,, ,
. V t -,

id 't:: 4 "(a) suchliUlance and such collections shall be used
',. r

1,* .

lu only for making loans.to students,
,

17 "(b) such institution shall report annually- to the
A .

.!--0i.1,8'.:c.-- CoMmissioner with, respect to the use of such balance,
4,;15

n.
' 13

-, piacollections, and , 4

20 "(c) in the event that (1) such institution ceases
o

21
-

. to be an institution of higher education or (2) such

'22 balance or collections are not -used for the -purposes

23 described in clause (a); such balance and .collections

:24' ; shall lie paid to the United States.
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1 "PAir F-7-CIENERAT. PROVISIONS BELA-TING TO STUDENT

2 ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

3 unErontims,

4 "Sic. 491. (a) For purposes of thii title,' the term

5 'State' includes the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

f a 0 "(b) For the purposes of this title, the terms ginstitu-

trons, of higher education' mr * eligible institution' mean

8 .an educational institution in a4 State which (1) admits as

9 regular students only those persons having a certificate of

10 graduation from a school pros iding secondary education, or

11 the recognized equivalent of such a certificate, or persons

12 who have attained the age of 18 or older, or is an area voca-

13 liana! school (as defined in Section 108 (2) (0) or (D). of
14 the Vocational Education Act of 19G3), (2) is legally pu-

n thorized within such State to provide a program of educatioh

16 beyond secondary education, (3) provides, not less than a.
17 six-mouth program of education or training for which it

'18 awards an associate degree, a bachelor's degree, a post-

19 graduate degree, or prepares students for gainful employ-
.20 ment in a recognized occupation or profession, (4) is

it accredited by a nationally recognized accrediting agency

22 or association or, if inot so accredited, ,(A) is an msti-
23 intiort 'pith respect to Nsiiieh the Commissioner has deter,

244 mined that flu.re is satisfacimy assurance (considering

25 the resmin es mailable to the institution, the period of
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o
1 time, if any, during whe it has operated:the effort it is

2 making to meet accrediration standards, and the purpose for

3 . which this determination is being made) that the institution

4 will meet the accreditation standards .of such an agenoy or

5 association within a reasonable time, or (B) is an institution

6 ,whoto credits are accepted, on transfer, by not less than three

7 institutions which are so accredited, for credit on the same
,

4 -
8 basis as if transferred rfom an institution so accredited, and

(), exciTt fot-e00514;1) supparts"11)anil(2) of part

Itt.',0171eite0o at least twb Tars. For the
. ,Ne,

p-o(if.ot the Chmoissiimer shall publish.
gZ',1 ;:tt, )

,-;.13,FPVkiV., this sit

' :k".;.i"
if ;41?gniielccreditilig agencies or associa-

.

43,tkonTAbie,h-44114. Commissioner determines to be 'reliable

14**tafrotitMito the quality of training offered.

i5 "-"^(41.0) ft. the purposes of this tit the Wrm 'academic

i6 year' shalr'eirdefined by the Cominissio er by regulations.
41;W"

17 "ELIGIBILITY. OF RESIDENTS Off? TRUST,. 'RRITORY OF

18 .VAOIFIO ISLANDS'

19 , "Sm. 492. Permanent residents of the Trus Territory

20 of the Pacific Islands shall be eligible for assistan under

21 title II of the National Defense Education Act of 195 and

22 under this title to the same extent that citizens of the United

23 . States are eligible for such assistance.

24 "EXPENSES OF ADMINISTRATION t

25 "SEC. 493. (a) An institution which has entered into tin

26 agreement with the Commissioner under part A or C of

120
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title shall be entitled for each fiscal year for which it receives

2 an allotment tinder either smelt part.to a payment in lieu of

3 reimbursement for its exieli§es (hying such fiscal year in
4 administering prograul assisted under such part. The pay-

5 ment for a fiscal year (1) shall be payable, from each such

6 allotment in accordance with regulations of the Commis-.'
7 sioaer, and (2) shall (except as provided in subsection (b) )

8 be an amount equal to 3 pet centum of (A) the institution's

9 expenditures during the fiscal year from its allotment Under

io part A, plus 03) its expenditures during such fiscal year

11 under pert C -fop compensation of students.

12 " (b) The aggrdgate amount paid to an institution for a
13 fiscal year under this section plus the amount withdrawn from

14 its,student loan fund under section 201(0) of the National
10 Defense. luctition, Act of 1958 may not exceed $1115,000.

"MAINTENANCT: OF liFFOliT -k*
17 "Sic. 49)4.....kn 'agreement between the Commissioner

18 and an institutiop runaer part A or part0 shall-provide bs.-
19 surlily; That the institution will continue to spend in its'o,wn

20 .;chelnis' hip and student-aid program, from sources other than

21 has jeeeived under such parts, not less than the average

22 oxbenditures per year made for that purpose during the most

23 recent period of three fiscal years preceding the effective

24 date of the agreement, bxeept that under special and unusual. -
25 circumstances, pursuant to regulations, 'the Commission is
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A. rd . 4

3

-----1:- authorized to waiye thAmplication of any provision of such ',

2 an agreement .which is required by "this section:
, . 1

3 \ .,
>,=._. "FURNISHING GO DEDINE

4 "SEQ. 495. In addition to transmissions under section

5 431 (6) prihe General Education Provisions ,.het, copies of .

.6 all rufes,'Iegulations, guidelines, instructions, apdapPlica-
. .

7 dot, forms published or promulgated pursuant to this tith..4
..

,f3 shall .b6 provided to the Committee on tabor and Public
. . . ,

- 9 Welfare of _the Senate and the Conunittee (4. Education and

Z110 Labor of the Mouse of Representatives at least forty-live days,.
,

h pn9s to their,effective-date. ,.
,

12 "REFUND, spIsci.osung, AND VuliloN REltriVmEsTS
i V,.

\,13 "Sc.E 496. (a) Each institittimt of ,higher edUcAtion
0 , 4 ,

14 which receives assistance under this titer or enrolls students
_ .,...

15 receiving assistance mulct. this title shall

' 16,, " ( I ) establish a fair and, equitable refund' policy
, .

417 that provides, for the return of tmearnea tnition and fees
.4. .,

- ...

18 to the stddenireceiving assistance under the prmisio is
.

19 of parrs 13, C.i; and E of tbis title, or-to the Commissioner,
_ ,.

'20 in the ease rot assistance proVided-under the provisions of
.

21, partoi of this title; and,provide each student or pros-

:22 , pective student with a written statement of Nell refund

h , policy prior to each.ticademic year in which the student
. .

:24 enrolls A such institution of higher education;

IV>

m.

3.
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7

8

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

ti
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"(2) make a good faith effort to 1 iresent each

r

prospective student, pdor to the time that prospective,

student is obligated to pay tuition or fe.h, tothe.iustitti-

tion, with a complete and accurate 'written., statement

about the institution including ,(A) its current educa-
- -

lend or training programs, (B) its facilities, (0) -its,

foe (D) data:regarding the number and percentage
,of - stu a successfully completing the programs in

'Mich the prospective student indicates interest and,

(B) in the case of any institution whirl makes claims

regardingemployment of its gradUates, such institution

must include, data regarding the employment ii/tdertrn-/--

ings of its graduates of 'the-programs in *which the,prds-.
peftive student indicates interest;

"(3) furnish each student or prospective 'student

with a written .statement of the cost of the programs

17
.

in
e-which the student is enrolled or in which the pros-

'18

19

20

214

22

23

24

-

pective student indicates interest, including (A) Mi-
.

tion and fees, (B) equipment and books, (C) room

and board provided by the institution, and (D) park-

ing at or near the institution; and

"(4) provide assurances, subject to re ations of

1116 Commissioner, that the dyailability of assistance to

students at the institution under this title has not resulted,

and will not result,' in an increase in the tuition, fees,It
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1 or other charges -to such students, and the Cond.' issione'r

shall Make,no *payment of_ assistance under this title to

3 any such institution which does not meet the 'require-

ments of clauses (1) through (4)..

"(b) Assistance under this title shall not be use in

a any educational program which is primarily conducted 'by

7 correspondence, except that a student who by reason of

8 .phyaical handicap or geographical *distance is_ujiallle- to yar-

9 ticipate in a <residence program may, subject to regula-

_19 tions, of the Commissioner,. be eligibly for a loan tinder

n part 13 if enrolled in a, program of correspondence study,

12 "AFFIDAVIT OF EDIJCATIOZAL PURPOSE REQUIR

13 "SEc. 497. (a) Notwithstanding any other ,provisron o

14 law, no grant, loan, or loan guarantee authorized-undier this

15 title may he made unless the.stndent to whom the grant, loan,

16 or loan guarantee is made has filed with the institution of

higher education which he intends to attend, or is attending

18 (or in the case of a loan or loan-guarantee-with the lender),

19 an affidavit stating that the -money attributable to such grant,

20 loan, or loan ,guarantee will be used solely for expenses

21 related to attendance or continued attendance at such institu-

22 Lion, and that the total amount of student-financial assistance

so provided shall not exceed the total' cost of dttendance at

such institution...2t
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" (b) Nothing thiss'ection shall be topstrued to in- ,

2 ialidate any roan.guarantee made Annie this ..tjtle.

3 "Itrogjimmt*A.11,0,i-
I.

498. No person shall,,pn,the basis of_race, color,

5 nktiorial origin, sex, or ager be excluded Iron' or admittekto

participation denied or yro.vided: the benefits of, or be

subjected to discriminatio'n in any program authorized under

'

,

6

8

7

9

'10

11

12

14.

this title.;

SEC. 3. The Emergency Insured Student Loan Act of,

1969 is repealed.
..-

.,EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

" SEC. 4. (a) Section 405 of the General Education Pro-

visions Act, is amended by adding at the end thereof the

15 following new subsection:

16 " (e) (1) There are hereby authorized to be appropri-

17 in addition tc the sums authorized to be appropriated

18 under subsection (h), not to exceed $50,T0.000, to remain

19 available until expended for purposes of enabling' the Direc-,

20 for to enter into inongements mitb institutions of postsecon-

21 -dory e'ducation and with State and- local ,postsecondary

education agencies for eXperimental and .1_ent-distiotion proj-

23 ects under this subsection.

24 "(2-) The Director shall enter into arrangentents under

2:5 this subsection for carrying out projects N 11,teh -shall test, in

1 2,5':
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connection with postsecondary education, the effect tpon

student access and choice and upon institutional viability of

the following:

"(A) open admission policies in which no fixed

5
level' of educational attainment at the secondary level

6
shall be required for admission to a postsecondiiry

7 institution;

8 "(B) programs of tuition reduction or tuition aboli-

- 9 tion; and

10 "(G) the use, under contract, of private or pro-

11 prietary institutions to provide educational services to

12 students, as an alternative to expanding the enrollment

13 of students at public institutions."

(3) The DirectOr shall. enter into contracts with private,

nonprofit,agencies to btutly the feibi,bility of, to dev'elop iiiid
,

16 to test, techniques of. measurement of Alois' stic aptitude,

academic promise, or likelihood of success in a Oven course

18- of study which are free of cultural,- socio-cconomic, racial, _

19 religious, sexual, and ethnic bias.

(b) Section 431 (f) of the General Education Pro-

21 visions Act is amended by inserting immediately after "of

22 this section," the following: "criteria far the selection of

23 agencies or institutions under section 405 (e) of this title,

24 and".
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Mr. O'llaiut, Ina larger sense, we also" have before us the existing
text of the law and, even beyond thatnthe Whole body: of proposals
which have been -made here and else*h69 to-improve the ability of
students to get through-the college. gateS.

NO Witfiats is here today under a strict injunction to address him-
- self only-to a specific proposal. We will not be operating under strict
rules Of evidence. Each witneSs_ will be his own-judge-of what. is ger-
mane to-our joint purpose. I think it rriight,help-to get these -hear-
ings off to the right start if I make one otherstatement about a sub-
ject that I. lino* was on all our Minds.

There are some differences of opinion about the provisions of Itit.
3471. I would be amazed if there were not differenees of opinion.
about any bill brought before us to assist in-the postsecondary edu-
cation of our people. That is a vitally important subject and it de-
serves strongly held and divergent opinions. These hearings are being
held to elicit those differences of opinion and to-test the conclusions
each of us-has reached or they are a total waste of time. So thepros-
peetthat.there will be differenceS of opinion between the subcommit-
tee and the witnesses or among the witnesses- themselves -or among- the

"members of the subcommittee.seems to me to be a healthy sign. But
some witnesses have conveyed -to -me their reservations about Appear-ing. They suggested they are reluctant to appear before the Chair in
the posture of critics of the bill -because they are not anxious to have
a confrontation with the chairman of the committee.

Confrontations are only possible where there are .enemies and, asI look at the witness list today, and-the-,entire list of those who have
been invited to appear or submit written statements, I see only the
names-of friends, friends of -education, friends of the students, and
therefore friends of the sulconimittee and the chairman.

Fronitime to time, during the-Iong and difficult road that stretches
from here to the statute 'books, we will each meet, one to the other,
as allies and adversaries, but there is no prospect in this undertakingfor any enemies.

recognize the ranking minority member of the subcommittee, the
distinguished gentleman from Pennsylvania,,Mr. Eshelman.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,this is my first day in attendance on this subcommittee as itsAranking maim', and I literally look forward to us hammer-ing out a better piece of legislation. The chairman has preceded meby 2 years on this committee, but I know his reputation has also
preceded him and -he is highly competent.and he is highly fair. tothe minority, and Iwould say that, Jim, we are going to disagree
from time-to -time, but we are going to disagree agreeably and hope-
fully:we-44Hr haminer out a piece of legislation..

I was glad to hear the chairman say what he said concerning dis-
agreement, because I must say that the initial feedback that I have
received on II.R. 3471 is quite mixed, from praise fOr a few of theproposals, to downright shock at others. And I would hope that rewould have witnesses who will not be reticent to express criticism.
And I was pleased to hear the chairman say that they are welcometo do say

3-;
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I would like to get in the record four questions-which I think most
every witness who testifies this week or next; I would hope they
would respond.

At which level do we ult innately desire the primary decision making
for student assistance; the institution itself, State, agencies, or the
U.S. Office of Education, rather than the hodgepodge that we now
have? -

No. 2, should we use Federal student assistance programs as a
leverage on institutions to lower their costs to students?

No. 3, is it time for a. complete overhaul and consolidation of the
several-Federal student loan programs into a more unified federally
initiated program?

And, No. 4, is a little lengthy, since many private colleges are
actually subsidizing when they have been accepted as a public re-
sponsibility, to provide equal educational opportunities for all citi-
zens; should not some of the title IV programs be developed, to assist
students who are faced with paying a much higher portion' of the
actual instructional cost of attending these independent colleges?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much, Mr. Eshleman.
The Chair will yield to the gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. QUIE. I just want to take a moment to compliment you, Mr.

Chairman, on raising the question of differences of opinion. lilirough
the years that I have been on this committee, I think I have learned
more through differences of opinion than I have with people with
whom I agree, because when you agree you tend then to assume the
other one knows something that he probably did not necessarily know,
but in a disagreement you learn something that never dawned on you
before. And I know I have had this experience with you, Mr. Chair-
man, many times, that we have disagreed and, I know from our
experiences, both of us have changed our positions because of that.
We saw the other person had some logic that he had. never thought
of before. It revised one's own thinking and has resulted in better
draft legislation.

My experience with you, Mr. Chairman, has been that where we
have sometimes started out pretty far apart on legislation, we have
ended up together through the yearS. I think better legislation was
drafted than if either you or I had put forward just our own view.

So I compliment anybody here who will come and disagree with
the chairman or with me, or Mr. Eshleman, or anyone else, because
in that exchange I think we will draft better legislation.

Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from Minnesota has correctly stated the fact. He

has certainly helped my learning process on a number of occasions.
So, then, without further ado
Mr. BaanEmas. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say that, as a

member of this ibcommittee, I guess in my 17th year now, how,
much I really loo forward to serving under Mr. O'Hara and Mr.
Eshleman, Mr. Qt ie. and the other members of the subcommittee.

Mr. BIAGGI. I I uld like to comment that, in light of that revela-
tion, after 17 yea on the kuhcommittee I realize now why you ad-
vocated the Older Americans Act this afternoon.
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(Laughter.] . - "
Mr. 13%tozmAs. ri Chttirman, I decline to yield further.
[Laughter.]
Mr. O'HARA. I thank my friend from Indiana. He and I came- to

Congress together. He has reminded ,me how long ago it was since
then, and he is going to make me proceed more quickly with this
bill while there is still time.

I would now like to call as our first witness of today'searingit
seems only appropriate for a bill designed to benefit studentsa
spokesman for the student community, Kathy Kelly, who is accom-
paniedlhyJohn-Perlet. They are appearing on behalf of, the National
Student Association,.of which Ms. Kelly is president.

STATEMENT 'OF KATHeICELLY, PRESIDENT,.NATIONAL STUDENT
ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY CHIP BERLET, EDITOR, NSA
MAGAZINE

Ms. KELLY., Thank you, Mr. Chairman., Wg would like to thank
the committeelor inviting the National Student Association to testify
on IL it. 3471 today and We welcome the opportunity. to join in what
we hope will be a spirited and constructive debate. We would Ask
permission to append to our testimony a sampling of student con-
cerns in this area at a later date.

Mr. O'HARA. Without objection, so ordered.-
Ms. KELLY. TER. 3471 is the first piece of legislation in many years

which attempts to provide a coherent Federal
legislation

funding
policy. The present programs, as administered, are counterproductive
and based on a Neanderthal concept of postsecondary Darwinism
which sees_education as a means to enrich the individual rather than
society as a whole. 4

The National Student Association Congress in 1965 passed a reso-
lution calling. for-free public higher education and that will remain,
our goal until it is accomplished. We eridorse,wholeheartedly the lowand

goal
tuition principles on which this bill is based.

We do litt,;Te three major criticisms of the implementation of, thge
principles as outlined in H.R. 3471. We believe the ceiling should-be
raised on basic opportunity grants and that the program should -be

'funded to a higher leael.We do not feel the supplemental educational
opportunity grants program should be aimed at already gifted stu-
dents at the risk of denying,access to students with exceptional fi-
nancial need, especially minorities; and we do not think the guaran-
teed student loan program as outlined is what we are looking for.

We are concerned with the impact of H.R. 3471 onininorities low -
income families and-women, but we disagree strongly with the.con-
tention voiced recently here in 'Washington that the concept of low
or zero tuition is elitist and detrimental to minority students. Ap-
parently some people feel it would be better to have 20 minority
students at Harvard rather than 200 minority students at the City
University/of New York. We agree there should be equal educa-
tional opportunity but access must be our primary concern. This is
why we support the use of the BOG-program to create low-cost edu-
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cational opportunity andngree that-this is a -legitimate -use of Fed-
eral', prerogative.

The-deletion Of ,an,asSets eligibility barrier will help many, finan-
cially :troubled .middle- income families, especially thoSe with farms
and we:Support both this and the dropping of the half-Coat :firniti-
tion, which has penaliied those students attending:16w-cost insti-
tutions. Btit do not...hedge' your be with an unrealistic rdaxiinuria
,grant eeiling. The BOG program needs to be doubled, not halVed.
We call for a maximum, grant ceiling of $1,600, with a:coat-of-living
escalator clause. A :One of national financial hardship is a time tb
increase- spending:on, education= because it is one investment which
has incalculable returns-in the future:

Mr.BEarl-r., The suppleniental educational -opportunity grant pro-
gram,presently is an important component inthe financial aid 'pack-
ago forlow-income students, especially-minorities who are-the'hardest
hit during .4 recession. We feel the present SEOGlirogram_ Should
baexpanded. To shiftthis important program to a merit philosophy,
we feel .iau.nwise -and unnecessary.. Recent trends indicate that col,
desesand universities are competing vigorously to snare students with
'high SAT scores and national merit scholarship awards' I was -a
national -merit finalist frem -an upper income-family and was offered
scholarships froth. several colleges; the money is already there for
the academically proficient..

Last year, this- committee asked-us if we would support an incen-
tive prograintoinerease the individualState commitment to funding
higher education. Wa said, we would, and: we now offer-our endorse-
ment of the State incentive granta.sectien-otER. -3411. The -flexi-
bility of the-program- appeals to-us and we feel it is an unportant
component in. a system-of encouraging loW-tuition institutions. The
real struggle for -the financing .of higher education goes on yearly
in every State-capital. State legislators are- parti -to _matching _Fed-
eral funds -which-have-relatively -few-strings attached, aml.they will
be happy- to See-that for once the Federal-GOVern.ment is using the
Carrot rather than the stick.

The trio program should indeed be expanded but adequate provi-
sions for special program, staff to serve the Special -needs of veterans
should be included. The veterans cost of instruction grants have
-never reallyserved their original purpose, so-we shall,not-shed.croco-
dile tears. hlowever,we feel. compelled- to : add that the real problem
with veterans education-lies-in the callousness and gross incompetence
of the Veterans' Administration- both in terms- of amount- and de-
livery of .financial assistance, and in their failure to provide des-
perately needed psychological and career co,unseling to Vietnam
veterans, ---

Cost of instruction institutional aid will' undoubtedly find its way
back into legislation 'and we will support it there.

Ms. Rimy. Loans should be used to provide liquidity for family
income and- not. as n -means of access, and- since wo feel this is the
intent of your proposal for the guaranteed- Student loans program,
We support the intent. As for the specifics, we have some.misgivings.
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We rare skeptical -of -a hank's. Willingnesssto lend money to,loW'er
income students, minorities, and' women. A.c,ademic institutions will
more likelY be sensitiN e to individtial needs rather than, actuarial
This will be extremely: important if you phase .out the NiDSL
gr' am. A major factor, in-thepresent default-rate is-those -p wztple'who-
are willing torepay their loans-but who are unable to meet their-re-

payment schedule-because of the present economic-climate. They de-
fault because they. catt*sen no other solution and the banks -Offer them
no alternatives. It is the banking industry which benefits -under the
present default scandal-because they do not care if -they collect from
the individual,or the Governinent, as long as they collect.

The National Student Association calls for n suspension, of loan
repayments for those people who are unemployed, and -an extension
of the repayment period with smaller amounts due for those people
who are-tinderemploYed..

The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies has someinteresting-pro7
posais -for a roan program and they deserve study.

'Work study is an important part of H.R. '3171 and deserves the
increased funding level suggested. The removal of need as an eligi-
bility requirement is long past, due and we 'also commend the codicil
foibidding the payment of stibminimum wages under the program.
It is heartening to find someone in Congress who recognizes that Stu-
dents are nut an unlimited supply of slave labor. Curricular-related
work would be nice but is an elitist frill and we are happy to .find
no provision, for it in H.R. 3471. We would like to find the continu-
ance- and ez.patlib1041 of the university;community service program
since it helps break down the walls, of the Ivory TOYM:. Cooperative
education can be an important program on cet thin etattpuses.and-its
funding should be increased.

We are pleased that this bill would put an end to the quibbling
over the eligibility of open admissions and. innovative programs for
Federal assistance. These are important concepts and need to been-
coura,ged. If sonic academics return to'their private clubs and cry in
their Sherry over this prospect, we offer, no condolences; .

Especially gratifying is the inclusion of educational consumer pro-
tection in ILR. 3171 in the form of requiring clear tuition refund
policies andnecurate al% ertising clalats. The:...; are metaures the Na-
tional Student A.ssociatiordias been piemoting for almost 30 years.

The $50 million set aside for controlled experiments on the im-
pact of, low tuition, open admissions, and the prospect of public
utilliation of private institutions is money well spent. We would ask
that some of this money be channeled into student-controlled research
and that this be stipulated in the bill:

We hope that you can see in our criticisms the nude' lying support
for what'you ate attempting. Our organization has lono. stood for
extending, for another 4. years the concept of public &ming, of
education. We see m AM 3171 a sliift in-Federal- policy toward-this
goal. We are-convinced-that someday our successors-in the National
-Student .Association Is ill be :called to-testify 'before your successors
on this committee on the merits of a bill that will provide postsec-
ondary education as it right to every American regardless of age,
pee, sex, or economic circumstance.

S:,
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We 4congratulate you. for uryin begun thisprocess.
Mr. Braila:. And thank you fur, hayiaging appear NI* This coin-

ilTlttLL. -

Mr. 0711,4m. Thank you very much. for yotir.filielesfihrony.
With Tespect,to,the BOG, grants,-I woUld,liYe to clarify one-point,':

The bill MR. 3.71 puts a ceiling on. the niaiminn,r110G grant at
whatever le. vel.the.maximum grant works out to in the Sear before
this bill_ takes effect that no one will get a 'reduction in a 130G
grant.

:Now,-that figure keeps changing, the estimate keepshanging
you kno Is_diMetilt to nail down any specific figure and say is
really putting this or-that ceiling on the .BOG grant.,The',Intest esti-
mate I have gotten from OE suggests that the ceiling ori'the BOG
,grant next year will .be $1;050, something in, that neighborhood, the
maximum grant, which is fluily -close although certainly not com-
parable to the $1,400 maximyi grant under the existing law which,
as you know, bas never been attained.

17,ou know, What keeps the estimate going up for next year is that
pelt year they overestimate the number of eligibles and underspend
and then they collie back.and-askto carry over the money..So at no
One has-the appropriation alone been. sufficient -to, `bring Wein up to
anything close to $1,050, but if they were to get, the opportimity :to
carry over, and carry over, it could'work its way up that high for
next, year. But there is sonic question about, wIfether they wilt I
guesrif they got the full carryover they might get up -to the fidl
f.91,-100, if they got the full carryover, and if he ;figures are correct,

,
.,of &misc.

In any event, that is the reason.I used that sort of a ceiling, saying
whatever it is the year before II.R. WO. goes into ,operation, that
is what it will be from now on. So, you see, we would, be in a fult

.funding situation and all of the .things that liappeat what you 119.11,
,full funding, under the BOG program start happening, whiciria, you
allot the full amounts, and if you underestimate you came back and
get a supplemental, you knurl. It becomes sort of like a, formula OM
graM lather than tyre way it workS now, which is Tar different from
th9t. So maybe it will be $1,40,0 next year, I don't know.'

I yield to the gentletnan from.Pennsylvania.
Mr. ESHLEMAN:1 «oulcl like to ask the witness one question. Who

would you like to see make most of the decisions, have the primary
devi,ioninakingpovvei. amt administer The student loan, piogram, iii
whatever faunarm t ends up? Who would you like to so administer it.
the Federal Government, the State government, or the institution
it:Af, or would you like it to remain ahodgepodge-betweeitthe three,
which. it now is?

Mr. Brum Getting the best of all possible worfkis,,se would like
to see students administer the program but, beyond that, its a tough,
question. We would like to see more enipha6i6 on the loca4 individual ,

campus, with more oven iew at the State level. t think the controls
at the Federal level have, gotten out of hand, the Ffilerai Administra-

Subsequently to thtsbearing, the Office of Education announced a 10i-70 BOG pay-
ment schedule with a $1,400 maximum,krant,

e
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tors really can't cope with the problems that are engendered with
having t45 deal with so many/separate

Mr.-EsItix5tAii. I hope I m not asking leading questions. I don't
mean it -that way. In other words, you are sayingand I-don't mean
this facetiously-- you_ wmild like the Federal money but not necesSar-
ily sumach FederalibOrat You-know, I can agree-with you on this.
I can agree With you., I don't want to- call it -revenue sharing, but
let's give it anothetnaine, but can agree with you on this.

BERLET. Perhaps, what we Are thinking of is more of a de-
centralization, and if you want to looli at it. _fromenother position,
that is fine. But it appears that the-Federal government_ hhs not
been able to really get the information out on these programs, much
lqs-administer them properly, and this would really be a -gooil area
for the States to take over some of the overview and some of the-in-,
formation dissemination; and for institutions perhaps to take a
larger control of the actual dissemina4M_ of the grants, because it is
the individual institution which best luioni what the, individual
student needs.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. O'HARA. The gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. BRADthAS. I have no questions at this-time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, O'HARA. The gentlewoman from New York.
Ms. CICISIT01.11. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have one (Ines-

tk)n. On page 3, where your statement reads, "Loans should be used
to provide liquidity for family income and not as a means of access,
and since we feel this is the intent of your proposal for the guaran-
teed student loans program we support the intent, As for the spe-
cifics, we have some misgivings."

Could you enlighten me just a little bit?
Mr. BEar.kr. Well our major concern is that we basically don't

trust banks. The National Student Association. has area conferences
all over the country, and qo11ege students come to attend workshops.
The students always 'come to its and say, "Well, I went to seven banks
and the only bank that woulive me a loan is the one where my
father had his money, and the3 did it as a favor," or they tell stories
like they "went from bank to bank and just were refused the money."

The problem of the default rate, we feel quite honestly, is that
many times banks are squeezing people into default, this is the prob-
lem. I, don't think students are trying to rip off the program so much
as they just don't understand, they didn't understand the loan when
it was made, they didn't understand the ,provisions for repayment,
and when they are faced with this repayment, they are faced. with a.
-mountain of debt and they panic and, irankly,.as we said, the banks
don't care where they get their money from, and the Government
tends- to 'becorrie a bottomless pit when it comes to that. This is the _

problem we see with Students arkl-laa
And as for our position on liquidity, we have always felt that the

re4eral student aid program should be designed to provide access
through grants. Low.income families shouldn't be forced to borrow
themselves into indentured servitude to the Government forever and
ever fo get their children through school. This is especially a problem
for low-income families, minorities, and women. So we feel, that
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_grants should-provide access, and loans should provide the liquidity
in fainilylnantes for ochls-and Athls, and cash crises.

Us. Ka= think there is also a problem with discrimination in
the-banking industry and on the camp.us_leVeli.even in the financial
aid office- at a twripus. I have encountered this problem time and
time-agairi, where minor. ties and women have troubles even dealing
With,the financial aid office on campus, uch less-with the bank, and
I still-think that is continuing problem with higher-education and
it will 'be for Sim.° -dine.

Ms. CrusrioL.4. No further questions.
1r. O'HARA. The- gentleman Irvin New York.

By.00r. Yes. On ,page 2, -the second paragraph, yon Mated- "I
was national merit finalist -from, an upper income family" and
then -you,go on and say "the -money is already there for the academ-
ically proficient." Is that.a matter of fact as-a geheral policy?

Mr. BERLE'''. I Cloa quote you any statistics right now.,I am not
prePared..tcr_sio that. I wish I had them.

Mr. Brum', t`ifiryort--make_t_t_statement?
Mr. Bpirxr. The "Chronicle of Higher tdueation" last week ran

iin article saying there is whole new trend of, ireirdemierilly pro-
ficient students being fought over by colleges and institutions -of iT1
sorts, and the National Merit Scholarship Awards alone has hun-
tire& and hundreds of different groups offering mon4. Individhal
campuses are always willing, we feel, or usually willing, to provide
scholarship money for the academically gifted, and our real feeling
here isn't that meritAhrsed grants isn't a nice program, it is a nice
program, but the real problem is money being taken, out of current
program specifically targeted for those people with the most intense
financial need, which in- general are minority people and very low
-income white ,families who need money just to get- into school
at all.

Mr. BIAGGI.,Let's stay with that. Isn't it a fact that the institu-
tions conceivably fight for thesmore proficient student but they don't
provide for their income, and ninny of diosestudents are with little
income, who require assistance, they come from that type of family
where to pros ide-college education is a-financial burden? They fight
for the proficient student but they do riot provide for the tuition
costs, that is the difference. I agree they will compete, and that is
whyand that statement, when you say -that the money js already
there,' am not convinced that it is. As a matter of fact.. I would say
to The contrary, it is not, and I would like to see that -this bill pro-
vides for those families.that would like.to have their children go to
school, whether they are superior students oe not, at least be given
the opportunity to have the-tuition be provided, that's all.

Mr. Bearxr. And there are a- couple of possibilities you could work
with, without working to the detriment of minolities and toy inuige
families. You see, there is a-trade ofrXere, and we are not happy with
the trade off.. We -would-prefer both' progr.amS. ,

Every time the National' Student Association has-come before this
committee,, we have Itsked for doubling and tripling the :federal

_higher education allocation. We -are all for that,lart-that is not real-
istic.. And given the trade off betwe.0 the academically i proficient
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and the lowest, peopk, are presently getting the funds,
we do not think the shift, fg-i, 40 is a good trade off, Yditinight
come ufi with a program that nught perhaps broaden. eligibility or
raise the level of grants foe -the: tie4de,milcally prOficient under the
BOO program, I can toss that tle ur if you wish, but it-Would"oi.,,, , . .
tend,to be against our philosophy '' cip.,img,ht. want to make loans
more readily-available. Vut that doe seem-to be a, good idea. Theh
should .be sumo formula that could worked out by -which Yott.rould
reward' the academically proficient without penahm9 the lowest
income oToups. -

Mr. Blum. Let's not stay* with the academically' proficient., Jets,
talk in terms of those Nth°, limea common intellectual*biiie,)rre-
spective of their income base, but who .are desirous of .going on to
college educate n. Shouldn't each of them be Assisted?
Mr. Bkauxr. ure. There is no doubt 'of that in our testimony.
Mr. &tool. ou- are notgoing to noist one group to the exclusion

Of another. Is that what you are recommending? .

Ms. liir,p- Not at all. . .
Mr. IfIAGGI.. Somewhere along the ltne.that is the impression I sot.
Ms. Kiit.1:x. I don't think we intended to leave that impression.

One of our main concerns now is that people who are only begin-
ning to appear on campuses in recent years in- any significant. num-
bers, minorities, .women, especially older women

Mr. Bimun..Ifold still a minute. I w ill tell you who are tippearing
as minorities to a great extent in recent 3-gars, people of my origin,
Italian-American origin, and nowlpire Along the line has any Jro-

. ilsion been made for them. How do yeiti classifytheml Are they
white uxAnoio-Sons? Are they niinoritlei? Just what are they?Anglo- Saxons?6 1'

Mr. BRLI.V. Arc theyppor? .
Mr: 13rAnur You're right,. tli6. ark poor. : )
Mr, BEnr.d. Then they deserve the rnoneanel that is what we are

saying. .

Mr. Biuuor. 'Milt is the fiqttime you have said. it. You said. ndnor
ities and women, that is what you 4tid. Now let's deal with it front-
ally. ,, . . ,..

. .
Ms. Icra.a.r. I believe we also mentioned lower income Audents.
Mr. BIAGGI. What is your stand un that?, This is an jssue that has

to be dealt. with. It has-to be dealt, with; I understand fully at file
outset. Now, you said-sorneof them are.poor. Some of them may not
be as pour us others, should, we deny those olio- are not as-abjectly
poor us others? . :

Mr. Brni.F:r. No, and that is why we ask for an increase in the
Ceiling fur basic opportunity,ctrants. It is the-michlle-,Income,family
that Is probably beingsqueezed the hardest right now-in terms o the
BOG programs eligibility requirements,*and that is the major reason
We are asking for the changes in the BOG program we have asked
'for, so that this money is nk readily available to people-who are
in middle income situations. And it is the same. reason -r---r_ ,

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, You-have provided it in the record fin.-me
anyway.

Mr.Biraxr. Thank you. i .

Mr. ou-rARA. The gentleman from North Carolina.



Mr. A'XDREWS.Just briefly, may I suggest that there may be a
discrepaney in what you said, it seems to me. You had in Your
statement "Lanauational merit finalist from an upper income fam-
ily and was-offered, scholarships from several colleges, the money is
already theie: for the, academically. proficient." And I understood
you to say, in. response to the .question as to whether you thought we
should-continue the commingling authority of the Federal -State and
institution and youdo you prefer that be continued, or to 'which
would you; shift itand I understood you to say perhaps that you
'would prefer the student, but in lieu of that you would say the
institution. I wonder if they don't run counter to each other? In the
institution, if the institution is,to administer the programs as a part
of that administration, and apart of that administration is to de-
termine which studdnts shall be the recipients, and for that end which
ones will be admitted as students, it could be that all likelihood
that the colleges and universities will continue to-strive to maintain
their academic excellences, and sO forth relative to other institutions.
which is determined, we know, 4n large-part itrkn the SAT scores and
national, merit scholarships an I other scholffship tests of various
kindsin other words, the ach'evement level of their income is a
measure, they are likely, I wpnld link, to want to continue that, and
in an effort to do so, if they woul 1, they would e ntinue, I presume
to administer these programs in sub a way to rev w, say, to get the

[4 academically proficient, to the exclusion of the others, So are you not V
really, when you say you want the institutions to determine elegi-
bill& and therefore admission, is-rit that the opposite of what you
are saying? , . .

Mr. Bunizr. No, because when we aro talking abouethe administra- -'
., , tion of the program, we are talking about categorical programs that

already have stipulations. We are not saying the stipulations should
be changed. We are just saying the basic administration of the pro-

- evanip is falling apart here in Washington.
,.- MkAxinums. She seems 'to be saying that when she says that at

1/presently the academically proficient, there is plenty of money for
,: Aenond they should get it, anal she is saying that should he changed,

tsci.ebvioasly she is advocating sonic sort of -change, whereas you are

'(
,

, -I ditA. kw,r. I think I can clarify with that. I really agree with
' hip. I don't think them is any conflict.

Mr. llEur...zr. We are not saying that the academically' Proficient
don't below, in school, just. that when you are given a trade-off of
the SEOG progikam, I iust, can't ace taking the SEOG money and
making it a merit based program. 4

. Mr. -Alvormws. We were handed here a short time agoand I
haven't studied. it yet, but it seems that this gives the total enroll-

\ ment in the institutions of higher education in. an ascending number,
and, based on My rather limited knowledge, I thought it was quite

-Th, difficult to get all of the students, all applicants who were deemed to
bo at least minimally qualified into most of the schools, not all'of
them, that the numbers game, the limitations of space and so forth
were such that-not all of them could be accepted and by no means
all of them, particularly when you reach the professional .levels, the
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technical, medield, and law and forth. Onlir a very SITAR number
are acrePted into reputably licer a seliools: So it seems-that 'some..
body, so.inewhere-has to exclude-a number of studente, either the insri-
tutions excludes them, which is s-what I thought, you were suggesting,
but. you seem to be saying otherwise. On what basis were they es.,
eluded, -where they take only,the mieerity, the women, whatever, and.
go, forth and so on, and lea,Ne it up to the institutions to determine if
they 'can take- 60 percent, 70 percent, or whatever if isi It depends
on how many ripply. Th,en do. they decide who to accept on the.basis
oftrnarit and then worry abput the money ? In other words, is that
not what you are saying when 3,-in say that the institutions- determine
who_ shll "be the recipient t Ire has -got _to be admitted .beforhe _can
be a'reeipient. s

Mr. BERLET. 'first let Ice clarilytliat."When we are talking,about
the mows, and whether or not it is for the acadernically,proficient,,
In :are limiting that to iindergya-duates. That is an importaiit.dis-
thictiori to ;alike, because that is what our orgnization .represents. ,
,Perhaps I should have clarified that.

Mr. ANnanws.-That would make this it little less. .
Mr. Emu= The oth' thing is we are noLtalkine. about anything

other than the, lowest .ncome people. 'We have mentioned here that
the-people who have the greatest financial need for -going tocollege,
tends te'be minorities and wqmen, but they are all part of quit base
of low-income people. ,4r 1 if tot$ want to say minorities, `women,
Italians. Poles .

Mi. Bacot. 'That's right. That's right. I wish you would get ac-
eustomed to liclude all Americans who fit into that common category.

Mr. 13nnixr. Are Italians a minority?
Mr. lacer: Yes, they are a minority: We area nation_ of minorities.

But it is not. your concept that they are minorities. gild that, is the
public ihisconcePtion. We have Poles. Poles are a -minority. Irish .:11 re

v

it minority. Germans are minorities: This Nation is made up of minor-
ities. Let's address ourselves to them. ,,..

Mr. Bratzr. Mr. Andrews? I deal know how to explain it other
-than to say that I:think we are uncomfortable with the trade-off, and

. that wits the intent of what we were testifying to. But given the
trade-o We would prefer 'leaving the SEOG's as they were. ehave with g against the merit, system as long as the lowest income
feinilies a _given the money they need as well as the. lowest income
students. 1'c' they independent students or students returning to
g_41iord.-It is just that, given the trade-off right now we prefer the
SP,OG's as they were, , -11r..Awrinnws.1 see. Thank you.

Mr. O'HARA. The gentleman from Iowa.
-Arr. Brort.r. I don't think I *have kny questions at this time, Mr.Chairman. ,,,,

lifi.'01-Lw.i. Thank-you Very ....IA foryour question. I think
if I can get into, that question for a moment of the rationale of a
system that Pro\ hies seine full-cost education scholarships. we Tee-ogrurt,that- tiro amount of a i3OC grant. the anibunt of grant assist-
an& lint you Cain tee- I'( is, not really adequate to pay all of the
rests of ant ediicatio Ana we recognize, too. that there isn't the kind

.1 .
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of money available ri ht -slow fur stuant aid tolund a program that
would provide the full cost, ofoducation fur every student who has
need, and so I thought, well, let'S make,sure that at least slime of
those-students who have great need are able to pay the lulicost of
their education, room, board, tuition, books and everything, with. a
grantmAnd.1.thoughtovell, the-logical way, if you could only do that
for some-of them -and' not-for all of them, the logical way -to decide
whichones'you -would do it for would be those -who showed the great-
est promise.

,Now, I have no great stake in that proposition. Maybe We should
ido it for none of them until- we can-do it for all. And my ultimate

goal' would be free education- beyond the high school,_but I thought
it at least worth the try, to provide that kind of assistance for , at
least some: f them who had great need.

I thank you very much for having-come before us, awl- we appre-
ciate it, your taking your time to do so. And I appreciate-the spirit
with which you addressed the bill, and I appreciate Eery much your
support for the general Principles of the bill.

lfr I3salmr. Thank you.
[Materials submitted 'follow:] 4

tQl:AL...EDULTIONAL OPPOSTUMTT : ruEr.'Prutac lironzaEDUCATON

(A rogation adopted by-the 18th, National: Student Cent-Jr-esti iii.1965,-Cnited
c!, 'States National Student Association) 4--

Two hundred years ago with the growing industrial revolution, the moycmcnt
fur free public elementary education was instigated. Technological advances
demanded: that the general popula....-Le. better educirtedln ot...er to serve -the
needs of society and in order to take full- advantage of the new possibilities
provided by Man's,genius. Seventy years ago as a result of- further scientific

, advances the nation realized ,the need- fur a concommitant vancejn the edu-
cation of.the people. The increased einplc,...t.r society meant that.peoile had
1.. te.better prepared to meet the challenges of.-the new Science and society.
pernentary education was no longer-enough. nigh school education-waS_inadc
public and free.

Iii our generation, the world_has been advancing at a far faster pace than
e mx before and this demands that we ,,extend .public education still further.
Technological, and sudal revolutions have computerized and complicated our
communities that the titredion of them is left only 'in-the hands of the expert.
Those who lack the expertise to participate fully In the democratic process-and
to enjoy the benefits of the affluent society.

In additi4n to the personal loss an individual suffers through the brick of
maximum eductitinnal opportunity, the society as a whole suffers a compounded
dtficiency. Those not given the opportunity to develop fully often become the
recipients of society Haber than the contribators. All people must have the
capacity to aid in the direction of social policies and have the information to
criticize and pose alternatives. There is-no rational choice in our des but,te
expand the opportunity for full education to all if society is remain critical,
dynamic, and democratic.

The US:ISA believes that in order to extend the- personal development. and
freetlorn.of every citizen and tc extend the progress of our nation and the world.
II is necessary to provide all people with the opportunity to educate themselves
to their-maximum capabilities: To these ends,A;SNSAfinds it necessary for sir
dety extend to every person the encouragement and the opportunity for post
secondary education in a day in Mach ring world complexities demand ever
ro.,re personal expertise and knowledge. Through a nationwide-system of -free
public higher education these goals can beluithered. 4,the.same time, r$7gs,A
recogrkizes the value of diversity in a system of ,higher, education and'suppnits
the financial assistance of private institutions by all levels of government.
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expresses its support for the es.ablishmeot of free, public higher
-education tbrofigheutlhe tillted States Lisurseed by the local, state, andtederal
governments,. with .the-purpose orfiirtherhig the freedoul,of the individual sod
the critleal, spirit Which insures-a dynamic and democratic society.

Possusir or TEE DEFALSTELAS A WIN WARIDOE on, FEDS'CRAL,R, Down, SYLIDEDIs
Go Bnoxn AND EVERYONE ASKS WILY

(By Neil/Riots, College Press Sallee. January 20, 1075)
As factories close. workers-pound the pavement, stock brokers wince and

President"Ford WINs, students too -have- played a dour role in the economic
PasSion they default-their loans.

Last year alhipst 2500 students filed for bankruptcy, leaving $3 -million in
state, -federal-and-'institutional -lona unpaid,

But while student bankruptcies rose, they accounted for only about ten -per
cent of -all-loan evasions, according to the 'CS- Office. of -Education tOE). The
ether 00% Were ex-students who for some reason ,cannot or, will not-pay.

-In an effort,th-recoup some of their loSses, the federal gesernment.-nad other
lenders tave undertaken a massive crackdown of both etaden6 default and its
non-student causes.

YOUR cnrAxx N' irEArr

',:Last sear the newly reorganized Office of Guttranteed Student Loans:in OE
Aired nearly 100 maze loan collectors to dun students fur unpaid fungi. It a
school or bank cannot collect a guaranteed student'kan 120 days after u student
misses a payment, the federal collectors get on The case, eiisee the government

Instiresboth -tife-TonnrintrtlicititerM. A
'Uncle Sam is not a stranger-to bill collecting and the results of his latest

collection effort were gratifying. During the last six months of 1014 twice the
amount of had,debts were collected as during the first ,six months.

Taking a CLIO from OE, many institutions hive -began to emplOy collection
agencies to catch- student skips.

At the rniverifty- of WiseonSin, Madison, where-CollecItinagencles were used
for the fir.st- time last year, One .official. commented . "Nl'e expect some adverse
ontale4ty'from this (hiring cOITOOLor8). But we just c i't tolerate anyone not
paying'us because they think we can't do anything a ont it."

In an attempt to curtail student bankruptcies, the .7niversity of Southern
California (USC) has instituted tv controversial--polic

With the economy the way it is, many students don't mind becoming bad
credit "risks .about the only stigma bankruptcy curie,. No if a student de-
faults a loan to rsc, the school closes his school s and bars readmission
until -the loan is repaid.

Many loan officers have Mt upon another-way to den with defaulters: don't
give them loans in' the first place. Rigorous application procedures hare begun
to-shut out many who are considered bad risks. According to.a.new OE report.
these chronic bail' debts are usually poor, black males or older married students.

Parents who underreport their income to obtain loans for their childrenhave
been another target. Ilider pressure from participating schools, the College
ficholaiship-Serrice -(COS), which admlniSters parents eonfidential statements,
began to demand' income tax forms-trim a- random sample of more than a mil-
lion tunnies. ender ftirther -pressure, the CSS recently agreed to quadruple
the-number of spot-checks-it does.

And- for the first time, another bad netor in the default story began to re-
ceive lietit-froni OE: the schooia themielves.

For the past Several years, many di-by-night proprietary schools have in-
admire-1y explained to students the liabilities involved in federal loans or
hare- sided -leaVing students with an theoniplete education, a huge loan debt
and determination not re Pay-for goeds*not received.

Under new proPosedregidations -for the guaranteed-student lnan, all schools
waild--sit

ent Might reasonably profit a crinrse of instruction before he en
be%rcunliedzto adequately- exPlain loan provisions, to determine whether

'a
rolls Ifoi. 'Instance. no more blind people bilked Into air traffic controller's
ftel, ll and to establish suitable refund policies ter student- withdrawals asWell as school closures.

aSL
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TITS "HOW If A NY I" ILULLAn4LOO

But while the government lies been slashing right and left at defaults, it still
. can't agree within itself about how -much default is going ou or, about what
an acceptable default rate might be.

Last-month, for instance, the General Accounting Office (GAO) and-OE farad
a shoWdown at creditability gap. GAO had predicted that guaranteed student
luau defaults would reach 24.3% by this July while GE, had predicted only

In an "I'm OK, You're OK" briefing, OE explained that GAO'i figures de-
scribed_ the default rate potential, while GE ha& calculated the rate assuming
the government would _not permit defaults to reach their potential

Under its new "Loan Estimation, Model," developed at a cost of $150,000, OE
said it would be better able to estimate how muck money wodhl be necessary
to pay off ,Ilefaulti for yeare toeozne. 1

Oddly enough the model did not include such "external circumstances" as
inflation or unemployment, which OE admitted were it ,re important to the
pattern of defaults than, any characteristic their model did analyie.

,STUDENTS DISCOVER BANKRUPTCY PLOY.

(College Press Service, February 14, 1075)

Faced with a deflated bank account, few job prospects and heavy school`
debts?

Don't bother with small loans to regain solvency, go for the.bi time de-
clare bankruptcy. Because of a quirk in our economic system, ba kruptcy, is
the leant means of reestablishing good credit and starting fresh financially

An 'herein:Int; amberof students and graduate students have, turned to
bankruptcy as a way of resolving personneLtlebtS,,aecording to legal sources
With inflation and the high cost orliving, many graduate students /lave started
their professional careers, with debts up to $30,000 and have see): no feasible
or honest way to pay up.

''Students don't take bankruptcy lightly," said Beth Karre,p the legal ad-
visor at the University of -California at Berkeley. "There's a real moral stigma
attached to it and they usually come in quite a Sew times before they decide to
go ahead with the proceedings."

There is also a financial stigma. Stereos, radios, sports /equipment. furniture
and other material goods are all taken away when bltruptcy is declared.
Bankrupt students can usually wave bye-bye to credit ads -and loans for the '
next several years. Proven to be unreliable, they alga face possible discrini-
ination by future employers. (/ .

Yet bankruptcies are so easy to obtain that students, for the Most part, rep-
resent themselves in court. In fact, all students have to do is couvinee the
judge that their liabilities outweigh their assets, list any property mitt name
their creditors and amounts owed. The process usually lasts about half an

s hour.
The cumulative effect of studen,t bankruptcies, however, have been revoro

The University of California at Berkeley ahsorbed $303,364 in uncollected
student loans last year; this year, across the curl try, students Will default on
1500 federally insured loans. The debt approtielied half a billion dollars and
has threatened the existence of the federal stifTent loan program

This program, which has been in effect since 1066, has distributed $7 billion
to over 4 million students. It has been predicted that 24% of the outstanding

0 . loans will never be repaid. The 1075 fiscal budget originally estimated that the
student loan loss would hit $134 million but the figurealias since been revised
to $245 million.

As of now. anyone may file for bankruptcy and there is no minimum or
maximum debt Emit. The cost for petition is $50 and it is not necessary to
obtain legal counsel.

Bankruptcies are handled only by federal courts but property exemptions
are determined by state law. The normal exemptions property that a person
can hang on to after declaring bankruptcyinclude clothing, a percentage of
wages, basic unpretentious transportation and ,occupational tools.
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The ease with which student borrowers obtain bankruptcies has-prompted two
-California-congressmen to'SPonsok- a bill which would exempt student .fetleiftileans front hankimitey 'laws.

In the meantime, bankrupt students have one good thing-going; some hanks
consider academic bankrupts a good credit risk because. of students' potential
earning po-ver and'beeaase federal laW prohibits them froin. filing bankruptcyagain for six years ;

Ilsr BUDDY CAN.:You SPARE A:Mir-max?

(By John Kober, College-Press 'Service, March 7, 1075).
Looking for a few'spare million.dollars- to-help your education along?
The Office of Education (OE} has some approximately $135 million - .butchances, are good you can't get any of -the money, or at least not this Year.
The 'Enna represent unclaimed Basle Educational Opportunity Grants(BEOG's) from atetal federal appropriation- of-$115 million for the academic

Year.
BEOG's were 'first awarded only to. first year students in the '73-'74 aca-demic year, but will be available to all financially eligible undergraduatesexcept seniors next year.
BEOG's, are a type of grant given directly to needy students and classified

as an "entitlement": if you and your family meet-certain income tests-aPPliedliy the government all you haVe to do to receive your money Ls apply.
Therein lies the catch. Students aren't applying for the money, or at leastthose who 'are* eligible for the meek aren't.
This year's surplus resulted when only about 50% of the nation's eligible

students: elnifned their BEOG's. The OE had expected 02% of the eligible stu-dents te4pply.
tiist fear's grant fund was also under utilized, as fewer than 50% of the

eligible ;*udents applied, leaving a surplus of $15 million.
That money was attached onto this year's BEOG appropriation amidst aflurry of criticism that OE officials bad ptismanage,.1 the program by under-estimating the dollar grant amount and overestimating the number of appli-cants.
While critics believe the OE will similarly request that this year's $135

million surplus he added to next year's budget request of $660 million, theyalso expect that once again the more will -spark protest from a financially-pressed Congress.
'In backing up its claims for $660 million, the on bad predicted a BEOGutilization rate of 68% for next year, a figure certaint now to be challenged.

Supporters of BEOG's have pointed out that the direct grants are a new
program, and Will attract increasing numbers of students as information pro-grams thrimgh post offices, librart, secondary and postsecondary; schools aredeveloped and perfected.

The program was originally designed to channel federal higher education
assistance directly to individual students, allowing them to choose the type -ofeducation best suited to their needs: The income standards applied to theeligibility tests targeted the grantaioney to low income and minority Students.("rifles nil the Basle'Grants program have contended that the budgetir.g shift
away from generalized histittifitinal aid' has act-tinily resulted in fewer stu-dents benefiting from the federal education dollar.

They have said that the multintillian dollar surplus is just one example ofbow the grant program hits gone wrong.
Rome eilficators have claimed that Congress' chronic underfunding ote theprogram has resulted in grant aroonnts hardly worth applying far. Last yeargrants averaged $260 -and this year, while,grants are expected to average $770.some have fallen as low as-$50.
If the Basic Granii progritrii were ever fully funded, ellgilde students who'

applied would be entitled to receive up-to $1400 per year, less what the govern-
ment-Calculates to be an apPrOPriate family ontriblition.

Others hare idalnied that the grant application pretess is exeemively com-plicated and undernithlicized.

A
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icke'tt- final injury some critics have contended that the-shift away from fed-
era iitstItutional- 81d-has-contributed- to rising- tuition and that g,raut .timounta
don't take this additional expense -inte atzount. The net result, lies been-One
More roadblock-en -the path. to etstiat aCCesslo higher-education, esPecially for
sttulents-'who',fieVer -found:Out -Omit ilEOG's -

.'" ,, ,...
taxtivt.4;17E. COUNCIL 3/61Cia-PINDING:AECOSIMENDOIONS

i
(lititirt Koehler, Oollege'PressSerrice, March,2/, 1975)

Calling for a restructuring of federal support, -for higher education, the
prestigious Carnegie Council_ on Policy Studies in Higher ,EilnestIon on-llarch
0 issued proposalss designed to balance-educational nationwide
end:reduce the "tuition gap" betwgenPublie andpriVate-schools. ,

The panel recornmended -the establishment of dixect,"Tuition. gqqalizatIon
Grants" of aboat $750 for Sttiptenta-attending pilvate.-sphooh; and a ',National

Bank" to 'reply and Consolidate current loan, programs.
The '' Council also called- for substantial federal support fur large research

libraries, for new graduate fellowshiprprogrami -and fur anexpended..Basie
Educational Opportunity -Grant program.

If adopted, the -plan would increase -federal. expenditures -for higher educa-
tion from $9.0 billion to;$11.711111en. by 1970-.80, an.increaseln the percentage
of the -Gross No.tIszial Product spent on higher education froze .01,io to only

The-Council, was established-la January 1971 ash successor to4he Carnegie
Commission di Ilfgher-Edueation, , "

Inline with the earlier Commission's recommendations, the-Carnegie Council
proposed that must federal- education dollars_ be targeted. for individual, stu-
dents rather than for particular colleges and. universities. .

"We lettere," the Council stated, "th.st-ets..h_a prOgrain mould bepreferalde
to expansion of direct-State- inatituticinaLUid- to:private Institutions bisattse At
Would-Involve minting` interference with private colleges and Unisc,s,ties ond
would-enhance the Princlide- of student choice."

The Tuition Ennalizer Giants would be giVen to-all students tatending pd.
v ate.schOols- regardless of-need; and.. would- represaat approximately one half -of
the average subsidy of public School stip:lents.

The Council cited the difference hetwetni pnblie and private tuition as the
primary reason, why enrollments have hcsn sagging In private -colleges and-
universitiei- in, recent years." , ,

The gr ti, according to the Council, would be funded:by matehing -monies
Provided II individual-states end- the federalgovernment.

Some et tics .Have peduted out that-Tuition Equalizer Grants, first ,proposed
by a National- Council of Independent Colleges and Universities task force ha
January, stand In aPprikent contradiction to earlier recummendationa by the
trarnegie CommisSion and the- Committee on Economic `Development, that pub- ..

tic schools raise their tuitions to close the tuition gap. . .
Those recommendations were hotly crittoirod by-proponents of free or low-

cost higher education who argued that rata-lois tuition would 1.,uit access to
the wealthy-end those eligible for eRtensiee scholarihip suppot t. Emphasis
Added:) -',1

The Council said-its- second major proposal, a National Student Loan Bank,
was needed because current: programs, , now border on some potential 4isaSters."
The panel - charged that high =default ,rate3, inaccessibility to low income stu-
dents, inequities In -loan interest rated - and numerous ildrbirtit,t Latice-pcoblems
stand in- the way of expanded access to higher edtication.

Under the proposed loan progrnm,.,,studentscould borrow- up tv $2500 per
year for total- loans not to _exceed $9000 -for undergraduates and $10,000 for
grndruite students. ..

In a move designed- to reduce ,rspayment pressures on students right :after
,,gtaduatIon, when. earning potential is smalIest,,the Council retsonmentissi start.
Itot rclgt.rments -fit a eats of ;75% of a- derives -yearly Income for each $1000
burrowed, with repayments to extend over a wriod of time averaging 20 years.

--, . t
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The panel further proposed that the Internal Revenue Service should under
take all collections.

For its third major new program, the-Cuuncil, recommended an approprla ,
tion of $10 million to aid large research libraries. The education panel termed ,
these librarieS n national asset" which state governments have been Mind'
lug to tinanC0L

Despite current poor job prospects for those with advanced degrees, ..tirc
jiretlicted the lung range lac.rl cicoily towarda continuing increase

In the relatite proportion. of highly trained doctorates required by our econ-
ull*. The panel called for the consolidation of current specialized federal
doctoral fellowships Into three new fellow:314p programs,, two of which would
be ,based on merit.

The Council- also recommended that the Basic braids program be expanded
to covei up to $1600 of a student's noninstructional costs rather than the-.50(ii:
of a student's total costsup to $1400 covered under present legislation.

The panel argued that placing a dollar rather than_a percentage limit on the
Ionia program would eliminate inequities fur low income students whose only
options are to attend nearby low-cost public ,college4 and for students who
ilvein states where tuition-is relatively high.

In addition, the Council recommended increasing apprepriatiuns fur work
stasis and cc operatIve-education . programs, plus iechanneling,,yeterans sines
tonal I/egret-Ito to-tithe, Zedcrul higher -education programs as the number of
enrolled Vietnam veterans declines.

In calling fur these additional .educational expenditures, the policy group
urged the federal government ' not to permit orgent economic problems to ob-
scure the Importance of advancing the basic human resources that can be
applied to their solution."

The Carnegie Council further called for special ,,attention to projects de-
signed to la, rease the enrollment of students -from minority groups and low
income brackets and pointed to "the alarming recent cessation, and even
reversal, of progress toward equality of opportunity after very substantial,
even dramatic gains" in such enrollment over recent years.

TUITION Prma:rasts: Tire SET'S TILE 1413tIT

(College Press Jervice, March 3, 1975)

Tultien.cost hikes of 5 to 10% have been predicted by most college institu-
tions for net year.

The highest across-the-hoard Increases fur tuition, room arid board will occur
at private schools, whpre the total cost of a year at college will often exceed

The increase has caused the money gap between a.private and public educa-
tion to widen to two or three thousand &bare a year aria produced some con-
tent on the part of private college administrators who see students opting for
a clitiaper edueation,eloser to home.

Officials of the 41.mliftean Association of State Colleges and Universities have
predicted there may 200,000 vacancies next full, in their 317 member Institu-
tions.

This trend, however, does not apply to -the more prestigious private colleges
aid better-known st4e universities. Competition will continue to be tough at
the elite Ivy fiesigueillomls where, it In reasoned, students come from inflation-
proof families.

At Cornell University, for Instance, where education costs will soar to $5525
not including book costs and personal expenses, applications arc op and, nulli-
fier more than 18,000 for an entering class limited to 2700.

Many students have come to accept the increases as inevitable but some
saber-rattling has occurred. At Ithlea College in New York, Where a 4.0%
Increase in tuition and a 0.5% Increase in toom, board and health fees have
beea prepteoal, over half of the student population has signed petitions of
protest. ,

In addition, organizers of the protest have written parents urging them to
protest the increases to the board of trustees. The Ithaca students have pointed

4
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out- that. their school -was -000,00 in the black -last .seat and that -the -price
hikes could, be absorbed by a readjiiitinent of .priorities.

Similar pititesta have-been made at Xavier Univetwity in Cincinnati and' also
at ..Uncrican UniverSitY in Washington, DC, where-200 undergraduates turned
out -with signs-and-buttons reading, i'We have liad enentli."

But economic forecasters have, predicted that costs can- Only go up as the
prices of raw materials especially :fuel and-,energy --continue to climb, Ac-
cording to a New I (irk Times survey, the accelerating rate of increases -will
continue at colleges for the rest of the deeade..

UNIVERSITY- or MONTANA PUNTS FUNDS

(College Press.Service, January. 13, 1975)

$175,000 could buy a lot of footballs. In a bizarre case which ,began as an
investigation into the use of work-stbdy funds to subsidize the football team,
the -University of Montana recently returned $175,000 to the US Office of
Education.

The university's athletic director and three other officials were acquitted
last year of. conspiring to defraudlhe federal government of the money.

The case, which began -three Years ago, centered on allegations that athletes
were given fictitious job Mica and not expeCted to' do_any work. Their salaries
were siphoned from funds intended 'for disadvantaged students.

Although the fotir officials Were acquitted, trial evidence indicated that the
federal student aid program, hadn't been administered in accordance..with
federal requirenlents.

University officials denied any hanky panky in the fund, shuffle to football
players. Calvin Murphy, Montana University's business manager, explained;
...Due-to administrative errors, there was an over-authorization to individuals
_in the work atinly program"

COLUMBIA LAW STUDENTS TUBEATEN TUITzoi STRIKE

Afore than 300 Columbia University (NY) law students have threatened a
tultioli strike next fall if the administration hikes their fees more than it
does other university division's.

The strike vote came at a meeting, of the law school senate at which an
administration spokesmen announced that law school tuition might lie raised
from $3400 t(§45500.-

The students Were reportedly already -irked by an administration action -last
year which rolled back tuition for several undergraduate divisions, but not
for the law school. In addition, the Columbia administration has repeatedly
voiced support for differential tuition increases.

In a letter of protest to Columbia President William McGill, the law stu-
dents claimed they had been vietrms of a "soak-the-rich" -tuition Policy-

"There is widespread feeling among the student body that we will no longer
serve as the goose that laid the golden eggs," the letter said.

Ms. kErAw. Thank you.
Mr. O'HARA. The next witness will appear on behalf of the stu-

(lent financial aid administrators, Mr. Ed Sample; of the University
of Indiana, is President. of the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrtitors.

Mr. Sample is accompanied.by our old friend, Alan Purdy, of the
University of 3th-smugand, Mr. Purdy, we are happy to MIN= yi1,3
back with us and see you looking so wellby Priscilla Light, of
Randolph-Macon Women's College, and Richard Tombaugh, the
executive secretary of the association. Please take your places at
the witness table.
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Mr. SAiLTL* ikk. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee, ,

we appreciate the Niortunity to aPpear before. you today to corn- ,
meat on the student,,ussiTtance programs as, they exist today and
how they might be mNliged .in the future.

In previous testimony \ rePresentatives of NASFAA. have outlined
in considerable detail modifications which we feel are appropriate -to
make- the existing programs-more workable. In so doing, we have
operated on the premise 'that the Congress has wisely Thshioned es-
sentially sound programs and our previous proposals have been
along, lines of technical improvements. The evidence, will show, wee
believe, that the current programs of student assistance are doing a
good job of providing aid to worthy and needy students. A very
strong case can be made that these programs should be allowed to
further develop.

Attached to this statement, Mr. Chairman, is the draft of a paper
which has=been prepared by Mr. Toinbaugh which, 84 its title, indi-
cates, seeks to clarify the role and responsibility in student financial
aid. This document is currently being studied by NASFAA. members,

and will be consider& by our national council at its May meeting,
aft& we have received the input and reactions o our membership.
We Whorl's the paper presents an excellent overview of student as-
sistance. It outlines a suggested structure to the various programs
and providers -of student assistance. We hope that as the subcom-
mittee studies alternative means of organizing the Federal participa-
tion in the total scheme of things that it will consider the propose,
tions in Mr. Toinbaugh's paper.
With the introduction of nit. 3471, now and innovative concepts

have been suggested which would: have i. profound effect on the
'way in which student aid is administered. Such an important docu-
ment as this bill needs to be carefully considered fully discussed
by all interested' parties. Since HR. 8471 has only recently been
introduced, most members of NASFAA have not had the op-
portunity to read it and carefully study its contents.

However, the NASFAA executive committee did meet over last
weekend to discuss the bill and the comments made today reflect the
thinking df this committee. T would hope, Mr. Chairman, that we
may be provided another time when we may return to expand upon
the-so remarks and. to-allow the input of more-of our members into*
our discussions. Our testimony today will analyze the bill as it re-lates to the objectives of tilA aret NASFAA position paper. We
believe this to be-a useful approach to presenting our comments on
H.R. 8471, as it allows a logical review of the contents-against
a scheme which we believe is well- balanced and worthy of con-sideration.
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' As members of the subcommittee, ecan 'see, the Ipo\sition, papA.kis
quite, lengthy..but I believe -a, brief summary of its iropo-sels will
le-u-Setut as we comment on the bill by program._

First, It will he helpful to ,understand Ole concept , of "cleat!
mental need" and"assiimedneed",as theyrere usedhere. ocumented ',.
-need' is that need with which- We, are most familiar. It is ( eta: mined
by an ahalysis!of'finencial information submitted:by, parents andis
expressed .as-follOws: ,Deeninerited need,equels college budget, minus
(expected parental contribution plus student contributions from
Studentassetstnd sumo._ er earnings), 4,sstmed need- is,the difference
betWeen the college budget and; the blown resources availabl to,
the student-such as. aid through, the.:GI bill, other (vaancial aid, social
security educational benefits,- andthe- like. . .

Simply put, assumed need does not require an expectation, o
parental contribution. Therefore, the distinction between the de;
pendent, student and the independent student is not critical since we
would propose that self -lflp (lean and work) be related to as-
slimed need and- gift aid be based on documented need, although
self-lielp-cen be used wheir the nmount "bf, gift , aid, is insufficient,, \ .

In-stating the-purposeof student, aid and- _whose responsibility it
is to provide it, the paper suggests a four stage -process as dia-

e'.43.
eTaremed belovoand our testimony shows a diagram, in free, form,e. - . .Basic access-is viewed as am entitlenieilt of every young person Mio
seeks It ,postsecondary- education-or (1 who can benefit 'therefrom. We
believe the TateraLOovernment has; a. very definite responsibility to
guarantee this ,opPortunity. Therefore, it is proposed that through
a combination of Federal -and family support, an amount. Nuel to
the- average indirect costs for a single student be available. The
amount of this assistance would be based onni documented need. By
indirect costs We refer to that amount of -Money requiree,to meet
the living costs of the student. For ilhistrative purposes, this might
be $1,800. The exact figure would be estabNied on a yearly basis
depending on the costs involved.,

Supplemental access provides for the dditional costs that are es-
societal-with. going to schooltuition, e ,.and ()awl directs.eduea-
tional costs. Supplemental access is viewed. s a shared re,sponsibility-
between the Federal Government and State governments. The
amount of the student award-required for supplemental access would
be established by some yardsticck which might he, for example, the
amount, required, after basic access has 'been assured to allow for
attendance at an average cost public institution, say up to $2,500
or $3;000.

Basic choice undergirds a belief that students should be allowed
some- choice among the tvpessof postsecondary education and insti-
tutions which are available-. Many students, prefer to receive their
educations at institutions which cost more. it would be-the joint re-
sponsibility of Federal and, State ,governments, the private sector,
and educational institutions, to provide-additional.assistancc beyond
that received through programs-of assistance: in the basic and sup-
plemental Access stages. Basic choice aid could be awarded in amounts
up to student costs of $4,000 -to $5,000-per year.

C
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Supplemental choice would be the responsibility gf -the private
. and institutional sector and would cover student Cost's aboVe $:1,000

per-year.
Let me turn to the proposals-embodied in H.R. 3471 and evaluateit. them in relation to the -outline just presented.
The purpose of the BEOWproetam is to prOvide a floor upon,

which other financial aid is built,, As such, the\program objectives
coincide with the goal- of providing, basic access. However, we pre
pose that the subcommittee give serious consideration, to basing -the
amount. of the grant to the indirect cost figure minus the family
contribution.

We are delighted that the bill moves the date for submission to
the Congress of the expected family contribution schedule Co July

. 1 of the year preceding its effective date on July of the following
jeer. This will allow for the effective delivery of applications and
award notices.

. However, we are-concerned about the removal of assets from' the
determinatom of the expected family contribution. We believe that
where it is a factor, it is a critical factor, and that we should not
of erlook-assets thlese.caseS. In prior testimony, on Monday of this
week, we expressed hope that the, Office -of Education would adopt

_ jthe consensus model of need analysis that is currentljr being de-
v eloped by the Need Analysis Committee of thZ3 Kappa Task Force.
This would certainly eliminate many problems now associated with
the BEOG schedule and would include consideration of assets.

The elifilination of the reduction schedule which is required when
funds are insufficient to meet the entitlements of all applicants, if
replaee,d 10 the application of a straight percentage reduction, meats
that the very students who are the most needy are reduced to a
greater extent _than the less need). Although the schedule may be
complicated, we hope, that sonic provision can be included which will
take this into account.

NASFAA, is concerned about the effective ntilization of BEOG
funds. The elimination of the requirement to revise grants to stn-..
dents if the initial awarding process does not utilize the appro-
priated funds, coupled with the provision for carryover of unused
funds, will facilitate administration of the program. We support
these provisions w ith the expectation that the Of ice Education
w ill do a better job in the ftiture in establishing their payment tables.

Perhaps the most important change proposed in H.R. 3471 is that.
connected with ths SEOG program. The bill would remove from
institutions tl.b.se funds which are now provided to schools and
place them with the Commissioner. of Eiltication, who will award
3E0G's to students who qualify for BEO's and who "demon-
strata * outstanding academic performance in secondary or post-
secondary school or cleat promise of such performance * * *" The
amount of the SEOG would be the college budget minus the suns
of the family contribution and the BEOG, award. NASFAA cannot
support the redirection, of the SEOG program as suggested lot
several reasons.

It occurs to us that the proposed determination of eligibility of
Students for the SEOGP is inequitable. If the purpose is to reward

4
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inerit with money, why restrict eligibility only to 010w qinilifying
for BEOG'swhen there are Othm just as equally needy students who
do tot, for one reason or anotIlt.e, qualify for ,a be* grant /' Also,
iti-,seems, to us that, the selecticuf _process ,woUld,interiect the. Federal
Goveriunent inton testing process, whereit 4eS not belenglire have
seen,theattemPt -of the -Federal Government to regulate essentially
nongoVenunental processes in need analysis because they ad not
like-the-results, And we are apt to,seellie same -thing, occur im edit-

, Parma), testing. Then,,too, how do we construct a test thafnieisures
,academie, ability in the traditional sense biit also. ranks,itudents who
are pursuing career-oriented goals by attending Schools 'Prepa'ring

, them for specific occtipations such as beauty operators, IBM ma-
chine Operators, et cetera? These students are eligible' for ISEOG's
end ought;, therefore, to ,,be, considered' for SEOG's.

Removing SEOG funds from institutions will take away from
many ,schools-perheps, the only_discretionary grant moneynatailable.
We have always sought to have fund sources which provide the
.financial aid a4iinistratot with the griiates:t degree .of flexibility,. so
that he or she may construct for eachaidapplicant thebe,stlnancial
aicl package possible,. taking into account. all the resources available
to the student. The abrupt termination of the SEOG ,prograin will
have a severe impact e,specially in States that 'might 'ph 'hie their
SSIG allocations for work -study or at public institutions with

nts.zero tuitions, thereby resat Ling in no offsetting
We believe that the SEOP program. should fie continueduin es-

sentially its current format, EOG's can be utilized in thrbesie
echoic() stage, and eaLso in the or two stages of basic access rind
supplemental access if Fedora a d State appropriations fall short
of the required 'amounts. The SE ,program has met its objectives
well and we hope that it may con me to do so. -Recognition of
academic excellence an objectie win h. many Where should occur.
We question whether, with limited FecleIal resources and with such
a large demand: for the opportunity to enter' postsecondary education,
it is an appropriate function of the ,Federalpsovernitient to reward
merit as -this bill proposes. Perhaps such recognition should be left
to-the institutions.

Although the SSIG program is new and fun( nig has been very
low, there is potential for this program. The ineeitjve feathre,
matching increased 'State spending with Federal dollais,tayenlarge
the amount of financial aid., available.

Since supplememal ..ccess-is a shared Federal-State responSihility.
the SSIG program is an excellent mechanism coupling these" Iwo
governmental agencies. The 'revenue sharing itspe'cle:Of H.R. 3471'ae
commendable. We suggest that SSIG funds can be spent in a varieti -
of qther ways by the

suggest
to keep tuitions at public institutions

low its tuition cqualizatigit grants for students attending schools
intim pri - sect , well es.grants to,stiidents and, for State work
programs as the il proposes.

The State slim on formula, utilizing a "State effort index" is
one which wehofethe Chairman will-provide more information and
ligures-on how the funds will be, distributed. We have not had the-
opportunity-teltudy this-provision carefully and will ;lot comment
on it at this time.
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'..11,1110 area of loan programs'I, the INT ASFAA. draftpaper -makes
its mast substantive recommendations for .change. The discussion, is
technical, involves' great :detail, 'Oa' Must be read-carefully, ice be
understood. Therefore,. weirWili not 'comment- on this seeter-of the
NASFAA paper, except to say that it doia present desired goals
which we-realize are likely to' take, A Considerable amount of 'time .

to achieve. This is due to aliumber of reasons, not:the leaSt of Which
are dui Magnitude of the ,proOdeed Change! and the fact that it
requires_ the action of a iiiithber of congressional committees -Which
have jurisdiction in this-area. Therefore, it can be eiv,ated that if
the Changes proposed. by ITASFAA: occur, it will -be-oter
He-nee; speak to the-GSL. and icpsr, -piogritins as'they are-
presently.cbristituted and can function in the meeting of' students
needs. .

As we rend HR. 3471, these' seem to be the major changes for .
n -bbirdWer limits of .$1,000' Or fres men and

$1,500 all l, others; (2). The special= allOweriCe will b the dif-:
ferende '`betWeen the, 7-Percent intordt ceilth, and th aday
Treasury bill rate for-thEit.quarter; and (3)- Institutional chool--,
lenders .are prohibited )from participation rnthe prog

It could seem that A reduction in the 'Amount 'that can be bar-
' rowed hi 1 year Would assist in alleviating -the default problem. ,
HOWever,,if theaggiegAte maximum remains the same iind no ceil-
ings are placed` on borrowing fibril ail government -programs, the
establishment of lower-yearly ceilings may present more. Of a. prob-
lem than it solves. For, example, graduate students who are more
likely to be independent and/or' married may need larger amounts
to finance thei -graduate'.educations, even at the lowest cost institu;
tions. 'In addition, the Tower yearly maximums will not enable ,
students at 'higher cost institutions to borrow 'as much annually
needed to finance their educations, since grant and work oppor-
tunities do not provide sufficient funds: These persons must then
borrow from more than one. source, making repayments metro dif-
ficult and default more likely than if they Were to borrow the same
Innourit.-froin-a single .program. r --The provision to tie the special allowance to some "automatic"
indicator is desirable since we understand commercial lenders prefer
to know in advance Whet this rate will he before lending funds to
students. WASFA.A. does not possess the knowledge necessary to
comment on Whether this is the Mint advantageous determinator,
but endorses any actions which facilitate and expand the anioniit
of loan assistance atailable to Students.

This association has been an record for softie time in support of,
termed "direct lenders" in this pro gam. Our position remains the ,
institutions of postsecondary. educatigr being allowed to be- what is

same today. Of course, -We aware that' the default reita dinong
irMitAitional lenders is higher than ankOng commercial lenders.. But
'there are-many reasons 'for' thiS. One bf the nisia. -reasons -is that
instithtionallenders spill lendto students Who hive been denied:loans
by coniMeitial lenders for a variety of reasons -they don't loan, to,-
freshmen, their portfoliO of -student loans -is full, the borroworis-a-

dnite-student and'dOeslibt h& an established banking--relatiori,
anywhere,. Or the student is-suspected to be a bad credit risk.

1 AR
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Given these eireuristlinees, perhaps illgiter default rate ,among
institutional lenders is understandable and justified. X believe .we.
Could,safelysaylltpWever,,that if the Congress Would hy4soiiie means,
guarintee that every student who needed to borrow could, pbtitin, a.

. .Mari th'rougha.cOmmticiallendexor from the got ernment directly
-7-the nedd for institutional lenders would not Aist. Rut, until such
Vine its this guarantee can be -made,- we cannot rely Qlt the corn-

. Aercial lenders to be the only means by yvhich.lonns, are made.' in
'414s Pivgretm

Astir. Purdy, in- testimony Vetorethis subcommittee on ISfay 16,
....444010 .stated':

.. I bellebo -that one could.reetIve abn'ost unanimous consensus among the ft-
.

nancial aid community that tlA College Work Study program fa alreadrtha
best student aid program provided by- the.letleral;fmrernmelit.

"fresh-are your enthusiasm, Mr. Chairman, for this ,program.
The- increase in-the-authorization ainomits, along- with th,e-

tion -olikthe "threshhold" device, will .assure that thisprograin is
continued -ate eiPtindetlleels. However, we believe the authorization.
levels are inadequate. Our eiperienee each year indicates that there

4 .is a much larger need for funds _for this programeven with. -the
needs test as a criterich.of eligibility. If the need criterion re
moved, presumably to meet your stated objective, Mr. Chairman, of
less reliance on loans, then. the need for work-study funds i#very
great-indeed. The establishment of the condition of need is an effee
tine mechanism to assure that students who have absolute need are
provided With work 'opportunities.

The NASFA.A. paper is in agreement with your proposal to 0-.,
.move the needs test And suggegts that the assumed needs-test is ap-
propriate for eligibility for work-study employmqht. However, it.
is hoped that in the event a'schpol does not have sufficient work-
study dollars, that it would not be precluded from utilizing docu-
mented need 'as a ciiterion to determine eligibility and the atootint
of earnings permitted under the program. Of coni.;,e, CL.. "..,;..titution
would also be free to use the prestuned need concept if funds were

.
The question of an appropriate State allotment ,formula has been

wi t us for a long time, and wo are pleased to note that attention
is being paid to it. It is a complicated and politically sensitive
prow._ . Two suggestions might be considered in this -regard .

Sheath i the enrollment figures include half-time students since they
are eligible for the program? Should State enrollment figures in
elude °ply the numbers of _students enrolled-at participating institu-
tions? Alm., we hope the subcommittee will look, at the need for a
specific set aside of 10 percent of funds for the Corru4ssionef's
discretionary use. Perhaps this provision can be eliminIffed..

The JO_ creation program which this bill would create has a
worthy oil of creating new nonwork-study jobs. Expansion in
this area is highly desirable, as -long as there is no displacement of
employed workers and no e.xisting contracts are impaired, which

_the bill.stipulates. However, we question whether 1 percent of the
stages earned in 1 year on new 'jobs is sufficient,' incentive,for schools
to make the effort, For- example, if a new. job is crented-wheretthder
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the student earns $1.000 during the academie year, the payment to
.

the school for creating the jut, h $10. It probably would require
Wiest to keep the records to claid the reimbursement, which would

.leave nothing to assist in the expenses inctmed in creating the job.
This program-of loans to' students was the first of the major.

utodernday student aid progtams enacted by the Congress. It has
also been one of the most successful. It is our position-that this pro
grant should be kept and that Federal capital contributions should
he continued at least until certain other conditions are met.

The idea to protide the assets of the loan fund td institutions to
welts a loan fund under terms and conditions which the institution
e.-tablishes esubjett to "stall conditions, limitations, and require-
ments as the Commissioner shall preScribe"t is one, which needs to

- be considered. This same suggestion is embodied in the NASFAA
paper, but as stated previously, to achieve these, goals will take time,
end until tttat time comes we must continue the NDSL Federal
Capital Contribution:, 'We cannot rely on the commercial lending
community to expand to meet te.& inema-leg needs. There are too
many reasons why healers will not fully participate. Institutions
need an expanding NDSL program to maintain a well-balanced
iin4ttei4t1 aid program at the institutional level. If NDSL Federal
capittlil contributions are withdrawn, then the guarantee that a
student can obtain. loan funds front some Other source nutlet the
guarante,ed,stutlent loan program is absolutely essential.

We are. Pleased to see the continuation of the administrative ex-
pen,:e reimbursement for the CWS end NDSL programs. We are not
N LI re how reading the languagee, of the bill whether or not an ad-
ministrativ e.expenee reimbursement is provided to institutions for
the progrts covered by part A. We lAtlieve this association has
wyll documented to the slit:committee the heed for reimbursement
for the I3EOG program -.width .relies so heal ily on institutional
involvement for its successful administration:

In addition. the conference report on the amendments of 1972
indicated a desire on the part of both the House and Senate to pro-
vide an eihnihistrative cost. allowance to institutions for the exe.,
/senses incurred by the schools under the gaaranteed student loan
program. Again. prior testimony to this subcommittee has esteb-
li -Led the need for this cost reimbursereent and we are hopeful
l'iat you will include this in the Student Financial Aid Aet of 1975.

The int lesion in stgtate of the concept of "refund, disclosure, and
.t'uition requirements" mall as those which have been developed by
the G:11. program and extending these to all student assistance two-
:mugs ec...1,, to be discussed fully. We are greatly concerned about
the Ailed f xpense, paperwork, and athninistrative problems created.
I'm the GSL regulations. We lane yet to see the shape of the future
Je.. to what the Commissioner will demand as acceptable compliance.
The,ireeent experience with the Federal need analysis rerrulations
itoltratesjhat the Commissioner may establish rules which, While
heed, may lie almost totally unacceptable and. in the case of section
VA requirements, ty onerous. Such conditions make compliance
extremely tliflicult--fifq costly.

Op

This oroposel would allow the Commissioner of Education great
authoritc to dictate, poli;-ies of postsecondary institutions, end we



shouldhe very carefutheioie,such -grants, of Authority-are given. We
support the need ;for .accountability in the conduct of institutional
affairs and NASF.A.A. does not quarrel with the fact AO in, some

. instances Mich regulations may be necessary. Should these. regula
- -thins be universally applied,.subjecting all to-the Avo.1,. ,istal-eApense

involved, When they might be selectively .implemented. where war
=ranted? If such discretionary -authority. is provided the Commis
sioner: it. is hoped that some mechanism is-provided for relief from
re lations which, ,While,legal, might be -inappropriate.

eetion 497 require-3 an. affidavit of educational purpose. The Office
of Education. has- made the interpretation-that "affidavit" means a
notarized statement. The notarization proces.4 Adds much confusion
for the stuklesnt and institinion -alike, complicates the regieration
process -in many institutions, and generally makes administration -of
all,Federal program. 3 more difficult. Yet the notarization:has legal
wane txcepethat the signatiire is witnessed by a notary public.bIt
doeS not enhance or guarantee the Sincerity of the signer. It may
psychologiCally .cause the student tq -consider his of her intended
use a the funds, bathe pause is apt to be only motnentary. If such

.a,stittemeni is required by the Congress, we hope that the Office of
E,chication. plight be directed that a simple istaterx.rut hy the student
will comply with this provision.

This testimony began with a statement -of ionfitlence in the exist-
ing sfaidOnt-aid programs to -meet -the,Fe.leral responsibility in Pro-
viding student assistance. They have met the test of time and ex-

NA.SPAA. has -presented: testimony to improve upon -these
_programs and We hope-that our previous testimony will not be for-
gpttop by this .subcommittee as it develops new legislation. With
proven programs in existence, which arc Juidersfootland which arc
doing their job:well, one can ask whether th. not there needs to be a
major/overhattl-of the progra ms merely because the authorization for

is the programs are.expiring. -

On the other hand, if-there. are other and better ways of doing
things, then flies() ought to be considered. RR. 3.1_71 is ore approach,
the NASFA.. draft position paper is anotherand. I am sure, there
arc still others with good ideas as to how the Federal Government
should.pa,iticipate in financial aid enterprise.

Based on our experience to date, we are sate that the subcommittee_
will fully engage-in the consultatis:e process and will consider every-
one!s-cortunents. hopefully, thiough the preicees of assimilation and

. compromise, the subcommittee can produce a bill which will provide
oven -mere effect's° programs than we lease now. Whether legis-
lation continues, t he existing -programs with int pros ernents o? charts
:new directions, you may be assured -of X.1..S. continuing
interest.

We would hope, Mr. Chairman,. because of the magnitUde of the
task ahead of us, that the subcommittee will nut move with undue
haste to report-out a -bill. We know that the program authorization
expires on Ana 30, but the Congress wisOly provided for an auto-
matic extension oil yea,r if the progritms were not i eauthorized prior
to June 30. Since we have basically sound programs already in place,
it -is our hope that we can have a deliberative process which will allow
thoughtful consideration of the future financial aid programs. .

Ti
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Than1Pytni for this opportunity to present our views, -and we will
be' pleaded to answer any questions %%Inch the committee may have.

, une.paper reford td,folloWsq
.

CL4ItIrItING EOLE,AND BESPoNSIIIILITY IN STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

s'l Introduction

Those Knurls 3an.tliat,with the historical development of financial assistance
to students lathing sufficient res2erce.2 to puma puSt.,eLundary education rec-
ognize the ilatchhork way in which these programsilarve come about. While
the financial aid programs which existed-prior to 1958 were not insignificant,
they were pinned, for the most part to institutional inducements Sur outstand-
ing hulars and short term "emergency" loans to help out of unexpected situa-
tions. Thus, it wore really the advent of the National. Defense Student Loan
program that not only signaled the federal governments initial involvement of
"need based" student assistaiive, but a tread tuward both public and private
tippoit of-needy students. Since that time, student aid prugriuus have emerged
regularly, usually in response-to a specific manpower need or to provide accevsa
to postsecondary education to a particular segment of the population. However,
it is nit the purpose of this paper to provide a historical review of student aid.
That has been very adequately done by others. These comments are intended
only to illustrate the hodgepodge of programs, conflicts of purpose iif the pur-
pose is in fact clear), overlaps of jurisdiction, and absence of +coordination
that currently Mee students, their families, secondary school personnel, _

tuitions of postsecondary education (particularly their financial aid adminis-
tratora), and officials of government at alb levels.

It it -mail wonder that everyone is confused by the myriad of scholarship,
grant. loan and employment programs sponsored by the federal and state gov-
ernments, institutions, national and local organizations, and 'private donors.
Each has its awn applications, financial forms., eligibility requirements, and
selection criteria. Few would argue that some order must come from the present
dines if we are to maximize the limited resources available fur the _purpose of
assisting needy students. The most recent statement of the problem came from
the Appropriations Committee of the U.S. Senate in its report on the 1975 ,

Labor and HEW Appropriations Bill. The report stated, in part:
"' the Committee would urge both HEW and the respective authorizing

committees to reexamine- current student aid,pregrams with a view to stream-
lining the existing administrative process cur acquiring financial aid. As it
stands n,vw, both the prospective student and. the family must wade through a
series of complicated. if net unnecessary bureaucratic channels. A system
should be established whereby student needs can be more readily matched
with the appropriate student aid program."

Traditionally, the financial aid community has fur the most part. only reached
pr Tamils advanced by legislative or administrative bodies of government, or
&inclusions of ''blue ribben" commissions or task forces of economists, edn-

10,4.111 administrators, and laypersons who have a sincere interest and thew
jobrail understanding of, the problem. but a limited pm Heal experience in
Ci Nap with students and their needs. The other avenue taken by the aid coin-
minify has been to recommend changes-in existing programs which, while sig-
nificnntly eashig administrative problems and occasionally reducing -inequities
to students, ]dive been primarily cosmetic in nature.

With the ezpiration of must federal student assistance on June 30, 1975, and
the consequent work of the authorizing Congressional Cemnattya.s in the mean-
time. we are provided a unique opportunity to influence the legislative process
at the federal level and initiate substnntial Improvments in student aid de-
livery. milme revisions in federal programs will certainly not provide a com-
plete answer to the present situatinn. the concepts contained in federal legis-,
lotion have undeniable influence on programs at all levels and from all sialeees.
Although there map me considerable "lag" between enactment of federal
changes and any adiamtmenisn the stale. institutional ands priv ate nrograms,
a neat time can he set which can eventually lend to an improved delivery sys-
tem overall.

-
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NASFAA and the entire-financial aid community Las a responsibility to pro-
vide leadership for this entire process. We are, howesex, !Awed with a. choice of
use best approach to employ. We can continue our traditional course of recess
mending changes in existing programs -Gad, or reacting to Congressional and
Administration-proposals for such changes. If so,=the compilation of legislative
proposals made to the Congress over the past year-or so, and our comments en
ProPosed'ruletnaking, will suffice to form the bests of of input. On the other
hand, we can take the initiativeruill propose a major overhaul" of the federal
student ,assistance programs, taking advantage of the pending authorizatiou
expiration-and tba apparent awareness of all-partiee concerned that sornethleg
significant needs to be done to reduce the cunfusien, frustration, and lack of
efficiency that plagues the current patchwork quilt of programs. TLie
therefore, is written to propose that the latter course be followed, alai further.
to suggest one direction that isiigbt be taken to achieve the heeded 'Mottling"
of an antiquated delliery system. Needless to say, It will not cover all the
possibilities, and it will need considerable refinement and elabetatien to pry-
vide a workable delivery system. Hopefully, However, it will provide it eon
ceptital fratneviork..whicb can be cap:lethal through thoughtful distatettlen tied
debate in neailety of forums over the next few months.

= z d Clarification of Purpose and Role

One of the heelc problems confronting us is a confusing mettle of purpose
and role. Who should do what! Who should -be -responsible for access? Who
should pruvide tilieice? What are the appruprigte roles fur federal, stare. Insti
tutipnal .andeprivate programs? Presently, there is no clear dellneatliat of
either purpose or role of the several sources of support fur students. Prugtattah
!nude') In their objectives, target populations, and funding appeals. Some
programs are very specialised, while others attempt to provide something fur
everyone. As an alternative, the following 0)neeptualixatin is offered far con-

*v.` sideration. =

A FOUR STAGE reocass

In order to clarify the rule of various sources of funding, and to define the
Purpose of each resultant magma more cornel,.cly than at present, the de
lisery of student assistance could be designed in four distill, t stages or !vide.
pelt stage would have a unique purpese, and either a Seigle funding saute -c
:or a logic 1 combination of sources.
1. glaaa Onebasic access

Bettie access tit posteecontlary education .sloop he eeer, as nu k.niitietuott of
every individual, and as clearly a federal re:epee:ability. %Assault; the itimohtit:
need" of the individual and his or her family fur eesistance, the stage would
provide atleor,or foundation of support which. alien cumbinel with a reason
able family contribution, will afford access te the most modest of pestetaseidurs
opportunities. This could best be aecomplislied hy providing, ties eteli
bination of federal grant and Notts etipporteuit amount equal to the average
cost of maintenanee for a single student. ''be unique aspett of this preptotal
is the relationship to maintenance, rather, than tidal cost. There are at least
two reason' for this approtyll, First, it Is more logical because the rationale
of the family confribritton first draws epon the pointy of the family to support
the maintenance costs of the student at some .Predefined level. either routine-
ing in the context of the family unit as a commuter living with the family, or,
as resources "released" by the seuttent a departure from the family unit and
the subsequent "ability" to appl, those resources ,to the student's maintenance
at the Institution i whether or not paid to tilt institution, but outside the rega
tar family budget). Only when the family resenretIi exceed the costs of main
tennnce does the need analysis rationale imgly1 taxing" discretionary income
and/or assets for purposes of paying dtrert -educational costs. Revendis. sue 1,
an approach remove' this form of support fronr1thc arena of institutional pric-
ing polies,. Inasmuch as it is limited to MT ityptnge cast at tun:ntenance. then
is little Incentive for the institution to raise Witten primarily to take advantage

Title le not an ordained eoncent. Sot wan advanced moet recently by Ills Eats aka
of the Collor! Entrance Examination Board.

tt
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of the Stage tare Armit CollAstency of treatment turd horthoutal equity sv,ould
be the primary objectives of -thls grout. program. No ariatiouv due or related
to luititutional uttPici Le pre.sent. For purposes of example, Stage One

thro4.4..a.,:v.abioation of family contribution-41nd federal grant,
the first Illide-cif support to each Individual choosing to apply.
II. Stage Tico--supplentenrat, amen

Obviously, the, provision of maintenance ci/Ntt, Is not sufficient to provide full
access. The costs of Instruction, books. and other direct educational cosos, must
atso be supported in some manner. In this proposal, Stage Two is seen as a
shared fetkri.., state respon.sibility, to he met through a combination of -tuition
subsidy an grant, -based upou absolute need to provide direct educational
rust Op to the average cost for public postsecondary institutions. Stage Two
support allows sonic choke on the part of the states, in that they may opt to
heavily subsidize talGon costs awl pito+ ide minimal grant amounts, or they may
select a minims( tuition subside with a substantial grant program to offset
those higher tuition costs for tt students Uhl' need. It should tie recognized

_that the inibsidizatkii of tuition Is not limited to public Institutions, but is
currently tieing don In some stales, through tuition equalization programs.
higher grant levels for those attending private institutions, per capita pay-
itrents to ptivate hist.ltiitions enrolling state residents, etc. The funding of
Stage Two-stipport :night tole the tuna of federal revenue sharing with state
matching requirements and minimal federal standards fur per cApita support.
perhaps up to the national average of instructional costs at toddle four-year
lestIttitions plus au Ammmice for books and supplies. Stage Tao would, through
a rembinadm of tuition subsidy and grant payments-, provide Access to every
individual t;) with Student costs of up to perhaps $2500-3000 per
year by adding the equivalent of $1130-1200, less any expected faintly con-
tribution, to the basic Stage One support.
III. Singe. Threebask choice

There ;t e tothlotabie support fur the philosophical concept that the public
interest Is best served by nut: 'mudding items:4 through tax ,revenues. but also
by permitting some degree of Institutional choice. Otherwise. the argument
goes. we ("id np c I. a socioeconomic stratification of post-secondary tliStittl-
tiellS wtirh !Inds rtnly the affluent families represented in the enrollments at
prirnre Institutions. To some c.ttAt, the tuition equalization and differential
state grant maximums mentioned entil;tr are in response to that concern. al-
thowth the desire to aid "middle-income- families for political reason' it also
lin Aveil. Yr w prig...omits of this public responsibility would argue, however,
that baste choice should solely be borne by tax dollars. Thus, Stage Three
should also he funded through the private sector and with institutional re-
sources. trim:614' via tuition income redistributed on the basis of "relative
heed." i.e. based upon the cost of the institution (all support, plaint, and private.
fir Stage Three Would be based upon relative need.i. Stage Three assistance.
Nbert "on,bincel with Stage One and Two support and any remaining expected
fondly middling at. noold provide Institutional choice lip to. for example,
student costs of $4000-1100 per year.
IV. Stage Poursupplemental chpire

Even the mast irtn,111 advoitatert 4 public support of institutional choice wouldr bnitiv feel uncomfortable with Unlimited tax support. This proposal sag- .
est" that Stage "F air. financing student costs exceeding t.1000--4500 per year,

I t strictly an itofiltutional and private sector responsibility, totally iinsubsi-
f Prol by tax dollars ,,,These hinds would come from endowments. redistributed
,corn_ or other ittgane seurces. or through private ssettir grants anti loans.

:So ceiling of support vvonld exist except for the available resources and the
Cumulative needs n enrolled students.

This four strife concept delineates a fairly specific role to the various fundingi
sources and reillfirPR the nresent nroblem of itsPrIIIIThitt% pittDo8P among pro-
krauts. Tn summarYthe four stage concept can be diagramed In its most sum-
Piffled terms ns (011()WC:

Stage four.. -Sunoleinental ebniertTbroligli family contribution nod private
And inQtltntional student old foods min to total student rusttOnthe need.

Singe thrrr partic choice- Through family contribution and federal. state.
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institutional, nutlprieate,student aid !landslip to $4000-151500 of stifdent-Cost
relative need,

I:U(2ga taco. Supplemental_accessThrough family contribution and 'Mleral-
state gruot., isigd tuition, subsidy up to ,$2500 -3000 or studelit cost absolute
need.

Stage one.Basic accessThrough family contribution end federal grant fOr
-first $1800 of student cost (maintenance °idylabsolute need.

in he next section, program' outlines for delivering student assistance in
accord with the four stage concept are,e±Plored.

Tiling of Aid and .Eligibility Criteria

When students require assistauce with their educational expenses, there are
only three-basic ways in which that aid can be provided. The money can be in
the -form of gift, without any work or repayment requirement; it can be in
the forM of a loan, with repayment expected within a speelded period; or it
can be in the form of a job, either during vacation_ periods or during the
academic term-on a-part-time basis. Many variations Wive been devised, sued
ns work scholarships, Cancellable loans, etc., but the basic elements remain the
same. Thus, any new propoSition for the delivery of student assistance will
necessarily rocas upon the same types of aid which have been available here
tofore. The Specific details of the individual programs' may vnry f rein the
present ones, but they will continue to be,gift, loan, or work programs in- their
baste concept.

Where the conceptualization being advanced in this paper does differ from
the current state of affaio Is In the eligibility criteria for participation in
student programs, Presently. demonstrated financial need is the primary
qualification of eligibility rut, the federal dIrectionn programs, both the Basle
and Supplemental Opportunity Grants, the College Work-Study Program, end
most state scholarship and grant _programs. 'Most; but not all institutional
scholarship, grant and loan programs are based upon demonstrated financial
need. The vast majority of non-College Work- study employment is not based
upon need, but upon willingness, ability, and availability. However, the situp,
iron is greatly complicated, by the fact that when aid not requiring demon-
strated need is mixed in a.student's package with aid which does,require need,
the former takes on the restriction of the latter. Otherwise, he student P'
"overawarded" and need-based aid is subject to reduction or el mination.

This state of confusion is partienlarly acute where_ non -Work- Nay employ-
ment is,lay.elved. Federal regulations nail soon require that hist tuff/ins moiti
for all on-campus employment earnings and make those'ettrnings n put of the
student's aid package. reducing other aid if necessary when federal need-based
aid is involved. While the philosophical basis for this requirement, presumably
the broadest utilization of scarce aid resources. is of great merit, the applica-
tion of it has many pitfalls. Such a -requirement takes away one of the few
avenues available to students to compensate for unrealized parental contribu-
tions. It removes the primary method for the disadvantaged student on "fop"
aid to fulfill his perceived obligation to assist with The financial. Might of his
family back home. it makes more difileult the opportunity for dime vantatted
students to "catch up" their standard of living. It may serve as a disincentive
to student Initiative by precluding part -time employment beyond The
regulations acknowledge the impracticability of Institutional monitoring of
off-campus employment earnings, mid in the process legltimive discrimination
against students who by chance-or choice work on-campus, Banity Is further
disrupted by the fact that :indents who honestly report their off- campus earn
tugs -on their applications will receive less assistance than will those who fail
to include such earnings on their statement of resonrees,

Beyond the nroblem of "overawarding" addressed above is that of the inde-
pendent or sett-supporting stmlent. The historical dilemma of detennining in-
dependent Status has been Zoeller comnentuled by ieeent "age of majority"
legislation at the federal soul Ante levels. We now have a complicated set of
criteria for Independence for some federal pragrams, severnl veriat-lena at the
state level. and a great variety of criteria at the institutions. Stiidente minute
to meet theca criteria. yet :unable to obtain resources from presumably able
parents, find themselves with very few alternatives since most forms of old
are need-based. The Guaranteed .gtudent Loan offers same recourse, but the
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aceessIbliltke such a loan IS frequently a problem since the functionally inde-
Petulent, titudent niay not ))rite a "hometown" lender by virtue of his inde-
Pen(lenee.'Manv hassles remit from this difficulty In determining whether ornot a- 'student is truly self-stiporting, but in the case of the federal programs,
there IS Uttle room for question; fail any one of the three tests and the studentqf' lilac for most programs.

It fs.theeefore propoSed that eligibility for student aid programs be expanded
and clarified by the USe of two categories of "need::
L Docinifiented' need'

*Documented need as used here is financial need in the trsditional sense, based
upon financial ttiformatIonAillected via a confidential ?statement from theapplicant's parents (if deperiAent) or the appliCant (if self-supporting). Docu-
mented need hi determined thy subtracting the expected parental contribution
(if dpendent) and the student contribution from either a prescribed standard(absolute need) or an individualized student budget (relative need). In this
conceptualization, -documented need is used to determine eligibility for govern-
mental gly` aid (scholarships and grants) in the first instance for the basicfederal grant; and in the second Instance for suppleinentaFfederal-state grants.In both' Cates, the need is absolute, in that institutional cost is not considered.
Obviously, institutions, may choose to use docuinented need as a criteria ofeligibility for any Institutional programs. Under documented need, a verystrdntious test of self-supporting status should be used before the parental
financial strength is Ignored, precluding "emancipations o,.conveniencc."
IL Asaion4acc4-

Assumed need, as used here is the dlgarence between the individualizedstudent budget and the known resources of the student, ie. other financial aid.
part-time employment. (l.I. Bill, Social Security, etc. Assumed need does not
make an expectation train parents, and thus does not make a distinction be-
tween the dependent and independent student. Consequently, the student can,
in effect, declare'himslf independent by simply not showing any parental con-
tribution on the-applicatien. 'lir this, conceptualization, asSnmed need is nr.edto determine eligibility for all self-help ()can and work) assistance. It getsits name from the fact that -if the student requests self-help. It is assumedthat the mistake is needed. However, in no case may the total aid received
(via documented and assumed need in combination) exceed reasonable costto attend.

The rationale for this distinction between documented and assumed aced
is simply that assistance ?glitch Is totally subsidized by tax dollars should he
restricted to student:, who an document that they and their hotlines are un-able to meet the educational costs. Thus students of traditional postsecondary
enrollment age are not allowed to become eligible for such aid by becoming
"needy" through artificial independence. At the same time. the pressure to beclassified as self-supporting is lessened' over the preSent situation because-alter-
native soirees of funding exist through the self-help aids available under the
assumed peens-test. This conceptualization proposes that self-help should be
available to any Student Who Is willing to Invest III edileaflon through current
earnings (work) or future earnings (Loan), without *respect to the financial
circumstances of the parents. Such an approach pro:vides an alternative to the
student who wishes to become self-Supporting, but cannot meet the rigoroustest of independence inherent in documented:need. However, this proposal callsfor a rednction in the extent of tax Subsidy which exists In the current fed-
eral work and loan programs. More specific. de serititiona of -programs to carry
out the concepts advanced here will be .provided In the next section.

Speeftle Aid Pt-Optima

in order to-carry- out the objectives of this conceptualization, an adaptationof existing aid programs is,reatilred. Some programs require only slight change.
while others Will not he readily recogniZed. The programs will be - described
accordingly to-the ride they- play in thedelivery system.

-\
BAOIC- ACCESZVRROORAU

_ . ,"rAc. !morel. grant to provide,brufic acceSs-wrinid, im very, similar to the...enr-rent Basle Educational Opportunity Grant program. As indicated earlier, the
expected faintly contribution wonld be subtracted from a national average
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maintenance cost, and, would not be-affected by the cost otthe institution to
be attended. Thus, every individual would have a foundation of, "gift" SuPport

tho inmtilnatinn-of Anal' contribution and fedessl,grant totaling,sfur
to,Pieilde access -to a tuition -free institution. Eligibility would

rientinne to be-based uPon a- national- standard of expected contribution-Man-
datedby ,the federal government and applied Uniformly thrOuglioutthe,NatIon.
This federal grant Should be deinandlfunded, in the manner of the G.I.
so thit the current reduetionproeedure would be .unnecessary. While it would
be highly desirable tharthe expected contribution be reasonable and reliable,
the. system,is not completely dependent upon such realism .because, of the
ability. of the student to "niake up" unrealized-parental contribution via self-
help. Delivery .of' the basic access grant would- be .the same as the current
BEOG, With centralized processing of applicant data, and payment through
the -Inetittitlem, - .

SUPPLEMENTAL ACCESS PROGRAMS

The programs to provide supplemental aseess would vary from state to state
An this propoSal,. AS a joint federal-state responsibility, programe would be
/waled through the State Student Incentive Grant Program of the Federal
Government, the state scholarship and/or grant program within-the state, and
other funding by the state which is used in a- variety of ways to keep tuition
down,in publininstitutluaa and to equalize tuition in the private sector. Thus,
a, state that Lae a significantly lesser state ,schularship and, or grant program
than would a state which chase to provide supplemental access through an
extensive state scholarship and,"or grant program. Since the State Student Ire

eiltive Grant is prosided on a IMAtebing basis, it, would be distrthuted.differ
Whiny depending upon the effort made within the state to provide- student
Misistaece. It would appear that the changes desirable in SSIG involve the
encouragement, If ,not the requirement, that state scholarship and/or grant
programs (et least those supplemented by SSIG) should be available -to all
iseetly students regardless of their Institutional choice, either in or unt,of their.
home state. Since requiring such eligibility might well cause some state.s to
choose not to participate in SSIG rather than have the additional strings
attached, it..is-euagested that some- incentive mechanism be employed to pro
vide additional MG fending to these states which "open up" eligibility to
all needy students. Funding for the SSIG program will have to expand if.
this phase is to be successfully implemented. Otherwise, the achievement of
supplemental access will vary from state to state. However, because the pro-
gram generates $2.00 fur every federal-dollar expended, the amount of return
warrants such an expansion of federal funding.

BASIC CRQ10E PROGRAMS

it is the purpose of these programs to pick up at whatever level the sulfide-
mental access programs leave off, for example, at Institutions cos-Log in excess
01 $-z-1. 2800.00. While it will be necessary to maintain basic choice programs
at Institutions of lesser cost, in order to fill vacuums caused by less-than ade-
oeate funding of basic and supplemental a..ce.s,s programs and to assist students
ahu soutelloW fall to demonstrate eligibility fur those programs, the demand
for basic choice programs should- be minimal at those Institutions. Basic choice
funding. will. In this conceptualization, consist of any federal, state, institu-
tional and private scholarship, Grant, loan, and empjeyment programs, with
the exception of the Basic Grants and SSIG /state lEholership and/or krent

,programs.11owever, the primary sources of funding in this stage will come from
federal loans, Suppleinental EOG's and College Work-Study. It is in tVis stage
that the greatest amount of change in existing .programs will be required to
satisfy the concepts being advanced in this paper. There is. holvever, one gen-
eral recommendation which involves all three forms of federal aid. NASFAA.
has long urged the Congress to increase the flexibility of the institution .to pro-
s ide grants, loans and work opportunities by authorizing greater authority to
transfer funds from one,program to another. We-have previously recommended
that up to 10% be authorized-for transfer, limiting ourselves to that because
itseeemed to Le-the most tranoferability which was politically feasible. Ho
ever. with at least one member of the House Committee on Education
Labor proposing that funding for these three programs be provided in a block
grant and the use of the. entire amount left to the discretion of the institution,
the dimate may be right for going further than we have recommended in the



past. Its would, seem likely, howevr, that there would he some reservation in
the. Congress about pitividhig unlimited transferability. It is prtaiused; there-
fore. .that NASFAA, re6ottimead the 'Mock grunt approach to fmiding the
FrunPuS based Progrituub.hat attach a maXIMum otthe grant that can be
Mies' fcti'spaq purpeseS. There Wouhl be no limitation for use luau KC,
or CW-SP Wages hinder Ws_ proposal, but'it W oak! preclude ad instatition.from

50% Of its alluntoii fur grants. Other iracuninendations ui
this proposal, piogram,hy prograM, us
I. gupplementaVgrcints --

It 1s-recommended that NASFAA continue to endorse the need fur Supple-
mental Grants, in spite Of the growth-i n the-Basic Grants and 'SSIG progra
The lack of adequate funding in both (trots, coupled with the less-than-coat-
prehensive -eligibility coverage tnherent ii. each, mould seem to justify a con-
tinuation of a campus-based grant program. As such, it would seem that the
existing SEOG approach is reasonably good. As Indicated earlier, the need
for Supplemental Grants, providing that the funding of BEOG and SSIG be-
comes more adequate, would largely be limited- to the institutions with student
costs in excess of .$24 2800. Titus it becomes in a sense a tuition canalization
program. providing the "institution with the capability to minimizo the loan
taut work requirtioodi.for students of great need. Probably the must drastic
change needed for SEOG is the remota' of the distinction between initial year
and continuing year awards. There stems to be no logical reason fur this-dis-
tinction, and it ocalcs unnecessary administrative burdens fur institutions.
There Would seem to be little need for larger maximum grant amounts because,
Of th'e existence of the other two grant prugrains. We hate previously recoil-
mended that the restrictions on what constitutes eligible matchlug funds be
removed, and that a inure flexible definition of exceptional financial need be
rraided, Thee recommendations would still seem to be appropriate wider
this coneePtrialization.

-

II. College work -study program
Of the three campus-based federal programs. CW-SP appcars.to be the most

generally endorsed and .upportcd ;.t all levels. Therefore, the need, fur change
in this program is minimal. However, the concept of self -help based on as-
sumed need does bring into question tia, liberal amount of federal subsidy
which is involved it stadents without demonstrated need aro provided the
opportunity to participate. There are several ways that we could go this
respect, but the most logical alternatives are three. (1) leave the M-20 ratio
alone and attempt -to justify that much subsidy even for assumed need stu-
dents; (2) chahge the matching requirements to create a less "highly subsi-
dized funding, for example a 50-50 ratio for all participants, or (3). provide
for a variable matching ratio depending upon whether the student (molt:manual
AM qualified under documented need or assumed need. In the first case. not
only does the high degree of subsidy for assumed need students haVe ques-
tionable salability, but it also dilutes the impact of the program fur the don-
'heated need" students if eligibility Is extended to assumed need stations. in
the second case. we help the question of level of subsidy fur assumed need
participants, and minimize the dilutidn effect, but vve maloribtedly would cause
hardships for institutions who depend on Work-Study students nn,d have
limited strain( wage budgets. and we also run the risk of losing paiticipa-
Hon from off campus non-profit organizations unable to pro. ale the additional
match. IR the third- instance, we provide a r".V1'.1!211 to-all of the previa:ding
eavwerns to some extent, but we add an additional' administrative complexity
to the program -which institutions could easily du without. However, it would
appear that the latter approach is the must marketable Under the circum-
stances and it is recommended that NASFAA advance this concept. The differ-
ential ratio Might well remain 80-20 fur dot melded need students and 50-50
for assumed students, or we may wish to recommend 40410 or something less
for-the latter category.

There is considerable interest-amongat variety of groups and individuals for
changing CW SP -to require that flue work be more relevant to the student's
euri'icnlum and/or vocational diode, NASFAA was gone on record as SuPport-
ing-the of job relevance, bot4hah InsiSted that it fit not necessary pr desirableto ufre same. is felt that this 'within should'be maintained, but itinay



be desirable fOr us to support' these -efforts' to enhanc the job relevance of
GW-SPAine of the priinary deteilents to job,rele.Vunennear be-the absence:of
employment oPportunitte With ,profit-nialtitig ,Organizatiods. The absence of
Profit-Milking employers also .constricts the availability of CW-SP jobs 71n
general. Therefore, it is recominended-that NASFAA, endorse the extension, of
CW-SP-einployer eligibility toneludeprodt-making organizativni under ,.the
folloWingutinditions. (1) that the uentellitiviatio of federal support to-em-
ployer cootribnilon be set to provide ininimuni hubsidization to the profit-

yet-providnsomniticentive for theemplOyer to.hire CW-
SP students over other job applicants. This might be accomplished with ,a
2040 ratio of federal-funds to employer contribution; but a 10-00-ratia Might
be practical under these -eiriumstancia. (2) That all positiOns in the profit-
making seder Must be related to-the student% academic program or, vocational
choice. We could-not justify the -utilization- of CW-SP funds for employing
students in the protiternalting sector if an engineer was washing -dishes or a
chemistry major-was clerkingin a retail-store. We could, however, justify the
-emploYuient of anenglireer in an engineering-firm -ah nn, engineering assistant,
or a chemistry major working as a lab leehnician in a research laboratory.
At the risk of _further -complicating the variable matching ;ratio, it might be
desirable-for Us' to suggest a &eater subsidization-,for demonstrated; need stu-
dents working in Prcifit-makfng situations-thantor students participating under
Cu minified' need `eligibility.

We bavnpreviouSik recommended that institutions be allowed to carry-over
up to 10% of a- Work-Study alikation from--one year to the next-or-to "borrow"
up to 10% -agaiust a succeeding year's allocation, order to, provide greater
flexibility in meeting year-end' payroll. This provision, becomes less neeessary
It the transferability between programs as wpOsed earlier can-be impleniented,

- for any unused ftinds could be-transferred to the loan Program and carried-
over there. However, that does not accommodate _the oecasioinillieed to borrow
from the succeeding'allocatien if additional funds are needed to Meet the year-
end payroll, and may want to build that element' into-our receinnienclatilms,
although it -be Imes more difficult to do under the block grAnt concept. Another
problem whave been litivIeg With cw-sr, the questionable authority of -OH
to- reallobate funds during IhnSeeend fiscal year of their availability, Can he
handled by a clarification of tht two-year availability of the block grant alin
cation. With these few exceptions, the College Work Study Program seems to
.be-sound and worthy, of continuation -very mu chnS it chrrently exists.

III. Loans
It Is in the loan area that this conceptualization makes the most drastic _

proposals for change. NASFAA,litis previously recommended that the Congre4s
consider consolidation of the multitude of federal stta Joan programs
into one comprehensive plan. While the Codgressional committee jurisdictional
differences make this proposal more difficult to accomplish, it may be appro-
priate for NASFAA to press for chance -at this point In time. All of us are all
too familiar with the administrative headaches and tlinconfusion of students
and parents allkwith the many federal loan progradis.-Therefore, it is pro-
posed that we seek legislation which would either permhit, or perhaps even
require. on institution to convert its NDSL, Health Profeisims Student Loan,
and Nuraing Student Loan capital funds and accounts rec.:dyable into one
institutionally based loan fund to 'be used to capitalize institutional parlicipa
tion in the guaranteed- student loan program. While there are a number of
changes we should seek in the GSI, psogram, it seems to. be the most appro-
priate approach- to such a unification plan. There are several advantages to

. such n conversion. First pf all, we remove the service-connected cancellation
provisions without speciflcally legislating them out of exis'ence, while retain-
ing the death and disability uicellation provisions. Secondly. we provide the
opportunity for debt. cancellation where the borrower has obtained loans from
several different sources outside the. Institution with at least two alternatives

- the institution can either-purchase the other-outstanding notes held- by oilier
institutions or commercial lenders, or the student can petition that his carton-
notes -be -sold to Sallie Mae whereby such consolidation can be made. There
are still -some problems of-Sallie Mae disconnting to be ironed out, but that
-would seem to be n possibility, Thus-the student is spared the multiple repay
ment hassle that so many of them are getting ins olved with under the present
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scheme. The- consolidation{ approach further-provides.the zstitutton with iu-
auranie against :detains providing that due diligence is o arced, thus pro-
tecting the Genital fund against undue losses that might other'wlse be ex-
perienced. Given that the NDSL prog`ram new authorizes the transfer of de-
faulted notes. By lending under the GSL program,the capital :At least- thee-
SetleallY remains, constant ,throng the ability to file default claims. The
administrative -benefits to the lust ution by having only -one federal student
loan program tmanage would ;be- ulta-iffiCious. One of the prinittry Object-hem
that we Wight- anticipate to thil p.01141,6;4 is the differential 'funding leVels
that exist-betileen Institutions it: the current progrnm,. and coriseqtiently, any
consolidated capital fund. This'Proposal in no way suggests- that the.,FCC ap-
proach be diceontintietWand.14, fact thf... block grant concept would continue
the FCC petential for eCerY inatitution. Therefore; those institutions With
greater need for caPitalizati such a consolideted fund, Could opt for a
higher Primortien of their b its grant to go to loanst_while thosenstitutibus
wheat NDSL -fund, for eia le; has Itcome nearly recoiling, can Minimize
their utilization of the bloc -great funds, for loan parposes, and place their
money in Supplemental Grante,,s ,'[York -Study priafarily; There are other
alterhativei, ,however, foe thosee Atitutions with insuffiCient loan capitaliza-
tion under thlePropoial. -Where it is not POSsibletfor an institutian_to
Creaie its capitalization of the NI or Nurrtifig Lean programs currently
beyond the-FCC and theinstitutlOnal patch, as a direetlender under the GSL
program, an institution could beriew funds from cow/Resin' sources for pre-
cisely the purpose of increasffigits_capitalizatien. mslyithuititutions are cur-
rently doing this as a-means of being adireet lendelv, the concept. could
ne utilized by any school lacking sufficient capita/41614A rough the consoli-
dation of existing loan programs. Tinder this conetanalization,_ the institution
retains control of the 'federal loan program as a direet lender, but increases
its potential to pfovide adequate loan funds, simplitiee the administration of
these ;funds through tim consolidation, allows the gonsolidation of individual
borrower repayMent obligations more readily, provides a, guarantee on the
enpital funds, and allows the institution to predict and in some ways control
the amount of neiv or additional capitalization available each year.

About the only disadvantage -readily apparent In this proposition- is the loss
of a three percent loan to students witdeeuniented need. However, it may be
well to consider the degree of federal-subsidy that-is currently being employed
in the NDSL, and NSL programs. While a three percent loan was gen-
erous even at the time of its origin, the current interest rates make it tante-
Mount to a completely subsidized loan. Given the pmount of grant support
currently available to docuthented need students or to be made available under
the proposals contained in this paper, the question might be asked if it three
percent loitn was any longer necessary or even desirable. While it cannot be
tugged that -such It to interest loan is extremely appealing, there are-serious
doubts as to whether the difference between three -percent or seven percent
teterest is sufficient, in this day and- age,, to deter students from , borrowing in
order to round out their package. Nor can It be argued with great conviction
that the difference in the-cost to the student between the.three pergent loan
and n 'event percent loan is sufficient to present a hardship.. It- mighthe- con,
vincingly argued that the seven percent loan might cause students to- think
twice about borrowing more than they really require, but _not enough more to
deter them from borrowing what is needed.

NASFAA has PreCiously made a number of recommendations with respect to
changes in the Guaranteed Student Loan Trogram. All of these prior recom-
mendations retnein appropriate under the consolidated- proposition, and can be
advanced in the final position paper adopted by the National Council. However,
there are at least tiro of these recommendations that should be subjected to
further discussion and investigation. One is the eneStion of the in-school Inter-
est subsidy. whether it should exist at all, or.if so, at what income level should
it "cut off" and if it should be-repealed, what- provhdons, if any, shoUld Ira
made for advancing`the interest due to the -lender during the in- school-period.
Because of the *apldly expanding costs of the in- school interest subsidy.
NASFAA may well want to recommend that such a subsidy not he provided
to any borrower,- brit rather that the federal government pay, upon the student's
request, the interest-during the ia-scheol period-to the lender, with the amounts
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se advancell being added to the principal of the 'lute at the point of terming
Om of student status. Thus, while the federal guvertiment would have the
Initial espein3t of advancing the interest Lusts, the repayineut of 'same would
eventually create a revulving .fund which yvould require tin furthei federift
apnruprianua. Students could avoid the componntling.of the interesby paying
the interesi_imarges as they went aiung, but. the availability of-federal payment
p %fott Id tend to uverride any lender resistance to the hiss of lap= during the
*4scheol perivtL As' with the proposed increase -arum three-pement interest to

,, seven percent interest _made earlier, there is an obv.leus disadvantage to the
imminented need student. however, the point about the aVallability of grant

, assistance up tu-approximately 424-2600 of student cults should he reiterated
, nere, suggesting that the Most needy students shoilld have their borruwing

needs minimized considqrably, given- the Other programs available priur to
the necessity fur -burrowfag. Additionally, -it may well be hard to justify a
differential interest ruts fur documented' need and assumed need. btudents,
giv en that both are obtaining self-help to supplenient their other resources.
the federal expenditure fur the in-school-interest subsidy on guaranteed loans
currently could expand the Basic Grant funding by 501;";o and significantly re-
dote the amount of burrow lug required of documented need students. Past
experience with the needs test,on the guaranteed loan strongly suggests that
assumed need-students and their parents are not really that concelned-atiout

, the Interest subsidy, but Only about the availability of capital funXia,..Tbere-
fore, their paFtleipation would not seem to be jeopardized at nil by. -the ,low,
of the in-se/mei interest subsidy. One pussible alternative to the censlant41;,'''.
interest rate fur all students would he a differehtial Interest rate difew
melded need and assumed need borrowers. huwever, it is probably riet,40th
the administrative problems that would be thereby generated to prude to 51,4
a pusition.Then'We would be faced with differential rates on the same Student
burrower and liefsite changed from assumed need to documented neettoy'vlee
versa, and we would have the additional pressures from the assumed 'maul --
students to become independent and qualify as a documented needM

Dlicantin order to get the kisser interest rate. All in all, the gain does not s to-
s

worth, the- hassle. . a \
I- General provisions inherent in he above proposition contain a innuber ef

cements. Since they apply to all three forms of federal assistance, they are
enumerated here.

Item choice self -help funds should be provided first to those stu-
dents with documented need in order to fill out their, packages and suPplement
their grant as4stance. Given the probability that at least initially the fund
lug available to institutions for self help purpuses will be less than the do
mend by the assumed need group, eligibility. for thil category should be &-
pendent upon -first serving the documented need group. However, t]tere would
be nothing to preclude the assumed need student from obtaining his self help
outside the institution, i.e. from a embnigrcially funded GSL n,; utisubsidizeif
student employmient, or Any uther funding from state and;tir titivate sources.
flinvever, the assumed need student would be eligible fur the campus-based
-federal loan and CW-SP programs ft and when resuerves,reinitined
after divemnented need students had been assisted.

Item 2.As is feurrently the case, grant assistance bi,tbe form ,of Basic
Grants S81G, and SEOG vvuuld be limited to undergraduate students. Engl.
1.11iti,of graduate students for the direct loan,GSL and fur CW SP would
centintle. How ever, it is probably desirable to reassess the maximum loan

both an an annual and cumulative basis for graduate and professional
stutlentis In partieular, inasmuch as the eunsulidation of the various loan pro
grams would reduce, if nut preclude, the 'stacking of more than one loan
program simultaneously.

3.As suggested earlier, It would be particularly important, to make
sure that any legislation contains the necessary provisions for reallotment of
stlihtted but unneeded-funds from one inseitution to another and fur the allot
went of funds being held in reserve for eligibility reasons.

Hem 4.txtenshe consideration must be given to the ,:fate altutment,for
tumults presently utilized for distribution a the campus based funds and. ,visited
to that, the applleativti and panel review process currently utilized. Same
members of Congress are calling for a *much more simple distribution formula

54-459---75-11
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based upon the combination of rTE and institutional cost. This. would have
the effect of doing away with the application alai panel review PUCt..%b as it
currently exists, and may have some considerable merit. However, the pro-

-portion:AO) greater accessibility to grant funds tn the part of students in
lower cost institutions may make it necessary to factor that ccasidetation into
the fermata in suing fashion. There are many critics of the current,state allot-
iLent forratila approach and it appears very likely that it NNill,bi: changed.la
subsequent legislation. Therefore, 4 behooves 11.1SF.1.1 to either come up' with
a.,,new method of allocating funds to ,institutions ur living with whateiet the
Co)igress determines to serve their purg

.5

ses best.
Item . An important element ofa`liny legislation to be forthcoming is the

matter of feder.al reiniburSeinent'of aduillistrative costs mewled by institlt--_,
aims becauS'e of these student aid programs. Granted that ti,,e histitatirms
benefit directly and Indirectly from the funds made available to enrolled stu-
dents, it seems appropriate that <these administrative costs be shared by the
schools and the federal government on a x;0-50 basis. Study needs to be given
to the most appropriate determination of what reimbursement rate blitrold be
used, but one thing is clear the payment must be specified to the law rather
than left to regulation. The concept of reimbursement must also be extended
to. BEOG and GSL if institutions are to be able to provide the processing and
record keeping functions being required of them by these programs.

SUPPLEUENTAL CIIOICE Inot:Hums i.
55 indicated-In the philosophical justification, it Is felt that the federal

,
and

sta+u reSpunstbility for supporting student costs can legitimately end after
pro idIng basic choice of iwititutions with costs up to approximately ,$4000-
1 :1O0. Therefore, it befalls ti Institution whose costs exceed that level to tau-
s ide assistance beyond that point. Thth dues not seem to be unreasonable if
we icderal and state support called for In the other three stages or lel els is
forthcoming. Thus, Institutions would provide. assistance from their own re-
sourees or from private sources to add to othe state and federal and institu-
tional ftualse utilized to reach the bash: choice est levels. This respunsibiliiy
is seen us being fbIlined through existing institutional nod private scholarship

'nod loan programs, and additional specific seem to be unnecessary fut the pal-
pose of this paper. ,

Mr. O'ff.vm.'The Chair Will declare a recess at this time. We have,
two additional groups who are appearing before our hearing,.this
lifternoon and so we 'TIM rettini immediately thfollowilw e quorum.b.c,
call and re'sunui our sitting.

Will you be available iifthat time?
Mf. S.,otrzu. Yesj sir.

. Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
[Short recess] v .
Mi. QUIARA. The subcommittee will resume. .
If I can summarize your sunplary, Mr. Sample, apparently with

respect to.the BEOG program you.would fay or some increase in the
BEOG ceiling, is that correct, the maximum .,,o.rant under the BEOG ?

Mr. S13fIl.E. Yes. The propoSal suggests that we base the amount
of the ceiling on the indirect costs of what it would fake fpr the
student to reside, say, on a residential campu. as a base,. whhtever
that might Le, and that would be determined annually based on somet ...
survey. -it would fluctuate, based on that. -

Mr. OThra. OK. Arid I assume you mean you would then sup-
port approl;riatiolis in ti% amount nei4awiry to pay those maximums ?

Mr. SzOtPLV. Yes, sir.. . .

Mr. 011..va.t. The supplemental eflucatienal oppqrtunity grant ..
program would be left substantially the same. It. would equal the
college budget minus the sum of the. expected, family contributions
and the BEOG awald,.right?

: ,.
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Mr..SA3mo. Yes; BEOG award minus family contribution and the'
BEOG-award, but -with an, upper ceiling.

Mr. O'HAOA. Do you feel the amount currently provided for
SEOG'would be sufficient to provide that?

Mr. SAMPLE. '%%e don't have aggregate national figure's under the
proposed theme of things, and I hope Mr. ToMbaugh will correct
me if I am wrong, because we are basing this on his paper. Under the
concepts adtanced by the Tombaugh paper,' the current -levels of
appropriations would probably not provide sufficient funding. -That
is why we indicated that the college workstudy and. loan Kograins
could also be iltiliZed to meet that level of assistance called for in the
stage/whore the SEOG program would be uti.lized.

Is that right?
Mr. TOMBATIGIL Yes.
Mr. SAMPLE. Mr. Purdy too would like to commeni .on that, .31-r.

Chairman. 1--
Mr. Non--I. -Another needed improvement in the SEOG ,prograiiis

to getaway front the distinction between initial year and containing
awards. This year we cannot move money from one to the other, even
though there may be a surplus in one place and a deficiency in an-,
other..We had to make a gue,ss, about 18 months ago as to how we
thought it was going to. come out .and if )ve miss there is no provi-
sion for reestablishing a balance ,threre, so we-don't get the maximum
utilization out of the SEOG funds as we now have, them, That could
be improved.

,

011AnA. 4..nd then you would recommend _Continuation. with
soqv (mangos of the SSG, theguaranteed student loan program and
00.40.tionaLdirect student loOn.prograin, correct?

Mr.Sotrne,Your bill suggests the abolition of theI am not surer
:Yottrarti talking about national direct?

Mr.. O'HARA. NDSL.
Mr. SAMPLE. Yes.
Mr. 011Am. And then with respect to.the college work-study pro-

gram, you would suggest that «e, ought to increase the authorization
Amounts and then use a threshhold dm ice on the new'higher authoi i
nation amount. So in effect you are suggesting that M Et expand wurk-
study by more than the bill I introduced would.

Mr. SAMPLE. Yes.
Mr. ToatnAuon. Our rationale here, Mr. Chairman, is based upon

the fact that the aggregate annual approved request for work-study,
men if based upon need, is $588 million for the coining yew. If the
need resttiction is taken off, which we do not oppose, then we would
just require more than $.180 million to fund the program at adequate
levels.
, Mr. OILum. Now, if you are proposing for funding of BOG at a.

higher maximum, continuation of SEOG. and. NDSL and GSL and
SSIG, and you ate fa% oring expansion that I have advocated in work-
study, and perhaps more besides, then y ou are talking about a. pro-
m0-runi that insoles a significantly larger expenditure than the one I
am talking about. right?
. Mr. SAMPLE. That wAld be true if we Were jo achieve a smeaning-
fid response to the needs of students.

ti
10
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Mt. 01 lams. If we welt, to assume that a; °serail student assist,-
tincs progrikui appropi ;Alois le s el would be substantially the same as
the Inuit recent us mill student assistance pmgram appropriation
lesel, which w bele do you think we ought to cut back from your
propeall

Mr. ruat.T. I will take a shut at that.'We are saying thakthe pro-
which Ste have talw, v hot pros ided with insufficient. funding

on the .,:-.1mpus, minire MI we btatt with the students of greatest
need, at the bottom of the economic ladder, and go up until we run
out. I don't know of an) bettor way of doir0 it, as long as we have

funtts.vI think that is the intent of the programs, that we
take tare of Gust who bate the greatest need first. This does leave the
lower middle income people right at the point whore we generally
rim ont of funds and for them it is a loan or nothing.
-When there is insufficient funding, I don't know that we have a

Eater answer than t gise as much giant as possible. The low income
people Await] not be' Widened with high debts. It just dbestet, work
ont,'We will go as far as we can and if there is not motgh money,
then at that point, from the lower middle income and up, they do not
get ILelp.

Mr. Saarrl.f,. I think. Chair man, our position siith respect to
%chat the atithorizations ought to be has been along the lines of the
thinking of this subcommittee and the Appropi tationg Committee
when it conies to appropi biting funds. and that is that there be still
maintained thrrshhold les els for the funding of the SEOG, college
work study and NDSL, and that we increase this funding, and the
State incentise grant program, as lamb as possible, and we put then
t'. rernaindet of %skidoo the budget makers within the administra-
tion and the rong::'ss. agree to into the basic grant program.

Now, the base_ grant program is the fluor upon which student. aid
built. We fed that the so loge based programs still need very much

to be maintained To pun%tunic c that flexibility that the aid adminis-
t,d-4 requires at the institutional let el to meet the revis of students
in the most effect:sc. nay. I don't think me would say, unlets there are
additional anitatnts that ale available for appropriations, that Mix,.
ought to be radically shifted °set what it has historically been.

Mi. O'HARA. jrt othi words. if ss`e fail to meet any of those goals
that the association is setting out, the shortfall on think could best
occur in the ba-i educational opportunity °Taal

Mr. SAitt'LL. Certaiills the expel knee to elate has indicated that the
appropriations for the task giant Progiam are are not being spent
and the aid Animist' aims base alwa)s spent the funds that. have
ken appropriated in allocated to them. I think that if,you look at it
front where stet the institutional les el, we are able to consider the
student as an indisiual, and if be has GI bill benefits or social
se. ut it) benefits of ssholaiship from a pris ate corporation or founda-

' tion that ma) meet his total need, we still must give that student. the
basic grant because the lass say 4, tt e has e to, and he may Still have full

'gift aid, so in that sense we sa,) to ono-els es perhaps that, money could
base been given to someone elm. So I tbiltk we would say that the
colle4v based programs base to be maintained to the fullest. extent

Mr. 0"Ittns. Mr. Eshleman.
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Mr. Esnlitaigii. Wahave to answer another rollcall. I will be xtra
brie,f, Did-I uniferstaial3ou.correctly at the beginning of your state-
ment that'you.amindirealy requesting that you ha%e anuthcr oppor,
tunity to app6ar before this committee?

Mr, SA31.FLE. We are suggesting, Mr. Eshleman,thal most of our
members have not had the opportunity to read II.R. 3471, and we
would hope_that after w e have had au opportunity to hare 'input
from them and further consider the sualz-,stions made by Mr. Tom;
baugh and also further testlinuny before this .committee by (ahem,
that we ourselves might- Wish to Come back and to expand our testi-

, mony today or answer any further questionOat Sou might gen-
erate from. the committee.

gr...,Esimmvs. On a matter, that ,is not directly related to this
bill but you did testify to suppotAng higher SEOG award nest
year, would sour oiganization suPport the carryover of unused
BEOG money this seat into next sear, that we could raise it maybe
to $1-,460 with the carryover money?

Mr. &wiz. Mr. Chairman, 31r. Eshleman, we do have a state-
ment that we would like to rend for the record on that subject, and

-we have copies available.
INfr. O'ILuLt. I am wondering if son can inskrt.the statement, be-

cause we are going to have to illus. again for that 'Algal
Without objection, your statement will nil inserted -in the ke.,:ord.
Mr. SUPLE. The question can be briefly answered. It is that, yes,

we will support carryover of BEO i.G's. It s 11-timing problem, and
we would urge that the Congress act promptly on that particular
questiur, as well as act promptly on other related_ questioni about
which we havetestified.

[The statement follows:]

%a.

STATEMENT Or THE NATIONAL .ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID .ADMINIS-
TRAMS REGARDING THE FSOE REQUEST FOR AUTHORITY TO C.ecnrako EL. DEW
Fitsns FROU FISCIAIAYE.u: 1975 TO FtsoAr. YEAR 1976

The authorizing legislation for the BEOG program, as you hnaW, contains
language which reqtdres the 011ite of Education to spend all funds appro-
priated for each fiscal sear. To accomplish this objectice, it is necessary %to
project the nutnbers of students applying, those that will eventually enter
school, what their needs will be, and several other (Molt factors to predict.

Lsat year. because of these considerattomi and because the 'ingrain was net,
the Administration asked fur authority to carryover 415 n union whidi ac-
tually turned tint to be PM million. NASFAA supported wItkrzenations the
caAryover request which was made last year.

ils year the Administration is again requesting carryover authority fur
what is now estimated to be 5130 million. To require the Office of lidtication
to ,Nawiird BEOGs this fisc,..1 Jar would necessitate the iniplementatiol of a
very complicated process involving not only the Office of Education but ccery
sctioici where there is a BEOG recipient. Li toil cane ishere r. 3tittleitt's i eed3
have"iiiready been met from other sources, revisions 000ld he required ° re-
claim an offsetting amount of that other agsistanee, most of %Well have
been-paid to the stutlint and bp very diffimilt. If not Impossible to user. This
I,. particularly true inasmuch as ft Is doubtful that additional j) patinas could
be processed during this academic year although financial ahl qministrittors
will make every effort to cooperate Ivith the Office of Education silotild it be
necessary,

As nn Important aside, Al.r. Chairman. may 1 say that the tarry;:el. would t.
be a little ess If the Administration would provide to schools On administr, cc,
cost mita, gracent to partially cover the large costs of administration of the
program whle ills must Inc.ur. The statute docsnot preclude the payment

. *11G t3
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if administratice cost, and a statement from the Congress encouraging such
a payment Would be appreciated.

Because of the latete..s.Li the timiag of Ls request fur carryover authority,
and the administratice problems invoiced, NASFAA can agree with the Ad-
ministration's request that carryover afilbority should be granted. Also, we
agree that it would he most helpful if the Congress could grant. this request
within the next two weeks. If the funds are carried over into the next fiscal
year, it affects the 1975 70 payment schedule and we are hopeful that this
payment schedule can be finalized as soon as possible. Our reason fur this is
that it must be procided to financial aid administrators 6., that tney may
otnisel stndents a,. to the amount of their BLDG and use the BEOG as the

floor on which to structure other financial assistuoce. Delays in the determin-
ation and distribution of the payment table dues affect the timeliness (.4 the
awardiOnot only of BEOGs but other fornfs of aid as well.

We are eta, faced with another timing problem which relates to the pro-
po-,ed rule on the approAal of need analysis,sy stems, about nrueri we testified
on Afondai of this week. For the reasons stated iu our testimony, NA: A:1
fecis coy strongly that the timing issue which surrounds the proposed yule
is also eritieal. To date we hale not seen any indication from the Dirk() of
Edocati in that they are wilting to withdraw or modify the proposed rule. de-

almoq universal objection to it. Because of this, NASFAA would not
object if the C ingre,.. sought to remedy the problem of the proposed rule in
the shillAe legislation which grants carryover authority. It is desirable that
:lethal be taken on both problems at the earliest possible date.

.

Mr. ESILLEHAN. I will explore thcin.Excuse me, I have a rollcall.
Mr. SA3IPLE. *May I say, :qr. Chairman, we are here for the dura-

tion as long as you would liketo.
Mr. O'HAn.t. Since we have two other witnesses, what. I think we

loni better do, knowing the capability of your association to com-
municate informally as well as formally, is to excuse you now.

Thank you.
The committee will now recess.
fShOrt recess.'
Mr. O'AnA. The subcommittee will come to order.
Our next witness is obviously not making his first appearance be-

fore this subcommittee, but it is his first in the role of athocate for
p. -t::condaty education community. 'Mr. Saunders has served

with distinction as Deputy Assistant Secretary of IIEW for Edul
until September of last year when he was appointed director of

governmental relations of the American Council on Education.
Mr. Saunders is accompanied by Mr. Jack -Hughes, director of

nmlysic for ACE. Jack Hughes' advice and counsel has already
ieon very helpful to the subconimittee. I promised I would not tell
anyone what parts-of the bill he gave me advice about.

So we wjll be happy to hear from: you, Mr. Saunders.
;

STATEMENT OF CHARLES B. SAUNDERS, IR., DIRECTOR OF GOVERN -
MENTAL RELATIONS, AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, AC-
COMPANIED BY JACK HUGHES, DIRECTOR OF POLICY ANALYSIS
SERVICE

Mr. S.1 CNDERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I must say
I TIM happy to be before you 1)1 1t, new guise and I appreciate your
comments about the policy analysis service. We hope it will be in-
creasingly helpful in the months to come.

In testifying on ILR. 3171, I would like to make thie point at the
onket that my comments must necessarily be tentative because we
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have scarcely had the time to consifit with our membership or an-
alyze the implications of the bill itself since ik became available in
printed form two weeks ago. Neither have the other associations
whpse opinions we seek and attempt to reflect in our te,timony had
the opportunity to develop their MN n positions in consultation with
t heir membership.

In addition to the alternatives posed in H.R. 3411, a further set of
options was presented last, week icy the Carnegie Council on policy
studies in higher education. And another comprehensive set of recom-
mendations is due, in April from the Comorthun oir Financing
Higher Education. The %lows of these distinguished panels deserve
the attention of this subcommittee, and other proposals will un-
doubtedly be made in the coming weeks.

On behalf of the staff of the Ameiian Council on Education, I
would like to offer any assistance we can provide in th? snbcom-
mittee's consideration of the full range of alternatives. We are pre-
parino. our own more specific recomn-kendations and changes we feel
to be necessary or desirable to tit lit ve the national goal of equal
postsecondary opportunity, and we hope to inake these recommenda-
tions available to the subcommittee within a few weeks.

At the outset, I would like to make some general observations
about the principles which_guide, ACE in commenting on your bill.

We kgin with an tmareness that there is still a very great ways
to go before the goal of equal opportunity for postsecondary educa-
tion is twine\ ed. Nationally, participation in higher education is
about 12 percent for high school graduates with family incomes
0% el. $15.000. 53 percent for those with family incomes between
$10,009 and $15,000, and 38 percent for those with family incomes
under $10,000. In addition, access is still far from equal for minority
students: for example, we are disturbed that enrollment of black
students has shown a real decline over the past 2 years. And while
the participation rate for women in higher education has been in-
creasing, it is still below that of men.,

Further, we have just begun to meet the growing educational
needs of ..kmericang of all apes Lfyond the ttaditional "college age"
of is to 21. In fact, an ACE study last fall showed that a majority
of students in postsecondary institutions are now part time, older
than the traditional college age, and for the. most part already em-
ployed in do. work foice, These pint-dine students tend to. be seek
mg- higher education for reasons directly related to career aspira-
tions. And yet, our study also showed, current, student assistance
laws and regulations at the Federal and Stateilevels -clearly dis-
criminate against' part-tinte_students.--

As theiebeournittfee «ell knows, the operation of the student
--gratif:"-and loan pro ;rams of title TV ha., produced increasing dis-

satisfaction from the standpoint of students, parents, college offi-
cials. the Cong,e,-,:,, and the administration. The confusing com-
plexity. uncertainty, appnyit duplication, and overlapping objec-
tives of these programs had been studied by many able people, and
a %ariety of thoughtful propoals have been made or are in process
for their improvement.

All of the proposals which have been made for restructuring of
the student aid programs----and all of the suggestions which may be
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offered to this subcommittee in the coming neeks---haNe one thing
in enmmon. None of them %%ill accomplish ant improvement worth
the effort involved, unless they are adequately funded.

Therefore, the problem of adequate funding is our first priority for
attention in reviewing student aid legislation. We believe that now
is the time to recognize that this is not simply a problem for the
Appropriations Committee. All the past ,and future promises of
(Tina] educational opportunity remain empty rhetoric until the au-
thorizing; legislation establishes BE.oc,'s as a true entitlement.

We Zeady have the precedent of educational benefits uncle' the,
GT bill. If veterans can know with certainty n hat assistance they
will receive so that they can make their plans acconlingly, why not
every needy student whose family cannot afford to meet the costs
of colleges?

CongitliVpias already provided one entitlement in existing student
aid programs: the entitlement which assures lending institutions an
a-legit:lie profit for their participation in the guaranteed loan pro-
gram. We believe that the top priority in amending the autkorizing
legislation should' be to assure that students Mill have adequate re-
sources from the package of grants, loans, and work-study oppor-
tunities made available from Federal. State. and institutional funds.

Our second priority is that the legislation clearly revognizes.the
interrelationship between student aid and institutional support.
There is a false dichotomy in the assumption that the two are sep-
arate issues. Student aid is used to reimburse institutions; institu-
tional aid is used to help improve the education offered to students.
Both are part' of the same stream of education funding. Total Fed-
eral reliance on student aid well not assure that students will con-

- tinue to have quality institutions to attend. Some such assurances
from the Federal Government are critically important today as edu-
cational costs continue .to rise sharply, as many States cut back their
higher education budgets, and as major sources of private giving are
devastated by the economic slump. Public and particularly private
institutions are finding that their quality and their very gurvival
are threatened as these circumstances force them to cut back pro-
grams and staff, increase tuition and fees, and defer essential main-
tenalice.

I am aware_that the--chalrinan has served notice that he is not
-eonvinced by this argument, and that he intends to separate the
issue of institutional support ,crom the subcommittee's considera-
tion of student aid issues. 'We respect this desire to focus on student
aid at this time, but I would like to stipulate that at a later date we
will argue as strongly as we can that student aid and institutional
aid are inseparable facets of the fundamental goal of equalizing
educational opportunity.

I would like to comment now more specifically on RR. 3171, first
on BOG's.

I have already emphasized the need to provide a. true entitlement
for basic grants so that students will know what Federal aid they
can expect in the light of their financial circumstances. In addi-
tion, there is an urgent need to increase the maximum award for
BEOG's. The present $1,-100 figure obviously needs adjustment to
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reflect increased living Costs, which mould raise the maximum to
'.,1,etween $1.600 and $2,000. Any new figure iestablished should pro-
Vide for periodic ,cost of living adjustments:

The maximum established in H.R. 3471 clearly falls short, far
short, of theminimuni costs of attending any postsecondary institu-
tion today.In1971--7.-.0. noninstructional costs for commuting students
averaged $1,600 surd for resident students they averaged $1,900, at
both public and In is ate institutions. In addition, tuition and fees
us eraked. $440 at public institutions and $1,950 at private institu-
tions.

To reduce the maximum would reprtsuit u serious and troubling
retreat from the original goal of the BEOG's program, which was
to provide access to postsecondary education for all qualified stu-
dents. Lowering, the maximum grant from $200 to $100 would fur-
ther dilute the effective targeting of Federal funds, unless a true
entitlement is-In-witted, since it would significantly increase the
number of students receiving marginal awards.

The postsecondary community generally supportS the provision in
H.. 3171- for remov .1.1 of family assets from consideration for BEOG
eligibility. A similar pioposal has been made by Representative Quie.
Ife-re again, how e-ei. the reiailt could be a reduction in funds Avail-
able to the neediest studentsunless a true entitlement is provided.

Most a,sociations support deletion of the BEOG half-cost limitg-
tion, which last week's Carnegie Council* report. describes as incon-
sii,tent, with the program's major objective of ensuring equality of
opportunity. While the half -cost limitation reduces the grant .for
students from low -iiicome faMilies attending low-cost public institn-
i.ams and student., f yin lower Middle-income families attending pub-
lic community colleges, it does not affect eligible students attending
high cost institution.

A true entitlement would eliminate the need for the present com-
plex schedule for reducing grants- when insufficient funds are appro--
primed. H.R. 3471 priv isles a, ratable reduction, under which students
with the roost iu c,1 leceiv e the same percentage of their entitlement
as those with the least need. Absent a, true entitlement. it would be
more equitable to pies ide a froViiig adjusting the maximmn
award doe, nwaid to .oitccntrate the available appropriation on those
with the least ability to .pay. With on automatic entitlement, how-
ever, the resultant certainty of fending would provide important
assurance of assistance not only, for the neediest students but for
those from hard - premised. middle-income families as well.

H.R. 3471 provide-, a trigger mechanism for funding of BEOG's
which first requires funding of SEOG'i. at $200 million and CWS at
fudll author ization. It is highly desirable to tie the funding of these
programs, together. How ever, the method proposed presents an
itumnalv: since the bill elsewhere requires that a student must receive
a BEOG before becoming eligible for an SLOG, it would therefore'
be meaningless to fund SEOG's at any level unless BEOG's were also
funded.

With ,regard to SEOG's;11.R. 3471 would substitute for the present
sapolt mental educational opportunity grant an entirely new program
of supplemental giants based on merit. The authorization of $200 mil-
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lion vs mild Nov ide 11-cust. scholarships to an estimated 40,000 stu-
dentsfrom a population of 1.5 million eligible for BEOG'swho
would receive awards averaging $4,000, as compared with the approx-
imately 350,000 students with awards averaging $650 under the cur-
rent program.

Tu ,vstaixr,of the questiois whit 11 have been raised eoncerning the
objectivity of standard tests of awdemic pro rise, the problem of how
students would Le ,,elected for such a progyant not adequately
answered in the bill. The proposal would aW create a tremendous
gap between the level of, payments to students receiving .full-cost
merit scholarships and other needy students receiving BEOG;s. This
raises a troublesome issue of public policy. Consider the case of two
students in identical need, one of whom receives a $600 BEOG while
the other receives a $5,000 SEOG. Or the "notch" effect- occurring
when family income is a few dollars over BEOG elite bility standL
ards, thereby losing any chance for an SEOG which might be
awarded to a student whose family income is a. few dollars less.

In summary, the proposal for merit scholarships is worthy of
serious consideration but should be separate, we feel, from the ques-
tion of student aid, the question of providing adequate assistance to
all those who need it.

The proposal would also eliminate the current institutional base
of the SEOG program, since awards would be made directly to the
student. The subcommittee should carefully consider the implications
of this step'for, the whole student aid system.

We -believe that it is important to retain something resembling the
current SEOG program as a supplemental source a assistance for
low- and middle-income students attending moderate- and higher-, priced institutions. At the same time the program should l)e im-
proVd; Remit studies have identified inequities in the State alloca-
tion formula and the system for regional panels which recommend
institutional awards. Representative rule has suggested that institu-
tions be given flexibility to transfer funds between. SEOG, CWS,
and NDSL. Other stigge- Hens' hay.° been made for coordinating,
SEOG's more closely with BEOG's. with the former covering instrue-
Hone& costs and the lb.ttet noninstructiORM costs. These suggestions

earefuLconsiderittion.
On SSIG's, II.R. 3171 proposes a further expansion of this pro-

gram from the current authorization of $50 million in new awards
to a level of $200 million.

We certainly favor The concept of expanding SSIG's. However, a
major enlargement of the program as an instrument of national policy
necessarily raises questions as to the minimum requirements which
should be imposed to assure that national objectives are met. It would
seem, fer example, that such aid should be available to students
attending both public and ptiv-ate institutions, although some State
kegrams are currently limited to students in prix ate institutions and
others are intended only for those attending public institutions. Only
a few States provide portable scholarships for students attending
out-of State colleges. The Carnegie Council recommends that porta-
bility be a Federal requirement for participation, in order to avoid
an adverse effect on interstate student nagration. Another approach
would be for all States to accept the eligibility of in-migrant students.

171 a
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Possibly Federal incentiv es rather than requiieiuents could be useful
. here:

The allocation formula for SSIG's Proposed in 1I.R. 3471. raises
c,otrlplex issues whit demand analysis. In effect it provides a block
grant to be used at the State's, discretion_for grants, work-study pro-
grams, or for providing additional capacity at no-tuition institutio::s.
Certainly there are other, to us equally legitimate, policy preferences
which the bill would foreclose to the States; forexample, maximizing
aid to low income students, encouraging enrollment at low-costas
distinct from no- tuition institutions, or minimizino.. the tuition- gap
between public and private institutions, Moreover, the factors con-
tained in the allocation fornitfla generate widely varying results in
different States, due to the extreme differences among different States
and regions in postsecondary enrollments relative to population, pri-
vate college enrollment in relation to public, tuition levels and' avail-
able places in public institutions, and personal income. Under the
proposed formulae some States might. receive little or no funding--
primarily those with a high percentage of students enrolled in pri-
vate institutions. Those benefiting the most would probably be West
ern States with few private colleges and high enrollment levels coal-
pared to their generally small populations.

On the subject of special programs, H.R. 3471 adds veterans fE 11:-
Q4.1 pivnt4 of specral services, increases thotuthorization to $125
and amends the definition-of disadvantaged students to include li,uit<i1
English-speaking ability. While these steps appear desirable,analv*
is needed to determine whether the addition-of veterans to the eligi-
bility pbol would have the adverse effect of reducing iccs to cur-
rent eligibles. Portlier study is also needed to determine-the impact
on veterans of ending the v eterans cost of instruction program tiS
prIposed.

the loan programs, certainly, with the growing problem of
defaults, the escalatingTederal costs for interest subsidies and innr-
ance payments, and the administrative problems and scandals arising
out of the complexity of the FISL program, now is the time to reform
and simplify the entire structure of the loan programs.

It. would appear desirable to move in the direction proposed by
H.R. -3471, placing basic responsibility_on the Sate_ limb aunt-ant et-,
agencies. ALthe,same time. we belie% e it is essential to retain tie
eligibility of nonutofit educational institutions as lenders. Some States
also now have direct lending authority, and others arc in the prra.o.,
of seeking it. Therefore, we strongly oppose the provision of H.R.
3471 which would limit eligibility strictly to commercial lenders.

We recognize that there have been abuses of the lending Wiwi ity
by some institutions in the past, and that tighter restrictions on
eligibility may be desirable. The Office of Education has just made
recommendations to deal with this problem. and the consortium on
financing higher education is considering a series of eligibility er is
including the. size of the institution and the adequacy of its full-time
financial aid staff..

Such provisions would qualify those institutions with particular
need for student credit : the higher cost colleges and' universities %% ith
national student bodies and a major emphasis on graduate education.
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In order to admit and support (Averse student bodies, these institu-
tions have special needs for student credit that most State guarantee
agencies are unable or unwilling to meet. Such institutions also have
the professional capability and financial sophistication required to
act as lenders, and should ,))e perrtitf.ed to continue in this capacity.
To render them ineligible? for the ,prograni would, in °Mitt, force
their out-ofState M:hints IctlenilOr about in search, of a loan at
time hen credit conditions mak bank loans an, uncertainty even for
students 'from within the State.

H.R. 3471 retains the dual nature of the current:guaranteed loan' program, which provides both subsidized loans _tor students kvith
family income under $15,000 (or higher if the institution affirms
needy, and unsubsidized loans for all others. This is one source of the
program's cost and complexity. The Carnegie Council suggests that
interest-subsidies not only lend tetusels es to abuse and inequities, but
are inconsistent with the view that a good student, loan program
should provide only-supplemental assistance for needy students and
should serve as a major form of assistance only _for students from
Middle- and upper-income families who cannot qualify for .grants.
The subcommittee 9houill examine this issue before continuing the
loan subsidy.

In this connection, the draft position .paper of the National Asso-
e;ation of Student Tin r lid kl 'Illustrators suggests that the_
subsidy be eliminated, but that borrowers be allowed to request that
interest during the in-school period be paid by the Federal Govern-
ment and added onto the principal of the note at termination of stu-
dent status. While this would involve an initial Federal expense to
advance interest costs, repayments would create a revolving fund
whiffle would require no further Federal appropriation, and the cur-
rent heavy subsidy costs would end.

The bill under consideration would simplify the special allowance '
for banks from the present cumbersome rate-setting procedure to a
simple forinula based on the 90-day average elf Treasury bills. This
seems t desirable reform'.

HAL 3471 would also reduce the limit on loans, and the Chairman's
obvious intent here is to &emphasize loans as a factor in student
assistance. We share his concern with the lapid growth of student

_ debt. recent. yea..Ind the...hapliononpikhlsked demands
serious attention.

119wever, it is not clear what the full impact of lowering loan coil-
ing would be. It could cause immediate hardships in the case of
students in 'high cost graduate or professional schools, for-example--
part;c0arly if linked with a sharp reduction in the number of SEOG.
recipients.

H. g. 3471 also proposes to discontinue the National Direct Student
1.011J1 Program, and to transfer funds now administered by participat-
ing institutions to them for use in their own student loan programs.
Mile the need for simplification and consolidation of the loan pro-
grams is undoebted. it may be remature to dse ot Na3a, until it

cheer that other reforms are in
p

place to assure
o
the rueady availability

of loan funds. The_ subcommittee may want to review alternative
propie=als being drafted by the consortium fo" conforming the terms

17
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and conditions of the two existing programs. Stull, a synthesis of the
two -programs would tell1010 the anachronistic NSDL interest rate
of-3 percent which MR. 3.171 would. continue. It would ;as° discon-
Orme lean cancellation provisions which 14, e outlived their useful-
ness. -

MR. 3471 places major emphasis ou the c ollegd .work-st-ndy Pro-
gram,, signifi,antly increasing its authorizati ritj,changing-fhe State
allotment foriada tea more equitable piupuitionarenrollment basis,
adding_ a new job creation program and ,requiring payment of the
minimum wage.

N. These are useful improvements, although the pioposed increases in
authorizations fall substantially short of estimated need. The $480
million level proposed in Fiscal Year 1977, for example, which would
be allotted) in academie year 1977-78, is at least $100 million short of
panel recommendations for the curitot academic year. The proposed
level is even more unrealistic since the .bill would remove any need
requirement from work-study.

Wo oppose the elimination of preference for students in greatest
financial need. Wink study is an v....sent:id component of student aid,
packaging, and opening up the piogram to all income levels would
undermine this con4t, miles:, funds were sufficient to meetithe total
demand. While emphatically concurring with the Chairman% priii,
ciple that work-study opportunities should be available for all, eve
believe that students who must have work opportunities in order to
continue their education should have first priority on available jobs.

It may be that tl olution to this dilemma is provided in the bill's
imaginative priep at for a job creation program to assist institutions
in paying the cos of finding and creating jobs in the locality. If this
proves effectiv e, enough jobs might be created -bah work-study and
otherwiseso that there %%wild he no need to ration employment. . .A"

I would just like, to, comment briefly on several,sections of part F, si
the general provisions relating to student assistance, programs. t c- = ition 193(a) provides-for continuation of the 3 percent administrative tcost allowance for institution-based grant programs and CWS.'We i
believe that this allowance should be extended to the BEOG program,
which demand:. a great deal of the time and attention of student aid. /
officers in terms of inter view ing students and collecting and, proceii- ,
ing of information and applications, regardless of the fact that the
program is not "campus based.- Our data on the extent of adminis

tram coRti-erf-tirt-e-t,fogi7.4.1...v.i..,uL1...,^00":, s that 5 mrcent wet:dill);
a more reasonable allowanc taking into account t ie -* lac raging;
responsibilities of the institutions. i

The genorithprov ision.s also direct the National Institute of Eaten-
rion.to k Ilikdill t VXPVI ;mental !impales concerning the, effect of open
admission or nu-tuition polivim on student access arld choid and
institutional viability, as well as research on bias-free Jestk These
questions should have a high priority on NIE'5 agendaNthOugh we
have a reservation in principle about adding increasing earmaiks and-r-
directives to ME's general research authority.

In stunniary, If.It. 3471 would effect a number of undoubted. im-
provements in: current student aid legislation. It would also bring
about some major shifts in public policy -the lowering of BEOG

-3.4V/
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inaximuni awards, the substitutiOn of a merit- scholarship program
for SEOG's, and the prohibition of educational institutions from
continuing their, eligibility as lenders. We have grave concerns that

rla changes would have the revdrse of the effect intended: That-they
would seriously limit access to postsecondary education for needy

t thre4ten the centinued existence of private institutions
iii l contributions of educational diversity and student chqice.
4..'ior these reasons we believe it if espbcially important for,the set),
one%ittee to cuLsider the principal recommendations of other organi-

iit'ons and study ,eroups before marking up the bill. SOme important
ee.ominendationste.ve only been made within the last few days. For
example, the Carnegie Council's recommendation to add a tuition
corset program to SSIG's to implement the recent report of the
National Council of Independent Colleges and ;Universities is an
important proposal which,deservessareful attention. So does the idea
of pegging BEOG's to the national average of noninstructional costs.-

The Carnegie suggestion of a national student, loan Dank should
1,e considered together with the recommendation which will soon- be
mach. by the OrInsortium-on Financing Higher Education for consoli-
dating the loan programs With a single set of interest rate, repayment,
grace and dekrmerit pr .ions, clarifying role of institutions as
'erders, and under certain donaltions given_g them access to- capital
through full use of the services of the Student Loan, Marketing
A' ,c-cation. addition, ACE is developing a, proposal, for an educai
ion purity fund to encourage savings in advance for future educa-

tional costs, with parental contributions invested in public and-private
securities. We hope to be able to present this proposal to you vyAhin

-.a few weeks.
ill of these proposals raise issues of great importance and com-

plerity which require the most carefuLanalysis,and discussion in the
weeks ahead. The American Council on Education stands ready to
provide any assistance s e can render to the bubcoriunitteo as it begins
the t I:Weal task of writing the Education Amendments of 1475.

Mr. °That. Thank you very much, Mr.,Satinders.
Mr. EShlemen, do you have-any questions?
Mr. Esunsar.tx. Yes, I have two or three.-
I want to ask of this witness, the same as I asked former witnesses,

would your organization sopport the carryover of unused BEOG
money to next year's BEOG award, which conceivably could raise
that to $1400?

Mr -thrt.7ernms. Yes, we would, Mr. Eshleman. We *fed it would to
the best thing that could happen to the program, at the present time
if it could reach the Maximum schedule and provide full payments
ender the program. It would-provide the first real test of the effective-

of-the BEOG program. We feel that a good cause, a major cause.of the underutilization in the program which now exists is the fact
010 awards have been so insufficient and at such low levels; We think
the distribution of the funds under the current ydar as provided

retioired by the law would ho a tremenddis waste of the money
and an ineffective use of student'aid funds.

iv e of prsauilingsumiAuanp_ OG awards is the overriding one.
' in the practical sense of d the most good, we think the objec-

'
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Mr. EsitixemAN. Second. I am sure you have studied :Kr. O'Hara's
bill more timing have up to now. Would it be true that under Mr.
O'irara's bill, if the student is, say, of average ability but a very
needy freslinnui, he could get enough. money to attend a high-cost in-
stitution, or aren't we in effect with this bill channeling all needy stu
(kilts irirolow-cost institutions?
7Mr.,SAUNDERSuirhat would be my concern in Mr. O'Hara's pi .o-

nose' for SEC bi and, as I said in my testimony, it Seems to o the
main schOlarshi idea is a very important one. I would like to see it.
Ithink it is an dea Which can be separated -from the question of how
we provide fo ffective and adequate assistance to all student" who
need it to fp to

Mr. ESIME3tAls...Ind the third question is very general. Of all the
college students receiving aid, what percentage of that is loan aid?

SAvxnzns. Jack, do you knOvv?
Mr. Maoris. Are you liking in terms pf dollars?,
Mr. ITsirmar.i..x. I realize that is a very. general question, but if we

are considering abolishing loans in this'bill, I was just wondering
w` hat the percentage-=

_., Mr. SAUNDERS. I pointed out in my testimony, Congressman, that
the use of loans is reaching a point which really is increasingly a
matter of serious concern. Individual loans is excess of $1,000 were
5,pereent of FISL loans in 1008 and now account for over 43 portent
of all loans, and 59 percent of the total doll* volume, and I think

Mr. ESHLEMAN, Are you saying in effect that students are making- -
institutions or students are makingtoo much use of loans?

Mr. SAUNDL1tS. I am saying that tho.inadequacy of available grant
and work-study funds has made ithas channeled student use into
loans, and to the extent that loans are used to meet the expenses of verf low income students, I think that raises a very serious question of pub-
lie poltoy. In effect, what you are doing is making the lowest income

. (Omits, if you are encouraging them to use loans, to pay two or three
times the cost of their edintaition as a wealthy student from a wealthy
family.

Esinanrirc. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
OILkm. The long end short of it is that the prefent program,

the program that you advocate, the program that I tulyocrite, will
not permit needy students to go to high-cost institutions unless we
start auropriating a. lot more money.

tr i Chair-
man. I can only comment that the present authprization comes just so
close but not quite cloie enough. Again, the opening phrase of section
411 of the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant section, says "The
Commissioner shall pay to each student a basic grant in the amount
for which that student is eligible." That is an entitlement. And then
it is taken away in the reduction language. It is like saying social
security payments benefits will be paid except when Congress decides
to lower the benefits.

Mr. O'IlAnA. That's right, and then it lets the administration de-
termine what shall be the reasonably expected family contribution
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Mr. SAuxoitifs2Ye. s.
'''''..6' Mr. O'HARA. Which they then promptly proceed to usems a ration-

lig device. ,' '-'' Mr. SAVNDERf. This shoe bolus the official definition of need into ....._ ,, i., .; the funds the Oflk of Management and Budget feels it will allocate
-.,

o

.fr

for that Tear.
Mr. 0 Illuti.So on these two scores, both in the terms .of what is -a

reasonabl3 expected family coal ibution, Well under present sched-
ules, is quito unreasonable, and the appropriations level, when wi
give with the one hand and take away with the other.

Mr. SAUNDERS. It certainly concerns me, Mr. Chairman, as someone
who has had a part in some of the rhetoric that .has eken thrown
'around in recent years about the need for equal opportunities, and it
just seems to nise the more I think about it, that we have got to be
frank with everybody and be honest about what me are tra mg to do.
If we are really out to provide adequate assistance to see that Aver3
student in financial need has the opportunity fur postsecondary edu-
cation, it has gotta be on the basis of an entitlement, otherwise you
are just kidding everybody.

Mr. O'HAp,C. Yon see, what I am. trying to do is tone dowp Jhe
rhetoriOtcause,grankly, doti;.t sO the appropriations to meet the
riketoiAtiollie immediate fox-eke:1bl° future, and so what I tried to
do islhlqWer t7 expectatieth a little bit, in other words to say, men,
we nnpre ense that we have enough help here so that a student
can attend any institution lie wants.

my. SA-c7aiNts. I think there is great appeal in the Feacklal role of
at least assuring that a student has the opporinnit lo get to the door
of an institution died then titi, the mix of FOeral-State-private--
funding comes into play, which

' ,Mr. O'HAna,Well, I think there is a certain value to saying this,
all Agile', we are going to make sure thatand cortainlysithis is a
mueli more realistic expectation and promise to ,make under present,

t be, onr ultimate goalthatcircumstances whatever our goal img
every student will have availableo hi
obtain a low-cost educationSt...least I
advantage of a job opportunity

.sufficient fund_ s so. that he can
e will be ableto do so if he takes

Mr, &toxicants. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. That is a lot More realistic aspiration. That, is not my

final goal, you nnilerstand, but in terms of the money availille_nr
likely-to be available. I apumondering if that isn't the kind of prom-
is° u'13-Tiiiklit to be makingrrather thanthe

Mr. Esrit,r)ms. Will --the gentleman yield?
Mr. O'HARA. Yes.
Mr. Esm.arxs. In the dialog between you and Mr. Saunders,

unles's I am missing the point, aren't we ignoring those States that
have a good student aid program now and many of them do; won't
they bridge this gap? We tend to talk as if there is no State student
aid program in existence. Won't that bridge the gap as far as getting
into higher cost institutions?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, to the extent that we build up SSIG's. but
State student assistance now is about half a billion out of the total
$0 billion student assistance bill, isn't it?

1!
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Mr.lItrutEs. $0.5 billion.
Mr. SaiThregas. $0.5 billion.
Mr. ESTILEMAN4 I think you find that half billion lies in about 3

or 10 States, so I mean, in 8.or 10 States it is a better picture than
You.havelitinted. .. -

4r. SA.PNDERS4 Well, that is true, but that,.of. course, e.eti right
beck to the Federal responsibility. There are a number of states--

Ur. srlr,r5ra:&. It is, only Federalexense me-s--
Mr. Sauworms. No, no, it isn't: ...

Mr. Bsimen.rs, Is this solely Yederal or 4 -this a joint effortIbetween State and Federal? .....s ,
Mr. &UNDER.% It is a joint effort, certainly.
If could just comment on your remarks_abcaiLmality,,Mr. Chair-

man, I would certainly believe thatwe should be as realistic as poe
sible, but I would just l'ilieT6 raise the quystion, of whyther: we are,
really being realist.L. if we continue to accept proportionate reduc-
tions i

.,
n spen4ing fur higher edneatkn which have occurred over the

last few ybita-s--- and this was the point I was trying to addityss no-,S-elf .. .-
rs,

to in my testimony to the budget committee last week, pointing-put .
that there has been a declining proportionate 4hare,,Qt.flil FRderal
budget going to higher education, and I am not sure it isdrealistie for
us to say, yes, we ought to sit there and accept a--continuitg 4clitie.

t- Mr. Cl Ii Well, I think that is so, but I have to tailoi this suit to
fit the cloth a little bit. I can design a program right now that will
provide the full cost of histruction tor, evely y'Omi . er in Anierica,
and then I will do it with tongue in cheek,..knowi ,good and well
That appropriations will be S. small amount, and ien I can join the
..,,eneral. hurrah in say ing it is ,the danumble 'appropriations process
that ruined this beautiful program of mine. I don't brow if that is .
the responsible thing to do or/not.
- Mr. Ittoinis. Do son think there is any precedent to. go by here,
Mr. Chairman in the benefits for the veterans, in terms of the GI
bill, the fact that there is,.firit_of.all, a representatis 0 allowance for
the veteran and also. there is a. legal ,e-uarantee to the 1 eterao that

__my-meats willU- ulnae in full? Lilt that the authorization, a prece-
. dent somewhat? .

Mr. O'ILuu. Well, if the Congress appropriates the money.
Mr.linaires. They have never failed to do it. . ..--------

.,

. Mr. 0',IlanA. No, they haven't, They have failed to" appropriate
lots of other funds. So I don't know that there is an exaciarallel.
I don% know that the fact that I write a bill that says that we should
do it that wayis going to-mean that it will be done that way

Mr. Sar*DEns. Well, as I-- :- ,,

. Mr. OThria [continuing]. esPecla Ily with the new budget concepts.
Mr. SAUNDERS rcontimung] as I sug,gested in my testimony.. one

of the major problems that w/has e with the student aid programs
right now is the uncertainty, and it ses.,ns., to nie,.thni. the very ,high
priority for dealing with,that problem, has to be providing th4 cer-
tainty-that some kind of assistance, namely the basic giants, is pro-
vided and assured, and certainly we all :recognize we can't
everything we want, and vve can't meet absolute needs, pr totaLneeds,
whatever that moy lx. But if you establish the BI;;QG's as somAind

, 4,

4
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of bask f rant that R° r rr l OM' IR3lutti z7tlit* are going to get if they meet
the Condit:ohs, then Non eau s.abilize the whole student aid picture to
:i far greater extent than it is now.

Mr. D'Ilana. All right. then I w ill ask you the question I asked the
people from-the Nationaf..k.suciat ion of Student Fimancial Assistance
Administrators. If mre were, to design the program to authorize &Alig
these things tjiat yeu hate been talking about in your testimony, and
theie was a shortfall in Vie appropriation., where would you recom-
mend that the Aortfall should come out, out of BEOG's, or should
it come out of the other

Mr. Sat rows. Well, I think that depends on what you are appro-
priating for the different programs. I would think BEOG's would
be the hcst priority. I would say work-study and State student. incen-
tive grants would be the next priorities. And to the extent that those
ttre funded. that would ielie,e a great deal of pressure on SEOG's.
Theoretically mer time, as the Carnegie Council report, i.o,tts out,
the SEOG proi.rrain could very well be phased out. Ili, rat nowrwe
need it, but to the extent that you put your Inoney on iilaG's as
bas:,' grants,. and on work study and State student incentive °Tants, you
reduev the /teed certainly for SEOG's.

. Mr. Marta. Well, then, your answer is somewhat different than
Mr. Sample's answer was,

Mr. Saw Nome% I.guess it is.
Mr. Oltana. WO respect to the SSIG's as proposed, in my 'bill,

your testimony indicates that the State would not have the option to-
use them, to use the SSIG funds to make need based grants to stu-
dynts. I would wish to state for the record that that would certainly
te One of flub options mallet& toihe State receiving SSIG funds.
They could use tilt, funds to make grants to students and..the grants
could lie need *based, or could nott,

S Arrimuis. I am sorry if I gave the wrong impression in testi-
mony. I meant to ref. , to the factors involved in the formula, which
states some specific itional priorities, and I was suggesting that
there could he other national priorities that could be factored

suggesting
a

formula. 0

Mr.. ovARA. And in the formula you indicated that it would
',Iterate more unfairly in that it would provide the least money to
:hose Stec, hieing the highest proportion of their students attending

. pria ate institutions and the most money for those States having the
highest ploportion of students attending public institutions. That
would be so only if the State having a large proportion of its students
at private` institutions does not provide any significant help to those
students in meeting the costs of their education.

SArx-Buns. That would.lie true.
Onatia. If they provided a lot, of help tc those students in

private institutions, then they could receive just as much.
Mr. Sat mums. int obviously it would be of no help to them ea

in the initial years of that kind of a program. -

Mr.
Mr. Olfaivt. Well, if they increased

Mr. WILtn.A. 'The-first year, yes. If we luiVe a theoretical State ilK,
SArs-Dnts. To the extent that they-increased. Yes.

which has almost all,of its students in prate institutions or by fo.r
ithe largest proportion of them, and it isn't providing any significant

help to thClii. it would get very little the first year and it would not
.

I 7
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really_ get, that nan-lt money untiJ it started making a greater effort
un=its own, thatis true.

Well, Mr. Saunders, thank you %cry much for your testimony, and,
Mr. Hughes, thank you for coming.

Mr. SAuxolits. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and we look forward
to kin.- of any assistance.

,The following letter was submitted subsequently ;]

A3IERICAN COUNCIL es EIDITOATION,
1Voh;nutoni-D:(74-1.fercli-18,-187,1. ---

Totis G. _

Ghoonaan, 134btuinzattut, loalap,umiary Zdacation, Comma:et. on Eatcation
and..ba6or, U.S. House of Representatives, Waihington, D.C.

. This is' to provide supplemental Informatiun on several
poiti, raised in my March L testimony before the Subcommittee on Post-
secoadarY Education:

1. In re:mouse Lo . out quemtiva on priorities fur budget reduction of student
a*.istaueepregrains, I discussed only the grant ,programs. 01eourse the greatest
potential for budget reductonis lies in the :merest subsides and special interest
allowance fur the axiarantei.d Student Loan Program, which now amount to
$267 million and $182 illation re.spectiv . Their total of S449 million repre
scuts the fastest growing and second Jartrest cumponeet in the student aid
budget, and the ieie.t pruductive In term co: needy students. Thus, amendment
of the current. quthuriziag legislation to reeace tpse rapidly rising cost would
be my first priority area for reductions.

2. On the question of carryover of BEOG,fundsZrom FY 74 to the FY 75
appropriatiun, I would like to add one further re son for support of socili a
carryover. Grant recipients for the current year will in most cases be the
recipients of awards next year. Therefore. It the unused portion of BEOGs is
earned over, it would go to the same students for the next year of their edu
cation. Awards fur the 1075-7(1 year will be made from payments, Issued by
September 1073, whereas, it Er 74 funds are nut carried over, they wouldentall
a recalculation of awards. ohich would not be redistributed to current year
students until Iiceembee. Thus, It appears that carrying over the unused BEOG
funds would provider the quickest as well ail most effective way to increase
student awards.

3- Brief reference was made at the March 12 hearing to the issue of student
. bankruptcies, On March 11, my colleague, Sheldon Steinbach, testified for the

AulericaneLouncii. on Education before the Cubcummittee on Judicial Improe
merits of the Senate Judiciary Committee on a proposed amendment of the
bankruptcy law ins It relates to student loans, and I enclose a xopy of our state
merit.

It is our puid.tioa that the proposal set forth by the Commission on the
Bankruptcy Laois of the United States presents a flexible, workable and eqult
awe sututuun t iue increoeing problem of students who have discharged their
obligation to reay eiicationid loans by declitriog personal bankruptcy. The

N proposal. embodied in S. 234, would unlike the A.duilnistration's
prposaicocer all educational loans and would .proride far susension of ills
i-Large of eclueational loan debts for five years provided that undue hardship*
I.. net Imposed on the debtor.

I weuld appreciate having this letter and the attached statement entered lat
the bearing reerd following my testimony.

Sincerely,
CHARLES B. SAUNDERS, Jn., Director.

'Enclosure.

STATEMENT or TLYZ AUERICart COUNCIL ION Eauc.rixpx.

Au4PriLitrt Association of Community end Junior Colleges, American
As-oelatrun of Stnte Colleges and Universities, Association of Jesuit Colleges
awl Universities, National .Association of Student Financial A11 Administrators,

and National Catholic Education Association) .

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. T. am Sheldon Steinbach.
:soar Ceunset aro/Assistant Director of Governmentid -RelatiZs of the Ameri-
can Coon, if on Eillication. I appear here today on liehalf ef my own stemplatfon



and those higher education associations noted on the ewer sheet of my writtenstatement.
The American Council on Education, an association of 179 national and

regional educational associations and of 1,3'813 institutions of higher education
throughout the United Sfates, has specific interest in clause (8) of section
4-506(0 proposed by the Commission on the Bankruptcy Law of the United
States. This section would suspend discharge of educational loan debts for 5
years provided that "undue hardship" is not imposed on the debtor.

Present law excepts educational debts from.discharge only where the debtorhas obtained the loan through fraudulent representation of his financial condi-tion. In recent years there has been a noticeable increase in student bank-
ruptcies. In testimony deiiiered two weeks ago, U.S. Commissioner of EducationBell stated that student loan bankruptcies have grown "from 1,342 totalling
$1 0 million in FY 1972 to 2,914 totalling $3.8 million in FY 1974." One should
note. however, that as a percentage of total defaults, bankruptcies are still arelatively small part of the problem, although with the worsening economic
situation and the increasing numbers of students who have taken out loansover the past decade, it may be anticipated that the incidence of personal
bankruptcy involving education loans will substantially increase.

There has been much comment In the press in recent months concerning
students who have discharged their obligation to repay educational loans under
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program by declaring personal bankruptcy. It is
asserted by some writer's that 'the increase in studentbankruptcies is motivatedinsubstantial part by the desire to avoid payment of educational loan debts.Aside from the citation, of specific horror stories. the general student and post
graduation bankruptcy picture is unclear as to whatare the real circumstances
and motivations behind the individual actions taken.

It is our position that the proposed statutory amendment for a limited dis-
chargeability of education loans is an equitable and flexible solution to a cow-plex situation Suspending dischargeability of educational debts for 5 years
presents a realistic time frame for meeting and enforcing obligations.

Barring educational debts from discharge during the in-school period andthe first five years of repayment will erect a necessary barrier to graduates and
dropouts who deliberately seek to dissolve their repayment obligations at atime when their iisseta are at a minimum. Even-though students will continueto default on loaiis, some- losses may be ?Garr ertra under the proposed amend-
ment whereas they would be totally discharged in al,hankruptcy proceedingunder present law. 4

The option of discharge within 5 years vvlierd- the debtor can demonstrate"undue hardship" provides a useful additional safeguard. This provision ifsupported by the report language of the Commission will enable referees to
distinguish between individuals who have contrived' o secure an unjust enrich-
ment through the operation of the bankruptcy law and those who have realisti-cally fatten on hard times and who deserve the, benefits of the general -freshstart" policy of the Act.

In our view. the proposed statutory solution would help ensure equitabletreatment of ebtors and creditors. and provide a necessary underpinning forcontinued publ and Congressional support of educational loan programs. Wesupport its inch: ion in any bankruptcy reform legislation .which toe Committeemay develop.
6

Mr. OITTAii.t. 'e have one more witness before we conclude today.T think it is appr print° we started out with a student witness, and I
think we ought to conclude the hearing as we began it with a spokes-
man for the students. who I hope will be the primary beneficiaries of
whatever legislation we come out with. This symbolism of having
the industly stand between two consumer groups at this hearing is
not accidental.

The concluding witness will be Jay Henderson. speaking on behalf
of the National Student Lobby..
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STATEMENT OF 34 F. HENDERSON, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL /STUDENT LOBBY

Mr. lIss,ocusus. Mt. Cliairmap._ and members of the subcommittee,
appreciate the opportunity to res iew the prol,i?ions of the Student

Financial Aid Act of 1973, H.R. 3471, which amends the Higher
Education Act of 19G5.

The follow ing statement is intended to provide a brief overview of
the provisions of114.1egislatIon from the student's perspective. It
contains both- (1 )- general -principles e -feel- are important nA ny stu-
dent assistance legislation, and (2) specific reconiniendations as to

34.71.
At the outset, I would like to say we have seven sets of recom-

mendations based Ull ea principles which constitute the core of
today's testimony. ,

In brief, those principles and recommendations ar e as follow s. Each
. is further amplified in the detailed testimony attached.

Principl 1 2,*o insure authorizations keep pace with the economy:
We recommend that the BEOG must be pegged to $1,000, that student
aid authorizations roust be viewed in relation to national priPrities,
andlhat students' share of the national budget must not decrease.,

Principle 2. That grants. should be based more pn need than should
work-study and loan progritms: We recommend that the SEOG,

remain need based', that there should be a need standard albeit
A lessee one, required for work-study, and that access to loan programs
should be a matter of right.

Prim iple 3. That eligibility standards should be determined by
ongress: We recommend eligibility should be clearly differentiated

need, and that Congress should. conduct an annual review of the
eligibility standards. -

Principle 1. Do nothing to further ,encourage qisting Joan pro-
p atim. We reconiiin rid that institutions and States should continue
to Om borne role In loanmaking, that students frow the top income-
onartfle might begin to pay interest while,still in Acool, that protec-
tion should be proyded students from low-income families, that
deferred GSL pa.% melds fur hardship slt.pilIcl be allowed, and that
the national direct st mica loan program is ball vital and should not
be abolished.

Pi inciple S. De-outage further Federal-State partnership: We
recommend the emphasis on SSIG as contained in ir.R. ;471, and
urge a I'vnit or the mtb,,t it ution of SSIG work-study dollars for grant
dollarg.

. Prin. ;plc G. Conhamer protection must come to post-secondary edu-
cation. We reconnad.n.1 there should be fair and equitable tuition re-
fund requirements tri1 there should be truth-in advertising require-
ments, as contained hi the bill.

Principle 7. The role.of students should expand both in individual
p-rom.s-s and in student groups involved in administration. We recn,n-
isf,isl the establishment of a student financial resources committee on
etety campus. that there should be provisions for local dissemination
of TfF.00 information, and that this should include an options hand- ,,A
Loo'., We rt tomnand that all aid programs should have procedures ,'/

S.
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for review of peed and4eligibilitv based on current year need; and
that, in constructing. the Fedora student, financial assistance pro-
grams, student appeal procedUres rind other elemeuts of due process
should be established by Congress.

BOG On the basic educational opportunity pants, the BEOG
program should be a true entitlement program in which a student
has an individual right to full edu benefits based on need. The
maximum BEOG should be a figtuie large enough to cover, if neces-
sary. 100-percent of an eligible student's-cost of attendancento-ensure
equality of opportunity.

The average cost of itt.tendine.
t'

a public 4-year collegiate institution
as a full-time undergraduate in 107 -1 -' was about $2,400 for students
residing on campus, and $2.0S for students commuting from off-
campus residences, according to the College Entrance Examination
Board.

The uovision of part A, section 411, paragraph (a) (2) (A) (1) of-
H.R. 3411 which limits the a.mou`nt of the maximum grant to either
$600 or the maximum BEOG paid during 1975 -76 is insufficient.

The 13E00 program is the cornerstone of Federal student assist-
anee programs. It must not be slighted awl giould. as a general
principle, be authorized to fund a maximum grm?nt of $1.600.

The limitation of $600or even $800in maximum BEOG size
affects In a discrimina ory manner ,stialpnts from low and middle
income families who att d relatively Tow-tuition colleges and uni-

i-ergties. Under the curre t law, students with expected parental,
4contributions,df $800 or less could realize a 13E0G of from $600 to
$1,400. These same students', most of them from average or below -
average income. families, stand to lose every dollar over $600 if II.R.
3411 be,cothes law. On the other hand,- Stuffefirg-ifran advantaged,
above-average income families will not be affected at all by this new
formula.

By limiting.tbe maximum basic grant to $600, this Dill threatens
to prevent- a., portidd of the more needy college students from actually
being able to attend the inctitution rif his or her choice...

A further/byproduct of this provision would be.to pit one kind of
etudent against another in the very limited arena. of student financial
TOFOttrrgq,

sEor.g -In the past. the SupplerOntary Educational Oppor tunity
Grant Program, has Povided, additional money to exceptionally
needy students. The prog-ain affords campus financial aid officers
necessary flexibility in adding to a Studtvestiriar-Tial aid pilekagt if
the individiml can demonstrate need. The- SEOC -pr9gyam should
remain a need bared program and should not be expanded to include
merit as a factor determining eligibility. .

The provision of MR. 3471 which requires q demonstration or
promise of outstanding academic performance is Inappropriate.

Tf all existing Federal student assistance prograni,s were authorized
at a level which wouldensunv sufficient access and choice, and if midi-,
tionftl monies were still available, the ro,,,ideration of merit in the
award of federal aid might begin to play a role.

But even under the best of circumstances, the consideration of
merit ,11:-..1,stinght with inequities and open to manipalation, Is it

t
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equitable, we ask, to argue that a student who dues well in a national
merit scholarship e%aluation should benefit financially, when it could
just as, easily he argued that a. student who doe less well should
reap the benefit of

argued
Supplementary Grant because he or she has

demonstrated a, need for further assistance in an effort to pull even
with the rest of the studentsi

Furthermore, because of certain cultural biases or academic privi-
leges a student, may or may not has e, fair and equitable evaluations
of merit are difficult to achieve. If they are not perfectly accurate,
these evaluations inevitable vvind up discriminating against minori-
ties,,the disadvantaged and the poorly- educated.

I would like to insert in the xecord a copy of a column by William
Raspberry which appeai.ed in ate November 20, 1974 edition of the
Washington Post. It follows my testimony, Ahd is entitled "Teach-
ing the Skills of Test Taking." In his column, Mr. Raspberry
introduces an individual who is a member of the education faculty
of the University of Massachusetts, pr. Marsha Rudmon. Dr. Rud-
mon does not _believe that there should be standardizeatests, because.
there is no such thing as standardiud curriculum. She speaks of
techniques or-skills in test-taking which can be taught to a student,
The purely mechanical ones, she says, will raise scores by about 6

'months immediately.
The point to consider hero is does the committee wish to deny an

eitceptionally needy student all _SF.OG simply because that student
does not score in the top 2:.; percentile of the national merit scholar-
ship testl-There i6 no way more certain to .expand the education gap
between the "haves" and the "have nots' in out society than to base
the SEOG program in merit. The 'role of merit consideration in
SEOG is premature while other student aid program continue to be

_either-antbarized at levels too low or partially funded.
College Work-StudyOn the College Work-Study Program, Mr.

Chairman, the National Student Lobby thinks your provisions for
marked increases in this program are especially worthy of commen-
dation.

We heartily concurs in the provisions which would authorize in-
.creaseei fundmq by $30 million annually and which would make
College Work Study jobs ineligible for a su4minimum wage.

. LOANS

Oa the subject of loans, we believe Vderal policy should not en-
coneage the growth of greater loan debt burdens on students, nor
sliculd it encourage loan programs which has o repay nient periods
befond 10 years. Federal policy should work to define a proper bal-
ance between grant, work and loan components so that the loan
burden does not begin to mentally mortgage an entire generation of
students. Loans should not be based. on need.

The National Direct Sthdent Loan Program provides interest-free
loans while the borrower is ih school; the loans accrue interest at the
ratty of 3 percent annually during the repayment period 4(1 gvadua..
tion. NDSL's constitute an important part of the student imsistanee
program and should not be eliminated.
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Because of the lower interest rate of 3 percent and the more equit-
able repayment plan which allows for -hardship and unemployment,
the NDiet progtenn is a better program, qualitatively, than. the
Guaranteed Stitdent_Loan Program, it iiclt entails a 7 pereentintoxsist
ilue and iepayment schedule beginning J muuths after gradtdinon
regardless: of extenuating circumstances.

Low interest NDSL's should be available .u. a matter of right and
as a last neort to eed.) students, particularly to students not, able

to-get-ether-loam
;nanutteed student. Ion n ist similarlybe_aiailableus_a_matier

of right to st telent 'coat:Hess of the credit status of student's parents.
Tn relinqu.-hing full responsibility and authority for determining
loan eligibility to unimercial lending institutions, es provided in
HR. 3471, thc;-Cengrese would create a situation destined to discrime
butte again-t the bate riots. We agree with the Chair's desire to curb
the present trend toward more loans and away from grants and jobs.
We to th:ek, howei et, that allow ing the. credit standing of a student's
family to become It factor in student loans, as it will inevitably
become if the bankers and their brothers totally take over, will un-
fair!), deey equality of opportunity to the students. of low and middle
income fandlies who, al a realistic matter, will not be able O secure
adequate grant and work aid to finance their education. ,

SSIG's--- the National Student Lobby applauds the language of
H.R. 3471 which will effect a greater partnership between State and
Federal student assistance programs. Federal policy should be de-
signed to encourage States to deYoto greatq resources for need-based
star lent aid prop:Jams which allow students the maximum choice of
pee4eecondaty 'wog-tams. The tenfold increase between the current.
appropriation of $20- milliui and authorization of $200 million for
the SSIG vrdgralri is just what the doctor ordered.

The National Student Lobby also concurs that the States which
ehobse to match Fedend SSIG funds should be given further flexi -'
bility in being allowed to use those funds for a combination of grant
and work-study programs.

It might be worthwhile to safegumuti student interests against pos-
eildo wholesale seleuitution of work dollars for grant dollars by
including in II.l3.3171 a suggested ratio of SSIG funds to be spent
on grants in relation to work study. For example, the Federal ratio
of ollats, for grams to dollars for work Rudy in fiscal year 1075
will be about 3 to 1. States should be encouraged to adhere as closely

possible to a parallel ratio on the local level, The purpose of such
a .lege,t.,.; fwilotia would be to prevent an inordinate proportion
of S.S1f; e,ney fit-nu being spent on work study in lieu of grants.

ArTIVIRIZATio:VS

On the anthill jellt ion level;, I have here a quote from an article in
b the ('hronieh' of Higher Education:

"I tank itay sheiaa kaki me something," soya this girl. `lint I haven't applied
ye I am wiled boraiime I don't harm. If 3 don't get the scholarships, will I
he able to got loans fast enough far the next year: It the mem doesn't c methrough, ti. boy, dead."
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With these won d-. a high school senior named Anita living in the
Chicano area, xecentiv summed up the iffkulties students generally
experience in availing, themselves of Federal and local student assist-
ance programs; there is always the worry that the money will nut
come through. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I Ask. that Le
text of this article, from which .Anitit's quote was excerpted, bt
inserted in the record.

The authorization levels contained in H.R. 3171 do little to alleviate
the concern of students ihat the money they have to hale to go
school wilt not be there when they need it.

If,I may, I would like to direct the attention of the committee to
the chart following this testimony entitled Federal Student Assist-
ance; 1971,780. Starting from the left-hand column, the chart shows
the growth of Federal moneys expended for the six student financial
aid programs currently authorized under title IV of the Higher Edu-
cation -Act.

Front 1976 through 1980, the columns display the figures authorized
by II.R. 3.171 except for the guaranteed student loan program, ex-
penses which are projected from the 1973 level of $631 million upward
at an annual rate of 7 percent.

The next to the last column contains figures revealed last, week by
the Carnegie Corraiii,,sion, except that the chart refers to current
dollars whereas the Carnegie Commission's figures were based on
Constant 1074.1 dollars.'

The final column contains only the total amount of expenses for
student aid as projected by the National Student Lobby solely on
the basis of 1973 outlays inflated annually by 7 percent.

As you see, the Cat negie Conimiss:on has predicted that almost $3
billion will be needed lot title IV student assistance programs in

.1980. Maximum appropriations possible under H.R. 3171's authoriza-
tions fOr the same year total $2,762 billion, a figure exceeded if the
1973 title IV budget of Si2.9,03 billion.is inflated annually qt only 7
percent, which encompasses both inflation, and increased eligibility. In
other words, Mr. Chairman, the authorization limits called for in
ILR. 3471, eyen if they are fully funded, are not sufficient to keep
pace Nth the most modest estimate of inflation.

If our economy does manage to return to an inflation rate of 7
percent, averaged Qv er the 4-year period that the bill is expected to
cover, student assistance will not even be able to hold its head above
water.

If inflation fails to return to An average of 7 percent, levels of stu-
dent aid will go down even further, in spite of the yearly increases
called for in H.R. 3471.

And ev en if inflation is kept in check, the increased eligibility pool
of part-time students, higher income students, newly independent
students and others will gradually eat into the financial aid pie.

From a macro-economic view, the Carnegio Commission points out
all student aid programs n ill amount to only .66' percent of the gloss
national product in 1980, compared to the percentage of .64 of the
G1 P spent- for higher education student aid in this year. The pro-
jected total for student assistance in 1980 under II.R. 3171's suggested
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%%brit aim, a tv t Ito other student aid programs, would reduce
that percentage to .46 of 1 Percent of the GNP.

Mr. Chairman, a i,q,100 BEOG grant, for instance, was originally
thought necessary to fully fund a year of college. This year, the
onumitun BEOG will probably be around $800. What, concerns me.,
if We are talking todo about 1980. is what does the Congress intend
to th, about inflation and thi. dismantling effects it is Inning and will
continue to have on student aid/

The Nptika.al Student Lab% belio es_ the authorization limits con-
t.tlite in this bill (Aerial to he too low to keep pace with inflation

and too meager in relation Jx),a growing
gross national product.

The ;net itable result of decreased student assistance at a time when
student osts arc moving upward will be it large attrition in the
minder of t.. w enrollments each sear. The 1973 National Commission
on the rinam ing of Post:I:tutelary Education reported that for every

inkrloe in costs, 2.5 perceiit of th students in the tountry are
lowed out of college.

'routs {, a I year public. education costa about $8,000. Last month
the Nei% England Board of Education reported a child now 5 years
old will le$1: to pay $30,818 fur 4 years of public college education.
ride, , t 1, I...I a. ,IAt.-einCO keeps in( re,asing In amounts sufficient to
g.x.eed iott.tt7.4. antl iia,reased eligibility, the ultimate goal of free
post_ ondal,$ c u,. atton fur all per.sons will 1;13 seriously jeopardized.

It may alretel% be too late. The National Student Lobby predicted
on October 5 of last year That decreased ardent assistance would
a. Heel as orate a new form of the military draft ,system. Because
of less itssistattce and rising costs, more students are seeking haven
in the Atrial. The newspapers of February 2I, 197.5, carried the news

0, that the Airily tekluitment has been so successful recently it now
intends to drop the 2 year minimum enlistment in fat or of a 3-year
minirmun.

Aetortling to the Pentagon. the al erage cost. for 2 years of training,
allowances. tras el, et cetera, paid out for young student who is
forced to enlist in the Arm:, is $:2.2.500, or $11,000- a yeara figure
which far t vas the assistance which would have been required to
help that student finish college.

jt is a small wonder that high school graduates are finding the
:Luny moo att ra tti%e when one stops to consider the advantages. The
.10001 of ii_eree foregone by students who would otherwise be
entplowd. L %ery important factor from the stutlent's point of
$1e$C. It has a defittit.t itopaa on the educational decisions of students
and pot.ntial students. This lost inch= can be especially importalit
as a barrier to those from low-income families. Loss of income cm

a%ile.1 if the student girds en the hope of going to college and
_joins the Artny:-In the best of all nopible worlds," the hard pressed

student may so to himself. "I could find a way of earning an income
nt the slime time I go to chool."

Thirty Da% id Thoreau once said. "It is impossible to give a soldier
a gtlnd earation without making him a deserter." In spite of this
proplwcv, the V.S. Arm% has recently announced a new program
ailed -Project Ahead." The program is a plan paid for by the Army
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which lets-an individual enlist in tile-service and start college' tt the-
same-time. The soldier diatvs pay, does duties-and participates at t te
same time inn, plan which can lead to a college degree. Seventy-five
percentictithe tuition for college courses will be paid for by the Atm>
A. two -page advertisement appearedin the Mardi 9,1973, issue of
Parade tnagazine ettplaining-Project Ahead.-

. ,

Mr. Chairman., that atiVertisemene alone cost the .taxpayers
$214,000enough money to fully finance one entire year of public
educatiett-for-1t 1*00-young-collegnstudents.

I ern not: printing this ouch.t_disparmAsietrArts of the .../.14.51tyto
recruit a high- quality volvutteer corps of dildiers. gather, it is-neeeit'-~ '.

tory to undet-stand that increased Aliny enlistments, increased unem-
....,

ployznent and, as sow; Ili:L:1111414 increased crime amongst school
dropouts are only several of the side effects insufficient authorization
levels of student assistance programs will have. Are we, in the cases
of increased unemployment and crime, prepared to pay the price we
avoid paying by underfunding student aid? In the VISO, of Project
A.19a.1, are we not in the truest «ebb° robbing Peter the student to
pay Paul the soldier?

11r. Chairman, I //Pit e. several additional recommendations which
I wottld like to touch en this afternoon.

We recomtnend local dissemination of BEOG .information. While
we recognize the usefulness of current methods of getting the word
out about the BEOG and other Federal and State student aid pro-
grams, the National Student Lobby believes there is a definite and
demonstrable need for an intense, localized, media and advertising
campaign. This campaign would utilize local contacts with com-
munity agencies and organizations, local contacts through parent,
counselor a d teacher organizations, and direct local contact of high
school studs te. particularly in areas of high BEOG applications.

What is ceded is an expansion of the number of community
organization,. and agencies ins olved in providing BEOG informa-
tion, a broader media and advertising campaign to explain BEOG
and to increase the awareness of high school.students to the existence
of the program, and the wider involvement of high school and post-
secondarF Students themselves into the information ,dissemination
process. .

We recommend that languagz be added to section 411 as follows:
T1n Commissioner shall cart-Auld a comprehensive annual program
of information dissemination to students and prospective students
(including information disseminated through students and prospec-
ti% 0 students' fatuilies,_pecrs, counselors and financial, aid administra-
ti% es national, anti local public and private nonprofit educe-

-4 tiunal and counseling agencies, and mas media) about Federal stu-
dent financial assistance programs. centered around the BEOG pi0-
.1.am but including information about all programs whether or not
r'administered ?through the Office of Education. This program shall
inelude training activities for counselors, 'financial aid administra-
tors, business officers,student financial resource committees, and shall
be coordinated v,ith current activities, of talent search, educational
opportunity center programs and other programs designed to make
as ailable information in acres of high potential eligibility for BEOG
programs. ,

-C

IA.
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We retonuncial that all aid programs should ba%e procedures for
review of need and %Ouch is based on current. year
All strident assistance programs should hale administration proce-
dures for full Are% iew and hearing-on issues concerning their need and

their eligibifitv, based on current year need deterniiqtion. This pro-
cedure shouldle part of an ovenill effort to in% obe students directly
in the decisionmaking proces1 of financial assistale.-e at the Federal,
regional, State, community, and institutional levels.

We recommend that a student financial resoorees committee he,
cstablishetl_oneach campus which has students, to participate__
in any Federal campus based or campus-adinimsteredstudent finan-
cial assistance prograim

We feet-that it is imperative that students hate a right to a hearing
on financial aid determination, that due process standards and proce-
dures should. be applied in the-distribution of student financial. aid.
As financial aid urines more of a rit a discretionary benefit,
it becomes clearpr flail minimal standards for heakings. institutional
policies for awards atirriationality in determining eligibility are
necessary.,

For example, in our testimony last fall ()Ole' BEOG family con-
tributon schedule, we'pointed out that the year in which, many cal-
culation's aye made, is extremely important. In the instance of the
years oftexp,eeting a financial contributien from, a family, an appli-
cant's-limit& be allowed to demonstrate through BEOG supplemental
forms that a perpn:e year tax dependency has changed.

I have included as an appendix a draft description developed by
the 7,Tational Student Educational Fund on the design of an "Options
Workbook for Decisions Alter High School:" This is the workbook.
It has six pages and would be used to explain to the high school.
graduate the various options that he has after graduating. It includes
information ctu employment, the armed sell ices, how to to college,
and what to do.

This workbook has been submitted to the National Task Force on
Student Aid Problems for integration into plans for deeelopina.
common financial assistance application fca\itt, and for coordination
of the governance and management of student financial assistance
programs between the Federal, State,tinstitutional, student and non-
profit agoncies.

We feel it is imperative for Congress to set eligibility standards'for
student.agsistance pyograms. We also feel that Congress sliquld make
clear thli -Nigibility analysis" is not 'the camp thing, as -4tieed
analysis:"

'We recommend air annual review of eligibility'rlone 4;GO14ress,
although this should not be a revieW" of needs analysis irsel!.."

We recommend that eligibility standards be made more rigorous
for grant programs kiln for work programs. Almost every institu-
tion rs -goingito develop some method of deternaning need in award
work-study lobs. Perhaps it will be 'necessary for private need

'analysis services to determine a student's need for work under a
critaria separate from a student's need for grant money.
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Mr. Chairman, we, like so many others, are concerned with the
enormous sums being :pent. on. Guaranteed. Student, Lean defaults.
Although it appear, Lit ubious that the rising rate of defaults on
GSL's is a product of our generally sagging economy. Perhaps, it will
be necessary, and et eli economically productive, to recommend thitt
graduates who can demonstrate finanual, hardship to be granted a
temporary deferral until such time as these persons can secure em
pleyment and-ease their hardship. In the interim, the Fedesal Gov
eminent would continue to pay interest charge.. on the eutstanding
loan.

We recommend ConeTess should begin working immediately, on
oversight of all student aid programs, whether or not they are in the
Office of Education, the Defense Department., the Department of
Labor, the *National Science Foundation, the Veterans' Administrn,
tion, the Social Security Admini4triation, or others. Student aid
should be looked at as a whole. The decline in expenditures on vet.
erans' benefits should be accompanied by an increase ui outlays for
other student aid programs. We recommend the Congress hold bear-
ings later this Yseat calling together admtiistration oflie,als mentioned
above along with the Congressional Budget Office.

We believe this subcommittee should begin otk with the.Congres-
sional Budget Office to further the analysis which the National Stu-
dent Lobby has guen today in terms of postseepnilary education's
share of the gross national product in the years aheat

Filially, we recommedd.thatif Guaranteed Student Loan btaiSitifes
for borrowers froze high income families become,s a burden on the
higher education budget, perhaps students in the top quartile
approximately $15,500- could begin to pay interest on outstanding
loans while still in school. We agree that the costs of GSL defaults
are becoming a problem.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. Thank ytm again for
the opportunity to testify. I will be pleased to answer any questions..

[Information submitted for tie record follows z]
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PRINciPLE 2. GBANTs snot I.D BE BASED YORE ON NEED THAN Vora-slut% AND
LOAN PROGRAIIS

Rce0»ttnenda MR8:
(a) The SEOG should remain need based.

.1*(0 There should be lesser need standard. required for werk-study.
(e) Loan programs should be a matter' of right.

t
PRINCIPLE 3 .1.LIGIBILI,TY STANDARDS SHOULD BE DEItSALIA ED DI t,aAoltEss

*0 ReronintentlatiOn8 4N:
(a) Eligibility should be clearly differentiated from need.
(b) Congress should conduct an annual review of eligibility stutt.duttls.

PRINCIPLE 4 : DO /COMING TO EN COUBJ.GE LOX'S PROORA3l5

Recamatendation3 0

(a) Institutions and states shbnld continue to play _some male ilr 'luau making. s,
(b) Top incOmequartilemighi begin to Pas ititeres i. while btill ut. sasuol. -

(e) Concur vith KR. 3471 emphasis on SSIG.
«1) DeferrediGSli nyments for hardship should be allowed.
t e) The Nativitta pima Stlitlelle, Luau program Is still vital and should not

be abolished. . .

t4 PIONVIPLE 5 : pCOURAGE YIIRTIII:31 FEDERAL-STATE,PARiN MERV

Rerommentlationa
(a ) eottcur with Hit. 3471 emphasis on SSW.'
tit) Thes,sipaild be a built un the substitution of SSIG nark- (truly dollars

for grant dollars.
.

r1.1:scirLL O, ON St. MLR/PROTECTION MST COME TO POsTSEcON DART itiN

Verpottnendationx
(a) There should be fair and equitable tuition refund relpiii Iwo in i.4 lie

alt. 3171.
I b i There shoal -he truth in ad% ertising re.airenteuts, similar -to .these in

11.1t. 3171.

I.IitE 110LE Or SILDtN IS RUUD ExrAN D mini IN 'Nati lot Al. prto. k,rts
AND IN,sTt.pEN r GROUPS INVOLVED IN ADMINISTRATION

roniturtzdation3
1:ttablish n .student financial resources committee on out, (amine..
Tlivre should be provisions for local diN.emination of BLOC, -automated,.

lei This should include an options handbook.
Itt All aid programs should hate prvectiores for rellew tt ntd add chit.

bIlby bit-ea on current year need. 5
14.-1.4.ttli41114 this federal student 'finale ;al le.sktallee krrograins. student

Itot rut protedarcs anti other elements of due pro.c.s should .tc cm/tot...tied
'tingress.

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

it,pfe dure/it,ttla opportunity grants
The Ittpt; prt,gran, should be a true entitlement .aI 11 II stodent litet tw

individual rigid to full dm alien benefits lased on lo-ed. The nal.141,111 fa Ii1.111r.
Xlifoal ni a figurr large (11011911 to ((met, if 117-7Nory, pi r eta
of not ito-Vde orwitnrs rost atttsutonee, (WM equahlu oi ttpporttottlp.

The .ic,rag swat of attending a public four-year eollegiate itt-tontion as 11
601 1114" talrgrail)iate (a lflid Tr, was about r...l.,41}0 for ?-tudenN tal
eorop l 11141 P,t-.1 for statients eon-knotting fruits wrord
pig tolflie College Etlfrance r.sarilination Board.
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The prolSions of Part A, Section 411, paragraph (a) (2) (A) (1) of I R. 3471
p,Incli bunts the amount of the maximum grant to either $600 or the maximum
BEOG.paid during 1975-76 is insufficient.

. The BEUU program is the cornerstone of federal assistance programs. It
must not be-slighted aid sbould,as a general principle, be authorized to fund
a indximuut grant of .31,600.

The limitation of .$600-or een 3300:Is maximum B1.10C size affects in a .

thscrinonatory manner students from hay and middle In4.,'unic t.cluil.cs solo at-
tend relatisely low-tuition colleges and universities. Under clip carrell; laq,
students Stith expected parental conttibullutis 9C $300 or less could realize a
lvitrof from .3000 tu $1400. Thege same students, most cf Lilco& front at erase
or below - average income familles,sfand to lose every dollar oter $900 it
II.4t. 3471 beconces,law. On ti other hand, students front lull antageilt abut c
average income families will 1, be affected at all by this new formula. .

By limiting the maximum 13u is Grain to .$600, this bill threatens to pm lent
a portion of the inure needy college students from actually being able to
attend tlivinstitution of hisycl r choice..

A further by-product. of this provision Kmiltl be to pit one kind of ttniLitt
against another in the %cry limited, area of student linaucial resources.
Supplementary educational, opportunity) grant's

Zu the past the SEOG program has prodded additional moliey to exception-
ally nerdy students:Tile program affords campus financial aid iiccessaty
ilexinility in adding to a stnient's financial aid package IC the itall+lclual can

-demonstrate need. T7tc SEOG program stiGuld rcinein tt uccil-La$(.(1 pinta-1m
mitt /Mould tint be txpanded to intlutle merit 018 dielthir (14014111x.

The provision of Part A, Section 413, A, paragraph a. of 13.R. 3471 which '
requires a demonstration or promise of outstanding academic performance is
inappropriate.

If .alt "existing h federal student assistance programs acre aiithorizeil at a
level vir Melt mnitil.ensure salliklent access and choice, nail if additional mimics
were stilt ntifiable. the eunsidmztIon of merit to the na and' of federal aid
might begin to Play. a role.

But even under the best of cirentustanch. the consideration" of merit is
fraught unit inequities and open to manipulation. Is it equitahle, we ash. to
argue that a ,.student alioAtes %cell Natiomil 3terit Scholarship et Alan
tom should benefit 11111111( it could ,fast :is easily. be argued that a
student who dues less a ell should reap,the benefit of .a supplement:113 grata /./bevanse she/he has tlemonstratnil a imeil fur further assistance in au effint to .

pull even with therest of the students? 1Furthermore. because of certain tultural :,lases ar tiettdenlic p.-:%:le.tes.
student luny or may out have, fair and (gilt/dale evaluations I.Acrit are
difficult to athlete. If they ,iire not perfectly accurate. these Nato:Minis hi-
evitably wind up. discriinlimting agaiiist41.1norities. the tilsailialitagetritial/
the poorly - educated.

At pits ,imint-1--v.-4utitl-iji.rt intt7the record a copy of acolumuliy
William jtaspberry able!' appeared in the Novendier 20..1971. edition the
Wteitiltigton Post. In his column Mr. Raspberry lotrtaltosec,s au italic iJu.a}l solo
Ls a trealier of the eilation faculty of the tiiisersity of 'Irissiolinseti(s. Jlr.
Starsha Ra(imon, 165. Eminent does not belloe "there should be st.infiri4cd
tests. because there is no soil* thing as stmalaillized turri/ 1)1.,

speaks of techtiliaes or spills in testdallbg which can he taught :Vstudilit.
The pure)) mechatiii al tales, she says, alit ' rage scares 10) about bYX. Month&
hatnedlittely."

The point to etusidr here is does the Committee alsli to deny ail' excep-
tionally needy si 'tibia a SEOG simply hciause that shah lit dogs alit store in ,.
the top 25 percentile s.f the National 1101it Scholarship Test: 'Chet., is no way
more certain to expsod the education gap betavell the ' hat ts- :lad tile 111,10
Hots' itt-toir society than to base the 81:0a program In merit. The role of merit
enteuderattim iu sEtn is premature %% Idle nth- r student till programs t on.
tinne to be either authorized at let els ton low or partially Nudist.

19
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We might also. suggest its a ;reference in this regard the College. Entrance
Examination Bvard'S ..study of the SE00 program, wt tick revealed. Skit "in

. about one-half .of the institutions, large financial need' signifieddlly,reduced
the probability" of admissioneven when quantifiable indicators of ability weie

. used 26 Controls. It was further discovered that although packaging practices
Varied considerably,-high ability was often associated-with,a higher

'',,rata
com-

ponent."-Cousideration of merit has,been.fuund-to confuse the role ofthe-Isliitatt
12 offering access W students. Need this Obfuscation be institutionalized? PeP,'
haps consideration of merit would be inure appropriate ilk awarding-graduate
felluiVships. . ,

Go//cgo icoipstudy , - .. .;

\*..,,, .4fr.-`Chaisman, the,Natiunal Student:Lobby thinks your marked;roVisions for mark,
.

'itemises in the C011ege Work-Study program are especially Worthy ge cone
mendation. . \

We heartily concur in t1N provisions which wcruld aufliorlyse increased fund-
.

ing by $30 million annually and* which would, make College,' WorkStudy jobs
inelir'ble-for a sub-mininium wage. ,

. e
I .

Leans t r ,

Federal policy should pot encopragethe growth of greater -loan debt burdens
on students, ,nor shotild it encourag6r loan Programs which have repayment
ptunalAkeyuial ten -yetirs. Federal policy sfr-oula work to dejlne.Jr plopmf,hal-

. note bcticeot,grant, work and loan, components 80 that the loah burden does
. not boin, to mcniallg.mortgage an entice goteration of. st 14.1 its. Logos dhotail

Pot be based on nicer:- , . ,
Th'e National Direa Student 'Loan program provides uterest-free loans

'while the -borrower ts in school; the loahs accrue interest nt the .rate of 3%
annually during lhq repaymbut period after graduation. NI)Sts constitute an

t important -part of tt e student assistance program and should put be eliminated.
...

riecanse of the lo ver interest rate of three per cent and the more equitable
levity ment plan whi .11 allows.for -hardship and unemployment, the NDSL pro-

, gram is ti better pi t!gr.ain. qualitatively, than the Gstotranteed Student Dieu
program, u'inch entails a se% ea per cent interest rate and a,/ repaythent schedule
beginning time months a er graduation regardless of. ,extenuating (Amnia-

. _. ,, Stances. . l <,,,
, 1 ' 4. .

Low interest iN"DSLs sh ild be available a% a matter of right and as a
last r...:sort to needy stet ids, particularly to students not able to :get other
'onus. -C . .

Guaranteed Student Loans-must. similarly, be available as a matter of right
to students, regardless of the credit status of that stn cent's parents. Iri re-

- lingtushing full responsibility and autl;ority for deter' ining loan eligibility
to, commercial lending , institutions, ak provided Litt IL H. 3471. the 'Congress
W, ould create a situation-destined to_diseriminate againSt tfie "have nuts." We .
agree with the .Ctuill."s- desire to curb the,present trend Oward more loans and
away from grants and )(Ms. We do think, however, that allowing the credit
standing of a student's faini13- 'to become a factor in stmleut _Mali& as it will
if the bankers and their brothers totally take, over, will unfairly. deny equality
of opportunity to the students of low and middle Diet me families who, as a
realistic matter. will not be able.-to secure adequate ralitandwyrk aid to
finance their education.- -\ -, .
Sqate student 'incentive grants -

t.,
\

The National Student' Lobby applauds the language ,of LIR. 3.171 which will . ,.
etTei t a greater partnership between state and federal ,statlent assistanee pro-
grams. Ftderat policy, should be designed to eneontage Atal, .1 to dee ote greatcr ,
nsunrs for need-based student aid programs whirl, allow students the maxi-
mum, elmo.c of post,weondary programs. The 10-fold ilereas& betWeen the cur-
rent appropriation of $20 millizn and authorizathiu of t209 million for tlfe SSIG .
Program 'is just what the doctor ordered. .. I 4 I

?Me National Student Lobby also concurs that the #taies which elipoke Co
alai. h federal SSW funds should be given further flexibility in being allowed
to use those funds for a combination of grant and wpili-study programs.

e,!
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It itilghtbe worthwhile tksateguard student:interesta:against pOsaible whole-
-sale ,substitution of "work . oilers" -for "grant dollars",-by including in R.R.,

,istudy. Fereicanipte, th0-ficle I ratio of
be

graiNIO dollaiWfor -Work-
3471-a suggested-ratio. of SSG hinds to be spent on giants In relation-to Work-

, stadY in IT qm-will,be abont 3' to,1. 804ot-should beencOuraged to adhere
'Au _closet* as passible -tb a parallel ratio on the local-irel. The purpose of

.-- -Such' nsuggeited formula Woukfbe tolrevent an inordinate proportion-of,f3SIG
'milnej-from,.being spent' on WorstUdy in lieu of grants,

, liart=tithe stadints 4 6 r . .

We -applaud. the entails:off of student ,ald -Programs to include eligibility for
- part - time - students. since it, growing; share -of postsecondary. education- is 'conk-
_Posed' Of, a fielfqn uden ts. . <

0 '
Loielnition; opos,admission. ,

We,upplaud,,the substantiallnitiatives 0 -stfidy impacts of lowering-tuitions
and open adtnissions IsAld es. This type of action research by -the -National

j ., Institute, of Education in response to real needs of people and-the need by
. . 4 Congiess Or :answers- to imestions -is crucial.

.
Consumer , protection ., 1.

The-growth of consumer protection in postsecondary educationtis reflected
In the provisions for,reeeiving-"fair and equitable refUnd policies." And "truth
,in advertising" (Complete and accurate statements about programs, facilities
and= job- placement.),. In thel past -year. these provision's have been developed
through- proposed, regulations of the-Guaranteed Student LoatiRrOgrant. and
their exact-definition. of course, will evolve over a period Of years...However
We feel that the principle of "jurisdiction" over -posiSecondarso-educafional

Institutions is IMportant enough that the basic -provisions should-beefiacted_
in statute: We also; endorse the concept of having- 'each institution. Provide
assurance -that' federal student financial aid lies not and will not real& in
tuition increases. Although this wilr,he a difficUlt provision for institutions,
we feet-the ekerclso-of measuring the-Impact of federal student-aid Is !Moth.-
timt. We loOk forward: to requirements for additional "educational -Impact"
statements (for example, onsAhe impact ofstudentaid-in class size).

, .

2. AUTIORIZATION,LEVELS A

"I. Hillik they should lend me something:but I- haven't-applied yet I'm wor-
ried because I-don't,know yet. If I won't -get scholarships, will I- be able to
Bet loops fast enough -forfor the - .coming year?

"If stlic,moneY 'doesn't come ,through, oh-boy, I'm dead."
, - Chronicle-of 'Higher %Education Article, February 3 1975.

With these words -a high :school senior named' Anita living in the .Chicago
area recently- summed up the diflliulties students generally experience-in rail -
lug themselves -of federal and local stedent assistance programs: -there iS' al-
1.voys, the worry that-the-money-will not come through.

The intiforization levels contained in ILR. 3471 do little to alleviate the
-concern of -studetita.that the Money theiliaVe to 'have 6-go to school will not
be there when 410 *kilt. . e

If I may. 1 wouldlike-to.dliett the attention 011ie Committee to the chart
tottowing later in this testimony entitled Federal Student Aolatance: 07:I-
MO. Starting, float the left hhud column-the chart'shows'fbe growth of federal
monies-ettiended forThe six student financial aid Progr ins currently authorized'
,1nler Title IV of the 'Higher Education Act. Fro -,197.9,,threugh, 1980 the-
.cobnuns, display thefigtires.datherized by. H.R. 34T1 cept, for`tthe Guaranteed

- Student -Loan program expenses,which ave,prejeoted 'from the 1975 level-of-.0.74
.million. upward at anafintiaLrate -4-seyen per cent. The next tolast Colninn
penning. ligUrea- resealed last 'Week by -the Carnegie Commikion except Opt
the ti.bart refers ,to eitrient dollars whereak the Oarnegte-CoMMissionii frgtires
were based, onzonstant 197A- dollars. The final eolurafi contains. only- the tntal

. antomitt1f expenSes fOr student aid tiaProjected by the -Ntitienar Studeilt WO,
-.solely on the-basis of 1075 outlays inflated, annually by seven.per cent.

51-450-75 --13
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As you see, the Carnegie Commission has predicted that $4.990 billion will
be.needed.for Title IV Student Assistance programs in 1050. Maximum appro-
priations possible under H.R. 3171's intborizations for the sank year total
-$2.762 billion, 0, figure exceeded if the 1075-Title IV budget,of ,t293 billion IS
inflated, annually -at.only seven per cent, which encompasses both inflation- and-
inereaka, eligibility. In other words, Mr. Chairman, the authorliation 'limits
called-for 3471. even ifl:My-funded, are not sufficient to keep pace Joith _

the inoSt modest estimate of inflation.
If, by some miracle, our economy does managed to return to an inflation

rate,of seven per cent, averaged over the four year period II.R. 3471 is e...N-
NECtOd to cover, student assistance-will not even be able tO hold its heads above
water.

If inflation fails to return to an average of seven per cent, levels-of student
Mit-Will go down even further in spite of the yearly increases called for In
11-.R. 3471.

And, even if inflation is, kept in check, the increased eligibility pool of part
time students, higher income students., newly independent siedents -and others
,will gradually eat into the flimaciall aid pie.

From a macro - ,economic view, the Carnegie Commission points out all stu-
dent aid programs-will amount to-Only .66 per cent of the Gross NationaLPiod-
uet iii 1980,4compared to the percentage of .94. of the GNP spent for higher
edihni; Wit bbident ahl'in' 1975-76. The projected total for student assistance In
1980 niftier MR. 3171's suggested limits, 'when added to the other student aid
programs. would reduce that pereentage to .46 of one pen cent of the GNP.

Mr. Chairman, a $1400 BEOG, for instance, was originally_thought neces-
sary to fullY fund a- year of college. This year, the maXimuiri.BE96 will
probably be around $8M What concerns me, if-we are talking. today about 1950.
s What does the; Congress intend to do about inflation and the dismantlipgI

ikffects it is 'taring and will' continue to haiT on student aid?
.

S. coNctustoics

' The National Student Lobby believes the authorization limits contained in,
this bill over:ea to L., too h).. to keep pace with inflation and increased eligi-
bility, and too meager in relation to a GroWing-Grosi National Product.

Tfie inmitable result of decreased student..assistance at a time when student
-costs are moving upward will be a lais,e attrition in the number of new en-
rollments each year. The 1973 National Commission on the Ananeing of Post-
secondary Education reported that for every $109 increase in costs, 2.5 per,,
cent of-the stuitentli in the country ace forced out of college. Today a four year,
public education costs about ,,S.000. Last month the New England Beard, of
Education reported a child now five years old will have to pay .90.848 for four
years of public college education. Unless student assistance keeps increasing
ln amounts sufficient to e-Seced inflation and increased e;ligibillty, the ultimate
goal of free postsecondary education for all persons will be seriously jeopar-
dized.

it may already be too late. The National Student Lobby predicted on October
9- of laSt year that decreased student assistance would as hunch AS create a
new form of the milli:lb, draft system. Because of less assistance and rising
costs, more, students are seeking haven in the Army. The newspapers of Feb-
ruary 24. 1975 carried the news that the Army's recruitment has been so suc-
cessful recently it nowcIntends to drop the two year minimum enlistment In
favor of- alliree year minimum.

According to the' Pentagon. the average cost for two4years of training, allow-
ances. travel etc, paid out for a young student who is forced to -enlist in the
Army is $22,560,.Or $11,000 a yeara figure which, far exceeds the assistance
which wonld:11ave been met -mired to help that student finish college.

It is a sinall wonder that high school graduates are finding the Army more
attractive when one stops to consider the advantages. The amount of income
forgone by students whQ would otherwise _be employed. is a very important
factor:tram the student's point of view. It'has a deflnite'impact on the educa-

41,
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,tional deeiSions -of students and potential' students. This lost l'nemne- can .be
especially important as a barrier to-those from low 'motile families. Loss of
-income_can be.aijoided:if'the student gives up the, hope of-going rtb'eollege -and
joins,the Many. "In.the best of -all Sible.Worlds;" ale-hard pressed- stuilent
musU say to himself, "I could find way of earning an income alt the same

. time I.go' to schonl."
Eenry David Thoreau- once , "It Is impossible to- gire-a,soldier.4:good

,education without, making hint deserter." ,In spite-of his propliecy,,the
Army has recently, annotured a new program called "Project Abend." Tne
program, is a plan. paid ,for by the Army which lets an individual enlist in the
service and_ start college at, the same tune. The soldier draws, pay, d esduties
and participates at. the same time-lit a-plan which can Icathto a colleg degree,.
Seventy-five percent of the tuition for college courScit will be paid, for tytin
Army. FOr the,record, would like to submit ft, two-page ad,yertisement

iielei

appenred in the Myii 9, 1915 issue of Parade magazine explaining Pr 'eet
-Abend' '

Mr. Chairman, that advertisemefit alone cost the-taxpayers $211,000vou 11
money to fully 'lance- nutt_entlie year of public education for 100,000 young
college students:

I am not pointing,this out to disparage the efforts Of- the Army to rectiltit a
high-quality N'iollmteer corps of solditts. -Rather it is necessary to understand
that increased Army enlistments, increased ail:employment and. as Ilerblock
drew in..a cartvii a). tit month -sign, increased crime amongst school dropouts
are only t4,evcral of the side effects insufficient authorization leVels of student
assistoop pr,,granis %\ ill Late. At,: we, in the cascs of increased' mieniployment
and crime,,prepared 01 pay the price we avoid paying by inidgfundinw%student
aidflp the ease .4 Project Alead, ate we mot in .the truest sense robbing Peter
the spident to payP1(01 the Soldier?

4. ADUTtIONAL DE:COM lIENDATIONS-

4! Local di&tentination 01.8E0d:information .9

, While recognizing the usefulness of current methods of getting the word
, out about time BEOG and other federal and state student aid programs, the

, National 6tntlent -Lobby believes there is a definite and demonstrable nced.for
an intense, localized, media and advertising campaign. This canimign would

. utilize local contacts with community agencies and organizations. local con-
tacts through parent, counselor and, teacher organizationi and (Meet local
contact of high school students, particularly in arearof 'high IfE0G4applica-,
tions.

What is needed is an expansion of fhe mimber of communIty organizations
and agenties involved in providing BEOG -Intilimation, a broader media and
advertising campaign-toexplain MOO-and to increase the awareness of high
schdol students to the existence of the program, and- the wider involvement
of. high. stbool and- postsecondary students themselves into the information
dissemination process. ,,,

We- recommend' that language be added to Section 411 as'folloths: "The com-
missioner shall tarry oat a comprehensive annual program of infonnationdis-

- seinination to students and prostlectis'e students, (including information die-
semitinted through students and proSbective students' !ninnies, peers. eounQors,
and financial aid admfnistraterWeachers, studCnt organizations. employer and,

" employee representittiyes, national, state and local, pu(dic and private non-
-profit educational and counseling, agencies, and Mass media) about federal
student financial assistance programs, centered around the-BEOG prograni -but
includinginfprmation about all programs whether or not.administered through
the Office of Education. This prgtgrant shall include training activities fOr Tom-
selors, financial aid administrators, businesS officers, student financial-resource
committees, and shall be coordinated with current activities of Talent Search,
Educational Opportunity Center Programs and Other programs designed to
make available information in areas of high potential eligibility ftir BEOG
program. This program shall also have the responsibility for developing and

-
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distributing free of charge to each itospective student in postsecondary
cation an_ "Options workbook" containing information about PSE education
and,trainingIneluding: (1) Costs and federal, state, local and private financial
reijourciemil (2)- admiasions, testing. academic program, educational euriron-
'tient inforthation including files'.and- Surrey of satisfaction of sttidents and
lornier students at institutions; (3) career. -and job inforination.on, programs;

developing aPereonal decision making efretely. The ocommisgioner
may. enter-into agreements -with. state agencies and:'private imon-profit agencies

.for cooPeratiOn riu dim:44_0-00g -Iddithinal information from many soUrces.
IloWever, 'Milking in this paragraph shall give.the.cominissioner any authority
to ,prescribe or .regulate curriculum Material- to be distributed along the op-
tions, handbook.
-8. ,1Vork-s(udy :torm!ilw

1. There should be.a forMnla to directly link increased funding for grants
to increased landing for work..related -programa. The-threshold.ilevice
ing funding to: increased- ><anding each year forceollege work-study is

.

IneentiVe .in the _form of an administrative allowance for non-work-
study and job- creation placements, should be -broadened to allow noh-institit-
/tonal job-creation ,proj4cts- to -be eligible to work on 'this crucial problem,

30 There -should he atmationWide clearinghouse (with -an.S03, telephone mium-
'her) prorlding,informatiim-and job placement for amihnner work-stndy and in-
=ternship, prograins. A, percentage- of the work - study authorisation could be -
;allocated-for suniiner use. by-such a .clearingmotse'

4. There should-be,a,coordinated -data lathering, program;hetw,een the Office
of 'FAltreation and the Depart:tient of Leh& to 'detelop information on job
Classifications and-wage rates on-cainimse:s,-in-camplis-impieted _labor markets
amid among students. In addition,lt should be the responsibility of ,the HePart-
nient of Health, Education and Welfare and. the Department of Limber -to-'cle-
velpp, Mans for incorPorating students, and Potential students in public eM-

ployment programS.
CP: All student assistance programs ,should- have adminirtration procedurel;
for fultrevie* and hearing on issues comtherning their "need" Mid "eligibility."
bal....ed on -current year determinatiOn. This Trocedure should be part of an .
overall, effort to Involve- students (tiredly in.,the decision-making -pro ,ess of

otimmItclal assistance at the4ederal, regional, State, community and'inatitutioritil

'D. 'There should be it student financial. resources- committee established,- on
eath campus which-lmas stiidents,eligmble to-participate in-any federal catiipmis-
based or estihpus-ailministered 'student finaneial assistance program. A cross
section of students from.that instittaion-should be menthers of_tim-arantrnit tee.
which shall consult. review. and' comment on policies and administration of
federal programs with financial aid. *Ark placement offices:, and others with
authority to contract. for such administration. This provision- wohld iii tihl-
tionalire the work already done informally on many campuses, and would
greatly :increase lOcal understanding of and, comMunication.abont student am-
sistammee'amtworktplacernent programs among students and the entire academic
comiimminity. Please refer to Appendix A.

-itK. I have also attached mis-nn appendix a draft copy of the "Role and POrtici-
ptstion,.of Students in the - Financial Aid System and Partnership." as a back-
ground rationale on why students mint be involved both as individuals with
rights,and as organized /groups Which-cmin assist in the administrative vroc6,.s.
Nye Nave gone to;great lengths foluilculate the rationale, because-rift the-past-
mdmient financial aid rights and administrative.participation have been mostly',
"discretionary" and "informal." mid we are now in a period of transition, We
hope to work-with the committee to determine the appropriate places in hi.1)
"f ramalizimtlen" should take place-in legislation and In reguinthin. PleaSe refer
to ppendix 13.
P. Ve feel it. is imperative that'studenti have a right to a, hearing on 'finan-
cial said determination, that hue process standards and procedures should he
applmed' In the distribidlon of student 'financial aid. AS financial aid' heroines
more pf a,"right" than a "discretionarybenefit",it becomes clearer that minimal

1.97
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Itandards .ter ,he,arings, institutional policies for itWords and rationality
determining 'eligibility are -neeessarr. 'or- example, In our -testimeny Wit fall
on the,BE00 Family .Centribittion-Schedttle, We,,pOitited out that the year
which,many-calculatians are made is ,Eirtretnely important. In the instaneo of
the -rfears,.of expecting a finaneiel-contribution from a family, an applicant
shook) be allowed -to demonstrate through MOO, rupplementaliforma that -6
person's year tar dependeriey has changed. -Legal ,Cases. involving food' stamp
eligibility hare ebtichitied- that "tar dependency for4One- calendar year as a
basis for determining ind:individual'sneed,in the-101101,bn -sear has no ra.
tional eimeection." In. short, we recommend that in constructing the federal
sbadent., financial assistance structure, through both direct aid-Autd; histinition
based aid; aPpeals,-,procesis_tuidOt.her 'elements- of duelirbeess should be_estittfr

sheFby -Congress. Please 'refer to Appendix' 0.
,O. I have -hieluded -as- in ,apPendix a- draft description -developed by the NS=,

Hovel Student Education .Fund- on the design of au -Options Workbook for
Decisions After, Higli.Schoor which -hes 'been submitted to the National -Task
'Force On- Student Aid Problems for integration into, plans Or developing a
common financial assistance application ,form, and for coordination ofvthe
governance- and management of -,student financial. assistance -programs bettween .
the federal, state..institntional, student and non-profit agency parties. Please
ieter to Appendix D.
It,

0
Annual-Congressional- Ravieso-of 'Eligibility

I, We teel-It is imperagvefor -Congress to set eligibility ,standards for
student assiltance-pregrams. We also feel Congress should make clear that .

'eligibility analyte' I not thef-sonie is "need analysis."
2. There should-be an.arinnal review of.e1iibility done.by Congress; although

this,should.not'beta review of -needs 'analS'sis,itself:
S. ,Eligibility standards should he more rigorous Or grant programs than

for work prfrgrams. Almost every Institution is.goitig-to develop soMe method
of determining need in awarding Work-stlidy jobs. Perhops.it-willibe necessary"
for private need analysis Services to determine A. student's need for Work

'under a :criteria,seParate from -a,stiglent'S need for grant Jnoney.
Defirral of Guarantied Student Loan reilayntent du lo hardship
It appears fairiY- obvious , that the rising rate -of oefauYfi on Guaranteed.

-Student Loans is a product,oteur'generally, sagginreconOttiy. Perhaps it Will
be necessary, and .even economically productive, for graduates who can deMon-
,strate financial hardship to be granted a -temporary deferral uufil finch time
as-these persons can secure employMent and- ease their hardship. In the interim,
the federal government would continue to pay ,interost charges on the out-
standing _ loan.
7. Congressional Oversight. 40'

'Co,e : s should-begin Working immediately on oversight of all student
prograMs whether or mit-they are in the Office of Edneation,-the Defense
artment,. theDepdtment of Labor, the National Science Foundation. the

Veterans Administration, the Social Security Administration or °Vieth. Stinlent
aid sheald he looked at as-a whole. The decline- in expenditfires 'on veterans'
ben'efits'shanitl be accompanied by an increase in outlays for other student all
prbgrams. 'We recommend' the Congress hold hearings later this year calling
together Administration' officials mentioned above along with-the Congressional
Midget Office. -

K. This-Subeommittee should begin work with the Congressional %Budget Office
tasfurther the analYsis which the National -Student Lobby has given,in-terms
Of postsecondirpeducation's share'of the .5:4rtssaNational.Prodnct in- the 'years
-ahead.
f`,. If Onuranteed- Loan- for borrowers from high iheonm
flithiliesijecqmes a tillnitn-on the higher-education budget, perhaps sticlents,in
the topAriartile (approximately $19,r,00) eciuld, begin to pay interest on out-
tanding Mons while-atilt-In School. We sitiee..that thegensts of GSL defaults

are'beComing a-prohlern:
-Mr. .Chairmsin,-that concludes my teitimonY. Thank:you-again for the opphl--

tnnfty to testify. be 'pleaSed to :answer- any questions ,frocf_Mertibers, of
.'-the Subcommittee. ,
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Tr4.011I:fa TUX SKILLS Or OBT TIJKINd

-(By William leaspberry)

Slash* Rudthon -was- in. toivn last Weekend to do what she does better than
anybody else I've rtueinte: -teach people lioW to take tests.
-Pleitee understand that.Dr. Ruilition; :who has taught for 21 years and now

41,f on theethicationlacidty of-theUniversity of Massachusetts, does not believe
In the- published- national standardized tests. She do-es not .even -believe hi
them enough to bother correcting them for cultural- Oils, in relevancy Or. any.
Of the other flaws incumbent in them.

"I 'dent-think there, Should be standardized tests, because there is no such
thing as a standardized etirriculunitior should there be," she- said.

"The -tests,areift even useful In helping you to diagnose the problems par-
tleular children may haVe. All -you get at the end is- nseore."

So what was Dr. Badmen. doing Saturday at the Advisory and Learning
Exchange? She was.teathing a Score of teachers and admiiiihtrators (only two
of them affiliated with the D.C. publivelitiols) how to raise- their children's
test scores.

"Sure, -standardized testing is a game," she told them. "But I do think we
have to' teach our children how to play it: -I'm net talking about cheating. I
can give -you techniques which will almost guarantee that test scores will go
two years 'beyond; what- they are -now."1 .

Some of her suggestions are the height of simplicityfor -instance, these
purely mechanical ones she says *ill "raise :..cores by about -six months
metilately".:

"-Teath them how to-fill out the :answer sheets. Get-back copies of tests and
answer sheets, and start them on by having them fill out their names." She
pointed out that eeme children get confused because their names have to be
written in a Special way, one letter _to a boxand- sometimes there aren't
enough boxeslor childretrwith_tinuanally long names. '

That can be unnerving for a child -if -he _first encounters the difficulty at-the
time he takes the test-tor record, she says. But her system is to get children
used to taking the- tests beforehandused to filling out and= coding their
names, used to following questiOns and- answers in sequence, used, even, to the
special seating arrangements and special-language that test administrantsdkust
use ("Good morning,-boys andglrls. We're-about -to play a game_..

Teachers who-wish to raise their pupils' scores should, find out whether the
tests -will-be hand scored or machine scored, she said.

"If they are to -be scored by hand, a single slash mark in the appropriaW
box is bbough. If they are, to be-scored by machine, a down/up motion will 1* j
plenty. Or- if yOute.reilly nervous _about filling the boi, maybe a down/up/-
down motion. Never sharpen oenellsit makes them break more easily, and
it also takes more time to blacken in the-box. And no matter:what:the instruc-
-lions- say, newer fill in box carefully. Do. erase carefully, however, because
the grading machines are,very- sensitive." -

The Tatter advice, is a part of Dr. Rudmon's ;training 'in selective disobe-
dience, -non effort to-"teach a healthy disrespect ter' thetrules." So, -too,, is her
'advice for liarelling-reading comprehensive questions.

"Never, never, never, read the passage before you read the question-if you
.possibly can avoid It. (Sometimes they print the 'questions upside' down -or
they put them on a separate' page and won't let you go back.) Read the
question, then scan the paragraph for something that matches it If yon don't
find it quickly, go on to the next question, and'come -back if you-htfvetiine;

"Whatever you do, don't get Triterested-in what the passage -Says. 'You must ,

not think. Remember that,yoti- are trying to make-the highest possible: score;
that what-you are 4Ibing has nothing to do with real reading."

MILO- it's better to ignore the instructions that tell-,you to read the pars-
graPh first, it's not to ignore any chic that -says. wrong answers -will be
subtracted from,right ones. Sometimes the instructions will-say that flat out;
sometimes they will. merely say 'Do not guess." In any case, cdey. The reason
is thia'flf you.get half the answers right-and half of them-wrong on a do-not-
guess -test, yen get zero. If you get half of them right-and- leave -the -Other
halt blank, 'Ycr-get -50 per cent.,

On-the -other hand. -If the- instincHons- make clear that there is no penity
for wrong- &naive* don't leave- any questions- unanswered.

a
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Dr. ,Ittalmon- also thinks its worthwhile to familarize children with the
vocabulary of teStingsuch words as match, box, Identify, missing and so on.

She is quick-to-acknowledge that to teach test-taking skills is not to teach
thinkingor anything else, for that matter. The Whole Point of what she
does IS, to raise test scores by teaching children hoW lo handle tests.

She-says she did it so well In her pudic school Years (Hunter's Point. New
lurk ; city) the authorities started to send in outsiders to adunnister her tests.

Appendix A.

* STUDENT FINANCIAL RESOUXCES. COM =TEE

An Example of Student Organizing Strategy that Cam Make a Difference:
Student Participation in Administration of Student Financial Assistancc

NSF:Ps strategy has been designed to meet the problems cited in the "Re-
membering Berkeley" article about students becoming involved in a process

- in which they do not Intro the time nor do they get the day-to-day rewards for
them to stay, intolvisIs_NSEF's strategy is baSed on-hiting oat enough that is
both immediately important and symbolic, but not becoming Involved In com-
plicated pregrammidic responsibility. The strategy (moires mutually support-
ing participationruttier than isolation - -at every. level front the campus and
chnimunity to theAsieral .and national.

ItInvolves participation- tin :

e 1..Inforination dissemination about financial aid (and admissions) through
peer counseling on campus, in special. recruitment drives In high schools and in
the community, and through student newspapers;

"2. Tiftining ot.student financial aid representativessimilar to newly Insti-
tuted Yet Representatives on campusas paid ombliss persons to cut real tape
and to explain Bhancial aid;

3. Institutionalizing student participation on campus financial resources
committee whicls, allocate federal student assistance and jobs, and financial
Sid appeals committees which adjudicate individual claims;

4. Development of for-credit yeariong course on "issues in financing PSE"4
for-persons who work in financial add offices on worksstudy for persons who
participate on financial. resources committers, for persons who hale respunsi-
U)lities for reporting -to student government and newspaper on student re-
sources, and from persons who are In public policy and other fields, to firm cite
an on-going -training ground for persons who- will be learning their responsi-
bilities. to proside rewards for people who have done work. and-to provide an
atmosphere In which -a community spirit can grow on these issues on campus. s
(Also for persons receiving stinlent !human' aid, and persons with responsi-
bilities for campus overfill budget) -;

S. Develop a kit for student governments and Student. activities ()HIM; on
hon to-organize a flinunlid resources committee on campus, anti hoe to de-
velop responsibility within student government for student resources issues
(loans, grants, G.I. Bill, jobs, tuition. tultionwnlyens etc.):

0. Develop at the statewide level the special function of students of (a)
infermation. dissemination about flunacird aid programs (through fe.krill con-
tract). and (b) review of appeals on individual Anent Int aid claims, and in
institutional financial ,and requests revieWed by Federal Regional Review
Panels held at state level, to be carried out as special programmatic function
carried out by students on 1202 state PSE commissions (and advisory corn-
mittee for students) and shit-el-ide student organizations.

This would involve information dissemination through campuses. student
newspapers. radio and TV, nffinnative 'action outreach' programs.- and coin-
nninIty-based educational counseling center. There wool(' be particular con-
nection with canvassing of high schools by students at collegiate

1. Coortlitinte student participation in administration of financial aid at
regional and national level. Including having students from state organiza-
tions participate In OE Review Panels for institutional strident aid applica-
tions, having students participate on task forces and work groups and in in-
ternship working On program management questions (such ns design of com-
mon financial sid tinplicatInn form for all programs pt federal. state. raid
campus level, designing, common terms and calculations. of ifinancial "need,'
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anti deeignine the relationship hetivien the federal and state governments,
including the functions of the -1202 cenuniesion in ititient 'insistence Issues),
.and' IL:participetion- with national financial aid "need inelyst" iterview
APT.) as well as other genclet involved with dialgning and researching o

nancial aid n CEEB, and ETS), and Institutionalising stu-
dent participation in local. financial aid dissemination, through the develop-
ment Of OE cootrect speelficatietis for training. and- dissinilitation;_delligning
OE training. component for student financial resource ci)mmitties, ,including

'direct eomatunication with such. committees, and knnwel diet-
ing for repiesentativesof ouch committees, and potent of grotip`ft Minor-
ity iindenui Involved' both- with_stmlent financ al asaistabce and federal- TRIO
programs (Talents - Search, Upward Bound, -special SeMIces) and IgdiwatIonal
Opportunity Centers in low income eounnunities, and to coordinate student
participation in. variety of conferences -on special issues. such as nen-tradi-
tienal.edupation, mid White -House couferences on Education (1977) ituil'Id-
brarlis and Information Services (107S). s .

. . Appendix B . .
I--

THE Iter= AND PARTICIPATION OF STFDENAD IN VIE FINANCIAL MD SYSTEM,. AND

PARTNERVIIP; FMOM Diu -r lixeowr,or NATIONAL TASK -FORCE ox STUDENT Ala

' Pnostxus, Fut. 11, 1975
ntrodttcy

s .
on .

In 1974. with-the implementatienaortheState Student Incentive 'Grant
ram i(S8I(;), the problems arising- rOtu the interfonnected natnre-of -the-

lationship ;Intone the Federal and t kite govegunenfs In financing post- _

*, secondary education ceme more to the ttrface. ' ;

People now talk less- of the clear se ration of roles. Whereas w few years
ago. the "Federal role"'was described a. .centering on old lo 8tweforts and the
"state role" was 'tentered on aid to faatitutiong. the #istinotIona between who
-should play which roles Is now lea tvellidefined. It has taken a'few :ears for
persons it the Federal and state levels to become- accnitomed to-talkingo*Ith
each other -(along-with persons from prlyate Institutions. pliiltitithroPic sources
and private agencies: students-and their families, and others) about-the com-
plex questions-of "financing of Posteecontlar education" thrtnuth coinidemen- ..

fary administrative. financing and political role* and meelienisme. DIfilo etriLl.t---
questions remain abqut the-specific roles of-a ific agenciee and bodies- e _._
Federal- Government, state government/I, the private eecter, as-irell as the
role of-students. but there hait-come-to'he an cceptance of*the need for closer
working arrangements so that the purposes Fedend and state governinents
will not he In basic conflict. so tha; aid eilut-Ite distributed' efficiently and
equitably. antr so that the needs of etudiete lid Potential students' can be met.

In thio-eietIon of-the BepoM the Task re ee-descrihen awn ays in which
the students' role In financial aid and in he financial ald rtnership can
berinne more clearly defined and perhaps-bring more predie efinition to the
roles- of all -parties In the Partnership.

. * f
DIRECTLY AFFECTED PESSONS/AGENCIES AS "INTERESTED PARTIES" k

..
. a

In dfaftlnk A *Hem of "partnership acreemants" in legislation. In regale-
tion.in contract. In planning and research design. and in discussions, the-first
queetfon Is "Who_are the interested parties?" That lit. wim are the persons
and bodierrwhoee-ltres and /of corperate,actIvIties will be dirertig affected by
decisions shoat etn&nt financial assistance, Pnt another irsty._for -whom- de or
should legal OF contractual -rights and eblIgatbes anise -Inrelation to-student

., financial assistance? The direct effects of student financial asatetenci- deci-
sions are and will continne to be widespread. Therefore. the definition of
-"Intexested- parties" in formal and informal agreement- and distmeedon Mould
be {pettedly,.

In difinIng-*Interested-parties," it-number-of exited* .'stn-he used. Including
"Primary"- (or direct *Melt) and "secondary"- parties. Secondary parties may
he-"directly infirtsfeer'becanee of the direct-legal Impart of deehtiona on them.
although- for other perpoeret-they km secondary peril** in that tbey may be

i"leents" of other "primary" parties., - \ . .
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Another w look at "interested parttee" Is to identify those parties
"impacted" by leder:II student assistance programs. The Office of Education's
Work -Statement on the Impact of Federal Student Assistance Programs

. (April 1074) called for an assessment -of t Impact of Federal student egoist-
pnce profiling on the behavior of .stndents, Postskondary aducatioual institu-
tions and state- governments. Whale recognizing -the impact of student assist-

. ance programs ph a student's parents and family and local government, the
()Mee of Education has identified students, the testitetiona they attend and
state potionipteNts as the most directly affected' by decisions made by the Fed-
eral. Government about student assistance programs.

On -issueiPof coordinathil It management of student assistance programs,
private yeluutary sAlolee, which play a major role in the- administratiori of
such programs, al nie direct parties.

Within-the-be:lad categories, of Federal government, state government, post.
'minder,. institiltieng, and students, there are-many subcategories of agencies,
bodice, offices, and institutions. gone are directly involved with decision-
zunkfbg or implonentatimf hi administrative matters in student financial as-
slat/nee. Others-are involved in jrnanci0j decisions affecting the structure of .,
Anatehil- aid programs and other financial structures in postseCondary educa-
tion and In political decisions affeeting overall levels of funding pt student
Ananclitl assistance. Sonic are involved directly hi all three types of decisions.-

When subcategories of governments, institutions, and students are identified
as "Interested parties"-for various "partnership agreements" or purposes as
they are here, I" new cognition of the meaning of the partnership -can' take
.place. This is especially true for the students. .

*In partnership agreements, legal enforceable rights and obligation" -of each
party-In relatton to.each- other are developed. it is impor(ant for each category
tr subcategory to have the security to protect its own Interest and to be able

plan for the Pude to carry oat its ether ligatione.
pilli is -Particulprly Important in trams -of st dents, because models of stu-

/lent financial assistance have been d velotied e tly around the concept of a
student as a "Metabtr nt(ii markett' with certain "dollar rights" to student
financial assistance conferred by -F rel, state, instItutionni.1* private par-
ties. The extent of the righti and o ;ligation' of the individuel student are
often unclear to the student andzhis her fatal/. In fact, the very nature of
student financial-assistance rights"--etfm In the "student in. the marketplace"
modelsLate been "discretionary" and "adjustable" rights toffee conferred
op a minor student and Student's family), dependent on changing circum-
stances, .availability of funds; and theidiscretion of the financial alA admin-
istrator. While there'll; much to he saltiVtir "discretionary rights" approachei,
In the enrrent "Mixed market" of "discretionary aid" and "entitlement aid."
the administrathe mechanisms should also be mixed in terms of the entitle: t
ment of an intlivi dual studen to admildstrativePrectsittres to secure his or her
or potential student does not are the (nil range of.administintive and pro-
entitlement rigida. 'Under the Current "digeretionary rights" concept, &student'

cednral rights for securing or continuing dotter rights. and has no part in der
tripping and !administering such procedure" or in developing the changing poll;
Ilea which gaVern the discretionary proms used In allocating funds at the
Institutional. state or Federal levels.

If the ptirptises of student financial assistance are_tomeet the "needs" of a
crosteseetion of-students for "screw to a Inver/My of programs in pcistseeondari,
education" so that .ito student Is denied accels to postsecondary education for

i finanrial reasons. thee-is the continuing: problem of:defining those-needs front
the viewpoint of students and their families, and front the viewpoints of others,

It is important that the interests of students he articulated by person's and'
groups which are directly responsible to students/potential students (and their
families) In order to prevent the inevitable &Inflict of interest which arises
when persons. governments; bodies, Eraarol, or Institailom; with other primary

ligation speAk on behalf of students. .
Such persons. *roam, government bodies, or 1n:dilutions can greatly aid,

however. In definInf how therVerceive the needs of different typei of students.
e.g., such as graduate students, low-Income students, part-time students. and
other categorku.of students, In different programs,' through different Orienting
mechanisms, and -within various non-itudent .bud goals of poateecondaty
education. it
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Thus, in determining who are interested parties, there must be nt-
Hon of -the complicated balance between Federal, state and privatearistitut 0115
and-agencies, and student capabilities and roles. a diZeuity
needs of *growing number and kinds of students shoidd not-be lit0-rettimated.
since the responsibilities of the Federal, itate, institutional; atinilpilvate pare
ties-are divi1W-befweets their legitimate interests in meetturetliir idnitional-
ueednof socletY tench an manpower, detense,,teeenren. other educational and
economic needs. and other governmental and private goals)... Part ettheprocies
:of deVeloping a "Federal-State-InstItutionalStudent Partnership". is the pukes:
*of -darifying responsibility 'for "meeting the needs of students end potentfal
studenta"%rstherthan simply ,meeting the administrative. financial and politi=c
cal needs of variotte nienelmi and bodies.

STUDANT- IAITICIrATION /IX TItailnItTICERSItIr

There is little agreement on the level or extent of participation of litudePtel
as coeonsiliners of. eproducers of. or contilieniants in Postsecondary edem-
a-4n, This lack of agreement extends to the roles that students ithouln-gay-in

'the nnanctat ;aid partnership.
The Task Force believes 'that students shouldihe able to- participate in the

_ financial aid partnership at, every level in decisions-which directly affect their
lives, -

Student opportunities to participate in -the partnership at the administrative
level, the financial level. and the poiNcal level should be-made available. Stu-
dent partiolpittion -trust he continuM. and undertaken in conjunction with
organized groupis et snidentarinorder to developjudgment for krshiation and
planning which Olen requires the weighing of complex questions, 'These-groat
knd hkllviitc>it stndents develop the judgment, the perspective and a entail:10n
memory .0Vie a period of -years on the many Interests of-various' typos-at dtu!
dents -In'intriotisaihninistrstive. financing and politic* deCISiOntli Thus, student(
do not-Witreto "re-invent the. wheel " -each year.

,

Theri are many wan"; of providing mechanisms which will permit And ex- r
hence- the- opportunities for student participittion... obvious is le
people ideCiallin-making primps with' financia aid. AnOtber is to
devslopnee" pf decislan-ln -ing groups which woul hertonierned *Rh
aslind:rist4 Student grievapea brongh appeals precidurea and 'preemies, A-
corollitty writs hitter approach is to maintain and publish ret.ords of arum-
elattdd'Woidd be available for tine by-all interested.parties--es ally student
'confirm
- The Task Force recommends,. that students be given post* on financial

elkpelleymaking groups at the institutionnt, state, arie-Federn levels. These
kbould be reserved, where practicable: to student's. who are elected

bn.atudent senates or other student organizations concerned with ries-mince
and by student financial aid recipient".

At the inititittional level snob groups as the admInslptis and financial aid
committees should have athdent rePrftlentatires. At the state lefil. boards,
of higher education assistance itgeneles, 1.e guaranteed" loan agencies, aof
bosuns of state scholarship programsAould include student reprenentatives
as members. -At the Federal level.-stlideids should be permitted to sit on Office
of Ydricattnit review and appeals panels.

Students-should be able to.participate bffectively at the admInistiative level
witliont a.--great deal of background -and expertise on lineations of thumeing
ponfacCraidery tslucatiOn fat torn, They can simply give first-band accounts of
their- On- needs. anti- the problems -they have bad with the administration_ of
MitinciA aid programs.

When *admix are represented on polleymaking boards and gain first -hand
knonliedie et the problems faced by financial *Id vitutnistritors,-gorernmilltal
belles; and private agencies. students will experience trealanent as the equals
of others in- thelnancial aid partnership which Is working to solve sendeade .

amt-Shreatieratk problems. Student porticipation at the administrative lends-
-mayalot only aid -in solving epeciilc administrative problems. but in increasing
'communication tit information about -the administrative apparatus and "how
the system works" assvrelL It' also-keeps the needs ot many kinditne student
at the tenter- of aliesseloa. ,

As students particulate. they will first begin by trying to Ins4rM,naiad and
articulate their own needs and.-the peed* of other students. lgy determiningt
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Ault Oticulafiug their common and separate problems,.or even their conflicting.
,-,-,Intitighk,-staidelitikpf -different- liialckairounda,deielep the eXPeriefiee 'of 41, graup' of:PetspoirWdO *no* the -sale Oauguaget Whit- know each other, and_ who have
Aile,' 'exp4rienee--to-:participate eaffensively at `other .levels of,student fhianciaL

tilinge:"Kdielsien-rnait'ing. , ,

istadenta-beeome. more familiar with financial, aid problems from-other
ifOsPectiveli, glarger pool. -of ;student expertitie will become available fromwhhiy.lo =drag help in designingMedels' 'tor.'--'thofIttanting of Poststomidery
education.. At can become more' repre'
lentatirt ,of -a cress-section -61,'Msny...-ilifferent.student%eharieteristics iind-they

:'-iiiil Nile the heekfround and judginent to kaiak on complex questions OfSnake, ,,d f , 4 -.
its itlide*S..imkittelPate, ilv.tileAe'l*PeesMI, all. parties to the partnershipwill discover: that Whathais frequently .begia eonsidered,as. financial- aid proh, .

len* of students can't* considered..-cohanwa, Political iroblenm. ',Vile -uhder7
standiogje:,lieentaitig-re:0-.wideli glared:by. ii.NO.iiiiiii 4,q,ri Clitieifts .- oil-.each:
eaMpital.g4'In stMiamtorganniatiOnt at, theiState andtalational leyble who have ,
been. inVolied.In7 at, ongoing., dialogue_ on Student 'adaistinee; and how Perim*
-.44nO,Pleir. Avit'th_rbuill-011e_ge;'ii ''''''

TAispi4itical egarenesii.*Iircenteintie lo:grag., among studentCtheir faMilies,,
4 eultY,_ Aid adthialitinfors, is Well'ga among persons aestate and Federal

elas..Therelgillbw LI/tinting awareness.-of the faCtAhat-there are:quit-01V
1' million Persons receiving. some forth. of individual student aid: from .the
-Olike of Ed4Catidilt that :2,:itilliiiri- persons' are ieeelidng,' Gr Bill -Sdileational
bOnefitagiid-that'7,millioW,Perions areiiteeted by-tuition deeiSions made cacti.

. Tegr in,*tnte- ,legislatures and 2-year college diatilefe. These financial deci.:
siOnty-khiA -directly and algnitleantlY affect -*enter I.NeS, atria Street their
faMIlieS..anrid. close .friends. StudentS,. as *ell' as -their- Parente, are ,pow 'voters.

As,41itieteriticonte 0,partielliate more Ian: in diticussionS onadministrntiVe
and financing questions, it will h&onfe tear -thitt the polificerniodel Under
.w4letjt postsecondary .etincatIoty has existed at the Federai, state; and :local

. Xerght 'Itt.ia 'eery incomplete one. Ti? Is a- political, Model- which hits'. not been
-reexamined' with the ,- n is of students- ppper-most- In mind as both- the hasis
'Or.. an.cf- the ,,Pnipose-of,_ Poeitseciiindari- education._ and as thebasis, for a a-iv,
CoalitiOn. of support for ,ftnaiieing ,postsecondary education tit-Adequate lesiielS.
'Tille.develOinent of -the et iniiiikki for .'n'oitiecondary' edimatiMi Ott
ihe national levell can come tram ncreased communication with students
-thicitigh student groups representing_ Mani 'kindd of--Stbdents, 4hrough stn,
mtila, nn ,campus" through the national, media, throngk increased coriumitilea-
tioprmith parents , Of- .atudenia and potential students: ,/

Tbraligh this proCess, of articulation, a "national-, postsecondary ednentional"
eoninitinify f4-.likely -to,evolve. This community will .probsbry have more -Cbm-,
in8illny'ricisei kid *ill- be -More willing and .aiile:to?sommunicate theni.tti public"
polley.ntakeritwho are concerned with financing Posisecondaty education , .

,

§TtinnITT RIOIti TO TIEAIirTake07,EI1TANCTAL Am brrkintprkrio:s

. sTrnexi ostArANCES ATrb 'APPItAilS TrOZD VIES

4ppendix a

.
.

title existence of finandil-Md -programs -,based on "entitles ant" and -"dist e-
.

tlPhare concepts -demands clarification fbr students, financial' aid, adMinist 11furs -and the generi1 piddle! Students --in-,partienlat need' to understand it t
deeilIons_at the' dministrative./Inancing,:and polltleal levels,regatilinz Arline' Iaid; ire.t.iinde iin terms of theile-t*6 &nice**. More,imPOrtantly. hogerer. 'atti7
dents-need to ha.ve;forraillged tnes litt tor 1 seeking redress of "real or imagined
at fesionageSwhicb'eroli,intt-,,of:deitalowninking proce4oleti at-these letgls. \

'l nine 'eliiiifictiffon 'n;ilt he- derived"ofroni the .impletnentatien. of the Task \
Yr/meg itacahmetidationi. regarding strident participation. one pone making

bairn:0 liefiectlfled-with;b4oad,-.Iong7,terta. policy, decisions. And'imlieY Mali i
gronink. Rat ;virile:Oar -cindividnal student's grievant:es cann'ot. be , ulekly \
iAnps shofild not he eiected to deal with litdividUnt Student' grievances.
Tivirkolii new- groups-should be4Ormed to :,receife student grievances, afiiii01-

1--;,:lt, ,....,1 0.: -.- .:- , , . " ' ''' s*\ ,.
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elite them, and render clecislons of redress When.appropriate,,and in.aseordance
witli_thelaw,, a ministrative regulations, Sand sound judgment. . --."--

\ The Task TM e recommends -that every campus establish student _financial
\ ald.ippeals;boart for, the purposes of -reeelving student grievances, adjudicat:

Mg them, and makingjecouunendatieus to appropriate 'officials fOr- redreii. of
\thegrierances.

The chief executive officer 61"-ea 11 cainpus should- be responsible for -the
eitabil shMent of these boards. They sh aid Meet at least, once each schoel term
to -hear student grievances and render isiOns and- recoMnieuditibpS on each

.,curia. The boards /Should -include as nieruberit .

1..Four Stadents, selected by the- student government body or by vote ofd
I \ -atudent-financial-aidaccipients; ,

. 2. Two -representatives of the-financial, aid office, selected -by the-chief execti-
tive-olfleerlait including ear officio, the director of the office; and .

3. Two faculty members, selected by- the faculty Onate or -other governing
-body. .. 0 ,.

The appeals board should-keep written records of 'the, basic-facts of each-case
and its decisliaror recnanneudation. Such records should be made available -by
'the chief executive officer to any member , of the. campus community upon/ ... V/ request. -7,t, , ,,

Since it is unlikely that all campuses will /establish such appeals boards,
_ siluce it is the.respOnsibility of public financial aid Trogranis to-provide-for fair

-Mick,equitable distribution of publie ffinds,and treatment of -aid.recipients, and
sine« 10101101mi and ailjialication of irtievances Will lead to better-program
management and %coordination am, all programs\ an appeals board should
be.iaeated'attlie-Stnte level. v., ,

'The Task Force recommends that-the agency charged wjth -administratiOn of
. the,State Studentinceutiv Gyant- Program or other appropriate agency. in each

_Vete establish-a student IfaanCial_ aid apPeals board-far- the,purposes Qt recoil,-
' ifig student-grievances ile'fying,froin the Administration of all nablic.prorm004

within the state, -whet' r ikef., are institutional; state or Federal- origin, ad-
judleitting these crier nces, and making recommendations to-appropriate offil,
cialsvfer their refire s ..

.Thelloards slioult itiClude-asmembers : .:

1. Six students, elected-by the-state -age,noy from among thenembership of
'the catimns appeals boards within.the state ;

' 2. Four financial aid,administrators, selected-bY -the, state association. of VI-,.-dent finincialaidSadininistrators; -' e .;.- sk
3. Two *chief ;expentlie. officers; of . postsecondary educational Institutions, ie..

leeteil-by'the statelagency; . , . :, \
: 11,'Two--state-legiSlators, selected by -the legislature or the, state agency.;

5: Two .representitives of lender institutions in the state, selected by the
agency with advice f:' pin the guarantee agencies where practicable; '

6. 'fun ,rezresentat veS of -the SSIG Agency, in the state andjor other, state
financittLablVtograths; and, ..

. I. One .renreaentative from, the ,staff- of thq -Regiont United States Office; of
Edlication.Selet!ted by the-Weed-0f tlint Office. s ,

i
,The appeaht board should hear tgriedanves from students. on the administration

of all prattle. financial aid programs Within the state. -When ;the. grievance
. ginated from air institfition, with a-. Campus appeals board, the ,state -board

could be serving -in- an appelate .eapacity, If -the ,compus had -no =anneals ;board,
the state board would he serving; this function. The state board- should keep
written reaords of, the basiccfacts or each ease-and its deep:lot-1.pr rectimmenda
'Doh. The reeorlis should be made .avalltilde to members° of the cantpui coal-
munities and- the general_ public on requeSt. Furthermore,- annual reports of the

, State board's activities and- decisions should-lie- distributed to-all- eniribus chief
executive-,bfficers. the state association of student- financial aid odudniStrators
the he. , of all state-supported, financial aid programs, the IISOF,' regional
office, the - state -higher educationexecutive officers, and the 'head pt--the state
department of, education, . , . S.

The Task Force ..reeognizes that its reconfifiendations for the creation -of
appeals boards represents f)._ major departure from theqraditional sechision-of
0 n nodal' a id decisions from -public -obserya ti on., -It- is . I ikely that, th is, deOartn re-
may- create new administrative styles-of -behavior for some -financial, aidIrdmin

$
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. istrat ^rs and create sit:met:its where administrators will receive public criti-
cism'whichmay be undeserved. But the Task Force believes that-the public-has ,

a right to knoW how public funds are administered and that open observation
-of their administration will ultiihately improve the financial aid systein and the
way-it ftinetions. Even more iniportant,hoWever, is.th(tt these 'boards will func-
tion to provide students with opportunities wrikli do not currently exist to
redress real- and -individualized grievances. And, by keeping records and` case
histories of this process, the board'S decisions will serve as guidelines to
develop more appropriate adininistrative Prastices, pelicies, and regulations.

In-order for-student aid ,proirtims`fo more adequately meet student needs,
those needs and the functioning of diluent programs must be clarified. Students
must be provided with a definitive role in the studervinancial aid partnership,
and 'the procedures and processes for clarifying the,roles must become institu-
tif-r.liied By focusing on student needs and rolls, the entire financial aid
system will be strengthened)

. I Appendix1)
; . t

OPTIONS WORU001; FOE .pECISIOtiS AFT/ER HIGH SCHOOL

It 18 recommended that in the 11th grade in high schools,. and -at various-
tlineS, in community-based counseling 'centers, a Workbook be made available
(free of charge) to assist each person in making specific decisionsWont optiong:
after high school., are 2-key elements: (1X that the Workbook be ke1t
by the student f r his or her use over a period of years, and (2) that the
'Workbook distribution be connected to a series, of information sources, such
as admissions -rind testing, financial aid, and ocmational information systems.

Content of Workbook.Much of the content of-the workbook would be infor-
mation and-11114u exercises of the type now carried in Deeiding-course materials.
In addithin, there would be sheets inserted presenting information on admissions
requirements, academie program offerings, student profiles and' satisfaction
profiles of entrants, dropouts/stopouts.and-groduates-of institutions in a state
or Metropolitan area; information on finanCia/ pats of institutions linti%jiaanaili
aid available by fainiiy income and other criteria in the state or nietropolitan

, area; information on job and career outlook by state and ,metropolitan area and
*nationwide. In addition, there would be self-calculation forms for estimating
financial aid eligibility and amounts.
_tortns. attached. Thdre would be forms attached to send for catalogs and

admissiods fortis for various institutions; there would be forms -allowing a per-
son,to sign up for preliminary SAT exam or SAT /ACT exam; there would be
forms fQr a person to sign up for preliminary BEOG estimated-calculation
grant and. regular BEOG form; there would be forms for persons regaesting
other sources of _information about iinancial assistance for VS.E, and -to be
placed on central ifialling_lists in regard to PSF,.;:_lfiere would be forms which ,
would -. anew a person to use occupation information systeins- which have
lleveloped and been placed in high schools and cominunity-based counseling
centers. .

Fallow Lrp. IYy various agencies and groups: This disseminatiop system could
begin with a minimum -of follow up by agencies, but it would be adaptable to
uSe by various systems. In the admissions area, there could be mailings to stu-
dents and parents in special, target groups for special recruitment projects.. In
the financial aid area, there could he mailings to students and-parents by stole
scholarship agencies or BEOG information and applications, at the appropriate ;

time (perhaps 1 year later at beginning of 12th grade). Ina course in high
school or in a comaninity-based counseling center, a preliminary SAT could he
given, and a calculation of BFOG and other financial aid eligibility made, and
use made -of ()emotional information /career information systenis which are
available.

Payment and Delivery. The costs of such a workbook could be allocated
among various sources: (1) federal government could pay 'for core of material
and federal forms, (2) state government could pay for state/metropolitan
supplements on costs/finaricial aid and form to order catalogs, and (3) local
.education ngencieS or non-profit counseling centers could pay for the other
iluplpimments. The costs of processing pre -BEOG would be done by BEOG, and

/
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eontractual.arrangements made-to share that -information with state ageneies.
Preparafionk of 1Vor1 baok..-To avoid 'objections to the federal' government

designing, Curriculum. materials. (since the Workbook would be desipied` to fit
into course on'PSN options) the work on'themDecision-Making Process" section
of the workbook coul&be tontracted out to a party which *mid' do-the packag-
ing_based on materials.selected by state or local textbook approval Secure&

PURPOSES

. 1. To give a person an estimate of casts and eligibility ter BEOG. ,and
fatailiarity with all-financial aid programs, in specific dollar terms before the

,tbeginnitig of tire last Year la high school ;
2. To engage the student and family in "change r status" of -being in the

"decision" or "application" process toward PSE options;
3. To allow educational planners an earlier, estimation of "need," "applica=

tions," and "stutlent-Purposestreads ;
4. To allow persons working understanding of "all-forms you need," and to

aid.ln cutting 30% lacoinpletion rate for BE0iT applications;
5. To lenie person with uerson-alized workboOk Mutter in which all documents

affecting PSE can be Mentally- and physically centralized- for next 2 years (it
shoal ld-have pockets which are_sturdy) ,

8. To-bring together admissions /academic Program/campus life/financial cost
and aid/occupation and career information into one place, and'develop "common
workbook" for systeins,

Workbook elements Designed by Approved by Paid fcr by-

1. 'Your options aftet high school" text and ,exerciles on Textbook State or local Federal
decisionmaking process and building a personal publishers. texiboo4 3p. Government.
strategy. proving booties.

2. "Core materiels" on financial costs, financial aid, including Federal 'Federal Govern. Do.
forms for (1) hOw, to build a- birdie (2) apolicatron .m or Federal wilt and other
fle_arout).1 or preliminary estimate of dollar eligibility contractor. polies to part-

- fdr---- DEOG,(and- for state schola rship)' (3) application nefshIn (States,
(c.C:.=on .alnjlor :::.:las 1210G. institution,

. Students),
through formal.'
ized structure.

3. Statewide and metr5politanwide (ncludinuacrost State State agent), or State Govern. State govern-
boundaries) information on admissions, academic pro- contractor, inent,-and meat.
grams, surveys of student completion, satisfaction, and other

nt ePr

pantie tolobplacementtfinancial aid and occupation intxmation
systems, including postcard request hr furtherinforma- ,.
lion on State schwa:snip, additional financial aid search

-(not based totatiyon need), catalogs and admissions
applications to be sent from central source. This system
:midi)* linked to information systems with outlets in
h.s, occonimuility agency. rather than using postcard

4., tool information.from Ixal education agencies .nat Local education Local educational Leta! education
handled in State and metropbtitan section. and from local agency or non- agency, or non- agency or non-
nonprofit institutions, coluI iseling centers, and agencies. profit group. profit group, profit groUp

- i and State
I agency.

5: Miscellaneous pamphlets,-Information sheets, and other Distributing group. Local educational Distributing
material could be informally passed out at local level, or agency or group.
collected by students, such as application kr preliminary cdunseling
SAT.; . center.

,, f
Error,: the Chronicle of Higher "Education,- February 3,1975]

" "Is TIM MONEY DOESN'T Co ME- TIMMS, OH BOY,. I'M DEAD"

Following. are excerpts from interviews with students at four -Chicago-area
high schoOls by TheCtironiele's Kiiren./. Winkler.

Betsy-L----'S family,has three children ; one is self-supporting. She thinks
heriathereitrns about $7,000 a year Betsy ranks eighth-In her class. She had
applied' to 'Howard Ijniversity.and Memphis State University.

I want to.get away from Chicago. This neighborhbod, it's laatl; The people I
!lie around, the majority don't care where they're going; they're jtist out, there
'taking what they can. A lot are on welfare. So I'm going to school to get away
front, thin. ..- 0
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There's not much money to offer ine-at home. My mother is sickand my father

iS a car salesman. .1, think VII- get aid. It anyone 'needs it, 4 'need ii.-I think
there'S a-generM-ifeeling in school that -you can-get it, because most of our high
School, they,liavefAtind n1 Hey to go to-school, intt_they've been getting all-types
of aid. ; --tt-t..' \ . (4 , 1 :

1, woretideal-with o loans, because I don't know what's going to -- happen in
the tituve. And when i get out of school and start making Money, I want to

. Ina it inttily-pocket and,:not ,start paying, off bills. if I have to do that, I'd Jost
13 t u y hererand- work -until .get 11;;;.=,,acy, and then I- will .pay.it 'myself.

Mary 11----'s fatheOith overtime. clears about $18.000-a year. She has
one sibling, who.is self-supl nting. She has applied to Northern Illinois Iiiiiier,-
sitr. . \I, was going to go ta-Northern-Illinois: and: my major was going,to be nursing,
bat I received my- state-scholarship application back, and they said I wasn't
eligible for_any ald.1 don't -think its fitir.,Farner IOW years-old, and it he sends
Die to college with his -oun money, %%hat will he have ter his retirement?

Do you have to 'be-really -peor to go to college? Yon work your high-school
years-to get yourself-up. For what.? You're nothing-in the eyes of the aid people.
Alt you have to be-is a minority with a C average-and you'Vl got.it-made. It's
not-in all cases,,It's iu-some, but Iden't _think it's-fair to the people who really,
-work:

X .gfiess my last yesortwould-he either to get a loan, or -just go to a nursing
school. The-cost-for file three years there is about -equal to one year at.a.,-four-
year 'college. 4.

My, parents-Could afford the three-Year school. but they want me to go- to
college. It's important to them. and it's important to me, but wits all these
things just holding me back, I' have no -other Alternative. I have to take it Or
-leave it!-or-work in aflictory the-rest, of my life. I'm backed'into a corner.

joint 1' 's father, whO worked as an electrOplater, is dead,.mtid. his
mother, who was a nursery school teacher, is not currently working. She plans
to attend college-herself next year. Last year, she earned about *7;100. John's
one sisterls.selfepporting. John has applied to Cornell; Harvard, and Strinfard
IhilverSilles.. -,., /

The man from Harvard said if"' do get, accepted, 'I really don't have to worry
too nitwit about financial aid because if they want me to come, they're-not going,
to-let ine he rejected just-because I can't- pay. The colleges are supposed to-be
lookluglor- lack students -who page good grudes,and, good test scores. so-If I
get accepie&that's what they saidthey'll cover all -my expenSes that they
thlok 'I can't Handle. I'm a National Achievement semi- finalist, so -if I do get.
accepted. to Harvard or Cornell. I don't think I have to worry.

nitt, It's a bad 0--> to be going to college. Money is tight everywhere. I'm not
counting on federal aid. Ina if I don't get anything from the-schools, I- guess I
could get a-student loan or a grant from-the governmentthat would be-a last
resort. When my sister-graduated in '7',.! and we tried- to get motley from the
paleral government, they said you don't need it. When I. go, that's one leSs
dependent since my :,inter works, and that trill make us look, like we have,plenty
of money. It's crazy, bat the governmeat tt ill say to us. for two people. $7,S00
is-clinnigh. .

The .state school Is so big, that's why I didn't apply there. I couldn't go to
a shoel ,with 3.1000 students, %%here yen have videotaped classes and all that
type of thing. I don't think I could fit in there. I have to have some personal
contact with teachers. T mean, I7nkcompetitive, but not that much.

Naiiey, $------'s parent,: are divorce& She has two sisters, and her mother
is in school. For 'the past few years they have lived on about $1,000 a year.
Nancy has applied and been accepted-at Parlham College.

The `clued has gnarnnt, ,,,I it can get the money for me because of my fluaneial
need. Their totaLcost is about $5.0,14,1 and I've been given-a financial -aid Packet
of $4,000. Part of it's loan and part of it's-government work-study. I'd just as
soon ot, have the lomeohanging over my head. but I'm-perfectly %%Blum-to have
money given to me and I'm verydetertalned to go to college, and there's just no
Way lily family can give me help, , . i

Shirley,P, 's parents e9rn about '20.000 a-year. They have three children,
one of whom is already in college. Shirley ranks third in her class and bits
applied to Brown. Northwestern, and Yale tiiiyersitles, and- the University of
'Illinois at Champaign-Urbana. ,

2,, 0
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Pm olamting-to go to college and then, tOgraduate school. The'problem-that's
-arisen-is whether I want to go into tif4 much debt /or 'undergraduate work,
knowing that graduate school will coStiRill- More.

-I chose the schools I -did-beeituse there .IS .n chance, they'll supplyape with
financial aid. By going to a school that has large,eudowments and ,a lot of
money behind It, I think it 14 possible to -get a scholarship packetloans and
grants--z/roth it. And I considered' which schools, like Brown, had their own
loan programs.
. The -problem, with-going to a state school is 'that 7 don't qualify for state
itcholarslx1P money been* of my family's Income, and-the school says specifi-
emir that it's very difficult to.get any other kind of aid. I don't apply for federal
aid either; bee use know -I' won!tet It; but I do have the need.

But -if BroWn, -Yale andAirth*estern)can't.come up With the money. then ,-
will go to the- University gf Illinbis, and III just haVe to pay the cost
which is still within -the range my parents- could) pay. But I- would- prefer a
smaller universitY: V_- - , . a

'With every school-yonapply to for financial aid you have to fill out a separate
form. A lot of scheels request that yonAake -Special -tests, which coats Money.
,And Irs)a.conStot.hassle- with your parents, every time you have to come to

. them -. 1-f-; '- #

It limited the nonther of schools I applied to. I looked-at It from a very cold,
as pect. -/ Mike -D-----'s father earned about $15,000 last year, but this-year be had to
stay home with his wife, who hits been 111., so he-cleared only about $12.000.
There are three children in Mike's family; one is self-supporting: Mike has
applied- to the University of Illinois .at Champaign-Urbana and, Chicago Circle,
and t\It\lePaul'UniversitY.

1;11rs applied to the University of Illinois-at Urbana, to get out of -the city,
,,r, ,

but my ma.got sick. Site:haa stroke and- open-heart surgerYt-so my dad. told
me to stay in thee city and help. Then I was going to go to N'orth*estern, bid
it cost'too much. So I'm applying to DePatil and I'll live -.at

in
home.

I didn't apply to the federalgovernent -for help. I don't knOW Why. nitiybe
betx4ie there's so much bassie.1- really don't know about loans. I'll have to see
it I -gest any scholarships first. The problem is that you don't -know if you're
going t getin scholarship or not, and you can't go for a loan until you know.

assembly orker and-Made-$6.500. There are two children.in her /amity and a
Anita' 1 --,'s parents are separated. Last year her mother worked as' an

There's .'o -much insecurity.

grandmother Who liveS Withthem. Anita applied to DePaul Uniserifty and the
University okIllinois at Chicago Circle.

I came from Poland six years ago, so we're not exactly on the ground too
firmly. I triedto find the cheapest school possible, but when I looked through
them. they're no goodI-mean-they just don't-offer what T want, lab technology.

Evenlhough DePaul -is.expenSIve, I still picked it. I'll he cOmmnting, so that
.will helpi, I work now-as a waitress inutile evenings-and I'll,lookrfor part-time
work.

I think they-should lend-me something, hut I haven't applied yet. I'm worried
beemise 1-don't know yet. HI won't-get scholarships, will I be able to get loans
fast enough/or the coming year? _-,

If the money doesn't come-througb, oh bOy. Tin dead. That means _I can't go
to the college that I want. Then T think I,should try Very hard to get a loan,
and go to a junior college for two years, andthen,go to .normal school after-
Wards,. , I .

Mr. O'ITAnA, Thank you very ,inue0fr. Henderson.
,

Yon recommend that the maximum BEOG be placed at $1,600,
than on page 3' that the maximum BEOG should be a figure large
enough to-cover 100 percent of the eligible student's cost of attend-
ance, which yon indicate varie,st from $2,0R to $200. How do you
square Oat with the -recommendation, of a f?.1-.600Irriximurn?

Mr, ITE.xpratsoN. I square it because T believe if we wanted the
mvximma BEOG to,,be $2A00 we would not be taken- seriously. I
think $1,600 is the level at which we can expect the BEOG should-be

4 2-1
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-landed and could be funded, If it were funded at that level,-_a lot-of
students Ivo ild benefit because jt would be large enough: to cover the
full cost of -t ieir attendance. A

M!. O? TAB ..t. What sort' of apprd riatioli would that require ascompared lo current Appropriation le els?
Mr, 111-:xn nsox. By 1080 it would- b $2.8 billion current dollars.
-1111...OILti i. On the comparison you 'made on your 'chart havino- to

(IA ywith auth rization levels, you indludethe way you arrive at the
'totals is by i- eluding in veterans benefits in your estimate of what
'vetorans-eclu tional benefits willheilthe law remains-the same, thatis 'under the A authorizations. Right? \ de..

Mr. HEN ow. Yes, that is correct, brit it is also the figures given
by the Came m Council-.

lft.'0'.A.ka . 'Wha I mean,is you:hav'e-it in. a column underneath
the various roposals did in fact the amounts under that columnhave nothing to do wi I mean- the,amounts in ,that particular line
have nothing to do wit the various proposals?

Mr. REND?. ow. The,, have nothing to do with A.R. 34-71 which
only includes the first s x rows, the- title IV student assistance pro-grams. But believe th t all of these programs for postsecondary
education'-stu ent aid slilmild be looked- at -as a whole, which -is why
Thaw) iticlud &such things as the social security and-veterans,benMts,particularly 1 cause I would- like to -emphasize that -if the cost of
veterans ben' is decreases, those dollars could be retained in post-'
secondary ecl mention assistance, to supplement Other programs, -theBEOG progr in, for example.

Mr. OMAR .. Mr._Hendersen, do you -feerthat this subcommittee, in
its considerat On of legislationIshould authorize programs at the ideallevels, or do ou think we should-try -to.make an assessmenof what
the appropri tions will actually be and. authorize programs at levels
governed-by hose assessibentS of what the 'appropriations -will _give.?Mr. 1-IRsu sox. I was here this- afternoon-and I hOrd.vou.,voice
your contort over not wanting to build up the' hopes of the -students-
of the count 1r-too high and:by placing it at the ideal- level we mightbe inisleadi
it lot more t

-this subeoin
Someone It
purpose of
tosay that 'we will, by 1.0). ),,need $5 billion-dollars for student-assist-
ance-prograing. Appropriations may -not come up to that level, but Ifeel that it IsAle respqnsibility of this subcommittee to state theideatauthOrization

Mr. 0!11.Ana. Then wduld-you think\the subcommittee ad a furtherresponsibility 'to spell out in the legislation what would happen, in
case the appropriations do not reach the authorizatiotelevel?

Mr. HENDERSON'. Yes, sir. That is one of the things I put in. mytestimbny. We tend to go along with this. The local dissemination ofBEOG information would be an easy way of gettink the Word -down
into thel high schools, for exainple, that although the authorization
level is high, it-may not be possible to get appropriations up that high.The -,thing is -that right now, like the article -said, *f the money

g a lot of students into thinking.they are going to get
tan they actually might. Nit `think itis the purpose of
nittee to place, the authorizvtion levels at the ideal level.
s state what the actual heed is, and I think it is the
los subcommittee, for the record andIn actual legislation,
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doesn't come throU, gh, boy, I. am dead. Well, you are just left wonder-
ing, and I think the local dissemination procedures coin articulate l'
that, yes,. maybe the authorization levels ate ideal but here is ;What

-the student can realistically 'expect.
*Mr. D'IlAnA. I think it is awfully hard to predict ill:41.6e way it

operates now, unless we were to change e44e program a whole lot. It
is very lia,rd'ior anyoneto say you know low far off all the,estimates

'Iltri:'e been. .
Mr. Htxnnusox...Yes, sir. 4
Mr. O'HARA'. Thank you very much, Mr. Henderson. And without

objection, the-material appended in your statement will be ptinted'ilt
4

-the recoil. . . +- ,
This concludes our hearing for 'today. We will resuthe 'bearings on

- this particular legislation beginning at 9 :30 tomorrow mornmo t, in -,
.this room.

'flank yon very much. - - . , .

[Whereupon, at 5:25 p.m., the subcominittee.wa is in re_ cess, to recon
-vene-on Thursday, March 13, 1975, at 9:30 a.m.] -- . . .

[The following testimony was-subsequently submitted :]

PEF.PARED STATEMENT OF COALITION OF IiitnATE'thilVEREITT STUDENTS

The Coalition of Private University Students-is-pleased to-submit th4, testi-
mony on MR. 3471. Organized last fall, COPUS represents students from 13
of the nation's oldest and most Welkknown universities.' We have banded
together because we recognize that private institutions` like the ones we attend
are facing great financial hdrdships. More than 25'per cent (Wall-Students in
American higher education attend privately -owned colleges and universities.

OPUS, through its research and-lobbying efforts. is the :single organized voice
for-those students. as well as an ally of-the institutions they attend.

While we applaud many of the ideas proposed by the chairman in Mt 4471,
we believe that in many parts of the bill changes should- be Amade that -would
bring it closer to what we sec as the goals-of the federal program of financial
aid to students :roviding choice and-access to all'Americans for post-Secondary
-education. In that light we are recommending a-number of alterations in the
1411 and have, at the end of- our .testimony, submitted Posslhie language that
might-be used. We shall deal With the_ provision% of the bill in order slid shall
-explain our reasons for-the- changes- we have proposed - in that order.

-Before disenssing details however, we would like' to .make ete'ar our 'basic
polleY. As-mentioned above we feel that every, student- should- have ;the right
of- full access and complete choice in higher education. A noliej that favors
pobliely-run Institutions by piuchig severe limits on the amount of Owls avail-
able to students attending privately-,run schools would mean disaster in b6th
educational and financial terms hi -the long rim. In- educational terms it would
mean that many private institutions -and their special-and distinetiie charac-
teristics, so much a part of the variety of our free society, would be drowned
under the rising costs of instruction. -In financial-terins it would mean that in
the end state governments would be-forced to carry the educational burden for
tar more students. It seems clear to us that the increased- .costs that would
-eventually-result from-a- policy of limiting the amount of grant* to students at
ichee's: with higher costs would be far greater than the increases that would
result from expanding that aid to the needed levels. Besides saving money in
the long run, that increased slid wlait we will-propose would help keep alive
the,private colleges and universities' that have made, and are still making, such-
-a great contribiition to this country.k

. .

'The member schools of COPUS are: Boston,UniTcrsity, Brandeis University. Brown
University, Columbia University, Cornell -University, -- Georgetown University, 'Harvard
!University, Johns Hopkins University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, New
York University, University of Pennsylvania, Princeton University, and Yale University.

'
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY titartt

We agree with the approach developed by the -Con?ortium on Financing.
Higher Ildtication towards the.BEOG.that would-make-that grant a true entitle-
ntent giVing.edticationel to all students bs. helping to pay, for those who needed
it, the requiud assistance for the non-instructional, costs of higher- edueatien.
To properly mit.this prograin-into effeefwe hart recommended language order-
14 the Commissioner to determine at the saute time that. he promulgates the
expected fantily-bontrihntion schedul4, the average national non - instructional.
Since It la, Most nicety that theliroVisiona of .11,1t.-3.171 shall not, take effect
until the 1977 actideinle year, we estimate that the average non- instructional
cost fothat year Will-be $2500, (That assumes-a iihteipercent-annual- inerease
()yeti: the.present ;2100 average). We Would estimate that summer earning con-a
tributiOn 'for that ,year should be $700. Thiewoulti a $1800 ink ximilta
grant, as seen-in-our discussion :of;,the costs of the program we have proposed.
We also recommend a number ok Miner changes concerning* the titnetablutinder
which the Cominissioner'aticheditles nitilgated; these are snaitilyto.nialte
afire that if tit o erriddeq, for a second tithe-there wiik.be Knit:

nue to havetheni completed.
We-also recommend a lumber-Of changes tharwe think will improve student

Participation in the-BEOG pXograpi. fitchiding n egniremenr-that the Cm-nulls-
stoner 'shall. send- the-necessary number Of -applications to all- secondarY-sebools.
for distribution -and. that 'he .and-the--scliools, Shall lathe* the program.-W
further recommend that that the Cinfintissiinter shall provide for ctis'es
which the parents .Of-Stiidents applying for akflose their jobs in the -year the
application is Medi` While We do not like. iwn matter -of legislative praCtice, t6
aeesuch :language airparagraph -(b)4. we reeognize that,auch language nay be
iticessirfo4nsiire that the lull .appropriatinn is made. However We vvOuld
recommeada ,full entitlement by raisinfi the amount in' d(b)4A to at least
$2 billion. , ,

TO quret,r,ilkNym, oittosmerrr GRANT

Like tye Consortium we would-base; for the same reasons detailed' in -their
report, t payinent of the SEOG _on he total-tuition and fee charge. However
we would make the-initial -self- help,- contribution greater, while at the Annie
time extending the Ihniti of the -Si 0G to twh-thirds of whatever was needed
to provide ,the,ittident with the pin*. to attend whatever' school lie or she
wanted -toIpi,to.-Ottinllecation formula wmild-therefore work in- thiatnainter :
The SEOG, 'award would equal, tWo-thirdi of the amount remaining after
-detfuetip from instructional eosts--any ,Parental contribution available beyond
that applied owards the lion7instructional costs in the BEOG and $1500,
Assuming an increase in tuition of about nine -per cent a year also, this would
-mean that at. the jevel of abcint $4500' we would expect for. our member schools
and tuanrothert at.that time a student lit the.1077 academic-year whose family
was able to make it ;parental' cfattribution of,$1800 or less Wmild-be eligible for
a SEOG'-of.$2000, ($4560 tuition - and fees minus $1500 self-help equals ,$3000.
ANVard of-.two- thirds Of-that ainount,meaus SEOG of $2000).

'We recommend this formula beause it i9 clear that as tuition costs continue
to sky,rocket at major ptivate-institittions.placleg a doll:itlimit on the maxi-
Muni SEOG inereasingly difficult for- the most needy students to
-attend those institutions. By reinovingsa limit in terms of dollars from the
SEOG We give all students, .even the poorest, the opportunity -to attend any
college or university .they-qualify for. With inflation. a continued federal loan
program DIUI expansions in the work-study amt state inventive programs, we feel
that a WM self-help-contribution (also to be adjusted annutillyi weeld he
fair. Finally we feel" that the two-thirds ratio is far more equitable. while Mill
allowing for-the help provided by non-ftaleral scholarships and grants. To get
full participation in this - program, we would also reeommond-that the =dice-
Hot,. for the SEOG be eomlaled with that of tbe BEOG and, haw pronosed
language simiiar to that recommended for the BEOG section concerning the
distribution. and publicity of Such applications,

,

s'r.+,:re given:yrs 7:get:snit: ORANTS

Would.recommend that suet' grants be given'to states on a matching basis
for use in grants towards the instructional costs of edneatlen nub, We brave
made recotamendations beloW to expand the effect of the work-study program
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and we do-not believe that an:inorgase in-workstudy should be accomplished by
diverting funds in section_ot the legislation. in addition, we-see-no reaso
-tor using SSIG finals for capitat grants to expand no-cost colleges at a -time
-when all projections show that undergraduate enrollments will -soon-tie leveling
off and the BEOG/SEOG program would: be available to give full -access to
,higher education for all students from all income levels. We would therefore
recominendanly.a.gradual growth in theSSIO program. We :would also- recOm-
mend- a phased -in schedule o`portability of SSIG grants,

We And the allotment formula in 415b. to be excessively complicated. We
would' simply recommend that it be based on the number of students from each
State and that it Some states do not match the funds available to them then
the funds should be made available -for distribution _inthe next year's alloca-

ot total SSIG funds. If some version of the current ellotinent formula its
used, we believe it is necessary to -use the average state effort index in the
formula rather-than the highest. Under our analysis, Use of 'the-highest-state

effort index would mean- that only the' state with that effort index would get
its full allocation. With the use of the average effort index in the fOrniula
'those states doing- better-than-the norm would get more and those doing. irorse
-would get less.

TRI0 PROGRAMS

We commend the. chairman foris continued support of the TRIO programs
an(I,-the.additiOnal veterans services he Cies -proposed and we fully support
Ideas in this section.

Sadly, we mast agree with the -clu -that, the _question of- institutional
aid (formerly section 419) is a matter that at this, time should he put aside
'for further debate. Perhaps the state incentive .granta might :eventually serve
as a basis for an:institutional aid program, with federal monles.inakhing state
funds in grants to-institutions Made on a set' amount per degree candidate, as is
done in the.ew York Stittellundy plan. Weis, we are sure, a-topic the cora-
mittee' will deal with in the nearluture.

FEDERAL LOAN PROGRAMS

We would-recommend retention of the current Nnsr.. GSLP, -and-FISL pro-
vlshinms We believe that once the new BEOG and SEOG.programs are adopted

. the need for such loans will sharply drop. At that time we would recommend
a comprehenalie- review and overhaul of lite federal- loan programs. In the
ineatitime.c.however, we would recomMend, that the limit on FISL 'be set at
'81590 for each .year, that the-total available for undergraduate study be set at
$G000 (four seams of the maximum $1500) and that t4e amount for graduate
study be raised to $6000,_ thus providing for a $12000 -grand, total.

wottx-srunr

We commend- the chairman on-his continued support of the work-study-pro-
gram and hia- efforts to,strengtlien it. In light-of the provision requiring the
pnytilent of not less than the- applicable minimum wilge rate, we-would record-
mendlhat hi light of inflation the annual Increase in work-study funds be. set
at-NO million. flowerer to further multiply the effect of 'work-study funds we

recommend that the share borne by -the participating- institutions be'
increased. Here we Would recommend that the:retro share be set at 75-25 for
the 1977 academic year. 70-30 for the 1978 academic year, 66-35 for the 1979
academie year and 00-10for the 1980 academic year.

COSTS OF PROPOSED, PROGRAM

While lemay seem that our cost,estlmnates are high, -we believe it-is necessary
- that the true-costsof the-Program we propose be 'spelled out. To place limits

without -regard to inflation will -only -mean- increased financial problems for
many already troubled institutions. A honest appraisal of -the costs of our
proposed= programs therefore is as folloWs:f

MOO': We feel that with the provisions we have recommended we-will -have
a participation of 80 percent. With that rate of Participation. -an $1800 maxi-

., mum Wilt and the inclusion of part-time students, we- would estimate. Wed-
on- the Consortium study on pages, 78 and 79 of their- April report, -a tidal
BEOG cost for the 1977 fiscal year of !,t2.3 billion.
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SEOG: Becausewe propose a liigher BEOG and a greater gap before-starting
SEM- awards, we would estimate that even though we would remove the $1500
limit on the SEOG awards the program we have proposed would runt $300
million -

TRIG: The $125 recommentleby the chairman.,
SSIG: We would recommend no more than $60 million for the 1977 fiscal year.
Federal loans: We would estimate that with the increased BEOG and SEOG

programs wethave recommended that loan costs would be no more than $200.
Wdrk-study : We would recommend the $480 million proposed- by the chair -

Man-for the 1977 fiscal year.
Thus a straightforward total for the program we recommend would be $3.465

billion for the 1977 fiscal year. It may be higher-than programs proposed by
others, bid we believe It -represents the amount of money needed to properly
doqiie job.

We recognize that the program costs we have proposed are high, but consider-
ing the drop in veterans benefits that will occur in the 1977 fiscal year and
beyond such an increase seems fully justifiable and should not increase total
federal spending, on education. The program. we have proposed takes into
secouat the rising costs of education that will surely occur in the next few

, years and-tries to honestly meet them. We-feel that the changes we have recom-
mend in H.R. 3471 would, if adopted, make a major step towards providing full
educational access and complete-educational choice -for every - American.

The Coalition. of Private Vniversity Students

RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN LANGUAGE or H.R. 3471 -
'A

Page ,2 'Line: 13: Delete: and- academic promise.
Page 3: Line 16-22: -Replace with the following: be the amount remaining

after Subtracting from the average non-instructional cost determined under-para-
graph (3), the expected student summer earning contribution as determined
under paragraph (3) and the expected family contribution with: respect to that
student for that year-as determined .under paragraph (3).

Page 4: Line 20: Insert -the following after: "calendar year.: The Commis-
sioner shall also determine and publish In the Federal Register Ale average
national non - instructional cost of post-seconds. ty eth&va(iwt and the expected
student summei earning contribution at that the same that the schedule of
expected family contributions is published in the Federal Register.

Page 5: Line 1: Insert after: "Shall subMit: no later than September 1
Page 5: Line 4: Replace the word "ninety" with the word "forty-five"
Page 6:,Line 25: Add the following new section after the end of line 25:
(iv) The Commissioner shall prescribe regulations that will take into account

in thodeterminatIon of the expected family contribution a major drop in the
effective family income or the effective student income in the year 'of the tiling
orthe aPplication.'t

Page-8: Zinc 9: 'Replace the words "from time to-time set" with : publish in
the Federal Register at the same time as he publishes in the Federal Register.
the costs and contribution schedulea_in-sparagraph (3) (A) (I) the .

Page 8: Line 16: Add after the end off, line 16-.as follows: The Cdmniissioner
shall provide or cause to-be provided_for distribution to- all-secondary schools
sufficient- applications for all graduating students. The Commissioner shall take
care Mind make full effort to publicize the program described in in Subpart 1.

Page 9: Line 13: Replace $200.000.000 with $2,000.000,000.
Page 9: Line 24-25: Delete-everything after "dents.
Page 10: Line 1-13: Delete all of lines 1-13.
Page 10 :.Line 16: Replace "$200,000,000" with "$400,000.000".
Page 11: Line 1: Addithe following after the word "to": two-thirds of the

folloWing:
Page 11: Line 3-0: Replace with the following language: institution which

that students attends, le's a self-help contribution of at least $1500 (determined
under section -411(a) (3)(B)), less.any expected family contribution for such
student (determined under section 411(a) (3) (B)).

Page 12: Line 18: Add: (c) Application for such grant shall be part of the
application set forth-in.411 (b)

Page 13 : Lines 1-8: Delete Lines 1-8.
Page-13 :-Line.10.:,Replace "$200,000000" with $100,000,000".

2x)
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Page 14: Line 1: Replace the Word "highest" with the word "average".
Page 28: Lines 3-24 : Delete ;141114:3=g4

'Page 29: Lines 1-0: Delefe-LiteK1-,6
Page 29 : Line 16: Add after q9754' $2,200,000,000 for :the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1976, $2,400,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September p 1977,,
12,600,000,000for the fiScal year ending September 30, 1978, $2,800,000,000 for
the fiscal year ending. 'September 30, 1979, $3,000,000;000 for the fii.,cati year
ending September 30, 1980." and delete the rest of litie 16

Page 29 :,Line 17; Delete "ending prior to Octoberl, 1980."
Page 30 :.Line 12 ;Replace "$1000" with-"$1500 ".
Page 30 :.Line 21: Replace "$5000" withl "$6000".

-Ar------0/Page 30; Line 23: Replace "$10000". wits "$12000".'
Page 43: Line 7:-Replace "UMW' .With, '46000".
Page 43: Line 9 :Replace "$10000" wit10412000".
Page 79: Line 8: Replace "$510,000,000"twith "$520,000,000".
Page ..'79 :.-Line:9 :Replace "$540,000,000"; with "$560,000,000 ".
Page 76: Line 10: Replace "$570,000,0007 with. "$600,000,000".

Page 83 : Line 7: ReplaCe With the following-language : 75 per-centum, of such-
coMPensation for the fiscal-.year ending' September, 30, 1977, 70 per centum for
the fieCal year ending- September 30, 1978, 65 per centum for the fiscal jear

. ending, September 30, 1979 and 60 per centum for the fiscal year ,endipg Septena
bar 30, 1980 ; except that the

Page 83: Line 8: Replace "80" with the words "the prescribed"-,
Page 83: Line 12 : Replace "80" with the words "the prescrilieg. trri l `'

a
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\ .

* ITOVSE OF REpREStNATIVES,
SuricomkorrEE ON' POS'iSECONIGSRY EptC#ION %

0? TUE, COMMITTEE ON-EDDCATION AND LABOR, -

. 1Vaahingtort,D.C.
'de snbeomniittee inet, at 9:30 a'.in., nurstiant 'to notice, in room

225, Bayburniflouse Office Building, -Hon. oiaings G. 'O'Hara (chair-
man of the subcommittee.) 'presiding. o .

,

, Afehiberi -' resent: Representatives O'Hara, Bradtmas, Biaggi,.
Mott], Quie, Fishleman, and Smith., , . \ ,

. Mr. onv . The.Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edueation Wilt
, come to order, May the subcommittee will-be contiiming- the-taking.

- of-testimony Q-141 IJAZ. 341 and oiDer bills dealing With the provisions
of the Federal law: .

Our 'first witness -today is the executive director of the National'
Association, of' State, Ilniversitiesand Land Grant Colleges, Who alsa
happens toobe:an old friend. Air. ROA Huift.

Air. Huitt-,,if you would please take your Pacaat.the witness table-.
4 ,

e

.STATEME.NitOP RALPH K.. HITITT,. EXPXUTIVE DIRECTOR. , NA-
TIONAL SSOCIATION OP STATE UNIVERSITIES: AND LAND;

GRANT CODLEoES .

A.%

. .
. . Afr..Hurrr. :Marl you. sir. Arr. Cbaiiman, with ypiir permission, I

have asked-iny:colleague, Air. .TeroldRoschwalb, to conic and sit with
Rie today. He is the director,of Federal relations for our association
and knows ft goolileal about the business atliand. .

would like, if I-- have thcachairman's perinission,' to submit my
rmaWestimony for the record and fo make some comments here.
Arr. O'HAnA. That would be a good procedure, Without objeetion,

t a text,of your complete statement will be entered into the record
And von may proceed in ,whatever limner yon wish.

['the statement referred to,foliows:3
. ,

. .
PaEimaelo STATF.MENT OF RALPH Ti. MITT, EXECETIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL

,., ASBOCiATION OF STATE 'UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT COLLEGES

Mr. Chairman and,Me bers ot, the Subcommittee: As always, I welcome the-*

';
O

opportunity to.expreSs tb views of theNatidual Association of State Universi-
ties and Land-Grant C !cps and my o.wn'yiews4before this Suleommittee.
Yu one form oranother, over many years, ChhirinawOlIara. Quie and Ave
hate been- engaged; mostly on the same side; in numerous Major legislative
battles and we look foiward to a continued productive relationship. 16
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th noting that althongli te Chairman h Oasnly heen inhis presenh position
4fOr tivo years he has already distinguished blinself_ for the supportive role.

he-has playedin many issues affecting the welfare of student.; in postsebondary
edtication in thesUnited-States,and the institutions which exist to-serve them
and the counnunities from-which.they,eotne- .

We' are pleased to have the opportunity of once again, commending the
Chairman and hiS `Subcommitte4 for the extraordinary open way in which
hearings-have been Conducted during the past two years, with a host of wit-
nesses given the opportunity of,preeenthig the entire range of7ideas.regautIng
student aid and the role the Vederal -Government. should play in that, tfrea
Likewise, we -are gratified by -,the openness expressed by the Chairman. wh n
heo introduced II:R.*3-171, under eurrent%consideration, indicating that
although' he felt stronglYabout each of the provisions is the bill none was
set ifl concrete and each was subject to discussion, analysis and, as necessary,
Modification.

the'outset I think it important to state that when the Chairman intro-
duced his bill on February 20th I was meeting with a _group of _Presidents
and other institutional representatives at the Oklahoma State 'University. On
February 27, when the invitation arrived offering us the opportunitY of teeti-
lying before sour Subcommittee, I was itt the University of iVisConsin on a .

'"Similar trip. Also, as-you -know, currently, each day presents us with ,about
doken subcommittee hearings do the Congress Involving -concerns relating to
funding of the National Science Foundation, issues before the Budget Cern-
mittee problenni in the area of energy research and develoPitent, crises in

agricultuial iiroductionand soon. All of these have consumed touch, of
Our attention. I do not relate this as an excuse, but-rather.as air eitidanation-of

, why- we have not been able to give your bill all of the attention It surely
deserves even in the brief time We have had since its introduction. Farther,
as you knoW, initially, copies of the bill were attillable (tidy in limited-numbers.
Therefore, We have not had the necessary uppOrtunity to consult wit'H our
Members and to receive their reactions beyond several initial responses. Clearly,.
we are dependent upon.onr Membership for anything wes;tn assert as-a position
of file Agaiation, and vre, hope that before very 'long, perhaps two
nontlis, we will be able to present- to you more complete comments,bicluding

_
documentation. We Ainderitand that you are proceeding under a_tight schedule,
but we hope that- these tinal cenuuents. Will arrive in ample time for yott to
review them and for-them to be- of assistance- to :you.

As'I read the bill, and particularly the statement you made-upon introducing
I find that the objectives are highly laudable. Our Association, as yen .

know, Mr. Chairman, was represented by several witnesses at the varions
hearings yen held last year. Their comments covered most facets of Student
aid legislation. We also were represented during your innovative seminars, I am
certain, too, that the ,buShele, of correspondence you if aye referred to Were

p contributed to in no small way by our own members. You understand, therefore,
why we applaud any. effort made-to keep tuition friim rising ifp all institutions,
With special enWhasis, of course, froin our advocacy' position, in the public
institutions of the United States. Similarly, we have been concerned for at

'least five years with the tendency of the National Government and some
states' governments newel!, to 'turn to loans as a means of having studenti,
even at the lower levels of 'the middle class, finance their postSecoridary

'education
Our reason for being,. dating to the 1802;law that established our land-grant

institutions, is based.:on the desire to give genuine opportunity 'to every .citizen
in the United' States. tb obtain 'educatiOn in- Which -he is interested and which
be is capable pt absorbing. Keeping costs down-is a key to Attaining this goal.
We also -highly, valne, merit and support of the most capable academically.
"Thus, as,broad--goals and,oblectives. littlo-of what you propose jn the leglida-
Hon comes its -a great-stitinise-to ns and little is there that we'have not.our-
,ieIvesqully supported. or

This really leaves then, one question. Would the particular recommendation
'for amending-student assistance- program authorizations proposed in your bill
lead.to.theroals you identify?

Student aid has become the essence of Federal )Inancial support in higher
'education. We regret the increasing loss of Federal program support, which
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seems-to be-based en the-roletakenaption, that-quality education can lie offered
Without_ substantial say, ,ct fur the basic maintenance of the institutions
offertlig_educatletl.litistudeat aid Is parforthing vital role today which We
highly value. It may be proper to note- that -despite the role that :It has
attained, student. and really only lei a ten yeef as far as Fed
programs aprograms are concerned: Really leas far Many .pregrains. For example, 'the

expfrienee is only two- years old, and, a verfunclear two year at:that
Nevertheless, despite. inevitable problems the record' of Federal student aid'
programs IS, e. ',owl one. This -good kecord -makeS -us -relliettant to change 'pro-
grams which have -been established and, are working -on the possibility-that
a new program will work better undasucceM in ohtairilluglaigher'-objectivei.
At the same time we favor iraPrevements which would fuitber_ enhande, the
existing soundness -of programa:In reviewing g.n. 347,1 We-find several;points

- which iniply -faults in programs. -We Jione to, address-lhok preblenti, In this
testimony and. in future documents, offering alternative ,recommeinliiii* for
their resolution in those instances where we do not concur With your aWrt
proposala. .

-that we recognize in H.B. 3471- the Litt Dint to deal with student aid as a
islinportaut for us to note-before dring with specifics of any program,

1 Li

rationalized-whole, respite the -feet that the -Varied§ elemefits of 'student aid
_ came intobeing at different, peinti of-tfwe aud'in different pieces of kislations

Xti the '72 Amentlnients attempts were Made to cOnsider the relatiOnshiPS
between programs. However, we read- in your proposale a oge complete

.attempt to establish a rational structure involving grants, wo and loans
which- -to use -the'current.Phrasewould "Interface" w one .an her. Thus,
any adjustments of' one element must affect and be aff 1-by the half doiefi
or so other elements. Becapse it is iniPossible to deall-with the whole all at
once, In our- eonimootp, we, mast identify them separately. But we hope that
by references across program structure our views of the interrelationships
among - programs will appear clear.

11 we had appeared before this Subcpmmittee even as-recently as _last week
we-might ha.e -felt compelled to deal only with broad general principles
addressed. by II.P.. 3471 and then present the-questions we had on the impli-
ilitions effects of -the' indltiduol proposals:Admittedly, we are still today
partially hi an impressionistic stage end we still have many questions. However,
in retentailays we have begun receiving comments from our institutions-which
::vu tempered our neclerstanding of thehill.liony real questions -- without any

sense of the answersnave become obserVatiens based on -what we knOW or
believe. We are a_little more sure of the many proposals in H.R. 3471 which
our members will_ *tint to support and which ideas they will question.
should stress, hoWever, that eVeti the analyses we are receiving from our
institutions are preliminary views. coming from officials who have -had only

fevi days at most to review the rather substantial 114 -page document which
.eomprises the bill.

With that ::s background, I will turn to commenting specifically on the
particular recommendations-contained In H.B. 3471 after a word on a program
not proposed. in the bill. We must emphasize Is strongly as we can our con-

. cern overthe-fact that the Chairman has chosen' to remove section 419 dealing
-.With the cent of edmation proarani from his bill. We have studied tiI Chair-

Man's comments-upon-Introducing tile bill and dre aware that the omission is
not based on an antagonism to the concept as such,,and that it will be given
a hearing wben the other elements of the Higher Educatioh Act are before
the-Subcommittee. However, Wethinl-we-would.be remiss If we did not stress
that the cost of education provision-in Section 419 of the Higher Education Act

Jr not-an inatituttonat did-prov ision. We along-with our °tiler colleagues in the
higher education community, representing virtually everyone of -our member
instattextions. attemptedf to convince- the Congreski in 1972 that a simple, end-
direct institutional aid measure should Le enacted, one which recognized the
MOO, education Institutions of the country as national resources which by
some simple formula had to he supported in order -6 survive Increasingly
ditilcatt fiscal pressures. The-Congress rejected -that idea but substituted, Sec-
tion '419 , Which we believe is fundamental to the relationship between the
-Federal Government and our institutions and, in reality, is no-More than an
exteneiork of haste contract law. In litief, when the Federal - Government seeks

t

0
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to have certain tasks accomplfidied and wished to ithe some segment of the
Anierican economy or other Sect 6r, of society to accomplish this end, the
Federal Govern Meat andertakes to provide -the fhiancialmeans necessary for
the-other Partner in .the contract to carts out it task. This Is true when we
wish:planes to be built for our, military' forces or when we Wish roads AO be
built-for inir.eivihun transportation. It should be equally true when we decide
that the national welfare calls upon- us -to, provide ,gennine.at.cess _to Postsecon-
dary education to a large number of ,oar citizens-, particularly those at the
-lower eimiornic strata. The institutions are fulfilling- their half of the bargain;
the Federal Government, today may be said to be in breach of contract.

If the cost of eauctition allowance provision were funded reasonably, the
Federal Govermuent would be acting upon what -it has admitted to, i.e.. it costs
Institutions money to absorb Additional numbers -Of stadents whether they be
economically disadvantaged or otherwise,5 bat particularly when they collie
from educationally 'disashantaged- backgrounds requiring additional service
such as counselling-and guidance, inclading counselling on staident aid. Funding
the Cost of education i deserved.11. this vannot;be dune, at the very 4itinunin.u,

.

we-belteve that iriaritending-thed/Igher Educhtlen Act this year, the Congress
should Provide an automatic administrative allowance of no less than .5t/o
for-cfcry Federally 'sponsored Student, aid ,program conducted at-an institution

' of _postsesondary education. We commend the Chalrinan for proposing a 31/4
adminia.rative allowance in the I3E0C1 program. This shows a clear under-
standing that altliough-th-theor the 'BEOC1 program was to Involve a- relation-
idiiP only between the Federal Government and 'students, in practice, it has
turned out to be extreme/3' cOstly- to. administer. Students will always have
to turn to their own institution's-staff-for .assistance whether it be in determ-
ining what forms they should fill out or f6r haying the dollars *channeled
through instituttois or fur some other purposes. It should be obligatory on the
Part of thelfederal Governinent to reimburse institutions for these additional
costs. particularly in these times when dollars are-so difficult to-conic by for
!daft education ticstitutionS.

We would recommend, too, as a derivative of the above idea the Congress
establish a program in which the Federal Government undertilbes to partially

st-s- sponsor programs of training for stunt financial assistance officers. At too
many institutions. primarily because of the lack of- available dollars, dedicated
and Willing people staff the student aid offices. Too often they are untrained.
DeSiiite their hest efforts they provide Inaderinate services to the students at
their institutions. Institutions benefit from more competent staff and should .
be required to contribute to the training-programs with their own funds taken
from a more reasonable administrative allowance. Thee training programs
could he handled by contract between the-Oillee of Education and assocautions
of student aid 'officers 01 the more sophisticated institutions. Their experi-
eneed staffs are able to operate training-programs for the benefit of their Jess
sophisticated Sister institutions.

May I note that with regard to comments on the specific nrogzam recom-
mendations in UR. 3471, we are in general agreement with the comments
offered by Mr. rharles Saunders of the American Council on Education before
this Subcommittee yesterday. Our own comments are presented to "ieenforce
its general views and to emphasize sperial eimeerns of our own membership,

THE BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT moult

We support the'recommendatIon that the college-based programs he fully
funded before fonds may flOVir to BEOGS. This will assure-that the ,Pret:ise and
repeated will of tbe-Congreks Is 'implemented. Further, as noted earlier, the

-Irterdeheridencies among the .pregrams requires other funding sources con-
current-with-the BEOGs<Prog,ram, , ,

(ill If the-Progrriin Is lerwOrk. moreeertainty Is necessary. atutlf he -pro-
gram Is to attract aft of the students the'eariarcss -intended to participate in
tim-prograin it'will require Additional funds. This mcans-that'a 'higher maw°.
priation level Is *veiled and 'stigkeats that' lowering the minimum award to
1101I'As the bill propores wriiihrtend tO (Minute students from partleinatisnr.

(3) We concur in the hill's. recommendation to chance. publiention Ore§
but smirgeitt that the lesi; extended period discussed by Mr. Saunders mightbe more practleal.

:
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(4) Also, haviag carrYOrer funds usefor n'oy beyond_ the othkwiso

fully authorized level Or W.orkstutly seonis more_Straductive than. either

a. 'having the excess funds redistribn,ted, Its the law now requires or as the
Congress has been permitting,:having:the funds carried over to the next.Year.

(5) With regard to the recommendation -to- delete the consideration of family.

lissets we concur with the Oltairman'S-statement that it-isdietter to have some
undeserving strident slip through the net than.haiing genuinely needy students

deprived of participation, of programs became of the unusnal,eireitmatimoeS of

relatively large assets In. An otherivise nidigeft family, however, our institu-

tions wonder if a. total disregard of assets might -not work other inequities.

Perhaps the institution, elope to that ktudeat and his family situation, might
be authorized to -veto" a grant in part bemuse of a Special assets situation.

(We continue to trust the judgment at:the loCal scene more than the judgment

of computers which is inflexible.) .
(ti) With regard to the deletion of the half cost limitation, w6 believe:that
wanld simplify the prograth and generally be a more reasonable approach

to the entitlement concept the program implies. We are concerned about the
:allegation that this amendment would lead to a major departure of students

front small .private institutions. What we know of students' behavior does

not suggest this would occur. Also. if student aid PrOgrams are made over into

II rational package, proposed changes in SSIG might.take.up the slack for the
...smaller private institution and even put them in a better fiscal position.

(71. We are uncertain about the level of individual grants. Instead of
aiming nt the current level. or a percentage of the,curr(int level, the amend-
ments were to indicate what financial cost goal this prograM is intended to
meet. For example. :10% of the average non-instructional costs at institutions
of poStsehondark-edlication has 11 clear and logical basis. In fact, 100% of. those

costs is a tbasonable path to follow singe it treats the problem of providing

at least minimum access to postsecondary education. We believe that only
by making the program a genuine entitlement, despite the problems of bud-

getary uncontrollables. we achieve the programs' goals and remove the ration-
ing devices Wont operating. (We note that under H.R. 3471 not only could we be

rationing the BEOG program. but since participation in SEOG depends on

eligibility in BEOG. cutting down the number of BEOGs participants at the
same time cut the number of students eligible r6i. sEoos.)

the Subcommittee determines the final operational structure of the IlEOG

program it may wish to reconsider some of the current problems Which, our

associational advisory committee on student aid has.pointed.ont to us:
el I The program's timing does not coincide with other current student

finanefol aid atentlars. a -

(2)_ It requires separate Application forms different from any other that the
student or the student's parfaits coMplete. Recipients of BEOGs tend to come
from backgrounds where filling out complex forms creates additional burdens.

13i Tbe routing for awarding grams-differs from other programs. involving

back and forth communication among contractors, students, institutions and
extending the time from application to award.

WI Because of some of the above problems it has been necessary for aid
.othcers to recalculate the student's original award in order to tie into other -

award nrograms.
(51 Finally. and this is being dealt with by this Subcommittee in another

setting, tile needs analysis system nrinst ,be revised- so 'that it is first under-
stood and second reasonable with regard in what students can be expected to

receive from their families and what they max' receive from the Federal
Government to enable them fo attend postsecondary education institutions.

COLLEGE. RASSO PROGRAM'S

(1) We recommend consideration Of an idea set forth recently by Mr. Wei)
which would award ?nods for collego4msed prmtrams to instantiolts in one

----- !mop sum and permit- them to determine allocation among grants. workstudy
and 1-nns. Once an efficient formula were devised for equitably distributing
fund,: among institntions much time and paper work- would be saved by relying
pp the bidgmeut of the professionals on the eampok crone to determine how
-the money eould best be used. We believe that institutions wonld not use
reasonable amounts for Ma,- or for the other two purposes. Congress could

0
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Set a maximum percentage of the -total sum allowed for any category to
guarantee that this problem never arises.

(2) We agree that the formulas that have been used fur deterli "-- g alloca-
tions in the College-based programs require major overhaul. A single loritiiiia
for all three programs seems appropriate. If an equitable distribution is
achieved, then the 10% discretionary funds held back for the rt_umoosbwiler
to correct allocations would he unnecessary.

SUPPLEUE:iTAL EDITC.ATIONAL OPPORTWSITY GRAMS

Of all the major .proposals in H.R. 3471 those concerning SEOGs have re-
sulted in the largest number and must anxiety- filled cumin:ohs, from our niemher
institutions. The following observations and questions have been presented to us

(1) Of the current 330,000 participants in the program, a very large per-
centage are not eligible for BEOGs. This is nut because they are not needy,
but because under the current funding levels family incuthes eveen in the
range of $10,000 or $12,000 are sufficiently high to create ineligibility. Office of
Education statistics show that SEOG has .been used consisteittly to help stu-
dents with great need most of whom, under the bill's provisions, would be
deprived of all Federal grant aid. It may' be that an increase in SSItis could
be used to offset some of the hiss of SEOCs. Ilowever, in sfates-where the ma3or
amount of-the funds would flow to student., iri.prit-ate-itistitutions, if this were
in keeping with the law, many,students at public institutions might be harmed.

(2) The bill makes SEOGs open ended. allowing for a full cost of atten-
-dance grant. TWA would reduce the number of awards to perhaps 40,000. Iron-
Jenny, might this serve in a small way as an inducement for raising tution
at those institutions which could expect a laige influx of merit scholars bear,
ing SEOGgi

(3) The question of merit is especially important. We_folly endorse the
notion of the Federal Government assisting statlents who ,are clearly the -aca-
demically superior percentage-of their generation. Their attaining professional
goals as a result of education and training will accrue to the welfare of the- .

:soeiety at large and ultimately pay back our investment rur that reason we
have strongly, endorsed Continuation of gratitude fellowships and traiiieeships
at- the sevelyil federal agencies which have operated smai programs. 'Those are
tlearlY merit hased:. Welliso would favor a ,Federal -merit scholarship ptograin
tit the ,undergradiutte level 4 It did not confuse a program *Ida has as Its
fundnmenitil purptise aiding studenta in fluancial need. At the graduate level
ineilt Is more easily deterMined by undergraduate academic records and other
measurable, accomplishments. Ilow would merit be evaluated and alto would
decide it before a student entered college? Until the Nahanni Institute of
EdiiCatien can-produce insights into non-biased examinations Out. bill
likendse calls for and which we fully endorse) standard testing,cannot be
profltably used. How would students in academic oriented high school programs
compete against those In vocational programs?

(4) The authorization of $200 million ,for the progiam is less than the pro-,
gram contains now. We doubt that level would-be sufficient for the restrieted
purposes of the preposed hill. It-certainly would nut be enough forliat program
as we believe it-should continue to Operate.

(5) We believe in the value of discretion zit the local level. Soine.important
,facts and the interpretation of those facts cannot be fed into or brought alit
di national computerized systems. The record of awards in this decade-old
program indicates the vast majority of funds going to students-from the lowest
income levels Exceptfor the problems with the formula for distributing funds,
there have been few allegations of abuse.

Mr. Chairman, we are seriously distraught at the possibility of the current
program being terminated by the Congress. In sum, until' the BEOG program
can be funded in a way to deal with need in a realistic manner, nn,SEOG pro-gram based on geed is imperative. In addition, even with most extensive BEOG
program we believe- that some flexibility for determinations at the local level,
taking into account such matters as differences in regional cost of living, will
always be necessary to some degree. We-believe the pluralism reflected by our
different types of institutions Of postsecondary education needs the holstering
of an,SEOG-program so that lower income students in higher cost institutions
will not have to leave those institiitions solely to the -very poor and the very.
affluent.
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.Consideratives _we recommend: to this Subcommittee Lt the amendment to
the....eur.T.,nt Program- include :

(1) The -number or half-time students attending .postsecondary institutions
'be ineluded.iti any future-elivimeat formulas iv more uct..urately reflect existing
situatiOmotinsiltution,4cifrollments.

'2) The matehing. Provisions might be removed since restricting the grant
to- it maximum oi.-,half of the students -financial needs insures that the funds

-Are nut nsed°to Overftind the student.
t3) ;Milo eve express -doubts in -an, oPeli-ended -grant given the inevit..bly

llmitetlawount of &tellable funds we agree that the maximum amount should
be increased,hy SO% -to reflect- the actual costs-circumstances in institutions of
postsecoialaryteducattqn.

t4) The current distinction between, initial and renewal grants creates
administraLlie-confusion without maxiniihing the use- of the funds. Requiring
is nu. reaLietiniremeot for this-democracy to sive students it "free ride'" at far
students-pretionsly receiving SLOG awards Would-accouiplish the same purpOSe.

cor.r.roz-wonic-ertinx.

From perhaps its earliest days. this Association has maintained that thew
is ma .real requirement for -this demberaey- to give students a "free ride" as fra
as iligner,cdneation.ls,conceraed. There is -much to be old for having students
Win's. their-way throw college. It has-been the informal but deeply felt belief
of our membership that any 4tudeni should be required--to pay for his college
education, the amount to be-determined very simply by the sum he could be
expected to earn and save dialing, summer vacations, -plus the sum he could be
expected to earn and. save from a reasonable amount oUpart-time ivork during
the aeadeuile pair. Raving performed that work and contributed the savings
accrued to the cost of-Lis education,,the student should:be reqiiiied to do little
more. Not godeeply into debt and, not work unreasonable Eours. We find the
niutitation of .the amendments 14Used in am 3471 entirely in keeping with
this tested princip,IJ. ' -..)

There is minii to say in favor °film experience-of the Work-Study Program.
Students have-had .work- experience olperwise posSibly denied theca by the
absence of Abs in the ctaiimunity. It has enabled students and faculty and staff
to work alOng side one another sal institutions' operational problems. It has
brought faculty, and staff closer to students, enhancing the sense of academic
,community. ;has aided institutions In having necessary work performed by
competent employees. It'd flexibility has permitted- students to work in those

.parts of the year 'best suited to their. academic programs. It has helped stu-
dents at all-institutions particularly at the more expensive ones, from taking
on untexicibly large indebtedness. Having operated on a forward-funded basis,
it has enabled institutions and:student to plan for approaching academic years.
And it has contained an administrative reimbursement wliith bus kept the
program from becoming an idditional burden on the institutions, -since this is

program which involves the most administrative_time for payrolls, time
'records; and other accounting reqUirements.

a) Intimately, one comes down to dollars. In the _past there has been
insufficient funding for the program so that a large number of eligible candi-
dates, particularly on the post-baccalaureate level have 'been denied opportuni-
-,tles they need.

(2) As in the other college-based programs the allotment formula has left
, much to he desired and your recommended change to proportional enrollment

.' is a positiVe step toward detilingvwith that Problem.
(3) The recommendation in the bill that minimum wage he required is one

our membership would endorse. (in fact it already is in practice at many
schools despite the Official authoriiation for paying subminhnum wages) if
sufficient funds exist ; otherwise, paying minimum wage ,can-cut out participa-
tion for other equally deserving students. The high cost of living today justifies
payment of minimum wage in this program.

(4)- A common complaint about the program involved the restriction prevent-
ing funds from being carried over to the next fiscal year. Some fieiibilitp_ here
would in no way weaken the,pregram cand would provide, better opporthities
forghe students it is intended to help.

(5) We also concur in the notion of permitting students .to continue working
beyond a pre-determined "need" goal. Currently, students are required to
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terminate empioy went when they reach a.certaiu level, notwithstand-
higlhe nature of the work ou the jobs being ,performed. However, regarding a
"needs test", two important questions arise regarding the proposals in the bill.
If financial need 6 wholly eliminated in. determining which students are offered'

"IrCerk opportunities, we think there Is a real danger of a maldistribtition of
Rind,, done geed faith but with questionable ,results. Academic departments
away., seek bright. assistants for laboratorieS, libraries and other research
projects. They could seek and perhaps secure a too large proportion of an
institution's available work-study funds. Their students will, without any
(twilit, -ear:. their pay, but they may be in less difficult financial straits than
metre "( their fellow students whose work opportunities determine whether or
not they can remain in postsecondary education institutions. This fear is based
on the second- issue, the Las. anthuriiatien level. (The Chairman has a valid
cone-rn that the Congress not surrender its responsibilities -by authorizing au
encyclopedia of programs at reasonably bight levels. However, recently the
House sided an additional' $120 million for Work-Study, A few years age $420
milli ,11 for the program might have seemed intreasonably high, but current
cirri, It:411lieett in the economy justified to the Cungress the additional appro-
priation. This instance dues not weaken the basic priuciplo in the Chairman's
argetnent. but it dues saggest sonic -flexibility in authorizathin levels and even
in entire program anthurizatiousinay he in order.) Authorization levels recom-
mend( I by the Chairman call for increases of $30 million annually for the next

j cars. Full tunding of this pregnant likewise is built into the legislation in
trigger mechanism fashion. We wonder, however, if we are going to remove the
need; *est, thereby opening the prograiwto a vast manlier of other participants,
sivila n of the authorizations and consequent appropriations be increased pro
portionately?

COI/MR.1.TM: EDUCATION
A

This is a fairly specialized area of work-study program. Although institu-
tienal experience has been limited we believe that in part this is due to the lack-

sellit lent funding. This is a complex program and comparatively expensiv,e.
We eedorse the-Chairman's recommendation for increasing maximmai grants
to in..itutions or condortla, institutions. Given the recommended funding levels,
we al ^ endorse the priority recommended by the proposed legislation ,for insti-
huh ,icarly committed to, cooperatis e education, dennonstrated-by te nature
and Ize of the progrion as, well as established relationships with business and
industry.

NATIPNAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN

In a more ideal world we would fully endorse the Chairman's view upon
lute Owing his bill when he stated that precisely those students who could not
obtale 'AIRS In the commercial market-should not be burdened with leans in any
form inn hiding those available from institutions. Existing conditions however
stake Ls pause. Our membership does nut like loans, not what they imply and
ntt. what they do to the lifetime plans for young men and women who have to

steer and pers mat decisions upon graduating from college. Having those
de( Isions formed or distorted by the debt burden they carry upon graduation
Is regrettable, but costs charged to students by institutions, public and private,
are 1.4 imposed out of unconcern. Institutions need to raise a certain an ant
of +Oars in order to operate. Students need to raise a certain imolai,. of
dollars in order to pay these costs if they are to remain in school. Over the
sect decade perhaps we might lie able to roll back these eosts through some
seules'y of revenne-sharIng,'SSIG program. In the foreseeable future, many
stndents still have to twrow money and will not be able to borrow it in the
cantterchd market ether because. of a lack of .sophistication and family
experience in dealing, ivith banks or because they live in one state and go to
school in an,dh.er or because. as is too often the case, The banks very rarely are
enthusiastic, about the prospect of making such loans to students.

r1 i Much mem:: to be done to correct the existing operations of the NEST.
program. In fob many schools the collection rate is too low, poribly because
the 'Federal 'guarantee takes away the incentive for the Institution to -collect*thee funds. Were Hie program to continue in Its present form perhaps new
foods, should be permitted into institutions only when they hitY6 established
satisfactory collection rate. In fact, recycled' dollars might %yell be removed
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from,institutions who-had-lolled their obligation to coiled Sufficient borrowed
monies. We do not argue with the Chairman's view that_banks are lenders and
institutions are. there to teach and dO other educational, services. But we would
want.to make very certain that Important numbers et students enrolled in our
institutiona would not be forced -to drop out of the lastitritiona simply because
their institiitions no. longer were able to serve as lenders to them-after a given
period of,time. We are,particularly,eoncerned about the impact of H.R. 3471 on,
studenta ht -Sur historically -black -institutions. Officials there with whom we
have discussed the sue speak of loshig,iip to-15% of .their enrollments without
an NDSL prograin7

(2). In these comments on this program we again-reveal Aur,great belief in
theyalue-of financial aid decisions made on the eimpui. Recausek,of the nature
of most of,our member institutions-=for_the most part they are hirge and well
staffed .with student aid officersour views may net be applicable to other.
sandier Aristitutions.,,But we know we share with .many smaller institutions
the belief that this program has been the lifeblood of student aid on many
`unapt-lees-where aid officers-have the flexibility to adjust, awards -on short notice
as a result of changes -in' financial circumstances of stUdents.. It Is this kind-Of
flexibility and genuine Service to students thatmakes us believe that such 'vital
needs, are impossible to Bailin the non - campus based loan programs.

(3) We repeat our-endorsement of the desire of the Chairman to keep the
amountef'dollars borrowed by students to a minimum. However, .in Louisiana
In FY the. lending - institutions distributed- $5.92 million In FISL funds and
inatitutions of postsecondary education, distributed $4.87 million of NDSL funds
exclusive of collection dollars. In. thatstate the bankseindicatedto officials at
our member institutions that they di&aot see how -they could fill the gap, even
With an active Saille,Mae, should the NDSLbe terminated. (We. doubt ,thit.this
state Is unique.)

(4) One great concern in ;ill student aid, and this has been .mentioned earlier,
is predictability. That is,the teason-We call for genuine entitlement in BEOOs
and-the reason we ponder what would. happen without the basic NDSL program
for those students who must borrow. It is also important to stress that the
NDSL program is one of- the few programs available ;to graduate and profes-
sional students at a time when assistantships ands fellowships have been
de,creasing In numbers, particularly those funded by the Federal GoVernment.

,-
-FEDERALLY INSURED STIMENY LOANS

Some of the principles enunciated in discussing the National Direct Student
Loan rrogram above apply here too. Again, we concur in the Chairman's wish
to limit the amount of indebtedness taken on by students- particularly those
who-come from lowec, economic strata families.

(1) We agree with the Chairman that it is, imperative that this Program-be
straightened out, in parthy putting a halt to the.excessite default rate.

(2) For the same reasons as noted earlier we question A.R. 8471's proposal
tojimit lenders to commercial hanks and other lending-institutions. Rather:than
elimlnating4hstitutions as eligible lenders, the law should-provide clear restric
tiohis on ishen institutions can become lenders, i.e., -when the commercial banks
simply are not doing the necessary job. and when institutions can demonstiate
this in a reasonable manner. (I am informed, for example, than, in 1974-75
students in the Indianapolis area, generally were unabiato-secure GSL's if they
had not previously been borroWers from the area banks. Had the institutions
nos' been authorized to be lenders. many students would have been- penalized
because of this policy of lending institutions. Where the lending community
fulls to meet genuine needs, only 'institutions are able to take up the slack.)

.(3) As has been noted-in recent years by spokesmen-iii,higher-education,.we
believe Congress should give serious consideration to modifying the current
subsidy provisions for this program. It has been argued that the banks would
not participate if the provision were not there. However, we wonder if the
banks could he provided with iestiarantee comparable to the one- they ha
today whether many would drof out and whether any student or his fam1vp0
seeking a loan would obieet to the slightly.increased cost of the loan if-it were
made more readily available to him. Eliminating the subsidy would free hun-
dreds of millions of dollar's to he used .in other grant or work-or -loan programs
without increasing.the. drain on the Federal budget.
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(4) We endorse the Chairman's recommendation in the bill -to simplify the
special allowance -foiltbanks by using -the PO day average of treasury bills
formula. This is a simpler approach than the current complex procedure.-It
one that the banks understand and one -which provides a degree of certainty
as well:

(5) Since we agree that students should not be permitted to-go-Into excessive
debt, we-are inclined to concur with the proposal to lower the loan, ceiling.
(There are all sorts of potential side effects to increases in student indebtedness.
Will,the housing market ultimately be seriously affected as young couples Who
are heavily Indebted college graduates .choose not to delay purchase of a first,
home as has been traditional in this country?) What we need to know-Is what ,:,
the short and long-range impacts of lqwering the ceilings will be?-Certainly the
cost to the institutions will-not be lowered to meet the less available funds to
students. In medical, law and other professional schools every indication is
that costs will rise fired by the reasoning' that most of, the graduates of Mich
institutions will: be earning substantial- incomes shortly after graduation *and
will have no diffichlty in repaying these loans. Perhaps for this. Small number
of students banks-may provide dollars outside of a Federal-guarantee-program.
But the bulk of students do not fit these circumstances and may, at least in
the years ahead, still require some source-of large-loan-funds.

(6) Many of our members-inform_us,that-the state programs tend to operate
more effectively -- than the Federal- program. If this is so, we concur-with the
bill's emphasis on state agencies and state guaranteed programs. (We are
concerned about the impact of state agencies as lenders. Floating loans at 5%
to raise cash for student loans at 10% is a policy worthy of examining-if -Fed-
eral guarantees are -involved. Such "easy loans" could be used to justify In-
creases intuitions since there would be no "hardship" on students to find the
dollars to pay the high, costs.)

(7) There are-some other provisions in the new proposal which need review.
(a) The minimum period of time available -for students to repay loans seem

to -be discussed inconsistently in the bill, Section 427(a)_(2) (B) affords the
student a five -year- minimum period, Section 427(c) indicates a minimum,pay-
ment of $30 per month. Perhaps a $30 per month payment schedule, not to-
exceed 10 years, would be the wisest. . .

(b) 'rhe bill provides a deferment of payment'tof principal for students
entering the armed forces. Deferuient -was appropriate when based on the fact
that for a long period of time the. military had a, very low wage scale and
was basically comprised of draftees. With the volunteer army of today and its
very substantial pay levels, often equal to or greater than civilian work for
the same person, the deferment might-welt-be-deleted.

(e) Reconsideration should be given to the recommendation to continue the
$15,000 adjusted income rule for determining eligibility for interest benefits
(assuming they are continued). Oven the past years of inflation_ the figure
of $15,000 no longer means the same thing it did when it was originally enacted.
Raising this to $20,000 would seem to be more realistic. (We respectfully refer
the Subcommittee to the recommendations on the operations of these programs
Which we have submitted ;is part of an analysis jointly prepared by repre-
sentatives of the Association of American Universities and our own Associa-
tion.)

STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANTS

Althbugh this program has only been in operation for two years it has
perhaps appropriately been hailed as a great success on the grounds that prior
to its enactment only a relatively few states had student incentive types of
grants, while today we are only a few states short of having such programs

the United States. The program may be too new and may Involve
too few dollars to determine some central Nimes.

(1) We know, for example, that there are several states which prohibit
state funds from going to private institutions and a few which exclude public
insitutions from an 55TO type program. Clearly, geography should not play
so important a role in a Federally sponsdred program. On the other hand
there are legitimate constitutional issues which affect the possibilities of the
Federal Government-requiring uniform standards in all of the states.

(2) From the point of view of an advocate for the public sector of post-
secondary education it is extremely important to determine what Impact the
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program hsus had and; more-significantly, what impact the proposed program
would have on the fiscal stability of -public institutions. Determining fair
allocation between public and private-may be difficult and depend-on--definitions
of fairness. However, the concern of large numbers, of administrators at-public
institutions hi- that, In order to obtain the necessary matching funds, states
might be inclined to reach Into the appropriations for public institutions,
doubling 'them by matching, and then turning substantially more than half
(seer the-private sector -by 'way of grants.to students.

-(8)- Congress, therefore,,should-investigate the necessity of. sharply prescribed
"maintenance of -effort" pioyielesei -which Would-guarantee that the states, in
order to obtain Federal dollars would. increase their own allocations to higher
education-rather-than supplanting.;ftinds-already committed-foe higher educe-
tion,with- Federal dollars.

(4), It .is equally important that any "maintenace of effort." requirement
"by the Federal-Government not serve as-a penalty on those-states which have
a good record-In--supporting student grant programs. Their past efforts, deserve
recognition. They -should_ not be- required to Mike, disproportionate 'increases
to receive a rightful-share of Federal dollars,.

(5) As was mentioned above in discussing work-study, we have some con-
cern over-the absence in the -proposal'of a need based determination for distri-
bution of SSIGe. Given the-limited funds 'available we -are not 'sure of what
other bails-welsh' -be as equitable as need for allocating Federal dollars.

(8) The 'specific formula recommended in the legislation to be used for dis-
tributing funds may present Immediate problenis. It is our understanding from
Colleagues who have'done- Initial "runs" of the distribution of the funds .that
as many as six or seven stated, in -part because of their heavy -enrollment in
private institutions, would-be zero, funded under the formula. That may simply-
require an adjustment of the formula.

(7) Of some concern, too, to the bill's recommendations that the use of SSIG
for facilities be limited to zero tuition institutions, and that all- other funds
be restricted to student grant and work programs. A8 we reviewed early draft's
of the Kirshling. recommendations it _appeared that the Federal Government
was being urged-iri this instanee to truly rely on the wisdom of state officials
to determine how hest to use these funds. No doubk some Federal guidelines
are necessary, but a wide range of uses might well be appropriate, since
any enhancement of the higher eductition community ih a state ultimately ac-
crues_to:the.henefit or the students.

(8) Also of interest Is the lack of -a precise eligibility .statement for .part-
time student& This may be one of the major current inequities in the dis-
tribution of Federal and other funds among students in postsecondary educa-
tion. As we look toward the future, with the expectation that _part-tiroe stu-
dents may be the major new clientelein postsecondary education, It is in-
cumbent upon us-to determine-how-best-to -assist-them- In all ways Including
equitable student aid. *

(9) An issue not, clearly addressed in the bill is _that.of portability. To pro-
mote cosmopolitanism in the besLsense of the terns at,institutions of higher
education, it to felt by many' of oar colleagues that students should be per-
mitted to -take their grants ail move freely about the- Country with them. At
the same time, among our ember institution's there is concern over the
wisdom of allowing limited state funds to be taken from the state to other
often richer states. This Is one more issue not readily resolved, but one which
almuld be reviewed for policy purposes by the Congress, particularly with

. regents to amendments to the'SSIG program.

VETERAN COST OF INSTRUCTION AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS

We believe that the ,VCOI piogram has been a-success in achieving greater
services for veterans. It is possible that in future years the nature of.the
veteran population and other existing student aid, programs would obviate the
need for the special programs. We wonder, however, If collapsing the VCOI
program into the Special Service Programs may result in somewhat depleting
services in the Special Services Programs for their traditional constituent&
The question mat be one almost strictly of available appropriations but 'is
woithrqf attention.
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A fins). observatiem We -strongly, endorse the recommendation in the bill
that the National Institute of Education be, directed to conduct' a variety of
experimental programs to determine the effect of open admission or no tuition
policies on student access and choice and institutional viability along with ,

other .specified.rstudies. Since much of what we hope to accomplish through ,

student aid programs will have to be based on knowing how Students and
their families behave,and what impacts the various approaches. to student- aid' ,

programs have on the fiscal health of states and institutions, private and
public, the findings of these studies are imperative if -we -ultimately are to
create an efficient and rational body of legislation supporting students in
postsecondary education.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you,. for the opportunity of presenting these views.
We hope they prove useful. We repeat agtin that they are necessarily short,
of being definitive, but we believe they are representative of the views of
our members at this early point. We shall continue to, study the proPosalb
recommended in H.R. 8471 and in other proposals now being made public such
as those of the Carnegie Council. We hope that-we will be able to submit ad-
ditional information to you.'

Hum,. Thank you, sir. I am reat,proud of that testimony,.
Mr. Chairinan, because it, has a lot more in it than I really kOw
about this subject. -

That bothered me for a bit because Imight not be able to answer
all of the technical and detailed questions_ there might be.

Then I reflected that if I -could answer those technical and detailed
questions, I would piobably be making about $10,000 a year l

As a result4 had Jerrycome along with me.
Mr. O'HARA. I have a similar problem.
Mr. Ilurrr. Mr. Chairman, I am proud to be before this commit-

tee. It is a committee that is dedicated to higher education, cares
about students and wants to help them go to college. it

Let me say, Mr. Chairman, I' ad a great teacher in the legislative
process who taught the students that no government and no group
of interested citizens had any monopoly on patriotism, judgment,or
concern for the public interesThat

teacher's name was Johnson and he came out if the hill
t

country of Texas, and knew a good deal about legislation.
What he really did was to leave us with the notion that none of

us was God Almighty who knew all that'should be done.
We feel the committee-does care about college studeilts.
We- do not have an official association position on most of these

points .because we make our official position thpugh the Senate'
which meets once a year, and then we have an executive committee
that meets four times a year which takes official positions.

However, it is not quite off the cuff. We havebeen getting some
sense of what some of the impressions are in the edifitry.

If I may then, I would -like to move.mto talk lbout some specific
parts of the bill. .

Let me say, first of all, we appreciate very much the long ,and
painstaking hearings this subcommittee has held, the absolute open:`
ness with which they have been held, and the very large sample- of
interested people who -have been heard by the Subcommittee.

That is the kind of process with which we have a great deal of
confidence, so we thank you for it. We think it is a good thing.

Let me comment on some of our responses and some of our feel-
ings about the aspects of the bill, H.R. 3471:

In regard to the BEOG's, we like the liberal attitudes expressed
.by the chairman in his opening comments toward changing the im-
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portance of assets, the desire to..take that,out and run the risk that
perhaps an ineligible person might slip through sometimes.

However, there would be Many more who would,be served without
that. particular requireMent.

We like thieliminationof the half-cost limit on BEOG's and we
a :urea that .a .collegt program should be. funded before the
BEOG's are ded.: has been the attitude of Congress all
along: and wfrha ,OContitiausly supported it.

We agree a -that,the "needs" analysis should be revised as the
chairman thinks' at should. I

In regard to the collegtebelesd programs, we have great confidence
in the decisipnmaking p there. We have a feeling that the
people who make those decisions are in the main competent people
and certainly dedicated people who want to do the right thing.

They are closer to the situation, so they do haVe a chance to see
things which a computer might perhaps miss.

We also like Mr. Quie's notion of the lump-stun grant which might
then-be used at the discretion of the institution.

Of course, the allocation among the institutions would' have to-be
run by a fiur formula but if that could be worked out, then Congress
could stipulate the categories in which the money could be spent.

Some discretion among the officials of the institutions seems, to us,
a thing.

e are, not happy with -the abolition of the' SEOG's and the sub-
stitution of the merit awards.

Let me state very clearly that I -appreciate the idea of merit
awards and I appreciate the idea of- allowing some qualified persons
to be given 'help so that as we try to.meet the requirements of fair
play and nondiscrimination in the employment of 'minorities and
women, we believe the pipeline has to be full. We Pare a little con,
cerned about that, that somewhere down the road when some very
liberal person is elected to the Presidency and will suddenly say
these programs .must be carried but -

We do not believe that there is in the pipeline, at this moment, in
graduate schools, in professional schools a requisite number of mi-
nority people and women to meet the needs for those prograins.

Nevertheless, even though I -would like to see some earmarked
funds for. thdt, I do not really like the idea of taking this away
from the _needy:

I think .the merit program ought to stand as totally a merit pro-
-Tram and the meeds program as a needs program.

We are afraid that if we go to an open-ended, full cost kind of
SEOG, that of the 350,000 participants in that program now, many
without BEOG's, some of them would have a very hard time making

Let me take an example if I may, which is strictly that, just an
example. -

I do not want to generalize too far, but if the SEOG or the merit
plan, whatever you choose-to call it. were open-ended for cost and
based' on the prior award of the BEOG, that would affect one of our
institutions this way.

This one is North Carolina AT&T University, a very good school

?),
which has about 5,000 students. The prisident of that institution is

p



a splendid leader of higher education. He was our president lastyear and he is now the. chairman of the Executive Committee.
We called- on him to ask him what woulehicppen.. It turns outthat in that school all the SEOG's Would be eliminated becanse it isnot an expensive school and there are a lot of peoPre,.to be helped.So they give a BEOG and`the student who gets .that has got whathe is going to get.
The SEOG is used for di advantaged students also but they area little bit over the line. They are people who ma be got $1,000more in income than,they should have to get a BEOG.It was their estimate that if the SEOG's were eliminated orplied only to students receivin' BEOG's and if in addition,NDSL program were eliminated, they would lose 15 percent of theltenrollment. \ -There are some priorities here and every person has toTmake hisown choice. We see the full-cost SEOG basest on, Merit as going tospecial people and irducing the .number of students that can gothrough, because they cannot gets more money for those progrtuns. -As I 8437, wd havts to have a priority some place. Our priority,right or wrong, would be that- we would rather see, under this pro-gram, .six students go through A. & T. than one superblack gothrough Harvard.

We recognize the necessity for an increase in the maximum forthe SEOG's because inflation certainly has made that necessary.In the work- study' program Mr. Chairman, we like the emphasisin your bill on work study'. V% share the old American notion thatif a student can work his way through college, it is a good thing.We believe that a proper balance is what the student should haveif possible. That is, what his family can pay, what the student canmake-in the simmertime, what her can make through- part-time em-ployment and the work-study' program is about whatrhe should pay,about what he should be expected to do.
We think it is good thing to have students work. We believe it*b the faculty, the staff and the students closer together.

e think it makes the student have a-sense of participation in thewelfare of the institution and the increased funding of the work-study program, we believe to be a good thing.
We think this program has succeeded. We think that the forward-funding of the program and the administrative reimbursement pro-Vision have been helpful, in making this a good program.Moreovetis sir, we support the notion that the etudents should getthe minimum wage. It may reduce- the number a little bit, but it is- fair. .

As a matter of fact 'I may be stepping on.the toes of some of thepeople I am not supposed to step on the toes of, but I like the ideaof minimum wage for students.
I know something about the rancor a student feels who works-for

his university and gets less money per hour than high school students.
Then if he drops out of the university for a while, he can continue----to-worklOtriti at an increased rite:
This has always seemed to me to be not only an unfair,proposition.

but one of the best ways in the world to alienate alumni.
I do not believe I would love any institution which had exploitedme quite that way.
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. We think it- is good' that you are proiding that studehta -should*.
be illOwed `to, work. beyond predetermmad need goals. It may very
Weals that a stiidenthis a very good workingailatioiialiii, and is
doing something he en]oys and-profits from.

Therais a value to thawork itself, the fact-that a-personnon is work-
ing. SO if you say on a certain day a Student has to quit %Working /
simply because 'his need has stopped, it issomething with Which-we
do not: agree either. _

Mit am_ nOt sure that need should be- totally ;eliminated. We
think there ShOuld be some ,possibility for consideration of needbe-
cauiei,having worked with the iiiiiversitiee, we kndir the expertise
with which some professor's can_collect `assistants and-people of that
sort.- .- . $

We may not-then really be 'helping needy students, you maybe
1elping.not-solieidY. pirofessorii4n,;--
- -To able to eliminate-iomeone heCahse-,he really does not .need
this , it seems-to me, is something :kith thOiild be helpful.

We a -,with-the need. of aninciessed authorization.
In 'regard Ail the national defense *dent_ loan programyob. can

see my, origins, Mr. ChairmaninSeIstill use the wrong' termi, :
nology. I mean the national dilctratiideht loan- program., .

We agree-with_ you that for alatudent 'to, go to work with-,a -large
load of debt is.* handicap whit is-no favor to him and we Would
rather not see that. !,:i1j1.. ":`" --)

The ,reason why we suppor64,he Maintenance of the direct student
loanfrogram, at. least. for lull/Vie itihiCaxise it is essential to a lot
Of students.

, ,, i - -
We, how many institutior&Where this may be all a student can

get _and he would rather tikellk direct student loan and run up-
some debt than to have to OOP out Of the:hiatitution altogether.

We agree with the chairiiiimAit the Collection rite-ie.- too low. We
belieVe it 'would he Tegitiinita, perhaps, to cut off the funds to an
institution which has toapoor a collection rate.. i

We should say -to ;them- this recycling of money is not going to
,continue unless they collect at least a. fail, percentage of the loans
they make. I

,-
We agree) with the notion that perhaps institutions should not be

lenders but be in the business of instruction, but some students must
have this kind of loan and can get it if the institution, has that kind
of money. \ i
. We think, again, it is good to Control these roans on the campus
where there is an opportunity to take into account `what the student
can do And so forth.

We dpi not really believe that the guaranteed student loan program
can fill the gap.

Mr. Chairthan, in commenting on the federal insured student
loans, I must admit here a personal bias. I sit in on the establish-
mentof that programmed I had &kind of-gut feeling all along that
it never really was going to work well:

. I kept listening for that not of assurance, -that note of guarantee
in the voice of the bankers which would make me "believe- that all
across' the country this guaranteed student loan program- would Jell
like a manna-On all of the needy studnts.

We have heard too many,stories about students not being able to
get guaranteed studentloins.

ta. 2 al,
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., sIf I may cite my own experience, own two, children establishnd
themserVeeas (independents-but could not get the guaranteed student
loans. 'They had to -give up- being independents and let me borrow
for them. frOm.the Riggs -Bank.

.I must say-it Was a very low rate of interest that I paid to the
Riggs Bank but this was simply- a-way of installment paying for me-over -the year that my daughter was-in college.

IknOw that many students have been helped by this program and .yet I am not altogether happy, with it as a way of attempting to
carrY \the students who-need loans,

We o question the need for a subsidy. I am not here, suggestingthat thn _bankers.shOuld not make the higher rate which they wouldget fro . e, 'dents if'the present rates were maintained.What I ani, suggesting is that I do not believe that the lowerinterest trite is' what the student is most attracted to.
I -believe\A lot of students would have paid the regular interest

rate over th6 longer period of time because I think the attractivenessof the P`regra to them -is the fact they can -carry it and can pay itlater. ' ,
I-think the ibsidy ought- to-be put into other p rposes, such asassistance tiy stu ents themselves.
We like the simple approach to interest rates which -the- chairman

suggests of applying this to the 90-day average of Treasury bills
because it -is too complicated as it is now. ,

We like the emphasis or the States as sponsors of guaranteed stu-
dent loans because -we have confidence in the States. We are notconvinced --here we may be alonethat the student in the Armed
Forces these-days needs the deferment on the- payment on this loan.

I am impressed with the rates of pay of entering privates in the
Armed Farces 'these days. I am rather confident that a man with$5.000 or $8,000 salary can make a,payment on his loan.

We like also'the National Institute of Education's studies that thechairman has put in because we believe that this would be extremely
helpful- in understanding what is really...ping on.
b Finally, I hake had some Correspondence with the chairman onthe matter of cost -of- education allowances and I want to emphasize'=this one thing.

°' We do not view this as institutional aid. We view this as whatit iacallel, part of the cost of the institution's carrying _on- what-the Fedetel Gdvernment has decided to support.
It may- be. that the cost-of-education allowance is not the way todo it because certainly its track record, as everyone knows, is poor.. You cannot lose every game and still be absolutely right. Some-

thing is wrong when you cannot win at all.. tIt might be that in this relationship, which I think essentially is , :a kind of contractual relationship between -the Government and the
institution in -which the Government says to higher education institu-tions, as it might say to airplane -builders, there are resources weneed and we want yotr to supply them.

I think we might consider 'such 'a. thing is for instance, a 5-percent
administrative override on the frank notion that this rhoney goes to
the institution simply t9-pay part of the administrative costs of the
program. .... ,,
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You are,suggoting, Mr. Chairman, a 3-percent administrative al-
- lotvance.onthe'BEOQ's. We 'think that is very appropriate because
.this ,program which -was going 'to work automatically because -it
would. just come speWing,out of- the computers with-no problems, has
-become tbemoit.diffiCult to adriiiniSter.

It. has taken a-lot of time and money...
We appreciate the fact that you.. recognize that and want some

allowanee for it.. . '
However, we also suggest, and this:is not in the bill,'-that it might

,be worth something lot the:Government to help. in the" training , of
- student -aid officers. -

the
are some really competent, expert people on sortie of

the hi6h priced-campuses and some of the campuses withiess money
,and fewer studentsl_the student-aid Offices-are not necessarily as good
as'-they ought to be.

Whether it isvcontracting with ptuctept-aid officers, organiztitions
or whether it .matter of contracting With some of 'the more

e believe in-the long run everyone-would
be- better-offoff if we could be sure that all the student assistance offir,4S.

*know their business. /
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my- informal and I wpuld

al.preeiate the chance to answer questions. 'Thank you.
MT. 071.0A. Thank you very much, Mr. Huitt. I appreciate the

context-of- your remarks and,the tone of your remarks.
I have never made any claim really that I went up on a mountain

to get the contentof H.R. 34f1 or, theta had divine assistance in
,any way.

Mr. Hurry. That is the way it used to be Chairman.
O'HAan. Yes, I have heard that and I think we will make a

-.better bill o fait. 3471 if we have frank ,discussions of its provision's.
After all, we are all basically after the same objective., which 'is to

assist the students in entering and completing of postsecondary
education.

The whole business of institutional assistance does, I, think, need
to be reexamined and I can give you my abiolUte assurance that we
will give it a-thorough examniation at the time we -do the rest of the
Higher Education Act.

I just think that there are problems 'Rh the current cost-of-
instruction program as you pointed out. It has never gotten any
money.

I am not sure if we ought to hang onto it for dear life because L
am not sure it ever will get any money. Maybe we ought to.take a
look at it and see if thee. is not some way we can redesign that pro-
gram, so that it will make more- sense to all of us, to the -Office of
Management and Budget and to the administration and. the Appro-
priations Committees. i

We nee .1 to get_something that is a little bit better than what we
have.

,difficulty, 'Mr. Chair
Mr. Harry. You named a requirementsr of.rements of unequal
Mr..041Aite. Yes, I have but, nevertheless, they are all there. I

think one approach we -might take is your administrative overhead
kind, of approach"because certainly there is an administrative over-
headinvolved.
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We ought to give that more serious considerition. I certainly
appreciate your comments about the college work-study expansion
and your approval of my requirements for Federal minimum wage
to be paid.

I do not want to get an argument going with my distinguished
friends here bdt I bitterly oppose those provisions in the minimum
wage law that introduce the concept of the subminimum wage for
stud.erits.

To my mind, that is maybe the IN ofse thing we have done to the
Fair Labor Standards Act since I- have been, in Congress. We have
done a lot of miserable things, but I think that one takes the cake.

To say that someone who is a student is, entitled to less for the
same work than someone else is, I think, unfair, so I 'certainly did .
not want to carry over that principle into my legislation.

I appreciate your support on the guaranteed student loan and the
NDSL.

I promise you I would not think for a minute of abandoning
NDSL, if I were not, at the same time, prepared to take what steps
seemed, to be necessary to make this student loan work.

Maybe you are right; maybe there is not any way of making it
work and that is something we are going to have to explore here i7
these hearings.

Obviously we need a lean pregrank.-I think too much emphasisis put on loans, though.
Mr. Hurrr. Yes, I do,,too.
Mr. °lima. That is reason for part of the changes we made. I

think loans area` necessary part of it, however.
I do not know about you, but I h'ad to borrow in order to complete

school.
Mr. Heim. Yes, it took me about 7 years to pay it back, as I

recall.'
Mr. O'HARA. It was hard too, wasn't it?
"litg. Hum. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. I had the same experience which is one of the rea-

sons why -I am not ready to casually run students into a $10,000 debt
while they are going to college,,

I think that we can do them a terrible' disservice by making loans
too easy and encouraging loins.

I thank you very much and as you know. I am certainly going to
be in lunch with you and Mr. Roschwalb during the consideration.of this:

I value your advice 'and assistance. I am sure we will talk about
it many mere-times before it goes into legislation.

The gentleman from .Pennailvania I
Mr. EsiminrAx. `Mr. Huitt'i have two questions. The first I asked

of most of, the other witnesses. ,
Would' your organization favor carrying over the unused BOG

Money from this 'fiscal year into next- to possibly raise the $1,400?
Mr. TTrYiri.. -res. we would favOr that.
Mr. 'ESHLEMAN. You would favor that?
Mr. Hum. Yes.
Mr. EsTrunt-AN: The second nuestion is the average tuitionwhat

is the national average. at a urivate institutionlet us say it is .2.200
in round firrerec owl in a public institution it is $450 from the infor-
mation that I have.

234,
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Wo d you agree that the final form of this legislation, whatever
the al form is, and there is no one in this room today who knows
just what thefizial form would be, would you agreethat this legisla-
tion shoUld reflect additional aid to those students who elect to go
to a private institution?

M.r. Hnirr. I think that is one I would like to look at when the
actual arrangements are being talked about.

° If I understand what is happening in the country, Mr. Eshleman,
this problem is being worked out within The States.

There are about $5 States which- novvgiveis that not right?
Mr. Rosbnwera Forty-plus in the SSIG program. Only a shand-

ful making direct,grants to:private institutions.
Mr. Hurrr. Well, it has increased a great deal. That is very close

ito all of theth who are aiding private institutions, sometimes tuition
diffierentialeand that type of thing.

However, in the States in which the conflict between public and
private has been most severe, the privates insisted that publib tuition
should go up in order to close the gap between public and private,

The kinds of arrangements that seem- to be -working out arp-that
the public agrees, not to oppose State aid to private institution and
the privates agree not to try to push 'up the public tuition. 0'

As a matter of fact, if public tuition were to-be pushed up very
much, Which is an argument entertained by a lot of-people forfora long
time, it would have to be pushed a great deal, as you Indicated, in
order to close any gaps, so- that is really not -Much help to students
in private schools.

It simply means that it is more difficult for students who want
access to low-cost institutions to get it.

As I say, the question of whether the Federal ,Government ought
to try to settle this is one I am not sure of. I believe it is is on the
way to settlement and I believe it has to be settled.

We recognize that this .is a dual system of public and private.
bigmyself, graduated from a small private college and I am not a big

giver to anythina. but I,give more money to that little college than
any place elsebecause that is-where my loyalty lies..

I am down there about once or twice a year making speeches.
have in-laws about 50 miles away who hate to see me come because
every time I come, they have to listen to me- speak.

What I am saying is that my commitment to private institutions
is very strong and I want to see them maintained.
. If the Federal Government could find some way to help private
institutions without at the same time taking that money away from
the generality of higher education, that is taking public money,
money which normally goes to public schools under these programs,
then I thinkwe can find some support for that.

I would like very much to know what the arrangements would be.
I would like to take them up with our people and see what it would
mean.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. I do not dispute your 47 States out of 50, but
would not those same 47 States be contributing heavier to public
education in -their State?.

Would not that be a true generaligation?
Mr. Hrrrr. I would expect that is so. After all, public institutions

are their institutions.

r
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Mr: ESILLEAAN. Maybe you could give me a figur.e. I am not
attempting to put you on the spot, bilt what is the average tax con-
tribution to a public.institution?

Do you have such figures?
Mr. Hurrr. I can submit those, W. Eshleman.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. I wish,you would. am fairly farniliai kith Penn

State and my own State:
Mr. Hum. As a matter of_fact, we can send you a statement that

shows you what every one of our institutions charges for tuition,
fees and for cost, 'of maintenance.,

Mr. ESHLEMAN. I would need that to subtract. However, What
am interested in is total tax coati talons already going to ea to
student, in effiect.

yoti have the tuition cost and thei the total cost per studen . Ido not think I am oversimplifying when I say the diffiereuce in
those two costs is-being picked up by ;the taxpayer, either ytte and
local, maybe, and national. .

That is the figure I would like. Cacti you supply me with that?

ngh tuition.
Mr. Hurrr. I think we can get that; yes, sir. Of the stu-

dent is supplying some of it throMr.
ESHLEMAN. Yes, I said I,Would subtract the tuition from the

total educational cost to the stildent. The institut'ons should have
those figures in theii own costs':

Mr. }Jurrr. Yes.
[The information request d was submitted t follov:]

NAT!C.:1-tr. ASSOCIATION Or STA E UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT COLLEGES.
Washington, D.C., May 27, 1975.

EDWIN E. Esitimlus, M.C.,
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,

House Committee on Education and Labor,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington,.D.C.

Dun CONGRESSMAN ESHLEMAN . Recently, when it was my privilege to
represent the membership of our Association-before the House Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education, you raised some questions and requested data
concerning the amount of tax dollars flossing to publle institutions. My staff
has been working on available materials and I am enclosing information which
I hope will be of some help. Partly becaoe of the manner in %%Well such data
are mnintained, some of the figures may be somewhat crude, however, I be-
lieve they address the Issues with which you are concerned.

The latest figures width we have and feel confident about are based t,n n
survey of 78 state and loop-grant unisersities in 1971. In thnt year state
appropriations accounted for 50.4% of total operating revenue. Federal ap-
propriations in the same year provided 13.7% of total revenue. (Our As-
sociation is conducting n new financial survey of all 130 NAST:LOC institu-
tions. We expect to have the data in band shortly. When It is available. we
will be certain to send it to you immediately. From the ,few responses we
have had so far, we believe that public contributions for, our members will run
very close to the 1071 figures and may show a slight ,increase in the case of
state support.)

An analysis of operating revenue for 1971 reported by the 78 institutions re-
sponding to the Association's survey showed that of the total, revenue of
$9.519.292.080, the following amounts came from each of the possible sources:

State appropriations $3,290,077.526 (50.4%)
Student fees-857,143.931 (13.1%) )
Federal appropriations-894,394.315 (13.7 %)
Private gifts-349,709,152 (5.3%)
:isrtiings---809,382,924 (13.3%)

/Miscellaneous sources-273,084,832 (4.2%)

23 6.
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The latest IMOD data' on' orient fund revenue of institutions of higher
education by soiree -of revendes also is for 1971, but it may, nevertheless-be
of -sone. help to lob.

I have attached a -table which .shows these figures broken-down -by Fede-
ral support of both public and private Institutions, state support -of public
and.-private institutions and local- government support of public and private
institutions of- higher education.

During my appearance before yea. Subcommittee you expressed specific
interest in,. the 'actual tax contributions which filter to the student As you
ate_aware, this IS- one way- of figuring cost of instruction, Revenues are al-
located,bY institutions to various saetivities, some indirect, some direct. Certain
institutions may allocate .certain amounts to instruction, (faculy salaries, for
example) and certain amounts to the costs of operating libraries.

The .subject is.complex, but we worked out what I Think Is the best work-
able system for figuring cost of instruction.

-It involves listing expenditures .according to the amount apportioned per
fulhtime student, per student credit lour of instruction, per -level of course
and field .of study. It also includes computation of expenditures for- total costs

for supplies, services, equipment, faculty Salaries, benefits, adminis-
trative.costs, librarieS, student-services and plant operation.

For your use, I am attaching a breakdoWn of our institutions according to
this formula far figuring cost of instruction. I think it provides about the
best Information available-on what filters down to the student-from revenues
at-our member institutions. Also, as I noted -at the hearing, I am enclosing
a copy of Our recent tuition survey .of our member institutions.

I think, this chart will provide the information you are interested in re-
garding 'ME instructional- costs at our institutions. Although you- asked for
only tea Institutions, large and small; -I am providing the full table which I
think WAY-be more helpful.

Mr. eengressman, I hupeAthe hove is responsive to_the questions you raised
-at the hearing. Please let us k ow if -we can provide more _information on- the
same subject-or on any other area of interest to you.

I would _like to take- this opportunity to-add-Some obeservations concerning
the remarks -you made at the opening Session of hearings on H.R. 3471. You
raised four questions which may go to the- heart of the issues before your
Subcommittee and ultimately the Congresh in dealing with Federal student
aid nrograma

(1) Where should decisions be made regarding distribution of Federal funds
for student aid; the Federal level? the state level? at institutions? Whole
essay could be and-htive been -written on this major; question. Restricting our-
selves sdlely to the area of student-aid programs, I would argue from ex-
perience for the important requirement that a good deal of decision-making
remain on- the istitutional level. The record of distribution of Federal dollars
on campuses is .an admirable one. Programs created to serve financially needy
students have had their funds directed to such students.

Circumstances on. the campus are not perfect -by any meant]. We need to
have more highly trained student financial aid advisors and for that reason
we support the idea of a Federally-sponsored, institutional matching pro-
gram . for such professional development. Obviously, the largest issues and de-
cisions have to be dealt with on a national level. Too often, we have found
a- gap-between what appears to be the clear intent of the Congress -and the
regulations and guidelines issuing from the Office of Education. Like mem-
bers of Congress, we have been disappointed, for example, at the inability of
the Office of Education to spend all funds 'appropriated for BEOG pro-
grams. I believe that greater monitoring attention will be required from your
Subcommittee to make certain that the will on the Congress Is carried nut
by the executive agencies.

We are aware of the desire on- thepart of many thoughtful officials to have
Federal student aid funnelled into the states for decisions to be made there.
Some of such activity might be in-order, ie, should a large SSIG program be
created the logical source of decisionmaking would be in the state. How-
ever, the record of programs of funding through institutions Auggests it would
be an error to abandon this process.

(2) Should we use -Federal student aid regulations to promote low tuition?
Obviously, our institutions believe that low tuition remains the most perma-
nent, clear and effectiie means of attracting students of low income families
to postsecondary education. We do, not assert that the Federal Government
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'hi:mid paw laws or issue regulations to support the concept 'since it isbasically a state determination. But we are concerned over suggestions-that theFederal Government use its funds as a means of inducing the states to changetheir policies regarding low tuition-tO suit any new 'Federal policy.(3) Sine-many private colleges -are subsidizing -Students partially assistedWith Federal funds, shOuld Federal students aid assist these institutions?Emphatically yes. Ahd, in fact, private institutions-have 'received at times adiaproffertionate amount of Federal dollars When the basis for distributionwas .on.Absolute need. It is for this reason that we strongly argue for inautomati4ost'-of-program, allowance which would at least relieve the .privateinstitutions, as well as the publics, of the necessity to dig into their ownbinds to operate the programs.I hope the above has pedven of value. Please let us know when We canprovide additional information.
Sincerely,

Rua% S. Hurrr,,Esecutive Director.
TABLE 121.-CURRENUND REVENUE OF INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION,

BY CONTROL OF INSTITUTION
AND BY SOURCE OF. REVENUE: UNITED STATES, 1970-71

/Amounts in thousands of dollars1

Currentfund revenue, by control of institution
Public and pilvete Public Private

Source

1

Amount `

2

Percent

l'-

Amount

4

Percent

5

Amount

6

Percent

7

Total currentfund rOVNIUG $23:69,1$1 100.0 $15,526,385 100.0 611,352,303 1510
Educational and general revenue

Tuition and fen from students
Federal Government

Unrestricted appropriations
For sponsored research
For other sponsored programs

State tiovernmenb
Unrestricted appropriations
For sponsored research

. F4t other *pawed protrarta
Local governmeMs

tinrestrkted appropriations
For sponsored rip:march
FIN Mat sponsored programs

Endowment earnings
Private tilts and grants

Unreetridad et.;
Philanthropic, roseurch
Other grants, research
Philanthropk, other programs
Other rainb, other programs

Recovery of indirect cost
For sponsored research
For other sponsored lanterns

Other educational and general
revenue v ".

Auxiliary enterprise revenue

18,392, 047
5.021,211
2,824, 626

565,715
1,471, 969

716,152
6,502,313
6, 310, 536

'19011,0111
907,274
127,507
26,903
52,364

470, 655
1,091,655

671,021
34,550 A

186,038
43,525
99, 124

, 383,160
306,604
77.255

1,189, 954
3,125, 238

77.0
21.0
II. 8

, 2.4
6.2
3.3

27.2
26.4

4
.4

3.1
13
.. 1
.2

2.0
4.6
2.1
.4
.8
.2
.4

1, 6
1.3
.3

5.0
;13.1

12,341, 13S
2, 032,329
1,815,495

, 464,
806,02
544, 516

6,386,300
6,213.096

20; 649
93,055

145,634
6245: rut

15, 811
55,494

215, 356
67, 319
30,703

115,093
14,963
67,278

197,4V
149,621

47,1.55

712,542
1, 890,128

79.5
13.1
11.7
3.0
5. 2
3.5

41.1
40.0

.5

.6
5,4
5.3
(I)
.1
.4

1.9
.4
.2
.7
.1
.4

1. 3
1.0
.3

4.6
12.2

6, 050, 911
2, NM 112
1,001,131

101, al
665, 307
242,236
116,013
97;44
10. 541
8,032

11,641
1.917

22,671
, 37,053:

'415,161
796, 299
610,709
53,847
70,145
21,962
31,836

186,375
150,915
29,400

477,411
1, 235,110

.72.4
35.8
12.1
1.2
& 0
2.9
1.4
1.2
.1
.1
.1
(I1

:5
5.0
9.5
7.3
.6

- .9
.3
. 4

2.2
1.3

3

5.7
14.1Studentsid tracts

Federai Government
State governments
Local governments
Private gilts end grants
Endowment earnings
Other studentald vents

Major service programs
Federal funds for hospitals _,---
Other hospital menu'
Other major service- programMinn r

701,101
313,374
91,966
2,1154

134, 954
72, 250
33,703

1452,1102
36,850

744,624

831, 324

3.0
1,6
.4
(II
.3
.1

6.9
.2

3. 3

3. 5

391,179
236,154
65,412:
2,463

63,157
13, 975
9,932

904 441
t am

520,00?,

314, 131

2.5
1.5
.4
(II
. 1
.1

5.80
3.3

2. 5

317,921
137,220
26, 44

374
71,791
53,275
23,771

748,361
36550

264, 625

447,115

3,8
1.6
. 3
(I.1

.7

.3
9.0
.4

3.2

5.4

'1 Less than 0.05 wont.
2 Revenue for feclevallysfunded research and

development centers were reported in this Beth.Note.-Because of rounding, detail may riot add to totals.
Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Mu of Education, "Flosnclel Statistics of Institutions ofHigher Education, 1370-71".
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

Method of huring.tt cost of instruction
1) Full-time Equivalent Student.
2) Per student credit hour of instruction.
3) Per level of course.

Level of student -.

1) Lower divisionfreehman-sophomore.
2) Upper divisionjunior-senior.
3)' Graduate IprofessiOnal And niistees level.
4)'graduate "IIgraduates beyond the master's level.
5) verageall students at institution.

Field V study
,'

-(1) Breakdown by field of study.
(2) Figure for all fields. '

Expenditures
. . ,

(1) Total costsdirect &Indirect expenditures includednot itemized, 'supplies
and services, equipment.

(2) Direct costfaculty salaries & benefits: dept. level adm. costs.
.(3) Indirect costaadditional expenditures included in computing cost of

instruction. . '-i;

(a) Administration & overhead; including university-wide expenditures.

':?
Libraries.

silervices. . -

d) Plant operationprorated among teaching, research and public service
functions.
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197475. STUDENT OUARGES AT STATE AND LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITIES FROM
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION -0V SU= UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT COLLEGES

TUITION INCREASES WILT. BE SMALL AT STATE, LANDGRANT UNIVERSITIES

State and land-grant ,ui4versities seem to have won round one In theirbattle
to keep tuition charges as low as possible. The median charge for Itiltion and
required fees for a state resident attending one of these institutions during the
1974-75 academic year wilt be $531, compared with a 1973-74 median of $517.50, _

representing an increase of only 2.6 percent.
1..arger increases in room and board rates, however, will boost median total

cliarges up almost eight percent, according to information from participants
In the annual survey of student charges conducted by the Oface of Research and
Information of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges (NASULGC). Median total charges paid by resident students will
increase $119 from $1,547.50 in` 1973-74 to $1;666.50 for 1974-75, a rise of 7.7
percent.

NASULGO members, which together enroll approximately 31 percent of all
students- attending higher education institutions, were asked to provide Infor-
mation on their basic charges for tuition, required fees, room and board. Re-
sponses were received from. 121 of the 130 member institutions. In calculating
medians for total charges, responses from only those institutions which pro-

:sided on- campus room and boo fd-were included.

MEDIAN STUDENTCHARGESOT STATE AND LAND-GRANT INSTITUTIONS

Tuition and
requited Ma

N-144

Nom board,

Total Combined
road & MOM it
boards bards

Total charges,
N -14

Non- Non.

Resident resident N-66 N55 N-55 N-37 Resident resident

1574-75 $531 $1.373 $465 $641 11.123 $1, 211 $1, 666 $2, 654

1173-74. 517 1, 345 447 553 1,0'.+0 1,120 1.547 2,430

Dollar Increase- 13 33 22 55 73 53 115 174

Percent increase 2.60 2.47 4,,92 1.27 6.51 1.75 7.63 7.03

1 These are the median total charges for room sod board at all institutions which chargeseparately for thin iertices.
s Than are the median charges for both room and board at those institutions which do r.:: hut separate rates tor room

and board.
, a

Note. Figures shown are the median rates (to nearest dollar) for typical fulltime undergraduate students for a full

"academic year consisting of 2 semuMrsi 2 trimesters or 3 quarters.
...,', .,

The median charge for tuition And required fees for non-resident Students ---
(students who come to -.tile uniliersity from out. of state) will increase 2.5 i

percent, moving from $1,345 to $1e37&25. Median total charges for,,out-ok r
state residents will go up seven percent, moving from $2840 to V.654;50, an_

increase of $174.50. \ J.
Board rates mirrored the'effeet of rising food prices, increasing 9.27 Ilir-

centmore than any other categfrry or student charges. Board rates at' the r"
55 institutions which charge separately for board and offer full-time service
(19 to 21 meals per week) nereased from a median. of $593 in 1973.74 to --- -'1-, '':c"

$648 in 1974-75. L

The median for room rate ent. up from $447 in 1973.74 to $469 in 1974-75, 17%'".2"r

an increase of 4.9 percent, acco ng to information provided by 66 Institutions
which have separate charges fo on-campus housing.,Respondents were asked e 4.-- ,,.,

to provide an average rate if the was a range in. room charges. Ik/

The median charge for the total amount of room and board at the 55 in- m'v----1
stitutIons which hail separate charges" for each increased from $1,0'30 in -4,- ' #

1973-74 to $1,123 in 974-75, a rise of 6.5 peteent. The median room and fforird
rate for 37 additional institutions which Bat a combined charge for room an
board will be $1,218 in 197445, gong up 8.7 percent from $1,120 infi3:74.

e d C a`
.

.

INFLATIolf IN ?MIRAN!' sr.Asom FOR STUDENT FEE INCREASES' `
As might be expected, inflation was the primary reason cited for bricir,Oat4cli

in student charges. Seventy-nine institutions reported that rapidly elkalatibk
prices had necessitated Increases. The need for more funds to maintain7!the:-

i:
*
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.
current level of program quality was the second- most frequently mentionedreason, cited by, 47 institutions.. The lack of any other source of- additionalrevenue was a factor-in rising clitirges. according to 86 'respondent/. Two otherreasons given by a number,of respondent Was the-need for'fneds to financefacutij and staff--salary increases, mentioned 23 renpondeirti and an 'inTadequate appropriation 'front the State, liginlature,,llited by 19-respondents.'Four-institutions noted thit directives trona either the state legislature Orfrom a state .coordinating WO' had forced increases in tuition. Two insti-tutions reported-that they had increaned. 'strident fees to hell" Day for newstudent health care facilities, -and two institutions noted- that. room and boardcharges bkd been raised to Make' those-services self-supporting.

34.rosrir or-rxerrrumorts WILE Incas-mu, maim
1.1Most everrturvey partiCipant had ificreased at least one caiegory '0'! stn-dent charges for 1974-75. Only 10 respondents reported, no 'changes- in kny-category, These -institutions Included three.of the historically black imititu-lions, which have traditionally been among the member tnstitutiOns. with thelowest charges, two Urban campuses of state tiniversitles -and Oily Universityof New York, which is tuition free, charges a:Minimum required fees and does-not offer on-campus rooni end board. .The complete list of institutions with noincreases in student charges includes,:.

University of Chicago Circle
University of Massachusetts, Boston
Lincoln University,
City University of New York
State of New York
North Carolina A & T State University
University of Puerto Rico
PrairieNiew A &, It University
West Virginia University
University- of 'Wyoming.

The two categories of student eharges for which increases were reportedby the largest number of institutions were non-resident tuition, and board.Fifty-two. institutions reported increases in each category. Forty-six institu-tions increased room rates and forty institutions increased resident tuition.Required fees for- residents were rained-by-82 institutions while 84_institutionsincreased their required lees for nodrenidents; Almost all, of the institutionswith combined charges for room and board, or 85 out of 37, reported increases,
Although the amount of the- increase in the median tuition rate was lessIn 1974-75 -than in 1973-74, a larger number of institutions increased both'

resident and non-resident tuition. There were 30- institutions repotting' in-creases !ix resident tuition last year and-89 institutions reporting-increases innon-resident tuition. However, the average amount of -the increase, for 1974-75 was smaller than the increases put into effect in 1978.74, especially for
resident- students. According to responses 'to the NASULOC report on studentcharges for 1973-74, resident tuition increased -7.2' percent, shooting up from -` a median of $485 to a median Of-$520. Non-resident tuition increased leinradically;`thoviug from a median of $1,299, to $1,826 for 2.8 percent in-crease. -crease.

Among the institutions increasing charges in 1974-75, only 16 increased justone charge. The largest number of-institutions (84) increased three charges.Twenty-one institutions increased two charges and 20- institutions inerzased
four charges. Only nine-institutiOnii_inereaned five charges- and ime-lestitution
increased six charges, which means an hicreatte N every category. The cate-gories included resident and non-resident tuition and required fees, ,room andboard.

STUDY NECOMIUNDAN'ION8 RAU LIT= rawer ON TUITION

The minimal increase in median tuition for state and land-grant universitiesin 1974-75 is especially interesting in light of the fact that two prestigious
groups have come out with studies within the past year *hich have proposedlarge increases in the amount of tuition which should be paid by students at-
tending public- colleges and' universities.

In a report entitled Higher Edseatiogi: Who Pave 'Who Benefits? Who
Should Pavf, published in mid-1978, the Carnegie' Commission on Higher Edu-

t 4
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catioturecommended that public institutions raise tuition annually at a higher
rate than -private institutions so as to decrease the cost gap between-the two.
Proposals also-called for a "reevaluation of tuition policy to gear it more to
the actual casts of educatio_by level of training". In -keeping with this sug-
geation,tuition would be kept low for -the, first two years of undergraduate
work,. then booked for-Upper-division undergraduates and again for graduate
students,

In- September, 1978, the Committee for Economic Developnient, a ,Panel of
distinguished business leaders, called for -large increases in undergraduate
tuition and--feei- to bring them up to amount Where they approXimate 50
percent of -justructionaLcosts as a means-of increasing revenue.

Both proposals were vehemently denbunced by spokesmen for public higher
education as actions which would mean the-end of'-public higher education
and rob, most- lower middle -dess studeninot, a college education. Congressman
Uinta 'G. O'Hara, chairnitn of the Hone' of RepresentAtives subcommittee
that drafts higher education legislation, noted, "It is-time-to blow the whistle
,en the growing tendency for,the rich to make grandiose' plank to aid the ,poor
with the'moiley of the- middle- nista."

The AFL-CIO, sneaking out for organised labor, said that the proposals, if
implemented, "would shatter-the .hopes of Workersto insure that-their _children
have the advantages of higher education." -In an,irticle, entitled "Misdirecting
CAteer Education" in The American Federatipttist, John Sessiotia, AFL-CIO
assistant director in the Department of Ediation, stated that: "Organized
Isar firmly believes that the problem in higher education 'is not that too
many Students ace in college who don't belong there, but rather that too many
young people who belong in college aren't there because they can't afford-it"

The Senate, the governing body of the National Association of 'State Uni-
versities and Land -Grant Colleges, unanimously ,adopted a statement at the
association's convention in November, 1973, which pledged to puSh for the
continuation of low tuition as the Association's most important undertaking
In the months -ahead.

The statement, also endorsed by the American Association of State Colleges
and Universities AAASCU), emphasized that the low tuition principles has
historically provided an open, door for all at public colleges and universities.

"These associations and the institutions they serve, which among them teach
more than half of the students In American colleges, and universities, will not
waver in their defense of a_ principle that has enabled them to maintain
quality' and diTeralti xtalle extending opportunity to an ever-increasing num-
ber of young Aniericana."

At least Or the first year since these sweeping proposals for large tuition
increases, state legialattires and other governing bodies with authority to in-
crease these tuitions have apparently not been greatly swayed by the argu-
ments of propUrtents of such increases. However, further tests will surely
come during the next year if inflation continues at its rampant pace and
groaning.fitate treasuries facing demands for more funds on every hand, must
lookefer additional sources of revenue.

IMITITETIONS TUVE WIDE :Lille?. or VIIREINT 011ARGE:e

Although there was a wide difference between the NASULGC institutions
reporting the highest -and lowest figures for resident tuition and reqUired
fees, charges for the majority of institutions clustered around the $331
median. Ell-eight of the 114 survey respondents providing information on
resident - f on and fees had charges within the $400-$699 range. There were
only four institutions with tuition charges above $1,000 and only eight in-
stitutions with Witten charges less_ than $299.

Sixteen Institutions charged to on and fees in tbe $300-$391) range and 11
institutions reported charges in the $700-$799 range. An additional seven in-
stitutions had charges in the- $8004999 category.

The lowest reported. was $70, the amount of required fees paid by students
attending the City Cnivereity of New York and the highest charge was $1,500,
the amount paid by students attending the statutory colleges of Cornell Uni-
versity.

Charges for tuition and required fees for out-of-state students varied much
more widely than was the case with resident tuition. The largest single
cluster of institutions (19) had charges in the $120Q to $1299 range, slightly
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below the =Win of $13I8: Eighteen Institutions reported charges,in.the $1800to-$1499;range. There were 15 institutions with outrof-state charges for-tuitionand -fees of -more than $2009 and 18 institutions 'had, charges of -leas- than$1000. Fourteen histitutionslhad charges ranging from 11000 to $1190 while-21- Institution" rePorted.staition-and -fees in the range of-$1500-to $1690. Anadditional` 14. institutions charged amounts ranging from $1700 to $1999.The highest charge for non - resident tuition w , the amount chargedby the University of Michigan for non-resident Juhlors and.seniors. The lowestnoa-fisident tuition /was $165.44 at the University of Puerto Rico. That in-
stitution actually .C.Inirges the game amount in tuition and required fees for,both reidenCand non-resident-atudents.'

The lowest total charges-for state residents for 1974-75 were reported by
Tennessee State University with charges of $1152. Ten additional instructiOna-had charges in the $1100 to $1399 range. Over half of the 95 survey re-rponde.nts (53) had total charges injthe range of $1400. to 41799. An ad-ditional 11, institutions reported total costs ranging from $1800 to $1999. -At- the top, one inatitution, Cornell University had total charges of $3105for students attending its stittutory colleges. The next highest charges werereported by Temple University, with total costs of $2555.05. There were.18
additional institutions with charges above 42000-'Total charges for non-residents ranged from $1430 at Lincoln University to$4202for upperclassmen' at the University of Michigan. Alabama A & M Uni-versity was the only other institution reporting total charges for non-residentsof less than $1750. There were a few institutions in each- $100 category fromthere up to $3199. Twelve institutions had total charges above that amount.

PX0201(11, AN AVAIti OF *EWAN CHARM

Ilegional patterns for median charges were approximately the same as inprevious years. Tuition and required fees and total charges for state residentswere the highest in the New'England, states and in the Middle-Atlantic region.The West had the lowest median charges for tuition while the Southeaat re-ported the lowest total charges. Median tuition charges were slightly higherin the Sdutheast than the West and median total charge!) for the West wereslightly larger than total charges for the Southeast. Median charges for theMidwest placed them in the middle in each category.
Rion resident charges fpr both tuition and required fees and total chargeswere the highest in New England and the Middle-Atlantic states, followed inrank, order by the Midwest, the West and the Soitheast.
(The following chart shows regional medians for total charges and tuitionand fees both resident and non-resident, for the 1974-75 academic year.)
For regional -comparison, the states were divided as follows

New EnglandConnecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New liammalre, RhodeIsland, Vermont
Middle AtlanticDelaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,New York, Pennsylvania
SoutheastAlapama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Soulsiana,Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Vir-ginia, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands
MidwestIllinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,

Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota. Wisconsin
West Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana. Nevada,New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, Texag, Utah, Washington, Wyoming,Guam

REGIONAL COMPARISON OF STUDENT CHARGES '

New Ecttne Middle-Atlintlo
(6) 1

Southeast
(32)

Midwest
(25)

West
(30)

It/Nets:a) fen :.
RosIdet.
Nonresident

Total eneraes:
. Resident
'Nonresident

,
' .. $765

1,73e

2,238
3,390

1714
1,737

2,109
3,106

$484 '
1,212

1.553
2,331 .

$613
1,640

1,765
2,694

$480
1,371

1,566
2,510

°tool's number of Institutions in neon.

24&.-
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XJNY INSTITUTIONS - 011A14OIC DIETZUNT /Et8 TO OILLDUATE8

At approxiMately half of the NASULGO institutions, charges for reNNensidt
iraduateluition and required fees were- exactly the same as undergraduate
charges. However, among the 108 institutions providing information con-

* cerning te. charges, there were 46 institutions which charged resident
graduate eta ents more than they charged undergraduates, and 16 institutions
whicirsitr less

Among the institutions with lower fees-for graduate students, ten institutions
charged "less in required! fees for graduates -than for undergraduates. The
difference -for the other six was attributable ti the fact that-charges were
*waved on a per credit hour basis. At four of the institutions, - graduate 'stu-
dents were. charged more per credit hour but still paid less in total tuition be-
cause graduate-students._ generally take fewer hours than undergraduate stu-
dents. For another Institution, charges per credit hour were the same for
both graduate and undergraduate students but graduates paid less because
they generally took fewer credit hours. The other institution charged under-
graduates a flat rate but had a per credit -hour charge for graduates which
was less for students taking the normal load than the flat rate undergraduate
charge.

For out-of-state residents, 32 institutions charged graduate students more
than they charged undergraduates while 34 institutions charged less. Among
the latter group, the difference was due to a per credit hour at 17 institutions.
For the other 17 institutions, graduat tulion and/or fees were simply lower

.than undergraduate.

LONG -TEM/ ItEviEv/ OF TUITION, FEES

Median charges for -resident tuition and fees have increased on an average
of more than_seven percent a year for the past nine years, based on a com-
parison of median tuition charges for 1965-66. and 1974-74. In 1965 -66, the
median tuition charge was $311 -$220 less than the 1974-75 median of 031
for an increase of 70.7 percent oVer the period.

A. look at the percentage increase in medians for each year shows that the
biggest increase came in 1969 -70 when tuition and fees increased 19.4 per-
cent. For the past two years the median charge has increased less than 2.5
percent as compared with the previous year's reported median.

Median tuition and fee charges for out-of-state students have increased an
av;rage ce more, than nine percent each year since 1985-66. The median
amount reported by state and land-grant universities for non-resident tuition
has risen from 4734. in 1965-66 to $1378.25 in 1974-75, a jump of $644.25 over
the period. This is an increase of 87.8 percent
_The median reported for out-of-state tuition increased dramatically in both
r0-71 and 1971-72. There was a 14.5 percent rise the first year and a 13.9
Kent jump then econd year. For the past two years increases have been

mac smaller than previously with .is 1.2 percent increase in 1973-74 and a,
&2 neat increase in 1974-75.

a, following chart shows medians for tuition and required fees, resident
`Ohresident, for thp years .1965-60 through 1973-74 and the percentage

an dollar amounts of increases for each year'in both categories.)
LONG-TERM TREND IN CHARGES FOR TUITION AND FEES 1

\ You

Resident Nonresident

,1

Amount Increase
Percent

_increase Amount Intrust
Percent

Incense--
1%546

,.

;311.00 5734.00
1%6-67 333.00 122.00 7.07 782.00 54 .00 4.54
1147-61 351.00 It 50 .5.56 850,00 61.00 1.70
1941 -69 360. CO 3.50 2.42 905:00 55.00 6.47
1%9-70 430.00 70.00 19 44 966.00 61.00 6.74
1970-71 45200 22. 50 5.23 ' 1,106. 00\ 140.00 14.49
1971-72. 4E2.00 2t 50 6.52. 1,260.00 , 154.00 '13.92
1972-73 517.00 35.50 7.37 1,319.50 59.00 4.72
1973-74 520.00 '2.50 .41 1,336.00 * 16.50 1,25
1974-75 531,00 11. 00, 2.11 1.37L 25 , 42.25 3.16

Total 220.00 70.73
44.25

17,71

24;x
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TOTAL CHARGES FOR FIVE YEARS

Total charges have increased less dramatically than tuition, and fees during
the Ave-year period for whisl NASL'LGC has calculated total charges for its
member institutions .

Charges have increaseccafn averige ,Of more than five and a half percent a
year for state residents during the period, going from $1297 in 1969-70 to
$1666.50 in 1974=75. This Is an inercasKaf 28.5 percent. The annual Increase
was the largest in 1974 -75, when the medy4 increased 10.1,pereent,

For out -of -state residents there has 11.0tn an average increase of seven and a
half percent annually. Median total charges increased ,from $1910 in 1969-70
to $2654.50 in 1974-75, a rise of $744.50, or 39 percent. The largest increases in
the mdeIa.n total Charge came in 1971 -72, when the median moved up 11 percent
and in 1974-75, when. there was on,lecredse of 8.6 percent.

( The-following chart showil,*:edians for total charges, resident and non-resi-
dent, fig the years 1969-70 throirgh 1974-75 and the percentage and dollar
amounts of increases for each liar in both categories.)

LONG-TERM TREND IN TOTAL CHARGES -

Resident flonresident

Percent Percent
Year Amount I ncreass , increase Amount factesse.,, Merlin

.";-k

969-70
970-71
971-72
972-73
973-74
974-75

Total

91,297.00
1, 376.00
1, 411.00
1,487.00
1,514.00
1, 665.50

979.00
1.' C/0

.47. 01
152.50

6.09
2.54
3.96
3.20

10.07

91, 910. 00'..'' ...
2, 019.00
2,241.00
2, 233.00
2, 443.00
2,654.50

9109.00
r. 222.00

97.00
115.00
211.50

5.71
'10. 5!

3.88
4.93
L 65

369.50 28.48 744.50 33. 97'

INSTITUTIONS WITH HIGHEST AND LOWEST CHARtrES FOR TUITION AND REQUIRED
FEES, 1974-75

Resident tuition and fees
Highest: ,

Cornell University_. $1, 500. 00
University of 1{erinent 1, 088. 00
Temple University 1, 050. 00
"University of Pittsburgh 1, 024. 00
University.of,New Hampshire 981. 70
Pennsylvanid State University 960. 00
University/of Michigan 1 904. 00
State University of New York 1 900. 00
Waynk.Stato University 3 844.-00
Miami University 840. 00

Lowest:
City University of New York 70. 00
Federal-City College 135. 00

/University of Puerto Rico 165. 44
University of guam 200. 00
Texas A. &-,M. University 279. 60,_

Texas Tech. University 284. 00
'Prairie View A. & M. University 285. 00

k University of Houston 294. 00
West Virginia University 310. 00
College of the Virgin Islands 314. 00

l This amount paid tiy juniors and seldom. L'alversity of Michigan freshmen and sophomores pay 3800.
' The amount paid by Juniors and seniors. mate rnwentty of Ness York freshmen and sophomores pay

$780. e-
The amount paid by juniors and seniors. Wayne Stet* tnitenity freshmsn and sophomores pay 1777



-Iiighest:
', 'University of Michigan t$2, 800.,00

University of Vermont . 2, 788. 00
University of New Hampshire 2, 281. 70
Wayne State-UniVersity 1-. 1 s 2, 274.00
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 32, 204. 00
University of Wisconsin, Madison 22, 204.00
Pennsylvania State University 2, 160. 00
University of California _ 2,144..00
Cornell University. 2, 100. 00
North Carolina A. &V. State University 2, 073. 50
University of Coldrado, boulder 2, 070. 00

Lowest: 1

University of Puerto Ricci 165.44"
University of Guam 350: 00
Alabama A. & M. University 580 00,
Lincoln University 630. Oa
Southern University 768.00
College of the Virgin Islands 814. 00
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore 895. 00
Delaware State College 927. 18
Fediral City College 930. 00
University of Arkansas 930. 00

i The amount paid by Juniors and seniors. University of Michigan freshmen and sophomores pay $2,600.
1 The amount paid by Juniors and seniors. Wayne State University freshmen and sophomores pay $2 079

The amount paid by Juniors and seniors. University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee and University of Vila-
cousin, Madison freshmen and sophomores pay 51.906.

INSTITUTIONS WITH HIGHEST AND LOWEST TOTAL CHARGES, 1974-76

Resident total charges

241

Nonresident tuition and fees

Highjst:
Cornell University $3;105.00
Teniple University , 2,555. 05
Universiqof.Pittsburgh 2,424. 00
UniverAitr cif New Hampshire. 2,339. 70
University of Michigan 1 2,306. 00
University of Vermont 2,251. 00
Miami University (Ohio) 2,235. 00

r University of Rhode Island_ 2,226.75
State University Ol. New Yorlit). 3 2,200. 00
Pennsylvania State University 2,199.00

Lowest:
Tennessee State University 1,152. 00
Lincoln University 1,160. 00
Delaware State College,. 1,227. 18
Fort Valley State College 1,236. 00
Kentucky State UniVersity_ , 1;237.00
Southern University 1,302. 00
North Carolina A. et T. State University 1,319.00
Alabama A. et M. University 1,330. 00
Texas Tech. University_ 1,340. 00
College of the Virgin Islands 1,362. 00

The amount paid by uniors and seniors. University of Michigan freshmen and sophomores pay 42,707J

The amount paid by Juniors and seniors. State University of Nsw York freshmen and sophomores pay
$7,060.

2 ti
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NONRESIDENT TOTAL CHARGES

Highest: ,
University of Michigan 1 $4, 202. 00
University of Vermont 3, 951. 00

'Cornell University 3, 705. 00
University of New Hampshire 3, 639. 70
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 2 3, 499. 00
Temple University 3, 455.05
Miami University (Ohio) 3, 455.00'
University of California , 3, 420. 00
University of Pittsburgh 3, 41. 00
Pennsylvania State University 3,' 399 00

Lowest:
Lincoln University P 1, 430.00
Alabama A. & M. University 1, 580. 00
Southern -Univ.ersity

-%
1, 752. 00

Fort Valley State College 1, 776. 00
Kentudky State University 1, 787.`00
Delaware State College 1, 802. 18
College of the Virgin Islands 1, 862. 00
University of Maryland, Eastern Shore 1, 955: 00
Virginia State College 1, 962. 00
University of Arkansas 1, 990. 00

1 The amount paid by Juniors and seniors. University of Michigan freshmen and sophomores pay $4,002.
I The amount paid by Juniors and seniors. University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee freshmen and sophomores

pay 31,7101.

1974 75 STUDENT CHARGES, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT COLLEGES

(rotor's shown are rates to. ypw.1 failUme underv-duate stud' s for a fuil academic yea r of 2 semesters, 2 trimesters
or 3 quarters. Where this year's figures represent a change over la 'tyear's, last year's rate is shown on parentheses)

Undergredoate tuition and/or ,
require fees

Bond rate (7 day
Institution Resident Nonresident Room rate unless noted)

Alabama:
Alabama A. & M, University * 330 510 1 1, 060 (941)
Aubuin University 549 (525) 1,074 (1, 050) 420 (400) 645 (575)
University of Alabama 595 (510) 1,190 (1, 020) 360 763 (754)

Alaska: Unitersity of Mufti, Fairbanks 472 1,072 600 (565) 650
Arizona: ,

Arkansas: University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
University of Arizona

370 (320) 1,-260 (1, 210) 512 (462) 410 I (315)

400
411 1,101 (1,301) 460 435

930 1,060 I I 950
903 (674) _

Arizona Stets University

California: University of California 644 2,144 1;376 1 (1,(325
Colorado:

Colorado State University 609 (603) 1,912 (1, 995) 1,230 1 (1, 140)
University of Colorado, Boulder

Connecticut: University, of Connecticut
Delawsre:

63S (593) ,,. 070 (11,31Z)
715 - 595 (535)

4597
3 610
4 700

Distrkt of Columbia: Mere! City Collets.
University of Delsware 121i Ii155 1,7fit.:(71,11430} I Ig

(400)
64 611(14

Delaware State College

135 117 V - 930 732 NA N
Florida'

9 University of Florida
Florida State University

515 I (570) I, 665 I 1, 620) 600 (540) $50 (790)
585 $ q71 I, 666595' p. 66itl 390 7 (360) 122 $ (600)
615 ( 70 I, , 542 600

Florida A.8 M. University

Georgia:

Georgia Institute of Technclogy
University of Georgia

rel. {114 1, 43l11(1(94B
543 538 1,263 0:250 540 (390)

396 76li 57628
Fort Valley Meta University 330 -155

Guam: University of Guam . 200 350 617 (620) etlHawaii: University of Hawaii, Moncta 350 (IN) 1,316 (701) 506
Idaho: University of Idaho 310 1,310 340 (320) 720 (660)
Illinois:

Southern illinoitUniversity, Carbondale__ 428 4 (429) 1, 214 I (1, 297) 1,122 1 (I, 000)
University of Illinois, Chicago Circle 636 1,626 N/A tf/A
University of Illinois, Urbana.Chempaitn__ 690 (616) 1, 600 (1, 676) 1,202 1 (1,145 iIndians:

, Indleria University, illosmingfoh... . : ... _. 722 $ (682) 1,640 $ (1,560) ' 497 600
a Purdue University, West Lafayette 750 (700) 1,700 (1,660) 1, 201 1 (1,121)

lows:
lows State University 600 1,434 (1,332) 390 (336) 600 (534)
University of Iowa 620 1,450 (1,350) 1,211 1 (1,114)

See footnotes at end of table.

r
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1974-75-STUDENT CHARGES, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND

101NO-ORAMT. COLL,EGES--Csiltinumf

(Figures /hewn are redo for tyinil Mrton 41..."41irmluate
students for a full academic veer of 2sonvesters, 2 trimesters

ec 3 quar,ers. Ware this year's figured represent a thong' ever lest year's, last year's rate Is shown In parentheses)'

/ Undersold-sets tuition &nem ; .-
required fees

*--- Baird rate (7 day

/ Institution Resident Nonresident Room rate unless noted)

, .

/Haws: '
. Kansas State University 532.(526) 1,322`(1, 316) 1 gm

/ . University of Karnes 573 (544) L 363 (1,314) 1,050 1 1 ($75)

""k1Sergecireate University
Usiver of Kentucky

440
4*) . 1,210 1,256 1 (1,184)

990 293 1 (210) 504

,/, toulsisna S
.

Louisiana INN UniRoute.-- 320 1;050 (150) 400 (354) 50t 1_ (410)

Southern University,BeBeton rapt, 311 (214) 761 (734) 5$$ (459)

Maims:

3111 (332)

University of Maine, Orono. 517 562 1,762 1,662) I, 3813 1 (1,150)

University of Maine, Augusta 462 412 1,512 WW1 N/A

University of Maine, Farmington 445 435 1,535 1,435) 1,270 1 1,111g)

University of Maine, Fort Kent. 480 430 1,530 1,430) 1,2701 1,120)

University of Maine, Portland- Gotham
University ef Melee, Machies_.- ....... 415 435 1,535 1,2701 1,120)

516 466 1,516 1,416 1,2101 1,120)

University of Maine, Presque Isle 480 425 1,530 1,425 1,2701 1,120) . .

Maryland:

University of Maryland, Eastern Shore -.
70$ (695) 1, 858.A1,6,11) .5459 645 I

345 (MI5) 460 440)' 600 (580University of Maryland, College Park

University of Itaryiend,*Balthnore County 6'53 1,148 (1,611) 555 410) 695 11 (650

Massachusetts:
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. 549 (519) 1,349 (1, 319) 1 657 . 690 (643)

University of Massachusetts, Boston 2St 1,151 NA ' NA

Michigan:
Michigan State University' 1 720 1, 6651(1, 620) 1, 2451 (I, 215)

University of Michigan, Ants Arbor:
Freshmen-sophomore OM 2,603 1 1,402 (1,2341)

Junior-senior 904 2, SOO 11,'402 (1, 290

Wayne Stets University:
Freshrn an,:ophomore 777 2, 079 (1,11931_ NA NA

. NA
-Junior- senior 144 703) 2,274 (1,193) NA

Minnesota University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. 714. 613) 1, 677 (1, 620) 1, 3501 (OW)

MinissIppl.
Minissippi Stets University 511 (507) 1,111 (1,107) 360- (336), 570 ../..._

University of Mississippi 530 (516) 1.130 (1,116) 315 530 1 (756)

Missouri:
Lincoln University 360 ' 630 1 400

I -University of Missourr i 580 (540) :1,660 (1, 540) -400 (360) .640 (570)

Montana: - ,

University of Montins
509 I, 4.91 1,31.5)
529 (417) 1,501 (1,317) 1,259" (1,0111)

373 704 (643)
-Montana State University

Nibraska: University of Nebraska
Nevada: University of Nevada, Us Vegas

555r (535) 1, 2111 (1,261) 1,095
332 1,732 1,2701 1,150

New Hampshire: University of New Hampshire. 981 (983
524

. 2; 211 2,, 233

59 567 638 H (416)
64t 550 710 11 (620)
Gil 612

University of Nevada, Reno

New Jersey: Rutgers University.. 72
115 (660)

Hew Mexico;

1310
. 1

New Mexico State Univereltv 474 (466) ),304 (1,296) 570 (540) 460 (460)

University of New Meeks, Albuquerque - 456 1,285 720 (714) 439 3 (360

New York: -

City University of Mew York
University

70 1,270 NA NA

Cornell Uni 1, 500 11 (1,350) 2,100 Is (1,950) 1,605 1(1,535)

State University of New -York:
Freshmen-sophomore 750

Junior-senior 900
1175 650 650

1,400 650 650

North Carolina: .
North Carotins State 487 (473) 2,033 320 (316) .775 (675)

North Carolina A. A T. U. State University. _ 540 2,073 344

University of North Cording, Chapel Nor . 453 (449) 1,997 425 2(400) 700 (515)

North Dakota:
North Dakota State University 435 1,164 382 (412) - 600 (570)

University of North Dakota 467 (456) 1,195 (1,184) .-- 350 (320) 600 (570)

Ohio:

MIAMI University, Oxford
Ohio State Univereity

1014g 2,010 .714 (624) 54D 450)

710 (750 1, 830 1,800 . 1 1,335
,1110 2,040 I, NO 624 (600) 771 725)Kent State University

Oklahoma:
Oklairome,SIste University 464 (456) 1,244 (1,236) 462 (450) 458 (440)

University of Oklahoma . 1 445 11,225 1,040 7 (1,000)

. Oregon:
, ,

Oregon Stets University 561 (535) 1,121 (1,711) 425 (390) 613 (605)

University of Oregon 573 (540) 1,533 (1,722) 1,120 1 (1,020)

See footnotes at end of tante.
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1974-75 STUDENT CHARGES, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND
LANC4RANT- COLLEGESContinued

shown are rates for typical full-time underraduate students fora full lobos is year of 2 semesters, 2 trimestersor 3 quarters. Where this year's figures represent a change over list year's, last year's rate Is shown In parenthewn)

Institution

Undergraduate tuition and/or
required fees

/ - bard rate (7 day
Resident Nonresident Room rate unless nota0

Pennsylvania:
Penn State University
Temple University.
University of Pittsburgh

Puerto Rio: University of Puerto Rico
Rhode Island: University of Rhode Island
South Caroline:

Cloonan University
South Carolina State College
Universityof South Carol) na.

South Dakota:
South Dakota State University

1 University of South Dakota
'Tennessee:

Tennessee Stet, University
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
University of Tennessee, Chattanooga
University of Tennessee, Martin
University of Tennessee, Nashville

Texas:
Prairie View A.; Id
Texas A. 6 M. University
Texas Southern University
Texas Tech University
University of Houston
University of Texas, Austin

Utah:
Utah State University
University of Utah

Vermont: University of Vermont
Virgin Islands: Collie of the Virgin islands
Virginia:

University of Virginia, Chsrlottesvilit
Virgthia Polytechnic Institution and State

istuversity ,..
Virginia State College

,Wash(ngton:
University of Washington
Washington State University

West Virginia: West Virginia University:Morgan-
town

Wisconsin:
University of Wisconsin, Madison:

Fruhmansophmou
Juniorsenior

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukeo:
Fruhman-sophmore..
Junior-senior

Wyoming: University of Wyoming

-

960 (*00) 2,160 (2,100)
1,050 1, !SO
1,024 2,014

165 165
796 (164) 1, 696 (1.664)

640 1,340
503 (480) 980 (960)
5I4 (570) 1,294 (1,280)

613 (597) 1,353 (1.337)
584 (553) 1,210 I (1;249)

374 351 1,214 1161
4I7 399 1,269 1,209
434 (416) 1,216 L226
417 ((384)) ((1,194))
372 333 1,224 1,143

235 1,581
280$ (219) 1, ISO y' (1, 359)
365 $ (335) 1, 445* (1,415)

L 364

254 6 1112361 1,154 s ears

453 1,008
480 1,245 (1,155

1, OU 2,7
314 814.

- 644 (622) 1,569 (1,441)
,.
627 1.227

731 (690) 1198 (1.150)

i 564 1,581
564 1,581

-310 1,140

573 1906
" 64 (6n) 2204 (2006)

1906ti (U1) 2204 (2006)
(.410 1376 ,

1, 23914i1.211 .......

850 i820i
700

700 (600)

-420 41:0
360 28$
480 (440)

400 (359)

323 (I, 161)
495
470
495
NJA

550' 468
1,2001 (1, 024

1:05611 (9!6

i'132:6Sii°5°

455 (430
1,044

1,041 (1,008)

395 (375)

9361 446)
764 1 (723)

1,1401 (1,020)
466 (444) -

11,305

. 595
555

SOO 710)
800 470510)

550 Z4905

730 (640)

550

1,120 1644$ (1,(025706

SOO (420)
560 (520)

450
625 (51A

625 (570)I N/A

648
752 (653)

,.

641 (624)

631 (53573)1

620 3 (580)
,

69011 (405)
614 (606)

6201' (560)
62011 (560)

595
595 (565

Graduate fees are available from OBI. / ..*Combined room and board.
, 5-dey board plan: -

s Board consists of 20 meals per week.
4 Combined figures given last year.

- 21 sensate charges for mon: and board given test year.
k Tuition colculated on a per credit hour basis.
?rage hawk
$ Per credit hour thergethe apparent decrease Is due to a change to (Re semester system.
*Combined plan Is also available $614 (650),
1e 19 meals per wok,

a11 5-day plan was reported hi 1973-74: figures for the current year are based on a 7 plan"Statute colleges only (a) New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, New York State College ofHuman E (c) New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations, and (d) mil UniversrtyKew York*spits! S. 'of Nursing. .u Combined plan In 1 building only.
14 Tuition charges have been calculated on the basis of 12 lernestsr hours, the amount net as the maximum load fo/

students in acedemie institutions of the University of Texas system by the University of Texas system board of regents
Administrators have authority to permit Individual students to carry heavier loads gut many undergraduate studentswill continue to carry loads of approximately 15 hours. ,

la Board ,available separately.
1$ 14 Meals per west.
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Mr. O'HARA. Thank you. Does thegentleman from New York,
have any questionst

Mr. &Wax. No, Mr. -Ohairman.
Mr. O'HARA.. di*. Quie, do you have any questions?
Mr. Qtile. Yes.
Let me ask you about the administrative money. You are suggest -

ing-5 percent of the money be used for administration.
What is your experience -with administrative costs of the various

student, aid programs, the BOG% SEOG's, work -study and NDSL?
Mr. HUM% As I understand the BEOG'S, it requires a lot of help

from the students to, get it. The work -study tai., is expensive because
there is s good deal of bookkeeping, an time charges that have to be
kept and that sort of thing.

Jerry, do you know anything else about those progranis?
Mr. Roscuwem. I am not sure- if there are any hard _figures

available to check. When you think of administrative expense, in
this instance, NOR are thinking of something that is not generally
thought of as administrative.

These are such things as counselling, instruction of parents, con-
sulting, filling out forms, identification of forms, a whole chain of
activity that is not easily charted.

I thank we could come up with figures though.
Mr. Qum Let us juet take two of the straight grant programs,

SEOG and BEOG. What are the differences in at least the time,
and therefore, the expense that you have working with- the students
in .those two programs?

.Mr. ROK:IMALR. In actual practice, none. The BEOG in the first
2, year of running has turned out to be quite an expensive proposition
in terms of time for counselling.

The studenis are not aware of the program. They have to be
chased after, and at some 'institutions, they have to be virtually
threatenedyou must apply for a BEOG betore we let you have any
money.

There is a lot of conversation with parents who do not understand
the forms, what they should fill out, what they should not fill out.

The SEC:* program is a long established one and although it still
takes a certain amount of= time, it is a systemmatized procedure.

Mr. QUIE. You have to chase after the students there too?
Mr. RosonwAte. That is less so because people are aware. At first,

2 year ago the students.were not aware of what the BEOG program
was all about, whether they were qualified- or not.

Many students heard they would get $50 or $100. There W9-53 a let
of false information, that it was not worth the effort to apply.

It is still not a completely operating program.
Mr. QUM. Once it is well known, is it going to be different from

SEOG or Will the expenses be about the same?
Mr. RoscirwAtn. It will probably-always be high at the freshman

level; Once a student gets involved in it and understands the pro-
cedure, it will be less expensive in the folloviing years.

I do note that notwithstanding the program that OE ran to ad-
vertise this year, we still had shortfall of students and I think 135
million dollars to carryover.
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It is a problem getting students, explaining it,. to them, helping
theta fill oitt forms and a large number of the forms have to be done
again because of that problem.

1"t will probably remain so because of the nature of the studentthat we are going after.
Mr. Quit. BEOG is no different than food stamps, if we triedto estimate the number of people who are eligible for food stamps

and aRpropriated the Money and tried to stay within that, rather
than give them an entitlement to come up with whatever the cost was,There is a much smaller percentage of those estimated eligibles for
food stamps who actually take Apart and it might be the sane forBEOG.

Mr. ROSCHWALII. That is right.
Mr. 'Quit. You are talking about the training of financial aid

officers. Do you think this would prevent some of the rapid turnover
of financial aid officers?
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It scents to me ope of the big problems-is the rapid turnoverrather than not .knowing what to do./
Mr.-RosouwAta. There was a figure used about 6 months ago that

indicated the trverage-salary for a student aid officer was something
like $10,500.*

.I imagine the rapid turnover has something to do with that. It isa chicken'and'egtprobleni:
Are they not ing paid well because they are really not very

qualified or can you not get qualified people because you are payinga too low amount?
Mr. Quit. Or did the colleges neglect to pay them once theycome on?
Mr. Rosonwmai. They neglect to pay them more because of the

crunch of dollars, and if there were a higher percentage of income as
a result of an automatie'reimbursement of administrative costs, theji
the college could be held accountable for raising the salaries or get-
ting qualified people who would leave to be paid more.

I think that is what we mean cvhen we suggest an increase in ad-
ministrative costs amounts.

Mr. Quit. Let me ask you about legislation that we have enacted
in regard to discrimination.

You have the legislation plus the court decisions the civil rights,
the sex discrimination legislation and recently the Buckley amend-
ment..

How is that operati g now in your colleges? What ptiblems do
you 'have?

Mr. Hum. Let us t
have been concerned
higher education in t
requirethents. I.

One of the difficulties I am sure yoh recognize is the college stu-
dent5.4111.. voluntary students. Where the pliblic is operating schoolsto Aid' they require children to go. the public has some control
over the public schools as to where they semi those students.

My own notion of the way to increase the integration in those
southern institutions is not to close down the predominantly black
institutions.

ke them one at 'a time. One of the things we
out is Judge Pratt's order that order that

e South comply with ,the antidiscrimination

.2
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"They are too much a an asset; too men3 students go through
thernenow.

The quality of the black institutions alould be increased until
they -attract white students.

can,gi've you-an example North., Carolina A. & T. University
Which :get a foundation ,grant and unpro%ed the quality of its en-
(ingenue' school until- it got prefessienel accreditation.

ale immediate result was it drew a lot of white kids from that
neighborhood because they could get there what they Wanted: This
was closer -to -home and cheaper -Chair if they tried to go to the
thrivemity -of North Carolina.,,,

I saw thesame kind, of thing, at Prairie View A. S. '4 College.
I made a.commencemeut speech-one night and-the mashes in educa-
tion in that class of graduates was .10 percent white because the
students in that ncighbOrbood. wanted to to there fur te-upgrading
of their qualificatipns.

They could do it without going to Austin.
We have found In all of these-collee.es an increasing number of

While students. Students do not really c that nuA about old
:prejudices.

The old notions of racial discriminktion, anti so forth, for the
most part al` 'e nut held by students and if the quality institution
they need is close enough to their homes, they will eo there.

The fact that it may be 70 or 80 percent black does not bother
them -at all. I think that is going to take care of that problem.

In regard to the general -question, of minerities and women, I
suggested a little bit ago that my own belief is that thefiipeline.
has got to be filled with people who are taking graduate'Cottises,
profes%ional courses, so that they come out in great quantities and
then cap be fed into teaching staff and administrative staff of the
colleges'and universities.

think ive are-ha% ing some snecess in-doing that now but frankly
the stockpile is -not- very large.

I was saying to the Chairman a while ago that we would think
it wonldbe a very- useful -thing to set tqi a voutli program. in which
the.money is earmarked for minorities and 'fur %Amen to go to pro-
fessional schools and graduate schools SO that ellen the tune comes
and someone says von have to obey the law, there will be someone
there who is qualified ti do the job, and the law can be satisfied.

I think we are mos ing on that.. But I do not hat e any doubt that
some people are dragging their beels. If I did trot, that would make
Ind change my Whole' view of human nature.

However, at the same time, I think some success is being -made.
'Arr. Ot IE. On the Buckley amendment. what is your reaction?
Mr. *Firm% I think our people feel pretty SIOOti about that. As
matter of fact. there was a great deal of satisfaction among our

institutional heads over the extremel3 open and cooperatixe attitude
of Senator Buckley himself and Senator rol who is is-di-king with
him on that.

We belieeir tin that exchange, and I think this is a good example
of the way yO*nught to work with th e Congress, in tire exchange
between our institutional people and these two Senators. we think
most of our objection will get worked out,

,
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Mr. QUE. The last question I have is this. Yesterday, in the Edu-
cation and Labor Committee,. We reported out the ,Older Americans
Act with the prohibition against discrimination on the basis of age.

What are the policies now of your institutions in relationship -to
admission of students on the one hand, in regard to age, and sec-
ondly, the hiring or retirement and promotion of personnel em-
ployees in regard to age/

Mr. IlrxTr. I will have to check those figures. This is a kind of
institution-by-institution thing, but lei me say In regard to the
general question of the older student that there is, I think, complete
acceptance that unhersities have to move in the direction of help-
in these students.

First of all, the University of Nebraska we started a program
which they call SUN State University of Nebraska making use
of television, newspaper Study courses and all kinds of things which
made it possible fur people in the State who could not come to-the
campus to get campus credit. .

The Vniversity of Nebritska then got with five'other midwestern
unhersities and they hate agreed to share 'facilities, share courses,
share know-how, and that kind of thing.

They have organized what they call the University of Mid-
America. This is made up of a consortium of State universities. _

I think that anyone in higher education today knows that the
next breakthrough, so far as recognizing responsibility to the eoni_
tinning student- -that is, to the

recognizing
student, who can only ge

part tuneand we owe it that Person to have the university bring. ,0
these resources to him or her.

If the university is to be dynantic and able to hire young people
and continue to grow and so forth, it has to find a new kind of
student.

I think this is absolutely inevitable. I think our own institutions
will take the lead in it because we have a long tradition of extension.
of outreach and going; out to find people, sales people, labor people,
small business people and what not, and organizing courses for
them.

think we Aire equipped to do it and I know'our people can do,
think it will succeed.

T think the success of it is inevitable.
'ft.. QUE. It is my view that we should encourageand I am

sure it must be the feeling of the gentlemen from Indianathe
con.ept of lift:long learning, the opportunity to attend at any time
during your life, not only in the period of time that is normal, right

A after high-school.
I believe this legislation will encourage it. The question you did

-not answer, though, is on employment.
Mr. IIrtrr. I will have to check thttt again. I din very.much con-

cerned with that. I am getting to the point where I do not wand
discrimination against anyone because, he just happens to be 80
years old.

llowev.Ar, as to xllitt the actual practices are. I cannot answer
that question now., but I recognize the A alidity of the question and
I will look into it and submit my 'findings.

266*.
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Mr. Qum. Could you submit it.?
Mr. Ilumr. Yes.
Mr. QUZE. Thank you.
The following letter was subsequently submitted:j

"
. Aram 9, 1975.

lion:Aumar IL, Quit; ILO.
Rayburn Hpuse Office Building,
lira.thingion, DX.

Draft Ai.; During my recent appearance before the House Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education, you raised a couple of questions which, at the time,
I was unable to respond to without reference to our member institutions. The
first question,dealt elth pviicies at our institutions regarding age discrimination
in.hiring and other employment practices.,

My staff has dope a spot check of a number of representative institutions in
different geographical sections of the country, .and zee can report the follow ing
from this quick poll: .

(1) Generally, the institutions indicate they base no official policy regard-
ing, II nailing on age for hiring personnel.

t:i) Of eight mayor universities, four stated that they required retirement
at 65 and four at 70 for all staff, administrators and faculty.

131 Two of the institutions checked reported that they have separate
retirement schedules for administrative staff and faculty. The retirement
age for administrative staff.i&set at 65 ;for faculty, 70.

et) Two Institutions require administrators to relhuntish posts at age 65.
These administrators, however, are permitted to stay on as faculty members
if they held faculty status prior to administrative employment

t5) Seven institutions reported that certain exceptional persons are en-
couraged to stay on after reaching retirement age but only with the.approval
of the main governing board of-the institution. In these cases, theinstitutions;
report that contracts are renessable annually and benefits usually are
dropped.

Although this is only a Small sampling of our membership at large, ; suspect
that a survey tot the entire membership would-reveal comparable Prac.i.ca I
imagine that the Congress' speciallaterest may lie in tile area of hiring. Since
appointiftent of new employees at our large universities Is a determination made
in many different places on the campus, it might be difficult to pinpoint whether
actual practice differs from the official non - discrimination policy. I would think,
too, that the age factor on university .coinpuses might play -a different role than
in the American society at large, particularly in Industry. Certainly, accomplished
scholars in their 50's and 60's are sought after by Institutions seeking to increase
the stature of their academic programs. Likewise, senior administrators at sev
era' levels of university life are recrinted from other institutions where they
have established reputations for high competence. To add' a personal note I
am in the age bracket we are talking about. But the tniVersity of Wisconsin
has kept me in an "on-leave" status for ten years. I can go back any day. I doubt
that I am exceptional.

In non-academic areas, I would guess that the universities reflect American
society at.large in the treatment of discriminadon. However, there is a possi-
bility that, the tradmonal respectionxperlence and wisdom, often appropriately
associated with age, may have a stronger hold in the academic world than in
commeree and industry. This, of course, is purely,* conjectural, and I am not
certain how one would easily deterniine the actual pradtices on our campuses
without a major, organized study.

One other question you raised concerned the costs of administering the differ-
ent student aid programs, particularly BEOG and SEOG. Initial investigation
indicates that total coats of °Wilting offices of student financial aid are not
brOken down to allow easy answers to these questions. A study conducted by
the National' Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators shows a cost
of WI' Ili administrative costs for each BEOG recipient. I understand that
Richard Tombaugh, who heads the NASFA Washington office, will be sending
you this Addy shortly.

I hope the above is responsive to your Inquiry. If this is a matter-in which
the Congress feels the need to have more specific and detailed information,

you.

t),1
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perhaps the 14her cdULIttlutLi1Ohtxiattiotib as agreop could unflertake a rune*
or a study to, produLv thure,,t.(anpIete information. Please let us .knos% if ire can

-be of assistance.
sincerely yours,..- ,. ,,

/,-- -,;.i. ft.nran ni K. UITTt
1 , Executip Director.

'Mr. 071Imi,s. nr.,Biaggi? ,
,-'

,

Mr. linsooi. I agree with your response? Mr. Mitt, fothe gues-
Atm proposed by Mr. Quie,as far lis disetuilhuttion is concerned in
the various schools.

I agree that if you impro've the quality of education, that the
integration problem will not really'be a problem.

I do not belies e in the state of mind that the student has, he has
that racial hangup, and he will go where the action is. It is as
simple as that.

It has always been our objective and it iS important that you
deal firl with the professional schools and courses that lead up
to professional schools which' lead onto dentistry, medicine And the
like.

That is where we ildISt deal with the. ulti de problem, by dealing
with the problem iii the early stages.

In my, judgment, there is a great c ea! of dis rimination but it
is done lila:Indy ins .souse areas and more sophis icatedly by sirtue
of the fact. that in the cat ly Juges, these schools base not permitted
entry. .

I have tlyo .qiicstions askone, what is a minority in your
judgment.?

Mr. Burr. I think the definition would be any grout that is not
a part of the majority.

Mr. Tirman. That would be Webster Dictionary's definition. right
Iluirr. I guess o. It 'have not looked-it up.

Mr. 131.sont. I agree with3-ou. I an not contentious of that point.
I would just like to elaborate on this.

Thepractical application of that definitio s it reiatez, to institu-
tions;not according to Funk and Wagnall or hatever, but whataA''
your definition?

Mr. Hum. I do not know what the techif al definition, would be.
:r would think that every student who con es from a ,group which
is numerically a small part of the population is a iriinority.

I must say in regard to this act, y,on use the term minority a lot,
generally with the as,onnplion that the alba& antagetl are going
to be among the minority student's.

However.,this art does not set mit to fund or to assist minorities.
It sets out to fund and assist disadvantaged students.

Any student who cannot afford college education or his family
does not have the income to do thisunder the definition of this
act, that student would be a disadvantaFed student.

Thefithrust of the act is, in that vein. The reason;
student..

use minorities,
women and so forth is that/they are the ones who tend to be the
most disadvantaged.

Ifowevei. under this law, an Anglio-Si4oh, Protestant minister
mull qualify if,that minister is poorly paid. w

Ur. BLtoor. According to' that definition the son of the _Anglo-
Saxon minister is a very distinct minority. We do mit have many

\
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..0Anglo ..Sla.x.o4 ministers in contract to the total population, Lot
n tin, we are not_definite here. 1.

I will ae.ree that the law disadvantaged.be applied to the disadvantaged.
47I tie not agree that disathantaged:and minorities are synonymous.

Mr- Maw. No. I would hot say that. No, sir.
Mr. Bmoot. The fact of the matter is if we arc talking about

women, lets just talk about women.
Mr.Iltaw:They are a slight majority.
Mr. litAo,or. They should be disregarded according to this dis-

ClaSiOn becanse,they tire in fact, not a minority.
But if they are in- fact disadvantaged, then. that,

, AangeSit,
Mr.I3tacot. Yes.
Mr. Max. May I pick up ,,ornt.thing y.ou said a moment ago

which I think is _profoundly Correct, When I suggested that we
ought to do something specifically to help minorities and women
get into this pipeline, I recognize: the absolute folly of simply say-
ing thni when a student graduates from college that this program
can then be picked tip.

Frequently. as you indicated, what keeps the poor kid out of
fliedial school is the fact that t err someone counsels hiin
that medical school costs a lot of money,

You ea' tura gt if.yon nut have the money. In many institu-
tions. acwhich tilt. Mods of students we are talking about,
it is neces,ury for someone to reach the stadtut about the sophomore
year and guarantee to that student that if he takes the courses and.

thpob, that sodneone will see that lie can go to college and get
a medical degree.

We hats.. made sonic efforts in this regard, the more successful
of thein, being to help work out a partnership arrangement between
a large unitersity which has pr,,fessional coinses for the graduate
and one of the predominantly Black colleges.

I mention North Carolina A. & T. and Rutgers University. This
started out as I recall as au arrangenlyit with the graduate people.

We foiled that at A. & T. are were a lot of qualified students
thm,and Rutgers guaranteed tint of their, fund. to take a certain
umnber.

They were to tell them in the sophomore tart "if you want to get
a Ph. D.. :ton go to lintgors with hell) all the way if you do all
right in the newt veam"

.li -teral of dropping out or r.,kiug shop tour -es. they hat a that
alternative.

A Ian school dean saw that this was working anti he went down
there. The situation now is that in tla gtailltat school of ttgem
Vniversit,y, the second hugest :nowt. of graduate student:; is :North
Czwolina A. & T.

The laraest sourer is llutgcr- mo.-erjev its i f This is not an
ide4arrangeturnt evf.n thomyli it is rev helpful.

Tiu reason it not ideal is that it limit, thorn North Cardin&
A. S. T. students to one unit ersity and they might wault to go -to
another.

Souiethine. Jv old he woied nut where swaps can he. wattle and
ontlents can pit is the unit ersi0 thQ want to go to. That would be
fine.

2G1
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thinkit is-certainly true that simply to say to graduating seniors,
here is the money to go to graduate school or professional school,
when they hale-not prepared themselves for that, is not meeting the
problem.,

Azr. Ducar. One more question. You talk in terms of disadvan-
taged rather than in terms of minorities and women. Would you re-
gard a sun or a child of a middle income family who is desirous of
educational assistance as disadvantaged in relation to this bill?

'Mr. IIKarr., Yes, sir. Anytime a student wants to go to college
and cannot go to college because of finum,ial reasons, that person is
a disadvantaged student, in-.Ty.yiew.

I remember when the requtrethents were first being set for family
income, how much could be, wiled, and the student, could be con-
sidered under that law:

The president of the Vniicersity of Arkansas laughed and said
three-fourths of our student? eau make that because the annual in-
come per capita in Arkansas is qPite

I would guess in some of the States like New York and California,
where income tends to be high, I would think that in some cases,
welfare payments might disqualify. saidents.

31r. Bracer;, I would not think so; but, I appreciate the point you
are InakingvOne inore question.

Do you think the ,todents shoubl Us% freedom of choice as far as
a private institntion as well as a public institution?

Mr. Hurr. Oh yes, of course, he:should.
Mr. BIAGGI'. Thank you very =Ch.
'rr. 01-IAmv. I think the_gentleman from Indiangf,
Mr, Be,korm.ts. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'vant to welcome Mr.

Huitt and Mr. Roschwalb and say it is very good to see them here.
If I may just make an initial observation, 'Mr. Chairman..rthink

in view of some of the difikulties we have had over the years in
Main.. education legislation, it L, most fortuitous that someone like
Mr. Truitt should be in Ins position of responsibility with the Na-
timid Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges.

As we tire aware, he has not only served in the executive branch,
in important decisioninaking responsibilitie.s, but is itlso widely re- /
gurded as a-leading authority on American political science.

So we hope 1i understankl§ both sides of the al crate. I might even
suggest the Secretary of State could use his counsel. /

I am glad to see you. .

Just an observation about Mr. Mates testimony and three quick /
questions.

One, I may say that you may not be surprised to learn, Mr. Mitt,
I am generally sympathetic with the reservations that you have e -
pressed with regard to UR 3471. an observation that I know 11

not come as a surprise to my beloved friend` and distinguished ch a-
nul of this committee.

I have three points to put to you. One is with respect to ins itu-
tfonal

I have seen your assertion on page 5 thitt the cost of ethic tion
provisiog is not an institutional aid. Indeed, you italicized it I
am not r,,nre inserting that point of view makes it so.

2 ,z;
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That kas indeed astonished me as one of those helped, as you recall,
put that together, along with Mr. Quie, Mr. Thompson and Mr.
Dellenback.

N Given all the climate we hear in the country about the distress of
colleges. and,tuliv etsities, we have almost no pressure from at least
the asseeiutions that represent our educational institutions foi, fund=
ing of this provision which ]-think you would not disagree which is
intended t,o hp a measure, to help prov ide aid to institutions to be
expended as they see fit.

hav e read, as I ani sure you have, the statute describing the pur-
poses for which the institutional aid money can be expended. .

There is almost no limitation with an exception or two imposed
upon a college or university given that the law is on the statute
books.

Such silence from you, if you are really in all of the financial
trouble that you suggest is unbelievable.

Huirr. Mr. Brademas, there are thugs we tried to do that we
have not succeeded in. We' have tried on the cost of educational
allowance with the Appropriations Subcommittees.

You know how generally it works in. our ,House subcommittee that
if you are really going to have a chadce to get something funded
which has not been funded ,and you want to get funds 'saved, raised''
or something like that, you find a. ch,irapin c.0 the-subcommittee.

I have`found a champion on the subcommittee, a very dear friend,
but lie said -very reasonably to me, as it came down to the markup,
"Ralph, do you haveany suppoit for me hi the subcomjnittee? I do
not-want to be the only one doing this."

I made a cheek and I had to say to him honestly, because this is
what was required, that I could not find anyone who would promise
to support him in the subcommittee:

I said. "I cannot ask you to do it." What I hare suggested to the
chairman is something like this.

We would really make an effort to build .up the kind of pressure,
if you will, the kind of support for this provision that would be re-
quired to get it funded.

Then if we find that we cannot do, with all of the effort that we
have Put into it, then, it is obi ions finally that it is foolish to continue
to talk about it as if it were going to happen one of these days,just
because someone overlooks it or something like that. I would agree
with you that if it is not going to work, we will try something else.

Mr. 13RADEMAS I appreciate your response and I understand it. To
some extent, it is a self-fulfilling, prophecy.

All I am saying is that I hear. as one of the sponsors of that
measureI dO not think I have- a letter from tine university leaders
in the United States telling me in paragraph 1 how financially
pressed we are and in paragraph 2, say do what you can to help
get that appropriation funded.

It is a new Congress, on 'will recall.' We have new members on
the Appropilitions Committees and certainly On the respective :gyp
propriations Subcommittees.

I might suggest that you might want to take a new look sit the
situation because you niay find more sympathy. However, I do not
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think you are going to Lind much sympathy there if there is silence
on the part of .zimerieen university leaders.

I just do not hear from any univE,rsits leaders about this and that
tells' me. not that they hate given up, which is what your explanation
has been but at least `I have raised the question.

They are still unhappy with the nature of the institutional aid
,proritaon about whichathey were not tery enthusiastic when we
'Wret e i t

.

I would rather ratting than try to get some money under it, they
said let us not bother. -.

Mr. IIrrrr. I do not believe that is so. Mr. Brademas. Money is
minty and I think w Weser vas said about institutional aid at that
time, tin' i; recognized by out people as being a source of N ery real
help.

If YOU do not mind a little talk about politics, let nie tell you
something about my constituency problems.

We have 1311 institutions and they are Tub& institutions which
ireqn.:.they are State-oriented. I do not know any of them really
which has not built up a network of influence in regard to the State
legi-lature becau-c that is where their big appropriations come from.

I have ,oerheaid -time of our people talking about. They know
what alumni to -end to silt the chairman of the Apput;oriations Com-
mittee they know w hat I( gent ri_ion to talk to legislato,u and that
type of thing.

Ilowever. when We ask them to talk to congressman on some na-
tional matter. we get Amie cooperation all light, but the cooperation
Is not what I asked for.

T beg them. -Give me your first team, get this region into gear
with the Congress because we have a real emergency here."

The President will sit down and write an .hi nical letter to every
menther of his delegation.

If it happens to be the 'Full er-ity of Minnesota. the T.-niversitv
of Minne-oti delegation w ill get one letter apiece because that is all
we have in that State.

in Indiana. from the University of Indiana and Purdue., you.
would get two letten,. That is not exactly a flood. I would not
exnect von to, be transfixed by it.

Mr. 13t: tDEAt s. What about the nniversit% faculty? Tfave they no
intio.e4 in money coming to the university?

Mr. Ifi rrr. Mr. Bradernas. I was a professor for 17 years and I
tell yon. the separation between the professors and the, administra-
tion i.: what tFe Constitution -ays it should be with separation of
cluireb NO state.

1

Mr. lin %tirm.ks. Let me go en to my other t wm questions. 1\ make
004 0i-4,11:Mien before I make the next question. not unrelated to
hfut yon pist said.
Tno 1:new we 1=,,,,r a lot of tall- about Oat flaw is not much money

available for -tmlent aid, but Mr. Thuitt, sinee we wrote the 1972
ionetulment. Oa re I-1,, been all inerea-e in Ow 'flpproprint ions for all. -i,of file dirretiv fon led P-iirral ,titaAntr--nitl programs of 77 percent.

Tleut is not too bad. That show; that Congress is willing to be
re,moosive where we really see and perceive a need. and perhaps fee
,..-ime I i ea t.
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In_that connection, _I atti.paitAl that I have not heard anything
much about the BOG program and the fact that although Congress
made Available for 197J-41 academic year $122 million, the Office of
Education managed to spend only $50 million, nearly 12 of which
was for adminiStrative costs.

During the current. vcademic year, they have approximately $135
million of the total 5534 million available, though unspent.

114 is either a massive deception on the part of the Office of
itucation on the Congress or a case of massiNe incompetence in

calculating.
We have been through this one and I find myself really appalled

by the situation. I why we have not heard more from the'
higher community of education about that particular problem.

I wonder if you could emollient on it and Bit e your recommenda-
tions of how we ought to cope with it,

Mr. Hurr. I would say I too am appalled by.all of this money
pro%ided for students to be assisted, who are going? to school, not
being spent,

I think etery penny of it shmdd be spent. I do -nit want-to com-
ment melt on the Office of Education because I do not want to
attack it.

At the same time-, it is not my job to defend it. It looks as though
something has certainly gone `wrong,.there.

I think the primipal difficulty with the program is that it is a
delatively .new program and it is a complicated and difficult- progtam."

I sometimes minuet: for instance, if I would rather quit working
than make out my income tax every year. and I think sonic of these
students have run into this kind of thing.

_

They do not really know Much ab.),t it and unless the student
assistance officer finds them and instructs them on what to do, they
may not make application.

I agree with you that one point we are, to make to the subcommit-
tee is that we should make an ell-out, effort this coming year to make
sure these moneys are Applied font awarded and spent because it is
ridiculous to talk about .students needing assistance and then have
students not use ttie assistance provided.

Mr. illammxts. I share that. I know our chairman of the sub-
committee feels the same nay. I was struck in that connection by your
proposal that S01110 money be made available, as I understand it, for
administrative purposes for student-aid programs.

It may well be that the Office of Education has simply done an
incompetent job in making young people aware of the existence of
this program.

The potential students hate to know about it but I know someone
in my office made that kind of misculeulation in a campaign of how
many votes I was going to get in a certain county, he would not be
in business very long.

Thank you very much.
Mr, 01Twnw. Neither would you.
111-. Bauunrws. Thank you very much.
Mr. CrITAnA. Thank you Very much. Mr. 13rademas.
Mr. Ht-n-r Just nursuing Mr. lirademas last remark- fof a mo-

ment. or two. one of the objectives of 1111.1-171 is to simplify the stu-
dent. assistance_seheme.
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You- have indicated your knowledge that the scheme is now ter-
* tibly complex and rely confusing by your suggestion, for instanoe,that We might provide dme money to train student- financial assiSt
once administrators.

The truth of the - matter is not even the student financial admin-\
istrators understand it, much less the students oi would -be students.

Mr. Hrrrr. Wilire going- to have some witnesses who will say:
"'Keep everything essentially the way it is and certainly do not

reduce-the numbei: of -programsof any program_ that you are think-
ing of abolishing,_restore.".

Maybe letting them know things'are4iyailable is liLie letting them
know' that one can- understand. If he ants to work at it for the
nexthalf-dozen years, he can understan

However, maybe that is the way is with student assistance
programs.

Maybe we can come out with some weas frizn our general com-munity of associations on how it _might be simplified.
Mr.`33mtur3rAs. If the 'Cliair_just might yield for another observa,

tion of this. Of course, it ie not only the awareness on the part of
the stdents of the programs, but the schedules that are put together
by the Office of ,Education based on their calculations and judgments.

think it is not unfair to say that they have been woefully amiss
in those, too,

MT. CYHSRA. I thank you.
Mr. (iris. Just one point, sir. Am T to understand that, you'sup-

port the idea of having BEOG entitlement where the students Would
receive ,the amount under the formula and the Federal Governmentwould pick up the costs? .

It would be 'hp uncontrolled cost, similar to what, we have in theGI bill.
The way it is now anybody qualifies for the GI bill and receives

that amount.
Mr. ITurrr, Yes. sir.
Mr. eum.And you supportihati-Ilk Timm Yes, sir.
Mr. Qum. If we do that, then we will never have the problem of

carryover again?
Mr. IIrrrrr. Yes. sir.
Mr. O'Hara. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hum. Thank you.
Mr. OITAnA. The next witness will be Mr. Charles Kidd, who ob-

viously is no stranger-to the subcommittee and has appeared before
us on other occasions and discussed higher.edueation questions with_
members of the subcommittee.

Mr. Kidd is the executive secretary of the Association of American
Universities.

Mr. Kidd, we are very Pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT -OF CHARLES V. XIDD, EXEGuTiVE SECRETARY,
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES

Mr. Kinn. Thank von Mr. Chairman. Tohn Crowley the associate
executive secretary of the association is with me.

2
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With your permission, I would like to have a prepared statement
inserted intwthe recottl, and comment uu certain aspeets of the bill.

Mr. O'Hara. Without objection, the statement will be entered in
thA retard, in fullat this point. You may-proceed.

[The `statement referred:to -follows:]

PM:RARER -SiATEHEST OF CHARLES Y. KiDD, EXECETAS SECI1ETART,
ASSOCIATION OF 410:RICAN UNIVERSITIES

Mi. Chairman: fy name is Charles- and, I am to as the
Executive Secretary of the Association of American Universities. This is a
group of 4b, American universities with complex programs of graduate and
prides:di/nal education and research. They -share concern-for 3 ;ich problems as
equitY,,:access and 'choke .that nib common to all postsecondary educational
institutions. In addition, the effect. of steinink aid provisions on-graduate and

.prefessionalittudents is a -Oiatter of impertance to ilea,. lact(lentally, 23 of the
members of the Association -are private and 23 are public. All of the -public
Institutions are members of the Nattenal .Assuciatie...of State Universities and
LitudzGrant Colleges.

The opportunity to comment on -your aid bill is. senc'erely appreciated. We
are indebted to yeafer intteducing a- bill, whicb has new Ideas that are worthy_
of serious ctibsideratien, and ivtich has stimulated Auld tended to crystalize
thought on the ,eiliting Student aid provisiona and changes that might be
made in them.

While-,there has, not beear, time enough to secure an Association position an
11:R..3417, we have been able to discuss the bill among the various associa
tions, and to secure reactions from some university presidents, student aid
officers-and-others.'

Ott the basis of these reactions, I can report that there is general agree-
ment among those associated with the AAU universities that the testimony
presented by Charles S.Nanders on-behalf of the American Council on Erlar4
thin is close to the position that they would take significant Issues,
as shall Indicate. Let me mention some of them. with the reservation that
further review may result in change of attitude.

As generally ImPortitiit principles, we believe that:
1. Adequate appi-opriatieto are a first priority-LA number of people have

pointed out that some changes-proposini in MR. 3471 are sound if the aid pro-
visiona are fully funded, but unacceptable if they are underfunded. For ex
ample, decreased reliance on loans IS a- sound principle .only if the grant and
wink study programs are adequately funded. As another example, elimina,
Lion -of preference fur students with greatest need from the work study pro-
gram is sound only if adequately appropriations are made for the program.
t To illustrate, data Supplied by the U.S. Office of Education for the current
academic year show that initial inqitntional fur CWSP totaled $314
million, of which 80.1% ($528 Million) was approved by regional review
panels. However, the dctual federal allocation available this year was $276
million, or only 51.3% of panel approved requests.) There is widespread re-
luctance to cut the Upper limit on student loans and to drop preference for
needy_ students- under the work study Programs not so much because of dis-
agreement In principle but because of the probability that funding will not be
at an adequate level. When funding is adequate, there would be more of a
disposition to meve...indhejlimtio oncipr__.ILbi,zji,11-In short, the terms of
the student aid provisions have to be judged in the light at and not In-
dependently of anticipated funding levels.

2. Betahlishment of the principle of entitlement is important All of the
.rhetoric about entitlement is bypocratical when the word Is used, but when
students have no entitlement in the sense that recipients of sodahsecnrity, or
O.I.s, or -the banks have a firm statuory contractual right to payments, and
appropriationsore automatically made adequate to cover the required pay-
menttt-

g cost of education popmenta Should be available to 'agitationsThe dis-
tinction between aid to students and aid to AnditutiOns is a vestige of an
old argument that no longer exists. The ,great bulk of federal aid now roes
to -students. as It should, But for institutions to 0111 students a good ednea

ti
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then, the Institutions themselves need funds. Every federally aided student ac-
cepted by a college or university impoges a cost un the instintion, and these
costs must be met if the quality of teaching is to be stistakp.

Turning to the specific student aid proposals, I shall tie touch on every
aspect of the bill, but rather comment on matters which-on a first review of
the bill seem' signirlotht to thulassficated with Targe universities.

Dam's

With respect to BEOCV.,. I hose fumnici general agreement that tae maximumgrant shotl.: and not decreased and that tlx niiiiimum should
not be reduced from $200-to $100. .

There seeing to be among representativesi of the AAU institutiOns a pre-
ponderance of opinion that deletion of family assets from the formula for
determing the expected family contribution is sound. however, sumo uoservers
advise-caittlon and urge attention to the results of current studies before tak-
ing tit! step. This view in taken because .tune universities have found that in
local administration of aid prOwams, it is possible and desirable to take as-serts Into account.

There also appears to be a dear consensus, althougir not unanimity, that
removal of the one half cost limitation is sound. Those who oppose the re-
mora' point out that in-the absence of measures to assist private-education to
meet the worsening financial crisis in this sector, removal of the half cost
limitation would shift enrbilment further from private to public institutions.
This raises the point that the bill, in a laudable effort to encourage low till-
t' -n, does not contain measures designed to assist Irisate institutions. While
the design of a plan for such aid Involves complex and controversial issues,
full consideration of a structure for federal aid to postsecondary education
must encompass the (imitation of financial assistance to private institutions.

Finally, there is strong sentiment fur reducing the maximum award, rather
than imposing a proportionate reduction on all recipients, when funds are not
adequate to make full awards. ,

ma's .
With respect to SEOG's, I find an urgent and widespread feeling that the

exPaing SEOG program should be retained as an indispensable part of a stu-
dent aid program, at least for time foreseeable future. There will bp strung
opposition to elimination of the program as the bill proposes. The improve-
ments in the program suggested by the ACEore widely approved.

The fact that the SEOG program as it exists provides a menus for local ad-
justment to the needs of individual students remain a central reason for the
retention of the program for the foreseeable-future.'

FEDERAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

Establishment pea Federal merit scholarship program seems to be widely
approved in principle, but I hate found no one who would support the estab,
lishment of Stull a program without an extensive study of what are seen as
major proticms. I shall state these In greater detail inter. Incidentally, I have
found that the universities in which it high proportion of Federal merit-
scholarship winners would enroll would not consider endorsing such a program
until more thought has been given to litany basic questions that are at the
moment unanswered.

sem

The proposal to ransfornithe State Student Incentive Grant program into a
Mixt grtint Program giving states wide discretion In deciding what aspect of
poStsecontlary education to finance has had a mixed reception. Some am.
verslty observers would prefer to expand the program as a felloWship pro-
gram, and some would require that the state programs finance out-of-state
study in order to be eligible for the federal matching grant. Others favor
broadening the purposes for willem the States 'could use the federal grant,
adopting the principle embodied in 11. B. 3471. Among this group, there is
general agreeMent with the point, made In the SCE testimony, that the mu-
pones listed in the bill need further consideration. For example. it is not clear
that fnellities expansion Should be a priority area, given the existing: ca-
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parity -agd the enr tent outlook. And if faci0fits-i7onstruetion were to he
a priority, low tuition as well as zero tuition Anstitutions should be *ale,
Finally, the, erratic and inequiable results-prutleaerby theliraPosed distribu
tion.fortunia have,been. widely :noted...

-I. would point out sume.preblenis with the proposed maintenance of effort
clause. ;Experience with, tither legislittion has shown that it is difficult ..to
design xnaintenanee of effort.clauses that (it) do In fact result inmaintenanee
of effort, (b) do nut distort-state expenditure patterns, and (e) avoid ppm,
lizing states which already have large annrypriatiuns for targeted programs..
For ex pie, over half of the estimated- total of $456 million in State stu-
dent A ..rai -In-197445, 53.percent ($245 million) will'Ig. ma& di; New York,
Pennsylvania and Illinois. They would have to continue to increase their at
ready large programs in-order to be eligible for rnat,hing funds, while many
States'couldabecome eligible by simply 'establishing a- student grant program or
by -InereaSing a -than_ one

I would prefer to offer some poSitive ideas on such programs conld be
worked out, but time has not verinitted this.

SPECIAL names

Among the commentators from AAT; universities, there has been general
concurrence with the equity-of adding veterans to the special service programs
and of considering as disadvantaged -those students with inadequate ability in
Engijah. This: approval in pritielple is, tempered by the apprehension that in
practice the $125 authorization level may be inadequate, and that actual
appropriationS may be so low that services to those currently eligible may -be
reduced. Further study of the effects of the-proposed amendments ,Is necessary

.before a firm position can be taken. . .

'LOAN raocutalts -

Turning to-the proposed changes in the student loan programa, there is an
unambiguous and unaniumus.view among rite A.% representatives, with -whore
I have talked that the law should cuntinue to permit institutions to be lend -
-ors under the EISI. Program, but that eculy institutions which meet statutory
criteria should,be eligible as lenders. The ACE testluttnty presents the case
for this in-some detail, and othqrs will amplify the case later.

On the proposal to place basic responsibility on State loan guarantee
agencies, some observers have made the further point that it. may nut be real-
istic to expect that emery state will in fact establish a guaranted -loan organi;
zatien if the federal government moves out.

The general tendency of the loan provisions to reduce reliance of students
on luaus. Le. generally accepted as desirable In priniie Ile, rvever there are
warnings from a number of universities-that this Is-hest accomplished nut by
setting ceilings ore the total amount of federal loans that a student may take
out, but by providing a sensible and well financed grant and work-study
program. There is the further point that a low ceiling for loans to students
who proceed to graduate and professional stlivuls may be inure of a barrier
than a protection.

The Propesiti to eliminate the NDST, program is !lagged in the ACE testi-
mony as being premature, and this is the prevaling sentiment aanurag the major
universities.

With respect to all of the issues Welted in revision of the loan programs,
there is a general belief that it would be wise to pay careful attention to al-

_ ternative -proposals developed by the Carnegie Council and the National As-
sociation of Student Financial Aid- Administrators and- in the process of de-
velopment by the Consortium on Financing nigher Education.

WORK STUDY

I have heard-nothing but concurrence with the terms of the bill relating to
lime work study program, with the exception of the two reservations expressed
in the ACE testimony. Thit is, the authorization levels are too low to meet
existing and future. needs, audit Is probably premature to eliminate preference
for students in greatest tinancial_need.

T
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INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE COST REINBURSEMENTA

ID connection with .the general pro% isluns, there is widespread concurrence
that BEOGs should be In the base for determuing the 3 percentinstitutional
cost reimbursement fur administering student aid --programs, and that a 3 per-
cent reimbursement svutifd be required to meet costs. Ample experience denten-
strates that it cost. money on the campuses to administer the BEOG pro-
gram even though it is not a "campus based" program.

There is general concurrence with the terms of the disclosure and retund
pruv isipns, but these raise stall complicated questions.thut it can not yet. be
said that they are completely satisfactory,

ILLE.

The bill prescribes certain priority tasks for NIE. Without commenting on
the urgency of the tasks stated in the statute, the desirability of setting de-
tailed prograM plot:ties in law has been questioned. It might be possible to
have NIE work on questions width the Congress considers most urgent by
stall a means as writing strong report languages thereby avoiding puttini

)'ear's priorities in permanent legislation.tpis

UNDERGRADUATE FEDERAL MERIT SCILOLARSIIIP

I should like to mak- e some remarks on the concep of a federal merit
scholarship program. -

A national merit scholarship program financed fro federal funds Is in
p:ir-11.1, at. attractive idea. The basic principle ol e that the nation V
yught to ensure that the must intelligent young people are able to develop
their talents to the fullest in the interest of the nation. In addition, there is
the suh.tant.al. recogititlun that the nation recognizes and honors
merit. In the coarse of the never-ending search to find the best balance be-
tween recognition of excellence and equality of treatment, the imperative need
to lettuce ineqpities throughout, the educational structur has led to a slighting
of the need to recognize merit.' Accurthagly, there are good reasons for en-
dorsing the 'triumph: of national merit scholarships for undergraduates. They
Lave ivng been provided by the federal government at the graduate level, and
this provides a precedent for extension to undergraduates.

Ilowever, Ivan the brief time available fur consideration of the p roposal has
brought to the surface a number of issues which range from fandamental
questions of purpose to administrative matters.

The proposal raises a number of problems of equity. What weight should
be given to the charge that the existing national tests eke culturally biased
If they are biased, hew serious a deficiency is that if the goal is not to en-
sure equality of access but to select persons with clearly exceptional Intel-
lectaal 411Ity? Would there be systematic bins against the poor and cul-
turally &priced or not.? If, so, how serious is this deficiency? It appears that
there Is a systematic cultural- blas.'butit into the tests. How seriously these
should be taken depends on the Purpose of the program. We do not view
islie.qiems of this sort as technical matters to he decided administratively.
The answers tv them are related ti,fpudamental way. to what the program
is supposed to do. We have not yet Dad the opportunity to liast4 a full de-
bate on the issues.

The relationship between need and merit as criteria for e ligibility is a
question common to many scholarship programs. On the one hand, one can
defend a merit based scholarship program which does not take need into ac-
count. Tills is done -In 'the existing-federal graduate fellowship programs. The
principle invoked is that the -ghat is to attract the most able regardless of

resouz.x.s. This seems less defensible at the undergraduate level. One
CAW go in the opposite direction, and award'scholarships to the most meritoriuns

,-provided they are also the mast needy. This is the principle written into the
--- bill.

However, limiting the eligibility for merit scholarships to those eligible for
a BEOG raises another question of basic purpdse. For example, assume that
the basic purpose is to ensure that all of academically most talented young
persons are not barred by lack of money from attending the educational in
stitutions that will most effectively help them develop their talents. If this

2II
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is the pupose, then tke_bill seems deft lent because there w!ll be many Stu-
dents with outstanding potential whd a ligible for a BEOG because family
income is a few dollars to avfew thousand dollars above the cut-off level for
eligibility. Yet thousands of these studedts and their families are clearly un-
able to afford- the type of education, that would enable the students to secure
the education that wilt enable there to develop -their talents Most effeetliely
.V. generous full scholarship for those who are most needy, but not even a
basic grant to those who fall above the BRIOG eligibility cut off generates
anomalies that should be,worked out. Meshing need and merit in a treholar
ship or fellowship program is a notoriously tricky task, and the bill in its
preseut form has not reSolved the problem. . ,

Then there is.thenuestion of the distributijn of students ampeg histitutions.
,,. When the intellectually most able fraction of high -school seniors are given,

the oportunity ,to go to any college or university that they choote, the
elianctS are that. a high proportion of them will elect a_public or,private col
lege or university that has an outstanding reputation for providing an educe
lion with a high academic standard. While this may be sound, some questions
can be raised. For example, should the aca.deniicaliy brightest students be
concentrated in relatively few,institutionsand in a few parts of the country?
...Recisions on the site of theprogram relate to mini, issues other than
budgetary ones. Should a very small cut of the upper end of the ability scale
be eligible, or should the prop= provide broader opportunities? The bill
would provide about 50,000 to 100,000 scholar-ships at any one time (assure
lug $2,000 per year to $1,000 iler year average scholarships and an appropria-
tion of $200 million). This would mean new awards of about 12,000 to
25,000 per year. We are unable to say without further study whether -this is,
in fact, a reasonable level. For eXample,'we raise de question whether a
$200-million merit scholarship program is in reasonable scale with a ,$000 mil
nun BOG ,prOgram. In this connection it must be bOrne in mind that each
merit scholarship would finance a number of BEOG paymentsperhaps 5 to
7. There is an obvious problem of balate.ing broader access encouragement of
excellence.

The terms of the bill which set the amount of the schofarship apparently
need further thought. The maximum grant would cover all expenses associated
with the student's education, but would ignore many student resources The.
inaxinnunt grant would- be limited to the total cost minus the family contribu
Lion and Basic Grant Award. Any stedent who received a State Scholar-
ship, outside award, G. I. Bill benefits, etc., could receive those benefits in
excess of their total educational cost. Thus, the maximum grant would alloW
some students to live in luxury while other students struggle to meet the
bare necessities of being able to obtain -their education. Further, the kind of
students the law intends to serve are already bping served substantially by
outside agencies. Many award donors provide outside scholarships to stu
dents primarily on the basis of merit. These are the same students Who would
be served under the proposed bill and thus we have a concentration of
awards from outside agencies and the Federal government on a very limited
number of students at the expense of all, others. It may be that such problems
can be solved by rewording of the appropriate-clauses, but there bail not yet
been time to see whether this is possible.

Given the attractiveness of the general principle of merit scholarships and
the clear difficulties that appear when an effort is made to present a specific
proposal, at least two courses of action Fan be suggested. The first is to put
a study provision in the bill' requiring a report to Congress on a merit scholar-
ship Ian within a given period. The second is to initiate a program on a small
scale in nn experimental mode so that problems can be studied in the context
of an (*rating program. Both might be done.

All of the foregoing comments on the bill are made with a sense of ap-
y predation for the presentation of a concrete proposal which has, as often

happens, stimulated thought and the preparation of concrete alternatives
when the terms of the bill appearat least on the basis of the consIderatior
that has been 'given to It to dateless than fully satisfactory.

Mr. KIDD. First, Mr. Chairman, we are indebted to you for intro-
cluing IL bill which sets forth ideas that are worthy of serious

t.consideration.

2 it .
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A This has, I think, galvanipa action and thought on the part of a
number of groups and it will certainly contribute to the structure
of a constructive

What I shall say is not an official.position of the Association of
American Universities because they simply hat e not had the oppor-
tunity to go through the ratification process to define an official
position.

However, I have talked with a number lof people and can report,
where there seems to be a consensus mid where there appear to be
differences.

The first point I would make is that attit ales towards the number
of provisions of the bill depend (In anticipated let els of funding.

I think there is general agreement that the decreased reliance on
loans would be sound but that is actually practical only if the grant
and the work-study programs, are adequately funded.

I think the same gees for the elimination of the. preference far
students with greatest need under the work-sudy program whic) is
in principle sound. Then again, it depends on,:the availability cif .adequate appropriations.

As another general mincifile, I would reiterate what was said a
little eluSier. That is, I -found widespread support for the princip e
of entitlement.
- Finally. as a general provision, it seems to me that the distinction

between aid to students and institutional support is the vestige of au
old argument that no longer exists. The great bulk of the Federal
money goes to needy students and to the Federal programs. It is
recognized that is the wily it ought to be. However, if institutionsare to give students a (pad education. the institutions thentseltes
needilfunds. The idea that has been xpresse dof using the adminis-
trative allowance for this purpose may be an approach to a resolution
of thatquiestion:

Turning to the specific programs, I fouiid widespread agreement
that the maximum ought to be increased rather than decreased under
the programs, and that "the mininuun :iltould not be reduced from
$2.00 to $100.

With respect to the BEOG. the fthulamental problem is the ill-, tionale the BEOG granted itself. The $1400 figure. I think, is recog-
aired as being a fairly arbitrary level.

have found genet:al agreement that the deletion of family assets
from the formula, determining the family contribution is a sound
idea.

I found from a number of campuses that it is possible to take
assets into account on .the campus in a realistic way that does not
generate the anomalies and rigidities that you get when family 9
assets nit written into a national formula. I think this-argues for an
element of flexibility on the campus, as far as taking assets into
account is concerned.

found wide agreement but not unanimity, for the, elimination of
the half -ceq provision. Those who oppose the removal point out
the rapidly worsening financial situation, the removal of the half-
that in the absence of measures to assist private education to meet
cost limitation will tend to shift enrollment from private to,public
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institutions and furthix,_chatinger the fultindal status of a substantial
number of instituting!

This raisesthe point.that the bill, in.a laudable effort to encourage
low iiiit oti, does not contain measures designed to assist ,private
institutions. The design of a plan to,give aid. to the private instbtu-
tions in% oli es cot phs. and controversial issues and if would seem.
to us that a-comprehensive-locket student aid u4nost forms consider
atiOn of the total structure for _Federal aid to Postseetnidaryeduca
tion.

S. far as SEOG's are coneerntd,`I find widespread-feeling that
the'existing program should. be retained as a-part of the program fog
the foreseeable future. There wmild be strong opposition to the
elhninaticn of the program at this time.

Tik, fact that the sg9G program as it exists provides a means
for local adjustment for the needs of individual students, as in the
case of the asset question, remains an essential reason for the reten
tion of the program at this time.

I would like to comment a little later on the merit fellowship-pro-
gram if I might. As one interesting preliminary' reaction to this
proposal, I find that thouniiersities-at which a high proportion of
those Federal nierit scholarship winners would_ enroll would not
endorse a program of this sort until a lot 11401e thought has been
given to a number of basic questions.

With respect to the proposed. changes in the SSIG program, sonic //
universities,I fonail, did prefer to extend the program as it is,a.s.a,
fellowship program, and nut extend the use to other progiunts %lido
the State. They feel that the SSIG proven to be a productive p
gram, and thtt it should be retained as is. They also point out jilrat
new programs are always difficult to initiate. They would pvefei
simply to expand the authorization and have a Federal iii.ugitt t fur
aid to State scholarAliip programs.

Others, who appear to be in a minority, favor broadening t e pui-
posys for which the States could use the Federal grant on le litho.
opal embodied in Tr.R. 3171. .

The questions that have been raised about, the purposes for which
the, SSIG foils could be spent under the bill as it is written seem
fairly cognt. For example, it is not clear to many people that facili-
ties expansion should be a priority area. giien the existing capacity
and the enrollment ontloolc.

There ma' be matters within the States other than those. listed in
the bill that Are +vorthy of consideration through a Federal matching
grant program. For example the State grant system on a large scale
such as proposed in the bill might serve to encourage the important
movement in the States toward aid to prix ate- institutions which wish
to retain low tuition. Federal matching grants to encourage the
States to develop their own individual plans for aid to ate insti
tutions could be very influential.

On a technical point. I feel there are some problems with the
maintenance effort provision in the bill. I will not go into those.

ender special service, programs, the TWO programs, I find gen-
eral approval of the idea, of extending eerier:4;e to veterans awl
considering a, disadvantaged students, who have difficulties with

_
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1;144E' The approal in principle is tempered .b) the reality that
the f:125 luilliou authorizatiuu.niay nut adequate to cover these
additional groups without cuttilig bad i,un the ser icet-now available
W those Who are eligible...
- Turnilig to th'e itroposed changes in the -student loan program,
I find unambiguous and/unaninious, srtougly held, 'views by repre-
4:idatives of the uniAersities that the law should continue to permit
institutions to be lenders under the FISL prok,Tram but this should'
,be extended oTily to institutions which meet strict statutory criteria..

V Charle_ Siumders presenced ACE testimony, to this effect and, others
will present the case for Allis in greater detail.

The general principle that less reliance of students on loans is
_vund generilly acceptable in prjliciple. .

IfutAt N t r, I heard warnings feonC.it minuet of universities that this
h bet acct,niplished not by setting ceilings on the total amount of
Federd loans, but by pros uling a sensible and well fmanced grant
and work -study program.

With velvet to all of the.diniplex N.sties inA alt ed in the loan pro-
gram. tbi; L; one arta in which I am certainly not expert.

How(' t I hale found widespread convictions that the committee
would ad'A iced to pay enrefut attention to the alternatives
pro% i,10), Iv the Carnegie Connhissioniand the :National Association
Of titukdrinaiwial Aid, Administrators and to those being. devel-
oped by the Qonsortium on Higher Education. ,

On 01 k-:Allay, I have heard nothing but CcaleitrreliCe with the
term, of thi I'll relating to the Avork-study programs, with two
re.-en attiOnt.. These are that the authorization level' is too low to
elect exiling and -Caine needs, and it is probably prematurefor
!vas ur....resttd- -to ell,ninaie preference for students in greater
financial needs.

I foUnd general (cicairente with the payment of the aniniquin
wage to studenti.. Arguments against paying below the ininlinuin
v age -.vein to be the tame a, those ath minced back in 1910,in the clays
of John R. Commons. All of the standard arguments against pay-
met ,f :Any minimum wage whatever have been advanced to justify
payment of less 'than the mininium wage to students. In short, I
thin!: there is no iason at all in equity and logic to not apply the
minimum wage to students.

You hale had testinm3 on the institutional reimbursement for the
cost of alministeling student phi programs. Experience has shown
that If0Crs co,t n._:;av to administer, and that the BEOG's should
be counted in the base for cost reimbursement.

Thi.; imple approach to the costs generated by student aid pro-
grams including ,outreach progiams, tutining for minorities and
ape itll comses.,iinglit be an acceptable way to meet.the institutional
costs that are,ineAitably involved-in-a large program this for disad-
vantaged stntlents.

With resPect to .NIE, the bill prescribed certain priority tasks.
Without commenting on the. urgency of those tasks, I have heard.
some eomments that it is not desirable to write detailed program
priorities into law.

It might be possible to have-N.1:E work on questions that the com-
mittee sees as first priority without writing into legislation what
appear to be the highest items on the agenda for this year.

2
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In concluding, I would like to make some remarks about the li-
mps of the Federal fellowship prograM as prosposed in the 1.

This:is an attractive idea. In principle, the Nation ought o insure
that the most intelligent young, people are able t9 dev op their
talents to the fullest m the interest of the Nation.

There is a substantial symbolic recognition wheb. the brightest
;fount, students are singled, out for national recognition.

I 17elieve myself there has been some swing away fro the prin-
-eipterof recognizing-merit ..

However there are problems of equity. IT'ilat weight ought to be
given to, the allegation which is probably `iat there is a .cultural
ins built into the-existing teptl-
, If they are biased how serious a defic, is this if the rule is

serve persons with clear exceptional, intellectual ability) We look
not to insure a quality of access and a gTeral floor of access but to
look on this not as a technical testing mat ,er but as a question} of the
essential purpose of the legislation.

On another point the relativ e emphasis on need and merit ,as
criteria of eligibility is a problem that has to be decided in connec-
tion with all seholimhip_pyograms.

Meritalone is the criterion milder many programs. But one can go
in another etirvtiou and award scholarships to the most meritorious
pros bled that they. are also the most needy. That is the position
taken in the bill. ,

However, this limitation of rl:gibility to those eligible for a BEOG
raises another question of basic purpose. nr example assume that
the 1,,irpose is to insure that all of the academically most talented
pers,,iis should be barred by lack of money ,from the institutions
that can help theift develop their talents most effectively.
- If that is the purpose, the bill then seems 'somewhat deficient be-
cause there would be many students with outstanding academic
ability who would not be eligible for BEOG and for a scholarship
be,eause. family income is a few dollars or a few thousand over the
catolL

.Teas of thousands of very bright students will fall above the
igibility level for BEOG. and they are clearly not able to afford

the money for the institutions which would do them the most good.
The generous full fellowship for those who are eligible for a

BFMG but not even the basic grant for those who fall just above
thel.W.,0G-eligibility cutoff generates an anomaly that can probably
be taken care of through careful revision of the eligibility provisions
now in the hill.

This mixture of merit and need in" fellowship progranis is a notori-
ously tricky problem to sole, but I dare say it could be worked out.

Then there are problems that. hawev,,been raisd with me about the
size of the program. The bill would Oovide 50,200 to 100,000 schol-
arships, depending on whether the average scholarship is close to
o.,(Xio or 4,000 per .student per year;.. it. m ould be tn that order of

f)magnitude:
That would mean new awards of about $12,000 to $25,000 a year.
We raise the question whether $200 million scholarship program

is in reasonable scale with the basic "'WOG program that is au-
thorized only for $600 million. The siehelarship program would
absorb one-third as much, as the basic MOG program. That seems
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to be relatively too large. We lutive to -bear in mind, as other wit-
.

ntxsses Nape said, that each merit scholarship would fmance fiveto seven BEOG awards.
The Maximum grant of the bill is written, as I understand, to

cover all expenses associated with the student's education. however,in doing so, it would ignore other resources. Any student could re-ceive a State scholarship, outside award, 'GI bill and so on, There-fore, the student could receive total benffiti in excess of this total
educational costs. Total cost limitations could. be written- into-the-
bill to take care- of that problem.

Given the attractiveness of the general principle of merit scholar-
-:hips but also the clear difficulties tln appear when an effort ,ismade to make a specific proposal, there are at least two courses orpossible options.

One is to_ put r study provision in the bill requiring a report to
Congress on the a. grit scholarship .program within any given period.That has the advantage. of requiring a very 'thorough and cow-peteut review of the kmds of questions that I have raised. It has
the disnc vantage of postponing the action.

The second alternative is setting' up.a scholarship program ona cretin settle in an experimental mode so that some of the problems
I have mentioned and others could be studied.

Both courses might-be followeda small experimental programand a siniultaneous study.
I mention these alternatives simply because of my interest inpursuing this and trying to work out some way of designing agood program. ,
That. is I have to say, Jr.3 Chairman. All of these comments

on the bill 11;fe.mitcle with a sense of appreciation for the presenta-tion of a coucrete proposal to,work with and the sense of eagernessto work with the committee and the staff on the perfection of the
Thank you.
Mr. OThitA. Thank you, Mt. 'Kidd. for a very thoughtful state-

ment and also for your contributioas to this new concept of ascholarship that is based both on need and merit.
There are a couple of things t1M have bothered me about theway the program operates.
One of them is. that under our program, lice one gets enough

money to go to school. That is about the size of it. . .
The way BOG- is set up with "the 50 percent of cost limit, we sort

of leave everybody short and that is what creates the,need for
packaging.

So one approach I take to that is to permit 100 percent of cost.Maybe if a perspective student was fortunate enough to live within
walking distance. of a 'free community college in the State of Cali-
fornia. maybe that student could just about make it to school,on
your BOG grant.

However, that is one of the things that has been bothering me.The other thing that has been bothering me is that there is a tre-
, mendous unmet need, no matter how vou look at it, and the Office

of Education's reaction to this CSS 'family contribution scheduledemonstrat 'the sensitivity that we have to that point.
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There is just a fantastic- ulimpt net-, for assistance to students.
The question is sort of like the one (Italie draft that we had dur-

ing the conflict hi Indochina. If t)ou arc not going to takZi es erybody ,
how do you choose who you are going -to take?

That was the great equity problem of that confiontation, unlike
World War II Where you were taking 66J:lybody.

If you are not going to be giving evciybudy -the. amount of help
they need, how d:you determine if it should he-that none of them
should-get the-amount-of help that-they need; should y uu-giSe-soine

_ mf_theni_the-zunount-olliely-tliey actually needl
If you cannot give all of them the amount of help they actually

need, if you are only going to gi,:e some of them the amount of
help they actually need, how do --you determine which ones?

3o /,-ou can be taking a couple of approaches to Me problem. I
guess the way to answcr it is to have enough money *so that woeful
provide every would-be student with ail of the help they need. .

However, I just do not see that right ttroundlhe corner,
Mr. Kum. No, me are not going to-litise that amount of money and

we are going to has c to continue to faux this really insols able prob-
lem of disiding up, an inadequate amount of money to achies e- the
itiaximiun puryose. ,*

, I feel quite confident in my own mind, on one aspect ottliis yrob-
Ift.r. That is. I do not think. it would result in the maximum, good,
for the maximum nunibei to pros ide, a $200 million meat scholarship
program in the face of a 130G program that is only $600 million.

Mr. OThri.s. Of course one thing, in effect what we are doing is
helping some BOG reripients more than others'heumse they are all
BOG recipients, they are all qualified fm BOG.

You think there might le some niore piopotion built into any
sort 6capproach-yOtt might use?

Mr. Kinn Yes. PPN,onally I would not like to see eligibility for
national merit scholarship confined to those eligible for BOG, be-
cause of the problem I mentionea. This is parthtdarly important
hen the principle is that you want- them to fro where they can,
t the best education, in their terms. That is likely in a high,pro-

poition of the cases to be a high cost institution, and there are
many very bright stn lent.. abuse the BOG eligibility let el who can
not affnd the college or, niversity that is best for them.

Mr. °num. Mr. Kidd. T, am going to impose on yon by consult-
iio with von futhet a, we go ahead with this bill.

T know You have Plwayll been p-nnerous with your time before.
kinn. I ivonld appreciate the opportunity. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. OrfThins. 'Now I am going- to move on because we have an-
other witness. I am going to recognize rity ranking minority mem-
ber. the ovntleman f-om Peniisylvania.

-Arr. Estir.rw.s".7.. T cols; have one nuestion. 'Aft-. Chairman. but
before that. I would 1ilp to.rt something, into the record. maybe
mY moth \VP S too hasty here T rrn not know.

ruder fundiag. T see SEOG S-I.000. That would get us
onno sfifilkt into school.

Pre,nntly tinder partial help. wn hasty 300.000 students in school
with about the same amount Of money'.
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The question I have for Mr. Kidd. is hopefully we areigoing toj
restructure student'aid before the year is over.

-Where would your organization like to see the primary/ adminis-
tration of student aid, in the Office of Education, in the States or
in the institutions?

Mr. KmD. I cannot gibe you a firm Rosition of this association.
'I can give you my guess as to where they would stand. They would
prefer to see a substantial element of local administration -nieler.

--the_aid_prograrn.
EsnuarAs That is the only question I had.

MP. -0J-Lcir..t. Thank you very much, Mr. Eshleman. The gentle--
man from Indiana?

Mr. BRAD Earns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, \r. Kidd.
Your statement obviously reflects a great deal of d

Miqught

and
care. I just have couple of questions.

You have indicated yotir reservations about mocing toiwara re-
liability solely on the further provision of merit for the pros isions
of assistance as distinguished from need.

Yesterday, I believe I am right in saying, the representatic es of
the national student association made the point generally, that stu-
dents who We Shall say are academically first ,glass really have little
difficulty in getting assistance because they Utli get assistance normal-
ly from their institutions or from some other financial sources.

Can you comment ,on,that observation and therefore, is therereally
any point in bringing in merit through, any significant degree with

. need?
Mr. K There are institutional funds avaium lable en a merit

basis and that is why I said earlier that I thought $200 million
was 'high initially. program of this sort, if initiated, ought to be

- initiated on asmall scale.,
However,. almost every institution faces a difficult problem. with

is total student aid with its own funds because of the expectations
that have been raised, and the financial load that is imposed upon,
institutions in part by the hature of the Federal student aid pro-
visions. 'Increased student -aid:expenditures from institutional funds
is a major soltrbe of financial difficulty far many institutions..

I would-say that there is not adequate money now institutionally
both to have a well deisignied, well administered. well financed in-
stitutional ,student need program and a merit scholarship program

..at the same time.
T do see a place for'a carefully designed Federal, merit scholar-

Ain program.
Mr. na.tasmAs-I understand. by the way. just to make clear the

basis Of my question. that the testimony ye,terday to, which I re-
ferred had to do- with national merit scholars.

, -
My only ,other question, Mr. Chairman, is this there are two

O

other -quick questions.
I thought' your suggested, Mr.

1Kidd,
that we 'gilt to Move away

from loans to the extent possible but at the, same 'time, you were
expressing SQ MO sympathy for the Carnegie Council recommenda-
tion for a. national student loan bank of yam kind.

Could you resolve that apparent anomaly?
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Mr. KIDD. I woulditsv them-ought to be some caution in moving
away from loans now simply because the ability to take out a loan
is A boon and not a handicap for many students. The grant pro-

_grams should be strengthened: as the basic means of reducing re-
-

BRADEZSAS. I 1.1101V the time i short. I will just confine my
tiftestions.to two others.
, What do you say to the-question I put to Mr. Mitt about the
Apparent silence, relative silence of_American university administra-

- tors in reference to funds for the general institutional

Mr. Kum. I worked, Yeyy, closely .with Ralph on question.
General cost ot.education payments remain-a matter o high prit.rity
and it has not been for lacking of trying in the Appropriations
Committees that we have not had an appropriation for, this bill.

I am beginning to think that it might just be the basic approach
to it. That has been the problem.-

Mr. Bit. DMUS. Your basic approach or the basic approach rep';
resented by he statute?

fr. Kann. he basic approach represented by the statute.
Mr. BICADE3 AS. I am worried about prophecies. A's I said.

I specifically, assert I have not heard ,I do not know, maybe. it
year from an American college president in support of that pro-

1,5; &ram.-et2
A
st am no longer on the Appropikittions Committee but I ain inter-

ested in the program. That tolls me ..:imetliiiig. *

. ' n11, r.-Xmo. I am amazed at that. ,-, i
;Nfi.,BitAnExAs.-This is not the place for me to sermonize btu that

siiii.W but whqt do you Imp finally to say to, the iothe question
I put to Mr. Huitt about the sib iation,.with respect .to the BOG's

, .monewsthat. have beep made avadikble by Congress but the Office
of Education has apparently not been Jiandling very appropilately? ''

Nr.IsT.Sizo, I reallrwquld not know how to apportion out rcspon-
sibi ity 1,ettVeen...0E,administrative capacity and the inherent nature
Cif -the program_ 1S/Lthk ca sempuq

I am sorry I cannot WmaLc, helpful. -
-,.

- Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you, sir.---------- ...
.-

Mr. O'HAnA., The gentleman frorn-Minne§ota? '-

M. QM. Mi. ICidd, do you think the education at ,the lowest
priced institution is adequate foi, all students?
,"Nri.. Kinn. No. I do not. Education is a basic right that ought to

,,he available to all, and for many this must be in lowest cost institu-
tions. But certainly a strength of our system of postsecondary ecru-

.,-7' cation in this country is its diversity. -
I do not think that is an empty phrase. To have a fully developed

citizenry equipped with all of the skills, and the knowledge that it
takes to have this country prosper. it. has to have a, structure for

.. eop....lary education that includes all sorts of institutions.
Mr. Quill, I assume that you feel the institution that von rm."

resent have some advantues for some students that would not be
available, to the lowest priced institution?

2 7 3
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Mr. Km. Yes, and this is a question of not better or worse but
different. There are some students Who can benefit from a very
rigorous academic envitonment that ',reputes them for professional
training of all kinds of the highest quality.

Thei.e atk other students A1ltose needs and aspirations can be met
only by a '2-year institution or 4-year college. There are .others who
need colleboes.-:$9 I do not think we should envision a
structure of,postsecondary'edtkation which cities not cater to all of
the needs_nLthe_conntry-and-alt of-the-needs-of -students.

Mr. Quin. You also said there were some_priAnteinstitutions_that-
---Tiave some education programs flint are most desirable for some

students, again, not better but diffeyent?
'fr. Kum. Yes, hot better but dittereut. As I said, a really tough

que..tion that i; not adequately addressed in the bill is this thorny
came of publi6 support foryrivate institutions.

Mr. Br out. Could I. brmg out that point?
4Mr. Quin. Yes.

Mr. BIAGI. You said not better, but different. By different would
yot§-concede that some piiate institutions have in fact better pro-
grams?

Mr. ICino. Betthr as defined in terms of the type of student and
the type of program that pat ticular student needs. Not better in
any inherent sene.

Mr. litAout. Thank yon.
Mr. Qt-tr. Do Volt think we. as Congress setting policy for the

Government ought to ((mem ourseh es about enabling students to
attend all of the lotions kinds of institutions or just the lowest
priced?

Mr. Knn. Yes. T do believe that for the reasons that I indicated.
That is, each of these types of institutions has something, a unique
element 12 offer that should be offered in the interest of the student
and the iiiterest of the Nation.

It does not mean that Congress ought to do soniething about each
those but it seems to me that the whole structure ought to be

considered and a (Hittite decision made to enter Or not enter into
some area.

For example, take the question or aid to the pLit ate institution4s.
Aid inn-t come from governmental sources or a large number of
theio that ought to survive will not survive.

The complex question of governmental aid to private ins titutions
bus turned out to be best resol\ eel in the States by devices that the
States State by State. lid most congenial, politically acceptable and
c:ffeetive.

However, that should not ride out, in my serious considera-
tions of sortie sort of Federal matchine. (mint to help that move-,ment along.

Mr. Qum. Tit the GI bill. we prim ided the uniform amount for
every ,,tudent. 11 r fiul that the largest proportion of GI's go to
the lowest priced institutions. -

The reason we put in the nne-half, eo,ts in the BEOG was
that we were tr)ing. to a.liust ourselves to the policy of enabling
ctudents to Lfo to the institution which will most greatly meet their
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needs, ju4 like elementary, and set:unduly schools for some students
cost much more for them to haw equal educational opportunities
titan for others.

However, if you, recommend--do you reunumend drop the
one-half of cost in th4e?

Mr. Thor,. It seems to me the besCwIty to approa ch that problem
is to pay full cost and adept supplementary measures to meet the
problem which that generates for prit atoinstituti,ons.

auk Yet ;e till larEellee-prakiedof :!,01110 students getting
virtually the total cost paid _for by the Fb4eral Government and
la to others siiniTar to What tytiliave tU-GI bill which attracts
the. people to the lower priced instituticins.

Let me ask yo1p also about loans. Do any or your institutions
htive a loan progitam where they use GSL themselves?

Mr. Kum. Yes, certainly.
Mr. Cnowrtv. A number of them have.
Mr. QUIE. We have a situation tthere banks are lenders, States

are lenders, institutions are lenders. How do you feel about the
proposal that the'institutions will not be lenders? -

Mr. Knm. The rationale I have gotten from a large number of
unit ersities is that they must hat e the utpacity right nowt because-
if they could not be lenders many students would hate difficulty
getting loans from the banks.

Aceordingly, they feel quite ehemently that they have got to
remain lenders and at the wants time recognizing that there ought
to be strict conditions put down in law that would regulate the
conditions the' must. meet in order to be lenders.

M. QUM How do you ,feel if we subiidized loans available
through the national direct strident loan programs and didn't sub-

` sidize the guaranteed loans' programs?'
'Mr. Fpm. I do not have an opinion on that.
Mr. QuE. Another commbnt I would make is that you raised the

point that New York. Pennsylvania, and Illinois in fact were in
the program early so SSIG does not match all of the money.

Is it 53 percent of the money, did yon.say?-
-Mr. Kum. Yes.
Mr. Qt tr.. Available thrqugh those States. Our interest is to make

money mailable to more and more students rather than to help
Slates.

Is not this similar to where the States under the highway progeant
who had a sNstem to toll roads tried to gat the Fe& yal Goternment
to nick up their loans?

Mr. F709. If prants are made in Pennstltania. presth tably Penin
sylvaniit would be induced to expand its loan program.

Qt IF. Netw they are ;mied to expand but yon are mu-westing
to a transfer of money, the Federal Government replacing the State
money ?- .

tic/ we nick tin some of the State money. which would only amount
Ar. Num. It i'te,t scents basically inequitable to me- that the States

which lta e made the greatest effort.. at least T read the mainte-
nance nrmi,i0e,.. arc nenalized. It appears basically inequitable to
make them ineligible for public help.
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Mr. It is like any now program, where buildings have al-
.

ready been constructed and officials say "give us a chunk of thatmoney."
In reality whenever the Federal Government starts a program

no one who has even started to shovel dirt for a new building can
benefit from the new public program.

The other question I had was that you suggested everybody pay
the minimum wage rather than submmimum. How would that
crease the- cost ef college 'work-study - programs?-

Mr. KIDD. I do not know but wocan wOrkout.someostimates_and
That- to the committee.

Mr. QVIE. I heard, from the institutions how many students they
would be denying employment if they had to increase the minimum
wage.

Mr. Kum. Of course, that is the basic question, whether you wantto Make that tradeoff.
Qran. Give the students more money or more students have

less, money. Thank you very much.
Mr. Kum. We would be happy to supply 'that fOr the record.
:Aft% Qom Thank you.
Mr. OlLut.t. The gentleman from New York?
Mr. IliAoor. Thank you. Mr. Kidd, for your most valuable con-

tribution_ I would like to pursue tilt gltt of,the time factor, Iwill not.
I would like if you would bear in mind my concern for the

pidlo,nphy that students should not be relegated to those institutions
iti wlifeh the student finds himself almost as a common denomina-
tor rather than being afforded the opportunity to go to better schools.

'With that thought in mind, the notion of Federal matching which
ire offer is one thing. but I would like to confine it to that.

T am sure your dialogue with the chairman which I will try to
maintain with him will help ti's to resolve this equitably.

'There is one question. You point out there is almost a disparate
Proportion between the merit scholarships and thebasic BOO. from
$600 million to $200 million.

Is it not rilogsible that could be construed ultimately depending
upon the =defines, of course. as just another method to supple-
ment the 130G. advance rather than have it infect be merit awards?

Mr. Kiwi. Yes. it could. In the program, when you have $200
million on top. of $600 million, it could be the bright poor kids
against the not so bright poor kids because you knock opt seven
poor kids who are not so bright for every bright one you subsidie
fit this level.

Mr. BIMIGT. My understanding is that $200 million would be over
and above. if I am correct. The $200 million merit awards would
be for Performance of the BOG students?

Mr. Kinn. They would first have to be eligible for BOG, estab-
lish eligibility. "Then on the basis of some sort of test, they would
thtbil be: given some sort of scholarship.

Mr. BTASIGT. In the light of practical application, would it 3y)t
follow that the people who would make the determination ould

0 0
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hat e. that $200 million to distribute among your recipients of the
$6u0 million and would find a way to justify the apportionment.gf
scholarship among them, the merit scholarship, mind you, win&
then loses infact its significance?

is that a fair translation of your presentation.
Mr. KIDD. It would be a total of $800 million authorized, $600

plus '$200.
Mr. BiAanr. Thank you.
Mr. O'Hmix. Thank you again, Mr. Kidd. We appreciate your

being of assistance-to-vise-one more-time.
Kenn. Thank you.

Mr. O'HAint. Our final witness this morning, representing the.As-
sociation of American Colleges and the National Colima of Inde-
pendent Colleges and Universities is president John D. Moseley of
Austin College, Sherman, Tex., who is chairman of the Association

.of Nmerican-Colle,res.
President Moseley, would y ou please take your place at the wit-

ness table?
President ,TSloseley, we will bb pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF PRESIDENT 7OHN D. MOSELEY, AUSTIN COLLEGE,

SHERMAN, TEX., AND CHAIRMAN OF THE ASSOCIATION OF

AMERICAN COLLEGES IN BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF

AMERICAN COLLEGES AND,THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF INDE-
PENDENT COLLEGES AND -UNIVERSITIES

Mr. MoSEttv. Thank you for the opportunity to testify on H.R.
3471 which proposed to rewrite title, IV, the student assistance sec-
tions. of the Hi ;her Education Act of 1065 as amended.

I am John P. 3foseley, president of Austin College, Sherman,
Tex. and eurreivtly chairman of the Association of American Col-

anorgailiAatvon cif approximately 750 undergraduate institu-
tion,, both public and private, whose concerns relate primarily to
libeeal arts education.

This association affiliates and funds the National Council of In-
dependent Colleges and- Universitiessmhich in turn has 37 State
associations of independent colleges and universities.

I intend to attempt to speak for the independent colleges and
euiiversities of these organizations which number sli'htly more than
1,000 institutions.

I have, with me Mr. Howard Holcomb, director of federal rela-
tions for the Association of American Colleges and National Council
of Independent Colleges and Universities.

In all candor, we believe the enactment of H.R. 3.471 as introduced
would have a devastating effect on students.generafly and on ivivatk
higher education in particular.

We believe further that H.R. 3471 actually obstructs our nation's
present public policy. a policy which recognizes a dual system of
higher education and provides choices of attendance by students
Avithin that dual system. ;

''
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While we disagree, Mr. Chairman, with your intent, we commend
you for four frankness -svlien you spoke in behalf of your bill in
the House of Itepresentatives on February 20 of this year, And- said 4

I propose this measure quite openly as way to utilize the leverage ofederal 'student aid in such a may as to encourage the creation and utilization
of low-cost educational opportunities.

, .
It would have been more correct to refer to low-price rather-than

low cost educational opportunities in so far as the creation and
utilizationpfthose kinds of-institutions could be encouraged through
Federal-intervention.

The actual cost pf education is essentially-he same in both public
and private sectors and reflects the-influences of economic conditions
prevailing at the time.
-The only difference in this regard between public and private

education is who pays for it and in what proportion.
Pelmit me to review the sections of the, bill in an attempt to-demonstrate our grave concern.
The proposes_a;profund change in longstanding public.polieyin its implications for both students and private colleges.
At the outset the bill would: (1), Eliminate the ceiling whiCh

Provides that the basic grants cannot exceed one-half the actual
cost of attendance where the student is enrolled and (2), reduce
the amount of the antboized maximum grant. of $1,400 to the actualq $ceiling of the 197546' Mimiyear---$800,- probably $000. a 1'

In vont statement of February 20, you indicated this change
would have relatively little meaning for the student attending, a
high-price school away from home but it would ""make it- possible
for the student who lives home and commutes to a public, low-
tuition institution to get zt grant for meeting his whole out-of-pocket
cost."

If public policy toward higher education in recent decades were
to be maintamed. the maximum award would instead need to be
inreased to- reflect inflation and to ensure that the student would
continue 4-have some choice.

We. believe the proposed 'change which would pros isle the entire
nut -of- pocket "cost" for some students at some institutions is de-
ficient in several aspects.

First, it automatically creates a preferred class of students at ,ft
preferred class of institutions,Preferred in the sells& that tho.Fed-
oral Government -will pay the entire price for some students at some
institutions. 9

Most of middle income '.America would be ineligible for any
benefit, howevbr

These are the familiks who hopefully are still employed and who
provide the bulk of tax revenues to support the, entire range of

.goternment programs. ,

Second. the Pr000-ed :Lange s'yhieh would orovide the entire
-.out -of- pocket' "cost" to Some ,,Anae»ts ignores, the wide range of
eolynilementary r;rogrAms, of assislenep, from which the student can

'I` now obtain: the WI of his expenses not covered
lvc the bagio mint eslate scholarship and grant proprams, almost
One-half billion dollars of support front the institutions' own re-.

4
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somces, theaFederal vanipus based programs, other loan and. work
opportmilties, plus many private sources.

Third, student choice is restricted by an inflexible ceiling which
does -not consider regional, state ur institutional differences rri pric-

. ing
We believe there may, be an analogy here with the way v eteranb.

benefits have'beem provided since World War 11.
The original bill provided an amount of support which covered

the tuition_charged wherever the veteran enrolled, and eteraus
with t14 choice open to them distributed themsel es ahnoSt evenly
-tunong private and public institutions.

Current veterans' bepefits are restricted. to a ceiling for education
nut reflecting variable charges to the veteran by different public

. or private institutionsand less than 15 percent of veterans are
now able to attend, private institutions. . .

A College Entrance Examination Board memo of February 21,
1975 indicates that the impact of 1I.R. 3471 by institutional type
would.be that public institutions, particularly public 2-year schools,.

.would relati ely 21 percent, mainly because a the elimination
of the luilf of cost feature.

That plus 21 percent- indicates the Way in which the dollars were
estimated and would increase for those public 2 -year colleges.

We are troubled also by the absence of any official data from the
Office of Education concerning the actual experience of the

*basic grant program in its first years of operation.
This information, were it available, would be very helpful in

aksdssing the program.
We respectfully urge the committee to secure complete and official

data from the U.S. Office of Education before marking up this
bill.

We also respectfully request an opportunity to rev iew them with.
you.

'This' appears necessary because there are many other proposals
e being suggested to change the BOG's.

Some of them would tie the grants to maintenance or noninstruc-
tional, costs, which would. 11211111 have the effect, of not ,considering

ry
price either within the public system or between the public and
private institutions.

Tt would seem apparent that we {-could all benefit
first

knowing
precisely what the experience has been in the krst years before
oiaking serious suggestions for changing the present program.

We suggest the committee consider permitting Statcs to contract
for the administration of the BOG :s without otherwise changing
the program.

Tn this way, the State could, receis e One application form for
both BOG's and any State programs, determine eligibility. for the
BOG,, assign, State strident incentive finimcial assistance to help
mee,t the other one-half and forwIrd the determinations to thd cant-
pi es involved. -

'This system could correct overawarding which now takes place
ivhen the State mustomake an Jrard of its funds without benefit
of knowinc, What has been determined by the BOG.a
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, ,
We would also, 'in this process, achieve

,\
another constituency for

the basic grant program. -
We appreciate the eonceni that ER. 3471 shows toward the treat-

ment of assets. initially this program seas administered- }with too
harsh an expectation frOm assets.

('are must be- taken, however, so that tItis proposed change does
not result in a drain front as ailable funds for the very poor and
disadvantaged. '

'We appreciate also the threshold pros isions for offer campus-
based programs whjcli the billTrequires.

We strongly ur,sre the retention of the supplemental educational
opportunity grant, program essentially as 4 mow stands in. the
statute. , /

,We also strongly ,support your concept of a merit award. But
we believg the two must be distinct and separate programs.

The SEOG program helps to provide the other one-half of match-
ing the basic grant progr am. assists th,ose needy Audei4s who do
not receive BOG'S and, ni effect, helps increase the choice for the
student.

Tying the SROG's to the 130,frs not only make those. programs
preferential but also potentially "elitist" as some -persons have
viewed them.

Outstanding students of great financial need perhaps should, as
a matter of public policy. be encouraged financially to attend the !,

institution of their choice, more than likely 'one of the-outstanding
..,universities of this Makin.

But the- nuestion cries out for Rawer, as it does under the BOG
proposal: Why should one class (if s( Mott recei% a the award for
the whole cost while :',onnone with only $109 or $200 inure in in-
come gets nothing? e . ........,,,

And how are these students to be chosen, given the state of
measuremmit of ,individual differences tarty?,

- And, what happens to the other 2500)0 students who ar re-
ceivingcelying SE,OG's under the current program?. /. -

Thee proposal for SEOG's Mader H.R. 841 1 might theoretical
help a part of tlfe private moor, but practically only a handful of
institutions would benefitf.--? ,'

.. substantial marker" of ontstabding s'acomlary'sehool gradmites
achieve distinguished records' in is wide range of small, private
institutions and to on to further hie; distinction in this Nation's. ,.life. ,_

A fairly large number of average students attending average
institutions I ave ato made notable contributions to this Nation.

Vnd'or tl proposed bill neither group would be assured of any ..
assistance, owever *small.

We strongly liege also the retention of the State student incentive
grant program essentially as it now stands in the statute.

This is a relatively row prOgram which has not yet grown to
maturity and therefore shOuld not, be encumbered by additional
variations.on the principle of State-Federal partnership.

Oni 2.T States operated programs of student aid when the Edu-
catiotti' Aftiendments of 1972 were enacted butt now ti4 States and
territories have indicated an interest in the utilization of these

_--7-7
Federal funds in 1975. .

1-
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Their Own State contributions to grant aid for students now
amount to over $450 million .annually. 1

We commend H.R. 8471 for suggttstin,,, a State work study pro -
gram, with Federal pa4.-_ticipation on matching basis, but urge that
it be considered as a separate program which would then not dilute
'the effect of.the preSent SSIG.

Likewise, we believe any Federal interest, if one does indeed
exist, to influence State tuition pricing mechanisms though incen-
tives for zero- tuition public bistitutions would be more appropriately
dealt with und,er, the rubric of institutional. rue.

The chairman -bas stated many times that, in his opip' n, the
b_ est studeift aid. is low tuition.

If that indeed be the case, and if the actual cost of education is,
not to be transferred in large part to the student through tuition
charged,: then it can be Met only by State aid to institutions.

In this regard, State legislatures are making heroic efforts to
keep'pace vf1,1 inflation yet hold down tuitions as ninth as possible.

In the pr -ate sect(); we are b ffeted by the same inflationary
forces and go% ernxtiental polici-ar which escalate our costs except
that our relief, if it On be called that, comes from private con-
tributions, from adequate need-based student 144.1 progtanis which
recognize pticing mehanisms, and from a public po'licy which in-
sists.on a dual system of higher educallein..

At this point, it may be appropriate foi me to comment briefly
on the proposal to distribute funds to the S. ates by' the effort index
contained in the bill.

We have reviewed one of the earlier proposals fforn the same
source, with its alternate models, to fund the States according to
this effort index.

We were struck by the widely varying results, depending upon
how .tuition income is-treated.

In one, model one of the States ranked first but in mother it
ranked 51st; in the first instance tuition was not included in the
equation, but in the other it was included, but as a minus factor.

Any eff rt. index whidi pined' direct reliance un ricin. mocha-.
m5ms wit 1 such disparate results may Id% eniany b 101teU 111--i p us
a base for establishing a new, public pOlicy..

On anot ler point, we wound urge the committee to consider mak-
ing portal" e that portion of Federal funds alloted to States,

:As it is only three or four States award Scholarship.* which may
--"be taken to, other States.

Ire build in parochialism we inadvertently- establish public
Policy which discourages those students from migtatihg who would
otherwi.e elto.'lse to-do so for their own reasons.

The Federal. Cnv eminent cannot perhaps require States to pro-
vide this option with their own money but it could encourage States
to permit, it with the Federal portion.

We would suggest also the committee consider.some appropriate,
lancrual,e which would permit bypasses for this program tliose
fa.S(ittes which do not , make *State student incentive grant pio-
grams available to .either the public or, private sectors.

We support the continued authorisation of the special programs
'for the disadvantaged or TRIO program.'

2R"
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And not solel- 1,4anse we feel the addition of a fourth program,
leterans' cost istihalun, would invalidate the faint liax title but

,alsb because we belieNe in this instance it could be more *pro-,
priately handled by another committeethe Veterans' Affairs Com-
mitteedo we respectfully suggest its deletion.

Further, it I, our understanding that the Veterans' Affairs Com-
mittee and the Congress hate recently put in place a f"vet rep on
campus" program to help: veterans with their coneems.i

For this reason, the VCOI program may no longer, be required
be in this net
We regret that in testifying-on-this-bill we are unable to discuss

any type of progratn whicli supports institutions as such.
Public instituums, for elanple, if not subsidized' to the'extent

they are new, would be fated with charging much higher tuitions.
Our as tit:Winn. in January 1071, went on record as-believing that

Imblie tuitions '.%as not fin atceptable method for helping
private institutions.

We do. however. need some type of tuition offset to reduce The
in 'prices between the public tunt.p.r.isars.

Its January the report of our task force on the financini-61-pri-
late hinher education called- for such a prop-rip of tuition offsets. //

Onlyr.last week, the Caine& Council on poIty studies in highe .
ednention called for the same approach.

Ire anti, ipate with apPreriattou the opportunity to testify,be ore
Ana on this topic at a latet date. We realize the inteirchtted.w rk of
this impurtaht issue.

Stialtut loan progam-, authorized by the Higher Edueitto . et
are the most :ignifit ant form of student aid as meastved both..
nmber, of students and amounts of dollars.

Ato diminution of the opportunities offered by tese programs
would ahoost certainly itiliif.it the numbeis o exits whoottld
tatter i)ostseeondttry education.

iteXas institutions thmsehes are nut of ry e economy in which
they oral ate, so students a c utters borow//inoney for an educa-
tiini 3tK the s t ti borrow for tricot other major invest:
merits. /

ognize the desire of the chairnitniAo disontinue the direct'
Federal insulate t rogram and we do hope the i.41 States involved
will r,i k tin tl.e sl i, k ettatetl'and initiaty State guarantee agencies.

We would liege, a nitcier, contin tion of the eligibility of institn-
ti.ns len,l since a significant ulnae' of them diti national
student bodies:.

We urge ids.° rent serious consideration of all factors befOre
redwing drastielly the limits on 'nail ;dual loan 8111171111tIsr

We strongly recommend the continuation of capital contributions
to the national direct student loan program.

One of the long rim methods for the solution of adequate loan
resouree: i the continued e%pansien of the res oh ing fund related
to the NnsT.i.s.

Thii:1 program is, also a_ very inmoyitint ingredient in filliiu out
a student aid package. oiie that begins with other campus-based*

assistance. State scholarships and the basic grants.
We are confident the committel;will.ntili7e, as it has-done through

extensive hearings thus far, the ads tee of approkiate experts in

2 8 .
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finance and will prod:ice a more efficient utilisation of Federal
funds.

The overall ;problem of loans is so complex. as almost to merit
a separate bill, particularlykif the entire student aid package or
omnibus bill is not ready for final passage until next year.

We strongly support the increased emphasis in HR. 3471 on
work- study. Ire like the concept of encouraging State:, to, initiate
such programs, we object pray to combining it with the State stak
dentincentli e program, thereb) lessening the thrust of that legisla
tion. :

NVork,study as, a State Federal partnership hal sufficient .merit
to stand' on its own appeal.

The committen'may ,vish to reconsider the matter of dropping
need altogether as a Teguiremeni,for awards.

Some protection mustlbe given, in the inevitable' underfunding
of any progfam,.for those., in great peed.

Perhaps this decision retilix fo need could be left with the finlin
cial aid administrator on.thelcampus.,

Indeed, the ranking miry:R4y meniber of the full committee has
suggested the possibility of giving funds to the institutions in a
block grant for the three campus basal programs,leaving the die,
tribution of funds by individual program up to the institution.

Thus, in the work -study program. the use of need as a factor
would reside also with institution.

Mr. Chairman, immediately after receiving the February 20 copy_ ,

of the Congressional Record, we circulated without comment copies
of your statement on. the,Stutlent Fifiancial Aid Act of 1975.

An executive of one of our State associations it rote to his mein
befinstitutions as follows; .

The two documents attached contain the introduction of, and remarks upon,
the proposals of Congressman James O'Hara to rewrite the Higher Education
Act of 19742.

On top of all our, other student aid woes of the moment, these documents
appear to pr.pyide a Federal blueprint fur the 411mInation of the independent
sector.

We urgently request that you. read through thei. Mr. O'Hara la proposing
"pile Pelion on Ossa."

Among other things, the bill would eliminate the-half cost, ceiling on basic
grants, phase out direct student loans, remove work study from the aid
package, and eliminate SEOG's.

And If this implies that middle income families at independent institutions
will have to rely more on guaranteed loans, the proposal cuts the yearly cell
ing from $2,500 to $1,500. .

In effect, you will not be able to help these students to attend your in-
stitution and they will find it increasingly difficult to help themselves.

The thrust of the bill is to coerce States to lower public tuition, for ex-
ample State student incentive greats are modified to reward States for main,
taining tiiklerEfree_pitb/lc- institutions.

The operating principle Involves an inverse logic that says, "more aid dollars
create higher tuitions, therefore, if we make fewer aid dollars available, col
leges will have to lower the priceP
,Perhaps that can work in the public sector through even greater subsidies,

but Its application to the independent sector would be laughable were it not so
serious.

In isolation, certain features of the proposal have merit, but in 'combine
lion, the result could be devastating.

Mr. Chairman, we regard with gravest concern the thrust of H.R.
34z'l and the new directions it would establish as a matter of public
policy.

34.450 0: 15 If
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We ask relief through a change in embhasis. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, if 1 can make just a personal comment. At an

earlier point in my career, I served as a.staff person to the legible-
tiva processes in my home State.

I realize,something of the problem that you hake. We have areal
difficulty, it seems to me, in the private-sectoi of getting some com-
munication on this.

We have some outstanding people who fire vigorous in their
proclamations, all the way front John Silber who does a pretty good
job of it to the Sidney Rand's. -

. /
There are some people who are very concerned with the assump-

tion Ralph Iluitt, Mr. Kidd, and others here of the nature of
the dual system. -

What we are trying to do is provide the kind of pluralism and'
diversity for the Nation and for the higher education system. I
realize;that when we get busy and zero in oh some of thes,e technical
problems and get to working on certain techniques, sometimes we
do not test those against the broader system of issues.

I hope the committee will do this ) ecause sometimes in our
enthusiasm, without meaning to, we undercut some thing that we
really do not intend to do:

We want to hold ourselves ready to assist you and this very fine
process you are trying to' perfect in this bill.

We tried to be as specific and vigorous in terms of our concern
as we could, and we are ready to assist you in this process.

Mr. O'Hara. Thank you very, much, Mr. Moseley. I appreciate
your readiness to be of help and Fain sure that your tts.sociation will
indeed be of help.

Your associate, Mr. gilcomb, has been of help ,already during
much of our work on this bill and I am sure he stands ready to do
sp.in the future.

I am going to yield first to the members of the subcommittee
bcause I an afraid that shortly those bells are going to ring for a
quorum or for. a vote and then we are going to have to go.

If anyone gets shortchanged, it is better it be me, so I will begin
by yielcling to the ranking minority' Member, the gentleman from
Pennsylvania.

Mr. Esin,RiAx. I am going to cut my questions very short. In
,fact I will not ask any questions of Dr. Moseley. Philosophically, I
am in 90 percent agreethent.

I see Mr. Mutt and Mr. liolcomb still in the room. I would like
to make ,a request that your two organizations inake a list o
cross section of 10 institutions across the country, ranging fro
large to small.

I would like two figures, and not a lot of footnotes. I hope you
will excuse that remark, but just two figures for 1973-74 school
year.

I assume those figures are in. I want the total undergraduate in-
structional cost, that is dollars, and then I want the total enroll-
ment full time and part time of those same institutions.

I would like you to make up. your list without consulting each
other. If that is a reasonable request. I will make that.

I want: 'to do my own Mathematics in other words. That is all,
Mr. Chairman.

9 .7 .tt.



Mr. O'HARA. The gentleman from New York.
Mr. Iittoot Like the ranking minority Member, we have philo-

sophical relati9nships. I am. concerned about the private institu-
tions.

I think some of my earlier questions indicated that. In addition,
I have Fordham. University right within my district and I have
many other universities in the State that are generally concerned.

I have spoken to the Chairman and he understands. I will con-
tinue that dialog,

The impression is that we are heading in the same direction with
different vehicles. If that be the case, then this bill is satisfactory.

However, until I am satisfied that it is the case, in this area at
least, it is unsatisfactory and I will try to amend it,.

1,..siNfr. O'HARA. The aentleman from Minnesota.
mMr. Qu. It looks..tike all the people who were asking questions

are now indicating a stroller desire to maintain private institutions.
I guess my record on that is pretty strong, too. It was interesting

in the 92d Congress when we began working on what -turned out
to be the Higher. Education Amendments in 1972.

The subcommittee ?met in the chairperson's office and we all wrote
down what our priorities were in the institutional vein.

It was interesting that everyone /Put down help for private in-
stitutions on the list as one of their priorities.

That concern is evidenced this morning and is speaking up for the
chairman of thesubcommittee, I do not think he is without support
for the private institutions either.

He has a strong feeling they play a very important role.
There is only one question I would like to raise and that is ,the

point on page 8 on work -study where you object to combining work-
Study with the State student incentive programs.

I thought that one part had merit to give the options to-States
to use their money under SSIG for either outright grant or. part of
the,wo'rk-stuay program.
-Mr. MOSELEY. I think our feeling was that by being discreet you

already have some programs based on need and the States are not
getting involved in that particular part of it.

However, by combining work-study with SSIG would confuse
the way in which you would both administer and the way in which
the States would deal with the work- study.

To keep those two separate would be preferable. I think there is
no question hat we -are dealhig with both.

I think f r t the point was more the, discreet,nature of the pro-
grams and 1 tting them go one way or the other not mixing them.

Mr. 0,CIE. Are you concerned.about SSIG or are you concerned
about having two work-study programs?

is Mr. Mos4Ev. In a senseI was much more concerned with the
SSIG in that you were really dealing with t'he character of the
States. They could come on and try to help take care of the need
of the student and keep that discreet from straight work-study as
such.

o There is ra limit to how much work -study can be awarded in terms
of the individual student. We do have some work-study coming
another wiiy.
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I 4..ait see this might be combined with that. If you did, then you
would have problems with States that would not just go work study
but would go just giant.

It is that which we see,as a problem. The State could says we will
just go with the grant, the matching grant.

We could have some States press the Federal Government oh the
work-study, or, if you eliminated work study on the Federal level
and forced it. the other way, you could end up with no work-study
program.

So we are really saying to the committee, let us be careful how
that is done. Our initial reaction to it is that it Would be better to '-
keep those two separate.

Mr. QUM. How do you feel about putting flexibility into the three
programsthe institution administered programs, SSIG and the
work-study so that schools can use the funds in one place or an-
other?

Mr. MOSELEY. I think that 'Would be much better. One of the
things in answer to the question about the quality, is the administra-
tion of those programs.

It. is very difficult and you cannot put it together without ,a lot
of this other work.

Mr. QUJE. That was separate. If, you support a block grant for
those institutionally administered programs, I do not see why you
do not favor this flexibility in the SSIG's.

Mr. MosEIY. We said these are broader choices. We would like
very much to see them tied together and if you are going to do it
at the State level, fine.

However, with respect to these .programs, being able to apply
them separately was the whole idea.

As a matter,of fact, it is a bit like using these .programs at the
karriptis level where that counselor can apply them the proportion
that will best benefit the particular individual.

The problem is taking_that philosophy and applying oit at the
'SAtte level.

Mr. QuIE. Are you saying you want' it to be made at the caa`ipus
level and not State level?

Mr. MOSELEY. I personally Would prefer it at the campus level
but it looks like much of this would have to be-done at the State
level.

I would either have it. there, locked into BOG's.
Mr. O'lleAnA. Mr. Moseley, we iire going to have to go and my

prediction was .correct.
Mr. Mosmu. Mr-Chairman_, we are available to you if you want

to ask questions or if wee can be of service at any time.
Mr. OlIartA. Your association has been very helpful and I am sure

.you will be. I thank you for the help you have given this subcom-
mittee in the past.

Thesdbcommittee will now stand in adjournment until 10 o'clock
Monday morning.

[Whereupon, the subcommittee adjourned at 12:15 p.m., to re-
convene on 'Monday, March 17, 1975 at 10

[Materials submitted for the record follow:]
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Introduction
American higher education has historically been conducted under two

more or less distinct kinds of sponsorship. Throughout this report we shall
perforce speak of "public" and "private" institutions and of the public and
private sectors of the academiC enterprise. In doing so we do not seek to
emphasize differences. Both kinds of institutions have the same essential role:
they are engaged in similar 'activitiesinstruction, research and community
service. Both accept students from within and from outside the state in which
they are located, though the mixture varies from institution to institution.
Both receive funds, thbugh in different proportions, from taxes, private gifts
and student payments. Both kinds of institutions are public in the sense of
meeting public needs and providing benefits Jo____the public,- They are
complementary and interdependent., Together they constitute a system of
higher education that is unsurpassed in its capacity to serve students of
widely varying backgrounds and talenti, in its ability_to-respond to a vast
range of social needs, in its over-all performance and its 'peaks of excellence,
in its fidelity to Unfettered pursuit of individual development and the

'common weal.
The basic distinction between the two types of institutions lies simply in

their sponsorship and in the variations of character and program that flow
from differing sponsorship. Public institutions are underwritten by govern-
ment, usually gate or local government. Private institutions are sponsored by
nongovernmental bodies and therefore are often referred to as "independent"
institutions.

Higher ducation in this country originated primarily under private
auspices. T ough public support has a long history going back to the
founding f Harvard in the seventeenth century, public colleges and
tiniversitie became significant in numbers and enrollment only in the latter
part of th ,..nirsteenth century. As- late as 1950, enrollments were equally
divided between private and institutions. Since then, however, most of
the growth has occurred in ,public institutions as the states have enlarged
existing colleges and universities and created hundreds of new ones.
Education in that sector has enjoyed large public subsidies which have
enabled it to set its charges to students substantially lower than would be
necessary to meet the actual cost of instruction. Such tuitions are\ far below
thqse which private institutions must typically charge. Today, the private
sector enrolls only about 24 per cent of the total student population (see
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Table 1) and its share must be expected to decline still further. (Tbe

percentage, of course, varies widely among the'several states.)

In recent years the financial position of private colleges and universities

has been notably weakening. For a few institutions the situation is already

becoming catastrophic; for most, including some of the most prestigious

institutions, the future is precarious. Many thoughtful observers, believing

that if the relative decline of the private sector is prolonged much further, it

will be detrimental to higher education as a whole, view the prospect witb

dismay. The four commissions or task forces that have recently studied higher

education in depth have all recognized the value of the private sector and

expressed concern about its future.' Similarly, numerous earlier commissions

and committees endorsed the concept of diversity and independence in higher

education, and some of /hem recommended that the states should initiate or

increase support for private Institutions.2 But for the most of those-boas
public policy for the private sector was not a major concern and was treated

peripherally. .a
Such lack of attention to the question of a public policy for private higher

education is readily understandable. The very concept of privateness or

independence invites the inference that the body politic has no responsibility

for the private sector. Traditionally, the leaders of private higher education

have themselves been happy to accept almost exclusive responsibility for the

planning, the management, the social role and the future welfare of their
institutions. They have tended to be wary of governmental intervention.

Indeed the private sector may be regarded as making its distinctive

contribution to the total endeavor precisely because it is relatively indepen-

dent of government. I t provides, an indispensable counterweight to what

might otherwise become a monolithic public system. So it is easy to assume

that the health, welfare and survival of the private sector is none of the

government's business and that no public policy for private higher education

is either necessary or desirable.
The matter cannot, however, be disposed of so easily. Government cannot

help having policies that affect private higher education in one way or

another, even thdugh they are not so intended. Private institutions are

affected whenever a new public institution is established or an old one closed,

whenever an educational program in a public institution is started or

terminated, -whenever public tuitions are raised or lowered, whenever public

salary levels for faculty are adjusted, whenever certain sections of the tax law

are amended. Moreover, government,has a financial interest in the preserva-

tion of the private sector, which serves over 2,100,000 students at an esti-

mated saving to the taxpayer of some 2.9 billion dollars a year.3

1Appendix A to this report contains a summary of the findings of these bodies.

2 Carnegie' Commission on Higher Education, PrIctrities for Action: Final Report,

McGraw-Hill, New York, 1973, pp. 167, 174. That report contains an interesting and

useful summary of the findings of the principal commissions and task forces, beginning

with the President's Commissinn on Higher Education which reported in 1947.

3 ASSuming an average subsidy in state institutions of $9400 per student (See Chapter

3).
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The time has fact come when the ArT,,, lean nation must decide whether
it shall continue, to enjoy the benefits of a dual system of higher education. If
it is convinced 'that the private sector is essential to the wellbeing of the
whole acade f- and of the larger society, it must be willing to adopt
purppseful an appropriate public policies to ensure the survival of the dual
system.

Gpvernin ntal policies designed to sustain threatened private activities of
social vale have long been established in other areas. Government has
provided erect or indirect support for the arts and humanities, for hospitals,
nursing -c re and medical research, for airlines and shipping, for small farms
and smal businesses, to name a few obvious examples.

Publi6 assistance to private higher education is consistent with our national
tradition and, in fact, is being increasingly provided. Many states have already
acknoWledged a responsibility to independent colleges and universitie%by
adopting programs of financial support. What is now needed is to extend and
intensify those initial efforts in a manner that will assure, the survival and

r health of a competitiveprivate sector without either impairing the essential
independence of private colleges and universities or damaging the public
sector.

The mounting problems oFprivate higher education have not yet reached
the point of irreversibility. They are still surmountable. The means for dealipg
With them are at hand and well, within the capacity of the nation. But
without prompt and positive action the outlook is bleak. The purpose of this
report is to suggest the measures That are needed to maintain a flourishing

' private component in a healthy and balanced system of,higher education.
The report is brief and can be quickly read, but for the convenience of the .

reader who is concerned only with its conclusions and recommendations,
they are brought together in Chapter 2. The reasoning that led to those
conclusions and recommendations is set out in Chapters 3-11.

L

3
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2

Conclusions and Recommendations

Private Higher_Education
(Chapter 3)

The private sector of higher education is enormously valuable to American
society and is an influential complement to the public sector. Policy-makers
in both state and federal governments should give increasing attention to
*serving and strengthening private higher ecic-ation.

-Financial Distress
(Chapter 4)

The financial problems of private higher education other than demo
graphic factors and escalating costs the Auition gap, the unfavorable
provisions of federal student aid program's, the indiscriminate creation of new
public institutions, and tax reform proposals inimical to private philan
thropy could all be solved or alleviated by quite modest changes of public
policy. Stats and federal governments should take measures along the lines
proposed in this report, which are consistent with the public interest and the
autonomy of private institutions, to effect the necessary changes. The
measures proposed are to be viewed as a series of inter-related programs,
primarily at the state level but supplemented by the federal government. Any
one of them would be helpful, bt.l. all a.e needed to provide the private sector
with the substantial support it needs in order to achieve long-range stability.

Narrowing the Tuition Gap
(Chapter 5)

Each state should provide adequately funded grants having the effect of
substantially narrowing, but not necessarily closing, the tuition gap.

This report elaborates on one simple, direct and practicable way to narrow
the gap, namely, tuition offset grants for all students in private institutions.
We believe this specific .proposal is sound and should receive serious
consideration in every state. We recognize, however, that it is not the only
way, and so it is not formulated as a rigid recommendation.



Rather we iceornmend that each state hnd a was, ...Insistent with its
lir attitions and needs, to enlarge student eholees bs substantlails narrowing
the Lotion gap. Other possibliities would be to 4. %tend the eos CI age of present
state programs of 1510t..in to need,, students in prisate institutions or to
ectend present state 5%.hol.n5hip programs so that the would include far
more student. and proside more adequate grants. Another Via) would be to
modits sin loos it:e:tin programs ot 5i.;Jcnt aid so that they would include
more students and seeognile ditterences in tultrins between public and
pribate institutions (See Chapter 7). Still another win would be to gibe
institutional grants to pii,ate institutions horn state or lateral funds or both.
The !input wit obiectise is not to adopt a partieular se eme but effectisels to
narrow the tuition gap in one wab or another.

Correcting Geographic Inequities
(Chapter 6)

The amount and tepee of aid to piisate institution% and the students
attending them have barred g.eat., among the states, with resulting inequities
based on a...dents of geography. \n entrails serious problem ,s that state aid
to students in prisate t.o.:eizes has usualls been I.onfined othin state
boundaries. Federa, legislation should be enacted .o post& ineentise grants

__to _the state t, eneourage them to ..bet.ome geogtaphi. inequities bb gibing
adequate aid prnatc colleges arid making pros ision for students who
attend outlet slate institutions. The tederal program ?NAM be flexible
enough to permit the states to at in accordance with thtir traditions,
constitutional restraints andolocal conditions,

Federal Student Aid Programs
(Chapter 7)

Federal p.ogram, ot student aid are not well suited to the-needs of prnate
rastrtutions and thea Ntadcot4.. The programs do.not plias 'de realisti..imounts
t morsel to MT students meet the costs ot attending pristite colleges and
uniseisitics. The eonittions often, too restrict-se or the programs are
under funded. f edela. BEOGs should be modified, for example, bs_adding an
extra a.iowanee to students for ornate tuition or a spe..al cost-ofeeducation
,upprement tor 01.1.,11t: institutions. The funding of all federal student aid
programs should he increased to plos.de a realistic number and amount of
grants.

Statewide Planning
(Chapter 8)

A rauonal sr stem ot higher edur.atron, .n,44ding both public and Noah: ,
seutOr 2, .an on., be atta.ned h. .aielu; planning. State eduatronal planning
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;igerieses should rake into account the presence cif private institutions, consult
with them, when teas,bie make contacts with them for netled services, and
othetwi>e ayoid unnecessai v dupiicat.on and wasteful competition. Private
institutions should cooperate in Ntatew;dc.pl.mq.ng, but the actions of state
planning agencies 5huuld icspect the essential autonorns of both public and
private institutions.

--(Chapter 9)

Eerie tat and state ineume, inheritance and estate taxes should continue to
provrelz strong incentives for philanthropic gas ing. These incentives should be
strengthened, fur example, by adopting the Pifer plan for increasing the
eyemptions avaiiable to rower income taxpayers. Pliyate colleges and uniiier
sales should kive thr same IAN exemptions as cortiparable public institution..

-r

Fund Raising by
Public Institutions

(Chapter 10)

In the area of private gating av a source of support for hight:r educatio
new relationships and understandings between:, private
sectors...six-needed; the private -inslify-iions should acknowledge that public
eoileges and uniycisities may "need pir.ate gifts for innovation and enrich
ment, itte public sector shouid rei.ogn.ie that private institutions must enlarge

their search for public funds, both on state and federal levels, in order to
maintain their vitality./

Other Measures
(Chapter 11)

Present student loan programs are complex and ineffective. A coherent
national system of long-term student loans should_ be establiAied with
adequate fuoding and moderate intriest.lt should supplement other forms of
and and nut be viewed as a substitute for tuitioo grants or other aici programs'

To strengthen the academie quality of small, developing colleges and
universities, which 114..lude among their ranks many institutions serving
predominantly minority students, the federal program, Strengthening Devi!
oping Institutins, should be reauthorized.

he number of graduate fellowships aiel the Icyfi of tunding fir research

Oulu be increased. We suppsit the recoMmendations of the 1974 report of

the National Board-on Graduate Education.
Many piiyate institutions cannot obtain sufficient money Iron; current

undy2 for maintenance and sdepreelation reserves. Matching grants should bt
available to private institutions tot replacement, remodeling and reconstruc



I
it on at tg,JIdinip and t.fia,pnitra 11,friflars &Ahura,. .4.4,141Y4e to pr.fate
in.aftuvorf NtAito, Olould be widely adopted.

1.11eiong re wrung edufat(on bhoutd bt !molted .n a way that *tit
tnahte both pubilf. ,r1.4 f.oTsvdte if:*_11/1Utiu meet rhe::te edui.atlura: need.,
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rotor opt:Sing as safsgitard wino It* danger of polite*
control inherent in a mttOtlik system- 1) to provide
made= and part= ea tom** with menus of =tit.
to= sttountabibry in both the public and private mutt;
3) to toms the finsock) barriers which novedenY marl
students the firedorn to Wend a college or university of their
chok4 eod 4) to *him wax mwm *ono* for the taxpayer
thrown oftesot me of existing higher education =cleft

Ova* the mat decades we haw mosso or supported a
miry of federal fawn from those relating to amine ind
Wits =post student aid, and categottellawilret soil*
yet mnsagred genital outitutioni support .Thess programs
hove pnwif Id Mons of dollars to achieve nation* obj*thes:
and we recognIts as intritabltand appropriate that with tan
now of timid* support to students and Institutions cod*
Wu* *photons and guidon* to tram el ',olive imp-

=law.

We believe that Mule the scs'emx wntic has a nor" a
duty to pram* the public amen by Macjamtac a asta
Owe* of Initi,0101111 autonomy, 41 thous nos automatically
reFerd federal riguletiont .and yesideknes at Idllingfmt that
Mono= but should Wit C00114131404 earth governmeniai
agencies to mon that such strike a =nosh*
UsIente btiween institutional independent...end public as
sOuotebihry The #ubSC mutts demands that hoth,the us
tegtity of education* institatione and the rights of Untwists
simpOders and benefitiaties be =patted and sued,

hitt* following poky Satsuma the Awasistion with*to
make ski* reference to some foul which merit special
consideration~ this trnt

NARROWING THE TUITION GAP

The Amcittion of American Coliegu through its MOM
the tiet brat Cowl of I odspeolent Colleges and Orewroutti
*based in Jemmy, 1915. a task forts report WOW '44
Redone( Poky for too ii+op Edisation7 Tut

011,01-
onto of thit report calls for a 0.170Veina of the tato= gap
between to public and private sectors. currintty averaging
,Dour SI= to that the =me factor can continue to
comprise,

The NCICU report suggests a mouth lederall=te partner
ship of student kktinantutional Otto stordairistion pf both,
ithkh would narrow, but not C1030,411 11111100 roplTlitin-
ifirlairalosteelusaiti Sums= the approach awl appropriate
for

We *OW 11101a states which Ant already keg= to
treetop toms= de-psol to nenow the tuitionpepIndurge
the Congo= to booms s oartnerbildt'bil ones in thou es
switie of fort to pew= the du* system.

ACCESSIBILITY TO HIGHER EDUCATION

"AFILJTS COROLLARY. SUPPORT SERVICES

Although 0Yetall 01411artaftai undid to 10C11$30 even
in the past two sum a paq,.stite sod federal funding for
studens aid, Nil scoesability to pOstsecondiry education ha
nab yet been rulired. For thle,post ten.yess the ration lac
Moloped nag student aid program ami has &eared that no
qualified student should bs.berred kom . bight/ Ork=1100
Meuse of a lack of funk Progiros has been remarkable. yet
the $0.1 omens ea Amyl. It carkand must, he attained.

AccettasZty must bacon* a fact for students ofall ages-
And-is Missies roods than sinuts entrance; it mandate; a
tamable choice of imitation end program of study as weft
Further, it requires the provision of 'Support services desip*d
to from unsavory obstacles to the contInuid erinftltherst
of volgrig end unable students. These support urn= WoOd
Include the necessary cosseting, tutonti end Medics samcii.
which will encourage students to complete Om programs of
study.

The Education Amendments pt 1912 recognized thew
creesed.costs to institutions through the enrollment of itids
thing students under federal student aid and authorizeda
program of costolothot ton allowances to kip offset throe
explain. The fund." of that program would assist colleges to
Ittlude in thsitatucnonal end went budget* massy
terchIssrviye

4 rettsica.that as full accamblity rs achieved try trade
tion* ter At brat: tfiars in,matronn, Sbrircirlt
nu ert of Dross hors already begunjo do so.

RENOVATION 0 F FACILITIES

The two longoodine hderal programs In housing and
er.ademk Uchida hew for alt putt** purposes own do
coot nowt, yet the obtigetions foi debt seivice sod npaynont
understandably anyone. In marry tisane the purpose for
Mich a building Wee corotructed remora, yet to other in
stances the clung= rola of cotton In doming times soma

,the mid for atternee uses. In addition, the soaring genial
inflow and the escaltting costs of insuuction make knout
=interact* of that badins for whatever use a wry Mk
cult prefer, for many inetitutiom.

Institutor* era firianuelty sunspot/so also oy =pending
Udall requirements to impress building* to men energy com-
munion measuru; occupational salgY and health narodards
and ready otigretiola by luedkapoki persons. Closely what is
add it Aber a false( categorical plot program or general
institutional funds which could be used for the about pm
post
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Web atmen1 both of neo-futationism and fresh 'Born it
daunts inflaming us, our nation has become over more
kanly Arran, particularly through the recut cif tattoo, of
out tote!, not fun monomic. Interdependence with the rest of

the world. We ask ways a nations to speak with one mother
modally end with hisnristip and understwidirro.

As cigars of the United Stites we become sornewhit per -
pissed when we coin that other *Aiwa lino:: mom ;bout
our history, mores, and economist than we knew about than.
At times we even feel a little ow-Atonable when we find we
cannot Compete with other countries Imam of our bum

lanspage Unita. 4
In ISSS, with strong support from the education coin

amity, the Congas pater:la ambitious and vomiting Into
nations! Eduction Act, planted in the intellectual Bads of
undasunding and aopeation it ha lain fallow since

0
DISCRIMINATION /

Our tendemy as a nation io pain ourakesand we do
haw -a good societyis understandable if not thaw fully
traits& For ow hare only begun to rid oursehis of uncon
'clonal* dieciiminstioniin matters of race, poverty, national
orieirt and vex. And while we haw initiated actions which can
be clarified as al &maim we have not achieved attitudes

wfuch we fully affirmative. Baas* wipes and univanitas
hap shape the thought procestes of the world, we have a
reaponsbdity accordingly to Pam, own role:and houses in
proper ;imparts, We yearn for the time when others ought

praise us, if pram is usdied beyond reetramt. lot Pre:wiling
Stadtrgup in eliminating ducrlmvation from our society

RELATIONSHIPS WITH BUSINESS

INDUSTRY AND AOVERNMENT

pePtuntl m the eery years of the 70t, and morn recently
conveyed In spathes by the President, ths federal government
has Wild fore working ref stiokohip among Wilma, IndustrY:1
government and higher aducrtion to Nip solve probliniof
technology, particultrty through Incas:ad 'petite, technol
ogles. We :import Ireton interaction *mow theirelemeria of
our today. including example; of hilts, pwsonnel and

methods.
In this proms, bowery, va unge.the nation not to lost

sight of the bait Talon of carless end universities which is
to prams and transmit exiting knowledge, tO prier beck the
frontiers of knOwadge and understanding through pure and

tapped research and to proper. indinduth for responsibla,
gawful and see:Vying lives.

We urge that all education associations and their member
innitutions work cooperatively, yes prudentfy, with bustrea,

.11

industry and government as new laws we enacted and mule-
igns promulgated which will create thou closer working re.

Istionships.

ACCREDITATION

Accreditation is a process of institutional valuation dr
word to bosun the quality of educational programs. We view
Irth favor and support recent developments within and among
the serval voluntary actreditine agencies to improve and
!sitar coordinate eduatlonal sccrtditsoon. We favor a volun

pry system of accred radon, end view with concern the sug-
gestion from wine quarters that the government should
assume grater responsibility for this regulatory process.

On the other had we acognat that the ;overflown must
protect the public Interest-Ind sours dull that public funds

for educational PorPoces, intIlosPerly _expended. Therefore, it

does fans legnonsts inarut in the evaluation of educational
institutions and programs for the purpose of determining
Ifkibility for leant support

AcauNtied status may be an important factor in &hu-
nting agibility, but accredit:Aron should not be used es
mane for enforcing government policies. The incursion of
government into accadrtstron would expose the process to
political streams and *mourns other undesirable abuses.

PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT

As the twin economic illnesses of inflation and remotion
worsen to the point of strums national concur', many of the

prprsospd CUM all fore program of pubic service employ
mint to counter 'rowing unemployment At the risk of
taming to be gratuitous and yet in recognition of the full
stops of what we hops is a temporary national lbws, we urge

the utifiation of education as one of the antidotes.
Education can be used to min or retrain workers foi new

or changing lob markets, it can assist in paperingpeitAtfor
fest or tatter employment and it hat a long range value as
contracted with sho'rt term relief medura

PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY

The need for equity in our federal tax system has brought
with -it the recognition that the nation is Procured for tax
reform. Throughout the preliminary discussion: many fear*
have been raised, some nail and others perhaps imsgiontlhat
the charitable contribution and present tax treatment of
train kinds of gifts will be attend so so to have the effect of
diminishing the thrust of private philanthropy If such diva-
opmtnts wars to occur. we would view then 'with gravest
concern as potentially destroying the all important inctntia

to YolontrirY support Of higheredutatidir.
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National
`Council of

Independent,Colleges
and Universities

1975 NCICU

LEGISLATIVE

GUIDELINES

The NatiOnal Council' of Independent Colleges and
Universities, formed in January, 1971, from its prede-
cessor, the Federation of State Associations of Inde-
pendent Colleges and Universities, is made up of more
than 1,000 ipstitutions. Its organization is based on
thirty-six state associations of independent'colleges and
universities, nearly all of which are staffed with one or
more fulltime executives. Each of these state associa-
tions produces a legislative program for consideration by
its legislature or assembly, and together' these state
associations support thifselegislative guidelines for 1975.
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TO NARROW THE TUITION GAP

During the past year the Board of Directors of
NCICU formed a task force which independently pro-
duced a .report entitled 'A National Policy for Private
Higher Education." This report's salient recommenda-
tion is to narrow the tuition gap between public and
independent institutions, as some states have begun to
do, through state and federal programs of assistance to
the independent sector. The report states "the time has
come when the American nation must decide whether it
shall 'continue to enjoy the benefits of a dual system of
higher education."

The task force report indicates that the tuition gap
this year could be as much as $1600 per student, which
is approximately the size of the student subsidy in the
public colleges. The task force report does not call for
the elimination of the tuition gap, simply a reduction in
it to some more manageable amount. The reduction in
this tuition gap, refletiting state initiatives and federal
partnership, would ideally range frbryme-half or up-
wards to three-fourths of the subsidy to the public
sector.

Through state initiatives and a federal partnership the
tuition gap could be narrowed through grants to
students, grants to institutions or a combination of the
two. The actions by the individual states would govern, .
the approach to be utilized.

The legislative issues treated in tife balance of these
guidelines are-intended to assist in the preservation of
diversity in higher education.

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

We believe the top priority for federal, state and
private dollars should continue to be financial aid to
disadvantaged students. This.student aid should provide
both access and choice and should reflect individual
need based upon the cost of attendance where the
student is enrolled. We believe, further, it is time eligi-
bility for student aid programs be broadened .to include
at least minimal benefits for middle income families.
Middle income America has become forgotten America
in recent years, all the while carrying the preponderant
responsibility for providing tax revenues to the nation.

b414!9 0 15 30
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Campus Based Programs:

The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Pants
(SEOG), College Work/Study Program (CWSP) and the
National Direct Student Loans (NDSL) make up the
campus bawd student assistance programs which are
fundamental to providing both access and choice. t
applaud the Congress for increasing the appropriations%
for these programs in Fiscal Year 1975 by an additional
$100 million, followil.thyo years of static funding. Be-
cause more than 500 institutions of postsecondary
education and more than one million students were
added to these programs in that three-year period, auth
orization levels must be increased ana appropriations be
brought up tothose new levels. Also, the requirement
that these programs must be appropriated before funds
are placed in the Basic educational Opportunity Grant
program, as specified in the Education Amendments of
1972, stuld be continued when that statute= is re

_

authorized.\
SEOGWe favor the elimination of the distinction

between initial and renewal awards.
CWSP We support the continued emphasis on this

program a\ student aid. We believe states should be en-
couraged to,enter the program on a matching basis.

NDSLW6\urge the continued and expanded funding
of this prograk until such time as it becomes fully re
volving. We favor increasing the interest rates, opening',
up the program to middle income families, leaving th I

matching requirements unchanged and discontinuing the
forgiveness features.

Basic Educational Opportunity Grants:

The Basic Educational Opportunity Grants were first
proposed by Senate Education Subcommittee Chairman
Claiborne Pell (1111) and subsequently were included in
the Education Amendments of 1972. Known since then
as' the BOG's, and sometimes as the Pell Grants, they
represent. the second new thrust of federal support for
students,' following the first federal grants in the Higher
Education Act of 1965. They may be the precursor of a
federal program of entitlement for postsecondary educa-
tion for citizens of all ages.

We believe the BOG program should be continued
and expanded, with only slight modifications from the

3
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original statute. To keep abreast of increasing tuition in
both the public and independent sectors, as well as in-
flating costs 'of other educational expenses, the maxi-
mum BOG award should rise to $2,000. Because it helps
take into account the tuition differential, the one-half
cost ceiling should be retained as it makes clear the
responsibilities of the states, institutions, foundations
and other sources -in helping to provide student' assist,-
ance funds. Further, elimination of the one-half cost
ceiling would negate the historic:American concept of
self-help. A properly funded BOG progra Irkthis design

will assure access and choice to the grey majority of
ri.

interested students, and to virtually all stu ents in those
states with an adequate distribution of I4cost post-
secondary institutions. 1.

We recommend that the federal governmeitt contract
with those states which desire to do so for the admin-
istration of the BOG program. Utilizing the states in this
manner would: 1) expedite the program for the student,
2) permit one application process for both BOG and
state scholarships,-allowing states to help cover the one-
half not provided in the BOG itself, and 3J provide
rapid and accurate information to states, institutions,
and the federal government on the status of the pro-
gram. State administration also would assist states if the
work/study program were extended to the states on a
matching basis.

, We urge also the broadening Of eligibility for BOG's
to include more middle income taxpayers: In the ab-
sence of state administration of the BOG program an
administrative cost allowance to institutions is essential.

State Student Incentive Grants:
..+

The State Student Incentive Grant program (SSIG) is
enormously important, but was funded rat/ ,only $20
millionin Fiscal Year 1974, far short of.(14 authorized
$50 million. In spite of that it has stimulaW511 but, a
handful of states to initiate or expand student aid pro-

, grams and it has set a pattern for future federal /state
partnerships in other programs such as work/study and
the administration of the BOG's.

The present SSIG program does not require port-
ability of awards to other states, which could be cor-
rected by making portable the federal portion of money
granted by the states. Additionally, the maximum award
should be increased to at least $2,000 to match ex-

,
4
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panding maximums in state awards and also to allow for
the matching of the other onehalf of BOG awards. The
base year for state eligibility should be advanced an-
nually and the distinction between initial and renewal
awards should be eliminated. All reports to the federal
government should relate to demographic data only.

Guaranteed Stinlent Loans:

The Guaranteed Student Loan program (GSL) is the
student aid program which provides the greatest number
of dollars to the greatest number of students. It is also
attracting the greatest amount of comment because of

, increasing default rates and the cost of the-interest sub.
sidy. Some adjustments are undoubtedly needed in this
eight-yearold program, but it should be maintained

.
became of its extensive use:

For the most part that comment on GSL's which has
been adverse has developed in recent years as substantial
numbers of loans have entered repayment status. We
support the current efforts by the U.S. OffiCe of Educa-
tion to improve collection of defaulted loans but urge
also that greater attention be given to 'an adequate
description or definition of what constitutes default
status.

We urge greater recognition of iho0 states and insti-
tutions which conduct a loan program with low default.
rates and to utilize states and institutions which assure
better lending experience. We support a full federal
guarantee, rather than 80%, for state programs and full
federal reimbursement of the costs of collection.

Finally, we urge an increase to $20,000 in family
income levels for assumed need and that all borrowers,
at any income level, be permitted deferral of interest
payments during the period of study.

I NSTIT UTIONA L ASSISTANCE

One dozen states currently provide financial assist-
ance to independent institutions to help in narrowing
the tuition gap, The NCI CU task fOrce report encourages
the federal government to form a partnership with states
tq narrow further that gap through institutional subsidy,
student subsidy or a combination of both and thus
as4ure diversity in American higher education,

5
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Building Renovation and Rehabilitation:

Almost thirty years ago 'colleges and .universities
responded to the great need for.educational Opportunity
for millions of returning veterans and greatly increasing

numbers of Americans who desired an education in a

newly egalitarian society. Then came the arrival at

college age of the baby boom which followed World War

II. Without federal programs of grants .and loans for
dormitories, food service buildings and classroom space,
the nation's colleges and universities would not have

been able to meet the demands for space.
Now the building boom is over, and the space is still

almost fully utilized. Colleges and universities are

carrying heavy debt amortization payments for buildings
needed to meet an earlier-national objective. With un-
relenting inflation in costs and a probable decline in
total enrollment as the nation-approaches zero popula-

tion growth, these colleges and universities today need a

program of renovation and rehabilitation to meet the

needs of changing curricula for tomorrow and the years

ahead.

ROLE OF THE STATES ,

The states are certainly full partners with the federal

government in providing student assistance and are,
indeed, senior partners in planning and institutional
assistance. Nevertheless, we are now recognizing the

larger potential of the federal/state partnership that lies

ahead. Now is the time to begin to deVelop that

potential fully.

Administering the BO G's:

The first three years of centrai administration of this

program indicate it needs to be, brought closer to the

student. Better information, provided in shorten periods

of time, is also needed. Both could be better achieved by

state administration in each of the statet which wish to

contract for that service. One application and a single

needs test could be Used* in each state for both ob.

jectives.
State adminiitration would provide earlier and better

institutional packaging of student aid involving the BOG

6
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and theSSIG, plus workisfudy and state loan programs
which might also be included in state administration.
State administration would provide also a sorely needed
constituency for the BOG,

.7. State Panel -Review:

States.might also provide processing of institutional
'application forms for federal student aid and anal

review of institutional requests, rather than the pr nt
regional syttem.

State Planning Commissions:"'''

One of the truly heartening developments out of the
Education Amendments of 1972 was the establishment*
of state planning' commissions (Sec. 1202). That they
have been initiated in a spirit.of cooperation and with. ,

out the usual gdidelines has undoubtedly added greatly.,
to their success. Indeed the absenceof guidelines accom
"modates those states Which declined.to accept funding
through the 1202 cornmissigns.

A greatly increased level of funding for this program
is not mandatory. The present modest level is adequate
to providample opportunity for policy planning bqt
not large enough to produce the inevitable bureaucracy
and ultimate program management that larger ap'prdpria
tions could bring.

Title 111Strengthening Developing Institutions:-

This program would be improved if administered*
the state level, (See final section.)

TAX POLICY

This nation was founded, and exists toiliy, through
private initiative and the free enterprise system. Under
this system the nation's colleges and univerfities raise
over $2 billion annually from private philanthropy.
These dollars arrive undiminished by bureaucratic
administrative expenses andirequently provide the extra
support which helps to achieve the margin of excellence
in edyCation programs. 't

7
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We view with grave concern the variety of current
proposals which would have a dramatic, adverse impact'
on voluntary support. Some of these current proposals

would tax gifts of appreciated property by limiting the

deduction to the cost basis only, while others would tax
wealth transferred at death by joining or integrating
estate. and gift taxes so as to achieve a higher tax rate

though adding that wealth to lifetime gifts. We believe

strongly that continued equitable treatment under the

tax laws is.absolutely essential.
We propose, further, that the federal government

consider seriously a system of federal incomelax credits,
in the pattern of some states, for gifts fiiligher educa-
tion. We. believe a credit of 50% of the gift, dot to
exceed a $200 credit for, a joint re n, for both pliblic
and independent colleges, 'would be propriate. Cora.
porations should be eligible for such credits also at

appropriate rates. 6
11%

SPECIAL TOPICS

Merit ScholarshipsWe propose a federally supported

program of merit scholarship; for undergraduates not

based on need.

Titles I, II, & VIIn the absence of institutional support

these categorical programs must be maintained.

Title lits.This iian important program which shiluld be

continued with*panded authorizations. The present
federal guidelinesdpve separated this program into basic '
and advanced elements which have created some dissatis-

faction among those colleges eligible to benefit under--

either element. Efforts should be made to resolve this

problem by returning to a broad program open to all

developing institutions.

National Council of Independent Colleges
and Universities

1818 R Street, N. W.*
Washington, D. C. 20009

Telephone: (2021387.3270
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THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ACT OF 1975

MONDAY, NrABC8 17, 1075

Housz OF REPRESENTATIVES)
SUBCOMMITTEE' ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

OF rnz EDUCATION AND LABOR Comtrrrxm,
Waahington,

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room
226], Rayburn Iloutse Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara, pre-
siding.

Members present: Representatives O'Hara, Simon, Erlenborn, and
Eshleman.

Subcojnmitteo staff present: Jim Harrison', staff director, Elnora
Teets, clerk, Webster Burl!, counsel.

Full committee staff present: Mr. William M. Diefenderfer,
minority research associate.

Mr. trILviiA. The subcoMmittee will come to order. Today we
are continuing our hearings on H.R. 347I and associated bills hav-
ing to do with the extension and amendment of title IV of the Higher
Education Act of 1905.

Today we are hearing from Emerson Elliott, who is Acting Direc-
tor of the Ntitiunal Institute :of Education.

If you could proceed, Mr, Elliott, we would be very happy to
hear from you.

STATEMENT Of MERtON r. trim, Acme DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
INSTITittt OF EDUCATION

Mr. Emiorr. Thank you very much. I might just introduce my
Colleagues, \

Virginia Smith is the Director of the Fund for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education. Charlie Cooke, on my_ri ht, is Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Legislation in HEW. Gloriiv Scott, on my,
left, is head of postsecondary programs at the National Institute of
Education.
, I have`a prepared statement which I belieVe is before the com-
mittee but I have made several changes in it, so as you follow down,
Sou will find that there are some inserts here and there which will
be apparent. 4

I am happy to hare this opportunity to discuss with you our re-
sponse` to the experimental program posed in part F of H.R. 3411.

It is our understanding that the studies required by part F would
ekploic the effects of open admissions, low or no tuition, and the
use of private or proprietary institutions as so alternative to ex-

. (303)
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pan ig enro ment of public institutions, on student access and
choice, and o institutional viability.

At the sam time, the legislation would mandate examination. of
the feasibility develop ent, and validation of -unbiased'. techniques
of measuring e emit promise or scholastic, aptitude of stu-
dents.

The Nation nsti to 'duc tunn an cy group, the
t National Council for Educationa I esearehconsider 6y oriented

'researelr such as this to be one of the institutions mo important
functions.

We think that the issues identified.vahove are imnor tt to the
future of postsecondary education. The National Institute of Educa-tion is enmed in work on some of the issue:\ addressed in the ex-
perimental program authorization of part F.

Snell work is a portion of our fiscal- year, 1itT6 budget request
which' includes $f) million for .,postsecondary education research.
I Within the education division I would add that another $17.5
million is proposed for the Fund for tlie Improvement of Post-
secondary

proposed
to promote irulovatibn m postsecoiidarys

The Office of Educatien also has conducted/ studies on some of
these issues. Because 6f the breadth of existence of authority, the
Department does. not believe that the additional specific provision
of cart F is needdd.

Let me Make a few comments on the significance of thiise issues.
In recent years, many commissions, Croups, and' individuals, includ-
ing tie& Carnegie Commission, the Newman task forces, and the
National Commission on the Finanatig of Postsecondary Education
have examined various issuti about student acce:ss, student choice,
and institutional, viability.

.1
In addition, the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education,

the Office of Education, the National Institute a Education, the
Fund for the Improvement'of Postsecondary Education and the
National Center for Educational Statistics, have sponsored related
activities in this area.

The -efforts generated iii these activitip support the significance of
issues raised in your.proposed legislation. Let me turn to the first
section which refers to acisms, choice and institutional viability.

One might consider the following specific questions Whie'li are
paraphrased frorii H.R. 3471.

In what ways, do varimes admitions policies in postsecondary
institutions affeet the number of students who attend such institu-
tions? .

Ilpes the acceptance of new groups of studeats influence, the
natilte and orientation of course work offered?

Does the-elimination of or reduction of the costs of tuition and/or
personal maintenance increase the number and type of students who
attend postsecondary institutions?

Whitt are the consequences for other institutions that are unabli,
to reduce 'tuft ipn

Will the increased participation of nonpubli. writ iders. result
in the diversification of choice and subsequently, increase the num-
ber of Audents seeking such education?
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preparation for tiiia.hearing, bedente 6, Itave earivassed the,

work which NIE and other Federal agende, State commissione
'have conducted. Among. the number of possible approaches, we

g Would like to Bygg*.t..!.kret-reetlevelb. oi_otaearich.activity ellich
the committee might Wish to examine.

I say, discreet leveb advisedly because these v arious levels do.
much to govern the Costa and time in which the research can be
carried. -out. . . ,

The first level would be the development of descriptive studies
of- usable data from oneilig "real world" project 111Volving in-
stitutions, State, Government agencies, and individual researchers.

for e.xitinple, several institutions - notably he City College of
New York have initiated open, admissions policies. Several. de-.
scriptive studies have been generated from the City 'College eXperi-
elite Including the American Couneil on Education kJ punborea study
Which has recently been published. , -

Several_ States and institutions, notably Wisconsin, have iiii ksated ,,
tuition variation modifications to gage posible easels on student , IP
access. ';;-- .

.7A tardier of, ant iigeikent.4 exist between different. kinds of lee
sthutions which could praide a data base for further expleration.

The Fuzed fe.T the Improvement of Postsecondary Education is
sp.r9soring -one such project in Californiaa private liberal, arts
Institution Pepperdineee has contracted with a proprietary school,
Telco Institute, ,r circler to make vocatierial erauung opportunities,
available to its students.

Dr. Smith here and can, respond to any ipiestiona you might
have in. this are . t , ;

The-Meted ducatioll, Of 4 of Planning, Budgeting and Efal
nePori his V011' red several evaluative studies related- to student
financial aid and special programs to int.reasia student awesssueh
as iipward bound, special services., apd developing institutional sup-
port.. _ .

'
.

Many other isolated and independent studies hate aLu been done.
We will discuss those further if you wish.

The second level would be analytical stud: r fpf usable existing
data and newly generated data. The followin* examples.

There ere several data bases and_ theoretical models that hate;
'been developed to address the tuition question. Few, ;Laity of these
have actually generated data that has been analyzed. It mould be
possible to test mine of these models.

The usable data from; independent. isolated 'projects aria studies
would bi analyzed apply;ng seine statistic ul,techniquvt for ubSerVeti

1and expoeted differences to, give some support for pr to reject
hypeilieses. ,

As to what would happen with changes in tuition, ,accesis ands
alternative providers would be another area of endeavor.

Finally, the third level ventild involve designing and conducting
experiments to test the impact of open admit-siva" tuition variation,
and alternative Service prov 'dem oh studenti a r access, student choice
andinstitutional viability. -

FO'recample, ie order to test the impact of various graduations
of tiiitibte from zero to full tuition and to test the tuition impact
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. whea...admissiom requirements are added, ex rirtxeasily _designed
research. is necmary so that results eati.be conclusive.

Them are many. prehlenie inherent in designmg and managing
.2irefully controlled stodike. It would be .iseful if thane matter's-are
to be pursued fur SIX stetf to have the benefit, of the views of the
ocicuauttee as to the kinds of Studies tali, would be most helpful,
what research alundel have privrity and whit is the most desirable
finie frame for specific tuults. It .1.5 often the case 7that the utillia
tin of the outcomes will sbupe the research des*.

Irn this regard, I might point out that the institute,stalf-had many
tee,useions with the committee in cenneetrein. with the c6n!kausittpry
education study Witieli is nove.a part of P.L. 038. That is, in fact,

way the author-110142c Was designed.
Vith regard to the tuition, variation question, if the need is to

know the inipact of au tuition. on student access regardless of ad
requurements,,then designed experiments which control

for admileuons require:dents ,as a factor would be nectssary.
If, on the other. Land, the LeteLia to know viailier or not %o

tuition" in fact 1.3.64)een-trieciti inetitutiens- or the eatent to whkh
it has-beenitiedeen descriptive study., would; suffice.

.Theitesigned quesitions have,a a-U-44 bfaeti,g era the-taie
t o complete the research and on the costs, as well.

Let me turn nosy to the tiectiou,of the proposed legislation, authuriz
iog NIE to study the feasibility of, Mid to ,develop and' test, tech
toques of Ineaeuring, scholastic aptitude, academic promise, ur the
likelihood of surer in a given course-of study.

Such measureinent techniquess most be "free of cultural, sOcie
economic, racial, religious{ sexual,and ethnic bias".

Chenly. audm eork is importtnt. Fur many, reasons, pust'skondary
havb UOttl scliolastit aptitude te441ae adm;iblona criteria,

More recently tests have been used by postse;.oridary institutions in
a variety of ether ways, to gibe credit for courses not taken, tolleter
mine whether students :lewd it required to take remedial courses,
to deny arxess to certain major amass of study in al, open, admissions
format and to label some students as "high risk" which jnay help to
assure. their a e to remedial resuur'x, but may also operate as
sel prophecy.

Interestingly, although objective tests are much criticized now for
bias, one 44 the original motiv Duane fui os;ng objective testa as pre
dictors of college succe&e, and then as rev. for admittance, was
to avoid bias against mtrwrity ,groups that eas believed to exist_in,
more subjective screening proceduro.

Now it is clear that (e'en the objectire testa have not been entirely
eatisfactory ,in that regard. Whetter fns admielions or diagnostic
purposes, incurred decisions aro costly both to individuals and to
society.

In addition, thAe is the perzeibilitk ;hat use of the test will result
in more wrong decisions lox one sub ;. ulatiora than for another.

There already exiete an extensive I y of rawarkh, both theoretical
and empirical, on the proPeni of biased testing by postsecondary
imtitutious.

1/4
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The purposes of part F could be met by capitalizing on past efforts
and at the same time to provide badly needed coordination} and focus
to future works

Mr. Chairman, in the section that is in your text from the bottom
of pi!ge,6 to the middle of page 8, there is an insert whi "h has been
provided and I will be using that-insert.

There are several types of studies which might be carried out to
achieve the purposes of part F. I would suggest the following.

First,: Past studies of test bias in prediction of posisevondary suc-
cess have not systematically considered the context of postsecondary
experience. o

ew studies should be conducted which consider the type,Sif any.
of support serkim available to students who might otherwise be
eiciccted to do-ssporly.

wo: The majority of studies investigating the predictability of
postsecondary success have been conducted in 4vear institutions
using high school grades and SAT, scores as the predictors and fresh--

msn grade point average as the criterion of success.
Past efforts to improve prediction and decrease bias through the

use of additional variables have been notably unsuccessful
There is reason to believe, however that similar efforts might now

be productive. First, few if any invtigations have been dope in
2-year sristitaitions, Variables such as motivation and self-concept
might be more useful when emphasis is placed on keeping-students
in rather than weeding students .otit.

Second : Even in 4-year institution's the well reported rise in grade
point averages implies that criteria for success of students are
changing.

For all studies, criteria of graduation and postgraduation success
should be used in addition to the early success criterion of freshman
GPA.

Furthermore, there are now capers., which have "no fail" systems.
If a student does poorly in a course, he simply repeats the course
suggestingthat time to graduate should be a criterion of success.

Studies of test bias which use graduation and/or out -of- school
sucmss must either he longitudinal or retrospedive.

Within a 5-year time frame, longitudinal studies could be done for
2yeap institutions but studies of 4-year institutions would be limited
to retrospective studies.

The obvious limitations of retrospective studies are that they de-
pend upon (I) seem; to students' records and (2) quality of the data
in those r. -orris, example,seorapletenm and type of information
available.

Tins is- another case where informal NTE discussions with the com-
mittee might lead to a more useful design of possible studies.

Third: Thtscompeteney based education movement in high schools
suggests n new type of vsriable that can be used in predicting post-

secondary success.
Studies are required to see if profiles of competencies are useful

unbiassed predictors of future educational success.
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On the 'surface, such iirofiles `Would seem particularly useful in
diagnosing student deficiencies that require special support servicesto overcotaa

Fourth, studies, could clarify the utility of several competing defi-nitions of test bias. For-example empirical investigations-could de-termine the implications for both etuuents and institutions of usingeach of the several definitions for making admissions and diagnostic
decision Y.

-The studies would vary across both dontext,ag., 4-year institutions
and community colleges, and subpopulatiOns, e.g., cultural,, epeio-
=ecotionie, racial, religious, and ethnic.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me say that the administration's
proposed bill extending the authorization the Institutewhichhas been sent to the Congress this weekprovides funding through,fiscal year 1980.

In that bill, we are proposing to define more clearly the educa-tional issues and areas of concern upon which the Institute will
conc.entrate, its resources.

These include improving the ability of schools to meet their respon-sibilities to_ provide equal educational opportunities for individualsof limited English- speaking ability, women and students who aresocially, economically, or educationally disadvantaged.
They also include issues of finance, productivity and managementof education at all levels. We believe that this bill would provide

sufficient authority to address many pressing educational problems,
including those suggested in Part F of H.R. 3471.

Accordingly, we are oppcsed to special funding authority andauthority which enumerate educational research projects to such aspecific degree as contained in part F.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We would be pleased to answer Anyquestions.
Mr. O'HARA. Than ou. One of the problems we have here in

this committee and ongress is that we want to have questions
answered on the of actual research and experimentation inorder to help us to e policy decisions.

There are two w you canzo about it. Either vou can mandate
that kind of work be done within the executive branch or you can tryto set up a, capability and do itourself.

'That is to'say, you acquire an appropriation from the Congress
out of the House Administration Committee for the purpose of-hir-
ing someone, or some private organization, to go out and do someof this work.

However, often the kind of work that we would like to see done isthe kind of thing a private organization really could not do.
For instance, picking up the issues that we just discussed in ourpert F, would think that really in terms of your framework ofanalysis, what-we are talking about is second level and third level

tasting procedures on this within the framework of your statement.
Let us take the tuition question. The Commission on the Financing

of Postsecondary Education did a model on that as you are wellaware and then the State of Wiscoain, as you mentioned in yourtestimony, did a small controlled experiment on that in a couple of
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university centem that were located in areas that had postsecondary,
vocational,. technical institutions.

It would seem that the results of that experiment did not com-
pletely jibe with the model that had been developed by the 'Commis-
sion on the Financing of Postsecondary Education.

However, then again, the Wisconsin experiment may have been a
fluke. It may have been conducted with regard to particular institu-
tions that were not the same as the general run of things.

Maybe that produced a result that you could not reproduce in a
different kind, of setting. I do not.know the answere to that.

However, those are the kinds of things that you have to'know, it
seems to me, when you are studying student assistance programs and
how you can help students get to school.

It seems to me it would be worthwhile if someone would put some
money into a Stateif they would go to a State and say look, let us
try to spell out a really worthwhile test of ,what the effect of low
tuition policy would be and let them make a study of who it is that
attends and how they differ from the group that attended before or
whatever. . .

Ms. ,Smirri. Mr. Chairman, at the moment, there is a great vari-
ation in tuition levels among States. Perhaps before going to the
expense of putting money into a State in a way that might in fact
change the funding realities in that State, it might be very interest
ing and worthwhile to study what the differences are among those
States that do currently have different levels of tuition.

I am not sure we have mined that kind.of evidence adequately yet.
Low tuition in some States means $25 a term and in other States,
it means $200. a term.

..-

Mr. Eu.iovr. I think that presents the distinction joined here in
these different levels of analysis. There is a great deal of experience
available now which we could not look at in the few days we had to
prepare-for this..hearing.
..Much of that could be mined in descriptive studies and in making

use of the data which is there. However, the reason we suggested the
possibility of some informal discussions with the committer is that
we have to have a better sense. I think, of what the time frame is

that the committee has available. .

For example, some of the issues that one would want to study,
particularly in the test bias area, require following individual' stu-
dents for sonic considerable period of time.

Studies of that nature do go on for many. many years. It would
be unlikely that you would .get useful data coming out from such a

. -study. for 5 to 8 years.
,

Tithe committee is thinking about renewing the act again in 1980,

i, that sets the time frame. so it Is necessary to think about those things
and not just plan on doing research hoping there would be results
and then finding out it is not possible to achieve them in the avail-
able time. ,

Mr. ESTILEUAN. May I interrupt at this point, we have an in-
formal discussion here which is in a way better.

What is the logical place to zero in on the study? I understand
six States have 50. percent of the private institutions in the Country.
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so would not it be logical to maybesince you cannot zero in on allsix, I would think maybe one, two, or three of those six States would
be the logical place to make the study.

They certainly have more of a problem than the other 44 States.
Mr. Emiarr. I will ask Dr. Scott to comment on that.
Dr. Scow. I think the question, in addition to being pertinent is

related to the fact that those six heavily populated States have both
private and public institutions. The impact study has to connotethat.

What has happened to private institutions? There are regional
variables which must be considered. You mentioned that the Wis-
consin study results, for example, might have been just for that area.

Geographical variables and, populations might also have entered.
into it. Somewhere between trying to do (1). a comprehensive U.S.
study and (2) one isolated State study allowing for regional differ-
ences, is the choice of utilizing some el the regional compact studies,
where institutions are doing that now.

Mr. O'HARA. Then again, you mentioned regional differences. You
have the west coast2 they certainly have'a different setup than the
east coast; California in particularly is a fertile area to study.

However, getting to that issue, when we are talking about the-ad-
missions questions, the California junior colleges did do some
someone out there did some sort of a study and suggested that moti-
vational testingmaybe we have been testing the wrong thing.

Maybe motivational testing is what we ought to. use to determinewho is into school because it is a much better predictor of success
than high school graduation.

Maybe we have the necessary data now. What are the good pre-
dictors of success? You see when I look at college attendance apd I
see that a very large percentage of loci, income youngsters cannot go
on to postsecondary education, not nearly as high a percentage a sthat of other income groups, especially higher income groups, then I
look at another set of figures that shows high school graduates who
go on to higher education, and there you still have sizeable differ-
ences, they are not nearly as sizeable.

It has become-clear to me that it is not just a question of money
that decides whether they go on to college.

It has to do with a lot of other things, so we are talkingif we
are talking about improving educational opportunities for yougstorsfrom low income failies, we have to be looking at more than just the
money question.

We will have to be looking Readmission standards, whether or notthey are a major cause and I think they are, of failure of a lot of the r,
low income young people to go on to college or to postsecondary,
education. of some kind.

We have to look at the question of the kinds of postsecondary edu-
cational opportunities that are produced.

A bit of times, children from low income backgrounds. out of their
nwn experience, are more attracted to programs that involve a greater
career orientation that seems to be more related to the real world,
thin other programs.
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Iknow, for instance, that when you get a community college that
, is oriented-into-an area *here they havenot halthat kind-of oppor-

tunity before, a whole bunch-.of people and- up goingthere -that per-
lursnet et -Would have gone to. a- traditional I-year institution.

Sp I think there are theSe kinds of ,questions for which I do-,not
know if_ there are any good answers. If we are going AO work with
these policy issues, we need tolave,more .inforintition,than we have.

Maybe it is because we are ignorant and we do not know 'where
to look. Maybe it is there-and what we .aretrying to do is set up a
restudy of things to which -the answers are already well known by
some but not us.

Mr. auvrT. the concluding-part of our statement noted
a that the answers are not known to many of these things. There are

experiences out -there that can,be drawn on and there are somethings
that can be designed.

You mentionedlnutiv ation a moment ago As something-to measure.
'So many of the measures that have been used are simple relation-,
ships between high school test scores and the, early freshman- sopho -,
more experience in college.

However, these measures do not really indicate *hat happens- with
yegard to graduation and blowup success. :Those are some of ,the
kinds of issues that do need to be reviewed.

There are many data bases around that can be utilized but they
need to be put together.

Ms. §arrrn. We do have studieS which indicate attrition rate is
very high in some universities. One of the things-the. funds is doing
in this area might interest you. We are attempting to determine
which of those open admissions institutions are showing a good deal

f of success in working with those students.
"We now have 228 descriptions of .programs that are designed pre-

cisely for low achite jug students either in completely open admis-
sions institutions or sometimes in institutions that hay e special open
admissions for.groups of low achievers.

I think this will give us a great deal of information on what to
provide, some-beginning indications of whatkinds of programs work
with those students and which do not.

Mr. OrItim. That sounds very interesting.
Ms. S3U1IL We are going through and reading these applications

right now. What we hope to do is identify about a dozen that are
excellent programs but may not have much descriptive. evaluative or
analytical work. then ,have them work together in collaborative ar-
rangements for about a year so they can dei, clop a good base of infer-
'Tuition for ether interested colleges.

Mr. Onva,r. I mnsery interested in that It seems to me too that
one-of the complaints we have bad in connection with this bill, H.R.
3171, is that it does not address itself to the institutional aid question,
that being dela-red until -the second piece of legislation that we are
talking about.

Howe% er, one of the problems with the existing institutional aid.
it seems to me, is that it sort of makes an assumption that i,f"..you
have someone who is attempting to go-to school undern,B0G, grant,
that it costs moreto educate that child.
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That is not necessarily so. If one of my auto workers kids is, going.
to school, going to college, and the auto worker is paying-tuition and.
expenses and_then he becomes laid off because of -the economic situ-
ation we are in, and becomes:eligible for aid, I do -not know that it
necessarily costs more to start educatingthat child than it did before.

I do not if there is a direct relationshiphetween the income status
of the _parent Jim]. the cost ofeducating the child, no- matter how it
got -that way.

HoLeever, on the other band, if, you could pitch institutional assist-
nnee fro the amount of effort they. put -into providing the special
assistance to students' who need special assistance order to success-
fully do the work,, would be much more impressed with that as. a
technique.

I think the Congress would, I think the Office of INfanaf,Tement and
Budget would -also and I think the ..k.lipropriations Committee would.

Maybe we would actually get. some money into th© program. Of
course that gets up into our upward bound sessions yid other kinds
.,of things too.

The whole testing Thing, I am Mist very frustrated by it all. I be-
lieve- s cry strongly that y-ou have to have obiectise testing techniques
and you Use to 'has e el aluation techniques in order to decide who
gets admitted and who does not.

You have to has e systems that are absolutely bias free in any
sense in order to do it. I do not know how close We have come to
that.

The answer to that question is dependent on who you are talking
to. Some say we have nes er approached it and that these tests are
worse than nothing.

On the other hand; there are others who would say, well; they are
pretty good predictors of success. .

Mr. aniol-r. Among other things, I gather there are many defini-
tion., of what is unbiased and what is not. This area is one in which
the institute, ha_ initiated by:te considerable activity, at the elemen-
tary and secondary level. We have needed . to concentrate our re-
sources and we Ease worked on test biases as one of those areas, but
now, only' at the elementary level. However, many of the issues are
very similar issues as the higher -education level.

Mr. O'llAnN. For instance, the law Wiwi aptitude test which has
come in for a lot of .,iitieisen recently, it seems to me the question on
that one is to what extent does this succeed in predicting grmluation
from law s'ehoul in 3 years hence, or to what extent can you relate
LSAT to admission to the bar. That takes it one step further..

That is what' the law school is supposed to be for. That seemed to
me to he a very simple design in terms of checking how welLit works.

Mr. anion.. Ttowe%er, the very design means that it takes time
since you do have to track a group of students through or you have
to go back retrosepetively and look at some group of students who
wan there before. Your ability to see anything useful depends on
tho quality of the data.

Mr. °Mies. But the long-and shalt of your testimony is that you
Woad prefer not to hare specific mandates of-the type found in part,

of this bill.
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Yon stand ready to be of reasonable assisance to the Congress in
threshing out these kinds of issues.

However, yon say if the committee's requests are reasonable and
sensible and are, the sort that would be of i;lue to, the.entire educa
tionalcommunity, your group woultIbe happy' to discuss those with
the committee and see if we,could

Mr. Emicrrx. Absolutely, Mr. Chairman. I would like to extend
that a little bit more to say that it is very much a question of what
the time frame is that the committee has av ailable to g into the

ndesig questions.
I -think very often people think that you are going to (re \soine

results from research and the time frame is just totally untellisti.
We do not want the committee to find in 1980, or whenever the

next renewal date is, that something you has e planned on. is not
available. So those are important &sign questions which I think
should be discussed by the committee.

Mr. OTanA. I have one last question. Mrs. Chisholm, who was
unable to be present but has a megtber of her staff present was
hoping that I could ask if NIL might collect data on the pool of
available women. and minorities to higher education, suggesting
there is at present only very soft data.

Mr. Export. For employment in higher education? May I ask
Dr., Scott to comment?

Dr. ScorT. That question is directed at what is the pool of people
who are produced, for example, by laIt' schools? What is the pool of
nAnorities and women who could then take positions in higher edu-
cation. This data could be colleceted. It is not being clone in a par-
ticularly orderly way just yet, but it certainly could be done.

Mr. Cooan, I suspect that it would be probably more a problem
for the National Center for Educational Statistits than the National
Institute of Education, however.

OTIAnA. Mr. Chisholm was suggesting t4 we contact the
Center for Edocational Statistics..

3fr. Comm One other place the data might be av ailable and where
they might be already collecting it is the Office of Cl'. it Rights.

Mr. Lwow. I think the American Muni! On Education also. We
can cheek several sources to see.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Eshleman?
Mr. ESIILEMIN. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. Mr. Elliott. you lost

me on your monetary figures. At the beginning of your testimony.
I get $26 million,dnimally, and at the end you say $80 million. What
is the difference?

Mr3Eotton. SRO million is the total figure that is being requested
by the President for NIE for fiscal 1976.

The figures we used at the beginning arc a combination. One is
89 million of total funds they would be spending out of the 80 mil-
lion just for postsecondary issues.

The other 17 is the Fund for Postsecondary Education which is a
senarate4ippropriation.

Mr. Esumr.vs. In other words, that 26 would be part of that?
Mr. Emtorr. Twenty-six?
Mr. Esnr.E3r.vx. Part of the 80?
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Mr. Emorr. No, only 9 of the 2G is part of the 80.
Mr. EsumEarAx. Then what is the 17?
Mr. Ettaarx. The 17- is the Fund for the Improvement of Post-,

secondary Education which Dr. Smith Leads. That is a separate pro-
-- ,gram in the Education Division.

Mr. Esti:LI:au:N. I see. Could you explain thenI realize it is
not deiinitey et, but your claimsyour plans far the $9 million post
secondary research?

Generally what plans do you have for that?
Mr. Etuurr. There Au, sev teal activities that are included hr that.

About a fifth of it is for the project at the State University of
Nebraska which is intended to pros ide further access to higher edu-
cation for adults and others who are unable to attend any usual
university situation. It makes extensie use of technology, television,
and other media.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. In other words, that would. Tae a part time?
Mr. EradoTr. That would be for a part-time student who is Ole

to earn credit through this highly technologically oriented program.
It is a developmental program.

There are about $1 million in various issues having .to do with
competeney -based ,education, problems of transferring ,eredits from
high schools ;to college when they are on a competen.1based evalu-
ation where you are measuring the abilities of the student rather
than number of hours spent. There are many issues there of whether
people are willing to accept those credits as equivalents of regular
earned credit, how you measure them and what those kinds of ques-
tions are. That is about $1 million. -

We have also included in that fund the project in Glasgow, Mont.
which is a resident sehool for whole families proNiding post sec-
ondary level, vocational training for the wage earner in vocational
area and education. and training for their families as well. °

It is a series of activities. Another one is the National Center for
Higher Education Management System where the orientation is
gathering data about management of institutions of higher educa-
tion, especially about how money is used.

I do not know if you are familiar with that program or not. It is
the so-called National Center for Higher Education Management-
System, in Boulder. Colo.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. I am new in this committee this rear. The statis-
tic I have, tihe erage tuition for institutions nationally, was about
5;1200 a year and that was for a private institution.

For the public, it al eraged $450have you ever made recommen-
dation as to Low we bridge that gap? What channels should our
solutions go to Have you ever made any recommendation's on that
problem?

Mr. ELmorr. No. The National Institute of Edification hits not.
Some of the studie.4 it is doing or is ,proposing to do such as-compe-
tency, based edit-cation, might oome up with data which might help
people understand the problem.

However, the recommendations on that have been made by the De-
partment or are being made by the Department rather than NIE.

Arr. ESHLEMAN. I have never seen any. If they are in print, I
would like to have them.
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-Mr. ELLIOTT. Mr. Cooke could comment on that.
Mr. ESIILE1141N% It seems to inc that is one of our most presine-,

financial problems in postsecondary education. It has to be.
ma. Yes sir.. I think the administration hopefully will be

out with a bill which hopefully will comment on those issues and

propose some solutions to those problems.
Of-course the Commission for the Fnuding of Postsecondary Edu-

catkin will have a lot of recommendations in there which are lieing

considered in the development.
We will be glad to share whatever figures we have oh that issue.
Mr. ESItLE51/1N. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.

. Mr. O'Htns. Mr. Erlenborn?
Mr. ETILENBORN. No questions.
Mr. 011ARA, Mr. Simon?
Mr. Soto x. No questions,
Mr. O'HARA. Speaking on that last subject that Mr. Eshleman

raised, one of the things I am interested in, as you know, is looking
into the question of contracting..

It seems to me that in the first place, as you are all aware, I am
vehemently opposed to the notion of increasing tuition of public
institutions.

On the other hand, I :WI also sensitive to the fact that private
institutions have considerale difficulty and I have heard the argu-

.ment voiced on numerous occasions that if the State would give to
the private institution the same amount of money it gives to the
public institution per student, they could educate just as well or
better.

A number of them would excel withiepartieular areas of colleen-
. tration and competency. The notion of contracting is one that is inter-

esting to me.
How much sense would it make for a State, for instance, instead

of expanding its public institutions, expel:ding its enrollments, to
say to one of the private institutions that has excess capacity, we
want you to take a, certain number of students?

I know there would -be lots of difficulty because you would have to

make sure of The transferability and comparability of programs
and courses -and ldnds of things.

However, it does seem to me to be one of the approaches you could
take in preserving the talents of private higher education that would

not involve trying to make public higher education more expensive.

Ms. SMITH. lASTO do have some experience with this. It is a little
different form than what you just mentioned and there are other
kinds of approaches too that we are now sponsoring.

However, oho of"the thing we found that helps the private college

program is to contract with vocational programs in either private
or private institutions. It is possible then for the individuals of
those schools to get both a liberal arts education and a vocational
education trithout incurring the costs of major expen-ion within
the college.

We have had some experience with thisand it does seem to work.

It has problems but they seem possible to overcome.
This has actually been done for a long time in the merlin] field

3 24;E
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where a State does not want to develop a medical school. It will
contract with a private institution for Medical school spaces.,

Mi. (Mum Yes, we have sr dental school in Michigan where
'that ishe case.

Ms. SMITH. This is the case in, many schools within a State. It is
also the case across State lines in many instances.

There is also some experience, I am, not sure what the factors
in it were, but CUiNf,Y had more open admission students than it
could handle.

It entered into heaotiations and sought to) contract for the:addi-
tional students withliprivate institutions in area. Aihough the
plan was never implemented, that kind of experience should, be
rooked into in order to determine Mint the problems. were that made
it impossible forthat to go fofward.

There also is a fund-supported project in Henderson, Ark. in
which a whole consortium of institutions provide a coordinated
career program, for all kinds of 'careers in %motional training which
includes a State college, the gpartment of education, the area voca-
tional schools and several prim ate trade and technical schools.

That looks like it is working well. In addition, more and more is
occurring lately in the form of cross-registration.. The capacity of a
echool is expanded tremendously by (a-ow-registration between public
and private schools.

One can also pro' isle some financial return to the public institution
or to the private institution for the student,s,that are in excess of the

intakentake or outstUdent flow.
A lot of these things can be done and some iiiibeing Alone sal-

( itntly so we can take a look at what the experienCe is and get, some
ewes for if not possible experiments, at least policy directions.

Mr. O'HARA. I' was thinking specifically in Wins of price compe-
tition.

Mr. Buto7r. There tyre also several States that provide these
grants so that students can go to primate institutions. That experi-
ence must bring something to bear on this problem.

Mr. O'Hivitv. Varyine- amounts also.
\1s. SMITH. The one I know goes up to $1,0n0 for each studentind

Illinois does the same thing. In those States, it is dune on the basis- -
it originally startedon the hasis of-need.

The Carnegie Commission recently crane out with a proposal for:
tuition equalization of the same type, grants.for,pri ate schools.

Mr. EIILE:p1ORN. We have not so far had too much trouble at the
higher education level withte ehuri.lx-related school. Can woantiei-

. nate the same kinds of problems there that we have experienced with
States where grants or tax (malts to parents of students attending
church related sehe-ohi Lame been found unconstitutional by the
Supreme Collet?

It has ahrevs rather emazed me that with tlte GI bill the Govern-
ment gives funds to those attending church-related schools and
seems to get by tlfe constitutional test.

Some of our higher education programs do also but similar pro-
grams at the primary,end secondary level have failed.

Have you any idea of what kind of problems we will get into in
this area of church- state?
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Ms. Snail. We have been, of course, watching that with some
interest. So fur the courts have not objected if the money goes to
the student.

Mr. En Lemmas. But they have at the primarysecondary levell
63;LTII. Yes at those levels. I am not sure what the differeniv

is. It mai be the, difference in the division of the programs: At a
chureli-related school the student an select his. own programs n a
voluntary way, while with most of the churchwide elementary and
seconders selluels, them are usually required religious elements that
go along with the education. This the only difference I have been
able to note. I think it could be argued at thnhigher education level
that the edikation prpgrani is much more within the hands of the
student.

Mr. EitteNeunN. nave you factored into your thinking for the
future the reducing population of those who, are in the traditional
age who are attending postsecondary institutions?

'It is a rather sharply desce ding curve; is it not?
Mr. ELLIUTI. The colleg age group population is changing,

though in terms of a e e---while that group is going down,
there are mere adults corning into programs overall, and enrollments
are.still holding uP:

Obviously there is a change in age mix that 10 going on right now
in higher education.

Mr. Eer.t.xwax. The older students elio are 4ximinginto the post,
secondary educatiunul experience are more heavi4 weighted toward
the cummunity colleges and the vocationally oriented institutions;
are they not ?-

Mr. Paxiorr. That is generally true.
n't. SMITH. Generally true Ina there ure seine exceptions; ler

instanee. Empire State College in New York has an average age of
around 3.

The Minnesota Metropolitan State College in Minneapolis -St.
Paul has n similar al craw. The bulk of their students are in the 25
ro-10 group. The reason for that is that they have the kind of sensi
hie program which allows students to both sunk full time and part
tilee while attending college.

TIT student just leaving high school can else pay some tuition
bet: mist- the sensible arrangement makes it possible for them to earn
s.onle income at the Fame time.

Mr. EfILLNiumv. Thank you.
Mr. OThms. Mr. Simon?
Mr. Sams. Mr. Chairman. my apologies for being late. I was not

here for the full testimonv but since we ,eem to be wandering in the
field a hit, eue of the things that,lias always struck me in talking
about the GI bill is that the GI dill was originally preceived as a.
gift to %mem:. It turned out to:be a tremendous investment. Yes-
terday a girl stGpped in soy 'dire who was a student at Southern
Illinois University and %Nal probably have to drop not in Anglin.!t
holiest, of financial difficulties. And it seem to me. i,firlt maybe ve
oue'llt to be thinking, about a kina of tutiveral GT bill for eviciex'ofte:.

This would take care of EimlniNt College_inMr. Er504!riFt.distriet
and Greenville College in my district.

3 2 6,
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It V.131141 luip Miu ate tent tetetuus, it)u.). in Lau :Decry, are
not being twisted and face r..oine tertrptoblen. 'It might be, its.the
GI bill scab, a ,treluendou.i itoycztnitnt in um uNin futureI do not
know what kind of costs we are talking 'about, but it just. stems to
me this whole area should b looked ate

Mr. Ennti4non.v. Would t witleman yield?
Mr. Som.:. Ye;. -

Mr. Ent,ENDottli. That certainly has a great deal of appeal, but
think we should. also lie ai,are of :,ordetiting I heard on the radio
this morning anti I gue4s it is not all Out new.

We are graduating from our institutions of higher education cur-
rently and. anticipated fur the re-t of thi, decade, more professionally
and tirchnically trained people than there art votb in the econoui,
Or accommodate them.

Mr. 'titlto.N. I agree./
Mr. Ettrr.crt. THere bate al.R.t been a number of ob,ervationb

that whin vcu lobe universal access to puAt-eoittlar education you
are making a degree from a. college or viii e:sit.) the equi%alent of a
high ,c10101 dipli'anti of 20 years ago.

Now more and mry pet& art: going into a po4de1rree pro,...7rrn,
deo:toral, or 'WOW:: progrtuo, po that the3 cart lime the equne kinds,
of edvantageA in.the ecommo:,.. in looking for% ttiitt used to
have witli u college degree. ,

I tWzrk all of till, is also to be looked at -in the context of the fart.
We have a falling birth rate. fence p.rutig people coming into the
work force. and more people living Iraq retirement age.

We are going to haw ft wet iapportIng*more. WitncA, the
problern with ov,ial file whole thing i,really quite corn-

Mr. Set we. 1n que5tion about it. Another aspect Along the ..arse
i7oi are talking about is that we (1, not want to create the kind

of sitar:Aim' where. in nub cultural. -Mr. and Mrs. Smith think that
tlieir Jane and their Torn 4.11,01atelt, have to go to eollege.or that
they have to apologize to their neighbor= about it if they dotj t.

liorteeer. I think that whole thing ought to be !cokd at and I (19
't t mean to oerNimplif:t it. I think Mr. Erlenborn*,. point, is well

Mr. MT %-4Ar-Of coar.. yon are going to get the hitdi of
frvvoloeatinft ntlwr %%mls. if the). wsint to go far, and ,I thex,
ion't. that i, ohay top..

Mink you ..1-, ifinrh for coming here. The subeomitlee will
adjourn And oar nest meeting will be at 10 a.m. on Wedoe,driy.

rWhorcupon. at 11:17 a.m., the Rahcommitte atliournel.1
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THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ICT OF 1)15

V. 11)NE41jAY, ltilkIIOIL 19, 1975 >r.
llotTsi. or lt miimazsTAxists,

SUBCOIDEITTEU ON Pmcow&x& EDUCATION
Or.1711Z COISOITITIA ON EDUCATION AND 14nou,

.. .
, ', Tashingtont .D:C.

,
The subcommittee met at 9.-Zo) flu., pursuant to etill, in room
01,. Rayburn House 011ice Build ng, lion. Jams Op, O'Hara

Omit-Man of the subcommittee) tu.1A,. 'ding.
Member present Representathr Q mu, Chishohn, Sinton4itie,

Erienborn, EsIdernan mid. Buchanan.
Staff mombers present. dim Harrison, tati director, Mora Teetv.

clerk; Robert C. Andringa, minority staff dinastor, anti WetFter
Buell, coupsol.

.!

Mr. OlLtttA. The su}teounnitteo )yill i'..-onie to order.
. The rubtommittei; today ii continuing its hearings on 11.R. 3471.

a hill to.aulcull title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1.90.5, par-
ticularly with repect to student financial a_ssistance, and other bilh=

dealing with other aspects of the same problem.
Our ling. witiics;t today is Mr. Jack Tirrell who is rice preArlent

for Foveramental Wain,: of the American As.i-ociation of Com-
moray and Junior College.

N1r.-Tirrell. ts-cicome back before the committee. We would be very
pleased to hear your testiniony.

SUMMIT OP JOER E. MULL, VIM PRESLOOT roB GOVERN

MENTAL AFrATBS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP COMOTEITY
s

AND =NOR COLLEGES

Nfr., Tinarr.t. Thank you.
For the- tcori my name I 4,.1olin T.Tin4l. I ton vice pre,alelit

1

for povenstionit al affairs of the Attteriettn .Vsoriation of Coro,
munity and Junior Colieges. We topre.i-ent o or LOCO institution,
in the Vuit«1 States-thitt Iti,t full carolled in exeq. of 3,504-tpoo

student,.
orntrti, thi3-itiorniirr arc in throe catt;tgorics. Fir-T.t is ;:tenerrt1

ogiiimpot with Malty of tho propte,-.11.4 of 11.R, 3471; a section on
4111le tin,-,tion,s. and (heti at the end some alternutiro' would
like to put befort. the .c-ulkoromittee for con.4ideration.

nave proreoding I would like to make it ver,v, clear for tilt\
rocortl that I do not G,Kifty pre,Ilt ii ofikial C. foitio1i 'Awl;
wo have not had time since }1.I. 3171 was introthoi.-4 on February
.2tt to /Wye thr-41. important. ilwisr,fal,4 rot iewed II. our tIccisioniunk- ,
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xnr bedicA. with, inost orga nir,atiiins of our ku Ivo have, a.
eommwsion 01A goseuuueiital affairs that .,41 bleat next April and
they w;11 nuke recomnientlatto.ns th .less of our c'ultstttUCIII-:, XV-

lise. This gt W Ma board of directkas would review these,
1...viumenslations and ,then we will have pagtion

However. Mr. Chairman, as you knon we could not luure,pre%
pared mid threc ssitlit,es tuaiibefiiie your committee, had
the oppiatunit to parthipate iii-one cif y nut ilosi.-4.1 seniTurs, li.stened
to tinny 'otheelicaruirp. and had hours of clitcussion with our meta-
her ilx= tittstic u.. tut basing soi0 feliop of how they aught, ry

repiinii. I riiel its I prepared these rinuticlo the chainnares
.wirils in ;ntroducie 3471 that there are "no revealed truths
and there .err no ,:raw men * "", and lie looks.to witne--sessto
"* itlezitify imptrfcctic,t,Aaml help it, improve the product."

So could I move ahead. Pirs.4 j believe NACJC will applaud

4igiVtraut gran. on the ba...,4s of merit, That might ,ecni to some
flatfoot to britriskzo,a1 4r community collews that am identified with
low invonle fillhOrttiVa and heaty emphasis on occupational pro-
geam,4, het I think our members oser the years can point, to many
outstanding people that have contribntel to the society. I will men -
ti ;71 itt4 tstirl Vvry,litick4. E.1 Cole. the recently retired president
Of General :Sliitorm is one and Arthur "Clolilkerg is the product of.
the Chit-ago Community City College. The recognition of this Is
terribly important ,.ful we applaud that recognition. Later I would
like to inarre "eforriv conitneists on that.
. fur as the tasic education opportunitc grants are concerned.
we applaud the rani al of the one,nalf co,elimitation. We applaud
the exteriChni to include part-time students. We applaud the
wivel of hlering a...set, in family t4upport determination.

.1c- to the State student incentisc grant,. the tenfold inerease
prnpi,ed in funding for grunts. trurk study and assistance to no
tttrtrcu or fer int.iitur,ins is applauded. This language may be tno
re5trietive in '.!at a student af.tisity fe sofeil by the students might
exclude an

Mr. O'flims. whist to interrupt to saw that waa,a di-afting
over,;ght.

Mr, Tigirt:LL I hope the uaironunifter n ill recognize we read it ia
carefully.

WeAnplasol the propo,u ' e in g. I &tent formulas. since tlin-e
currently used for the .ollegellasesi -program, are tinsatisfactory
and tisti.reginn.n1 res. iew panels area trasesty and that word is
ctleeteil earefully.

it. the Iiirrliline,P0,tweller formula pratioca
gibtrart.,4 twits and I belies.0:.we would agree with the use of that
fornnilit (Ten tlir,n/it it ntigbt provi,lr, no funds to a fess--41tntetz.
tor. told.thic4 nuarninz by out i Inert:4 that tis-A-envTa, of States.

TRIO. ini-lioliter vetmaiN TiTziktiution bac itivn a maim
ii itiporttr. of the ATM Kornai's. I l'elie.se they will qintiort this
el/mit:11 bi fat, we hi-lt Wit 'Milt' to Frderal-courk; and :4041 to
bring ttlwoit paVissent,. T we anal ,..uptiort this inn wider
otip of Obr4.,rritn.7, stndenhz

these iqnprxs1 e,hanges.:
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As far as the guaranteed- student loan goes, I am sure' AMI;TC
will strongly agree with your statements about loans being a last
resort. I am not going to read that quote but indicate that we cer-
tainly feel that grants and every opportunity to work and other
avenues-should be in preference-to the last resort of loans.

Second, mace students at t.1 year colleges use only about 10 per-
cent of the GSL! funds, and we agree with your phuosonhy, our
concern is more with the grant and work program

its far as workstudy goes, we strongly endorse and believe that
young people of America and in our ceilleges, many of them are in
their :fu's and even 30's, agree witli the work ethic and are willing
to work and-study gor pact of their financial-aid.

Second, we agree from recentexperience that making the funding
of work-etudra; threshold to )3E0G funding is most desirable.

Three, we believe the provision and incentive to create non work-
study jobs desimble.

Four, our colleges niay .not agree but I personally applaud the
removal of the,neetIs requirement. That is one of the things X 'sill
have to bring bank to you later after we get feed 'Jack from our
constituents.

Five, I personally approve using the minimug, *age but again
I must say our administrators elm are wider T.:?...ssure to balance
budgets may feel differently beente-e, as .1 understand, in other 'Fed-
eral legislation there is a provision that they don't necessarily have
to use minimum wage.,)

Six, I believe the provisions of not making work study mainlatory
in relationship to curriculum is also wise.

We believe the encortgement of a few substantial programs in
cooperative education is a wise move at least for now until there
are more demonstrations of successful programs.

The general provisions. we want to extend our' apprecetion for
the concern with "open admissions" and the changes in the laiiguage
we requested to insure their eligibility. This is very important.

I See Mrs. Chisholm hero this morning. Many of her institutions
in New York are going to be important.

While-the promveleteition refund provisions. truth in advertieitig
and other provisio desirable to ns in the Di4trict of Cedumbia.
this is an area wheNeAe will want a careful and broad involvement
of our members before responding officially.

. Ale proposed experimentation through the National Institute of
Education and the four areas selected are probably one of the best
innovations proposed as we see it.

ff -t eould, I feel that our- members even at this early date want
us to raise about ten questions and they are SS follow:

First, why is the BEM maximum, reduced? We presented this
subcommittee datkin the full of 1973.0n dependent and independent
students in tuition free California community colleges and the
budgets were $1,30i) for dependent students and $2,590 for inde-
pendent students.

The second question ie. can you remove or modify the deadline
of the requirement of post April 1, 1973, for eligibility? That is not
in the printed statement you have but as you know a number of
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our students are, like, the whole million etudents in California, .the
average age of 27.1 years of age. Some of them took one course
and then went into the military or one or f%No courses and went
into 6 or more years of work and now they t. ant to upgrade their
skills and so forth and because of that requirement they, are made
ineligible.

Third. is it not inconsistent to turn $200 million °ler to the US.
commissiener fur a merit ,frant program in your comments on page
H 966 in the CongreAonal Record of February 20? I quote:

The mare time I have silent In working with etlucutional legislation, the less
rimvineed I become that the Office of Education is able to make decisions
better than, or as well an, State and local agencies.

Also, in view of the colossal ineptness of USOE in the basic grant
program, I wonder at their ability to select merit grant recipients.

Pour, might this merit program not be more eifeeti%ely operated
in the State ?

Five, a subsidiary question might be, why not consider the merit
program as a part of the SSIG program for what it is worth?

Six, is it wise to remove the only hope of institutional aid? In
the lust few weeks the extra authorization, almost $120 million, in
college work study has been funded and -three hale been serious
discussions in the House Appropriations Connuittee to fund title
VIIfacilities--to provide jobs in the ,current ecunoink situation.
Further, as you probably know, the recently released Carnegie re-
port receminends $800 million for cost of education by 1019---80 as
a part of the "equality of opportunity student aid program"!

Seven, with the great instability in recent years because of the
undelivered puomises of BEOG and the uncertainty of funds for two.
of the college based programsby that I mean the administration
not Q,king for funding and waiting fur months to see if the Con-
gress would fund itwe wonder how we can have faith in your
hope' I quote:

vir3; touch hope that those who predict that suLh an autendtnent will
mean thai fewer students till get loans are right. I hope that fewer students
will t I sets., because more students Lan get grants and %lurk opportunities,
and there eelll be Inure induLenteut for the States to use their resources to
reduce the Inflationary trend in tuition and fees.

We hope e ith you, but with this uncertainty- that has been in the
air the 1114 year or so about BEGG nut delis ering and the like
we are itheasy.

. .I am I. little bit ,uncertain eight. Is the language concerning
veteransl,in the expanded TRIO program intended to be restrictive
by refeit'lk+ to those qualib ing for vocational rehabilitation

Nine, ti eve demonstrate in later testinamv some sticCesSitti corn-
intinit) ervice lenreing programs, is it possible it might be retained
in title V

The last of the questions, silly the consul tithe authorization
li 0-tires
1-1 realize. Mr. Chairman, ;volt now sees e on the Budget ComMit-

tee and so forth but I still ask the question.
The collegework study and the title VII examples we mentioned

earlier are one rationale fur including real "need" figures rather
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N than what, might be funded in the current climate. For exainpe, I
<would encourage a review of the figures that there may be a de-
cline in VA, payments to college students of over $2 billion by 1979-
tii from-the current levels of Paymentsts that might be used in these
kinds of -finariciatiid programs.

Finally then some alternatives for consideration, and if they
seem to.gainpe support-of our membership we sr old like to present
.additional- data- dater.

(1) We would like to see, I believe, directing BEOG fund to
cover noninsibletional costs.

(2) The raising of the-maximum to at least $1,800 in BEOG.
(3) As mentioned. just & minute ago, to-maybe have a plan for

a careful, lased use of the $2 billion not used by 1979-80 for VA
benefits for uderit aid. .

() Do not make major changes now in The three college-based
programs that are known, successful in getting funds to Students,
and give some stability to student aid. I wouldJa.e to make a 'com-
ment about that at the end. /

(5) In fact I would like to have the subcommittee conpider the
comments made by Congressman Quie in two or three presentations
in January 1075, The quote is there but as I am sure many of you
know he suArested on these three public -occasions Unit the three
collegtsbased programs.be in one grant and have the piickaging and
greater flexibility with the officers sitting down acrossifhe table with
the individual student. I am sure out inslitutions, particularly fin=
vial aid officers: would share that. ( , ,

(6) As I said earlier, we believe there is a need to change the
three different. formulas used for SEOG, CWS, and NDSL and to
devote') a procedure to abolish the regional reliew,panels. We wonld

.
like-to see one formula to direct funds from the Federal Government
to the institution, or at least to each State.

(7) As I said earlier, we believe there are great possibilities in
community senice learning and at a minimum would rei(uest re-
taining the current provisions in title IV Possibly by removing the
veterans preference and emphasizing that with the TRIO programs.

f8) We believe the National Tagil; 14Orce on Student Financial
Aid will have substantial recommendations soon on a common form
and a common need analysis that should aid in amplifying sour of
the current problems.

(9) I have served on the task force on the disadvantaged and I
have a 200-page report that some of you might like to look at. I
would encourage Son to consider an expansion of the Educational
Opportunity Center concept to be an Umbrella for talent search and
outreach programs. Special service programs would remain as a
part of institutions. and I believe that is quite consistent with the
task force on the disadvantaged. We will probably have an oppor-
tunity to testify at another date on/ghat. i

(10) Without belaboring you I would lust like to put in the
record an editorial from the May 29. 1974, New York Times unfilled
"The Student. Aid Hoax."

[Materialrefea. red to follows:]

t
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!Prom the Nevr York Times, May 28, 19741

Tim Snip ENT AYn lieax

The inflationary rise In college ...Won is a direct threat to higher educa-
Mon for students from poor as well as middle-income homes. In the public
and the private sector, costs to the student are mounting astronomically, Yet
the Federal Government seems determined to act:tilt:rate the-lallatioattry trend.

Three years tins the Carnegie Commission on Highr I:education fecttin
mended a formula to L.,1 stadetita and institutions aintuita.neousty. Modeled
on the:concept of a guaranteed annual Income, it. would automatically entitle

Scholarship sill ally vvi16t.--a,st at,uue.u, iviluex.-phrente Income is below a set
minimum. At the same time, ct.411) coilege aould iceett,t. a cu.stuPeatteattua
orantlor cash federally-subsidiged student.

The Nixon Administration aubsequentii incorporated this sensible plan In
its 1972 higher educatisin aid package. Although approved by CongresS, the
program has nev'er been fully funded.

Now the Administration has asked for the full funding of the Basic Op-
portunity Grants tB.0,0.) at a level of $1.3 billion, while not only scuttling
ocher important grants and limns. but without making any provision for cost
of-education grants to institutions --a fatal defect.

The plan to Huh aid to the students and to the institutions Is a tandem
that cannot run successfully on one wheel. Aid to students does nothing to
solve the institutiens budget problems. The colleges' only alternative then will
be to raise tuition, thus wiping out the gains promised to the students.

What makes the Adininistration`a piecemeal approach to the problem par-
ticularly deplorable 1.3 the fact that the original prescription had been so sensi-
ble and so easy to Implement. The elimination of institutionai aid turns a
constructive proposal into a Liud boas. The effect will be -a mirage of new
student aid that will evaporate Into the thin air of Inflation, while the col-
leges' economic fouhdations crumble.

Mr. TnutnLL. (11) We would propose that new GSL loans not
have the interest paid by the government while the student is in
school. The student could either pay the interest of have it added
to the principal for later repayment. This should, over -a period
of years, make most of the $315 million now going each year to
interest payments available for other programs.

(12) In this regardl know at least with the chairman we have
a difference 6f opinion about this GSL and the interest payment. I
want to take a portion of the funds proposed for N1E experimenta-
tion. Take a portion of the funds, maybe 10 percent or $5 million,
to test whether the interest paynient is the major factor in banks
making GSL loans.

In closing this formal part I rant again to assure the subcom
mittee that-AACK believes it is most desirable to have opeddis-
cusions about various altetnatil es for Federal student aid policy.
Later this spring, after our vonmiesion on government affairs and
board of directors have had an opportunity, to respond, ...A...1C,JC will
have an ofkial position on the present and proposed student aid.
programs.

If I could before I close, in attending the first hearings I heard
the,mnking minority member, Mr. Eshleman, talk about I think it
was four questions and I think the first one as I recall was about
the focus on Federal or State institutions. I think that was the
thrust.

I think that it Probably is going to have to continue for some.
time as a.partnership and some of these innol ative and new ,pro-
orams should retain strew-, Federal direction or control until we
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are Sure the objectiv et, ate being carried out. I think a good example
is BEOG. To turn that very desirable program user to the States,
it might have had even more promise than we have now.

Secondly, on the other hand, the institutions in many of these
programs are'in the blot position to tailor individual packages of
student aid for indiv idual students, but the States, in the final
analysis, at least as I understainl it, had a major responsibility for
education. As these programs grow in 4ize, a coordinating, a plan-
ning kind of function for the use of the funds and/or as the pro-
gams are proved even might be tinned to, more direction by the
State. That might nut be a good answer to your question but I just
honestly can't say what should be Federal or institutional at. least
froin our point of view.

The second one was the general policy to promote lowluition. My
answer is yes.. All you can do, I encourage you to do. Some might
not agree with that but I think personally our association it
would be very desirable.

Third was the matter of private colleges undertaking
i

respon-
sibility fur education, and I think through the programs t might
help them. It certainly is t wry fine and desirable. I would just like
to say, however, that some public members, as well as private, are
historical arguments and were put in areas that 100 years ago might
have null, great sense to train ministers and the other major func-
tions of that time, but by their location and some of the public ones
with pleadier training institutions that you put in small, towns
around the State so you have a supply of teachers: That is. not
necessarily targeted tv save the State college, that is, in the area for
the seventies as it is necessarily to staff a private institution just
because it is a private institution.

We would hopeand I think this is a major thrust of this bill
that the students and their parents, with some financial aid, might
select which institution to go to which would serve them; and if it
is a private institution in a rural populated area and they want to
go there, fine. If not, then some of our public institutions as well as
private may have to redirect their major missions.

Sine(' this was prepared almo.t a week' ago, I would like to wake
a couple more comments. I think that the proposal. Tr.R. 3-111. has
directed itself to two very difficult. but very, important, problems
One is the extension of law- or no-co--t postsecondary opportunity
to the iklst possible student body. Our distinguished presidents cif
those turn of the century Johns Hopkins and St -eford proposed
and thought within a short time that kind of thing would develop
in this country. It has not as yet, but I think this very proposal
and your prompting-of dist41s:40n of it may hasten that day and
we would applaud that.

Seeondly. the recognition that-the (ream of our intellectual. ex-
eollence in this country is a national resource that deserves en-
couragement and development maybe beyond any others and I say
even oil and natural gas because the development of trout 40441N-tun1
resource may solve the energy problem and maybe they won't have
to look for oil actually. I think it is very important to remind the
Nation of this and to promote this discussion.
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4 could not help but think that in my youth the appointment to
the military academy was sort of the recognition of some of the
excellence, and I know thinking back that some of my colleagues
tried to get the Eagle Scout Award because that would help them
on their record for some of these recognitions and they would work.
very diligently in the classroom for some of those acvdeniie -cxee.1.-
lence awards. As I became a young college administrator, the Na-
tional Merit ...kwards came along and that was a recognition of 'out-
standing high schoP1 intellectual excellence.

Mr. Chairman and ,members of the subcoMmittee, the major re-
wards in high school have been those in connection with, physical
development and the matter of being 6 foot 6that was 10 years
sago; now 7 feet- and,,,hav ing a little bit of moth ation and so .forth.
Those are the people are pursued by 200 colleges. The young,
man who 'selected his grandparents well and has the genes to be-
come 250 pounds and can run the 100 yard dash in 5 seconds is the
one who is pursued, by colleges and gets the recognition.

I have five youngsters, a .number of them in high school or just
out of high school. To some extent the high school valedictorian is
left on the sidelines. So we would cheer, regardless of whether it
immediately can be brought forth in this form, the prompting of
discussion -about this excellence.

As I said earlier and I would like to repeat in closing, as I trA, el .4
around and talk with our colleges about the ecenomie uncertainties
and the pressures on unemployment and our Lira of colleges, is a,
have a lot of young people- anei vine ISA SU 3, uung----who are under
the pressures of unemployment. One of the greatest things no need
is stability right now.

As I said curlier, the lack of delivery of 13f0G, the waiting for
months to see whether SEOG and NDSL might be funded hugs re-
indicated a lot of uncertainty. Sp I close with two things if nothing
else comes forth.

One, I would encourage you to try and have BEOG prove itself.
Remove the one half cost direct to elierition, requetting, of course,
the tringering mechanisms with the fiinding of SEA. .f think that
would

Secondly, for the college-based program have one formula for
distribution to the institutions, not three State fat minas and the
travesty of the review panels. Try, if you could, to have these three
as a jiackage giving the greatest flexibility as possible to the cam-
pus financial aid officer face to face in contact with the individual
and his community tottailor the best possible program for the in-
dividual student,

you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement follows:]

PRI.PARED 1tTArEtI2-S tr,OF PR. von :c E. Tinnera,, VICE PRESIDENT, GOSERA;lbA I AL
AM= 8 ASIERICAN ASSOCIATION or COM.IIGNITY AND Ji.mon COLLMES

Clininnan and lIernbers of the Snheommittee. My name Ls John E.
Tirrell. Vice President for Gobernmental Affairtb of the Amencau Ari.ocintion
of Community and Junior Colleges, reoreiserding ober luOu ilistitufirms that
enr.dleti over 3,500,000 student:40k tall. Ais remarks are in three c1at5gories.
(ateral Agreement, auctions and Atternatiseel for Consideratlint.
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Before proceeding I mast mate it Wry clear for the record that I do not
present the official AACJC position since we have nut had time since II. B.

lutruduLed vu Februaiy 20 to have these important proposals re-
viewed by our decision-making bodies. Our Commission on GuNernuictital Af
fairs will Aleut in, mid-April and make recommendations in N less of our con-
stituents' response. our Board of Directors will reNiew thev rt-c-4muentlit-
Mats and then. we will have an official position.

1.10Neser. wr kuutd nvt have prepared and accumpanied three witnesses be
fore your committee, personally partcipated in one of your dosed seminars,
listened to other hearings, and had hours of discossion with maw of cam
members acruss the country and nut have some feelings about how our mem-
ber institutions may respond. In preparing fut these comments today I hail the
Chairman's words in introducing II. It 3417 -- there are "no revealed truths
and there are no straw men .", and he looked to witnesses to "... identify
!mile:feet:ow: ond help us improVc the product."

GENERAL AGREEMENT'

I believe ANCJC will applaud tic proposed litinges:
1Significant grants on the basis of merit.

'Basic education opportunity grants
1. Removal of the cone -half cost limitation.
2: Extension to include part-time students.

4 Removal of considering assets in family support determination.
Slate oluilent incentie grants

1. The tent font inerease prolapsed In funding for grants, work-study and as-
sistance to no tuition or fee institutions t this langliage intKi, be too re-
strictive in that a student activity fee voted by he student., niight exclude an
ingitutiwo.

2. Applaud the proposal of trying different (unloads, since those currently
used for the coLlege-based programs are unsatisfactory and the regional re
view valets are a travesty.

3. As I underiand it the Kirschling-rustweller formula proposed substracts
tuition, and I believe we would agree with the use of that formula even
though it Might provide no funds to a few states.
TRIOfaciatting reicrang

1. Since our A,,,eciation bas been a major supportt r of the \ COI programs,
I believe they mill support this change.
Guarsnteed 31tak at loan

1. 1 am sure AACJC will strongly agree with your statements about loans
being a last resort :

I am willing to have a loan omponent in the student assistance pro
gram. but I am deeply opposed to the a urrently fashionable effort to put most
student financial aid un a loan basis. And I hello,- that asking those students
to borrow who have come from the most economicalIN deprived groups and
who are, going to halve, whatever their education, a tougher time than most
to tin i gainful and stable employment when they get out of school, is not offer-
nig them *1:e-1,4a:tee'. It is offering them an anaesthetic to take away the pain

increased tuition. It is offering theni the least defensible and least in 1pful
kind it assi-gance". It is adding to their burdens at a time when we should
be trying to lighten those burdens."

2. Since students at two-year colleges ony use about 10% of the CST, funds.
and we agree NI ith your philosophy, our concern is more with the grant did
tv ark progetimv.

Work-study
1. Endorse the emphasis on work-study.
2. V., agree. from recent experience, that making the funding of work study

a threshold to BEOC is desirable.
3. Believe the ',rut ision and !menthe to create non work-study jobs de-

sirable.
4. Our'collcos may out agree, but personally I applaud the removal of the

needs requirement.
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3. Also. I personally approte using minimum wage, our administrators
under pressure to balance budgets may feel differently.

O. I believe the pruvieien of nut making work study mandatory In .relate
ship to- curriculum is also Wise.
Cooptrat,ive,education

1. Berson-ally believe the enco ragcnient
wise move for now.
Part EGenreal provisions

1. AA= appeeciatbs the concern with ''open-admissiuns" and the changes
in language we requested to houre-their eligibility.

2. While the prepeeed tuition refund provishms, truth in advertising and
Other. provisions sewn deeirable to ue 11 D.C., this is an area where we will
%%tuft a careful and broad Iiit)iventetit of our member before responding of-.
tidally.

3. The proposed experimentation through the National rnstitute of Educa-
tion, and the four areas selected are probably one of the beet innovations
proposed..

. .
qya5wknes

I feel quite confident the AACJC membership would want me to raise et
least the following ten questionseven at this early date.

S. Why is tire BEOG maximum reduced? We presented this Subcommittee
data in the fall of 10:3 on dependent anti independent students ilLtultion
free" California Community Colleges and the budgets were $1500- and 82.100
respectively.

2. Can you refnove, or modify, the deadline 'of past. April 1, 1073 eligibility ?
3. le it .nut inconsistent to turn $200 million over to the E.S. Commissioner

for a iner:it grant -program an your comments on page II OW in tin.congms-
diuat fist Irtl of February 20. The quote is "The more time I have spent 4n
working with education legislations the less convinced I become that the Of-
fice if Education is able to make decision better than, or as wellies, State

gee and level agencies." Also, in :lc.: of the colossal ineptness of USOE in the
lik8 IC 'Grant program, I wonder at their ability to select merit grant re-
cipients.

4. Might this merit program not be more effectively .sperated -in the state?
5. Wily nor eiapeidPr the meth program as a part of the SSIG program?
C. In mots te Lc,u.J . t lee uut.1, hope of Institutional aid? In the 1481 few

weks, the extra authorization ($110.8 million) in College Work -StuJy has
been funded, and there have been serious discussions In the Rouse Appro-
priations Committee to fund Title VII (Facilities) to provide Jobe In the
current economic situation. Further. the recently released Carnegie Report
recommends $800 million for Cult -of- Education by 1079-80 as a part of _the
"equality of opPorturay student aid program"!

7. With the great instability in recent years, 'because of the undelivered
promises of BEOG, ancertainity of funds for two of the college-based pro-
grams, etc., how can we have much faith in your hope? I quote;

1. very much hype that those who predict that such an amendment will mean
that fever students will gct loans, because more students can get grants and
clerk epportuulties, and there will he more inducement for the States to aet,
their resources to reduce the inflationary trend in tuitions and fees."

8. Is the language concerning veterans in.the expanded TRIO program In-
tended to be restrictive by eeferences to those qualifying for vueational tee
bahilitatiou? .

0. If we demonstrate In later testimony etinicf muccessful cteumunity-senice
leering programs, Is it posible it might be retained in Title IV?

10. Why the conservative authorization figures? The CWS and Title VII
examples mentioned above are one retiunale for including real need figures.
rather than what might be funded. In the current climate. For example.
would encourage it review of the figures that there may be a decline In V.A.
payments to college students of over $2 billion by 1970-80.

ATATINATIVES vol CONSIDMATION

At a later date. if our membership euveorts these pc:Attune. additional data
Will be furnished.

1. Directing BEOG funds to cover noninstructional costs.
2. Raising the maximum to $1800 In BE()G.

of a few substantial programs is a. ,
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3. Tian a careful, phased use of the $2 hilibm nut used by 137880
\

,si. 1',V,V
Benefits for student aid.
4. Doilut,make Major changes new in the three cidiegebased programs tha:

are !Munn, successful in ,getung funds to students, and *tie scone stabliityta
'Rude/lentil.

5. In rect. consider the comments by Cues/co:swan gide In two or three pig
Bentations 111 January, 1975. I -miote:

.

-At this point in time, I agree with those who say we should not de
away with the,sEo0 Suppleneutal hot/claim+ Opportun qrant tSEOG, pro

Lieu+ (NISSI.) program slued nut be stopped until e have experienced a
gram, .1 amt. agree that fetlekal,mmtilbutioniv to the No omit Direct.8tudezt

few searS of consistent perfurruauct hull restructured guaranteed student loan
program.

-Rut 1 think the sophistlerttion of Institutions and of the financial nisi
+/Muss lulieprygressca to &Le elteot that no can consolidate the funding of
the.4o two earaptuelsieveN1 1,rogranul pad eLo nvrk-study Pregrams. Each 4.-ampus
shoind be given the flexlbtlity to determine lion. Within broad federal guide
linea, It. wishes to use i lump sum of federal awney for student aidin
grunts, work programs ut kohlittonal tontraoutwl44 to the INTSL.Prograus

: Congress has sppropriated a total of $5711 million for the three anoints
based programs nest sear. I would like to see these three appropriations
cousulalated lam -cue smut sad distributed oh a fair sampler forinela to each
Intitutiun. We shuuld-climmeta the quite arldtrars state allotment formuIate.
urn gueatng games that financial aid officers play With varsing degrees 'of
skit. in making anodul requests for each of these programs, and the peer rc
view panels at jhe regional level.

-1 was lung under the linprewlon that lastItunons, If given this mach
flexibility in the use of federal funds, would use most of the money. for
(;rants, then work-study and. last, loans. The experience we have gained in
recent seara and some initial feet:bac:. se have had vu this Idea suggests that
may not be the ease. , . ...

Another major advantage pf going to a simpler consolidated program is
tinting. We should be able to allocate federal funds to institetions In Decem
ix% or January of each year rather than April or ,Mtly. That alone Is a

' worithY goal in designing new legislation."
0. We believe there Is a need to change the three different formulas used

for 8E00, C%VS and ND. $1, and to develop a proed/Ire to abolish the Re
gional Review ranels. 1Ve, suggest one formula to direct funds from the
Federal government to the Institution, or at least to each state.

7. We believe there are great pessibilitles in commuuits ser+I.c Iva/nips awl
at a minimum "until request retaining the current provisioes In Title IV

, (maybe removing the veterans preference).
sc,,We believe the National Task Force on Student Financial Aid will hare

Nut iNtan t la t rcummndatems SoON on a csooraut. form and a common needs
analysis that should aid in simplifying some of the current preLleins.

it. 1 have served on the Task Force on the Disadvantaged, and I would en
,nuruge pat to consider an expansion of the Faincittiouni Oppurtunity Center
concept to be an umbrella fur Taleil Search and-Ontrcach Pog;ami. Special
nirsire mana+ would remain its tv"Part,pf institutions (digest provided/.

10. 1 would like to place In the record an editorial from the May 20, 1071
Sete fork Tinos entitled The Strident Aid Hoax', rather than at this tune
hiabor the need for costof-education funds.

11. We nould propose that new (]$L loans not haye the Interest paid hY ..
the government while the student is In school. The stodeot ...mid either ivis
the interest, or have It added to the principal for , hoer repayment. This
should. over a period of ;earn, :naive most of the $315 million nun i.,:ng each
year to interest paythents available for other programs.

22. in this regard, why not add a flfti-- area for experimentation for NIE?
Tatars. pertion of the funds, mask, 10e'0 or $5 million. to test elicitor the In
tetras PnYnuh1 is the major factor In hanks-making OSI. loans.

In closing I,nant Again to couture the Subcommittee that AACJC believe+ it
. is most astratoe to Cove open ditunsalons about various alternatives fur

Fdensl student aid pfdlry. Later this spring. after our Cenunisshn, on Cut
ernmeutal Affairs and Board of Directors hare bad an opportunity to re
Attend. &Age nil have an official position on the present and proposed sue
dent aid programs.

I thank yen for your time and, If desired, I would be willing Miry to re
done to any questions. '9. .
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Mr. 011.m., 3ft. Tiered, thank you 'very much: You truly
warmed inv heart with your statement. You found some twits with
the hiltthis is not surprising, every one else has. What I like is
that yOU 11(1%0 ruptured the thrust of the proposal and you agree
with the direction in which the Chairman is trying to head. I was
particularly pleased that, as the spokesman of gout association you
are speakint for yourself as the vice president for Governmental
Affairs of the Assuciation of Community and Junior Colleges and
thirty° agree with what ,once see as too inconsistent things m my
hill el is that first of my top priority would be education for the
masses, nuke I cost education mailable to the people whatever
their so '.ei:ss or failure ill school.might hate been, up until this time.

That s why we talk about open admissions. whether or not they
ace nt fie rriolitional college going age or whether or not they are
able to go full time or only part time, in other words. to open up
education to all of our people and make it easily accessible and easily
attainable, That is my first priority.

Also I think that it makes sonic sense in -ternms Gf our national
interests to make special pro% ision for those who are in need of as-
sistanee and also hate the greatest academic talent. I don't see any
thing ineonsistkit with liming those two side by side and I am glad
that you don't and that you agree with those two approaches. I am
vary- pleased with that.

The authorization !toils and so forth. yesterdav we had a little
bill up. as you knot.. before the House on terdlocation of some work
study finals within States. I made smut remarks in that context by
that grcat del ire of tctension and ref isionbeing a Melnber of
Congress meair Eater hat ing to -as "I wish I had said Par because
yolt.ean say it tomorrow.

I did say that Mews hal e already ont di4aneed my own bill.
Wlien I drafted this bill for introduction lust mouth I believed that
the hc...t we eouhl do with work-stodY was gradually to increase its
anthoriratien and try to assure funding in fiscal 197.1. This
Hen* in passing the Emplopneht Appropriations Act last week
gave the anpreoriate. funding of talc piograrn for the summer just
ahead of us and for the year that follows.

The testim beiore my subs ommittee indicates that there is a
gewiter need for and canarity to handle work-study funds in fiscal
year 1977 and thereafter than I anticinated when I drafted H.R.
:1471. expect on the basis of that testimony to offer and have ac-
cepted amendments to nit own bill inn' easing the work-study levels
I proposed last month. I hope that this rul.ffratu.,will. now that it
has reached full funding. continue at that full funding level. So I
have Prewise seen the way the wind blowing.

3fr. Tinarot. Can tin' record show I was in Columbus. Ohio, yes -
terday debating %motional education so r was not led by your re-
marks.

Me. OMR t. I think you are perfectly right about that. We have
to r,1ise our S11416 on work-study at least and on Arne othet things.

Mr. Tirrell. there is a very fine attendance today so I am not going
to ask all the questions that I might but I would like to Yield to
other members so they, have an opportunity to aglr you questions.
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I will yield to the gentlewoman. from New York. Mrs. Chisholm.
Mrs. entsirotat. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Since you do praise the inclu:sion of the merit grants and the elirni-

nation_af the need requirements for work-study programs, would you
say that the AACJC is moving away from the position of equal

-access and opportunity for all students in postsecondary education
regardless of family bnckgroundl In the Colleme* work stud pro-

gram corrcntly-only-the-
MIL 3411 'opens t us up

to a l students. Low-cost loans can now be obtained from the college.
MTh 3471 is making it necessary to go to some kind of (tommerend
lender, and you know that. poor people and economically deprived
people have a very hard time getting loans because of the absence of
collateral and all of the things that we know are so terribly import-
ant.

I recognize that we are going through very trying times; we are
in an econranic crunch. But somehow I get the feeling that the merit
grants and the elimination of a need requirement for work-study
programs seem in a subtle way to be moving away from the position
of granting access and opportunity for those students who are really
at the very bottom. I would like to hear your reaction to his. Maybe

I am wrong..
Mr. TIRRELL. I don't think you are wrong but I appreciate the

question beviuse*I think I can sharpen our position. irst, I think
it is quite Vicar, Mrs. Chisholm, that we are not agreeing with the
chairman to do away `With SEOG. Weaskin_two or three places. to
continue the SEOG. We applaud the merit kind oLthing sometimes,
maybe in the SSIG and the policy of doing this. I made the com-
ments about it bet I think it is clear to the chairinan we are not
agreeing that it replaCe an SEOG. -

Second, I think at least a couple of times in our testimony Ive do
;latt agree eurrently with the doing away of XDSL. the kind of loans
'that you are speaking of that we don't like to use. loans in our insti,
tutions with high-risk students. But if we do have to use loans,
those are much more convenient and lower interest rates and so ,
forth.

like my job and I like-lcorking for the a,sociation and I would
not be back here next month and certainly next fall if I did propose
the kind of th,n,g you had an uneasiner,s about because one thing I
do know almost WO Percent. there are always a few. Thecmatter of
access and the matter of serving, people, whether high "School vale-
dictorians-or not, and if they might be 36 years of age and a work-
ing mother that wants to upgrade her skills. those are the kinds of
students we have a tremendous conmatment to and would want these
fiwucial aid programs.

The other part of it, however. I think even low-income students
from minorities who have a part-time job and the like might con-
ceivable be ruled out of some of these programs and college work
study if they wanted to return full time. We look at their income. I
think a broadening of the base of that and sonic higher income stu-
dents not baring to tie a big stone of a loan around their neck by
college-work study might be desirable. That is what is pointed out,
not turning our back on a long time and a. very strong commitinc:nt
to these areas you are speaking of.
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Mrs. CIT181101:31. Just one other question, On page 1 of your testi

molly ander the basic education opportunity grunts von indicated
the removal of considering .assets in family st trititALtieterusination.
Would zqu. expand ort,that just a littlelit?

Mr.11MIELf., Well, I think people-with a small farm-and so forih.
that you count that as an asset that taia be liquefied easily and used,
it is not realitic. Even.a social securitY recipient that might own a
small home, they woultMat that as an asset they can use to pay
their young4ers` college tuition with is not realistic. Certainly as
understand it, those kinds of assets like the "Mom and pop- grocery
stores, they cannot sell off $20.000 worth of goods on the shelf the
next week and those are the kinds of assets-tha

.*
t would not lie con-

sitlered. That is our intent at least.
Mrs. enzsuorat. Just onafinal question. Do you sirggest that in

the legislation with respet assets, there is a very broad general
statement.and that we siliqtaZi spell out in the legislation just exactly
what we mean by removing.itssets in family support? .

Mr. TIRRELT. Yes. If the person has 200 shares of GM stock, I am
not talking about that. and I believe that is the intent front a num-
ber of people's discussions.

'Mrs. einsuotar, Thank you.
No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'llana. Would the gentlewoman yield to me fat a momenta
Mrs. 011TRITOIZt. Yes. certainly.
Mr. OILvaa. Of course if they had 200 shares of stock or bonds

or a bank account, they would be earning money on it so the income
limitations alone would rule them out even if we disregard assets.
Really what we are talking about, eve are talking about widows who
are drawing social security and own an entity ii a Lome. We are
talking about children of low-income small farmers whose parents
have an equity in the farm. We are talkinu about children of low-
incoMe relatively small businessmen. the ,"Mom and Pop" grocery
store who'have assets.

We think that very occasionally you are going to find someone
who is the ehild of a parent who is eccenttic. to say the least. perhaps
mentally ill and has $200 000 twketl- away in the mattress that they
don't want to snend and that maybe this person then will tzet a grant
and they should not. But we think that for every one of them that
would come into the program that we world correct 10 ininstices.
mirtltt add the people from the State of New York tell us that their
program hasher% very successful kince they quit counting assets and
their need base is college grants.

Then, secondly, our proposed nit scholaplhip pros isions. in ocdei
to receive a merit scholarship yoWincome has to be low enough' so
that you qualify for MUG. Yea cannot get a merit scholarshin
unless you qualify for BEOG and you cannot qualify fur BEOG
linits vet t ate lew income. So what ice are tallung about is still they
lower income grouts. What we are talking about is taking people
who would otherwise get, a 13E0G grant who show great academic
promise and giving them more than! they would otherwise be able to

, get. I just wanted. to clarify that point.
I yield to the'gentleon from Pennsylvania, Mr. Eshleman.

3 4:1
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Mr. Esi.u.ratax. Thank you, 'gr. Chairman.

. I have onl one question and I wonlli also like to make a brief
statement. I `a-ill make the statement sin t. , -''. -

Mi. Tirrell, you in your statement said what well °ter half .our
witnesses have said so far and I -Cannot quote yini exattly -that the

.hearing- -on the bills have come about ?to quickly that you have not
had time yet to fully analyze them. I understand Neu would like to
come brick-tho second time. I can agree with this. I have not talked
with .the chairman but I assume he will give you this opportunity.

I just want to point`tliis out. If criticism. slrouhl develop later
that tfiis.stutte subcommittee is moving too slowly., then I %Ionia hope

national organizations woult1 speak oat publicly explaining
that they,asked to come back the second time; they askell 12. hi effect
.to stew down a little. I wish they would remember that.

Mr..Toutia. We are on the record, sir.
ltr. EN IME3tAN. OK.
Now if I have lirurd you correctly, I think you said hi effect that

aid in this bill, whatever the final form is, aml I ies; no tam can say
what final form or forms student aid Is gulag to take..,tait you
would rather See most of it student directed. tether than institution

're tad. Would that be a correct generalization?
. . r. TIRELL. To just restate it a bit. yes,_student directed with a

very goixl- cost of education institutional component.
lip. ESHLEMN'. No -further que-,(,tions. ftaughter.1

...... In any ev:ent this bill is one of two bills flint I have;, introduced
and the other has to Jo with the various forms-of institutional assist
ance. You are not indicating that you have lots interest in title N.'
are Ton? "11. -

t \ Mr. TIIIIIELL. Oh, no. of course not. We Juice lit-rick intep.,4 in
so e of the funds we are going to get for the NaCi.i.al Science

enFIndation.
1 r, Estri4-..araN..;'" No, I mean in lerans of the stisle_nt.a'id ifsit is

three Orire3..or five. forms. Howes et., it ends tip., Non. woold think
. that inoteof that would be directed for stollen( choke rather than

`.1:astitiitin4? .. .

a-,'Str.. TrattEra.. I rink not trvinAt0 be ixise. sir. but I think as I
Pointed oupin a group of rather 1i:4449441Pd !wool'? in It; rYa4.ft

brief, it is a part of student did and once the stollent dusa.,-4-thar
institution the library is there, the resoucres are there. it is pry tt of
the sturlenes.pecess. .

'Mr. Esin63r.vv.. Thank ,riu.
Mr. OTIalt.t. The gentleman froni Illinois. .

Mr. Si3ros. I am not as knowledgeable on these rhino, a, I ,.,,,hr .,.,,
be as a new member.- .

7,,Alentallv. what 'like about yo.ur statement is that' it err
spaallie and to flee Ionia. .._/

Mr. TrroVr.t. Thank yoar. iv%
Mr. Stuns:. On point No. 7, I would like to know bow this to-ional

re-e4ow 'lane] ti.orks Phwand 'what is'ivror! with it tt
.

Mr/Too/rm. I wish we earth' po off the recoal. 1 Tandiigr-1 -'
As I iinderAandit. that is-the war to sort of weasel. isn't it? Let

me give yen n very spe6fic example. One of our colleges in 01,,la. '

ss.
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budget tlu year evotild not be approakhing :-51t0.,.or $370 or $390
billion but might tie three or four times that amount.

I would be happy to hear your observation.
Mr. TIRRELL. 1.,think4he Chairman's comments, when he put the

bill In. are germaraeaud. you aro eaying that mime of your colleagues
and aleo seine of ue, that the authorization s.hould have SOME:

ottteing appropriated and soave type of reality. I just a mo-
ment ago chustized a bit- the review panel. 'Mery is some waste.
however. -1.11 these colleges do put in their halls idual college needs-
for college s..ork-studies and then maybe you have to review them
a bit but there is some reality of what might really be utilized in
college work-411(14)s and some of these other,

I think people say .it would be nice to bare $200 Million put in so
hopefully some of *these. and this one specifically, would be appro
printed. fill I was suggesting wee---and.I take it by the Chairman's
comment be has 'nosed a little differently on that-- that the authoi-
zation likure might be closer to the kind of finale that a 2.000 or

s3.000 inetitution could use in this current year.
Mr. litureitiorix. My fear is that we could be whipsawed and be

told ut the authorization level, "these are not the figures we really
antirmate to he funded but these are realistic needs, you fund them
aceonling to your ability." At appropriation time, then. the argu-
ment would e.iet turned around. You base made a promise now and
it is not morally right to renege on thie pnanise l> gv.-ing leee than

authorized, sveWould he told.
Also-on peg. :le No. 3. you say: "Plan a careful. phased use of the

S billion not used by. 1670-80." This seems to assume that this is
:e2 billion that has been eased aml is kind of lying there in a fund
where :t could easily be diverted somewhere else even in these days
when we are facing a $70. $R0. or maybe $100 billion deficit.

Mr. TIIIRELL. Well. ns I am trying to pat it forth here. currently
right.now about S2 billion ie. going to GI's and they are going into
colleges and univeesities anduneprietaiy sulmole and so forth to get
their own training shield as we have eeen from the World War H
ethane,. not tan many year ago with higher tax returned that much
or more to the Treasury.

.e. those fond- deserve to go to get (Witham] training
and benefit so that hr le7o-co that fi3 billion is being teed for other
deserving people and not neeessarily taken out of the Treasury. It
le redireetion. Quite frankly eone of us worry that somebody by
1070.-en woni dream up a pew system and use the .`e billion rather
than to train oer eiii7eney in their manpower skills or maybe raise
another sulimerine off (rain the Philippines or something.

`.1,. nue Nriene.. Well. that is a philosophical point where you and
I world di - agree.- Tt could also be used to reduce the neceesary
anionnt of borrowing. If get an S40 or S10 billion deficit this
Year. the 111r.art runrket .e-tem will not lie able to stand the Treasury
berrowing and we go back to 12. tr,. 30 pereeot ietereet rates.
That noesibility feiehtene, me.

Mr. Tinnier. I\ -ell. wit. tide is under alternetives for ennsiderallon.
pert of the edueatiolial conummitv we feel me have a resnonsi-

bility. as do you and yen'', colleagues. to esaltutte the priorities of

3 4 4
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training out citizens and improving our manpower. A you balance
and may be ut down the deficit you will have borne consideration. I
maybe was too facetious a moment ago about ev aluating the priori-
ties of anothet missile system. The missile system will come first but

be in our system the Treaury getss a deep rap.. At least we are
put ig this on the record hopefully as a consideration.

I appreciate that because I think it does put it in proper context.
You are not really looking at the Federal budget and saying that
all of these suggestions ought to be fully funded. You are saying
these are your needs, and then it is pretty much up to the Congress
to make value judgments.

On page 6 you recommend expanding the educational opportunity
centers.

page
you believe that it would be wise to expand these to

make the zel'IleeS as ailable to all students, rather than as at present
to low- income disadvantaged students only?

Well, to all studentsmay be I would say to all citizensI think the
day is pibbably past talking about 2 year education and 3-year educa-
tion. It is melt.. siud mute becoming lifelong education. Certainly we see
figures where peopleand we already have themmay have to-be re-
trained tie Lit three times in their lifetime. So this includeS the D-
yed! 'jid and not necessarily the corporation executive because he has
some other ways to do it.

Mr. Eattxnuirx. A recently widowed mother who must begin a
new career and neOs some new training.

Mr. TIRRF.LL. Yes. I.say1 all citizens, not necessarily all students.
I think we have 1 pilot plograins around the country right now in
operation w ith our, Dallas Community College but it covers about
five counties in that area. Some of the Chicanos and Indians that
cannot necessarily get to the campus and don't el en know of it
maybe iii our system the Treasury gets a deep rate. At least we are
right into their neighborhood areas and they have some storefront
and shopping center areas. That is the kind of thing at least that I
see evolving that might be quite desirable.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you very much.
Mr. 011em.,Mr. Buihanan.

'Mr. Britt kNAN. Thank yon. elthiminn.
I would 1,iniply like to underline at this moment the problem pre-

sented by the gentleman from Illinois. I think most people who
set ve,on this committee have a rather profound interest in education.
I am 0 new mcniber and came on largely because of the importance
of thifl Federal spending and responsibility but it is a real
Rrohle a, to w hether we should base authorizations on a need basis
latow ing that hill hurtling is not likely, given the limitations of
revenues and other demeirls epee: the -"cderal befleact, cr
should try to fulfill the appropriations function.- Iii what has be-
come a iegular habit. there will be great political pressure.on every
Member of Congress ft), full funding of what we has e authOrized
and the pressure will be increasing each year.

It woukl appeat to me that if this committee is going to be respon-
sible then We hav e to be more temperate and consers ative in what,
we audio' ize. I would make it more within a tango of what we are
really sure the budget will bear, and it vs ould appear to me there is
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It.sonic merit in your suggestion of ar: hmization on a need basis. Now
if you had your druthers, would you support need basis with the
full understanding that this maY, i of MUM. full 'funding When the
time conies? 4., ,. ;

Mr, TriniELL. I think it is only I:ei,ilstic rdleast.la,§ we see some of
the recent 11 istOt N and current (lima i. AULalso_betu;44 realistic, there
are other people around this Build 1,,4iscaity and kertainly _,around
this town that are imploring thq Ainial..44k-ices'eo'inmittee, and so
forth to make those operations up there.a4 it has got to your caucus
and other places. Lthink we hare a resp4nsibility to bring-to Ion--
information so that as you.,.,0 into_ ibise disoissions you may4receive
some realistic net kind of figuelA' OW the other hand, it wits. men-
tioned a moment ago title X has 44 pa) million in there since 197

r and the authorization in college. -;
..

We have not seen any of it N et but certainly as you come tip with
aniendmeids, OM though we at not done anything at o- nt it yet
INe ate certainly going to ask you to keep it because. webelleNe there
is e idence and ut some point as recent as this economic:p..4th that
$120 million 'a as the way to get funds in thm econoiNc 4nd maybe
keep some peole off unemploy meat and so f4tb, 861'174k there
has to he some balance there that the iitlealt. tope .that'ioit can

, '.- .
hear - 1. ,4

- .

I
Mr. Brcy.v.x tx. Thank you.
Thank yon. Mr. Chairman.
Mr O'lhaA. Thank you very much, Mr. Tirrell. We very much.,,

appreciate your testimony.
,

Mr. Tinnum Thank you.
Mr. O'ItArtt. We expect to be talking to you in the future.
Mr. Tniam.L. Yes. sir
Mr. O'llut s. Our next witness will be Mr. Hugh W. Lane who -

is research associate N.+ ith the National Congress for Minority
Educat ion.

Mr. Lane indicates the import of his remarks has the endorsement
a the National .Congress for Minority Education.

STATEMENT OF HUGH W. LANE, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, NATIONAL
CONGRESS FOR VrtionITY EDUCATION

Ltxr. Thank you.
Mr. ( hairroan. members, and friends here qathered, I am grateful

for th, oppoctunit .to comment on MIL 3471. My remarks are my
however. the import of them bears the endorsement of the

National Congress fiat Minority Educatiym.
I should probably Add one or two aline, about myself that are

ele ant. I ha't:e been president of the National S polar ship Ser. ice
autl Food for Negro Student,. I was,dire, for of the national' a:Anew-
ment sklailarship program in the Xat;onal Merit St holaship Corp.
for 4 sears after it was founded. I am it former research associate
and super, isor of ieitwarill for the examiners Ate of the University
of rim ago. SO my ow ti interests in these probleno4 is of some long
stdoding anal I may, chum some epertise. I make these remarks,
!lout-1er. endorsed h3 the National Congress for Miosn it; Education
unit not for any of the offs; groups with which I am associated.
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My comments, while critical a the formulation expressed. in the
resolution, are offered as an expression of the "hard thinking, hard
work, and hard. bargaining, in. a free and open forum," described
by your chairman in his remarks of February 20, 1975.

Decent public, policy as concerns student financial aid-has been to
assure access to post-secondary education in such a'manner that no
student is.excluded by the barrier of lack of money. It seems to me
that KR 3471 will fail to meet, this, purpose and indeed can be
seen as a, new or redefined public policy. I believe we should face
the fact that we are formulating new public policy and it should be
discussed-in that' manner.

H.R. 3471 frankly and forthrightly proposes to shift the purpose
of these programs to utilize the leverage of Federal student aid in
such a way as to encourage "the creation and utilization of low-cost,
educational, opportunities."

This explicitly stated purpose runs directly contrary, to the
position-taken by the Panel on Financing Low-Income and _Minority
Students in Higher Education in the 1973 publication, Toward Equal
Opportunity for nigher Education. That particular publication
said as follows:

Equal opportunity demands, as the panel has noted earlier, equal access for
minorities or parity of enrollment. Such parity will be achieved only when
minority students of college age enroll in higher education at the same rate
as similar age majority students. In the case of Llacks, at least a doubling
of (heir undergraduate enrollment is called for in order to match the propor.
Lion of blacks in the college age group. But ames4 alone is not sufficient, equal
opportunity also demands equalization in the distribution of minority and
majority students atuong types of colleges and universities, and among types
of .programs. Simultaneous .progress along Loth dimensions is essential to the
goal of equal opportunity for higher education.

Not I happen to believe in the striking of the half-cost 'limita-
tion so this next sentence is rather carefully wi itten or it is a little
complex.

;The striking of the half-cost limitation coupled with the estab-
lishment of a BEOG maximum of $600 effectively delimits access
fin eligible students and &leas thew to low-cost instito,tier.z cxecpt
in those cases where the BEOG as a threshold program is utilized
1. institutions using the BEOG as the building block for packaging
a more costly program from SEOG, MI'S or from institutional
and/or private, financial resources, including State grant funds. I
mean I hope the implication is understood that that is the only way
I can see that it would. work.

II.R. 3471 would establish the SEOG program as a full-cost post-
secondary education vehicle for those students of academic promise
admitted t.ly institutions of higher costs which can use the SEOG
to complete the students' financial aid package in the sense it is
the cutest and provides choice for an elites( few.

. Academic promise is defined as indicated by a national list of
students -who demonstrate high academic promise, with the National
lifprit Scholarship List in the mind of at least the sponsor of the
bill. I might point to the concluding section of the bill under which
the National institute of Education would be directed to "enter into
contracts with priv ate, nonprofit agencies to study the feasibility of,
to develop and to test, techniques of measurement of scholastic
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aptitude. academic promise, or likelihood of success in a given course
of study which are free of cultural, socioeconomic, racial, religious,
sexual and ethnic bias."

I end -the quotation. That is from the bill. -

Yet even while tacitly admitting the present non-existence of
such techniques, the bill proposes to use the outcome of existing
techniquesthat is, national lists, biased as they areas the basis
upon which the SEOG program will operate.

Future generation of students barred. by "cultural,` socioeconomic,
racial, religious. sexual and ethnic bias" may benefit from ithese
feasibility and developmental studies. The entering class of 1077
clearly will not.

NEF.DS ANALYSIS

I am trying to follow the structure of the bill and limit myself
to those portions that bear upon financial aid.

The explicit failure to include assets among the criterioa for,deter-
mining, "family contribution" excludes as a source for the financing
of higher education the total of our natidthal corpus pre'sently-or ih
the future defined as licts and thus leaVes available for discretionary
use all such holdings for families or persons prudent or fortunate
enough to have developed such holdings. It should be dear that this
special kind of providence is here twice rewarded and that the
award or reward goes to persons and families of "higher" socio-

economic status.
I might point out,. that I certainly would urge that you look at

better data or some data before deciding to leave assets out. A
recent study I have looked at suggests that business aeatets. business
families with assets, are concentrated in five Stares. Forty-seven
percent of our business assets are in five States, 40.2 percent of our
farm assets are in five other States. If you really nib suggesting
that we leave assets out, then this ought to be looked at very carefully
and you ought to kno exactly what you are doing because you are
changing the nature of the game, you are setting public polky and
you ought to know.

Loa XS

hneke it harder for students of restricted incomes to get loans
to meet college costs through tl.e device of phasing- out the Federal
insuranea programwhile holding the level of appropriation eon.
stuntwith the modification wed to the BEOG and SKOG pro-
gram. these combine to chanctel the low-income and minority student
toward 2-year and community institutions of low _cost providing
perhaps- access to higher education or post-secondary tetneation but
eliminating choice. This seems at best a step backaaid, anti a delib-
erate one at that.

A comment on work programs. The Panel on Financing Low In-
come and .Iinority Students in Higher Education coinnWnted as
follows on CW-1. May I add a comment. In that memorandum we
said that we were not eh en advancing the notion of a college work-
study program because college work-study as it has been operated is
neither work nor study so we simply left it oat of our formulas
though we are perfectly aware of it. Now we did go on and say
something else.
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t The existing Federal supported eollege'nork-stud) program is directed only#0- het* Students who are obliged to utak often for minimal compensation ,and often In joust innydated to their programs of study. In it'd, the current
program penalizes the poor. since partitimitIon in work-study is often a condi-tion for meeiing other forum of ald such as educational opportunity grants
mud national defense student loans. In addition. the student frolu a backgroundof istver0 most often can HI afford an added burden on his academie pro-
gram: he in likely to be Hi prepared for higher education and to need muslin=
tune mut miergy, to devote to ,hls studies.

Now our suggestion was not reallt that CWS shouldbe eliminatedbut that work as *ten as possible ior this group of students should
be related to the curriculum. Though I appreciated the chairman's
remarks on the floor when he commented upon the young lady, the
philosoolestudent from Simmons College, I felt they missed the
point. We were simply saying that, as often as possible work should
be related to study and if work is not related to study. then it
dis not work to the advantage of the kind of student that we are
talking about. We would nut want a mandatory requirement that
wink must he related to study. but when it is related to curricularstudy we feel this oppoitunit:, should be afforded to the student.It i, po.sible to he criti al of real at almost every point,anti vet strangely this should not lime Len so it seems to me. The
error dare-, followed IT the subcommittee were thorough. The testi-
mony was of a high caliber. This raises the question of what wentwrong.

I would like to suggest that the e,zmattial probleni is the real one.I Amalfi add that Z and also an elected member of the council of the
College Scholarship Seri Some other deliberations you have
been discussing. some actions we took earlier in the year in Challgilladie carve.: i am cominentini, on the changing, ot the curves .:Indwhy we did it. I voted for it and I argued for it. (

The aggregatr need for student financial aid is greatly in exceisof the amount appropriated to meet it. I mean this was a ;art.The aggregate nerd for student financial aid is greatly in excess ofpair amount appropriated to meet. it. II,R.34 11 fails to propose
the ,oliv;ously viable solution and the only one, the appropriation of
funds :nificient to the ifggregate need.

Rather its provisions spring from a philosophical genre that
hopod we had discarded in the PK; legislation and advocates:t hie: A threshold grant program which will etTectivelv channel
low Owinta or minority students toward histitations with low orzero tnition policies.

This ire the language of the bill.
Tv.': A ,,,upplemental grant program to involve some .10.000Outionts per veal', such students beneath tine Iiit:00 threshold but

identified a.4 of "academic promise" anti allow them the -choice" 1.) fhigher elk .4 1-year institutions.
Three: rse of NIP. contracts to stimulate the development of lowcre4 altrnatiws to admitting students of high need to relativelyhigh cost public institutions.
Vhen I wrote these remarks I had a "well" in here. I said, well,this the same definition of the problem and solution thereto put
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forward in 1070 by Professor Amitai Etzioni in a letter to the Wall
Street Journal; to wit, and I quote:

* * * If we can no longer keep the flood gates closed at the admiqsions
office, it at least seems wise to channel the general flow away from 4 year
colleges and toward 2-year extensions of high school in the junior and earn
numIty

I hope as discussion of this measure proceeds we wilt move back
to the, language of "entitlement'' ---a word we argued about in the
1072 amendments and a word which is strangely missing from
H.R. 3471. The word "entitlement" does not appear. We will move
back to the language of entitlement, I hope, and formulate fully
funded legislation at levels appropriate to aggregate need for stu-
dent aid funds in such a manner that no qualified student will -en-
counter the barrier of hick of money and that no segment of our
population be arbitrarily excluded from certain types of institutions
or designated for what I used to call limited opportunity.

I thank you for the opportunity to make these remarks and I
trust that you understand they are in the spirit of' hard thinkingat
hard work, bard bargaining in a free and open forum.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Lane, who is Prof. Amitai Etzioni?
Mr. LANE. He is a public thinker from Columbia.
Mr. I O'HARA. Is he?
Mr. LANE, Yes.
Mr. °Thum. And that letter you read from, what was the major

burden of it?
Mr. LASE. The major burden at the time it seems to me was the

notion that our -pushing for full access to our public institutions
w as a dimunition of standar& in higher education and that those
of us Ao. are already inside the fold shoal(' defend tilt stand:
ards, if necessary, by erecting, not barriers, but kv channeling
students from low income and minority backgrounds tow aids. low
cost institutions rather than letting them into our "bettet" institu-
tions. The quotation is "better"; it is not my charnaelization of thaw.

Mr. O'HARA. ?Ur. Lane, what makes yon think that that is my
approach to the problem?

Mr. LatiE. I do not think that is your approach. I our simply
trying to look at the bill itself and try ing to be exat t about hat
I:think its provisions will produce.

Mr. O'HARA. I am the one that wrote the bill.
Mr. LA>:n. I believe that this bill will base the impact that I am

suggesting in this paper. I do not belie e that is yout bat
I believe that this is the impact this bill will hale so I am suk,gesting
that one look back at the bill from my perspectic and decidk w 'merger
it will lime that impact or that it will not. I do not belie e it is y our
intent ion.

Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Lane, I would like to just correct a few points.
Mr. LANs. Yes.
Mr. O'HARA. My bill does not provide for a BEOG maximum

of $C00, it ,.pro ides for a BEOG maximum of whatetet the maxi-
mint' was in the year before the bill takes effect.
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Mr. I.AsiL. Sir. I bliet- air itioNitled for a maximum
whitli would be the at erage of the :sear before it took effect.

Mr. °Irmo,. Xo, the maximum in the year before.
14,vxr.. Yes. sir.

Mr. O'llAttN. tia th.tt io-eortling to the latest e-Atunates I have
;loosen front the Offu:e of Education. and it keep-, t'oanging and one
d UV'S not hate a trtto)ithitis amount of coatitletue ilt ;coot estimates
olatitt 1.3 :()(i. but the lat.tt %%Mild 1/1 it v.ould be i;1p.0).
Thr% %limo ebfore ate conimittet the otlit;.f silty atilt rokked us to
pro.% nie 3 ritr-rOkir of 151.7.f,l6 fouthi into next :Near and they told
It."; that thus- thoitglit that if the carttoct %sere adopted it would
protide for t toainvers $1,1to next year and that would then
N. the tott11101O1 1110.1/1_1/a1 h 1. 1131diet e't it tIorka out to next ,1%,ear

he the to ands r mine so I don't really fropo$e re-
rbu isirt Ow 1.itglilt1 i"oviit I plulw.-4 1W;2:11-1g 0 latt*It't the
103italttrIt Wt/S the ye 3r biforr.

Then 't%ith IV.711N-1 t ti the too itetct-nt thing. I not iee'that you ay_
()11 att. (Hi' too lt,t,tnt Ilatti% of tie' bait' efeo
Mr. I., u< I tent for remt11 of ti half et,t4 Iiittittttitln

lent I not not, for tit, lean. ti n of the maximum. Ti' k position taken
bt, t- sore pout 1, by the sa,s, and the posit inn I out oxpr-....sing

Ora vi0 iilalit At, 41;0 Viall no /: !kit a should 1
llrtltBl41 1, /10.- .'hiiltl 1.'1114nel:11h to attend thc. 4 teat poldiely

tt =-'tt to <nn-r., and ILA r, gtatlit potgizon of rouelik
se1,1mo ,et r .ka, thierr Ann? eel that fril,t Ill teallt. talk

ot< !,11,s oh mit "t33411iTot tint', It talk:- titian ?41,11,

<1;18,1:' of p, toe.,nl uthet kind:, of

3.1r. 4 I l,l %I:N. Now .t1 iiwAro, Mr. Lane. th3t thc.
4110f6" (1,4. 1 i'AI )W., /14 '11 111.110p lit lth? 1tqun;tl it

531 f O' I. 1111(,, LIO10 and
400'1, ,t1,1<earid hforg, tilt, timmlittee. it r
tn.kt Anil I ,teete 1114 ti -i# rlrt. (lie ion to
\t Vf '00.111-1 vhann,-1 ludo) ttte;:1, lin( I Thl instit$If

`sill guiltt tid..tdme thin chargol taelsith
111.. 1,A.0,,,Wv11. 1 eta not really ;.rultin:.: tent ilia

IstWItil /tit incry0-4,d appropri,,t tor, at
;./--..ft.t, pr;,,#m of !,,tndebt,

)fr. t %.,ti. IT,tit the tiao) i that ell, nuitter e.hat tho tl;tuttni
,et -1 oinnal th, th.tt %wit p put tellaninended

4,111 1" piIc10\ siihi-1 %North', tut half ..,s1 linut,itinn -that
v<iit 14: ch tutirlIng -ttehitts t., iu t Shia MR, ty liVre (titiii eir.4
of .0flttifilli.1 Wil.S''"1)1) or

:1Ir. Fritts.. 4r. I think ec would Is, ha 1, twit og, them foil.
our institeition,L

Mr tilt Ail No. Nt Weq1141 not Right now the .0.4 of atttulitnee
at It fiv ius4;,,r 1 tie Stall Colifoitakt4.ot e,tionded at
Nnnething in Ow iteit7hborlikuitl of zsIlino. ;to I.1, at ;t

%I1ntly okr, to khannel ,todv,tits tottattl 11.1% Lfe,tt ile;titutions if
rein te.00not iel it but not if this hill might hats that tket. tight? .

Nit% Lt.t... Sir, I bat'. not rtcuintswitilell .hannelow them to arc!
lot,. el .iititotot,, ltt fuel. 1 fun ril-tgontt tiding the slpim.site. I did
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requesting that we not write legislation that says that our normal
cost institutions are not appropriate for certain classes of our
citizenry, and I belieVe this bill says that.

Mr. O'HARA- What kinds of institutions are not appropriate?
Mr. LANE. The. bill., says that we should develop low cost and

nontnitionlet in see. -

Precisely- it says, "Develop low cost alternatives to admitting
students of high need to relatively high cost public institutions."
mean this is the NITE provision.

Mr. O'Hiutt. In other words, what we are saying is there must be
some why to bring down costs and then make it. easier for students of
all income levels to attend school?

Mr. LANE. All schOols.
Mr. O'lL.na. Including especially students of restricted incomes

to attend school.
Mr. Lvim To attend all schools appropriate for them, sir.
Mr. O'FfanA. Yes.
Now I don't really consider that I am trying to exclude anybody

from any kind of school and in fact I specifically provide full cost
of education grants Which is something that the old bill didn't
talk about, that your report didn't talk. about. I am proposing to
[maw it possible fur a number of studentsin the neighborhood of
20,000 ,ca,11 yearwho are eligible on a need basis for BEOG to
hale full cos!. of education grants, something that your report would
ha% e cut off at. $2,000 which is not full cost of education anywhere
except at a free community college.

Mr. LANE. Sir, you would use the SLOG program in order to
assure choice for a limited few. Now in our proposal we were
Pg1.3 ing that Federal funds should be used at the grant level to
assure access. We were not saying that the Federal obligation was
to assort: cliuiu for any one. We felt that the loan pro ms coupled
tiith the institution's own resources, if t elion"to keep their
Lusts higher, that these she be us to assure choiop but we did
hot feel thatiLwas the Federal obligation to provide a full cost free

for any student to any institution above those. of average cost.
That. is, if the student indeed wanted to go to an Ivy League

bl..11UUI, we felt the institution had an obligation to use its endow-
ment or loan funds hich should be available guaranteed for that
,student in order to a ore choice. So we did not think it was the

-redetal obligation as a i on line item in the budget to provide choice
but only to provide r the support 'of public education at the
higher edudtion level.

Mr. O'HARA. You indicate on your second page AO, "Academic
ptuutise is defined as indicated by a national list of studtints who
demonstrate high academic promise."

I would like to correct that. We don't define .a:f. all. I saidbut
hut in the bill that they might use such a list. Tla bill dots not define
it as being that list. The Office of Edaation is free to develop
methods -of determining who are the studefits of high piumise but
they may use that list.

"'"frirs,t:_asun we say they may use that list is we recognize that
tinh,ss we gal e them some reference. point to an existing sy stein

(0-4,59-75-----23 tb.
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that it would be' many, many years before they would get out of
the bureaucratic jungle for determining who the recipients should
be and we might all-be dead and gone by that time, so we thiought
we would give them something to use in the meantime while" they
are waiting for the do6tor to come.

Mr. LANE. Sir, you gave, them the 4,,Tational4lerit Scholarship
List as your example. I. worked for that organization and a program
called_ the nationtaaehieement scholarship program for outstanding
Negro students established by an explicit grant from the Ford
Foundation. for the exact reason that the National 3,ferit Scholarship
List did not include many Negro students tvl you in your remarks
mentioned exactly the _program which did not include many Negro
students and still does not.

Mr. O'HARA. Well, if it sloes not, certainly this is the first time
that I have heard that it does not.

Mr. LANE. Then you have heard it authoritatively from the horse's
mouth.

Mr. O'HARA. .Are you tellingine that the national merit scholar-
ship finalist list does not include any Negroes?

Mr. i. 'LANE. Practically none, which is Why the Ford Foundation
pros idea $10 million to establish a different program within the
same structure schich is called the national achievement scholarship
program for outstandine Negro students.

Mr. O'HARA. How does that work?
Mr. LANE. 'Well, originally it worked by not using the testing

procedure but by 'solii,iting.nominations from prineipals, guidance
people, admissions people, in the schools and in the Negro coin
munity in order to find out V% ho the outstanding Negro students
%%ere. It happens they are not necessarily the high test scorers on
the national qualifyzyg test. I think this is public, record.

Mr. OITARA. Well, I am not aware. If that is so, this is the first
time I became aware of it. I don't dispute that because I don't know
if it is or it isn't and I certainly take your word for the fact that
there are very few.

Mr. LANr.'lliank you. Almost none.
Mr. O'HARA. But, I think of enure if you went to a need has,0

thing using BEOG as your needs test that you go further
down on that list.

Mr. LANE. Well, if yon go down MAO. there are ahem t in blocky.
Tin: other problem is that mall an exatnination is on a fee basis

in the tit-t Ow.. I mean it is ilbinit S1.50 per student. so mast of the
people sse No11111i6 to target on do not normally take this exami-
nation. 1,r those exainmailons in the high sde,tol. so wc are charging
them for admission for cnns;tleratiou by the fee dr% ke of a test.
This }wafers ant an entitlement but Issornes a kind of hck's test
or means te,,,t for acres, to what ,Welit$ to k un e,ltli lame fAt... All
right.

Second, if they qualify for the threshold under IT.R1':lifT1.they
mas,t then qualify more on a Fr:Z.s of itiettsures all of which are also
related t43 :416.114-0110111ii! `int .11`. I 09 testify- as in expert. Every

tvc ran Lk clop is rehasla to MK to otl'Onnitlie stand;. So the* higher ,
t he y are oti a ;ioc.ois-otionik or a . :sale of economic will being.
tllN tnor lilly they are to prothve this thing that )ou are calling
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academic proniise as measured by any instrumentation we have
today which is why you are asking the NIF. to try-to develop other
kinds of instrumentation.

Mr. O'Ilana. Well, except that if you take this "list it would have
one particular difference and that is that in looking for your 20,000
you would look only at those whose income levers qualified them
for BEOG grants so you would bo drawing from a different kind
of a sample. You would start off with your national merit scholarship
list and you would immediately take off of it every one whose income
level would not qualify them for a BEOG grant, trathen when you
looked at those that remained, I am not at all certain -that it would
under represent black students. Now. maybe it would, maybe, it
would not, I just don't know, but I think there is a serious question
about that.

Mr. La.. Sir, the weight! of my testimony, I would like it to
be clear, is that I am predieting that. it would under represent black
students and thatiis the weight of my testimony. I don't wish to
argue about it but thakis what I-am testifying. . .

Mr. O'HARA. In your statement with respect to the loans you
indicate that my proposal would hold the level of appropriation
constant on the BOG program.

My proposal places no ceiling, whatsoever, it provides for the
appropriation of such sums as may be required.

:fir. LAN& No. I am siiggesting that the total financial aid pre-
visions are roughly $1,7, $1.8, $2,-- billion, something lik4 theta and
that it bolds tie appropriation for student financial aid roughl_t
constant so that if you don't appropriate more money you are really
shifting the objects to get money. All right

am on record elsewhere as saying that the kind of financial aid
program that I think the constituency deserves would be at they
level of Cq billion per year. For instance, as long as we 'are talking
about Si billion er Near0%e are grot-Av underestimating the real
aggregae, need fur post-sixondwy education and it becomes iul

whet needs we can satisfy in any one particular year.
:Tr? OHARA. So you think we ought to write a program that

envisag4 appropriations of 'SS billion.
Mr. Loyd, Yes. sir. I believe we should support high r education

for the Anieriean people.
Mr. O'Ilana. Then we should fight for an appropriation in the

amount of ;5,A billion?
Mr. LaNr.. Yes, Fir.
Mr. O'flana. And if we lase, then what? Do you think this pm

gram as written fur Sa billion would week very good if we got coub
billion?

Mr. LANE. I do not believe we would kit:, sir. I do not believe we
should losze.

Mr. OTata. I am practically the Luther of the full funding
on know.
Mr. Loa!, Yes, sir, I know.
Mr. O'llana. I recognize tin' rxe:Ability that you could
Mr. LaNT. I know, sir. [Laughter.]
I am trying to r.upport the position I hiak is really your..
Mr. O'Iiutt. Thank you. [Laughter.)

35ifit
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The. gentleman from Minnesota who is the ranking minority
member of the full committee has indicated that -he needs prompt
recognition because he wishes to get over to the pules Committee
to testify against an amendment-I offered to the School Lunch :
Act. [Laughter.] . ,

. ... ,

I have a hunch that Mrs. Chisholm, the gentlewoman from 1TOW
York, may let him go first.

3Irs. Crusndar. Yes, definitely. .

Mr. O'HARA. Well, I was afraid of Plat. They ganged,up on
me. .

I will yield to Mr. Quie.
Mr. Qurs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your testimony, Mr. Lane. I want to address myself

to one point that the Chairman raised because I concur with prec-

ut!! in favor of an entitlementthattheitedetal-thy Taythe-
that ane-half, of cost would beeand I have indicated before that I

oPPortNity it may mean, that. you have to spend twice as much
money. I think the same thing is true of higher education, that the
need of sane students is it much more expensive education.

military and secondary education. To give an equality of educational
opportunity does nut. mean that you give the same dollar education
to everybody. For some people to have an equality of educational

semi. the effect, it seems to me, is going to be similar to the G.I.

Wally all of your testimony. The one point is the ene-half of cost.

institution.

The Chairman. indicated that if you drop the one-half of cost, no
matter what, level you set the entitlement, whether it is $1,400 or

hill. You are then having undue encouragement to atiend a low cost

The purposo of the onelhalf of cost is what we put in last Pile so

We have the same situation, it. seems, in many .programs in ale-

_ 4-414--tif whateterThatisjiiit-as we do in the GI bill. The purpose
of the one-half cost is that every student then has- to'seek some other
means of paying for a part of, thaw education, not just with the ,'
entitlement.

The Federal Government even mists there with the SEOG, the
work study, the NlISL. where tile subsidized loans ought to come
for convenience, plus other grants, State help and what have von.
This is the.only way, it seems to me, that the institutions which
provide the additional opportunities for the stotienia at tlie low
cost institutions can really compete. They feel that they can com-
pete if they can go out and hunt for a package along with everyone
41-0 hunting for a package. But if some institutions do not have to
limit for the prtekage, then they are at un undue disadvantage.

Mr. LAM:. Mr. Quie, I Think I agree and my remarks are ort of
grouping what I thirfk the *obligation is. I nun not -.ally suggesting
that the Federal rsporisibtilty is to come up with the whole package.
I happen to Inlieve in or concur with the recommendations of the
t arnegie Courted which would end the bill which would increase the

etleril contribution to the. State and. Senate ,grants because I
think if mere State plograms get started and these increase that
/retrial the Federal contrileitioe is', ill .lie reduced and matched by
Mate frind,-1, et cetera, so that them is a whole package thing here
in ellich I urn nut looking at any one pieee of it. I am suggesting

35 r,
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that there are alternatives to ER. 3471 which ought to be sitting
side by side with it as you gentlepersons have to go through your
deliberations of this year which is a crucial year for us.

Mr. QUIE. I am glad to have that clarification of your testimony

because I think that the whole package is an important part of the

concept of helping students. I don't diminish in any `way my interest

and support of BEOG in saying that about the whole package.

Thank yov, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OWARA. Mr. Lane, I didn't understand you to say that you

chanced your mind about the half cost limitation, did I, in response
to Mr. Quie'S-question.

,
Mr. LANT. I don't think I did. I think the half cost limitation

should be struck. I think it should be struck. My argument is that
by striking it you are establishing a maximum which has a different
effect. You see, if you are establishing a maximum which is lower

than the BEOG that some people are now getting
Mr. O'lLutt.. No; the, maximum would be a the. maximum level

anybody is now getting.,In otherwords, no one will.get less.
Mr. LANE. I did not understand the legislation that way. I did

not 'understand that no one would get less.
Mr. O'HARA. No one gets less and westrike the half cost limitation_
Now would you or would you not favor under those circumstances

strikibg the half cost limitation? .

Mr. LAN7,. I am in favor .of striking the half cost limitation.
Mr.' O'HARA. I want that to be clear because Mr. Quie is against it.
Mr. LANE. I am in favor of it.
Mr, 04I,Ar.A..}1e and_ T are_goingio fightint and I don't want

him quoting you to me, saying that you are on his side.
Mr. LANE. I am in favor of striking the half cost Iimitatien. I

am not in favor of the maximum that I think is in the bill. I will
go back and look at it carefully and see 'whether I agree with your
interpretation.

[Mr. Lane subsequently wrote the following letter:j
INSTITUTE FOR SERVICES To Eormsnon, INC.,

Washington, D.C., April 2 /975.
11 n. lemma G. O'HARA,
Chairman,, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Committee on Mica-

tioir, and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives, Rayburn, Muse Office
Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Mn. O'llAnA: In testimony before the Subcommittee on Post-Secendery
Education on 19 March 1975, 1 referred to the maximum BEOG to beltwarded
under the provisions of the bill as $600.00. I note here my error.

Upon rereading the bill introduced as H.R. 3741 I note in a subparagraph
numbered (3) and appearing on page 3 the language: "which doesItnt &weed
$000, or the maximum grant paid under this program during e academic
year beginning in 1975, nti.chever t7PfliAT "

I note that the Chronicle of 'higher Education in its issue of 21 March
1975 Interprets this maximum to be 3300. , ,

Either figure is still too low to allow a BEOG-recipient Wattend "as a
matter of entitlement" the foukeyear public institut&ea already' supported b,
the taxes of hl§ parents and us community. That was the substance of my
testimony on the particular point. r ,

I apologize for my misreading.
Good wishes.

&merely,
Buu;t Lk r, Research Associate.

t

3 564, '3
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.
Mr. Olfott. The gentlewoman from New "fork.

CIILStIoLlt. Thank you very Much, Mr, Chairman.
. Under the ourtentdaw the StitAblitlintillt of eligibility fear a basic
opportunity grata is rift family income phis 4-1...ets. Under
tti ,partlettlar bill a ant. still tx diroinateti,

Ni) % Aould this affect the arce-is of students front for families
to the basic apportattrty grants.?

Mr. LINT., If one. take:, fv,..ets out of tliat bosh of national Inate.rial
lt W6.1111.4 whieli can be oNed or can be ta.x.e.c1 for discretionar4-
th<0i.s. 7f eyerybody -woo nay zieeet c.ifirift be required to use any
r.ttion of az,so.f., to ,iii.vort tbr JO1,1ton in higher education,
t. that extent you ilK-tta:At the quoit/et of ficrsous or families who
ut eligible for ancient limmial aid.

Now if you do not iixclea.99: the appropriation at the same time.
Oats' this olt:rkta,e ih,at the emit n,,,e soinanaly,so it is_at the xpens,e

person, or rot ,4tifilent financial aid. You
t*(14.1-1(- the t(ml eligible without enlarging the pie from,!

r i s e fond, 9 will come. thetofo, it 1:1 at the capon:se of some-
body. You the amoont neitwy available t o the poor. to the
dm ai,o/ to 1/1(95; who apply' late in systems
inNolving tiliaricial aid,

Citt-viru.st 1413 gae-stson. On page 2., I believe, where
'.45741,

tirtiot 1.4.10* Vki P. 471. toito.mil 114 ut Rudvnts 410
4...n..p,,,r,Ake e..tviositili it att. Nigivu.11 Alent Sdlolarbtap

to toltol 191" at it,.:1(i. -9-0:41(iewr of the toll.

I toald to p. ors re.,/44/ l,rrveitig with sou 41 terms, of the fart
t*.itat few niiiiieit storlents hate a s.ef' been on that "National
;Arent S.11fthIP4).-Ip "Ickq. I know that as a former educator from
Cie :Mite, of Now Yotk a..d esprking for the hoard of regents and

in tarvt State for r.,fifilare.ips fr.r naority students.
ISleild you riot ata,v., therefore, that this greater academie promise

that its hear oI awah-s vOr jo.turita whO AM in
the 1sO'4.4ir'n -to f4L'ore high nis testisl That must be our basic eon-

brea-use indeed in t.b.e Nferit S.:holarship List-
pia have to.:ry, ber,) few tainot.t) whetlm they be blacks

.,or elliennos-or Puertit, ticans.
Nolt the 'SECO) ki goolg to I.' J. Elir.,,ibiltty for the SLOG

may be elusitge4 froni the b-$1 of need to the ha.,is of merit. Don't
you feel that.ne ulsuultl le.ve a olefitiitiott of y,li ibility that would
milled.- atm-lent" who woard tie' ;r be in this f Atcgory because of all
the historical reivions for !heir ritq or baling been included?

I -woultt like your reaction to,. that because if you are going to
r3,tk about merit 11otOs, whit sloes 'Mt! ft !Dealt 1413 rrban League iu
,NVW ydrit took a tomsber of JP)pko...., real atopoilts. who were oast

*.t.eide, for the. edtatione. Hash loaVisod we doseoverkl Abell many
young people entered .:".011vge in New York, that we bad five

ge.ttinies on our Hand'.
fi you were. going ,to e ffu'ito '0.:-.14enuf! promise on the basis of

,,,oring.bi,g1, on a text s ho b i% usually etilturally and socially. and
rearinmleally laicrrs., the ,44.9.htifs I reft.i to alio, are eloilw trenien-

tg.1: %len 118/tAr'' A lorti-tai 011.14.4 .-,tUdying to be surgeons wonlvi
1,

3
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never have been eligible based on this question of merit. This bothers
me: Can you help The to relieve some of my both w?

Mr. LANE. I cannot help you to relieve youMothers. I think
they are well stated and more eloquently stated than I could state
them myself. The last years of my career has been as president
of the National Scholarship Service to fund for Negro students.
My reason for working there was exactly this, that we were attempt -
trtg improved counseling and guidance to show that we have
developed all sorts of talented students in our population who do
not show this on tests.

It is related to socioeconomic class, it is related to cultural bias.
iIt is not simply a black problem, t is not, simply a minority

problem; it is a problem in Appalachia, it is a problem. in Michigan,
It is It problem in the difference between the union worker and the
management worker. If you look at the tests, the "National Merit
List" will have more people from management than from labor. If
you look in New York, Brooklyn, it is exactly the same thing.
To introduce this bias again into something which is talking abort
access and choice seems to me unconscionable.

Mrs. Cmsrrorzt. Thank you. '
I have no further questions.
Mr. 0114uo. Are there a lot of management whose incomes would

qualify them for BEOG grants, do you think?
Mr. LANE. Under this Dill, if I read it right, I would start

studying ways to see if I couldfor the time my kids are in
collegitreduce my income for those 4 to 10 years td zero. I put
everything in assets and I wont(' reduce My income simply so I \
came up with a net loss for each of these years. I can cite a
number of examples of well known people who have a net loss or
zero income for a particular year and they qualify for BEOG.
There are millionaires with zero income.

Mr. O'HArtn. Well, there may be millionaires with zero taxable
income if they have their money in tax exempt municipal bonds or '

something but--
Mr. LANE. There are quite a few. The College Scholarship Serv-

iceover the weekend I was looking at a new run which Jim Bow-
man and Jim Nelson have done in which they can show the rela-
tionship between assets and income, and it is not as you postulate it
in tour bill. You are taking a, significant part of our national corpus
nnr f wiont vie consider discretionary income available for the
parental support of public education.

Mr. O'llms. [lien you agree with the notion, I take it, that if
you have a widow who lives on social security who has college age
children and she has a home or an equity in a home that she should
be required to sell the home in order to finance her children's educa-
tion? You think that is OK?

Mr. LANE. I am a member of the Council of the College Scholar-
ship Service and each, year I do examine data with other people
through a governance procedure to help arrive at what we think
is appropriate public policy for looking at assets, and so forth and
I usually agree with their positions because they are well reasoned.

Mr. 011nitA. In the specific instance I gave you, do you think
that is fair?

3f5&.
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Mr. LANE. The specific instance* is the instance of widows?
Mr. O'HARA. Yes, with an equity in a home.
Mr. LANE. And with limited earnings for the future. I believe

there should be a reservation of those assets and that'the children
of such a widow should be eligible for Federal assistance. I believe
that those assets should be preserved to the widow.

Mr. O'HARA. So my approach is OK if we rule out home equities
then, is that it?

Mrs Lawn. No.
Mr. O'Hans. No ?
Mr. LANE. It depends on the value of the home equities. I do not

think that we can just simply avoid the problems of determining
which, assets we are going to assess and which we are not. The
instance you raised was the one of the difference between faun equi-
ties and business equities and I think it is a 'cry hard problem,
but I don't think we simply avoid it by ruling out the taxing
of all assets. Those assets are real. Now it happens that the farm
assets are less liquid as a rule than the business assets but that is a
reality of life, it seems to me. We tax them differently.

ME 011Am. I am a little surprised at your lack of concern about
some of the injustices that are worked by the current. assets test.
You didn't come through clearly to me that you were saying, "We
think it is appropi Lae to change the assets test; we just want
to change it in afferent ways than' you, O'Hara."

That is not what you told me. You told me in your statement
that you want to keep it.

Mr. LANE. I object to eliminating assets from what we are looking
at and from what we tax for the support of higher education. If von
ask what I really believe, I believe that higher education 6110111I1
be funded out of the Federal corpus. I believe that higher education
should be a tax line item in the Federal budget. We are not
talking about that, we are talking about soinething short of that.
As long as public policy is that higher education will be partly
publicly supported and partly privately supported, then I believe
we tax assets.

Mr. O'HARA. I think that we have a lot of injustice as a result of
the taxation. I think if a worker is unemployed, loses his job.
has no income, that we should not call upon him to sell his house
in order to finance hiti kid's education. T think there are many other
examples that eoeld be cited, and I think We have to look into that
problem.

I yield to the gentleman friim Pennsylvania.
Mr. EsmantAx. I would ask the gentleman to think of this when

he goes home. I come from Pennsylvania Dutch country where
the people are very .prudent. You know a prudent person is going
to gain more assets in a lifetime than a person who is not prudent.
I agree with the chairman for different reasons. Maybe he and I
are m agreement for different reasons. I don't think we should
unduly penalize the,prudent person who strimped and bal, .:3.1 to buy
a house where someone else rented during their lifetime and w tut
the same scrimping and saving could leave also bought a house.
I could go down \through another long list whit h I tvoil"t do but
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it seems to me the present asset yardstick does penalize the prudent

person and I will just leave that thought.
Mr. O'HARA. The gentleman from Alabama.
Mr. litTertANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It rears to me there may be some middle ground on this subject,

Mv Chairman. I would like to ask the witness about it, and he has
indicated something about it already.

There is some difference between a millionaire who has no income
and your middle - income homeowner who has to sell his home to

educate his children. The gentleman from'Pennsylvania can correct
`me if this is not the case, but I understand that in Penne-Or/min
there is a law which excludes V50,000 in assets and then in Cho case

of disabled, deceased, or retired parents there is $10,000 per child
in addition. Now these figures may not be right but would you say
some condition like that might be reasonable?

Mr. LievE. It seems to me, if I am correct., both the College
Scholarship Service and ACT in their formulations have reservations
of assets which are not to be taxed which are a function of the age
of the person, the status of the person, in terms of head of family,
no homeowner. deceased, and so forth. These thhigs, it seems to me,

are reasonable but they have to be examined from tifp.e to time.
I am saying that simply to say that we are not going to look

et assets is a statement of public policy and it should be examined
in that light. I think you should be clear that you are making' a
real determination of publie policy if you say private assets are not
to be used for the support of someone's education. You have
the right to make that determination but you ought to know thus
that is an important decision, it is not merely a little decision in
the bill.

Mr. Iii-cinese.x. Perhaps somehow the majority side would like to
'ensue that in the form of an amendment, some such formula.

Now you mentioned also that there are five States that are the top
five States with concentrations of industrial assets and five with
agrieultnral assets. Can you list those States now for the record?

Mr. LANE. I don't think I have it with me. I may have intention-
ally not brought that.

Mi. Ilieemx.x. Will you provide it, for the record?
Mr. LANE. I can tell you roughly what it shows. This is a sample

pallid from applicants fur financial aid through the financial Col-
lege Aid Service. There are five States from which r percent of the
busineeswhat do you call it- form A, which is the listing of busi-
ii"s assets, is concentrated. Thosi five come from the seven most
pop/dims Stales in the country. Five of them are of the top seven.,
in plitilezion according to the census.

The five with farm assete. one of them is among the largest, the
other four ,-ire from the middle western breadbasket ,State -corn,
wheat, and so forth. There is only one State that is on both.

Mr. iit'eltNN, What you get down to is what really concerns me.
You are going to haw a limited put. I don't known how you can
get around the fact that the pot at the end of this appropriation
proeese is going to he smaller than the troll arnoont required to meet

380
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all the needs and while that may be highly regrettable, that is the
way it is going to be, in my judgment.

So you have areas where -there are concentrations of poor young
people, like the Southern Statesthe one I_represent is a-poor State.
You have within the States, rich and poor school districts where
there are concentrations of such need. One of my concerns is this
and I appreciate your counselwe take a hard look at exactly what
this does'itWi is that the net effect of this kind of change in the
law is that we drain money not only from poor kinds but from
areas where there are concentrations of poor kids into a smaller
number of wealthier States and households, for that matter, and
think this is a matter of real concern.

I appreciate your testimony.
Mr. LANE. ThAth you.
Ate. BucrEA-Na.x. Do you concur that this could an an effect?
Mr. LANE. The long-range effect of simply taking assets out of

the calculation for eligibility will drain funding Lee. Federal .pro
grams toward States ;here there is a concentration of farm and/Or
business assets and that must. be at the expense of States which do
teA have it concentration of these aSSeta wdess Alt appropriation has
increased.

Mr. BUCHANAN. jthank you.
Thank you, Mr. Ohairman.
Mr. n'Y tr.:. Mr. Simon.
Mr. Strum. Just a comment. .

First of all I would be interested, and I think other members_of
the subcommittee would be interested, in any possible amendments
that you might suggest. I think L even speak for the Chair in that
regard. I'm sure he would be interested in taking a look at any such
amendments. / -

Just one comment. As one who is learning all the various agencies
11.'4 so.torth, I notice that the Ns itnessesand I am not picking on
yonVere now, sirgenerally refer to BEOG as 130G but no one
refer3 to SEOG as SOG. I don't knoW why this is so. [Laughter]

The geneial thrust .7 what you are suggesting is that we have to
maximize opportunities, and this does not happen to apply in my
district. In the State- of Illinois the, higfies dropout rate is, among
our Spanish speaking students, the Mexican and Puerto Rican, where
there is in addition to other cultural problems the problem btu rier of
language. That concerns me a little also as we move into this area.

I have no -further comments, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OILta.a. Well, thank you very much for your testimony, 111r.

Lane. I would indeed join with Mi. Simon in seeking your sug-
gestions.

M. LANE. Thank you.
Mr. °SARA. It is now 10 minutes after r. we. have two

remaining witnesses. I am very much afraid that our next witness
is one that has done a .great deal of work wit lY the subcommittee,
he has been very helpful to the subcommittee, and I am sure his
statement is one that all of us ave interested. in, I am very much
afraid that if we got started that wg Von.'t lie able to complete his
statement before the bells ring and we all have to rush out of here.

3 ';
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I am Ivonderine! jf it would be all right if ice recessed the meeting
now and came ba'"ck at 2 o'clock, I advise.you that the two remaining
witnesses are witnesses that hay e %cry important testimen y and I
would,hope that the niembers of the subcommittee could .a.ake it
back.

That is 2 o'clock in this room.
Without objection, the subcommittee will stand in recess until 2

o'clock this afternoon when we. will heat from Mr. Ben Lawrence,
director of the Niktional Center for nigher Education Mat4igcmcnt
Systems, accompanied b\ Dr. Wayne ICirsilling, and Mr. Richard
M. Millard, director of Higher Education Services, Education Com-
mission of the States.

[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the subcororkittee recessed, to rewit-
yen° at 2. p.m., the same day.]

AFTER RECESS

[The Subcommittee on Postsecondary, Edinatiou icvniircried at
2:25 p.m., Hon. James G. O'Hara, chairman of the subcomthittee,
presiding.]

Mr. O'Hitn4. The subcommitteewill come to order.
Our next witness on the continuation of this motning'S meeting

dealing with H.R. 3471, and associated bills is Mr. Ben Lawrence,
who is director of the National Center for Higher EdUcation Man-
agement Systems.

Mr. Lawrence, if you and your associates would please take the
witness table we would be very happy' to 'hear from you.

Mr. Lawrence. is accompanied by Dr. Wayne Kinchling, whose
name we throw around tins subcommittee quite a bit.

STATEMENT OF BEN LAWRENCE, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CENTER
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION MANMEMENT SYSTEMS, ACCOM-
PANIED BY DR. WAY NE R7BSC1 114G

Mr. LAWRENCE, Mr. Chairman amt members of the subcommittee,
our purpose today is to try to be of assistance with regard to the
uIIaioi of the bill that you arc onAdering. This is not to I.ay that
ne don t have personal opinions about many aspects of your bill.
But that is not the prime purpose of our appeacance today.

In that connection, I would like to remind you that in anotittr
context, we have done some previous work using one of the formulas
that now appears in your bill. In the last 2 or 3 weeks, we have
ieceived a number of telephone calls front individuals who quoted
dollar numbers mut associated them with your bill. We wondered
why thispwas happening. This morning we discotered a printed sheet
of such numbers. .We don't. know inhere it came from. It uses our
previous analysis in connection with your bill..We would like to
enter it into the record. It doesn't bear any relationship to your bill
whatsoever. In the context of your discussion today, these numbers
are completely fallacious and inappropriate.

Mr. O'HAn..y. They will be entered in the record at this point.
[Information referred to follows:]
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O'ILut.%. Let nu add from the Chair that I don't know where
it capt . from either. That is the first I have seen it.

Mr. LxvrtetNcE. It is totally unidentified.
Mr. 011,411.. I think perhaps the person' who proposed it was

wise in not identifying it.
LAWuzlicr.. We nZuld also like to say that the National

Center for Higher Education Management Systems does not take
positions 1,014 any kgistation whatsov,ei. We are here in our personal
z.apacitieS, to tly to assist the committee, and we might slip into
senturing a pet Kula opinion occasioliallA. But our purpose ispri-
nuttily to descrie the analNsis that Dr. harselding and Ins associates
hate undertaken and to kelp you determine what might happen'
under various circumstances if this bill were implemented.

After these few remarks from me, I think it appropriate that.
Dr. Kinichling finally appear in person bi;fore son. Ion have heard
much about his %%ode. 1 ItL asked him to delis er the bulk of our

Mr. ICUL41111.1".6. 3r: CLaitrnan, and members of the subcommit-
te, we would like to direct our prepared remarks to three specific
portions of H.R. 3471.

First, *WV uoulcl like to comment on section 41513. This section
lot sci ayes alnew Jumada for allocating State student incentive grant
rands among the States. /

Second, we would like 4o comment on section 496. This section
pioposes to ...ieate new refund, disclusuie, and tuition requirements.

. Third, we would like to comment on the fixal section in MR.
31.71, which would establish bunts experimental programs under the
Nrational Institute of Education.

I will begin by taking up the question of the new allocation
foiniala in the SS1G program. At the request of the Chairman of
fl......:..d,committce, we hate accomplished a rather lengthy and some-
wi.at Lot tied analysis of this portion of the resolution. The major
part of our results has already been forwarded in a report to the
Chaivntil and to the staff of, the subcommittee. I would like to talk
aitenit the maim findings of that analysis and a few findings that
we didn't include in that report.

I want to make three kinds of comparisons.
First a rompaiison of the proposed method of allocation to The

current method.
S .oral a compel icon of the proposed $200-million program to the

current $20-million program.
Lastly for investigative purposes, we will propose some modifica-

tions to the formula and then look at the results with respect to
individual States and groupings of States.

Let me begin by comparing the cm rent method of allocation in
the SSIG program to the proposed method.

Currently, SSIG funds arc distributed among the States on the
basis of the total number of students enrollee' in each State. While
the legislathie language doesn't describe it this way, it established
in effect an merage award per student, which is the same for all
States, Each State's SSIG allocation is determined by multiplying
this average award by the State's total enrollment. To give you some

GO
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idea of the'inagnitudee inxoled, if a $200 to:Ilion program were
initiated, this aeeragd student .award would be approVmately 'er
per student.

Under the proposed method, the funds weuld still,bedir.tAibutetle
on the basis of each State's total enrollments. But the average award
per student would cliffei from State to State. The award per student
figure would van among tile States from a low of zero dollars to a

I want to emphasize that the prolemecl etetioigt dove not affect the
allocation among States on the basis of total enrollments. What it
does affect is the award per student. Instead of an average figure
being applied to all States, a unique figure is calculated for mcli

lhe proposal in setcion 41.I3 then is that these per-student
awards should be determined the effort each State is making to
support higher education.

The State making, the iiirgest effort woluld. receive the highest
award pet etedent. All other States would receive a proportional.'
amount per :Ancient, depending ,on how their 'respective efforts
stacked up againet the effort of the highest State.

The definition of State effort contained in section 415B has, two
major components. The first deals with relative dollar efforts. The
second deals with relative enrollment efforts. We would like net to
delve into these components but Lather to look at sowof the iteietcts
on individual States that would remilt if this proposed method. of
inciisuriug State effort/is used.

In our VIM. the tufehod of allocating program funds should be
chosen to conform w ith program intent. 1 tionk it is significant to
recall the name of this program, whiel, is the State efficient inventive
grant program. Ifetwe I think that adoption of the proposed alloca-
tion formula would represent more than just the endorsement of a
new formula. It aleo would represent the eridoreeraeot of a new
system of irfetlitiVezi for individual State e.

The ifIrIltilt.t: king promoted here for individual States litchi-de
the folluwil. t I Increwed access, (!) an Ira:entire for iiicreaeed
expenditureon higher education; arid (3) an .ncoitive for lowering.
or at Iva :A tuitioa tine

We know tiit tata111 ItierlibPrz4or,the higher education comniiiiiitv
ttoutti :support it epeem of irreentives. In all falfneoe3;0,1:::fi,,,
It shotthi 11.1 110/10111 0/It Oita inceilte.es nia% he' MOW

in principlo train io fact. Ate Flnibent of
quite tinntli; may;" atictivit :ppnoiltig $1,-YA:t t $1,,Sit}1 pr

.15 let, utrertl noted, the aw:ink per. stieleiit differ dm-.
iouong tlir Stare., itrOlt.:r,411.1 r11.41011 of allocatket

e. Reed. t tiff 44111111iit'wo 41141V: tiOtt t 0.0 St 10,':!',3, 1.61114 'Iv: Nee no funds
per :-,ttident. Two labor Stat±N would reeeive ever ..-e41..0 per strident.
All other Stab-- woobi fait -kiniettliere betwc,_It two eNtiimazt.

If we look If aPs,...ati(111, tistlk_ an*, tiltially dramatic. romitN
Soule, Stab-, iatiod teew, no fond, under t1,32. program. and allele,
would i.e-4,,t a loo rtlAtit" rOpte:Sakt
Ntry1111 ?, I 111..) if lull I iwpil 1,0 Wive out the feet that This new Mothol

of allot-atom g( arc:4' to h s.. ao,t er,t Stigt":-
It i.- ow A 'Wall

high ee see per4student.
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le it. is 1A-rattly ebb ittus to all, I still want to point out that in
atr r *gate dollar Lense, there is still noampact. We are still talk-

t distribeting the same ansitit of money. The question is
only how is 1:-..ettattu 4 1,7 ai going to re-allocate funds to dif=
ferott kir-a/sof States and to the various individual States'i

Our anahse showed that if the proposed method were to he
&merited, 4Liid we assume the same total appropriation, more States
would lose funds than won't? gain. .

I think it is also rustruetive to see what would happen to certain
grt :ups of States. In our analysis for the suht.ommittee, we looked
at five types of State groupings. We grouped the States by region,
by total enrollmeot, by per capita income, by enrollment to-popula-
t ton ratios, and by per- capita expenditures on higher education.

While our andysts showed many, significant. impacts, let me iden-
tify only. some of the more dramatic ones,

First, the proposed method of allocation would allocate more
funds to States in the West and the Southwest than if the current
method of allocation were kept in force.

Second, it mould allocate more funds to the States has ing small
total enrollments. However. the 10 States with the very smallest
enrolhonts pouldireceive fewer funds.

Third, it fsould allocate inure funds to The ides with the,highest
per-capita, income.

Fourth. it would allot ate more funds to States which hate pro-
pm tit.nately the highest enrollments, taking into account total State
population.

And last, it mould allocate more funds to the States spending the
most on higher education on a per caliita basis.

Whether or nut these impacts are viewed ns desirable, there was
.no deliberate intent in, drafting section 115B, I think, that the first
tree of these eiTeels should happen. I refer to the allocation of more
funds to the West and Southssest, more funds to higher-per-capita-
inorne States, and more funds to the smaller States.

The last two impacts -more funds to States which are enrolling;
relatively more students and more funds to States which are spend--
ing more on a per-capita basis- I Walk are part and parcel of a
built-in bias in the formula towards these kinds of States. These are
precisely the kinds of incentives being promoted by the formula
which is suggested here.

Let me go on to an important consideration.
What is now being proposed is a $2,00-million program. Currently

in force is a $20-million program. If we look at how many States
mould actually lose income from implementing this new proposal,
our analysis shoes that only two States would receive less funds
than they are currently receiving. The 48 other States and the
District of Columbia mould all receive mere funds than they are
reeeiving this year.

The lust section of MR. 3417. I would like to talk about, relative
to State incentis e funds, has to do with what steps might be taken
to ease the transition from the current system of incentives to the
new system proposed in this legislation.
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'We recognize that increased appropriation* for this program
would help to ease the transition to the new method of allocation.
The impacts of the new allocation formula on the in "vidual States
and on groupings of States were so dramatic, has ever, that we
decided to look ae't the effects of some modification )ur intent was
not to suggest implementation of these modifications but rather to
sletermine if there were ways in which- the transition could be ac-
eomplished more smoothly. Some of these Investigations were in-
cluded in our analysis report and others were not. We would like to
mention two alternatives that may already have been considered
by this sulicommittee.

The first alternative would be to distribute only a portion. of the
appropriated funds on the basis of the new method of allocation.
If the remainder were distributed on the current. basis, we think
this might help to ease the transition to full use of the proposed
method.

A second alternative would be to put less emphasis on some of
the terms in the proposed formula of State effort. The, formula as
now constructed puts Nita/ weight on all terms. ghat is, expenditures
are weighted equally with enrollments. We explored the potential
effect of putting different weights on different elements in the
formula. I would _like to report very briefly on two of our,
investigations.

- In both investigations, we picked some kind of severe weighting
scheme. We proposed to put zero vs eight on some of the terms, just
to see what the impact would be.

In our first investigation, we reduced the weight on the tuition
and feetferm to zero. ks you will recall, in the proposed formula,
tuitions and fees at public institutions are subtracted from State
expenditures on institutionla and student aid. The results of deleting
tuition and fees were significant. In many instances, the impact of
shifting from the current to the proposed formula was reduced by
more than a little. In a few instances, the impact was increased by
only a small amount.

These results held true whether wilk were looking at individual
States or at, groupings of States. As tine example, -the per student
awards that eacli' State would be eligible for now varied from a low
of $10 per student to a high of $57 per qudent. You will recall that
in the proposed method, the lows and highs were zero dollars and
$.".6. Hence one significant may of easing the transition to the new
allocation formula would bd initially to put very littla weight on
the tuition and fees-term.

Our second investigation olved putting a zero weight on the
entire first, component of State effort, In effect, expenditures, tuitions,
fees, and personal income components were ream ed from the form
ula. What was left was the component which dealt with the effort
each State was making to enroll students. Iii the formula, this effort
is measured by the ratio of students to population.

We expected that this modification would substantially weaken
the initial impacts of the proposed formula. Our hunch was correct.
Per-student awards now varied from $16 to $.5:3still a significant
range, but quite a more moderate result than the original zero to

54-15E:- -74-24 A
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4.'''at Hence another significant way of cli,iiig the rrateLtion to the
new allocation formula would be to initially put a brad' weight on
the expenditure. tuition, fees, and personal income twos. 'nits moth
ficatiou %smile be substantially mote effective in easing the trunsitint
than would the einiivi modification, which involved just ttutioti and

In passing. we would like to point out that other sections in the
proposed r solutien also `lot olye allocating funds aivog the States.
I speeilieally refer to the work stutIA: program an,el, the dirzet loam
to students program. Both of these Sl'A:t PALS invoke a formula to
allocate eppeophations among the States. It is proposed that both
programs utilize a method of allocation terytkinular to the method
currently iNed in the SSIG program. .

it Since we hate not concluded au analysis of that two programs,
we of rinr:^e I anima speak vely authoritative'y mu whether or notse ape diffen cs in methods of allocation make sehse. However, it
does seein important to bole that these two programs are ultimately
administered at the 'eta of the individeal institution. It seems to
us, then, to lei' a 1 easOilable clpectati011 that the allecationsin these

. two programs euuld take mole than just Stites into account.
I would like now to move on to the last two portions of our

remarks. We IN ill comment first on section 4t36, which deals with
refund, d.selosure. and, tuition wiptiieruelits. And we WA] conclude
with comments on the t xpeeine.,...,1 programs that are being pro-
Posed for the National Institute for Education.

Relativv to 106. we would like to raise some warning flags about
some of the specific requirements laid out in this .section. More
importantly, v.., want to call your attention to SUlln, steps that are
king taken winch go beyond what is Sliggested here and which need
to be supported.

We wish to make two cautienary points. The first venters on the
language of IN, which states a requitemcnt fur -data regarding the
manlier s !Hi pct ceittage of stud& tits~ bilk , `awfully completing the pro-
grams in IN 111.1 the prospective student indicates interest." While
this seems, on tin surface like a simple request. it is lion For example,
in most I tear institutions. it is expected that many students will
switch inalors several times before their interests settle down. It is
also important to keep in mead that each student ma% have his or
ht,r own ter) special definition of what constitutes ueee:"
have then two specifi, concerns. First, yx hat is to be tit definition of

fp We

"successfiLlly completing 'l. An inappropriate definition of this. terre,.
could be Ifloy detrimental to ccrtain kinds of institutions and could
end up being ter:, misleading to the people you are trying to help,
namely the students.

Our second caution is related to the first. tale.s.s appropriate
definitions. sensitise to different ty pes of institutional settings and
to different h lees of students, ale, developed and then used, them is
a substantial opportunity for students to be misled. Mail the educa-
tional community has had wi chance to develop sonic workable Cot
ventiousand we think in general that they are both willing and
anxious to do soit may be better to delay the effLetite implementa-

. don of this requirement. In fact, it is going to take funds to do a
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-Iirst-rate job of iletelopiiig Itind ofoinformation, and we think
thoseftinds should be fo-rthconfing.

This second cautionary point particularly relates to the phrase in
the proposed .leaslation-rhat specifies that institutions should "pro-
I. ii:ssuriinces, subject to regulations of the commissioner, that the
mailability of assistance to studentsnt the institution under this title
inis,not fesuitixd and will not result in an ineretise in tuition, .fees

otheritharges." While again. Au agree 'With the spirit of this por
lion of the legislation, we think it appropitiate to_raiscsome coneernt.4.

First, many ilublie institutions hate lithe direct control o'er their
tuitions. They are not in a,position to Aide the required assurances!.
. 6...oini not all. but seine student feesItre aoluntarily imposed on

- students by them:wises. In fact, because they hhire received Federal
suichnit assistance. sone, students may be willing to tax themselevs,
lu pay for additional staident services. In this instance, it seems
VIkng to hold the institutions responsible for the kind of a&urances

:,t42t ion demands. .

hi$e two.examples. hopefu1h serve to illustrate how important
it is, that apprOptiate researtfi and detelopment be successfully
eonlideted before ilea national rogrants ate undertakeA to provide
NitvInt, with the information which, we all agre, they 4:Ited.

Better informati.41 for stiblents 15; a pressing concern, We think
iasative stip" aiL- 1.eiqg tato ti. For example, the fund for the im
pimenint of postsc. ondary edtiention is 4iirrently considering pro
posals winch would des elop fee btuduntS the information they need
to make better both dolman! institutions and among programs.

We think 4W1.4:: ethirts should be supported. We think more infer
iliatiOn need., to be gathcced on faktors that itifluence decisions of
4-orientbecause often factors which influence their decision are
ditTertnit front the Le fors that students often ihitio) sat` they need
infonnotion-diella.* It k.a1..0 probably worthwhile to point out that
this .en hew and when students are going

gnin a, es., to this inf.wmation. College guine tivelmons
!u. often tutirwsi vet) earl) in the high school years. To provide
till be.t informatton after the decision has been made was surely
wt the intent of the druftets of this section.

f inr ,,,neinding thought on this section. lit at kart foie instance.
we thud.; t bat oirorwatioil whale is being deo-weird ,only one

pc. of itea it lit ion should itt lot Ice as ailtibie for al t%tu,.: of ihstitu
toms. We refer all% to the requirement *that in lb.' ease of
:iii % Wake+ tntrding eiTiVio!.inelit of its

2ettl It )114 it lit Atm iniu4 inc hide data. te!..rartling tine empire,
mow tied ',alining, .'f its graduates of the prop alp iin tt hich the
ittitib.1-14%. litli'llt tirechte-,, diretest.

Vie Omit; thin tet tf not all *ndents tvolittl lw ioni.:,ted in this
t. rte nt 4tiforinsitorii, Molina or not the particular institution they
were thinking Itteniling .leec. malcc any claims in this area.

Hone% er, dint. it t, unta...oriable for each and to cry institii
Roil hit incur tut. .if (him Is pe $f info' t ion. mach
inti eiTetits taught IN thi:4 information for
:oeec, t$1,, 4 4,f mg.it wow, tbtional IL addition to
011,, It roll. n.1,11 tittiiion wain-I!! to in or the expeil, of

37 0 .
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tiadittigup A4..t plit-p, nliar fr:Aituk,, 1,61, ..it vi-00.4 be nit;nea to A Otis,..
la a vAtutary basitt.

Vinal13.,, wu want, to talk about the last stx.tion,n MIL 3rri..It .,..:,
prupom the ap,propriation. of .F*0 zidlit.7.i 1..co that, the Director of

itav yf Edo,,_atluo 4t.'cittkt into arrangements for ;
experittwptal tool deunanittation prolcet.+...." re.-t of the approptiittion _,.. '
irt to be used "for carryiog oat Rrojects wyich (shall teki * OW.
oft% I. upon student rif...ana-lance and 'upon 'tut:lanai riattlity
pf tiz e. fottoning, open tolm644on policio 1" k L Tams of tultIqr.k,
4,, lkdion or nholiticktt, _nroi the ti.r, under c 'r4 4 of private or
proprietor)? in:at-it:mons 4 . da an alterztat:ve,..0 olp4itaing otiLlie
* '' in ttutions ,- _ . .

The .itnirnion of Li i,5 soix'Onimittize, -in introduci..°' -.13.:R.,3:171,
e, iolio of lko,,,,eorteern alkiut ...g tu 'mild "pat..) ,,ari .-pr?gralls tut,
I to., itn 0 plaA um of thiotv raidel,.." Ilie diairmaa obvious felt
ti..At "i;..41 ilson ii1t 1D ...A)1k1 e-xlmt:tocritation %OL he a

- 4..

Vil nAle nivectment.." . ..

A), 41,14 ith1143 Vit.O. he trit,-.1 to re,pund to the information ty
PitetAZ of thi: chairman :oat Lis colleums, we share mo,ny c.f his

and ha.e eig.tvr....,ntgil Anat..) of al.:, o.auie frustrkititn#. Std1,_ we
ar, nut )et. coroirtmd that eontrollud t..3.1.teritriptstioti ,t7.11.1 gibe us
tlio faLlit7c.N wu ireelt - , . --

Foti,.4_. v.- hat is ti.oxl,t1 is e.i.kuce as to., what will w t in the real
isc,ria, nut LA in the laboratur.). The (Aintri.4.4 eniiromodit of attienonoti , .,,a. project twit. be fat tlinutoved from t 'e. real world, 14
wht. Ii 4.,tc.,A; pertis.:$ nnv,t iav,P 04', eire,;t, Strsna,- 4 y.:_izo to us that

tat A.., im.s...hx," * iankno., al_mut what 1.'ii 'Coil.; oi. a larr.g.-?... it.7, -

in fact, en o .14tional -1,..ale. . ..

We Lot, bereka:-, tloubt sviwt!ler i'-"ii:: totll'iot.,N irt10.!it tt.w, .ind ,..

of thotion.,:t Taloa...4 that can be rtselti traozhited ntu liAtionat pull-t1 .,..-

owl nallon,st Lot-sgrantre, Witilo. at L5 oftcri 1,coarating, w4arv.. MOM
itt,fOnett ttt "144,411.74 that Voutt proggiss ni4 Le Ina., L,) tiKattlifjg
Lr-$e i!,..ol..,.foo4.14 cot A a iti,-,-.:e. .tv.s,atult. ;effort to analyze 414 that

- ho..t and i.. he -avg. itatt_tyll ou the below, ito,of rt tpicn Li. au,' 41,gitution.,
dint Ire Ltged with the reality' of life as they rota it- .. .. .

this Nation. o t..., ....,e,....., ofunt_eit,eit_q, p+3-:-....443k,. ..,i3nLitaition of
ttatlerst and isc,titet.ona that can lo=/ ,..un.-JAVIXI. We tiara. tbs.:41, that

,..in-litul otit .ehat _..0 ni..Drtoitt 1,1 tstudents 104 tip.a. %se can ,
id, ally the fa...tor,: that rhaii, Isiti/,..-tional deeisiont-.. it :to thetie
(.0 no, tn,i Lot we taxed to lunoi. bunt for pure...) guidatac and fur

1 trultlia7 hotter Foletail prograina. . .
,,

Mr. Cliairtnap, we oiatlogiie far jut kngth of our reniacks anti
We inaito r our goe4tions: .,

mx, °Timm, Mak v311 very Ina, Mr.. Kitt:riding and Mr.
loloWts,nee. .

1 ilu apinte7late tY1.6. 416.4:Anna, .vim have itivn the subcorainittee,.
z,-

11t-,1 4,:-- . e.aggettiag btqht,. ptleitt:0 6110443 ilia t1011 lit Vet/Ai:4.1 out
a. was in ,sliith do, kkr,uoila contained in ilk 34n would'actutilly_

- I . -,
.$ think the ,paiitit tATio4 argainait )04 Lout,' rile against trio

1...natiila. 4, that lweaose of the Afootint of award per btUarlit 444,10 ..
is quite ankt7.1" that it Anil not hate tits effect of updating _.a.a an _

ineettlisJtei '.,:t.im to do n-oie. *.

. _
. ...

. ,
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I think that is a legitimate criticism of it because I think that is a
weak point.

Obviously one of the purposes of the formula is to, provide a
carrot to the States to do more in the field of postsecondary educa-
tion. But if it is such a little bitty carrot that the horse may not feel
it is worthwhile taking a step forward in the hopes of reaching it,
that is a problem.

With respect to the changes in allocation another way, another
alternative, that we could use in the formula to soften the impact
would be-to-provide a certain minimum grant per student and then
no State would lose anv:hing in the transition. That might be a
better way than to fiddle vti th what I consider two essential parts
of the formula, to wit, the entire first part, which is measuring
higher expendilures, plus stueent aid grants, minus tuition income
over State personal income and so forth.

So my own preference would be if you had to soften the impact
maybe the way to do it would be to provide a floor and say, you
would get so much anyway. Then you would get larger amounts with
greater effort.

Maybe I have now got a majority here that would favor just
jettismg the whole current program and going for higher education
revenue sharing or something.

tried that last year. I.fiad some guarded acceptance but very
e-narded.

I will let Mr. Eshleman say whether he would be for that.
Mr. Esau:yeas. X am open for discussion.
Mr. O'HAns. All right.
Mr. LAWRENCE. Speaking very personally, Due of the things that

I am very much imprescd with is the fact that in terms of the whole
instructional operation of higher education, the State is the primary
Supporter of higher education in this country. I see a tremendous
advantage in having the Federal Government create programs that
reinforce and encourage. the State effort.

We have been studying for some time the relatiooships between
Federal financmg and State financing of higher education to see
if there are ways that these two financing efforts could be mutually
reinforcing for the benefit of students. This is one of the things that
has led to the type of formulation we have been discussing. There
are of eour,e ninny problems with it, as you can see.

Mr. frlisris. Rignt. Then another possible criticism of the form-
ula is that we say to the State that is already doing a great deal as
cetopared with other States, they have to match anything they get
under this formula with new money.

So you could make another argument, saying if they are already
doing so much better than some of the others, why are they required
to oine up with new money to match this higher average grant that
they are getting became they are already doing a good job. That is
amither problem.

Mr. !Awn-Arts There is also a problem in defining what is "new
I tones." In comersations with people in the last or 3 weeks. I
found thry were already trying to figure out whether seine of the
zteiteet e poen-aim, that they have on the books could b
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counted its "new Rainey." Of tot9.s Stat.., this Kiippsal
looks eerie attractise, as ,oll can ocis-!., it rot the St.tto
California. They were trt ing to ma u4 la tht t.uuld °eta.1"
existing res,ources to fund it as "new,rnoney."

Mr. CriBtria. Finally I would just like to observe that the notion
that motivated me to tn to come up, with- such a formula, I still
believe them. That if a State is not making an atiequate effort,
that we should not in effect reward that inatletpurte drum and that
w. -41100,1 be w'ffing ti ILL..more_with_thaL.Stati...--that. aredoing --
the best job tea their own and our orogiani should be one that is
designTiirto enoluragt. the: States to disthiuge their yesponsibilities
as you say, the t efforts, Federal and State, reinforcing each other.

Mr. 1....twaENcr. I think it is also true that the States that fare
very falorablt unthr this formula at the moment are probably
already somewhere mar the crest of their acLess and their support
for higher edneation. It is not bleat that the will continue to im-
prove in these respects. If the States at the Lottom.of the list did
take the incentives seriously, they would start ;noting up rapidly
and would get mote Federal dollar as the luovisl up. So if there
were sonic way to'work out n transition anti the% could get in gent,
the kits ranking States %%odd gain more Fed..raf support under..this
formate %en rapidly - with a JINNI ceiling. sav of $.200 million. Then
the States that are currently at the top would start going down and
get less money over time,

Mr. ('Ili.',. Mr. Eilderoan. did ton lies.- aro. questions or
comment 41,

Mr. I1rt1Ls' Yes. fr. Chairman. I bite et.verrti.
I hope I don't sonitel too pros im ial he it'. Bob pot pointed this

oat to me. So I wanted to ask it. ruder the intent allocation
Perms harci ,would get $9 Inii;ion anti wider tour pioposed alloca-
tion lit ylOnia would full to $4 millioa Wbv1

I think we hr" making a good effort, a gexid State effort. So I
sonTd Re, to kto,,. ssl V.e V0114.1 fall et- half. I am nut provincial.
I am jut using My own State.

Mr. Kinst maxi). Two points to be made. First of all. we should
keep in mind the fact that the coriolt program is $..f.0 million, and
PnnsyNania now receives roughly about $900900.

If we were to go toward the new t.7,:..too-ntillion program. Penr,t I.
%anta would reeeite something like $43 iltnori. Sez, in fuel, there
void', be a talltgarlital irerease, its the fotd, going. to Penns) is onto
next year as compared to this year.

The patticidar table mu are balking sit. I zoisret. is the one that
shows bow $24.0 million %%mild he allot atvtl using the old method_
scrubs the re w method. So then, indeed. Petiosy krona would recent'
sulp.itautially more funds than it is receiving now.

Mr. Emrttalr,LN, But the perrentage wonbi he le.. wouldn't it?
Mr. HIE,(-11LINti. The percentage of the total allot-salon would he

Estro-lias, Who would Penta,ylvierita he penalized? I am not
talking 'tabula total dollars_ Naturallt the total pot is bigger. I would
expert. Bat bv Istontrl be penalit4 in view of the current,
effort we makir , or educrutium

N



iztwrxxru. livensise rerwrding-ettervist vault tined by that
formula. the exittrtig data that we liae been able to get from the
States and from the cal-ion:: loi atioar. while that data o, obtairmble
shows that PennNylvania m fact ;smut making...proportionately the

erori a the Stab-, that fall login, on that HSI. in turnic of
pendit tires.,
Mr. OIT.sti.t. Do you 'lace the data the-re that would Aow in what

respect they are not
in other words-do tho fall down with regard to the ntrualx:r of

t<tudents in relation to the population f
or, do they fall do-irn--do you have any of that
Mr. Kra.44:rtr.mo. The analctis report. rabic IL otTer6 that kind of

tiforniation Let me offer a couple of clarifying (.orliment:-. The
rut-twit way of allooting funds is Me inoentice way. It is bra-ed on

Hindi per sindelit..i10 it k trtinr! to create' those kinds
,ilritiontircs. hit nie_si.ag that nines tlirongli is that Pcnni.,)1rania
nowt be enrollitil proportionately a lot of Axidvist., 1J, cighthit ed to
orlivr State:'.

In iltithr ion to taking 40 arctatnt vinollment.7.,,., the new foirriala
cs also taking into net:wart expendittlie,.. it it, eriso taking into a. count

lOttrint Pad fees rhargANA to stuao*b. all of thing: are
put on a relative ba4c.--
thit is.. fewervirturo, retort% e to /daft tO Ma* rkpitnlitlitc and
etiroilnients relative. to the total si.r of thy population.

1.7Qm.i-ct.. I Ilitr.n't had time to fully meleritatid
foronda. I admit that. Blit Al pciNIIII.ed Nitre
the highe nolielipr of pr;cot ne,tttution, of ally of ;hi ',1) States?

?f r_ 011.cv.c, 1C ~fain the ;ziAitletriati ) to itiel
Mr. F.Allta v. Yes:-

01.1cnc. Mc ft,tnol 1'4 Ow, Ow lice --.sent fro look 1r:.
Petiro,ciculltOt and MIt?-411,11S0t- pill! it A other.; aii-0 it
vii. thy torifils.sr of ,,tildptits in tip, Slat et it hour 1:.!:atd to who her
or Hot troll, I ' Osman or ilia,'

me,) without retuiril to %:hotil., r tli out the )1,am:1

shitow, diniti there; to help
In other wiir,4. nil the kid- at II:maid .tr., (Ai:wit in the ihti---ht

furimfla tit Loin. of hlo,,p 1111. ttti ter ii a); tifj:! N1,1

not 14 ro,aw any of !nolo
So thi fottnola ha, IhAt inypol°, In it v. i4g, If I h&c oat

M ;*, s <tut }qtrs.', Butt : Stlit
141.Ttli4t,tr- flat gonii; to start cern'. '11,1-1,

fir,A 11/.41111 the (nit Ani uth lit^, Iii Ilo tier \ftylt, eel
41,11 t 1., ,..or -of ,ioileut, or T. lap) Nit'. 1, at ('olls vs.

ail riov; if v v ant to Ntpot arrow:I. bet iStiti, iss to 1.11,0
e,, al) to 1O IN teem, t,floato 41.110

dank 111.11ite 110'4 JIM Tuna.' 4114 1'51,0 .4,14Y:, of ItAiking at
the.

Aft. 1..ewiteN,. I think that with tafill 11 we ere to 12.)c. vertu
tog40mM Po; 4-1, to ail% thett itapp44. vtri 1+Ilkoh/r, !hitt

ail tvr111).!. of ks'ir Ws' 54 410114P. 111 ,ileitis Ilk.
cm, hen t ,tr !iv em'ctlitnlt!
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cniotient per population, Pennsylvania does not entioll as many stu-
dents per population as do the other States. Pennsylvania falls
very low.

Mr. OITAri.t. I guess we have been arguing about the wrong thing.
Mr. ICritstlimxo. I had an incorrect reference before. If you look

sit table /I, you see. the two components that go into making up ,
the composite effort. 7

' Mr. Esirt.E3rax. In that figure db you count the out of-State
students we-have in Pennsylvania -?

Mr. li.niscrthrso. Yes. Out-of-State students and public and pri-
vate students. All of -those students are count4d.

Mr. ESHLEMA. I am serious. Our State legislature is starting to
base their aid on the Pennsylvania-domiciled students. 'We don't
want to start this battle or renew this battle throughout the O.

Tit other words you can see the way the State legislature is less
inclined to give aid a student who comes.from another State
than if he is a home Sta student. I think we ought to take this into
cleyoleratiwi down her °mellow. I. don't know how. But I think
we should.

Mr. LAwrn.xcn. The data show that in terms of students enrolled
ia the Stan us a propoition of the population, Pennsylvania is low.
That i, where the big impact Lollies on the dollar figures that would
be allneated.

Mr. E-41LEMAN. I have a related question. To be equitable to
States where there is a concentration of private institutions and I
think six Slates have 30 percent of them, shouldn't the State 'alloca-
tion formula. Lite into consideration the private schoors,expenditura
for studtv a..-ii. tance. Even though it doesn't come from the tax
mom.% the% lia.c says of providi?g student assistance. Does your
formula take that into consideration.

Mr. LAwriEs01,. This isn't our formula. This is a modification and
does not include the moneys that are cCosing from the private sector.
It only considers State moneys: _ _

Mr. ESHLEAAN. Is that fair?
Nir. LAWHENCIL You have to ask Mr. O'HarZthat.
Mr. Esnial3r.tx. I want to know if you think that is fair.
Mr. LAwar.A-T. That is a complex question. I happen to believe

per,thally this is my personal opiruon---Lhat it would be more
teilitnble to include expenditures on the part of private institutions
in tieee h n foinvila. In our ,rev ious work. in a different context we
did in, hide private expenditures. It midces a dramatic difference in
Or shift.

Mr. EsTrum.o:. Excuse mr
Mr, LAIVIIRNCE. This is my own personal belief.
Nfr.lisitt.rnras. Exciisa me interruptingnterrupting )ou. Wouldn't it be

geed- VT encel.a.sge student assi,statice from private beim:ft ? Why
iniNt ee consider that tax money is the only source for ,increased
4nderit in this country I There is ten other place to 1
Sheohlti't we nrtually rfskAtiffilgt rtnelrnt fiS.sistabee from prlyate
money awl pxi%ate *nit rens What is wrong with that? Is that too
old Cyllioned
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Mr. Iaw1Nee. No, I think we b101itlen..ourage rt. I am not sure
that the formulation Viuulel no.Thziatil) prr)%410 any incentive to the
private _Amor' to spend. La011.3 caitte:, CM ttlalent akiIStaktfalt110Hgh
it ri at .prow ule an inceaii,e to the State to somehow encourage
pri ate giving. --

am not sure. We would really louct.ro think about whether the
Anchibion of the private morrei,in the formula would encourage and

/ stimulate further prisate frying. I haven't thought that througfi.
But -I certainly would like to-encortra*e_pri.Lato. gi I inc., obvioirOy
,alr,F.sur.r.mAN, 7hat is alt, 'hfr. Chairman.

Mr. O'ILtrzA. The Fentleman from Alabanan.i
Mr. BUCHANAN. '.thank you, Mr.Chairman. Ir
I have tWO or three areas of aonaern here:
The first is based bimply ou what happens regardless of intent.

It is the old story MAU, the pan who was riding a motorcycle with
a leather jacket turned around backwards to keep out the cold. He
bad an accident. The police arri%ed. This man cacoe forward and
said, "This fellow f1.41 oaf 'Iris motorLicle and his head was turned
around hackssardM and I ^sfraightenea it out for him. But he was
dead before I got him straightened out."

The net result is as I readand I-think these arkyour statistics
that among the poorer States 8 out 410 will lo.v.! money, a total of
:741l,7411..

And if the current formula were carried with the &nine total of
money my own State would los.e $857,0F40.., .

.

I don't {mind being provincial at all, I don't ruiorl s' int... n. to m%.
-friend from Pemmylvania.

Michigan will lose money. Penns.0%ania will lose money. So the
-ehairman tins certainly sincere and pure in WI motivation.

But the fact is that Milligan might be itbie to afford it anti
PeonsvIvania might be ble to afford it hot Alabama can't.

Heslit nut of 10 of t poorest States yrould loge money under
illi,-, ehaeR iaimpasal to comparablefrprogram under the present
fol nu& wheieti such States as California and ..N'RtV York .would
sub4antially guilt money.

I don't :-.. how we can e:aupe the net effect of the-applkation of
tlic, formula. It would appear to mt that might providu eonte arca
of eoneern at least to people who live in poorer State.

Mr. LNWia:Ncr. From my e_alculation, that is the etToet.
Mr. Br f HANAN, If >ou add to this the effect of takint. . .-n1

le-m, te,t fortmlent assistane rind combined that with what 1,--

going to happen to a low - income black >ming per-on who line,; in
Alabama. it would appear to me that tinder the IA ai th?...2ntly
forusidatil. a lee -iteonse blatk 3oomf per.-.441 who tit-. 4 in Aktbatna
will 1,1, penalized in his eiliicatiand opportunit% for et ikational as
si:-,tan re.er against a prog,Kain of a conspaiane amount of trioW>
ander the present system.

This will he the ease not be, ewe that low-incortie lilt.k ver,-.9n
ha i done fimething wrong huf be, an,4,, v.4. decided Glirgi lIalla, e
and others weren't doing a good crimigh job in allocating none% to
higher education in Alabama. .

10
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George Wallace may he doing a great 'thing with health care
limited income State. It 'may be that the 'Governor and

thedegislature:deeide: .

wen, we had better do, the best NN e can for education. But we have tot to
"lead a good ha of Dome) un elementary and secondary education. We have
got the health needs.,We hove got. these welfare needs. We want to do the

.hest we But we have certain areas or priorities ana we have Malted
means. So in our State we will try to do a little bit with hkalth care. We
will try to do a Attie bit stronger with elementary and secondary education
raid we-end-up doing not quite as well- in higher education.

That my be a bad piierits. judgment-und it may not. But we are
penalizing that, low income thick young person who lives in _Ma-
inline. becatisc 1,4th.r the Goteinur and company didn't dp Eire they
should hate .lone or beg...LILA, in their concept of priorities they
decided. other rather important items might have somewhat
igher priority than the amount the State spent in the specific p.tea
of postsecondary' education.

Would you respond fo that
Mr. Lam aL:si L. Your analysis Is consistent with ow Chinking.-The

only thing that I could add to it would be that the Federal Govern-
ment. might be saying in this case, "We are allocating money to
t4tate.-+ with the intention of trying to stimulate them to change their
Mint ion"

If that in the inient and you think the carrot is big enoligh
although I don't think it is --that might be an admirable goal on
your part.

if tou are thinking of.the ihditidual student this kind of alloca-
tion I'm mina dii,!cted to giving nione to the indit ideal student
but directed to the inditidual State in the hope that they will give
money to"the student.

A 'But our analysis ;nit the fact that the 10 poorer States would
get proportimally lets money in the nos proposal than they would
tinder the old proposal.

Wu hate to make the judgment here as to whether you think it Is
a goad philosophy or or not.

Mr. TVCILINAN. You mentioned a second alternative, that yoti
drop the personal, income figure.

Mr. LawnexcE. The tuition or the expenditure factor.
BrenaisaN. What was your No. 2 proposal, to drop the

tuition?
Mr. LAtiltENLE. That modified it substantially. If you want to

modify it esen furthel, then sou just drop the expenditure portion}
of the effort indices. That will modify it pion further and bring j
ilozer ltd closer. You could, in fact, weight this current formula
.4, Lila you could almost ri.Neduee the existing allocation method,
if wanted-te

r. Bt. t. taro Of course this could, be a mixed blessing because
d you pot weight any factor in this formula so that if yQU

ettnteal to and you were smart enough you could make political
decisions flat would end up-benefitting particular States or areas by
the way you weighted the formula?

Mr. LAWILENt4.. If you have available to you tilt rather extensive
ettidy done by Dr. Kiralling and Dr. Postweiler a number of years

371
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ago, youvivould find thiit they had some very .0inplicated formulas
in %lush you could weight .ocillicients for frunily income. Yau could
eight a whole raligo of thitil,rs in order to put mom emphasis on one
particular thing than another and you omid make it a very sophist'
ate(' omplicated formula, to ..arty out portain policies, if you
wanted do so.

ifr.fitiEvx..vs-. I gather the weight of your testimony is that you
are not reeommending to us a particular weighting within the

----lonnula-to-seieute-a-particular -end result.--
_31r.i.a.wm... cr.Clearly , Dr. Kirschlind irk% selLiicos_otir_

pbrsonal opiniops. Sometime if you want to talk to us about our
persona' opimorb, we would be Lapp) to do so. Out purpose here
today is to help you understand tho iariuus impacts that the halite
mentation of this LforrimIa would lime and what alternatives you,
might hive-- there are lots more.

We have ji Kt inestigated a few. In gi% ing you sonic examples,
we are not bl ggezting to yuil ur rec.onuneiortrig to you any particular
formula. Wi want to be of to the billktonlitlittet as it Aries
to sort this

Airr. v. Thank you very lunch.
Mr. OlimEZ. Thank you very much.
Our final witness today is Mr. Richard M. Millard, who is director

of the Higher Ediemtion Servicez of the Education CoZtisi..,sion of
tlr[e States.

Mr. Millar,', it la a pleasure to hav,e you hack here with us.
We would like to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. MILLARD, DIRECTOR, HIGHER EDUCA
TION SERVICES FOR THE EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE
STATES

Mr. -.1fiLt.ano. Mr. Chairman, member.* of the commirtec. nhy nano
is Richard

. I am director of higle-r education rell:Ct-s for the Education
Commission of the Steles.

I ery much appreiiat the invitation to appeal: befor this coin
mittee in relation to ronsillekation of r.%isiops of title IV and ron
Alienations that come under H.R. :Ail.

The basie coneera of the Education roinniission of the State,' in
this} area since the repot of, its task force on t wk. at.,it.tava
issued in 1971 has been e.ith the delelopritent of an effecti..eState
Federal-institutional partnership in student ast:istance.

If we are to akliie%e acci.ss and reasonable. choice fen- all students
rota pujentiul students in posb,ecundary education in the countt
without regard to kflrlialm, re,41111"teS, eireCtik0 enuidinatiun of Pet
oral, State. and .institutional programs must be Ismired. This goal
conforms to Joth State and National objective g,

Wink the rest of my suggestions are I beliute in harmony with
the policies of the FtluGation Commission of tie Stati:s, they am nut
011.1a1 polk, of the irmaiiisciion be ause no stud& a....tion has been
taken with relation to flaw Resolution 3471:

'3'18
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The Federal Government should continue the initiatives of the
Education Amendments of 1972 in the area of student assistance
especially in the basic educational opportunities grant proo' k-am,
BEOG,, and, the State student incentive grant program, SM.,

At die same time Federal emphasis should also be placed on
definition of overall objectives of Federal student-aid programs, in-
dividually and collectively; shnplification of programs, including
development of common application forms and at least comparable
needs analysis L-33, stems; and improvement in the coordination pf fed-
erally based, institutionally based and State programs.

One of the fascinating and real contributions of II.R. 3171 is the
fact that it more clearly face's some of the more critical issues than
any bill I think has in a long, long time.

'The Federal Government should utilize the States as the focus for
such coordination both in development of information and of effec
tive deliwy systems.

It is of basic importance if students are to benefit fully from We
various types of Federal, State, and institutional studentaid that
these .programs be effectively coordinated from the standpoint of
planning, information, and delivery.,

Important steps in this direction have been initiated in the U.S.
Office ta,Education but these should be strengthened and the States
made the key to effective planning and coordination.

Planning for student assistance should be an integral part of the
state wide comprehensive planning for postsecondary education.

Time Federal law should require that a State demonstrtae how
administratior. of student aid programs is coordinated with compre-
hensive planning for postsecondary. education in the State whether
or not some or all planning programs -are administered by the same
agency:

The Spates should where possible be assigned the Liu:or responsi-
1,414 .f(4 student assistance data colletcion and verification both for
thc.r.ost4iuse and for institutional, Federal, and student use. To
this endne.Fetleral Government should help in the administration
alr fliita,eollection costs at the State level.

think this would be a saving to the States and the Federal *Gov-
ernment in the long run.

In harmony with the spirit of I.R. 3171 but going somewhat
further T believe that the BEOG should be continued and fully.
funded. The Federal Government should move as quickly pos-
sible to make the BEOG a true entitlement program SS Whoa prov
sons for reduction of benefits if appropriations are less than those
necessary to pay for full entitlements.

The maximum award should be adjusted from ,the present SLIM
in accordance with a national hides of increases in cost of pot -
secondary education.

Othqrwise we are in the position Iv here if inflation continues the
Jurionnt available progressively becomes less.

The law should be amended to require that the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education contract with States willing to do so in accord -
an. e with Federal regulations and criteria to administer .BEOG

ations of State residents and to coordinate eligibility, notices
under the program with award notices ...later the Statet: programs.
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The FtlitiOnt '11-(411,1 be able to file a single application form for
WI State and federally funded programs. The State should then
procer.4 the ItEOG application to determine expected family con-
tribution. This would provide for packaging MOO and the State
grant to provide the student with a single award notification com-
bining Federal and State assistance.

Datet in the law should be changed so that congre.ssional approval
of proposed family contribution' schedules _can take place by Janu-
tql. to providogrcater leadtime for processing student applications

prior_ o the Readeinic rear in which_the giant will be used.
Again nharmony with the spirit of.11-.1t. U71., SSIG should not

only he reautliorized,but the authorization level should be increased
from the..pmsent titrliion to somethint approximating the $200

million proposed in un.
Currentli, 4t) of the eligible States and territories are participating

in S.SIGklinost all States ham established or .expanded the State
grant yr...wa:

Vron, thine :standpoint of an incentive it certainly has worked
to date..

"Wang" t1 program incorporates the State-Federal matching
r.,lation it otTt ra the most effective way to expand student aid.

Higlwit priority should be given to expanding the authorization
levet and to appropriating funds to the level of full authorization.

The proposal in alt. 347.1, to. allow the State student incentive
grant funds to be used for work study makes excellent sense.

Moue 4ltates currently have State work-study programs. The State
prig-rants do at least offer a wider range of work-study possibilities
and are available to individual institutions.

I do however have reservations about the use of student assistance
funds for. providing additional facilities. I am not sure that facilities

are a major need at the present time. It seems to me that facility'
construction or renovation should not be confused with student aid.

The States should bo encotiraged but not mandated at this point
.. to make grants available for Students at nil aceredited postsecondary

institutions awl to mike the .grants portable. that is, available to
stmlent4 attending out-of-State institutions. SSIG should be used
ier, a hasis for coordinating programs on the State level as called
for above,

The net paragraph probably ought to be modified in ,light` of the
testimony of Dr. Lawrence rid Dr. Kirschling. ".

The nnt that is hero is based on sin earlier analysiliat
untel.tor of ea:: rweived and I think does not give an accurate picture.

Polit here lr have said that while I am not opposed in principle to
tsane con.lileration of effort and thinkbit is highly desirable it does
sen that the eurreut formula in H.R. 3471 requires at the minimum

vt;ry :.tereful comiiileration and adjustment.
Xtiv formula that might make no funds available to.a State with

'"ee_eaeel- lzatt*e et student-aid program in the country would seem
quet.tionable, as some of the earlier projections indigate.

eke raorilnarily dangerous to rank States on the basis of effort
al taking into account the unique history, leadership/exerted

14;4
public-rrivate context 9f the State in question.
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Again 1 le;artily agree with the, spirit of MIL 141--. that the
e olluge work stud,,v program should be reautlioriad and inerezo4ed
in scope and with emphasis not only on ork-study as a Mitilt1 of
student droistrinee but OS all integral part of btuflettes CllitCatJIMI
experiennes whinn po,iAlileand feas ible. rt

l'o^ insure not only institutional. tAt. 'Mee ork-study prms
grams should be feAleTraki 4:ncoutagt.d. With pryer hafeguards eitiwr
work-study or the job tAiriaivor programs as pror:ied im alt 3v1
shaultl extra, work ripptuppatv bosioes.1 and
ministry. Wrijiti the caAph.o,.4. of the pi,,rrato-i r,Iiuitld )--4.% on previa,-
ing work studyWWI to no., trtutink; ncolinic this
emphasis should rust detract from dn. iMporttilki, of Oro program
aK irsouree of student' awe for liiw.,!ti-:onio fatirilV.,e, ay

The t-uptdemodal docational opportlnity grant prcelro sllotlld
lee tValttlii*r3.Zed :0; under prest.nt law row-to int nvoi".47114 stwiplits
who may hot be rivind eligible welts the 'bask eilteartional opportw,
nit}* grant progriint turd )et may be found to have exceptional need
by an institutional financial aid and studeets rvho with to
vitOOso TehitiVuly high ,ist inst itut bee. but who without the b-upple-
mntiredvieatioral opportunity grant could not do so.

I think the Chairman b quite eorrect in pointing out that this
emphasis ought not to detract from the importanee of the Inc:grain
as a seirree of student emistance for low-income

I do however have serious reser% at loos about the inclusion of "101!h
academie promise" as a condition for supplemental opportunity --,
grants.

Earlier I suggested That the Federal emplupis should he on defi-
nition of overall objectives of Federal st mlent-aol programs. It seems
to me that to include "high academic promise' rather badly con-
fuses the issue.

The Federal Government may wish to establish a program to give
awards for scholarly attainment quite aired from need. This may
indeed he a drtirahle national objeetNe.

But such inwards should be considered "awards" and not "student-
aid." It seems to me that the primary. consideration in student-aid
should be the need of students, recognizing that variance in academic
ability' may in fact not have a wholly incidental relation to the
student's background.

The moves to strengthen State guarantee agencies for student -loans and to phase out the Federal
guarantee

programs are highly
desirable. To date the program has been l'e&s than consistent and the
States with their own agericiesave been at a financial disadvantage.
I would suggest seriously considering raisin", the percent of loss
reinsurank at the State -level to 100 percent as has been the case
for the Federal insurance program.

I want lb express -my very great appreciation to the chairman of
this committee for, the opportunity of Meeting with you this after-
noon.

I would like to add one or two things if I .may related tethe
previous testippiny and_ to the matter.:.of State fipancial problems.

The use oincentives to encourage the States to move in the
direction d, more effective aid, think is highly desirable. Cer-
tainly the .6perience with the SSIG program itself indicates this.

( 1
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the re .:04.4 1,riole form .f effort I think is highly
ih-;(iralile.

1 think at tin; point there an) howes,er borne other factors that
need, to he tauten oat, clitt41-atlittL One of these is the financial
ituation on the State-. thentseleN You bometitucs hear that while
the Federal Utocratiwut iw i11 tooth' the States hart:. tremendous
amounts of fonds and anti vailons Stott:Ian° pointec) to,

ant afrald thts airplay. almast out of date tint:.: a Aumber
State itlivady u z/i,t,..ott1 financial tyluble. Many States have

9tie.dvailv.itit.(,,e oro that the Federal (lever lament tine
Tog, !laver, nunitrtz. Ky.+ rkltng to toittitutiorittl pros :slops, must
'1,Ver4!§- 1%itlort their yrJok this ..taiultoint the amount of
ite.-.01covnig tuna." it not A., large CIS teonietirattils

ctortle,i ktttt apt it.sti_ to 11i1, (tur.ion of effort and the qut4tiou
ot ,Itaitattitig rentt61,11,4nio, t-,ertztiol) has taken the lead al
Mitt of 110 61,..114-q:4 )1t. ktl!ts thu Of ts.7t4t.s.1 proz.r,rams of,

porfalility.
tett 'A lIariard, Mr. Chairman, is Also a State

if soot Iti±,s14 41 tt en Of thk, history in vhitli it (1:1,101.4 that
dal 4 1114/it,talolt3 ftsont 1001 is s 1f470 in litartig, from almoq

t..ctoz6 pillAtt bights 4,do,,atiou to a major pubh.;
cdocuttorinl t.ytivrin.

it gstrtILIIGI'Avto to Kw that pt,rhApi 41,-,4tc....stion of the chairman or
one of the npAitlital for-tw4 that tall.d About ekrber ;;lit to be
pretty carofolly !oohed at. both front Adatidpi.;.0, of itrivist upon
the Stvitt--;t mitt frtnt intoutipint of op. iintaizettiott tsOloitt. penal
it for wInt in ,7timu 1-figorts,a!-Ite:itlent

I:thtnk a tr,tteiiiott in other wwitt ,.,;(4.tric., ia highly
talw eeit tvso tthich &Hata ..,-traiglit Itze

of thr., fYerntista gut 104 Vet-mont,
10'4 tirisik cffort, ttiot of ilkitehqouvat of flit

prog-t,j1.1.,
flionpAtire and 1.-tri.o.int t,ll,_{ 1eii air in xtriordinarils

trouble. Port (4 th.4t (.1 f F5 lc;,ttio,.._ _ooditior Ptert
the of that imottiet of j.rh,lt,

oxtlit ttn!t ou..tht i.
I would hot,. to 4,1 forimiLl to anist that !,41ioe

caoo, son. -J Pall 4;41141, 711...2, Ettv
S1:11":3 Hwy is 1-,t isbis, 1.)atTool itotiot te,tkijoplitient,L tit thr
present tisile.

.Bain I %ant to e-o ;zrkii obits stet on rtwing
and thank von 01.,,,:oti for the oppoittunil oppernist'i.

Mr. O'ffa... Mr. Millar.i.e,:ordolg yr. Ko-,,411tru, State t.,[
peritlittire,y per ttite-Ht Him iio in lit . goo p rat ratt,:f! of S2,41:;.,
2,1i00, fluff area.

31r. LaWitt..);(4.. i:1,14-4) t., :F,1,4,00, .1f ..ot tztt:,,! 1C1-saT:,

all type.; of in.,-titutions.
Mr. :ter'- .; nil typt-a of
Mr. LAWItt.N.t., Anoind
31r. Orltai%. t:111 think the loc.,. ft tootzlit to

get tlin stole ferviil of its S1;46 fiinti.k fOx Lk nt Ou-
r niveri,ity of 1ja.:..ziudin,s;i2tt.4 tot Ovum 601, fro

ii,.--t)totiwis awl the Stott.-.:4 to
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$3,000 a year, as they g et for a student at Harvard on whom they
are expending nothingf"

Mr. .1v1ILLARD.."..Not necessarily. I do happen'to know the Massa-
-chuf,etts situation fairly well. Again, I think, in looking at the
average for Massachusetts 3 on have to take into account not just the
level of income in the State, kit the =wok of effort that' has been
expended wain a reasonable period of time in relation to correcting
a situation which historically was very much loaded the other way.

Mr. O'HARA. Let's not talk about the. proposed formula. Let us
talk about the present fornnila. What do you think of .the present
formula as an equitable method of diStributing StSIG funds'?

Mr.Mr. MiLLAIRD. I think at this point it. served an extraordinarily
important use. That does not mean that I am saying it ought to
stand, just as it is.

I think perhaps a combination that you suggested in which a
percentage of the funds went on the present formula and a percent
of funds did recognize the effort. That might well be the answer.

Mr. O'HARA* I would just like to concentrate for a moment on the
lnesent foi main. The present formula says we are going to distribute
funds on the,basis of the number of students in school -and a student
at Stanford,counts the same as a student at the University, of Cali
fornia at Beikeley. It doesn't matter. ,

In Mr. Eshleinaa's State a student at Penn State counts the same
as on'e at the Unit ersity of Penneylvania and one who gets a State
scholarship counts the same as one who down" get a State scholar.
ship.

Do you think that is a good method of allocating?
Mr. *M Again I think it depends on what the incentive is to.
Mr. O'HARA. Presently there is no incentive to do anything. Is

there.
Mr. MILLARD.-Yes; there is.
Mr. O'HARA. Under the present formula nothing affects your

allocation of SSIG funds except some increase in the total number
of students, IN Mai would have to be great5 than the national aver-
age increase.

M. MILLARD. To change the amount, right. No, sir, I am not say-
ing that the present formula alone by any means should do it. But
in terms of the incentive which even this very small program to date
has offered, it has made a difference.

In Ma.:sachusetts it made a difference. heir scholarship program,
like Pennsylvania's, is portable. The major v of it, a good part of
it, does riot go to students in private institutions. It went from S to

million. I think from that standpoint it has )gad an incentive
effect.

It has had an inzentive effect in States that didn't have the m
before. ,

What you are suggesting, sir, and I think quite rightly, with real
justilbation, is that this alone may not be enough, that perhaps a
combination of an incentive to change the present mix plus a floor
which %%wild assure a basic amount to the States that it face have had
or;iare developing programs might be a reasonable solution.

Mr. OILvriA. Let me just put it to you this way, MrMillard. I
am not vei3 enthused about continuing .a program that, as arils funds

4
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to States and' puts a picentiunt au having done as little as pokiible up

until the day the program was enacted, Thatis- the way the preSent

! program operates. Thelearyouditl-liafereilei,more chance you have

of getting.somothing out of this SSIG:
thief lathe way it is going:to Work I am not so -sure that isn't

money that would he well _:put into BOEG or into something eJe.

I4it:1- ciatt know it.that is going to lie-pfeWble.
.1:477,trYing to save this, trying to ;gibs it scant' little dignity.

lanatto.-1 hopayery muthatier_em.,,
g,entlemen from rerate Ylieiliat

Mr. EtoiLearei4 I have no tfu-eitions, Mylee-I- dealt understand.
this SSIG fully. I.think we would all agree that it is underfunded

at this time. At. 20 'pillion 49 States are matching money. But if
we .avert! wise that aneraiso it extensively wouldn't it be.ion-
ceivable that the poorer States would stop matching or would have

to, atop matehingt Wouldn't we, in, effect, lap making the rich Stab
richer? Or I am missing a cog in .thist

The sniall amounts. they could match. But say we get the extra-

money sonlehow and we provide substantiel increases. Isn't it Con-
ceirnble that the p4orer State would atop matching?

Miumine. It is conceivable. I.would hope it would not be the

Me. I think the experienee to date, the evidence, 9.101ii3 to be that

some of these States are responding very well. There unzdoubtedly is

a limit to the amount that they can espand. I certainly woul

want to deny this
Mr. Esni.r.aree:. I understand roughly t0 percent of Federal aid

goes to the student. Would you want to see more of the percentage

go to theinetitution and less to taudent3 Whatever the new formula

or formulae we develoP, should the federal Government still ,pri-
"leerily give its aid to-the stuctenti Or should we give more to the

institution t
Mr. N'fita.arie. I was very pleased, sir, with the fact that the ch'air-

man did take the institutional aid is.eue out of the student aid pack:
age.,I OM these havtt to be considered separately.

I think that thre basin goal of the student aid program i3

and choice in as range as rJ.calt)in for all citizens' echo are
capable or benefiting from it:

I frankly would hate to see the student aid program badly eroded

in any way.. I think it is far too critical. The question of instiOktional

aid T think is a separate question. It is a related but a efeparate

question and one that probably shetdd be talked aboet in a/different

context.
Mr.. Eorrtraraw. In effect you are Baying that acci:13 and choice

should still remain, high on ourlist.
. Mr. 3fier,a.n. I would, ay I think this is very.important.

Mr. Esm.rateer. That is all.
Mr. Umtata% L think the Stales have given every ovidencoand

your own State, air, is a Dlajdr exampleof being willing to coop-

erate with it.
My concern is that the Federal programs and the State programs

and the institutional programs be eo developed that the delivery
system does g et to the people who need it

5fr. 071.r&. The ge.ntlenntri freeze Alabama?

C
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Mt. Budir.tx,tzs-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In light of your last statement and your statement earlier here

that "it_seems to me the primary consideration of student aid should.
Lt the needs of students:: du you feel some /element of an assets test
is,reasonable to retaiu?

Or do you concur that"..we should eliminate that?
Mr. MILLARD. WhenV first wrote this paper I had some words in

relation to. assets. I would say that on the whole I think the chair-
man's position is well taken. The reason I left it out in tlip final
version is that while. I am concerned about the small businessman
and...the farn1t,r1.1.think we ought to take a careful look at the larger
types of assets in ff

I am very much in favor of a type of potion that the chairman
has taken.

Mr. BucHAN-Ax. Let Me nail that down. Do you mean the elimi-
nation of tlie consideration of all assets or do you mean a Pennsyl-
N adta-type plan where yuttexclude, say, WC first $50,000, and then

` iu the ease of a widow or disabled retired person you give them
$I0,0-00-for each child? That would be a variation.

Do you mean we ought' to take into account, provide' fol. this
kind of situation? Ur du you meat the elimination of an assets test
'altogether?

Mr. Mna.mtn. It scents to me it wotild be highly desirable to look
cry carefully at bum thi ng approximating the Pennsylvania, type

-of operation.
The statement 'was made sometime this morning that this- finsid-

eration of assets or not i.unsidering, assets would work a liability in
relationship again to some of the smiler States. ,

But *hat I anticoncerned about is, are the farmers its Alabama,.
fur example, Tottessee, «ho 'Simply don't have the tash, asked' to ,

sell thed farms or liquidate their assets in order to iriake it possible
'for their kids to go to -co116ge?

It seems to Inc this is just unrealistic.
Mr. BLuIIAN.1N. I think that is a reasonable position. I just wanted ';

to nail down wjrether we are talking about totally knockino. out
the assets req9Vrement or not.

On-, the matter of the,States, do I understand your testimony 0
that you are nut so much totally wedded to the present formula

er against aoy change as proposed by the chairman, but you feel ,
the history of the State amt the needs of the young persons in it
ought to be carefully_taken into consideration?

Mr. Mna.Ar.o. Yery much so. I do, Mr. Chair n, want to make,
very clear that I am not opposed to an ether , an. assessment of,
effort. I would like to see it but In a coqext in which it does not'
totally penalize any State.

Mr. 13m,tAxAx. Thank you, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

lank you very much, MT. Buchanan.
And thank you, Mr,.. Millard, for your testimony. ,
The committee without objection will now stand in adjOurnment

I

until 9:30 a.m.-tomorrow, Thursday, in this room. .

[Whereupon, at 3:42 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-f
verse at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, March 20, 1975.]

Mr. 0'
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THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AiD'ACT 1975

THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1975

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
SIMCOMMIITEE ON POSTSECONDARX EDUCATION,

OF THE EDUCATION AND LADOR COMMITITX7
1Vashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to notice in room
061 Rayburn Building, lion. James G. O'Hara, chairman of the
subcommittee, presiding.

Members,prescni: Representath es O'Hara, Buchanan, MottEsh-,

Ionian, Mrs. Chisholni,131ouin, and Biaggi.
Also present: Webster Buell, counsel, and Eldora Teets, clerk.
Mr. O'HARA. The subcommittee will come to order. Today the

subcommittee will continue its hearings on I.R. 3471 and related
bills concerning studing. financial aid.

Our first witness today will be Elias Blake of the Institute for
Services. to Education. Mr. Blake?

STATEMENT OF ELIAS BLAKE, INSTITUTE FOR SERVICES TO
1 EDUCATION

, Mr. BLAKE. I would like to thank the committee chairman for
inviting me to come to spealt on MIL 3171, which is cited as the
Student Financial Aid Act of 1975.

I am Elias Blake, Jr., piesident of the Institute for Services to
Education, a iampru'fit resenich and development organization with
thy; primary 1'11i:ism-I expanding educaiional opportunities for black
AMericans and other disadvantaged groups.

I speak as au individual, my views are my own, out of my own
experience. My perspective is very much' seri ed by my experience
which is a low :income college going group that few others deal with
in truly large numbers.

Itowever, as such, one is dealing with basic issues relating 'to
equalizing educational opportunity. This issue, for me, then whether
the new proposals would better serve the. goal of equalizing educa-
tional opportunity plus secondary education.

It seemed that the eduational amendment in-1P72 had a primary
goal of three education grants were college work stud; andliathinal.
direct loans and they there to advance equal eaucatinual opportunity.

The Higher Education Act, of 1965 under title IV, student assist-
ance, the purpose of the educational opportunity grants was to.
make higher ,education available to qualified high school graduates,
of exceptional financial iieed, who for lack of financial means of their

(377) . -
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own or their families would be unable to obtain such benefits without
such aid.

The college work-study program explicitly stated it 1"78.9 to pro-
mote the part-time employment of students, particularly students
from low-income families.

The State allotment forinulashuilt in that one-third of the alloca-
tion was to be based on the number of children under 18 living
in:families withe'an income under $3,000.

In the Education Amendments of 1972 and in the same sections,
it is only stated that the purpose is to make available the benefits
of postsecondary education to qualified students in institutions of
higher education. This applied clearly to the new basic opportunity
grants:

The supplemental educational opportunity grants maintained the
language on breakin g. down financial barriers. In- the work-stud,
Program the langfiage giving a preference to the low-income stu-

L.. dents was struck from the bill and replaced with exceptional finan-
cial need as a criterion.

In 1975 multiple goals seem to be being pursued in the new student.
assistance legislation by a variety of groups. The major goals
seem to be.,te develop a financial assistance program which will
assist in tho following.

Universal access, that is, Stimulate a higher education system
that gives universal access to all its citizens, particularly inlow- and
no-cost institutions with Federid assistance.

The removal of the 50-percent ceiling in terms of the basic oppor-
tunity grants moves in this directibn because of the $600 )ceiling
but the removal of, the ceiling is a good provision.

I would just hope that the amount of money that allows could be
Allied to a much higher level. .

Mr. (YHA' Mr. Blake, could I interrupt for just a moment? The
bill says that tha ceiling should be $000 or the maximum grant under
the program in the previous yearwhichever is the higher.

ii e put $600 and just in ease, through some drat y Inixup, the
maximum grant the year before were less than $600, the new maxi-
mum would be $600 but we anticipate and QE is now saying that
the maximum grant coming in will be $1,050 and that will be the
ceiling.

Then we will take:Out the half-cost limitation.
Mr. BLAKE. I think that would be very important; by lust look-

ing at some of theyreliminary indications, it appears that significant
numbers of lo*-income students who have these grants neces-
sarily arc already much in advance of $600 and in many instances
are in t e thousand-dollar-plus rangetbecause of the extreme lowness
of thely income.

rniv rsal access, it should be pointed out, may or may not promote
equalizi g of opportunity. It could well expand the numbers from
the trillitional clientele and make it more clifficurt for low-income
groups !to get in.

Another goal might be sphsicly or relief to the traditional clientele
of higher education. The median income of the families of incoming
freshmen was-$14,374 according to the American Council on Ediica-
tion's-J.974. survey.
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Rising college costs plus rising cost of living places them under
greater strain. Particularly those in the $10,000 to $22,000 income
range which is the middle 50 percent of the range of college-going
freshmen's fairdlies. --

The relief may well give them a greater choice in terms of costs
of institutionsthey may attend.

The third goal is of coarse equalizing educational opportunity.
Some significant progress has been made toward equalizing oppor:
tunity, but black Americans, other minorities, and low- income
groups still need major assistance or their e-ains will be wiped
out or their momentum stoPped at the current levels.

In 1976, 65 Percent of black American families are below $192000
and 22 percent of all families. That is the lowest quarter of.families
with children entering college. The issue is getting into the system,
at all or in a way that makes survival feasible.

Without question, the student assistance programs have been a
majortjoree in a pre-1972 form, in support much of what I have
Ren in terms of progress for black Americans.

The combined programs in the 1972. amendments may or may net
be as effective due to some of the factors I will discuss and this
might include the 1975 amendments also.

The major problem in the assistance programs which are of
most use in equalizing educational opportunity is that now they are
clearly vulnerable to heavy use by ,new populations not before
eligible for them; part-time ,students._, students with incomes in

-higher ranges, proprietary school students.
I am referring to easic opportunity grants; supplemental educa-

tion opportunity grants; and college work-study. The nest most
useful program is the direct loan program.

The 1975. bill must then make clear, whether it is the explicit
intent of Con.ress to move away from equalizing opportunity as the
primary goal

Congress
the jegislation toward multiple goal's of which equal:

ming opportunity is one among many and no longer the primary.
one. -

This is an issue of public policy that. despiti the risk to those
who are most affected, it must be fully debated and then decided.
One then done, the new goals or purposes should be stated and
eXplieitly as the old ones were in 1965.

Let me indicate from just one snbsector what the old prdgrams
have meant. I am,Qertain that it has meant similar things in _urban
low-income concentrations of whites or. in AiSpalachia or southern
rural areas.

I say that because groups with similar income traits are also
in those areas and 80 percent of the funds in these programs have
generally gone to nonmmority groups.

From 1965 to 1974, the htstorically black colleges which enroll
the largest concentrations of low-income students and I use them
in, an illustrative sense, expanded from the annual production of
Mon.
15,700 to 25,000 baccalaureate degree holdersa. 60-percent expan-

About 190,000 trained blacks have gone into the American econ-
omy out of families with, an average income of about $4,000 far
entering freshman and $5,500 for graduating seniors.
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Consevptively these graduates are earning almost $2 billion a
year in income. With- substantial assistance maybe half of these stu-
dents would not have either entered college or completed tt.

We can expect similar devastating effects if rather than serving the
multiple goals, one is served and- not the others.

Several recommendations are therefore put forward.
One: Tbat the equal opportunity goals be put back into the

legislation SQ the debate can be joined on th,e primary goal of
.student assistanem-

Two: If the pool of money is not expanded rapidly. beyond $1.8
billion-some portions of the bill.earmarked for equalizing the oppor-
-bulky and protected from use by the traditional clientele of higher
.education.

Three; Either all- or major parts of the grant programs and work-
study programs be set 'aside for targeting on low income students.

Four : The older programs, based in institutions, not be phased
do% r t before 1980. Particularly should be included the-direct
loan, progra

Further, so e attention should be paid to identifying those insti-
tutions which are piimarily serving low-income-and minority group
population's and giving them special preference in their levels of
funding for-student assistance. There may be as many as.200 to 250
'§uc1i°2- and 4-year institutions.

Five: No attempt should be made by the Federal Government 'to
identify exceptional academie talent in needy groups. As long as the
actual discrimination by race, for example, continues, the

long

portionate, screening out of blacks will continue.
Sttecial tests cannot oNercome the fundamental problem of con -

tiuumg racism in American life.
Finally, it is my view that within the resources projected more

than one goal in ,student assistance cannot be served. Blacks and
other low-income groups will be squeezed. out in the competition for
help by more affluent, more sophisticated groups.

With, the resources available, one may get an expanded flow into
higher education. but not a different mix of . students .in terms Of
income and! race.

The question for most blacks is to go or not to go to school as
is the case with other low-income groups. It is not a matter of relief
front too great a sacrifice in indebtedness or a matter of some help
to add" to a significant but intidequiite pool of family- resources.

It is rather a question of staying* home andlookingfor work even
after being adniitted to college. Surveys among blacit colleges con-
sistently show that 70 percent of those who are admitted and never

'Appear; `do so for financial reason. /
Without a pattern of legislation that protects resources for the

goal of equalizing opportunities, they will be lost to the pressures
from higher income groups caught in the inflationary spirals.

This is the end of t'the statement but in reviewing the statement,
I felt it did not really portray my true feelings about the.relation-
ship between this bill and black aspirations of higher education,
so T would like for you to bear with me for just. a few minutes
while I try to put those into words.

3 8 II.
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They are pima Lily the legislative recommendations and impor-
tant things about this legislation., This is a very perilous period for
black Americans in higher education and I will share with you my

.

perspective of it:. e ,

IA high schools, Aye see a, national pattern of disproportionate
suspensions of black youths with most of them young males.

This is coupled with the astounding high imemplayment among
black teenagers noted at 41 percent in-the last month. Some of these
will go to, college if funds are available and they ought to go to
college since we are still underrepresented:

In the graduate and, professional schools, the Defunis type cases
are threatening to lock historical inequities in place by using defi-
nitions of qualification which have been known for 20 years to he
discriminatory by race. I speak of the" so-called admissions tif.
ualifyincr tests.
Essentially, only a- small trickle of blacks will get in until possibly

the late DSO's, assuming public education for blacks improves. We
will be-told we are riot qualified.

.1. personal note, I was not qualified far graduate school at the
Vniversity of Illinois liccording to both ,,tests I' took. I made an.
average score un one and scored-on,the 15th percentile on the other.

One was the graduate record 8pecializcd test in education and
psychology, the other was the Miller 4nalogies test. Confronted with
the logic of DeFunis! I would not be here today.

In the colleges, it is difficult to ow what the enrollment means:
how many we are losing we do not know. Some preliminary indica-
tions are that the losses/may be great.

If so, the flow of increasing enrollments must go on -or those who
finish will be smaller in number compared to those who entered.

Against the backdrop of the day-to-day experiences of blacks in
schools and colleges, the census data on a 10-percent jump are simply
disbelieved; ' . .

We know that the community colleges liave huge noncompletion
rates for th it traditional populations and that less than one,, n five
who enter t em ever achieve a baccalaureate degree.

Blacks nt.cd three times their current number of baccalaureates
just to come e'en. In fact, the gap between college-educated blacks
and whites widened in the last decade. .

In the intellectual community, black ability and genetic quality
are now, incredible as it may seem, being debated. An entire issue
of the elementary _school principal is being devoted to a defense of
black intelligence and a counterattack on those who persist in using
the tests badly.

In the South there is fear that the devastation of discriminatory
desegregation policies which. literally wiped out black educational
leadership in the secondary school revel in the last decade, will be
repeated in higher education under ....1darn8 v. Richardson;theyeby
wrecking the cornerstone, of ,t1a, flow of black-trained manpovv.er that
exists in the historically black but now integrated colleges.

It appears their substantial desegregation is not enough. and
more must be done. Whatever is done cannot. damage the flow, of

4 training manpower on which this Nation depends.

300
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Yes, there has been progress, it is good kit it is fragile:There
has been an advance but it is not internally strong or consistent.
We are at a watershed where Nveo forward or we standstill. To
stand still is to retrogress. °

The importance of. a continning and unequivocal commitment to
equalizing educational opportunity in the Student Financial Aid Act
of 1975 canna be overestimated.

It literally means the educational future of black Americans will
be hanging on the outcome_ of the debate I have propbsed. I know
the intent and goodwill is there; it must. be expressed iii legislative
proposals and financial-resources.

As it has helped large groups of Americans, mostly white, if has
carried our aspirations along with it. I fear that at the time we
need. that continued, support the most, it will be cut from under
us and that will be a national setback we can ill afford.

Thank you.
Mr. Ontkit.A. Thank you very much, Mr. Blake. X take it that

if you had to set for the priority of goals of the legislation, you
iwould be More interested in increasing the proportion of black and

low - income students in higher education than in increasing the
total number of students in higher education, even though that may
mean a large increase in black and low income, as well as other
'students?

Mr. BLARE. I think if the second composition would work out,
I Would have no problems with it. That is Within the confines of
the general increase which is what we have had_ in the lust 5 to 7
years, a -general increase. Blacks have ;one along With that.

However, that been because one of the student assistance pro-
grams that existed which gave some substance to the ability of
blacks to share in that general increase. I tun not certain without
some special attention,_ that low,-income students will not necessarily
share in the general increase.

For example, the fantastic increases in higher education that have
occurred from World War II up until now really blights and low-
income, people did not very much share in that until the middle of
the 1960's interestingly enough, after the development of the Higher
Edueation. Act of 1965.

I know the dramatic increases we have seen in black-enrollment and
they have almost pniallcled from the .period of the beginning 'of the
,higher education amendments and so on.

I am saying that I would want to make certain that the legislation
is drawn in a way so that in the pool of limited resources, there
are some resources there that would help to continue the kind of
movement that We have seen, and as "the bill has at least been
opened up. That is, at least, my perception; to a 'larger range of
groups.

The, resource pool has not been significantly expanded so that
I feel in a competition for-those limited resources, the low-income
groups are going to be the -Ones that would be forced out in
dispioportionate numbers.

Mr. .0IIAP.A. But let us -asSuine a precision in meeting. legislative
goats that pei haps does mot` exist -and. then given your -choice-of bx-,

391.,p
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pending college enrollnients that would expand, both black trod

White enrollment significantly), without changing the iettpothoti
and-contrastthat with the-strategy that would, accomplish that and

the strategy that,Ivotild,i4 inereaseeither black or white
by as-much as the first strategy but would increase the RidpOrtion

of blaikkin, the total ezirellinent; which would beyOur preference)

Mr, Bnlar. I .would- hav to prefer the-,second, because we are. in

such bad' shape. .We :heed: more ,terms -Of higher education than

the traditiehal'g,idtipS that have been-going.
HoweVer,,I do not perceive .and this is inyMpinion, anything in

this Studetit -Financial Aid- Act:Which- is going- to significantTY

impede the Continued expansion'ofithe- traditional ,higher education

groups,froni going on to higher ,

I think it may be a- little nioredifficult or some of them. They

May Make choices of institutions, in terms of costs which Vierecliffer-

eht fromi what litany .of'theiri.inay have likeatto do.
Ilowe',`,er,-I think they will continue tego on to college. I do not

think that the absence of this kind of legislation will_neeesaatily

damage that-expansion because I do-not think-they are asdependeht.

oil it as itlie -kind of groups that I am argiiing for.
Mr. OaAgA... I think perhaps nothing in. this legislation is going

to accomplish either one of those goals fully) but I think Your prob-
lemthe clirectiona in which you-think this,legigation is heading
that is,.the setting _up of other goals, including, a goal- of universal

access.
Perhaps we-differ in that regard:lb own loneerm policy pret.

erence is leading- toward universal access and/ .am not as concerned

about the proportions of black and whites as I am about the total

number's of black students and the-total numbers of whitestudents.
Mr. BLas.n.. I think- that if you look at the California system

of higher education, Which, his always, been pointed out as a uni-
versa access system, even that system needed specialceffert to deal

with the' problein of say, minorities in terms of their equal opper.

tanks,.
They.had to develop. a; special -approach- to begin to stimulate

end pull minoritieS,even into that universal access where there is

institutionnstitution where everyone can go in terms of their network
of community golidges.

That is what I am ,afraid of That in a se-called normal.- course

of events), the income levels Which lire dramatically differentI
handed, put just, one graphig there), which, indicates what the -normal
college.going. population. is like and What the income- lcVels, for

example; of -black Alt erivans: are like.
Therefore,' the income diiterencee are just so sharp; like, 100,

percent-difference, in' ternia of average income of blacks wily go

to college and. the traditional- clientele, including- all groups, black

and white.
Because-of-that, you heed to hale' some- pattern of special help.

I ain nOt arguitra; against ell- of those goals. If there' were enough

money te pursue 7r11.of those goals simultanedusly,then- I clonot think

this would a Major problem but within- the kind of poet that
weartalking about, basically I am.argitingthatif IV(i411'0' gointo
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stay within that pool, that one try to at least put something in a
litgislation that would-make certain that at least some support would
continue for the equalizing of educational opportunity while the
legislation helps Out all Of these other problems.

011-LUIA. The Congrestwomah from Now York?
Mri.,CIIIIthOLit. Thankyou very much. Mr. Blake, the'universality

of the approach in this piece of legislation-actually unuld open -upthe doors to all students in this country. Perhaps, as you have said,
we need to be thinking more in-terms of the universality otmanythin,iis in this democra.V. -

However,` given the pragmatic reality of today's financial re-Sources, there are still elements in the population that have tobe given special consideratiok because of historical circumstances
over which they have had abiolutely no control.

The, Higher Education Act of 1975, as stated here, says it was
"to -make higher education available to qualified high school stu-
dents of exceptional financial need; who for lack of financial means,.of their own c.r their families would be unable to obtain such
benefits Without such aid."

The college worir -study program specifically stated, "it was toproenote the part-time employmentof students, particularly students
from,. low-income faniilies.

Wenotiee that within -this universal approach, ,the college work-
study program mow will be open to all students. Currently, of
course, only- the needy are eligible.

We- lsOsrecog,nize that the SEOG grants which were awarded onthe basis of -need to students getting BOG grants will now be changedto merit:
This conceivably could also help ,to change the cost, of education

for a student who is going to Princeton or Harvard from a familywino does not have the assets as such to continue this education.
Given all of these things, it would seem to me what you are

telling this committee is that we have: to recognize. whether wewant to or not, that the thrust seems no longer to be toward the
equalization of educational opportunity for poor students. The
thrust is now moving in the direction of a kind of universality of
opportunities for all.

Are you therefore trying to tell us that the legislation in terms
of its purpose definitely moves away from the 1965 act?

Mr. BrAirE. This appears to be the point- I was trying to make,
but no where does the education 'explicitly say that, no where does itexplicitly say that it is moving away iron;. that.

It seems to be-in a series of changes. One can easily draw that
inference. What it does do is to open up the kinds of population
which. can benefit from the legislation. In that respect it doesmove away from the expressed primary goal of the earlier legislationand includes different goals.

I am saying that 'you would need a lot more money for thatYou cannot 'do .what the older approach was doing and add theseother things- within the same pool of money. I am just saying what
Would -be in competition for those resources by all of those groups.You would probably not ,get as universe' a benefit from that
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limited pool of resources as one might like. After a period of time,
one might look back and see that essentially rather than equalize
an opportunity, that whatever progress Nts been made, it was really
kind of standingstill.

It-was-like the front row and back row analogy of everyone moving
but the gaps remain the same for a very long time and for the
future.

Mrs. Crum num. One other question. Under the current la*,
bility for a BOG grant was based on family income plus alas.

pith the elimination of assets under the legislation we are now
discussing, what would happen to access of lower income students
to these BOG ,grante?

'AIL BLAKE. In looking at the income distributions that I look
at, assets in terms of impact on the need analysis for 'low income
students is not really a very important factor.

A majority of the kinds of income distributions and the majority
of the income distributions that I look, putting everything together,
there is simply not enough money income i mbst instances for the
families to even stay very high on the need analvsis scale.

Usually with whatever they have, they can comeup with contribu-
tions that are usually not in excess of $50D according to the old
system.

The asset quest ion, I think, runs to the business of relief to groups
with higher income. It gives them more relief in terms of the cost of
college ovin,, than it does the kind of low income -population that I
am talking about.

In other words, I think it itensifies the kind of competition for
funds that those groups will be eligible and they can go after
the funds to help.support the education of their children.

However. the I& income people would be competing with those
expanded groups. I think that would be the basic impact, though
I would not Ariffit to go beyond that because I am not an eipert in
that kind of financial. analysis.

I am just simply saying that the low income groups, vhcther
or not the asset thing is in there, is not really a, terribly i portpt
characteristic, because they tend not to have enough assets to say
increase or decrease the amount of aid.

If it is guaranteed in that effect, they are going to need sub-
stantial amounts of aid whether or not that is in the legislation.

Mrs. Cmsnowt. One final question. Currently low cost loans can
be secured by going directly to the college or the university. Mr.
O'Hara's bill would eliminate collegebased loans, thus putting
many families or students in the position of going to bank or other
commercial lenders.

All of us are cognizant of the fact that lowincome groups have
difficulty getting any kind of financial support from commercial
lenders because of all the factors that we know so well.

It is very difficult for these individuals to secure loans. What
effect, from, where you sit, do you think this change would have-on
the entire loan program?

Mr. BLARE. There has always been a reluctance on the part of
significant numbers of low income students to use the low income
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programs;iven within She institution and a greatier -reluctance to go
outaide to the guaranteed PrOgsams.

Howesser,.the loan. program which flows through the insti-
tution has in AnAl analysis, I think, been absolutely essential in
kesePing low -home .students in. school.

By And law, in the institutions that I am familiar with, the
loans-are always considered-the aid of last resort. That is, one looks
at work -study2 the traditional BOO -which areSupplemental educa-
tion otvortimity grants and then State prod ail:is and then what-
ever the overhead-is that is left, that is put into loans.

HOwever, the pattern that is seen or bas been seen over the past
decade is very important I will describisithrieftv antl..indicate why
you will find most a us still strongly support the direa loan pro-
gram. Basically, for stone kinds of instatationst the stridehts are
clearly identified with being, sympathetic with their aspirations, like
some of the 2,year community colleges in the, cities,

Characteristically students show up in September at those insti-
tutions without an adequate package of financial aid. They come
out of a certain kind of faith that once there, they will be able to find
work and pay their bills and-go on through. col ege,

So what one finds is an institution having to spend significant
amounts of time iu..:Septeinber winking with students who have
already come to try .to put to ether aid package so that they
can stay in college.

if the Joan program is all snit:side of the institutions or if all the
aid programs are outside of the institutions, then we would sea that
as being_a hadlind of mix. Some should stay outside but some should
clearly still bd in the institutions.

These low income students do not move neatly inte the full obli-
refiss, and__ spring application appruval or rejection and then getting
in nil the paper work and then appear.

however, the pattern in-institutions which serve large-numbers of
low income students. is that -continues right up to the
time the school open hi September, and the stadenis are still coming
in.

In fact, some even appear with, the application forins their
hands 'when the doors open in August and. September. When a,
school has nothing to do with that Lind. of influx of students, it is

significant.disadvantage. --
In any program, some of those students will bring some aid.with

Them but they would certainly not bring enough to pity their bills
so the direct loan program, in that context, that flows through an
institution is an important program.

Basically', I guess what I am 'saying. in short, is that all the
programs have worked well, and they have a.chieved_tremendcius
gains one srottd like to hedge this bet as we more into this nefr
world and keep the programs until we aro certain that actually.the
new approaches will do as well.

Mrs. CITISTIOIX. Thank you. I have no further questions.

3 Mr. OTfaia. Mr. Blake, would you say that the runendmests to
tlfe SEOG program proposed by AB. 3471 converted from a need

sod program to a merit based program?
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-.S,fr. Lam. Yes, I would. As I said, I do not feel that a piece of
Federd1 legislation should get. into that area because I think it is
a kind of quagmire.

Mr. 011An.v. Do you think it %yes a drafting error that in order to
qualify for one of these SEOG`s, one has to be eligiLle for a basic
educational opportuuity then?

Mr. 13rAnn. I am not certain 'Lam following you. ,
Mr. Areyou aware of the fact that, in order to qualify for

tin SEOG, 11.11 3471. expressly requires you have to qualify ior a
basic educational opportunity grant?

Mr. BLAKE. Yes. It was my understanding that there is-an intent
. to try to identify certain categories of students and that to then

apply a. merit test to-those.
Mr. O'llatta. Do you think Were are people who qualify for basic

educational opportunity grants under the present sac:dales who
are not rieesly ?

Mr. BLAKE. I would think the majority of them would be needy,
yes, given the regulations I have sten.

Mr. O'llAnA. Then how can you say the proposed SEOG would
not be based on need?

Mr. Biagi Because the legiSlation-does not espr,essly put forward
the kind of language that th old legislation did but it would be
based on need, but nsed as defined in a much broader context.

It seems to depend on the amount of resources that one has, the
number of children that oar has in college anal othet kinds of
factors, or that one looks itthe effective incoine.

The need could very well be defined. If a family making even
any V5,000 a year aria they, have two children in college, which cost
4,000 each to attend, and given the 17/ky their assets clothed out, that

family would have extreme difficulty in trying to support those
students in college, therefore, they mould be eligible fur these pro
grnroa, us- I undOstatret it.

Mr. O'Hara. Mr. Blake. as A matter of. fac t; to qu,alify for an
SEOG, under present law, you can have a higher income than
yon wonkl be required to lime to qualify for an SEGO under 347L

In other words. instead of taking out the need basis, the proposii/
under II.R. 3471 would smpos a- tighter need stamited-on an SEOG
recipient than pttsently prevalla

do:.not know how you an& the gentlewoman ham New York, in
the face or thatcatt make_ _the statement that II.II. 3471 removes
need as a criterioniiir 'an SEOG grant.

Mr. BLAKE. I was taking the bill as a total bill. As I pointed
out in my testimony, the SE0C3 does maintain the exceptroyml fl
minder need language. The liOG does not Lave language that is as
strong as that. The college work study does not babe language as
strong as the SEOG.

Mr. 011atta,..But in actual fact, the income khedules that can be
used under SEOG and under college work study are mon geberon.s
than the income schedules that have.to-be used under BEOG.\ Mr. T3nant. More genemus for low 'mom fatrilies1

Mr. ('Hand. No. they permit higher income families to. qualify,
igher income, sonic families that cannot qualify for BEOG, never-

' . e .
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, ,,/,.),,,,,,,,,,,,;,,Ifeele-433,. w..),,u,14 have 11,Iopclioligiii,incpre if i.ntt,,wo4d: use th,eCSS, ,

77/7 07,11'4110,,c1r,the A-01,-sdh4lttle. - - , -- , ,-, -'
>In ..other wo-als, Om 110G schedule does not let in ils- mat; people _

/:, /741-AAWACT---iititlie :CSS. ,, ,

Ift4nr,. I am, aware of that. i tim Making" a very basic iiiiint
the conipetltiOn, for..thiS pia Of xr,,,parces is A.x. i*?anding.:410

) ,,riarit is written,4-0.9haVe.p,stidcuarpurpose,
,,T4fii,te- a ILO, pyrposc, is to,, merit a Idnci of analysis with',

Arcing,lefinitioL. of _ticea, ThatAppears tobr true in some other ,-
i:ts a tilte.le,t,Islation. In, that 4;gard,,it does, stick much closer to
tOnditgutiii4e;iiSlation,, ,

I Wmtld Jager that the approach' not he drawn, sek sharply
Tr ,. _ _ colie,i thua it, will be sea difficult to 44 with that:People -have
, been ,y,trestling wilh that, problem fpr 2:r year's. They, started .}i2 years

AigkotrOng,lo,,Ket, what they (...ii Alive fair tests 04, at tlw rniver,,
01.,s d chteagp. They have not ?gets verysit.ecesiful In that, .

, ,flowever, in terinti Of a ,tntality, I am. '3,i-y, much concerned about
tlifact that, thure .4 g,,44-i. to be an ,increased competition for the
sixe.hinds. It does not say tha.t. 'Itw incoMe groups cannot qualify .-

,

....,.znd'ikill. not qualifX,Ifir nhatisin the bill. ,- ,

0.' Hownir, they ,W;f1;,basn tc's, qualify or the are qualified, bat in
their qiolifi9,tlop,Ilicy are ht. competition with a ni 'Kb. larger popu-

fi- * liition 4,-neoPle: .

,:7,,.;,',, . Z % .a.' That Wnot true of tbeSE0a:theugh.
.' 3f r. la N6, it N net, . -

I Ci xxopr..Will you yield, :Mr. chairman?. ,
fr. 0.1 .sir. es.

,
.SIrs. ".attsttut,,Ii With respect to the question of merit, we are 'cog:,

...k, ;,- niz,ant it the fact4hat the students to ~shorn the SEOG mill IA'
awa,rdet are those- who will alse be in receipt of the BEOG's
on the basis of rnerit. . ,

.

4 ,' . , ILA es er. the key thing hero is tile definition of merit. Suppose we
.

-, tolite mull things as the national merit scholarship test and some
other basis, tests to determine merit. Granted that meritorious stu-

-, dews are ;,also receiving the BO grants. the fact of the mattrr is
that if we use a mei it system as the basis fur a,warki'lng SEOG grads,
togiority students with or withoutifOG grants,soilld not be eligible.
foil A.1`,()C, grant.,, hs (.4mm, historically nuttokit:. students have gener-
ally :±curvil lower than their white peers in,terms of the percentages
of verstms ot these widesjjread examinations usl to dLrmita.. limit
'which are used as the basis for general testing and nicait,'we do not'
find; minority* students.. .. - . .

It is' not,to say thatotudents who are not going to be in receipt of
the ItOG gtants.yvould. not also be 'eligible for SEOG. but it' is the
question of the definition of merit anl how etc an: going to is'tablislt
th,yez it. liAing that we are wilting about when We recognize that,
1c4 income students have inner really been a part of that clitegory.

I just wanted to make that clear for the record.'
t. Nis. 011Au.A. The gentlewoman has a perfectly legitimate argu- ,'

meta, on that point and I think there arc opposing points to that.
Mr nbjectinn was to the suggestion thtt the proposed SEOG,,- . .

would not, be need based. It is need. based.
... : .
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Mr. BLARE. I is. I did not dispute that point eith6r.
Mr. O'}Luu. The gentleman froM,PennsAvania?
Mr. ESITLE3Lk,,:t. \Thank you, Mr. 'chairman. Mr. Blake, I first want

to refer to page 4. of your testiraony,_the first Of your recommenda-
tions that equal oppertunity bills be pub k.

I have no quikrrer with this. It is ,perfect y right. I want to
jump up to the end of paragraph 1 Qn the_same lingo where you
say that 80 percent of the funds in,these programsyou are speak,-
ing of prior programshave gone, to nonnunority groups.

If the thrust bad been for equal opportlinity,for the last 4.0 years,
then how come a high percentage like that can be a true figure?

Mr. BLAB". It is based. on the population generally. That is if
you take numbers in terms of low-income ,populations that the
majority of those numbeis are going to be nonminority, just in the
nature of the arithmetic. .

,

That is, if there must bethere must: he about 40 million which
iqtli,ites the lowest income pei,,entile, there must be;_about 19,million
Americans who fall in that category . of which Maybe 15 million of,
them might be black Americans, .

As one is dealing with equal opportunity programs, like that in
theSe kinds of numbers, then that is where the stoney has to go
because tlicie is simply just not enough minor" people to use up
those large. amounts.

Mr:" EsIILL31.1>,i. Then that 80 percent/ fit,Tre is nornecbssarily a
criticism? , . . ,: -,,

Mr. Mane. Ne.1 tun saying that is an inevitability, but it is an
ineritability in any program that 3 quAeNelop that the majority of
the funds would'flow that /way:There is no-way around that.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. If optimis,ticalI3,, we come up with some extra, ,

mono., Where would that extra money -best help the black student--
in BOG or in work - study?

Mr. BLAKE. I would say in the ISO G's and the, SEOG. That would
be the two areas that would come,allead of work study. Work study
comes a hard imond. c.

In terms of discretionary use. of it, I think It is very.riinportant
that grant funds are used moroliear4 in the first nap or, so and
thee one phases in more use Of.the work -study funds as one mores
furthernlong as lie.gees further in college. . , . .

,. Beth the BEOG and. the SEOG and work stndy.itend to.bo the
time program4 of preference among the financial aid offices that I

e_ am familiar with. - .-, -. ,..
M. ESULE3LAN. Then .we should try to distribute to each, in other

Words? . t
, f,;,

Mr., Branr. Yes. . . ...
Mr. EFILEMAN. If, in this new piece a legislation, ,we have to

pick a primaiy, administrator of Federal student aid, it could fall
in one of three pleas, th Office of Education, the States, or the ,: institutions themselves. , , . .

Aspi:6m administrator, not 100 percent, but as primary ad,
miyistrator ,%111,1, administrator would ire fair to the black students?
IN& would give a better opportunity, to the black students?

Mr. WARE. I think I _woad prefer to 4eo a combination --I am-- .
not certain I am going be able.' to answer that very Well because.
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would like to see a mix in terms of the way the programs are
administered.

If, for example., any the primary administrator becomes the States,
I would like to see still there be a significant amount of discretion
funds still left at the Federal level, so that -if problems develop
underthat kind of primary administrator, then it could be redressed.
in some instance with some small pool of 'discretionary funds at-the
Federal

In other -words, whether it goes to the State or whether it stayed
at the Federal level, I would argue very strongly that sorlie be held

_some administrative control be held back, so that one scan
deal Nrith any kind of special situations that might arise.

Mr. VSTILEMAN. I am not trying to emb/trrass you, and I do not
want any institution named, but are there imistitutions that are still
discriminating? Is that a 'high percentage? '

I realize that there have.to 'be Some. Is that a big factor? Are there
institutions that are.dis.crin;tinating:against black students? Big
enough to be a factor in our thinking, that is what I am talking
about,

Mr. Bt sr.. Discrisninaqng against them where?
Mr. Esiripimr. In. admissions? .

Mr. BLAKE. In terms- of the kinds of discrimination of keeping
them out ,on the basis of race; that is a very big factor now. It has
movedi as I suggested in, my testimony, to a more subtle "kind of
attack in which a much more rigid use is likely to be made in the
next-few, years of various kinds bfitandarclized is u lineations
for 'admissigns. .

Where one could argue that this in fact is not discru t nation on
the basis of race the tests are instruments that it is known in the
statistical sense, Tacks jugVia°, not do very well on those tests, You

.

need. to .use alternate' opproadLep. ,

What exerally happens is that you need, to u the stronger
...-system o recommendations for people who know at talents and'

abilitie§ of black youth and. depend more heavily on those kinds
of things in addition to the tests.

That is the way I was able to continue my career. Someone who.
knew me' made strong recommendationi- in my behalf -which 'the.
institution believed and then allowed me to come iri to see what I
could do. '

However, the traditional thing was someone says' you are black
and you, Cannot come in here, generally that is ti thing of the past.

ES1iLEMAN. I happen to rate motivation ahead. of college
boards and anything else. In other words, you are saying thti sari%
thing. If the person.has motivation, he will get through.

Mr. BLAE.E. And has demonstrated that he can do school work
in the past. There are a lot of people like that who also do not do.
very well on, the standardized tests.

BsinsiptAx. That is all. Thank you..
Mr. MIA,nst. The gentleMaryfrom New York?
Mr. BJACY31. In connection with those tests, westalk in terms of

black ,and T would like not to forget another segment of our com-
munity that has a rellttecl problem, although not as publicized, and
not as' advocated, eve h though it should be.
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I am sure the Statistics will indicate that 'those Americans of
Italian Originthe younger generationhave similar difficulty, not
.simply in -admissiOns, but in higher education and the professional
schools.

That is why, I am as concerned. as you are about where these
moneys go-atthe early-. stages. What puzzles me are the various terms
that seem to-be used interphangeably or in pursuit of a particular
nurnose. I am a little confused.

For the record, I _would like to knowwhen you say minority,'
about whom do you.speak?

BLAKE. In my own. mind. I was speaking primarily about
black Americans, Puerto Ricans, M-exioart AMericans, Indian Ameri-
cans. Those.are-the groups I am talking -about.

Mr. Binoor. All right. I recognize that seems to be the common
acceptance of the -term. I do not think it is sufficiently embracing.
I think it-is. very narrow and.restriotive.

The fact is when you. say. minorities, any portion which -is less
than the majority is a minority. 'In that case, I have atifpecific con-
cern, as I expressed initially, about thoSe of Italian origin and all
the large -Greek and Albanian population which falls-in that concern
and that state.

They may be. more eligible-than ,even the 'blacks, because of' need,"
because, of language, because of so- many things and yet they are
absolutely obscure. Their needs are neglected completely.

Then-we have the other expression of low income. When you say
--lorrincome to whom- do you- refer-3

1.1r.,-2o.a.;cm.---That_is_an- absolute term if you draw' arrn kind of
income criteria for the .purposes. of legislation, one took the national '
median and said everyone who falls beloW that, then that is an
absolute criterion, that is the way in which the program will go.

Mr. Bylaw.. Then we go- further and talk in, terms of need. Need'
would. seen to me, I think, you are more or less- concerned? by
your explanation, that it can embrace an even larger area of people,'

If this legisilation is ,to- deal. with those, to, assist those_in obtaining
education, then we. musthe talking about the broader group. A man
cam be, denied that opportunity to. go on with education simply'
because he cannot afford It whether he is low-income black, Italian,

or whatever, -he istienied the opportunity.
I think we should talk internas,of the. broader approach-in-dealing

with the problem._ I think you have suggested that there is nothing
wrong with the. universal application of this legislation. It is just
a-question,Of funding.-

I acknowledge there might be more competition for the fUnds
but then in light of what we said,. in the light of need, the compe-
titian. is inevitable. Do, you not agreet

414.T. BLAXIU Yes, I Would :agree. I think 'front-the-thrust of your
comments, that I would not have any-ciparrel with what you are
saying. I think my view is- if the legislation is shaped' in a way so
that need isdefined ituthe way which you= seem to be, iroptyhig, that
all groups; who have siniila.r kinds of problems and similar kinds
of needs would be served Nell

In :the competition, they. would: do- better than where there is
,nothing which, bakes it very elear that you are talking -about some

54-150-76,---26 \
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Iona of low-income criteria which might include significant numbers
the kin& of groups about which you ate-talking where they might

have to compete or whatever the pool of resources.
I would hope there would be some way in which-they could find

nutually beneficial ways of working together and lookipg at how
this kind of legislation is drawn so that it can be more beneficial
10 people who have similar kinds of problems for different reasons.

Mr. -Bmoot. I want to proceed on the premise; Ur- Blake, that
there are many private institutions that are vastly superior to publicinstitutions of higher learning.

By virtue of this bill, there really are not any options. Most of
the people who would be the recipients of the benefits here would
be compelled to attend flue public institutions where the tuition is:,
)e.ss. .

I sugget that by -virtue of that, they are not being given the
full opportunity, the best of opportunities. They should be

'
however,and perhaps merit might even be a stronger consideration for going

`into these areas because of the curricultim and standards in order
Ito maintain, continued- attendance.

Those -who apply should be given an opportunity to attend the
/private institutions. What is your reaction to that?

Mr. Bran:. I would have no prpblems with that. The-only caveat
is that you have to be careful about ho)v much of your funds get

intopulled that area because your per student cost would be very
j'high'in-many instances.
' One diminishes very rapidly the number of people, so-I think
again there has to be some way in which you avoid pulling a kind of
Situation where you might be dealing with $5,000 or $6,000 of aidI per student.

That number, I feel, would have to be HOW in some way unless1 your really had a very, very "large program but I have no problem1 'with the concepts of the program supportin* those, kinds of choices.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you Mr. Blake. That is all:
Mr. OFAkiA. The gentleman from Alabama?
Mr. Bv.mrlorAx. Mr. Blake, I apologize for my tardiness but I

1 ,did'read yoTh- statement and I am interested in your thinking par-
' ticularlyon the provisions of this bill which would remove the assetsAst.

May I ask thy colleague, has this pointbeen developed; if so, I will
I -cease weddesist?

Mr. O'Hara. It was pursued by the gentleman froin New York
with the witness, the effects of removing the assets limitation but

I :you are certainly Welcome to proceed.
Mr. BucirANAN. May I askit has been suggested that there is

a compromise position between that of removing the assets limita-tion as in this legislation as now written and having,a more rigorous
assets test, and. that is this:

In the State of Pennsylvania, *era is a reservation of $50,000in assets plus in- the case of widow or disabled person, retarded
p'erson, an additional $10,000 per child to provide' for someone who
owns a home but becomes widowed, who has no income, say beyond-social security, that person does not have to sell the home in orderto send. the %child to college.

401
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I wondered your comment as to some compromise system iilong
that line versus elimination of the asset test altolietber.

Mr. BLAKE., I am afraid. I would not want to comment on that,
Mr. Buchanan, because I am not an expert enough to deal with
that kind of proposition. My earlier comments were just generally
that the assets. question is not i major issue in terms of the kinds
of low-income'i groups about which I am talking.

For example, in many of the schools, in my experience,' or in the
South, for example. where a, high percentage of the students still
come from the smaller towns and cities, working out the income
distribution from their families, all without assets, does not raise
very effective income to the level where it affects their need very

much.
The question of assets, I was essentially saying, is a question that

deals with a group that is- somewhat high on the income scale and
then allows more of than- to demonstrate more need and create
greater demands on the available funds.

However, I am not qualified to deal with how you set up those'
assets and so on.

Mr. BremANAN. I see, but I would like to nail down this point.
You did indicate in your statement some concern about the widening
of the available group with our limited resources and the subsequent
effect upon-those in gren\teSt need.

I assume you are saying. that you would feel some 'concern on
that ground about the elithination of all asset requirements?

Mr:MAI:E. Yes, I would.
Mr. BUCLTANAN. Thank you.
Mr. O'HAnA. Thank v u, Mr. Blake. The next witness is Richard

A. Fulton, executive dir dor and general counsel, Association of
Independent Colleges an Schools and Dana R. Hart, executive
secretary, the Accrediting commission, Association of Independent
Colleges,and Schools.

Gentlemen, I am a member 8f the House Committee on the Budget
and thatsommittee is marking up the 'bill today. Occasionally some
of my friends in education have said to me they thought it Was
nice that I was a member of the committee because they thought
perhaps my working with education and having some ImdWledge of
it at least, would help educational budgetary allowancer.

However, they will not help if I cannot go to the meetings, you
see. I missed yesterday's .meeting because I was licre and now I
am Well on the way to completely missing today's hearing. Mr.
Fulton is a. gentleman with whom I have had, the pleasure of
discussing these matters on numerous occasions.

I have aIwNs felt his contributions were worthwhile and thought-
ful and Mr. Fisher as well, is one with whom I am well acquainted
and I have high regard for his opinions but I would like to turn
over the gavel to the senior Democrat present, Mr.'Biaggi of' ew
York and go off to my Budget Committee meeting.

promise you, however, that I will eareally, consider your
testimony. I will read the transcript of the hearing so that I will
know' what the questions were.and the answers.

Mr. Fu-yroN., Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have every confi-
dence in the committmand its staff.

[Mr. Biaggi presiding.]

I '14
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Mr. I'litirtitani, I an itichard FOlton. and gn my
right is Mr. Dana Ifert). The tat,ement ,that we have prepared_ far
the'recoicl, welvettIcTlike to submit if-there is,no.objgction, and' then
attempt -tip give and ope.1),,,o,urselves up for question§.

Mr.; BTAWIC,'1Voljection.;
f[Tile -pfeparect statement follows

PREPARED STAilraiENT QV' RIGH#R1),./i, -Vtit.toN, Asy.atrTIVE DIRECrat, ANn. atIttRAI.
COUNY313.4, Ails0C-LATVIS Olvinosertmenr-COLYZAES trito 80111001A, AND'autA.- IL.
rfaxr,,Execureelnoterawr,-xneActititariteo Ctitnistorr
Mr, ,Cbairmanl -and. Members of the Stikem' ttee: We appreciate your

invitation to share with -the Stibcommittee-soinii of our -+IeiVf44 on- atUdent
financial aid-and H.R. -3471. Each of us appears In our individual, papal:Mem
Tile views, anct opinions; 'lid-licit we present to the Subdommittee ere; our -own

int& notlhepelkyr,Poisitiouir of. either AICIS-or, oft Ac,crediting.CominisAtOIL
Qua Boar& does not meet until: /day and out çbmnitSaIod. -dbeS not' ifteet
until April. ribrietlieress,, we hope that Our personal Wen's, Masi' be of Utility
to-the' Subcommittee. Briefly, by way of tetelitticieter . atit-Itiblitatt
Hkeeetikte- Direetbr and -General) Counsel; of the A;soitiation of -Independent
Collegarsindt Schools? (MOS). Danilt. liert.,114.the Bxecutiyegecretant, of the
Accredlting Commission of AICS.

Althfingh our comments are from the viewpbint of Tesid'entiai,,independent,
or proprietary Institutions, we urge the Sittkointnittee not -to construe- our
remarks ae,repreeentatlit of proprieties', ecinc,ation gmerelly. In ottr opinion,
there-War tnelrutehlursty generalizdtion abontptoprietary. education which
tails, tw differendate ,netweert, and. among, institutions may..,tet

Residential, its:distitigehuiett- Hole Ohrreaboudeete, &heals.
Sliort course, tingibAstitiikt inettfatiotts, diatinguiabed-from academically

paced institutions- with complex programs of education. divided by- quarters, or
seatesterst

Participating Institutions- Under various 'federal. programs, as. distinguished
from nortrrocntionalty orientectinatitutibiut.

According tia the Pedertit Znide Coninriesion, than' art-approximately 8.3
million students enrolled Ilk-about ten, thoutiand--so-calied,proprietary;
dens. There are apProximateiY 130,000' students. in the-some-480 institutions
of the Association, Off IiidependentCclieges.and:Schtmis. (AICS).

PX011:1Erldir rsuirzo2c OPLICLY atMeekttzto

The parameters, of what is--called ',,iirdprietarg education. are, indeed far-
ranging. Institutional differences are enormous. Op, average AICS school, bar
an, enrollment of` about 200 atudentif In fact, 72% of the total number of
institutions. in AICS have-etironinerite.ef' under- 800. stlttlents. Even 'smeller is
the average 'erilrolltuent-inItv coinnetbiegy sthool Atebrdingto Mr.,,Tar Gerber,
Cirairniart of the. Cosmetology. Accrediting Connuission (CAC), tile average
enrollment in a beauty school' is apprnimately.85 students. On, the. other= hand,
a large torresportdence histitution,-may -have enrollment in. excess of 100,000
students' from al o ver t heIrni fed Matte.

Our own small uniVeree of 480 ATCS sehoelg ccimplet:and. diverse.
It can , be- conelnded that briCS,Iir a noraltomogeneuns: aggregation. of institu-
tions-within, a, minbrity or abertation.11,increment-of higher-or pustsetwildurp
education. Thongli many people do not classify occupational schools as -eel.
legiate," 122 of the 480 AICS schools- (4%)- otter either the Associate or
Bachelor degree. .

Legislation and regulations often go into great detull to diatingulair-betiveem
and -Among puLlIc tax-consuming and private tax.-oxeniptinstitatiens

4 Q.S,1
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:sating ,themns-lafid-grank,aphoola, .state coileges, private,colleges,, community
hfatitutiona, they .often _non to be -lumped: together in one genaral*ciitiegory
telleges, or area' vocational .schools, Howey,,er, with 'regard proPrietary
subject itn-the same prejudice* gind.,Pejerativea, often 'without -dliferentiatiOn.
:,linvidly,.-.that.-beta not 'been, the -case Wit4.114a `,Stibesnitigtt4,
-,aftirreading,H,4:$471.1

,

Our,Coninfittee on the Administration or Student Finandial Altris Pre-Paring
a, special report on. several. Sastantive 'proposals in Ha Hence, oat.
;conunenta :in. tat; ;area. are -general In nature.

wh4e we 'alight -generally be associated with the "go 'sloirlaction"
on: the sulmtantivprogram-changes spggested.by H.R.1471; we feel that'evin
lapin ,011 andihould dons now poncerning, defthitiona Mid-administrative
proposaliinPart*.of

141161047;1.3
o

We expect to have a more detailed tonunentary and -reaction Wear Com=
raittee on the Administration of ,Student Financial Aid to the new proposals
for .basic grants. In the -meantime,. we kvoOld. suggest that :tuition, andald be
eliminated froth theawards deterriiination- tinder taste 'grants. 'T'ultionshoind
be 'a concern of the Supplemental Educational' Oppertunilty 'Grants, Program.
Instead of the-approach suggested -by 'H.R..8471, we woidd slagged, in the
alternative something approximating the NASFAA propoisda.--refiecting the
"absolute need" of the indivildual-and'his or her family for asidslance. Thus,
through a combination of federal- grant money and family supPort,141 amount
equal to the average "cost of maintenance" for -a single -student -*built be
-available. This 'increment -of student financial aid would, deal with:on-On=
instructional or -non- tuition" related coats. It would- be premised- on the
assumption that every student needs certain minimums or certain basic
amounts of maintenance whereVer be gees to -whatever type of school: near
or far from home,: zero or: high tuition; public, private, or proprietary.

The proposed change in the 3300 of H.R. 3471 which wettld _no longer tax
assets as-part of the process .of determining who eligible fora basic grant
is n very sound proposal. We support and endorse the sfatiment of the Chair-
man upon the introduction of'H.R. 3471 With regard to this point. Further,
We think the success and experience of the-State of New Turk In operating
its TAP program are highly relevant to more than merely the issue of
deletion- of assets from need-analysiff.

CAarkEern TRGTOSAT.

The Carnegie' Council on Policy Studies in Higher, Education has just
released. some more proposals which include a program of, Tuition Equalization
Grants for students wishing to attend private tax-exempt colleges and uni-
versities. Despite the fact that the Carnegie Tuition Equalization- Grants
would not, be available tO students in ,proprietary- sehooli, the Council claims
the TEG "would the principle of student cheice."'

A. more evenhanded system of tuition assistance with a proven track-record
Is that of New York. The Tuition Aiaistance-Program (TAP) 'is available to
students in public and proprietary -schools _u well as in _private tax-exempt
colleges. There* no discrimination. There Is, in fact, a reduction of ,the.gap
-between tuition charged at . private institutions, tai-exempt and proprietary,
and those at public institutions.

-At Chairman O'Hara, said when-introducing H.R.:847i with regard to dele,
tion of asSets in the New, York TAP program,:

"While New York State is not. the Nationin microcosm its experiences are
not without nationiil value."

Though. the .Cernmittee does -choose to deal with the issue of tuition
-equalization, we- respectfully, suggest that the reality of the comprehensive
New York TAP pregram has tho benefit:of a track record when compared- to
the .narrower thee es of :the Carnegie' Connell.

arantifizarAti GRANTS

We respectfully d er with the Chairman oh the propo,sals 8471 to
shift supplemental grants, from a need' based operation through the schools,

41;41,:-
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to, student qualification on the,: asis of -"academic- promise." Interstitially, let
us.,state that with regard to -the admialstration of the Supplemental 'Grants
program,. we see nothing,at all objectionable -to the funds themselves being
handled hy'llie Commissioner rather than the institution. Certainly' there are
a host of non-IJSOE adadnistered. programs -In which other agencies rail
Monthly Checks to the beneficiariei. We see nothing in the Supplemental' Grant*
program that necessitates institutional handling of the funds- themselves. The
same might he. gaid,for -the BasiC Grants *grain.

IloweVor -vvesee certain concentnals Problems- if supplemental,grants. are to
be limited those students Of "outstanding academic performance" and the
aimllirx language appearing, on 'page 10" at lines 4, 7, 10, arid 13. In one
pesaible interpretation, this could be a return to the unbalanced, elitism, of
the -Post-Sputnik:era..If at those points on,page 10 Which refer to -out:standing
academic performance," the additional words "occupational or Vocational.
petential"were inserted, the student wishing, to attend the variety of schools
mentioned,at ;Page 107 of the new- definition .of -eliguse Worii4
thkenceare Of.

By this-time, the-Committee has already heard' a, number of witnesses who
haveraised -the issue-of the problem of national; testing and -its consequences,
Without wishing to, beisher.the issue, we merely also. assert the point,

We- aggeat that -supplemental grants are a logical companion measure to
basic'grants. Just as basic grants-should- deal with' the mininiuni maintenance
and non-tuition costs of the individual, we .would hope that supplemental
grants will continue to prOVide -for n diversity Of institutions to enhance the
principle of student choice. This can be done if the present SEOG program
can deal with "need" within the context of "instructional- costs." In either
case, we would suggest elimination of assets as part of the ideterridnation
process. .

/STATE INCENTIVE GRANTS.

It is with mixed emotions that we see the small ssip -program expanded
with the explicit caveat to the L''SOE Commissioner forbidding him- from
trying to limit or influence, by regulation or other Means, the administration
Of the SSIG. We undeliittirid the philosophy, but are constralfied.to express as
concern that while students in proprietary schools would' be counted for pur-
poses of determining-state allocation, it does indeed seem -unfair that access
to these schools would not necessarily be provided to students with SSIG
money. However, a number of states such as New York, Pennsylvania, and
Vermont now include students -in proprietary institutions for purposes )f state
grants, We are currently attempting to establish, on a state-by-state basis,
whether or not a state grant program exists, and if it does, are students
in proprietary schools eligible.

STUDENT AID AND INSTITUTIONAL AID

A number of well- intentioned critics claim there is a false distinction
between btudent aid and institutional aid._Ve suggest that the two concepts
are seVerable and are areal utility.

We think the confusion lies in failing to distinguish open-ended, uncondi-
tional institutional subsidies with no strings attached, Illy'', payments to-insti-
tutions pirsuant to a contract for the perforinance of a particular service..
That service nitlit he the training under contract of a vocational rehabilitation
student,Or it could lie a- veteran. The-transfer of the Veterans Cost of Instruc-
tion program to the-TRIO authorization is.a realistic firt step in the direction
of recognizing that money may lbw to an institution pursuant to a contract
rather than an open-ended subsidy. Of' course the institution thus receives
the money not as a grant, but as consideration for the performance of a
pal-denier servihe. Hence, in those situations, it is appropriate to include, as
we understand H R. 8471 to so do, proprietary institutions as well as public
and 'private tax- exempt - institutions.

This same point was discussed at the July 11, 1974 Seminar conducted by
this Committee. The particular paragraph can be found at page 101 of Fart 9
of the publication of the transcript of the Seminars:

"Can I just add a small footnote here becaUse C Arought the thing up. Like
many of these things in principle, they sound very fine and I just always
have to ask this question, what about the fine tuning? I use for example
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when money stows 4), nn institution, people-assumethat it isa ,subsidy and 3
suggest that maybe the time has come for legislative review , of the terms
under Which money flews to .an institution. And I suggeot thatAioido
Money Is a-true subsidy.- Somebody has decided, either'the State-Or the Federal

.that just reason -of Its existence, this-institution-is entitled to this-
money to do, as-it sees fit. On the other hand, people say well,we don't want-

any strings attached; but there is a long history of the flow of- money to
institutions where the institution regelyes it for a specified pUrposerelated
s<inietitheil to aapecifled ancient. And in-that way it is reallysin,theAttture of
a ea-dirtier, whether it is )IDTA or vecatitthal rehabilitation-or I still suggest
the veteranscostetinsfrtiction some of these othera that baVe
been Justiftedleciuse you arefaliing certain People, They cost more to educate,
therefele,. you can overcome some of these emotional argimenta that have
been .used, -if you truly define what you are doing. And I think -this gets back.
to a great-lack of candor in Many-areas of- the legislation, but 3 will reserve'
that for later,"

Thus, the stage Is really set for a more definitive reconsideration of the
,Section 4110 Cost of'-Instruction Allowance for institutions. If these-grants are,
as dscribed by one major association executive a 'isort Contraet for
services ip, the national interests," then it is entirely appropriate that pro-
prietary schools well, as...public and no_nprofit institutions be eligible fur such

contract. Up Until now, we 'have not pressed' the -issue on this- point. How-
ever, the time may be right, or at least approaching, for serious discussions-
on the philosophical bails for the Seetion 410 Cost of Instructibn grants,.
which has beets omitted -from the present draft of H.R. 3471. We would look
forward- to ,the opportunity Of reappearing to discussthis question-at a future
date when Section 410 is considered_ in another piece of legislation.

, On AND FM

Tile proposal to phase out the FISL increment of the Guaranteed Student
Loan prograth with the hoPe that thestates can do a better job-may be well
founded. AneedOtal experiences with Which vie are familiar leave us with the
same general conclusion that there It a greater ability of state agencies 'to
deaf each With a small number of lenders and Students than' of the Federal
Governthent to deal with vast hordes of both.

Events in Massachusetts. Ohio and Illinois would justify our support for
'the proposal. However, we do not feel that it in any way redncei the necessity
for tight administration by the states. An incident in Connecticut which we
brought to the- attention, of the-state authorities -shows, the need for constant.
vigilance.

However, we question whether or not there is sufficient Incentive in E.R.
3471 as introduced to actually force those states not now having, a State
Guaranty Agency to establish one. Possibly linking the availability,of SSIQ
money to, the operation eta -State Guaranty Agency might do the job.

We would carefully distinguish between a State Guaranty Agency which
enjoys 80% reinsurance from a State Loan Fund which apparently would'
enjoy 100% Federalrinsurance. Possibly, perhaps, it has been the 100% factor
°Utile FISI, program itself providing loans which- were loaded to cover 100%

Without any expert* in the area, we suggest the Cominittee review the
of -student,costs thathas opened the door to so rough thjschief.
desirability of continuing. the 100% insurance of a State Loan' Fund when,
at the name time -the program reinsures only 80%, of a State Guaranty Agency.

*,4,'

,EDUCATIONAL,INSTITOTIONS AS LENDE110

The proposal of H.R. 8171. to eliminate all lending by educational institu-
tions under the GSL program is certainly evenhanded and non-discriminatory i
The same cannot be said for the proposals of the Administration which would
eliminate only .propriethry. Schools as eligible lenders.

We understand the Adminiatiation has releaSed, some default statistics
On rproprieiary institutions as eligible lenders to. Phew an average default.
Irate of 40%. slits may be so. We de, not have regular access .to such data
Since we- are iiht involved In, the.adniinistration of the.program. We are led
to believe, however, that the Adithnistration, has not disclosed that the non-
proprietary collegiate eligible lenders have-an -average default rate of about
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0%, Indeed some well 'known innitutions may have rates approaching 50%
orb 75%,

rta ,.ii Trig! aohnnIst nialna tn. need lend shktua. W*
have fnotified them of the proposals ok 11.11,. 3471. We are confident they
have-a Bair op6rtUnity to.presedit . their ease to the, Committee- should they
so,chooae., .

. nom PI:48hour

tneftieltit but-apparently cOnse1f.vatit latiblet' dtllci istmOit itelitibtuniidY
\.....1rate for the ;NDSL of Mote than detible, the AISOZ /*Urea, of 1.1% for
the Gat. Teehnically,.of College, NDSL ettek-in "d0fanit.7,

ilia`However, HAMM* that sOrnethitg ItS3/4 Of NDSL
artwrilted tvitiditlittitild. be elefithlhed ItiAtcikd the

NDSL as eneilitibtigy buffed. A. it* ettiniate O i1II ihialelite that -tint*
1058, II-Oine'$8 billion dellarti hate been lipPikiftiated:tor ths'ill'ogeain. IfeS%
Of-the NDSL tone it delinirdent,. Chet -at' IN-at thite-tihattelig ofsa
dollars-is stignatingi It is notbeing:recycled as intended:-

/.o ease -the programs into -6tinction Witlitut-dertifled-itiatitutional atiditkis-
telhutlhe door 1,0 some Very utiPlettinitit Win& WohltiAtiYolte
largelY "atiOrdiletaty -ihstitntroitif:

It discs hot regnire an eiliendiVe eOMPutet ;Priiitent-WhiCh neiret-seefht 40
be available to aPProIlinate, the Itifel -of inititutiohlt1 kainiblikratiOn of the
NDSL. A simple domPitritdii of -111e atihtlitl- level lending, With t,ite
InstItutiOnal allotment Will-slio* Whether fir nOt the MOneY

ceser the Past feW years theleritting levdI ;betel/ tpptbiiiitated the itrinnil
allocation, it is :fair to dondinde that the Scheel IS not deflecting and fedYCIhig
NDSL fonds fibleh many gti b9ek to 1958.

We sukgett any- Dhase (Hit Of .NDSL include:
1. A fiscal and management audit of the administration of the NDSL a

-condition transfer to the instittitien Of NIML funds for the continuation\of
their "own -Student lending -program.

2. Readjustment of the amount of-the.revolY418-fundof ltn institution -which
entered the program late, such as the -sehools which refused to require _of
loyalty oath in the sixties or the proprietary residential schools -which became
-eligible only by reason of the 1968 Amendments. In the latter ease,- Most of
these schools have only one and two year -programs, so-their revolving-fund
base would ordinarily; be smaller than that of a -four -year institution.

An institution should be permitted to retain for its own program the NDSL
monies it has received only after it has shown- mature and yestonaible
-stewardship of the.funds which includes recycling.

WORK PLOGRAII8

We are -glad to see that: MR. 8471 ii-oes not autliorlie aliM funds fo'
subsidized work-study joins itt the PflVate Sector Of the ectnielaY. The 068
-eligibility of students in proprietary Seitoelik Wits prelnised AIL the ednditfont
that the employment would be off-cittnfuts tuld itiliortprofit-and p lilac agencies.

The program has *Corked well with that stitrulattdit; Let the stfpultiti&n.
remain.

WLitt, rArrigrnell A1W 9 EititiaL

The propeAed definition Of new Section 401(b) of the terinft "linititutione
of higher education" and "eligible inttitutide is a- ifealilik- Arid ebintfeliefuliVe
step. We respectfully make seine additional iitiggestioNne, vtflieh *le feet art
line -with both the spirit and theletter of these proposals.

First, of all we think that it is ail fopriate to coffin-Sent that the suggested
.language eliminates the present inconsistency whereby a degree-granting, pro-
prietary school is an "institution Of MOO edridAtion" for partioSea of the
student aid programs Other than the Gbartinteed Student 1.411-progitote, lint;
when it conies to eligibility, under the 418114.th institution ift?O.h as Strayer
College here in Washington, antistbe Mantled Ad "I'Vetittotial FiehOoe'puf-
snant to present Section 485'(e) to permit- eligibilitY oil hair atiiddritti to the
-Guaranteed Student Loan ptogratit. Strayer College, by WO Of itifetioaticitil
Is a four year degree-granting institution so. authoriied by the.Board Of Meer
tdudation of the bistrict of exdutlabfri. Thit itidonsidte#5,-*onld be elliiinated
by the new definition of SeetiOn 401(14.
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Second, AICS has long maintained that state authority to protge a pro=-
gram oteducation.th a separate but equally essential element of the statutory
definition of eligibility. Hence, at line 14 of page 107 we are concerned that
.the particular -language 'dealing with state authority /dr' purposes of a
"vocational school" under present Section 435(6) (2) has been omitted. A
comparison of this present Section of the laic with Section 435(b) (2) wilt
reveal some additional responsibilities on the part of the states with regard,
to vocational school§ as distiiitained from "institutions of higher education"
defined in Sectilth 435(b) (2). This additional responsibility on the part of the

states is sometimes- overlooked by those program administrators charged with

the determination of institutional eligibility. Hence, we would suggest that for
vocational schooli, there shguld be inserted at line '14 the additional' anguage

dealing with state authority pursuant to Section-435(6) (2) which States:
"(2) is legally authorized to provide, and provides within, that State, a

program of postsecondary" vocational or teehzdeal education designed to fit
individuals for usefUl employment in recognized- occupations:"

Third, at line 20 of page 107, we would suggeat changing the -language th'-'

read '"in a recognized occupational field or profession, (4) is." Too_ often some
zealous administrators, when :drawing up regulations, are prone to lame,
diately resort to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles published hy the
'Department of Laborwhen there is any mention-of a "recognized occupation."
Hence, a reference to an 'occupational field" may provide the basis --for more
flexible administration. This may bti, a miniscule change, but it might be -

importa t. The Congress found a similar amendment necessarin 1068 to the

GI Bill;( to permit a more flexible vocational objective for veterans in pro-
grams {tot leading to-a standard college degree.

Fourth, the so-called "three letter rule" Which is sometimes utilized as an
alternative to accreditation for 'an institution not accredited, has come in for

a good deal of criticism. We understand it is not favorably viewed by some

officials in the USOE. As.presently stated' in the law, we think there is ample

justification for such disapproval. However, we think it could be modified to

take into account programs of study offered by institutions not primarily
concerned with the awarding of academic degrees and credential, but rather
which are concerned with providing the student with vocational competence.
Also, the "three letter rule" might be better Stated on the basis of actual
experience of transfer rather than a mere statement of Vvillifigness by an
institution to accept credit which is in the present-language. As a matter of

tact, in-the actual administration of this provision, the-USOE requires evidence

° that the three institutions each have in fact accepted with credit, the transfer
of three students. Thus, we gout& suggest that to take into account modern

developments and innovative programs of training and education that the
language of Subsection (B) beginning online 5 on page 108 would read as
follows:

"Is an institution from whith credits bare been accepted on transfer by not
less than three institutions which are so accredited, -for credit on a substan-

.- tinily Comparaglel basiS as-if transferred from an institution so accredited.

arid." '
Again, we feel this provides more flexibility for a realistic consideration

of transfer, of credits from Unaccredited institutions, not primarily designed to
hward-academic degrees, but which may be providing prdgrains of edbcation
*which could be convertible into credits applicable for degrees at institutions
which are iccredited. For that matter, there may be a significant number of
innovative or independent institutions which may not wish to be accredited.

Fifth, at pages 65 and 65 of B.R.-3471, there is Section 437 which presently
only applies to the Guaranteed Student 'Loan program. We suggest that both
Sections of the Present law should be applicable to all programs of student
financial alit Hence, by shifting Section 437 (a) and (b) to some Section of

Part F, this broader -coverage can easily be accomplished. Possibly, Section

437(a) might best be added as a new Subsection to Section 404 or Sectoin 406
of PLR. 3471. The audit and eligibility termination provisions would reinforce

ind coincide with the particular language of Section 496(a).
Sixth, as an additional Subsection (d) to Section 491 at page 107, we

il 'suggest the following language which was originally d fted at the request/
of the Chairman °tale 'Senate Subcommittee on Educe n. It is designetttO
provide an alternative to accreditation as accreditation msihlty be an element Of4..,

A
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eligibility in any definition. It alai) would_ provide accrediting agencies the
services of which are utilized by the government in determining eligibility
with some fella 'from -the ever present threat of litigation when an accrediting
agency has acted to deny or withdraw the-accreditation-of an institution. .

As a very practical inatter,.*e can report to the Committee that .the
Accrediting. Commission of AICS 'is presently involved- in three (8) active
lawsuits. AICS has been sued in Texas because,..ww withdrew the accreditation
Of an institution. We have been sued in lifornia prior to the -witl)drawal of
-accreditation. We.61avve been sued 'in South Caronna for an alleged -failure tet
timely- withdraw accreditation. If accteititation. is to.. remain as n tiAtut
.element of eligibility, then the agencies ,which perform this fun4tion. should.
Ate provided' with some measure of reliet`including an alternative to accredita-..1 tion as.it is an element of. eligibility. The language Is attached as exhilyA".

-.-- Exhibit -"A."
. -... ,For Purposes of this [Act] [Title] notwithstanding any other provision. of

an institutional definition requiring accreditation by an agency or association
recognized by the Commissioner as p, necessary element of eligibility, the. .
CqmmiSsioner is authorized to ,prescribe sach,reguIations- as may-be pecessar;4,
for the establishment ofNational Advisory Committee on-Institntional Quality;and to provide for an alternative method by which- such a requisite may besatisfied by an institution- which: s . .(a) Is not accredited and as A matter of policy does not wish to be
accredited; : ,...'(b) Haslieen denied accreditation; 4

(c) Has had its accreditation w thdravrn;
UP For any cause satisfactory ti) the Commissioner does not have adcess a _accreditation, a
This alternative to accreditation as an element of eligibility may he asserted

by the institution itself or by a representative group of students for the
purpose of determinhig eligibility'for all Federal student - assistance farads.

seven, the refund. disclosure and tuition requirements of proposed Section
490 at page 110, constitute ti constructive statutory step byIthe Oiliness to
which no responsible- educational institution shoeld-object. Ittsvould apply to
all educational institutions, and It wield' be administered by those with
educatiOnal expertise. We heartily Suppdrt fThe proposals of Section 400.

We hope any regulations to be Ii sued by thlt tSOE Coinmissiener pursuant
to it will be more expeditiously proposed than those authorized by the Congress
in 1972 pursuant to Section 43.(a) which are still not in effect for the pro-
toction of students and institutions under the Guaranteed Student Loan, .program. .. ... .

, , ooxciaistox. ,),.

- - We submit our comments with the appreciation that this Subcommittee Is
indeed "a free and open forum." We-hope-that the experiences we have' hadcoping with the new,prob/enfethat have-arisen ince 1972 will be helpful.

...

On the substantive side we would suggest only modification and fine-tuning
of the existing student Oil package. We think it premature to dissemble that
which. has barely had time to gain experience.

In the areas of eligibility, procedure, and administration, we urge action
now and in large steps. The measure does have some revealed truths. We
hope our comments and suggestions for additional amendments in this area
can preclude some future problems and solve some recurring ones.

'Arr. Puma's.. I will say the statement is essentially directed at
H41. 3471 and it is wit,14some regret that I see Mr. ()Vara is calldd
out for other responsibilities.,

/
I would' like to provide the usual cavat that we are here as indi-

viduals. We are not in a.position to statc an association policy as such
because our accrediting -Citinunission does not meet. until, next month
and our,board of cliVecfors will not meet until May. f

.

At btSt,-we are trying to guess what we thinks in the light of our
oVgn kNrimee os it filters into us) woteld be helpful responses to_'Ibt isrcippsals.1 ; ,

,, , t -4 :4-,....-
1::..., x
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Also, although our association is pilyWjjy,made,up of proprietary
institutions, I would like to make two pointeOne, we cannot speak
for proprietary education: It is to a diverse -field. It ranges from a
correspondence school thANIvht have 100,000 students to the,small
..IOS classical business or. yeretarial school that has about 200
students. ,

-
1

I'think that New ,York and Pennsylvinia probably are leaders in
this' area of incorporating realistically proprietary education and'

. institutions into the academic entirety of the State, both in the
authority to give degrees and in the.student aid programs which are
very comprehensive m these States.

.0n the whole, I think that on. the substantive program suggestions
of ILL 3471, we probably belohg to the go slow school as to the
procedural reforms which Mr. Bart will get into on definitions of

i' eligibility and refunds, we Avould -urge action now.
1Ne probably belong to flip- moro now school, thve more action now °

school think there are some yeti good steps but we have stnbe n'ioie
that NSW would like to suggest.

I think on the determination of need whether it be for basic grants ' " 4..
or supplemental gconts,_ I think the New York approaeli is very; ...

- good. It just gets rid of this question of fixed assets.
The, TAP grog a good. track record. It is simplistic and

I guess our reaction is to elnninate fixed assets from the determi-
nations.

If there has to be some other good examples provided for, perhaps
) Pennsylvania has' fr solution.

-But on the other aspects, I think we come down more where the
natibnal association of student financial aid administrators' position
lies as bow .-need is to be determined and -'the difference bet ren
BOG and SOG.

We would distinguish need determination under supplemental
- (frantstrom basic grants.

To stim it up,,I would suggest that for basic grants, you might
think in terms of absolute need and in supplemental grants, in terms
of relative need. I do not think the twoMcessarily have to connect
as is proposed in H.R. 347. 3.fi

I suggest, it is ft. mistake to connect qualifications for a supple-
mental-grant as an automatic follow-on for, basin grants. The reason

say,this, is that I believe that basic grants should deal with non-
instructional costs has to eliminate tuition as an element of ba-ic
grants. In other words let's get-everyone to the starting.line equal 31'.

Everyone should i.e entitled to a certain =omit for' access.access. 'io
may not be entitled-:to a tailor made suit but everyone should gal,

a suit. Then the package should.open theoptiOn and provide the
choice that we hear a lot of tribute paid to. Equality-of access -and
enhancement Of choice are separate anti severable' issues.

The supplemental grant would be that 'additional' option where
the student could attend that particular institution he wants if 94
really believe in enbancinp,. access as well os need.

Need, in relation to choice and access get' confused. I think' they
ifire two different concepts. Let me insert, right here that I have
,neverielt administratively, that there is any necessity for the institu-

eAionTo.handle the money itself.
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I frankly think that it may have beenwell, it, certainly would.
net have been my suggestion the:, BOG's be disburseci.thyo'ugh
the institution.

I do but ei-ee why a State agency at a Federal regional office o,the
FSOE could not mail out checks for BOG's Wand SEOG's juet like
'they do for social security,Oependent survivors.

Ton do not hear any complaints about that program, so admin-
.' istratit.ely, I do not sec any reason why, the schools have to handle

The money as such. In fact, I think it; almo4 destroys the student
entitlement' concept of the BOG. The student never really has the
sei that this money is mine, to spend at the institution of, my
Choice.

In Boa the institution should be.-the subject of the student's deci-
sion and he'nirely has that feeling. There is a little differencihere. InK:'the, histcincally, the student is the object, of the institution:A-

ion to dispense his federally subsidizedbut the. 130G was sup-
(117 justified as student entitlement and there is unfortunately

to difference in -practice.
AdininiStratively, I would. say I.se.e nothing wrong with serneoee

other than the institution disbursing the money.
Before get away from. the dipplemental grant proposals of H.R..

3471. I do not want to `belabor the problems of testing introduced by
the4determintion of ucademic Merit.
r agree there probably still is a need con,_ept but it alsZintroduces
a Meru concept. If there is to be this enhancement or access, if
there is to be this vide of institutions including public and
private vocational schools which at the end ,of H.R. 3471 sort of

*sums uff all of the types of institutions to which students-should
shave accea, then I would say in addition to the _words, outstanding .
neadertii performlince where they should be added, an aiternatiye of
occupational' or vocational votential.

I rhlize that I urn creating havoc b% suggesting that thisequitable,
al6ynative e. to because I donot think flint you can determine
occupational °vocational potential any more readily or without the-
same cries of discrimination or nonunderstanding than you can
academie rformance.,

I do say that if enliaikereent of access through a variety of institu-
tiens is part of higher education to student. assistance, then I think
the option should be open for Those students that feel, or sonicone
fees chard is occupational or vocational potential.

am fearful that the el.,,Irman's goal of establishing the special
het for studehts of outstanding academic performance is sort of the
dar %side o the post sputnik response of the original NDEA winch
centered evetythineon science.

It still sort of centers everything on academic performance,
really think, in its normal context presumes someone who is goatg
into the meinstrea.m of ricadvilie crederitials and is headed probably
for 'graduate School.' -

If you would do this, then I would say open up supplemental
opportunity grantS is proposed for ,,,,:apatie..el or vocational stu-
dents with potential.

" 411t



I can and do take issue with the principle of prohibiting the OE.
from in. any tryint, to direct how a State could utilise the
SSIG grants. I .flM fearfil that vocational and occupational students.
will booVerlooked.

I understand the principle behind it. Yet for the record X pluSt
note my fetit of exclusion. Again, in New York and Petipsylvanie,
there no prublems,including vocational students in their prepridery
schools in their own State grant. .system. I hcpe other States Will
foriow.those examples.

Possibly this would have a health effect in those States 'that
exclude them by provoking the schools to git active at the local
level, at the State level, instead of always descending on Washington
for all ansivers.

I do think that there is utility in distinguishing between student
aid and. institutional aid. _I suggest there has' been ,a,lot of confusion
over What'TeallYainStitutional

, Just because money flows to an institution, Glees not necessarily
mean, _in my opinion, that it is aid to the institution._

I think money flowing to institutions under vocational rehabilita-
tion programs since 1921 or NIDTA since 1962 illuitrates examples
of institutions performing services.;nAer-a contract.

The money they get is the payment under a. contract:, That is not
institutional. aid. That is separate from an oppii-ended subsid
which, the institution just gets because someone has decided it is a
class of privileged beneficiaries and that it is ,appropriate to get
this money without strinks attached. ,

Therein, I think, lies some of the confusion and possibly the lack
iof candor that occurs with the veteran's cost of nstruction money

and the section 419 cost of instruction grants.
These have. been, justified on the groulids that by taking the veteran

student, the institution will inherently incur additional teaching
costs. Therefore, the school should have additional money.

If these students, whoever they be, who cost more to teach,
whether theyare veterans or something that, then, that money is
really not institutional aid. It is- contiuctual money. 'It is money
received for performing a specific service. This is properly part of

. the TRIO: prowsm.
If. that is.the, case, then, philosophically and logically, proprietary

Schools should be eligible for it also., As I gather, they would hollow
eligible for the veteran's cost of instruction gratis as it ;,yould. be
,transferred to the TRIO program.

I do not know if that was-Autended,,but, I suggest, hi all farness,
_the committee should examine this to see if they do want to live
with that consequence. They may not.

As of the AK, and 1972 amendments, the general principle,
think, out of all of this, has been that institnteelial subsidies harp
been hietorically. public and tax,exenapt institutions.

On the other hand, .pxogranas of sttificiit, aid 11040b011-aY01.41)1e to
institutions Whether,they are public, tax exempt, or tax, paying
proprietary. based on 40:quarAY of40

I,si that, ,ps. one major edUclitional nesoseistienlexeciitivo
-clailned; that these funds under thn,veteran'seest inStruetion, or

2.
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the section 419 cost of instruction allowanct which.is not int. liis bill
but which has been reserved for the ffeneratbill are contractual-pay-
ments rather than open-handed. subsidies.

If it is a contract, then the time has come to philosophicidly
exit/nine that-concept candidly. I would say further if it is a contract,
then the time has come for the terms Of the contract to be more
specific:

Let us see that the money is, fully spent. on specific students,
veterans or otheiniserprobably or possibly in terms Of students such
as the previoUs witness referre&to.

However, let, us. not justify money to institutions -on one ground
,particular eunderation under a contract but then tell them you do
not have to spend at all for that purpOse, The rest you may keep
for other 11:reposes. -

As to the phasedut of the federally insured student loan program,
frankly I do not know of any incentive that presently exists for a
State to maintain a State-guaranteed agency.

There is a possible incentive. What about the possibility, of making
the.SSIG money, with the requirement that the State have a State
guarantee agency.

If it is the philosophy of this committee or at least the chairnian
of this bill to phase out FISL, then I think that you may be faced"
with a vacuum because I just do not think the States are going to
do it under the present circumstances. '

I think it is such that the States did not do it in 1965., In fact,
some of them started up State agencies and then stopped. I do not
know what the answer is but I do think that this guaranteed student
loan program is an important option-in the package an it should be
continued.

I sometimes 'yonder if it Aetna only be available after the basic
grant proorain has been tested for the student. The question of edu-
cational institutions asienders is another matter.

I miist4say that Mr. O'Hara is very evenhanded by just eliminat-
ing it for all educational institutions, as a matter of equity. I can:
not argue against that.

I do think the, administration has been less than candid in their
proposals..in which: they would claim that only proprietary schools
would be eliminated as eligible lenders.

I believe the facts might. show, if they are ever released, there
are innumerable collegiate tax-exeinpt institutions as eligible kralt.is
with an extremely high default rate. s

Therefore, I just think the administration is being less than
candid. Some of the default rates, I understand, approach '60 and 75percents

are a few schools in AICS which feel they lust be eligible
lenders. We hate notified them of the administration's proposal and
Mr. O'Hara's proposal and we feel it is up to them to make their own
case for continuation and we think they can do it.

The NDSL. phaseout really bothers me. I suggested that unless
it is handled carefully, it will quietly bury one of the most interest-
ing and untold stories of well, I do not want to use the words again/
but nonadministration of Federal funds.

t
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The estimates, I understand, for NDSL delinquencies run some-
thnes,do,uble the GSL.. That would put it around- 25 or 30. percent.

I believe, there has been over $3 billion appropriated since 1958
on the theory that. the,schools would recycle that money. I am not
sure the money is being recycled, if 25 or 30 percent delinquencies
exist.

If 25 or 30 percent delinquencies exist, then. somewhere in excess
of $750, million is stagnating. If it is stagnating, then I think
before any of this -money is' turned over to any of, the participating
NDSL schools, I suggest that each one of them 'be subjected to an
audit.

I do not mean hiring a lot of employees at OE. There are
plenty, of competent CPA's in this country who can determine
whether or not the schools are recycling that money, collecting it and
utilizing it as the law. intended.

If they are and if it is the philosophy of -the committee-to phase
out NDSL, so be it. Do not allow any school to .not account for this
money. I think there is a big story here and I think if the program
is to he ehmigeil, the schools shoul be made accountable for theii
stewardship of money,'

I also think-there are two other facts that need to be taken into
account. I believe ,a number of schools came into the NDSL very
late because of philosophical problems with the loyalty oath in the
sixties.

They did not build up their loan funds so there ,probably should
'be some shuffling around of the equities such as in the education
colleges which have been caught With the 10 percent forgiveness
feature for teachers, ,

far as the Work-study program goes, we stay right with the
Chairman that students should not work in,the private sector. The
condition of eligibility in 1988 4merldnet for students in proprie-
tary schools was that they work ,aft campus and in public service -and
nonprofit.ngencies. Let-it remain,

zt- has been very successful -where used and we see no reason to
departironLit. The question of need_or not. tine bulk of our students
fallinto-the need category anvivay, so guile often, in some of these
testing procedures, you are belaboring the obvious, whether or nut to,
'put-the statutory need test in there.

My colleague,_,Mr. Hart, has some comments on part F, beginning
on page 12 of our testimony, which we think incorporates some very
healthy worthWhile steps-that we would suggest.

At this point, I would like to turn it over to him to summarize
our -views on part F.

Iktr. HART. 111r. chairman and members of the committee, the
proposed definition of the new section-401(b) of the terms "institu-
tions of 'higher 'education and "eligible. institution "' is a healthy and

out_ p e ive -step.
We are going to rake, some additional suggestions, but first of

all, we think it is appropriate- to, comment that the suggested
langliage elithinat&3, the present inconsistency whereby a degree-
granthig proprietary school is an '`institution of higher education"
for purposes ofthe student aid-programs other than the guarantteed
Student loamprograM but is a "vocational school" for GSL.

4 It



HoweVer, when it-comes-to eligibility, under the 0$ tuvinstillu-
tiart,suehlis:trayer Collegehero.in WaShington,.muft be 'classified
as ie "iroCati011atschoigr pgottant to prese eCtion 436(e) of the
present law to :per** eligibility of students for the guaranteed
:student loan progratn.

Strayer College, by the way, is a 4-year degree-granting institution
so 44thoriAealiy ths..Baard, of Iligherethication of the- Pistri0 of
'Columbia,

VV

V

ThAincobsistency would be eliminated ,by the new definitien of
Reetion 491.(b). That is ;good.

Seeond, A.10S has long Maintained that State authority to, pro-
vicle,e,:prograni of educations aleparate but equally ea-Sential'ele
niezt -Of 'the atatntory defnlitiOn:of

Therefore, at line 14 page 101, we 4re concerned that the
paiticular language dealing with State-authority for PurpOses "of a
'vocational school" under ,present section. 05.(C), (2) -has, been
'omitted.

_catuparison of. this present section Or the law 011' çJçi
426 (y).(2) of the Same law Will_ Ter* some additional respouSi-
bilities on the part of the States with retard to vocational scool,disilka

from alpestitutions of iilier educatiOn:9':defill.04 in
Aeetion,435, (b) .(2) .

V

Tins national resPonsihility on. the part of the States is some-
-, times overlooked by 'those program admimstraters_charged si-ith the

-determination ofinstitutional,eligibil*,
1tenee, we Would suggest that.* -vocutioAal Agliols, there should

be insorted lino 14, 'the additional language (Wiling With State
authority pursuant to seetion 435 (C)(2) which states tIp4

(2) )5 legally ant4orlze44 PraTge, ,and Pr911110 !4WD. tat Ptate, a
,program of poststaptlary vorationa), Qr teehnical ,educatIon cleslpited to -fit
latilvauals for useful employment in recog**1 oecupatipos;

We are also g94.ig to .113 the ;suggestion, briefly concerning
recognized. occupations. We would suggest ,the term- "recognized nc-
.upations" jae .chauggd. to "recognized- occupational e.14 or pro-
fession."

Too of SO zeulous,administraters
'

when drawing uP regula-
tions,.arr, prone 10immediately, resort to ti Pictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles published by the pepartinext of r4abor when there is
44iy rrnentiOzi of a ";ecoznized oecuPation,"

Wo think that :4occupetional Bela" would provide the bp.sis for
more flexible administration. This may be a small qhallge, hilt it
might -be" i*pertAnt,'

The Congress found a similar amendment neresspry. iii 108.- to
the OX bill tiO Permit a inGre fie*Ae vgoati9pel objeoive for vet-
erans in p msrogra not leadiPg'to a gten-dard tODSge degree.

Fourth, the gP;e4110 "three' latter r*" whichle fonotloP4s- utilized
as an alternative to...accreditation for an institution, has,poina.in for

-4* 0,t,criticipm.
derrond:it 14; not ,fspyrably viewed -by some 4401-als in the

'1".M0 Ag Pralfiptly itated in the jawl we think there is ample
j. tioa-fOr.allO14 441)1'941.

/
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Howeveri:We think it could be:modified to take into account -pro-

grams of_ study offered-by institutions not,primarily -Concerned with
the-awarding of academic. egrees and credentials,.but rather which

-. are concerned with prOviding the student with vocational compe-
-.,tenm

Also,, the 4three letter rule" might be better stated on -the basis of
actual experience of transfer rather than a mere statement of willing
IteSS by an institution to accept 'credit 'Which is. in the present
language.

As a -matter of fact, in the- actual administration-of tilts provision,
-the 12-SOE requires evidence that-the threninstitutions each liaire 'in
fact accepted with credit, the-transfer of three students.

That was published in the Federal Register on August 20,1970; I
believe. We would suggest that to take into account modern develop-
ments and innovative pro rams of training and education that the
language of subsection (b) beginning on line 5 on page 108 would
read astollows:

Is an institution from which credits have been accepted on transfer by not
less than _three institutions which are so accredited, for credit on a sub-
:annually comparable basis as if transferred'from an institution so accredited,
and.

Again, we feel this provides- for more flexibility. It also provides
for the institution that does not desire to be accredited.

A fifth suggestion, and we go back to pages -65 and 66 of H.R.
3471, there is section 437 which presently only applies to the guaran-

Aced student loan program.
e suggest that both sections of the present law be applicable

to all programs of student financial aid. We- suggest this could be
'accomplished by shifting section 437 (a) and (b) to some section
of.aart F; possibly, section 437(a) might best be added *s a new
subsection to section 494 or section 496 of H.R. 3471. This is the
'suspension and termination limitation provision but which only ap-
plies under the present bill to the guaranteed student =loan program.

sixth, as an additional subsection (d) to section 491, at -pane 107,
we suggest the following language which was originally drafted, at
the request of the chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on
Education.

It is designed to provide an' alternative to accreditation as ac-
creditation may be an element of eligibility in any definition.

It, would also provide acereditating agencies the services of which
are utilized by the-government in determining eligibility withsoine
relief from the ever present threat of litigation when an accrediting
-agency has .acted -to deny or withdraw the accreditation of an
institution. .

Just as a practical matter, I should say that AICS is ,presently
involved in three active lawsuits. A1CS -has been sued. in Texas
because we withdrew the-accreditation of an' institution.

We have been sued in California prior to the withdrawal-of
accreditation. We have been sued in South Carolina for -an alleged
failure to timely withdraw accreditation.

If accreditation is to remain as a useful element -of eligibility,
then the agencies which perform this function- should be ;provided

1411. 6
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sotto meabure of relief including an alternative to accreditation as
it is an eletnent;of eligibility.

We have ,proNided ,as exhibit A. in our presentation the.proposed
language and essentially it sets up a National Advisory Committee
on Instituaonal Quality.

That just happens 'to be a name that we have chosen. It would
,provides an alternative method by 'which institutions cOuld, satisfy
eligibility and these institutions would, the: () The institutions
which are not accredited and do not desire to be accredited; (q)
those who 'have :been deniedrecreditation; (3) those from Which
accreditation has been withdrawn; and -(4) those which do_not have
access to accreditatiOn through any accrediting- agency.

`Finally, the -refund .disclosures and tuition requirements of pro-
PoSed section 496 of page I10,, constitute a constructive statutory
step thy; thoCongressto which 110 iesponsible educational, institution

'should/object. -

It Would apply to all educational institutions, and it would the
administered by :those with educational expertise. We heartily sup-
port!the proposals of section 4$6.

Hope, however, that the regulations -issued by the 'USW.
Commissioner pursuant to 196 wfll be more expeditiously proposed
than those authorized -by the Congress in 1972 pursuant to the
section 139(a) which are still not in-effect ,although they have been
On the IMOks since 1972, although they are perhaps on their way
and are almost there.

Mr. Chairman we submit our comments with the appreciation
of this subcommittee that it is indeed "a -free and open forum." We
hope the ext,eriences we have -had coping with the new ;problems
that 'have-ansen duce 1972 will be helpful. .

On the substantive side, we would suggest, as kr. Fulton said,
Only modification and lino tuning of the existing -student aid'
parka ;e. 'We think it is premature to dissemble that which has
barely had time to!gaitr experience.

. .In the areas -of eligibility, procedure, and-administration, we urge
'action now 'and in large steps. We hope our comments and su,g-
ge.5tionS for .additional -amendments in this area can .preelude some
future problems and solve some recurring 'ones.

We thank you and we wouldstand for questioning.
Mr. Mundt. Thank you.`Mrs...Chishohni
`Mr. -CirtslunAt. Thank you very -much. Mr. Fulton, you.mentioned

in your-testimony that perhaps we am belaboring the issue of need
with -respect to4lik,,pollege ,work.stuily pro(rram.

Do you not lee4tbat if we low proce;Ito not use the basis'tof
need in the college work-study program so it can be participated.in
by all atudi;nts flint it becomes more important than ever that..we
make mare that we give 'priority to those students who .aetually
are in need mare thati others, if the program is going to-be An open
:one?

Mr. FaTotc. I think that I probably fell into the-trap-a looking
at the need problem very ,parochially ,in that most students in,our
seliodls 'fire In need, so that the expense, of need determination of
What we ore ;proving for,:thii:d party deteratination.just 'belaborsthe issue of what is patently true.
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I may have-misspoken ,onthatpoint. I ngree with you .need

is. a very real' thing buttlien -again do not suggest that it may be
-relative and; absoltite.

In other words,. a student with a BOG iilased on certain .absolute
needs Ivherever.he goes to school. A student that is awarded' an
SEOG, coulgtbe in' a`liighertuition private institution. Ilisneed to
be in that in Loma-be-a re' lative .neectbut it is relative need
rather-thait absoluteneed.

That is where I have a problem .with -dealing with of these
'tests. Maybe I am wrong but I just do. not seethe Work;study- need
issue tisreally as important as Apparently you do.

Mrs, CinsuoiAt. Of course that brings me-to another issue. Pei-
haPs we can link both of these questions together. Let itecturn
page 10, of y-our'teatimony. I em 'looking for the section where. you
agreed with the committee chairman- in the -elimination o \"the
institution -as Atr administrator.

Fra,roy. ks disbursing4gent.
Mrs. ,Cuistionii. Yes.
Mr. FULTON. I think that a separate issue from access 'to the

hest nf' instittitions presently in the SOG.
Mrs. Cuislioizt. I would like, to ask you this question. and I am

not tryii*Ao -be .facetious. Association of' Independent Collegesand
SchoolsHow 'Many black institutions belorigto -the Association Of
Independent Colleges and Schools?

am asking you this because I have a 'question to' fella* up
with. Do you have anyt

Mr. Fri,roii. Of course I am sure you are aware that technically
since 1050 something, there is- no such-thing 'as a Week institution.

The first thing I did when I took this job -In 1962 'wastosaliiiiinate
from the directory the little asterisks whichindicated-predominently
attended by blacks- or ,so on. Mr. Hart could probably reel -off some
namesrnore handilythan I -can.

Mrs. CIUSHOL31. I am not interested,- gentlemen, in bearing you
reel off names. The reason 1 nmesking the question is beeause_you
indicated that you agreed, with the chairman in eliminating the
-institutions ,Which,disperse these-hinds. 1- was ,wondering.if you-liad
enyblaek institutions -within your association.

I wondered if you had been awareof the difficulty that 'minority
families have when they ,go to commercial. institutions' or hanks:for
loans. It is seal !Problem for these

'Fri,rOlf. No; I meant .solely for the ptirposes of the BOG
.and theZEOG, .its dispersing .agents lor the money. In - other worth.,
I do not see that they atenecessary and -have-tole-in-the channel.

The dbeck -could' be itiAiled, from OE StAte 'Agencies just as
readily. That.is whAt Lineaiit.

airs: Cilisuour. ,Allright. What s-your reaction to removing the
loan .prograins from the postsecondary -institutions, thus making it
necessary kof all.students-to go te.some- kind -9f bak or other eo.m-
meitial r 9titutioir`

Mr. r x:TO.14. I am glad:- yott aSkeit,thAt-Wauci I -remember early
on in tit' loan program, we had abig conference-over ato0E.

The awyer from -the General. Counsel's office, in his ,good middle.-
class,- college edneated orientation, said Well, we just want everybody
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loAnally go and borrow his money. I just had to say -to him that
your do not understand that there are some people, the only thing
they know about loaning and borrowing money is\.when the man
comes to get the furniture or the money.

There is a whole segment of American whojoes not know how
to go into -a bank. They literally donot know the language-of the
middle class Who are familiar with credit.

To that extent, I would have to agree with you, it raises some
problems: On the other hand) there has been mischief with institu-,

lions as eligible lenders.
I think it is unfortunate that the office of education has never

issued any regulations as far as I know, governing how an institu:
Lion should; be an eligible lender. They just gave them free _rein.
A lot of them gme out these notesi they did nbt really loan money,
they just took the students not in effect and then they had no
money' to the teachers or Tent.

Maybe there is a halfway, mark that any institution subjeCt to
reasonable supenision and regulation should be able to act as an
eligible lender_ under definitive circumstances-and. guides..

I am not trying to weasel words, but I just do not want to give
any hasty examples, but I think,the -Office of Education is uneven
in their approach. I think the chairman is trying to solve a very
_real problem in good faith. But I suggest .the-opportunity for real
criterial for any institution as an eligiblolender.

Maybe there is some sort of compromise, but I do not think there, ,
is any excuse for some of the unrestricted activities that ,have
.gone" on. .

, Mrs. CUISII0bi. Thank you. No further questions.
Mr. BrAaor. Mr. Eshleman?
Mr. EgrILEMA'N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Fulton, if I

interpreted your opening remarks correctly, were you in, effect
asking to testify afterat some later date, more specifically after
,you 'met with your board of directors?

Does your-testimony given today stand after you meet with ihem?
Mr. Frtros. I hope it will. You always run that risk of someone

being very unhappy With what you said. We do hope that our com-
mittee on the administration of student financial aid will have a
formal report that we would like to file, with the committee befog
you go into executive session.

However, we realize the time frame that Mr. O'Hara, set out for
this bill and it just does not match the formalities of our owh
,organization, so we are here,. identified as, who.we ate, but- these -ore
really is Personal views.

Mr. EslitratAx. Certainly. In round figures, the national average
of private school tuition is $2,200 and public school is $450. Where
.does yours fall on the average.. You may have to use 12 months
compared to 9 months, I realize that.

'
In a sense, it is a false analogy but What is your annual average

tuition rate? .

Mr. IIAnT. We do not collect it statistically. I would. guess it
would be $1,500is.thatright?
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Mr. Fuuros. I would say tuition for an academic year no'v is
around- $1,500. It will go up in some schools and in smaller or more
rartil areas; be less:

Mr. ESHLEMAN. I was going to pursue the loan question but the
Congresswoman from New lurk covered,that thoroughly. Holyeyer,
would a compromise remove loans altogether?

The objection now is that the 4 and- 5 year graduate student is
accumulating too much debt, that he is almost buried before he
starts. Would a compromise of lower annual ceilings for loans work?

Mr. Fuurox. I do not believe that it would. lir fact, I did not
address myself to it but the proposal in ER. 3471 that lowers iho
ceiling to, $1,Q00 for freshman would affect the bulk-of -our students:

'I would sti_y that most of our students are 1 year students. On the
other hand, with BOG'S now pretty readily available, at the iSk
of antagonizing some of my overt constituents

Mr. ESHLEMAN: Let me ,interrupt yon, what percentage, of ymir
students, get BOG's; approximately?

Mr. Vtirtrox. I do, not think we have those figures.
Mr. Esuimmx. But you say that lowering it to a thousand dollars

would affect them. If your average tuition is $1,500 and most o1
them are eligible for a bog, then how would that affect them4

how would that affect them'?
Mr. ALTO'. Because we are only talking about tuition, not

maintenance. Now it you arts talking alma ittlendance, then We aro
back, at the same question of 110w much does it cost to get into the
game and from then on?

Mr. BrAoar. Will the gentleman yield?
tsimEar,v,x. Certainly, I am finished.

Mr. BIAGGI. YOU said most of your students are 1 year-students?
Mr. FutAox.. Would you not say the bulk would' be
Mr. Haim They would have to be, yes. .1Iost of ,them are 1 year

students. In the institutions Ndhere die student attends 4 years, the
freshmen make, up a great percentage of that so that most of, those
students are first year students:

Mr. BrAnot. The gentleman from Alabama?
Mr. Bucm.x.N. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. You indicate 611 page

four of ,your statement, basic agreement with the i,bairman's position 4
in the elimination of assets from need analysis and in that connect
tion, you cite the experience of the State of :dew York with its TAP
program which I understand from counsel to. be a scholarship ,pio-
gram based on need but in which there is nd asset test.

Mr. FULTON: And is related to tuition also. It is Yery sophisti-
, cated program, pin .

Mr. BUcHANAN. I think if you look at the combination of things,
_the bill in its present form might do, we had testimony yesterday

that the industrial assets wt.re in large percentage concentrated in
five States, agricultural in five other States. .

The long run wiled_ souls have to be thelifore the moyement of
funds ay. ay from poor States towards those higher asset locations:
At least this waa the witness' impressionabout what would hapPen.

\1r. Fvvrox. I would really have to think that over.

4261
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.11r. Bum-IA:NAN. Let me go, beyond that. With the new formula,
whether or, not that were the ease, if you dropped the assets aspect
from the needs analysis, you would certainly broaden the base of
people who would; bZ%

I mtld think that would have ro be without question. With a
limited amount of money, you would, therefore be diluting. the
amount of help-which might be qtr ailable to those with.greatest need
im your overall, pdekage.

You would, have lot more -people eligible for limited amonnt of
money. In, addition-to this, at my 'level of income, for' example,, it is
quite possible- for me to get, my taxable income down to zero by in-
vesting in, the right kind of assets._

I know .many constituents who lime very little taxable income,
who make money in business and then in' est in the cattle business.
By the time you are through, with. all of this, you end up with very.
little taxable income and a good- deal, of wealth.

Mr. FutroN. F personal experience, it would wind, up with, a
deficit.

Mr. 13VGRANAN. es, but at the very least you. are broadening the
base of eligible people in any case.. Further, under the State incen-
tive program as. currently set out in this bill, the money .with the
change of formula that flow would change.

Of the 10. poorer States, 8 of the 1,0, would lose money-, and overall;
the ,10 would lose over against the present formula: provided the
same. money is available-es envisioned in this legislation.

If you put all of that together, it would appear that the thrust
of this legislation, as drafted, would tend. toward lessening the
chance of say a low income black person, or low income State like
my own,.,from haling, as-good, a. chance for ns_much help as if the
present formula. were. applied in an expanded. program.

I .would, just like your-response to that.
Mr. FULTON, You have opened. up my, eyes to something that I

really had. not considered, in. siniplistic approach, to the admin-
istrative of BOG'S and SEOG's. I did. -not follow through with. the
logic as you present it, to*, its consequences and SSIG, if I follow
you. Is that where you. were taking inc t

Mr. Buciztisia.N.. Yes.
Mr. Fuvros. My suggestion had,gone no further than, the admin-

istration of BOG and SOG. I have to confess that I have known
Dr. Ben Lawrence for a long time. I have been, to his meetings of
the Xational Commission,on Financing,;postsecondar.% education and
I sat next to him on the July 10 seminar, here in this room, last
summer.

Frankly, his-proposals, as I understand they are related, toss-rG
are just beyond me. I just do not understand them and I might as
well state that.

Mr. BUCUANAN, Mr. Chairman, if either the Chair or the counsel
eau let me know if I am, correctras I stated. the case in my question.
ing, I will certainly, stand ready to be corrected because this entire
area is beyond' me:

Mr. Fur.rox. But I limited mine to, BOG, SOG. I am. not say-
ing you tool me down the garden path or anything like that.

421
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tot me draw. the-line at Doo,and. SOG, when I talk about assets
or eliminating- fixed assets I do not intiend for my comment to ex-
:tend. to ,SSIG,

IWAoet, I did not read, your entire statement as much as it
WAS net ,read. I have a, question of deep concern- coneerningethe
egeetof-thisproposedIegislation.asit effects the proprietary schools.

Yon made some reference to it. I .dnot know if you can answer
it in. detail now. II you can, I would be delighted. If nosy, we would
appreciate, es detailed; a-response to,the question for the record:appreciate,

1 am concerned, ebout is, seine et the comments I have re-
ceive& fibril. the various presidents a ufrtversities, -regard to the
:cost limitatipn. They suggested, this legislation as currently drafted.
indices a hardship upon thein, that be the case, and if so, how
Would you suggest that it' be corrected:?'

Ftruros. Subject to maybelater amendment. I would think we
W01114 not .have: ninny students under the new SOG ,proposal. It
would. just send them= all probably to the prestigmis -private schools
with 0arte,bltinche$

As far asItlie BOO is concerned, I think, and. when I* this, I
do not think any institution whether it is public, private, proprietary
or otherwise, have "right to a fair share" of: students.

I donot believ-in. the-divine:perpetuation: of any particular cate-
gory of institution, public, private, or prowietary, or anything like
that. I do think probably eeproposed,the BOG, proposal, if I reaxlit
correctly, would not affect us one ways or the other.

What I am concerned with is the linkage with the SOG. Therein,
li think, lies the problem" because I believe there is an absoline and
relative: need : .An absolute need for equal access. A relative need for
choice.

I think the SOG's as. presently constituted provide balance
of institutional discretion and enhancement o1 student choke. They
would becorre. ivery. unused:by and large lb: vocational achbolA, w 'tether
they are public or private as proposed in 3471.

Ur. %noon This. leads me. in the direction but it says that we
have a very substantial problem to deal with if we must continue
With the divine perlietuation of privatoinstitutiens.

I think they are an important part of our educational struhure
andshouldhe presen ed- and' assisted, In the end.the.tetal community
stiffersIby their &raise.

I am not here to propose sornething nor to find a complete exodus
from the public into the prigate. I would suggest it you do not
hose it immedixtely, available, give 'some thought-to any proposition
that might be able to provide7the private institutions witheome of
the SOG funds without theevil- consequence-010 you: predietP

Fourox. This is my proposal of absolute and relative need,
I do net think the SOG should be used to , channel Students .juSt-
to ,a selected few- private institutions, I ,think private institutions,. of ;X.

whether they are-tax exempt4n taxpaying are alea.14.1rty inerSinpitk.
sito-the oduatiOnat-Systent of this- country.

I think-they operate as nclieclvon tho.Public, phis- .offer tit:*
11, 6#(..

unuenelcoppprttRities. Thus, I think if yen Lan, climm'ate:tuition.
an element of contideration in-the 1300 program and:get A erybody

dg 2
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at the starting line, then if someone wants to gota a private 'institu-
tion, they' should have some additional assistance in the form of
loans and SOFas presently constituted.

That is a student decision. I would. not propose this additional
obligation because I think the private institutions has re factor that
the student cannot get at the public schobl and concurrently with
that, under our present systems really these are federally funded'
scholarships.-

It is the institution's prerogative to choose the student to whom it
will extend. this SOG money. I flak you have this, healthy mix of
permitting the private institution to 'somewhat compete with the
so-called low tuition ;public institutions.

YOu have, if you will divorce SOG from BOG, and build-in the
tuition consideration facto k only in the SOG, then you have decision
on the part of the student to incur some debt and you have a de-
cision on the part of a private institution over zero tuition public
institution,, if you will, to select that stinlent as being worthy
of recognition and assistance to attend the private or. proprietary
school., This onhances choice and presep es the diversity of institu-
tions.

This would apply* in the same competition between say a com-
munity college:and some -of your State universities. I. tlijnk tuition
is -along $600, $70O, $800, $900, and it would permit the State uni-
versity to select., on their own basis, ranch of what. Mr. Blake,.I
believe, who preceded us here, was. saying about, not using a rigid
test system.

The discretion of an institution should be used,to select that-person
that We think we can help in terms of our institutional objective.

That is why I think'SOG should be divorced from BOG. It is
because I believe in absolute and relative need, relative -weed being
the SOG. Only in this way can a 'student in need attends a high
tuition institution without a rigid sysern of nationally iniposed.
testing.

Mr. BIAGGI. All right. thank you, Mr., Fulton atid Mfr. Hart. .

Mr. F.uurox. Thank you.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. risb,er, please/

STATEMENT OF MILES MARK FISHER IV, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR EQUAL 'OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER.
EDUCATION'

Mr...Ms-mi. Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee obi
Postsecondary Education, I am Miles Mark Fisher IV, executive
secretary of the National Association for Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education.

This association represents the historically black colleges and
universities of this Nation. There are 107 of these institutions
representing more than 200,000 students.

As of this commencement season and extending back to V66,
.these institutions Would have awarded more than a quarter of a
million undergraduate, graduate, and professional degrees to their
students.

.
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This exemplifies a mission consistent with afilalt Queational
opportunity with access, -choice. and achievement.

I am very .happy to -have= this opportunity to testify before this
committee on IkR. 3471:-rentitled the Student Financial Aid Act of

1975.
.,.

In keeping with the chairman's statement at the opening of hear-

' , ings on this bill, I am glad to be numbered among the friends, of
this committee. I,- also appreciate the willingness of the 'committee
to hear out.the prod and tons of -this debate. .

1n keeping with the nature of these hearings, there is concern
about the implications of 1131. 3.471- for the black collets and-uni-
versities of this Natio:in along witli similarly situated. institutions:

As further alternatives are given consideration, it is hoped that
we will'bo able to inditcate-implitations for this segment of 'the total
population for we kny that what is ultimately in the -'hest interest
of the black colleges and uniyy7ities will be in the best interest of

'the 'Nation.. .
There, are several principles that should be understodcl with

regards to student assistance and the black colleges, P:
(1) Students who attend histori ally black colleges nee.41siztible

amounts of student financial assists e. ii
e2) Historically black .colleges rely heavily upon ,the resonrces

derived from student financial assistance.
A.(3) variety of student assistance programs are necessary inorder

4
to meet the range of needs of students attending these institutions.

The present programs supplemental educational'opportunity grant,
college work study, direct student loan, have worked well within the
limitations placed on them by inadequate funding, restrictiv regula-
tions,,and;cpme ;matching requirements.

The Basis Oucational opportunity grant program has Much to-be
-desiredOn terms of accessibility and delivery whilexuaranteed' stu-
dent loans' haVe their own- peculiarlimitations.

(I) Present funding levels are less than adequate for the-needs
of these students.:

(5) Student assistance musthe increased to more adequately sei- .re

'the students attending theSe institutions.
(6) The Federal Government must take the leadership role in

assuring students that equal educational opportunity with access,
choice and achievement is a reality while providing equal pro--"

r tectioii under the la* for each of its citizens.
N., 17),Resourcesshould becturgetedfirst to the neediest students from

the liAver income families who i but. ;for this help, could not be able
'to participate in higher education. `

(8), Student financial assistance andinstitutional assistance are
necessarily related:

(9) Institutions that have served- the purpose of providing equal
'educational opportunity with achievement must not be negated on
premature assumptions that all is well and that they are no longer
needed. .

it is in the light -of these principles that the remarks pertaining to
H.E. 84Th must be Understood. . -

0
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tducation Amendments of 1972,1al& in rusciPI the.lounda-tin for nuking educational oppartunit), co Its ,e is uponthe idea of an entitlement :within student Aid. was Idea
coMo ottkige.

We:do notvat this paint in history, havethe luxury to 'against
thi*' Princilge; Students, .be _fi-4ured that 'they glje-
c*te;itiourecato enable the:into particiPateln,the lietererlueation

-experiences
Though student financial assistance is ttriority,,k -must he.teen in e Conteatiof the broader pia ure hig,her :education

gentral. igithent this total approach, .t.lie r illts U b8-4 oua
tiPP6it4trrefinirta, nrepresentiktige Patti aipatiOa of irrtnor-

and 'Malorit -Students among of college -eniversikes**OH'S aralingtypcillif-pregems.,. . .
INie- to Elie Shoeness of turte,.antl the novelty 04e:fain idens, :we

tvOuld Teeutnine-ld furthi3r 'Affably on Otudent aniStaZlee 01 thecontext of the total bill.
er ,CIerittionit- such :zi,the latest 'Carnegie report, 'the con-

80Ttitlift of .fintancint higher 'education. the Eppel task force, and
tlio-lask 'forte tin the dliadvart.aged. should be looked:a for their
ivortIvilithesd delibeittion.S.

*JilhiSsatateinelit Witt-address issaesiwithin.11X. wa svhile relatingit to resent realities within these iniAtutiona and their future
ges

"ibis 'tined its by no meana-exhaustife butreoeks Ao highlight.
-sciele oft die ;tahcernaraised- by the proposed cluster -of ,progrn =untie
0.4iittpta. ,' . . .

ill& -Original- intent of :MOM V24 10 .prole .ACCRS3,40 pestsm-ouda education for all +Witted studentn. The,basie vont. ceiling
-Weida be Mare realistic 1st ..$2,0o9 With a intilt-in ineclial4sinifor
1. t*p4ig y.bretist of 'tit increase in :the cost IA living.

'Lowering Of the mudinion grant lb- $100 lintarpte.the 'ederul
funds by increasing the number of students iectliyingthis amount..

Itemoval of the half -cost factor will result in.lower income' Fan-
-Oat-0 -being forced almost .cptclueively to 2-year and :community. colleges and away from participation by , students in both sectors
of Ingher.edueation, -public Ara priVate.

faihire iet include ,a..nfts in: theidetenitination of family eontribu-
lion eschules 'the Main semen of Ovient :support, that in family

4. contribution which also.cuts intod:lie xeseurceg- . /Deletion of these iatets from 'the ,program. is premature in that
it will increase' tremendously the eligible :arid greatly dissipew the
:available resources. : . .

The entitlement :concept must be a I. ,iiiY. Funds should be pro-
vided at the inatitution to allow for administration costs.

The present SEOG prograrn 'makes :pom(ible en the various CAM-
071,* on available source of funds so students will be able to have
,A; varied package of ate .ut c.ssistance; , .

In ILA. am., the piogram is placed in the bands of the Conn-,
'rola:km0r

:
and withdraws already limited and needy resources tom-:....

----------
.---------7-* . .

.



the:onpus.'Thiewould have disastrous effects upon the historically
b}Iokfls and cuniversitiii;

.rtialong BEOG participation a prerequisite for this -program,
suggestathat fill cost w.i111)e-providea nnimS $1,400 covered bythe'
family-iedntribution and the BEOG grant -received by the stOdent.

IL the emphasis is on the academic promise rather- than a `need
ilase, the 'atil'rzittion of a. private nonprofit, organipltion for'selection
amposes upon this program a Criteria which up thnowhatendedto
express biases that are .pultural,sogioeconoiruc, racial; religions; Set-

,and:,etluild..
utility, in determining -the_ objectivity of the selection process

*live; nonetistence of sUch tethniqUes as the basis- upon
whTt the SE00- program will operate.

Thosequalified liy BEOG grant would-be those -whosnfainily assets
have not been included in -the 'determination of 'grants-and therefore,
the BEOG eligibles would be very cliffereht from the present mix
and those- upper limit -students will be highly .represented 'and-thns
eligible and inore tban.likely will receive these grants.

if the purpose of the -special programs for the disadvantaged
is to identify students of promise and help them -prepare few the
higher education experience; should hi program -not have been
-considered- ace Source cif students?'

The State. student incentive grant program as propos,d, seeks to
provide grants to eligible students, a work study program,_ and
additional grants to ,increase capacity for enroilmert -of itUdenta.

This program should mandate th, inclusion of the national
priority-of equaloducational opportunity. Nationalpolicy is essential
to the survival of_ a large number of institutions that have ,,ft history
consistentvitli this Priority.

On.-the 'State allotments the question is 'raised, l'Whet does this
mean for poor States and those with large-number of black students

loiv-intemne -populations?" Does the 'status quo preVail and
will--these programs encourage _meaningful change that is necessary
in higher -education?

There are some-serious problems that-might arise trom'the joining,
togethel. in the same pregram the veterans effort With uninitiated
youth -that happen to be nonveterans.

There appear to be differences that make a difference. The leveT
of -exposure and maturity of veterans may be 'higher than that of
such students.

The talent 'search components should also, be expanded to add
"pushouts" to-the list-of-persons that this program seeks to find _find
-direct 'to iiighier 'heights.

Stipt3ndS to- students in 'these programs should: be increased to
-$40 to refleot the rising -cost that -have -come .abOut since -the intro-
duction ofthe $80 'limit- on stipenda

College work study seeks to -stimulate-and promote :fhe part-tune
emPloyment of stu ents -and- should be funded- at a very high
Ject inthat.it includds three levels of participants, namely; under-
graduate, graduate, -and Professional.
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The program sl.Juld be continued. with 'emphasis upon-the students
with greatest financial need rather than to whoever wants to :Work.

Regulations should not make participation -in work-study programs
a condition for receiving other forms- of aid. In the- case, of low-
incoine students, most of these students need theirtile.to devote-to
leepingLiip-in their studies.

The nevr proposal Would eliminate the ability to transfer a per-
;cent:Igo of funds between -CWS and -SEOG and that SEOG would:have a- .nets forniat

In the State formula, it there is to .be an increase of participation
in-the various programs, there-must-be some -way to Make accessible
-resources- to increase this participation. This formula may promotethe status quo.

The-notion- of minimum wage is good for a "servant is worthy of
his hire:" Students should not-be discriminated against because they
-are studeritS.:

The matching requirements should bo waivered for developinginstitutions.
The program for-direct loans to students in institutions othigher

education. should its capital- contributions to-institutions. =Time dictates the continuation of this program, :because of theinaccessibility of loans on the -open -market to students from low-
inconie _backgrounds whose parents do-not have-an established history
of _working through banking institutions or because they happen to
benoninajority in 'their appearance.

The phasing out of the capital contribution in this program makes
it -harder for students of restricted incomes to get loans to go to.college by eliminating thisprogram.

This further helps to channel the low-income and minority 'stu-
dent toward 2-year and community colleges of low cost thereby
-making it a forced choice.

Less reliance on loans is an admirable principle and has' long-
range implications for low-income populations.

There is concern about the effect of student aid provisions on
graduate and professional students. College work-study programs
es well as the direct student loan programs should reflect the - inclusion
of graduate and professional students in the pool of available
resources.

Cutbacks in graduate programs as well as professional programs,
force aspiring students to tap 'these available resources.

The strong move to make all of the programs quite inclusive
might dilute them all to the extent that they become ineffective.
There should be a greater increase in the amount of available- re-
sources due to the magnitude -of the problem.

l
-Cost I

them to maintain quality institutions for their students.
f education allowances should be available for institutions

to enabl
Tuiti n.and other expenses are only partial payments on the true

cost of ducation. Therefore, a cost of education program would be
jn orde

Then should be a continuation of the waiver to developing
institutions of matching requirements by the commissioner in the
student assistance programs.
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There should'be a targeting, of resources to low income students.
The only way that these students will fully participate in 'future
Federal programs will be through the =den of targeting student
-financial as.ststance resources. .

1

The great need by these students may have the effect of skewing
discretion in the direction of those students who uut bring more
resources-tothe institutions:

The-reftincl, disclosure and tuition requirements 'in the bill sirould
be expanded to indicate minority completions and employer t of
the same. ,

Inclusive representation of developing institutions in the 4oca-
tional opportunity centers in. order that these centers will not be
turned into conveyors for channeling students into institutions
that may not have a commitment to see them through but, that such
to utilixe their availability to compliment their financial arrange-
ments, presents another issue. . .

I

One of the greatest determinants of whether or not a. program
does what it is intended' to do relates to the regulations and ,guide-
lines. The constant shifting and expanding of these regulations makes
it almost impossible for institutions and students FA') .plan'because,
by the time they hme made their plans the ground .uses have
been changed. . ,

Tit order that slippages will be minimized, the intentions sliuuld
be clear 'beyond, a doubt. ,

How will the student assistance programs that :ill be open to
full Frac ---'3 part time gt:-.dmt.A. "'Xi 61.f. liAC,r:i lie' t:-- ------ - -cti- .-- 4- -- --11--,..1-,-VAL LIZ to it e,s'
serve the needs of all the persons that want to partieipate in the
postsecondary experience in thousands of institutions ? iI raise this because what this really means is that all persons
from 18 to 65 will be eligible for the programs which means you
limn a range in terms of years of eligibility of 41 years.

This has tremendous implications for what the programs might
possibly run into with regard td the limited resources.

In attachment 13, I have eligibles based on nonage discrimination,
just between 18 to 24 years of age and we ave a total there of,
24,800,000 persons who would"be eligible just b tween thp ages a 18
and 2,1 if this were presented on through ag 05. , $Then you would have a tremendous number of eligibles that these

° programs would have to contend with if they are going to provide
certain services to this paiticular group of persons.

Mr. Br.,toor. That chart indicates all those people up to 65 who
might be eligible?

Mr. rumen. No, that one just goes to age 24, 18 to 24, which
is basically the normal college age population, but there is ti trend
now to have a lot of-older students involved in the experience.

When you iTherense the pools of eligibles and all these ,people
'have a' right to the resources, then what you really have in terms
of participation and who goes and who does-not is ''hat is presented
above. .

The question is what must be done to ipsure that the mix of
persons participating in this experience taeross institutions .and._

4;243
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n'ithiu institutions is reiresentative of the hopes and aspirations
of the citize:as, of this 'Nation...

How do we guarantee that the national, student assistance. policy
which purports to further the cause of opal educational opportunity
with access., choiceanti achievement dot.. not work at,crosapurposes
with this idea-by disal ranging %Able options and institutions- which
I4ve in fad, always expressed. these ideals, with achievement.?

'Before discut4ng the fabk1s,the conuludin., statement. is-that unle.4
we adequately address the issue of equal l'educational opportunity
with access, choice and achievement in the new amendments, we
will never have this opportunity. again.

(The following tables- were submitted:]
,e,

ATTACHMENT
v.

FuLL, FUNDING REQUIREMENTS OF STUDENT FINANGIA .,ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS AT rtiStORiLAU.1 BLACK
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (BASED ON ACADEMIC YEAR 1973.74)

Provam

1973-74 sddl-
1973-74- tiool funds Foff fondioff

allocation required, requiremosts

E0C,4SEOG
N2C6u,

NOSLNISL
BEOG

/V,796 243
677

19M9, 967
6, 764,100

515, 201,000
13,741;400
13,156,300

160, 521.600

138, 003, 248-
40,423.077
32,256, 26T

167.285,700

Tote - 75,347, 992 202,626, 300 . .. 277,974,292

o

PROJEL TED IMPACT Of ti.R. 34:1 ON rtisTORN.Au.s BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (BASED ON PRESENT
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS)

Program 1972-73 1473-74 1974-75 1975 -76 1376-77 I

1977-78 as

Flfiset4n

EOWSEOG ..
CWS .
NDSLF03L.

323. 768,307
A 365;725
18,903:336

322, 796.248
,26, EV. 677

-19, 099, 967

325,860. 400
25,357, 404
17,229, 603

325 860,400
25,357.404-
17,229,603

525;160,400
25,357,404
17,22%603

323,357,4%
QY

.
Total

f
BEOG (eatimsted

amoval)

73,937,361 68, 513,892

6,764, 100

61,447,407

14,000,000

68.447,407

17,500,000

68, 447,407

21,000,000

25, 357,404

21. 000,000

Total (estimated) 73, 037,361 75,347,391 82.447, 407 85,947.407 89, 447,407 +46.357,404'

Assumes 1974-75 keel.
2 o SEN.
3 Only amounts from collections.,

/

FUNDING LEALS OF ,.AMPUS BASED PROGRAMS AT HISIORICALair BLACK OLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES,
ACADEMIC YEARS 197243;1373-74, AND 1974-75

1372-73 1973-74 1914 -75

Difference
1372-73 and

1973-74

Difference
1973-74 and-

1974-75

Difference
1372-73 and

1974-75'

E0C320 323, /43, 337 522.731,241 525, 860 40 -3172, 051 +33,064,152 +S2, 092.013
CWS 30 365, 725 26, 687,677 25 357.404 -3, 678.048 -1, 330,273 - 5,008.321
NDSLIDSL 18.903,336 13, 099,967 17,229.603 +196,631 -1,870,364 - 1,673,733

Total 73, 037, 368 68, 581 192 48.447.407 -4,453.476 --136, AM -44583411
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ATTA61l1E14T13"

ACE,11CIA COOPERATIA. INSTITu I it)DAL DESEARCK, PROGRAM, EAU, 1974, WEIGHTED ItATIODAL NORMS TOR./
ALL. F'RESRAtiikeTTMATEEPPAREDIAE I ficOME

at

Alrinitittt- Alitiear Altl'yiar" 'Alf WOW` nantf371)141%
Preitorek

EithitatettParentitineomp Woos 01140 etiletes 'Moir, 'eelleati-
.---....-....._

Eels thin ik ___00C) 3:4" 43 3.2" V.8- , 13:6
13,000 to $3.999.:-... 2.6 6 3.3 2.7 1.4 :SU!' `
34.000 to $5,959. 4.6 5J6'i 4.1?, '1C7

1,8231:177939-.........,
5.7 6.1 ' 5.5 -it 13;4tq 9.4 7.5 6.2 11.9

total/ 24.0 '61.0 .

VOW tct 30,454_ 15.5 11.4 14 r 11-1. 1119
312(500b 314,994:. 13,5" 14;6, 12171 12:9' 62

SAW triE. sAor ).124/.. 6. 6 121
1C4-/ , 15.if"

0 104416 11611

/
23 1412- X

I7111
, ¢,,,,,

615
IkNlato 110
5,000 to $29,599....... ........... 6 C.5" 6V 7.l

330.000 to 334,999 144 2:71 4.V 5.2"
1;
1:2''

335,000 to 336,999 7.P4 7 lai .2473 , ,3:11 .7
540.000 to 349,999

1, 2.2. la3.. 2.14 -3 2. .6
550.000 or more- .. -,7... 3. Ck 2:3" 4:3 51 a" ,5.........---..

. .
.

That ..... & 1-

Euwarzalma0 ,0Nift0mc66.41SCRIMINATIOtir ,11,70,244m4, 19i3

Dotli of*:
Total parsons 18 to 24 years 21,766 243416:
Number enrolled In collw .

36419114,

5, 432. .. 5r 936
Percent of total.-..... .......... -.-. ........ - ...... -. 10' ' 25, 24

Male:
Total pePserteltto 24,yearst - 1,434k 10,1511 114945
Nembat coroner! fa coWat..... 261 .3,012 30.213
Perrentot tote . 13.4 2P 27

f soule:'

, Number nrollect in colbas-...... - 239
11, 255
2,406

122 96331Total persons ISlo 24 years 4611

Percent of total 14' 21 20

A

DISTRi3u1iOti OF MAMAS Br JAW/F. Jr 1913 (ADJUST/0 FOR PAIGE CHANGES-ire 1973 UOLLADS.IAMILlES
AtOF Toe FOLLOWING WARP.

Intorno Kig,to Vats.

Plumbed families_ 5, 440,900. 41,919, ox -

Portent 100 100

.......... VV/wwM0W.11 ...... 1F , 5
13,000 to $4,999. ...............

37. tolV4.-*35 to 14'

40 In,. 41. .36r

9 11
100112,000 to 14,999

3106000 tilt:111039

$15 MO over

Percent-. .31 64
Medial Income. 57,169 $12.305
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EXCERPTS FROM INOREDIENTS FOG AN Inekt. STUDENT Am PROGRAM

(By Miles. Mark, Fisher,

The fullu%ing excerpts were-taken from my statement on- Ingredients Fur
An -Ideal Student Aid Program. These excerpts contain program suggestions
for enhandrig student assistance-programl as well as sets forth some general
prinelpies.,that must.-govern all student assistance Pregrams fer the Mere
seeable future if equal educational opportunity is to be approximated as a
reality.

Program suggestions are as follows:

BASIC- UCAT1ONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTSE

1. Chturging of the Family Contribution Schedule to make it more equitable.
.-

_ 3. Full funding of the .program in addition to continuing the other koilege
based programs, namely; College Work Study, Direct Student Loins, and
Supplemental Educational I I ,rturiitY Grants.

4-. Institutional costs-for 3", tiling the Program.
5. Simplification of the application fort.
(I. Early aVallability..of the materials for Alas program.
7. Minlmiring.of the consideration of Social. Security payments and Welfare

benefits in the calculation for this program. ..

8. Inclusion as soon as possible of alt the students through adequate-,
appropriations.

O. The Family Contribution Schedule and the Schedule of Payments should
be available by February 1 of the year of expected Fill enrollment in order
that financial aid packages can be put together at a very early date.

10. Digit school guidance and counseling programs should have a greater
role-to-play in preparing students for this-program.

aIt Ltilization of all available community resources is necessary for program.
success. . ,,

.12: Increase grant size.
13. More involvement of college Financial Aid Officers in the Program.
14. Renewable grants without necessititting annual filing precess.
15. Independent student regulations should be designed to help students

who want to go to school. -- ,

.,

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT-PROGRAMS

1. Increase grant size.
2. Waiver matching requirements as it impedes management flexibility.
3. Modification of state allotment formula so that students who need the

money Will be in. a pbsition to obtain -them.
4, Increase the Administrative Cost for the Institution

,fir

provide a
wider range of services to the student population. .

5. Change state percentages to give more assistance to deteloping institu
tions on a need basis.

6. Allow the transfer of funds between SEOG and Work Study Programs
and vise versa.

2. Intensive --advertising of this program.

COLLEGE WORK STUDY

1. Drop the institutional matching requirement for the program.,
2. Modification of the State allotment formula.

.8. Establish authorization qn the average of the Panel Review levels for
'tile previous three-years.

4. Target a percentage of these funds to low-income students.

DIRECT STUDENT LOAN

1. Drop the fen percent matching requirement.
2. Modify the State allocation formula,
3. Maintala ceiling in all loans at the graduate and undergraduate levels.
4. Restore permanent disabilities and death cancellations.
5. Permit cancellation of uncollectable loans of 7 years or more upon

proof by the Institution that it has exhausted all collecting possibilities,
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S. continue teacher cancelled% and include professidnat areas and com-
munity` services.

$eg9, the interest rate low.
8. Include a. reasonable sum of adminiiitratiye cost so that initial and final

counseling will be adequate,
D. Institutional awards related to the real financial needs of the students.

GUARANTEED srtmrst LOANS
1. Notification of institutions when a loan is made.
2. Adnainistrative cost for the program. .

3. ,Greater security to /ending institutions whereby they will make more
loans to minority students.

coornasawn EDUCATION

1.,Increase the Government participation in. this program at the local,
statp, and national levels.

2. Build in earreer counselors, counseling services and faculty travel into
program cost.

3. Provide internships for private industry.
4. Establish Career Awareness Centers at all participating institutions.

COST or EDUCATION ALLOWANCES

.Cost. of Zdueation Allowances should be available for Institutions to enable
them to maintain quality institutions for these students. Tuition and -othei
expenses are only partial payments on the true cost of education. Therefore
a cast of education pregram would-be hi order.

There are certain g5neral principles that must govern all student assist.
ance programs for the foreseeable future if equal educational opportunity
is to be approximated as a reality, namely:

1. Federal initiatives and role must be prominent
2. Belief must be granted from matching requirements.
3. Corrective mechanisms must be provided for supplementing advanced

funding of student aid. programs in order to address changes in Fall enroll.
ments.

4. Adequate resources must be, provided to do the job.
5. A diversity of programs must be maintained for different situations of

need.
8. A targeting of resources is necessary If low-income studenti are to have

a chance.
7. The continuation of awarding low-income students aid should move from

grants first to loans as the last resort.
, 8. The elimination of matching requirements in all programs for developing
institutions.

9. Inclusion of a reasonable administrative cost for all student aid programs
10. Authorization- -of other programs must be increased in teeping with the

BEOG concept of full funding to guarantee the resources to provide real
o9portnni ty.

1.1. The Panel Review approvals in the prospective programs for the past
three years should be used as the base for authorizing the programs for
the future. This should allow for the cost of inflation.

12. Students. who. attend developing institutions need sizeable amounts
of student assistance..

13. Historically .developing institution's depend heavily upon, the resources
derived from student assistance programs.

14. Student assistance must be increased to more adequately serve the
Students attending these institutions.

15. Funda to States based on federal formulas should consider the equitable
distribution of funds with guarantees that funds go where they are needed
most.

10. Student assistant programs cover part-time/halftime as well as fulitime
student's..

17. Graduate Fellowships should be continued with special emphasis on
minority students at the masters and/or doctoral levels.

. .
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18,1tealth Errofessitins 'Fellowships and Scholarships ehotild be supportedat high levels.
19. Scholarships not based on. need should be tiroVided'ai it centiressttalint*to- attendt.rolitS
24. Resources, shouldbe_Tvided for student recraltnsenh

covermeicei

The role of the Federal Go rument in Student Assistance efforts will be .vital to the future of inetituti s of liiglier education: It ,is,,Obylouir,that a /greater effort- by the public recto Ss essential to, true.connalttheat- to*nab educational. opportimity. e- government, ha a literal, Oblfgatiren to
work wholeheartedly, towards the \realization of this' objective, fbi alt.The recommendations that have been presented in this report suggest practical
means to e:nable:the,Governnient to live-uptiiithik Obligation.

19)113'1110ME HIGADVOUCATiON4.0 IENTEE.C.
INCOME-pISTRIBLITION:

4g..

*i5%' tett 751'

.; $3 0.,do $111,37.4: $22;0:100

N

50V
. Estimated Enrollment

7,11dn income of families of aleck' Ft'-eshnieti in 1D74`it
$6,755 (estimated from 1971 data).

ti

.10

The-chart indicates what' the coivetitioncwi31 be like between low-041wgroups-and the traditional clientele. Even if the median is set as anieed.ceiling; the, goi tg,wi I be very. rtiugh for blacks in,an,"open" versus:,"earmarked" student eithsystem ,
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I would like to refer your attention to attachment A. In `attach-

ment A, we have the fullsfunding requirements of student fulancial
assistance programs at historically black colleges and universities'

In the left-hand column, we have the allocations. This is hebased on academic year 1974344._

amount of money that went to these institutions mid in the nekt
column, we have additional funds these institutions said they needed
to adequately carry out their proffram.

In the third column, we have what would. have been the full" "
funding requirements- of .these institutions. The allocations ran
$7r> million. The full funding requirements would have run. $277,-
974,292. That is the magnitude of the problem just within this
range- of institutions.

On the next page, we have the projected impact of KR. 3471,
based on the student assistance programs. If you look at this chart;
it indicates that in two of the programs from the year 1972 to 1973
and 1973 to 1974, there was a decrease in:the amount going to these
institutions.

In 1972 to 1974, there is a decrease in total resources but an
increase in the-SEOG program. 1' took-a logical projection assuming
that aid is bottomed out in the worst of the-situations.

In 1975 to 1976, we would have basically the same amount of
resources going to thek se institutions, with additional resources for
the BOG program.

In 1976 to 1D77, whic is now being debated among the Appro-
priations Committees, assuming', we have the same amount of re-
sources available, this would -mean we :would have an inzrease
because of the BOG progrAm to 1976 to 1977. But in 1977 to-1978,
;if this bill would have been made law, there would be no SEOG's
going to these institutions.

The very nature of the merit arrangements within the SEOG
program would more than likely, send most of the students to hi h
cast institutions and they would probably be recruited especiy

- to go to these types of institutions.
We really could not count on that money, which means that you

are knocking out something like $25,860,000 out of these institutions,
in terms of

knocking
would have the right of discretion to give

out to their particular students.
If you look further at the direct student loan program', this

program would be only based o the amounts of funds that would
be collected. Assuming that theirellege work study maintained itself,
we would only have $25,327,404 that we could ,actually count on as
money we know the institutions are going to be able to receive in
the work .study prowam.

Assuming the BOG program runs to about $21 million, these
institutions will have taken a dip in terms of the moneys within
that institution from $89 million to $46 million.

This is the kind of problem if you logically extend the that
would be put upon them hinds of institutions. -I want to move over
to a. couple of other charts that I have, attachment B.

This is the American Council of Education and the 'UCLA co-
operative institutional research program for the fall of 1974. These

A
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are the weighted norms for all freshmen. If you look over in the
far left corner, there are figures which. run by estimated fancily
income. . .

In the far 'right column we have predominantly black colleges.
You will- see in all institutions -only 24 percent .of the students
come from families with less than $10,000.

If you look in the far right column of. predominantly black
colleges, about 6S percent of the students come from families with
less. than $10,000. \

If you look above $10,000, you will find, that in ,all institutions,
most students come- from families- of $10,000 whereby at the his-,
toned' .blac colleges, you only have a. 32.1 percent, so you arotalking abou servicing' different types of populations in terms of
student aid.

Anything hat does not seek to focus or to deal with these kinds
of problems nit are -presented by this computation, ultimately willwork agains them as such.

The untar,eting and opening up of funds, puts a tremendous
responsibility on the financial aid, offices and' if you take thiS aid
away from the institutions, then the students are rea1137 at a loss.

If the financial aid officer had to make a choice between giving
$3,000 'to a low income student from a pear family who needs $3,000
or ,giving three students. $1,000 each or six students. $500 each, more
than likely in his discretion, lie is going to opt for the- six students
or the three students and that is because we are in a period of a.
numbers crunch aneinititutions need bodies, on campus.

They are going to do anything they can do, to guarantee that they
have bodies there. That is the way you gee.them, to disburse the
money around. where you get thd most effect for the dollar.

Mr. %AGM. It is also a, time where the institution has to make tough
decisions whether we do indicate one completely or six. These ate
difficult decisions, are they not?

Mr. FISHER. Yes. The last chart I have is on the distribution of
families by income for 1073. This indicates that basically the- blacks
that are in school follows the census of figures, whereas the,,,white
students in school basically follow a different pattern.

They have 36 percent of the whites under $10,000 and 64 percent
above $10,000 a family. When you look at the institution, as a rule,
only 24 percent of the students under $10,000 as opposed to 64 percent.

More of the upper income white families go to college as opposed
to the lower income families and I think the census figures will bear
out the difference in that when you look at- thehlack population, their
figures are pretty consistent with the census figures. .

Mr. BTAGGt. Thank Stop, Mr. Fisher. I would like to make one'
observation. I keep injecting if only for the purpose of what was i
education process, the blacks have done a commendable job in that
area and rightly so.

The recent vintage of the Italo-American population has awakened
to the fact that-their young people -are suffering similarly, so if a
study was made, I am sure you would find a comparable situatjon.

.435
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I relate to-page four where you stated, and I hate to assume In
'light-of-the statistics,,althoughthere -scems'to lie some conflict, would
3r ott belor the rethOyal of the half cost factor?

Mr. Flamm That is a big debate.
Mr. litoota laiow it is,
MrYserrisla. It depends on what the resources would be and what

thoemonnt of the grant would be. If you do not have that in there
You 40 in.-really talking about a grants, program straight across 't;
'hoard. That is a new ball game:

I think I would havii to see some figures on what"that really,
mean -and' the numbers of students that-are involved, I think, 'before
I eat:do:I:really make a judgment%on that; , .

Mr. Breuer. I know it is a.conflicting.situation. Mrs. Chisholm ?.
Mrs.,Crrisi-imir. Thank you. I am going to. just go back to some-

Thingthat my-dear friend, 'Mario has said. Be said it earlier and a
feW moments ago. That is in respect to the" Lido and Italian. popu-
lation.

I think we halve to realize that America is composed of nothing
but minority groups, Italians, Puerto Ricans, America is not really
a melting pot,. it iaa-salad, bowl, kinds of ininorities-here.

AS a person of the black minority, I often find myself rather
reluctant to talk about it because they say,, there they go again,lint
I think something has to be made clear for the record.

One of the basic concerns all -of us must faceup to is-that. all Other
minorities who,hQie con to these shores seeking to find- some kind
o f haven or-to realize some of their aspirations and dreams, right from'
the beginning hare had'a passportto American, society which makes

-thorn different from the black Minority.
That is, that they had a white skin. This is very .distressing. I

think when youlook.attheother minorities,no one was born with a
sill* spoon, many of them did not have a thing because of the
-nature of this country is made.

SoMetimespeople-forget that -the black minority- I dare say if we
look at-the Polish people, the Jewish people, the 'German people, the
Dalian people, and put them on a track with black people in-terms
of theiraccoinPlishments, in terms of the industries and the-businesses
or -what -have you, they are in today proportion iith their population,
that you would'find a very. interesting cure.

I just felt I had to say that because it distresses me. All of-Ushnow
-that. America is compe,,,ed of nothing but minorities, but the black
minority has hind a very special problem by virtue of the *Mint of
'color inhis skin.

No -one has been able 'to, and this is very important. rise because
they had the, right but they have had something going for them that
wR never had.

Saying that, I would like to ask you this question. Do you 'feel
that the thrust of the 1965 amendments which pertained to student
financial' aid, which really outlined this question, of the euuatity of
educational opportunity and some kind of access, is really being
denied now in this new legislation that we are grappling with and
trying to work out?

SO
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Mr.. FISHER: Ms. Chisholm, I think in 1972,,a trend. went, hi that %;-
;diriittion-withthe 172 amendments,, vhere there wert persons who
wore working to take out low incoMe.andthings ,likethat and:Moved
the amendments to a- concept of neettWhich-ineant.anyonc couldhave
need at whatever level they existed. .

.Thathas "been one of thethingsithOlas,putusinthe.bind that we
are irtoday. When you lookzat what has happened in tlesetmend-
nentsithere IS, elirther, gaing-away from-really.sort-:osaying:people

are mg to have thiS-kind of Opportaiiiity. . ,

e "

Ws haa hoped in 11172 that the BOWS- pregthin, thatthe -Money
;would he',out there and something would, happen. The: 'first year
of. the BOG's-program, they ..hadinoney to urn back. This year-they
have. $1( indlion that they ,itie trging to :get, carryover.into
-next year. '', ,

, ,,,

:That Money--Tsame of the students in these institutions shoul'
-Inki*that money right 3IONV, and they do not -have it. ,T...1 you look
at what happened on the 1072-amendments, this is what I wasileitlly
tryingto.say lathe last ,shot I hadin the 1972 SBOG-priigitm.

The.blaelc .colleges _had 'V7 million. In 1978 to. 19,74,, this WAS
-decreased, by, $972,000:. The college work study program in 1972
,Witi3 ,$(1,365,125. In- 11174, that program is -don n to $25,857,40-1, a
Aifference of naiiiiis-.$5';inWion. 0 "

If you look at thedirect.student, loan programn, i exit from $1f r
Millen up to $19 Million in 1973 ,'to 1974 and b dawn -to $11"
;millio Which is a Minus $1-,678,000. ,,

.Iii terinsof the fruitofthe effort, it says if you ineasuredinterins
of who -ia,getting -money to do what in these instittitioni3, they luiff
more in 1972-than they have in 197444, -it may say that something
Ibitafgene Wrong.: . . s,

. . .

I -Would like -to _preface it -again by saying: that -the- State of-hio
lid nstudy and; thisstudy indicates assi, result of the change.in the
1972 amendments, there are fewer low -income poor and mjnority
students in the higher, education institutions o Ohio new -thafr there
'wire in 1972.

That again, shows that whatever lappened, the- trend is, moving
.againstmere participation by niany of the populations that 'O riginal-
ly were thought to be included- in these amendments.

Ms. CHISHOLM. Thank you. I have no further-questions.
Mr. BrAckif. Mr Buchanan?'
ALT BuomixAti.'Thank you, Mr. Cliiiirman. On page 4, you indi-

cate, "due. to the shortness of -bane, and the -novelty of certain ideas,
. we would recommend further testimony on student assistance in the

:context ,of the total bill." Would you, kit,. -example, like the oppor-
tunity to come-back and testify !again'? /

Mr. FISHER. Yes, I would appreciate that opportunity. Pulling the
student aid bill out an isolation from the ether kinds-OS considers -
lions hag-certain kinds of implications:

If you are -going-to have positive education allowances, how does
-student aid tie in? I think these connections and these -linkages
,should- be-seen in the total context.," . .

if
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Otherwise, you can make decisions now and close up sections
which ,tt)ti may need to reopen later and gout, position today may be
something different tomorrow when you look at all of the things that
are involvedin the total picture.

I think that is really what I am saying. For instance, there may
'be some other bills in the hopper which have not come up.

Mr. 131A001...YOU know what those bills mean, Mr. Fisher, as well
as we do and I think the .gentleman from Ilabama.'s suggestion that
you return to testify further is a" good one. The next hearing is
scheduled for Monday, March 24, at 9:30 in this room.

Will you' talk to the stair about arrangements?
Mr. FISHER. Yes.
Mr. Baum This hearing is adjourned..
{Whereupon, the committee adjourned at 12:22 p.m.]



THE STUDENT FINANCIAL Alp ACT OF 1975

740NDAT, Mh.ItcE 24, 1976

HOMO; OP REPP.FSENTATICTS*
Suncolt3tcr.rte ov Pos-at:CAMAY Enucazrog

ar-Tag.Eouc.twoN AN")) LABOR COILMITEE,
1Vaahingion,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice; at 10:30 a.m., in room.
2261, 'Rayburn House Office Building, lion. John Brademas pre-
siding. .

Members present. Repritentatives Bradernas, Eslileman, Mottl,
Buchanan, and' Mrs. Smith.

Also present; Jim Harrison, staff director and Robert Andringa.
minority staff director; Mr. William Diefenderfer, minorit-e counsel:
and Mr. 3looney, administrativa a&,.i.tant to Congressman trademag.

Mr. BRADEALAS. .The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
-will come to order.for the purpose of further hearings on Mt. 3471

'-and.related measures.
The Chair should annourvm that the chairman of this subcolnmit-

tee, Ur must be on other business and asked me to chair-
the hearings:today, andthe full Committee on EdLatinn and Labor
has just had nutter consideration another measure, which ex-pining
My deity in-getting horn, and flint of my colleagues., so we have ahout
an hour for our three 'witnesses today:If they, therefore, would he
kind enough to summarize their statements they frill lie printed in
their %.,ntirety in the record, alai that Will give the members of the

mittce an opportunity to put some questions. -

first ultness is Sri. William A. Fowler. executive dire or of
tilt, National Home Study Connell, accompanied by. Bernard Elulich,
legal counsel for the National Home Study Connell.

Gentlemen, we are glad to hal, e you with us. You may proceed.

STATIMpi OF WILLIAM A. FOWLER, EZECCITIvka DIRECTOR OF

THE.NAZIONAL HOME away COUNCIL, AceogkANIED..BY BER-

NARD ERRIM, LEGAL COUNSEL FOB, TBE NATIONAL HOKE

STUDY COUNCIL

Mr. Fowrz.n. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is William Fowler. I am the exeStive director of the

National Hume Study Council, and I also am the executive secretary
of the accrediting conamisoion of the National Honie Study Council.

We areplea.sed to haveao opoorttudty to appear before you, t Mov
to give our comments on the Student Financial Aid Act of ibtfi,,

(43t)
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particulitrly the provisions of H t. 3471 which relate directly. to
home study education in z..,;untry. We will be happy to answer
your questions at the close of our presentation.

Before proceeding to give opr views on H.R. 3471, I believe that
it would. he helpful to !Foy ide you with some background on the
-Yi'ork of the National-Home Study, Council and the Aecrediting.Com-
mission for private home study schpolb and to tell you about, its phi;-
losophy, policies and Itrocedures. OUTS, is a unique organization
o'perating in a unique.field,--the Aeld of borne study.

The National Home Study Council is located at 1601 18th Street,
NW, Weshington, D.C. It is a nonprofit educational association of
eorne 130 accredited home-study schools which- has been a leading
advocate of quality correspondence education in America for 49
years. The mrse Was founded in 1926 under the cooperative leader-
7ship; of the, Carnegie Corp, of New York, and the National, l3etter
Business -Bureau.

Promjts beginning, when a handful of quality schools banded-to.
gether under the visionary leadership of Dr. John S. Nofffs Inger,
home study education has °mined academic respectability, and can,
point to a record of solid achievement in providing an invaluable
it service to millions, of Americans who, without the benefits of

home study, would surely hay a been denied an opportunity for edit-
cation or training.

Tdday, over 2 milliou Americans are enrolled in more than, 700
private home study schools. One hundred and thirty of these schools

-repretenting 72 ownerships- -are accredited,. and nearly L5, million
students are enrolled with them.. Only accredited' schools, May be
members-of the CounciL Accredited schools offer some 500, different
ecidemic and vocational courses. These accredited-soltools ake d.jecate
in 23 States, Butt hey enroll students from every, walk of life ni,every,-.
State of the tniten :States and. from many. foreign countries. About
nne.fifth of all NHSC accredited schools are nonprofit institutions.
Oorrespondence instructionhas a long, and successful retard' in Amer-
ican -education.

In the early1950's the need for accreditation in the private- home-
study school field became evident. After careful study, the NBSC
established an independent,. non profit, nine-member Accrediting
Commission. In 1959, after establishing a record of success, the
NITSC Accrediting Commission was approved by the IT.S1 Com-
missioner of Educatioaea natienally, recognized aceretlitifig agency,.
The -most recent extension of the ,Conamissicat's recognition, was. in
1975. The Cbuncil and the Accrediting.COmmission are rdSo retog-
nized- by and a member of COPAthe Council o ostseeondary
Accreditation- which was estatilished to coordinateinecrecUtation: ac-,
tivities in postsecondary eddeetion and to give non-governmental
recognition to reliable accreiYiting agencies.

The Accrediting COMIlliA011Qtthe National Home Study-Council
is national in the scope of its operations and, provides institutional:
neereditation fir-private and public home-study schools. It is uniqu
in that eligibility for accreditation is based' on method' of instruction
rather than on subjects taught or level of instruction offered,. Most
of the accredited schools are postsecondary and rotational or skill
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.orip,ntedk,but some schools offer elementary, ...,condari,,, collegiate
and -post=collegiate .courses .nnd. some offer avocational programs

Th:e. Commission, is completely_ indePendent, and -application for
accreditation, is- made voluntarily, Commission decisions Cannot -be

.. vetoed or modified. by any. other individual or grouP,,,intInding:the
-NatithiaLllome, Study' Counct

Ni4men.and wemen,serve on. the CominissiOn. F- ive COmmission.-

erszmpasentthapublie mutfour are.exeentiVe-offieers of accredited
schools. The* Coinmission to- -our IMOWledget the only recognized
accrediting agency in the country With a Majority of public 'Cara-

The,Commission. has established educational -and business Stand-
ands,WhiclalLechools must meet to 'beton° accredited: in additiOn
to,:requiring. quality edUcational programs,. these -standards arse re-
quire accredited schootsto Enroll only students who Can be expected
to benefit, froth, the instruction; show Satisfactory, student progress
and success;, be holiest in their advertising and piliniationat ma-
terials; carefully, seleet, train, and supervise field re,pi

to,Show- ample:financial .,resources, to carry, out obligations `students,
user reasonable tuition. collection methods, and have satisfactory re-
fun d'policies; and-demonstrate, a satiSfactory Period Of' ethical' op-.
(Waitron.

AIL schools must undergo initial' and periodic evaluations, with
every school being caraPletely re-examined at `reset every 5' years.
School's_ furnish: the Commission comprehensive annual' reports, And
the Commission, can, remove accreditation. from a school for failiire
tik _meet the publishectstane.arde.
. Special reviews are. conducted,whenthe-ownership,-or management
of a. school. changes or when. serious problems. are in evidence at a
school. Complaints: against schools are Carefully, analyzed on a.Con-
tinuing basis to ascertain problems and examination reviewS are
promptly ordered if necessary.

The National' Home Study Council and its Accrediting Commis-
sion: have- always. been intensely, aware of their roles and responsi-
hilitizs in the area, of protecting, the edimation consumer and our
organization7s response to the_needs of consumers prerdates.the
euiuet iLlOVW:tierit" this.cour.try, Ours was one of the fir'i airenaies
to adopt a ,policy. to allow students to cancel and receive a EetfUnd,
The present policy is one of the most liberalto students,--of its
kind.-It is a performance-based policy that allows students to receive
nearly ball of their tuition back if they discontinue atthe mid-point
of their-studies., Tbs policy .was recognizedby Congress-and, included.

the 1972 amendments to the G.I.
Since the- turn of the century,,. home study education, lies been an

essential part of American education. It is frequently the only form
of education beyond high school available to sdults,:particularly.the
working heads of households. Congress has previously recognized
the,essentiatrole of home study by rnakingit possible for home.study
Students to qualify for the various forms of educational assistance
addresseclia.H.B. 3171.

Since,-0691 students enrolled with accredited home study school
have been eligible fOr and hale participated in the guaranteed stu-'
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dent loan pfograin (GSLP). Of the, 72 NITSC institutions, only re
few have enrolled any substantial number of students under this
prearain.

Heine study students have also been eligible for other Federal as-
sistance *gnats such as basic educational opportunity grants and
other forms of assistance, but Congress has not appropriated funds
for these other programs for halftime students. Thus, these other
programShave never actually been mailable to home study students.

In making. home study eligible for Federal assistance, Congress
recognized that Ameridan citizens ought not to be denied the- oppor,
tunity to enroll in the educational institution of-their choice because
of a lack` of funds.The Commis Sion, keenly aware that accreditation
brings eligibility and recognizing the possibility of problems in the
only program available to. home study studentsthe GSLPfiteed
its responsibility and, in 1969, adopted special standards and rules
for home study schools, with students participating in the GSLP:
This was the first year of eligibility for NITSC schools. The.-Com-
mission did. not permit schools to participate in the program until
these special standards Were adopted and published. These special

'Standards went far beyond the law or the regulations and controli.
set up by Office of Education and we believe these standards are
the chief reason why the overall default .claims of eligible one
study Schools in the GSLP have been relatively small: Copies of the
NHSC standards are attached to this statement. A. Deeding of these-
taiidards )will show that, in several areas, they still go beyond the

requirements Of the 1.'975 regulations and the provisions of -proposed
legislation. The major provisions of these special standards for the
loan ,program developed by the NHSC include:

One: A loan student appliCant recives automatic cancellation of
hiS ',enrollment and incurs no obligation if his loan application is
notiapproved.

Two: Schools must require a. loan stu ant to make a down pay-
Ment,on his tuition.

.Three,: Sehools must obtain author.ption certificates from loan
applicants directing lenders to pay 3oan proceeds to the school. Au-
thorization is arse-required to assure that refunds are to be sent a i-
fevi:11 by the sehool to the lendt<r. to reduce the outstanding loan
balance. /Four: Loans may be made 1)21.11 for the cash pricetuitionof the
course.

dire : Default claims to the Federal 'Government under the guaran:
tee provision may be made only for the amount of unpaid principal
'balance -determined under the terms of the school's-Cancellation and
Settlement Policy, leis that school's- established percentage of un-
celledtable value for non -loan student c ?ntracts.

These special standards are evidence of the sense of responsibility
home 'study scliools have ,exercised with, respect to the OSLP. These

-standarcIS were Adopted voluntarily tind they characterize the, self-
imposed -restraint home study schools have used.

the, time these standards for home study schools were drawnn-p,
the necessity for the legality of these standards was questioned by
the ITSOE.'Moreover, USOE said that one proposed standard which
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watdd have see a limit on the fractiou of rev miles which any one
sehoOlgould-derive from the -GSLP Wasillegal, and wetherefore did
not include this standard in the final putlished standydelor 4141 SC.schools. . ,

..i 1 i , r+. .., I
My reason. for discussing-our standards and-,ilie bitckground,on. the

ndelition- of our standards, is to show that the.ellidination of -home
study students from thisand possibly, other Federal programs isnot
in any sway warranted by the record e.stablished by -the,sChoolSor the
Students themselves. We are strongly opposed to the provision of
TT.B. 3171 which makes correspOndence'school students ineligible for
assistance.

Turning to -the specific provisions of IT.4. 3171, I would like to
discuss the language contained in part F, Section 19(b) page 112,
lines Cr through 11 Which:State: '

Assistance under this title shall not be used In any educational _program
which is primarily congucte0t by correspondence, e.A.rent that a student who
lip reason of pbygical locndicap er.geogrsphiciti distaues t unable to participate
in a residence program may, subject to regulations of the Commissioner, be
eligible for a loan under Part B if enrolled in a program of correspondence
4)udy.

Mr. Chairnian,ne oppose the passage of, this provision for 'the
following, reasTms . By denying eligibility lo home- study schools un-
der this-title the bill undemablydiscriminate; agaiiistnn-- entire class
of people, that is, those who-choose to enroltin a home study course
,to get an education or obtain, a needed job skill.

We-are deeply concernedthat the provision singles out and discrim-
inates against such students at a time when the et-,otiouti%, condition of
our'Nation would indicate these people need more assistatics---Fed-
.eral and otherwise -.to help them get new skills and jobs.

We respectfully submit. that each qualified student should have the
opportunity to enroll in the school of -his choke. A student WhO
chooses to enroll in a piograrn offered, by a quality home study school
should-not-be denied the chance to prepare to keep or get a yob just.
because such schools, because of the eaucationalanettnal they offer,
are ign4ree or excluded from eligibility for Federal assistance, pro-
grams Iiy legislation.

'We seise in the provision a- lack of understanding of the nature
of limn' study etlticatiox, and perhaps a lack of knowledge about the

course. I e also sense
that "I one study education" is being .excluded from eligibility be-
kind o perS'ini v l, enrolls in a home study.

from
cause i4 is thought to -be illfk inferior or ineffective way to get training
or an education.

WhO is the average student? Why is the home study student so
Unfairly singled out in this provision?

Data we have indicate that, more-often than not, the typical home
study Student is an older and more-mature personthe overwhelming
inayority are family people -em ployed full time and-at least 25 years
old at the time of enrollment. full time employment does not miti-
gate the need_ for tuition assistance. In fact, home study students
typically earn less than $10,000 per year, and these days that is
barely enough to pay essential family and household costs. We can
think of few individuals in

,ft
any sticioeconomic group in American



society-who have //wit. financial .need. The statement tliat;,"those who
are working full-time ... should, therefore not be iii inanci l -need"
is at be4,1*Isliful thinking.

This statement. also reflects an apparent bias .against the -"inde-
pendent" studentthe working man or woman with. A family to
support. He or she works 8, 9, or even 10 hours each day only to
come home at _night. and, nlnidst very real family demands tries to
et an education through home study. With statistics indicatinglhat

tlip individtutl worker laces from four to seven job 'changes during
his Working life, one would expect to see "independent' students
being,given more,-not le ,,support. ,

Instead, the provision only serves -to penalihe students who are at
least as deserving Of-Federal assistance as their dependent, unolligated
and non-tax-paying younger brothersAndsisters.

Also, wnclo not understand why ,the- employed home study student
should be considered to have less need than any otherlialf,time,stu-
dp4 who isemployed, in a or part-time job. Yet, under, the pro-
svrsipris.of the ,proposed bill, an employed student who Attends--class
on a half-time basis would remain eligible for assistance.

The provision, by detiign,.limits_the,itt.ces.s to.edwation for many thousands
of ptaditats. home study schools offer students a wide variety of courses to
4app4t,,trom, with ufferinga in such areas as. aconnting, appliance servicing!
atehitectare,,automutive methanks, boatiag.and..seamadbhlp,-.ousiness adminis-
tration, -celestial navigation, cost accounting, interior design, dress deiign,
diamond setting and apprathsal, eleetrunlcs, la mutcl operations, landscaping
and gardening, Jocksmithing, radio-TV repair, -real estate, surveying, and
yqc4 and host design.

-4x:ea though -n student rnay live -next door to -a community college,
the chances may welt-he.that the only way he can getthe secoia/iood
.training he wants is by enrolling nr, the institution of -his choice.
The provision has the effect of forcing a prospective student into

,Pregram ho dOes not really want, only -because he could net
43 1. 1,goil in. a home study school offering a course better suited to
his ,persontil needs.

studenta choosing home study courses may __do,"). because
of their present job commitments and the time -required to pursue
a course in residence may be too lung and- may interfere with rho
bnsiness of siirviving hi the modern world. Why must Federal

ppoFf. for educatitti:t the young and the irtexperic,na,,,-1
the, "dependent", students who have no social,. career, or family
grtrignitinents? What. -about the 54 -million Arnericansone quarter
of the populationwho never finished high school? Many of
Ahem lack even the most basic job skills necessary to survive in a
technological society, and 75 percent of them Viral less- -than $5;000
I)SW -Year. AeePrding to a re' ent ,report, ".A. Target Population In
44114 adults who try to get Ahead ,with, a -basic -ecluca-
tkon,are "fighting tremendous statistical.othls.- The.35- to 44-year-old
grtinn will increase 83 percent in the 1980"-s, and home study eduea
tiers pay well -be the ideal educational delivery system to reach
tliefe..adults. Shou....., the groitmlwork be laid- now that .could Allow
AlttufiZe gp,tax4titut§ of to. be diScriminated against? That is
whgt4jw legiSlation before yon could- do.
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/437bra,are also- troubled by the statement, in the Congressional
Record of February 20 that "* * # I do not <believe we should dis-
courage the---Open admissien collegeexperiment by * barring
students at such schucil from Aid programs." If ,experimetal
colleges are to,. recOvaFederal salpporto yhy, "bar lunfe study
schools? Is a progium,Nalid only beeauset is offered by-a college

and the, outcome is al de;smel
Hanle study sobeede could- also very well be thought of as "ex

perirnents" worth supporting. Home study .schools have already
shown that they offer-studenti..the folloviing-significant advantages.

One: Home study is easily accessible to students. It is, in ,effect,
as close asthe _nearest

Two: Similarly? home study permits thastudent to- study when
ever it is convenient to do- so, at home, at military bases or on
ships, at the officewherever he has free time. Indeed, a recent
study by Ole of our larger .scliools showed that 43 percent of its
students moved at least once-during Vthe course of their ,studies.

Three: Whatever other interests or respensibilitieS-_an individual
'hiS, by 'utilizing the home study method a student may readily
'adjust the tree he or she wishes' to devote to educational pursuits
to the, rest of his or her daily schedule,

HoniastudY-students can study as their other employment
and family responsibilities permit. Even tliog, holding fulkime
jobs may continue their education and training through home =study
,courses.

Five: 'Home study permits students to study at their 'own pace,
,suending as much or as little time as is required for a -complete
;Understanding of 'the material: involved.

Six: Home study appeals to people reluctant to. get into the
competitive -atmosphere of the -ordinary formal, classroom.

Seven: Most home study courses are designed for :practical appli-
-cation in real-life situations. Unlike -many academic- and residence
'school courses, their emphasis, is on practical problems and on
,application of what as, beingtaught.

Eight: Because the home study method, and often the. ,subject
matter, differs from traditional instruction, -it appeals to many
'4hirteii. off" by formal :education.

Nine: Home study courses. are more economical thamoither full -
or residence study. Tuition is reasonable-and there is no
board, room, or transportationto,pay.

Ten: Home study courses are often available in subjects not
taught in regular,- academic. schools.

Eleven: Mine study -courses can provide personalized instruction
and perinit individualized contact. -between each student and his
teaelier as the courst progresses.

Twehe: When the student is employed, home study ,ean..provide
`training which anAy be immediately applied-on the job.

These advantages merit continued and even increased Federal
support. I knit of no reason why students in experimental colleges
slinnid receive support while limie study students idiot& be,derned
'it, If Quell denial of support takes place, then I >ani disappointed

It ,
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and have little hope for the future of either American education
or Federal involvement In education.

Rome study school have acted responsibly Under the GSLP, and the cutting
off of the eligibility of home study school students for this Federat program,
as .well as other -"`ederal programs, has no basis in the past record of per-
fornMnce of these schools.

We have cited the many controls placed on home study schools
participating in the existing luau program by our accrediting com-
mission.

Yet we. recognize that there has been criticism of home study
.schools participating in the GSLP, particularly with respect to the
default rates of home study schools. We have not been able to learn ",
from the I.7SOE or anyone else the specifics of these criticisms. So
far as we can learn, they are entirely unsubstantiated. The facts,

instead, are these: ,
First, the CSOE's latest analysis 4 home study involvement in the 'GSLP,

made Ilk March 1974,, b "Uveruil default claims for (home study schools)
were relatively small:"

Seemal, we have not been Able to obtain figures from the USOE -on, home
.study sehoul default claims, yet we have been told that the defayalt rate for
Lome study schools is well below the current national rate for alllbstitutiona.

We submit that home study schools have acted responsibly under
the loan program and their performance in no way merits a denial

..of eligibility for this program and for other programs.
Home study students cannot participate in the guaranteed student loan

program under State guarantee ngentles as they are presently- structured.
Eliminating the discriminatory language of section 496(b), would

aly be one change necessary to proslde equal treatment for home
study' students.

The availability of money from commercial financial institutions
for student loans is bel erely restricted by, the administrative burden
incurred on the banks in order to make such lOansa the nonnegaia-
bility of the loan instruments, the unattractivelyto banks--low
interest rates for loans, and recent HEW interpretations regarding
=the extent of the Federal insurance for loans.

Home study schools who get nq lenders would incur an
problem. There is not a single State guarantee agency which Will

loans for home study students. Therfore, unless home study
schools are continued as lenders, the home study student would still

. be deprived of a chance to secure a student loan.
The NHSC has extended to this Subcommittee (ai well as to all interested

agencies) its offer of assistance to resolve problems. Our own special standards
indicate that we have the desire and the "know how" to be of assistance. The
,provision in part F is, to our thinking, an arbitrary and unfair attempt to.
salve -alleged" problems with home study schools by denying large numbers
of students needed Federal supportrather than attempting to work with
.concerned and responsible, agencies and schools to solve real or imagined
problems to the satisfaction of all with the welfare of students always in
mind.

In the siMplest of phrases, we believe that the language of part
F is an effort to sidestep a potentially difficult and troublesome
areaau apparent refusal to accept hoine study education as a valid
part of postsecondary education and a step backward, for America

.;



at a, time when the kind of !Apple who. enroll in Home study courses
need help more than they ever have.

No one will deny that problems exist in the present structure of
student, financial aid. However, the new I7SOE regulations specifi-
cally address themselves toward assurance of fiscal responsibility
and the solution of these problems. These regulations mark the first
administrative effort to try to find solutions to the problemb. Why
can't we 'work together to solve them? Why penalize thousands
of deserving people? What is the justification for this denial of
Federal support? Why not .give the new regulations a chance?

CoNCLUSToN

To summarize, we beteve That H.E. 3471, as it pertains to corre-
spondence education, is unfair, unjustified, andi'discriminatory.

The bill would deny educational oDportimities to large numbers
of present and future students, and it represents a step backward in
American education.

The bill ignores the many ads nntage,s of the home study method,
and denies working citizens of their right to share ".n the advantages
of continuing education.

The bill fails to consider that home study is by far the most
economical method of postsecondary education, and thus would place
further benefits on the very people will) do pay taxes yet are denied
a chance to share the benefits of their tax dollar.

We urge the sukoinioittee to reconsider and continue the elibility
of correspondence school students in the scheme of Federal support
of postsecondary education. We urge that part F section 496(b),
page 112, lines 5 through 11 be omitted from the bill.

NIISC pledges its continued cooperation with all Federal and
State agenczes in helping to identify problems in the home study
field an in helping to der clop feasiblp solutions for these problems
which will enable home study schools to offer quality education to
the millions of students who are served by them.

Mr. Chairman, I do have a packet of information on the National
Study Council and its accreditation commission which I would like
to leave with the Committee.

[Materials submitted appear below:]

STANDARDS FOR CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS WITH STUDENTS ENROLLED UNDER
THE GUARAFTIMD STUDENT LOAN PROORAII

Schools accredited, by the Accrediting Commission of the N.H.S.C. may parti
cipate under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program

a. In accordance with the provisions set forth in Title IV, Part B of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended and the regulations promulgated
thereunder by the United States Office of Educatior. of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare; and

b. Subject to the Standards of the Accrediting Commission of the N.H.S.C.
and these ipedial Standards. These Standards apply to !schools enrolling
students untilt the Guaranteed Loan Program whether the loan lute been made
by a third 'Orly lender or by the school acting as an eligible lender.

I. A person who applies for a Guaranteed Student Loan at the time of appli-
cation for enrollment la a Guaranteed Student Loan applicant. The school has
the right to begin servicing the Guaranteed Student. Loan applidint in ac-
tordance wit to usual practice.
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Guaranteed Student Loan applicant must meet the same acceptance
requirements as any other applicant.

3. A Guaranteed Student Loan applicant becomes a Guaranteed Student
Loan student upon receiving notification from the lender that his loan has
been approved by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

4. A Guaranteed Student Loan applicant, upon notification of the disapproval
of his application for such a loan, shall receive an automatic cancellation of
his contract from the school with no financial obligation on the part of the
applicant and an immediate refund of any monies paid to the school under
this enrollment contract.

5. The amount of the loan to a student enrolled in a course that does not
include required terminal resident training shall nut exceed the cash price for
the course less the down payment. The cost of loan insurance and state and
local taxes may not-be included as a part 14 the loan.

6. A loan to a student enrolled in a course with required resident training
will be made in accordance with Standard 6, but the amount may also include
reasonable expenses for the required resident training. In such event loans
must be made in two separate increments with the disbursement of the amount
for such resident training expenses being made only at the time the student
reports to the school to begin the resident portion of. the course.

7. The, school must establish a requireV minimum %down payment'for each
course. The school may service the Guarantded Student Loan applicant and
may process a loan application only after receipt from the student of at least
the sum of money required as the minimum down payment. ,

S. The school must require that the applicant, at time of application, acknow-
ledge to the schOol in writing that he understands he has applied for a
Guaranteed Student Loan and, if the loan is made, he is obligated torepay the
loan.

0. At the time of enrollment, the school must obtain the following authoriza-
tion certificate from the student applying for a Guaranteed Student Loan.

"Authorization Certificate for Guaranteed Student Loan Program

hereby' authorize and direct the 111 pay the proceeds of my
limn evidence by a note dated for $ to
in full payment for my tuition and charges for my course. Any refund which
may be due me shall be sent by the school to the lender and applied against the
then outstanding principal balance.

(Signature)
1cr. Where an eligible school acting as a lender or arranging a Guaranteed

Loan on behalf of the student receives the proceeds of the loan directly from
the lender, any refund due the student, must be paid by the school in accord-
ance with N.H.S.C. Standards directly to the lender to be applied against
the outstanding loan balance.

11. An eligible school may make loans only to students enrolled in its own
home study courses.

12, No claim shall be made to the Federal Government under the guarantee
provision for an amount of unpaid principal balance that exceeds the amount
of the loan as this amount is finally determined under the terms of the
school's Cancellation and Settlement Porky, less that school's established per-
centage of uncollectabe value for non-loan student contracts.

13. Schools participating in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program will refer
to such participation in any cbmmon media advertising only in the following
manner. "Eligible Institution Under the Guaranteed Studeht Loan Program."

14. In administering this prograth, a school must use the forms-required by
t'.S.O.E. and the Accrediting Commission and make periodic reports on

procedures, loans, repayment and claims as required by the Commission.

PACTS ABOUT THE NATIONAL HO= STUDY COUNCIL

What it is
And the educational institutions it represents.
The National home Study Council is the association of more than 150 leading

accredited, home study schools, which serve more than 1.5-million correspond-

44$
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nee stadeonta in all 50 states and many foreign countries. Its member schools
offer some500 different academic, vocational and avocational courses by mail,
using texts, study 'guides acid workbooks, as well-as recordings, slides, sample

;Material- and hits. t
From its Washington headquarters, the NHSC serves as both 'a clearing

house of information about thehome study field, and as the accrediting agency"
for private correspondence schools. For 48 years, since its establishment in
1928,4 has been the standardsetting agency for-the home study field : promot-
ing, sound education and good business practices, AU NHSC member 'schools
must be accredited.

The independent nine-member -Accrediting Commission of the National Home
Stu , Council (five public,,,memberi, and four from within the home study
field) was established in 1955 and shcrtly thereafter gained tre Tappreval of
the HA Office of Education as the "nationally recognized accrediting agency"
in its field; The Commission sets ethical, academic and administrative standards
for all accredited schoolsand enforces them. 4.

Schools and their courses are subject to continuing examination and eve/na-
tion by the Commission, involving on-site inspections by qualified home study
educators and thorough course reviews by independent ,subject- matter spe-
cialist. -

Accreditation =leans that a school has. Competent faculty, educationally
sound and, up-to-date courses, careful admission schening of students, satis-
factory educational services, amply demonstrated student success and satis-
faction, truthful advertising, and financial ability to deliver highnality educa-
tion.

The number Of NHSCaccredited schools has doubled in the past tell years;
the number of studentif enrolled has similarly doubled.

STATED ADVANTAGES Or HOME STUDY

Access: as close as the nearest mailbox. The school comes to the student
Pace: all Students do not learn at 'the same rate, and individuals do not

learn all subjects with equal ease.
Flexibility: study-time can be fitted around job hours or other activities.
Practicality: emphasis Is on learning what's most needed.
Economy. student pays only for wanted courses, which are generally less

expensive than resident study.
Availability . student has broad field of subjects to choose, regardless of

residence locale.
Individuall*- each student is in a class of one and has his instructor's

complete attention:
Instructional Effectiveness. student is graded every step of the way, gets

feedback on progress, can back at any point to assure understanding

THE HOSIE STUDY STUDENT realm

The typical student is married, has a family, and finds it difficult to leave
his job to attend a resident school. Craftsmen and foremen make more exten-
sive use of correspondence courses than any other civilian group, according to
a Carnegie Corp. study of recent years.

Professional and technical workers are the next major category of users,
followed by students working toward a high school or college diploma, and
then to a lesser extent, managers, officials and clerical personnel. More than
10,000 business and industrial companies rely on home study courses for on-the-
job training of their personnel. Students in more than a thousand high schools
regularly pursue home study courses on a OupervIsed basis. Nearly half the
adults taking correspondsuce courses live in smaller communities of less than
50,000 population.

Motivation to take courses variesfrom preparing for a different or better
Job to seeking an added dimension in life-style.' School dropouts complete high
school studies through the malls. Electronic engineers keep up on advancing
technology. Military men and others about to retire prepare for civilian or
second-careers. Housewives take courses to prepare themselves for a job outside
the home or to pursue avocational interests. Employees ready themselves for
manageelal positions.
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A LONG HISTOIRY

Perhaps the first offer of,a home study course in the U.S. appeared.in the
Boston Gazette of March 25,.1728 when one Caleb Philipps offered to teach a
"New Method of Short Hand": "Any Persons in the Country Deeirous to Learn
this Art may by- having the several lessons sent Weekly to them be ai perfect-
ly instructed as those that live in Boston."

Formal correspondence schools were a product of the 19th century Industrial
revolution, organized to supply technical knowledge for the coming machine
age. They appeared in England before 1850, then in Germany and France, and
finanU,y reached the United States after the Civil War.

Today Several hundred schoolscivilian and militaryhave more than five
million Americans enrolled in correspandencq coursesabout two-thirds as
many students as attend all U.S. colleges andimiversities combined.

rnz terftsrrinno NEED FOR HOME STUDY

Rapid technological changea are opening up new Job opportunities and re-
quire training. Changing job patterns and markets require continuing education
and a contintutl upgrading of skills. Increased leisure time encourages new
avocations which can be self-taught. The average worker may soon expector be
expectedto hold five to nine different jobs during a working career.

Further, the official census figures of the past decade show that in the 12
million new jobs added to the work force, women filled two-thirds .of
and the trend to equal employment for women opens up new job opportunities
and new training needs. The contemporary woman, getting ready to enter or
re-enter the job world, can brush up on old skills or learn new ones through
home study courses.

THE PaSTMAN IS THE PROCTOR FOR MILLIONS OF pORAEOPONDENCE STUDENTS

(By Benjamin H. Pearse)
After a long probationary period in a second-class status, the correspondence

school has come to be a popular, full-fledged member of the adult education
family. This is borne out in a recent study supported.by the Carnegie -Corpora-
tion, which estimates that there are 400 to 606 correspondence schools operat-
ing throughout the country, enrolling between 3.5 and 5 million home students.
Schools range in size from the shoestring operator with a P.O. box number for
an office to one with a gross annual income of more than $25 million. Cur-
riculums run the academic gamut from the three R's to graduate science
courses, from flingerprinting to philosophy.

Statistics are uncertain as to the number of correspondence schools, as the
Carnegie study indicates, and even more uncertain as to the number of
students. Many schools count annual enrollments rather,than the number of
individuals taking courses- and one industrious student may enroll in two.or three courses in the same year.

Nevertheless, hazy or not, enrollment figurestare iinpressive. The largest
single operator of correspondence schools, the Federal,Gov,ernment, has nearly
2 million students participating. the four branches oi"the armed forces provide
military and technical courses for more than a million officers and enlisted
personnel. and the U R. Armed Forces Institute conducts academic courses
from grade school to university level for another 360,000 service men and
women. The Departments of State and Agriculture and several other Federal
agencies operate sizeable programs.

The 91 private correspondence schools comprising the National Home Study
Council account for a total enrollnfent of a million, college and %university
extension courses enroll about 175,000, and thousands more are taking courses
conducted by business and industrial firms for their employees. As these
totals show, a, goodly proportion of America's adult population goose to
study at-their own pace at home.

What is behind- this degree of interest in the learn-by-mail method? A
glance at the enrollment blanks. shots that the great majority of applicants
are adults, or at least above the age of compulsory school attendance. The
typical student is married, has a family, and cannot leave his job to go back
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to school, Many students are trying to get the credits they need fpr a 1419h
school or callege diploma that once seemed unessential. Stilt:Others and pre-
paring for a better job, Correspondence is the only practiatt Way for 'them, to

_for, livelihood. hobby, or knowledge; locksmithing, gemolOkr,1
continue their education. They can study just about any subifctent,litzraues

Braille, flower arrangement, law, art, photography. They cart learn how' to
repair anything from a transistor radio to a bulldozer, They can study Whenever
their -time Permits and wherever it is convenient: hid, bathtub, or at the
kitchen table. -Their learning is strictly ,..matter between-themselves-and' their
instructor.

But along with the advantages of home study, there are (*stalls disadVantaget.
Students have no chance to participate in classroom discussionre helpful and
informative part of.tyPleal academic study, frequently more sothan lectures or
individual study. Lack=of personal contact with the instructor and other mimel
cLask stimuli Imposes on the student a need for strong motivation and self

i 'discipline.
Such disadvantages are surmountable, as the list of illuetrienS alumni shows,

The roster of:persons-who have taken correspondence-purses includes notable
names in Manyfieldo. One of these, now a professor at a large Eastern univer-
sity, got most of,hia high school and college by corresPandence. When
he. enlisted in the Army in 1940, he had a,tenth,grade education. He enrolled
for secondary school work through "Usa11,4 the GI term for the-United' Statei
.Arznedirorcealnatitute. Despite-numerous changes of station to various parts
.of the globe,-be pursued his courses so diligently that when he was discharged
in1951 he tsd credits to enter college as a junior. He got-his bachelor's degree
before his'sll benefits ran out, went on to acquire master's and doctor's degree,
and is now teaching political science. He is _certain that he could never have
made -it without USA.FI.-

Correspondence school. instruction follows the learn-bydoing method that
frequently includes materialsand equipment at least equivalent-to those found
insclassrooms and laboratories.
:Innovation I& becoming a part of the vocabulary among correspondence
school administrators. Records, tapes,: slides, and even films are part of- many
courses. One school specializing in English courses in Latin America uses lopes
to supplement the written text, and to record the students' answers. The

- International Correspondence School is experimenting with a system called
ss,,,'Educasting,v developed by the TuTerTape Laboratories in New York City,

An -instructor tapes each lesson, following up with multiple-choice qUestiona
The -tapes are broadcast over FM stations in Scranton and Philadelphia, and
students within a range, of 20 miles listen on a special FM radio which IS
1914'ned for the course.

Other innovations are designed to bridge the distance between the school
$ and the student with a personal approach. booklets introducing the faculty

members to the student, hand-written corrections on papers and immediate
response to queries-.ere some typical examples.

With imaginative-methods such as these and close attention to the changing
needs -of Ihe job market, progressive correspondence schools -ime prospered.
More than 7,000 business and industrial companies rely on -correspondence
courses for training their persomiel,sonse-by ciontractwith establishedschools-
and:others through various profetesional- organizations. The International City
Managers Aiiseciatioa..eandncte a_ correspondence school;for;training municipal
employees. The International Accountants Society -operates s coaching4ichool
.by.correaponde,nce.for members ambitious to become certified - public becountants:

Mazy professional and; engineering organizations encourage correspondence
study their members. Vilitiqu, O. Torpey, a .inaissoese. 4-1,..faust in the
Executive -Office Of the-President,-beilevet that corresporAdence -study is one of
the- best -way that scientists,lespeefally engineers, can keep abreast- of new
deirelipinenta In their Particulat.f14d.
- Ups Dr. Torpey a "Same educatoraemployers, and-members-of technical and

oltetelonal societies are not fully alyare of the part played by the!Correspofid-
tam Cetirsecht the complete education, training, and' retraining; spectrum Nor
.are Usei-aware of the full potential-of this type of education-hi the develop
Merit Of *dentine -and technical manpower. ;

"Correspondence education, as supplementary, to-rpre recognized types
-oteducationshas a contribution to make to the -broad efforts at improving and
maintaining the-quality of- scientific and technical manpower"

t
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Along -with the importance arid improved status of the correspondence
schools, however, has come an increase in the number uf fraudulent operations.
A few months ago the rust Office Department announced that prosecutions of,
correspondence schuuis fur mail fraud have Increased fourfold in the past three
yeari.

Capitalizing on the nationwide stress on education and the good reputation
of long-established institutions, con men have set up quickie learn-by-mall
"schools" in States that have no regulations in this field or only minimal,
license requirements.

Chief Postal Inspector Henry B. Montague said the bepartment is currently
investigating 10 schools, compared with only 26' schools under investigation
three Years_ ago. In the past 5 years, only 37 persons have been convicted of
running fake correspondence schools, but 20 persons are currently under in-
dictment.

The problem confronting those who want to take correspondence courses is
how to avoid the fly-by-night school that takes the student's money and sends
him wastepaper in return. The solution, unfortunately, is not as easy as It should
be. The Carnegie Corporation undertook its first survey of correspondence

schools back in 1924, when enrollment was about 1,250,000. While the surveyors
were surprised by the rapid growth of such schools, they were also sflocked by
the wide variation in the quality of educational services and the ethical stand-
ards they found. Their report was enough to institute a campaign by the ,

National Better Business Bureau against the unethical practitioners ,who had
invaded the field.

The campaign ran into difficulties almost at the start, difficulties that 'have
not yet been completely overcome. Regulation of schools is a matter within
Stale jurisdiction, and few States paid much attention to proprieta., schools
of this type. When a State did enact regulatory legislation, the crooked oper-
ator simply moved to another State. where he would not be. bothefed. At least
1,000 unethical correspundence schools were In existence in 1959, according to
a report on "degree mills- by the American Counell.on Education. This estimate,
which the Council termed "quite modest," indicated that one in every ten
correspondende schools was an out-and-uut diploma mill granting unearned
degrees.

The recent Post Office Department action was only the latest warning, and
apparently, s7.-".:.1.Ing tt, toes have not changed much. The ease of the
Citizens Training Service, convicted of mail fraud in Federal District Court
last July, is a typical example:

"The CTS, which specialized in 'training courses' for the U.S. Civil Service,
took hi nearly $1. inillibn 'training' surne 10,J00 students during the six or
seven years it was 111 operatium" postal inspeeturs estiniated. When the propri-
etor was denied a license to operate In North Carolina, where a school must
have the appruval of the State Buaril of Education, he moved across the State
line tu Danville, Va. Nu regulations hamper the correspondence sehuul jaurnoter
there. Ail the proprietor needed tu emblazon licensed in Virginia' on his
letterhead was a retail merchant's permit from the City of Danville,

CTS advertised in the classified columns that men and women between.18
and 50 were wanted fur Civil Service Jubs. Inquiries were answered by high
pressure salesmen who offered courses priced from $13.7, tu $295. All enrollees
got the same course including a man w ho w anted to study law enforcement,
another who wanted to be a Government meat inspector, and a third W.10
hoped to become a park ranger. The "course- consisted of a series of lessons and

Jests in loose-leaf form that can be bought as NI book for less than $5 and
covers basic gramMar, spelling, and arithmetlewithout mentioning law en -_
forcemeht, !seat inspection, or the wurit uf a park ranger. The proprietor of CTS
changed his plea tu guilty Just as the Government prusecutur was preparing to
place on the witness stand a 71 year-old woman who had. been sold a Civil
Service course although she wits already une year past cumpulsory Civil Service
retirement age. He and six salesmen were flped and given suspended jail
sentences and 'periods of probation ranging up for ten years.

The Pest Office recognizes the contributions that legitimate, institutions are
making to education. Nevertheless, revelations of so-called diploma mills"
have tended to cloud the reputation of correspondence courses, at least in the
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SECTION 1..--8C11001. AND COUDSP. PROMOTION

it. Advertising and 'Promotional Literature
1 Each advertisement or piece of promotional literature written or used by aschool must be completely truthful and must not give any false, misleading or

exaggerated impression with respect to the school, jg personnel, its coursesand services, or the occupational opportunities for graduates.2. All advertising and promotional literature used by a school must clearlyindicate that training or education, and not employment, is being offered.
3. All advertising and promotional 11terattre,,,,,Must include the full and cor-rcct name and location tir the school and diSqlose the fact that home studytraining is given. In addition, the local addres8 of U field representative may

be used So-called "blind" advertisements are misleading and cannot be used.
4 The school's address must appear in the school's catalogs, enrollment

contracts and official NHSC listings. For this purpose, a Post Office Box numberwill not be considered an address.
Letters of endorsement, commendation or rgcommendation may be used in

school catalogs, advertisements and promotional literature provided prior con-sent is obtained and no remuneration is made for either the consent or use of
the endorsement Such letters shall be kept on file and available for inspection.
Testimonial letters may be used only when they portray currently correctconditions or facts.

0, In obtaining students a school will not use advertisements or promotionalmaterial which are classified, designated, or captioned, "men wanted to trainfor . ," "help wanted," "employment," "business opportunities," or wordsor terms of similar import which represent directly or by implication thatemployment 18 being offered.
7 g,.1.^^1" ,""g zc1-1.; of ;.,o.impeis ui °filet publications toacquire students must 11Se May thOS: licad,t1 "edilvstion," "sciiouis" or "in-struction."
s. "Help wanted," "employment," or " business opportunities" classificationsmay be used only to advertise for employees or representatives for the school.9. The use of the following words is restricted or prohibited:

a. The word "Free" shall not be used to describe any item or service regu-
larly included as a part of the school's courses or services..

b. The word "Guarantee" shall not be used by a school for advertising,orpromotional purposes.
B. School and Course Recognition

1 A school shall use the fact of accreditation in its advertising, promoi,lonal
literature or letterheads only in the following manner:

a. Use of the official Accredited School Seal.
b. Ilse of the statement, with or withOut the official Seal;
c. Use of the statement, with or without the official Seal:

Accredited Menzber-Natimial Home Study Council
or

Accredited Member ;SC

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the
National Home Study Council

d Any statement referring to the Accrediting tAntumssion itself must read;

The Accrediting CODUltinfOU of the DISC is listed
by the U.S. Offiec of Education as a nationally

recognized accrediting agency
This statement may not be used in common media( advertising.

2. Schools whose students are eligible fur veterans benefits under the (1.1.Bill will not refer to such eligibility in any advrtisement. promotional litera-
ture or letterhead as "VA Approved," "GI Approved," or by similar words or
terms which represent directly or by inqd1cathm that the school or Its coursesare approved by the Veterans Administration.

494.i.t
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smilax IL STUDENT ENROLLMENT

A, Enrollment Agreements
1. The enrollment agreement form used by a,school must clearly outline the

obligations of both the school and the student.
2. A copy of the enrollment agreement must be furnished the student either

by the school's representative or by the school itself in the case of enrollments
not obtained by representatives.

3. When enrollments are obtained by field representatives a reqeipt for
money collected shall be left with the applicant unless the payment is shown
on the copy of the enrollment agreement left with the applicant.

4. The terms of the school's cancellation and settlement poliqy must be
clearly-disclosed in the enrollment agreement.
B. Admission Policies

.1. It shall be the responsibility of the school to establish the qualifications-
which an enrollee must have to enable him to successfully assimilate the
training materials to be furnished him and to determine with reasonable
certainty, prior to the acceptance of his enrollment, that the applicant is
informed of, and has the proper qualifications to take the training for which
he is applying.

2. It shall be 'the responsibility of the school:
a. To disclose to the applicant the nature of the course and the extent to

which such course, If successfully completed, would qualify him for such
occupation. trade or profession.

b. To fully inform the applicant as to the nature of the obligation he Is
entering ,into and as to his rights and responsibilities under the contract he
has signed.
3. It stuff he the resper.eildlity of tho qehool to determine that' an Applicant

has no handicaps, physical or otherwise, which could reasonably prevent his
use of the knowledge or skill gained from the training he desires for successful
on-the-job performance after completion of his course.

4. No accredited school shall accept an enrollment from a person of com-
pulsory school age, nor one attending a schoOl of elementary or high sc1.101
level, until and unless it shall hare established through contact with Proper*
responsible ironies that pursuit of the course would not be detrimental to his
regular school work.

5. When a school enrolls a person who does not meet the qualifications for
acceptance, a iscord shatild be made showing the reasons why he was permitted
to enroll.
C. Field Representatives

1. No field representative shall be.perinitted to use any 'title that indicates
that he has special qualifications for guidance, counseling, or registration,
which he does not in fact possess.

2. A school has full responsibility for the actions, statements 'and conduct of
its field representatives.

3. The school =sr make certain that each of its field representatives is fully
informed about the school's courses and services, prices and terms, and
operating -policies.

4. It shall be the responsibility of a school tv see that each field representative
working In a state is properly, licensed or registered as required by the laws of
that state. a

5. If a school's field representatives are authorized to prepare or place
advertising or to use promotional materials, the school has full responsibility
for the materials used and must approve any such in advance of their use.

SECTION' POLICIES

A. Course Price
1. The total price for any specific course offered by a school shall be the

same for all persons at any given time, whether sold bY mail or by personal
solicitation, except for proper discounts to members of religious and govern-
ment organizations, or to private organizations for quantity or group enroll-
ments, and for bona fide special -payment plans available to all students at
the same time.

4 0,1),
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2. Tern s of payment may be varied by the school from time to time and from
person to person, so long,as the net price charged for the course at any given
time and under any given payment plan remains the same for all persons.

3. Special price or discount offers must be bona fide and must state the
specific data of termination.

4. Announcements of price increases must state the effective data of the
price increase, and the price increase must be applicable to all enrollees
thereafter.

5. Scholarships or partial scholarships must be bona fide and for recognized
and acceptable purposes.
B. Cancellation, Settlement, and Collection

1. Each school must have a definite and established policy for the settlement
.4 cases where students request discontinuance of training. The following ap-
plies as a minimum policy:

a. An applicant student may cancel his enrollment within seventy-two hours
after midnight of the day on which the enrollment, agreement is signed. An
Applicant student requesting cancellation in whatever manner within this-time
shall be glen a refund of all money paid to the sehooLor its representatives.

b From seventy two hours after midnight of the day on. which the enrollment
agreement is signed and until the time the school receives the first lesson from
the student, upon cancellation, the school Is entitled to a registration fee of not
more than 10% of the tuition or t-50.00, whichever is less.

During the first six months following the date of the student's enrollment,
if no lesson or written request for continuation Is received by the school for
a period of 90 days, the school must advise the student that cancellation will
be made under the terms outlined below.

d. After receipt of the first lesson, if the student requests cancellation or if
cancellation is made by the school under tilt, provisions of c above,. the school
oLall;be entitled to a tuition charge which shall nut exceed the following.

(1) During the first quarter of the course, the registration fee plus 25% of
the tuition. *3

(2) During the second quarter of the course, the registration fee plus 50%,
of the tuition. ,k

(3) If the student completes more than half of the course, the full tuition.
The amount of the course completed shall be the lessons received for service

by the school as compared to the total lessons in the course.
e. Upon cancellation, all money due the student shall be refunded within

30 days.
2. In the case of student illness or accident, death in the family, or other

-Ircumstances beyond the control of the student, the student shall be entitled
to consideration and the school /Audi make a settlement which is reasonable
and fair.

3. Correspondence regarding cancellation and settlement between the student
and the school, banks, collection agencies, lawyers or any other third persons
representing the school, must clearly. acknowledge the existence of the cancel-0 lution and settlement policy of the school.

4. If promissory' notes or contracts for tuition are sold or discounted to
third parties, the school must still comply with the minimum cancellation and
settlement ,policy- outlined in this Section.

5. Collection procedures used by the school must reflect good taste and
ethical business practices.

[Reprinted from Manpower Magazine]

TftaflIff0 BY MAIL

(By' Birtricia 'Marshall)

Last year more than 5 million Americans were enrolled in correspondence
coursesabout two-thirds AS many students as attended ail U.S. colleges and
universities. By age, occupation, and course of study, curr6spondence students
are a varied lot. But most of them have one thing in common. Their studies
have a vocational purpose, they learn to earn. Most of those taking mail

urses hope to move up military or civilian job ladders, enter a different oc-
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cups.tiOn, learn a work skill, or update their training. to keep pace with
: technological change.

Neither snow, rwr rain, not heat, nor gloom of night stays the postal-delivery
of corresponds:4:e school lessons. Some 13,0O( courses, many of- Mau duplicating
each- Other, are on the market. Through the mails, people study accounting,
aeronautical engineering, algebra, architectural design, auto body repair, basic
English, carpentry, computer programing, criminal identification, fiction writing,
insurance law, millirighting, municipal administration, nuclear Instruments
tion, plastering, salesmanship, surveying, typewriter repair, tool and die mak
ing, traffic management, welding, waterworks and sewage plant Operatl ,A1, and
other! vocational, avocational, and academic subjects.

Ths largest purr ,correspondence education is the Federal Government,
led ty the Armed- TOW. More than a million servicemen and women take
careerOriented courses and; through the U.S. Armed Forces Institute, another
850,000 study academic subjects, that range from elementary through college
levels, All told, military personnel make up over 60 percent of the people
Who study by mail.

Next in numtbrs of students are private schodls selling home studies to the
general public. With a few exceptions they are in business to make a profit
The,National Home Study-Council, an organization with a membership of 122
such firms, reports that 800 private schools it eurveyed'had a' student body last
year of more than 1.6 million people. $tatistrea on the private sector AIL Ili
complete. There are many small schools not reached by surveys, and there
seem tie be quite a number of schools that are difficult to-locate fiecause they
resort to frequent changes 'of their names and bases of opeeriaon to avoid
regulatory authorities.

Colleges and universities also market correspondence studies, and labor
union's, trade associations, religious groups, and' nonmilitary 43raniches of the
Federal Government develdp such studies to serve their own needs.

Correspondence schools atarte,d up-in the U.S. toward the end, of the 19th
century. One of the earliest, now a multimillion dollar enterprise, grew out
of efforts of jobseekere to meet a requirement of Pennsylvania mine safety
legirilation that all mine inspectors and superintendents-pass a. qualifying -State
examination. A small town newspaper editor, who first agitated for mine
safety measures and then promoted them, printed booklets to ready, applicants
for the test. Booklet lessons were -followed by questions to gauge the readers'
grasp of their subject matter, and answers were sent to the newspaper, where
they were corrected and graded.

E,PITASIS .1013,TRAININO ,

Success in this venture led to a correspondence course In coal mining with
sections on mining legislation, coal geology, mining ruethoas, mine surveying
and mapping, andto shore up, an important but often Week area arithmetic
The entire co se sold for $26, and Students had up to 3 years to complete itcourse
Soon added o the curriculum were cou,o,s for people who worked above
ground. S nut engineering, electricity, architecture, plumbing, sheet meta!
pattern drafting, civil engineering, heating, bookkeeping, stenography, and

\English. Such studies made it possible for ordinary people, many of them
,immigrants, to work for a living, at the same time that they equipped them
selves to earn a better one.

Correspondence schools have maintained the heavy emphasis on job prepare
Lion that attended their birth. Most Armed Forces instruction of this kind is
closely related to military requirements. All but a few member schools et the
National Home Study Council teach subjects with a strong blue collar coloration
Or are in clerical, sales, applied science, or service fields rather than in purely
academic ones. The practicality of Subject matter is pointed up by echuol
advertising and brochures with such messages as. "Train for a Job with a
Future!" and "Opportunities Unlimited for Qualified Personnel,- and The

' Future Belongs to the Man Who Prepares for It." _

Industries most often use correspondence studies for apprenticeship training
Currently in effect are more than 10,000 company agreement with prii att
home study schools.

Republic Steel Corp. has used mail studies for apprentices since 1047, ac
cording to a JKirkstadt, supervisor of employment and recruiting. Thesis

4570 fir:,
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studies are now used in a number of company plants for training machinists,
tool and die makers, electricians, roll turners, and mechanical and electricaldraftsmen,. - - -

To pay, for the course, an apprentice has $10'a month deducted from hispay for 4 years. the company provides a supervised classroom to give appren-tices a quiet place(to study company time, and at the end- of their ap-
prenticeship, if they, are still at Republic,, they receive a bonus which more
than covers the coat of lessons.

At present, 226 appresiticegitre In the program. 0,t some 340 gradnates who
still work for the company, 20 percent are-now in supervisory positions.

"These studies are well adapted to Our needs," Kirkstadt said. "One ap-
prentice at a time may begin training. He does not have tO wait for a group
to form, nor does he have to work on the same shift with other apprentices.
What's more, he is able to progress at his own speed thro"gh the-course."

The company is spared the need to hire teachers an correct and grade t.
test papers, responsibilities of the, correspondence school. A disadvantage of the
system, Kirkstadt said, is that apprentices do not have a chance to discuss a
their lessons in a. classroom situation and must wait for the mails to bring an
answer to their questions from an instructor at- the school.

A number of unions run their own correspondence courses for apprentices.
The International Typographical Union (ITU) began putting its imprint onthis training method more than 50 years ago. Today each ITU apprentice
working in a commercial job shop or on a newspaper must finish 10 volumes
of correspondence studies prepared by the union's education bureau. Studies are
correlated with daily shop work to help the apprentice master all fundamentals
of his trade Completed lessons are sent to the edlication unit for correction
and grading, then returned to the student. The local labor-management com-
mittee, which keeps-tab on his Tiogress, gets a copy of the scores.

NEW TECHNIQUES TAUGHT

Seven years ago, ITU Local 101 in Washington, D.C., was instrumental in i
starting a specla4 correspondence course for printers. Supplied, by a private
sebool, the course trains printers in the operation and maintenance of electronic Aequipment that is being used with increasing frequency to set type through
photographic processes. It is open to ITU. members, both journeymen and
apprentices, throughout the country.

The International Printing Pressmen and Assistants' Union of North Americacurrently has 5,500 apprentices using corresppndence studies teamed with job
etperience An apprentice selects one of nine correspondence subjects to tally
with the type of press operation or related work that is his specialty. Lessons
are free and mailed at regular intervals during the apprentice's 4-year inden-
ture. An examination board, elected by the local union, corrects and gradesunit tests.

To help keep up craft standards, the national lathing industry's joint appren-
ticeship program less than 2 years ago developed a course of correspondence
studies If local unions in the program have as many as 10 or 12 apprentices,
they use the course's five volumes of textbopks in classroom sessions led by
trained instructors Otherwise, the same texts are used as individual correspond-.
ence,courses. This assures that all apprentices cover the same ground.

Craftsmen and foreinen make more extensive use of correspondence courses
than any other civilian group. They make up more than a third of all students,
according to "Correspondence Instruction in the United States," a recent
study done under the CorreSpondence Education Research Project (CERP)fi-
minced by the Carnegie Corp. and"published by McGraw Hill. Professional and
technical workers come next with half as many students, followed by manag-
ers, officials, and clerical workers with only a few.

Nearly 20 percent of the veterans and servicemen using the GI Bill's educa-
tional benefits do so by mail, but they must get approVal for each course from
a State agency, generally the Department of Education, and their enrollment .
'must have vocational objectives. They might avoid costly mistakes by talking
to potential employers or the nearest State, employment service office.

Many correspondence school students, it appears, may be limited in training
opportunities by where they live as Well as by the need tq find tralding that
fits Into bully, working lives. The Carnegi,e report says that nearly half the
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adults taking correspondence courses live In areas with less than 60,000 popu-
lation, and few live in large cities.

On the basis of mum, use otcorrespondence schools is highest among people
in $4,000-$0,000 a year bracketsan indication, the report says, "that cor-
respondence instruction has earned the reputation of being a poor man's
school." But the report makes it clear that it takes a special kind of poor man
to benefit from this type of Instruction, for it points out that:

The worker who studies at home may have to cope with disruptive noise and
activity and find It hard to study. , .

Mail lessons rely largely upon' one means of communicationthe written' word
and not all people learn mildly well from materlas in this form.

Student motivation and persistence. must be extremely high. s
"Nonstarts," people who sign up for courses but fail, to complete the first

lesson, are common in correspondence instruction. The dropout rate, students
who complete some lessons buk fail to finish the course, also is high, Some
private home study schools report a 70 percent dropout rate and there is a
90 percent rate in some business and industry courses, 'Universities lose about
27 percent of their correspondence students after one lesson. Not surprisingly,
student motivation is ranked by private home study schools as their most severe
problem, and university and military course directors also put it high on their
lists.

But for same peopledetermined students signing up with quality schmils for
courses that meet well-defined and realistic goals correspondence courses may
offer a great deal. School dropouts complete high school studieb through the
malls. Electronic engineers keep up to date on solid-state device parameters,
integrated circuits, pulse techniques, and other techniques of their trade.
Military men about to retire prepare for civilian occupations, and houseivi es
Complete interrupted college studies or take courses to prepare 'themselves dr
a job outsida the home. Bank employees study accounting, commercial law, t st
department bet-vices, and savings and time deposit banking to prepare for
management positions, Many people have studied by mail, learned what 'they
set out to learn, and gabied tapgible benefits.

..

Satisfied students cite as advantages of correspondence instruction its access
("as close as the nearest mailbox") , pace ("all students do not learn at the
same rate, and individuals do not learn all subjects'with equal ease") ; flexi-

bility stUdents can control study time to fit around hours of other 'activi-
. ties") ; selectivity ("the student spidies and pays only for what he wants and

not for subjects that might be required by a college or other educational insti-
tution") ; and individuality ( "each_Student is in a class of One and has his
instructor's complete attention"). -'",

In courses where equipment is essential for learning, home study school
supply kits so that students can carry out exercises and tests on a kitchen
table instead of in a shop 9r lab. Obviously, these kits must be fairly simple
and ineenensive and do not provide the kind of laboratory experience that
takes- place in high schools and polieges.

Study by mail has some boobg. traps for the unwary. The Carnegie report
warns: "The correspondence instruction market is wide open to fraudulent
operators. Anyone or any group can become a correspondence instruction sup
viar " It note,: that the need for regulation lies primarily within the broad
range of private home study schools. "When profit is the main objective, the
risk of fraudulent operation is high.

Regulation of correspondence sdhools comes 'under State jurisdictioi, but a
number of States have not set standards for these schools or have minimal
license requirements, with the result that they may attract dishonest enter-
prises. Among these .are socalled "diploma mills" which award worthless
certificates. Some schools pass out doctor of philosophy, doctor of psychology,
and other degrees after a course lasting only a few months.

Some schools make misleading statements about course content and em-
ployment bpportunities. They may suggest that graduates will earn from
$12,000-$13,000, without explaining that years of experience are necessary
to get this salary In the occupation covered by the course. Schools sometimes
mask thefactahat they sell correspondence courses by running advertisements
in "Help Wanted/ columns which suggest an offer of employment; salesmen
using a hard-sell approach work on people answering ads. Or schools may
simply sell enrollments and offer no essons of any kind.

e
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Federal agencies have some weapons to use against such schools. The Post
Office DePartiocnt ievetigates complaints of alleged mail fraud and turns find-
ings over to T: S. attorneys. The Federal Trade Commission has authority to
halt unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices
in commerce Often this involves timecurisunaing procedures, and in the ioterlm
a lot of people can be badly hurt. .

The FTC constantly receives-complsints from students who have,, been DAD-
lea by sales pitches, and warns prospective students And their counselors to
he especially on the alert for verbal misrepresentations by correspondence
course salesmen. An FTCsattoinee also advises full understanding of any
ecaltract proyisions \for cancellation and refunds of fees, and tuition because
contracts are commonly sold to a third party. This action leaves students with-
out le al defense agaitist tie third party even when they are disappointed in
the ct irse and want fo drop out of. it or when the school fails -to hold. up
its e of the contract.

ACCREDITING EITANDARDS BET

William J Cotter, Chief Postal Itsipeetor, says that the Post Office Depart-
nun( has investigated 385 correspondence schools. in the past, 6 years, and
120 Lrimilial indictments for mall fraud were returned by. Federal stood juries.
Sixty one inslividuais were tried and convicted in this period. Cotter says that
in closed cases where fraud was proved and people Were convicted, or hi
2.,orderline cases where schools discontinued operations without convictions,
students arsi parents had spent roughly $22 million for instruction. Much of
this money came out of the pockets of people least able to part with Itand
willing to make great financial sacrifices to qualify for better jobs. Sometimes
whole families were talked into signing up for worthless courses.

Fraudulent practitioners also hurt legitimate, profitinaking schools that krs
to offei honest value in the courses they sell. To build public trust and reCWS-
nition and to promote sound standards and ethical practices. in the home
study field, several quality schools some years ago formed an association, the
National Home Study Council (NHSC). To gain association entry, schoolii
must pass inspection by .NHSC's Accrediting Commission, which is listed by
the V.'S. Office of Education as a nationally recognized accrediting agency,
Each school accredited by the commission must meet these standards.

, Clearly state educational objectives.
Offer up to date, educationally sound instruction methods to meet these

objectives.
Provide adequate examination services, encouragement, and attention to

individual students.
Have a eivalified faculty.
Screen.students for admission.
Show satisfactory student progress and success.
Advertise truthfully.
Carefully select, train, and supervise field representatives.
Have adequate financial resources to deliser high quality educational service.
Charge rerysonahle tuition, use reasefnalife collection methods, and have a.

satisfactory refund policy.
Demonstrate a satisfactory period of operation.
Schools must maintain standards once they get into NHSC. Last year the

Accrediting Commission 'dropped eight member 'Snivels, Including- some big
names, for failure to meet requirements. A directory of accredited member
schools is available from the Natlunal Hume Study Council, 1601 18th St., 141%.,
Washington, D.C. 20009.

Net all quality private schools are accredited, however. Some reputable
schulls diuust tv uperatc outside NIISC.'1-sunie market religious studies, which
tis Council's Accrediting Coiamission does not care to judge, same are too
!WM to meet the requirtnients for 2 years of satisfactory operation before
acceeditation is considered.

Colleges and universities offering studies Is; malt are regionally accredited
utd are. nimbi rs of the National Vniversity Esti:11810n Association, National
!Aster for Higher Education, One Dispont Circle, NW., Washington, D.C. 20030,
which publishes a 50.cent list of available courses,

,1,reditation gibes public recognition to schuuls that meet certain standards,
but it dues lot assure students that they ails get courses which mesh with
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their career requirements and the realities of the labor market where they

The student aiming for a soil conservation or computer programing career
May Sind, after finishing a home study course, that local employers' do not
accept such studies although employers in distant cities will. Students may
prepare on their own for Jobs where opportunities are going down rather
than up. Unless they take training sanctioned by unions, induStries, or trade
associations, students 'may need guidance In deciding whether courses fit

their needs.
Ewer tri. QUALITY URGED

Nearly any subject can be taught in part by correspondence, and many sub-
jects lend themselves to teaching, entirely by this method, according to the
CEA? study. But the OEM, report warned that suppliers of home studies
must correct some serious deficiencies in their product if they would continue
to have an important role in U.S. ethic-anon.

Text materials and quality of instruction of many schools must be improved,
the report said. The researchers recommended. that home study texts be pre-
pared and marketed commercially like those used in public schools and colleges
Competent instructors should be especially trained to teach correspondence
studies.

The report aso recommended that a national examining university be or-
ganized to set standards for correspondence courses, provide accreditation,
and test and validate student educational experiencehowever gainedin units
acceptable to the academic world:. This would meet practical needs of students
outside the format education system and enable them to get validation for
purposes of employment. promotion, certification, license, or entrance to college

The CERP study found that with high quality in home study courses, and
the special advantages-that such studies hold for many people, correspondence
instruction can play a useful part in meeting modern day needs for lifetime
education) training, and retraining.

c
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FOREWORD
'

the accreditation movement grew out of the need for Impartial knowledge regarding the qualityof individual educational Institutions.
-

Well over a half cer?tury ago both educator* and the public began to realize that great individualdifferences existed among educational institutions of the urns general class, An Institution'sown opinion of the merit of Its work Is insufficient. Consequently, In nearly every educationalMeld, accredltiol agencies have developed which utilize the judgment of peers in assessing edu;eaponal quality.

According to Good's Dictionary of Education, an accrediting agency Is'

"an organization that sets up criteria for judging the.quility of educational Mai-tutioni, deteimines the extent to which the institutions meet these criteria, andLlano some Soli of public announcement coneerning the institutions found to beat acceptable quality: may be either a governmental bureau, such as a state de-
partment of education, or a voluntary organization, such as a regional associationof colleges and secondary schools."

Modern procedure as developed by voluntary accrediting associations usually include these fivepractices:

1. Members of the aasocittion agree upon desirable standards.
2. A school studies its own purposes and program thoroughly prior to accreditation.
.3. A fact-finding committeh visits the school.

4. A judicial body set up by the association considers all pertinent data and accredits.
S. A ichool is judged In light of the success with which its announced objectives are,In tact, fulfilled.

The accreditation documents on the folio :ring pages follow this general plan.

The meaning.of accredfuition

To thipublic and students, secrettakion means that the education offered meets acceptable4 standards of quality -- standards. established by the field.

To the school, accreditation means that its work is adjudged meritorlots by its peers.

Qualitative standards are used in evaluation. The whole institution Is evaluated -; its educationprogram,. its business-relationships with Its students, and its financial responsibility. Accredi-tation applies to the institution as a whole and does not necessarily mean that all edueationalprograms are of equal' merit Likewise, It does not mean that all accredited institutions areof identical quality.

Accredited schools are believed to offer commendable educational programs able to fulfill theirannounced objectives. They do not necessarily provide training appropriate to the purposes andobjectives of other Institutions Inasmuch as receiving agencies and institutions always retainthe right to accept or reject any education offered In termslof their own purposes, transfer ofeducation and training cannot be guaranteed.

4 0;11



Document 1.1

ACCREDITING COMMISSIRN
National Home Shady Council

ACCREDITATION - OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

The National Home Srady Council is n voluntary membership organizationof private home study
echos:al. The first two objectives of the Counties enumerated in iti'Hylaws are

a. to establish standards for the operation and conduct of borne study schools and to
serve as the accrediting agency for schools meeting these standards.

b. to promote sound educational standards ethical bombes, practices In the borne

slay field,
ti

,To accomplish these purposes the Council has established 0.12',4rxreditation Plan and Standards
for Accrediting Home Study Schools.

a, for the 'Ratio benefit of those schools which can meet the established standards; and

b, for the general benefit of all home study schools miring to meet them.

To apply the standards the Board of Trustees hut established an Accrediting Commission con-

sisting of five prorainent representatives from Ft-Let.: homestudy schools and four attitudes
educators and administrators from-Meld° the home study field.

4

Tt.a interests of private home study schools and of the general public are inextricably bound io-'
gether, Private schools succeed as they serve effectively the public interest and need. Act:reca-
nt:ion benefits the p4ilic by id--....tifying those schools whichoffer satisfactory services end meet

acceptable standards.

Self Evaluation

Inasmuch as private home study schools are Inherently interested lei progress, the Accreditation
Plan 1S designed first of elite stimulate individual sclicx.ls to continuous selfevalicatioe and pro-
fessional growth. The accreditation process is intended to cause an Institution to reassess its

own objectives, organization, resources, program, procedures and achievements, The peaces/
provides the opportunity and technique for a school to Improve its service to society through
makirg Its self-evaluation and through obtaining the benefits of competent outride consultation.

Secondly, the accreditation process is desigeed to provide the basis upon which the public`, em-

ployers, licensing bodies, governmental agencies, educational Institutions, and other accroditine

agencies can be assured that the instructional program is consistent with stated objectives

The Accrediting Commission periodically irsuo. a Direcion of Accr-.!!..?. 5,ehools list of
etprivets home study schools widen have been evatusted and which have been found to and to

maintain the established standards.

4 t
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DoeUment 1.1

,1 .
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o
;..te

-
The hart:Ming Commission determines the qualification.s of a school pm:lardy upon four
types Si evidence. ,

a. the data submitted by Life institution ina Self-Evaluation Report.

. .
b a detailed report submitted by highly qualified subject iR'elglists.on the instructional

texts. -Itrui Oes. and accompanying examinations and materials provided the home stuilY
student.

c the Examinin C mmittee Report prepared after a visit to the institution by's team
of competent s clalized examiners-- -

Si
# ,

d. a survey of the school's reputation and standing among federatars1 state agencies such
as the Fkleral Trade Commission, the State Department of EdUcation where the school
is domiciled and a compilition of reports from Better Business Bureaus, Chambers of
Comratirce; and other professional and business organizations.,

The Accroditfng Commission is concerned with a home study as a whole. It evaluates
a school In terms of Its stated objectives. It seeks to determine to what extent the schopl is ful-
Alligg them. In light of these Jbjectives, the Accrediting Commission considers the financial
strength of an institution, Its administrative practices, its promotional methods, its tuition
policieS, the competence of its faculty, the soundness olds instructional materials, And its
entire educational and service program.

(4.
"

While the Accreditation Flan has been set or primarily for private home study programs and
institutions, the Accrediting Commission will evict. home study schools or departments in
ti16 United States which apply for aceredltatio and pay the required fees.

Schools are pot ligiblo for accreditation up 1.44 they live been in actyal operation for a period
of two oonsecutit years immediately prior to accreditation. ine date of its beginning will be
that of the first stu nt enrollment. /

1.

The Accrediting reser,e the right to 1,m,t tlmscoito correspondence
schools Jr departments offering course s and_pregrams within to examine Liroxtrlt,
This limitation refers to prop anispf a lughlv unique or unusual character.

A correspondence school is clamed an oat tea.hia, sue student through the exchange of vrinted
m sterials and wilttct. examinations, it ib an iuotitut.on that trrq.lovo qualified faculty int:mot:rt.
and pratdcs student ser.ices. Self St41is text programs tirithoul examination 3triates) are not
considered "schOols within this definitin.

Steps in Accreditation

Schools destrtng ac redite. status are expected to Like the initiative in going through a series

- 2 -
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Document 1.1

.1*

of step* tucecalined below. Schools seining accredttation assume thrturden of proaf to pre-
evellag.thernielvis as meeting the established stancLudi. ,

1. /be setboal will Mawr from the Executive Secretary of the Accrlditing Commission a com-
plete set of doq.intentslistid below and 60.41.4 them.

t.1 Accreditation -- Objectives arid Procedures ,

2.1 ---Applicalian foe Aeortditauon,
Standards for Accrediting, Home StudeSchools

4.1 Guide to Self-Evaluation.

5.1 ,Rtsest for E2tanditing Committee Visit

d:1 Ree4mstbiltties of Members of EicaminieeSonuntttees

7. I How ow Accrediting Commthston ar1d AO, on Applications

Z. The school Mill eatenit art Application for Accreditatton (Z. 1i with the application fee This

tea entitle* the school to additional copes of documents If needed and io sofficient consul-

tation by mall oni/or in lbw person of the Executive Secretary or a representative of the

Commission to ithrtyll Salf-lbaluation.

c,

chool will proceed toward its Self-Evaluation. Thu Self - Evaluation may aspire two

four saorithrt in s small uatitiation, end three to nine months In a large and complex one

Prior to starting Its Self-Evaluation a 41Cho01 may want to arrange a preliminary conference
with the Executive Secretary of the Accrediting Com-mosston or a Cornmtsston member Such

meeting will be scheduled if possible. The meeting may be useful (It In developing iuriher

tmderstanding of the accrediting process, put poees, and procedures. (7) in planning operations

studies that should be made. And to discuasing the earth of data that should be assembled,

The neeeleary Prelinunery orgt*rstanritng may be developed by correspondence with the

Eittoitirt, Secretary.

4. The odegial studies Its: it at. Al II, , its ,he ,. la eq. 11,4

the greate3t poteotiat Ad..( 1,* ti. I. outifile,

ttif ,,.2 1 -.1 IP, r 01,11111,1 1.1 11, rquir,

self Ilrydy 11104'4 t go,,-.1 t1 1.1,(tv,crt 0 of

il:404.4 or} qh ii mK 2 , it r.

ve-Aho prat flat ar 11 fe Th M tAfferwa

operators. a-40w 'scoot; *r,,t S r t 1 c r , 14141cbottic.,. Nth

,:should not be anuiesrd t, , tirt ,ar, f,,i

and priKtdittrl. re* IT a Pr413. !.

1,,
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Document 1.1

Tee self study should Involve as many of the school's home office and field staff as posaible.
Only as they see the purposes of the institutional review and participate in it can they be
expected to grow personally and make maximum contribution to the improvement -of -the
school. The Self-Evaluation Is designed to stimulate professional growth among ail stall
members.

The self study culminates In an Institutional Self - Evaluation Report which satisfies the tilde
to Self-Evaluation (4.1).

5. The school submits ten (10) typed copies-of this Report to the Accrediting Commission
with a Request for Examining_Conunittee Visit (5.1) a reasonable Urns before it expects a
visit an Examining Committee.This Report is confidential and will be restricted to
Commission and Examining Committee MeMbers.

Under policies developed by the Accrediting Commission, the Executive Secretary v411:

a. arrange precise dates for the Examining Cor.,mitteo visit.

b. select an Examining Committee and appoint its chairman.

c; see that the Examining Committee is appropriately instructed.

d. give each Examining Committee member a copy of the school's Self-Evaluation Re rt
with instructions to keep it confidential.

e. arrange for a review of the instructional materials or such samples thereof as may be
deemed necessary. Such materials will usually be submitted for review by competent
subject-matter authorities in advance of the Committee visit. In certain cases, how-
ever, the materials may be examined at the school.

6 The Examining Committee visits the school, gathers additional data, and stamulues mesa
for improvement wherever possible. Any recommendations or constructive comments
members may make to tho management or staff of the school duringor after the visit are
made as individuals and not as representatives of the Accrediting Commission.

7 The Examining Committee, through its chairman, makesa factual Examinintee
Report to the Accrediting Commission. This report is confidential. The Examining com-
mittee is a fact-gathering team and does not recommend any particular action to theAc-
crediting Commission.

8. The Commission requests and assembles other data frum stuuents, graduates, employers,
and other sources if deemed desirable or necessary.

9. The Executive Seorstary compiles all reports, unedited, to include the self-mraloation,
the surveys of federal, state and local agencies, the examining team report, the subject
speciaLlsts' review, and any additional data bearing upon the educational and ethical
standards of the school,

- 4 -
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It. 744,. ,Cotrurilsoion meets to consider the reports and take aztion. The Chairman of the
Emitibbit Cournilttse may be present to interpret the Report and to be available for
questioning. The Commission nosy:

a. accredit the ef9lleite:-

b, continue the-institution ca-the accredited-list --

c. defer decision peeling progress-rdprifte,addltfolid evidence, a statement of the
school's Our fgr improvement, which may regent a supplemental visit.

d. deny accredltaion to the applicant. Deferments and denials will be accompanied
by a statement of conditions which must be met before the school may re-apply
or request a review of its cast.

e. drop 112 institution from the accredited list.

request an thetitution to allow cause why It should not be dropped from the accredited
list.

The judgements of the s:sommiesion are final, they are not subject to veto by the National
Home Study Council ar its Board of Tru4ses.

AA. Tbs Exec Live Secretary notifies the school of the slommisalco's action, and supplies the
school with a summary of specific findings and constructive comments.

/. dated Directory Accredited Schools Is issued with a statement of the meaning of ac
credittuon. ho information a released concerning schools 'Ouch apply for accteditatiOn
nor schools which are not given accredited status.

J. Schools dented accreditation may apply smie after a minimum period of one year. Schools
deferred \acoreditatiorotray request re voraminathon after corrective actiou has been c OM
pitted arid S. progress report submitted to the Executive Secretary. The re examination
of the deferred for dented) school includes another visitation by the Examining Team or
one or more Ccznimisston reprosentatires and,'or the Executive Secretary of the Com
mission to revlaty steps taken to meet the stipulations in the original setter at deferment
or denials

Periodic and R-Acial RlrExamimucns of Accredited Schools

Ile coaurassion is authorized to divide co-evalcatice Into phases, provided a total evaluation,
including an inatruottons, Belt-Evaluattoe and a visit by an Examining -Z.onordttee, al completed
within a Ave -yes cycse. The :soma:assure may call,for periodic ox special reports from a
school and may call for the re-eoaroination of se accredited school .4a less than fire years after
any periodic emluatIon.
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ACCREDITING COMMISSION
NationahHorne-Study.Council

APPLICATION FOR ACCREDITATION
(Submit one copy and keep a carbon)

To Executive Secretary. Accrediting Commission
National Home Study Council
101 - 18th Street, N. W.
Washirigton,'D.c 20009

1

We have studied the necessary documents and wish to apply for accreditation by the Accrediting
Compfssion of the National Home Study Council.

We offer the following courses (or major curriculum area or training programs) on which weprovide systematic examination and student services:

We think we can start our Self-Evaluation'around
and hope to submit our

(Date)
Setf-Eviluation Report by after which time we will be ready for a visit of

(Date)
an Examining Committee.

Our institution is licensed/chartered by (State and Department):

Our institution is also accredited by the following professional associations with dates of theirmost recent visits indicated:

47
A
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Cur schoolwas established In-the-year. _
We accepted our first hoiee study enrollment in the year
We acceitid new students in our most recent year ending 19

We have field representatives who solicit enrollments in the areas indicated below,

Enclosed is our check for $100.00, the application fee. Please send the indicated copies of

the following doeinnents and any others which we may need.

Enclosed or under separate cover, we ire sending two copies of our tatajog brochures and /or
printed quarts!s describing our courses, and under separate cover, packaged separately,
two complete sets of our courses.' We ohs/Lev/sit your Instructions relative to forwarding
additional copies of our instructional materiels for re; lew.

.40

Sincerely yours,

Institution head

School

Address

- .
The two packaged courses will be trans-shipped to subject speciallataa:vd should have the
contents indicated on the outside. Each course should include the school's promotional
literature, catalog, enrollment blank and the lessons, guides and examinations in the se-

- enema they are receivergby the student at borne.

- 2 -
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ACCREDITING COMMISSION
National Home Study Council

STANDARDS FOR ACCREDITING HOME STUDY SCHOOLS'

Standards fOr accrediting home study schools serve as guideposts in he(ptng the school s staff an
faculty evaluate important aspects di their.program. The main values of the accrediting pruces
result' from continuous growth and impiovignent throueiself evalcalion. Constructiveself-evaluanon is the heart of the accrediting prps=and continuous -self examination-isihe-bitars-forille-
improvement of educational services a seletive adMitiistrattve practices.

Their standards have been developed by the Research and Educational Standards Committee the
Business Standards Committee, officials and othermiembers of theNational Home Study.Counidiwith the advice and cooperation of outstanding authoritieson accrediting in the United States. AI
stands rdshave been approved and adopted by the National HomeStudy Council, the Board of Trustees
and the AccreditingCommission. These same standards provide a guide. for the examiners and Com
missioners when they in turn evaluate the scbuot as part of the accrediting perr.
Accredited home study schools possess the (allowing characteristics:

I. Educational Objectives

1. Description of Objectives

Educational objectives are clearly defined and simply stated. They indicate.what the telt
cational program cap do fut reasonably diligent students. The Character, nature, qualttvalue and source °Nix instruction-and educational service are set forth in language midi
stood by the types of students enrolled. If a course prepares for an occupation or field a
occupations, the objectives clearly state the types of occupations for which prepara bon is giv

2, Appropriate Objectivet

The objectives of the school must be of such a oacVre that they-can be achieved through
correspondenc e study The educational objectives are reasonably attainable. Xpproprilde

-oliloetives include the development of skills, the provision or job- related training, theimparting of information training in the application of knowlesige.and thedevetopment of
desirable habits and attitudes. Evaluation of the educational program-is based on the
annul:iced course objectives and the success with Muth the objectives are fulfilled.

Educaliortil Materials

1. Comprehensive Instructional Materials

Instructional materials are sufficiently comprehensiieto,achieve the annours.tal objectives
2. Up-to-date Instructional Materials

Instructional materials arid reflect cur rent knowledge and prictice.
3. Authorslitp

Instructional materials are pi vriaretital,ef...,ii..ad persons competent in their fields. Materia
other than standard textbooks produced by recognized publishers are prepared by cor
spondence educators skilled in preparing materials for borne study use.

4. Reading Level

The reading dab,. At} iotr. iitrnal Mat, nal:, yxt reading competence ot
the average enrollee of the course.

I
These standards serve as a minimum guide bur examiners. ,uhteirl specialists, and Corn-missioners, A roting she,' wilt. in2trist.tioni (Doc, 3.1. .vtoch reflects these standards
is attached

ti
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Study Instructions

Suitable instructions on how to study the courseclearly indicate to the students what

to do and how to learntf(ectively.

6. Organization of inatructionalMaterials

The organization acid presentation of the instructional materials arc in aicord with
the-dBend-psychological.principles.of-learning.. _

7, Teaching Desires

in;tructivul programs make effective use of appropriate teaching devices and supple-

mental irstioctionai aids

8. Illustratiors dor

Illustrations are uses intelligently and they have educational and/or inspirational value.

9t Printing and Binding

Instructional materials are legibly reproduced, well manufactured, suitably bound, and

attractive in layout arid format.

III. Educational Services

1, Examinatioi Service .

The-submission of examinations which adequately cover the materials is required.
Adequate evaluation, corlection services and necessary counseling by the Instructor

are provided for examinations.

2. Resident Cot.rses

A resident tours.; (terminal traintngYsholdd supplement the home study course when-
ever it is necessary to attain the stated educational objectives.

3. Handling Svhlert inqairies $

gtivant inquiries from students are welcome and are answered promptly and SatiS-
(wordy with die regard fqr any legal and professional restrictions,

4. kcal Differences
.

dequato provisions are made to meet the individual differences of students an& to
tpretvide -ounseling and guidance as respired to assist the student to attain his edu-

aiival gh-dis

Handling Failures ti

Studonts whs, Jrd tv do satisfactory work are encouraged to continue until they either
show Inabilitx to do satisfactory work, or'until they demonstrate satisfactory progress.

- 2 -
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6. 'Encoul'agement of Students
....

A constructive program is followed to encourage students to start. continue. and finish
the courses In which they have =rolled.

7. Student Evaluation of Couries 1r

.-111CaCtiOnS
of smclents are sought as one basso for evaluating and ittiprovininstnictional

MatettitS and services.

IV. StudentSerIces

I. Grading of Examinations

Minimum student services include prompt return of accurately graded examidations

2. Student Records and Materials

Ample study materials should be provided at all times to the student. Essential student
records uld be adequately maintained.

3. Couns and Em lovrnent Assistance

C m !rent counseling should be &mashie to students on request. It employrnees.assistance
r services for alumni ire offered, they should be as purported.

V. Student SLICieSo and Satisfaction

1. Student Success and Satisfaction

s.
A high pr /port on of students arc satisfied with the Mining and educational services.

2, Progress Through the Course

A satisfactory percentage of enrolled students start the ciacirSe. continue Ulm studies,
and finish. A sample checking of the students in a school must indicate a re4onaDiv
achievement in. and .ompletion of. their course and satisfaction with the services
which the school is rendering.

VI. (NAN:ate-ins nl Faculty

I. Educational Director rt
A qualitiesi rkirmn serves as the educational director. He has overall adminicrativo
responsibilares fur the educational program and pol,..y making voice ,n advertising,
sales. And collections..

2. Department Heath

In large a.hools depanment heads et ,nher qualified persons sic delegated educational.
editorial, and tr.learth respsiribilittes within subject holds.

3. Instruemrs

The setio.4 has 4 sat( n.aplyt of qualified Instrutor, t.. jive sndsvid..' tristrusIlW41 sir tee to each student.
3

4 7 4( 5.
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VII, Admission Practices and Enrollment Agreements

Admission Practices

An accredited
a
school exercises care to enroll only students who can reasonably be

expected to benefit from the Instruction.

2. Enrollment Agreements

The written enrollment agreement and/or-other written docomentS left with the student,
specify clearly the nature and scope of the course, the servi.is and obligations to which
the school is (CIMITIIIled and the privileges and obligations, financial and otherwise. 07
the student. Any changes in tuition. procedures, or rates must be made applicable to
all future enrollees.,

VIII. Advertising and Promotion

I. Adverusing and Promotion

Advertising, plornotional.literature, and field representatives of home study schools
make unifeVar and provable statements fully within the spirit of the Trade Pin elite
RUMS for Private home Study Schools as approved by the Federal Trade Commission.
Adverttsifig in magazines, newspapers, on the radio or.on t levIston must be ethical
in every respect. Flamboyant statements, emphasis on short cuts or any statement
in fact o'r by inference which is offensive to public educational authorities or to the
general publi,.-are not to be employed in advertising or sent lg.

2. Contrpliof Field Stall

Methods of selecting, training supervising, terminating, and compensating field repre
=natives assure representatives who reflect credit upon the home study field. Field
representatives-, when uses!, must be directly responsible to the school. The school
must give supervision co'its representatives, and orientation or pre employment
training must be provided before permuting them to soliCit enrollments. A current
list of field representatives and their supervisors shall be available, the address of
each field representative shall be available through the usual reference soured such

<-.
as the telephone book. the local credit bureau and bank. A school under indictment by
a State or Federal governmental agency for any deviation from good ethical practice
shall not be accredited until cleared of all charges.'

IX. Financial Responsibility

I. Financial Reeponebility

The school can show, by financial statement, that it is financially responsible sod that
it can meet its financial obligations to provide service to its students.

2. Demonstrated Operation

The school can show two years of sound and ethical operation. Schools which-arc
blanches of affiliates of established schools niaytx acctedited after fewer than two
years of operation

4

4751,, r.
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X. Tuition Policies

1. Reasonable Tuition

The amount of tuition charges is reasonable in light of the educational services renderedand the schools operating costs.
-

2. Tuition Collection Procedures t

Tuition collection practices and procedures are fair. They encourage the progress of
studentalndieek to retain theingood will. The right to protect its financial interests
is inherent with any accredited school: Its tuition collection practices are in keeping
with sound ethical business standards.

3. Tuition Refund Policies
*\

school recognizes that shere are legitimate reasons why an enrolled student may
not be able to complete his training with benefit to himself. Accordingly, the school
has a policy for equitable tuition adjustment in such cases. Records should be main-tained on tuition refunds and enrollment cancellations to provide a reference source
for management analysis,

Xl. Plant and Equipment

1. Plant and ment

The bull ing, workspace, and equipment comply with the local fire, building, healthand safe requirements and are adequately equipped to handle the educational programof the in Mutton.

2. Record Protection
"k

Educational records of all students are maintained in a safe, fireproof, and reasonablyaccessible plsce as-long as they are likely to be needed. Other records are maintained
irccordance with current educational,, administrative, business and legal practice.

XII, Researchand Self- Improvement

I. Research and Self-Improvement Studies

M accredited school shows evidenCe of progressiveness and of effort to improve operatiAg
efficiency and service. Sound research procedures and techniques are used to measure
how effectively the announced course objectives are being met.

2. Revision Practices

Effective procedures aro utilized to constantly improve materials and keep them currentand up-to-date.

3. Professional Growth

Interest in improving the course of Instruction and in the upgrading of personnel and facility
is demonstrated through membership in professional associations, review and application
of research, and practical experience in the 'moral field of education and the specific fieldof home study.

- 5 -
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4,

4. Sell-Study Protram

An-accredited school had an estsblisned program or plan reflecting a desire to improve
its services to the student and to provide for the growth of the school and Its staff and

faculty.

4
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ACCREDITING COMMISSION
NationalitomeStudy Council

RATINC FORM FOR EXAMINERS AND SUBJECT SPECIALIST REVIEWERS
,

Not items wow iteirre ;Lam. athool ctiaracteristics of bash. ,rriportance ru the CUMMoSiss41 as
41t11%. lobed to oho Stanuards fl, Acct editing Hem( Study Schools Document 11. Please relet
lQ DIurrion 1 a tot clesciipt.,os 1 the siarslastis- .-Amoy. tialLtach_MithaLljting ,teariitticattons
tutee bevel :4)&4 which may lido Jul eastninet or aubjest course ter; 4. sOne ;141=0-

RI 019. I q x x,LatnjwNro pei30111E1 gt.-111,USWIll at itiattiALL_
The school should he-nted cn each characteristic ab1ollows.

O Cotliititviing

Satisfactory

U Unsatisfactory. les., than /
a minimorn stAndaa

especiaiiysoion 34s,.np. ibizuht be cAps.s.nctS det,4 cni.46.. ,11411 cons
and eptedt...t.unt-spae fib aly the bod.Ogs ..an be relayed to the yroSeti is a itip ul mannat.

. .

Laatmeega,arai svepota-tcrerlinit are Mt AnTittcry CP* itUdit-0046;0440,140,red to axPluTe any
jellied naronactatio-a am% a4,"-Pt3- Vif'IM-,,SA:#1 ale i iS led ctioacti.4 4%.* ate of special importance
ro enter, individual turnitier am) submit.. spr..solt. The followifig dais ndis.ates these.

P.:

Research and Ectskatio/tal Examiners should use
all of Seaton* 1 throogh VU anclSertIon XII

(I)

(3) Subject Spectsfistirshould use all - /i-1n

and H anp'Section III Tfcapectalista who
accent*); the min Tea also use
Sections III. 1 . and .

(3) Business Standards t3yihsmr ds.siit We
Sections VII throne'

.
=

Rattn CA AI. Edpcational Objectives II) (2)

1. Description of didectives

Do the statement, of objectives.

indicate fo; whom the instriktion a intended, e.g.. inexperOted people fitting toA
enter a fierCirnployed people desiringupgrecling, expertentel people ne ing se
traininm people needing a refresher cause. and what background I pre opposed?

indicate the kind of Hamm, offered. e.g., in service. Job related theory. practic,
/

of skills: theory and practice; academic or general education?

Indicate expected outcomes, e.g., the degree of compc-tence gained, skill. working
knowledge or familiarization. the knowledge of a field know how, preparation
for occupationsl licensing examinations. appreciations and undcrstandings, a
standard diploma; preparation for a specific occupation at what level?

478'
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.

2. Appropriate Objectives
''/

Are the objectives clear, are the objet,tives
in terms of expenence, age, educati
the objective accomplished by ru
btned with roc) red and stiptdated est

Educational ?Uteri& a (1) (2) 4

4. "Corn

Is there complete
age appear thorough

2. 1, 4,1b-,dateih'struello

41i., what backgriaind,rt presupposed
ysy st requitements...ot ..m.tation47 Zia

study or,,..utrespolidence study

o ,.' , .."...
Vellik0 igA the400 4410Incti. by the title? Dues i.ontoni 4ovet

rc

4W

4 ted9biect s?

tit:ai /
, 1. 4 , 4 . / 1

Is instrucpopal tnsbeeol j ito, date7,tOunodet, t isittn. editing. writing. and phasing
, tinsel.- Is.institict.ions4iatervildrizponate? it..4,0 .JCS otttet deveioptnents all relate kl.

eP,Itenti?... : ( , . 1.. '''''..."..
:."'......- lb ,3. Authorship .' '- _ ' i

, :

i
Does the material reflect seformanan and the allegtee of OoleAritigoille.ftllattririctabio

vi to knoW1edgeable euthors?

4. Reading Level
,

111,

11 the reading level cuirecti tOon'aidec content. student), wzret- wi ratinuus of the
reading level/ Is material MU:divided dito chapters. units rot.c3,. sections
that are satisfsetory and logical units of In/Minion?

Study Instructlona -
Did you find "'how to study -unit course procedures and ouiri,ctioss to students .n
the course? Are these instructions to students properly placed in the course? Arc
aetna.tions to students compiete, leaving nu doubt in the student winind as to 4.Oltes_t
school administrative, small and examination procednits? Are the instructions

written and easy to understand? At, the saStrys..twES adepastely dlaststed7
Does.motivabon sweat its bars been scloriascely considetcit in twtaaNkcal 0;4.311.1.1%
the text and iii the suFplementary materials?

6. Organizaticai of Instructional Materials

Is the arganizcion of the total course such as Cu. nasal .A /GAM ufgetatiridleg? Is
AM-11,0M generally organize-41 .n an espy to learn order? Is there any -backttaix,ng
tnade necessary by illogic's, ttangemecit of pliared pacts of the program which might
be i4n,iur mg to the ,rodent?

7, Teischirig Devices

Arc necessary and desirable teaching itei.ces used? Ate the teschol devices .selt
pertinent and pract;a17

a
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8. Illustrations

Is the reproduction process used for illustrations appropriate and satisfactory? Are
the illustrations well-chosen and adequate for the purpose Intended?

' 9. Printing and Binding

Is the format attractive and functional? Does the format make it easy to comprehend
the overall organization of the course? Is each printed piece dearly titled, thus easily
identifiable? Is the format consistent and does it enhance the recognition of successive
instructional units? Does the binding method used appear to be appropriate for the type
of course? Should consideration be given to another method of rcproda...tion? Are the
column width, type, size and spacing appropriate for the content?

Educational Services (I) (2)*

1. Examination Service '
Is the type of test essay, objective, case study, performance (do it), comprehensive
(combination of two or more of the preceding types), andicir commercially available
tests well adapted to the instructional material? Are the test items well constructed?
Does the testing program cover the instructional material? Is it possible for a student
to pass the tests with very little or no study of the instructional material? Does the
quality of the examination items justify the time spent in studying? Is the number of
exams sufficient to cover the instructional material? Does the testing program attempt
to.teach as well as test? Are teat directions understandable?

2. Resident Courses

Is terminal training provided when it is required? Does the school operate its own
resident training tacit s? Are adequate equipment, faculty and facilities available?
Is adequate student sing available? Does the enrollment agreement clearly explain
the conditions and oat of the required course?

3. Handlin: Student uiri

Does the school have a planned program for efficient and prompt handling of student
inquiries? Does the school encourage inquiries from students? Does this(tchoot employ
competent personnel tohandle inquiries. especially those of a technical nature? */

4. Individual Differences.

Does the school have fOmpetent personnel to provide guidance and counsel individua)
students with persona and professional problems? Is there a file available to ter

A this service?

Dandling Failures .

Are there any failures? What Is the school a pole -y and procedure for headlong failures?
What encouragement is given to failing students?. 4

Subject Specialists who arc members of the visitog examining tearrk should apply this entire
section, others apply Section III. 1.

3 -

4 8 0°
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6. Encouragement at Students 0

What special efforts.are by the reboil to claims students? Can you And ape. f .
instances at the riot tenni. aryl Acucar by the sr.hool to eccoursgs studentser

et-
start. continue and iirree

16
in the addles? .

..j.:
7. n'tlidenrEvalusitted of Cohen \

, . -

Is theretanylproritiOn for using Whirl= comments and problems for the cent:nu-rig
.0 evaluation of the course? lc there a "revision of course 114" consolidating printing

and cow= errors based upon the course erperiencs, with both student and faculty
comments? -Does the school use cad of -worse critique forms to to completed by
the graduateat

4'4kW. Stbdent Services (1) (2)

1. .Gradittg of ESAVIIMMOSS
4

is the tie reciareel Nt the grading and retuth,efeitaminations reasonable? Are
student questions and problems answered thorougidy and accurately? Art references
and explanatory twos provided lot inoorrict examination questions?

2. Student Records And,idetertals
0,

1
How efficient and-effective are the student academic record aod transcript sere . es'
Aro essentiai student records lidequately mildewed? Pot how loos? Are instru.tr r 's
comments sod counieung oleic* retracted in student records? Are ample study inrer
al* provided at all times?

. 3. .Cainsseling,,and Employment lossistatice le,
;

Is daze.* warm and coattnumg facul student correspondence and Oriente prograivt
is }employment sasietanto uttered? how effective m tit Does the school provide spe6a.
services to slumul? What indication there of the effectiveness of such service?.,

.

V Student Suec.eis And Satisfaction (1) (2)

1. Student ilkeess and Satisised On .".-"'a-=',
- istare ample evidence of student success sod eatisfactiont Have students Impressed

they sadsfacuon with both the course materials and a:Weakest services? Dees thi
school IIMIAMM A COMPISIat, Me? How does the school hind!. toirplatnts (goer Feder'
Suite. and local authorities? from students? Hsve they had. or do they now have
any =apses or serious complaints?

2. 1.!_s Th /hou the Course 0, ,

.

Are die non-stan drop-out and. completion rates satisfactory in the light of the nature
of the course and the student body? How good is the placement retard (when pla.ernent
us(staacs is available)?

I
.

. .
Subject Specaussts vet* are irMAYPICS ;1,1 the ristacs ex:mum tom should apply due tat rev

,
Section. .

sli. - 4
I

.
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,Qualtficatiors of Faculty (11 (2) \

L Educational Director ,

Is the Educanonal Dcrecvar cr Lakicinic bead qualified both edus.atonazy and ceche.
wally (proratisionally) for the position? is he respons.ble fit the educationsa program?
Does he aistst in policy development (or advertising. sales. and collections?

2.. Department Rosie

if there are department cicada. ale ovey ate 4.e. edo,att*eta.,
aril research rerportsibilittrat

3. Instrictors

Are ostruciois cif-et ano tit...rated? Ate Mete an adequate atm
Is each student provided itki/vglialtzed inatructioos) service?.

VU' Admission Practices and Enrollment Agreenet (1) (3)

1. Admission Practices /
What .a the relationship kid responsibility of the eciutAINC.11 sbiettVa lot MC acacierni.
department in the screening,isod enrollment process? Dues dma.adesni. department
play any role in the establah.og of enrollment standards and c rttel,a. and in thy
acceptance and gegt.11011 of prospective enrollees? Flave.miromuin t.,;/ en
rollment been established? Are these documented? Did you see a file of rigections
or . Quid the school document the fact that student/ ate rejected Or placcel/on teat.

hosed on the established criteria? Does a sample of 5t) cc 100 .ompleted enroll
meet agreements in the tries .ndicate of tally out essential ratable, ..tt as age. cdu
cations] level. pay plan selected, etc.?

.tors?

2, Enrollment Agreements

Is every detail or each enrollment egteement .tear and specific as to obligations of the
school. serv.ces .ncluded. obligatipirs and pronleges of,the student. address of the
school. etc. 7 Is it copy of the entbilment agieement tett with the urudent? Whim? Is
adequate supplementary tnformation left with the student?

VIII. Adrertang and Promotion (3)

L Advertising and Promotion

What sotto* op a made oil deads7 Duos promet../na. mattet make only ...teat and provable
statements hilly within the spirit of the Trade Practice !tales ot the FTC? Does pro
IT10.1101141 .opy *ornate taiJustifted sopct lat. VC& of vast tHICTitn via competing a...WOO'
Is thete any S. entuswn about tho address of the home off,ce and thc actual name *4 titq
school?

Subject Specialists who ate members of the visiting examining team.

S
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2. Centro) of Field Staff

How are agtede recruited? scrtenedlielected? How are new field represcatatsves
trained? What Is the compensation plan for field representatives? Is their working
relationship clearly *palled out in a coots act or twee agreement? Do they retain or
loie their right* to tunas certuntsstons paid after they sever relationships wah the
school? flow are the field representatives super tied? How mazy Held representatives
does each supervisor handle? Does the supervisor enroll (accept or select) st4denes
on his own account? "How close its the relationships between agents and superviior?
What Is the tenure pattern? 'Dirntiver rate (especially with new employees)? How are
cernplaints *roping from held representatives handled, What percentage of the field
represent cites earn enough to mike a living with his school? Dig you inspect reconts
of compertUtion. turnover. supervisory Mo. hstriliag of complaints arising teem
agents. dtscbarge. etc.?

Dt. Pinanria__/fisi,milja(3)
1

sd.wt demonstrate long term fauteuil realweistbility? Are the fiscal pitticies
and procedures sound? Is the student contract protected? Is there a balanced budgetary
expenditure between educatteral activities. including materials and student-faculty
servitos. and the other administrative-advertising requirements?

2. Dernonstrarelf Operation

Iles the school demonstrated sound ticanciat responsibility for the preceding cue years,
If a recently established branch or affiliate of an established school, does the financial
record of the parent school reflect at least flee years of sound. ethical operation?

X. ;Uinta Policies (3)

I Reasonable Tuition

Is the tuition too Mgt or too low for the educational publications. course materials
and services? What is the relationship between tuition cost and the cost of educational
materials aed services, and administrative. advertising sod other operating costs?

2. Tuition Collection Procedures

Do collection practices encourage the student to proceed with the course? What per-
cent of the face value of the enrollment agreements do the "normarinon-pressere)
collection methods bring in? What additional percentage is brought in through extra-
ordinary Methods? What percent of all accounts are sent to outside collection &gen-
tlest to inside attoroeys7 toautside attorneys? to "house" collection agencies?
What percerd,of the value of these eventually accrues to school?

3. Tuition Refund Policies

What are the procedure; and policies applicable to students who want to drop out? If
a cancellation plan 13 in use, what percent of all students take advantage of it? Are
tuition refund and cancellation policies documented and familiar to school officials?
Have you spot checked a sample of 50 or 100 student accounts to see how many paid
in full. how many were cancelled at various points in the procedures applicable to

rd- '
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delinquents. etc.? Does the school have a the to show caticellaticcaand refunds
or any means of documenting their refund and cancellation policies? What reasons
does die school re:nate for cancelling Anther payments? Under what ciscptn
stance* doers the school make refunds to students who have paid beyond theirpro-great in the course?

XI Plant sod Rcyaipment (3)

I. Plant and Fapdpment

Is the condition arid amount of workspace satisfactory? hygienic? saki? Are the
working conditions good?

2. Record Protection

Are the workflow and office systems effii-ient? How long are student educational
records kept after the course hay been finished? How long are financial records
kept? Are firrinclal aad student records kept in fireproof v: fire resistent places?
To what extent do they offer a fire haasni when in use? What records are maintained
permanently? How accessible are old or "dead" educational records?

XII. Research and Self m...A.2Lovernerit (1) (3)

I. Research and Sell iippravament Studiess

What evidence to available to show that the school is aware of the need for research?
Whet Internal studies of its own operation has the school made? Have sound pro-
cedures been followed In concluctfng research studies? What analytical studies of
its students has the school made,in terms of their progress. characteristics, back-
ground. etc 7 What analysts of the potential of its field of service has the school
made?

2. Revision Practices

What research has the school done to show tho,degrce to which the coarse is achieving
Its announcod objectives in tenns of strode accomplishment? What sort of plan and
procedure does the school use to provide cif pa!p ian leading to course recision?

3. Professional Growth

Has the school demonstrated any interest artil.ai.tiiity in professional organizations
of related interest and objectives?

4. Self -Study

Does the school haves conceived program in mei (and on paper) for us future
growth, development and improvement?

48:4'
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goon 4nt 3 1 1

'RECOMMENDATIONS AND 1,:tWNS ritt 1V l; ChMCISRI

The commentary you make-hate ahouid ( a . t.uw. Not ail. ti vett Mitten Astute Whine Yet
help. advice. suggestions and ideas voo ken pto.d1h be dire.ted towaids helping the s.hool
meet Accredlting Commission standards. Ile ae..b. and .taitattt. .44 'rout ...fitment' Melee IC,
try paragraph number yout kommonts (Co tha 4/411111,0tit PO.(4014 ims foin Use cum sheets it
necessary. Subject SpNialists who ma. not Cotenuttoo unto the sthool
should list addilionsl.quelltuns to fro 1414,4 by ihe Sur at menthel the team when he
virus the school.

11117rte of School
INiininer or Subject Speciellst#

Addtess

bate

C

,Subject Specialists who have printed resum.a of their ba..kgtoundfi Instory and expetienue
are requested to attach these to this evaluation. If resumes are not available, a des. clown
of your present position and qualifications Is requested.

4 815(--.
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ACCREDTT1110 C010.11811:1014
National Nome Study Council

...LIXALVATJX(

The Commission Pao two pirpotees In asking isilIttitioimikinakta fielt-Exatuauan before ea
Examining Committee visit: (1) to help the inaUtutIon mike a oriUuti Abli-exemtnauco touch
the Commission believes ri of primary importanoo, and (E) to obtaillormation vineri tic
Exambeing Cortunttles Will nerd in preparaUon for mid daring their et it, end which the Ac-
crediting Commission will neat tor lie backgrated study of the school.

This 9400 to SO( r. tawe coattail primate", of a list of quettlane. The Cominiamotten- -
petite complete and. *tamer preatioll, documented flatware to each eOPlicelde question.
It expiate the institution th teal free, however. to Bette such moilfloations in the questions
end to supply such addlUsNl Information as will moat sciequately describe its pertundatoper-
ations. In the poet, applicant. have typically used from ,10 to 40 alortiripaced pages to an-
swer their quit:diens. Sappdries exhibits and documents may be interwoven sorb. report or
Identified with appropriate quitlioet and pit into an appendit.

In preparing the lei the writer theuld copy etch question, cumbered as
in this Qatle, and write the Ins 1 ammo below It. Dapportire statiettad data and tub-
stantiMbri statements ehauld be ito POitsiblo,

Ilse
k

standard 8-112 a Ii" Wiesen. r the pages of the a ooneecuUrely, bagintanit
with page 1, with a table of contents a Vi tltle rage like the sample theta here.

To guard against lots, the yips may to
or held together in any better wey than by
sated by mimeograph or any other legible

The COMPlitI103 will need 10 opt,*
of the &poll As soon el ready, all
19 copies should be sant to-the Secre-
tary. Certain copies will go to mem-
here of the Examining Committee and
returned for reuse. Later, each mem-
ber of the Commission Will receive one.

Two menthe should be allowed between
receipt of the gpztin the Secretary's
office and the expected visit of the Ex-
amining Committee.

ed. bound, inserted in a three-ring notebook,
per clip. Capita of the (report may be dupit-
es.
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(Sample title pego)
Sid t-tralustion Report

Data preaected for consideration of the
doerediting CORM:it/14On of time Nations!
Nome Stucky Council.

A
by

(Name of institution)
(Address of Institution)

The data submitted herewith are
certified eotlreet to the.beet of my
knowledge and belief.

(Name and title of reporting officer)
(Date)
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QUESTIONS

j pry:drawn

t. Illatory, When was the insiltution founded? Trice a bad history of the Mitt -

town .bowleg changes pt name, creation of new divisions, and major changes:
in ownership and management. (Need not duplicate Item 46.)

2 What to the legal form of the Institutton? (Stock corporation, partnership, pro,
'prietorship. nowproflt corporation. or what?,)

3. Who controls the Instimon, If the insfflutton is a stock c.orporatton, list the
name and eddresses of any persona or organizations owning 10% or more of

the voting stock.

4. Supply an organtzational char1t of the school alienates the relationships among
Its componentliarte, arid the eetiponsibilitlea and relatIonallIps of the governing

board, rdnumairativa officont, trtatnictional stalk. 7171postipi ad-

visory boarde. sic. IdettUy by name the incumbent of each supervisory no id-
mintatrativo postilion.

your institution licenaed or approved by any local, state, or other govern-
mental agency? is your minium approved or accredited by any n.e govern

menial ailtency7 if so. list them and give dates of first approval. Have you

our been dented approval or had approval witt.drawn? if so, give the details

II Educational finjectivel

6. State the educational objectives of each-major course (or group Offer/axes)
offered by the reloml. These objectives should make clear what the educa-
tional program can do for reasonably diligent Mikal. Indicate the kind of

framing Offered, for whom the Instruction is Intended. and the expected out-

come.

7. State the relationship between institutional objectives and the needs of the pub-
fie served, i.e. VW= socIAI service la being perforrned7 Now badly le Cala^

tog needed in this area?

6. Fill out this table for each of your major courses.

Nacre of Number of Total clock Months nor- Number of new

cameo exams in it hour. your molly required students enrolled
typical enrol- to complete in course lane
lee must spend
to complete
course

c4urse year

(0. Educational Materials and Services

eoTE: As soon es the Alf-Lwsluotion,ls started, the school should ulna two (2)

compOote eats of loch of its course, to the Executive. Sacrotary. Each set should

contain the complete towels Including all texts, kits, tools, and xamIratIons

rocksled In the seauonce In which the stuaint ',solves tam In addItIoc,, each

c

- 2 -

4 a
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set should be &amyl:dad by cop -ts of al I sefvertisin2 end peonotional literature,onyot jaunt slrewoents and school cetritp9s

9. Deserthe briefly the history and policies and procedures of the teattnition in erigi-naafis Its course or ceunes. ,

10. Desertlxi your Instructional *crisis from the following standpoint

A. Com &maitre/less. How do you know that Yotir cou rig arc sufficientlycomp ens ve to achieve-their announced objectives?

R. Curreoey and Ac . Are the instructlenal materials upte-dete?

rite you keep yourcoutte conthat up-to.date?

Name the author or authors and give their qualillcauons
experience In their fields, If standard textbooks are used, Ile:

ties. author., pubilibers, and copyright dates.

D. r heeding E mil. How do you know that the reading level of your instruc-
tional materials are keyed to the readingcampetzr.te of you; average en-

' rollee? neve you made any readability twits or checks of your courses?/ jl,io, with what results?

B. Study Inernictione, What methods do yen employ to Instruct the student
rams to proceed; haw to study, and hot, to learn effectively/

P. elkirs_ti:Lo. 3how,how the organtratIon and presentation of your In-
lifruirt materials are in accord with amid perhologIcal principalsof leerninir.

G. Teachieg Devices. Describe any supplemental teaching devices you use.such as study guides, outlives, flints. sound recordings, kits, special
motor:tent. etc.

H. Illustration. Indicate types and tutor illustrations for educational and'W-1atoral value, .

I. Printing and Dirsiitg. Deem** the reproduction process used, binding,
and.gsneral layout of your Instructional materials.

IL What relationship do you minute with the occupational or educational fields cow
era) by your courses? Are these reistionships mainismed for course revision,
gradoste placethent, faculty growth. or public relations purposo?

12. Does resident instruction supplement the home stiniy instruction? If so, describerthe resident program.

13. What type,of examinations are used (type ofHems)? To what extent do your exami-
nations silequstely dernanstrito achievement of the instructional objectives? Inwhat ways do patile:40one provide for significant learning experiences. Describe
bow the instructional staff evaluates, corrects, and grades mini:miens, How do
instructors provide additional instructional Ind counseling services?

14. What Is the process for the harvf1ng of students inquiries?

- 3
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What provisions do you tnaefot students Ed; idiot cOetprehensto01 Rapid
learners,

16. Inset do you do when stoxlatts but to do utistectory work oa an assIgnment?
'On the coarse?

17, Explain your program of eacoursging year studsnM to start, many.. end
Artlab dos- cattle its which they bare enrolled.

II, How do you Mills. the reaction* of stitleods to effort changes in the educa-
tional materts/s sad services? Whit systemsde methods sty used to mike

sthatructional nistathalt easier to learnt

guiliftcathicui of Peru!

19. Give the name land poatuoto of the educetional director. sad all instructional
department beads. isstructors. editors, technical consolisats, etc. For each
utdibuite the (a) amount of weekly service renered. (b) Went of formal edu
carton. (Cj special triton, (d) aperseace qualifying him for the position.
(C) profesetcoll oducatton courses or degrees completed, (I) hawing in car
respoodence education, and -(j) activity is trade and prolessimal associations.
tabor unions, and proles soot! writing,.(oend not duplicate pans of item sad
-Item 49).

V. Snident services

20. Describe she resin upon which tn.stru..rional materials are sutplied to the stu
dent. Do students who pay for the course receive all utstructional material;
even though they fail to submit examinations,

21. What student records are kept7 Submit s simple educational record form.

22, What kinds of conneolisk are provided? At what stages is comsqlieg penv
ay whom?

23, Does the school offer employment a osisuincief If so..descrtbe this service
In detail. Whit results a fr obtained,

24, Present tahibits of certificstes. diplomas, and degrees svaniest. Hader what
authorily are they glrea7

25. To what extent are your dmlontas. certificates, pad degree, accepted by other
educatienal lastItuttoas. ItcensIng bodies, and employers?

VI. Student success and Situ/action

26. What evidence have you that a high proportion of your IMAMS to satisfied
.with the courses, in which they enroll? What proponion of your students or
graduates jet EfranCenleOf Of new jobs as a result of vont tssrsucttoo and
service? Describe any follow -up of graduates you may make. Please attach
a digest of results of any followup studies made recently.

V. Select a rsedetn astle of student records for escIti major course f ad show
srteent progress 313 Turd with procedures art 101111 tit Document 1.1.1.

-
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11 Lanall leptl war and faits wasted by eissients ditetri the au fire ram eat
ltdif,splartefly the cause oust the illiceettion.

VII. Admits/on Pruden sad Earollnlat Reretemets

29. Describe the stevs in the egmlbiest °litre typical crudest. Mist roam rant
*Does are thereto thesessips? 1ft ilt=tmises amts standard) and who
determines fiesl.seceptstas to mimes! caste How easy tridents were re
jetted or were disertrolled after the Ant few lams Keil reseinmendettina at
tQt siersool darns the twelve moths pried og be repon or Auras say perod
conveniently deitribeel by rut records!

30. ;,apply .splea of your carotin-int sereemerth. lea tsp . left a.tfi esoh satclentl

31. vnat ere the enrollment require:news for students with respect ro ere, rim
Cat,63. health. occupatiow expertrote, appearance. eerployabilay. etc. Lt
a apecifit 'docent...1 level is royaired. boy is a detersive/4v

31. Does et* form af governmental licensing apply dtrealy tod1rectly to she
particular roamer' elm or area you urn? It so, evplail the peoil_tes atm
prom/ores of your tointutiNthich relate to saes licensing.

VIII. Adverriarty. Promtivom. and Sales e

33. Otecrtba the adivitliall gild Promotion prep-sate of the tantrattoe.

_34 &.sply tinplate all pruned a4Vettoennents. radio and TV eatoseates. end
Irwin mom now s use to Frets uquirter from prospective students.

35, &apply copies of any instinctual talesman materials in Lae' to inform pit
rimier *06-op.:natal grotipa. apiary*. other a/among tratimitoes. or dig
general poblic. of the orrice, yele Wier. 0

26 Stvply copies of all gales letters, prated materals. and caralegs ins.Jrd er
dshvertd to prospective etudes,.

Do Ica erof4or Veld rePresentstires/ If so, state bow pa reettit. seam
train. apernse. and rein/trate the employs/vent of tied erpresentimms,
StVAY "VD of Oundird irreffmall With fitki12v2P atkf comPessalcelarrugemm mats gi-eats. SaPply also teems

,
cr ret4iiitag aea. Applicata,*

farms. rads:N.4M sad bond forms tired Supply lin of (arrest fielii or
polestroa. with name* of field repress:outlets. tertral offices. thee boil
addruses and their territory.

33. Sir pay copies, of test ruettone and isles mew!, to l'ie l reprearnative, 473
di.orsted letters nab tulleras tarnished for their

39 Here You bad Say Federal Trade C.tonnistion actice cr INC pre fire repro.
erasy sate imitated enttplaier or sotto Coring t/s ter per ..1419 11 se,
give dates. Mitt sad foal disposittar,

IX. F'Irstoist Re-754,1,41v

10. Sall unpin of the institution's anteul firsocal mitt, fin C-e asst two
SIMI mum stunisf moue and Itsbitatres. cod a profit aid toll auttertre
Le there an usual .Wt by an attide.ttr n of cert,,Ded atet_er-tants,

4 60
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44. Wot wand or opstrortag mos rots sad qoplity cbeftols ant corned assystecaattoat3yt Schott day osaarrtal or data you say sob wl itKeroodaoro of trnast enorto to =lad or moron Co ayzsiora cocatirted
by your taittrottoo. Hot Yv z aptiod say ow lbw spa plow :to re-cody that buy bace4 z s e rur asttobarsb4 sad arttray ra pr.,-fragort.1 *quints:as/

Wbat probiersa as this Solt-graluarisa t4.4ttyor$ ra corovisa What (so
you c,74autsr F4 be the major probtriai [scud by your Karol. What VaalMs* Yon for aolstrir Moat problems

After gots; Moosup tbc C4/1Estuattes., %tar saysmass Mae ?..Jo Sirrse traqrs-sreant t.4 the tlrocara7 Who segillotu tit 4b.xli be
sailed to be- p ono* est rarr, a you argaaaatos,
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Per eich course, prepare line srsph similar to the folloming'!howing

studeht activity. Tea graph below show* the Student progress of the example

on-the opposite pate. The gtsph closely approximates the actual record of
.

one sccredited school.

Non-starts

8.9%

k

. Assigpments not
completed

10% 20% 30% 404 501,` 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

4
Ten-exams in4course. Sample of 1000 students.

InierlUetationi

8,0% non-starts
92.0% sent in first exam (starting rate)(alao
79.0% finished 2/10 of course
68.0%finished 3/10 of Coarse
57.7% finished-4/1b of course.
490%'finished,5/10 of course 4

42.8% finishes:VVID-A-course
39:0S-finished 7/10 ofchurse

{

37.4% finished 8/10 of course
35.1% finished-I/10. ot course

34.7% finished entire course '

Average percent-of aisigneents corpleted: 53.6%

(This is the ccmptetion rate obtained from a tabulationof-exams sent

in by a1 students in the sample.)

Graduates 34.7%

finished 1/10 of course/

344413 0 15 32
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ACCRIDTTIV1 COMMISSION
Its/Iced Boma Study Council

itzquzar roll EXAMDDliG coxiaTTEE VISIT' (anent one oopiand keep a garb*

(Data)

Tot 1tneeattra Isoretary
Aoarediting Comunissiou
golgow4 gage alictiCce41k
1101 111th fitrietAN.W.
Wiishiastca, D.C., 10001 .,..-

Main separate corer ia ars 'endingyou 10 *004 of our Nelf4valuatims
fl together with a miry of all materials requested in the Odds to SW-
Zuluitiont

We will be ready for a visit by sn Tannins' Committee ou or around the
Maw* dates: (Please ingest dates at least alts Ivo* and preferably
two or three months in advance of the expected visit.)

We expect to hare confirmation of suitable deter at least four weeks In ad;
eance-ottba

Mineral; yours,

Institution Head

!School

Address

.
-e

4 9 13,-,
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ACCREDITING COMMIfOiv
National HomeStudy Council

9

RESPONSII3ILITIES OP MEMBERS OF EXAMINING COMMITTEES

9jectives of the ExaminIng_CoLemirtee,i

The Examining Committee visit it always made after the school has gone through an intensive
Self-Evaluation, The visit constitutes the secoarriajor phase of the total evalaat un process

Its purpose Is twofold: '

Tc stimulate an institution toward fdrther growth and development In this $tintulatimi
the Committee ASH is important in three ways.

'

a. The pending arrival of a competent Examining Committee should motivate
critical self-analysis. stimulatelalertness, and heighten professional tone

o throughout the staff.

b. The raising of questions and exchrge of information and viewpoints in inter-
views and conferences with staff embers potentially leaves a residue of new
ideas, encouragement, and confidkince.

c. After the Committee leaves, an open-Minded school staff will reassess its
work and consider application of new ideas which may result in material
improvement In the,quall6, and effectiveness of its program.

2. To gather and verify additional data through first-hand Observation. For this purpose
Committee members will observe intangibles which may not be apparent in written re
parts, examine records, make spot cheeks and sample tests and inquire into niatteri
which may haye been overlooked in the Self-Evaluation. The data gathered for the A(
crediting Commission is to supplement that which appears in the Self- Evaivation Report

Responsibilities of Chairmen

1. To arrange a work schedule for the visit and inform the Examining Committee member.,

of it in advance.

2. To orient the Commtttee at its initial meeting and to call such other Committee meetings
as may be necessary.

3. To make and change Committee assignments ,as necessary toensure adequate coverage

and to Nuance their work loads.

4. To be spokesman for the Committee during the institutional visit.

5. To assign responsibilities and deadlines for drafting the Committee Report

6. To prepare the Examining Committee Report, prepare a short summary or recapitulation
of it, and to forward the complete Report with summary to the Secretary within threo

weeks after the visit.

7. To be present on request at the next Commission Meeting to present the Committee Re
=or' to answer further questions about the institution.
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mon ittbilities of Biamining Committee Members

To study-in advance of the visit the instructions to Committee members and other docu-
ments seat out blithe C,oninitsaton.

2. To study the SelfEvaliietion Report prepared by the school to be visited.

3. To formulate tentative questions they might ask appropriate people oe their visit to the
school.

4 To prepare their *salved portions of the report of their visit and forward them to the
chairman by the time agreed upon.

3

5 To keep confidential all information obtained on the visit in both the Self-Evaluation
Report and the Committee Report.

Responsibilitlesaf the Secretaty_of the Accrediting Commission

I To arrange specific dates for the visit Of the Examining Committee with the had of
the 1petitution being visited.

2. To *trawler housing and.rneals of the Examining Committee.

3 To make cooperative arrangements with any specialised agencies concerned with a
joint or reciprocal evaluation.

4 To select and announce the Examining Committee under policies and procedures ap-- proved the Accrediting Commission.

To send e ropriste Instructions and background documents to Committee members.

6 To receive the Institution s Self Evaluation Reporteuand distribute them to the Com-
mittee members. ?

7. To reed e expense accounts of the Committee and to reimburse them.
r:

8 To recetv the Committee Report from the chairman, reproduce It, and distribute copies
to the Accrediting Commission, and to the Examining Committee.

9 To notify the s hoot of the action taken by the Accrediting Commission, to include con-
structive aed ifie suggestions and findings.

Teamwork
1;

The Examining Committee should plan to work as a team under the direction of the chairman.
Each member of the team Is selected with regard`for the specialized contribution he .can maketo It It follows that assignments of Committee members will differ somewhat. However, each
member will need to take advantage of the observations made and the leads developed by his
teammates. Conversely, each will share information se needed to develop a unified picture
of the school being visited.

Committee members and chairmen serve as responsible agents of the Accrediting Commission
of the flatland Horde Study Council and work within the framework and regulations establishedby the Commission.

If 8
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Attitudes d Approaches

The visit of the Examining CknimIttee_should be an educational experience for both the staff
being"visited and the visitors.N.Ihe whole attitude needs to be one of mutual confidence and
concern with the problems of the school. The visit is not an invest__ igatton even though many

facets of the school's operation are carefully examined.No assumpt on of weakness or un-

*worthiness Is made. / .

The primary relationship might be characterized as one orihinicing together " Ruth 1,wcal
staff and visitor* are interested in developing better solutions to their problems. Visitors
often haie a perspective different from that of the local staff who find it easy to see the trees

Instead of theeforest "

From the experience In their own schools and from visits tormherschools, visltors.can raise
questions both to elicit information and to stimulate thinking. Committeemen may find it use-
ful to formulate In advance questions designer! to get at the heart of the matter or to open up
other points of view. They must not expect to find all schools operating alike, A committee-
man a own bias should 'nit be imposed on the chop! he visits.

Committeemen are expected not to ask for a r tition of the information presented In the
SEIIEvalustion Report with winch they are pres med to be famtliar. However, they may

ask foiIurthcr data or an interpretation of them% Personal examinationof a sample of re
cqrds, systematic sampling studies to verify poi ts In the report, and spot checks are in

order.

Insofar as possible some members of the Examin ng Committee should confer with very

staff member Ina position of responsibility aboveithe purely routine level. The value of
thorough, coverage, either on an Individual or small groupbasis, cannot bE overestimated.
Persons previously involved in the institutional self-study have built up expectations If they

are ignored, the QommIttee, by lack of attention and thoroughness, Is missing an opportunity
to reward them for the work they'have done and to stimulate them to further achievement
The chairmanshohld take pains to see that all who have been previously involved arc in-
chxled In the Interviews, however short some mayhave, to be.

Summa of Su cations: An A roach to Evaluation-4

The following summary of suggesticas for the Exani6ng Committee members may be help-
ful. Upon examining and studying the printed exhibit materials and self-evaluation data look

for

. a. the positive in tic/Aliment of stated objectives,

b. teaching techniques,

c. uptodateness of texts,

d. comprehensiveness of course coverage,

e. evidence of,good, sound educational planning bas upon selfstudy and practical
research.

I. achieving of good results,

g. evidence of progress,

piolessionalism of staff,

3
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L, educationally sound and businesslikd enrollment 'procedures,

J. effective student services.

k. administrative efficiency; orderly aid systematic procedures.

1. practical and eound retard keeping methoda,

m. Individualised Instruction,

tt adequacy at physical plant and equipment,

and other such qualities u are expected of an accredited school. These are points taken from
Smndarda for Accledited game Study Schools.

How to get the information:

a. use Document 3.1.1 to be sure of comprehensive coverage of main points.

b. verify-what you've read and have been told by questioning people, anyone -- kindly
and to the point.. All have been told.why we're here and they're glad to cooperate.
Ask to see exhibits, tuts, exams, special handling or tiles showing acceptance
end rejection of enrolment applications. disenrollment of students for non-quali-
fication with fair refund policy applied, counseling of students and services to
students as "requested or required, counseling methods, forms, revision deter..
statistics, and anything else you need to know to give a professioul, evaluative,
and helpful appraisal of these schools. In short, get all the information you need
to write a complete report. You may open incoming and outgoing student exami-
nation and service requests to check annul grading and services. All student
correspondence files, student grading and speoupt catds should be available for
inspection.

9

Confidential Information

All data, observations, conversationl, ridings and reports relatedboth to the Self-Evalu-
Afton and the Committee visitare to be kipt confidential. Committee members are par-
ticularly cautioned that (I) personal observations, (2) committee dtscttastons, (3) the Self-
Evaluation Report, and (4) the Committee' Report are highly unfidentisi and privileget7
communfutions. Information should not bq divulged from any of theUsourceak Like-
wise materials should not be left where they may be read by othere.

Committee members must remember that only the Accrediting,Commiscon makes the de-
cision about accreditation. No Committeeman is entitled to express an opinionas to the
Commission's probablyaction,

Sequence of Activities During the Visit

Upon arrival in the location of the school being evaluated, the Committee membersmeet
with the chairman in executive session for orientation. The group diecustes the Self-Rvalu-
idea Report and agrees upon a plan of visitation. During this session the CommitteTdi
velops its cohesion and some understanding of common norms.

Upon arrival at the school the Codunittee usually meets with the hud of the school and such
others in his administrative staff as he may select. A major purpose of this meeting is to
provide for mutual acquaintance and agree upon a schedule and plan of procedure.

4 -
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Committee members may make thetr visits as the chairman s judgment may dictate
singly, in Pairs, or as a group depending upon their experience and the size and corn
plexity of the Institution. Much of their interviewing will be with individuals. At times.
especially in larger institutions. it may be wise to see small groups. Committee mem
bars may want to work from an outline, take generous notes, and assemble further inful
elation as aids In preparing their reparrlater.

The chairmen may wish to arrange at least one Committee meeting at or after the hall
way point to permit consolidating notes, assessment of progress. and change of plans as
may seem desirable. Late afternoons and evenings are good times tot. Committee Meet
legs.

After.the interviewing is finished. the Committee will want to meet in executive Sess.un
to consolidate notes, discuss their observations. and agree upon their findings. They
will want to indicate major strengths and weaknesses and develop major recemmcnda
non* on Vetch the Committee as a whole agrees. A time schedule for sending their re
ports to the Chairman will also be agreed upon.

The final stage in the Committee s visit is a brief conference between the chairman and
the head of the institution. This is essentially a brief "thank you" meeting The chair
man may indicate to what extent the Committee had time to cover all phases of their
plan and ask for any further information that the Committee should have. As this meet
ing almost invariably takes place before the Committee as a whole and its members in
dividually have had opportunity to reflect upon their visit, the chairman Will not be ,n
position to discuss findings exceprto clarify certain points of data. Recommenitiiions.
If any, will appear in the Examining Committee Report. As judgment )n regard r a
credltatiop is lodged in the Accrediting Commission. the chairman isnot authuraod to
say anything implying an acceptance or rejection of the school by the Commission At
this meeting the chairman may invite comments from the school management. Cum
mittee members may accompany the chairman on this last visit .( ha thinks appraptio

The Committee Report

The Committee Examining Visit and Report serves three purposes.

I. It enables the Accrediting Commission to understand and evaluate the institutiun
seeking accreditation.

2. It helps the institution to see Itself through the eyes of experienced. interested.
yet detached colleagues during the examination visit.

3. It provides a permanent record and base line against which future evaluations of
the Institution can be reflected.

Every Committee Report 5hould Be:

I. Obtecttve. The Examining Committee s first task is toassess the extent to which
the institution is accomplishing its stated objectives. Personal philosophies of edu
cation, pre-conceived notions of the teachability of a field, and organization and
"administrative preferences should not be allowed to interfere with either the judg
?nest or the writing.

2. Accurate and Consistent. The Repo should be a factual statement of findings
of commons -- of the situation as o med. Unverified opinions and information
should be omitted. The Report should be internally consistent. Discrepancies and
and inaccurate statements reduce the institutions conftdende in the Committee's
work. The Report should contain no presumptive evidence or unsupported goner

. - 5
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3 Clear. Every statement should be unmisUkab4clear and unambiguous both to the Com-Bna Ton and to the institution. Specific crimples and illustrations must be given if theschool is to take action upon recommendations.

4 Balanced. The chairman must sae that the total Reporrcovers all the major phases of the
institution With appropriate attention to each. The review of each phase of the school's
activities will afford constructive criticism of both the parts and the whAls.
Constructive rplrit. In cot:Mita/dog to die primary objectives of accreditation, the com-mittee mat approach its task and write its Report sympathetically, Mat :strive to ohexin
a meeting of the mIndiWith the management of the institution, and prepare a report that
will lie genuinely helpful In encouraging growth and improvement. Even co, the.Report
should be searching and analytical. Any wean/rises that are apparent can be paralleled
with suggestions for overcoming them insofar as the Committee's eiperience enables itto speak with reasonable confidence.

6. Succinct. While no rules on length are set up, ordinarily several pages will be required.
TEFITeirort should (I) treat each significant item on the Guide to Self-Evaluation in enough
detail to be useful to the school and Commission. and (2) be sufficiently condensed to avoid
any appearance of wordiness. It might, but need not, follow the outline pf major topics inthe Guide It should not repeat unnecessarily Information contained in the Self-Evaluation
RepoTf.except is such data may be needed for documentation and illustrat on.:

7 Accessible. Any report running longer than 6 pages probably should be indexed.

Submitted on time. Two typewritten copies of the ComMittee Report should be in tile
.

office of the Commission within three weeks after the visit.

Methodnf Preparation

Immediately at the end of the vIsleand before leaving, the city, the committee will reach agree-
ment on the findings-and establish the pesition It wants to take on each major topic. The ciLit r-
man will assign specific parts of the Report to be written by Committee members. Eaph member of the committee should forward one copy of his section to the chairman by the time 00110upon, with a carbon to the Executive Secretary of the Accrediting dommtsslon, MISC. leas,much as report writing can best be done. While the visit Is still freshly in mind, Committee
members should strive to prepare their sectiona immediately.

*The chairman will rewrite, edit, eliminate duplicatIont Integrate the parts, and prepare thefinal Report. The chairman has final responsibilitj for bontent. Examining Committee meinbers are not free to release any Information from the,Report which is confidential.

The chairman will prepare a prefatory summary of the Report of one page. One effective
summary may be a list of observed strengths and weaknesses of the school with page refer-ences for details within the Report.

The Report should not contain any recommendations retardingaccreditation to the Commis-sion. if such recommendations seem desirable, the chairmanotty state the viewpoint of theExamining Committeeby letter to the Secretary.

The ExaMining Committee is dissolved when its ilmrt has been sent to the Secretary of the -
Commission. The chatimah Ii relieved of further responsibility after the Commission hasacted upon the limit, tuilaRe the Commission asks him to undertake further duties.

After the Commission hale.reeeived the Committee Report, correspondence with regard toit should be addressed only to the Secretary of the Commission.

6
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Writieg flu-I-Report

Write 2 copies of year findings and-ohcolimites. This can be a letter or a

memo in paragraph 1, 2, 3, etc.-form. Fill isitthe-Rating Sheet, Document
3.1.1 as appropriate and applicable and attach yoUr written 1,111...c When

writing your report be factual and specific, raft general. Spell out any Millie
futures, or shortcomings yeti Drat By the same token don't hesitate to list
"plus" items, too. These serve u encouragerneut, as an incentive and a

reward for dedicated effort. Too, be octutructive in any criticism. In
courses such as history, physics, electronics where progress and change
are marked, even on a day-to-day basic soma dating of material Is readily
apparent so that here reasonable up-to-dateness Is the norm, rather than

copyright.

References:

For additional detailed guidance use the Accrediting Commission's Examiners'

Instructions for Ea:I:miners, Document 1.1, and 3.1 the objectives and

standards.

Please respect the confidential nature of this very important work to which

you will give so much of your time and experience.

Forwarding of Reports

Send original copy of yourPreport to the Clairinan of your Examining Team.
Send a carbon copy (or whenever possible,, 15 duplicated copies) to the

Executive Secretary, Accrediting Co:rings:I n, National Home Study Council,

1601 - 18th Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20003

4/67
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Inca zortvo C01:002.551014
Natioast Home Study Council

NOW THE ACCRElkfiNG comNsstacitliertEs,
commas, MO ACTS UPON APPLICATIONS

Rath member of the Accrediting Comm boleti retires a file bitch Includes;
a. Cc Py of the application

b. Sell. valuation Report

c. Committee Report; individual minority reports
d. Subject Speciallsriltparts

e. Summary of nationwide survey offederal, state and local agencies

L Summary of coeflicts andproblecis relative to the school
These reports are prepared_ttraid the Cortimtasten in passingupon the qualification"' of the:school ion accreditation and with the infection of being Usehil to the applying hullo:mon. The:clefts at idlest-cams* content review. reports from Suite Education Departments. Retort ,&Mau flureita. Federal Tratie.Commissioe published summaries. -and other soupo sr,s1relevant date from the MSC Oleg are brought before the Commission for coniliferitien.

The ExeminingOimmIttee Report has no official standing until the Commission has receivedand acted upon it. The Commission has the right to edit or alter the report for the officialrecord after the Examining Committee has presented tt.

Process okConsideratiort" The full Commission takes Awl action on every application. it doesnot delegate tha7responsibUity. Whenever thb Commission dente" it advisable. it may requevthe "mien of the exetatelet Committee to appear before she C:orrmitision tointerpttt thefindings.
0.

Advisory Committees on Reporui To expedite work, the Comnitssion Chairman may appoint*an Advisory Committee of three of la thetribtirs to ensure complete andjhorough cansiderationof every application Sod Report.

The Adviiery Commute analyze Reports, and all additional-data and suggest to the CommisMon what action. in their Judgmeot. Is advisable With reasons therefor. Then the Commissionreceives both the original Reports and the Advisory Committee's findings on them. and takeswhat action the Commission deemsappropriate.
If the COMmistion dovbiliot agree with the recommendation of an Advisory Committee. and thechairman of_the Examining Committee concerned has not been heard. final action may be deferred4mtll pie chairman can meet with the Commission.
TheCommIssica tikes one of the following actions on each evaluation report

1. To accredit the applicant. One or more qualifications may be added;
a. To request reports of progress. toward 'correcting weaknesses noted in theExamining Committee Report or noted by the Commission.
b.' To direct representatives to visit the institution informally, for first-handobservation and consultation, after the progress reports have been received.2. To continue an accredited institution on the accredited list.

'
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beenment 7.1
3. To &ler declaim. P.41"C'

a. Mailers's rridtnoe.
b. Pleats, reports, and an intermit re- visit toUirsteg the

. w receiptIot progress teperts...
C. Astalsmant of the sebeolfa plan tor ItaPtnemments sod Maras 7eParta.

4- .41

4. dray .1 ta.

The tastitutleat may rentiettanother ExamtaingCommittee visit or other eraleation
whoa it ceollSelen Itself ready Ent.= too= than oce-year after Its icier marl-
salon. Determent* mad &stab will be accomPtaled by a statement et occditions

which must be stet the sctoct,Inty.reapply,or request a rettrotibt its cue.

5. Zwi Ittlotocetdited ;reboot ittil be re-

moved from the accredited list *than a tull-scide 0.4pection by an ralminteg

Committstranlesa such an eUrIL:S2tial IS rented by the school.

11,00
0 0 0 .3

latiltddlat Tat settee requires:

s. Progress reports showing ocuTs4lcat of the wesicresfrest to which attaches
- r

b. rull reP*Taliadan a sPecittad time. it the discretion of ibetCommistion

Central Palette
. - .

I. The ZmuntringCammIttee has discharged it,rospoositalities when it has made its

Report to the Cementation sad the chairman
oe Umtasta

p peabotdd

d bitse

pheirrtecotn

e d

np
poem

cfetcert
t=a ths-cammussoo Au oorrespoep

tory at the Com:tasks:4 not to the than-mat orto any membrm ct the smiting

Committee. v . .
2. 'the _Committee may ass wog gleam and incidental methods of phi:aids; Icier-
. mance in addition Co that rtunialuxi 4 an pmenising Committee wistii'lli its judgement

such trier:nation may be helpful. Similarly the Commission may tea information
cm the operations of an accredited school regudieg Its continued compliant* with

accreditation standard!.
20 4'

.
.0

3. TheoCatamission will "edge ail uuttitution upon the total pike:ire it presents to terms
of the announced purposes sad oblectives It seeks to terve. tkperiority to semi
dm dire:tics may belfry:weed as ex:aspen:sting for otce-cruttland correcti131b

iriyidp aaties in *hair respects.
,

4. 11211147.04CcgaltArlOG Trill issue and distriintelo the public a list of fociedlind
=Awl..

5. Aleht*vklited *deals will be ra-tsitedned paricdioallyi at least every aro years a
eopplete,re-enctrainatice sintilarto the original accrediting acandrattcer will be rewire:1-

. a t ,.

*'44.-.../-i'l +sill be required of all accredited schools.
.. .
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forth in Document 7 : 1 COIT1203ittl Procedures for School Re arum to Factual
Findin in Chairman's rt and for A sal of Commission Deciel r . wiD be
chard the actual cost of any transcript aervices of the appeal proceedings which,
the school ry elect to have.

D. 'Annual Accreditation Fee.

Each accredited school a-nt1 pay an annual Accreditation Fee based on the total annual
cash callections frau home etudy,enrollnwnta received by the school during the pre
ceding calendar year. This annual, fee is imparais from and in addition to the enitual
dues for membership in the National Nate Study Council. Thus tie is to essist in meeting
the expenses of accrectitation,such as the coat' of publishing and disseminating lists
of accredited schools and other informational materials. special 'niches, Commission
espouser and °ST*, overhead.

The Accreditation Fee schedule is:

Teta' Cash Collections

$50.000

Annual Fee

under $100
between $50,000 and $1,99,909 $200
between $200,000 end $40.219 $300
between 1500,000 'end $919,999 $400
between 11.000,000 end $1.499.1110 $500
between $1.500.000 and. 51401;111 $100,

have $2 ;000 .000 $1.000

Listing Fee.

Ths name of each ......xedited school and the IMMO of each of Its sgperateiy advertised
divisions or courses must appear alphabetically In the Accrediting Commission's list
of accredited schools ;Directory). The Annual Accreditation Fee covers the listing of
one name. A fee of one half of the schools Annual Accreditation Fee will be charged
foe each edditionel name tithed.

I/75
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School Name

502

ANNUAL REPORT
to the

ACCREDITING common»;
of the

NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

Report Par Period Beginning and Ending

The Annual Report to the Accrediting Commission covars the school's activities for its most
recent calendar year (January 1 December 31). All schools must submit this Report to the
Accrediting Commission each year. This Report is accompanied by supplemental report
forms. questionnaires and other requirements which must be Completed and attached to this
Annual Report for submission to the Accrediting Commission. All data and information are
held in confidence by the Commission. Addition pages should be attuned to this Report
form as necessary.

I. Course Data

1. Total ntqnber courses offered

2. Most course (title) to

3. Number of students in most popular course

4. Titles of now courses! addicf-thiring past year

6. Titles of courses dropped during past year

6. Titles of courses receiving major revisions during pert year (describe extent)

f

Accrediting Commission policy requires that before a school begins'enrolling students in a
new souses. it must be submitted to the Commission for review by subject-matter:specialists.
Two separate reviews are conducted, and th Commission than acts on the reports received.
All courses of accredited schools must be approved. If a new course has been added during
the past year and has not been spprcrved, please advise using this Report. 4
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U. 'Enrollment Data

I. Total active students this dale

I. New enrolbunts'in put year

9. Total gradual. in put vier

10. lion-Start rats' S"

11. Completion rate

13. Graduation rate'

Mess items should reflect the mars. percentage rate, of all miusees offered. Please refer
to Document 4.1.1. for the Accrediting Commission instructions regarding these items.

D1. Adndnistrative and Organizational Data

13. Changes in ownership during past year*

14. Changes in sales and marketing policies during put year

15. Changes in course tuition rites. tuition payment and collection. and methods of
tuition financing during past year

*List old and new tuition, raise for each course undergoing a tuition change last year.

1$. Changes of Idarrts . changes hf the physical Out, or new training sites or
buildings added during past year

'Please attach a list of chief administrative officers and faculty personnalt (Liat with till's
such officers u executive head of the school and the chief parsons in charge °r educe!. and
instruction, rssearch, advertising. sales. tuition collection, etc.). Please asterick persons
new lo their positions ditring past year.

The data submitted herewith are certified correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature of Officer Making Report

Title

Date
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In a class by himielf
9

Reprinted from INDUSTRY WEEK September 21. 1970
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In a class by himself
' Correspondence courses are becoming increasingly popular as aids

for climbing management ladders. They can pay off, tooif the
climber picks the right school, and he really wants to climb.

"LEABN EXECUTIVE SHIMS. Just by completing
our six week management course, you can qualify
for top level positions commanding starting salaries
of $20,000 and up. Nerd & Zilch COrre$Poddenee
School."

Bkliculous? Certainly, But similaradyertisements
lure steady stream uf would-be executives search
in for the key to success. Many 'blindly pay
foi such courses, only to find they've bought some-
thing which couldn't possibly help, tilfrn advance
Professionally.

Maybe their original package of course materials
will Include a gfelted-in-advance diploma not
exactly. the kind that Impresses employers, if any
diploma does. Or maybe they'll discover that their
final contact with the 'school" was theirrailing of
the tuition check. I

"Unfortunately, even though tbey rrisy be few
In number, the fly-by-night schools Ileirn to get a
great deal df pubUdty," says William : Donovan,
director-marketing services, Indust:I* Training

International, Correspondence Schools JCS),
Scranton, Pi. 1

When an unethical school attracts puMicity, a
shadoW Is ctit over all correspondence schools,
an educational medium with an estimated A million
students each year in the U.S. aim=

4
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Naha* Mows- how many fly-by-night schools
there are, but there's little doubt that the good
schools are serving the majority of the 5 million
correspondence students.

Probably more damaging than the con man Who
sells bogus courses or the instant-diploma out
fits are the Correspondence setrods which fall some-
where between these frauds and the good schools.

A disenchanting oxporionce
Unlike the frauds, these schools serve the student

well enough to make him think hes getting a
typical course, though not wed enough foe him
to meet his objectives. When he finishes the
course, it's likely he'll be disenchanted with cor
respondence schools in general. Not only have they
taken his money, they've made. him work =pro-
ductively.

Grading is a primary area in which these.schools
fall short, Mr. Donovan says. In mathematics, for
instance, Instructors at reputable schools will grade
a problem thoroughly, while those at other schools
may grade only the answer.

"We've had people who have submitted lessons
to some of these other schoob," Mr. Donovan says.
"They've made mistakes in the method, but put
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Alexander Hamill= Institute's tests come in
booklet form. Inside this one is a onepage gen.
oral statement of the problem, three.pages of
financial statements, and two pages with testing
instructions and five questions. Below the book.
let is a portion of a solution actually submitted
by a sfudentt,along with the grader's comments.
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down the-right-answer, and the papers have been
graded 'correct:"

Not.soood schools employ other testing short-
cuts, he 'says. "The questions may be superficial
Some of them are graded by computers. We're not
oppo'sed to that per au, but we pride ourselves
on the fact that our instructors do spend a great
deal" f time with each individual assignment.

"They no..4 only grade the assignment for correct
methods and answers,- but, If there are mistakes
In English or suggestions that they want to pass
along, they add that information as well."

in the mid-1920s, officials of schools providing
this type of service realized that many were tak-
ing shortcuts. So they formed the National HOme

Study Council (NHSC) 1920-36 years after
the founding of ICS, the oldest schoOl In the court.
cli,

In 1955- the. NHSC set up an independent as
crediting commission, and four years later, the
commission was approved by the U. S. Office of
Education as an accrediting agency,

Both the educational and business standards of
schools seeking accreditation are studied by the
commission, siyi Robert 1,. 'Taylor, adMinistrative

assistant, NHSC, WaShington.
"We require that their educational materials be

upadaie and that they teach whatever the school
states as its objectives," he says. "For example,

there are positions for which a school might say,
'We'll teach you to be this kind of manager,' If
we send the course Material to a specialist in the
field and he says that if ,you take this-course. you
cannot learn to be that kind of manager, we would

not accredit the sChool."

Sound finances a must ,

On the business side, a school must demonstrate
ethics In advertising, reasonable tuition policies,
and sountenough finances to be "in business long

enough CO serve the students,"
Mr. Taylor suggests that a prospective student

Ova a school's advertising for the NHSC seal,
but he points out "there are some schools that are
not accredited that are probably good." AMong

them is the -Alexander Hamilton Institute, New
York, a respected inanagertraining apyciaiixt An.
other which undoubtedly wilt fall into this category'
Is the AMA Extension Institute, just istinched by
the.Ainerican Mer.ilement Assn., New York.

There are 137 NHSC accredited schools, 11 of
which teach management courses, plua_a_number

4
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"I think we more than
compensate for the
lack of a teacher."
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NHSC accrediting standards
ACCREDITING STANDARDS of the National Home
Study Council (NHSC) require that a correspon-
dence school:

State its educational objectives clearly..

Offer sufficiently comprehensive, accurate, up.
to-date, educationally sound instructional
materials and methods to meat-the announced
objectives.

Provide adequate examination services, en-
.-coniAgefoent 'to students, and Attention to

iodIvidual'aifferences.

Have a qualified faculty.

Enroll only students who cp be expected to
benefit from tho instruction.

Maintain adequate student services.

Show satisfactory student progress and stiC
C833.

Be honest In its advertising and promotional
materials.

Carefully select, train, and supervise its field
represerit4tives.

Show ample financial resources to carry out
long-term obligations to students
Charge a reasonable.tuition.

Use reasonable tuition collection methods and
have a satisfactory refund policy.

Mair.tain student records properly.

Demonstrate a satisfactory period- of ethical
operation,

A list of schools accredited by thercouncil's
independent commission maybe obtained from
the NHSC office, 1601 18th St. NW, Washington,
D. C. 20009.

of schools such as Alexander Hamilton which prob-
ably would meet the standards If they sought ac-
creditation. However, estimates run to more thin
1,000 on the number of schools ranging from slight-
ly substandard to fraudulent..

Most of these,,e:dst because Changes In our so-
ciety have created a market ripe for exploitation.
Far more people than ever before arer"having.to
retrain for a skill," says Mr. Taylor,

"It's not like in the past when you could learn
something and then do it for the-rest of your life.
NoW there are rapid technological changes. Many
people want to move from labor to management.
Often you have to learn something completely new.
You can't go on your own experience."

Correspondence schools quite often are the only
answer. because "most of these people Just can't
quit and go' back to school:' Mr. Taylor adds.
Faced .witrf the need for more education, Job and
family limitations, and a myriad -of available
courses, how can a prospective student be assured
of making the right Ehofce?

Selection guidelines
Mr. Donovan advises a prospective student, first

of all, to have a long talk with the school's field
representative "to find out what the course con-
tent is and If it meets his- objectives." He also
recommends "checking to see to what extent the
courses may be accredited by business and Indus-
try." ICS, for Instance, has'abinit 8,500 training
arrangements with corporations.

Students also should-request information about
the school's graduates. A reputable school will Sup-
ply names of some In the prospect's own locale so
that he can investigate easily,

There are several easily recognizable Indications
that a school may not be reputable:

A significant difference between what's promised/
in fhe sales pitch, which Isn't binding, and in thv
contract, which Is.

A willingness to'sell the course to anyone w. o
will buy it without an investigation of the pro-
spective"student's academic qualifications.

mlse b pr salary range upon
comp etlon of the course..

Offer of a scholarship, wh h in many 'eases
means only that the price quot Is the sum of the
regular price and the amount f the scholarship.

High pressure methods -("Yo 'd better sign up
now, because the price will go u next wee

After the poor schools have been a,

516-
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It Dulness-mint course prospect still has to mike
sans important chokes.

Even the bask approaches of different reputable
schools can differ greatly.

4 /CS offers several dozen management courses,
appealing to both the laborer who wines to be a
frontline supervisor and the middle manatee who
wines to sit in the president's chair. Courses cover
the various phases of research, production, mar-

keting, and finance.
On the other hand, Alexander Hamilton has just

r, One two-yesr program composed of 24 subjects,

broken down into five categories: general manage-
ment, marketing, finance, accounting, and produc-

tion. Student recruiting is narrower than at ICS,

toot
"We're shooting essentially for a fairly high level

guy." says-Alfred M. Goodioe Jr, Alexander Ham-

ilton's marketing directornew projects. lie's in
the $12,000 to 415,000 bracket, and quite often he's

an engineer or professional man who wants to
move out of a specialty into more general man-

agement."

T4xts, lessons eitttilar
Materials offered by the gold schools are stmt.

tar.
"Each book is written by a prominent authority

hi the field," Mr. Goodloe says. "Usually We have

professors at various universities writing these

books . . The textbook covers the fundamentals
and principles in the field and some of the appli

cations.
"We follOw that up with a case problem. The

student writes out a solution to the probleio and

returns it- to us.
"We grade it and comment on it, then return it

along with a model solution which he can com-

pare with his own."
Texts for correspondence schools here been re-

ceived favorably when used elsewhere. Mr. Dona
van comments, "When I taught at the University
of Scredton Evening Div. I ;aught as much from

the ICS -texts as 1 did from the texts that were

assigned to me."
Many schools augment the textbooks -and cast

problemi with their own special features such as

a lecture" which accompanies each Alexander
Hamilton test "It's a written lecture." Mr. Good-

los explair.s, "and les written by a prominent busi-

nessmen . . The lecture is designed to give the

man an overview of the field, to whet his appetite

o 1,
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"Most OUthele people
just can't quit 807
go back to school."
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for some of the problems he's going to be study-
ing'

One school with different materiels and an un-
usual concept of testing is Management Games
Institute (MOD. Larchniont. hr, Y Its 12week
course simulates a year in the life of a corpora-
tion. ^

Instead/of presenting financial theory, the text
concerns only the student's "corporation." Supple.
nientary material offers guidelines for various op-
erations. As a student plays the game With his
"corporation," MGI reviews his progress for each
simulated two-month period. Success in the course
is measured by thevrofit-and-loss statement.

Some schools go beyond course work In serving
students. Alexander Hamilton advises its subscrib-
ers on investments, personal finance, and profes-
sional problems.tIt also publishes weekly bulletins
on management principles and investments a n"d
monthly newsletters on personal management, bus!.
ness progress of its students, and taxes.

Classroom Isn't perfect
Despite the thoroughness of materials, grading

procedures, and extra services, many people have a
tendency to steer clear of correspondence schools
because they have become conditioned to tridition.
Si methodi. They can't disassociate the learning
Process from teachers and classrooMs.

'7 think,we,more than compensate for the lack
of a teacher:' Mr. Donovan-says. "Let's face it
the average teacher has to teach to the slowest
one is? the class, I'm not makingem case against
resident education I'm Just speaking about some of
the problems a teacher has..

"A teacher has to determine a certain level at
which he's going to teach, and he's going to lose
some.people in the process If the level is too high.
he's going to lose the slower people. And if it's
too low, he's going to bore the brighter students.

"With Independent home study, the student
moves ahead at his own Ore. Some students may
bone up, study 4 hours-a night, and get their di-
plomas very quickly. Other students may be able
to spare only half an hour a night.

"1 don't think the fact that there's not a teacher
there physically makes that much difference, be-
cause the instructor stays with the student every
step of the way. We find that in some cases a very
close rapport develops between The Instructor and
the student, even though there may be a physical
distance of 3,000 miles."

$

it
, Mr. Goodloe believes Alexander Hanciiton's ;ex-

tra services help to bring stiidents closer twthe
school. and subscribers frequently are encouraged
to make more use of the services available.

"htsteadof waiting for a man to do something,"
Mr. Goodloe explains, "we contact him and say,
'We'd like to make this relationship stronger ...
here alp some things we can do for youv . if
you have problems in these areas and want to talk
to us about them, do so.'

"We are very conscious of the fact that these
programs can be rather lonely affairs.Wdess we .
ta}m,ithe initiative to make them more personal."..,
...06od materiels, thorough grading, and rappoit
with Instructors are Important, but even more im-
portant to'almost all correspondence school stu-
dents art the resultsincreased professional eta-
time and income, they hope.

a Statistics Indicate success
Do correspondence courses do the lob in thia

res Both ICS and Alexander Haralltoq, offer
im ressive statistics to shOw that they do.

ccording to a survey wg made about five
yea ago." ICS's Mr.- Donovan says, "we played
a pa In the training of one out of every 14 pre
dents nd board chairmen in the U. S."

An exander Hamilton brochure lists 115 promi-
nent ustes, Including six chairmen and seven
presiders It gives an occupational classification
breakdown of the school's subscribers with 66,550
in the "pres\itents and business heads* category.

One MGI rudent sent in a report, saying that
the course "helped me to better understand the
financial aspects of my company. Sorry-my report
was late, but I was just made manager of my de-
partment." tt

Although achievemeri of succe* can be ealded
by a correspondence course, the key is student
self - discipline. With

to
teacher standing over

him and no classroom to confine him, the student
ass nothing between himself and diversions.

"When he enters into a study pogrom:. Mr.
Goodloe says, "a student has to make a.commit-
ment about time, and anything that competes for
a rhan's time Is a problem"'

Thus, he continues, a correspondence school's
primary sellinx job item convince %man that his
time should be spent in study and self-improve-
ment and perhaps should be focused toward a
distant goal rather than something that's here and
now." 0

Calo*M 19)0 by Tr. 0..." Cs eww, Ow 4115
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Ur. 1;In Anzaras. Thank you very much.
: FOWL. I will be happy to,ailswer questions.
BRADESLAti. I will just put. to you some requests for the varietal

pieces of information and then I have one question for you. 01113
of my requests 'may replied to ,by that material.

Mr. 13,11ADEltall Second, am going to rattle offs some requests for
information and not .ask you te,reply at this time but in writing if
you,would be kind enough.

One What proportion of home study enrollment-s made up in
this country by, (a) Advanced Schools, (k) _11611 & Howell, and
(e) Montgomery Ward!' f

Second: What is the annual dollar volume of guaranteed loins
made by etch of examples I have just given?

And also with respect to each of these examples, the 'number of
studenti who are rw.fiving guaranteed roans.

Third: The percentage of total enrollment in these 'three enter-
prises, who fire utilizing guaranteed student loans?

Mr. Fotviza. This information is for the three schools only?
Mr. Baitreamts. That is correct. ,

Mr. Fovfmn.` All right, we will be happy to 'do what we can to
t this information. hiterestingly, we tried to get some of thiP
fore we appeared before you today and had gone to the Office

of Education, to try to get some of it also and had had difRulty
because there was a question of, well, for instance,Bell
has resident and home study, studentsoan. d there a milt there. i

We will do what. we can. ,

Mr. Bitanastae. I have two ether aspects of the -same question with
respect to the same three enterprises. I sin Interested in, and one
is a breakdown both with. respect to dollar ,volume and with respect
to number of students of the mu . as between loans, guaranteed loans,
that is, made by the institution and by financial institutions such sal'
a bank. .

Mr..Fewma. Yeti mearrthe-sehool i(eti4goas a lender?
Mr. BnaniaLt.s. That is right. 'Des, uld like also to ask you

if you could give use, with respect to, each of these threekenterprises
and the schools, the mix of aranteed loans and G.I. bill.

following li=tter azi table are submitted:]

NATIONAL Heat STUDY. COUNCIL,
-Washington, 80i 197 .

nom Imre G.(Yilates,
U.B. HoulePf Representatives,

-
. Rayburn House Office Building,

Washington, D.O. ,
Data Cotton:muss 0 itotA . 1$ nen 1 appeared before your Subtommittbe on

Postsecondary Education An. March 24, 1076, Coaireflamau pradeataa, Mired
that we proved t additional data on three home study admits which are partici
patIngln the tairanteed Student Loan Program We bare made every effort to
gather this-information and the available information IA enclosed.

All the information requested 11 Congressman Bradgmaels Provided on
Bell 4 Howell Sehooh. had Al-W Education corporation. Only a part of tbe__
requested data is provided on Advence Schools, int Since tb6 school has

. advised that its record keeping is such that the nature of tile flhancs cszntia
at the time of enrollment is not a retained figure In the computer fOr long rti
egotistical purposes. pecaulle statistic* on the number of students enrolled by
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Mr. Fowten. Catena ...ta f nr,ritiOneci, this is the reason the
dandards were eidoep.

the
one, thing we check on at intervals,

th.lb gtvo wants toniake Afoals are ,a0.1oPlionre,
ThaSatiave beeA, punk standards any are- published and ,enraitently
lickt 'only the-schools but the is aware of them.

Baarnzitaa- I must my gentIhmet1/4 Ton be lad if You
would be, wilting to take lu .stina Ton writing vte ratty
bavn-ok this particular item.

Mr...EIMUCJI. Yes.
Ur. Baazo4kaa, Mr. Esbleinan.
MrrEatir.tx.o. Thank you, ,Mr. Mimeo. Mr. Fowler, I &a

ask yr to tur4. to ,page 5 of your testimony the start of the
.21nragilipht Aurae stud3. student/4 lease gds., boort aielo for

other Federal -14e.4441co programs such as REQG grart,, is that
trues .

Mr. FowLes. The students are eligible but there ban been no
funding of those prvgraFie or half time, students? so no students
base received atn of Ilia ASSistanFe, hitt the inatitutions and tb
students are 'eligible, that is correct. .

EciftrtifaX,. DO you maul in other words,, that it has been
',atilitorL..;41-1tot net funded?

,Mr. Fovrx:r.e.-That -correct.
Mr.'Earti-esraN, You way be right, but that is news to rim

thought it Was not even. authorised. I iolow we can't fund every.
' thing that has been' authorized, but didn't think _these II

grants.were even autherized. °

ft is our understanding that home dully' students
use eelsgisle.

Mr. leraacn. They are so covered in the re:gulations,
Mr. Biwa-aux. What ilk your guesstimate of the percentagv. of

correspondence ,that USA represent or are member., :.t .your.`,
tsx airationl

fr. FOWLED. If you are talking about private schools of the non-
religious type mut nonindustry top..we represent about 75 out

.maybe 500 or AO, The number of ktudents these 75 schools
enrolled refareSet,iprauLly 80 percent of OR total etud,ents enrolled.

Mr: Elliti.1,C11. We are wilting aixtut ttie,,nriograms, though, since
the schools n....31 be accredited, the only kbools in the .programa
are schools accredited by our acereditingageney.

Mr. Eauttatas. Ntsw, we have bad various forms -of 'Federal stu-
dent assistance fro?, 1965 to,11075, for a- decade, and how many
iiptlits have your schoob . -,eived in. this last 10 sears, either private
or 1# 'Federal Government, either one or the otherl

Nit: Fowortt. I couldn't begin to.guess.
Mr. EORtaatit.N. neve they ever been audited, and who audits

them,

Ileouse anticipOod; there could

Fovit.sa. The .a,....reditiegioonunission, before accred.
tiltion, as a continu.ing procqs, demands a review of their financial
gotement and, beginning neat year, it vi:11 be. a certified /wait for
each School Probably over hall of the schools have certified audits.
through This time and beginning next year they all will.
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Mr. ESIILESLAN. You mean they get them on their own?
Mr. Fowtztu If they want acaeditation

'
that is correct and part

of the accrediting proem is review of the financial statement.
Mr. Esiii.r.m.aa....k.re you using inters hangably the words review

and audit because to me it is two different things?
Mr. FOWL/M. Review, in terms of accreditation is periodic re-

view of all of the standards.
Mr. EIHILEMAlf. Woqld you call it an audit?
Mr. FOWLER. Well, you are talking, about an audit prepared

by .a certified public act-mutant and certified, then probably 40
percent of our schools have that kind of If you are talking
about an audit in terias of a thorough review of the .financial con
aloft of the school by ai, examining committee, them all accredited
schools have that

When you are talking about Federal audits, I think every, school
that hits participated in the loan program to any extent has been
audited by HEW and I am not talking in terms of a financial audit
only, but in terms of studint records and the way they keep thew,

, and so en. The Veterans Administration audits,ever,y school partici-
pating in the GI bill, su that every school.that has loan program
students and veterans has been audited. by a Federal agency some-
:time in the past year, I would say. ;

Mr. EMILF-MAN. Mrs. Smith, would.' jou have any questions?
SMITH. I would like to it4k about the average length of time

for a home study course/
Mr. FOWLER. -.MN. Smith, that awfully difficult to say. For a

student piirticipat...g %Rh a loan, the vourse cannot be completed
within at. average time of l than 0 months. However, if you
are talking about all of our schools, we have schools that have short
courses that some students complete in 3 months and no have long
programs such as accuuntiog that some students take as long as 3
to 4 years to complete.

So I really can't answer that question very specifically otheran
to say we have a -very broad degree, latitude, variety of courses and
they range all the way from 3 months to 4 years or more. Also you
have to think about the amount of time the student has to devote
to studies. Some student-4 can tomplete a 3-year program in 8 or 10
months and others take 5 years to do it.

Mr;si SMITH. Could you tell me, Mr. Fowler, what percent of
those who start a course complete their coarse!

Mr. FowLen. My answer, apt's'', Mrs. Smith, would have..to be
the same. Some of the courses have a high completion statistic and
we have one ;n Chicago that enrc".4 people working in a field or
planning to enter the field and have ,us,surataxs that they can, and
the completions in that school run itbd4t 88 percent.

The number of students of that 88 percent who complete and
pass the certification examination that. this association has, runs
about 95 percent:That is on the high side.

On the low aide, a lung involved difficult program that would
be the equivalent of 3 or more years, may have completions that
range about 90 percent and the rest fall in between.

r 2 2
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I wouldn't even want to say what an average completion statistic

is, but in talkie about graduations I would say somewhat less than
half of the stu ents who start, graduate.

If you are I ing about the percentage of lessons completed,
that they could omplete, maybe somewhere between 60- and 70

meal with th understanding we are talking about so many
ds of studen and courses so long, and so short, and so on.

Mrs. Saari'. ould you ive me an example of the cost to a
student and also explain w to no State guarantees the cost to a
student?

MI% FOWLER. You are talking about loan program students? v
AIM. SUM'. Yes; I know you mentioned it two or three places

in your stateinent.
Mr. FOWLER. Yes; the variety of courses bring together a variety

of costs. Some schools have .programs that range in the $200 to

$250 range. Others, with equipment and kits of various kinds that
the students use in their instructions, the cost may range as high
as $1,700. The others fall in between.

4 student, based on the standards we have, must make a down-
payment to be considered a student if he enrolls under the loan
program. He can only be charged the cash price, not a term pay-
ment price, so he gets the benefit of the loan in terms of the cash

price. But the range is anywhere from $200 to $1,700 depending
on the course and the school.

The second part of your question on the State loan agencies,,,I
will have to refer to btr. Ehrlich because he is more familiar with
that than I am,

Mr. Enamen. We check with State agencies and most of them
say they don't know enough about home study and have been most
reluctant to go into the field. In fact, many were most reluctant
to take on any proprietary schools of any kind and ever more
reluctant to take on home study because they don't knoiV 'about
home study and are concerned about going into fields where they
have no background.

Mrs. S3rmr,Thank you, Mr. Fowler and ?Ir. Ehrlich.
Mr. ESI1LE3LVN. Do either of you gentlemen care to add anything

else?
Mr. FOWLER. No; other than to say we will get the material and

. information as best we can that the chairman requested.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Our counsel will be in touch with you.
Mr. FOWLER. We will be happy to answer any. written questions.
Mr. EsimrarAs. Thank you for appearing hem.
[Statement of Bell and HoWell Schools follows :]

STAIMENT or BELL & HOwEct. Sonoma

IZIZODUOTION

Berl & Howell Schools is pleased to present our views on the Student Finan-
gall Aid Act of 1975. nit 8471 proposes a restructuring and redirection bf
sfederai involvement In the area of student financial aid, primarily in an effort
tp correct problems which have arisen In the Federally Insured Student Loan
Program, Unfortunately, the scope of the Bill Indicates a resignation to the
insolubility of the problems presented in that it proposes what is tantamount
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to a totally new program. Bell & Howell. Schools shares the sponsor's concerns.
with and recognition-of the problems and difficulties in the present stricture ofstudent financial aid. Indeed, we- support, favor and encourage, egislation
directed toward solutions of the 'specific problems involved. We do not believe,however, that the problems presented, which may be inherent in any 'programof financial aid_to students, are insoluble calling-for-4mb sweeping and drasticalterations in the structure of _the programs. in fact,,it should,_be noted thatsince the :passage of the Higher Education Act of. 1965 there have been nomajor legislative attempts to find solutions foralseprohlems with which -we areall now concerned and \which surely existed prior tp this time. (The 1972_amendments to the Higher Education Act of 1905 In the area ofiniproving the fiscal integrity of-the Pali, Program.) 'Only in 1975 has a. com-prehensive regulatory effort, directed toward assuran 'of fiscal responsibilityin the program, -been attempted-Such-an effort is em ed-in the new 'Office ofEducation -regulations pertaining to the 'Guaranteed- S dent Loan Program.We will address our comments herein primarily to e Proposed-amendmentsaffecting the FISL PrOgram, for while extensive amendments are -proposed toother -programs, we would interpret these other amendments -td be simplysupportive of and -ancillary to the major thrust of the proposed, legislationtoward the loan- program.
However,-before proceeding to address specifically the.Bill itself, we believe itwould be both helpful and appropriate to briefly describe Bell & Schoolsand thus demonstrate our ;vital concern and interest in, the pending legislation.

ism I BOWSLL senate /Bell dr. Howell Schools is in a- particularly unique position to comment onthe pending legislation since it is a leader in` both resident home Ends,electronics training. Bell & Howell resident schools are located in seven cities:Atlanta, Georgia ; Chicago, Illinois; Dallas, Texas; Phoenix, Arizona,; Wood-bridge, New Jersey; Columbus, 0131o; and Kansas City, Missouri and, have a,total present enrollment of in excess of 1000 students. Additionally, over100,000 students further their educations i9'their own _homes throughout Iliecountry through enrollment in one of Bell & Howell's four home study pro-
ne- resident schools offer a "six quoter electronics technician program,

pro-grams.

a nine quarter associate degree program in electronics -engineering technologyand a twelve quarter bachelor's degree program in electroniel engineeringtechnology. The number of students enrolled in each Program -are aboutevenly divided between the technicians program and- the two more -advancedprograms. Practical job oriented training is stressed in all resident progranisand Bell & Howell Schools placement assistance service is highly successfulin placing graduates in jobs for whic,b they were -trained. (Over 90% ofthose requesting placement assistance are placed -Within 90 days of gradu-ation ;) The degree programs are gnized and accredited by the EngineersCouncil fOr Professional Developme t (ECPD). This is an organization spon-sored by participating bodies of e gineeiing societies with the purpose ofpromoting excellence in engineering education. ECPD accibdits engineering andengineering technology curricula in public and private Institutions of highereducation throughout the United States. All seven resident schools are alsoaccredited' by the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools(NATTS).
Home Study programs include the same basic electronics theory training-asis given in the resident technician (Six quarter) program, but specializes inonly one, instead of all three, of the advanced electronics fields (industrial,Communications, and home entertainment). The average time for completionof a Bell & Howell home study-program is approximately eighteen months andrequires approximately 1100 hours of study. Home study graduates are eligibleto transfer into the resident school technician program with three to fourquarters credit depending on their program. All borne study programs- offeredby Bell & Howell. Schools are accredited by -the National Home Study Council(NHSC). The National Hobse Study Council, as Well as EOM and NATTS,is an official accrediting organization recognized by the United States Office ofEducation. s

52 4
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Bell be -How ell resident school students are predonilnantly young men enter-
ing vocational school immediately after high school. They are primarily those
students who probably would not have received any -post-secondary education
in past generations, are-typically not from the top Tarter of- their - high school

class, and a substantial number (but less than a majority) are from minority

group backgrounds. These students are pragmatic and vocationally oriented.
Personal interest and the desire for a -gcod paying job are prime motivations

in- their decision to enroll. The following statistics are taken from -a Bell &
Howell-suryey of43,855 -active resident students during late 1974 and provide a
profile of the Bell & Howell resident school population. t

. Age;
18 or under
19 to 21.
22 to 25

Peretnt
29. 3
50. 7
11. 9

Over 25
6.8

Sex:
Mare

i ., 93.6
Female

5.2
Education:

Less than 12 years .. 5. 1

12 years
80. 7

More than 12 years
13. 4

Martial status:
,

Married
12. 4

Single
87. 6

Estimated annual family income:
Less than $3000

6. 5

$3,000 to $5,,999
8. $

$6;000 to $7,999
-- & 3

$8,400,to $9,999 .4
9. 5

$10,000 to 512,499
15. 4

$12,500 to $14,999
13. 9

$15,000 to $19,999 .4 14. 0

$20,000 to $24,999 5.9
$25,000 to $29,999 t. 2. 8

$30,000 to 534,999
1. 5

$35,000 to $39,999
$10,000 or.more

.... 8
3.

.
0

No response
9. 7

The typical Bell g Howell home study student is married, approximately 30
year:rof age, has completed high school (nearly half have attended college) and
is employed earning approximately $11,000 per year. These individuals enroll
in the program for a variety of motivations and with a variety of objectives.

Not all home Study students enroll in a course for job placement or even pro:no-

tion In their present occupation. However, a recent survey of Bell & Howell

home study graduates indicates that at least seven out of every eight graduates
surveyed stated that they enrolled in- the home Study program for ate least one
reason that was related to their jobs. In general, home study students can be
characterized-as individuals who have both the desire and need to further their
education but who And it impossible or inconvenient to attend a resident school,
usually because of the necessity.to maintain full time employment.

5DI7CATIONAL EXPENSE

All Bell & Howell resident schools and the Bell & Howell Schools home study
school are eligible institutions under the Federally Insured Student Loan Pro-

gram. In order to furnish a constant :gable source of founds for eligible students
who are otherwise unable to obtain loans from ,commercial lending institutions,
Bell & Howell Schools, Inc. end Bell & Howell Industrial Bank, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Bell & Howell Company, are eligible lenders under the Federally
Insured Student Loan Program. All Bell & Howell programs are, of course,
approved by the appropriate state approval agency for veterans benefits.'

r's rs
6#314
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At Bell & Howell resident ,schools the packaging of financial assistance is
glien careful consi:eraticia And. Is tailored to the individual student's financial
needs. A recent survey conducted in December of 1974 of r resident school
studentaiahowed the folloWing estimates-of total expenses eluding books, tui-
tion, fees, room and board and other necessary educational a expenses,
and- the-percentage support received from each.source-of financing for the total
resident school population.

PAM
Sayings and earnin 37.0
Goverainents loans (tuition and books only) 34.0
Veteran1 benefits 11.0
Basic- educational 'opportunity- grant 5. 0
Supplementary educational opportunity grant 1. 0
All other (parents,_ scholarships, etc.), 12. 0

._- Total 100: 0

Because the Bell & Howell resident student. population is derlited primarily
from middle to low income families, many of whom already have substantial
burdens oh their financial resources, we strongly encourage students to take
part time jobs, and provide substantial and'highly successful help in obtaining
such employment.

Approximately 80% of all resident students have such jobs and 71% work
more then 20 hours per week. Thus, the typical student is carrying a load of
20 to 25-hours of class instruction a week, more than 20 hours per week- of
-work, Dims homework. This emphasis on part time employment is not only to
ease the financial burden of the student, but alsoj.s an attempt to minimize the
need for federal-financial aid. Bell & Howell Schools also awards scholarships
to students in its resident programs and in 11)74 alone, 60-full tuition scholar-
ships veined aenver *380,000 were awarded for the 12 quarter bachelorprogram.

In our home study programs financial assistance in the form of government
insured loans is kept to a minimum. Until this year,the only federal assistance
available to honie study students, other than veterans benefits, was the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program. In order to conserve our FISL resources
for those most in need, it is Bell & Howell Schools present policy to only lend
money under the FISL program to those home study students who qualify for
interest benefits (1.6., a family income of less than $15,000 a year). Only about40% of our home study students are presently being enrolled under the
Federally Insured Student Loan Program. The balance of the home study
student population finances its education through a normal consumer credit
trans/tenon which is carried by Bell & Howell Schools. Many of our,students,of mime, are eligible for veterans benefits.

While the above is by no means an exhaustive description of what we are,it is hoped that by laying this brief foundation our specific comments directed
to portions of the legislation will be considered and meaningful.

YHARE-OUT or FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOAN deROGRAII

The Pill proposes to phase-out, by 1034, the Federally Insured Student Loan
Program. This Program is to be replaced by a Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram which is to be administered by the states. This phase-out is premised
'upon two considerations. First, the state guarantee agencies presently in
existence have, apparently, historically had lower default rates, than those
experienced by the Office of Education And by reason of this fact, the stateswill be better able to administer the student loan program than the Office of
Education. Secondly, the present structure of student financing is too heavily
dependent upon loans and such a dependence is socially undesirable in thatthose least able to afford a beefy burden of debt for their education are
precisely those upon wham this burden 18 placed and a high default rate rein-forces a pattern of fiscal irresponsibility.

Inherent lifthe first premise are the assumptions that the states will- willing-
ly assume the administration of a student loan program which is reinsured by
the federal government and that upon such an assumption of responsibility by
the state the program will function more efficiently. We do not believe that
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there is any indication that the state legislatures would be willing to assume
the burden of the administration of a, program of student loans, Indeed, the
evidence would indicate the contrary, State guarantee agencies have ,been
authorlied for apProximately ten years., In. that time, almost half of the states
,have seen fit not to establish such agencies. It ie- not inconceivable that some
states might elect not to participate in a student loan _program as Conceived

el:Itby the present Bill. Such a negative el Hon would haie the effect Of denying
substentialsiaurnbers of persona the bene ts, of this particular federal program.

With regard to the presumed lower , efault rates to be attained by each
state adnimistering its own program, we Would suggest that the present low
default rates being experienced by the -state programs aye largely related_ to
the population receiving loans under thministrative

excellence of the states. Th replacement of one administrative
i programs as -opposed to the ad,

'body with-50, each With ha own -peculiar -set of regulations can only result in
increased costa, an administrathe nightmare for institutions whose -student
body is not entirely drawn from the state in -which the institution Is loCated,
more-errors and an Increase in tuition whic is pasSed on to the student- or the
taxpayer.

The second premise on which the elim nation of the FISL Program is
bottomed is- that:there is presently an over e, mphasis in student financial aid
on loans and that such over- emphasis has the undesirable social effects
mentioned above. To satisfy this premise, the Bill propOies an Increased pro-
gram of grants and work. However, the Bill-in its-present form would cut back
to WOO a year from-$1400 per year the maximum Beak Educational Opportuni
ty Grant and continue to tuna the BEOG Program with the residue of ap-
propriations after all yther programs have been funded. Financial deficiencies
resulting from an ander-funding or dilution of the basic grant program will be
made up by supplementary grants. But, entitlement to supplementary grants
under the proposed Bill la apparently to he determined solely on the basis of
academic excellence, assuming that the student has shown a linanciahneed and
received a basic grant. While we would favor an-increase in the graiit program,
the student financial aid package ari conceived by the Bill would have a varTety

of unintended adverse effects. .,
Enrollment at low cost, public institutions would be encouraged and said

schools' would grow, perhaps- to4he paint of over crowding and certainly to the
point of putting.a strain on the state's educational financial resources. Bard-
iments at other schools, particularly higher cost private schools, would decline.
Thia decline would be hastened buth because of the change in enrollment
patterns and the financial strain of additional institutimml student aid re-
quired of these already financially beleaguered inatitutiona.

lastitutsons of higher education will become more Stratified in termesof -stu
dent enrollment by income, race and other suclo-econoralcsvarieblearLow in _
come Students will-he, forced to attend low cost...public schools close to home.
This will probably detrease the number of studentisattending institutions of
higher education altogether- since such schools are 4Not universally available,
even though the present Bill must assume universal availability, or that such
schools will be built to serve these studentin . .

Recent studies Indicate that nearly three-fifths of the population does not
live- near (within 45 minutes) a free access college.

Middle income students will have less flexibility In chooshig a college Mace
they will have -to rely primarily 9n parental contributions and work. They,
under the proposed Bill, would be ineligible for grants And funds for loans
would diminish. This would restrict these students' options In attending high
er cost private schools and-mean-that they will spend more hours working than
nuclei a system witere more loan funds are available. Thin, the financial con

. figuration conceived by the 13fil would probably decrease attendance at poet
secondary educational institutions by middle Income and lower income eta
dents. :, s

Finally, the proposed financial. package is not cost efficisat for either the
government or the taxpayer. Since loans are ehighlY -leveraged"form of-fami
dal aid, they pro(' hie many more absolute dollars to be spent on postsecondary
education than the same dollars put Into non leveraged -grant and work study
funding. That is to say, loans 4;onstitatq a revolving fund, albeit depletable
through defaults, whereas grant and a orksstudy programs constitute a fund In

34-433 0 - 73 -4 34
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which dollars art constantly flowing out, but there is-not even a Partial infir4.
of dollars. This is even more true when compared to proViding institutional
support since -much of the benefit of low tuition goei to students-6e could
and would afford to go - without thiasubsids. Yurther, the foreed-shift PrOPoSes1
by the Bill to low -cost. public-institutions would probably increase-the drain on
actual sodetat economic-resources. These schools tire simply supported by focal
tax-dollits instead of student-tuition. Local, tax structures are often regressive.
To encourage their use at the expense of alternative forms of education merely
shifts the tax burden from federal -student aid to laCal institutional support.
Any framework Which promotes such shift would, tend to widen the dis-
crepancies which already exist in educational opportunities by seograPhie
area.

in conclusion, we -believe that the- basic present system ot student finance
Is sound,and.dOes not warrant the sweeping alterations piopoied by,tke Bill.
The phase out of -the FISL Program -together With the drastic alteratIoni, to
all other programs, appear to be an unfortunate over-reaction to but one
problem-,la the complex. matrix-.of student financial aid, definite. We feel 'that
other, Pending legislation and regulatory efforts from- which leis adVerse con
sequenced-Would flow should be carefully considered prior to any -tetally new
programa.

VIABILITY or TILE 5TUD;11T,LOAlf PSOCRULIC A5 PIOPOStrt

The Bill does propose to continue a-limited program of federally sponsored
state guaranteed student loans but, other provisions of the BIU would probably-
greatly dilute. this' effort. The most important proviiion in_ this regard is the
elimination of eligible Institutions as- eligible lender's. The reason given for
this- particular elimination Is a groWing confusion of roles between tellefres
and tudjersitieti and financial Institutions, coupled ssith a desire to return
functioffs to institutions which Gave traclitionally carried out these functions.
In other words, colleges and_universiilex should not be in the buidnesi of
lending- moneyjniesople, and bank should net 'be in the business of teaching
thingafts-people. We do not believe that this analysis adequately addresses
itself to the complex business of making Federally Insured 'Student Loans.

No QUO will deny that problems exist in- on: present system of -financial aid.
However eligible -school lenders -.,n -the whole become well versed hi financial
aid methods available to their particular students. Financial, aid departments
of eligible Institutions acting as lenders -are relatively sophisticated-andhave
grown knowledgable over the years through their experience in meeting the
rising costs of poet- 'Secondary education. Largely by reason of Weise rapidly
Inflating costs, the number and. complexity of the programs of financial aid
have proliferated, to the extent that only one dealing with such progranikon
an ongoing basis- can-meet the.student's needs. The lending educational insti
lotion- constitutes a source of funds-less affected by the rogueries of the money
market-which is 'esiential to the maintenance of the Jjgh degree of eiaciency
schools acting as lenders. Further, and perhaps most because of the,
close continuous contact between the Institution and student, collections by
lending Institutions are facilitated.

It Is our understanding and experience that moat non.school lenders, by
contrast, have 'shown relatively little interest in activity in the FISL Program
and, contrary to the premises -of the, pending legislation, are simply not ac-
customed to lending money in the, complex manner prescribed by the Federally
Insured Student Loan Program. The reasons for this traditional lack of'Interest
are essentially adMinistrative and financial:

13181, loans, unlike ordinary commercial loans necessitate the establishment
of a separate AdialnIstrative department specially trained in the complex pro.
eedures Involved In the program. The paperwork and reporting requirements-on
loans outstanding required by the federal government are by any Standardi
voluminous- and It is questionable whether a comthercial lending institution,
could justify such an administrative burden producing such-a low interest-yield.
The- cloen coerdination required between school and lender Is,. frequently non-
existent resulting not only -In confusion of the two parties Involved but also
on the part of the student himself as to his relationship with these parties and
his exact loan obligation. Finally, contrary to popular notion, commercial
lending Institutions simply do not maintain efficient collection staffs to cone
with increasing student mobility and thus collection efforts are frustrated.

52
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Financially, FISL loans have, during many perbed3, been exceedingly tui!.
attractive to commercial lenders. The notes are virtually nonnegotiable, carry a
Yield which, in recent, years has been unacceptable and have am extremely lone
life before rep:in:mit of principal begins. While it is true _that- most
'lending' institutions seek -to beim -as broadly a- based loan posit ie
feasible, this- simply :means that the availability of student loans fro
mental lending institutions tends to expand and contract with the
Market. We would suggest that it la socially- undesirable to subject sod
educational objectives teNthe-vagueries of the economy. -14.

Since the-proposed BilPaddresses itself to only one, the interest-rate,: fhb
multitude of problems which-have existed with commercial lending institutions
making -FISL loans,.there ben° reason-,to believe that theie iestitutions-will
deinenstrate-sW increased interest in the. progam by reason.of the Bgt.

The second major concern _demonstrated by the elimination of eligible
Institutions as -lenders -conters;aeound the ,default rate on Federally Insnred
Student Loans. Defaulta on _Federally Insured Students Loans are indeed a
problem Calling for constructive solutions, but testimony before the senate
Sub-Committee on Education and a recent report issued by the College En-
trance Examination 73mard indicate that the default rate is related more to
the eocio-economic profile of the -student borrower rather than the class of
lender. It Is suggested 'that the relationship between default rate and instals
tional lendess is logically only incidental in-that-those institutions having high
default rates are those who serve primarily low income students. These
students are precisely those individuals who are traditionally turned Slimy
from commercial lending institutions, but who need financial assistance the
greatest and have both the,deaire -and need to further their- education.

In-conclusion, it is difficult to see how the elimination of eligible astitutions
as eligible .lenders gan,have-any positive, effect. It is, -however, plain that the
negatiya,tffect:of drying up a source of ,educational dollars is iiievitable.

t reciassices or coessPONDENCE Emmaus ram! atoca4 P*001.018

The Bill would exclude correspondence schools from parhcIpatioli in all
/*federal programs with the exception- of the loan program. Participation, how-
- ever in the loan program would be thinned to students who are physically

Whined or are prohibited by distance from attending a resident' institution.
The bail* of this exclusion is two - folds Firist, the default rate among cor-
respondence schools is inordinately high with regard to Federally Insured
,Student Loans. Secondly, those who sire-already working full time should not
be eligible for or in need of financial aid.

Taking the second reason first, it would seem that the stud,lat instead of
the delivery system is the target of this particular exclusionary. Put in this
context -the rationale underlying the -exclusion tends to break- down. Indeed,
the average Bell Sr...Howell Schools blithe study student described in Part II
above would seem to be the very class of persons which the Federally Insured
Student Loan Program was designed to assist. By comparing. and contrasting a
typical home study !student with his or her counterpart in -traditional educa-
tion, an even better-focused picture of the inherent discrepancies in this logic
can be -viewed.

First the home study student typically has a home and a family for which
to-provide. The decision to set aside study time to advance his- or her voca-
tional pursuits is generally a matter-of economic necessity, not of casual choice,
and selection of home study is likewise frequently dictated by the inability to
forego full time employment. The traditional college student, by contrast, has
less -direction and certainly less immediate-Motivation. More commonly he or
she is single and is at' college to be exposed to curricula which will lead to-a
field -of interest and hopefully a major area of study. Because the student
typically is young and single, a great.portion of the advantages gained froin
post-secondary education are social in nature. And- there are no family respon-
sibilities which, would result in _increased financial Pressure. In other words,
there is a less immediate need to make education pay.

Secondly, the home study delivery system offers a valuable second chance to
those who were _not successful in traditional education, who failed or did
pOorly- in the highly structured, competitive world of the classroom., These
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students, when older and burdened with additional' yesponsibilitieti, are even
less likely to succeed in traditional placation systeln6 which only threaten
once again to expose the same disabilities. In the pricy of one's home, the
home study student can work at his or her own pace, riageat lessons he or She
feels unsure of and study at times when one feels most ,productive. Most im-
portantly, the student can learn without foregoing his full time salary.

Realizing the needs of our students, Bell et Howell Sch\ols offers toll-free
WATS lines for educational inquiries and also Help Ses ons are held at
focal points so students may Come in and meet their ins ctors, conduct
experiments, and clear up educational inquiries. This exempli es the adapta-
bility and individuality in home study as opposed to 'the more st let filctates of
traditional classrooms. But above all, the freedom to pick and ch ose the kind
of education which the student thinks is best suited to his or er needs Is
maintained. the sji'onsur of the Bill himself has stated that a stu ent's own
perception of his need to work to pay the costs of his education a a more
sensitive and a mure accurate indicator of true needs than the more ophisti-
cated combination of questionnaire and computer. We agree with the nsor
and we woilia suggest that the national interest can best be served by a
variety of programs sufficient to assure competitive effectiveness.

With regard tu the default rationale for the exclusion of home study. f\tpm
all federal programs, we w uuld suggest that the general preconception that
home study institutions are a major contributor to the default' rate is at be

ru
l

questionable. Testiuny given before the Senate Sub-Committee on Educationt',
indicates that the home study schools do not seriously affect the federal default s,
rate and their rule in the default problem is a minor one. To the extent that
defaults are a problem in hume study we would suggest that the reasons lie

r more in limited eligibility fur federal programs and the confusions surround-
ing the definition of what constitutes a default rate, than in abuse. Home
study has.been Associated with the FISL Programs since 1969 and since that
time this was the onlykfederal assistance, other than veterans benefits, avail-
able to honie study students. By reason of this particular limitation, it was
quite natural in the course of events for some home study schools to become
heavily involved in the FISL Program. However, we would suggest, that any
single home study institution's utilization of the FISL Program would probably
pale into insignificuace in relationship to any other major institution's utiliza-
tion of federal dollars set aside for student financial aid derived from all pro-
graiiis for which these institutions are eligible.

In conclusion, there is nothing inherent in the home study delivery system
itself which warrant this kind of arbitrary and discriminatory treatment.

1,

CONCLUSION

The above presentation sets forth uur reservations regarding the underlying
assumptions upon which the Bill is based and our analysis of the consequences
of the Bill if passed in its present form. We have not attempted herein to set
forth agy recommendations. This is because we believe that the concept em-
bodied in the Bill, as opposed tu any specific provisions thereof, requires re-
consideration and reworking. While the absence of constructive recommenda
thins indicates a fundamental disagreement w ith the redirection of federal in-
volvement in the area At student financial aid, it does not and should not indi
cate a disagreement with the conceptuailzatiun of the problems embodied in the
Bill. Indeed, we share the concerns manifested in the Bill and support the
efforts of the Bill tu accomplish a solution to the problems. it is simply the
methodology of accomplishment with which we disagree. (For instance, we
believe that commercial lending institutions should become more involved in
the student financial aid program, but not at the expense of othei lenders.)
Accordingly, we would urge that careful eimsideratiun be giver, to other pending
Bills> less drastic thith the one proposed and to the impact of various new pro
posed regulations. We have every conlideiice that the committee will do so and
thank the committee for considering our presentation.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Mr. Brademas will be back in a minute or two,
but he had a phone call that he had to make and in the meantime
I will ask Dr. bfargaret Gordon of the Carnegie Council on Policy
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Studies in Higher EdUcation to come forward. I assure you Mr.

Brademtis will not be insulted if you start your testimony. We are

running late this morning, so feel free, to start.
-[The statement follows:j

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARGARET S. GORDON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,

CARNEGIE COUNCIL ON POLICY STUDIES IN IIIGIIER EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION

1 Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, you will recall that I
testified before you lastaune At that time, my statement consisted of a sum-

mary of the recommendations of the Carnedd Commission on Higher EduCation,

with particular reference to federal aid. Now I am representing the new

Carnegie Council on igher Education, the Commission's successor, which has

recently issued its fl t report, Tht Federal Role in Postsecondary Education:
Unfinished Bpainemt, 191,498(1.

The Council's revs w Tf Federal programs was conducted in an economic

envorinment mark different from that prevailing during the era of the
Commission, 1907-19 and even from that of last June, when I previously
testified. We have co dueled our study in acute recognition of the fact that
the economy hail beet sliding into the deepest recession of the postwar period',

while continuing to display an exceedingly high rate of Inflation. For this
reason, we do not Lettere that it is reasonable to expect Congress to approve

sharp increases in appropriations for aid to higher education in the Immediate
future. We do believe, however, that there is a strong case for moving gradual-

ly toward full funding of programs to which the Federal Government is

already committed, especially the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants pro-

gram, and toryerd adequate funding of certain new or modified student aid
programa that we are tecorilmendlng. -

Thus our general approach is to suggest gradual increases in Federal fund-

ing of these programa during the next years, reaching full funding by

-fiscal year 1980, We present estimatee of the costs of full funding in 1980, as

well as estimates of the net increase In Federal expenditures involved, on the
assumption that, as expenditures on veterans' educational benefits decline in
the coming years, expenditures on other student aid programs slituld be
correspondingly increased. The PEOG program should, like veterans' education-
al benefits, become an. entitlement program, as should the Statd Student In-
centive Grant Program and-a new Tuition Equalization Grants Program that
we .p ropose.

-

Although we take a gradualist position toward full funding of student aid
programs, we do so in recognition of the political facts of life. At the same

time, we believe that preoccupation with the current ecoapurie crisis should

not obscure the vital -'need for advancing the basic human resources required
for solutions to- the underlying problems. This ,consideratieu, it seems to me,
is underscored if live seek to identify the major purposes for whidIVIbe
Federal Government assume special responsibility In relation to postsecondary
-education. -

Illst-etrally, It Is the States that have played the 'major role in the financ-
ing of higher -education, and we believe that this States should continue to
provide baste institutional support to /subtle colleges and universities and
phould also expand their efforts to assist privattOnetitutions. The Federal
Government, in. our view, hoe the following special,-respensibIlities:

'Do promote. eqrtality of opportunity in postscconVitry education.--,,Tbe
Federal. Government has a special obligation to overcome the 'inequality' of
opportunity that has historically prevented young people from low- hiconie
families and disadvantaged minority groups from enjoying the benefits or
Itigher education.

2. To promote scholarship and the advancement of knotcledgh through sup-
port-of graduate education and research. Historically., the States have played
a major role in the promotion of graduate education and research thraughrthe
:iupport they have provided for the develoPment of major public tetrarch

4
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Universities. In. recent decgdes, however, the States have displayed increasing
reluctance to provide substantialsupport for-advanced creduate edticationstid
research, probably in -large part because they have come to realise that they
cannot fully "capture" the benefits of such expenditeres. Mete of advanced
degrees tend to display high rates of- interstate -mobility, because the nutrket
for their talents 1a national. Thus states may not benefit front large sums, in

in exPenshre education of P.B.D.s-and
Steller

t of knowledge is a major nationa concern. it hi only the occasional
considerations apply to the a h.of research.. The- continued- ad- .vancemen

highly specialized research project that y elds benefits exclusively for the
State in which iris conducted, For the most part the returns from the ad-
vancement of knowledge and technology- benefits the entire nation and °thee
countries rut- Well.

& TO attain anationvide bale e opportonities to binefft front posttest**.
dant education, and from She sancensent knowledge throsigh,egualizing
portenity-aniong the states. use of wide- variations in per capita income
among the States, the caned -of individual States to support higher educe-
tionand research vary grea , Thus Federal funds can be provided' in ways
that tendlo equalize- financial support aiming the States.

The-case for a substantial of Federal financing is also strengthened
by the differences in tax s eture betWeen the Federal Government and the
States:

1. The Federal tax structure is more eqtritable than those of State and-Local
governments, because a larger proportion of Federal revenue comes from the
progressive income taX, and,- though State and, to some extent, Local event-
ments are Increasingly adopting Income taxes, they are lahiblted fretnmaking
Mote taxes very progressive for fear of encouraging wealthy residents toMove to-other localities; ,

2 Related to its progressivity is the capacity of the Federal tax structure
to provide revenues that increase more rapidly than total personal income as
incomes rise' and Income receivers move into higher tax brackets; and

8 Federpl tax revenues represent nearly two-thirds of total governmentaltax 'revenues.
For all ,these reasons, we believe that the Federal Government's shere oftotal public support for postsecondary education should gradually be Increased

to about .60 percent, from en estimated 1974.75 share of 44.4,percent'
At -this point, >i might explain that I am including In this statement the

relevant recommendations just as they appeared la. the Councit's recent report
on'the Federal role.

Rccommendayon t The Council reconstnends that the Federal Government'sshare of total public financial support of postsecondary educatton gradually beincreased to 30 percent.
TALITRING moans

In all three areas 'for which the Federal Government should sesame special
rebonsibiLity, we find that progiess has faltered In recent years. From the mid-
1060s to 1972, there was a steady increase in the relative representation ofstudeniv from low income and disadvantaged minority groups in higher educa-
tion But this trend was reversed between 1972 end/1978. The proportion of
enti ring fteshmen from families In the lowest litslme quartile, for example,
deesined significantly from 1972 to 1973, and ricatered only slightly in theteaming year (Chart lY The proportion of blacks among enteringfrealunenfell ttf in both years.

U.S. Bureau of the Census data, however, show that the proportion ofblacks among all students in degreecredit programs fell between 1972 and
1073, but recovered quite sharply In the following year. The difference between
Ce.natis and ACE data is probably- explained by the Winston of all part-time
and full-Woe degreeeredlt students In Census data, ;therms the ACE includesonly fulkime freshmen.

'This *sensate Is based an total -Federal !Hata and Local expendltarn. Tbs morettnallar Frdsrall proportion, Wad on data Matta/ to current fund manna at instttu-tons, was about 20 percent In 1511-72.
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Inst.why the decline In enrollment rites of blacks and in the relatire
proportion of lowincome freAnnen enrolled occurred between 1072 and 1078 is

not entirely clear. StitlfPlyliflitg coat» Undoubtedly played a rote, but in the

. Yel0 York Times of February 8, 1974, the director of minority ldtaira for the
College Entrance Examination Board Sias quoted as stating that "admisaion

°and financial aid representatives of many institutions" have been warning
"that college* and 11111Verlilklea were backing of from their earlier determina-

tion to increase, nonwhite enrollments?
Although funds were available for the Basic Educational Opportunity grant

maraca for Melina Uniekin 1078.74, the total amount appropriatbd was (tab'
$1= mYtllon, and the average grant awarded In that year was only USO. In
3074-75, with 4 Z roll ion available, the average grant was $800, and =the pro.
gram Was beginning to play a more significant role, The ACID treat:wan survey
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tatStAllOYAG 4)PP0irancriT intA+Cra

The adoption of the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants program in the
Educattonel Amenclateats of 1972 represented a major step toward a policy
of Federal aid to higher education that would, be designed primarily to en-
ema/4e equality of opparturitty. Ideally, the "MOO program could be expected
to idre the Ai/owing advantages;

'1 would encourage free student choice of institution and field of study
ugh US emphasis on Ski to students rather than aid to Institution, it

wani4 erns:garage diversiti and preserve institutional autonomy and integrity
It "rtald assist. both public and private Institutions.
Anti, as an Integral part of its contribution to equality of opportunity, It

would minis a relauvety large flow of student aid/on-as to states and areas
with low-per capita-incomes, and to instttutioes-that enrolled large propoillons
of loiwinceme students.

In premier, partly because of certain restrictive provisions in the legislation,
and partly became the program has _been very Inadequately funded thus
far, it has fallen far short of achieving these objectives.

The major week nisees- of the prograb mOY be summarized as follows'
A. Despite recent,tobcralizing modifications, the eligtbility conditions continue

to be-ecry reanschsc.In some respects, the BEOG eligibility conditions ion-
:taw to be mute restrictive than those of the College Scholarship Serice-that
nave grneretly been used by colleges noikiied.ersitlet In awarding student aid
A particularly significant difference la the use of .easentially the federal
poverty...line a:3144rd in the computation of discretionad farilty income in the
BE00 regulations, whereas the Ceti- guldeilnes make use of both- the "austeri-
ty" ,and -modest but .adequate" budgets for a cify worker's family developed
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

As a general principal, we believe that astudent from a family in the lowest
income quartile should ordinarily receive the MAXIMUM grant, that about one
rutit of the mastinua grant would be the average amount received by a student
its the -secocd lowest quartile, and that some greats would be made under
unusual famile cirturustanms to students from families-in the lower part of the
Wilier halt of-the income ranee. We estimate the upper boundary of the first
quartile in 1974 to be about L7,600, the upper boundary of the second lowest
revalue to be about $12,000, and the upper boundary of the third quartile to
-rte Imola $19,499.

The recent Ilberaitsatiou of the treatment of assets, under which assets up
to $20.000 may be disregarded, la to be commended. We do not believe, how
ever, that illiquid assetsincluding ou Led home- should be considered at
all.

However, we do ma believe that eligibility conditions should be liberalized
appreciably until the ayproprInuoun for the program are increased very sub
stantlally. As Terrell H. Bell, C.S. Commissioner of Education, has pointed
out, the average grant available to students In 1975-76 is likely to be, lower
than the 1074.76 average of 8490..

In fact, so lung as appropriations fail far short of the need, it is Impossible
Qt.() achieve equity under the program. Restrictive eligibility conditions give ripe

to cernpicuras that students in lower middle income families get little or no
assistance, but itbernitIxatiun of eUgibilt) conditions reduces the average
amount of aid available to all students, including these from low income
families, and, indeed, reduces the propovtioa of total funds flowing to students
from InsvIncome families. r

Recaramendaiion 2.-2'be eligibility conditions for DEOG grants should
gradually be liberalized, but only as appropriations Increase sufficiently to
permit aside hberaiszation without penalizing studoits in the /amity Income
range in which students- are currently eligible.

2. The provision that gra"ls may not eziced 50 percent of the. student's coat of
attendonre It inconsistent teeth the -programs major okftelice, to emigre eguall
ty of opportunity, As Hartman tuts pointed out, the cost limitation discrimi-
nates againstsAudents boom tow -locome families who attend relatively low-cost
public InstituUuns and r{tudeut from loner middle-Income families who attend
public ,ewuraurnty colleges, 46 the sense that their grants are either abarply
or 4pp:eel:let; reduced Imiva the amounts to which the students would be
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entitled without the Out limitation. On the other hand, students who are
at the upper end of the income range eligible fur grants are not affected at all
by the cost

We piefer,a soznewhatAiffere" nt recent proposal, that. BEOG's be restructured
to provide for students' aonlastructional costs, for the following reasons.'

a. Priituently the only feasible option for a low-Income student is at-
tendance at a nearby low-cost aniblic, college. His financial need is -primarily
for soul struetional costs, but the present limitation of the BEOG grant ttl
no more, than 50 .percent of total costa typically means.that his nonituttructiont
al costs will be by no means fully covered. Thus he is likely to choose:0
attend on a parttime basis while working. His problem tends to be exacer-
bated If; as is frequently the case, his family needs a contribution from
earnings.

b. Noninstructional costs vary relatively little from State to State, whereas
tuition and required fees vary widely.' Thus a grant based on average nation-
Wide noninitructional costs would tend tb meet the subsistence needs of all
low-income students.

c. State iolicies have been designed to subsidise instructional costs either
through subsidizatioa of educational costa at public institutions, or through
the growing number of scholarship programs and the less numerous but also
expanding programs of State aid to private institutions. State scholarship pro-
grams frequently take the form of tuition grants and do not provide for
noninstructional costs. In view of the fact that both educational subsidies and
tuition, policy are retermined by State agencies or by Institutions, States cag
structure theft educational subsidies and scholarship programs accordingly. We
believe tuition decisions for .1.-ablia Inatitallarth art beat left in the hands of
the States, and that the Federal Government should not hecoine involved.
However, by subsitantially increasing the funds available for the State
Student Incentive Grant program, as we shall suggeat.at a. later point, the
Federal Gevernment could provide a power/ill inducement to the States to
increase the amounts expended on State student aid programs.

d. BestrUcturing the BEOG program to provide for. noninstructional costs
and restructuring other student grant programsespecially the State Student
Intentive Grant prograzuto

the
for 'tuition would create a clearcut

division of function between the BEOG program. and other student ,grant
programs in place of the present confused relationships among these programs.

On the basis_of 19'7445 student costs, total commuter Coats average about
$1,600 anktothl resident costs about $1,900.' Thus, to cover 100 percent of
these its, the maximum grant would have to be larger than the current $1,400.
Thls,could be accomplished gradually by covering somewhat less than 100 per-
cent of costs at first and raising the percentage covered over the course of
several years. Our cost estimates are developed on the basis of a standard
maximum Invent of $1,600.

Recommendation 3. The BEOG program should gradually be restructured
to cover 100 percent of non instructional costa for students eligible for the
maximum grant and lower percentage for studenta entitled to reduced grants
on the basis of their families'. contributions. Student aid designed to help stu-
dents meet instructional costs should be shifted to other programs.

8. The funds appropriated for the, BEOG program have been seriously in-
adequate. When the BEOG program was enacted, it was widely thought that
it was intended to be an entitlement program, comparable to veterans' eduT

*R. W. Hartman. "Higher Education Subsidies. An Analysis of Selected Programs in
Current Legisation." In Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congress, The Economics of
Federal litsbartly Programs, Part 4, Higher Education and Manpower dubsichee. Washing-
tone D,C,. 1914. p. 474.

Thts proposal was first made by Lois D. Rice, Vice-President of the_College Entrance
Examination Board, in a paper entitled 'Federal Student Assistance. Title IV Revisited.'
57th Annual Meeting. American Council On Education. San Diego, Calif,. bet. 11. 1974.
It has since been endorsed by several organizations and a number of Individuals.

For an analysis of interstate variations in ,tuition at public colleges and universities.
see the Cannell'a forthcoming report, The Feakibility of A Notional Patterns of Low or
Na Tuition in the First Two Years of College.

Estimated from data in V._ W. Sucbar. W. D. Van Dusen. and E. C. Jacobson.
Student Expenses at Postsecortdary Institutions, 1914-75. New York. College Entrance
Examination Board, 1974. \
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rational benefits- or social security educational benefits. In other words, the
appropriations would be large enough le- provide for grants up to the

.maximum amount for all students meeting the eligibility conditions. It quickly
became apparent that congressional appropriations committees were not (US-
Posed,to treetthe program in this manner.

The estimated cost of fully funding the proposed restructured BEOG pro-
gram is $1,860 million.' On the basis of the Carnegie Council's reviled
projections of undergraduate FTE enrollment, we estimate the cost in 1979-
80 tube about $2,140 million-1w constant (1974) dollars.'

RecomMendation 4.Appropriations. for the BEOG program should be In-
creased-over the next several years so that funds will be adequate to ensure
that the program meets- its objectives and gradually becomes an entitlenient'
program. We estimate that this will require about $2,140 million in constant
(1974) dollars by-1979-80.

TEE-SLIPPLESIENTARY EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAM

The BEOG program, clearly conforms to the principles that we endorse for
Federal-student aid more satisfactorily than does the Supplementary Educa-
tional Opportunity Grants program. In particular, the BEOG program in much-
more consistent with the principles of freedom of student choice among 'insti-
tutions and of uniform treatment of all students from comparable family
income groups. In addition, the State Student Incentive Grants-program has
the advantages over SEOG of inducing the States to adopt student aid pro-

.- grams, to provide Matching appropriations, and to restructure their student
aid programs in accordance with Federal requirements. As we have suggested
earlier, also, States can coordinate student assistance for instructional Costs
with their 'tuition policy and with their pfograms, if any, of institutional aid
to private.colleges and universities.

The provision of the Bducational Amendments of 1972 that no BOG
payments can be made unless the appropriatibn for SEOG grants amounts 'to
at least $130 million, fur theSe and other reasons, .should be removed. We-
would also urge removal of similar requirements relating to the funding of
the College Work-Study Program and the Direct Student Loan program.
.Particillarly compelling criticisms of the FAG pros,-rarn, to which the SEOG

program is a successor, were made by two separate paneld appointed by the
college Entrance Examination Board in the last few years. These -criticlamS
were dikussed rather fully in my testimony of last June and are, in any
case, faraillar,to members of the Subcommittee. Briefly, studies made by these
panels indicated that the amount of student aid received under the program
did not tend to vary in relation to need slid that large financial need tended
to reduce the probability of admission by a college or university. In addition,
inequities in the allocations of funds received by States and by individual
institutions have been stressed in The Brookings Institution's report on the
1974 Budget and in other reports, as well.

Although we believe, that the _SEOG program should largely be phaped out
and replaced by the SSIG program, there is a case for a residual SEOG
program, partly because it seems likely that some of the States may not be
induced to take fttit advantage of the increased grants from the Federal
Government that we are recoinmending under the SSIG program. Experience
in public assistance and certain other Federal matching grant programs has
been that low per capita income States, in particular, sometimes find it difficult
to provide matching funds, even when the matching formula is relatively
favorable 'for low-income States.

tally successful, in terms `of the impact on t
On the other hand, if experience under an

funding, the case for
led SSIO program were

to be
completelj phasing out the SEOG program would be -strengthened.

There are numerous ways of restructuring the SEOG program so that it
would be more .effective In meeting the needs of low hicoMe students for
assistance. We believe that SEOG funds should be related solely to instruction
al costa and focused on the needs of lew and middle income students attending
Moderate- and higher-priced institutIons.
4 ,

444

'This e7tImate was developed by the Washington Office of the College Entrance
Examination Board.
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Recommendation-7`4,The Council retmmends the partial phasing out of
the SEW- program, along with a major increase in the relative role of the

progranl. The,SEOG program should be restructured to cover only in-
structional Costs and to meet more effectively the needs of low- and middle-
income students attending moderate- and higher-priced institutions. Funds

available for the program should gradually be reduced from the present 040
million to about $100 million.

TUE STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANTS PROGRAM

The Carnegie Council urges adequate funding of the SSIG program, for a
number of important reasons. In the first place, we believe that State Govern-

ments should provide Sandal aid to private, as well as to public Institutions,

and that aid to private institutions should take the form primarily of State
tuition grant programs. Secondly, thb Council believes that the primary re-
sponsibility for planning the future development of higher education should

remain with the States, wit( -e it has been historically, and that Federal aid
should be provided in a form that will involve minimal interference with this
traditional role of the States. The Skilt4 program conforms well with this

criterion'.,
A third and very important point is that, in general, the percentage of State

personal inccome expended on higher education varies inversely with the

proportion of total State enrollment In private colleges and universities. In
other words, with some notable exceptions such as New York State, the States
that historically have had strong private sectors of higher 'education have

spent relatively little -as compared with States in which public institutions

have been predominant.' Thus there is a great deal to be said for a Federal
program that induces all the States to increase their spending on scholarship

programs, while at the same time encouraging States with strong private
sectors to use this means of assistIng private institutions to compete with

public institutions.
The States have made impressive progress in developing student aid pro-

grams in recent years. As recently as 1965-00, the total amount of aid provided

by State scholarship progr ms was only $72 million, and only about 15 States
had such programs. By 11J74 -75, total appropriations"for comprehensive State
undergraduate student al programs amounted to more than $450 million, a
major portion of which went to students at private institutions. All 50 States.
have now filed applications for SSIG funds. powever, there is a tendency for
the amounts of aid made available to be quite small in many of the States.

In terms of total dollars appropriated in 1974-75, the largest programs Were
in 'New York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois, in that order. In terms of dollars per
student enrolled. Pennsylvania led with *appropriation of approximately $104

per enrolled student, followed by Ilinoht'New York, and New Jersey, with
averages of somewhat more than $100 per student. At the other end of the
spectrum were Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, and Virginia, with
average amounts per enrolled student of less than $5.

There is little question that the Federal funds made available under the

SSIG program have played a role in stimulating the States to adopt scholar-
ship programs. Federal funds were actually available for the first time in

fiscal year 1074-75. Between the fall of 1973 and the fall of 1974, the number
of

,4
States that had authorized comprehensive undergraduate scholarship pro-

grams rose from about 30 to 41, and funds appropriated by the States for
these programs roue sharply between 1973-74 and 1974-75.

We believe that, if BEOG grants are restructured to cover noninstructional
costs, as we have recommended above, the State undergraduate scholarship
programs should be limited to aid for instructional costs, as most of them are,
in any case. We also believe that Federal provisions should require that State
aid be available for students attending both public and private institutions.
Some of the State programs are limited to students attending private colleges
and universities.

snit relationship is revealed in Table AIT of the Council's forthcoming report.
The Feasibility of a National Pattern of Loco or No Tuition in the First Two Years of
College.

*It
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In addition, if greater relative emphasis is to be,iliaced on the State'fitudent
Incentive Grant progrrem, as we suggest, there cotild,be an adverse effect on
interstate student migration, because only a few of ,the States provide _scholar-
ships for students attending out-of-State colleges., We believe that Federal
provisions should be amended to require that, In order to qualify for Federal
matching funds, State programs should provide' scholarships to students
wishing to attend institutions in other States.

%

Finally, there have been complaints from some of the State! with long-
establiihed scholarship programs-that they were already spending large sums
In 1972-73the base-yeur for Federal matching under current legislationand
benefit, fiom no *itching Federal funds for these expenditures. On the other
band, States establishing programs from 1972.73 on are eligible for Federal
matching funds for their total approPrIations. We suggest that, to adjmit Inlarge Pert for this nequity, matching Fedeini. funds be made available for
increases in State appropriations froth 1969-70 on. We select tke year 1969-70,
because that was the Bret year for -which comprehensive data on State expendi-
tures for scholarship programs were -compiled. Total appropriations in thatyear were $191 million, as compared with $325 million ill 1972-70. The in-crease in State appropriations between these two years, for States with
.programs in both years, are shown in Table 2.

We believe that the SSIG -program should be expanded so that Federal and
State appropriations combined meet the estimated needs of low- and lower-
middle-income students for tuition grants. We are also, however, reeommend-
Mg a related program of matching Federal funds for a tuition equalization
grant program (see the discussion In the next section). We estimate that
about $1,370 million would be needed by 1979-80 to provide full tuition grants,up to a maximum of $1,500, for students from families in the lowest quartile
in terms of family income, and reduced grants for students from the next-to:lowest quartile.'

From this total of $1,870 million we estimate that approximately $250 -mil-lion can be expected to be met through private and institutional sources of
student aid funding."' Thus, we arrive at a net Federal-State need for ap-
proximately ;1,120 million. The Federal share would amount to $560 million
and would be reduced to4570 million, because of the approximately $190 mil-
lion of State scholarshiP funds that would not be subject to Federal matchingif the base year is shifted to 1969-70, as We recommend.

Recommendation 6.The fun(ls saved through partially phasing out the
SEOG program should be transferred to the &VG program, and total ap-propriations for the latter program should be gradually increased, so that
combined Federal-State expenditures will be adequate to meet the need of
low-income and lower-middle-income students for tuition grants by 1979-80.'this ovoid require an estimated Federal appropriation of about $570 mUlfanin constant (1974) dollars by 1979-80.

Recommendation 7.The criteria for State scholarship programs to beeligible for Federal matching funds should be augmented to provide that (1)

'In developing our _r -cost estimate, we used dais on parental income diatributions,tuition levels, and F173 undergraduate enrollment for five groups of it:Wit:Mons illPublic universities, (2) other public four-year Institutions. tat public two-year institu-tions, (4) all private collegiate institutions, and .5) noucollegate institutions in whichstudents would qualify for Federal aid. Data on the last group of institutions arevery inadequate.very
revenue for student aid from private sources of funding plus directprivate student aid amounted to about 43243 million in 1971-72, the most recent yearfur which detailed financial data ars available In addition, institutions were spending5415 million on student aid in that year from other sources of current-fund revenue.The need to provide for student aid by drawing on funds not originally allocated forstudent aid has created financial difficulties for both public and private institutions inrecent years, and, as a number of studies have shown. has been a major expistuitionof deficits in private institutions. We therefore do not believe that institutions shouldbe expected to continue to meet student aid needs in the future to nearly as great anextent in this manner Our estimate of $250 million from private sources includes anassumed $100 million from current funds other than those originally allocated forstudent aid. In addition, vie roughly estimate that only about ;150 million of studentaid from private sources would be likely to contribute to scholarships up to a maximumof $1,500 for low-income students. Selective private institutions with relatively high,.§tIonnow rangitig upward from $3 000 a yearhave comparatively large amountsor prIvate.student aid funds that are likely to be used in considerable part to providetuition gfants exceeding $1,500 and also to assist postbaccsureate students. -
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State sprograrai should be designed to coiies tuition and required fees Up tO'
a sumintain of $1400, but not any portioss of noahiStruclirmal costa;
tuttion grants should be available for students attending boll, PObik Mid

sOgOits should be permitted to qualify for tuition
groats to ,a(tcnd colleges and' universities' in other States;" and (4) Federal
maichag funds should be available for,oti increases ink,Staia eapenditures as
eligible scholarship progranffrarn, 196940 on.

turnoit EQUALIZATION OZANTO

Minus costa and financial stringency have created a_very difficult sittiation
for private colleges and universities In recent yearn Dependent as they are
for tuition as their primary, and, hi some cases virtually sole, source of th-
eme. they have:had- to raise-tuition, sharply to meet accelerated iiicivales in
costs, Gradually the ratio of average tuition In private institutions to that
In public Institutions- basincreasedfrom 4.1.1 in ,190162 to 5.91 in 1974-75
For the prospective student and his parents, however, the dollar difference
between tuition charges at. private and public institutions is the more meaning-
ful-0nm. un We average, tuition charges at public initltution s' rose from,g210
in 1060431 to $450 in 1974-75, while charges at private insigutions rote from
$856 to '$2,241 over the same period." And, at many of the more selective
priate'colleges and universities, tuition Is well above $3,000, while some
tutiousrhave announced charges of $4,000 or more for 1970.76,

Particularly Among the less selective _private institution, tuition charges
cannot increased further without severely jeoPartUsing the capacity of
these colleges to attract students, and stringent "belt-tightening" Is essential
for iturviral." 4.1.1tbough thy widening tuition #p hettrcen private and retitle
institutions is probably not the vie reason for sagging 'enrolirrnt iwpritiate
colleges and universities, it In widely believed to be a primary reason. Be-
ginning in 1967, total enrollment In private colleges and tualfersities began to
level aft, white-enrollment in poblit. lastltutioria was rapidly. Between
1967 and 1974, earolipeat In private Institution declined Mm, 80 to 22 per

e cent of total enrollment in higher education. Many observers site convinced that
this trend can be arrested or reversed only by,a pronounced Increase in the
flow of public tuba to the private settor.

The Council believes that it Is imperative for measures to be taken -to ambit
private-higher education to maintain, or, perhaps, even Increase Its abate of
total enroilmerit. Private colleges and aniveriiities have played a distinctive
role in the d-evelepuient of American higher echication and contribute greatly
ro diversity and Sean:Alit, within our system. Their existence provides a
strong Incentive for public colleges and urilverisities to seek to Maintain Cent
paraDle standards of qc.ality and helps to strengthen academic freedom in the
public seetor.

Their large Investments In extensive grounds and buildings should not be
replatied by alternative pabiic inreetreent, as pi-irate Institutions are forced to
close Met doors, end yet we do nut believe the 'taking over" of private matt
Lotions by public Institutions la the answv to this Problem, even though it is
occurring In some iuises. .

We believe that the time has come for Ow Federal Government to take
dekdsive steps to ruisist the States In theft efforts to preserve private colleges
and aniversithst. To the extent that here are sorial-benetits from public subill
dIsauou of higher education, theee,beneirus accrue from wllegiate education it,
private, as well as In public, institutions. Thus, there is. a strong cane for at
mast parizal-puhav Auiraltiiantiun ur hie4Lex eductrtha, as long as large
educational subsidies flowto publIe Institutions. We believe that the preferable
war of approaching this.-.objective Is through 'tuition equalisation grants,"
which would be provided for stodents_%lahing 3u attend private colleges and

sea alternative ors, of encouraging intestate raoblilly at students would be throne!
reclprodly ammonia between stain.

ILL Mattoon,. Center for Fidarationat arausues. Proistronve of Ifferalkesat atetiffieo
to 1$71-40.., 1570 Sdiffers. Washington, D.C.. JPTI, p. Va. and DM 1575 '11041foos.
Wtabliigton. 1974 p. 110.

offer a more extensive dismission of the problires of private institutions. leo the
forthcoming report of tbe Carnegie Foundation for the- Advancement of Tearbs
.41:tv Thea 8orstroi, Loodereftip Tooke Jot Ilfghof Ztleoelion is a Porkm1 of CootrfolefAe



tialveriatles and bleb would be equal to A certain propuruan of the educationt;1
nimbly per-Student in Public higher education.

On the average, tuition charges in fouravear public institutions represent
about-uric-fourth of educational aosta,Falueotienal costs per FTal undergraduate
itadent in four-year public Institutions may be estimated at about $2,000 a
year, while average tuition in these four-year Institution* Is about 00% so that
the average educational Alb:tidy per student is $1,500. The situation varies
greatly from State to State and from institution, to institution,, but these are
aPPraVmaleia the national *refugee which we, believe should serve as a grade
to the design of a tuition equalization program. We do not believe that tuition
equalization grants should equal this entire educational subsidy in public
institutions, because full 'tuition equalisation grants could create pressuree for
increases iii tuitionIn at lead some institutions, We propose a program
treder which States would Provide a tuition eqgalizatIon grant that would
average about $750 a year, or one-half the educational subsift of a1,500, with- kone - ball -of the coat to be met through 'Federal-matehing:grahla to the States.
'Within the prbPosed program, the actual amounts of grants, would vary from
State to-State with variations in educational costs and tuition charges In four-
year public .institutions, The amounts -would probable also-iaevd to be adillated
somewhat for differences In educational eubaidlea among public universities,
State colleges, and two -year college& We are, however, exclualanag the lower-cost palate twolearinatitutions from our estimates, because we believe that
private colleges and universities compete for students primarily with public
four-year collegrat and universities.

In order to be effective in partially offsetting the impact of the tuition gat)
between public and private inatItutions, the equalization grants ebeuld be
made evailable to all students attending private institutions without a needs
tee Low Income and lower middle- income students attending private instal:-
tam could qtialify for supplementary tuition grants under the State Student
Incentive Grant Program. The amounts of their tuition equalization grants
would he subtracted from the maximum amount to which they would he en-
titled under the SSIG program, and ive have.albowed for this deduction In our
estimate of the cdat of fully funded 05143 program. Needy students attending
Inf?!tutions would, of course, qualify for tuition grants ander the SSIG program
but not under the tuition equalization p' gram. The tuition equalir.aalon pro-
gram, like e=lating State scholarship programs assisted by SSIG fondle would
be naniinietered by the Mates.

We believe that such a" program would be preferable to expansion of direct
state institutional aid to private inatitutiona, because It would-involve minimal
interference with- Private colleges and universities and would enhance the
principle of student choice. The availability of Federal matching funds would
elite be of substantial assistance to the Statei, In developing such programa.

On the basla of estimated undergraduate FTE enrollment of approximately
1,500 naillion In private institutions In 1974-75, the total cost of the proposed
tnitidia equalization grant program would be about $1125 million, and thelive l snare would be about $503 million. If we assume that, with tile essist-
fsee of the tuition equalization grant and other Liege:mated student aid pro-
glints recommended ie this report, private institutions will be able to retain
their present share of total undergraduate FTE enrollment, the cost of the
Federal share In 1570 SO may be estimated` at approximately $645 million.

Recommendation 8, Federal matching funds should be prernded for one-hall
of the coat of a State tuition equal4a1ion grant program, sphielt would provsde
an average tuition grant of about $730 dollars for alt undergraduate students
altendlrtg private colleges and unit-craft& The actual amount of the grant
would be set by States and Would repreient about one -{salt of the average
educational subsidy per undergraduate FTE student m peblio fouryeur college*
and universities in each State The estimated cost of the Federal share Is
about $1145 million in constant (.1974) dollars in 1979-80.

VA (VIZOR WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

There ift wideepriad agreement that the College Work-Study program Is a
particularly successful farm of student aid, regarded very favorably by studenta,
assisted under the program, by institutions of higher education that have made)
advantageous use of student services under the program, and by other public
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and nonprofit agencies that have been able- to expand their services- through
employing studenti 011 a 'aubSidlied basis. There is also Impressive evidence
that-many more-students couldbe employed under the- program, -especially by

:Public and'llopp,refit ogeneica other than colleges and universities, if"appropria-
lions Bern iatger.

As We have? suggested-earliert budgetary constraints are 'likely to,' discourage
large increases In appropriations for Federal student aid programs at-elide
When the° nation is attemPting-te combat both-intiation and a relatively severe
economic recession -sillinItaiiteusly, 'But there Is a strong case -for increasing
YapproPriationi fertile CWS program at a time when,Public,Service employment
is beinginereaset and private employers are likely to provide relatively 'fetver

Jobs for students on a nonsiibsldized ',basis, than in more prosperous times.

Indeed, the resent action of the HouSe in 'raising the appropriation for the
etirient,fischl year-frOni -$300 million to 'nearly -$420- million- suggeets,tha t there
Is widespread agreeinent with this Walt -view.Ilowever, if 'only $60 million-

is actually expended in the current fiscal year, total appropriations shown in
Chart2 for 1974-75 would be- $5,532- million, rather 'than- $5,592 million.

As was indicated in your hearingslast May, the results of a- study conducted

by the Bureau of 'Applied Soeialollesearch at Columbia Bnlveraity indicated that
abort 80 percent of college work-study adniifilitrators could provide more

jobs through the program if additional -funds could be obtained. In the

judgment of the researchers who conducted the study, there were espeCially
promising opportunities for 'expanding the number of jobs provided by 'or-
minims public and nonprofit agencies if approPriations were increased. In

fact, these jobs, which now iePreseilt- only- about 11 percent of all jobs 'provided

under the progriba, could be expanded to alieut'50 percent of the-total."
We also agree with the recommendation of those' who conducted the

Columbia,strly thatunds should be made available for' improved' adininistra-
tion of the program on campuses. On many campuses, and especially in small

institutions, there is little or no provision for stalling the 'program, and yet,

especially in relation to the development of jobs in public and nonprofit

agencies, there is a critical-need for an adequatestaff. Moreover, too often the
jobs that are provided work-study Students on campus are not related to
their educational programs, and in some' cases merely replace nenstndent
employees who would otherwise fillthe jobs. Adequate Staffing of the program
would-be helpful, in overcoming these problems. ,

, ,

On tbenther hand, we de not agree with the Columbia researchers that the
Ark-Study program should be extended to Include jobs in private emploYment.

any students are employed in part-time, and sometimes full-time, jobs In
private employment without any subsidy.If Federal subsIdiestwere,th
become availablet even though 'for a smaller proportion, of total wages than

tinder existing ,provisions, 'for student jobs in private emPlOyment, it would 'he
extremely diftleult` to prevent employers froth 'replacing nonsubSidized jobshi
subsidized job's. In other ivoida,,thereivOuld,be considerable "leakage"`of'the
Federal expenditures in the form of simply replacing preitous expenditures

at private emploYers on tionaubgldixed employment. wi

There are ways in which the Federal Government Can encourage private

employers to hire students, primarily through increased support of cooperative
education Programs, in which students typically alternate periods of study

with periods of work In nonsubSidlzed emploYthent. However, in some eases,
Cooperative .education programs involve part-time work experience While the

'° ,stildent-ls enrolled. There is a decided need to encourage various ways of
combining education and work experience.

We believe that the relationship of. the College Work -Study program to

Miter student assistOce, progrinns should ,be carefully re-examined, with a
view to adoption ofopumher of changes.. The tendency of institutions, noted

above, to favor the Mere ,able 'students with relatively more grant aid, as
compared with workiktup -Or loans, 'is regrettable. Moreover, students from
',IOW-income familiar are relatitply, likely to experience educational disad-
vantages in their initial collko,Years, and thus should -reoelye relatively large

Amounts of..'granty aid, as."-PentrasteOvith -work-study or loans, In the lower-
,

U N. Friedman and L. W Meadtro. Statement In Student Financial Assistance (Work

Programs). Part, 2, Iv. 7-20. ttearingujiefore the-Special, Subcommittee on Education.
U.S. House 'of- Representatt*er, 93rd JCppg., 2nd See). Washington, D.C., Atay 7, 8,

-13, 14, 16, 10, and 21,4474, p.14. , . ;
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division yeara, Per-dist/don students, and lower-divider' students who are
well prepared for college work, eliodid be encouraged to take part in thework-study; program.

We also believe that consideration should be given to gradual ellielnauen
of the family income eligibility standards lot the CWS program, TIM Wouldbe a partitularly appropriate way of leaking student ald, avallahle for
etudenta from middle - income families who are now almost entirely eicluded
from most aid programs, As in the ease of the BEOG pregrani, however,
family .income eligibility standards should, be relaxed, only gradually as inure
adequate appropriations are Provided. Otherwise. the proPortlon of fauna"'available fat loW-Income.atudents is= lltcely to decline,

Problems of inequity is the allocation of funds for the CWS program are
similar to- those relating to the SEGO program, and there is a need-for revising
alloiation pracedureS so that each institution receives the same share of
panel4ipproved funding.-

Remit/lei:dentin 0. The annual approprialforta 'for the CTI'S pregrain should
be Increased front the $420 million metre available in 1074.73 to at least Sb00
million in-107576, Additional.inereases Should be seriously era/tittered to subse-
quent veers if csperlened indicates that limo funds Can adeantagenterinha'
used. We eitintate a need for approximately 6700 million in iv-Pacing (1070dollars by,197940.

Family income eligibility conditions under the CIVS program should gradillt-
ly be eliminated, but only as appropriations inereare seffieicaffn to permit
such liberalization linthour penalizing student in Mee/amp:is ,scanty range noweligible for OWE jobs, Colleges should-also bo entoUragedo struetary student
aid "packages" to provide relatively more grail aid to lower division students
and relatively more CH'S aseistanee to. upperdiveiton and graduate students.

In addition, the allocation formula should- be reutsid so that each participat-
ing, institution receives the same percestago of panel oPProved 1804M9 asevery other.

errunm iOAN litoaa.12t8a ,
We do not guireerlhe to the 'dew, euipliasized by some ceramists in1/4recent

' years, that students capture all or most of the beneflia of higher education.. its
this view, students can therefore well afferd- to repay loans. from-the relatively1+13 teeervv ony will i-eeere ,',.-1 L.,11r,-.6._ itnidouirt4.-and any snidest assistance
Provided should take the farm of loans. We believe that there are sidititantial
earial benefits from higher educathin.that justify eabehuttlal-publle support In .the form of a combination or tuition subsidies and various types of student
aid. Nevertheless, a well designed loan program Is an essential part of a
comprehensive student aid progiinn. to enablq. needy atudelits to supplement
the necessarily limited aid that can be received In au equitable grant program
and to enable students who do net come from needy families to borrow if, for
one retina or another, their parents are snide or tumbling to meet all Guartrl.cellege entenne The 'I for loans Is likely to be pardeutarly great among
students who wish to a fend relatively ldgh-ettst private InAituttone and
among graduate and Prof Walla' students. '

There hi no avert of student assistance that le In greater Peed of malor
legislative restructuring than the prioletons relating to ettelent limits. Toning
our attention first to the Guaranteed Loan Program, there are serious weak-
nestles that remain now that the nnpopular needs test has been eliminated from
eligibility for an interest subsidy on annual loans op to $2,000 for studentswhose adjusted family Incline is below $14,000.:

1 A basic problem of inequitilly of opportunity la a prowata In whieti
lenders, and ,especlally bank leaden; are likely to, be Influenced, by the
reedit standing of the sindenre family anti probably. mao, by the pumps
socioeconomic statue in the community'.

:2. The neeeselly for "Itpecitil nflarations" (ruin the Federal Government yo
make possible continued student assess to Jenne when the relevant Interest
rate rises oboe.* 7 pereent

3. Ti e ditlit'alte q ettoirlag studentaecees to twee, etra alien these "special
allieatieti's" are available, In a tight rouney mrtrket.

4, The Jack of Incentive far hanks and other lenders to parstto admmtc
mil..ition prnminres when loans are guaranteed by the Federal Geeernment .The rising default rate In the guaranteed lean program bas been a neuter at
erne ing concern anti is reflected in the sharply rising apptopriattotet for di.-
finite,. The default rate by 1P2371 has liven estimated at 14,1 percent Signal.
snotty. the proportion at defaults accounted for by students at proprietary
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'n2. WIAKIlailk Would olo! loans In, amounts. not to exceed.,, riG0 per year
IT r;,.;.' totatrof ..$0,00P. f,ot, mnilergractuate /Audits and $10,000 for graduate
tdtratt-4c.' t.ket*.41,it ,.%uiiia.bt eligible tit entrap more in wow. or In other titles
of student id In any year thou fcS3 cian 14 alma:aloe, including'subsistente

.,,.... 4 iTosix, f: .

3. Borrowers wetild .he requirts1 to repay loons by paying at least 3// of 1
peftel.t ot.itsut oat year for each $1,00U borrowed until the total loan and
aiustieti lati.044.SSati repaid. This level of Apiks meat wound penult-the average
Income earner to repay his loan ire approximately 20 years. (Lower earners
would require a longer period.) For borrowers Ming a Joint tax return, the,
appropriate rate of repayment lot the evulblned debt of the husband and wife
would be applied to the comhingd Income of the husband and Wife.

L rtotisions relating to thf beginning a Initial repayments alter completion
.I studies and alter years of service ln the armed forces or in national service
programs would restinbie these in existing legislation. There would also L.
preasiZe fur deferral of payments during any periods of exceptionally low
income. - i

:".... The dank would lie authorized to enter into an agreement with the De-
lia:taunt of the Treasury under eleich the Internal Revenue Service would
untlerlake all collections.

0. The interest rate charged the student would be -get at a level which is
adequate o, permit the Bank to obtain the funds and to cover the cost of
oineellation upon the death of the borrower.

7. There would he no needs test. . , t.

S. There would he no cancellation of Indebtedocus for entering particular
poifelotions. Any remaining Indebtedness would be caneelled upon the death of
the borrower or at the end of 30 years from the date of first payment.

Uniii.e full contingency loan programs, such as the-proposed Economic Op.
poitliaity Bank, this program dues not invoice redistribution of-Income through
diffusion levels of repayments fur Individuals with different levels of Income.
Lower- income leurrueers would bate to repay their entire debt but would be
able to spread repaymimts over a longer seeticoh The program Is modeled to
sonic cAtent after the well established Swedish student Ivan program, bat
differs in some details from that program."

We recoguize that there may be serious obstacie,s en the path of early adoption
of this type of program, but we-believe that Its ninny advantages over existing
provisions wilt lead to Increasing support fur a program structured along
thes.e general bases. The possibility of converting the Student Loan Marketing
Association tSallie Mae), established under the Educational Amendments of
19;2, Into a National Student. Loan Bank seems promising and should receive
tittered consideration. In the meatitinie, Sallie Moe is performing a very useful
Iola lion, especially ill augmenting the Ivan funds available to colleges and
universities.

Iiicomincndation 10.--The Council rteurnmends That careful consideration
be given to the dciclopairnt of a National ituderit Loan Bank and to the
firtidnai phasing tout' of existing Federal student man programs. Thu pf)Itsibility
of ionecrting Sahli, .1Iae into a Aational 'Student Loan Bank should be cart- ,,
fully considered. , ..

In the meantime, emphasis should be placed on encouraging the 25 States
taut hate nut adopted guaranteed tonal programs to develop programs after a
tortain date. Such eigiros tenon would not only have a powerful effect in inducing
States to adopt that own guaranteed loan program, but would also provide an
lot -ensue for malt Suites to become more active in regulating proprietary
etionas to make certain that they .inform to the provisions of the new Federal
regulations relating to eligibility for participation in the GSL progiam.

RR tommendation 11.-1'i.dcral legislation relating to the GSL program should
be ants 'Wed to discontinue. eligibility for participation of students enrolled in
roam condor,/ institutions en states lacking a State`guaranteed loan program
after a specified date, for example, July 1, 1018.

/

PART-TIME STUDS:VIZ

Although provisions of Federal legislation relating to,the various student aid
programs generally allow aid to part time students un a prorated basis, ad-

oFor a discussion of Swedish student aid programs, ee M. Woodhull. Student Loans.
A Benicia of E.cperIcnce in Scandinavia and Ei etacre London. Geo. G. Thum & Co.,
Ltd., 1970. t ' . -
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mipistrativezegulatkass, notably-in the case of the nf:00 program, have limited
aid to fulkime 5-bide/its. Vie %velem& the provision tar (savoring part-tbno
students la theAdiarastrativn 1016-eudgeter, allOcailobfar -BWO We-believe
thntht-the fliture there slamid he no diserirejfiatlea egotist Part time students

tae allopition efaid, the last, few years, Ili-number of part time students
hasheen.lacreaSing much more Tepid:" than the aapxbez of full time students

I4oastmOdatio».12.Brocisiont iestrieting access to :indent' aid to lull
Of* students shoutilLgiciaually bo r,eingred to ptnatt kit; tins seadet0 to be
rdigiblejor aid on a proraied-bassi under alt Fetforat student 40 -program*.

TOSiTAID tattietsttAt..s.cdos

Although these hearings are concerned exclusively with nu ergrtiduatO
student assistance programs, I shoUld like, closing, to attention lb the
fact 'that the Carnegie Council does not believe that the goal Of universes
access can be fully achieved in the absence of-funding of the costofoducatien
supplements' included in the Educational mendments of 1972, Recently I have
become aware of the aim:deism that his been expressed by-faveral members of
this Subcommittee about provision for Institutional. aid," We ahem' this skep-
ticism in relation to a program of capitation-grants, Which would duplicate-the
traditional type of-aid.that has been, provided by 'the States. This probitta was
discussed mere fully in myin , of last dime, in which I quoted the
Carnegie- Commission's warning that this type of aid would "be the -initial
step -toward a nationalized-System as, ilrst thq States-would-reduce their sense
of basic responsibility, and, second, controls would Inevitably follow the lump
sum. acrossIthe-board grants."

We believe, however, that cost-of-edu,cation supplements designed -to ac-
company low-income student grant-holders would not involyq comparable
dangers and- could play a special role in assisting Institutions -to provide the
special educational pregrams that are frequently needed for some, though by
no means all, disadvantaged students. This is -not to imply, of course, that
the funds would be restricted to this type of program. Rather-they would-play
,n.-more general role-Io institutions to overcome the acute liumicial dif-
ficulties with which many of them are currently faced.

We also strongly support gradually increased funding for the following pro-
grams, some-of which are directly related to the goal of universal-access, and
fill of_ which can play a ,role in achieving this objective:

Special programs for disadvantaged students.
Aid to developing institutions. .
Support for-cooperative education.
Action, (Peace-Corps/Vista).
The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.

=PROVED COORDINATION

Because Federal legislatfon relating to student aid has developed in a
somewhat,plecemeal manner, there are serious inconsistencies among programs
that should 'be eliminated. In particular, different -family eligibility conditions
among. the various aid programs create confusion and complexity for students,
parents, financial aid administrators, and all others concerned -with student aid
They also create inequities. A Task ,Force sponsored- by n number of private
orgitnizatiens concerned with student aid, under the chairmanship of Francis
Hemel, is at. -work on the problem of developing-a single application form for
all sTudent-aid- programs. Once the work of the Task Force is completed, it
is to be hoped that the Federal and State agencies involved cooperate in de-
veloping n single application form. Elimination of inconsistencies in actual
fondly eligibility requirements, however, kill require some changes -in the
provisions of Title IV of the nigher Education Act. We also believe that, if
State scholarship PrOgranit are to be more fully -coOrdinated with Federal
student aid programs, States participating in the SSIG prograin should be
required to atioPt,-the Some conditions as, those stipulated in a
coordinated: Federal ifiograrri:

.Recenimendation 0.--TTlid-co gncil recommends the revision of Federal legis-
lation relating to student aidtroganna -to provide for a single set of family
income eligibility condition0 under all. Federal student aid prograMs and also
wed& 8tate seholarshlg- kroercitns receiving -tnatching Federal funds through
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the SSW PrOgrarn. Patrol and Slate 42,),:ncicil shonld also cooperate irt the
riterlopati-nt of ct-single application farm.

cungreisaiogiol einsolderation of approwtotwas slating to mgt
glerOadary education Is hampered bye the WI Oa; A s2, =atm t a Atternat sig4-
eonuolitees In both the noose and the Senate ace Invoired In deteenitutos ay-
propsitr1ftlas..In Partkalat, oat geroingarndation L. incresuilaS e*Pendltigres ua
other biudent mg:rants CXPetaitUtr4 qCs, cetanns educattaug benefits
decline may be difficult to lavle.inent becao.so dIttosiagt-....iingnittcee Igituiced.Tice new bodgetory iticedOta greenfly Adup10.1.1 c.o.cgmras will contribute
.ItTtntl.T t0190.1-41'better coordination, brat It Is nut Dept thailioataccoadary edam-
Lion will be it subject matter area deal hated for eperial consideration -gimlet

proeeilgook We believe that Conggeg.i +should litoth.le, for Improved -co.
ordination of approprlationa relatlug to pontsecondats ed,ticatIon by etuvAna
its roles fo renaire_toettings of the chairmen. of all Aubconualtfrep conearried
with any /taped of poslaccoadacy ede,ut,un Woie gppxuptiaticins dcentiona

3)cconaeltInal.
Recommendation. 16.--Congresstonal promisors re/oda/ lo appropnat ems

41710 tad require walk,* of th© chairmen of 4I 'oulocornanticca coon:ma satth
any aspect of postsecondary Educalien Wort, appropriations refuting So post-
4f:condom education are finally Mt:Mina, .

.TABLE t APPR0MA1ION5 FOR SILECTED ITOEFou. SMOOT Alt) P8OtRi.i06.. ACf1Al Olt atniatED
1974-79,.ANO SLC0141MIDED.1975-76 TO ws-so

Mout

hn taitloos d I:4.744(40910 &tan)

197445 297S16 197647 1971-71 1978:42 111410

Total spyraprIstkrt---.. ...... $5.,tt '55:270 $5;510 $1,512 $5X7 geTtS
ank m=1 tiXtusti ("4 I'' 155 2.'128 410'00olenieltil 40 _404144 00poduoitx .... 240 212

-Collets loot k.ttey 420 SO) 593 60 651 'MO
ittertst sod di Wt. Pawls ...... 410 NA NA, NA .NA NA

Witactstudent .323 NA NA NA NA NA
Wationat studentloan ..... 35 114 03 772 3507
Social security hem0b 8% 6E9 832 335 808. '920
State stadeol 4ttamt.24-4;14. ...... 20 90 160 263 , 370
lintron thvollastibM grants 0 129 253 737 516 646
Vahan" benefits ........ .... Z 07 Z 47? 2,110 1.503 949 560 *

Doll not "WOO rots arkirOlad ore 01;a104 09t eustint 614 Y. ove.......141.610.41to estimak. soma MIES,
.data for 1974-75 2ter actual tsPaollitorar. rather %ban IIPPr0Prirliorii.-

' Reductions IA remain' benthts ins intimated sin the AZIOMPL3$1 eta), At number in :ataeasetuotlyd,n Nem (40(a
coo wilt decline at Me salt rate a In Die rased Amain Vettrans. -

TABLE 2. -APPROP?.. f 3R GOMPREIHrl5iY1 STAlE uN otRuRADun I g SIUDIN I AID PROGRAl&s. FOR
STATES WITH PROGRAMS tit BOTH YEARS, 150-70 AND i972-73

Appropriations
Insraate 199

Sts1. 1963-70 1972-73 to 072-7370

Connetticut *

C.alifomia 12,20,475 27,878465 15.85130..39460

Illinois.. ' 877.500 1,678,035

fndians...-.....X...-- ....... . ...... ....... 26, 000, 000
5,750,624

54403,030 25.400, OW

t 'Iowa . 3,..
3, 03, 00
1. 754500 4.4 779330; Mai 2,472.503

KA ItSIT ..... 153,010 1, 147. NO . 597,1pXp3
1Marlismil 3,263,500 364303

'Michigan 5:
2.z mono%

;2 %, Minnesota 1844,MC1.782600,1481:10

*-assathusetts 6, PY),, 090
12. m501, 00013:0 1.326,0al

Now Jersey 131,91445911, 850, MO 25,07,457
firm York 51, 800,090 a 100, MO 21,303, 050/

'47rego
.---- 815,400 1.120.009 300,000

Pennsylvania 4 5L 909, 003 60,458,030 8,519,00
'Rhode Island s . 1,50003 1,900, OW . 100,O03

'West Virginia ' - '',
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tiOt:
0.0raxix. Finit.of all,I would Ago to e;ap..res.4 m apt-tee-W.1On

foxL the-opportireity to prereet the view* of the Carevo Council.
Ati&O,./Oto to eApre.et: Mirk 1:ierr's regrets that could

riot 'ippttari in rem). ho had ,prier commitments.
(A1W-tefarst tho-euhv. oulautteo latkdirne at some c,onsiderible

lebra%.904e-riNonimenditiOrA*.thet had beenmealelo the Carnegie
'Cournwle,on en Higher Education irwr the course of, its 6 Am
bf 'ditts aittl.repOrta.

I am -Pun to bo .0.1)out the recommendations
t vo resentty palm h the Curne,gie cmineil on
tri4air' Edueatiou in tepitrt, entitled, "The Federal Role in
.rosta!kondaty Edoc4tion", I to not going to be thminentin

ka1ly on
g

tite,,pro%Wton3 of 11.0... 33.74 ecan. it. )tits leeu a
long otaialre,* polio, of oars not. to take tions on partientar
bilhs hut nsitter prest4, our, 0st recoinurendation* anirld others
(haw their own. deduction;istbout tow -they differ Irian provi404-in

approaching our review of titto IV and, other federallysup-
. ported pottundary education, pruk,Prani., Preluding euppott of

gradir,ate educative arid relearth, ree04,,nrze that the et..0a0MIC
t3tiP today is quite digereet from what. it was during most of

- the lti.4.ory ot. the Carnegie CommiAon, ancl it is even ditferent
front what` it. was last June when I testified previously before
LL Efdrotrtatittee. We realize-that it,is not realistic to expect Con
gre*s.to adopt budder), drumati,., im.rease..., in Federal fuedingof the
ear:olio programs- in title ft ,So we have worked out a program in

which full funding would gradually he,reuched over the course of
next 6, yeah.; id other wordy 191M0,.

We have.,te,,,tamated the net Tease in expenditures that this
would irirohe, Allovtieg ir an e....4,:ii*ated reduction In es,perutiture.s
,en veteran; eduzational leneJts as the Viet Nam iteran.s move
into older age. bracket* cool immanent of veterans thus, dedite.

preAmt in chart of my prepared statement the (Ingo
that th-t4 Would haply *in expcliilittires, end we have estimated
what we regard ea fun futalieg f ..sreral of these program

In other wordz, we believe Piat.,Appropriationa stiould be such.
that the educational opposiaiiiiky greats program and bli.eral
of the other programs that we 4-trs....-4 in our reevorriendations
should hemrav entitlement Frog-mai,. I think the laniniage in the
existing tAle,.IV suggens drat the ha ic edintional- opportunity
grants ,n-rots r latcnile-d ea - en entitlement program, but
clearty zi 148 not been treated r:o in the. appreprratives

Now I emne to the tpedric, reo5rottle,r414tien5 that we make en
And Jinportrit, new qsogrmu which we

propo4e, I would like to stress fipprfAthing (112 iliscr4liu r. that
the reeoriuriendatioria that we are making are vex; daftly inter .
related and that i,one would not btatol cittiout the ethers.

Firti of all with respect to the 13E(X7r, we*zreevintuend that the

the rartieulartiu,
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maximura graint be gradually restzuctured to covet 10(/' percent.
of noninstructional costs of education. You will recognize that this
as the proposal that was originally made by Lois Rice of the College
exitrarieu examination board. I would like to point out that .although
Luis nice is now a member of thaVarnee Council, the council
decisitut to support this-particalatoproposal was made before she
bectune..4,member of that body. She would like that to be Made,
Clear . .

Since this is one of, our most important recommendations I
would Mali) spell out the -reasons .forit.

First of all, the most feasible option for many low income stu-
dents is attendance at a law-cost nearby college. Now, the present
restriction to ri0 percent of total cost means that he is not in a
coition to get his nomnstructional costs covered, and that may

1:.1s111(4 serious need. So that we thinkthat this provision would'
increase opportunity for low-income students.

Second, nottinstructional costs do not vary much across the
States anti thus a situ *le Federal provision covering nuninstructional
costs would be equitable on a nationwide basis.

Thirchif we shift other student aid program to cover tuition
and required fees exclusively, this would create a 'cleaicut division
of function between the BEOG program and those other programs.

Finally, and I think this is a very important consideration, it
is the States that determine tuition in public institutions of higher
education, and that increasingly are framing pros isions for aid
to students and In some cases to institutions in private higher
education. Thus we think that to shift to the State student incen-
tive grant program the major burden of providing aid to cover
tuition costs won14 be logical. The States would become the
primary decision motors in framing of those programs

Mr. BRADEMAS. DA-..Gordon, may I interrupt to ask you a ques-
tion. Do ,you use the phrase "noninstructional" as interchangeable
with "nontuition", or does "tuition" mean "instructionitl"t

Me. GORDON. Tuition means any charge the student makes lei_
his instructional cost plus required fees in some cases, and nen-
instructional covers subsistence plus educational costs such as litrolis
and transportation.'

We recommend gradual liberalization of the eligibility.,condi-
Cons, but only as funds are increased so that students currently
in the income range receiving aid would not be jeojardized, by
this .liberalization.

We recommend disregarding nonliquid assets such as ownership
of a farm or home.

We estimate that the current costs of full funding of this
recommendation, which would involve a $1,600 a year ceiling on
the grant, would be currently about $1.9, billion, and would mot e
up to about billion in constant dollars by fiscal 1980. //

*Now, with respect to the supplementary educational opportunity
grants program there has been 4, great deal of criticism of the Ivey
in Which that program has operated. I will not attempt to cover
that fully. I think that the Meiners of the subcommittee are
familiar with the findings to the effect that the size of grants has
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--pa tended.to vary with .financial need in. that program; and that the

neediest ,students are frequently left out.
The allocation problem is serious. We recommend that the SEOG

program gradually be converted to a residual program, and that
the savings involved. be transferred to the State student incentive

program. Aloreover, if our recommendations with respect to full
funding of the SSIG program and the new tuitions equalization
grant program that we propose were to be implbmented then, the

SEOG program would tend to become a resmual program for

States that did not:come up with adequate matching funds, that is,
for, students in, those States,

We' would like to see=the SSIG prograin gradually converted to

an erititlement.program for instructional costs only. In any case,
the programs in most of the States now cover ony instructional

costs. This involves estimating what the cost of full funding would
be to provide full tuition grants for students from the lowest
family income quartile, and about one-half of full tuition grants
for students from the next lowest quartile. We have estimated those

costs, and have made allowance for continuation of some private
student aid funds. We have also recommended- moving the base
date for Federal matching hack to 1960-70, because many of the
States that have long-standing scholarship programs like New Irork
and Peruisylvania complain that most of their scholarship ex=

penditures do not get matched with the 1972-72. base date,, and we

think this would be more equitable.
So we come up with a net Federal-State cost for this 151.4Tixtii

in 1979-80 of about $1.1 billion. The Federal share would be$660
million, but from that would be subtracted the $190 million that was'',

spent on. State scholarship funds in 1969-70 which would not be
eligible for matching. The net increase of $370 million for ate
Federal share of full funding is relatively modest.
. Now the States, as you know, have made apid progress, and.

it seems apparent that the SSIG Program has stimulated that
progress. Wealso recommend that-the,criteria for Federal matching
bqr-expanded so that scholarships would have to be available to
students attending both private, and puklip institutions, which is
not true in all of the States.

Second: Those scholarships would. be portable from State to
State. That is a somewhat controversial recommendation in the

eyes of some State educators. But we think it is important to move
toward it, because if we are to move toward basically State ro
sponsibilkty for tuition aid,, with the help of. Federal mataing
funds, then restriction of tuition grants to students attending col-

legeswithin the State could interfere seriously with the mobility
of students from State to State. An alternative would be some
kind of jncentive to States that provided portability in the form
of larger matching funds or reciprocal agreements between States.

. Now X come to the major new program we recommends the tuition
equalization grant program. Them IS widespread realization that
the survival of private higher education is in serious jeopardy. Its
share of total enrollment has lean going down rather drastically,
and this is likely to continue, unless some decisive step is taken to
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aid private institutions. The eidening tuition gap is clearly a major
cause, if not the only cause.

There is a tradition of State and public support for private
colleges that goes back to the colonial days, and sometimes it is
forgotten, I think, in our present discussions.

What we propose is that students who attend private institu-
tions would receive some portion of the educational subsidy that
goes to students atteseling public institutions. Students attending
public institutions pay tuition, of course, that represents only a
port ion of their educational costs. On the average, across the
country in 1-year public institutions, we estimate that the educa-
tional cost per student is about $2,000, and that tuition averages
about $.5nn. This means Alai the average educational subsidy in
4-year institutions is about $1,500, and we propose a tuition equaliza-
tion grant of half of that amount, or $750, in a matching Federal-
state program under which the Federal portion would average$375 per FTE student.

The actual educational subsidy, of course, varies a good deal
among States. The differences are explained by variations in tuitionin public institutions more than by variations in educational costs.
Thus the States would have to frame their own programs.- is meet
their own situations, but the Federal grant would be basen the
average situation.

The estimated cost by 1070- -S0 of this program, assuming that
private institutions hold their present share of enrollment, is about
S045 million for the Federal government and the same for the
States.

Students, incidentally, could not get both a scholarship under
the S'iSfry program and the tuition equalaatien fmants. The tuition
equalization grant would be subtracted from the scholarship the
low income student would receive. but all 'ie,itliekts attending
private institutions would receive the tuition e+etttzation grant
without a needs test.
Now I come to the college work study program and I will he

brief nit that. We have taken the position that there is a special
ease for an increase in the funding of the college work study pro-
gram at a time when jobs in In iate employment are less available
to stmlents than normally and w hen Congress has been morning
to increase funds for public service employment.

The House has moved ahead and adopterl an iorrezi,A. cs I don't
really need to press that point very much. We recommend 500million lw 1D71 and 700 million in constant 1074 dollar=, by
Ibeal 1940 for the enlle0 work stud's. program. We also recommend
gradual removal of the needs test. We think this simuld eventually
heroine a program )(Odell would be available to help middle income
students, and we ivould like to see greater relative emphasis on
employment in pablic and nonnrefit agencies other than colleges
and universities. frowever, we do not agree with recommendations
for extending, these programs to private employment,

Now, on the subject of loans, in my testimony last June I as-
eleeied the wealmesses of the existing:loan programs at some con-
sidrable length. My statement today mludes potentially the slime
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discussion of weriknees of existing loan programs that I pre-
sented, last June, and I am not going to repeat all of it.

But we do recommend gradual phasing out the existing loan
prograinsl with all of the problems that they present, and leplacing

theut by a national :Indent loan hink. We think that, now that
Sallie Mae is operating, the process of converting Sallie Mae into

a national student loan bank might not bo, a very complex or

.difficult one.
In ,urging the phasing out of the existing loan programs,' Some

of ffrAilwe important considerations that we have in are:
(I) The net that the guaranteed student loan sprograin is in-
herently inequitable, in that students from YariOus socioeconomic
groups do not really have equal access to, lbans from the local
bank; 42) that the. growing problem, of defaults is partly in-
evitable, in that banks essentially have no incentive to collect funds
when the Federal Government in:aims the loan; and (3) there is
a very uneasy, relationship. between the direct student, loan pro-
grant and the guaranteedstudent loan program with respect. to the'
different interest rate .involved and the question of which students
ge reference under the direct student loan program.

The NationieStudent Loan Bank program that we propose
would beavailable to all students on an equitable basis. -There

, would ,he deferred interest while enrolled, but no interest subsidy.
Therepayment would be in terms of a percentage of income, bu. t

it would not be redistributional. Low earners wobld take a longer
time to repay than those with high incomes who, on the basis of a.
percentage Or income, eZnail lepisy the tile.= lean in a rehlt;valy
sliorti period of time.

A major feature of the National Student Loan Bank proposal',
which I grant has been controversial in the eyes of many Congress-
men, is collection through, the Federal income tax. )3ut ultimately
it seems to me that this is t;?early the mo,3-. t logigal-wq of controlling
the problem of defaults: -

Looking toward the- future, we all recognile that the problem
of the student declaring himself independent' of his parents in
applying for student aid itr a growing one, and most financial aid

. °Akers' feel that. if that trend continues or if we ever get a. court
,decision which d 'arcs that parents cannot be held liable fer their
adult children ette Iff,,and, over, we Will have to turn tt.) heavier
reliance on loans. 4

It would be extremely costly to providegrants for all students
because, if they were all independent, virtually all could show-

_ that they were needy.
Now, in closing, I would like to point out that wo recommend

continued support of soma programs that I have not discussed.
such as programs fv the disadvantagod and the developing institu-
tions program. We also recommend ittore effective coordination of

of the strident aid programs through working toward single
conditions. This would include the State prog,rams

under SSW, as well as the Federal pregrnins. In addition, we rec-
ommend careful coordination of appropriations handled by different
committees ox i,ubeominittees. This would be essential if we are to
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.apply the savings from the veterans program to the other student
._ax t -programs.

Finally, although I have concentrated on the student assistance
programs, and I hnow these hearings afi,',:tinfined to the student

. assistance programs,, I would like to say that we regard funding of
the cost of education sutplement.s in the 1072 amendments as part
of a4 move toward uni,verAl access. We think that the most potent
argument in.fav or of those ,..ust of education, supplements is that they
accompany the low income and often the disadvantaged student

enrdllsin an institution.
I'xgaently those students need special educational help, and that

Is cost y to the institution. The experience of the City 'University of
New York, with its operi4titiitssions program, Indicates how that
hind of program -could benefit, if institutions received cost of edu-
cation supplements, even giongh the expenditures would not be
confined, to special progginit Yor the disadvantaged. They would
continue to be general institutional aid as the 1972 amendments
cvntemplated, but institutions ',wild use the funds for special pur-
poses. We do not think that the provisions for cost of education
supplements involve the Slum kinds of dangers as institutional aid
in the form of capitation grants,.that is, the danger that the States
might pull hack, from their traditional form. of support .and wo
-vveuld eventually find ourselves wills is monolithic Federal system
of ieidi,er eduiatien. However, the provisions need rewriting. They
are unnecessarily complex in their present form, and we do not see
the justification for such complexity.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BRADE3IAS. Thanleyou very Thank you for a most

thoughtful statement and I would express my own appreciatiOn
nu,d I am sure that of the subcommittee to vim and the Carnegie
Council as well as to Dr. Kerr and the predecessor Carnegie Com-
mission on Higher Education for the wink you have done which-I
think you are aware has made a substantialcontribution to the
shaping of Federal aid to higher education.

I have two or three questions and the House. is in session and
so we are pressed. I might say that unless there is objection, or if
Mr. Eghleman would agree, it might be helpful if Dr. Gordon would
be willing if after Members had to go,, to the floor, would you be
willing, Dr. Gordon, to elk)* the staff director of the subcommittee,

Harrison and Dr...indringa and Mr. Mooney to put questions to
you on these matters?

Mr. EsuniNr.r.v. That is fine.
Ms. GORDON. Yes.
Mr. BRADIMAS. Now this goes bark, and my questions will be

rapid. Could you clarify, and this is something I alluded to earlier.
What do you mean by BEOG based on instructional?

Ms. mow., Non i nstrue tion al3
Mr. BRAFiEMAR. Noninstructional cost. Can you clarify that -a

Jitthl bit? What can the money be used for?
Ms. GORDON. Well, I would say that the College Entrance Exam -'

ination Board has developed standards for what can be included
in nopinstructional costs and most people use their figuresthey
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include an allowarica for mihsistence, an allowance for expenses that
are clearly assticiated with education, such as books and mipPlie-s,
and. an i4110Waric11 for trunsportation, which varies, of course, tle..
pending on whether the student is a commuter or is a relAdent
student.

The latest ligiuses we have are. for 1974-17i, which show that the
average tows, of tlivia expenses for conunuters is about $1,C00 add, for
Students who live in dormitories or live at the colleges is about

We are proposing for the present a ceiling a $1,600,ort thetgrant
flint would, be available arm the maximiun gtitnt, of course, would
lic.illable only to the neediest *students.

.,,ItiLi. ananr.xas. ...lify- &mond que.tiun goes to the proposal for tuition
equalization, grant., and would this be dependent ni your view on Ow
needs of the btutlent, or does the student get it autranatimllyi'

Afs..liouno:s. No. This would be on a nonneeils-tv-ted basis and
would. go 40 all vtIclits attending private institutions, ty,suurug
the State tublitvil the Rieve--,,ars% implementing legildation.

Mr. Irtime.r11,,. In that event, if the student were not needy, in
effect he kairt,e, a nit:slain:on fot pa :.---through of what reitilv i4
a form (V irtzt,tittional aid.,

Mr, (inur,c,N, That is right. It would haw the eficct ot institu-
tional oat. hot we thittk there ar some advantagv,:i ilk 14.14-if: 4-1.i:

funds flow tinouttli Oat Audents in tem) of le,s danger of Intel- ...
.ferenee by the Siatv govt rtimeio. tsith the nivratiotpr'of private_
last if uti011 ' ...

Mr: Bulanitvs. .Nnw how do ,icikt justify that, Anil I speak of one
who represents :Srotre Dame aid St. 3faryt: and !Ili 4.. I and'otlier,

( vay, %sell, you hake tioN fortat of tintein climb/Atli i grains for the
so J am &fermi!! to highir e.ineittnitta tr hat do yot Niy 4;1 those who

privates, regardle-s, I take it, of the wounnoc :clots of the institu
tion, how do you rinse to the question, first, of no variety ity'respe4
of econortne. straw. 4 the itettitution Inti, me.:ond, no ,.4tnilitr opens'
taxi. for politic institution., that rucQ, tot, in %sone need evonoinktilly
than a private itt,itittilion?

M'. tioutkix. Well, Mt. Chairman, I torte,' not by .pninting out
that the sttitlent attending a path' itoitittioil does ttiTIVO an erIttra
tional sitlymitly a; ithout.a iteetts test. .131 -stuilent4 who attend public
institutionA pay`tudiutt that (-pier", old% a rehtte,e11 small proportion
in nx-t c,b,e..N cif eilneatiorial el-zt, 'Therefore, our propmal doe4
not in tiny sen,. I think, grant p.pe,;a1 Intim, to students attending
private imstitiations heoilre liat no iirup0.e is that these FtilcieritS
viiiiilit rtireive oil, half of the ethic attunal taiiiti,4 at the COmparabte
pliblie itrait tailor.
' This would tote} by levels of institutions and it writtld vary
among tate,. bepuli-k, t flown ;11 public, no,titation.4 varie9 a great
deal. But, what we an -;11,.Ilg, to /Alt it in r.oniewliat broader terms,
is, that pritilte iiigho'l ilftictitiolt pro'. 11.1P-1 i-od,t1 betierits am well ivi
pulpit,. higher eilis Awn. awl therefore there i-, a iii.ktitication for a
subsidy to private higher edielition olopg with publie.

Mr. liavorm.19_ The only problem I have, mid I ,tit putting que,
tions-to pats., pni , ,,,, 1,e an oppuituritty to 1014 your argtimetitt,,,

rt
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because you will need to do that, I think, but you' just replied by
telling me of the subsidy that the student gets wha,goff to a public
.institution but earlier you admitted that. your tuft on equalization
grant was partietilarly with respect, to non-needy students, a form
of pass-through for aid to private institutions,

bob. Goimoar. That is right. ,

Mr. 134antlanaa. So )ou, are talking, it seems' to me, about applet
and oranges in tliat in the former case with respect to the students
wliogo to publie institutions 'you did not justify the public,assistanee
that is prr,)vided as institutional aid but rather as aid to students,
ICI did not misunderstand. you f

CaRDD.N. Wall never said that the educational subsidy in
public higher education is aid to studeats. It is clearly institutional
aid.

Mr. BuaDF.31ab. All right, I, wanted to get that very cleat because
when we talk about. a tuition e4wrlization grant it is couched in the

Joint of aid to students hit in point of fact it is a method of getting
aid to private institutions.'

Ma. Gomm, That is right. Lwould agree to-that and I think it
i, vets clear. But ee take the position that it is a preferable means.
As you know, some eight or more States now have institutional aid
to private higher education. We think that trend is likely to lead
to increasing interference with the operation of private higher
education, and this would be a preferable way of achieving the
sante objective.

Baanaataa. You remain committed, as you said, to the general
aid 'provision in the 1972 out

Ms. GORDON. The cost-of-education supplements, yes, but we re-
gard ,that as a apea.ial kind of institutional aid because the supple-
ment goes along with the low intorno student who gets a student
grant.

31r. Davi:ism:is. It is not always the low income student, Dr.
tilorilon. You will recall that fundamental to4an understanding of
the philoaophy of BEOG was need, not necessarily income, and in
that the BEOG's are a part of the formula for providing educa-
tional allowances and it is not accurate to say that the cost of
educational allowances are tied to law income students. It may be
tied to students with nebd. Do you appreciate the distinction?
"Ma. GORDON. I think it is a subtlety I have been a little careless

about.
Mr. PRADEMAs. It is important because it explains why there is

a BEOG law on the statute books. If you go back and listen to
the hearing debate on it, you will appreciate the significance of the
points I ain perhaps not eloquently making.

a I have two other quick questions about SSIG portability and
I will atop here and let Mr. Eshleman take over and let somebody
else ask the questions. Thank you, Dr. Gordon, for your very ex-
cellent testimony.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. We have to leave in a couple of minutes. I just
want to pursue the legialation where we are considering abolishing
assets, altogether. I think you said that you would recommend that
non-liquid assetswell, have you made up a ,defipition of liquid
and nonliquidf,

*,
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Ms. ,GOseor.r. N,ot in careful legal terms, no.
Mr., ESIIT.RMAN. You mentioned farm and home ownership.
Ms. Goimoi.z.- Yes.

ESHLE3IAN. You wouldn't limit non-liquid ass ets to just those
twOthings? . '

GORDON. No. Actually, I wouldn't want to press this distinction
too far. We formulated our recommendations before RR. 3471 was
introduced and did not anticipate that the subcommittee would be

-consideringa proposal to disregard all assets.
Mr; Esimmirax..1,Vould you exclude the first thousand or two of

t he savinm- account?0-Ms. Gomm Surely. I think we would consider any reasonable
provision which would exclude some portion of a sit-iings account.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Pennsylvania has a $50,000 limit, that I am sure
you know. In other words, anybody under that would be non liquid
and anybody over. that is liquid. Does that sound feasible?

Ms. GORDON. Well, that might make some sense, although I can
think of situations in. which a large family might have a $50,000
and hoMe-and would still be able to show need. I really don't want
to- get into detail on this, because our recommendation is a rather
general one. t

Mr. ESHLEMAN. If, at a. later date, when counsel deals with morn
speCifies on assets, I would be glad to receive your comments.

Ms. GORDON. Xes.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Mr...Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. No, I have no questions because you anticipated

my line of questions. I thank you so much for your statement.
Mr. EsnumA-I. I officially adjourn this meting until 9:30 tomor

row morning but unofficially we will stay and the staff of both, the
majority and minority will question at this time and the testimony

"will be in the record.
ilThi.reepen, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned until the.

following morning. At the directiGn of the subcommittee, staff
members discussed the issue further with the witness, and the en.
suing dialogue is printed below.]

.Mr. ILmarsox. Let me sR, as long as we are on the record, I know
that Mr. O'Hara-does regret. not having been here this morning. Ile
will be reading your testimony with the kind of attention lie, gives
to the very best testimony we get.

I have- a couple of questions, conceptual questions which I would
like-to ask you, :its. Gordon, about the Carnegie Council suggestions.

remain confused about the difference in concept between a
nonneeds based automatic tuition equalization grant to every kid or
through every kid who goes to a private school and a straight capi-
tation grant to th© private schools.

Ms. GORDON. 'Well, first of all,letl:distinguish between capitation
grants by the Federal Government ali'l by the State. Well, we are
not talking about a direct Federal program of aid, but rather about
matching grants . for State programs which would be framed by
State legislators. The Carnegie Commission, as you know, was
strongly opposed to any Federal ,,apitation grants, because this was
basically the form in which the Statesshad traditionally -aided public,
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eduction, as our system has developed in the Thated States. And,.

tliirdsthat thoesistence-of .private higher education helps-to protect

-aeadeinie freedote utilinhigter education.
Mr. Moor= Dr.Alordon, I hope you don't mind if we pursue-

this for tiw,hile. As I am sure you know, the, financial situation of
privatkinstitutions, thnlinancial difficulty,of'bottrivate and public'
institutions and different segments of the private higher educa-

tional, community end different segments of the 'public higher edu-
(*ion community, this was perhaps the most difficult issue faced;
by Congress din, the amendments of 1972, that time they were
framed.frame

3,1*& ,GORDOti.
Mr. MOONY* Indeedthe Carnegie Commission played a substantial'

role in helping various Members of Congress to decide as to a for-
, /ludo for some kind of institutional aid and of course the kind of

institutional -aid eventually enacted was the cost of educationsupple -
ments progriun.

May I ask why the Carnegie Council has now. decided to advo-
cate u. kind of aid, which most of us assumed was contrary to the
policy of the Commission. 2 or 3 years ago? I refer back to Mr.
Bfademits's,cominent with respect to this having the.effect of a.pass-
through' in the absenceof a needs test.

iti Gearo.g. Firstof all, we are not proposing this aid come 'di-
rettly 'floin.the '?." eileral government.

Mr....Mommx. Well, now, you. are proposing that 50 percent come.
from Federal G.OvernMene.

,

Ms. GORDON. Yes, we are proposing that 50 percent of the Cost
come from the Federal Government, but the- legislation would be-
framed by the State. The grants would actually be administered by
the States. The States would have to gear their legislation to the-
very different conditions prevailing among them.

3.1r. Mmixtr. All right. But I think tinsis'elear.
Ms. GORDON. The Federal Government's role would be a passive

ogle. That is, it would decide, on some date each year which would'
determine what total FT E enrollment. in a private institution in a"
given State was and $375 multiplied by that enrollment would deter-
mine the Federal portion of grant.

I don't see this as getting the Federal Government involVed in
very Much interference.

Arr. MOONEY. ,Y0-tV are attacking the wrong strawman, I am not
suggesting it would get the Government involved. But my point is
you and, not talking about revenue sharing but a categorical aid
progratf

Ms. GORDON. That is right, not general. revenue sharing but a form
of specific revenue sharing, .

Mr. gOONTY. In response to Mr. Harrison, you suggested the -
main part cif' your argument for this-type of program is founded
on the financial condition of certain kinds of private colleges and'
ithiqersities. J y

Ms. GORDON. Yes.
. Mr. AfooxEr. Ave you: aware in the 1972 amendment thi, cost -
of- education grant formula, we took.special pains?

154-459-76----311
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Ms. Gourox. Yes; I amo aware of that.
Mr.fMooxsy. I was amused.
Ms. GORDON. At least, I assume that what you are referring to is

the gradual reductiOn of thesupplements ss ith increasing size, of
institutions, which tends to favor private colleges.

Mr. MooNta. There is a weight in there for smaller institutions
and the way, in addition to the weight, that the money is divided,
according to the 45 45-10 formula SN as carefully considered in terms
of the results. 0

Ms. GortooX. Yes. I think it is probably pertinent to comment in
this context that, in part, the reason for pr: !,using a tuition equal-
ization grant program at the .present time is that we are not very
optimistic about any move, owan' funding of the eost of education
supplement. Several of the key members of this ,Conanitte9, as you
know, have expressed opposition to funding of cost of-education

-,suppleinents.
am not referring to Mr. OlInra, who has not really taken a

Mr. Itrinasox. His position is one of skepticism. _
Ms. GORDON. Mr. Quie has come out quite clearly against. funding ",

those provisions so in a sense we are looking fur seine alternative
means of aidini private higher educatiOn.
'Taking 'the realistic view, it is not too likely those costs-of-

education supplements will be funded.
Mr. Mooxr.Y. It is not tonlikely. As a matter of fact, it

featly unlikely so long as nobody ie,lies for it being funded.
q, Ms. Gormox. Yes. Well, we are continuing to support. such funding.

Mr.-11,fooNni As a sort of 'theoretical proposition?
Ms. Gomm No; not as a theoretical prupohition but as genuine

support. But we are also making another proposal which. we think
deserve-s. careful consideration. 4

Mr. ANDRLNG.1. I third; this is an irp,portant philosophic; train.
of thought that our Members, if they tigerstand it, can thei juagli
where they might want to o on a pnigram. Wt talked bon, many
times about costs when really wie are talking about !wive. I 'FartnC
we don't, have really sound data on costs--;

Ms. Goariox. Well, we have done a fair amount of analys=is of
costs by taking data on totaredacutional exiteralit arrsof
subtracting all or a part of re,:,KalaS &avail/tie, on
what th© pupo4e of the tuut4taa is, weighting :graduate tandems
beause of their higher rogts, and ruining up with an e-tinoite of
Nrhat undergriftluate FTE cc*tii,of education are.

Mr, Axent.1/4oa. Vt,11 tters, for thz; tindergrathmte
level, between the costs tor. say, the 4 year priVate\vollege and the
4 year public college! (.1,,ald rivike a few ,statenasits Namraliair1/41.4
about costs? -

3r s. ommom I did getteiatke far the 4-year public. In.-tiriationi:
rsaid the average was roughly think that is 5-k-se eritaq.,th
for a general average Federal itiatritieg program. 1 thikt
1-year public tuition ta-eied to far rage abroAt ''.:110 aridthat involve splitting thin Cilifferot,,ii het %tem the onAvepiitie3
bare slightly higher tuition ani-4a:. 4--year
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I Now, in prante hiolr ebiention it seems to me the cost situation
is rather different. The cost of privote institutiohs varies-enormously.
There .are, for example, some of the Catholic colleges which still -
rely on priets.or nuns for Jowl of oft air fingilty and whose actual
costare very, very low because their faculty costs are low.

On the other hand, places like Harvard a*d Princeton which
are heavily endowed and base %cry high costs of educationmuch
of it, of course., attributable yam g,raduate..progrrims7.but, never
the'le., they 1111,0 have. higher costs la iindergrad late education
beean..-e faculty salaries, tend to 1:e high in those institutions.

That is what I was getting at, but drop out the'
' untival Ut of the 1.149 Privates..

Ms. Gontios. Take out the Carnegie research universities and
selective liberal art:.% colleges, hich tend, to be high cost itititution97

Mr. But i.,it fair to there s undergraduate costs in
the indopexaleut ahlic tector as roughly.comparablet .

finiikIN, Bob, I tines" that question a little bit
to 00,%%'r lia0 never looked at the data with

referi.e.:e to tt..st p.irtukir 31.; gie s 13 that, for example,
itt St, limo,. , its vtind otith;igradnate FIT m,-ts wutdd
in-ohabl not I. diffemot from the Vili%mity of Sfi touts, but
St. Loin-, Unv, r ;t% iN for riti)n, ilepiludent on tuition.

Amiritm-. Well, I think we ars. gvtting more ileta:led than
the point I e;ro% trying to arri ..o ,Lti ro--,.poliAa to iaititi of
y-tit Oust Attririlt: did lImi it worth plying
remit, The amt.:hi-4110 pc, that paying more to go to Et

t...111Tegy toy thought 35,,, wm t me ra pay ing roughly
tto- thing lot the ciltication Flu% 4,1%.-.4 at a t,%picat umbngradttats
its ,t trotion,

NOW t'a'r 'A!.11111-0 In !lc pii1.:(v..;0:tor, it bsprkns
1? Liri.p..%tcr, '410 Wel& or .1 airt1 lid tls ptitate sector
it li,iproit io tr 41,141004 pi,rictiw. tip irtor. of it.

Mr itrnh41, flog - on child day tar
Nov-. .6 the Jul rat ConerfitrikAnt could mow i,.% to alto/

org.ol,,..o..tosi., twill p,-o% the the just a.- in health
cat,. clef, ft, rilAttc,r of natirmAl that the Coin

f.:AA tt, ,i11 of people it LI -,.?ittetlung thit
f(* vr,4%411., for .01 /4 thi...1*-oplit, tlo prilt ictpr3 of

9 .141fi's $01eitif,r ti! J1 in ills. 6'...trt' ear netliKal (...%ro or in Fighor
%._43/..-Attafi, fitilett tfie might ha) nonpublic.

1, :if offiti, 114t....., a hf,r,I arguing the philoz.ophy that we
..oltow ?with to .114 :.111cos the 'tattoo lies chnki, if, in

h" thit ore. 0, 4 C,elilt.n: and drift iM a Ford in
ti,on. It .

49)51 TII,N Tea 1irEl. rtnit, At - .', :se- % tiro in not ch.% that
no -- 1 tr11.Y1 ttt point mit before would -IPA much

far tot,-..tid tinni me the eadilltat than thy: rd,..
Mr. 1, Well, I tinder-food. Let me try atinater line with

you
tt-,.1 I il,i:!I,t :old in 1=0 i-lte higher etluration. the

two, forelk, PrincAort, I
gt ing of ittiy Littitta

pet iinon%ed in pirt
too, kin told. tho
titan in
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Mr.,...k.immon. When we think of 1,560 institutions it does not
belpto'have llarvard, Stanford, and 59 on use this,

Ms.'Gunoes. Well, I. was saying the help they would get from this
... kind of program would repcysent a conLidera'bly smaller proportlert

of their educational cost. .
Mr. ANDRINGA. I understand. You mentioned that all of your

'recommendations are tied together. '
Ms: 0011DOZT. Yes. . -.

M r. ANDlinitht, Aral -you should not look at, one without looking
at the-total. . ..

fs. Gormos, Yee. Ilk__ .

Mr°. Axnat..no.i,..N.00 I set at least two problems with the tuition
equalization. One i5 tbat th4re are, according to statistics from

.,-. ricr.S, something like 6',.a8 collegiate intitutions with fewer C.=
WO Mug:lents, ,, 3E4. Goneom-Yes. ,., .
, Mr. Amt sea, ell of those are private.
Ms: 600w. Yes. ... .
Mr, A.NDRINO.S. I think there is a real question in thei Mtenbers"

minds as to whether or not you provide .fo 50 or wleateber to pr,vate
inktitution% when them arc ...,.. niai.y tlokiii this day and age Irlii) 'Int

. simivel That is jut an irapreAon some Members have.
The other problem n more poritiml. The kind of rnor7 you are

talking about would tend to flow, most of it, to fewer than a doi.en
.Statez,li`nt. only thl, you liars the tradition of trying not to distill

. gni4t between painie mid private., but now you come forth clearly
with a pritat-,:---orientet/1 program, and nut only. that I.kit one in }Melt
too4 of the fonds are going to £h to a.relatiel,y :lardl number of
Statc.S eadrt of whith has only two Senators in the other body.

M. GtlykitIN. Ye?, let's taI4o your second question fir-t became my
amwer to that i* an eater one. You will romll in cur analysis of
low tuition, tirid thet report will be publi,:.hed very :oft, that we
explovel the p.-_:tbility of a program of Federal grants to the
...4ate gvami to tn,,og to hold tuition down iti the firtt 2 years of
college. We found that tuition, in iod.',;.... inititutioils tecologrt try
with tits, 01/p/rtion of-total enr,.01.ntelit in privete in,t;tutioro. Thai
the potilir, equeittional 4olpotly tei,d, bi be ItitAcr in State:s w.tli
lore, tuirate ,,V.tor... ..

14./oril have --:. part:eottrls good ae,..wer t.,'S %uor firet tele-re ni,
L..-11.[,e I tun mil anew of the fiv.t that :_ouic orthe anatr ',ilk ato
iroitutioro are tineixmoutieally !Frio)),

We toe; 0 ar,-311a4.4 t..-OLItentl'7A of ..:ale ;a hwl,er ,,,hiedr,,,i, o,,I LA ,,e
.fontsd that tlen) are vc11rof(%-mit coinonlint of ...-af,e up to a .t.i.likil

011,14th Isivii1 :-I! A Mi tAnt,:-anornic-,11 ?Lee. btv,inzt, Ono) his
if-rtairt ,:i."11) of faculty 1.-i rno an!, kind of acreptable in,..ti

n of hif.,..,'her eduritior.., ..:,,1 Ow Tiede it faculty' ratio de ',sly
.<1 v;:tik 1/1k.M-4C7 -'412 .W .`?

.
.

10.N:rt., It ,. ,cireiziog bins quirkly we eel* it.....iirrect old
y argnnieut-,, t1,71 tint oo hew 3 or 4 years ;'go,

Mr, io,,r,:u:se,.. W. are till undergoiog them. Bat I guezN w}rit
I 15,;.;4 p"tt iitry }it i.. il, for v., hlt.,Aer e.....,,...ton Co1,...71t-s,.. decided that
s,,,A.,on 4%.-$74,11-(L..t4 imi et-40,4,15PP.. nfit fs7"...i.:/1461, 110,IM fli-It thVirt 'AAA
tom other twotntnendattotr, in the 1-11.:t.:IT-!4- -
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eioraxisr. ".sio, I would not s.ay that, Bob. What I hail in mind
p iroarely isthat converting the 111.;00 program to a, program which
,would conr rouhii,tractisoual costs only would rot be cteirable
-for example, the increaiie.$ that,wp recommend An the funding of
the S.`,:;IG program Nv.e tarried Oa-

! think tfickie are the two rito.4 intexilepe.ndent programa. The
tuition opialititif:in grant stsrda cal it oven 43 a profram to be
ei,fentled or attacked on it.:3 own merits.

Mr. attiosr., That is an excieption tc.cyour ;itealeral, siatement9
L'-.t,outi.ttliing of on exception, *how,. there

ant relationship..4 among all of oar recommendationS ands -aA
isimate/I out in e.4 inciting the mzt of ST w& subtracted the coat
c,f tuition mitairmtion grant !ti that woo' f i, to the lower income

ri,oderit who qualify Mr Stilt aki:. 1 with mt,ect to our
e-Airriate-,4, there Is interilependeliee.°

.% student would riot he eatitlato
Mr. ANDIIINtol., 1.4,44t4: a rehatiew-hip bet seen trot and year SEGO,
441. Ciiiiinos, There a relationship, but the other, parts for

the milact!on /17 relative Importance of the SEC)) program
-the Ist. rear in the scope of SSiG, are cli/sely

don't think, for example, that we would vrart to *.ee the
for SEtttl cot down nrile,t, tle.se for $516 were correspond-
inerex:A.
ANnnoiov. Y,7,1 intinate1 that von.brul eorne up with this

:,lea prior to Loy-, )0ioing the Council, and I pursued thezo
with Per auti oriyhe von can give us a new PeraPeetive

A`t 1,1e. INCnited to go that cav, So we have to start drafting
If/ ospliintent that fa,qtre in the formula iizi.suild
your for rront,tition 14' Whit it be a national average?

M-. tiortoov, the qv:0re that are prcipnc5ing eurrently
Pelt:, might, (.1 ,i.-e for setite,tiing it upward a4 cols inermie at
voio4, htlan' litialt--K4 a coding of $1,6-04), whirh it equivalent to the
erigt %verve of commuter entti nation,wide.

fiswts-sim. Lrf,t-ay then that. 13E00'3 aro going to b related
so it l.tsiii tiguro tor pouirmritetiortal oasts,' if that is Uri averag,.
1;1,1t. twapi ;Kit rerti thowata iteAittitkons have Miralnt4tritotonal

v that averep.:4
31!_k 1lI-41N- Not nonitotructional et/44, they do not vary that

otte-ii That ono of the irgomentt, for t1ti prepo4al. If we concilder
toron4tioioted it.i.ctis://larlv commuter cortA., there are sdine
'tarot icatA from iVgbrIt to trgitA 601 flit* are not very wide. They

TO r,otiritlg like the rariatiovii tuition..
Mr. Astintsu.l. Wv11. I an looking at tonic, CSS data and that is

-0.,ro, Wird, i tho toil:ion ;differential now 5 to It
74f4- GORDON, Average Orivate.pubtie, yes, aboid 5 to T.

Mr. Az.patz,ok "err= tar lira noninstructional colt differential, ig
to, r ei riven k You (14 have to answer the Aluettiori though, in

0,,pkiveritirar, thing, What lopponn..wheri an imitructional ct,t,t
fr,r to partiokir 4.tildent than klif? ai,vrago

Go.-frioN, 11:01, Ow Auden wined n t ski more than his full

Anon,sor., Ft,r meninctrurrion:d eot..-t
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Ms. GonnoN. Yes.
Mr- A-NDRI-M;44 So be couldn't slide over to cover part of his other

costs?
3f.s. GORDON. The grant would be geared to the noninstructiona/

cost.: and the student would not get more than Lis full noninstruaion
al cost, according to whatever standards were established.

. Mr. Alswarxtra.--lifficrsliciuld do-that?
Ms. GORDON. Well, in the present BEOG program that is done

actually, liecausx),,the program has a maxiimuu of one half of total
student east and onelialf ef_kotalAcmclent costs_a_re_de.fined its -liele
instructional and noninstructional costs in some detail.

Mr. ..4...mmulaa. Let's take transportation-5,500 schools, I don't
know how many millions of kidssomeone decides fur each staent
how much goes for transportation?

GonvoN. Yes.
Mr. ANDRINGA. Who decides?
Ms. GORDON. Under the present program?
Mr..Axent*.to.t. 'inere are limits.
Ms. GORDON. There are limits, yes.
Mr. ANDmisoa. Room and board is either actual or within a

limit.?
Ms. GORDON. Yes.
Mr. ANDIUNGA. Who would a s.c.hool e.tiniate transportation at

.$;300 if OE allowed ..5%350?
Ms. GORDON. Well, I think that is a highly technical question.
Mr. Arronrsoa. I mean vsliv wouldn't every school estimate non

instructional cost to be exactly the maximum that the Ian or the
regulations allow? Because it is all very rough estimating.

Ms. GORDON., Well, doesn't that happen under the present pros i-
sian? I don't see that that is a particularly compelling argument
against going to noninstruetional cost.

Mr. ANDRINGA. Right. But when you push on implementing non,
instructional costs, you get down to using averages and has ;mg
someone set limits. We are talking about over 1 million student, where
some only commute 50 miles a day and some actually walk and
forth. Using averages gets away from noninstructioual cost for in-
dividual students. But you are really talking about setting a dollar
figure. The reason we might have come up with a $1.G00 figure
might be because it approximates what the college board said V.14,4
the average noninstruet,onal cost. but I don't see any reason le.yond
that that it is a rationale to errie at $1,600. Why nut stop there t
Why say that the BEMIrpgrani is for noninstriretional mit
only /

513. CroanoN. Well, in practic-e, assuming that the student is quali-
fied for the maximum grant, let us say, to take one kind of example,
because of his needs, and after all the needy determine :ale., gets the .
MaNitritIM grants.

Mr. ArTeam:A. Not need, but exwcted contribution.
M--. GonnoN. Expected family contribution, yes. That student

midi! decide to use part of thaw funds for his tuition.
Mr. Axonm.t. So if he did walk a mile to the local community

college say in California and we gave him $1,00!

tl

;

I
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Ms. Gonragq. He -wouldn't 1141.4 any tuition at the locat.cemmunity
college in California. Ho might-in same other State.

Mr. ANTRING.l. Say ho qualified on the basis of expected contribu
tion for the maximum grant, allith is $1,600, limy that coirumm:ty.
-college did figure in when it sulpittced to the college boa Air
average student needs this much for t c,flari and this i it
more L ooks and o on, but what you are mng, if hi could w to
school and live at home and if ho boiight books used at $100 liastead
of the estimated $.300 you are-saying that even if there were tuition

__there or fees of $70 or whateeer,iie soWd gay it, s tau are not
really- well, you .ire really ghing the student money to pay h:s
total bill, are you not?

Ms. Gonna. $1,600 is not going to come close to the total bill.
Mr. Aromaroa. You are really allowing the family, well, he is not

paying room and board charges at a college but you are recognizing
it costs his mother and father this much?

Ms. GODON. I have argued in a number of statements I have
written; and the Carnegie Council would argue, that the lower the
family income the more difficult it is for the :trident to Meet his
subsistence cods, and that is one of the argunicall iii favor of going
in this direction.

In a family with very low income, foregoing earnings is a real
sacrifice, that is the earnings the student would get if not enrolled in
selaiol. They ate not a terribly meaningful sacrifice in ,a well.to-do
family. Therefore, atm if there is a low cost community college
available., or no-co-t one, as in California, coming up with those
subsistence costs is a burden on that family because the student is
usually not earning while he ib in college if he is going full time_

Under the current provisions, ho usually cannot get more than
half of those noninAnictional co.4t.., So, part of the thrust of out
argument is to get away ,front that 50 percent limitation.

HYtuusoN. Before we get to the red Comette, I wonder if w*
could\go to another is-sue. You are being eery generous with your
time, chi the National Stieleot Loan Mak, would you explain to me
how that would have a favorable impact on the default rate? I
gather from your cost figures in your paper you as orld it would.

31-%,GOttnoN. beeaose one of the featare-s of the propos.al is
that repayments be made through the Federal income tax.

Mr. Hamusox. If.; it juA a tougher collection arrangement?
Ms. GonooN. So the ITS would police these repay in,.nts. in tho

normal course of policing the income tax.
Mr. MooNtr. Are you proposing now that the relatiornhip, the

legal relation-hip which jirt-selitly edits between the and the
taxpayer should be arrad uvet to the collection of theiai loan, of
are you tuggeAing the IBS should administer tlie, according to fig,
existing debtor Lreditor relat;oriship under the uniform conatacrLial
code?

111 tlenneN., You are gittirit into a legal technicality I ani not
acquainted with.

Mr. Moon:T. That is quite an Lairs-I:taint ditTerenc.: when you talk
about TITS. Are you aware----

Ms. Goirrak:. I am not a lawyer,

s.
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Mouzirr. You don't hVeLe be. Are you-aware of the nign9ZIM
'glitch the l ;3,now allowed,urider law to take in the collecWon of
tuxes which the Gotiernment contends sr owed by a taxp/yer, such
-as-seizure of rii-ate in4.-pv-rty -rwity, without Any judicial
procmi-at nil V ,

Js, GORDON. Ne, I really am not an expert on the Ins enf erce
merit procedures at all. I lame never been delinquent.

Mr. SIOONVT. Was thisoviir considered-bz the counclfl
Ms. Camas, 1-4e14--tbink that tint npee,tftc feature was ever dia

a matter of fart, this is frown] that stems from the
CVO and La simply Wen tTairt avet y e tonne

Ap peared in its prr,,-elit. form. in the 19 TO version of Quality
%int i-Equolky, in which, it was spelled out. I, satin on anuniber
of disewions led up ,to that, and deal think that *c ,ot
into teclinkul legal questiou4 about what the MS does,lo elite

or. 'pa went.
Moose!. You ought to look into it ea-pet:hilly since in recent

month, in fut this lair month, the Coinaussioner was forced by
circtunatonces- to issue IWO regulations and intel-Pretatit)it of br
propooed regulations, that related to the obligation which ,rriight
exist ,betneen the 4.Rtielent and a lender when the school from which
the bid has borrowed znune folded up or for some reason was un-
oble to provide him with what he cont.tucted to receive.

Ifs. Gomm To.
Mr. MOUNr . if you put the .P.S together with that fact situation,

and the collection proozdurra which the IRS is allowed to use, you
Would bo creatin,q a contractual remedy which is nolaiown in the
Englisinveaking' world.

M. Gomm Well, isn't part of that _problem., going to bp 'taken
are of through the new FoIleica tiOrralnit:Sturk reguluana and
the Office of Education regulations wh:d.i, in. the latter cwt. remure
A heandarth for refunding? Admittedly wn a &IAA fOldS, &ere
are .preblentc.

Mr. Aloosey. Well, I am not sure it would be taken aan of, Pos-
f.iblv it would be remedied livthat, but not certainly,

Ms. GeRnoN. Well, certainly those regulations, and there are two
sen. as I undemand h, one has been kssued recently by FTC and
auotlel set cd xvgultion.3 by the Offi,=,,e of Education. Both aim at
prbletto of irreporehle advertising by school% lack 'of any in's)

for refund %lice Ftudent withdraw-S.41nd Vii.s kind of thing.
Mr. Moosev. We :lie talking about nicer iitustien% than that..
Ufa. Gnoos. Y(.1...-4. I man VO are talking about situations in

it Rhoel goc.:, into bankruptcy.
Mr. Nfoosev. (Jr where a etudent feel. he !,,s a lOpmate right

:ender the ordinary, et under the cl'ivicty .twetipte41 plitic.plel of con-
traet, hw not to pay. .

Gorios. Tint the5c: etodents can.p;,,, into ban lupteyifoo, and
that 4 hariperiing. So there, of cour#:',,a03 the p erie) but I am
n xt :sore that thei me such compelling problems as to ckciroy rite
wholo concept. There is a grolung problem of default under. the
eN;,-141.tt Prognuo,, and the melianiikinhosrd incentives for collection
ass itt,A Wprtzent to toiatiafactorj



Ifainuaoza Under this student Joan Vink proposal, would the
student have eoar art of right to the lean, would he have access to
the loan. as of right, or woidd the student loan bank exercise the

47sarne kind of prudential,iudgauents-the-bank now exercises in nutting
alp? e

1,1%. tiorino. I would think tlait the might hav© to hp some
standards that would go to past records of not paying debts, for
example. But I don't_ think that there would be restrictions that
would prevent the Prdinary ttixtlent wbp didn't have a record of that

------sort-from-gettingarloara--
e There would not be an income test ander our Proposal, and there

Would be no real subaidy of interest. There would be a deferral of
interest, .but deferred interest would have to be included once the
Vepayenkit period began.

IfamueoN. Virmild a loan dee;siorr be made by an officer of the,
National Student Lev Bank?

Omega-. res.
Mr..11atievima. Or wouki it be made by a financial aid officer at

the institutiont
3.113. GOROM4 I ii."4rilc it could be made by eithei one. The financial

aid officer alight fer the ti_itlent to the nearest regional repre-
mutative of The National tudent Loan Bank, but we have not
spelled out those atiministrotit) details.

Mr. IlainasoN. Eeeentially, you are talking about a Federal agency
which would deal en a one-to-one basis ,pith a fairly large universe
of Ftudent loorTeaters,7

Ms. GORDON, r fkk.... That might be true in ramie cases.
Mr. atarnerana. Throogh hanle-r?
Ms. pONDON.. I think that in con'aidering this propoeal, Ji/n, and r

recognize from earlier convereadorks with you your resistance to loan
rograms, we have to recognize that we have had xi:Ailing like full-
tending of the etudent grant programs. If the student grant pro-

grams were fully fended in the form in which we are recommending
them, their the need for lelna would be appreciably reduced., and
include here the college work study program which I think is an
important C;150 ponit-far -rtaere, adequate funding.

However, while the need for loans -win& be substantially reduced,
/j5tV the need for a rraidual loan program aS especially important
for some etudeata attending experoa. ye private institution and fer
graduate and pre.ifeaaional students. Thrav must be a petal loan pro-
gram for &Tilen.; and profeaeienal students, paxdeulariy since
there are FS/ many arguments these daya etaniat fellowelups for
those etielenoe

lifooaarr. How would it be capitalized?
Mia,ratteme., Through bemiring from the r.S. Treasury That is

therpropreal, and that explains oureost tkare. It assumes' a fa5 billion
.rag authorization at an interval rate of *irspercetit, The current
ration for f5alke Mao is $14)0 million, and that is through the

priratoilittr101
MI Momene /low de pa, tliTirit, err can you speculate en how this

would work under. let's my, pis; alit girt ainatances where the Treasu-
ry itself is evidently goieg to have to l tlow an awful lot of money
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in the next fiscal >car, and probabl> in the fiscal year successding the
next one?

Ms. GORDON Yes. This obviously would increase the ,general Gov-
ernment debt if authorized to this extent. In faa, our proposal does
not contemplate going immediately to $5 billion as the total author-
ized borrowing capacity. All of our preposals assume gradually
moving toward that kind of funding, tend $.", billion, eventually might.
not be any ve9r serious addition to. the national debt. Furthert,nore,
this is needed initially to get the loan program started, Eventually,

students start repaying loans, the progatni w41 -ultimately be
financed- iii a revolving fashion.

Mr. MOONET. What. lam addressing is availability of capital.
Ms. CORDON. Yes. Obviougly, this is not a very favorable time for

suddenly cre=ating a Government agency that could borrow up. to
-.95 billion. That is not ,what we are proposing. We are proposing
pos.:Ably gradually converting Sallie, Mae into a. National Student
Loan Bank, and probably not discontiqfiing Sallie Mae's existing
function in the process. There might be sortie merging of private and
Treasury funds in this situation. Sallie Mae does its borrowing from
private institutions.

Mr. NrOONET. What about NDSL
Ms. GORDON. We are reconunending phasing it out.
Mr. Mooxev. Would you phase it out gradhally so as to'give, so as

'to lend an opportunity, to see whether things will work out or not
with respect to GSL?

Ms. GORDON. What we are recommending is gradual phasing out,
We have not spelled that out in precise detail, and frankly we ,did
not attempt to estimate the.residual costs that would be associated
with phasing out the existing loan prognsms., Clearly you would have costs fur defaults going on for a consider-
able period of years, but it is extremely dillietik to come up with
any sort of estimate as to what those costs might be. In connection
with the direct 'student loan program. although the council did net
dis-eus.s this in detail, I think we would probably favor simply dies
continuing new appropriations anti allowing institutipas to retain
whatever funds they bad in their eevol%ing funds. But,we are opposed
to continuing the 3 pereent interest rate in the direct stulIent,loan
program alongside a mudh higher interest rate in the GSL fkOram.
The 3 percent intereq\rak is an anachronism which was appropriate
when the legislation was enacted in 1e5S.

'Air. DIEFENDERFER. As I understand, the two bask criticisms of the
wittranteed student loan program, one, is that it does not nutke funds
available to certain low et-ononiie strata students.

\f*. GorteoN. I wouldn't go quite that. 'far. I would say ihere
certainly is a probability that it is going to be more Lliflieult for a
low-income minority gioup student to get a lop from the local
bank than it is for a student whom family has status in the com-
munity and good credit standing, and so on.

Mr.'Dir.FENDI-11FER. And, secontil>, the critic ism of the default rate?
Ms. Gamic-ix. Tbe default rate, yes, of course, is a growing problem

in the guaranteed student loan progiam. But I have a long discus-
'Finr in my statement which meutiens a number of other problems.

5G8
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I did not want to frft itittl that in great derail in my oral statement
becair&o it simply Npeated what I paid when / t tstilied last 14iie.
FJ,*eritifilly 0/m11:at of the aatentent wa3 idencal,

Mr. iiIEVENDERFTJZ. Well. whaf I *as rondering, I have not had
. nit opportunity to read.% four .,tataluent. and I will preface my remarlo

with that, but in terms, of your retirolv for the default Pittlfltr011 it
1.ciellW, to Pii,' if the remedy ii: pte:Able, if it N piaFiihle legally, it could
lr ngplotod to.-41tot-inv-cont4444r.orto641'int1tnt bun program ivr4t to
osr;ily RS a new 1mq:ram.

Aoxliiilryi in tertriA 1 ie ettintal a,oeti fillip type- of -program,
, itr,triel of giving up the vicaltli of priest fun& that tire now going

into the pm-ent loan program. wouldn't you think it better to kee i
the,e r.oitret..., of fonds itisl ninyht, crviitc. a national student kin

. minlinednition to aid the AtAdeuti oho cannot get funds out- of the
private-etoe?

31'. (Tomas- Weft, I third,: that, given the .nom total of problems
tv--o.7iated with the vsi,ting Federal 4incanteed student loan pro-
gr-,-.241, that. I would`stand csr utro/v, and I think the council would,
heloml our teeounitilulatiort that-that ,,progrant be phase ant. .

..
We do not leave as ...k. tong a potit;on to relation to the St-ate guartin-

4. ttril Irnti ',mummy, %Ile:1* hale apparently bad a considerably lower
default rat", whi,le ISfi ken attributed to better adminictration. I
th,a, ti, A Iwo,- .0...) k t-Nplaini44 in part by the:fact that proprietary

ii,04, am nit in, ,di ,,d on tile Stooto progrant4 let all racit..z.
Mr. Itirp-Niqurru I think iii Ile; heft, largeA State progfams they

_nil., New fork: and Veno,y I van ia. 6 . , - ..
M. 4nnt'ork., Yv.. Rut in tettn4 of "the ultimate role of lilatigrat

originally forneilateil it, propm-al for the National Student TAKI
titulont I.,0111 Batik. let ,nay that vilien iiu' 'Carnegie Cointriii,31 b

proji,in,, Sante Nino del nor ext4t, although t1n was a mrototurrudli`
,...1

t--)4 in that *into" rool lulding toward tlw ri,41.bility a somethirgt
i,r- i...-dile lino, Nov:, IN(' ;,to' `.,'-11:4,1g that I IPTP are tioi-citivilitic.)-; of + t:

.-,,1)...,; t 1,,,,;r S 1110, 3i,- :, ii Naiionel Student Loan Bank, We have
not xis46/1 out i.lactly look. it would be done- It w,tuld require a
,t,--i.,,11,,,i. id,,,1 of 4,14,.. iti,,t wr. 1,11,- not undertaken, bit I ruin see
r,,,,nvoliti,- of :i .ornlaination 1,f pri ato and public funding for the
t;,,,d of orwtatmn I tr,1- 'tat. aka that I am not apOlnp:tte about
Ty,' ITiv-Ing 9ieiled oiii tiio.-e proile,,ion, in detail, becal41.0 if our re.
port oe Ow b'e7leii.1 lot, eii,., to Ix, ii,efill lit _dation to 11-15 atuoid
vivt,, it hid to he conspic,44 le a cette,itt date,

Antsromh Thal rho colovii iir, any Ws'ai: on the problem of
1,tion 0, .tehnt,v th,, problem orgioleriN kpowing the full

rooer of option,, thi, fell xatig., of proyttortv,. program criteria, And
Sitelnei,o1 atilt ...

M tionoo., WI, hA,,,, ha.) ,,,r#11 rp.-onurionclation,i in s in; of our
6 4.

AI\
r.elltit to tli:it. In th report, on "The raropu, and the

tv the ,-_-,iintii-,en, 03-1PM{Prilki IlArn;ng pavilion:, and al;:o ter i
4-01$161,111),11 I itil avail-414/h,, partieidartv in large urban nrca?.., of

.

ei,o1.1-,, for infornotgron of Andvut.- gicrng then not only informa
!Joe on tirEtriiAl hail but alto on tie, P Hail,, i.ieritti of tn-titutiom
tir.- Toiht V:Ztrit to :Mewl aril to Oh.
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Mr. ANDIMNO.AnFinally, are there any specific proposals inhere you
feel the council is more eip...pped through your data processing re
sources, or staff now free to work in the next 2 months, where .,you
feet you are more prepared to 'work cur the speciecst

Ms. gnaw , I would .gay on the kinds of questions you were ask -
ing eaxher about cariationa in costs among private institutions, this
kind of thing we could.do, althougb. the data would not be particu-
larly recent, because, ns )0U kliQUI OE financial data come out more
slowly than any other kind of data. But I don't think that is im-

ortant because the pattern of variation does not change greatly
.from year to year, although the actual costs change. But the char-
acteristics of high cost versus low cost private institutions, for
example, do_not change.

I may say, though, we have a, number of other studies going on,
quite apart from Federal aid to higher education. 'Iowa% er, we Would
do our nest to undertake any special kind of analysis that we were
capable of; doing. -.

Mr. IrArausos. You said something earlier about being apologetic.
I don't till)* a soul in the room has less to apologize. for than you
An terms of knowing not only ithat You were talking about, but also

cwhat -we are talking about.
Ms. GORDON. Well, thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at :1:10 p.m., the meeting ended.]

....
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, THE STUDENT FINANCIAL MD ACT OF 1075

- TUESD11,454-1Tiatfilt-250'19m

HOME Or-REVILUNTATIST.fil°:
SUBCOMEITTSECN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

OFT= COIVAITIWZ ON EDUCATION AND LAIlOits
1Ya8hingionl D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:40 man:, room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, lion. ilichael Blom; pre id

Members present: Representatives Blothin, Benitez, Simen,t4Aittl,
Quie, Eshleman, and Mrs. Smith.

Also present: Sim Irarrison, staff cl:rector and Dr. Robert. An.
dringa. minority staff director.

Mr. 131omrr. 'rho subcommittee will come o order.
My apologies for being a 'Qv minutes late la getting started.

Chairman O'Ifara is probably going to be late In. arriving this morn
ing. We have several things going today.

I understand that yesterday we did not get to Mr. lane of the
National Catholic Education Association and wo,might as well start
with you.today.

You have the option, as I understand it, sir, ,of either reading
your statement or having it ipserted in the record and talking in
general about it or hod you would like 6 go.

STATEMENT OF IOMTII KM, NATIONAL CATHOLIC
EDUCATION ASSOGnION

Mr. KANT. I request I submit it for the record and Lexpect to add
a section on loans later which will go with this.

Mr. &mix. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The full statement referred to follows:3

PREPARED STATEMENT DS KANE, LIDMEIATTVE CoNRELTA.m. (vnuar. AND
12.,,nzustlx DrrATTratzsz NATIONAL CATTIOUG Etit,DATIDNAI. Assocurtrei

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on rostarcundni7 Eh.ai.
lion. I am Joseph Kane, Legislative Affairs Consultant.uf the College and'
UntierbIty Department. National Catholic Eduentlenal Assudatlon. 0 behMt
of the National Caution.. EtImational Association, ythitl teprments nearly ZO
Catholic colleges, and tuyiselt, I wish to thank`the Chairman of ,the Subconb
notice on rostsceondaq Education and all of its members for extending !Alts
mtitstym to comment on legislative proposals. Mr. Olken clearly believes in
tee futurna postsecondary etitiention In this couotrl --It is goad, to 'know that
his Interee-tuntlattes and stimulatio national-attention h. Its Prolfielne.

Probal0 at. no other time has a subcommittee on edaration had so math
information available to it trorw mmisifonts associations. Ihsilttalom found
tionbcorporateantl.otbeta /se, aid Individual researchers, as the financial a9d
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stimulated diverse opportunities repreeented by ituteleened and Independent
institations. They have allowed taapuiere reasonable uptiune in the eLelee
educational opportunities. Are We nelv to foreclose on these freedoms, ea these
rights?

There -has also been an historic balance between federal tenet state pie
rogatives in the area ut riestsecOndary eviticatlen. I can thoroughly agree. with
Air. Quids statement at the annual banquet of the National. Council al
Independent Colleges and Universities ene January 13. "one leaue that
definitely a state rather than a federal Alley is the Issue of tuition." Ile
-added that would be a -mistake to ,make the "federal government take
a deliberate stand on low, tuluon and enforce it vOlth some form of the carrot
or stick.l' --v 11

To restore a balanced view )pf postsecondary education. I Would employ
Howard Bowers Idea of "tension." tit Is.hatdly neeeesitre to Adeetify Howard
Bowen td this committee.) Applied- to the social arena, tension refers to a

..constant state of equilibrium between weights or values at either end of a
scale which inr0 reariudically or continually change, requiring a sort of Nee
tenten reaction at one end to resture immediately the imbglance crested at
the optic/site end. The relatIonehileut state -owned anal asdependeut pusteeeendere
education Is qne such tension, actively created and maintained by our demo
cratic dispesitions and ideals. Our first colleges wen. not only ptivatee they,
were church - related. State-owhed Institution arc a relatively pew -adventuee. Ire
a short nine, however,, by reason of their revenue base, their expansion has
nearly swamped 'the independent. collegiate eettes. Yet, the differences between
the two are dissipated by the common activity of educating the public- a fait
welch mteu eareleeely or carefully y lenore or conceal. Both Liee:teeri...4.re gehli-
ellucation.

e.
If we ate to preserve the "louden" or elastic balance between the stets- '

owned and Independent educe:ace It ja eeereeure to provide adevolAtu Demme
to do so. It Is the business of the-federal government to ensure lids condition
for It is the guarantor of rights and freedoms. Tu tip the balance An factor of
one or the other will he reflected not merely in a ebange La the distribution of
tax revenue, but In a qualteative Impact on our eetlal and politicel lastituderee

There dues exist a mischievous factor lu federal student *aid programs
Generally, they do not take Into account the difference between "prime" 4t
state - owned and independent Inetitutions, tilde probably la Pert of the tanta
nntten of the clecreaseIn the share of total enrollments by Independent Instlfe,
noes between 190i-1974. from 30% to =ie. The rewords to lo,a-incon4 stederds,
mike it pleetable to attend a lee; tuit,en institution while leltilbitIng
income student from attending elehez priced one. In other words, no iiecultEt
is taken of the Mete subsidy to students J., keep tuition price* ler. We'alieuid
realize that low-tuition Is not Just a pence, It Is an aid program, iropessible
bong metaled by Independent lastitutione it eituael be Lakeueinto account In
dletribution formulas of federal Md.

As you hitilIV ...ale Carnegie Couilcd, tins reetle recoguleetletetitien gee'
beteveer, etareoveutel and Independent Institutions, rete!mmenetEng en ivierefeete
the inauguration of a federal Incentive program to elates In ffeet a.he Lettere.
tuition differrnttal. The formuia Intiodueed proposed a .14).411 teateltela grant,
the eum Of which world equal one-half of the per etehent edlest.ereol sedeed,.
at pellicle leetitutiune Ache Natiumel Council of IldePendenl Colter" and t al-
vet-iles nail prupese# tultien vffeet idea LeWeeeetba.extieet. verge-nit eitt-
ing for a partienlaritoniuln. At-cording to the NC)C1: report, States
students at state-etteled institettom, on the /eremite of Whit. If you provide a
!rerun grant of Me, that etadeat is subeldlted In the tie:count et eute,
the etudet attending a private Inelltinien
an education whose costs ars sbv1181.

to Le, perfectly meet. the reekeei eeeeeteuele ,i;:eled provide ,tuelreentele
As the Carnegie document suttee, 'We Gelle re. that the letup leer eenee for lie,
federal government to tithe derlive steles to tedht the AlMitros to weir effect,:
to preserve pritate colleges and unirensittee 'DA the esteet them' PP,
social kneflte from public sulendisatier, of Whet educeelve, awes break-%
accrue from ,collegiate evinentlen In releate. as well 414 in ereLliv, leertiiialh.;ree
Three strung case fur at least' &mull pat & xeleddieatee of telgete
higher edicalion, as pun) as larapioc44(04,,,,a,1; tkuto, (Ng. fKe Ogb; kkiitt

Hons." ,
But,,ne matter the method. we believe theft sae new eludeat aelletatezet

should weigh, meow to diaereediate 4w/dal *nerds le ertreleate aitexettue
, Otk
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..t. particularly special Issue Arian with tblit,,billtirtd that I information
to vrahiarg its trupaut. I submit that it Is 'too Uni...rrqd too inopportune to
ctange adlcally the direcuon of ctirrent studeni tua Prograds. While there
are defideoees, In the present ,legtillatieft-L45.itti,...thost. aril known, we can '
hardly -say on the strength of liny data we *, that major repairs are
mit,,essury. Nut only have apprtipriatious beg '?equate and- Oective, there
4-tt noevalautiora3 orzeports from the Ofilco 1 Etrucation:,on'the-progranN

. -- We, illustrative1y, poiot to the Basic Grants AIX Til(tre are excessive stir
pinscs-hut nu Amy to account f,er -them, we hate d distribution tables of BEOG

,, students attending 2-fear, 4-yeat or.brOpriviiity aureola, of state- owned and
,itadopetrilvit---tasittutiuns- student- vie)lees, of anionittiaL or Vretatages of the

.. -landtvi_fus to any of these. ITo- litiqw that 40%-of thibe eligible to receive
7,-.PVAV:47--upt. 4WD of those RAID t, thosa applying .and ,approred for

...---grpota. did not enroll at.-a.- st-Fetii Irititution with his grant.
.4-40cond example is 3A? Oit, Pr Moseley Cited data thkt "pilblic Institn-

-- noils-r,paritcolarly-p Witt 4.61t 4 121%), would gain!-relatively mainly
beVaa.q. 1..1,, tit, , cuts tati elr ., .p ccpr feature." 1 sinceroy doubt
itiliffl*R--44.1. #stn wu 110 oO.0 -o ,,re wive, pealing solely with statistics is
2t(.43 1,iiatteUt. it 1.A.jirrY41A1?14h1# 'at the: would be an absolute gain, cwt.:,

:-_,J-ittersagPotli institutional it it oharacteristles together. The explana-
.----ttottl%)--tiilmulously simple. 4f there-a-re two collegai, one whose price is 411000,

:mid 'the other's le.,..5009')) whin will a stuaent'go If the BEOG grant is
, 411.1Q00:*The analogy wig; he Xletnain Veterans G.I. bill is striking: provide .

---7.--n,:autistily Large enough. to pay all out-ofpocket costs at Is tow-price institu-
motr.-aad y'ou will hale as many students at low-pFlee colleges' ai there are

, viiteratie, Ze4. ,
-i,- emphasize the need fur accurate data and information fr9m 'responsible

sotirees. War Jegisiattre efforts are inflicted by a Menlo* of data Intst*

.. rind fcequently latrine a bins whieh leads to, gen ralikationit On the basis of:.' aystlabled by oriMnizations nog always reniesenta ve, of theli5-cdtistittiencles

.mtrtiol or incomplete information. 'or exajnfile, I feel certain that everyone'S
,_ Ibillreds100 initivneen that Wachs enrollments, were continuing to decline until
..the. 4. Itrontele of Higher Edugotion published its "enrollment picture" on

Mardi 17. Actually blues enrulTpients tb14 year are reported At) have Increased
111fr. ..,, -.

The Report of the National Commission on linancing Postsecondary' Edu-
cation tap. 1(14.156) Indicates that w6 are not sufficiently knowledgeable about
which students, or why those students, attend colkes. Family Income is not '
the sole important variable. The problem of access is "clearly not related to
fatally alone.- High Sellout tracking, as well as parental levels are apparently .

moresignificant. .4'"
let we find proposals to direct BEOG's to a cost-of-living subsidy thin

means taking educational funds and targeting them ,to a quasi-welfare pro...;
graiu--without airy idea if (a) the student needs more or less tuition support,
ibi whether the target population will use the monies profitably, that is, en-
roll lint not attend, or Whether cost-of-living is a just measure of edupational
need. Wehave np quarrel with providing students chill cost-of-living subsidies,
but we share the convictions of ninny that this is, not the time to reallocate
education funds, that such subsidies should be provided under another budget,
and p?rticulaaly that the issue be first studied thoroughly to assure that the

-need deists. .

It may appear that I have added extraneous material here. It seems to me,
however, that if this bill's BEOG program Is matched with zero and low .
tuition, then a different measure of need is required. It would be.regrettaple

(if any new measure of need IS unrelated to educational costs. t
I would like now ,to make a few inents on specific programs in II.R,

3471. I add that while we share the vivo of the Association of American col-
kites, National Council or Independent Co eges and Universities on these pro-
grams, emphasis on curtain pbitits may be worthwhile.

The general orientation of the student assistance 'programs should be '
observed. No meaning is attached any longer to tampas.based programs, aside
from being an employment vehicle. Where is the institutional initiative for
recruiting low-income and minority students'? Can or will the federal govern-

, silent actively do this? Adam Clayton Powelli a farther Chairman of the
-*-Vonnrattee on Education and Labor, once said that if blacks werrtto make it,

,
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Z'bs stash. most, hapartartt. fiestare Is the pru met rernstraI of the cast,
lateducallos ;Ina la,the crosunt, MI. We eau itte .s. :MA* a drastic' fct.---

olLiota tA4'oti ditianit:lo If the formats, wen to b4 &sued. 'no stark.
agnashat ,tho4praty al ul,tla VA clot, limit 6 .tahl _La "relattrety lithe ineardis
t students, rsho ate itatadlat a high itrI4.-e IasiftattOn-atiray -from Wear' mis
sae tho point, as doe; 4114 alrallar reirtare, that it, dues -not affect VIZint gulled*
at high-cost, is,11,tationa." The -pApt It ,ntast he kept In mind 4,tlist It
frili, *ALM- oti.ltditiLa erettendlua,htritate lusdtatioas. The iunowaraf 126-
OU; nt'vd- ta-atkad a I'd?? IrAttutivA caa infititate-a student attritd
A low prica laitItatlaa ch can theft 1141 ACCd, in adattinu. retatirtnII- the
ous-hall rule '-uraultt be the 4zat step to newrLa4 etincstiortat seed hi Cost
of440.4. awful* no reason to set the limit of a BOO AWAld trk tAltitlettOnal
or cjacati9nal-coats,,if theta sra n ettoth student.

stratums= MATE,
The Supplemental Great program in HAL 8471 destraYs both Institatiartal.

dealt:IWO to patirsge studeot all and any prospective means to aid Itring
middle Income students with gFaate. On the other hand, we would-not. bo op .
pelted to a new but entirely separate program at aid to low IneOcao students
with high scadenile oualiticauvos One ;should ascertain, however, whsthet It
tumid add nay Ming to litoit theae'studet,ta already obtalrilrozo Alter sources.

, -
ITOSIC 61171IY

All of the schools with attic?" I hare discussed the cws ptsp04
that it la satisfactory to tiourova need from the criteria. At the sortie Uwe ho'
ever, the aid akar said he would carry on business as usual Anivaidtag
the noels of need, hugely because there-art aaUy Insurnderd funds mai
now to meet panel-approved-Seed.

sir. , , ATATIC4/ICZNIMI AMNIA ,

There alytats to ho no reasuit fo change radically the SST°
. ,

et Um
Present time. _Certaioiy, any other federal Incentive 1,40A-AIL 1 clean*, hats
It should be separate and complementary. ,/

One nuxillicatioa etrich requires IsmolderatIou is repladng e present base .
, year renewer with a !Jostles baso-year. The present cundtlor/J too rigid =der

changing economic coadliosis sod possibly reduces the inpa Ties of atatt' to
increase rirograki subradlea. Increasing the appropriations, ,of cpurst, woold-be
the best improvement of all, enabling the SAM program, to hecome the moat
effecthe way to Increase student aid, it would also ne ,i1PPrODrlate to add a
by-pass arrangement In terms of which private lostItArtIons in tholei states
which do sot permit aid to 'private colleges especially, the diurch motivated,
could obtain direct federal fw as does title I In 4SEA. .

.The proposal to add facilities aupport for zero tuition publIce,ritittlons
wield, semously damage state aid plans to help the independent, ter. It Is
Abu very probable that this will -reduce state scholarship aid. Card Slierird be
taken that any Incentive program does not provide It loophole frii rates to

, dlratelsh support -fox independriot pustsecodary Institutions And -students.
lir extending support. la facilities, this 4;1'01)0=1 can. also be understood es s
first step toward'elftinatIng needas a-criterion for aid.

_With respect to the idea of "slate effort" as A criterion of fideral aid, we
must be grateful for the efforts. of Mr. Chester"rhni of Brooking Institution.
for his. admirable commentary, on this isstm, and the efforts of Wayne Kit .chling
and Ben Lawrence. Mr. Finn's -view, which we shareIs that tint proijen?, is .

extraordinarily movies, and that probably an effort index is not at rill nett's,
. sary in view of ,the "locentice" principle already, in the program. rf you do

not bate,thealterature relating to. this,Issue, I pall be glad -to:.*e that you
reedy* it.. . . _

... ,
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In short, to remedy zthe'wealalessealn.13.11. S,ATI, a specific program.of aid
should be added, .targeted to students -attending independent institutions,
preferably a tuition. offset' program; the current student aid PrOgrarat,-BEOG-
CWS-NSDL, should be continued and coordinated to provide /of greater trana-
fethbility of Institutional allocathins at the- campus level 4. BEM .shotild be
reviewed to assure ketter utilization of appropriated finds; and, until a program
for replaceinent of the current loan programs is- established, such as an Etincaz
tionar Security Fund or,Bank, NDSL should- remain In its present forhi. :While
it may be appropriate to suggest. that the states /,administer FISL, It would be
-harmful.to many Independent -collegest and universities to deny them the right
to,be Institutional-lenders. SSIG should be-expanded in its, present form, ap-
propriation wise, that is, not diluted by -the-addition of -non - germane, targets.
It may become the lnost effective way availabih -to increase -student aid
fundS, .

We de-not. share the- criticism of some that _there exists confuSion and Ir-
rationality In the present number, divgrsitY and mix of student assistance
prograrns. There should-be as 'Many- progiams as there are Atudent.eonstitnen-
cies to use them effectivelY. There. may be legitimate reasons to Add a full-
cost program for low-income academically excellent :studentS, and for-aantch-
-lag federal -slate work-study Program. There :AO _appears to be a gro ng
call for a .program to aid middle-income students--in need of a .-spensor.
ItIsfilling s major need to introduce experimOntal efforts to learn the

--__ effects of low tuitions on enrollnients, of utilizing contract techniques Wifh
independent institutions as alternatives to increasing, stata-owned facilities, anal
we support:theidea. We hope the body is still alive-When the results a-re-in. Re-
moving4need as a criterion-for work-study eligibility,, however, is sound only if
.surilcient funds are appropriated to match current panel-approved -requests.

We do,,not see any of these, hOwever, as replacements for current programs.
Better evidence is needed before concluding that 'major changes are necessary.
On behalf of the National Catholic Educational Association, let me, once
more. thank .you for this opportunity- to express our views on ,II.R. 34711. We
shell be glad to assist you in any way' in Improving federal assistance to ,
students. /

Mr. ICAO. I shall not react it through as is, but try to sum aria
' 83 I go along. - 4 J

I

'Mr. ,Cjjairnian, and members of the Subcommittee on Postseepdar
'Education, I run. Joseph Kane legislative- affairs consultant, of the
College and University Department, Ngtional Catholic Educational
Association. '

On behalf of the National Catholic.Education Association, which
represents nearly 250 Catholic colleget,and myself, I wish4 thank
the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education and
all of its members for extending this invitation to comment on
legislatiVe proposals; --,. i

f \
, I am going to read, the Nrnmary,at, this point. It is on the very
last page.

In short, to remedy the weaknesses in II.R. 3171, a specific pro am
of aid should be added, targeted to students attending indepen ent
institutions, preferably a tuition offset ,program; the curre t stu hat
aid programs, SEO.G-CIVS-NSDL; should be continued a d coo
mated to provide for greater transferability, of institutio al alloca-
tions at the campus level ; BEOG should be reviewed to assure better
utilization of appropriated funds; and, until such a progr m for -re-,

cement of the current loan programs is established, ch as an

present
Security Fund or Bank, NDSL should re ain in its

present forin.
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While it May be approAriate to. suggest that the States administer
it would ,be harem to many. independent colleges and uni-

versities to deny them the ,right to be institutional lenders. SSIG
should be expanded in its present form, appropriationwise, that is,
not diluted by the addition of\nongermane targets. It may become the
inost effective way available to increase student aid funds.

We do not share the criticism. of some that there exists confusion
and irrationality in the preSent number, diversity and mix -of
student assistance programs. .
There should be as,many proarams as there. are student constituen-

cies to -use them, effectively. 'There may be legitimate reasons to add
it full cost, program for low income academically excellent students,
and for a matching Federal-State work-study program.

There also appears to be a growing call fora program to aid-mid-
clle .studentsin need of a sponsor. It is fillino a major need
to introduce experimental efforts to learn the effects of low tuitions
vn ,enrollments, of utilizing contract techniques with independent
institutions as alternatives to increasing State-owned facilities and
we suppoiit.th,eidea. We hope the bOdy is still alive when the results
are in. ,

.Removing need as a criterion for word-study eligibility however
is sound only if sufficient funds are appropriated to match curr &nt
paliel-approved requests.

We do not.see any of-these, however, as replacements for current
programs. Better evidence is needed before concluding that major
changes -are necessary,

Now, let me comment on those remarks.
We have yet to see full funding for the programs of the Educa-

tional Amendments of 1972. We have yet to see a general interest in
all of the programs in that law. There has been a general disinterest
in some;of these substantive progkams such.as the education program
in section 1001 of title X, which would have assisted greatly in de-
termining what needs exist for various student populations by State.

We also wdnder what has beconi of the tremendous effort of the
National -Committee on Postsecondary Education; its conclusions,
ritill rtinain a w ate mark in Congresional efforts to evaluate resources
and needs. Mr. Brademas was deeply involved in the Commission
report and we commend this initiative highly.

Now, for general comments on the paper, I go back to page 2,
second paragraph;

We submit that U.K. 3-171 is incomplete in its consideration of the
conditions of postsecondary education today,. particularly student
aid. If passed as it now is, we would totally, agree with President

John Moseley 's statement before this committee on. March 13,' on
behalf of the Association of American Colleges and the National
Council .of Independent Colleges and Universities, that it would be
devastating to private college§ and universities.

I w ould add that it ivould affect most those private institutions
Rhich do not have large .endowment resources to utilize in discre-
.ti%,try ways. It should be recognized that over 70 percent of annitel
educational and general rev nue at Catholic colleges derives from
tuition and fees. Very few Catholic colleges, consequently, would
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survive if theirinajor source of revenue is dirdinished. The fey which
couldjsuryive, 'would- of' necessityiserve a high-incoino student body,
-a-curious reversal of their historic mission of serving urban student
poPulations.

It is worth observing in this context that -the bill before us- under-
mineStwo principles traditionally prevailing in_Federalnssistance to
higher -education. The first is the bills' rejection of equitable- treat,
ment by the Federal' Government of State-owned and iltdepemlerit
institutions; the second is the abolition of-most, if not all, institu-
tional prerogatives in recruiting low-income students and in -

bursing-financial- assistance to each aceordini to hiS needs.
-Implicit in this- also' are-the disenfranchisement of -the right of

those Who wish, or whose parents wish 'them, to attend schools other
than those which are State-owned and. State controlled, and the
pation of institutional-rights to select students, -both being threats to
the- existence of. an independent edficational sector in American
society.

Indeed, the taproot of all-the tendencies inherent in-this bill, is the
agenda to force all .of higher education to'become State owned and
State controlled, through levying its costs solely upon the tai payer
effectively destroying reliance,upon ability to ;pay, and freedom of
,choice in -paying for education

Past Federal aid programs have- not generally discrimiriated
against independent colleges. The Higher Education Facilities act"
of 1963 applied to both State-owned and independent institutions,
as does now the cost- of-education component of the Education'
Amendments of 1972. In ,fact, as -Mr. Brademai stressed at *time,
the COE formula was designed to .assist the smaller private-colleges.

Now, to get to some of the ether issues.
There does exist a mischievous' factor in Federal student aid, pro-

grams. Generally, they do not take into account the -difference be-,
tween "prices" at State-owned and independent -institutions. This
probably is part of the explanation of the decrease in -the share 'of
total enrollments-by independent institutions between 1967-74; from
30 to 22 percent. This I remind you is the peak "period of Federal
student,financial

The awards to low-income students make it possible to attend a
low-tuition, institution while inhibiting a middle-income student froni
attending a higher priced one.

In other words, no account is taken of the State subsidy to students
to keep tuition prices low. We should realize that low tuition is not
just-a -policy, it is an aid program, impossible of being 'matched- by
independent institutions; -it should be taken into account in distribu-
tion formulas-of Federal aid.

As .you know, the Carnegie Council has recently recognized the
quitign gap" between State-owned rind independent institutions,
recommending on March 6-the inauguration 'of a Federal incentive
pregram to States to offset the current tuition differential.

The formula introduced proposed a 50-50 matching grantthe sum
of which would egrial one-half of the per student educational subsidy
at public institutions.
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National Council of Independent Colleges and Universities,?Thet,
had proposed the tuition offset idea 2 months earlier, without, opting
for a particular formula. 4

According to the NCICU report, States subsidize students at State-
owned ins itutions on the average of $1,600. If yourovide a-Federal
grant of $600, that student is subsidized in the amount of $2,200
while the student -attending a prix at institution only receives $600
in subsidy this for an education whose costs are similar.

To be perfectly blunt, the Federal Government should provide tins
incentive. As the Carnegie document States: .

We believe thtt the time has come for the Federal Government to take
decisive stepS to assist the States in their efforts to preserve private colleges and
universities. To the extent that there are social benefits from public subsidization
of higher education, these benefits accrue from collegiate education in private, .
as well as, in public, institutions.

Thus, there is a strong case for at Least partial public subsidization of
trivate highee education, as long as large educational subsidies flow to public
institutions.

I then add a page of statistic§, which I am sure Mr. Eshleman
appreciates because he is usually asking for statistics, on the distri-
bution of State funds for..p.rivate colleges and universities for 1972 ,
73. The last tN o columns give the percentage of students enrolled in
the private sector in the States and the next-to-the-last column gives.
you the percentage of State- funds going to those institutions.

I want to speak a moment about the problem of inforMation re-
garding- this bill.

We have no information to evaluate its impact. While there are
deficiencies in the present legislation and must unknown, we can
hardly say on the strength of any data we have that major repairs
are necessary.

Not only have appropriations been inadequate and selective, there
are not evaluations or reports from the Office of Education on the
programs. .

We, illustratively, point to the basic grants program. There are
excessive surpluses but no way to account for them; we have no dis-
-tiribution tables of BEOG students attending 2-3-.eart 4-year or pro-
prietary schools, of State -owned and Independent institutions student
choices, a amounts of percentages of the funds go. in,c, to any 9f these.
We know that 40 percent of those eligible to receive BEOS'snot 40'
percent of those applying but those applying and approved for
grantsdid not enroll at a postsecondary institution with his grant.

A second example is pertinent. pr. INIUseley cited data that, ':public
institutionsparticularly public 2-year schools, 21 percent,. would
gain relatively mainly because of the elifitirink..un of the half of cost.
feature." .

/I sincerely doubt whethet the pin. would only be relative. Dealing
solely with statistics is not sufficient.; it is very possible that there
would be an absolute gain, considering_ both institutional and eco-
nomic characteristics together. The explanation is ridiculously sim-
ple: If there'ara two colleges, one whose price is $1,000 and the
other's is $5,000,, to which will a student go if the BEOG grant is

$1,000/
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The -analo with the Vietnam veterans Ca bill is striking: Pro-
vide a subsi y large enough to pay all out-of-pocket costs at a low-
price institution, and you will have as many students at low-pried
colleges as there are veterans, 85 percent.

,Now l skipping to page 7, I will raise an issue not exactly germane
but Stilt releVant.

We-find proposals to-direct BEOG's to a cost-of-living subsidy
that means taking-educational funds and targeting them to a quasi-
welfaere programwithout any idea if (a) the student, needs more of
less tuition support, (b) whether the target population will use the
moneys iprofitably, that is, enroll but not attend, or whether cost
living is a, just measure of . eduactional needs.

We have no quarrel with providing students_ with cost -of-living
subsidies, but we share the convictions of many that this- is not the
time to reallocate education funds, that such subsidies shout(/' be pro-
vided under another budget, and particularly that the'is7,:be first
studied thoroughly to assure that the need exists.

It may appear-that I have Actiled extraneous material here. It
to me, however, -that if this bill's BEOG program is matched with
zero and low tuition, then a different measure of need is required. It
Would be regrettable if any new measure of need is unrelated to
educational costs.

I would-like now to make a few comments on specific prograds in
H.R. 3471. I add that while we share the view of the Association of
American Colleges -- National Council of Independent Colleges and
Universities on these programs, emphasis on certain points may be
worthWhile.

The general orientation of the student assistance programs should
be. observed. No meaning is attached any longer to campus-based pro-
grams, aside from being an- employment, vehicle. Where is the
tutorial initiative for recruiting low-income and minority students?
Can or will the Federal Government actively do this?

Adam Clayton Powell, a former chairman of the Committee on
Education and Labor, once said that if blacks were to -make it, insti-
tutions would have to be aided to provide the necessary recruiting,
counseling, and instruction. This bill points in the reverse direction
more direct grant niechanisms,,the elimination of institutional lend-
ers, the ,predietable end of NDSL under the conditions stipulated

It is alsoobvious that the:COE, cost-of-education formula in the
present laiv would require changing, directing more of those unap-
propriated funds to low and zero institutions, were the BEOG for-

Mula passed.
BASIO GRANTS

The single most important feature is the proposed removal of the
one-half cost-of-education limit in the current bill. We can only fore-.
see a drastic.effect on enrollments, not on eligibility, if the formula
were to be changed. The statement that the removal of the one-half
cost limit would have "relatively little meaning to students who are
attending &high-Nice institution away from home" misses the point,
as does the similar remark that it. does not affect "eligible, students at
high-cost institutions."
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The point is,--and it must be kept in mindthat it will inhibit
student's choice of attending private institutions.

The amount of unmet need to attend a private institution can only
motivate a student to attend a low ;price institution which can meet
full need:

In addition, removing the one-half rule could be the_ first step to.
measuring educational need by cost-of-living: there is no reason to
set the limit of the 13E0G award on instructional or educational
costs, itthese are not charged to the student.

SUIPLEAIENTAL GRANTS

The supplemental grant program in ER. 3471 destro3 s both insti-
tutional flexibility to package student aid and any prospective means
to aid lower middle income students with grants.

On the other hand, we would not be opposed to a new but entirely
separate program of aid to low-income students with high academic
qualifications. One should ,aspertain,_however, whether it would add
anything to what these students already obtain from other sources.

a WORK-STUDY

All of the schools with which I have discussed the CIN'S proposal,
indicate that if is satisfactory To remove need from the criteria. At.
the same time, hovitver, the aid officer said he would carry on busi-
ness as usualawardin ' on -the basis of need, largely because there
are vastly insufficient tends available now to meet panel-approved
need.

STATE-INCENTIVE GRANTS

There appears to be no reasca to change radically the SSIG pro-
gram at the presenttime. Certainly, any other Federal incentive pro-
(Tram is welcoine but it should be separate and complementary.

One modification which requires consideration is replacing the
Present base-year concept with a floating base year.

Yesterday I listened to the testimony of Dr. Gordon and she sug-
gested using 1969 and 1970 as base years because some States had
very sound programs in operation at that time.

In any case, the year set now is inflexible and should be changed
to allow States to Increase and to expand their programs.

The present base-year rule is too rigid under changing economic
co iitions and possibly reduces the capabilities of States.to increase
program subsidies. Increasing the appropriations, of course, would
be the best improvement of till; enabling the SSIG program to. be-
come the most effective way to increase student aid. It would also be
appropriate to add a bypass arrangement in terms of which private
institutions in those States which do not permit aid to private col-
leges; especially the church motivated, could obtain direct Federal
funds as does title I in ESEA. I think Mrs. mitii would appreciate
ithecause Nebraska does not permit the allocation of funds to priv ate
church related schools.

The proposal to add facilities support for zero tuition public insti-
tutions would seriously damage State aid plans to help the independ-
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.ent sector...lt is alsovery probable that' this will reduce Slate scholar-
ship aid. -Care should be taken that any incentive pregitim does not
'provide a loophole far States to diminish 'Support for 'independent
postsecondary _institutions and students. By extending support for

this'proposal. can niso be understood as a first step toward.
eliminating need as-a criterion for aid.

With respect to the idea of "State effort" as a _criterion of Federal
aidve must be gratefUl for the efforts of Mr. ChesteiYinnif
Brookings Institutio for his admirable commentary on thiS issue
and the efforts of Wayne Itirschling and Bon Lawrence. Mi.. Finn's
View, which we share, is that the problem- is extraordinarily complex,
and that probably ameffort index is not at all necessary in view of
the'"incentive" principle already in the program. If you.do not have
the literature relating to this issue, I shall be glad to-see that you
'receive it.

I will end' there: -.

I. will add:my comments on 'the loan program- for the record.
BLOWN.' Very good.

One question that I might havet Mr. Kane, inregard to your sum-
ittary...SSIG, relating to the diluting of the program by addition of
nornprmane targets.-INfaybe you can expand on it a little.

BANE. I actually, reler,mostly to the use of the funds in the
H.R. 3471. A State is able to use the funds under that forinula to
tarn'et funds to zero tuition facilities, at zero tuition institutions by
th:State.

In, other words, the State could then take the monies, instead of
giving them to scholarships to public and private studentS target
them to zero tuition institutions.

Mr. &two'. One other area, and maybe I am just looking for
clarification, do I understand you correctly in your suggestions that
you would not have any objection to the SEOG change if it was in
addition.to the:existingbase?

In other words, full funding for academic achiev.ement within the
need factor or addition?.

Mr. LINE. In other words, if you retain the current SEOG, there
is no reason you should not base another program targeted to aca-
demically competent low income students.

Mr. aotn.v.'But not in-place.
Mr. ICANE. Not in-place of the present SEOG program.
Mr. Blom`. Does anyone have any questions.
Mr. Eshleman.
Mi. ESIILEUAX. I have a, few.
Mr. Kane, I am in philosophical agreement with you on the con-

tribution of private institutions. Is there any measurement of that
contribution per student,,say a,national, average in form of, that the
tuition cost does not cover the actual cost, alumni donations, is 'there
a dollar lump sum estimate of what private institutions are contrib-
utino- now to education of, the student?

It seems to me we ought to have the figure and maybe your organi-
zation is not the,one to -give it to its, but we ought to have it.

Mr. ICANE. I don't know whether it is in here. I will give you a
copy of tlittilily from which I got the 72 percent figure, of what tha

a
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tuitions and fees paid towari. ,:urrent fund expenditures are in Cath-
olic colleges. That figure should be available.

As you know,3 am associate director for the Association of Jesuit
Colleges and Universities and I am certaireI have the fibre for the
28 schools in that association, which would be a fairly good average
of what the others have. I don't have it with me, but can get it for
you. You want to know 'what the. institution paid?

ESIILEMAN. The national average, the contribution that private
colleges are already _giving to. each of their students and naturally
it would-be an average.

Mr. KANE. Bight, -A?
Mr, ESHLEMAN. I missed part of your testimony. Would you want

the institutions to remain as lenders?'
Mr. KANE. Yes.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. If we were to do that, what conditions should we

specify?
Mr. karts. Well, in the testimony I said until we have a replace-

ment such as the education security fund bank. retain the loan pro-
arams as they are.

Now, I have yet to add my section on loans, but from what I have
done so far on them, there is an interesting history of loan programs
since they have begun. This information was published maybe 3
months ago, January, under some sort of contract with a .research
organization, and it shows that in certain States total loans are very
high, since, sify, 1971-72.

There is also a level downward in grants and work-study, but the
loans shoot up high.

iGenerally it is as a result of institutions becoming lenders, which
usually means their tuition is going up so much. They have been
required. to become lenders because the students could not get money
from the banks. This is particularly true in the-District of Columbia.
You will find in the private sector, the loan amounts, I think, have
gene up-600 percent in about years.

Mr. EsnekmAil. Does your oraanization feel we should lower the
annual ceiling of those loans? fmeant aren't some college students
Coming out of a fourth or fifth year with a total amount that is a
little stanAring?

Mr. Ian. I would agree, particularly for low-income students,
there should be maximum grants, minimum loans. For those NN ho can
afford.to paythey can borrow.

Mr. ESITLI;MAN. Would) our organization support. the elimination
of assets as ie determiner in the BEOG fee?

Mr. KANE. I think they might be split upon that. I think they
probably would distinguish between the nonhquid and liquid assets.
I don't see them approving the total removal of assets, no. .

Despite the fact it has worked well in New York, and I don't know
hether it would be the odd case which proves the rule or whether

it would be more general than that, you find people who have high
assets with very low imoine being able to receive grants when they
could probably afford. it by reason of their assets.

Mr. 'ESHLEMAN. Then you think we, by law, should define Iv hat are
liquid and ,nonliquid assets rather than remove it altogether. That
would be your feeling?

s
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Mr. KANE. Yes.
Mr. -ESIII.ElsrAN. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bininx. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMoN. There is a problem that you alluded to, the problem of

the private colleges and universities2 and if you were pist to draft a
-bill, forgetting this present bill entirely, just an ideal bill, to be of
assistance, keeping in mind also the encouragement of the public
colleges and universities, what type of bill would you draft?

Mr. Karrs. Well, I would refer back to the testimony of the Associ-
ation:of Jesuit Colleges and Universities of June 18 last year before
the Subcommittee.

I won't say we have a perfect bill, but we have perfected a bill
which I think would he substantially what we would support. It
takes into account both public and private.

Mr. SrAtow. Unfortunately, I was not a member of the subcommit-
tee-at that point. If you could sketch out what you proposed at that
Taint?

Mr. laNE. It. began with a tuition offset program or tuition equali-
zation, a 13EOG program, both for public and: private, taking ac-
count of the tuition offset as a subtraction, factor in BEOG's
for students attending private institutions, an SEOG program large-
ly directed toward tuition, work-study largely directed toward non-

. instructional expenses and an educational security bank or fund, a
foundation for the loan. area.

Now, the rationale for that, particularly the work-study, was the
result of the Friedman. study at the bureau of applied research at
Columbia where she pointed out that two-thirds of the students using
work-study were using it for living costs.

In other words, and checked with students on that, they do use
the work-study for their noninstruction costs rather than otherwise
although the program is not targeted in that direction as it now

But that is largely what our formula would have been.
.. Mr. Simox. OK.

I have no-further questions.
Mr. Btom-x. Did you hat e in mind a Federal-State match on the
equalization program?

Mr. KANE. Yes.
Mr. litou-T.*: State participation?
Mr. KANE. Yes.
Mr. 13Low...N. Fifty-fifty area?
Mr. KA-NE..I would be willing to Carnegie Councirsrform-

ula is the one I used back on Juno 18.
Mr..13LowN. Is that a 50-50 formula?
Mr. KANE. Yes, equal to half the subsidy by the State split in half

between Federal and State. In other words, say the average subsidy
by the States now to the public sector' college student is $1,600, half
of that would be $800, split $400 Federal and $400 State.

gr. Bwoni. That would mean a decrease in the equalization pro -
grain in my State. We are presently offering $1,000 grants which
more than likely will be increased to $1,500 grants as a tuition
equalization prorsornra, Al hick has gone on fora years, very success-
fully, I might add. .

L
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But you would steraest then we take Jail of the difference and
split it in half?

Mr; ICANE. Right. Of course. then you see the other progt4uns
follow along with it. It can't be by itself.

As, for example, in the Carnegie Council's report they suggest
removing the one-half cost from the BLOG program, but it is not
an isolated thing with the Carnegie program, it. is only one com-
ponent of it.

The other parts of it fit together the same way, as our testimony
on June 18 indicated, the parts all mesh and you can't pull One part
out selectively using that by itself.

In other words. the tuition offset might reduce one type of award
but with SEOG or SSIG the total aid might be higher than what
the students gets in Iowa, say, at privatecolleges.

Mrs. Small. Mr. Kane, I appreciate yowl testimony very much.
I note y our proposal for a bypass of the States under SSIG runs

counter to the idea of,deasiumnallog at the State level, and would
you comment on that?

Mr..KaNE. Yes. It does, As you know, under ESEA title I, the
pris ate elementary and secondary. schools had to find some way to
(et around the livid education agency not including them by *law
m the program.

So, Mr. Perkins had a. bypass agreement put in whereby in the
local education agency which-did not include private-school:. the
District in the program, the school could come directly to t
Federal Government and get it.

I suggest that the. SSIG program, I can't say in detail how it
would murk, would allow private schools to cote directly to the
Federal Government when discriminated against by State law.
I think a maintenance provision would yrevent States from fore-
going potential or actual support for prwatq institutions.

I think the pri% ate school, the prig ate Fhurch-related schools
should be allowed to get around State conAtitutional problems by
going to the Federal Government for a dirict grant, plus a con-
tinuing State maintenance of effort formula in the bill.

Mrs. Sum!. Going, into just a different lia e, what would.be the
average student budget in your 250 schools

Kawn. I couldn't even guess. Mrs. Smi h. Let me see if I can
find it out for you. though.

Mrs. SMIT'. Well. then, a little different tack. rnder the ceilings
and the eligibility criteria cif TLR. 3471, would it be possible for an
average freshman to attend if lie were very needy?

Mr. K. r. At our 250 institutions?
Mrs. S3fITII. Yes.
Mr. KANE. Yes, we have a very high proportion of needy studei\ts.

It will simply take a charge which is the record already. I think
Fordham ticirersiti submitted a statement on March 20 and they
have 20 peicent of their student body from low-income families.
Tile 4-year private colleges are known to have at least an equal,
if not higher, proportion of low-income students than the public 4-
year colleges. That statistic is a fact and I can give you that in-
formation.
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Slays. I was referring to the $1,000 ceiling on guaranteed
roans..

ICA-Ea-am-sorry.--
Mrs.'Siturt. To the proposal in the new bill.
Mr. ICANE. No, I think, let mo say it this way. I like the idea of

reducing *Ems in the first 2 years because of the dropout problem,
because -the dropout, problem of course is more a public institutional
problem than a private institutional problem. from the data I have
seen.

You can't make a distinction there. I would say it would be better
to retain the higher figure. Of course, the tuitions simply are that
high at private schools, there is a 7i to 1 differcatial now and the
student will have to have some Way to get a loan merely becauSe
the -majority .of the-schools do not provide full need for any stu-
dents. That 15, the majority of Catholic colleges do not. Schools
which have discretionary revenue can top off Federal and State did.

Mrs. SMITH. Tice Carnegie group now remninending a pro-
posal for a student aid loan Lank, and would you give your reaction?
How would you set up a student loan bank'?

Mr. NAN& May I beg off of that question? I really am not quali-
fied to answer it right now. I followed that rather carefully up-nut-it
last year and .4ve lime some commenth on it in the earlier
testimony which I will provide. you *WI, Mrs. Smith.

Mrs. SMITII. Would you favor/ the IRS as a collection agency of
last resort for the loans/

Mr, Ca E.
Mrs.tSurrlt, nave no further questions.

ikomr. Mr. Benitez.
Mr. BENrrr..z. Reversing the question of !Congrelsman Simon

earlier, what would you regard as the most objectionable part of
this bill-from your standpoint?

,Mr. KANE. 1 wouldtsm that there are three equally objectionable
characteristics of this bill, with-all due Avert-

The first I would, say is, let me see how I would put that, the tar-
geting of aid to low-income students to attend low priced institu-
tions, in other words, the inequitable treatment. Traditionally, public
.and privates were treated equitably.

The second, feature I wOuld say is removal of the one-half in
the BEOG program. I admit that is a particularly difficult feature
tsi under:411ml because it can be seen from two perspectives anti both
appear to be.riglit.

The perspective from which we see it is that while the remoVid
of\ the one-half cost, iii the BEOG program would not affect thd
eligibility of students, it would tend to direct the student to a low-
prieedlinstitation, much as the present G.T. bill does.

if you had zero in low tuition schools and 3 oi.r full expaes paid.
for you would go to that school, more than son. would to a school
that charges five times as much where 3,ou have to maim up that
difference:

The third feature is the splitting of the SSIG program to target
money towards facilities at zero tuition schools; it would destroy
that program as a scholarship program.

a
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. Those three things, I would say, Mr. Benitez. '
Mr. Brsrizz. Concerning this low tuition as against high tuitiok

,schools, your remedy for that would.ie, let's say, taking care cif the
cost Of-the tuition regardless of how high it is? I mean the contrary
position would be to concentrate this scholarship aid or assistance
to students according fiat priority to the cost of the tuitiont_Would
tha mtba some that would level off the situation?

Mr. ICAsr.. Are you referring,to a tuition offset itied?
Mr. BtxrrEz. Yes.
Ur. X. Well, no, if you take it on the average of $1,600, Which

varies from State to State, you would havq to put in, a limit; :rho
limit,_ of course, if you want it; is what tote State pays kir -the sub-
slily of a student at u public ins=titution. It does not matter whin.
then the tuition is at a .private institution if the formula has rela-
tion to the subsidy-provided at the public institution.

Mr. Would it he -simpler to aurrie that*tuitions reflect
costs and that if you.wish to failitate admission to any of these large
colleges_or to colleges where tuition is very high, say like we de,
for -instance, in, universities giving fellowships or _eang sabbatical
leave and other things, whatever the tuition is that we pay, or

iwhatever the tuition is we pay, an amount or a fraction thereof,
does not that sithprlify ;vour problem?

Mr. -K NE. don't quite understand.
Mr. Ersmi. If, for instance, one university chargel a $3,000

tuition and. another university ehargry $200 in tuition: and the
Government wishes to allow the choice of the uni:ersities to be made
by the student rotifer than by the financial factor, the equalization _

would be prodUced theoretically if the Lily provided that needy
students would be allowed to opt for whichever univenity they
wished to go to and we would 'pay their tuition or we would pay
up to so much of their tuition.

Mr. Mira. Yes.
air. BEN'IT'FZ. Thin is the sort of thing that at least we do inPuerio

Rico with the student who is sent to postgraduate schools. We want
than to choose the best ones and if they are more expensive the
institution absorbithe higher costs.

Mr. Wellt that is more or less the idea Mr. Eshleman spelled
out for SEOG programs, that the Government would pick up the
full: cost of acs.demically, highly academically qualified inzome eta
dents and we would support that in the new bill.

Mr. BEN1'172. Would you favor the extension of that concept to
other- tuitions? ",

Mr. Kira. To all academically qualified regaraless of their need?
Mr. EnNrrEz. Yo, no, no, to all tuition institutions regardless of

their charge. .4..
3fr. Ic..v.N-S. You mean, having the Government pay all costs at all

institutions?
Mr. Em viz. If a qualified student who happeeed to be poor

wishes to go -to Harvard, where the expenses are very high, that
should not, under this theoretical case, that should not be a factor_

Mr..1Cals-i. Right. .
Mr. BEN-ntz. That should pot be a factor in his choice.

)...
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Wir..X.Alrz. 'tight, I agree.
Mr: BMW/Li. ,And, so the way of balancing, this situation Within

ronStitutional. limits in. this particular case mould-be kr the' Gov
rtglei# to 444 up .the tub in. the of needy and intelligent And

ablestudents regardless of the' cost, rega,,rdless of the, academic -coat

.tf-.-the institutiont - 6 . ,

Xr.,, iri....-n; ,Yes .I-telieve 'that, -is: necessary.
Mr. Bi. .zirrE,4. And your ,association, *ould. favor an 'approach 'of

,,,-- .1-alt,ty01, -. , 5

. ,,

'Xr.lf...t!th.,Yes, ,'
I ..

Mr. l*ilritz..Thenkyott.',/
to -more' questions. .

. 41..

.fr. IltourN. I want to make sure I understand what just trans-
' Tired. ' . , .

,.. .. ., .
Ail3 . you, sayii,g. tbat,,your association would support complete

funding for the diirerenee, between a public university and any
private untversity, selected. by the student-based on need?

Mr, ,Xvicrz. Yes,.as arseparately new, program.
,, ' 31f.'Br.ottpir. -OK. , ...-

D,o- yOUJInvo statistics that might give us an idea of what kind
of prOblemS:,Dron,are,experiencing In lapses` on Student loans?

Mi. KA,vsi Yes, I have Some information.
Afr.,:13LOUI* It is,as high or higher than the public universitiest

,,,, ,, .oes.it vary from oue,section of the country to another section?.
,,,ii,,,, ,...Art..14,4iys. I 'eau.k, say ofthabd. I, have the data for 3 complete

- ; years,,on. the renor,. ts' which are submitted to ,the Office of Education
-,-1,4 Vid. institutioal application Jorms that eh submitted every year

,,,Igia.rligyn it for ,3.,years running and it gives me an indication of
faidtS,'' :r. ,! ,, ,

,

,tr,13Lionm'Forprivele Colleges'?
fir.ifiNs.*, VOri.28 Jesuit colleges and universities.
r.13tetzw:COurd-you,pr-oitide it for the record?

r.rt:IZA.,- NE.aes,:t:ditn'. '' -',' ' ;
p _ Irv; Briorliff. 'Would Appreciate' that tory much.
,,, Maybe ,this- might he ,e, theoretical question 4lid, impossible to an-

. A.. # eivbut tle*14airtOU,U*Iuvo-stAtjOtiat:
Ho* ,roatiy ,of -thgatholic. colleges in the association Woad; be

\ ,,, ,fntrogor trotttle if: thettudent loan Pro'grarn Were to 'he totally
,..,, disassjeralaled.au4 replaced with nothing 1,13y '"majoe:X iiaean homier-

,- ',.,-iiro?:*;closing- Or --C1C4ing.., r ! ."-,-. ,..,,-:' "!! ?.., -

,, - , -,Str: 4.,',..*.`$):ora my-,u7;demtgiling, fioni-falking 'eo the gendeut
,. . ,i14,of-A0,o,ns:t4ii:n ..(10.4;1 have jUst alluded' to, it 'Would' bent leaat

3,1Parai4,fiiro,the-.$P$Libecornes,a,03royer-operation,,that iS When
lb.e 'garousotbat:inone coralbe off of' it. ,r,

ittyult .pecuies,,,i you tiiice.,tipttit tfie,jonn pvpgt(ons, I wbuld,
,g '110 : 'eroafi( oT,O,m,s4001s.-Ivotirct 00§6. . .1'_ - -. , ., : ''''

tt..,,I4,7,,p . fifty cent of, ,.the 'collegeS. Wh# enrollment in
1 bet, ,,,mchication goes, t at toproopt in: ntanber0

$4Kotr.,, Well.,let's_see, That,wetild,be tx,b0lit'225i006 students.
4,1344.+4i;s, 225,,OK,Stadents tliat.,,iould have no rot*,1; place' ;to

go-.butt

,Starksupported univer,Sity.er,out of the MAO
*due:ri it:Ilia:MO- , :; '-:..' ' ''',, ''' ,, ".: ,-5,.. ,,,

''' ' v . %, " I
er.4c Ci.I

' -
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'..," -Mr.,ICANE. Might. , .

Mr : Stora. You Are suggesting that the 'combination of loan
prcgramSand tuition equalization program, at a 400 type, of matolb-
wotild-be Si far more ecomanical w tty ty- go than have the '-State -plc. s.

, '\ up tlieivlifile Cost? ,

Mr. SANE. YeS It is also .an incentive ,to the State to pick up s
qf'the costs, irlia generally has not been done, as you see fr

i tfie.datnI put .in. It-11 tot been picked up. . ..
Mr. Btourpr. When you -sp , of low cost or low priced institum

tions4o anyprivate colleges fit in th4 category,-to yourilmowledge?
Do. you 'use it strictly in, the context of-publicsupportel.colleges.ar4

.universities? .
l'

-''..klr.--1CA-sn: Yes. ': . -.1_,
Mr. nrpuxisz. I Inure no more questions. .
Does anyone else on-the committee have questiqts? . .

- Mr. Bane, I thank you. I appreciate your carrying over to tqday,
,for us. , ,. --...'.

Mr. KANt., rmight add the last sentence for .the record.
On behalf of the '..N`ntional Catholic Association, let me Once more

think you for this opportunity to express our views on H.R. 3471,
and we shall. be' glad to assist yOu, iii any way ,including Federal
assistance. to :students.. .:' . .

3fr., &dam. Thank you._ 7/
.[The' infOrMation, requested foll6vs:]

:.'..., ."

.
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. 1Vashington,
o. Members of"the IluustW Si committee on Postsecondary Education

Joseph liana
Report- Response to 'Rego sts for. Answers to Questions Posed During the

Testimody, itlfrch 20, 1075
Vtiring air testintony, before the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education

for the National Catludic Educational ..),,socialion on March g9, 1975, a series
of questions were asked, 'te, which I indicated answers could be found.

The questions were:
1. What is the national average student budget at Catholic colleges and

,universities? '
2. What fs thC default rate ut Catholic colleges on National Direct Student

Loans- (NDSL)-? , .3 What is the average institutionally-funded student aid supporat Catholic
colleges and,titilVersitlei?

The answers to, these questions-are attached with the appropriate qualifiea-
tion'regarding generalizationS Irom thb data.
'A fourth queStion was posed,on the reliance of Catholic colleges and universi-

ties on the two loan. programs. National Direct Student Loans (NDSL) and
the Federally- Insured Student -Loan (FASL) programs., The question Was to
estimate how many Catholic colleges- would survive If the two loan programs
were abolished.

The question, of course, is based oh an ii?pothesis which requires estimates
of (a) the reliance of Catholic colleges on loans being provided to students

. thy. .,r) federal programs. (b) -whether the number of students receiving ?loans
makes a suffleient -difference in terrlis of survival of the institution, and tef
whether the students receiving federally subsidized loans could obtain ones
elsewhere and at reason bee rates-of interest.

My personal guess or estimate, ns ou know, was that 50% of the Institutions
probably wotid, close; affecting about 200,000 students. After checking a few
schools, I may, be underestimating the closings. Low-middle '(5942,000) and
middle income ($12-20,000) Students utilize most the National DIreet Loan
program; the middle income; the rederally-Insured Loan Program. Removing

a
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/these loan programs vs wild drive these students into low tuition institutions
d ,The numbers affected wouldbe sufficient to close a large number of institutions

'we If loan alternatives were nnavailable.
The nub of 'the matter is what-this would cost the taxpayer if these 200,000

were added to public college enrollments. Excluding capital- expenditures which:
' would be requiretr-bither for the purchase of it failing private institution or

the construction of additional facilities, the natitonal average state subsidy to a
student at a public college is $1000 /year. Thus, the taxpayef would have to
pay a minimum bill of $320 million- per yea,r in comparison to what NDSI.
interest-payments and FISL subsidies are for students at private institutions.
These interest payments and subsidies for students at private institutions can
only be a fraction of $320 million.

I cannot answer the question: what effect will-the changes proposed in II R.
3471 for the loan programs halt on Catholic colleges. The status of .potential
NDSL resolving funds is different for each Institution, and thete is no Way to
lino how many-FISL loans have been made. It is evident, hhwkver, that If the
XDSL revolving funds are insufficient, nd my survey of 10%of.the Catholic
colleges-indicates that it will be at leas to 5 years before it will be adequate
to meet the needs of its users (the 1 . apd low middle income student), mere
low .income and low-middle ineurne students will not attend these private
colleges.

i /' ',

AVERAGE S'TUDEN T BUDGI . AT CATI:IOLIO COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

The following information requested by the House Subcdnunittee on Post-
secondary Education is den% ed. from the reports made by the College Scholar
slap Service for .W73-74 and 1075-70. One hundred colleges and universities, or
about 40% of the total number of Catholic, colleges were tabulated from every
part, of the country. We believe that such a sample is more than sufficient to
expressuccurately and reliably the average student budget at Catholic college

.
Total budget

Resident Commuter Tuition R & B Other 1

1973-74 3,625 3.096 1,834 1,150

' 1973 -16
2-year increase

4,029
404

3,498
402

2,084
250

1,299'
149

Percent , 11 13 13.5 13

The CSS tables for 1913 -74 listed Other Costs. the 1975-76 tables did not. Possibly the difference 'between the
total budget end the combined sum of tuition and room and board would be indiate of these costs

DEFAUVIS.ON NATIONAL, DIRECT-STUDENT LOANS (NDSL)

A survey of 15 Catholic colleges and universities was made, ilbout 10% of the
total number oil Catlaoht colleges. The sample indicates that the default rate
Is about 8%. J

Default, ar used here, is a technical term. Annual information on fiscal
operations rcrpurts submitted to the U.S. Office_ of EdUation_oit INDS!. col-
leges Includes; the following categories:

1. Total borroWers.
:4 2. Fully 'retired loans.

3. Borrowerson schedule.
. 4s Borrowers not On repayment status.

5. Various periods for overdue repayments (121 days, 1 year, etc.).
G. No contact.
I have used as-the time limit to indicate default "at least one year overdue "

Another time Indicator in these O1 reports is 4`more than 121 days overdue "
Since there is a certain elasticity in defining what is nfeant by "overdue," the
longer period was used, It .seems,, a clearer Index of not'-repayment.

3. AVERAGE INSTITUTION-FUNDED STUDENT AID AT CATHOLIC
*COLLEGES AND' UNIVERSITIES

A survey was made of 13 Catholic colleges and universities, based on their
IIEUIS financial reports for the years 1003.72. Student Aid Revenue from

54-450-7,1±-3;

/
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federal', state, and local governmental sources, as welL as private giving and
endowments, was compared with total student aid expenditures.

St Went aid expenditures for that 4-year period annually were 120% to
140; greater than revenue. For example, in 1970, student aid expenditures
wer $19.8 million, while student aid revenue was $8.7 million.

0 the student aid revenue, the amount deriving from federal funds was
about 504/,n 1908, deereaSing to 40% in 1972.

In summary, for every student aid revenue dollar, the Catholic-college or unl-
versit3, must provide $2.20 to $2.40 out of current funds. Increasing tuitions is
the only available means to make. up that dollar gap between revenue and
expenditure. . hCk

Mr. BLOUIN. Our next witness today is Mr. Ronald Iverson,,presi-
dent of the National Association of State Scholdrship Programs,
accompanied by Mr. Joe Boyd of the Illinois State Scholarship
Commission, Mr. Ken'Reeher,, director of the Pennsylvania higher
Education Assistance Agency and Mr. E. Voss of Missouri.

_
STATEMENT -OF RONALD LVERSON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSO-

CIATION OF STATE SCHOLARSHIP _PROGRAMS, ACCOMPANIED
BY JOE BOYD, ILLINOIS.STATE- SCHOLARSHIP COMMISSION; KEN
REEHER, DIRECTOR, PElpISYLYANIA HIGHER EDUCATION
ASSISTANCE AGENCY; AND E. VOSS,, PRESIDENT-ELECT,, NASSP

Mr. 13Lo unr. Mr. Iverson, you may proceed any way you wish. If
you would like your statement may be inserted in the record at your
discretion and you can proceed with general comments or read part
or all of it, as you wish.

Mr. IvEnsoN. This is a short statement, Mr. Chairman, so'I will
,go,thrOugh it.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Ronald
lerson, president of the National Association of State Scholarship

Programs and execittiv e director of the Vermont Student Assistance
Corporatipn.

On behalf of our entire membership, I want to express our appre-
ciatiOn for this invitation to appear before your subcommittee today
to discuss House bill 3471 as it relates to grants to States for State
student ,incentives.

Ouu most recent appearance before this subcommittee was almost
a year ago, at which time there were 27 States funding and operating
student,gritnt andror scholarship .programs.

The initial funding of SSIG created a positive reaction of con-
siderable proportion _among the States. I am happy to report that 41
States and territories are currently administering State scholarship
programs and the U.S. Office of Education Ms informed me tlikt 51
States and territories are submitting their requests to participate in
the program during the 197546 {college year. ,

Certainly this response never would have occurred without the
inducement and incentives offered by Congress through the leader-
ship of, this subcommittee.

We sincerely appreciate the Federal Government's recognition
that States offer viable, complimentary or, in some cases, alternative
rnechaniSm to avoid cumbersome delivery of student aid resources.

In.}addition, to the delivery of dollars, the States are equally com-
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mitted-to the dissemination of information regarding other financial
aid resources available to the student.

With the advent of new Federal student assistance progTam:s and
approaches, State programs are no longer providingt he 'basic plat-
form upon whieh all other assistance is built; instead, our-programs
are supplemental to the direct Federal effort. It should be noted,
however, that several States continue to provide, the greatest portion
of student aid dollars received by their residents.

As a result of these changes, we are sensitive to the acute need.
for coordination to avoid duplication and overfunding of individual
students. We feel some stewardship is necessary -and stand ready to
act in this capacity:

State and Federal student aid must exist to complement and not
overlap or replace each other. In this same context, the national
association is pleasedio support the significant role being,-played by
the national task force on student aid problems, also known as the
ICeppel task force.

We are optimistic that improvements will-.be-realized through the
task force's efforts. Most States, stand ready and willing to- live in a
new world With a common student data form,a new-delivery system,
Unproved coordination, standard methodology and-terminolo gy, and
a long-term goal to make the calculations of a family or applicant's
financial strength at a near common level:

Obviously, our enthuSiasm and success will depend to a large
degree upon the willingness of other partiesthe Federal Govern-
ment and postsecondary institutions--Ao equally declare their in-
tentions ana adopt the recommendations of the Task Force.

It is especially important to incorporate theSe findings into. the
Student Financial Aid Act ,of 1975. We stand ready to make signifi-
cant changes in our operations- and procedures to accomplish the
common good, and we trust all others in' the-process will display the
same willingness.

The $19 million of SSIG funds provided. during the first year have-
been matched by participating State tax dollars, thereby providing
grants to approximately 76,900 students for the current school year.

These funds not only assisted students from low-income families,
but also helped many middle-income Americans bridge the gap
between family effort and educational costs,

The first analysis of the programs' operation revealed that 58 per-
cent of the- -funds were used for attendance at public colleges and

-.,47 percent at private colleges. We applaud the full $200 million
funding level stipulated' in the bill. The success of the current SSIG
program, will be increased tenfold, providing direct help to more
than three-fiziarters of it million students;

Let as turn toward the more specific items of House I3i11 8471 in
light of our associatiOn'sdong experience with student 'aid in general
and our brief. experience with the SSIG program.

First, the association welcomes the flexibility open to each State in
the selection of uses for SSIG funds. However, we believe that these
Ainds must be directed toward students who demonstrate financial
need. An, even greater portion of A, student's financial need Wilrhave
to be met through 'roans, if grant and scholarship dollars are diluted
as a result of no-need criteria.

'r43
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Our programs of grant aid are need based and w e feel that divert-
ing a portion of these fluids away from students tp institutions
would not represent a form of ,State student incentive grants.

Second, State legislatures are considering, or have kecently passed,
legislation enabling their States to participate in the SSIG program.
To-move to any new allocation system, other than the one wo now
have, would be ill -timed a§ numerous State programs are in the
infancy, of their .operational year.

Both the legislative and executiv e branches in States are scrutini-
zing the benefits this program is bringing to their residents in a time
of economic crisis and scarce State revenues.

If th6 program is dramitically altered so soon, without the benefit
of additional experience, the current enthusiasm of the States may
very well cool and lead to-declining commitments.

During the current year, both existing and beginning State grant
programs matched Federal SSIG funds with new State money. In
anticipation of full Federal funding, the States respundedpositively,
and as a result aro currently capable of matching an additional $:315
million if such Federal funds were av ailable in fiscal. year 1975.

The proposed allotment concept would deny, ut substanially reduce
future Federal finds to many- of these States. Therefore, we recom-
mend the existing allotment method be retrained at this time.

:11r. Chairman, we noted the bill dehte#,Iioni the law the provision
that the State agency applying for funds nutlet this program is also
the administering agency. To av contusion, e recommend that.
the single St to sc-holarship agency continue to apply for and admin-
ister.funds which would be awarded under this piugrani, as presently
defined in section 425C (b) (1) 4 the existing law.

In summary, we believe that effective eomplimentary programs of
State, Federal, and institutional student assistance can only be
achieved with .a comprehensive and effective coordination effort.

The States have given every indication of willinoness to cooperate,
and believe t141 coordination will play a key rat:. in any, effectiv c
student assistai* program. .!

Under the existing law, States,havefespontled mere positively than
was origirially anticipated by, many ; therefore, it would appear to
be more advantageous to retain the sante basic characteristics of the
SSIG program which have proven successful in the short 9 months
it has been'operational.

My colleagues and I.will be happy to respond to any questions
you may have.

Mr. Brorazi. I don't think I have any questions at the moment. Mr.
Eshleman? 4

Mr. Emu:my:N. Mr. Iverson, you mention in your statement, per-
taining to matching funds, that the States hate e $50 million and
stand ready to match an additional $250 million. Yonmean the State
legislatures have already appropriated that much excess of Federal
funds?

Mr. In' RSON. Yes. The matching year program.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Why would they do that?
?Tr. IvEirsox. I think out of enthusiasm, (1) for 'the program, the

new States coming in anticipation of the new $50 million funding
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left and, (2) existing States such as Pennsylvaniti, already did- have

excess -capability for matchingS from their base year.
ESILL, B3tAN. I am not talking abbut capability but you usually

ddift,4).,ppropriate more than you need. '

lseer4o be in the Pennsylvania State Legislature and we _didn't
do it. What.-T., am -sayipg is, and I don't. mean to be sarcastic, the
States had more monefthan we have doWn here:

Mr. ImisoNs.-They appropriate many times then the State legisla-
tion. is finalized and also they may be closer to -realistic need, for
example, inflation, the lack of summer employment, college costs
going up-$200,or $300 and applications for grant's increasing 35 or 40
percent inpe States, the demand for student assistance is all-

time.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. What is the average lban df a 4-yelit gradUate and

of a graduate student? Do Non have a close approximation of what
is-the average loan?

MrIvEnsom. I don't have one fo\ the Nation. I think the National
Council on Higher Education perhaps might have a line on it. In my
own State the average loan is aprthimately $1,000 a. year. That is
what we guarantee on.

Dr. Boyd,inay have an idea on th t.
Mr, ESHLEMAN. What is.the arern e in Pennsylvania?
Mr, RUTTER. I believe ours is about $1,140 per year:
Mr. Esnuainx. You carry that ithrough graduation, in other

words, if it was a total of 6 years, it /would be six times that
Mr. REEHEIL ,dolft think so because the average- loan per year

has been going up rather substantially each of the last 3-or 4-years.
The borrowing occurs more in the third and. -fourth years than it

does in the first and second. 13ut the National Council does testify
here tomorrow and I ant sure they wouldlave the facts that underlie
that.

Mr. ESILLEMAN. I have a- third question which I would like to
direct to Hen Iteeher.

You have-been heading the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assis-
tance Agency ,for 10- years?

Mr. BEETLE Yes.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. All right. In that 10-year time, this is a two-

barreled question, what, Federal audit had been made of your State
agency? Has any Federal audit, and ,I don't mean sending papers
down here and having them reviewed; at a desk, has tlie

sending

Government made any audit of your Sate agency in the last 10 years?
Mr. Itm:HE14 Yes, w e have been subjected to HEW audit and GAO

audit and 2 years ago, following the last audit, we filed into our
public certified accountinglirm, we-built in auditing procedures that
were established by HEW. So that they could take that audit and
-reduce the amount of time they were in our shop. We-have-had pro-
'gram reviews and- the regular fiscal auditing.

Mr. EurtaimAN. How often are- theandits made by HEW?
Mr. REEHER. I believe our last one at HEW was 3 years ago. Since

then we have built it into our main accounting firm audit which is
every year, and we submitted a- report to HEW.
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MY. ESHLEMAN. Let's aura to the institutions. tiow often does
HMV go to the camps and audit an institution, in terms of their
ederaldellais?

Mr. REEFIER I Aon't know that. We are not, as a State agency, we.
are not involved in the same programs-as the colleges. ,

In other words, they have the college-based programs. So I don't
know how often they are in there. I think that our -auditor general
is in there about every 3 ,or 4 years -and looks at the administration
of the college based programs. 4

Mr. ESHLEMAN. That is all of the questions I have at this time,
but"inaybe Mr. Boyd can answer the questionin regard to the average
scholarships nationwide, public versus pri% ate.? Does there seem to
be difference?

Mr. Born. State investment hi these awards as now exists?
Mr. ESHLEMAN. State investments as well as Federal:
Mr. BOYD. Well, 83 percent of the State dollars are limited to

tuition and fees; I would assume that the -average tuition and fees
at public institutions,is probably near $;;00 for the nation. I would
have to estimate that as a maximum award because we-are pepuitting
in most cases public; at private I know the average award is .ap-
proximately $1,235.

In many States the setting of the maximum to permit.cholee would:
be a little below or above it. I would point out to-you here, that every
danr yen put in. SSIG permits, by Federal policy, not only giving
flexibility to the State, but letting students implement one of the
'fundamental- choices

'
as I see it, of taxpayer aid, which is not just.

the loan asset of the basic grant, but permitting choice to it through
SSW dollars.

You want a tighterlchediule for basic 'grants and make it predom-
inantly access money, bust your moneys you are permitting pie. States
to administer on a matching tunis u ill be on relative.need.and permit
a subStantial amount, of c.14jcd, to be made, reasonable choice by

-" students in those States.
You will be able then to control, over a time, by-the level of fund-

ing and the maximums you put on both basic grants and SSIG
grants, how. you wish these things to work in consert.

To me it is a fundamental purpose you shOuld have in mind as
you fund both of the programs because the States believe strongly,
My State and many others, insofar as the purpose of the taxpayer
dollars, reasonable 'choice is almost as important a public choice ns
access and I think you -must sense it as you fund or don't fund SSW
us a public policy what would happen.

1 .

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Apparently because of :size differences there are
adjustment considerations for selection of these scholarships. You
take into account the cost of tuition?

,Mr. Born. Absolutely. Most of us offer relative needs, realistic
budget, including tuition, roomyand.boardeosts and institutional fees
an. we compare family strength against that budget. Therefore, it
do s increase -the level of income families have when they face the
big ler cost schools.

r. ESHLEMAN. That is the next questipn. With regard to room
and board, do you consider it as a cost of education ?
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Born. Absolutely. We try to build a reasonable -standard
-budget, most -of us for' room and board -as we consider the costs that
student-bears:and it-is part of the formula in. determining how drat
familylias need.

Mr.,IvEnsox. In the same context it is central that the subcommittee
realize in Many institutions tuition-and fees only represent 20 -percent
of the .student's budget. Even 'those costs may be covered, without
additional money, we have this situation, of his total budget.

l4lr. ESELEMAN. You mean at a public institution, yes, at a4ublic
- institution 20.percent may be tuition and.fees. The-rest is the money

he needs to attend school. Yoe-mean.% nereent?
Mr. Ivsox. That permits tuition equalization to exist in most

State programs where your choice of school will deterinine -the
amount of State investment put i in terms of the size-of the award.
Which-wa believe-is necessary, by-State policy if-the student will have-,

4 choice.
Now, we try to balance that in terms of how much chlitiontll is

needed-to still permit reasonable choice to take-place.
Therefore, I would hope basic, grants would never be limited to

tuition only. I think basic grant§ must always be Applied to any
legitimate. cost the student faces because you Wilt be in- conflict with
basically what States -try to accomplish in limiting their- awards to
tuition only;

Mr. %BIM% I think it is-important you-realize that-the 83 percent
we are talking about being limited to tuitionAnd-fees, that we mean
by that that the award ,does -not exceed tuition And fees, but fit' bet
the room and -board is,cornputed in. whether or not the student quali-
fied on a; needs basiA. /

Mr. Eon-ors:T. Psee.
Mr. REUTER. We include all of the costs in determining need but

in-rationing out thnmoney the. State award does not include tuition
and the 83 perdent.;

Mr. IvEnsox. I think what you are saying is the maximum grant
from a State scholarship-agency would-not be'greatcr than the tuition
and fees.

Mr. Eslinsm..4x. Regardless of whether it is public or private insti-
tution.

Mr. IvEnsoN The BEOG's programs could possibly pay for all of
Ois _tuition and fees and we go on top of that.

. gn.ESIILP,MAN. DJ you- see the need for-development of a scholar-
ship-grant or loan program that speaks to room- and-board-costs for
education, to the nontuition and, nonfee costs?

Mr. REEREIL I would like to -suggest the_partnership of -the State
and Federal moneys would do that. We have been looking to the
basic opportunity grant as the basis on Which other aid ;would be
built. Building thereon -by the State-agency, with a combination of ,
State funds and SSIG, snpplemented by possibly SEOG at the
private institution-And then loans and work, so it becomes a package.

Mr, ESIILEILAN. All right, in that kind of situation you Would be-
gin to exceed the tuition costs on grants?

Mr. REELIER. I don't-think so. I don't thinkwell, I should say if
you have full funding of your programs when you bring all of these
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in concert, that ar Stale gain limit its award to tuition and fees and
the student could in fact-lave full costs co N ered by the partnership
of the Federal, State, and institutional funds.

Mr. Voss. I would add this thought. I think, one of the concerns
I feel is the hem y loan louden that students might be called on to
bear in the 4 or 6 years or 7 or 8 that they are at school. The critical
point is full funding, if not only the current camptes based programs,
but I think BEOG and -SSIG.

When you put these together as a package and-given the institu-
tions the capability of some ,flexibility in managing their programs,
that .you have harmony there that will benefit the students.

If there is any serious thought about dismantling ND.514, which is
a campus based program, it seems to me it should be done with a
pro ions announcement, and it should be done oer a pro, iously an-
nounced period of time, rather than an abrupt termination, to not
then as a result, overload the other campus- based programs as well
as BEOG and SSIG.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. What do you see as the end result of the ohm-,

illation of that program?
Voss. I think at the moment, it would cause some real con-

sternation on the campus because it is the one loan program that
they have a handle on.

Yell help the btlaCEAS who are unable to get the State guaranteed
or Federal insured student loan from a lender, and there does have
to be some reluctance in sonic States, in Joule areas, for participa-

, tion. . .
Mr. ESHLEM AN. You are referring, though, to all sectors of oar

education, not just .public.pr priViite?
Mr. Voss'. I would. say across the board: b

Mr. Esin.r.max. {presiding]. Mr. Simon.
Mr. Sirox. First of all, let me just say one quick word about Dr.

Boyd's work. It has been outstanding in Illinois and if the rest of
you servo 3-our States as effectively- as he does the people iu the State
of Illinois, then your States are .being well served.

I WAS interested in a phrase 3 on used. here, "the ON erfunding of
individual-students."

Mr. Iverson, I ant interested in m hat you mean by that and how
many.students may be involved in that?

Mr. IvEnso.N. Historically, State programs were the initial source of
funding. We would be in the base of the pyramid. Now_ with the
advent of Jive, BEOG ,program, as we are entering our awarding
phase in the next few weeks, A% e are almost woi king with blinders on
because there is no coordination, w itli the BEOG program as far as
enabling us to determine how much money that student will receive
in BEOG so we.can package it on top of this then the institutions
would begin to package.'\ That is why we refer to the coordination aspect.

In my State I.am particularly feeling it, and I know, Joe, you,gre
feeling it in Illinois.

\1r. Solos. What might a student receive under this kind of
. duplication?

1.`"



>kr..Boto. He ;faces, based' upon the-new ceiling announced as de-

termined' for BEOG the possibility of maximum there this poten-

tioit State award, unleas,thereis someone coordinating -'all'

ed'it4ith, the combination. of Federalbenefits, veterans' benefits, So-

cial Security, educational benefits, the possibility of- other institu-

tiOnahaid.
. .

I think what we are-trying to tell you is that we axelnst as an:c-
ions to help -the- needy student, but simultaneouSly I think as -a pro-
tection .of -the- tax dollars we- don't want students having more dol-
lars,:than-theT need to attend the college of their choice.,

Somebody is going to have to play a role in that regard and I
think the States are best prepared to play that role at the Moment

in terms, of:the,structures we have.
-I-think we are bringing testimony today that never in the future,

like-it maybe:necessary-tomorrow or the -next year, to really inake-
it very- clear that,iS our roleanci- we do want to play it.

It may mean. we will become more involved and Ithink many-of us
as heing delivery systems for the tax dollars that are either deter-
mindd by entitlement schedule such as basic grants or through out'
SSIG funds.
. I-think this-is a viable.issue of -the.faturees- to what other-ways,

-other than what we have been delivering,' basic opportunities are
out there. I say that many, many State agencies are ready to
deliver tothe students all taxpayer dollars, be they Federal or State,
-Which.are objectively determined by formula.

I think we are subject to audit like anybody else is and we deliver
according to what you want. We will -maximize the utilization of
basic grants as a vital source of-aid in this country. 'That is another
Way to- -help the stewardship problem- of overawarding because we
will have in-our shop realistically determined budgets and-knowledge-
in advance of what he is -receiving hi taxpayer dollars ot -she is re-
ceiving. .

Mr. Srazoic. I know the idea of coordination is obviously a very
desirable one. I guess what I am-really interested in is, if we are just
handing out any high largesse to the student. What amounts are "We
talking about? -,

Mr.t-BOYD. I think it is a rather-minor-proportion-in the last year
or two, but it has a chance to become quite major because the total
growth of the funds available in Federal student-aid dollars and
really in- the growth of State programs, we are adding substantialift
millions, both parties. State -and Federal governments, and I think
the potential of this problem is growing each year.

I think it should be carefully monitored. Somebody is .,going to
have to monitor this. I think many States.have an ;ideal ability to
monitor it for you.

Mr. Sprox. Let' nfe put it specifically. John Jones is on individual
student. What is the possible maximum that John-Jones can receive
under -this kind of duplication? -

Ur. ivEr.sox. In my own State, or example, the John Jones could
-come from a family where the father is deceased. He could receive
the maximum BEOG award. He could possibly receive a maximum
State award. He could receive upwards of'two or three- thousand, in
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VA. and Social Security benefits, if his father were a deceased. vet-

pertua,,.
Mr. -SPK0E. 'Yon.are-talldng abolit a possible $400O total?
31r. Ivniikx..11e is eli.tible for this maybeto attend an institution:

or rather- Closer to 15; $6,000.I

There may be costs by tuition,. $300. or $400. He would certainly
have fundSlor his room, and 'board charges.

izi Vermont's case, when we entered into an analyzing these parr
ticular resonices, We Were ignoring over $1 million for 6,000 students
in this one area. .8o it is eonsidertible. It has enabled us to fully
package in probably on of the highest publictuitioncharging,States
in the country,to fally ,package c,00peration wjth the colleges, and in
coordinating these funds. We are a very small population, with a,
loairrequirement at one institution of $400. .

Mr. Szitok. But if the $1 Milton is,there in :Vermont, nationally
you are talking -about a pretty substantial amount of money. You
are talking about the biggest :financial aid program in the 'United
StateSbetWeen Social 'Security and VA benefits:

Mr. Voss. I think this committee-does_not -want to-leave- the hp,
pression with you people there are a loCof people around-the coun-
try with.tiro times as Much money -froth aicl--programs as theTneicr,,.

.Currently, it is pretty much the responsibility of 'the campus On-.
nancial-aid oflicer,to be-the watchdog on all of these sources of aid.

ChrOnelogiealfy an institution may Make a package of campus-
based program awards to kstudent ,Tanuar7 and meet hs full
needs. The student May come *then in May with 41, BEOG entitle-
ment and -the campus-aid officer is then responsible for yepackaging
and reditchigthat administered by the institution. At a _later date,
poSsibly, he domes in with AL grant or scholarship and again it. be
comes the responsibility of tile aid Officer to coordinate and ,again
reduce the canipus adininisteied programs.

It becomes a real-problem for them, under the current-system. with
the kind of, fragmented, if you will, funding levels pd announce-
ment dates, to be the. watchdog on financial aid resources.

The Federal State programs willsay very explicitly that
a student cannot receive more financial. aid from all sourcesthan he ,
or she needs. But it is still the responsibility currently of the. aid

officer his expertise or leek of it to e,00rdinatothrfse.
Mr. Storox, If I may direct a question:to you-then? "
What I Inn trying to determine is if you are seeking 'Social Secur-

ity information, VA Information_, all of these.other things? Are we
talking about enough pbtential abuse that 'we need that kind of pro-
ramf
Onthe basis of what the gentleman from Vermont suggests, it may

be a needed expenditure. In. your opinion,is it?
Mr. Voss. If I understand your question, you arc snying or aslupg,

are veterans' benefits and Sodial-Security necessary as a resource to
-finance educationl

Mr. Spiox.'WelI, what you Want is full financial information? You
want to litiPtic that available? X ,

,Afr. Voss. Right.

09
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Mr. Siatorr. And you feel' that, the -cast, of Troviding that informa-

.tion isliketifiedf ,, .. , ' - , ,

Mr. Ivsnsox. We-havethatinformationnosi. What hadiappened,
the Federal programs are being' funded. This oollee,aid,offieer does

a control the funds which could possibly overfuid the StUdente..

Just take the BEOG-program, the-Statescholarship prograint,and
the Federal SopialSecurityand VA benefits, that Will,mmanycases '

put-lhe student right over the tops ., ...
Mr. Sattez. And you have that information now?

,"/( \ Mr. Ivrasox: Yes. We utilize that and, w.s-irtniy. State provide that
infortnation -to the institutions along with tax information and so,
forth up- to the point they.hive the data to utilize their dollars.

*- 'Mr. Suro-s. But you diminish yoijr-award DD. the basis Of that in-<v

.., ,Ionnation, 'correct? , - .

Mr. IvEnsoA, Not on what the colleges dd, but the other Federal;
c -absolutely.

-Mr. Biogrif. Are you suggesting that it is-possible. for a, student
to collect mks than what his-tuition, room and board,-and educa-
tional -costs are lind that is happening today? ,

Mr. Born.. It will tend to happen for the next year, because to
attempt to workout as eq itably as you could, how you are going,to`

will-happen with the funding-next year.
treat the veteran with a itsic grantand there is where the main
problem,

'Mr. Thorax. Why would a Federal' Aid,Administrator .4'14 to
overfund a student to ,-allOw one individual student to receive more
-titan his costs when theie is not' a college, to my knowledge, any:

... *here, that is overcrowded. . .

. Mr. 13,oxo. You have basic-entitlement both in terms of -basic and
veterans grants. Once yOU qualify for the formula,the money is there.
So, it is an entitlement to him, npt necessarily one is need based and
the other -one is not. ,

This is.by.Federal statute what he is truly entitled to receive.
Mr. Btouni. But the-need funds are floating figures, are-they not'?
Aren't they based, on moneys available and the need he has in

-e,omprrrisbn,te costs? ,. i
_

. .

Mr.- II-Faso:I-Not in- the true sense of the entitle;ment.
The BBOGiproptun is, but your social security and VA ancl-GI

bill benefits fire direct entitlement.
. )4r. Btourxi Yea;, I -would like to see statistics on it, and in- iv' hat
part-of the country,, Lose problems exist arid how 'pronounced it is.

-2 -. It fr. ESIILLAIAN. I thought one of you testified that the student-aid
bilicET;on the cairipushas-the right to-readjikst the needs, grants? Why
wouldn't this ,rertajtanont happen/ .-%...- ,'

.Mr. Immo-x..110 does not control the dettiny of these funds to a
student, These ',,i,,,,r.tit,,t)w. btudent. ..- .

Mr- Diarrxmavg,'(-Weg.-either,liehas the right to-readjust or doesn't
have- the right, wiiielkiSit? ',-; , ,

,
Mr. IvEnsox. II,e, has the right to readjust the funds provided -to-

4 his institution4t distribute it at the institution's disercion, but no
right ancl no :wily, under: existing law, on ,vdiat has to be done with
social security, for example, educiktional benefits. 1

Mr. Notrisr. He has a right to take it.into consideration/
1

4!
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Mr. VIERSQX., AbSOhlteiy. As a resource.
gr. ESHLEMAN. Couldn't he lowe\ one of the State grants?
Mr. RELTIri. I think the way we got where., we are now, we are

looking at,the present situation at the same time we ate hooking at
the possibility that might occur next -6a.r. . .

For example, when a veteran has, full %eleven's benefits, which
take4 care of maintenance'', room and board. and :.4) forth, and lie

( might also conic in for a BEOGunder the pi opo,ed legislation, where
it might be $1,100 at a $400 tuition school. so that he could be over

, awarded in that case. And the aid oflictr does not ha% e the pierwri-
tive to cat either of those, what ,-on might call, basic entitlement.

- ,pig tams. ° . . . .

However, in aivograin such as we opctiat. in Ans)lvania, and
the others, where there is a fusion. of State funds., negenerally do
give the financiaraid officer the pierogathe to look at all of the aid
that is available, and if a student is oilliw an did, to allow the aid
officers to make a ut:. 7

.

What our organization is saying Is that. we -stand ready to help
yon coordinate as you put Federal funds into.the student aid corn-
=nay through SSIG and through BEOG.

'If I might give a personal example. I ha% t. a job on Thursdaeof
this week--..f...ed, ucating-the PAGA Board as to how they should set.
their needs analysis. We have been looking at A eterans. Last year,
when we loolal it them, they had the GI bill and they were not
getting into BEOG. ,They got an increase of -2:1 percent in their- GI
bill. And it appears to us that the %Octat iirthe.connnunit3 cool !tie
is much better off than the vetepui in the tulheilturge college, the

. private sector.
Now we ;Ire being' told that the, N Ckrall AN ill hecome eligible for

BEOG this -con-ring year,. so we are concerned with us eras'. aids, as
we have been talking here. But wekaie also I lilletInt.'ll with an adjust-
ment to the commonwealth objecti4M in :spending the $75 million
*that we spend, So. we are trsing to look at veterans.....

In the last 2 weeks, we sent out a questionnaire. We" have seven
regional office's, and we had our pV.uple N i:,it 011-CalliplIS Ns ith the
questionnaire, and talk tb a random sampling. of % eterans. We aro
trying to determine: Could we better spend Penns.1ania's funds, if
the Veterans Are going to get the (1-I bill, phis the BEOG?

In other words, we might want them to have both of them, full
entitlement at a full- charge school and then on top of that a State
grant, but at a. subsidized school. we might not. ,

Our questionnaire. showed us that :30 percent' of the s eterans were
enrolled prior-to April. 1 of 1978 and will,not be in I3EOG. An addi-
tional 20 percent have been.reLeiwing parental support and NA (Mill not
be emancipated or independent according to the BEOG standards.

1 Another 40 percentand, I should not say another 40 percent, but
40 percent of the veterans are married, cud .15 percent, their wives
are employed full time.

So, we haire decided that we cannot clas7sifv.Neterans as a group
and say: We are going to do XYZ with veterans. We are °oho. toishave th look at them on an individual basis.

, . ....

6()4
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The-satleistrue- of social secu2ity,bene4ts. W,e have found, in our
analysis, that wollave three times as-many low-income people in our

.,7State,scholarshipxprograin as. there are BEOG, because- the Widow
vitli bona equity, say, is bounding out of BEOG.

We-find, 'when, the home equity gets to be .$:,24,(100, "they are out
of BEOG-. So; ive,connot, just take-and- apply it rule-of-thumb -to .01

_-of these r.,ategories. We have to look at individual oases.'
1-0111114-'what rOW iissociOion, .i6 saying is that, our State 'agencies

stand ready to-help. you in coordinationof State and Federal fund-,
-Inc-, and we feel it is very necessary or abuses Wiltoccur.

1r. Esmis,g;5.N. Theproblerniis not -there yet,' are just sfiggest-

ing4t/inay,deVelop. ,
. ,,, ., i .

Dolon know; of any case -where astudent in this country has' re-
.teived.in various irrantS 'more than his ,cots or her costs, or dduca-
_ _ m , /
tiont -, .' - '''' ' c r.. # ,,

3rir. Voss: I think that would be a pretty sweeping,,StateMent, Mr.
'Ohairmah,Zut, at the same time, the State. I would sus0,41, Would*
view veterans benefits, social. security ancl. that type a meorne-as'a
-resource. BEOG,Achled-to that, would another type Of;resource-to,
- helpmeet thatinstitutionalbudgetwhicithicludestuition,,room.and
board, some traveT, some 40k.S, ,4Aa,lpisodilaneons:

- ZAtow if there -is -a _State grant and SSIG gran( that ebnieS in on ,
lop-of that, then the aid =officers does-coordinate and, sends`baek our

. 'money. if it -exceeds that budget. They ,are,expected- to- abide both

file
and State, aws; asAvell as ,that. is being- monitored, that is

the -depend,eney we layetolave-ontthein. ; c

;-:Air., ESHLEMAN:You are suggestina itroar 1.,6t bo done in some
cases? .

, . , ,t,
-,

,,, -Mr. Voss, I would not,makelhat suggestion. I think-that perhaps
-it is an oversight -wherever it is done, not _deliberate. .

- ALI:Wart:it Mr.,chairman..1, would like-to come 'aelr. to the early
-point I,ntade; that weare.not. as iniichconcerned with-that nniv. Co.-
tainly,there Wouldbe a- minority of abuse;, but we are concerned that,
as the BEOG program is funded and, partignlarly, the way flue leg-
islation, isgeared;-thatotherq may be, mots where Federal funding

, that -m9as not ,qubjeet, to adjustment by the aid officer could result in
ov6i'award ing. -

-Mr...d?,stit.mm. If this till is passed? .,

Itft, gram. Yes..- , .
-4:Mr. Eintmr4*. Mr.;-Quie. ,, . ' ,

.

' . Mr..Quir.. Did I understand., the overwardsqinglit to be then de-
termined by financial aid officers in the school and the money goes
hack telvliatnever provided ilie Money? , , ..

, e ^

, Mr. RE.EITE/IL In fact, if an. overaward- occurs, yes.
. Nr.,,Qure., You would have to give them authority in BEOG as
Well as SS/04 . ': -- .

Mr. 114:11 -En. `Under this proposed legislation, yes.
Mr. Qua:, Would- you then tl.:nk it would- be better in the States

that lave,developed a,-ca pability that both BEOG .and SSIG be , ad-
minikerellk tlie-.States? . .4 .

. Mr. BEEHT33. I think, in Pennsylvania, we have the capability and'
, .,-- .4
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:Staid ready to administei BEOG according, to :Federal guidelines,it rirrittee'enViSh.
-3fr. That m :eana you 'would have two. needs ,forniniceq,

wouldn't yon? One for the ,BEOG's.and, One for yeurown purposes.
Ate you:given flexibility in Pennsylvania with thaschoals-the,way
"'on 'have now with the institution -based program.s/of using these
Monies?

Kr. Rat. Bight now, there are really three need, analyses, the
BEOG, the Pennsylvania program, and the pregram.

What we actually dO is, we compute our needs .and the
adhociFthat the-other programs can fill unmet needs-Bnt when- 0
ever the need is filled, then they can go through,a reductian.proce,ss.,
"`dither or net we would come:up-with-one need'sconeept, I would .

hope that the Federal "Government --I Am :sure RemisAvatia, is
ready if :the Federal Government would. ,adopt the outcome teethe
recommendation of 'the Ifeppel Task Force, we .couldconeeivably
come up with One- tiSsessmentef the-family'aability timay and then
how BEOG iVbiildspend their money and Pennsylvania 'would_spend
theirS within that. We may havedifferent rationing devices, -but at
least the fainilY, we mould hope, would have one application forthe
aid and one assessment of their ability to "linanceoducaton.

Mr.,Qiire. As you look at :it, would you then .start out with Social
security and thoGI bill' for the ones-that:qualify for-these programs
and then look at BEOG's-so if there was any grant-that was greater
than needs, you Would' take it -oft of BEOG or what/

Mir:Rimier?. This has to be my personal opinion, because don't
`know the asSociation has a position on it. But I look at social se-
curity and the -GI bill benefits as being different. One is a reward
for service, 'the other is -really purchased services.

I clearly see the GI bill as being a-benefit that accrues to the vet-
eran, Whereas,the social-security benefit,there have been-two philos- I
ophies there..0fie, BEOG is student scholarship, and in Pennsyl-
vania, we treated it as a widow or *parental income. 1 would like.
to think that ZEOGootild be administered as the base for the gen-
eral applicant and that,the 'State program' would:build on top of that
and-that final discretion in building the :package would be left to the
Student` aid officer.

One of the main problemS that we have these things all,eccur at
different times and on different standard's, and the aid officer very
often finds hiinself boxed. And he has set a package up, and then
breeone comes in with something different, so he 'is in a position
'where he has to rescind the award. I don't know if there are other
direetives,on that.

,Mr. IVEliSON. I think, in contracts -with the new States and in myown'Stateand, amain, I can't speak for the assoCiationtlmt we lavetaken a position on itwe use a_ common application in -our State.
We build the base, and we share the data that we obtain with the aid

officers, hecause we can dO it easier than they. And they sharesome-,, .-thing back-with us from-theirindividuateontacts with students-andfill nethi dips and valleYs, and we work olesel,v like this.
Inlitet, we are making financial aid Progre.rne :for people in juniorhigh school' prior to their decisionmaking process in the secondary
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. iicheola. Buttlie Celleges-and,the.,State4 seem te,belnitting tether
the linitpackage, very readily, AS it is Working out in any own State.

Mi.Qw. Do allStat4in,SSIO:PrOgnia.,=45.4,.±iteAsr0,1141S*fol:
et`reiyAtudint,in,every **-

Mr. BOYD. No. The Commissionerapproved a variety of schedul
thiLpast year acceptable within the and many -use .S.OT,' SAY 7
PSAT,,and tKr own syStem,-buthehad to review careful/y that'tbe
systi* was attempting to caleulatc,rieexl the pararatters, et

Mr..
- ,

Quin. Do, you-know how ',many States Use SYSten?
Mr. Boxn. Congressman; I think-there ate about six. or seren-of fis.

We are using: ours entirely% We ii7re, all Willing to ,reafizo this kind
world whiCh-we see ahead, where this will not:centinne, telie,

-want to come nearerit,common standard because Of;the,problems that
have been created in coordinating programs, in famili0-1lnderstamI-
ing what istappeningtothem when they get such divergent answers
as, to,whether or not they qualify for taxpayer dollars. AndT think

-We all lig:reepthlif the ,World,,must_ change.
Mr. ,Qtrin. If we decided' it was preferable that States have the

opportunity to ,bethe administering, agents for 13E0G, as well, ho w
-many of the States do you, think -wc,uld have that capability'? We
would: have to say, then,bythe year after next; that jaahout as soon
as that could go into effecti

I*. Bern. don't. think it would, be immediately more than 8 or
10; but it -might be-serving 45 to 60 percent of all students?, and you
are talking about major States -with, a large population, which would
be the-first ones equipped'with the:administrative budget to immedi .
ately assume that assignment.

I think you would have tolave-other alternate means of delivery
for a While, but if you talk- about,good coordination, and improving
delivery to the family the-whole program was established, to serve,
1 am. convinced, *.p, can deliver substantially more :dollars to the
famjlies you developed. the program, for than are the current median-
smi-delavering:

1arii confident: Of that.
IvEnsoi,r. The new States that are just -evolving as. a result of

the new SSIG funding, I think, during this year, would certainly,
find it difilciilt, if they just bring up, their own mechanism in the
13E0G program. I know, all four Of us -in this-hearingMr. Voss

in his second year,..he position to adminster that.. I would
strongly recommend that the option, be ,given to the States to de-
termine that BEGG-index and, the ,amount,,

Mr. Qum Of the 50 StateS,there are some that still won't e under
'SSIG, *hat three or bith of them?

Mr. Ivinsom Right now, :there is a constitutional question, and it
it New Mexico and, then,-"Ainerican Samoa,,,Guam, and the trust
territory indicated as of today they will not participate. r think
Alaska t_ bee pis e 'of the small, level -of funding,, is teetering, also.

Qiirn. IsLonisianagoing tO'beiri there?'
Mr. IvantSoif..1 belieVeso. Louisiana, is one of the nine thatithat

they are-in,theiprocesaand-,ha.Ve untilthe-erid of this, month to make
their decisicax regardingfiscal year,1975.

,66% &b.
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My indication, from the Office of Education, is they are acting
positively. -

Mr. QIIIE. So, then, the reasons w mild be New Mexico has had a
Constitutional problem, and Alaska believes it is too small a program
for them?

Ivuusos. Yes.
Mr. Qum. You mentioned that we could take the results of the Kep-

pel Task Force. We are hopeful it will.bear the kind of results- that
we can all agree should be the ones that can be used. That will need'
updatinglater on. Do you think we need to set up some kind of na-
tional commission that could update it year by year?

Mr. Born. If they code out with a recommendation on how to do
it, I would strongly recommend some kind of body that we can con-
tinue with the attitudes and forward steps forward that the task
force has developed. There must, be an annual review on what further
refinements in formula, coordination, ii. standard application are
needed.

I would trust, though, you would look at what the Keppel Task
Force looks for, continuation of that .protest, and then debate egis-
lative action that is needed if that void is there to be filled.

,Mr. QUIE. Some of the States now provide week programs with
their State programs, and they are not allowed in SSIG, is that
right? 'Would Son favor the idea that we give the States the kind of
latitude so that they could have work study with those grants?

Mr. IVERSON. The association w certainly support the flexibility
of that.

Mr. QUIE. Another thing isI keep getting letters fros people
wondering about student assistance programs. Prior to our 197;1
amendments, we just told than to contact the institution that they
planned to attend, and _they would have all of that information.

Now, we have the BEOG prooTanit which is ,federally adminis-
tered, and SSIG, which is State administered, and do you think that
we could have some kind of coopeiativ e arrangement between the
Federal Government and the States to hale information available
for all citizens in a central place?

Mr. IvEnsox. Certainly. The States are undoubtedly now assuming
this role of dissemination of information regarding 'financial 1iid re-
sources to the point of sefuling from roster:, of high schools to ev ery
applicant packet describing all programs.

I think you will find the States are a body that are concerned with
students. We are student oriented and not institutionally oriented,
and as a result,,,our efforts are founded in providing students with
knowledge concerning every possible resoucce acailable to him under
the sun to help him meet educational expenses and the availability of
scholarships-from General Motors or ROTC scholarships for -1 years.

Mr. QUIE. Where do you find that lamination on scholarships and
aid from private sources?

Mr. IVERSON. Usually, within our State, we compile, again, and
cooperate with the institutions, file it in a book and publish it for
the high school people. And usually, you find that lends itself nicely ,
to local coordination within the guidance community.

Mr. Qum. To what 'extent do yon provide information now in

60
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. States on loans for private schools and, especially, proprietary
schOOls, at the postsecondar.y,education?

Mr. REETIER. Mt. Quie, in Pennsylvania, since our program was
started,I might say, when Mr. Eshleman was vice chairman 10 years
ago, we have alwa.3 s incorporated the proprietary, trade and business
fsollools, and nursing schools in our program. We have them in the
loan proor tun and in the grant program.

We send. every high school junior a brochure explaining all pro-
grams and touch on the Federal aid student programs as well. In
the-senior year in high school, if they have taken college boards or
ACT, we secure the name and address from these associations and
we send an application directly to their home.

We give high school counselors applications and also tell the high
school counselors the name and aidreSs of every student to whom
we have seat an application in .his high school..

About 6 weeks later, we tell the high school counselor those stu-
dents who have returned the application, and we ask them, of course,
to distribute applications and then. just before our deadline, we go
back a thirdlime and tell from whom- we received. applications.

I think this kind- of coordination is the kind of thing that can be
developed, in all of the .States through a State agency working in
consort with both the Federal and State funds.

Mr. Voss. I think, again, Mr. Quie, speaking for all States, most
of them have very well organized. State financial aid. associations,
State guidance associations, and there is .a concerted effort by all of
the State agencies to work with and through them to disseminate
information.

Mr.,QUE. lIpiv are the non-4-year institutions represented on your
'-board or policymaking body?

Mr. RIMITE12. On ours, they are represented,two ways. First of all,
we have an advisorytcommittee that is composed only of trade and
bin-iness school repreSentatives, and they give us the input that is
purely to their benefit. Then, they also sit on our total advisory com-
mittee, maybe 2 members out of 10 or 12 for that same purpose.

Mr. Qum. J3ut how about the rest of you?
Mr. IVERSOX. :Sty State, they act in an advisory capacity, but our

programs are open. Probably, Vermont has the widest spectrum of
eligibility of an3 State in the country from film-makina, schools to
any type of proprietary schools because of our very limited base of
education ii oppprtunity.

do publish an index of all vocational technical courses, offer-
ing some things I never heard of before. We are very open to that
and working, again, with the students. This is why I say we are
student, oriented.

We are Working with him to obtain an education that meets his
need, find that is not dictated to him because of the dollars mailable.

Mr. Born. We have a president of a community college on the
board if the Controlled Scholarships Commission, and the Governor
is free to name others as lie wishes, name members at large, but I
liav/e a president of a commmtity college on our board.

Mi. Qr.& 'What about proprietary schools such as Bell & Howell?
Mr. Born. Well, the Governor would be free to name one of those if

54-459-74r--10
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ie wishes, but he ins not yet named one. Yost are talking now about
the student aid adMinistering agencies, also, in the States the boards
of Olicatiori have-become the 1202 Commission. They have recognized
t,hori through and regular reporting of such a group at their -meet-

. They hold an advisory council of proprietary schools in the
s

9

fr.- Qurp,. What about the ,problem -where we now have consumer
protection raised in higher education as well, and at the'present.time,
I.thin is centered .on proprietary institutions. But I expect in-
creased pport for help so a student may attend.any -kind of insti-
tutiOn:D ,yQ1.-,isee your agency ora State agency Providing that hind
of help wadormatimi?fMr. 11',Pirprt. We are one step closer. I think it can be done more
'effective-1 if yin are working with a couple of hundred institutions
and a couple f hundred thousand students, as opposed to millions.
Iiliirik it can be done snore effectively.

We althave, within our States, consumer protection agencies, which
'really fs,the first place a complaint is filed. And there are interagency
relationships that cawbe developed. I know, Ihai.e personally turned
over to our consumer protection agency complaints about certain
schools, . ,

.
I feel that they are better equipped to do the investigation than we

are. I believe- we have that kind. of coordination capacity.
Mr. Qum Do you think it really should be another agency?
Mr. REEIIER. Yes. We tried to stay in the business of student aid

and out of policing, if at all possible. .

Mr. Voss. Missouri legislation authorizing our program does not
enable us to help proprietary schools. There is legislation introduced,
however, that would license, or regulate, those within the State.

My personal 'feeling, again, would be that I could work with that
t.roup and coordinate efforts along the lines of recognizing and as-
sisting, and, then, it can be centrally from hero on, or nationally ac-
crediting association of proprietary type schools.

,Mr. Qurr.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brodix. Mr. Harrison.
Mr. laurasax. With the Chair's permission, I would like to direct

one question to the group.
I share, Mr. Voss, your concern about the impression you may

have left, the four of yow may have left, in talking about overfunding
and overawarding. I think what you are talking about is where the
:administrative control of over awarding in each individual case
should reside. That is important to the committee, but I do hope you
can assure me that you are not meaning to leave the impression that,
with the combined efforts of the Federal and State Govermnent, as
they are going to be, let's say, next year, that, there is in fact more
money out there than the students need to get through postsecondary
education? , ..

Mr. Voss. Absolutely not. It is when we took all of the programs
and said one person is eligible for everything, that one case, you
may, find a-student with a full budget and another case not, and that
is .ivitere we divert the money. Certainly, even with fimding levels,)we don't have 'enough money. '.

Mate,
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tr. I-Limusok. '. The reason the chairman is not here is lie is- over
4.4trthe Budget -Committee .fighting tOireeP:the education budget, in-

oluding,student aid from.heing cut, and I hoped you A ere not giving,
,a:nresSage to- go over and tell him to forget it.

YoSs. We go, over and help whim.
ViEilat. Mr. Harrison, I can give a good example on-that. This

year, 'imPonnsylvania,We -anticipated, at the beginning of the year,
that veteran s and social' security recipients Would- not in, fact. be
eligible for BEOG, but svhen. the Federal,need7e,standards were in-
troduced, they were not. So, we came back and reconsidered tar of
those cases. As a result, *spent $75 million in Pennsylvania, and,
we were49 million deficient. And, we had to turn away 10;000 late

.applicants. And at the same time, the Federal program, is showing .

a carryover of $144 million.
Mr. ,HAnurso. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.'33Lours'. 7.'hank you, gentlemen, for your testimony toda

appieciate 'it very much.
The next 'witness we will 'hear from this morning 'is Mr. Rioliard,

Rainsdenreiecutive director ofthe-Consortinm of Financing Higher
Edireatiori.

Mr. Ramsden, as-with the other people today, yo,u have the-option
of inserting your,statement in the record and making some brief

7 'ffenertil.comments; if yint

STATEMENT OF RICHAR D L RAMSDEN, EXECUTIVI,DIREOTOR,
.coNortitutt OF FINANCING HIGHER' EDUCATION; ACCON-

PANIED 73*R. JERROLDGIBSON DIRECTOR' OP FISCAL SERVICES,
HARVARD1TNIVERSITY; WILLIAM. PHA/0ED* DEAN GP AD-
MISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID, NORTHWESTERN- univASITY

Mr. RAUSDEN. I would like to read My utatemen, f trnay.
On behalf of the consortium and its cliairman,president David 73.

TrUrnamol, Mount Holyoke College, I appreciate the opportunity' to
comment on H.R. 3471,, especially the loan portions of .the, bill. With
-me-this-morning are R..Arrold'Gibson, director of tibcalwyle"es at
Thirvard:University, and William Illanfeldt, deanoof admissions and
financial aid at Northwestern University., Both gentlemen. are, re-
sponsible. for the loan programs of their 'respective gnivetsities anti
are extremely knowledgeable in the field- of student, assistance. Both,
re'present their institutions_on the policy comniittee.of the consortium.

The donsortium consists of M-private colleges and universities lo-
cathdw throughout the United States. The group was lormedin'1.974
to -facilitate cooperative work among the member in a number of
areas, from comparative cost studies to market. research to 'student
assistance. In this third area we expect to be able to submit to the
subcommittee an extensive analysis of title IV, with detailed recom-
mendations, by .the middle of April.

Mr. O'Hara, 'aids remarks on February 20, made it clear that,in
his view there has been too' much reliance on student credit in post-,
secondaryeclucation in the United-States and-that- student assistance
has gottenout of balance. We agree. We-also believe, asle does, that
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the most certain way to reduce defaults and the high cost of loan
programs is to reduce student reliance on credit, and that reauires4
greater funding of grant and work-study assistance

I think we often fail to realize-that ninny of the problems of loan
progranis with which we e areApresently dealing arise from the fact
that until recently the Federal response to growing student financial
need was largely through student credit. As recently as ,academic
'year 1972 when loan assistance under the GSLP and .VPSL programs
totaled approximately $1.7 billion, total Federal grant assistance
under the educational opportunity grant program w one-tenth of
that figure, or $168 million.

Since 1972 the-growth of the basic grant and State scholarship pro-
grams -hag- begun to redress the balance at the undergraduate level,
but we are still dealing with problems crea-.1 by an overwhelming.
reliance. on loans during the late 1960's and early 1970's.

I should also make clear 'at the, outset that institutions of higher
-education ha\ c not sought their new role as creditor. Since the mid-
196o's ivate institutions of higher education have made consider-
able strides in enrolling low -income and minority. students. On aver-
age, minorities account for about 10 percent of the undergraduate
enrollment at the consortium institutions today, up about 1 percent
from a decade ago.

To meet the needs of these and other students, at the consortium
institutions oN er the past decade, we have tripled our own resources
de\ oted to grants, and our own grant assistance far outweighs the
Federal and State grant, support received by our students.

Student need, bowel er, has grown even faster than our ability
to meet it, especially since we admit students based on ability and
not on need. As a result, we have had to require sizable self-help. ex-
pectations of our students in the form of jcbs and loans. Today ap-
proximately one -half to two thirds of all undergraduatqmtreliolding
jobs during the school year. .

W have also learned that many low-income students, to meet their
personal and career goals, wish. to pursue graduate or professional
training. But with Federal fellowships haN ing declined in number
from approximately 51,000 in 1965 to 6,000 in 1973, students have
incriasingly found that loans are often the sole form of assistance
available ,actlie gyaduate and professional leVel.

For. on't,p.f.350t4,grattnate and professional students, especially if
they arehow,-mconavor minority, the'm ailability of guaranteed loans
from commercial Yenders has been, toMuote one of my colleagues,
"erratic at best, deplorable at worst.' It is against this background
that many institutions Inte found it necessary to become lenders
under the FISL program during the past .2 or 3 years. It is against
this background that -w e agree NI itlh the chairman that we NS. mild like
to see a reduction in the reliance on student credit.

If we agree with Mr. O'Hara on our goals, gentlemen, we do not
agree, however, on the best means of accomplishing them. During the
course of the subcommittee's hearings on title IV ntunerous failings
of the existing student credit stt ucture were stressed, including un-
certain unavailability of capital, unequal access to credit, accelerat-
ing pi ogram costs, burgeoning default rates and complex atlminis-
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tration. In the face of such problems the-judgment has been made in
RB. 3471 that the solution lies in several key steps:

One: Terminating-the FISL program, and transferringthe respon-
sibility to the States;

Two: Eliminating all educational institutions as lenders finder the
GSLP-; and

Three: Reducing Federal support for, the INTDSL program and, in
effect, turning the 82.5 billion of NDSL receivables over to educa-
tional institutions to use in their own loan programs, if they so
choose.

I would like to examine those recommendations in somewhat
greater detail.

First, I think -it is worth pointing out that unlike grant progralus,
where a new one can replace the old, existing loan programs must
continue to be administered according .to their terms and provisions
until the last loanispaid, e% en though a new loan program has been
introduced. For this reason uehelie%e that loan programs should be
written, with extreme care since the provisions remain in effect, re-
frardless.of future revisions, for a king, long time.

Termination of FIST, and transfer of the GSLP to the States
Would, it is true, reduce the administrative responsibilities of the

Education, and that may be desirable. It is also true, as has
been proven in. Pennsylvania: and New York, that State guarantee
agency programs can be effecti% u_if-the requisite resources-and lead-
-ership are devoted to the task.

Nevertheless, even if all the States' and territories were willing to
assume this responsibility, 'shish is doubtful, the most likely result 'of
a complete-transfer to the States would be the creation of 50 or more
programs of widely differing quality with a myriad of student credit
instruments. It would eliminate, in our judgment, the possibility of a
clearly understood national student loan instrument which could he
consolidated- regardless of the State in which it is issued. And it
would frustrate Sallie 3fae's efforts, as well as Any future private
efforts, to Create a secondary market in student loans in the United
States.

I suspect we would-be exchanging the known problems of the FISL
program of 1975, problems which are now recognized and being
addressed, for a new. set of problems %%hick quite possibly we shall
just begin to understand about 1980.

The proposed bill would also eliminate educational institutions as
lenders under the GSLP, ostensibly, for the reason that 'educational
institutions are equipped' to teach and financial institutions to lend,
but not vice versa. Of course the real reason is defaults.

Based on ITSOE data presented at. Senate default hearings last
September, the cumulative, FIST, default rate at June 30, 1971. was
14.5 percent, and was still rising. Using General Acconnting Office
projections, which are more ,pessimistic, the cumulative FISL de-
fault rate could rise to a high of 21 percent at some point in the
future.

Tn arriving,at that figure, the GAO projected default rates of 12
percent for students who attended private institutions, 15 percent for
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students whck,attended public institutions and, most importantly, C7
for students who attended' proprietary institutions.

We aso _know that over half of all the defaults under the .FISL
program to date relate to students at well under, 100 educational
institutions, and about 60 percent of all high default institutions na-
tionally are located in -two States, California and Texas. Despite
these facts,,-that defaults are highly concentrated, in certain insti-
tutions and certain. States, and that almost all, loans to date have
been originated by financial institutions and proprietary schools,
,the generally high level of default rates has malted in the argu-.
ment that all educational institutions, colleges, and universities as
well as .Proprietary institutions, should be eliminated as lenders
tinder-the GSLP.

In response to such arguments it might be helpful, to 'make clear
that several important 'distinctions exist between institutions of
higher education and proprietary schools serving:as eligible lenders
under FISLin addition to the difference in. default experience.

Although there-are under 100 proprietary institutions-:serving as
eligible lenders, they iiiclude the largest AST, lendemand. at various
tunes- proprietary schools -have accounted for almost haltof
loan volume ,and almost one-quarter-of total GSLP Voltinae. The ap-

,proximately J00 institutions of higher education serving as lenders
have 'accounted for relatively little volume,. about 1.1 percent of all
loans made under the GSLP through. fiscal-1973.

But there are some other -important differences. Proprietary nisti7.

'tinions typically:have-used-the FISL program, not,as part of a total
program of financial aid, but as a means of financing almost full-
lnition for almost -all of their students With ,insurance provided by
the Federal Clovermhent.

EVenfthough proprietary schools are often corporations- operating
in several States, they typically serve -from each of their locations,
not national student bodies, but local commtiting students, students
who by reason of residence would hav c access, to a single State or
nonprofit program except for the fact that many States refuse to t,
insure loans to Proprietary and/or home study students. - If

Most colleges'and universities serving as lenders, on. the other hand, ,,

enroll national student bodies, and in many cases sizablo .numbers of ,

graduate students, man) of whom now rely on loans because of the,
reduction in. Federal fellowships since the inid-.196,0's., -Even if a
single state agency 'w ere willing to insure loans nude to all of the
students of such institutions, in state and=out of state, it is rare that
financial institutions feel an obligation to lend to students who nie
not residentseithe state.

At colleges and universities *loans are not a financing mechanism,
but- are combined with.grants-and jobs as part of a financial .aid,sys:
tem. Because Of sizable self-help-requirements and a- concern for the
student borrower, many universities serving as eligible lenders, in-
chiding Iran ard and Northwestern, have been willing to backstop
FISL loans with their-omn fund for students who need forbearande.

We cite these differences because we think they are important. The
-new GSLP regulations hav e boon transmitted to Congress, and are
scheduled to become effective early in April: They address many of
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the problems-of the GSLP. They regulate disbursement and collec-
tion procedures, refund ;policies, and recordkeeping. They require
much more consumer information for the student. And, most lin-
portantly, they establish standards to ealuate whether institutions
should continue to participate in the program. tf legislation exclud-
ing certain groups of lenders is required as well, I would hope that

{this sqbcomthittee and the Congress as a whole would keep firmly in
mind these significant differences between institutions of higher edu-
cation and proprietary schools as lenders.

One of anomalies of the bill is that although educational insti-
tutions would'be- eliminated as lenders under the GSLP, they- would
continue to serve in that capacity under N SL, without any sugge,-
.tion that they meet, rigorous and high-levee standards. In fact, it is
proposed ?if understand the bill correctly, that $2.5 billion of Fed-
eral assets, the NDSL receivables outstanding,, be turned over to edit
catioiial institutions to-lend through their own programs as,they see
fit.

We do not think this is the answer. In fact, in a period of scarce
student assistance resources we would argue that as part of any re-
structuring of Federal loan prog-rams, more productive use of the
$2.5 billion in NDSL loan receivables, a significant' but under-utilized
student assistance asset, is imperative.

We would also argue that if rigorous lending standards are appro-
pdate for the GSLP, they are equally appropriate for NDSL.

If we have suggested what, we would not do, what is it we do rec-
ommend? For SOnle time postsecondmy education has had not one,
but two. general purpose loan programs. We believe the solution to
many of the problenis of _Federal loarrprogranis lies not-in a nareow,
programmatic approach to NDSL and GSLP, but in the creation of
an -integrated structure out of what have been separate and largely
-unrelated programs. For reasons of cost, simplicity, and equity, we
would recommend that the-two programs be brought into much closer
alignment: By increasing the NDSL interest rate from 3 percent to
7 percent; by eliminating all NDSL cancellation provisions except
for death and disability; by conforming the repayment, grace; de-
ferment, and forbearance procedures fatale two program.; by estab.,
.lisping combined borrowing limits under the two programs, limits
which-are realistic but moderate, and which make au important dis-
tinction betty Cen first-year undergraduates, ref uniing.undergraduates,
and.graduate and professional students; and by requiting on
and collection standards of N"-DSL lenders comparable to those re-
quired of GSLP lenders.

Our goal is to conform the terms of the two programs to the point
that there is-no obsers able diffeience it the two programs to the stu-
dent borrow er. The only difference is hi-the mechanism by which the
Federal Go% eminent encourages the im estinent of capital in student
loans. We recommend that the dual ts) bteni of guarantee programs
and_ direct capital appropiiations to educational institutions be main-
tained, although as will be explained', with some important modifi
cations.

IZegardle:-s of the level of inducements kto commercial lenders, ac
cess to loans. under the GSLP w ill rightly vary based on credit
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conditions, lender practices, and the circumstances of the borrow
As is presently the case, we believe 7,s.TDSI,4 capital' funds will be ,
needed to,both compensate for fluctuations in private capital devoted
to the GSLP and to provide some assurance of credit, to those least
able to obtain it on their own. '

To make more producthe use of the NDSL asset and to encourage
prepayment of NDSL recehables, we would authorize NDSL lenders
to discount outstanding 3-percent loans basal on a 7 percent interest
rate and the remaining years to maturity. This would, siiuply recog-
nize the inherent,discount in outstanding 3 percent loans at 7-percent.
interest rates. Potentially it could increase. available loan funds,
erease default exposure,. sal c collection custs, and possibly -re% e

ff

presently delinquent accounts.
To resolve the role of educational institutions as lenders, we rep-

onimend that the subcommittee affirm itssupport for indh idual insti-
tutions serving either as lenders under the GSLP..but not aslenders
under both programs siniultaneously. ,The conditions which we be-
lieve should apply- for an educational institution to serve as an eligi-
ble lender under the GSM' are: That the institution meet the re-
quirements of section 423, part B of title IV, as, is presently the case;
that the institption had e at least 1,000 students; that it hare at least
one full-time financial aid officer; and that in the judgment of the
Commissioner the institution be able to satisfactorily meet the
cific collection and ben icing standards set forth in the GSLP regu-
lations, or alternath ely, that the institution have contracted for
equivalent services with an outside organization.

We would. further recommend that those educational institutions
serving as lenders Tinder FISL be assured access to student loan
capital by having full ,use of the services of Sallie Mae. including,
the right to sell student loans to,Sallie Mae at a discount. Sallie Mae,
as a condition of purchase, insists upon assuming resporkibility for
servicing the loans. purchased and, therefore, must purchase loans at
adiscount to cover servicing costs.

At present, USOE regulations are causing educational institu-
tions to borrow short from Sallie Mac to lend long to students and
precluding educational institutions from transferring, as an adjunct
to sale, the servicing responsibilities to Sallie Mae. an organization
generally acknowledged to have developed the highest collection
standards in the student loan field.

Finally, and most importantly, we would recommend that educa-
tional institutions which do meet FISLIeligible lender requirements,.
and which are given access to capital markets through Sallie Mae,
be precluded from receiving further capital appropriations under,
the NDSI, program, but that they be allowed to use their existing
NDSL capital pools as -working, capital for FISL loans.

The effect of these recommendations would be that educational in-
stitutions making either ...`.;;DSL or FISL loans to students would
meet comparable and rigorous lending standards..A.11 institutions, as
is.the ease at present, would. be limited by the Commissioner in the
amount of annual loan commitments they can make. The recom-
mendations would -recognize, however, the legitimate need of a xela-
tively limited number of educational institutionsroften with national

Mr
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student,bodies. and in many _cases m'ajogr emphasis upon graduate
education, for greatti access to loan capital than can be provided
under NI)SLi.If this,&stinction is recogniZed and made, such

;

inti-
tutipns need not place further demands upon limited NDSL capital
appropriations with the potential for significant savine-sio the Fed-e

eral Government.
; In the report that will. be submitted to you- ii April there are
. number of recommendations designed to encdiirage continued par-

-ticipatiOn of linanciaLinstitutions in the GSLP, to facilitate loan
ansolidation, and to enhance the willingness )Td ability of borrow-
ers to repay.'

.We would like to mention one rec6mmendatiOn in partiegar. To
date, both the GSLP and NDSL programs haye used a level pay-

, ment note witha 10-year maturity regardless of the amotmt of debt
or the prospective-taretr,Of the borrower. In the first several year
of the GSLP, adherence to such a repayment,structure has probably
presented problems to few borrowers, since through 1973, 60 percent
of student borrowers under FISL incurred only one loan and ap-

proximately 81-percent a ma:xlmum, of two.
Only 5 percent of borrowers found it necessary to incur four lair's.

However, loan amounts have been growing rapidly, especially for
students at higherprjced institutions where undergraduate debts of

i$4,000 or more are increasingly common, and where it high percentage
(Teach class pursues graduate eduCation.

Since Congress, by the 1972 Education Amendments, s*.et an overall
limit of $10,000 in the case of graduate and professional-students, it
is assumed that it was the intention that students participate irethe
program, if necessary, throughout several years of training. What is
not clear is whether Congress intended that _students with many
thousands of collars of debt, should adhere to`.a repayment schedule
more appropriate for the great-majority of students wbo incur only
one or two loans and modest total debt.

Recognizing this problem, we Would make fl, modest proposalthat
where debt levels under -either program_ or both programs combined
are high, which we define as -$4;000 and above, lenders be given the

'option .of issuing a 10-year graduated or 15-year level repayment
notewith specific repayment schedules approved by USOE,, and
which are also acceptable to Sallie Mae.

'We would like to mention one further recommendation: II It is
public policy to encourag6 State guarantee programs, in fact, as well
as by statute, we would remove certain of the differences between the
state agency programs and FISL. InParticular, we wolTd7T--ecerm-

mend that defaults be reimbursed by the ,Federal Government at a
100-percent rate, as is true under FISL. However, to maintain the
present incentive for stateS to minimize defaults, we would suggest
that in any fiscal, -ear in which reinsuritkcpayments_to-a state for
death, disability, and defaultexceed 5.,percencof the average pfinei-
pal amount of loans insured by the Mite whiCh, are in repayment
status during such year,ihe payments in excel of the 5--percea rate
be shared t gutsily by the state agency and USOE. This woül1I not
only be fair to the states, and still provide them with operational
incentives, but would also as a byproduct generate some reliable de:
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, -fault information on state programs inkration which is larotiv,,,--. , 7 ,
;. unavailable. , .,...;.-:-.1.''' ;'- .:-':

In conclusion.then, these. are som6 of the aeps we wbuht-take. Cer- ,

tain of them, suCh as changing the NDSL rate frau). 3 percent:to "i'
percent; ending the cancellation provisions, tkuaiingaver .NINSIkre-
ceivables at a. greater rare, and, most iliiportantly,..precluding vduca-,
tional lenders, which have access to capital thraugh 8.4te,a14,e),,trom
receiving, XDSL appropriations as well, w ould prodk.IN allopti41.

, , ,q
Savings, nnmaliately and overtime.

In -closing, we \ cry much appreciate this opportunifesqnt
our views-to the subcomulittee..My colleagues andl wouhthe pleased
to answer questions about this testimony, or the grant and walk-study
portions.af the bill. .

Thank you. . .
AIr. Burcix. Tha ini, Mr. Ramsdell. Mr. Gibson, I understand

has a statement to fi , yhich will appear below. 1 .:,-77

[The statem,Ont follows.,

, Eax-le`4, JIARVAR17PREPARED STATEMENT Ok R
1
him t,n GIBSON, DIRELloR, kinCA

UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman and Members of ',the Subcommittee. e are grateful for -the
opportunity to offer.Some remarks fur tbe consideration of thoCounolttee. (Mr .

conceras cover the range of studbut assistance programs, but fur st,leu moments
I would like to focus on one area of, discussion.

3-171 addresses the problem4of student debt andleading instiiiitioas. We
are agreed that we want to control deht as best we um, mid that student debt.
above $2-3 thousand dollars Is reallY a resource of very last resort., ,

At the present time, as you know, many students depend, stibstantially un
;Went loans to e,Imble them tu continue in school, and we must le sery care-
ful nut to curtail this resource until we have something dependable to carer
its place. .

Availability of ham funds depends peaky on the strticture of the loan pro-
gram and its permissible debt, :lad partly on the asallability of funds them-
selves. Since IIR 3171 doeS speak to the question of eligible lenders,J would
like to be as specific as I (Ali from the perspective-of an,educatiutml lender.

The firgt thing to be saidand. here rm sure I speak for must4neational
lendersis that we became an .eligible lender only With great reluctance. In
private InstItufShns especially, We are quite unscented about tht.: -effect of the
lender borrower relationship mu_ alumni giving, It Ls cuskward'fue us to have to
remind alumni about repayments, and at times es en tu flsiist that they pay.
Surely must colleges would tuuld that coniplicated relationship if they unlit!.

The reason we are in itstudentloans J8 bocanse others have not appeared to
meet the need. We bov6 wattled Increased college custs,..finanelal aid re:sources,
Stretched hither and you, families agonizing. u-ser debt payments because inter-
est rates were high 5.ir repay menL terms stringent. We have mused into this
problem area because we felt that financial and administratise resources liad
to be used to keep admissions opportunities open and financial burdens man-
ageable.

Perhaps a few examples will Illustrate. Harvard did nut become an eligible
lender until 1972. Fur almost seven years we encouraged students to borrow ,
frOm home or local banks. Some states had functioning programs, some didn t ; *
funds were available In gume areas and not in_uthers, terms \were fatturable
for some students, less Su fur uthers._Students who burrow under the state pro-
gram in Mass. have a maximum repaymentAterm of 7 years, ts hates er the total
debt. Where sonic students were expected to pay an insurance fee of Is& of 1%,
others were called to pay liewice as much. Where some lenders did not require
additiopal Insurance payments during deferments, others asked for premiums

s Mit 318fr. Some lenders puOtpulked interest payments during defaults, others
:id not.

s ,
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..TlierePAvera so many, friequities folded Into the system, that vie 'finally, de-
cided to berome .11, lender of last,..resurt. Most schools Wiitiu the University
begaiLly, reqUiring.all.loawaPplicants to 1;1.44 at _ipitst- two.lettera ietuaa.t
from,hanicsin.eAler loan.,One schoofstil,:h0 such a
requirement. liewever, students Woreh.reasingly frustrated, nut` only byfli0

r. extra4sea.re.ti effort-but. also because a-number of hank's would.irot.gtanfloans,,,
,yetsj3' eitherivonla,,thaylcommit4beir reftisal,' to writing.,

x1 I -life ,while We were fightingtfurihor. ,ealistic repayment schedules. Cer
tatrystato hm, requirements were sir'stpingent that they almost krugrairimed
burrowers Into default. Sttidents,Whi.-,had to: shop ,among severalltinks to se-
cure than leans- began .to,corne to-J.44.44e ,more, and more _frequently to ask
how to deal with multiple lenders, of yahOm were insisting on payment I
askco tire office of Education fur bell), was Auld that borrowers neecleCto ask
banks, fur order to- hegurrect with- the- information I wile providing,
:14raftewn,themo explaining w1pt. I'anderstuudl.the situation to lie wine:Multi:
Plelthidertfand.seitt it to 00,fer:approve.1451 response.

ft is A.44.adly situ ,:41sttig, thereforec in the midst of the-ke inequities aunt frus-
trations, dint we began to ,explure pos,siblittles of deVeltming a full otdent

. loan program. We Also look,ed.for Ways to provide a cushion for. repayments .to
,be Sastported- by Crifiersity 'funds Whicn.wouldlesSew the .Payinent 'buideii-
'borrower* with:loW t ,

AUK)* tine iasi, year we were re,evalgatng" our ptograun and it heti-
peried 014 A graduate. student friaa.,theifileringdy Sclakel was dolag -a ,research
Project on the Guarantectl Joan Program., Ls part, other 'research, she visited

major-and Many ,of, the Minor banks in the Cambridge- Boston -area, _and
asked about the,puasIbility of a student luan..Ia only one bank in Boston Were
,they tviiliug te accePtber applicationit she or her .family, did notbave a-pre
vions account.ln the.hank. It-was during this same yearthat inif University
student'loan ofileeproceseed loans/for morel/NM-15 milli u,

Xowcan understand our litease cuneern -about the availability of ftuidp. U3'
4ifileuity. with 'Congressional action which terminates ail educational filititn-
fiona.asiendersa.4tle_apparen,t. Weask-that an alternate system-for fin:ding
student ,luana be,ilemwnstrably In place-and functioning beiere, onr own cepa-

-bath; to provioe-fonds In :Short, we believe the actiOn *Posed
In HR. 3.17I to 'be- at least-Ka, attire, ,

In view of our peat-experience, we are also. 'very apprehecslve over the pr, ,,s-
-wet of g.iv ing.more administrative responsibility to -the states unless their prg-
gram*:Are etrictlY legulated',:by federal standards.

Let ntejaat quickly walk the other side of the street. Enorigliffrantic com-
ments have been made-abnul what edpcationalAustitiitions have n6t-and cannOt
do that wsease, ef.perspeAdive has all. but vanished: Of course, default reports
on student loans are alarming, 6krfil something most he done. However, I cannot
take too .scimusly the conventiWnal gisdom that 'hanks.are in the bilsiness of
lending and colleges are Set for the task at education,. and each should be con-

, fined so that-it can do what It. does best. This really obscures more than it
Illumines the issue :'

There are good and poor lenders-on both sides.`good and poor collection
practices amens banks'aud among colleges. Two years ago I Was reviewing all
onr.operations,,and decitlet1 to find out how near-by 'banks were bandlin". stu-
dent loans. The second I visited eiplained that they were still using ledger
cards With manual postings I... student loans, and this qt .a tune when our
oWn,dqta.:precessing for loans cad been overational,for -seVeral years.

I wm*l even argue that educational institutions can potentially do some
things to the student, loan field-even better than, banks. For example, weican
easily collect In-school Interest for loans that do- not qualify for subsidy by
transferring .e charge to- termbills, where students must make the ptiyment.
We know p.ecisely when atdents are registered and when they are entering
their-grace periods or repayments. -We can set up exit Interview requirements-
Which we dowhich the-student must fulfill or he,'she will not be permitted
to graquate., We can counsel more effectively about a reasonable package Of
financial aid because We have all.the,relevant data before us. When it comes,
to,,sktptraen Work on,borrowers who get lost, we have many university records
which ire can-utilize. In fact, I-have given =vsurh to three different professional
skiptrace organizations. sand find that in -house zve r -don more complete
job with letter results than any of them Ms not that we're smarter than-

,

..'-`
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'banks or collection agencies we just hive more resources Sur dealing with
borrowers -whet- are or have been stinlents.

Naturally all educational lenders are not properly equipped to function. as
effective lenders to students. Neither are some banks. The point is that We ae
looking for an effective loan. distribution mechanism, and X do not believe it
serves a useful purpose to draw a great dividing line between the capabilities
arid resources of all educational institutions on the one hand and all bankson the other.

what we need is strict regulations to govern alt lenders. OE -has published
such regulations for educdtionftl lenders. Clearly they have leverage on thisgroup They do not have tOtilliarable leverage on banks and probably cannot
require the same standards of performance.

My Plea, therbfare, is this. Do not now dismiss educational institutions from
the category of eligible lenders. Consider the administrative capability of lend-
ers on a Performance basis. Help us to keep open all present channels for the
distribution of student financial aid even as we work afgether to deveiop and
liapr:eVe our overall PrograM for student Misistance.

Thank you.
afr. IgLOLTS. Do you happen to know what the average debt of a

graduate of a 4-year private institution is today'?
Mr. Gmsoic. You are talking about undergraduate debt and I can

speak in sPee4fies but not generally. A specific school, Harvardthe
ayerage debt- is now going between $3,000 and $4,000 for an under-

, giliduate:
Mr. Br,eu-&.1331t you have no statistics generally?
XL Itt3tspEx. That would be a litod, figure for roughly the 23

schools 5n-the Consortium since they are all high-priced private and
all'havelhe same kind of packaging and high selthelp requirements.

Mr. 'Timm:N.. Would it be_fair to assume that is about twice, what
the norm4 private, school 'debt is

Mi. Grimm. I think that is accurate, and it is higher than anyone
else!s-

Mr,-,Brtour,-ti. M'r. Eshleman.
Mr. ESIthniAN. Mr. Chairman, I went to put -s-ue this debt situation

a little 'further. Your undergraduate average is, you say, $4,000 and
d graduate tarn told nationwide, and including medical.school gradu-
ates, debt is something under $10,000 and I don't think we have
nailed down a figure, but it is well under $10,000. This is a national
average and 'how go back to your $4,000 for the undergraduate --I
want to ask youwell, I want to ask a related ,question to that.

What islhe estimate that thelifetilcie income of a college graduate
exceeds a noncollege graduate? What is that estimate?

Mr. Itionnus. You know the answer, $400,000, I believe.
Mr. Esnr,BmAx. No, I was going to say, I didn't know it, was as

high as $400,000. Then I want to ask a Pennsylvania Dutch question,
and T am not being facetigus. A new tractor costs between $15,000
and Rom and a young farmer that purchases a. new tractor must
'pay- fbr

Now, here you are talking about someone who is going to earn. on
the average, $400,000 more than that fitinier. Why can't he ,pay 'off
his lollop] debt?

Mr: RAltSpEN. We 'are not questioning that the student should
repay his loan. I ant not sure I understand the question, sir.

,Mr. EMI:MEAN. Well, isn't the default average going up? Isn't
that the history, isn't the default average going up"?
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Mr..RAmsmN..I cited figures which were presented before a Senate

hearing; the default acerage is high and it is growing and it is con-
centrated in proprietary schools and in certain areas; yes.

Mr. BsTive ay, Well, my question is, I don't see why it is-growing.
I don't doubt your figures, but I don't see any logic for thafgrowth.

iI don't see any logic for it, other than irresponsibility.
Mr. IttaismN. Well, feel -part of it is reflected in how the student

perceives he is ,benefited from his educational experience. I don't
think there is any question but that a lot of students were-ripped oil
initially in the beginning phase of this prooTam and there is con-

,sidenable documented evidence to support that.
At-the same time I think students who have benefited from their

educational experiences, and I am talking now often in terms of re-
turn in the form of earnings, are acting in a responsible manner. I
can only cite the experiences, and, actually, I have data from. all of
the Big Ten institutions, but I had not requested from them .to pn'
sent this information.

But, on Northwestern University alone, which I think is signifi-
cant, our default rate in terms of the total volume, which we have
learned since inception of the NDSL program, is now approximately
$12 million and the default rate -is less than 1 percent.

The default rate on the amount of' repayment is less than 3 percent.
I think it is wrong to put all educational institutions in the same
bag or in the same category because I think a lot depends upon the
benefits received.

If a student matriculates at a given institution or intends to ma-
triculate at a given institution and all of a sudden is harnessed with
a loan and finds that he has terminated his experience or his educa
tional experiences 2 weeks thereafter and still has a debt to pay, he
defaults on that loan.

That is what has happened in a large number of cases through-
-out this country. It has primarily been based upon poor monitoi mg
procedures and I think the changes in legislation, which conic. -to
grips with that problem.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. In abet words, we should spread out the pay-
ments; is that it?

Mr. RAMSDEN. I think a lot depends upon the size of the debt. I
think you are programing people into. default or delinquency.' The
debt is high and the repayment period is sharp. As we know', based
upon information presented to the carious committees, most defaults
"occur before the first payment of within the first 2 years.'

Mr. ESHLEMAN. On page 3 of your statement you state that "Con-
sortium grant assistance outweighs Federal -and State grant support':
and I assume that means put together. 'What w ould that percentage
be? What is the Percentile.° of -that?

11., %mimic. It would run'between four and five times the total
dollars we are providing

in
to others. The consortium insti-

tt Lions. which would be n the States of New York. Pennsylvania,
at rl Illin9is. which have very strong, as you ate well aware, State,
sc mlarslup programs, and the relationship would not be quite as
It h there. Most of the schools, their own dollars are four or five
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times the total money received from BEOb's and State scholarships
and so on.

Mr. EsirtmuiT. Thank you.
Mr: LIT.ANFELDT. To expand momentarily, Congressman, we esti-

mated there is in excess of 100,000 andergraduatel students attending
these 23 institutions and that about 40 percent or more-are receiving
some forin of tuition discount from these institutions.

I think Mr. bitisden- just said, the average grant is approximately
$2,500 in terms-of itiffifitional subsidy and that -in excess of 10 -per-
cent Of their student bo&ies- ape from minority backgrounds.

Mr. ESIIIMIAN. Thanleyou,
Mr. BLorIN. I don't 'think we have any furtl4r questions and I

would like to thank you for being here and we appreciate your inter-
est and your infusion into the record f_aof otlit contributions you
feel you 'would like to make. Peel free to send them along.

The subcommittee will reconvene, it is my understanding, in this
same room at 9 :30 totnorrow. The meeting is adjouri led.

[Whereupon, at 12 noon the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 9:30 a.m. of the following day. Wednesdays! March 20, 1,977),.1

[Subsequently, thefonsortiumPublished its ref of Federal Stu-
_ dent Assistance, and-the following synopsis of thsi report:]

CONSORT= ON FINANCING ItionEtilbyennox
Hanover,'Y

.11/.

/
cOPSIS OE FERMAT. STUDENT ASSISTANCE/ A MAIEW OF TIME iy

mm HIGHER SmiCeritut ACT

INTEbDUCTION

The UM Ccmgressionul review of the IiIghe FAItivation Mt provides an °pita-
timity to create a more coherent. eust-effeethe fbouteial aid structure, and the
Consortium on Financing Ifightx placation has responded with the publication
of the report Federal Student Assistance. A Review of Title IV of the Higher
Education Art (April 19755. The following synopsis reviews the major recom-
mendations or that report. /

The report attempts to meet some high goals. Although-it Is the collaborative
effort of the twenty three member institutions of the Cimsortitun, the report
attempt, to ,peak to the needs of all postsecondary education. It preows a Main-
Cial aid structure which would prink% access and a degree of choice in .post-
secondary education, yet It Is realistic In Its demands, on public resource.,. It.is
it detailed resort, yet Its overriding cuneetu Is the ,struecure and architecture
of financial aid. lf,,st significantly, It recuanuends redirecting benefits under
existing law In order that those resources' can be,devoted to more effective use.
Perhaps-in this last respect, the report is most Uhusual.

In thls synopsis, the Consortiums projtosahs regarding the six ke.!. Title IV
programs (The Bask Educational Opportunity Grant Program, the Supple-
mental Educational Opportunity Grant Program, the State Student incentive
Grant Program, the College Work Study Program, the Nattuaal Direct Student
Loan Program and the Guaranteed Student Loan Program) are covered in
sequepee, aid the reader. brief sammaries of both the present program and
the proposed changes are presented a the head of each section, followed by a
brief discussion of the proposals. For u complete understanding of the recom-
mendations, the reader should refer to the full report, copies of which may be
obtained from the Consortium at the above address.

wane Enue.tuezem. OPPORTUNITY GRANT PROGRAM

Present Pr vrani The ,maximum baste grant Is anthorized at 11,400, an
amount which Is nut based on any particular rationale. Aetna) awards are re-
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aucvi by anexpectedlusally contribution' based'onlncome and assets. Individual
awards may not eXceed,one half of actual total costs:oratteridance. Awards are

apPropriatiOns-iii any-given_ Year,,Withratable redactions in awards as
necessary. At full funding, it is estimated' that the program would aid 1.4
umtlliou stadents and-cust.V.:2hillion. Eligibility includes students froM;fanillies
Vithhiebines up to apProXiinatelk,$11,000412;000.

COP.11E Pre/pastaMaxim/a grant would-be 'related to average noninstrue-
Moat Costs nationally ($2400) less min average summer earnings expectation of
the student ($400). The maxinimn.uivard in 10T5 -76 would be approximately
$1,600. Actual aWards'would haredaced' by. an expected fatally cOntribatiOn based
on.-IncoMe and assets. The one-half cost of attendance limitation.woidd-be
hated. The.progrant would. e funded asa true entitlement. At is

s -estimated-that -the program would aid 1.6niillion students and cost $1:6 billion.
Eligibility would extend to students from trundles With-incomes up to -aPProil-
matety/Sli,thld.

,

With a few but easily iieccinapllshedeliange'st-the report recommends
that 13E00 -le transfurined into a clearly focuSed national-access Program. TO'
accomplish this, It -Is reCommendad that the roaximiiin .BEOG -giant be related
not-to total costs of attendance as Is presently the-case, but to the national
average of noultintnietional-costs (board, room, books, transportation, and per-

_ suoid,expenses) les.s a summer earnings expectation of the student. There-are
severai.reasons why eaactiaent of such anapproach.has great merit

1. Such an approach Weuld.tnalse Possible a clearer distinction between the
purpase of BEG ausi.all other federal and state Student. aid .programs. BEOG
could-be focused particalisily ou the problem: of aceesS to_POsteecondary (Aiwa
Lion. state Scholarship Programs, Institutional funds, and the college-based
_federal programs could, then be focused inure specifically on the,problem of 'eholke
in Ainericanpostsecorniary education

2. Such an approach would 1 ,late the BEOG entitlement to a national and
objective standard71n Whielvthe.Congress. can have confidence. Whereas ttiitioii
varies all the nay tram zero at certain public institutions to approximately
$4,00Q -at certain private ones, noniiistractional costs are by far the most uniform
set of costs la higher education, averaging in-1075- 76 very close 1(1;04100 at all
-types of institutions.

This atiproagli.also would simplify the long range pro'blem of relating the
= BLOG entitlement to hard economic data. Because annual adinstments for In

nation:are reflected in noninstructionalcOets, the Federal Government would have
a rational and consistent approach to funding, something which is larking in
the present.progrant

4. Such an approach World recognize that fur mane tinib educational install
Lions have found it necessary to use their financial aid resources to subsidize not
only the instructional costs of needy applicants, but-also their maintenan-e costs
as well. By awarding BEt)Gs to eligible students based on tioninstructional-costs
the Federal Government would free up 'institutional funds for more proper aril
sidization of-educattortalteoAt.4.

a k Malty( tying 13Etil3 to noninstructional costs-would-simplify the program
from the standpoint of both *Monts anti Imitttution6. Since awards would he
based on average noninstructional coSts nationally -less the expected fatally
contribution, institutions would no longer have to determine "actual costs of
attendance' tot each student or category of students before making preliminary
and final ealea)ations of BEOG entitlements,

Toe specific award formula =mai:mend ly -the Consortium bas the additional
element of a, student selthelp ieguliernent. Through an average summe'r'-earn
tugs contribution, the student, in effect, must assume smile of the more Macre
tionary noniestructional Casts, such as personal and travel expenses. Such an
expectation also ineanis that even the student attending a zero - tuition public
institution mist assuine a significant, degree of financial responsibility for ltiv
or her education. The effect of the proposal Is that the Federal advernment Would
be entering into a Partnership aids each, student. Where family resource-a for
student maintenance are insufficient, the Federal GovernMent through the-basic
grant program would insure each student a threshold of support -which, When
combined with the student's own summer earnings, would.permit access-to zero-
-tuition public initibitioria.

The approach recommended la simply a logical measurement device for estab
lishingawaid levels. It -is not a restriction on how 1IEOG is to be-used by- an

ti
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individual student. The aw ard neul nut be applied just to nut instructional costs ;
it could be applied against any of a student's costs of attendance.

In the interest of fairness, and also to keep award cillculations pimple, the
report recommends that the present stipulation that trBEUG ants nut exceed one
half the actual cost of attendance at the4instituttun in which the student enrolls
be eliminated. This pnivision lthilts the size of awards_for only one groupthe
lowest-income students %Ow also happen to attend the low est tuition public Insti-
tutions. Retention of the provision not only defeats the purpose of BEUU as an
access program, but complicates award calculations unnecessarily.

Finally, the repor-recommends that BEOG be maile_a true entitlement. Under
-the present program, even though there is a tendency to speak of a BEUU
"entitlement," there is no such thing when a student's award is partially lauded.
Unlike veterans education benefits under the GI Bill or OASDI education bene- ,
fits under the Social Security Act, a BEOG recipient has ho "entitled" right to a
given level of assistance tinder the higher Education Act. Uni3 if support under
the basic grant program is made stable' and predictable, which an entitlement
would accoMplish, is it possible for BEOG to become the basic program to which
all other student aid programs can relate.

SUPPLESIENT.IL EDVCATIoNAL OPPORTUNITS: GRANT PROGRAM

Present Program Ponds are made available, to educational institutions to
assist students with "exceptional need," which bas been /defined, by USOR as
those students whose faMily contribution does mil exceed one-half the cost ofattendanCe. Individual awards may not exceed $1,500 or kme-balf the sum of
the total amount of student financial aid provided to the recipient by the Institu-
tion. (Included in this latter category are BEOG, NDSL, and Work-Study, as
well as State, private marinstitutional grant resources). In 1075-70,-an estimated350,000 students will receive awards totaling $240 million.

COME ProposalSupplemental grants Would he related solely to tuition-
related need, not to ,total costs of attendance. As in the case of BEOG, awards
would be made directly to students, rather than funds being allocated to institu-tions for distribution at the institution's djseretion. Awards would equal thelesser of $1,500, or one half of the amount remaining afte'1 dedueOng from
Instructional costs (tuition and related fees) : a) any parental contribution
remaining after deducting therefrom an amount equal to the maximum BEUU
entitlement ($1,000), and b) $1,000. The propded program would aid almost
000.000 students at a coat of approximately 5250 million.

Whereas the report recommends that BEOG be focused on non-instructional
costs, it is recommended that sEop be focuSed on instructional costs and theproblem of choice, especially at moderate- and higher-priced institutions. In
addition, it is argued that SEOG should supplement, rather than replaceor come
before, state and private scholarship resources and that federal supplemental
grant funds should not-be applied "back to back" to basic grant,funds in meeting
student need.

Linder the proposed' SEOG formula, supplemental grant aid would not beextended until the parental contribution had been completely used and $1,000of resources other than federal grant funds had first been applied to tuition-
related need. Where a student's family contribution equaled $1,000 or less(i.e., it was completely used for noninstructional support) after the first Si.Uup
of tuition was met by other resources available to the student, the proposed SLUGformula would corer 50 cents of every one dollar of tuition up to a maximum
SEOG award of $1,500. Thus, at an institution with-tuition of $2,000, the studentwhdse parental contribution was used- for noninstametional costs would beeligible for, $500 of supplemental grant funds; at an institution with tuition
of $3,000, the student would. be eligible for $1,000 of SEOG funds. For every
dollar by which the family contribution exceeded $1,000, and thus was available
to partially meet tuition costs, SEOG eligibility would be reduced by 50 cents.
As is presently the case, the maximum award could not exceed $1,500.

Tlie major beneficiaries of the proposed DEOG entitlement, including elin4pbt-
tion of the one-half cost of attendanc6 limitation, would be students attending
public institutions, who would receiveabove three quarters of the dollars under
tho BEOG proposal. Taking this Into .consideration, the supplemental grant
program is aimed at the problems faced by low- and middle-income students-who
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wish to attend moderate- and higher - priced institutions. It is this arum, of
students, whether attending private institutions or oat-uf-state public institu-
tions, which is particularly in need of tuition-related'help, since they are neither
subsidized, by low tuitions nor aided adequately by state scholarship programs.
Iii the face of public private tuition differentials appreaching.A,7ttu on average

Rill 1975-70, It is especially tidy group %%Ida needs the SEOG program if a healthy
degree of choice in postsecondary education is to be maintained. Becogutaing
this fact, whereas students attending private institutions receive apptoximaiely
45;10 of the dollars under the present SEOG program, they neuld receive about
three quarters of the dollars under the revised SEOG program.

'Ender the present program, SEOGs are awarded to students who coality based'
on need regardless of whether they save received a basic giant The toubortiout
believes this approach should be retained. Most students frown middle-1' moms
families will be ineligible for BEOG assistancelecause their parents are able
to provide for their sionitistructional costs. 'Yet such students, if they attend
niedernte- and highbr tuition institutions will have need Or tuition-related as-
sistance. Making -SEOG -eligibility dependent nom receipt of a BEuG would
eliminate a sizable portion of middle- lucerne students presently eligible for SLUG
at higher-tuition Institutions. It also %%mild mean that receipt or.nonreceipt of
a minimal BEOG award would determine eligibility for as mach as $1,300 of
supplemental grant-bein Since it is recommended that the two programs siloult
focus separately on the problems of access and choice, eligibility for one shout('
not be dependent uponvparticipation in the other.

STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT ,PROORAlt

Present Program Provides grants not to exceed $1,500 to eligible students
with "substantial financial need" by inatchlog on a 50-50 basis new giant &hats
expended by the States over a base year. Funds are allocated to the States that
apply and are eligible based ott the number of students in attendance a insti-
tuitions of higher education In such States. An estimated 70,000 students rjeeii eti`t
Federal SSIG funds totaling $19 million In 197445.

COPHE ProposalThe program would remain a 50-50 matching grant pro-
gram, but the prOposal would require that SSIG grants be related nuuely to tui-
tion related need (since BEOG would be related to nolainstrnctional costs). The
proposal would modify the existing allocation formula to incrudc only those
students who Are eligible to receive support under a State's grant program. Fund-

ing'would be increased gradually o4 a basis that can be niatehed-Liy. the States.
Also, several steps are recommended to encourage and, over time, gradually re-
quire portability of State grant funds.

III the area of developing new grant programs, the SSIG has been a distinct
success. It is estimated that In the 1974.-75 academie year, 30 States and
certain of the territories will- expend $457 million on grant programs. Neik1r-
thelesl,.State efforts vary widely and three States account for over bail of thetotal State icholarshireffort.

Becautte of its matching provisions, there are those who would dramatically
expand SSIG from the appropriations level of $20 mill tin fur A07-1-73. Bon-
ever, a large increase in SSIG funding raises some Important que4nts. Hon
Would a major tuition-related SSIG effort relate to the college nark-study and
Federal loan programs? Should a self help expectation bit required of students
before they become eligible for tuition-related grants? What is an appropriate
State allotment formula? The Consortium believes such questions need to he
answered satisfactorily before there 13 a major expansion in the program, Mlle('
the answers affect the disposition of SSIG funds, the funding of work-study
and loan programs, and indirectly, the pricing policies of state institutions.

Because of the considerable educational diversity within the 50 States, and
the numerous questions this raises for Federal policy, the Consortium recuulineaus
a gradual and Careful' approach to the expansion of SSIG. With many State
programsin their infancy, and not yet operational, the report questions Whether
massive increases in funding, new allecatiOn-formulas, and greater State license
in the use of SSIG funds are desirable. In the longer terni,..it is recognized that
a major Federal/State tuition related aid program way be the itpprupriate
answerbut only if many difficult questions are answered siitisfactortly in .he-
interim. ll.

54-450-75-40
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COW:05-30RK STUDY PROGRAM

Present ProgramFunds are allocated to states based on a complex allotmentformnia dating from 1064 when CW-S was part of the Economic OpportunityAct.`The.States.in turn distribute the funds to educational institutions withinthe State based on USOE pallet-approved requests. The funds are.used to payfor up to 80% of the compensation of students employed In the Work.study pro-gram, who lutist-he-those students with the "greatest financial need."GOITRE Propo4aLWotild retain CW -S as a need-based program, but wouldupdate the state allocation formula to bring it into line with the purpose of theProgram.as part of the Higher-Education Act. In addition, several steps are rec-ommended to maximize the role of work-study in student aid and to increase theunlimber of students assisted without substantially increasing the funding require-ments of the program.
-It-is-rbeonimended that work opportunities be expanded and made as widely rjavailable to Students as possible. Although tho Consortium would retain CW-Sas a need-based progrqm, it is recommended that disincentives discouragingCW-S students (and air litudents receiving Federal assistance) from earningadditional non-CW-S earnings be removed. Itraddition, it is recommended thatstep ;be taken to maximnize the role of work studrin student aid by :possible modification of the 80-20 cost-sharing arrangement;prehibltion of subminimal wages;

allowing greater flexibility to institutions in committing funds ,betweenfiscal years:
increasing institutional flexibility in transferring funds among SEOG,NDSL, and CW-S; and
funding the program more nearly in line with panel-approved, requestsnationally.

Since the CW-S program has long since been part of the financial aid structureof higher education -and' its purpose hasitmenbroadened to include middle-income
families, the report recommends changing the formula by which funds are ullo-Zated' to the States. 'Mitch is the same as In 1004 when CW-S was part of the
Eetanomte Opportunity Act. The report also recommends that time CW -S Stateallotment formula be revised_sim that each participating institution receives the
same percentnge of panel - approved funding as every other, based on the ratjo ofFederal appropriations to panel-approved requests nationally.

LOAN PROGRAMS

Pregrof' Prot/ramsThe tnited States 011ie° of Education has two general
purpose loan programs for postsecondary education. Under the National InreetStudent Loan program, capital is provided by the federal government directly toinstitutions under a 00-10 matching arrangement to lend to students with
"special financial need." ruder time Guaranteed Student Loan program, loans aremade by financial and, to a limited degree, educational institutions with the loans
guaranteed by the federal government or state agencies. The terms of NOSI,
loans generally are more liberal than GSLP luaus. The total cost of the two pro-
grams In interest subsidies, insuranco payments, and capital appropriations is
approximately -$000 million In fiscal 1975.

cairn' ProposalTo create a more unified and cost effective Federal loan
structure, it is rccoinmended that the terms of the tuo programs to the borrower
be conformed and that much higher and uniform loan origin:atom. and collection
standards be required of lenders and repayment standards of .borrowers under
both progranv. In addition, there should be less reliance on student credit gener-
ally, and this can best be accomplished by greater funding of grant and work-shyly assistance. The combination of a simplified and less wasteful student lone
structure, and less reliance on strident credit generally, lmould Rodin* significant
savings over time.

With the Guaranteed Student Loan and National Direct Student Loan pro-
grams, for some time postsecondary education has had not one, but two general
purpose loan programs. The Consortium believes the solution to many of the
praleIns of student credit lies not in ailarron. programmatic approach to Si,NDand GM', but in the creation of an integrated strutture wit of what have been
separate and largely unrelated programs. For reasons of cost, sintplieity and
equity, it is recommended that the tue programs be brought- into much closer
alinement :

by Increasing the NDSL interest rate from 3% to '1%;
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by eliminating all NDSL cancellation provisions except for death and
disability;

by conforming 'the repayntent,,grace, deferment and forebearane Proce.
diires'of fife two-Programs;

by establishing coenbined borrowing limits under the two programs,
which are reallatle taut moderate, and which inake an important dint
betWeen-fIrst-year -uMlergindtiates, returning- undergraduates, an if gin
and Profeisional students ;And

by requiring orlgintatton and collection standards of NDSL lenders co - .,
parable to these nostreq, dred.Of GSM? lenders.

The PurPose of the recOMinendittioria is to Conform' the terms of the two pry-':
grams to the pointhat there ism observable difference in4lie two programs to
the student borrower. The only difference Weitild be in the mechanism by wIdelt
the federal goternment encourages the -investment of capital in student loans.
It is recommended that the dual system of guarantee programs and direct
capital approprlotionsto educational institutions be maintained, although -with
some important modifications. As is presently the case, NDSL capital fundg held

Institutions will lie .needed to 'both compensate for fluctuations in -private
capital devoted to the GSLP and to provide Some assurance of credit to-those
'least able to obtain it on their hWri.

To resolve the ride of educationatinstitutions as lenders, the report recom-
mends that the Congress. affirm its support for individual institutions sellbig
either as lenders under NDSL, or artaaming that specific and rillOroui imndittons
are met (which are outlined in the full report) as lenders under the GSLP, but
not as lenders under both programs simultaneously. This-could redfice substan:
tiatly the.demanetfur NDSL capital' apprepriationS, but only if institutions serv-
ing as lenders under FISL are assured access to'stndent loan capital ;by ,having
full -use of the services of the Student Loan Marketing Association (Saille%Mae),
it federally sPonsorqd private corporation which provi des n sessondaryt market
for guaranteed student.loans.

Finally, the'" report recommends that educational ins(

.
talons which_ do -mect

Fla., 'eligible lender requirements, and which-are given access to,caplfal market:
throng* SallieMae, be pres,luded from receiving further-capital' appimrlations
under the NDSL program, lint that they be allowed to use theix 41sting
capital pools its working capital ftir.FISL leans. A

The effect of the recuzinuendatIons fituald he that educational Institutions
lnaltiug either NDSL or PIM loans to andents would meet coMphri1b16 and
rigorous origination and collection standards. All institutions, as is-the ease at
present, would be limited by the ComMissloner of Eduelition in the amount of
annual loanTommitinents they can-wake, The recommendations reetigitie, how
ever, the legitithate need of a relalltely limited muithe of educhtlimal histitu
tions. often with national student bodies had in Many -cases -Major ezapha.:1);
upon graduate education, for greater-access to loan capital than can i provided
under NDSI, or will be made available by local lambing institutions' nude,. tte
GSLP. If this distinction is recognized, such institutions need not place furthe
demands upon limited NDSI. capital appropriations with the potential for sig-
nificant savings to the Federal Government.

Certain of the recommendations, such as ,changing the NDSL interest rate
front 3% to 7%, ending the cancellation provisions, turning over NMI. receiv-
ables at a greater rate (outlined in the full report), and precluding, educattonal
lenders that have access to capital through Sallie Mae from receiving NM.
appropriations as well Nyould produce substantial savings, immediately and
Over time. The' effeet4 the prOposals (and numerous others outlined In the full
report) would be to create a unified and more cost effective general. purpose
loan program for postsecondary education. The - proposed structure is one which.
in all likelihood, would aW permit the ultimate inclusion ot the Health Profes
sions Student-ion program (HPSL), which perhaps further-signifleant sating,:
in Federal air 15priations for loan capital. It also raises the possibility thht
those institutions presently serving as lenders under three programs---FISL,
NDSL and urn, in the future might only hate to administer one.

A DISCUSSION OF COSTS .
. .

The full report outlines In considerable detail -the cost of the proposals-based
on various partfefpation rates and other variables, and the render interested in
such detail should refer to the full report. However, presented' in the table

.\
6eri; N
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below is a summary of the estimated -cost of Title IV programs based on the
present law and based on the redemniendatips proposed he fn. The fiscal year
used in the 'comparison is that beginning October.1,1976, on the assumption that
Ma new Title IV were enacted during calendar 1975, that the first fiscal.year
tt would affect from an appropriations standpoint would be tile new federal
fiscal year 10/1176 to 9/30/77. The partielpation rate used in trite ,comparison
for both 13E0G and SEOG is 70 percent, which wirtintrer, ttr a BEOG \participation
rate,af 51 percent during the 1973-74,and 1974-75 academic years.

COST COMPARISONTITLE IV PROGRAMS

(In millions(

Program

Fiscal year 197
(DEL 1, 1976Sept. PA 971)

Present law As prop ed

CIGGBEOG

W-S

11:181 $1, 6I
CI0 13260/ NDSL. 1

2 980/ SSIG 1 70 70

Total I $2,151 52, 540

Difference 389

I Assumes 70 percent participation rate and grants to 4 dames of students.
s In fiscal 1975, appropriations under the SEOG, CW S, and NDSL programs are 88'61.000 000 (excludingan antirecessron

emergency employment add on to CW-S of 1120,000,000). The 8900N0,000 figure is a conser same estrmate of the cost
of the 3 programs in final year 1977 assuming no change in the present law.

s In both MK. assumes a gradual increase In SSIG funding.
4 This total differs from fatal 1975 appropriations for the same 5 programs (81.541.000, 000) primardy because the

GUM 1975 BEOG appropriation of $660,000,044 ls designed to proud grants to only three undergraduate classes, after
Walls reduttlopS In awards.

The overall increase of $339 million is accounted for by increased funding of
BEOG. The $200 million estimate for NDSL represents a $121 million reduction .
from the FY 1975 NDSL appropriation of $321 million and is based.on the as-
sumption that educational institntiens which fulfill the FISL lender require-
ments will be given access to loan capital throiigh Sallie Mae, in lieu of NDSL
appropriations. : -

Tho proposals regarding loan programs are designed, howev'br, to produce
savings over and above those shown. Based on the present NDSL lending level
of almost $500 million annually, fruits both repayments and nets appropriations,
the proposed interest rate change from 3 percent to 7 percent. could produce In-
terest savings approaching $100 million annually by the early 19Sos, savings
which should significantly reduce the need for new capital. Elimination of
NDSL cancellation provisions also would produce substantial savings, but a6ala
over time.

The greatest potential savings from the proposals arise for other, reasons. The
table does not reflect outlays for the GSLP, which are estimated at approximately
$580 million in_fiscal 1975, about two thirds of which are for interest payments
and one third for insurance payments. The Consortium firmly believes that
higher performance requirements of lenders and borrowers, as outlined In the
full report, as well as recent more rigorous federal regulations, can have a sig-
nificant impact upon defaults and delinquency under both the GSM' and MISL
programs.

Of equal importance, greater funding of %rant and work-study assistance
should reduce the reliance on student credit, and burrowing should be less than
otherwise would be the case. The savings in interest and default payments by
greater emphasis upon grants and work study Gould be subbtantial, and user
time could largely off,set the increased appropriations required to fund the ELuti
program.

These savings obviously relate to the Title IV programs themselves. How-
ever, it may also be helpful to, place the funding of these proposals in a larger
perspective. The largest student aid program, In terms of funding, is not part of
Title IV, but is the program of educational benefits for veterans known as the

6
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GI i II. Benefit outlays for veterans In VstsecOndary education are peaking
during the 1973-70. period at approximately $3.8 billion annually, and under the
most conservatlinotassuniptiona by the 1977 fiscal year Will be approximately
$700 million below the beak level. Benefit obligatiOns will continue- to. decrease
throUgh the remainder of the decade and beyond. Given thiar.trend-, in GI Bill
outlayS, even with the enactment of. the -Title IV reconiziaendations.of,tlie report,
the overall pattern of federal student assistance outlays would ho marked by
relative stability through-the remainder of this-decade.

Beyond 1980.-the number of Americana. -age 18 ,to. 21, the traditional college -
going-age group,- begins a long and substantial deeline-continuing until at least
1993. Although matriculatiOn nattems,firninfsed nil Mare than demographics,-and
although the need for federal sttalentasilitiffice IS-A function of numerous --vari -
ables, nevertheleis, it is possible-that, In constant dollars, overall requirementi

, Ion- federal student 'astristatice.will be -less tlemanding in the future -than they
are'at present or have been in the recent Past.
. In the past, the cost of. rational studeut.assistance:structure ?has .always
stositied;beyead reach, and has Seemed -necessary to Settle for a patchwork-of
partiaily.funded Programs. v ew of the trends.outrine.d above, the Consortium
-belinifes rational structtrr thin reach if the perception exists to grasp It7-
The- occasion of the 1073 an nap:Lents to the Higher Education Act provides that
opportunity, and -the Conso unrhopeS the report, Federal Student .18,sittantv-
A-Revicio of Tit4-IV-of the fgher Edneation Act. provides the means to seize it.

The various proposals in t e report fir fundamebtaffy conservative. They build
on- existing structures; the attempt t onsercce resources whereven.possible.
They also are rooted In the firm belief Oat unlike most tranifer payments Within
the society, public expenditures for welldesigfied financial aid programs are not
simply a form of publicly sponsored current consumption, but one of the -most
necessary apd productive long-terin investments a.s ety can make.

Pe.
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THE STUDOT FINANCIAL AID ACT OF 1975

WEDNESDAY,, ']'ARCH 28, 1978

HOUSE OF RErIxEsurrAnTrIsm
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

. OF THE EDUCATION AND LABOR. COMMIiitE,
:Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, lion.. James G. O'Hara -[chair
Maix.of the subcommittee] presiding. . .

Members, present: Representatives O'Hara, Blouin, Simon, Mottl,
6uie, andrEshleinan.

Also resent: Jim Harrison, stair director; Elnora Teets clerk;
"ChristoO
dringa, ority staff director; and Mr. vr. Diefenderfer, minority re

er Cross, minority leg gi slative assistant; Dr. Robert An-
-

search associate. . .

Mr. °num_ The subcommittee will come to order.
The purpose of our meetine. today is to continue the discussion-of

the proposed RR. 3411 and other proposals dealing w ith an exten-
sion of the, studeiie assistance programs.

The committee; after having scheduled this heating today and
having brought in important witnesses front all over the country,

4 finds itself ni a somewhat. difficult. position, because the House is
scheduled to begin. its sitting at 10 instead, of at the usual 12.

Arrangement were made last. night inthe House to go into session
at 10 and it will cause some problems. In addition,. the Budget Cont
mittee, of which I am a member, is going into session at 10 o'clock
and at that time all of the decisions that have been made by the
Budget Committee heretokre xtre reopened for considetation, includ-
ing the deeisim made on my motion 3 esterday to increase tin eduta
tion item in,the budget by at least the amount of thnConsutner Price
Index. , .

So that I have to get of er to the Budget Committee to make sure
it does not get taken back out in my absence.

So we ale going to begin, but I don't knoW how tii(we are going
to.get. r am going to have to leave to get to the Budget Committee
meeting. If we have members available to continue at that time, fine,
but all of a sudden if things happen Oil the floor of the House, I
don't know what. will be the outcome.

With that introduction we Rill start and get as far ns we can.
Our first witness is representing the American Bankers Associa-

tion, Harry J. Drolet, senior vice president of the Conn'ecticut Bank
& Trust, Co. of Hartford, who has appeared before this committee
previously, and Mr. Phillip Battershall, vice president of the Ohl
Kent Bank & Trust Co. of Grand Rapids, Mich. Grand Rapids is a
fine old town that enjoys esculent representation in the 17.S. Con
gress, especially in the last year or so.

(621)
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STATEMENT OF HARRY J. DROLET, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, THE
CONNECTICUT BARIMND TRUST CO., ON BETATY OF THE AMERI-
CAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY P. H. BATTER-
SHALL, VICE PRESIDENT, OLD SENT BANK AND TRUST CO.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.; ALAN, R. ETTMAN, DIRECTOR, INSTALL-
MENT LENDING- DIVISION, AND LAWRENCE BANYAS,
NOMIC ADVISER, A.B.A.

Mr. Dromr. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. It is nice to be back
to discuss this bill.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Harry J.
'Mold, senior vice president of the Connecticut Bank & Trust Co.,
Hartford,. Conn., appearing today on iehalf of the American Bank-
ers Association. Accompanying me it.re Phillip H. Battershall, vice
president of the Old Kent Bank & Trust Co., Grand Rapids,. Lich.;
Alan Ettman, diredtor of the installment lending .division and

Lawrence Banyas, sr. economic advisor of the American Bankers
Association.

The guaranteed student loan progi-am has undergone' ono serimot--
crises after anotheroverthe-past 5-years, Changes in the law, changes
inithe regulationsnd changing econdfitic conditions have mid& it
very difficult to assess properly the advantages.and disadvantages of
the entire program.

Shealy after we appeared before this subcommittee in April 1974
the president-of-the American Bankers Association appointed a spe-
cial task force to review the student loan program and.the role of-the
lending community. The task fake was also asked to make appro-
priate recommendations in its evaluation of the programs

When we undertook this assignment, we started with the possible
assnmption that loans were not the best way to financepostsecondary
education. and that the task force might in its examination of the
pro rain find a more practical ay to finance higher education. We
considered. as a possible alternativ. Federal financing of the full
cost of all higher education. Such a cost, however, would.be prohibi-
tive: given all of the other necessary or socially desirable demands
on current Federal resources. Figures cited the National Urban
Coalition. in 1971. estimated that such a program would cost $35 to
$lin billion a year by 1976, and it is,.likely that that report did not
trikr, into consideration the rapid rate of

tinflation between 1971 and
.1975.

After carefully examining the money available for all federally
support0 programs. ice concluded that the guaianteed studept loan
program should continue to play a. vital part; in providing many
middle- income studenfs with the opportunity to obtain adeemate
postveondary education. Given this conclusion, the effoilts of the
task force were directed toward suggested modifications to improve
the program and, if possible, toreduce costs.

I would now like to disNiss the major recommendations made by
our task force anti, with the subcommittee's perinis_sion,,to have the
full report included in the record.

Mr.-07-Ltiu. Without oAi bjection it will be included.
1
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Mr. Door r. After discussing our recommendations, T would like
to address the loan .program provisions of, H.R. 3471, introduced by
the chairman) and H.R. 4376, introduced by 4113 ranking member,

Eshleman.
A summary of the major recommendations by the task, force

follovis*:
The program should provide more options to the borrower td tailor

loan repayment teens more clbsely to the individual's finatieial situa-
tion. Among the recommendations are: (1) elimination of the 5-year
minimum repayment period; and (2) adoption of an optional gradu-
ated repayment schedule. _

To -reduce loan defaults sttistantially, the task force recommends
that (1) the lending function be restricted to qualified financial insti-
tutions: (2) more stringent requirements for eligibility of schools
should be established by /lie Office of Education; and (3) more timely
and effective preclaim assistance should be provided by the Office of
Education lenders.

To eliminate many of the- redtape/paperwork problems that haVe
hampered the program, the task force makes the following opera-
tional recommendations: (1) The Office of Education should expand
and encourage the use of the conlprehensive insurance certificate;
(2) schools should be requiied to provide lenders with more timely
notification of the status of student borrowers; and (3) lenders
should be given more latitude in granting forbearance to borrowers
who are experiencing repayment difficulties.

In order to compensate lenders more equitably for the cost involved
in extending, and collecting student loans, the task force recommends
that (1) the special allowance' should be equal to the ' effective 3-

\ month Treasury bill rate during the preceding calendar quffrter,
plus 3 percent of outstanding servicing allowance less the i percent
utsic rate payable by the student; and' (2) interest should be paid to

lc rder"s on defaulted loans until claims are paid:
ecommendations are also offered to encourage the evansion of

Sta guaranty agencies. The thrust of these recommendations is to
providg a more equitable sharing of program costs, such as interest
mi d collection expenses, between t1443 Federal Government and the
State agencies. %

.

Recommendations ar' alsg made to enhance the attractiveness of
the Salliq Mae program as a viable secondary market mechanism.

The task force suggests a reconsideration of the interest subsidy,
since the program was never intended to be a grant program. The
elimination of the subsidy and its replacement by a proposed interest
suprfbrt plr would remove a me,for inequity currently existing be-
tween subsidized and nonsubsidfzed students and would inevitably
reduce the e\ost of the program by approximately $250. million per
year.

Some Members of Congress have expressed concern about thi", un-
availability of loans for students who do not qualify for the subsidy.
The problem arises, because lenders have been unwilling to make
nonsubsidized loans due to the additional expense of billing indi-
vidual students and collecting interest payments quarterly during
in-school and grace- periods.

Even if this operational problem could be overcome. it still does
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not seem equitable for sonic students to pay'inore interest than others
sirolily.bectutie of an arbitrary level of family income. The student's
ability torepay the debt is, after alloletertnmed by his and not his
,parent's income.

Congressional concern also extends to the rapidly increasing cost
of the interest subsidy.' The expense, coupled with the growingmei-
deuce of loan defaultS,,has led to a feeling by many Members of the
Congress that total program ,costs have gotten out of hand.
'Elimination of the subsidy would meet a substantial part of the

cost problem and at the; SOinetime it wonM remove the needs test as
,nit unintended screening device for loan entitlement.

The task-force has developed ntentetive .proposal that would pro-
vide for interest :payments tiy 60- Office of Education during the
school tind_grageperiodS on _behalf of alkstudents obtaining

.(martin-

.

teed stud=ent loans. Duting those periods before -the loans are .,clue to
be repaidi the'Officeof Education would advance the 7-percent quar-
terly interest to the lender on -the receipt of, one combined bill as is
done now on fill subsidized loam. However, when the loan enters-the
payback stage, 'the lender would reimburse the Office of Education
for the interest advenced on-behalf of each student and, at .the same
Buie adtt-that amount to the-payment note.

The basic' rationale for eliminating the subsidy is that after; stu-
ilentslIfiVe received their education, they ;generally would be earning
income on their-own. 1 n. alt cases the debt would be -theirs, independ-
ent orthe family's obligations. The temporary advance of the interest
payments bY the -Office of Education during the in- school and graceperiod would- probably be w6lcorned by most students and their
families. At the sante-Uwe a lender Would -need to, submit only .one
combined hill for till loans priorto;payout status. And lenders would
also welcome relief from the burden -of turning away students who
would not qualify for the present- subsidy under a needs test.

ILE. 3471, introduced-by the chairman,: would, in our opinion, make
dramatic and constructive changes in the federally insured student
loan program. We feel that the changes in the program you have
suggested are entirely compatible with the ABA Task Force recom-,
mendations. 4 $

Section -49.3 Would eventually terminate the direct Federal instil',
knee loan prig ramp, but would retain the 80-percent Federal reinsur-
ance featlire. The provision would allow those States that presentlx
do not have a State loan insurance ifrogram,otwo regular sessions' of
their legislature after passage of this bill to establish such a program,
II they wish to do so.

-'lert;c0) 1.2qtyl would authorize an administrative allowance of 1.5
liercent to be paid to those States that conduct a loan insurance pth-
gram. The allowance would be based on the total amount of lowis
insured in each fiscal year.

ln connection with the proposal to ,eliminate direct federally, guar-
anteed loath, the eSperieriee of bankers with whom we discussed tins
matter indicates that the Stag guaranty agent& is a more effective,
approach to the operation -of this program than a centralized Federal
bureaneracy. State agencies appear to offer lenders and borrowers

--Wore efficient service rut such areas as application pthcessing, awarer
ness of student enrollment status, regular mailings to obtain up;to-

,
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. \
date- information on students' current addresses', 14mely feminders to
students a, exist, interviews' with school counselors, statements to
students pointing out the seriousness of the obligation and, finally,

. ,preelahn assistance and .collection efforts. t

In addition, from the information available it would appear that
these State agency efforts have resulted humuch lower default Fates
than under the Federal program. The reduced default ratios alone
would. be sufficient grounds for limiting-the loan program to State
agencies.*A, significant, reduction pf defaults could provide additional
Kinds for other much-needed higher education profframs.

While we strongly support this approach, we d'o have one reser-
vation about terminating the Federal program. Many States con-
fronted with fiscal problems are making concerted efforts to cut
back or at least control any additional expenditures at this time.
Therefore, so that the-initial cost of establishing a loan program will
not be top great a.disincentive to State governments, we urge that the
the Congress pro-vide an appropriate amount of seed money as an
incentive for these new State agencies. This would -help to insure
that students from all States will have access to the program.

.Section 425 would reduce the amount a student could borrow-k-$1,000
in the freshman year and $1,500 in the subsequent years, limited to
a total of $5,000. We can understand, the Chairman's effort to reduce
-the dependency on heavy borrowing by students:

.01i task force, like Members of Congress, the student borrowers
and the Administration, recognizes the fact that the present program
constitutes a financial burden on both the Federal Government and
the student. None of us wishes to see students mortgaging their
futures with topheavy indebtedness.

It is our hope that the CongresS and the Administration will fund,
as fully as practical, those educational assistance programs that are
currently on the books. Greater i'elianc on programs such as basic
opportunity grants and the college work lily program would go a

lting way toward reducing student depunden e on the loan program.
. Thus we can all applaud the Oort by the Chairman to reduce stu-

, dent indebtedness, an effort that would reduce the present dependence
_ on loans and encourage the use of federally funded grants and/or

aid .programs to assist students in completing their postsecondary
education. However, we are concerned that reducing the total amount
that a student can borrow without full funding of all other programs,
in effect, will prove a hindrance to a student seeking a postsecondary:
education. .

I'Ve do not question the objectiN e of this effort to prevent saddling
a student with a large debt, but we wonder whither such a reduction
might be self-defeating at thi., tone. With the present levels of col-
lege costs and as long as other Federal and State programs are not
filly implemented, A e would respectfully suggest that the existing
figures of $2,000 and _$7.500 remain in the law.

Section 428A,(B ) (1) and (2) would provide for a special allowance
that is closely in accord A ith the recommendations made by our task
force. Under the recommendations the special allowance would be
equal to 3 percent phis the aN eraffe effective interest earned on 3-

, month Treasury bills in the preceding quarter less the 7-pereent basic
rate. ,-
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Section 431(a) defines an eligible lender as a financial or credit insti-_
tution, including an insurance or a pension fund approved by the_
Commissioner. We fully concur with this recommendation and en-
dorsosthe statement you made on. this subject. when. the bill was in-
troduced. Once again, if currently mailable figures are accurate, the
default rate is higher where educational institutionswhether they
be proprietaiv schools or colleges and uni, ersitiesserve as lenders.
As we pointed out earlier, any reduction, in the default rate should
benefit all higher -education programs.

Finally, we endorse the provisions of section 496. We suggest that.
if a student has been the recipient of a guaranteed loan and die school
refunds any unearned tuition or fees, the proceeds of this refund be
applied to the principal balance of the loan, thus reducing the stu-
dent's and the Government's obligations.

We will now turn to ILA. 4376, introduced by Mr. Eshleman.
Section 2 would eliminate the defense of infancy with respect to

nonpayment of federally insured student loans. If this defense is
being used to avoid payment of these obligations, then we would be
in favor of such an amendment.

Section 3 would allow the student to waive the minimum 5-year
repayment by requesting permission to repay or, er a shorter period
of time. This provision is supported in the task force report. It would
provide those borrowers, who have the capacity to repay larger
monthly amounts, the option to do so.

Section 4 pros ides that in the ease of a. husband and wife, both of
whom have student loans outstanding, the pmbined minimum annual
payment of those loans would be the same as for a single person :
$300 rather than $720. This, would be of assistance to some students;
therefore, we support the provision.

Section 5 provides f9r multiple disbursements in an effort to re-
duce any potential early default. The lender in this case would be
entitled to receive interest payments on the entire amount of the loan.
° This could be a most effective method of reducing the govern-

ment's.growing obligation on defaulted loans. However. we would
like to reserve judgment until we know if this will impose any un-
foreseen burdens on either the educational institutions or the student
borrowers.

Section 6 would require educational institutions to provide the
latest known address and enrollment status to State agencies and
lenders This concurs with the report of our task force.

Section 7 prOvides that a student who defaults on a guaranteed
student loan be ineligiblee,xcept under extenuating circumstances
as determined by the Commission of Educationto receive either abasic grant or another guaranteed student loan, unless it is substan-
tially repaid or satisfactory arrangement for repayment are made.
We support this provision, as it relates to the guaranteed student
loan.

Section 8 provides that proprietary institutions shall not be eligi-
ble lender. We support this ,provision, but we feel that it does not go
fan enough. As we stated in our earlier testimony. we do not feel that
any educational institutions should be eligible lenders under thisprogram.

Section.9 provides for an amendment to the Bankruptcy Act. to
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provide that educational debts would be exempt from discharge in
bankruptcy during the in-school period and the first 5 years of re-

-/
payment. ,Our task force discussed the subject at considerable length,
but we reached. no firm conclusion. However, this association, inits
recent appearance before the Senate Subcommittee on Improve-
ments in the Judicial Machinery of the Senate Judiciary. Committee,
rejected this approach. With the subcommittee's permission, I would
like to include in the record that portion of that testimony relating
to "Exemptions to Discharge."

We would like to add our support to a recommendation made by
the National Student Lobby, particularly that provision referring
to deferral of student loan repayments due to hardship:

it appears fairly obvious that the. rising rate of defaults in guaranteed stu
dent loans Is a product of our generally sagging economy. Perhaps it will be
necessary and even economically productive for graduates who can demonstrate
linaneial hardship to be granted a temporary deferral until such -times as these

persons can secure employment and ease their hardships. In the interim, the
Federal Government would continue to p4 interest charges on the outstand
ing loans. .

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we submit that the majority of the
provisions ,in your bill, as they relate to the guaranteed student loan
program, and in Mr. Eshleman's bill, are entirely compatible with-

. the recommendations made by our task force, and we would hope that
this subcommittee would take affirmative action.

[Documents follow :3

EXCEPTIoSS TO D2SCHAIIGE

The Commission s, Bill makes three major changes of ilterest to the banking
intlustO (with the Judges Bill supporting two of those changes) from the
taasting Section 17 of the Bankruptcy Act. These changes and our reasons for
concern are as follows:

(a) The giving of a false financial statement by a consumer may under the
'Commission a Bill no loni,er be asserted by a creditor as a grumaLfur excepting
the debt from the effect of a discharge. We believe that a cmisumer should not
be entitled to the benefits of a discharge with respect-to a debt owed to a credi
for that bps been wailfully deceived' by the,consumer or that has relied upon
a false financial statement prepared by the,cunsumer. This is a logical corollary
to removal of the consumer from the reach of Section 4-505 of buth.bills. We
believe that the Judges' Bill is preferable in this regard and note that the.
question of reliance Is specifically ccivereil therein.

(b) Both bills cover the question pit -loading up," that is the practice of cer-
tinn debtors of running up substantial debts in the period iinmediately prior to
t le filing of the petition at a time when they were so hopelessly insolvent that
it is obvious there was no ability or intent to repay. There has been an attempt
made in both bills to meet this problem, by providing that debts incurred within
ninety days of filing witheuthintention to repay and In contemplation of flit
filin; can be expected from the discharge. It Is our belief that this attempt has
been rendered almost completely ineffectual by the requirement of a showing of
Intent to file bankruptcy proceeding. We would suggest that the wording of this
Section be changed to sitrwly cover debts incurred within a reasonable time
prior to the time of filing without intention to repay at the time they were
,incurred. We assume that ease law will develop a presumption that one win,
is grossly insolvent did ifolintend to repay./

net In both bills nn..tatempt is made to except certain type. of educational
debts froth the effect of a discharge. While there is substantial concern with
the abnormally high delinquency and loss rate on student loans. It has yet to
he demonstrated that the bankruptcy losses are out of the ordinary. While w(
reromitze that the idea of a student receiving a valuable education and then
irresponsibly refusing to repay the loans which made this education possibley,
is reprehensible, we are nretbeless- opposed 'to this exception. This Section Is
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contrary to the Bankruptcy Act. pulley of pros Wing the bankrupt with a fresh
Start and we suspect that the damage done to the many poor but honest
debtors" will far exceed' any possible benefit. We are out persuaded that the
"hardship" excePtion will be that meaningful due to its vagueness. Secondly,
this exception, in-effect, gises the government ageocies tw Well are the gum an-

"tors of many student hots) and educational institutions prisileged treatment
that is not isarranted. If the social Utility of what IS exchanged for the debt
is to be determinativt of dischargeabillty then the question van be raised of
whether it is proper to discharge medical bills, feud hills, etc. 'nth, PruPused
change simply suggests that if sufficient pulitical pressure can be generated, a
special interest group can 'Attain special treatment under the bankruptcy law.
We belleie that this Section runs counter to the general pulley of limiting ex-
ceptions to discharge aud grounds for objecting to discharge and should be
eliminated.

A REPORT OF THE ABA STOOL= LOAN TASK roast:, MAsen 1975

ExECITTIvK St73131ARY

The Student Loan Task Force concludes that the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program, with some major modifications, wuuld be the best %elude to provide
loans for postsecondary education-

A sunnintry of the major recommendations proposed by the task force In
Chapter IV follows:

The program should provide more options to the borrower to tailor loan re-
payment terms more closely to the bulls lanais financial situation. Among the
recommendations are . (1) elimination of the flee -year minimum repayment
period; and (2) adoption of an optional graduated repayment schedule.

To reduce loan defaults substantially, the task force recommends that (1)
the lending function be restricted to qualified financial institutions, (2) inure
stringent requirena its for eligibility of (-chugl shuAdd be established by the
Office of Edit( talon ; and (3) more timely and effeetis e pre-linm assistance
-timid be provided by the Office of Education ss ith more cooperation from
lenders.

To eliminate many of Mt red-tape/paperwork problems that have hampered
the program. the task force makes the following operational recommendations:
(1) The Office of Educationishould expand and encourage the use of the Com-
prehensive Insurance Certiffeate; (2) Schools .should be reqpired to provide
lenders with more timely notification of the status of student borrowers; and
(3) lenders should 1d) given more latitude in granting forbearance to borrow-
ers who are experiencing repayment difficulties.

In order to compensate lenders more equitably for the cost involved in ex-
tending and collecting student loans, the task force recommends that (1) the
small allowance he tied to the three-mon&Treasury bill rate. plus a 3 per-
cent of oufstandings servicing allowance wiTh' no ceiling. or the 7 percent pay-
able by the student. whichever is -higher, and (2) interest should be paid to

rulers on defaulted loans until claims are paid.
Recommendations are also offered to encourage the expansion of state guar-

ow) enemies. The thrust of these recommendations is to provide a more equit-
able sharing of program-casts. such as interest and collection expenses. between
the federal government and the state agencies.

Recommendations are also made to enhance the attractiveness of the Sallie
Mae pr6gram as a viable secondary market mechanism.

The frisk farce suggests a reconsideration of the interest subsidy. since the
program was never intended to be a grant program. The elimination of the
subsidy and its replacement by a proposed interest support plan would remove
a major inequity currently existing between subsidized and non-subsidized stu-
dents tied would inevitably reduce the cost of the program by approximately
$250 million per year.

The first chapter of the report reviews the beginnings and growth of the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program, with particular emphasis on the role of
commercial banks.

Chanter IT appraises the needs for present and future financial aid for post-
secondary education. The task force concludes that. despite the levelling off in
enllege enrollments, this need will continue to exist if, as In the past, the cost
of education increases faster than the cost of living.
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Chapter III relates the histurical background of the Guaranteed Student Lucin
Program and traces the federal legislative program from the 1905 Higher
Education. Act through the last amendments embodied in P.L.

The current status of the program is outlined in Chapter Statistics on
loan volume, claims, administrative costs, interest subsidS, and special alluw-
anee costs Underlie the problems Identified-in Chapter V.

,Iu, Chapter 'V the problems are discussed from the viewpoint of the major
,participant grouPs. the students, lenders, schou/s, state and palate guaranty
irgeriele9, and the-federal government.

,OndriE.IVI.--INTROITCTION
.

-Now-would seem-to be the appropriate time,for financial aid ufficersguar
arty agencies, students, and lenders to sit down ,and work out a program that
was acceptable to all partiee," said Harry Dro let, _Senior Vice President of
the Connecticut Bank and, Trust Company in his testimony before the House
Special Subcommittee on Education in April, 1074.

In response a this attitude prevalent in the banking industry for many
months, the ABA formed a special task force on studeni. loans to study the
probleth and to develop sped& recommendatiuns for Iegislatire and regulatory
changes in the program The task force considered the,Guarnieed Student Loan
l'rvgrain in its broadest. possible context and conclUded that the present pro-
gram, with some major modifications, was the best schicle to pre v ide financial
aid to individuals seeking post-secondary education whu are from middle or
"modest," income:fandlies.

The banking indristri's support of the 'program goes back to the pre-1965
period When the Association played major role In the passage of the Higher
Education Act and took the initiali%e iii encouraging-banking Industry partici-
pation as lendefs. In a joint statement to the industry, immediately after
President Johnson signed the Act into law, Afchie K. Davis, AB.: President,
and CliarleS E. Walker, ABA Executive Vice President, emphasized the chal-
lenge this ,program presented to America's bankere:

"We all have a vital stake in. the minuet( growth of our nation. Nothing
can enhance that growth better than education. We are sure that you will
join with bankers, across the country in committing your bank to make these
loans. Our goal is 100 percent participation by banks. If we reach this goal,
the burden on each batik .111 be -small Indeed."

The industry has resit-ended well to this challenge as- n ill lie bump out by
the statistics in Chapter TV. It has been hampered, however. by the many
problems aud disincentives that have plagued the program almost since Its
inception. Insufficient earning rates, administratIre red-tape, pour communi-
cation between all parties concerned, high rates of default, and frequent legis-
lative and regulatory changes are some of the major problem areas that hint
emerged during the 10 -y ear existence_ of the federal program. These will be
discussed more specifically in. Chapter V. Particularly distressing to the task
force is that, because of the complexity and volatility of the program regula-
tions, many of the nation's smaller or cummunity banks hay e been discouraged
from directing inure resources to these loans. Sire limitations prevent tuese
banks from acquiring the expertise needed to cope with the variety of situa-
tions and rule changes that- have characterized the program. Many larger
banks have established separate ,tlepartments specifically to process their slit
dent lending activity.

Despite these problems the program has had a profound effect on the degree
of post-secondary educational achievement in the country. As 4,1' .Tune 30. 1971.
nearly 7 million loans totalling _approximately 37 billion had been extended.
enabling milieus of young Americans to obtain schouing that they might other-
wise have been denied. The task force strongly heliev es that with the adoption

--sof its recommendations, the ubjectiv es of the Higher Education Act of 1905 will
he fulfilled to an ev en greater extent as more funds for post secondary educa-
tion will, became available. If substantive improvements in the program ace
not made, we fr." that student loan funds supplied' by private commercial
lenders could he drastically reduced In the coming years.

Before making the specific recommendation in Chapter VI. the task force con-
sulted- representatives of most of the major participant groups In the progrhm.
'These groups included the-Office of Education, Student Loan Marketing Asso
elation, the National Council of Higher Education !AWL Programs. the Nit-

t,
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tinnai StUdent Lobby, and the Subcommittee on Education of the House Com-
mittee on Education and Labor. The views of individuals representing these
groups have all beeR,considered in the development of this report.

CnArrsa II. APPRAISAL OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID NEEDED FOR POST-
SECONDARY EDUOATIOy

Since the inceaion of the Guaranteed Student ,Loan Program (Gril,P) in
100, the cost of higher education in most institutions has. risen faster than
the cost of Hying lend, Indeed, faster than increases in the discretionary
income of most families. These circumstances have placed added burdens on
the GSLP, More significantly, under the present high-inflation, high-interest
rate environment, the need to borrow for post-secondary education is reaching
higher up the ladder of family income at the very time when funds for GS141`
purposeS bye become scarce. The extent of changing costs and needs detailedhl the urtteriarthat follows:
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INCREASES IN MUER EDUCATION COSTS

Ifrlent Data on College Costs.According to data supplied by the College
Scholarship service (CSS'), overall student costs at four-year colleges have
risen between 35 and 55 percent from the school year 1970-71 to .1974-75. The
end a the range represents the cost increase for resident students :A public
institutions. At the upper end is theincrease for commuter students in private
/Colleges.

The 1974-75 annual dollar costs are about $2,100 and $2,400 for commuter and
resident students in public institutions, and about $3,700 and $4,000 for suchstudents in private colleges.

(ver the same period cost increases for two-year institutions have. showna ofinsiderably greater range. These increases run from 34 percent.for commuterstudents in public colleges to 79 percent for commuter students in private
sotto-lois however, the annual dollar costs for the 1974775 school year hi two-
year public colleges arisevorted as roughly $150 to $250 less than in four-yearpublic colleges and abdut a400 less in two-year vs. four-rear private schools.(See Table 11-1.)

TABLE P 1 AVERAGE ANNUAL COLLEGE EXPENSES OF STUDENTS IN PUBTAC AND PRIVATE, 2EAR AND 4-YEAR
INSTITUTIONS, SCHOOL YEARS 1970-71 TO 1974-75

2-Year 4Year

Year belifloinTiG`-' Public Private Public Private

Resident students:2
1970..., NA $2,380 $1, 783 $2, 9741971 NA 2,484 1,875 3,1711972 NA Z 540 1, 985 3, 2101973 32. 024 3,194 2, 242 3, 693,
1914 2,153 3,617 2,400 4,039Commuter students:!
1970 1, 430 1, 834 1, 531 2,3321971 1, 526 1,993 1, 659 2, 5991972 1, 635 Z 090 1, 760 2, 7451973 1;665 2, 583 1, 775 3,1621974 1, 922 3, 287 2, 035 3, 633

xResident students:2
..

1970-71 NA 4,4 5.2 6.61971-72 NA 2.3 1 9 1 41972-73 NA 25.7 12.9 12.61973-74 6. 4 13.2 7.0 9.41970-74 t
NA 52.0 34.6 35.8Commuter students:1

1970-71, 6.7 S. 7 8.4 9.11970-72 11.1 4.9 6.1 5.61972-73 1.8 23.6 0.9 15.21973-74 114 27.3 17.5 16.51970-74 34.4 79.2 36.2- 54.6

I Dollar costs.
I Percentatt costs.

Sources "Financing Poitsecondary Education in the United States: the National Commission on the Financing of Post-
secondary Education, "Student Expenses at Postsecondary Institutions 1974 -75,' College Scholarship Service of the

cCollege Entrance Examination Board.

c"'"
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Although-the increases in tuition costs are substantially higher in private
tehoolellitin in public:: cOileges, sneli coats for bOth types of institutions' are, of
cOurse,..the Same for Commuter and resident students. tither costs:, -tooth and

booke. personal etpentieS, and triinsperidlOrt-41itt videly bah in
'aniait,and in -the rate at yearly-increases' -Cerannter and resident
etideita.

The percentage increases in post seeonclary educational' costs- set forth- in
Table IT-I have considerably outpaced the shalt)" -rise -in- the cost of:
(hesecoraparisons are shOW-ri in Table-Ili-2j-

TABLE 114.INCREASES IN COLLEGE STUDENT EXPEttSiS AND THE CONSHMERTHICE INDEX 1970:1974,

College Costs .

Misr inititations, 4-Yeir Institutions-
ConsUmer

Public NO* 1:11blip Nike' Price IWer
1967 ,,M00

Resi- Com- Resi- Com- Ifni- Com- Resi- Corn. (June each
Year beginanit in dent muter dent muter dent muter dent muter year)

.
Dollar costs:

1970._ NA $1,430 sr, 3t0 sr,s3r $1;783' sts3r $2:974-57;382` 116:3
1974 $2,153 $1, 922 $31617 61257 $2.404 $2,085 $4 039 $3, 683 147. 1

;Percentage Increase; 1970-74.:k , NA 31.4 52.0 79.2 34.6 36.2 35.8 54:6 26.5

Sources: College expanses, instable II-1; CPI. Buser of Labor Statistics.

Longer-Run Perspectives on College, Costa. Since the inception of the Guar.
nnteed Student Loan Program in 1965, information-onthe earlier years, In the
past decade has been compiled by the NeW York Office of CSS and covers aver
age' tuition fees, and roenk and board for resident students in /our-year public
and private colleges. To these figures must be added - personal, expenses and
transportation costs. Parr the schoolear 1904-65, overall costs per student were
estimated to be $1,470 at public institutions and $2,427 -at private colleges.

Accordingly, over the six.years.from 1964-65 to 1970-71, total school cost's rose
at, an average annual rate of 3.3:percent fur resident students at publie colleges
and 3.4_pereent for those in private schools. It should be noted that these in-
Creases were. somewhatless than the rise in the costof living. 5111- contrinit, in
the four years since the 1970-71 school year, average costs per student have
jumped 7.7 percent and.8.0 percent per year respectively, while the increases in
living costs were significantly lower. (See Triblen-S.)

TABLE 11-3.INGREASES'IN ANNUAL EXPENSES DP RESIDENT STUDENTS AT PUBLIC AND PRIyATE 4-YEAR

COLLEOE111964-65=-1974-71

Year beginnblitirs\

College costs Consumer price
Inderr19672100

(June each year)Public Private

. _

1964
1970'
1974 ..
Overall:

I $1,41.0
I 51,783
I $2, 400

I S2;427
112.974
I $4, 039

.
93,0

116.3
147.1

1964-70 1 21.3 3 22.5 2 25.1
4

1970-74 a-34.6 1 35,8 1 26.5

1964-74. 3 63.3 3 66:4* . * 3 58.2
Annual percentage rate (increases):

1964-70 % 3.3, .X4 18
1970-74- 7.7 1 0 6.1 ,.
1961-74 1 0 5:2 % 4:7

1979 pro action at rate during ;

1964-74 $3,070 $5, 210 185

1970 -74 $3,500 15, 900 198 %

Dollar costs.
1 Percentage Increaser.

Sourcsi: See tables I and 2,

04- 159- 75--11
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Fa turc Coats.If total cxpenses fur students continue to increase at the acertige
rate of the past 10 yeats, it. is projected that M1970-80 resident students Min he
paying about $3,070 per y car at public colleges and $5,210 at lois ate institutioia4.
Hones ere if the iallatfun.ot college costs persists at the rate it has during the last
four years, students n111 be paying hearty $3,500 Inc public colleges and user $5,000
in private schools five 5 cars. hence., LSee Table II 34 Since rapid control of
inflation dues not appear lievillent,,,:the latter costs based vie the Ms:raze late
of increase over the past four years may be more realistic.

_ion-Ctillcge Schou14.--In teniation on as erage costs at non-college schools
extremely meager. About tike only information mailable on steitlint costs iu post-
secondary non-collegiate sclamls ssas compiled through sampling by the 'National
Commission on the Flinenctag of Post Secondary Education. The data shun
ice the Commission Report corers tuttiop only for the one year school, 1071 -72.
Tuition charges for proprietary etlayulls are by far the must important, as cell as
the highest. Ak,soniliag lo-the Office of Educlitiun data, of the 7.016 nun - collegiate
schools An 1071, nearly three quarters, Or 5,019 ss ere proprietary baiuuls iSee
Table 11-4.)

.
TABLE II-C.-AVERAGE STUDEtiT COSTS AT NONCOLLEGIATE SCHOOLS, 1971-72

Number
Type of school of schools Tuition

l
Public:

Trade and Technical 739 $104
Others 142 133

Total U1

Proprietary:
Trade and Technical 2,425 1,620
Others 2,482 1,017

4

Total 4,907

tionprofil:3 "*"..,

Tra Mind Techicak III 961
Others., .E s 1,CO3

Total'' 1,114

Other
expenses I

Estimated
total cost

$1,2'O
1,280

$1,384
1,413

1,280
1,280

2,900
2,297

-a--

MN 2.241

Correspondence 114 416 19e,
1 Aetageot commiite; student nontuition costs in 2 and 4 year collages it students are not working.
2 Iddlid1142 seetarian'schobls .
a Assueeng students as pospitil st.hoot> u.omo, out 681 of the total number of iionpiolit x.hoo6,iami.kely to bcelelent..
Vkasuminglaltz11494.11bponcrencv 44..bostt stude.ts ale cmpto,gd, suppwt expeaditums would not be needed.

S.nace, linykieont eAtsecorviely tous,dtion .n the united States, the National Commission on the Finanump of Pest-
secondarEducanoci,. 1...,1 It

*. 4' .' * - .,' :,.7,4k r
UrldVilbtdrkirIlUbt 2.VeatiUlati err proprietary se heal, arc fur nvayesideuts. floss

ever, cytrycr((asjoir ss,Ith the staff of the -National Association of Trade clad Tech-
nical S,elloutsdiel disclose- that a manner of sucationief M.1101.416 late a sizable
restdent kt tittellt,Iropulis two. Nectrtheless, It is fasipl, safe to to,stirae that a %cry
largy..perceettage of-vocational post-set unda ry stueluits use ItuhreAtiellt.TIIIIN their
expeasmiere,b,Itely tv be comparable to those of commuter btailents at public
colleg05.".'',,,,-; , 7 <, - .--

, Asvonlingly,,It .6:quite conceis able that,s ocatlimall student susts will Increase
at tlatea4pke rate kelatehlic e (Allege stuelcilt costs. In that ease, overall outlays by

stpelents: in loropriej,ary c (Audit/nal sclms'ls u) 111714$3, would reach $3,659 Per
year .,r... e nail tvelluka1 schools and $4,900, per y ear for other proprietary

t...- seltut, ... : msers Letts ely, emst.ptaaJected to 1970-80 Aight rise to $5,800 and $4,600. r
respeeflfely, :`, `. , , ,.7-,,e

'..- - .....
drAesfi- b,s,p14c, iaxstivt,slike5,..'\;s,t ,...

.... . ,,,-, A er
4 .,- -14,441:4,... 4 ' . 2,44as ;13' + 4"n:

, gost-smontla* '(,ebool.itgil itoptgaittin4k .24, yseti esti s continuing to Increase.
itlfhougliqit a. much slerty.er raMt.,,N,4,1414114-the 1060s. Fur example. Census
Iturente data slim% that tip age greglii.itei:rviiseekby 52 percent from 1060 to 1970.
In contrast, the 117-24 age grulity-,,n'et.Nteptied to grow by unI3 21 percent from
1970 to 1080; according to.C,enSint.pro jectIGk. (See Table If -5,).

.,...y. -. , I,.. ....4i " t , \
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*LE II 5.POST, SECONDARY SCHOOL ACE POPULATION AND COLLEGE ENROLLMENT, AGE. 48-24 YEARS

Poilulatioit College enrollment

Thiuiands Percent changes I Thousands 'Percent change 1

." 1960
1970.
1972.
1973
1910.. .. .

Percent change 1970-80
C

15,604
23,697
25,250
26,-150
29,010

. +51.26
+6.55

''- +3.56
.442.08
4-23.69

2,598
5,803
6,257
6,055'
8.620

r

. ,

-023, 34
+7.82
3.23

+42.36
+48,54

1 Parceling, change trompreceding,data except when noted.

ote.-1972-80 poi I eitimated from census projections.

So :Iureau of bonus. .

During the decade-of the 1960s, college enrollment Increoed at a .itittele faster
rate than did thd 1S-24 year population. Cenius Bureau figures ltull...tie that
enrollinent more than doubled, from approXiMatte4 2.6 million in 11100 to ZS
million in *1070. -an inCreilhQ of 123 pervent. Tip late ocittereuse ,lusted drama t-
eeny after MO' and actually declined in the latest 3 unclog' l% Aididatit u, aboil-
able. From 1070 to 1972 college enrollment of 18-24-year-olds ruse (nib about 5
percent,. while from.1972 to 1073 -such enrollment declined by about 3 percclit.
(Seo Table II-5.) .

The decline in college enrollment, however,-has not-ellatinIsited the tlettettal for
student loan funds. Bather, it has tended to exacerbate the prol,lent of stoat:tit
costs, since the situation has created financial problems for non* schools. These
problems have led, in many cases, to increases In tuition and other btkilielit costs,
which have increased the demand student loan funds.

Whether this trend «ill continue depends partly on changing attitudes at /ugh-
schifol graduates abOut the postponement or interruption of college 04(0d/time
ana the relative attractiveness and salue of a college education. Alton... nu-
portant ra&A contributing to diminished college enrollment thethe cod qf the
military draft. Moreover, the high birth rate in the early post-World War IL
period led to the large increase in the college-age population in recent
Subsequent falling, birth rates are beginfiing to have a sighlfitanit effect by lou er-
*lag the number of studen4,gradfiating from high school.

It is interesting to.aute that the °ince of Education figures on college eiirOlf-
taunt- differ from Census Bureau data both in total IttintLer and In the direentor
for 197.3. According to OE. total enrollment reached 0.2 milyon In 197. n, eon.-
,ttareLl uitit 8.3 million published by the Census Bureau. But is lobe 01: projeete.1
an increase 4o 9.4 million in 1973, Census shows the actual ligures tt
8.2 million. (See Table

TABLE 11-6.TOIAL COLLEGE ENROLLMENT 197040, CENSUS BUREAU AND OFFICE OF EDUCATION

Iln thousands)

Census total

Office of education

Total Ogre' credit

1970
g

7.113 8,518
1971 NA

132297 8,113
1973

2....
8,179 9,315

1975- 9,147 9,802
1980 10,284 10,517

1 1975 and MD Pioiectioirserles E-2 "Current Population. .
NA,-Not available.

7.920
8.116
18.265
8,3711
8,645
9.091

Although demographic considerations may well point toss aril a lest hag elf of
the total college -age population, other facture are likely to cauliou. to .sealate the
demand for loans under the (41.1'. Among these factor:, ore Ito -.et' u.Stuettesx
by Meer-noddle !hewn.: fondues of the benefits of higher edit a tea&
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'toward greater reliance on trade and vocational "training in vie* of present and
expected pay scales for skilled oci:upationa, some evidence of a back-to ncliogl
tendency on the partig fanny, young: people ; and dually, the matter of family
income cOnsiderations% view of cost of living increases.

rAseirx XNeOltE

Applications.of a needs test under present law for students In families with
adjusted, incomes of $15,000 or more is clenly out of date. In 1005, when th,
Guaranteed Student-Loan PrOgram began,less than 8.7 million families or find#
8 percent of all U.S. families had incdmes of ;15,000 and over. By 1972 (the latest
year for which.Bureau of Census data are available) families with inco f
$15,000 and over totaled about 16.5 paion and acciiunted for more than 8
of all families. Substantially niore,than one -half of that bacreitse0s due t infla-
tion. Families with incomes meaguretyin 1972 dollars of.$16,000,, and oer, Would
have amounted to 8.7 millioapr to 18 percent of fill families in 1965. Mlle many
wore families are now above the $15,060 leel than in 1965, a large number of:the
new entrants into this class, cannot afford to send their children to college without
some financial help. (Seegfible 11=7.)

...
TAM I 47.-17UMBER AND PERCENT' OF lel FAMILIES BY INCOME CLASSES

.
-Du thousands]

Income classes

Total,
Wider I 65,000 tO' 410,003 is

910;000 115,000_ /Mmic Income/

CURRENT DOLLARS'

Number:
1965 42,279 15,305 20,760 8,545 3,669, $5,957
1966 49, 065 13,591 20.754 10,206 4, 514 7,500
1967 49,234 12, 658 20, 233 11,262 5, 631 7,933
1963 50,510 11,365 -19,143 12, 577 7,425 8, 632
1969 51, 237 10, 247 17, 421 13, 680 4,639 -3,433
1970 - 51, 948 9,974 16,468 13,922 11, 5640 9, 167
1971 53,296 9,260 15, 830 14,337 13. 271 10, 225
1972. 54,373 9,026 14,681 14,191 16, 475 11,116

55, 053 8, 031 13, 378 14, 039 19. 544
.

12, 051
Percent of total:

1965-
N.

109.0 31.7 43.0 17.7'N
-r-----/

7.6 ,',

,

1966 . . 100.0 27.7 42.3 20.8
1967.1 100.0 25.4 40.6 22...6 11.4-
1953 300.0 22.5 ' '37.9 24.9 14.7
1969 100.0 20.0 34.0 , 26.7 19.3
1970. 100.0 , 19.2 31.7 26.8 22.3
1971.- 100.0 18.5 29.7 26.9 24.9
1972 100.0

4.

16.6
14.6

27.0 , 26.1
24.3 . 25.5

30. 3
35.5

197; DOLLARS

Number:
1965 44,279 10.621 16,270 12,693 8,690 $922I
1966 49,055 9, 764 15, 898 13,395 10, 009 9, 667
1967 49,834 9, 369 15, 747 13, 605 11,113 9, 940
1963 50, 510 8,738 15, 254 14,042 12,476 10,381
1969 51,237 8, 557 14,653 14,448 13, 579 10,766
1970 51,943 8,987' 14,909 14, 13.662 10,617

r%
1971. 53,296 9,327' 15, 242 14, 14,177 10,571
1972 54,373 9,026 14, 681 14,19 16, 475 11,116

Percent of total:
1965 100.0' 22.0 33.7 26.3 18.0
1966 -. 100.0 19,9 32.4 27.3 20.4
1967 100.0 11.8 ' 31.6 27.3 22.3 '
1968 100.0 17.3 30.2 , 27.3 24.7
1969 100.0 16.7 21.6 28.2. 26.5
1970 100.0 17.3 28.7 27.7 26.3
1971 100.0 17.5 22.6 27.3 26.6
1972... 100.0 16.6 27.0 26.1 30.3

Source: Bureau of the Census, Series P-70.
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A $16,000 income ink1.41 1tould amonnt to, about $23,400Priow,,if adjusted -for
the-inerease in the p`Atit (eohsumet price irdleX). Neteo,ver, to. keep
pace-writh ?doing living ic944,, ft, family ..incon), of $15,000 in-1965 would have to
be higher than-$23,4000 beea)Pie the,t0t21 ma:ant-of-incOMplaxett paid:ont has
grown disproportionalio tot a resillt. the e ure- of increasing amounts of
inceine to higher ineo p tax,' -hrtigkel.s.,'Cen,(1-0 elvaly, an adjusted family in-
come of .close to $2.-5, ould ,requiroa to approximate toughly the
dispotable real Income eljnilar itially- with. an, adjusted income of 15,000

1J21985. eoic*Ifilex -

Tbe statistical,evidence Nina Ipereasing demands for Guaranteed Student
Loans. Higher overall school rat 5Which have generally outpuced Increases
in the cost of living and, in many eases, disposable family incomes=-are-lieund
to increase-the need for loans. This will occur dtt,spite the expected leveling off of
total college enrollment

011AITERMI.-13.1-STORiCAl. BACKGROUND or TILE STUDENT LAN Paooa.4.14
Puma Ye 1966

Prior to the enactment of federal legislation creating the Guaranteed Student
loan Program in 1965, 17 states had somewhat similar programs. Loans Were
usually made by Commercial banks to students attending colleges -and ,unlver-
-sities. All such banks maintained a reserve fund, usually $1 in reserve for
every $10 in loans guaranteed. The reserve funds were usually obtained by
state appropriations; the first suet) program was instituted-In Uaagaelnisetts
in 1957. 0

In 1960 United Student Aid Fund nc., a private, non profit ageAcy, began
a nationwide program whereby colleges cpusited reserves so that their students
could, obtain loans.

A'&ew states, for the most part tt ng state appropriations, also provided
loans directly to Students. The progra Wisconsin was begun in 1933.

The programs administered by the. various agencies forMed the bests for
federal legislation, which Congress egan seriously considering in 1964. for
by this thin it had become quite ear that the trafilt ional inethods of ilium-

- t cinrpost-secondary education wee not meeting the s of a sharply inereas-
t, ing college-age population.

111011ER EDUCATION ACT OF 1905 AND SURREQUENT AMENDMENTS

The-passage of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and the National weal
tional Student Loan Insnrance Act tf 1965 provided the, impetus for the
federal government's active involvement in encouraging privpto lenders to
make educational loans.

The initial program provided low-cos t (6 perceist) loans, with interes t sub-
., sidles available to students in families with adjusted incomes of less than

$15,000.
Since 1905 the Higher Education Act has been amended as follows;
(1) P.L, 89-698, The International Education Act of 1966, expanded schism

eligibility to include foreign schools among Schools whose American students
could get gnaraliteed -loans.

(2) P.L. 89 -752, The Education Amendments of 1066, expanded the authority
for the District of Coimbra Student Loan Program.

(3) P.L, 89-794, The Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1066, specified '
deferments for Peace Corps volunteers.

(4) pa:. 90-460, raised the Interest rate from 6 percent to 7 percent. imple-
mented the Administrative Cost Allowance, created reinsurance authority, and
specified that the fund would be used to support the reinsurance agreements.
, (5) 90-576, The Higher Education Amendment of 1968, merged the Higher`
Education Program and the Vocational Education Loan ProRrans into One
Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

(6)--P.L._111-95. The Emergency Insured Student Loan Act of 1069, created
the special allowande of up to S percent. per annum on all loans made on or
after August 1. 1369. This allowance was to be fulinsted and paid quarterly
to the lender in addition to the 7 percent interest on all loans.

fi "kr ,

/
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(7) P1.'92 318, The Edatition Amendment of 1972,, instituted needs finely-

Vis, increased loan fnaXimuins, insured interest, gosertied school- eligibility for
fed0a1 prograins, and created the Student Loan Marketing Association (SLMA
or &dile Mae); ii.seemulary market for guaranteed-student loans.

Ifi) PL. 92-391, a Joint Congressional Resolution, in August-1972, suspended
implementation-of the needs test applicatioo (as well as all Other provisions
of P.L. 92-318, exeeptlor the creation. of SLMA) until March 1, 1973.

(9) PL. 93-269, The Education Amendments of 1974, provided that students
from families Nitli an adjusted ftimily income of less than $15,000 could,borrow up to $2,000 without application of any needs. test; those students
from families NA:pc adjusted income exceeds $15,000 would stiller required
to comply with the needs analysis of P.L. 02418. In addition, thylaw extended.P.L. 91-95 until July 1, 1975.

ADMINISTRATION 00 TUE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN ITOGRAIC

With the awhile:it of federal legislation in 1965, the various states wereurged to implement a program of guaranteed loans. Federal advances were
appropriated to assist or begin such prOgrams. Where a state .agency existed,
the money was advanced to the state agency. Where no agency was,nuthorized,
the Office of .FAluention contracted with United Student Aid Funds, Inc., toadminister the program in that state. The program was -operational in allStates by the summer of 1900.

Today, approximately 25 states operate under the federal program. In the
other 25, which operate under state or prix hie agency, a program existed priorto adoption of the federal-legislation in 1963.

The suecesti ofthis program, at least In terms of dollar volume and number
.0f students served, can be attested to by the fact that in 1966 approximately
4,000 students borrowed $77 million ; in the fiscal year end June 30, 1974,
iiearly 940,000 students borrowed more than $1.1 billion. Th tal cumulativevolume 1i2 this program on June 30, 1974 amounted, to near! million loans,aggregating $7 billion. In addition, the average loan per student' has risen
-from $752 in 1067 to $1,214 in 1974 or approximately GO percent, a significantly
higher increase than the 47 percent increase in the cost .0f living during thisperiod.

CHATTER IV.-- STA.TUS or TUE-GU&RANTEED STUDENT Lox PROGYUISl'
the trend of amnia student loan volume has been downward since fiscal

year 1972 as a result of applying a needs test' and the reluhance of lendersto grant student loans liberally because .of competing demand for loans nwthe escalation of interest rates continued through fiscal year 1974. The de-cline4 of theinst two years occurred in n period of rapidly rising school
oasts and increasing dollar amount of individual loans, thereby resulting infewer loans made.

Aie, because a greater number of loans are in repayment status. the dollarvolume of claims for default, bankruptcy, and death or disability has increasedsubstantially. In view of the deepening economic recession and rising, unem-
ployment which has continued into 1075. the rate of claims as a percentageof ouktanding loans being repaid will probably continue to Increase unlessOmar:es are made that will reduce the default rate. . .The inateril that follows examines these aspects of the Guaranteed StudentUnit Progradr In greater detail.

LOAN TRENDS

Torte/ Program.--4 As indicated on Table IV-1 annual loan volume was sbarplr
down in fiscal years 1973 and 197.1 from the peak twittered in 1972. In 1972dollar volume reached $1.30 billion, up about $260 million from 1971. andshout three times the amount loaned 1966, .the first sear when direct.federally insured loans were made..

'Thaw:Q.11rib' introduced under Public taw 92 -518 and ulntrodneed under PublicLaw 93-260 for Students from families with adjusted incomes of more than $16,000.
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TABLE IV- 1.- GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN COMMITMENTS, FEDERAL AND MORAN TC: AGENCY PRZIGRAMS

!Dollar total loan figures its in millionel

47011ir volume - Number (thousands) . Boller pereent Owls

Fiscal years, _Total 'Federal, Agency, Total Federal Ateney total Fedirel 'Akre),

.
, Annual date:

1966., ,....... 1 $77. 5 * 1 377.5- 1 48.5
1967 '.." 248. 5 243.5 330.1

4 ., 1961.. *435.3 V6.6 369.2 515.4
1969- 686.7 217.6 469/1 787,3
1970 339.7 353.3 485.9 921.9

, 1971 1, 043:9' 433.4 560.0 1, 011.3
-,,1972 1,302:2 708.2 594.1 1,258.5

l" 1973...., 1,193.5 654.6 543.9 1, 081.3
', 1914 .1,139.2 611.7 527.5 931, 1

1, ;67.2 669.1 -593.1 982.2 v
' Cumulative data: .,

. 1966 77 77 48

1967 326 326 379
1968...._..__ 762 67 695 894

..1969 1.149 .284' 1,169 . 1,681
;.1970 2,233 638 1,650 2,603

- 1971 3,332 1,122 2,210 3,415
1972. 4634 3, 130 a 2,804 4,943
1973 '5, 833 2, 485 3,343 6,031
3974.... 6, 972 3, 096 3,176 6.969

7,812 3,540 4,342 7,641
Dollar avatars loan, .

amount:
1 1, ns 1 1, 553

1967 . 752 752
.)

1961. 145 806 853

1969 872 875 870
1970 910 961 873
)971 965 993 942
1972 ,,- 1,034 1,023 1,043
1973 1,101 1, 092 .1,111
1974 ,214 1,206 1,223 , .,

3, 290 1,280 1,302 :..,

82.5
243,5
365.4

487.2
691.9,
599.1
506.9

.522.9

83
331:
696

1,184
1,875
2, 475
2, 981
3, 306.

...

1 48.5
330.1
432;9
533.3
556.5
594.2
556:6.
439,2
431.2
459.3

-
48

,' 379
811

1,15e
1,907
2,501
3, 063
3, 557
3, 988 s
4, 335

,.

..-

(I)
+75.4
+57.6
+22.3.
+24.3 k
+24 7
-8.0
.r4.9

0) .,
+4.3 ......
+3.2
+4:4
+6.0
+7.2
'+6.5
+9.4

+226.7
+62.6
+36.3
+46.4
-7.6
-6.6

. .....
- +8.6
+10.6
+2.6
+3.0
+6.7

+10.4

.6
+26.8

.1-3. 8
+.15.3
+6.1
-8. 5,
,-3.0

-o-

1-

.4
.0

+.3-
-4.7.9

+11.3
+6.0

+10.1

Based on unreliable guarantee oElncy data. , * .

A SUM": OMea Cl fixation, Me of Guaranteed Student Loans.;

(-

Since _1972 annual loan volume has declined to less.than $1.14 billion, a drop of
121/2 percents As shown on Table sly-1, diming the period 1972-1974, the number
of leans_ decreased from 1.20 million- in fiscal 1972' to .94ndllion in 1974:--a
decline of nearly 2514 percent. The 1972 peak was about 2 times the number
*Mans in 1908, the first fiscal year suet' ilgures,were available.

By fiscal 1972. direct federally insured loans had grown to $7034 million - or
54.4 percent of 'total-dollar volume. The federal sl.are fell to $011.7 piillion or
53.0 percent of the total by am. The federal-preram-accounted for 65.1 per-
cent of the number of loans In 1972 and 54.0 percent iii 1974. - .

The average loan amount has risen quite steadily since 1907-from $752 in
. that year to $1,214-in 1974. Both federal andsstate guarantee agency loans have
' been roughly the same Size. -,. '

As indicated earlier, loan volume on a cumulative basis since 1905' totalpd
nearly $7 billion through-fiscal .1974. 01 this only 44.4 percent, is attributable to
the federal ogram. The cumulative number of loans totaled pearly 7 million
by the endci scat 1974, of which 42:8peicent is federal.

i,
It should' e pointed out that alt4ough on a,yearly basis the number of loans

made equals .he number of students boirooiing, the cumulative number of Imps
is not the- same. This occurs because the same student might have received-tno're '
than one loan during his-student years and different lemlers might have been
involved. It is estimated that through Julie 1974 the number of students who
had obtained loans totaled about 4.0 million as compared with nearly 7 Million
lona made, ."4111e 2 +

.

Comte-eclat Bank Share of the GSL Program,-In 1909 it was estimated that
conimereial bankshad provided-about87 percent of the guaranteed student loan
volume. Moreover, about two-thirds of commercial hanks were thougli to be
participants. .

6 4 4:
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As recently as June 1970, cenctisertia1 hanks aceenocecl for about Si percent'of
the r....29 Maui cumulative volume of loans made to that date, glace then the
commercial bank share bait detreased still further, and ac to the.01fice of
tdocatteh tignres. 0).4 perLentof Ivan volume through June 4972 was originated
by Co:mere/al ltiatths: (arTaLle IV-2.) As shown iiKtlie data, the number of
baulis participating is IntaangIens shice, branches itre',4;ounted as separate par-
.tgipants. -

rpt_o-date ilgures on 'lender partkipation are unavailable because of Oil Ice-of
'Education coroputcr probleu.s In gathering_and, reporting state guarantee .data.
However, more recent figures are available fur the federal part of the program.
9t the n.3D pillion in accumulated federally floured ham volume and 2.55 million,
in the number of leans made through mid- February 1974, about,dli percent of
both the troller' volume and the number of loans originated In cominerclal banks.leee Table IV 2, `Since Maio commercial banks-were-taking part in the state-
guniiintee prograins before the federal programs were initiated, it is likely
that when the full prpgram results. are available, overall commercial bank-par-
ticipation will b§lound to have held its own:

PAID CLAMS BESUI.311:10 FROIL STUDEET LOANS

Maims arise from defaults, declarations of bankruptcy, and death or dis-
ability Default is by far the most significant source of these claims in terms ofdollar cost.

71 efouittt7These Arise if an installment Is unpaid for 120 days (four months)
after the due date., During this period the interest accruing is perniitted to be
part of the claim; thereafter, while the claim is-being, processed, no interest ispaid by the insurer.

As set toith on Table IV-3, 216,200 default claims have been paid to lenders
through fiscal year 1974. amounting to $237.7 million. Of these defaults. about
53.7 pemenkof the number of loans and 46.5 percent of the dollar amount have
been on loaf in the federally insured Part of the program.

TABLE IV-2.--LENDER PARTICIPATION c

TOTAL PROGRAM THROUGH JUNE 1972 TO JANUARY 1975:

Number of Percent of Percent of
- lenders lenders Inns

4/8/n8/841bInks'end branches' 14,147 73.6 69.4Metall sar/Ags banks, 447 2.3 8. 7Savings and loan tau:dation 1, 665 8,6 7.1Cadet unions 2,592 13.6 3.0Direct loss programs 2 5.9Other 314 L 9 5.9
Tofalt.. 19,17/ .100.0 100.0

FED§RALLYINSUREDIOANS ONLY, THROUGH FEBRUARY 10, 1974

Amounts of leans Number of loins

Millions

COM Mtfriat banks and branches . 11. 560,9,mount amino books
c.. '17.1

Sayings and bun associations t 182.5
Crock unions 114.0
foments companies 12.0P,41401, ,, 43.4
'Stational schools 344.0
Direct 541e tjenclei 46,6
Odor. 50.5

......... . 2,391.0

Percent
of total

.
Thousands

Percent
of tots

65.3 1,661.7 65.2
1, 6 33.4 1.3
7.6 169.6 6.7
4.8 108.1 4.2
.5 9.5 0.4

1.5 51.1 2.3
14, 4 36/. 8 14.4
1.9 104. 4 4.1
2.1 36.7 1.4

100,0 2, 549.3 100.0

Source.: Of6co of Education, Mc, of Guaranteed Student Loans.
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TABLE .1V-3.-TOTALCLAIMS PAW TO GuARANTEED STUDENT LOAN LENDERS. CUMULATIVE THROUGH FISCAL
YEAR1974

(Dollar figures are in millions(

Defaults Baidifilptcy Death and disability Total

- Claims
Percent
of total Claims

Percent
of total -Claims

Percent
of total Claims

Percent
of total

Ciatanto agency program:
Dollar amount
Number of loans (thou-

sands)
Federally insured program:

. Doi r amount
Number of loans (thou;

sands)
Total GSL program: . ,

Dollar amount
number of loans (thou

sand)

3157.6

114.6

1160,4

156.2

;307.9'
214.8

,
59.5

46.3

46.5

53.7

100.0

100.0

-45.4

4.0

31.4

6.0

312.8

10.0

4211

41.4

57.2

58.6

100.0

100.0

33.7

6.6

$6.0

5.5

311.7

12.1

60.
56.6

39.2

43.4

100.0

100.0

3171.7

129.2

3193.7

167.7

3335.4

296.9

53.5

46.6

46.5

53.f

100.0

100.0

Source: Office of Education, Office of Guaranteed Student Loans.

Cumulative dollar defaults as a percentage of the dollar amount of Cumula-
tive loans in repayinent status were 12.0 _percent as of June 1, 1974. This &glue,
nccordiii.g.to U.S. Education Commissioner, Terrell H. Bell, is expected to in-
crease to 12.7 percent by June 1975.

Bankrupfcies.-Clairas arising from this source have been increasing but are
still a small .part of the -total. Bankruptcy cases represent 3.4 percent of the
total cumulative number of t:lulnAs and 3.8 percent of the dollars paid. Less_than
8,000 loans amounting to $9.8 million have been involved in bankruptcy proceed-
ings. By number, the larger share (58.6 percent) of loans as well as the larger
share (57.2 percent) of dollar claims have originated froni the federal program.
(See Table IV-3.)

Death and Disability Claims.-Claims due to death and disability are refs
tively small also. They represent 4.6 percent and 4.9 percent, of the number and
dollar volume, respectively, of total cumulative claims paid through June 30,
1974. These totaled about 10,700, and amounted to $12.8 million.

e
FEDERAL SIIARE OF GSLP EXPENDITURFA

Claims Paid.-Overall payments by the federal government totale $98.8
million in fiscal 1974, up $41.4 million from 1973 and $67.2 Million fro! 1972..
(See Table 1V-4.) These costs are bound to increase as the volume of loans out-
standing rises. Although dollar claims growing, out of the state guarantee pro-
grams amounted to approximately 53 percent of total MP claims. federal
expenditures for state guarantee claims represent only 42 percent of the total.
This is due to the 80 percent federal reinsurance coverage of the guaranteed
agency loans as compared with 100 percent federal coverage of federally insured
loans.

The federal government hasInade some attempts to recover defaulted payments,
but with relatively little sueCess. Through fiscal year 1974, collections have totaled
just under $14 million, of which more than one-half was from the federally
insured program. .

Administrative Costs.-As estimated by the Office of Education, animal dollar
outlays for salaries and other expenses to administer the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program have increased sharply during the three years ending fiscal year
1974. For the first six years of operation, administrative costs rose from $485,000
in 1966 to $736,000 in 1970. Since then such costs doubled by 1972. nearly doubled
again in 1974. and are expected to more than double to $5.7 million in the year
beginning last July. ( See Tabie IV-5.)

Aside from inflation, a substantial amount of the increased cost is clue to:
(1) greater attempts to monitor the program better ; ,and (2) more attention and
manpower devoted to skip-tracing and collecting defaulted loans. If the increased
effort is successful. the additional recoveries vs onid bring default rates down
and would more than pay for the extra budget of administering the
program. ,

1
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TABLE 1V=4.-FEDEAAL EXPENDITURES RESULTING FROM TIM GUARANTEED St utiENT LOAN PROORAM

1Doilar amounts are in millions)

Defaults 'Bankruptcy Death and Disability Total

Amount
Percent
of total Amount

Percent
of total Amount

Guarantee agency program:
1968171 19.8' 55.5 ;IL 3 29.5 ;1.5
1972 12.1 43.0 .5 35.6 1.3
1973 21.0 40.1 . 6 26.9 1.3
1974 36,6 40.0 1.0 27.9 1.9

Total. 79.6 41.9 2.4 30.3 6.0
December 1974 99:4 3.1 6.7

federally insured program:
1968-71 .4 7.9 44.5 -47 70.5 -- 1.1
1972
1973

16.0
31.4

57.0
59.9 0=, 64.4

. .
0.9

1974 55.2 60.0 2.2 72.1 c - 1.7
Total 110.5 58.1 .5.6 69.7 i 5.0

150.4 7.4 6.0
Total GSL program:

1968-71 .0. 17.6 100.0 1.0 100.0 2.6
1972 28.1 100.0 1.4 100.0
1973 52.4 -100.0 2.4 100.0 i. i
1974 92.0 100.0 3.2 100.0 3.6

Total 190.1 100.0 8.0' 100.0 11.0
249.8 10.5 12.7

Percent Percent
of total Amount ,of total

56.3 111.6 54.3
60.0 13.8 43.8
49.9 23.0 40.0
53.0 39.7 40.2

54.4 138.1 42.1
109.3

-,,_________-...._....._-____

43.7 9.7 45.7

54131 174:151 tli
47.0 59.1 59.8

45.6 121.1 57.9
163.7

100.0 213 IR 0
31.6 100.0Kg 57.4 10000

100.0 58.8 100.0

100.0 209.1 100.0'
273.0

flot-Dstall may not add to totals due to rounding.

Source: Office of Education: Office of Guaranteed Student Loins.

Interest Subsidy dud' Sycciut Allokance Costs.-111th the growth of the pro
gram, the federal governtueurtt, cost for interest on sebiddized luaus and the
special Interest f111017fillee on all`GSLP loans hale also inereasd sharply.

Interest payments on subsidized loans in the first full year of operation totaled
$5,7 million. Consistent with the expansion of the program, Ilbeal 1974 interest
costs had risen lo $210 million and are expected to increase to $247 million to
'fiscal year 1075. ( See Table IV-5.) '

, k'

TABLE IV 5. -ADMINISTRATION EXPENDITURES AND INTEREST ON SubSIDULU LOANS Attu 5 FILIAL AttoWANLE..

`.?
Administration I

(thousands)

ln:erest payments (millions)

AdminIstration
expenses 2

Subsidized
loans

Special'
allowance Tots l

fiscal years-
1966 3425 RA (3) V))1967 582 NA $5. 7 15.7
1958 606 NA 20.7 20.7
1969 606 NA 48.4 . , 48.41970.. . ' 736 NA 79.8 34.9 84.7
1971 771 NA 131.5 - 16.7 148,2
1972 1,436 NA 172.4 18.2 190.6
1973 1,721 4,400 201.5 22.6 224.1
1974 2, 700 11, 601 218.9 82.4 301.3
1915 + . 5,750 14,565 4229.4 150.0 4379.4
1976 4 16,000 267.0 112.0 449. 0

I Salaries andmverhead at Washington Office as provided by Office of Education
Including regional, personnel and automatic data processing installation not previously supplied.

$ Less than .10 05 million.
4 February 1975 Budget data.

Source: Office of Education.
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Specia1.411o,wanceapayments 'began in fiscal 1ro..4 nearly $5 million. These
expenditures ruse rapidly not only as the Gimianteed Student Loan, Pritgraiii
exPanded, but also as increasesln supplementary rates IF ere required to Led
the Guaranteed Student Loan ,Progriun viA61e. fa fi cal 1971 special allow.iiisc
costs bad-risen tq over $82 million. These coats are expected to increase t...;

$150 milthin in fiscal 1975, presumably because interest rates are expected
to continue ab high levels: (See Table- IV-6.)

CHAPTER V,--PSZMIFICATION OF 1'.11013LEItS

§FUOENT'S'FIEWPOINT
. .

Students have experienced many difficulties, some quite disturbing, In their
quest for education through the-Guaranteed Student Loan. Program. Must of
these fall into three categories: .

Difticnit in Obtaining Funds.
'Repayment Difficulties,
School Abuses. Co

Difficulty in Obtaining Funds.This can be traced to the following ,circuta-
stances:

Many lenders have been "turned off' by program problems, particularly,.
insufficient return, paperwork frustrations, accelerating delinquencies and
defaults;

The 1972 Amendments, which mandated a "needs test" for all applicants,
reduced the number of-students qualifying for subsidized loans. Many leiniel0,
were reluctant to make unsubsidized luaus because of the extra expense in-
curred in billing fur and collecting Interest due during the in-school peiiisi,
(The magnitude of this piebient has been reduced significantly with the
passage of P.L. 93 209, which mandates a needs test for a subsidized haul
only if the student's adjusted faintly income exceeds, $15,000 or if the loan
request exceeds $2,000.);

Periods of "tight matey" and high Interest rates reduce the capacity or
lenders to satisfy educational loan demand.

Seine student applications lane not been able to obtain sufficient funds tcr
cot er-their educational costs because of the $2,500 per year and $7,500 ,$10,00(
including
particularly burdensome to medical and law school students, who are ex-
including gradimte study) per student maximum loan limits. This has bULt11

periencing tuition costs that hale risen dramatically. In some state program,
the limits have not e'en been raised to the maximums permitted by the 19;3
Amendments.

There is also a certain amount of lender reluctance to extend loans to
freshman applicants. This restriction by some institutions is based on the
concept that most withdrawals or dropouts occur during the) first- year.

Repayment Diffleulties.From the student borrower's viewpoint, repay meld
of a student loan can be a burdensome responsibility, particularly in the eniii
stages of the payout period. The income of the average borrower will not-mail)
be low in relation to future earning capacity. It is during these early din"
that most delinquencies and subsequent defaults are likely to occur. An
Optional graduated repayment schedule agreeable to both the borrower and
lender could go a lout way toward alleviating this problem. (See Chapter
VI-Reeommendations.l.

Many graduates and withdrawees are having difficulties finding empli*nient,
upon leaving school. These individuals obviously are unable to make loan,
payments on their own if they are still unemployed when the nine-moin
grace period has expired. 'Under current regulations the lender cannot grata,
some degree Of forbearance, such as requiring Interest payments only, without
approved by the federal or step guaranty agency.

Additionally, loans to one stndent from multiple lenders could result in a.
heavier than necessary repayment burden if the student neglects to Win in
all lenders of the situation. Regulations requite that the student Tiny n
minimum of $360 per y ear. In the case of multiple lenders. the regulation.,
require the lenders to scale down the minimum. when appropriate, so thin:
the student need not pay more than the amount due had the loans been made
by one lender. If, however, the student fails to inform the lenders of mu It it
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situation, he could be required to make the minimum payment to each of
the lenders.

Soma Abuaea.Without relating any of the "horror stories" of deceptive
and fraudulent activities of some vocational. technical, and home study schools,
the task force is aware that there have been significant abuses perpetrated
on unwitting students by a few proprietary schools.

I:flung people are assured by school salesmen that they will learn a trade
or skill and be guaranteed employment upon completion of the course. When
the school fails to deliver on such promises, the disgruntled student borrower
refuses to repay the -loan. Ironically, the school is totally reimbursed whether
it, acted as primary lender or the loan was obtained from a private .lender.
According to- Terrell H. Bell, U.S. Commissioner of Education, "such schools
1proprietary, specialized, and vocational] cumulative through June 30, 1973,
accoMilet-for 29 percent of the loan volume tin the federal program] and
and based on the loan estimation model results, potentially account for 57
percent of defaulted volume."

FINANCIAL LENDER'S, VIEWPOINT

Lender difficulties with the program have been classified int., f _Mewing
Categories:

Insufficient rate of return.
Excessive "red-tape/paperwork".
.High delinquencies and defaults.
Preclaim assistance.
Lack of nopficatfan by,tbe school of student's status.
Delhygrin claims "payincnts.
No clear .definition of "due diligence".
Lack of liquidity.
InaullIcient Rate of Return.Since student loans are long-term debt, the

, funds would be derived from savings and ;time deposits even in the case of
commercial banks. In !Windup to the payment of_ interest and the cost of ad-
nfiniStering such deposits, it is necessary to add the relatively high cost of
paying for the great amount of paperwork and red-tape of notifying and
billing the Office of Education and generally servicing student loans during in-

grace,_and pay-back periods. Under existing loan and special alhAvanee
rates, guaranteed student loans are not profitable.

For commercial banks, data supplied by the Pedern1 Reserves Functional
Cost Analysis indicate that foe 1973 the combined cost of the savings and
time deposit function plus interest on the deposits averaged above 6 percent.
An approximate recent. estimate of servicing costs associated with student
loans bas been on the order of 3 percent, proVidlicg an overall cost estimate for
1973 above 9 percent.. efIlls compares with a gross earning rate- 7 percent
base rate plus special allowance- of about 8 percent daring fiscal year 1973
and about 8 7/8 percent during calendar year 1973.) (See Table V1-2.)

The total emit to the average bank of administering the student roan pro-
gram meet certainly have been nt least 11 percent or over during most of the
1974 calendar year due to the following factors. an increasing dependence
by banks on time money, higher interest rates on comminer type CDs, as a
.cesnit.of changes In Regulation in July 1973. great Increases in rates on large
CDs. and salaries and other overhead costs continuing to climb.

More importantly, the opportunity cost of pincher, Available funds into higher
yielding. relatitely rieldess investments dearly makes student loans an expert-
sife community seri, ice for the average bunk. For example, from mid May
through October 1974, which includes the months of highest student loan
Activity. the prime rate Haft 11 percent or more; the Fed funds rate ranged
mostly ,between 11 1/2 and 12 1/2 percent all summer. and even nt the end
of October was about 9 1/2 percent, private money market rates such ns on
commercial paper, bunkers acceptance. and negotiable CDs have also been in
the 11- to 13-percent range during latch of thin period. Longer-term debt
instruments requiring virtually no servicing costs have been in the 10 to
11-percent range. anti even Treasury rind Federal Agency obligation» haw for
the mitt part loam] more edvantagenns than etudent loans.

It is no wonder. therefore, that the supply of funds for the student loan
program with .all the red-tape and paperwork involved is of increasing concern.
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FOr ,the lint ihree.months of .fiscal 1976, the number of loans made was .27
pereentess thair intim same- period of 1072 and, despite-inflation, the amount
loaned' was 26 - percent _less. PrestimablY, =ttfe reasen in part is that Iiinisub-
sidixecl loan are virtually unobtainable. Bankers -are willing to aecept the
higher .servicing 'cost of Periodically billing 'each student for relathely small
amounts of interest. during the in-school and grace periods ascoliPared with
',resenting ana..interest. bill to tin) -Office of Education on behalf OS: all subs!.
di_zed ;loans,

"Bed,TaPe. Paperwork ".-The burden of paperwork begins with the loan
approval prameat,The -applica.nt, and in some cases the parent;, is required
to complete a lengtidy applIcatitin_ form, which must be notarized.

After theapplicant'i school wirollment.fs certified and the needs test applied
(if-the 'adjuatedlamily- income exceeds ,$15,600 or the ldan $2,000), the appli-
cation Is .approVed. by the bank and forwarded to the guaranty agetioy for
;review and- endoraement. After endorsement is received; the sank ;issues the
-check to the iiorreWer.

The.same procedure must -then be. followed for each specessive retluest for
a student loan. Administering the-lean continues to require 'considerable effort
by theleilder throughout the In- school anti-repayment periods, particularly If
the' borrower' becomes delinquent and eventually defaults on the lean.

To -add to- the confusion, there are glaring inconsistencies in procedure and
fortis among' the state guaranty egeneles and in comparison with federal
requirements. This appears to be a significant d to Sallie Afae's
efforts to establish-a-viable secondary market-for these loans. It is hoped, how-
ever, that the National Task. Force on Student Aid (an- inter - industry group
established to develop prograin stiadards) Will develop a common application
form that eventually will be adopted by all of the guaranty agencies.

-Poor communication between lenders, schools, and guaranty Agencies meg:,
Allies:the ,conf,usion, Delays along the way compound .each other, Multiplying
the time it takes to process applications, subsidies, and claims payments.
Leaders are-particularly distressed when dolma ar paid four to eight menthe
after the date of submission to the Office;.14--Educatioti. Ltpen notification of
loans from multiple lenders to the same sthderif; the'lender is exposed to even
more paperwork -to.insure that the student does not have tO.-tnake the minimum
monthly payment on each lohn.

The Office of- Education appears to be responding to some of these problems.
Applications for approval, for example, are now being processed at one Stii-
dent Loan Processing Center in Kansas City, instead of through regional
offices. it is hoped. that this will significantly reduce 'the amount of time
needed fOr .approval.

It- is no secret that many lenders have been reluctant to make unsubsidized
loans. This. reluctance Stems from the expense and difficulty inherent in col-
lecting interest from the student during the in-school period. The-magnitude
of the problem inot as large-as it was before the passage of P.L. 98-26O, but
it still exists where students do not qualify for fully subsidized loans.

There are occasions when circumstances dictate the need for a payment
deferment or maturity .extension. The current federal regulations 'require
approval from the federal or state guaranty agency before this action is
granted. This requirement is- bound to have a deterring effect on the nuroter
of extensions.granted if only because of the effort required or delay in receiv-
ing approval,

Higher Than 'Acceptance Delinquencies! and Defaults.Delinquency anti
default concerns can be viewed front two perspectives: ,(1) the Additional
cost of collection efforts and claims filing -added ba Whet is generallY felt to
be an noprofitable loan, and (2) the reluctance of Sortie lender/4 -to extend
loans that jeopardize the traditiOnal lender-borrower relationithip.

Why are delinquency and default rates so high? First, almost all student
loans are extended without consideration of the traditional loan criteria
that are applied to other twins of credit. An 16- to 21-year-old hormnilY 'haw ,

net compiled a credit record. No standards -of repayment capacity can be
fairly applied since the repayment is based on future income. No collateral
can -be offered, and net worth is minimal-11i most eases.

All parties, lenders, schools and guaranty agencies have been lax in eon-
-vtylng the seriousness of the loan obligation to the student harrower; This
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ien.10010110-3, h,as been particularly. abased by sprite proprietary school lenders
xpkny

in their, eagerness to 4% Illklect to emphasize the necessity of loan, c* - =4 =t= t
he nineinim(iv.grneu -period niso'servt-s as it.tieterrent

14: ki41.=e1S- ScPAYfilent- Pxl)eri;tietil &Maier leadair attest to tire motor,
ipitce qf tk4 4010%! Paymehts' In tto stheitale, partiMilailY the first
ppyincite this paynietti establishes a rentlite, habit, ivideli -is reinforced
wttit ektqh Sl11-)seSiPuentsPasfiVitt. With, student 'volts ut particular, it 'establishes

PAt-Wn 1.mf,Ore, the,liorrowei inters.ftirther indebtedness fuitiltatidtrioualneed4 ..1:itYthingi that liertbs the linplimentetton Of tilts roittitie
can. only jepperfyie the cellection orthe tirst'pafmetii- and the otter that follow=
..rany7 students.* itiAcr to :begin reatieing their ehligatione-iiiiniedintely, par-

ulion other ebitgatiOns'maybeat thei {invest letet,The "ftylfe:sophi,,apPlies to the five-year minfinitin repayment petted.
forrower's eeptiSF their Ionne in a shorter period' of time -totit4 amount et-interest axe prevented from doing so 'by regniatiods.

The Itigk pieportion of studepth to complete their education has
qign@ifititt efeet eolleetien ,Polilem. It is almost analogous to the

nntomohliTelaitii hqtroWer who dtkcovers that he still has- 24 Payinentis -left on
the car fie hith Mist wrecked. Bober( Sinnheret 'Vice P1.62111011 of U.S.A. 'Fonds.
'Xne., rept:1.6.3.11ot 3i jiereen1 of their defaults Iniolve-Stutiehts who hard With-
drawn,er,iiropPetL'out Of 'Scheel.

The cost bUtisithittients 'and defaults is distressing not only to !carers but
Also to thb ageaCles who mast honor their guaranty. Tigre is apprehension
in the n4i:stry 'that :desalting itisees could, lead to Major retreat or -oven

Ifte-pregratii of some states or !flosses become too harden-
some during aTOOdef 'budget tightening, the federal government.

Pre ciiiim-Aisi.ifAnfec,.. 011ie° of Education Lender's hinnuni encourages
lenders ie 1060 _the 0410 of Education when an account 'heeeines 60. OkraPast The tri ggers preclaini assistance, in the form of a
in:ingrain' Atilt to, ilelintitient 'borrower.

Ilewerer, far 4--itunther of ceitstais, the fire-claim assistance program has nut
Male nifieh headway towards alleviating the default prohlein. According to the
°Mee rf tatiCation. apProximately 231.060 requests for Pre-claim assistance
were receired,from,rebruary 11172 through 1074.1n response to these requests.
approxiniately 191.000 mailgrams were molt by the Office -4 Eottation to
delinquent herroweics. I,eriderk reported either a positive, 38.E \percent, or a
negative result, 014 percent, on only 01,000 of these mail rams. (2t tt ct ilcult to
pinpoint the areas of neglect-in (his -effort, but it Is obvi q, few amPle.,that
better coordination is needed between the federal goara y Age 4 and the
lenders to achieve a more effective pre-tialm assistance ram :bun sm. A more
effective -effort could go a. long way towards reducing it uencles and
defaults. since a r$iitiest for payment from-the federal gorerntaekt shouldelicit
more attention- from a delinquent borrovier than a collection Iiiiter from aprivate .lentlek,

Zack of Notification of Minicar; Mattis or Location.The difficulty in locat-
ing. students-who bare graduated or left school is a major contributory factor
to the-poor-repayment experience of these leans. According to Mr. sinnaeve, 03
percent of their defaultees have never models- poYment,to th ludr. Banks report
reeeiving extremely poor-cooperation from schools when they inquire abolit the
whereribonts of a student tor:ewer. Barely is notification sent to the lender
when a student graduates or leaves reboot The Office, vt Tiductajons planned
-Post Cartl" system could go, a longway towards,alleviating the problem. pro.vided that ...strong enforcement provisions are built into the system. This pro-
cedure would require the-school to notify-the lender and the Office of Education
when a student graduates or leaves school. The notification Would be AVOID-
Plishefl by it double "Post Card" provided by the Office of EduCation.

Delay* fn Claim; Veiny from four to eight months are commonbefore claims are paid -by the fedortagoveroment to leaders wad state guaranty
agencies. This'ineMcieney ties up millions of dollars of roseearning funds anti
exacerbates the prolflem of Insufficient yield,

The 011iee of Education reported to a meeting of the Issk force that a new
rotimuterized claimS "login" system itt now operational, ohich should reduce theturnaround time for claims payment to three to tour weeks, In addition, the
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claims function is Jbeing decentralized in the regional offices to expedite
pay-midi:AS. s - s -.- - , < 3. 1 1

,

The -task force--streney'recommends (Chapter VI) that interest be Paid on
defaidte loans -until: tho.claim payMent is disbursed to the lender. This will
eliolinate nay ineonsistenoles in processing claims -of lenders in different geo-
graphic 'regions, as well asproviding the lender With. a continuing return en
tied-4 fonds.

Duo Diligence.All participants in the program utitinimously agree to the
need for a-clear..definition of .clue diligence. Although "due diligence" is re-
quired, the regulations -have not .specificallydefiped the relaionsihilities and
criteria for collecting loans. , 1

i 'Le n de rs Alla ye 1 Ewell: distr es s e 4 upon,ocensipn to learn:that ,clnims submitted--for
payment have been denied by the 0111ce of .Edueationbecanse, in their inter-
pretation "clue diligence' -was.not.- followed in tie, collectien, effort. ThIs con-
tingency willcontinue tohave a:detrimental effect on the .progiair unleis more
specific guidelines are developed. C

Liquidtty:Oue-of the early problems associated with the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program hats been the noudiquidity of student loan-portfolios. Bankers
wishing tosimake new student loans but finding themselves,strapped Ar funds
wereunable to liquidate their existing loans. To meet this problem the Admin-
istration Proposed the establishment of a. secondary market facility for student
loans In the Edlication Opportunity ACt of 1670.

This provision was enacted in June 1972, and the Student Loan Marketing
Association (Sallie Mae) began to operate in May 1973. To date, most of its
operations.base been in the area of -warehousing loans vthereby funds are ad-
vanced to lenders ssith student loans used as collateral. In the longer run,
howeve4 warehousing does nut greatly add liquidity to student loans. This is
be.'..ause the lass prolldes that the proceeds of the warehousing loans must be
reinvested in new student loans NS ithin a given time period subject to Sallie
Mae regulations. The investment in new student loans must be made whether or
not warehousing loans are repaid before the expiration of the reinvestment time
limit. Sall' Mae hopes that its direct purchase program will be functional by
the time th reinvestment must be made. Thus, the student loans used for ware
houstgg.will eligible for purchase by Sallie Mae, thereby liquidating the loans
without necessitating a net new bit estment of funds Unless that Is preferred by
the lender. . .

Through October 1074, about 99 percept of Sallie aide's funds have gone into
warehousing. Vie amount of such loans outstanding ur arranged fur was about
$200 million. Lending rates on warehousing loans in late October or early N.)
vember 1974 ranged from 91,2 perseent for short -term ads alines of one half to
one year, (town to 3% percent for four- to five-year loans. t

Beginning in September 1974, outright purchases of student loans have been
under negotiation. Sallie Mae's target was to hold some $0 million in student
loans by the end of calendar year 1974. The total actually bough( through
October was $2 million, although negotiations have been continuing for addition
al direct purchases. All purchased loans would be sersiced under contract
rather than by Sallie Mile itself. 1 .

A substantial part of the problem of outright acquisition by Sallie Mae is the
matter of the great disersity of loan terms, maturities, degree of guarantee of
insurance (on state agency loans), guarantee constraints resulting from _the
ambiguous requirements to exercise -clue diligence" is case of delthquemy Cu
default, variationsin interest rates over the life yf the loans, and others. In all,
some 40.or more N a riables enter into the price determination- In this connection
any pro isions which would nape student loans more uniform and liquid IN uula
make secondary market rates loner (prices higher) apd purchase negotiations
easier.

EDUCATIONAL ixsyrrttrnox's VIEWPOINT

The major concern - -of the-schools with regard to this program is simply the
0,. inability of their students to obtain sufficient funds fur educational expenses.

The concern has prompted many seheols tbereme primary lenders, which has
in turn troubled-some lenders amlgnaranty agencies whofeel,tbat schools do
nut possess the expertise to ensure that more burrowers will meet their oblhut
Lions. This is, borne out by Oftke of Education statistics that show delinquency
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rates of 31:8Ii percent foy vocation-echool lenders and 441 percent for higher
eduCation-school lenders as of June 1973. This is more than three dines the 11.7
percent .rate for all' lenders. In addition to concern over the lack of lean experi.
ellen, it is feared that the money and servicing costs in excess of the 7. Percentrailqdus the special allowance will eventually be passed on to the student inthe form of higher tuition.

orrice or gn CATIQN'R VIEWPOINT

The Division ofInsured Loans has experieneed many of the same problems
that other federal government agencies face In-trying to cope with a program ofthis magnitude, that Is, insufficient staff and budget limitations,

The Deputy Commissiouer for Management of the Office of- Education, Edward
T. York, his advised the ABA Student Loan Task Force that the Division has
been ceorganizetr on a project basis to respond to the growing demands'of theIttegram. TheDIvislon's staff will be expanded with emphasis on the claims andlop) approval functions.

Additional staff will also be added in the regional offices. ft is hope that thiswill foster more efficient communications between lenders and the Office ofBducatIon. A major cost of the progranCie making good the guarantee whendefaulte occur. With the latest defaults rates reported to have increased tdpercent of the loans in repaymentstatus, this test could continue to rise unlesssome significant changes are made,

SrATC. AND PRIVATE GUARANTY AGENCIES' nawrotter
The stategnaranty 'agencies appear to be most concerned with the federalreinsurance program which guarantees 80 percent of only the principal amountof the state Recedes' losses. The state, therefore, ;mist reimburse the lender farthe remaining 20 percent of the defaulted principal balance as well as the totalinterest 'tine the lender on these balances, usually up to 120 days. The stateagency else hears the collection cost incurred In attempting to recover defaultedloan balances, while at theesame time turning over SO percent of the amountcolleet&1 to the federal government.
Became of the reinsurance limitation, some state agencies only insure 80 or90 percent oft ban defaults, with the lenders being exposed for the remaining10 ex. 20 percent. Those supporting 100 percent reinsdrance point to this situa.in lull deterrent to lender participation.
Mr. charles W. V. Meares, president of the U.S.A. Fluids, Inc., illustrated thedisincentive that exists because of the states' obligation to pay 100 percent ofpost-claim collection costs, in his testimony before the Reuse Subcommittee onEducation: ". . . if a. student defaults for $1,000, the federal government iswilling to nccept SO percent of the lesp, leaving, the state guarantor $200 Olit-ofI pocket. If the guarantor wants to exhaust every effort possible in trYiug-- toeffect repayment liy using a collection agency, for example, it will be out-of.pocket $300 to $110 [the amount pf the agency fee]." Thus, state agencies' netloss *after reimbursing the federOgovernment would be $100 to $1i,50, even ifthe agency is successful in collecting the entire $1.000,
The reinsurance arrangement also serves as a disincentive to states to initiateprogrenis where none currently exist. If the federal government cis willing toguarantee 100 percent of the defaults (principal. interest, and post-claim collec-tion cost), why should the state be encouraged to allocate its own funds to theprogram? The Office of Eduestion phliosophy

contends. however, `that to benefittheir citizens, states should be willing to share the east of the program byportia4 funding the cost of claims.
LState agencies have also been critical of the delay in claims payment by theOffice of Education and have recommended that they be reimbursed immediatelyfor the reinsurance portion of the claim, subject to a subsequent review by theOffice of Education.

W.--IlecoatItexn.krto tes*
The task force-believes that the Guaranteed Student Loan Program is the best;Approach to. provide loans for the purpose of post- secondary education.The grogram, however, must be improved If it is to fulfill the purpose forwhich it was established.



- TI!9 .yetotomendatioin-aftereft in this chapter ivillhe,groupedN-In,_ to the folloW-

irig.majoi areas Oardrit: .,

loanllet*Iiiient.:Plegibility.
---PeliaquenefinieDerfault,

.,
:- , - .v..-_-' 14 , ,

Operatioral"P.ibbleets.
wl,2,;,;,

I,ender Corapehsittion.
RO4ef Eltite,Aitencleis.
StudentUstt'ItlarketineAsSoeletion;

.Interest Subsidy.
LOAN AtEPATMENT FLEXIBILITt

The heavy burden of lettp repayment that falls on someterrnwers would bo
-*e( t 0.0.1idefablY-g Students were Permitted (to select more-ficrible. payment
sehedules.-

The xgeomme4idations that ;Olio* would provide, opthnbi, to the "student to
tenor the leauterraimere closely-tip-his or-her particnitir.finaacial needs.

7Elitninatatha',Fiue.Tear Repayment Period_as gandato3
This will permit the lender-ad-the'stiideritto agree Orraw motional; -shorter

repayment period, if such awarrangenient is mcire'suitahle to the needs of the
borrower. No-lender would be permitted to mandate a period of less than five
Years. _

*Make "lite 'Length -of- the Grace-Perice-Optional Up ,:"to -a One-Year-ifaximum
4ddition to litilitary, Peace -Cores; Vista Servicef.
The majority of student borrowprs are no doubt relieved when- they are

informed of the nine-month to one-year grace pericid:upon negotiating the pay-
fut note.. Spine students, however, are anxious tcfbegin reducing- their- obliga-
tions as soon -as,possible, especially itthey are employed and feel that their
other financial responsibilities areat-a..relatively low level. An eerier start of
-repayment would also reduce the 'overal atimunt of interest paid by the-student.

In addition, the sooner-repayment begins, the more likely the possibility that
the loan wllXbo repaid as agreed.

In this connection, the-Olflee,of Education has-actively supported the concept
of early repayment: / -

-The longer a payment. is deferred, the more obligations-d borrower lends to
incur. -Borrowers should be encouraged to (although not required)- make such
prepayments as are possible during the nine to twelve month grace period
before legally required.'! [from draft pane/. by OE on Due Diligence
Requirements]

Although this excerpt does not specifically advocate the elimination of the
mandatory nine-month to one-year 'period, it does urge the lender to encourage
prepaymenta. This statement from the Office of Education lends strong oldie-
aophical support tolite task force recommendation.

*Permit a Graduated Repayment Schedule to be Established at the Option
of the Borrower.

Many graduates or withdrawees, find that their income in the eary years
after leaving school is Just net sufficient to make the-level payments needed to
amortize student loans in 10 years. This undoubtedly acconnts for-some of the
high rates utdelinquency and defaults during-thp early sfages of the repayment
period. An optional graduated Schedule more cicisely akin, to the borrower's
income level would be most -appealing to-.many young people. Conversely, for

payments decrease dur g .the schedule. The key point is at the opt (On to
wbateverreason,lionie,irrowers may wish to elect a repayncit schedule vstere

make-graduated rather than level payinen-ts should exist.
To facilitate. this approach, it would likely Ife necessary ':f9,r, the Office of

Education to develop some-standard variable repayment schedules, primarily for
the benefit of the smaller- lender who may not have the -operational capacity to
itenorate the-necessary infornmtioS, such as the changes -in the monthly pay
meats based on monthly or annualincreases.required to amortize-the lean in a
given time period. .

It.must also be stipulated Jr thisehange that in the event of default the
guaranty agency mastraimbnrse the lender fur the unpaid balance and not the
amount. dile bad the loan beeuamortired on a lerol payment ,basis.

If a graduated relmclulP.wera./velected the reduction in the,earlier monthly
payments due could be signifiont. A $7,G00, loan scheduled for repayment over

54.-159-75--42
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as i(sear period' now requires a monthly paYment. of $SPS. T)..te same loan
ocill.be amortized. wgrachcated schedule with ics,renshig mundlly PaY Mentz

that ssould require a mach smaller first monthly payment. The ilrst PaYjnent
timid sary ssirlelc. Bur example, 011 Table VI-1 is x. schedule ,Prosidiiif, for .a

ithly increase of 51 cents to start at.$55.69, and-to el4 qt $122.95,constant ana
10 years later. Or, as also bliVNI II on the table, a schedule of constant IliguE114
yr* usurts iticreuprirg, each sear cuuld be pros itled. In either ease, bnelt reduced
y+eouuts du i11 the early seats Ott be the differen!:e:betwees.prunipt, polueut
and delinquency or default.

'DELINQUENCY AND DEFAULT
. . .

The grossing student loan default rate, has concerned_ all parties lay ulced in
the program, incluaing students sslcu fear that these fcuidis will become less
as-10101e if the problem; is not brought undor control.

The taskforce itelles es that adoption of the following reca.aumenclatiuns would
resultin a down default rate:

*Restrict the,Landing Function to Qualified Educationailnstitutions.
MOPtI011 of this .recommendation should eliminate a major Pilaer in the

rapid. increase of defaulted loans.

TABLE- V{ -1.- SCHEDULES OF GRADUALLY INCREASING PAYMENTS OH STOUEN1 LOANS OVER A 10-YEAR PAY-
BACK PERIOD. UNDER PRESENT LAW AND UNDER PROPOSAL TO LEND 1tv INTEREST 70 STUDENT DURING

'IN- SCHOOL AND'GRAGE-PERIODS 3

Examples. 1. Monthly payments with conStant ifiLleile each month. 2. Level monthly paymentr with constant increase
each year.

Under proposal to lend
interest to student until

Under present taws paybackyeriod 3

..,
Anntral iinount borrowed.`..: -..i:. ,...
Total borrowing "......,... .,:. 4-.....r. , -

Accrued Interest at 7 percejit compounded quirtelly

Total owed by studemEat ireginning or payback period - 7,500.00
10 Year payback at 7 percent ;.;;

$1, 875. CO
, 7000.00

(3).

$1,875.00
7, 500. 00

4 1, 817. 34

9,317.34

Monthli level payment C. , 8'l. 08 . 108.12
Monthly interest only (no amortization) 43.75 54.35

, Gradually increasing payments

1. Increatingsich month:
1st month
2d month
120th month

2. Level each year, Increasing annually:
1st year
2d year
10th year

....---_s
o Addition Payment Addition Payment

$58.69 $71.38
+50.54 59.23 +50.70 72.08

+.. 54 122.95 +.70 154.68

61.54 76.75
+6.50 68.04 +8.00 84.75
+6.50 120.04 +8.00 148.75

1 Present limit on 4year undergraduate borrowing.
Payments by OEtqlendy3.4eighbuised to 01. by lender and added to .nan payable by student at beginninF of payback

period.
Under present law, interest is paid currently to lenders doting anst,hool and pace peliods, eithei Dy uE csubsioiced

loans) or the student-(nonsubAlized loans).
A..sumins 1 loan dabui,etnent to student eath ye31 on Aug. 31, with repsyment cote dated Mai. 31, 4 years 1rnonths

alter the first disbursement.tat monthly payment Apr. 30,1 month from note repayment agreement.

Statistical Information winnable from the Office of Education indicates that
re par,wsirt. expel leirce Wu been extremely poor at erlosaLluiral itrAILutium, The
deliitrytreirLIN rites for samul lenders, 31.55 percent for ocational schools and
31.11 perceitt fur lalgirer edutattryrt Inutltutluus, ss ere approximately three times
great( r than the 11.17 percent reported by alt lenders. It svoultrioyent to follow
that dquaft rates, although not asallable front the Office of Education, would
also be significantly higher for school lenders than the os+rall as erage,

Data reported by the Office of Education of the National Defense Student
I.c.an Program, a tialovi leudcr lortip11111, also tend' to support this recommenchi-
Hon. The data indicated that of the $1.54 billion in repayment status, loans
representing $180 million were past due.
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Schools do-not ordinarily have-the expertise to perform adequately the lend-
.ing function. 'Financial institutions hot developed this ktiow-how over the
years. One of their principal functions,is to make and collect loans. To-expect
the same degree tif lending protleieneY..from educational institutions bag no
logical-basis. In addition, educational institutions cm 'cinders tend to IfInd'them-
selves in a coffilicicie interest situation, since they are-also the illtimate!recipl-
cuts of loaned lands. , ...

Thus, the-restriction of the letallog ;function to professional 'lenders, would
likely have a significant positive effect on the future repaylneLt experience of
the;Progrant,

*More Stringent Requirements for Eligibility ofSehoolsSheuld beEstablished.
The- delinquency records of the Office of Education indicate that a major

Source of-abuses in titeprogram is the participation of vocational, teehnical, and
home study schools. ,Tighter eligibility standards are inniidatory in order to
screen out the -fly to night" operators who give all of these schools an unde-
served bad name. A stronger monitoring mechanism should be introduced to
uncork abuses of schools that hate already achieved eligibility. A coneomit-
taut to these-strouger criteria would he an improved system of notifying lenders
promptly of changes in a school's eligibility.

*More Timely and Effective Prt-ClainiA.ssistance Should be Established.
'Inc sneeess ratio in the collection of delinquent accounts ould be greatly

enhanced by cotiptiatIon between the Mee of Education and lending institu
Lions In the form of more effective, timely pre-claim assistance. The, lender
should notify the (Ake of Education whena payment becomes 60 days past duo
in order to trigger the pre-claim notice. A letter or telegram trout the fearal

I government will no (look elk it a greater degree of sokebonse than a private
institution s past-due notice.' This effort cannot 'be effective, however, unless
there is a close cuortlintition between the Office. of Education and the lender in
delinquency cases during the collection process. This procedure is apparently

. working well in a few state agencies. The Pennsylvania Higher Education
Assistiome Agent.). for example, reports a reduction in default claims between.

4 '20 and -30 percent since the'procedure has been in.effect.
"Due Diligence" Should he Defined Nora Specificallg.
Without a specific defirktion of tine diligence. lenders most constantly live

with the coming-cm) of it tJ im denial. This situation serves as a disincentive to
' participate in -the program.

Part and parcel of any deflation should be the requirement that lenders
come) in a cleat. tleilsire manner to the student borrower, the sense of re-
sponsibility for the loan and the obligation to repay it.

OPERATION'AL PROM=

lia4fullowing monanctudatious are proposed in,ortler to oiercome sotne of the
operating problem,. that have plagued the program from its inception. .

*Expaiid and 1;11ov, apt Cse. of the Comprehensive Insurance Certificate.
The Higher Education Act [Section 20h (111 grants the Commissioner of

Edaeation the authority to issue a Certificate of Comprehensive Disarmer to
an) cited& lender. This certification would ortmilt the lender to extend June
loans without Approinl from the federal guaranty agency. To date. according t
nu office of Education Akita, cad, one leinIcrlias issited a certificate on a pilot
test basis.; .

The implententott.to of this approach to qiutfifled lenders on. a broader scale
would sIgnikantly tedtioe the time fur the luau approi al process to the benefit
of the - student borrowers.

'of:Comm Se/toots to :Volify Lenders Within 40 Days ilk! Student GiN'idualeS
or It iffittrtiirit. ff Ttithdiattal Oct ils Durii0 Summer Recess, oNcitfilin
Should Occur 110 Days.

This recommendation. If Adopted, would greatly help to solve ,the problem of
stmlent location La iimikention of repapneut responsibilities. Inherent ill this
proposal is an enfolcitinent procedure. "stint teeth," to serve as a deterrent
agniost failure to I The proposed "Post Card" system as outlined in
chapter V seems to be the rightyehlele to accomplish. thkpUrpose.

*.litoic the Lender Non: Latitude in Granting Forbearance in the Event ofGranting
,

Unavoidable Repayment Difficulty.
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CUrrent regulations call for the Office of Education's or gugranty agency's
approval before fOrbearance can be granted by the lender. The lender, because
of.hia expertise in the exteusin of credit, should possess the acumen to deter-

4* mine Vhether this action 'will help correct the delinquency_or only prolong the
inevitable,result..,This latitude-would, no doubt, encourage the use of extensions
and, the task tprce believes, would reduee the number of defjtults.

*Develop a System to Cope with the Matter of Multiple Lenders.
ThelcireuroStance affects both the studentand the lender. Aittudent unaware

of the regulatiOns governing the minimum payment may 'neglect to inform the
lenders °Ulna situation and be burdened, with a minimum payment on each of
the loans helms with various lenders.

, 6

1f identification is made, lenders are saddled 'with the,paperwork 'Problem of
adjusting the repayment schedules downward-to conform-with the regulations
whych nerent the student to pay no more than the amount ottofal payment that
would have,been.due.hati all the loans.been granted by oUe-lender. AccordInglY,
when a repayment note is prepared by a lender, the borrower should he required.
to submit a list of any, unpaid botrowings from other bSLP lenders. An attempt
should then be made to consolidate all loans or at least take each bite account
for establiiihing individual paythents.

wit= comeErfseTtort

The recomme ndations contained within this section are airaea at providing the
lender with more equitable compensation to cover the expenses of operating a
student loan prograla.

*Remove the S PeAent Ceiling on the. Special illdwanee and Tie Allowance
to a. Short-Term Money Market Rate to Make thq Rote of Return on Student
Lonna More Responsive to Market Rate Conditions.

To achieve this purpose it is recommended-that the overall rate of retina to
the lender be keyed to free market short term rates plus the cost to the average
lender of servicing student loans. The servicing cost for student loans combining
in-school, grace, and payback periods Is estimated at 3 percent of outstanding
loans. This rate was compiled by averaging the repelled servicing costs of a
number of banks and hank-affilhtted companies who are providing servicing for
other lenders.

More specifically. It is recommended that the rate paid to lenders be the
average of the coaisui equi%alent offering yields on three month Treasury hills
during the preceding. caleinlar quarter plus*3 percent, or the 7 percent payable
1%: the student, whichever is higher. The difference betw,een 7 percent and the
average three-month bill rate plus 3 percent would be. the Special Allowance
Bate. Moreover, the rate paid should be determined and .announced for the up-
coining quarter, so that, the lenders can know In advance what the earning rate
will be. This procedure would also go far to minimize the delays.in the paYineut
of interest-and/or the spodel allowance by the Office of Education.

Explanation; Since the special allowance is reviewed and is subject to
change each calendar quarter, It seems logical to tie the rate on student loans to
a three-month inarket obligation. Also, because student loans are guaranteed by
the federal government, were it not fur servicing costs, it is reasonable to
assume that the earning rate %% wild not differ greatly from three mouth Treasury
hills.

ing the -rate to Treasury bills is 4 111SelS In line w Rh such developments as
the %ariable rate Citicorp notes (which, howei.er, are redeemable on denittad)
and the satiable rate notes of the New York Bank of Savings (which are unit
redeentahle until maturity). A rate tied to short term market yields would make
the pricing of student loans In the secondary maikqt ranch easier, since the prke
should return to par, at least at the beginning of each quarter.

The average coupon equivalent (more appropriately Interest) rates on bills
during cacti of the preceding calendar quarters in fiscal year 1971 75 ranged
from 0.79 percent to 8.71 percent. R9unded to the nearest eighth plus 3 per-

it tentage points for sera Icing loans, the return to lenders wo1.14 has e ranged from
Stn to 111 percent, as compared with the range of I) to 10 percent actually
paid. For actual rates beginning JR (Null year .1070, and a comparison of tlio..0
rates with rates that would have been paid under the proposal since the begin -
niug of fiscal 1974, see Table td ,--2.
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*The Oticet otEduietiOn Sitots Id Ejay Interest to Lenders on Defaulted p)pas

Until Claims are Paid.
It, istotally,ine461table ftir lenders to receive no retttrn en funds that are tied

up in a claim, sometimes tar as long as eight months.to one year.

, TABLE VI-2.QUABIERLY1tATiS OF RETURN ON GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS
ACTUAL. FISCAL YEARS 1970-74

ilrfRercenti

534 special
Fiscal year.:\ rate I *limn: Total

As70: ......
nt

1971
Iv

II

IV
, 1472:

111. .......

7, 2 9
7 2!-( 93-1

7 2 9-
7 231

2 9

7
1
%1

8
134

7
7 7 111 8,4

7
7* tut

i7 t.
7 it

Fiscal year-
liner I.
rateirf-allowance Total

1973:
.- .

H

* 7----
7 73EI

III .-7 .1 8

IV 7, 131 el
1974:

II 7
- 7 2

II4 9946

I

III 7 23a

IV 7 3 10 .

. . ..-- -. 4

COMPARISONOf ACTUAL RATES THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN 'AID UNDER,P)10POSAL,8
FISCAL YEAR 1974-75

_/ /
iln perc#11 4

t, ,r -

r

..3 , Special
/ Avenge yield/

TiscalYty Sue rate allowance Total
on treastny Servicing

bills - cost. Total

."-""7"` .7"---,.
1974:

..

.I.. ' 7 93 631 3 O3i

II a 7
ag. 3

III .." 7 in 71E 3 lik
IV -"` 7 / 9 10 ,. 73i 3 10h

1475: .a'--
1 7 /, 83 10 , 3 11%

II 7 a 3 10 IN 3 113E

,

Iates payable by student on ratsubsidited loans;
payable by OE during Inschool end grace periods.

*Ammo coupoperiaitalent Yieldi on 3month Treasary bills daring preceding quitter.

aAuur in MUICIUM irlaYabie is psid.

An ratentative to thli recommendation would be the establishment of a line

of credit' procedure whereby claims would be paid Immediately upon submission

_it) OE. The claim would then be reviewed by the 003ce of Education to -see that

it meets the insurance qualifications. This alternative would be lesi costly to
the government, since interest would not have to be paid on outstanding claims

balances.
*The OtieT.o of Education Should Pay Interest Due ox Alt Defaulted Federally

Insured, Loans.
The eurrene regulations require that Interest be paid to lenders on defaulted

loans made subsequent to March 1, 1973. For those loans in default made prier

to that date, claims reimbursement only includes principal.
This recommendation, again, reflects the concept that a lender should be com-

pensated for the use of tied-up hauls. Since there are not appreciable differences

ht thetost of dollars supporting those loans made prior to March 1, 1973 and

-those made subsequent to that date, there is no reason why interest should' not

be paid on all loans that become defaulted.
The additional cost of this expanded coverage will be relatively small and

wilt diminish as the years progress. This will also eliminate program differences

amt inconsistencies.

6 t_ 8
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*Sp, .l1louaaEc Shgfrold is applicable to J.11 Student Loans RcgardiesR-of
When Loan Was Made.

Uuder current re Aulatioes, the ;pedal antic alive upplies to loans made subse-
ethOt to August 1ii64. Tbb, restriction diseriminetes agalest the earliest sup-
porters of the, program in the lending community.

Again, the task forve belleeN there is no differtmee ie the current cost of
dollars sefiportieg those leans emitted prior to August 3969 owl the cost et those
dollars snpporting loans made utter that date.

The additional cost to the Office of Education ter this expanded coNerage, ns
was pointed ant in the previous roconimendatien. tiili dinatitsh as the y ears
progress.. -

ROLE OF STATE GUARANTY vril.NCI.:3

The task force unanimously believes that shit drIsiaje guaranty ajcficies
have a significant role to pley in tide program Sv,uc of its aleinhers les-tr strung
'VritneKs to the effectiveness oT nweflicient, adequately funded state program.

The legislative recommendatious outlined beluwApertaitung to the rule ot state
egenleS are in the form of incentlee.a.which the task force believes will en-
eourage more States to firm guaranty agenties where the loan demand justifies
-slat implementation In addition. these iiruposals nal hopefully encourage ex.-
pateden of state programs already in existence where . such expansner isotpproprinte.

.i More Equitable Sharing of interest Expense on Deaulted Loans Between
tne Federal and State agencies ShOuld be Established.

The expansion of the S0/20 reinsurance principle to cover Interest on de-faulted loons could remove a major disincentiv-e to the establishment and ex-
, ,ignision of state progrtuns.

are Equitable Sharing of Conk:dim Costs Between StajE and Federal
Apt-tries Should Br F, tnbllshccl.

Unffer cement federal regulations, the state agencies bear 100 percent of theeost-of collecting defaulted loan balances on which claims have already been
paid. Am was pointed out previously, this serves as a disincentive to the state
ngetley to collect these balanees since collection expenses are likely to exceed the
20 percent collected tired retained by the state (SO percent must be paid to theof 17.duration).

One appreneli would have the Office of Education fund SO percent of the col-loolon costs and the state agency the rpmainIng 20 percent. This would dupli-
cate the e0/20 coneepr of reinsurance% if, as indicated above. the state agency isreinthureed for SO percent of the interest expense by the Office of Education.
Inherent in this approach is the need for more program itandardization amongmute rigkeles,

sruatner MARKETING ASS0CIATIGN

*Permit 411 Lenders Arm's., to The Sreondaro Market I'rograms of SEV.I.
("emelt!. Student Loan Marketing Assoeiation (Sallie Mae) reenlatione pro-hibit levelers who require a prior business relationship with the student or hisfuddle as a condition for Oinking a student loan from paeliipating in the ware-

hoieiing program. it the Institution has S-10 million or more in deposits.
This rem-tire/flea, which the task force considers discriminatory, has sit:1;1(1-(11101y embed the effectiveness of this program.
in order for Sallie Mae to perform successfully the funetion for which it woeettented. that 14, providing liquidity for student loans, all )ending institutions

Shoaled have neees4 to all of its secondary market program.
*Fliminate Requirement to Rtinrist Warehousing Advances in New Student

1,1:ogm
ender the provisions of the 1972 Amendments to the Higher Education Ant oflenders are required to make neiv student loans to the same amount as

tiler warellousclijonns within a given nerlod. as determined by Sallie Mae. Thenet effect 41 that ter the most part Sallie Mae is providing only temporary.tiqtffilitv. After the new loans have been made end the warehoused loans have
been released to lenders. they will hate twice as much in student leans fie wereivarmeloseij *nog, of course. Inhibits borrowing from Sallie Mae. thus defeatingthe portolse Sallie Mae was intoided to serve. This reinvestment provision of
Om law should be eliminated,

ViA
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, . INTEREST SCBSIDY
1

*The hacrost.;Swbsidy Progrant,Shouldilo Reconsidered.
The task force suggests a reconsideration of the interest subsidy under the

Guaranteed, Student Loan Program. This suggestion is bade in recognition of
the -originalpurpese and concept of a federal progrern for guaranteeing or in-
Suring student loans, as separate and diStinct from a grant program. In essence,
the-subsidy provided, through, a mandatory needs test represents an implicit.
grant. The tunoeut of this.grant Is significant. It Otitis a little over $1,800 of
Interest (compounded at 7 percent quarterly) on die Maximum of $7,500 of
student Dereeiving payable by the Office of Educinien during a four-year ilea-
deride program and a nine-month" grace period. 1,

Separation of the implicit grant from-the loan program merits consideration.
it would,-

1. Eliminate the needs test.
2. Save Upwards of $1,30 million per year chargeable-to the loans program.

(The Office of Education pvJection of the subsidy TO fiscal year 1074 12247
million.) ,

Some members of the Congress have expressed concern about the unavail-
ability of loans for students who do not qualify for the subsidy. The problem
arisen because lenders have been unwilling to make 0onsubsidized loans due to
the,tidditional. exPense of billing individual Ancients and collecting interest pay-
ments quArterlydming lu- school and grace periods.

Even if this operational problem could be, overeothe it Still does not seem
,equitable for some students to pay more interest than &hers simply because of
an arbitrary level et filially, Income. The student's ability to 'fenny the debt is
after all determinedly' Ida and not his parent's ineonie.

Congressional concern also extends .tit Ale rapidly jecreasing cost of the
interest subsidy. The expense,. coupled wiilt the growing Incidenee of loan de-
faults, has led to a -feeling by many ineinbemi,of Congress, that tottil,program
coati; have gotten out of band.

Elimination of the subsidy would meet a. substantial Part of the eOSt1461)tont
and at the same time it would remove the needs test as an unintended- sereening
device for loan entitlement. 1

The task force has developed a tentative proposal' ,itiat would provide for
interest payments by the. 0111ce of Education daring tbe In school and ;reticle
periods on behalf of all students obtaining guaratteed student loans. During'
those periods before the loans is due to be repaid. the Office of Education Would,
advance the 7 percent quarterly interest to the lender'on the receipt of elle
combined bill as is done now on all subsidized loans. Iloviever, When the loan
enters the pay-back stage, the lender would reimburse the Office of Education
for the interest adiainced 011 belmlf of each student and, at the same time, add
that amount to the payment note.

The basic rationale for eliminating the subsidy is that after students have
received their edecation, they generally would be eari ing income on their own.
in all eases, the debt would be theirs, independent of the famtira obligaf ions,
The temporary advance of the interest payments by the Office of Edaration
during the in-school and grace periods would probably be welcomed by most
students and their families. At the same time, a lender would need to submit
only one combined bill for all loans prior to payout status. And lenders would

.. also welcome relief from the burden of turning away, students who would Ant
qualify for the present subsidy under a means test. '

If subsidized loans are no longer granted, atmlen0 would still retain" the
benefit of not being required to make interest payntents during the interim
period. The additional monthly repayment harden could be more than offSet
during the earlier mantis of the loan if an optional graduated repayment
schedule would be mode available to the student.

The subsidy program as it exists -today In both -costly to the federal govern-
ment and unfair to deserving stielet.ts wins are denied,accees to loans. The task
,force hopes that the Quogrese will consider this snggested alternative.

CIIAPTER VILCONCIVSIONS
.

The need for sufficient funds to meet the increasing demands for educational
loans is evident. Higher uverallstitoul costs will most likely outweigh any level-

"*.
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lug off of total college enrollment, indicating a continually gruaiug need for
Increases in available seintekt loan funds..

The commercial banking intluAry has supported this program despite its
many problems and frustral_iutia. Au Improved, more smoothly functioning pro-
gracan only result in ari.tveu stronger degree of participation by the industry
to the benefit of the millions of ettt.lentb who gill need financial assistance in
the years ahead.

A successful student loan program will provide the lation's banks with more
opf;ortunitY to serve their Wiwi, tarn bett er. The talk force strong1)belieVei
that this service will result la long range benefits to th lending Institutions, as
well as to the communities themselves. The bank that provides the needed funds
to the student will most likely- be remembered when that student graduates and
begins to seek a banking relationship.

The nduptiun of these recommendations should result in a stronger, more
efficiently operating Guaranteed Student Loan Program a program that will
fulfillflie purpose foraldeli it was created.

The task force also feels confident that commercial banks will respond vigor-
ously to the challenge of a better functioning and mure '.table program, All
participants with a stake in the program will be beuefltted, particularly the
student borrower, the focal point of all of our efforts.

N't w Federal Regralatioas.New regulations were published by the Office of
Edui (libel in the Federal Register on February 20, 1971. The regulations set new

_compliance criteria for school participation In the program, and established
procedure's for limitiog. suspending., ur terminating those educational and lend-
ing institutions which are found to be in violation of the program regulations.

The task force endorses these changes, some of whi at had been recommended
in this report. We particularly support the following proposals:

Educational institutions would be required to maintain certain records with
regard to students 11,110 burrow under the program anti to notify lenders and the
Office of Education NNW& there has been a change in the borruwer's enrollment
status.

Educational institutions would be required to establish a fair and equitable
refund policy for students who borrow under the program.

Certain schools would be required to make a determinntion, based on an
appropriate examination ur other critei in, that the prospective student has the
ability to benefit from the instruction to be provided.

Administrative procedures would be established fur the limitation, suspension. ,
and termination of the eligibility of an educatiinini institution for participating
ilk the GSLP, or n lender participating in the Federal Insured Student Loan
Prgram, fur failure' to comply with applicable law regulations, agreements, or

The rimary thrust of these new rules is aimed nt curing many of the unfair
and dee-Vile practices of some educational institutions that are important
factors 1 loan defaults. If the rules are administered in an effective manner,
they shou I go a long way toward accomplishing this purpose. "

We are iartieulaily pleased with the requirement of timely notification of
letitlersby e animal institationa when a student burrowers status is changed.
A significant portion of loans become defaulted because the lender is unaware
of changes in the student's status or location and is unable to make contact
with the borrower.

Additional regulations e,tnbli,sli more stringent requirements for educational
institutions acting as lenders. The tusk force has recommended that the lending
function be restricted to (nullified financial institutions. Even if this task .force
reeniumendation is not adopted. the inore'stringent rules governing the lending
activities of educational institutions should help to reduce defaults.

In line with the recommendation for an optional graduated repayment sched-
tile, we do object to the change in Section 177.4 (d), requiring equal monthly
'payments during,the repayment period.

Mr. O'IlAn.t. thnnlc you very ninCh. Mr. Drolet. I appreciate your
lesthnony very much and I am very pleased, of course, that you
are in general fevor of the provi,,ions of my bill as they affect guar-,

A
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aite:ed Student. ',loans; although I also 'think ti make some Very
worthvilde suggefitiOlie regarding other litovisioxis .of the -EsbleMan
bbl astd otherathat your tAskiVteis v11.1110'UP-Titk.

I P11.0pg to 1315 f.3ANikin Og tft )1.p DW1g.et Comunifitee to try
- to keep in the amount ca money we have budgeted fol* paying on-

the guarantees and I wouldat_this_time like to ,tutu the gavel and
the Chairwell, first, I will turn- the questioning over, split the
dirties, trite:the- questioning over to- my friend, -Mr. Eshleman, and
the gavel over to my -friend, Mr. Simon, and the two of -them can

. go- at it.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Thank-;yon , Mr. ChairnSr.

.Drolet2 I have only two-questiens. There has been a -great
-deal of .criticasm_suggestrog .that_somelandem,_and I repeat solve
lenders, are not sufficiently diligent in colleoting loans. Would you
care to 'comment ion. that?

Mr. Daorxr. Both at a .State guarantee level and et the Federal
level there is-a requirement for -diligent pursuit of the debt. Due
diligence has never been eatisfactorily defined in great detail.

Mr. Esnmunx. Are you saying, in effect, then it is the bank's
interpretation of -Mire diligence"?

Mr. Dsormr. I am saying it is left to their own devices and I think
what is pursued is-theirinterpretetion of that requirement.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Do you think we should attempt to spell out "due
'diligence?

DIMES We have urged that of this -and the Senate ,subcom-
.Mittee and also of the Office of Education. Our industry would
welcome it.

Mr, ESHLEMAN. It has been suggested that the administration of
the program by the .0fliee of .ducation thus also- been less than
exemplary, although I will say publicly it is easy to throw darts at
OE, }Art ads has been said on several-occasions. Would your organiza-
tion fever the transfer of the administrative responsibility for loans
to the Masi* Department rather than ,presently in the Office of
-Education?

}rave you ever given that any thought?
Mr. DEOLET. We have addressed the problem of efficiency and

adequacy of the OM administration program. We have -urged upon
them some improvements. We would welcomeimprovements. I don't
think it is necessary to be transferred to the Treasury Department
to get those improvements.

Air. ESHLEMAN. Thank you. That is all.
_ Mr. $brox [presiding]. 'Thank you, Mr. Eshleman.
Mr. Blouhr.
Mr. BLOUIN. NO questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Srat0i.r. We thank you- very much for yonr,testimony.
Next, is Mr. Jay Evans,. I mightsnentien to. the remaining witnesses

that our schedule is a little AMMO this iterninin that we may
have to adjourn somewhat abruptly to head over to the House be-
cause of the tax bill, so that the remaining witnehestrmay dish
enter their steternentst in the record and-then-briefly summarize the,
statements and then .We can ask questions. ,

4i
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STATEMENT OP JAY EVANS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OP,
RIMIER EDUCATION LOAN PROGRAMS, ACCOMPANIED BY WIL-
LIAM C. NESTER, PRESIDE:ST.11MT, _AND CAROL WENNER-
DAIIL, DIRECTOR OP STATEPEDERAL PROGRAM, RELATIONS

Mr. EvAxs. Thank you.
Mr. 'Gitelman, I am pleased and honored to appear before you

today to discuss the 'Guaranteed Student. Loan Program and its
pro%isions. T will-enter the written-statement for the record and try
to briefly, summarize some of the highlightl- of fitittesiimony.

We appreciate %cry much the concern that all views be expressed
on the legisietion which was entered and which during the itetit,
yea away different-groups had inputinfo 1.--would. like to say
that H.R. 3171 is very significant to our national council. It has
been almost 10 years ego since the Higher Education Act was
rased: ntlo IV, part 13 contained as its first purpoge, where the
Conao.ssitmer was %hinged to encourage States and nonprofit prix ate
ite,flititious and oittuturations, to establish adequate loan insurance
programs for students in eligible institutions. _

Quite frankly that was the last significant statement or effort in
that direction wi have heard or witnessed, for almost a decade.

We perhaps lady ly Mt the Office of Education as its first duty
in the program kits t 4 help State patentee agencies keep the Federal
thoetnment mit of file guarantee business. However, we watched
with concern in the late sixties as the Office of Education entered
the guarantee business and Sfate after State fell, to the lure of a
freefiovernment program.

\We saw no reluctance on the Office of Education's part. we heard
1:n protests from the Administration to the. Legislature that swift
action was necessary. We hale inoer heard iheemumissioner take
up our standard and point out to the Congress ,the impossible task
of encouraging -States to establish any iyogiam. much less tr fully
tragothensne one when the Federal Generninent offers attractive
.alternatives to State investmemt.

We have no idea of what The Office of E±lneation's position will
be when they te4ify before you in ,a couple of weeks on the Guar-
40,teed Student Loan Program. We can only hope it is not another
ld rigthy !Nadu* for the' rj-S14.,progr-eitt-and the necessity to keep
111, program's iyanagement iu Feaeral hands because of the States'
alleged insensitr. ities to the full 'Beds of their students.'

We do hope that the (Mee of Ede( at ion might red ognize the con-
tribution. of our States who lade struggled to maintain whatever
hie]. of student se` ices we could ire the face of a sery:repressiili
law. .

We would nolcome, a, we know pal wig; suggestions from the
Cui,,mi-:.inner as to how this ()flier might assist in ntouraging some
Federal staffs to establish guarantee agencies.

Therit are tho3e things we felt we..should set forth in 3471. First,
onr default rates bade risen somewhat during the past .few months
hil7.4.-13,-betate.e of high unemployment. We suggest that n deferment
pel hid estithlislied woithl uoindt the lenders, at their
option. to gist' one C- month deferment with interest subsidyto the
student borrower.
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Next, we feel that the niinitnunt amounts of loans in 3171 should
to reexamined. We are concerned about the graduate student who
has no access to other Federal financial aid programs.

Another concern is on behalf of 10 States in .oue organitation
which are direct State lenders. Itepresentatis'es of these States will
appear before you to present their case in more detail and we com-
mend to you our colleagues and the work.they are doing for studeritc
in- their States. The Council support's them in. their efforts to peck a
amigo in the definition of "eligible lender" in11.11,,.3471 to ifiqude
agencies of it State. ,

....

.1 have attached to this paper an addendum which lists five ad-
ditional items which I have presionsly mentioned to the subcom-
utittm 1 Wili_notdiseus.s_thern at this time mid want to thank
;-in for the opportunity to appear here today. We will be happy to
answer any questions that you may have cif us.

[Prepared statement follows:] ''' ,... .

. ,
PlIETAIIED STAM JM:Tr OF AT EVANS, PRTSIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL

Or litallEn RMICATION LOAN NOOltAga 14

Mr. &airman amt-menibern of the subcommittee. I am pleased and honored
to appear before you today to dtscuss the Guaranteed Student Loan provisions
,of 11.8. 3471. During the last year, you and members of your subcommittee
spent an enormous amouut of time holding hearings, and seminars and colivers-
lug with many. people Interested in,the subjet of funding post secondary edu-
cation. We appreetate very much your concern that all %Jews be expressed and
considered, and we de net envy your task of choosing among the alternatives
pressed upon you. In btild)Ing .11.R. 3471, we recognize the contributions made"
le.a vast' number of people. We cameo. mime with eery single provision in that
hill, but we are quite sure that no bill could be written which w;miti. have Ind
versitrai-eptanee among the itivenie members of the higher education corn-
immity. We will attempt to elastsge }out mead sat some issues as will others,
we're, sure. ' .

It to generally the nei-epted form In offering Congressional testimony to find
something. agreeable, or III least tosoffen,fote, to cunbleut upon'before "dropping
the second show, and telling the voluttuttee what is really thought of the'bill
nutter considerntion. Wed hi..: to roerte that poetess this mot. lung. Because
certain prov,istons of the lull are su signillvant to our. organizatian, de wanted
to la quite mire that our problems with the bill did not remain last In the minds
of the listeners. There are ntete issues which v.e hope will manila open for
further consideration and ehange: . - 'N; '- 7

I. irst. titre are tea states who are members of our Council who have chased
to iip.et state funds 4u supplement the tutunitrvial lending efforts In thetr.
slaw+. II.R. 3471 woodil 4)et permit them tli continue that prerogative. ItePre-'t_
htliuttlt-4 of thcoe Aintell pill aPpear before ,,ti to present_ their case in coii-'
bitfurobl) tn-ire dgtuit awl svi commend co ;sou our collettioesilnd the work they
ore *bongfor students in thoireistates. The Commit supports them in their efforts
to see changed the ilefinlhon of an eligible lender In 11.1t. f171 to include
agencies of It slate. , 4 , r

Si-ccorn]. -we feel that the stages of Inflation have seriously eroded the value
id some of die dollar atisountes in the or itsal 1116.1 legislation. We speak both of
the 15.01)0 agtjus44.11 funnily in. 'pia 13/4 nblili aternifitbs eligibility for
imerest benefits aini.the original $10100 on nal loan maximum. The Council has
eu orettem aiming those allb,ates of tetainlo, modest burnswIngTimIts. and

the mord will shun out uppmilt1ort to the last intrense In annual Ittn limits.
lioneier. the,return to the 1,304 nmaxanicti loan in alt. 8471 tins caused con:
iodi.rohie esole.ern ts,1111,11 our 'Males, open hilly on behalf of borrowers such as
our raibtate Audi:ins who are not, eligible for all of the alternative student aid

wit ilaims that leans. in ex.1.-.,,s of $1.500 are tietessary fur soma students In
pa ants 0.ml:tide to the unlergotsiente Atoka. The Council rein, tantly agrees

004



light or rapidly friercateing.college cote ,and lu some tallest litulted-alternetive
suurerea of !nude, .Ind while our membership dealleed to agree that 32,500 tontt
mum was appropriate le all costs, there wag, a consensus that the loan mart-

1141.-347h-sheuld be reexamined to determine *err adeantleY Iii a1L°
eases, Similerly,ebe,Ceimial, felt that rut cos:Mule in'the supop adjusted intuits
income level used to determine autometic eligibility for lateeraubsidy should
be ad4ueted upward.

in+ Third, the Council would like to auggeat the inclusion In rca. 3471 of a new
Provision which bus coals eteutly- takeu uw majot eipifikarice, Our delhuit rates
are bet-e8 ;Arnim/Ill iodated duzlne the In few-raeutta_beenusti Of-the Ateaday
growing unemplomeet rates which hare hit the 18 to .1-1' year Old category
tspetielly hard? While the law does perniii a lender to delay a'borxascer 8' tee
payrueut reqiiireatente in emelt a (rue ac.rorditig to thb Statute's forbearnitce
provisions, ninny lenders, whe-wonldbeviii.og 1.0 defer the reptismeat-t_a_nnY
prIncIpal,arienint owed, are, reiteaguT to defer the Lderest focome accruing sin
these 'Waite. Thu luebinty of aotunemployed to meet even the lett:roe Inc
ments, abb.:. in the case of a sttiderit owlet; $5,000..gen,be close to 330.00 pet'
i uypth, ,bad ca iced emate well-Jetentiuued borrowere, to default on their loam.
The Council minuted there would be great merit in autheilaing an "tinerupley
mint deferatia." of up to am murals to be granted at the lemlefs-diecrellen,
vise time only in the awe of an anemployed borcuiret, Such deferment should
be eligible ter the fedend payment of Interest benefits...144W to auths,rizeel
deferments for military, sersice and return to ,full -tune'studY. We have no way
Wf coating this Prbosiun for thti autwommittee, hilt we do feel that the tuldit'..,nal
Money spent In Interest benefits to cuter these-defenneets would be 'iess-than
the dollers spent paying drums on thyme accoueta driver', to default by their
eircurnittaneee; . 0

II.R. 3471 Is a very significant bill for as. Almost ten years
ago, he Education Asa of 1003 was pascal. Title IV. Fart B euntalued
as its Arst.purpuse titetiotone obeli would cuable-the Commissioner to etiLver
age suttee and tenon-ea pritate institutiuns and organizations to establish
adequate an teem-num programs fur students in eligible institutloos. Quite
Lau lab that wok. the last signifbatut statement or effort In that dtreetbilT htS
have heard or witnessed for almost n decade. We, perhspa naively, 04 that the
Office of Education's .orst." duty in this pnarnm was to 'help state guarantee
ageuclea keep the Rabaul gureroment alit of the emornotee buttitiesa. Ilewevet,
ee watched with concern -In the late Ifitita's as the Office of Faineatiou ent..red .

the guarantee business, and state after suite fell to lore of a free govern
meat prtFtern. We saw no relurtanrpnn theOffice Muratiaa'a part. We-latiard
no protege from the Administratien to the legislature that swift action wAte
accessary. We bare never begird the Cumnaseioner take op our standeril and ,
kuibt out to the Ceugress an impossible task of eueoureaing elate* to establish
any program, moth less a fails ctauprehensive one, when die haleralgoverumeot
offers an attraetive alternative to state Inveetment

watched as the Office fo Eclacation petitioned the Congress to Improver
their guarantee to Include the insnranee of interest with no apparent code itai
that the (adore to nimilacly improre the guarantee agefu-leff. refionranc'e Put
fhe state agencies at en eveli further. detadsaitage when ,,,Anpared to the then
mitelirnerniug federal pram

artist recently. we hate been witnewaes to the Oahe of Painctam'a attempte to
Mane theitalefault prohleme on ns. There bare been attempts to mint the state
gartinntee ecenrltw as uarrea-miteled. mute tive peeple who live cnet.asido
thensands-of deserving, high-ash, needy lean applicauts Who have ne where to
thin but to the mere benevelent Federally Insured Loan Program
prose their case. some student family Income data, which was derhed f ore an
11mopth "ample which Is almost two tears old now, was recently Nei lit
another forum and Inter ennted In print to% reporters preeent. The FIST.
letrntora claimed their default rate ere, higher thirn the guarantee rise +lea
because 411 percent of the AtIolvItA they 'vetted And adjusted family iticmes.41f
under $0.000 and the similar pet-ventage for guarantee agenelee was 014/i 20'
irrcent. Zr.3 Chairman. If our enneciences aiermitted It. we would easily ,match
the stnilent demographic patterns of the FIST, program, We watched sylth con -
cerned and experienced cyan a few years ago me the FIST., progre% exideded -

Into a multi billion dolipr operation with little nmervielon- and ?entre!. We
watched huge eKlueatl..nal insitint.,me use their moils acquired lepillag licenses

=
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more as hunting licenses...However, we had- no intention of allowing any selioel

to prIntm our loan application as part of their sales contra et and then under;

=take a recruitment campaign sp vigorous that they would end up with 12 Der-

cent of our "volume. And-yet, one such.-scheol out of the-8,700 eligible llastitu-

tIons did account for about 12 percent of ,the 'national FISL volume for fiscal

year 1074. 'Had we- chosen to do, so, we could-'have nilossed tailliotta of More

dollars inevi-income loans to have been made through our programs, But we

-feel it is-equally our duty to protect some students from borrowing under tliff
tresstiresof salesmanship of school representatives, as it is our duty to seek:te
theke loans available to those same, students* at as biter time if, after leaving
the'influence of the school representative, the still Want the edticationat ex-
_perlence offered- enougaeto seek out a- separate, lender and conselonelY and
-deliberately indebt-themselves for the privilege. it, is with great regret that wet
listen to the "FISL administrators ,defend -their. default -rate and the program
mantigement-that allowed many of. those loans to be suede In such a tanner-by
claiming-superiOr-service to ifeedY eitideal0. yes, they did gustaiiteis= loins win
would not, and quite a few of them account for the. disparity' in. Our:student
demographic- patterns. But study the FISL tonna- made In guarantee, gigeueY

-states'. on do not get the same -image of a program widely selling needy

t 'students when n-you learn dual almost two-thirds of the_FISL-Ions La Datial Year

1974 in goaranteeagencY states-came from two educational:lenders In one state
and thatalmost-threedourths of those loans came from live edigalinual-lenders
In the genie state. And if you-were to take the E'ISL volumain.Iutit that one
'guarantee agency state, 'it is not:heartening to learn that less than twice that
vole had to suffice for all -the other borrowers in the 29 slates atid territerfoi
de 'dent on the FISL program, Including populous states like California and
"re as. Mr. Chairman, it is our contention that many of those lowhteome stu-
d is ?ere less beneficiaries of'the FISL pfogritra and more its victims. it *as
'bee use of !some unfortunate- occurrences in, the FISL program that your late
and' ch respected colleague, the Honorable Airy Pettis, along With Congress
tainf'13 11 felt compelled to introduce legislation protecting borrowers. We pre-

. sume it was in the same spirit that you have Included In H.R. 3471 certain
'provisions on, school refands,and disclosure statements, which is a proeisleits-ne
the act which the Council. fully endorses.

We have no idea of what the Office of,Educalion's posctIon will bewhen they
testify-before you-in-a couple of weeks on guaranteed student taiuts. We can
only hope that it is not another lengthy apology for the HISI. program and the
necessity to keep.the prOgram's management In Federal- hands beciese Of the
states' alleged insensitivities to the full needs of their. students. We do hope that
the Office of. Education might recognize the contributions of our states who have
struggled to maintain .whatever levels. of student service we could in-the fact of
a very repressive law. We would welconie, as we ;wow you would, suggestions
from- the Commissioner as to' bow this -office .might assist in e.nconragiug some
FISL states to establish guarantee agencies.

We certainly 'hope that this committee, as well as all other -forums, have
heard the last of claims concerning volume -increases which purport to show
the health of the FISL program without some.accOmpanying candor as to-just
who is lending that money. Ifosomeone, were to strip from the FISL loan velume
all data regarding loans made by -our colleagues who are direct lenderi and Also
those loans Made by a relatively few huge educational institution? we would be
done with this piyth of the PISL,program being-a refuge for the pear and
unnerved, and, except where the - states have intervened to raakeleading capital

-
available, it would-become apparent that the PISLprogram -is Instead a :shrink
lug haven for a few large and Wealthy special Interest*.

Mr.-Chairman, we appreciate your confidence in state_guarantors as shown by
H.B. 3471, and we are grateful for the administrative cost allowance and
increased reinsurance benefits it offers. We applaud your Inclusion of an hull
cater to which special alloWance. for our lenders is tied. We would like to
suggest for your consideration, however, one additlenid impvement which we
belieVe would. We states currently in the

ro
e FIST. prbkram even more incentive t3

immediately establish a guarantee Agency. -Our Coned! would like -to see in
eluded in your legislation some additional seed money to -establish a -reserve
fund in those states sufficient to cover -loan volume for two or three years,
(Parenthetically, we would also request reconsideration of the elimination of
Section 422 from flub, 3471. This section, wbill contained the authority for the

- .
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disbnrsemen't of reserve fund advances, was eliminated at a time wheu some
of ,our 'members stil had not received their full allocation of those dollats.t.
Nett,' seed. Money, together with the administrative cost ollowance and rem-
stirance ,benefits would have the effect of establishing ht FISL states a state-
adminiSfered program at no cost to these states.. We /eel there would be a'
pdvantage to allowing the students, schools, mal-lenders of those stittesto hate
a trintexiierience, at no cost to the state, of whet local program unstruttu
can do to Improve upon the service received by the FISI. program. Currembr.
FISL sendents.are waiting two or three-months during the summer months to.
receive word of their loari approval, and FIST, lenders are qaiting -six months
to a year to receive Payments on their default claims. Weiuel that-if 100-Per..
ceat reinsurance is not forthcoining, the state would be far inure willing to begot
investing state dollars in- the maintenance of a valuable, ftmetioningtstaie
agency than it would be willing to invest in the immediate replacement of the
FISL progriun whose value Might right now seem questionable*cspecially to
those few states-Where fiscal year 1974 loan numbers were off as much as itt
percent and SO percent compared to fiscal year 1972 numbers.

Mr. Chairman, it has been almost a decade since anyone in Washington offered
state guarantors ;any encouragement of a substantial nature. We hale worked
very hard over many obstacles during those years. We have been very hungry
for any recognition of our efforts such as 11.11. 3471 gives us. It renews our
determination-to improve our programs and the services we extend to students.
Thank you for the confidence you have placed in us and we will be happy to
answer any questions you or subcommittee members might have.

tf Addetidtim

SUMMARY" OF POSITIONS

("13'y INCLIELP on"Change,s-to Title IV, Part B of tfielligher
Education Act of 190, as Amended).
(Student Loan Guaranty LegislatioUl-

In Its quest to have the federal laws revised toward the more feasible opera-
tion of student loan programs throughout the United States, Oak :sCIIELP hastaken the following positions:f.

1. There fire a few restrictions placed on lendexs-16 the writing of promissory
Installment notes which, it eliminated, emit] afsist'in-the reduction of defaults.
The, "nine-month" rule prohibits n Igniter from Imciag n borrower execute a
repayment note whose due date of the first linyment,18-entlier than nfine months
front thg date time student left school. Experienced Collectors Indicate that thefirst payment is the critical one in the collection process. Anything,whieb in-IOUs the collection of that payment could cause the entire account to default.
Even thinigh iniiorrower is permitted to "pre -pay" on the neconnt at any timeduring the nine-month grace period, such paymenikwe not encouraged by
lenders because of resulting bookkeeping problems. Discouraging the payment ofany n1011 is a bad credit principal. Customer relations eon become strained
when a student wants the repayment note and sehNlnle right away in order to
begin repayment prior to the end of the mine -month grace period, Students-4reoften times angered at tbe inereduloutLfact that the lender, by law, may mi
emniiir with the borrower's requeatl to pegin repayment at that addlenon, the majority of students graduate or otherwise terminate their education inMay or 7uue. The inflexible ninednonth grace period COMPS the bilk of the16tder's yearly Collection work to come due in a one- or two.mouth period. This
overloads the lender and greatly cuts down his eflicleney Om would be possiblelitur.the work been more e,yenly distributed throughout the year. Therefor.;rooms aims id amend eurrent legislation to hIlow the. borrower and Ulster tomutually agree, at a tints subsequctit to the borrower'A trminutfon ry hi*education. that the studetit Witt remanent of his loon obligation' ondate not later than time months nor store than 12 months following his date ofterStination of his education. :WHELP also recominends that suu.iu antlmrity 11..1made:applicable to all outstanding guaranteed student loans heretofore mapunder :the-tit nada tlontrprogra
,21'Another restrletion_placed on Mnder8 when writing promissory lostailmoarnotes Is, the "live-ryftifialle."This rule prohibits the lender front having a bor-

--"-,,
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rower execute a repaythent note w hose schedule of payments is less than 00,
months (unless the debt is under 41,800). Again, this causes bad borrower/
'lender relations when -the borrower wants to repay the loans more rapidly and
ulnas .the note -and-paYnient-schedule to reticet the actual-paymsnts. ".Pre-Pay-
ingP:by borrowers in such cases causes poolileeeping problems for lenders. In
eases where the borrower is making larger monthly payments thaii-rennireil, the'

borrower could lose contact with the lender after a few payinciits but the
account would not be picked up as delinquent because the record says the bor-

rower is paid ahead. Loss of regular contact between borrower and 'lender Is au
undesirable-credit situation at. any point during rePayment. The borrower who
is able to and wants to repay sooner but settles for the five-year schedule ends
up paying more in interest than he would on a shorter repnyinent schedule.
For the above-reasons,_the Commit urges Congress to make legislative -changes.
to permit the borrower and lender to mutually agree to a repayment schedule
Of less than live years. For the borrower's protection, it should be'indiCated titat
'urns agreement must be In writing dial must occur after the borrower -finishes
school. and not at the-time he make's applibiltion for a loan. Further, a lender
shouldbbe prohibited from filing a default claim on such unotgymlil he demon-
strates that he has sent in writing to the borrower an offer to refinance the note
to.an alternative repayment schedule having payments not greater-than would
have been the payments -And the original "total of Payments" been financed
over 00 months. Further, a. default claim cannot be filed on.auch a loan until the
borrower has rejected in writing such an offer or his not responded to the
offer for a period of 30 days.

3. Anbther bookkeeping problem exists when interest subsidy is paid during
the student's repayment period. Congress should amend legislation to per nit
lenders, at their option, to,b111 the federal government an a lump-sum basis (and
perh6ps at a discount) for the 3 percent intercat subsidy during the repayment
period on igible loans disbursed prior to December 15, 1908. These billings
would be su matted at the time n loan enters repayment (or nt any time during
the repayn iit period) and would not be subject to refund or supplemental'
billing if the rephyinent period is snitseqiiently extended or if the loan is 'pre-
pard. This amendment along with the special allowance amendment would per
mit lendcra.to. consolidate-all loans outstanding during the repayment period
winch would eliminate the need, to break out -individual balatice.s whore the
lender billsthe government.

4. 4ankrtipt0 is increasingly being used by student borrowers at an alterna-
tive to repayment of the loan obligation. Credit restrictions on recent bank-
rupts are not Insurmountable since:some creditors will show preferential treat
ment to recent bankrupts because of the knowledge that the prospective har-
rower caul file for hankriiptcy again for several years. Many gnarantorn bedive
that Most student loan bankruptcies are truly unnecessary, and ,some appear to
be a premeditated "easy mit" furc,, the borrower to relieve himself ottlits financial
obligation. Since more tiin» DO/Percent of all student loan bankruptcies oeur
within-five years after,the borrower leaves school, a lite Year "inotatorinin" mt
student Joan disellurgeAbility Would 'be most helpful. The liretneditated" bank
rapt would be reluctant to file otter the five- year period because n certain
amount of- nits_ets would' have bee, accumulated by that time. Congress RUM
amend tim national bankruptcy laws in suck a manner as to proCbto for the
tionditiellargedbfittii, gouranIced singlets! Mans in bankruptcy daring the to

school period and durIngian additional minimum peliod of fire years following.
the beginning of the repayment period.

1. Locating missing-borrowers is viitually mid of the mo st expensive colter
tion functions of the guaranty agencies. Colieeticin can-Usually be elkete41 trod
borroWers sooner or later once they are located. The Critical mid. tirde-consum

.ing problem is ,inerely findhig thetn. The C,onnell is not lusensitit ti) the
individuals right to privacy and confidentiality of data. flowerer, lb., atentiett
of pursuit wliteli..g»nronty agencies musAnow follow (contort wit'. frletitk
neighbors, relatives, and husiness associates) might lie labelled as a Lit greater
'Violation of the borrod,er's rigid to whit& Man the Mere reveinlitar ..f a ma
rent address. The- Social Security Administration oa-min-bet data cm
its records. It is.a logical source since It is a branch of IICW. the-department
responsible for flue student loan program..11 seems grossly inefficient for fir
Commissioner of Education to spend huge slims of money to to ate 1 'miners
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who owe HEW money If the, Commissioner of Social Security knows where
they can be located. Another alternative to the S,S:A. ,providing current infor-
mation pri.the missing borrowers could be for the S:S.A. to undertake thetniail-
Int, of delinquency notices to the Iasi kne*# address of the borrower. This
would, insure that the S.S.4. Would not divan' "conildential" inrorvatiow nut.
would prove to be a less effective alternative because It precludes any telepinine
follow up to the letter which is often necessary. However, some missing bor-
rowers would be motivated to contact the,guarantors and, therefore; would be
of some help. The. Council recemmends that Congress be informed that an
13.8.4. locator, service be established for fgrnishimi locator information_ on
missing boifotreis upon request guarantk agencies- and that this advice
teould.'subs-tantiallg,*aesist the agencies in the collebtforr of and premmtion of
defaulted student loans.

'Serret.17810:c

The National Council brIousb:_beligyes_thatihe_implementation-of the-recom-
. inendations outlined- In the position paper and this Addendum will, strengthen

the strident loan program and greatlyincreasq lender participation in it. .
. J.W.E.

Mr. Sr m.% thank you, Mr. Evans.
Firstof -all,lust a general question. What is taking place in your

10 States that may not' be taking place in other 40 States?
EvA,iis. Basically in the 10- direct States the States themselves

do the letual lending rather than the commercial lenders. In :come
StaVs funds from commercial lenders are pooled into a fund
whereby central lender,inakes a loan to the student borrower. In
soma of Iliese States they also have an agency which issues, the
guitiinteo, similar to our State agency, where they are reimbursed
for defaults under reinsurande at 80 percent. Others are direct
States in the FISL program and receive the full benefits of the
FISL.progra nr.

Mr. Stuoic; Froin the viewpoint of the student is there a greater
likelihood in the Sfate of Illinois or in any, of tie other States that
there would_ be assistance? What is the practical difference, for tho-
prospective-students other than the administrative machireryl.

Mr. EVAI,t8. Are you speaking of practical difference- with regard
to the way the hinds are disbursed to the student borrdwer?

Ur. Satoir. Right, or let.' say Jay Evans was a student today
he needs assistance. Is there a oreater likelihood of getting as-
,sitancOin the 10 States or would it not initke any difference?, ,

Mr. Evia. Really there is no difference other than the fact lhat
in the' direct States the student applies to the State. In thicState
guaranty agency, our council, states,lhey apply to the local lender
in their local community.

Mr. Srhoz.r. On other question: You mentioned that there is a
6 -month deferral. Doyou think 6 months is Adequate?

Mr. Evislis.- Wo as a council feed this 6-month period should give
the 'student -time to' work toward getting a job. We don't think wo
want to keep- the deferment open ended, because- of the funds in-
volved, -and possibly the excuses you might get from student bor- ,
rowers. .

Ilfr. Saws. Mr. Eshleman.
Mr, ESIELLVA;ti. Evans, I realize this is probably a floating

figure, but what is the national. default rate ow? Is there` an up-
dated' fArr,.re t./

Mr. Evitiv,/T cannot give you a default rate as an average. r think
w ihat I ciu}tive you is informat,ten from tip reports that the 26
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State guarantee agen-cies file iiiiarteily and these reports are runnidg
Z, 6, and 7 percent. Let me explain that. These rates are based upon
the claims paid.tO the louder and they do not take into consideration,
the fact of any bsequent repayments to the .guarantor.

. So the 6- or 7- ercent average can ...,e reduced based.upoen. these
loans that are really in good Standing with 'the State.

I think Carol Wermerdahl has figures on it which she might want
to present.

Mrs. WENNERDAHL. Mr. Eshleman, the figures we have for guar-
antee agencies which' would be comparable to the FISL program
aro as of the last fiscal year, which would have ended on June 30,
1971. At that time the .guarantee agencies had..guaranteed $3.96
billion, had in repayment $1.99 billion, had paid. $138,865,000 ,in
claims, for an average default of loans in repayment n,f 7 percent.
In other words, for every 100 students that went into repayment, 7
of them defaulted. / -

The FISL program had $3.1 billion in round figures, alipost $1.
ibillion in repayment, atd they had paid $138 million n, default'

claims, approximately the same as the guaranteed agencies. At the
time their.default rate was 14.5 percent. 4I understand that 'in.another forum Dept. pls. supply recently
said the default rate is now 18 percent in the FISL program. There
has not been a similar compilation of State guarantee agencies at
this time, but my State's rate has raised about 1 point lir the same
time due to unemployment. Would that be the same in your State,
'Jay. .

Mr. Evatzis. I think that is right. ,

Mr. ESHLEMAN. I should know this, and I don't mind admitting
publicly I don't. Why the'difference between, the two loan agencies?

It is totally different. Why? .
Mrs. Wrxxxanum. You might hear different theories when you

asked the question clf the Commissioner of Education than if I
addressed it. ,,, .

Mr. ESHLEMAN.. May I interrupt you there? May are both based
on a present 60-day defaulted payment; In other words, 'both arc:
measuring it the same way. 4 .

Mrs.111.Nsaanvrin. l3oth programs measure default rates the same
way. . .

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Yes. Go ahead. Excuse me for. interrupting.
Mrs. Wt...xxEiuntim. That is perfectly all tight.
In the federally ipsurqd loan-prograin, loan. volume has started

to become concentrated in a very small number of schools. I have
some data here that.shows, for instance, that almost one-fourth of
their' national volume last fisFal year came out of five educational
lenders in the 'State of IilincerThey have a practice of insuring
loans made by educational lenaersi,which, i,,,euerally, the guarantee
agencies do riot. .

The -data for educational lenders :shwa, while the average de-
e linquency across the Nation, including educational lenders, Is 13.1

the colleges and universities thrit are -lending under the FISL pro-
gitam herein delinquency rate of *30.8 and 1130 proprietary school;
are 16.3. Now I am speaking dollars past due but not At In default,

For a full response to your question, it would take ruoreAinme than
you _could allow at this hearing, Briefly, our group believes that

54-4 SO 75---43 i .
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originating student loans through an entity, in this ciise a school,
i

.

that is responsible for establishing both the ,cost of the education
as well as how much will be borrowed is responsible for a lch of
this delinquency.

i\Ir. PoSITI3-:407. Is that pink' sheet submitted with Vent' paper?
MIS.11rENNEIpATIL. It is not.

.
.

. Mr. Esur.EnAN. I would like to request of the Acting Chairman
that it be added!. '.

[Table. referred to follows:]
.

v STATE AND FEDERAL , 9 GRINS: A COMPARISON OF DEFAULT RAZES

.

Suarantor Guaranteed Matured notes Claims PM Percent

:
F1SL program $3, 096,402, 193 $9527000, 000 $118.000, 000 It 5
State agencies 3, 960,925,167 I, 995, 695, 419 138, 865.745 7.0

The Fin data wasobtained from the text of the Commi.cioner of Educa-
tion 13c 1's testimony% on 9,19;74 before the Senate Subcommittee
on Education. While the'14..5';c` rate was current as of 6,30)74, it had risen from

4 10.8% as of Ulf 7:1 t per telephone comers:16ton with U.S. General Accounting
Office auditor), and it has risen to 18% already according to another testhnony
on 315/75 by Commissioner Bell before the same Subcommittee. The state agencies'
data was °beamed (runs the quarterly matured pnper.and default reports filed by
the agencies. .

STATE AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS. A COMPARISON OF GROJYTH IN CLAIMS SUBMITTED

Federally Unwed,
insured

State guaranteed
reinsured

1 Total paid

Paid 1968-71
Paid 1972

.. Paid 1913
Paid 1974

July
August

7 September
October
November
December
January.
February

-- Match
April .
May ..... .... . ....... .

Juno
Paid 1975

July
August ,

September
October
November r
December

Averagi claims pet month;
CFiscal year 1912..
Fiscal year 1973
Fatal year 1974
Fiscal year 1975 (through acembet2.

.. ......

.....

.

. .... e

. - .

a

167 175

11.542
13,91(
35, 364
59.610
2.131
4-414
3. 7F 5

5.423
2 195
2.431
2.643
6 313
9,316

16,671
7.6S

41, ?DJ
It, 178
9,P-41
3.541

ID 438
6 276
3.908

1, 516
2917
4958
7,041

t 93.369(!13.369) . -

113.641 (32,641)
13.401

'19.549
30.348
2, !",:i
3.813

Th0
/.200
2.558
1.230
3.966
2.441
2,694
2.555'
2,720
2.615

, 15.424
2.029
2.906
2.16.1
2.5'3
2.175
3.593

1;117
1.629
2 b29
2.570

White a boos the same &fill mo unt Odeon: have beta Medea federalle 4 Israeli andState4isstartled Won (the pelf

aye State claim Is annul 3400 more than the Federal diem), the State agencies have about twice es manydollars that
have entered repayment theoretically exposing the Stslos l3 Nit. as 411 ,Y:11 foss. TheState data in nis retserr is re red
In the form of rein:swan:a maims piecessei by the Ottica of (Creation. Default claims on es:A ithistirsint has riot been
requested am neelmibte as a percentsge 1st the whult except in data prior to fiscal year 1172 At leant:mt many' gear
a mots had bud claims beers becoming eligible for reinsurance Adjusted data is sbaen in parer oases to give a doss

. halted by the Office of Insured Loans.)
.ipiroximation of actaal default claims ;aid by guaranies agencies during,that time. (Dam sources Mammy (own
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lfr, StmoN. I think it. is an excellent suggestion and I would ap-
preciate it. I don't know _how typical this may be, but the fignrt,
you show for the un'pk4sitie5 and proprietary seent to Le
standard?

'Mrs. WENNEmwa. Yes:
Mr. Samos. Is this typical, and if I may toss this to Mr. Evans

it typical of other' States, also?
Mr.,EVANS. In Pennsylvania we do not have a significant num-

. bet of educational institution lenders, so we do not lune this prob-
lem. I think the point, that Carol was making is, that of the loans
made by schools that had been enaranteed. through the FISL pro-
gram, the majority came from her State.

Sin SIMON. Since I am front Illinois, I would be interested as tO
uhether data p;nk..shevt contains. the names of institutions and then
precise default rate. I would be interested in seeine. that.

Mrs. WI.NNEunant.. I would say the majority of the loans come
front the schools, and the3 are eel/6111y contributing to the de-
linquency tate. The default figotres I just read to you earlier ate
more ,imtioiudly dittributed and delinquencies are nut nevessaiiI3
concentrated in Illinois.

Mr. tinfoN. If the gentleman would yield for one mole question.
The figtuvi, on cited before, the $3.9 billion, $135 million on de-
atilts, that is for what year?

MN. AVENNEnomn.. That is at the end of fiscal-197-1 cumulative.
Mr. Eum.mAN. I hate one more related question. Is your orgitui-

,.. zat ion more seleethe eith yuut loans? How many plop' ietait
LlItioilq alo von lend to?

Mr. EvANs. In our program on are referring to the dollars that
the States of Penns3huma and New York uould put into a 1/11)-

'prietary school?
Mr. 1111,115CAN. 1:es.
Mr. In our program there are rani% ely few rest

to proprietary schools. There are some. I do not hate the mums of
the States that restrict the

Let me say that the States of Penn,31vitnia oral Neu York, (IT,
larger Stapes, ate open entirely to all students and Cool ihight add
something to that. /' /

Mrs. Wi:NNEtioAut. ,Esirlemon. the last time I lucked at ,the,
rundou n of State aLTncies and who they would lend to. the pit131
Imdtir group that State agencies did not lend to %%ti Iona,the
tabula ra hoots, Ytio should know that nntihrecently the rust it3
of tlese t hoots vivre not filing for defeults nuy it a3. So while they
arn not contributing to our default rate, neither were t la.3 con-
tributing to the VLSI., default lute.

Mr. Esum MAN. could you supply a list of the relit-ibis, a list of
the States,and what they exclint. .

Mrs. WENNEmmin.. Yes..
'Listing of eligible schools follow.]

senoolg tilt hi' NT tONIINISTERra I...1.12F:

ANII PRIVATE Not POOFIT CIVARAXITI: AarNICIE.;

(1.11.0A lag fli:aris alit 4flartttee tops to stuaehis oupadat4. nil aahvd.
aerioh01 10,:t the U.S. e"affiliA, Meg' Ell Ural( han Cohlwil Ia. Cvm 41d. Nit* t-
thuitetin. Mk htgan. N 0A. iimbir.hirt-. Oreqnn. Tmwsto. and Wi4,,Anoiii.
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The following agencies will guarantee loanM students attending all eligible
schools except home study schools:- Alaska, Arkansas, Delaware, District of
clolumbia. Illinois,, Maine, Maryland, New jersey, NeW Yerk, Nevada, North

, Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, and United Student
'Aid"Fands, Inc. '''' .

Pennsylvania cannot guarantee loans to students attending theological semi-1.

mules or other religious schools. (constitutional prohibition) ' .

Louisiana does not guarantee loans to home study students and students at-
tending.propristary institutions outside the State of Louisiana.

. Mr. EVILE3tAN. Not what they exclude, ifut everything else that
would be in the school.
Mrs. WENNERnAHL. Yes. .

Mr..Sbrox. Mr. quie. 1/4.

.

Mr. Quit.. When you say if we give the States the same assistance
as the FISL program, being administrative costs, I assume you would
insure the entire amount rather than 80 percent?

Mr. Bv.I.Ns. Our council's position.on this, Congressmn, we'wafited
-equality among the 50 States. We want 50 State programs. If the
State of Califorrlfa gets 100 percent paid on their losses, Peinisylr"
vania would like, 100 percent_ paid. But we don't ,feel there should
be inequality where Pennsylvania is 80 percent .and California is
100 percent. I.

:

Mn. Qum. Does that mean you would be able to get your default
. rate up for the FIST. prop am?. `Arr. E,VANS. I would think not.' . '

Mr. StnoN. I would like *o feel it is the other way around.
Mr. Qum. It would put t le FISL program out of business and

put it under the States. You couldnIt do it right away because some
States. are. not ready yet, but you could in some waY, reward the
States for the good job that has been clone, like Pennsylvania.

Mr.,Esur.E3tAx. We will buy that. /'' ,

Mr, EvAxs. leis good public policy. 1

Mr. Qum. That is a good public volley- for this progra and I
share your views. Do You support some kind of stand rds for

-; cutting off the institution as a lender if they run into 4 at kind
of problem for their program which causes a high default, rate?

Mr. EVANs. Mullis speaking of just' students going to a par-
tieular, school, not fn particular a school as a lender? ,' 1

Mr. Qum. I assume that you do not favor cutting .off Schools as
lenders? .

Mr. EVANS. We definitely do. \s
Mr. Qum. You want to cut off nil 'schools?
Mr. EVANS. Yes, all schools. The only inclusion we wo ld like to

make in H.R. 3471 is States being permitted to be din ct lenders.
We would historically have been against schools as lenders, all
schools. /

_.----Mr: Qum. Well, you know, the University of Minnesota has be
a lender for a long time and has done an outstanding job. Wh,
should they be cut off?' ,

Mr. BvAxs. it is our feeling the lending is best done with coni-
inertial lenders AD d if the incentives are strong in the State program
os in Pennsylvania, which is a prime example, we don't have the
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requests for schools to become lenders because the students-are being
served.

We feel, with a strong State agelicy the students can be served.
The need for schoolstolend is, not there. So the collection proce,s
which must be taken on by the educational institution at the time
when they must give a-degree should, not be a responsibility
they have to face. ,

Mr. Qv Some of the schools have handled it themselves for a
. long time and have excellent records of lending money. Shouldn't
that" be permitted? 7

Mrs. WENN-zneAlli.,. If I may, .the question is more one of where
ono draws the line. We know two things contribute to lenders'
delinquency and default rate. One is student demographics. There
could be a school where there is a relatively middle income or an
upper middle -income student population, which would probably
have an acceptable delinquency -rate, in spite of very poor program
management. The best management possible at a school of the inter
city typo that we have in Chicago with a, very love income student
population would still result in a high delinquency rate:

Our concern is, first, with the student. think I get concerned
whenever theta is a possibility that a lender who is handling the
credit requirements of a student might need the student more than
the student might need that particular institution. But we cannot
choose between the institutions that don't need students and who
could effectively give the student the sane type of -objective treat-
ment that commercial lending institutions can give, versus the type
of school that desperately needs students, and who have as their
major means of recruiting students their ability to furnish easy
credit.

Such schoots are not helping the students and I also suLmit 'it
is a very poor wah.to draw the lino between what schools should
be an eligible lenders and what schools should hot.

Mr. QuIE.. I know part of the, problem would be alleviated if
a State was a lender, but I am. not convinced that leaving it entirely
to private lenders is,adequate either. Some private lenders will turn
their business over to people in the bank who are handling install-
ment loans and they do not like to -work with inner city people,
minorities. There is a tendency for them to feel that as a group
they don't payback their lodns.

llowever, the education institution, I think, also Makes loans to
some individuals who are deserving. and has also had the problem
of individuals moving from other communities. A Oh-ale lender
likes to lend to the people of his own community because the bmine,,
is improved for them, rather than. to help whoever ,happens to
attend the institution in that city.

Mr. EvAxs. I think this again comes back to the strong State
'agency.

"NIL Qom. All right, I recognize the strong State agency would
alleviate that considerably.

,v,vss. Stated acrain, in Pennsylvania we do not have the
schools' the large schools that must go out and lend the money` be-
cause the kids are not getting, money to any great extent.

67 4
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Mr,,Qtay.. Do you have any public institutions in the State that
do?

Mr. EVANS. We have five institutions who are lenders and it is
minimal lending. I think they lent less than $,50,000 ik total loans
in Pennsylvania last year.

Mr. QUM. Did any of the State universities lend before the Federal
Governmeht got into the business and turned it over to the State
agency afterward? '0

EVANS. No, to my knowledge, no.
Mr. QUIE. That is all.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much. We appreciate your testimony.
Mr. Srmo.N. Mr. Meares, president and chief executive of the

United Student Aid Funds, Inc. First identify yourself for, the
record, as well as for all of us introduce those with you.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. V. MEARES, PRESIDEITI AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE, UNITED STUDENT AID FUNDS; INC., ACCOMPANIED
BY ROBERT C. SINNAEVE, VICE PRESPEF; AND EDWARD A.
McCABE, COUNSEL .

, Mr. .1.Iimnr.s. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles W. V. Mee,*
I am presenting this statement on behalf of United Student Air

Funds, Inc., 200 East 42d. Street? New York City, of which I am
president and-chief executive. I am accompanied today by Robert
C. Sinnaeve, vice president of US .F, and Edward A. McCabe, our
Washington counsel.

United Student. Aid Funds is pleased to have the opportunity to
its comments on the changes and revisions in title IV of the

Higher Education Act as proposed. in H.R. 3471 which this com-
mittee has under study.

United Student Aid Funds' thoughts on this subject are based
on 11 years experience with ttudent loan programs. Guaranteeing
student loans i6 our business. It is what we were set up to do. We
are a, private, not-for-profit organization whose only interest [-whose
pnly reason !or existenceis to help deserving students achieVe their
educational ambitions.

Since our establishnicht in 1960 we have guaranteed, over 500,900
loans to students aggregating about $420 million. We are the only
private sector student loan guarantor operating in all 50 States, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, %rid the Virgin Islands. We have
contracts with about 1,000 universitios, colleges, and schools, and

'have dealings with some 7,;;00 lending institutions throughout the ,

country.
, it is out of this long, "broaa-basecl experience that the following

' observations are made with respect to part B of 11.R..347.1, the

part having to do with guaranteed student loans, our field of ex-
pertise, ,

tot me say right at the outset, gr. Chairm;., that United Student
Aid Funds applauds the general directiOn in which the proposed

1, 17'
leoislation would take us. The proposed phaseout of the -Federal
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Government as direct guarantors of student loans seems to us to be

highly desirable. Returning the program to the States, with the
Federal Government providing 80 percent reinsurance, should un-
doubtedly produce some very healthy results, ,particularly on the
default rate which has become intolerably high.

Experience indicates that the States, perhaps because they operate
at, a more localiezd level, can do a good Job with student loan pro-
grams and can operate with low delinquency and-default rates, par-
ticularly if they haye.the proper motivation. The 20 percent share
of the default loss that they will boar under the proposed law
shotik1, give them the necessary, incentive to do the best lob they
possibly can.

So In begin, Mr. Chairman, by being in basic agreement. Having
said that, and asking you to. keep it in mind during the remainder

of my testimony, may I now make some specific comments and, in
Some cases, suggest specific changes in H.R. 3471.

in the interest of time I will make my suggestions in summary
form.

The first point I would like to make is, it it our very strong feeling
that what the student loan program mostly needs is lenders. Lenders
are essential to the success of this program. We believe that lenders
ought to he attracted to the program and we believe that lenders
can only be attracted to the program by offering them the possibility
of getting a reasonable return for the funds advanced to students
and for the tremendous amount of administrative work that is en-
tailed in making a student loan, one that extends over a long period
of time with-a great many difficulties in the way of keeping track
of students and so forth-

We favor the new_approach to the special allowance that is pro-
vided in H.R. 3471 and think that using some yaidstick like. the
PO-day Treasury bill rate is a move in the right directly, but
we strongly feel that a 3 percent additional amount to that Treasury
bill rate is now sufficient to make the, program attractive to lending.

The Treasury bill rate today stands at 5.5 percent. Adding the '3
percent to that would mean that lenders Nyould -get a total retbrn
of 8.5 percent. I don't think anyone can seriously contend, even
though interest rates ban come 'down somewhat in the last several
months, that 8.5 percent is an attractive enough return to really
insure fender participation in this program.

We, lherefore 2
strongly would like to urge that consideration be

given pa increasing that 3 percent allowance by a special additional
2 pereent administrative allowance. .

If this had been in the law over the last 5 years the Treasury bill
rate has averaged 0 percent,. adding 3 percent to that world mean
the return to renclers, would have been 9 percent, and adding our 2
percent special administrative allowance would bring the fate up.tb
11 percent. That is still a very unattractive and low rate for instant
,ment loans, but we think that this 2 percent might well providsk
the additional incentive that lenders obviously need to attract them'
to this prograth.

G.
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Mr. Quie was Asking before about the matter of other lenders and
I would like to Make the observation that I think if commercial
lenderg were attracted to this program in sufficient nusnbers think
the other lenders, whether they were allowed by law or not'Allowed
by law to do this, would dry up. Nobody wants to be in the lending
buMnes§ if it is not their business.

The/ only reason and the main reason that other lenders got into
this act was that there were not enough commercial lenders avail-
ab16. and I think if this law could be strengthened to the point where
commercial lenders could 'be attracted to the program, the other
problems of other lenders would disappear.

The second point I would like to make is we are very sympathetic
to the reasons underlying the move towards lower loan limits, but
we question the practicality of moving those limits to a lower level
at this particular time, bearing in mind that college costs are increas-
ing all over the country aid are projected to continue to go up so
long as we have inflation Fith us.

We would like to suggest that the present limits be retained but
with the additional proviso that no loan can exceed 40 percept of
anticipated college costs, total costs of college. We agree that bor-
rowers should not become overburdened with debt, but we recognize
that some colleges are getting up as high as $6,500 to $7,000 a, year
now and to reduce loan payments from $2,500 to $1,500 in the face
of that does not seem to be the most practical thing to do.

The third point we would' like to make is, we would urge that
the law encourage and authorize the greater use of collection agen-
cies to improve, or we believe this would improve recovery after
default and it would help to prevent defaults from occurring. I
don't believe that any really good loan program can operate very
well unless the collection agencies are a last resort use.
* There are features in the present 'reinsurance arrangements which

make it nonfeasible for guarantors to use collection agencies after
default has occurred.

The fourth point I would like to make is we. favor the proposed---''
administriitive allowance for the States of 1.5.'percent, but webe-
lieve that it should also be payable to all guarantors under programs
eligible under section 428(a). The United Student Aid Fund is a
private nonprofit organization and participates today and its pro-
grams participate in all aspects of the Federal program.

The interest subsidy to the student is, one, a special allowance
Jo lenders, and we don't quite see why we have been left out and
other people like us have been left out of this administrative al-
lowance to the states. /

Lastly,' the final point would like to make is really that we
believe leeway should be given to lenders to accept repayment at
a rate less than $360 a year where a real hardship is involved. This
has:been in the law for it long time and perhaps it has escaped' our
attention until now, btit I think all of Us today, with the economic
situation, are facing up to what is going to be done when students
eannot find jobs after they gradUate and sonic of them won't be
able to for a long time, we think that while the $360 minimum is
probably a good thing in general and should be retained in the

;0,7 7
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law, maybe the law should provide for sonic leeway to lenders
where there is, in their opinion, real hardship.

It is better to keep contact with a borrower even if you have to
take $15 or $20 a month from him instead of $30, than to let him
go by default and thou he 'becomes delinquent. I think that 'there
is good reasons why that should bo, changed.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I am reminded that ,y-hen I testified.
before this committee last Year I advocated-that the rederal Govern-
ment discontinue the interest subsidy to so-called needy students.

Our rationale for this was that payment of the subsidy is very
costly in the aggregate to the government, but of less than vital
importance to the individual student borrower. We felt .p, little, if
any, real hardship would result from requiring all student bor-
rowers to pay interest.

Furthermore, such a requirement would make all student .bor-
rowers more aware from the outset of their loan obligations and
this would reduce defaults. We thought, too, the government outlay
entailed could better be used elsewhere, than in,,,,the student loan
;programs.

We repeat that recomrnencilation Particularly because we believe
there may be objections from a cost standpoint to adopting our
suggestions of providing,.anAdministrative allowance of 2 percent
to lenders. Elimination of the interest subsidy to students would
provide more than enough money to pay for such an administrative
allowance. -

I cannot emphasize enough, Mr. Chairman, our belief that the only
way in which student loan programs can possibly succeed, and we
must see to it that they do succeed, is to attract willing lenders to
the program.

Wejrnow from experience that the paramount issue in. the student's
mind is the ready availability of the loan. All other questions,
including that of who pays it, are secondary.

o we end our testimony as we began, by urging you to do all
in 'our power to encourage and insure lender participation. I would
likp to see the day come when every commercial lending institution
in the country is willing, and, yes, even eager, to make loans when
re sonable to deserving students, not just depositors. and
CAS , not just within a predetermined low quota, but freely and
readily to all deserving applicants.

This can happen only if lenders arc assured of a reasonable return.
I would like to thank you, Mr. -Chairman, for giving us the op-

portunity to express our views on this important legislation. I
should like to thank you also and all of the members- of your com-
mittee and your stall for the continuing attention you have given
and are giving to these matters. It is extremely heart-warming and
heartening to those of us who spend our lives in the educational
world to find this kind of thoughtful consideration being brought
to a problem by people who have So many other important ques-
tions demanding their attention. We are most ,grateful and say
sincerely, thanks Very much.

If there are any questions, we would be glad to try to-answer them.
[Prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OP CHARLES W. V. MEARES, PRESIDE:VT AND CIIIEVEXECUTIVE,
UNITE" STVISENT Am FUNDS, INC, ,,

.. SPECIAL ALLOWANCE
i.

, In its testimony to this committee last year, United Student Aid Funds urged
that the special allowance to lenders be increnged. We gave two reasons Tor
ou r ',recommendation :

J. The high interest rates prevailing in the general money market;
2. The large amount of detailed administrative *work entailed in making

student loans.
These reasons remain valid today. Even though we have seen a steady decline

la interest rates over the past few months. the return on student loans is still
comparatively unattractive. And we have,rio assurance that Interest rates in
general won't go up-again. On the contrary, most-economists believe that they
will. But the mutter of administrative cost-is the must Impertant facet of this
question. Just think of the detailed record keeping and fellow up Work needed
to make a good. student loan. It Is for a small amount to begin with, say $1,200
or so on the average. R. all fur repayment to cienniencc of some fairly distant,
ninteften indeterminate date. . '

If the interest is paidon the student's behalf by the government, or if the
interest,is deferred, there Is no contact between the lentlet and the burrower for
several years, and the possibilities of eventual delinquency and default Jare_
enhanced. If interest is collected from the student, the more frequently it Is
done the better, but this increases collection costs. In general, the less frequent
the.contnets with the borrower, the -greater the chance of losing track of the
studentand the more chance there 13 that he will not fully recognize his oblige
tion. When we come to repayment time, new negutiations have to be entered
Into, the result initially being sawn monthly repayments extending over nperlial
of .several years. 111 many eases, because of multiple borrowings, as much as a
vlimen years elapses from the time the first loan was made until Lill repayment
is effected. There are countless opportunities fur difficulties to develop utter
such a long period of time.

Add to all this the problem of defaults And Ails not hard to understand wiry
many lenders are reluctant to participate in student Ivan programs. True, the
loans are guaranteed and become the guarantor's responsibility after default.
But during the delinquency period that precedes default, the lender has an
enornious amount of work to do--trying to find students whose whereabouts
are unknuen, try in, to persuade borrowers-to make some effort to repay, trying
to Burk out suitable arrangements in genuine hardship cases. Like Gilbert and
Sullivan's policeman, the lender's lot is not n happy one.

Accordingly, united Student Aid Funds makes the strongest plea it can for
putting the special allowance at a-level where the total return to the lender will
represent something like adequate-compensqtion for the fluids advanced and the
many,problems Involved.

In our view, the change In the method of determining the special allowance
proposed in the hill before you, is a step very much in the right direction. As
you, Mr. Chairman, pointed out on the floor of the House in presenting the bill,
lenders should know at the time they are making loans how much the spedal
allowance is likely to be Removing the present uncertainty and loog delay in
making the determination will be quite beneficial`. Thus, we heartily approve of
tying the level of the special allowance to some readily available yardstick such
as tbe average rate for ninety-day Treasury bills.

It 18 our belief, however, that the proposed 3(.7's addition to that yardstick is
sufficient only to piing the return up to an-appropriate level ter the long-term
kind of loan being made under student loan programs, and makes no allowance
at all for the additional administrative burden entailed. Fur example, at the
present' time the rate on ninetyday Treasury. bills is close to 5113 %. Adding 3%
to that fl nre Would bring the gross yield 911 student loans to 8V2%. (The
present ethed resulted in a gross yield of 10% for the last quarter of 19714
We do t think anyone could seriously contend that an Sy2% gross yield repre-
sents an,nttructive return to lenders under a pregrtun entailing so much admin
istrative detail. And set, it the student loan program Is to succeed, it must be
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made attraettvo to lenders. Without lende.s, all of your efforts, Mr. Chairman,
will have been in vain. We must shape this program so tiler no deserving student
Is unable to find a lender willing to do business with bill'. Lenders will probably
never make a net profit on student loans; they probably don't expect to, but
,will nevertheless be willing-to participate provided they have a good chalice of
breaking even. But it isn't reasonable to ask them to undertake all the adminis-
trative detail work and difficulties involved and lose money in the bargain

Accordingly, we feel it imperative that amadditional special allowance of 2'1
be,ailded to the proposed formula, specifically to cover affininistrative costs and
serviees. We believe that the additional 2% will j7Ove to be the Incentive that
will at long last mate student loans somewhat tnore-attractive to lenders Flinn
ati.examtnation of the rates prevailing for ninets-das Treasury tills ever the
past 5 years, we find that the rate has averaged 0%. If we add 3% plus 2f,1-
for administrative costs to this figure, the resulting gross yield would have

),. averaged 11%. This is still welt below the rate charged by commercial banks
for installment-loans.

Incidentally, Mr. Chairman, we would like to voice:our agreement with Your
position that those institutions width are regularly engaged in the business of
lending money are the best equipped to lend-money to students. The more the
lending is done by banks, savings institutions, credit unions and other conuner-

cial lenders, the 'better the results are bound to be. Iiut the program must'be
more attractive to commercial lenders to insure their participation. One of the

e main reasons other lenders nut normally in the lending business have entered
the student-loan fled is that not enough commercial lenders have been attracted
to the program. It is vital that this deficiency be corrected.

LOAN LIMITS

I would now like to address myself, Mr. Chalrmau, to tie lower limits for
loans proposed In the new bill. We are in complete agreement with the notion
under13 big the proposed lower limits, viz. that students should not be encour-
aged to take on a burden of debt that may turn out to be too much for Mein. It
has always been our philosophy at United Student Aid Funds that Student leans
should be a -last, not a first, resort. They should be used to supplement. not
supplant, all other aid available. Only after all t4e possibilitieS of scholarships,
grants, work-study programs, parental and family aid, and other means of
assistance have been exhausted, should a student contemplate undertaking n
student loan. This has been the guiding principle on which we have operated
for the past 15 years.

liespite this some of our student "customers" have become overburdened with
debt. Although I can't support this statistically, we have the strong feeling.
w Welt is really only common sense, that this leads to default. Certainly it leads
in some cases to bankruptcy whit.): has been rising at an alarming rate among
student, borrowers in the last sear or two. Accordingly, we feel strung sympathy
to any proposal calculated tdIreep student borrowing to a minimum.

llowever, In view of k,,teadll) rising college costs, it may seem somewhat arbi
trary to some to reduce to $1.500 a sear ($5,000 in the aggregate for under
graduates. $10,000 including graduate work) the borrow lug capacity of a
student that has stood for se% eral years at $2.500 a sear ($7,500 in the aggregate
for undergraduates. $10,000 Includiiig graduate work). The proposed lower
limits may suffice in many cases, especially if all other avenues of aid are given
a thorough exploration, butthere will be some cases, Mr. Chairman. where the
lower limits will impose a real hardship. Total costs of attending uudergraduate
Nyland will run as high as $0,500 to $7,000 per year in some schools this coming
year, and are projeeted to gv eves higher in inflation keeps up. So, while we are
in baste agreement with the main objective of the lower limits which is to keep
student debt at a minimam, it could well be that the proposal goes a bit. tsi
far. Perhaps retention of the present limits ($2.500 a year, $7,500 in total for
undergraduate:4, $10,000 fur graduates) w ith the further proviso that no student
may burrow more than, say, 40% of total estimated costs, would. better serve
the purpose. This would keep burrowing down for most students but would still
provide fur the student who wishes to attend an expensive private lnstittitiva
and is willing to undertake the resulting financial burden.

8 s,
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s It$E or cort.sorion..toantars
'United Student Aid Funds attributes--some of its success in-holding Student

loan defaults down; to a relatively reasonable level and in, effecting fairly sub-
stantial post-default recoveries to Its practice of using collection agencies to fol
low up on defaulters. In our experience, professional-collection, agencies more
than justify the high cost of their services which is usually a:percentage (80%
to 45%) of the amounts they recoyer. Their use not only prbduces recoveries
from people who otherwise wouldn't pay, it also. serves as a deterrent to poten-
tial defaulters. We firmly believe, therefore, that the use of collection. agencies
contributes to the maintenance of any healthy loan program, whether for
students or other'borrowers.

At present, there is nefilirect mention in-the law or the regulations of the use
of . collection agencies under, student loan programs. Perhaps there should be. If
the law specifically authorized and encouraged their use, the practice would
become more general. I am not suggesting that their use be required but if it
11 r e clear that It nes permitted and even eneouraged, there might be less reluc-
tance to employ their services. The benefits could be quite substantial, especially
if the expected result of preventing defaults were achieved.

In one respect, the present-laW and regulations actively discourage the use of
collection agencies. This-comes about from. the formula used iii turning over
recoveries- to the Federal Government after It has made good on its 80% rein
furnace un a default. As things stand today, the Federal Government requires
that SO %c of pros: recoveries be paid to it, even though a collection agency may
have charged 35% of the recovery as its fee, leaving only 05% in hand. The
way it works is this. A student defaults on a $1,000 loan. After -the guarantor
has purchased the defaulted note from the lender, it collects $300 from the
government under its reinsurance agreement. The guarantor is out-of pocket the
remaining $200. Suppose the guarantor now turns -the collection process over to
a professional agency and that agency is successful in having the student -repay
the $1,000. The agency keeps $350 as its fee and remits MS remaining $050 to
the guarantor. The guarantor must new pas the Federal Government $800 (80%
of the $1,000 paid by the student) and thus is ont-bf-pocket to the tune of an
additional $150. The repayment-has increased its loss from $200 to $350. Is it
any wonder that guarantors who participate in the government's reinsurance
program generally don't use collection agencies. To some extent, this is an aca-
demic puha so far as United Student Aid Funds are concerned because we don't
participate hi Federal reinsurance, which may account for the fact that we use
cullectien agencies while must other guarantors don't. The latter may also ac
cuunt, in turn, for the fact that our net default rate, after recoveries, is core-
Parativelv low. around 4%.

We believe the present disincentive to the use of collection agencies should be
. rope% eil,by-previdiug In the law lot payment to the Federal Governmeet of 80%

of net recoveries after the deduction of collection costs.

ADILINTSTRATIVE ALLOWANCE TO STATES

The proposed, bill provides au administrative allowance of 11L% ot the total
amount of loans insured each year to be 'fetid to "a State which conducts a
student loan insurance program or an institution or organization which Is
authorized-by a State to conduct such a program for that State In prin-
ciple, we heartily endorse the objective of this new proposal. In lino with our
plea fur an administrative allowance for lenders, we believe this Is the proper
sort of encouragement the Federal governinent should give to the, establishment
and ma intenance' of local programis.

We find it difficult to understand, however, why such atuidministraUve allow. ,
awe should be limited to the States and the organizations they appoint to
administer their programs. What abent the private prograins which already
qualify fur the interest subsidy, the special alloy:Fa= and other benefits avail-
able under the -Federal:program? United Student Aid- Funds has hundreds -of
such programsAirplace and working. today to help provide the vast-J=9* of
student leans- needel:Surely there programs, which have heen.encouraged.and
fostered by Federallegislatiou ever since the passage. of .the. Higher Education
Act of 1005, are not to be abandoned or put at ateeronomic disadvantage.

I
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Our strong Tilea, Ur. Chairman, is that the administrative allowance, w ch

We heartily endorse, be extended not just to the States but also to all no rolit
Institutions er organizations with which the Commissioner has ,an agreement
under section 423(a). This would make the proposal consistent with all the

provisions of the
tenesure tests

See. 428(s$ OK) of thopropoeed law mandates that student tlean repayments
be at n rate not less than $360 per annum. 214 provision-if simply it carryover
free& earlier versions of the law.. Perhaps we should have commented on' this
provision-when we appetteed-nroviouels befpre this Committee, fiat-the-paint we
have in mind seems to have escaped our attention untithow. The point is this
Ought there not be some leeway given. to lenders to .work out with students in
hardship cases, repayment arrangements of lesser amounts than $360 per year?
The $360 minimum is probably quite satisfactory in- all but hardship. cases. Tn
the present economic climate, however, it would.appear that lenders-should not
-be turning their backs on even small repayment's" in cases of prod luirdshiP.
We would recommend retention of the present $360 minimum with the-ttddition-
of the proviso that lenders eitienintiese their discretion and accept towerrepaY-
merits when they are convinced there is genuine hardship. This -wohld enable
lenders to encourage continued recognition of the obligation, maintain the bor-
rower's credit standing and not encouragebinkruptcy.

1117111tAnY

Mr. Chairman, let me summarize the points ) have trieds to _make here this
morning:

a. United Student Aid Funds endorses the general dirCction taken in ILE 3471
2. We fevor the now approach to the special allowance to lenders put strongly

believe an additional administrative allowance is needed.
S. We are sympathetic to the reasons underlying thti lower loan limits but

question their practicality aud.suggest that present limits be retained with the
proviso-that no loan can exceed 40% of anticipated polies° costes

4. We urge the greater use of collection agencies to improve eecoreriee eft&
default and to help prevent defaults from occurring.

--O. We favor the proposed administrative allowance to Stater but believe it
should also be payable to all guarantors under program eligible under 'See
428(a).

O. We believe leewayeshould be given to lenders to accept payment at a rate
lots than $300 per year where lavishly is involved.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I am reminded that when I ,testiBea 'before this
committee last year, I advocated that the Federal governteinit discontinue the
Interest subsidy to so-called needy students. Our rationale f r tble.wes that pay
went of the subside. Is very costly in the aggregate to tit government but of
leas than vital importance to the Individual student borrow . We felt that little,
it any, real hardship would result from requiring alt stint nif boryawers to pay
interest. Furthermore, such a requirement would make all student borrowers
More aware from the outset of their loan obligations and 'Wit tfould reduce
detaults. We thought, too, that the government outlay entailed could be better
used elsewhere in the education and student loan programs.

tee repeat the recommendations toddy, particularly because we realize that
there may be objections, from a coat standpoint, to adopting_our ,temgstion of
prorlding an administrative allowance of 2% per annum to lender's. Elimination
of the Interest subsidy to students would provide more than enOfigh money to
pay for such an administrative allowance. I cannot emphasize enough, Mr.
Chairtuan, our belief that the only stay in which student loan programs can
possibty succeedand we must see to it that they do succeed --is tq attract will
ing len(lere to the program. We know frefe experience that the paramount issue
in the Atudent's mind is the ready availability of the loan, alt other questions.
ineludhlec that of who pees the interest, are secondary.

So %A end our testimony as we began, Isy urging you to derail-in your power
to encourage and Insure lender participation., I would like to seethe day some
when every commercial lending Institution In the country Ilf tinting and, yri.

k
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even eager. to make loans within reasonable limits to deserving students, ti,et
Just to depositors anti tuaumets. nut Just within a predetermined low quota bat
freely and readily to ail deserting applicants. This can happen only if the
lenders can be assured of a reasonable return.

I world like to thank_you. Air. Chairman. for giving Os the opportunity to,
ex,res,,, our liens till chit, IMPOrtarlt legislation. I aloud like to thank you also,
and sit the members of your votruitte, and your staff. for the ontittolog Mien'
tom you babe given and are'giciiig to these matters. It is extremely heartening
and liestl-natuxwg to those of us who spend our lives in the educational Aar Id.
to bud don huol of thoughtful consideration being brought to a problem by
trrrjtle uho Lave ix, (1,410.4 other important questions demanding their attention.
ice are mast gratefal and $43 owst sincere!. thank yun very lunch. If there
ate any questions, we will be glad-lo tr' to answer them.

Mr. Si rosy Thank you very much for your testiMony, Mr. Meares.
The 2,percent administrative allowance you nugget. You are

talking of that as an on going ft percent or a one time 1,year 2
percent:! -

Mr. Mr.auns. No, percent per annum. In other words, increaSe---I
!Mail if you want to put it into one figure, one number, what I am

. saying really change the 3 percent addition to the 'Treasury rate
to 5 ptheot. I tun s(nprised at my Amerhan Bankers Asrsoiiatiori
frienik were willing to accept tla., 3 percent addition. ,But, in my
xpertenev, dealing with lenders as I do all the time, and trying to

enetairage them participite in this. program, I find that the 3-
percent -allawance would not be 'Sufficient.

The foals, in the last quarter, or the rate today has been up to
thii4, moment 10 percent. This would drop it down to R.S. We could
nut get kndris at 11:1 percent. This 3 percent addition would givens
a gross yield rate today of 9.5. I don't believe that I can go out and
encourage any bleier to crane into this program on an 8.0-percent
return:

Mr. Sistiev. Do.you believe the primary reason that lenders are
inot more willing.to get involved is -the interest rate?

Mr. 3itattEs. I think it is the primary reason, yes. There are, of
very important secondary reasons. I think that the admin-

14 attic( work entailed is a nuisance. These are loans that are lard to
keep track of. They extend over a long period of time. Router, I
think, on the other that most lenders in the country recognize.
cite importunes of the social contribution that patticipation in pro-
granet of hiiu sort tpiczwitt and day want to be good citizens. But
I think you hare to offer thciii a reasonable chaocelfo get a return
and to compensate them.

At least if they had r chance to break even and I think flint is aft
I am talking about is breaking even. They Will never make money
on 'these Programs even with the 2 percent allowance kiwi talking
yholit. I think they are losing money today.

/ Mr. Suma . On the 1.3 percent iidministrati4 cost y-ou migge4
should be available to your organization as well as to other nonprofit
organizations. what does that mean practically in knits of your
buTlEet? What will 1.5 percent do? 'How does it reldte to your total
budget/

Mr. MEtars. I. think it will help overcome the deficiency that ex-
ists today in the 0.5 percent charfre that we can make..under the
law; the maximum charge under the law to a student for our guar-

ti 8 3
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antiv Is one-half of 1 ptrent per annum. With the default rates
even as low as they are in our organization, the growth,default rate,
running around la' percent and our net clefault rate Awning some-
where between 4- and 4.3 percent, that is net after recoveries, the '

ouelhalf of 1 pereent fee does not Preside sufficient funds; to pay for
those defaults.

.

Yet this is tIe conc.ept, these fi4s., were supposed 'toe:aver .,

would help to sweeten th picti re ten bttla t''think the 1.3 perevrit oVim f) Sir th.. Fedral Gorernt

3.1r. :Sixi..N.-1,1'hat is your 4

your agency ,

Mr. lfv...irtEs. Of my o/gliniutionf
StaroN..Ycs. orgiatblzatio.n.

Mr. ME.tut.s. I hai, io comprrolfrr..Tom ,;ikinner. I will ask him.
Mr. Stit'svr.c.: Operating expense,?,
'Mr. Sutos. Yes. .
Mr. gro..xxlai. Rtiughly $1 million..
Mr. Ams-. 1.5 percent I will refer to your comptroller too. 1..ri

pereent v1ul:1 mean %%ha% in increment to your administrative
t:ougitlyi

Mr. ;Aims-NET.- IS would he 1.3 percent of loans made in a year,
roiighly $2:,s 1.111

Mr. Stmz.. ek.ould be a subFtantial kind'of improvioncrit. Do
von then -tow. thud ituestion-L--onder 16 ore -went law I should know

tE and dent. iircoou able, you mentioncii recommending use of col-
lection' agetiew!-. Do you uz.e them now ?

Mr. SKIN:Olt VA, do indeed-
Mr. St...azis. Itiliat is your exptx-let4/

:311.INNLII. Well. our e_xpOricrice is that ee managed to keep- a
default ratelow default and Vhcx-it people that don't use them,
we don't law nee.--.5arily the lowest default rate compared to scone
of the state-,1.lit if .you eollipare trr to the Federal program, for'
example, our if, fault rate aroimil tl.percerit and we rycorer
about elo,c to titu-.1 ctf tha--e am ant- throggli the 11.-4. of ecQed'il*n

ageneie?,
thin!... though. the fact that it 13 I.a3wirt that ue u,. eillbytion

agencies and 11 ilefaltiop, ,trohlitt, we are going to tv,e'lt clke
lion aguney. in many raw proviits default.

Nom,. a ,o l'tterit agvftey Can be beaten by the bank-
riquey row, awl 9,,e -tron.g feeling; fact that
student-, -1:otild by 4111A1C,11 lift bankruptcy r(0; Vi t... U-)ty Cif

ii-Attirgirig their loan oblizirtri....
Mr. 'Thank ,iou.
Mr. Qui. Won1.1 you yiold!
Mr. SIM.N.'
2h1r. QL eh!, out fr.04, F,vnirvz if the 7 ppre-tzt

a n,t or a gr:, figure
Mr. Foo-ANs. 1.11.1r a.,gros roguro d t:nitrlr.
,Mr. Qt-tr. What i4 your Het f
Mr. Well. in ours nos out to ariiiirel / pot

cent.
Mr.

t
Qt Ir. You hat e that and pen . t or a different

681
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Mr. Eva.zis. h. ow Jersey is a little less than 2 percent.
Q CI& Thank ym. .

Mr. Mv..s.ans. Some of the States I would be the first to say have
done an excellent job in this arca. We happen to be the adminis-
trator for the State of Maine. They do an excellent job in Maine
and have low default rate and we happen to administer 'their pro-
gram for them.

Mr Statox. If T could refers this question again to Mr. Evans, this-
iFe of colleegon agencies, I note our iiext, witness p'resumably will
favor us fepraenting the collection agencies. What is your .,reaction
to. this idea?

Evans. We have in Pennsylvanian system whereby we have
einployed 15 part time people to work between the hours.of 4:30 and
R:341 in the even:LT:After we ex-pound on the telephone calls our
compnterized lett beim° to the.student borrower. we come up,with
a hard. account, what we call dead accounts. Those dead accounts
then 'are turned over to collection agencies, but we.do expound onthe idea that we must educate rather than hardnose collection,. initially.

We educate the borrower on 'his obligation find if we can't get*
him edlicared, we go intCh the collection agency route.

Sntox. Mr. Eshleman.
Mr. Estiry.3.r.tx. 11r. Meares; this is a homemade idea-of mine, and

!maybe it' can be shot full of holes. If we add to the legislation that
'nn,, student who defaults oh a loan that comes directly or indirectly
frifn the p.ational government, would from that point on be inelign-'bfl( for any othev'typeof Federal loans such as FIIA mortgage, GI

nktgage, SliAA, loans e cetera. Can you shoot any holes in that I
=Mr.:%-fx.-tiikst. ain't 4irbitrxd but I haye a lawyer sitting beside inet tuaiVbe. he eon.'

be an incentive? Maybe you can't paythe firl year you are mit o- college bit would that be an incentiveto 'pay. it of the seoid, of third, cer fourth-year idler'.you can
it-f = " . 1

jt is wliat."4-kets different people as faxto -tiva it. I'would trf think aboat it. -

EftlIGESINN.-ThQ next question: -Olin your organization pro-t ide ie.; with ait& onyotir avefage loin size-IA) you have it nmv orcortftl yen stibmik it to, is? _

1." rMr; Mt4iro. roaht Qir the'top of .kov bead give. you an,averageloon Siie,at this partiindar treat: At the niidergrachiate level, fairftvfetlip it$tviiis-running`abotit,.$1:9,00.11er student. thin. is _Tar -demieyear. 'For a graduate stodent, it,ts around $1.M.O. there is a<differenco of about, 0l aviceitho two.' '
Ft-sui.rxhix, For an unde.rgi:nduate, it would be $5.000Nfor his

inatriculAtion, afoot 108411
Ifr.111r.,\SIVA'Ys. I think one of the things, of courset_in using

verageA, is that, .yon know. if -you say, well. the: average loan
$1.,9,n0. then the committee raigit from iliat take a good dealrtf.ronifrot that $1.1'40. which is propoDfl in this legitifition, is morethan adrquate; you 1,ee, to coverthe average.

-
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X thuik, I happen to come out, of the life insurance-business and
remember many years ago the chief actuary of the company I
worked for-in cp% ersation:,with him one day I said something about,
On the average it is so much. Be said, Meares, you have ,to be very
careful Of.-ayerages. They can be Re& Nisleacling. Ile sai4for ex-
ample, if you took 10 Vassar studeid,he said one of them is
pregnant, you could say that They are over Ikpercent pregnant -on
the average, but-he said, it, is not a ye!,:y meaningfid thing so it,does
not helP the girl who is pregnant much to -know that she's only 10 ,
Percent pregnant -on the average, so it dries not help the student
much who. wants -to borrow $2,500 for his real college needs to he
told, "Weill-you-are borrowing.too much'because the. average is-.only
$1,200, and-you .shMild. borrow ihe- average::'

. So, I think there is some danger in being led too much by aver-
a ges.

Mr. EsTri.yroAx.- Can you us a picture of your nationwide
,,egortt- My question was general and not aimed at any individual
Student?' y

Nizants. I see. fwas wondering if you ,rehited it tethe $1,5,00.
. Mr. Esitiilf421. Wank". your organization or -OE be better,
equipped,toprovide us with this? I would be interested in bowing
the family income of your loans as compared- to the family incomes
of borroWers from Federal agencieslorrederal loansFISL loans?

Mr. My.wits. I am not sure I have Egures on -Federal agencies but
we

Mr. Estimai.;. 1Vhat is the average income of yours.? .6
Mr..MEARES. 171411 Mean at t present time, of Course? '
Mi. Esintair..-..iir.. Yes. .
Mr. MERLS. I don't meal historically that it would be of 'much

ESIILE3rAN. For the hist year?
Mr. Mttnts. For the last year, well, this is not exactly a. direct

. response, butit, may be that your star can get something out of these
figures; 20 percent in taxis past yeak we made to people with in-
comes of less than $3.000, family incomes of less than $3,000; 16
percent with inwmes between $3,000 and $6,000; 12 percent with
incomes between $6,000 rind $8,000; 6 percent with $8)000 to $9,000,
11.7 percent with $9,000 to $11,000; 18 percent with $11,000 to
$15;000.; and 14.7 percent with people with incomes of $15,000 and
over.

In other words, about 85 percent of our loans today "are qualify-
ing fOr the, interest subsidy under the Federal Government's, needs
test of $15,000- and 14.1 are beyond that point. '

Mr. ESHLEMAN. One more question: On page 9 of your statement.,
you make note that you do not participate in Federal reinsurance.
Can you tell as why you don't?

Mr. MnitEs. I don't know that I can. This was a decision made ,
by predecessors of mine. I hive been associated with the united;giu-
dent aid funds only for about 10 months. The decision, not to par-
ticipate was made soon after the passage of the thing back in 1968
or somewhere around that time;
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Mr. Mc Gabe& who has been counsel to the organization almost
since its inception, I believe, may be able to provide some clue on
that.

Mr. McCaiiy. This was a management decision ack in the mid-
dle sixties which had, I would say, perhaps reasons inderpinnino
it at that time that may not be as valid now as they seemed to be
then. Perhaps on reexamination, the current management of stile
milted student aid funds might go a diffitent route, but there were
many currents and crosscurrents in the early months, the first year
or two of the entry of the Federal 'Government into ;,he guaranteed
student loan program which brot ht this decision about lost in-that
degree of history now.
- nowever. IL iS Lu add to4, there has not appeared to be a
particular pressing reason any time since to face up to a decision
again. It is simple to stay the way it is because the U.S. program
continued to operate in good style in that, position.

. Mr. MEmizs.1 would like to say this, Mr. Eshleman, if thethimges
in the law mid the regulations that we suggest with respect to re-
payments of colleges fro... defaulted students on 'reinsurance were
made, if you only had to reimburse the Federal: Government to the
tuneof..80 percent of what you collect net from the students, and
thus workld still encourage us to use college agencies, I would-be
strongly in fa i or of the united student aid fiends reexamining' its
position on this.

I think there is a built-in deterrent to an agency like .ours where
wo have Veen accustomed to using professional collection agencies
and couldn't really afford to use collection agencies if we got into
Federal iitharance. I am not sure anybody has ever explained the
mathematics of this to the, committee..

But the way the thing w,orks is this: A student today borrows
$1,i00. lie defaults on the $1,090. The guarantor buys the defaulted
loan from the lender. Ife now gets Teimbursed to the tune of'80 per-
cent or $800 from the Federal Government.

Supposing he turnswe' 11,.he is out of pocket at this point $200,
which is his :`?.0 percent share of the loss. He now turned it over to a__
collection agency. The' collection agency, we will say,, succeeds-in
getting the $1.000 from the student, but because it -bikes out its fee,
only remits $050 to the guarantor say. The guarantor, however, has
to give the Federal Go% eminent 80 percent of what the student paid,
not what the guarantor collected, so the guarantor now owes- the
Federal Government $800 so, by its repayment effort, is out of
pocket an additional $150.

It scarcely pays him to get into the ,use of collehion agencies. So
that with that in mind .and, as an organization, where we feel that,
as a moral mutter, as a matter of community responsibility, and so-
cial e should pursue students all that we c,R, we
don't think that there should be encouragement given to people to
beat this progiam in some way and I ,would hate to give up the use
of collection agencies, not necessarily, not only because of what we
would lose in that process, because I could go to get Federal insur-
ance and do better than I do this way, but I do think, or we do feel
that this is it social program for good social purposes and I don't
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think it i a ,good social purpose to not purSue students who are in
deht and who have a legitimate obligation to pay off a debt.

if this were reexamined and the law and regulations were
changed, I would certainly reexamine the question of Federal re-
insurance:-

Mr.. SIMON. Mr. Quin
,Mr.-Quzi.--Thaidc you.
A: little earlier, you said you were allowed to charge one-half of

1 percent. Through that you try to make up for the defaults. It
sounded like the default is'greater than what you collected.

I know how, if you had Federal reinsurance and you couldn't go
through,a collection agency,-but. it sounds to me like pin. are losing
money now. How do you stay in buSiness?

Mr. Mr,ARES. We stay in business, Mr. Quie, because we have, or
we operate through a resene deposit system, where the people, or
the institutions who participate with us, have made. deposits with
us and today we are the custodians of sometVng over $20 million
that has been put up with us to guarantee the loans that we have
outstanding.

In other words, if an institution wants to have us, make loans, or
guarantee loans on its behalf, because we don't make loans, but it
they want us to guarantee loans, a college can put up, say $10,000-
with us, which we temporarily, for the duration of his contract, re-
tain. And lye have the investment earnings on this, which is our
property, and the high interest rates that we had jecently have been
a-lifesaver-to-this organization.

a we had low interest rates of say, 1940 and 1947, and the high
default rates of 1975, we probably would go broke.

Mr. alum. You wouldn't have a high 4efault, rate, probably.
You say you area guarantor and that It all?
Mr. MEARE,S. Well, I am an administrator for the States where we

are not a guarantor.
Mr. QujE. That is what I was interested in.
What kind of services to you provide as an/administrator?
.3fr. Afsmir.s. 1301.). I would like to call on my technician to answer.

, Mr. Snapive. We at as the administrator, agent for State
'programs that contract with us and appoint us and give us author-
lty -to .do all of their paperwork; so, Ise perform all the guaranteeing.
functions that a,gualantee agency should do by providing the pa-
per such as where students who apply for loans, we provide the
notes for them and computering support and we provide the as-
sistance to the lending institutions and we perform the normal role
that a guaranteeing agency would be iequired to perform under
the law. We do this in the name of the State that we act as agent for.

Mr. QcIE. Do they pay you a fee on a monthly basis for doine. it
Mr. SntNAEVE. Yes. Actually, it is a quarterly basis rather than a

monthly basis.
Mr. QU. Now. you mentioned. Mr. Meares, there were 1,000

univerrities and colleges and ra bools that have contracts. Are those
administrathecontra'-cts with you as administrator, or :is guarantor,
of both?

Mr. SINNAEVE. The ciintritets with individual schools, the schools
provide a deposit with the United Student Aid Funds, which. we
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use as a basis to guarantee loans in commercial lending institutions.
We, guarantee the loans under our own authority, using the reserve
fund that the school provides as the collateral, if you put it, or if
you Want to put it in that terminology.

Mr. Quin. You are only a guarantor?
Mr. SINNAEVE. We are only a guarantor of loans. We do not ad-

minister loan programs for educational institutions. We guarantee
loans for students who attend educational institutions, but the loans
are made by_ commercial lenders.

Mr. Qum. You are dealing with 7,500 lending institutions. Are
any of those direct, or are those by way of the 1,000 universities,
colleges and schools and the cities?

Mr. SINNAEVE. Well, the 7,500 lending institutions are located in
the States where we act as the agent or they might be located in the
State where the school is 81so located, but there is no relationship
between, or there is no direct relationship between the commercial
lending institution and the educational institution and the united
student aid funds. It is a three party affair, four-party with the
student.

Mr. MEARES. I might add, the 7,500 lending institutions sound
somewhat contradictory, perhaps, to my earlier statement, that we
find it hard to find lending institutions. The fact is, we do have more
than 7,500 contracts with lending insautions, but I hasten to point
out that a great many of those contracts have been inactive for a
long time.

The lenders are not actually participating today in our program
'because of- the reasons I have given earlier.

Mr. Qum. But are there any lending institutions using you as ,a
guarantor rather than/the Federal Government?

Mr. 'MEARES. Yes, all of the ones who participate clo.usc us as a
guarantor.

Mr. QUIE. But is that true in the institutions?
Mr. MI:Am. And we have some, I might acid, of these others
Mr. Qt'n. Right now, lending institutions use FISL as their

guarantor.
Mr. SINNAEVE. I see what you mean. There are some lending insti-

tutions that prefer not to participate in the FISL program and
prefer to have the united student aid fund guarnatee.

Mr. QUIE. Why?
Mr. MEnnEs. We like to think we do things a bit' quicker, and

we have been told we do.
Mr. Qum. There has to be some reason.
Mr. MEARES. We have been told we do. We have been told our

sell ice is prompter and g,.. an answer quicker than they can out
of O.F. and so on.

Mr. SIN NAEVE. I think the servicing and the technical and staff
support that we gi%e the lending institutions through the various
program that we have by computer or by our staff in assisting them
to administer the loan in the bank is noticeable, and they appreciate
it and see the difference between our program and the Federal pro-
gram.
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Mr. quiz The lending institutions do not like defaults, end if any
guarantor can make certain that-their default rate is iniver, they are
pretty - prefer that -kind -of guarantor?

Mr.. SDINAEVE. Yes, and_ this has aeen expressed to us. Yes:
Mr. (4-1. And-do you think thhe is another Way, other than the

use of- collection agencies, to improve that default rate of FISL?
What Wit were tinder Treasnry instead, of -under HEW?

Mi. McCabe has been in the Fed_ eral,Government. I will-defer to
yoit On that.

Mr. lgnanEs. have had very little experience with the Treasury
Deptlitrhent. I can't say. r

It does seem to me that, well, i am not saying that you -couldn't
develop, within the Federal-Government, or within some bureau -in
the Federal Government, :the- expertise necessary to beCome a col-
lecting arm of thathOreau and.do as good-a job, do a good'job. But
I think-it is tthlikelY that it will happen.

I think that eople Whose living depends on thi.s--bear in mind
collection agencies only get paid for collections they make, but not

- forthe futile efforts they put forward. I thinklhat -that kind of in-
centive may well be needed to insure that the best possible collection,
lob is *dime.

I have no stock in -any collection agency, ,and I -am not really
, -carrying the torckfor them -today, but I do-believe that people who

are paid for doing something have-a greater incentive for doing it
than those who are going' to get paid anyway.

, Mr. McCon. I agree with that and add a thought for possible
clarification hers, Mr. quie that,. what Mr. Meares' testimony is
suggesting is not the use of 'a- collection agency being required, but
rather that it not he prohibited, which, for the various reasons cited,
is a practical case `tpday.

Mr. Qum Well, I know there is incentive for someone being paid
for something, but Federal employees, if they did the collection,
might pocket the collection, and the individual is still in default.

Since I won't le here,when the people from the collection agency
finish their testimony, I would like to put fOrth a question that
would` like them to answer. How do you take care of that problem
wit in \the collection agencies?

I' now there is an interest- among you for that.
Le 'Mel ask another question.
I know you talked about ItTDSL before, and it" was not part of

your testimony. You advocated, as have others, that the educational
institutions not be lenders. Do you think -they_ ought not be lenders
under INTDSL?

Mr. MEARES. I really have not_testified here, I gueshithat e duca-
tional institutions- should not be lenders. I think, I, frinkly, Strad-
dle& that question a little bit. I say strongly in my stlattent -that
I -heartily \believe the best lenders are commercial lenders.. But it
does not necessarily mean that a good job cannot be done.

I think a good job has been done in- some cases by' some institu-
tions. You spoke earlier,.I believe, of the University of Xiiihesbta.

;
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I am not familiar with it. I am quite ready to belie% e that where it
i's under good management and direction and efficiently run, sure,
people could learn to be good lenders, even though it is not their
primary business. .

I am not saying tliat the only lenders that could possibly operate
are in the- commercial lending business, but all I am saying is, by
and large, that overwhelmingly, in general, commercial lenders are
the best lenders. This is their business. They know how to do it,

Mr. Qr.'s:The tniveisity of Minnesota may 4ialle to turn the re-
sponsibility over to the State agency lenders.

You r6commended that the insehooI.subSidy be removedf.and I am
not in total agreement with you on that. My last question is, do you
think that the student ought to pay interest while in school,. or do
you think they ought to be able 4o defer the interest so it becomes a
part of the principal, instead of paying interest on the principal
and the accrued interest after tli y leave school?

Mr. MEARES. I would be very s rongly in favor, Mr. Quie, of the
student paying tlie interest as he goes along.
'.One of my principal reasons for saying that is that, the more fre-

quent the contact with the borroNker, the more chance there is of
eventual full repayment. The less 11ie contact, the less frequently it
is paid, and the more chance there is of default.

I think that one of the problems that has plagued this programis that 85 pefeent of our borrowers are not paying interest during' the school period and, in consequence, I think, many of them, de-
Qpite the papers they sign, which I am sure they didn't read, in most
cases, are somewhat unaware of the fact that they made a loan.

I think that the payment of interest 3 months after you made
the loan, if you have a quarteily.bill of interest for something from
your lending institution, it certainly alerts the fellow here and now
to the fact he is a borrower and not a beneficiary of some largess.

Mr. QUIE. I commend you on that. This is the first loan for most
of the individuals. They can gain that experience of beginning to
pay because they are responsible, and, therefore, the default, ratewould be down.

Thank you, Mr. Chairma-n.
Mr. SIMON, Thank you very much for your testimony. We ap-

preciate yciiir being here. ,

Mr. Spzoist. Mr. Rose, if you can 'identify yourself, and if I may
sugoest, since Mr. Quie will not be here for all of your testimony
and'unfortmuit*, I am under some time constraints here, tooif
you could, before you begin your general testimony, respond to his
specific questions by you. start.

STATEMENT OP LEONARI) G. ROSE, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL LEGIS-
LATIVE COUNCIL, AMERICA-if COLLECTORS ,ASSOCIATION, INC.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. it\
Mr. RosE. I will be glad to, Congressman.
First, I would like to introduce Mr. William Bergman, American

Collectors ASsociation representative here in Washington, D.C.`
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lit answer to your question, 'Congressman, as to what restraints
can be established to prevent that type of happening,. part of our
written testimony that was submitted was on, "I-row to Choose a 4
Collector," written by John Johnson, our executive vice president
of the American Collectors Association, in conjunction With my-

, serf in assisting the-regional office, the Office of Education in Chi-
en ci in how to determine the wise choice inn a collection. service.

Ism] and moral integrity can be documented and be followed
specifically to prevent that type of occurrence, very definitely.'

Mr. QumE. It could?
Mr. Rosa. I believe so, firmly. o

.

Mr. QmE. That documentation indicates how it can be done?
, Mr. Rom Yes, sir. A checklist on financial stability and compe-

tence, to the type of services they provide, we urge that anyone
choosing an agency look at it as anyone else handling your fiscal
ares, such as a banker or certified public accountant, because they
are handling money. . -

Mr. Qum. You have not had a 100 - percent record in that as col
lectors for all agencies of the country. What kind of a system do
you have for throwing an agency oqt of your associations or the
collectors within the agency out, if they don't meet those high
standards?

Mr.Jtoss. We -do have provisions to remove them from member-
ship and, -in turn, report them to the proper authority, so it can be
followed up under the licensing acts, which number, now, approxi-
mately 30 of the States, which have specific licensing acts in the col-
lection industry. And we, in turn, would report that to the proper
authorities.

I believe, firmly, though, our track record in financial faihfres is
no greater, no less, no more than any other industry. Great indi-
viditals have been made in that direction through edueatibn, through
higher requirements for membership in our association.

Mr. Qura. When I talked to Mr. Johnson. what struck me was
the .fact that people were moved out. You don't find that among
attorneys or doctors the way you expect it to be done ifi the local
bar association. From what I saw of his testimony, the effort of
policing one's own members, especially in State licencing,-indicates
that good licensing is really an exception here:

Mr. SIMON. Before you get into your statment--2r am sorry to
interrupt your testimony - -if I may refer the same question to Mr.
Evans, have you had difficulty along that line your experience
with collection. funds with someone, say, that is collecting student
funds -and find but they are pocketing them?

Mr. Eves. It may be good you asked that. We are fully auto-
mated in Pennsylvania, and we have a system set up whereby the
funds, any funds that come in, come into a separate box in the post
oQice, and they are bounced against .the receipts of the student boy-''rotver. trey are separated by two separate individuals, and at the
end of -t le day, they must balance, so we have a day -to-day check
oh repeater funds.

We, asot collector, and. we knowwell, each year, we send back
to the strident borrower the exact amount he/has paid us, and we
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account, reconcile s ith him on an annual basis, and I can as:iiire you
there is no problem.

3fr. SDION. You mentioned at the end of the process you use a
collection agency, and I am interested in that end of the process,
have you had problems with collection agencies - of their not turn-
ing in moneys? ,

Mr. EVANS. We have not had the problem at all, because they are
anxious to get this money back to us so that they get their fee. They
don't get ,paid their fee until they get. the money back to us, so they
are trying to work their accounts constantly.

We have a clause in our agreement with the collection agencies
that they have within a certain amount of time to work the account,
and at the end of that period of time, he account must come back to
us so that we know there was action taken on us, if funds were col-
lected and so forth. We follow that up again with the student bor-
rower 4 collection on our behalf to see if any work was done or
not clone on that account.

Mr. SIMON, Thank you.
Mr. RosE. The-criteria in that direction could be set up in strictly

a pure trust account, gross remit to the government, such as the
gentleman just indicated, that, then, there is no funds payable to
them until they produce and deliver.

Mr. Qum Operating a computer information service, you have
to be careful that they are 100 percent accurate. One only has to
look at the Durham gang's operation in New York, where they
used the computers to rake off, .what was it, $2 million?

Mr. BOSE. In the interest of time, Congressman, we have submitted
written testimony, and I would like .to make a few brief verbal
remarks. --

Mr. Srmozy. Fine.
Mr. Rose: .),,fy name is Leonard Bose, and I am presenting this

state** orjaehalf of the American Collectors Association and in
my eakeity as chairman of National Legislative Council and
al904" my own business capacity as president of National Accounts
Systems,' 53 West Jackson, Chicago.

The Anierican Collectors Association based in Minneapolis, Minn.,
is an international' organization of more than 2,500 independently
owned bill collection service organizations, serving more than 11,000
,nmmunities throughout the United States, Canada, and a growing
number of foreign countries.

Our members provide delinquent account collection service and
other related credit and collection functions for thousands of profes-
sional retail and wholesale credit grantors.

Its members, in 1974, recovered $846,140,000 for banks, medicatl,
and dental practitioners, hOspitals, utilities, airlines, oil companies,
and retail establishmentS of all 'sizes.

A large number of our members also perform credit and collec-
tion services for hundreds of colleges and universities throughout
the United States in the collection of their delinquent student loans
and related bad debts.

Is one of 2,500 professional collection companies in the collec-
tion industry, we have already colleeted,thousands of accounts for
universities and colleges.
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Experience has allowed us to develop our capabilities and we
offer to share our expertise in this area of growing concern and that
of a rising large, rapid rising, number of defaulted student loans.

Current government regulations do not permit my vast collection
services to put their professional skills to work for the guaranteed
student loan program. The American Collectors Association is
offering an alternative to this ineffective procedure by suggesting
amendment to the Higher Education Act :which would allow the
Commissioner of Education to contract with private-collection, serv-
ices to collect defaidted,student loans.

We believe that students should bear a part of their college costs,
whether they :work while attending college or accept the responsi-
bility of receiving a loan under the G.SL, and then repaying that
loan after .graduation.

This, jn,ourestimation, is excellent financial training in the. han-
dling of one's perSonal financial affairs and this brings about a
better ultimate understanding of the American credit system.

We are not suggesting that the government only use private col-
lection services, but that they utilize them to the degree needed, to
reduce these losses. -

If private services ,were allowed to collect defaulted loans under
this program, collection services would admit bids such as many
ACA. members now do with hundreda of universities and -colleges,
giving the government the freedom to accept or reject-their offers.

It would simply give the Commissioner of Education just an-
other resource to use to collect on these defaulted student loans.

The American Collectors Association feels that, the private col-
lectors would hate distinct advantages and be more, successful in
their collection efforts than the Federal Government for the follow-
ing reasons:

Private collectors do not cost the taxpayer for staffing their offices
or funding collection efforts. In most cases there is no charge unless
collection is actually made. Private collectors do not have to be
organized by acts of Congress or continually making requests for
budget funding as does the government.

The.vital collection service is self-motivated by the profit incen-
tive, that is its entire business.

One of the largest single reasons for nonpayment is what we term
"skips," those individuals not living at the address 'furnished origin-

, ally to the university. This is a high skilled area of collection pro-
cedure expertise which our association basically offers at no cost
since our members operate on a no-collecTion, no-tharge contingent
arrangement. The private collection services. representing a cross
section of the _American credit industry, has built skip informa
tion from other credit grantors.

The private collector is already ibusiness and may be called upon
immediately with 2,500 members employing approximately 23,000
people skilled in one thing aloneand that is the collection of de-
linquent accounts.

The American Collection Association havisponsored andtaught
more than 500 schools over the past 7 years alone, schools such. as
telephone collection techniques, -skip,tracing, and managetnent. More
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than 10.000 members and their employees have attended-These pro-
.

fessional training courses in that 7 years.
Also, the ,private collection service is already successfully used

by the.government on other levels, county, municipal, and State, as
well as institutions-of higher learning.

In summarizing I would like to say that the American Collectors
Association believes in, and supports the concept of the govern-
ment's, student loan program.

Two, the collection of delinquent, accounts is the daily business
offACA members and they know how to collect delinquent accounts
and have worked with hundreds of unilAirsities in this area.

The ACA believes, with over $200 million outstanding and, more
than 2,000 defaulted student loans, the Commission of Education
must have all collection tools-at his disposal. Ito should be able to
consider alternatives to the vAirrent measure of collection of those
defaults. ACA suggests that one course of action is to amend the
Higher Education Act to allow the Commissioner of Education to
contract with private collection services to get to do this job.

Thank you, Congressman Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much, Mr. Rose.
What do you say in response, and I don't mean to be disrespect-

ful to your profession, here when I say this, but I think there is the
impression owthe part of a lot of people that collection agencies are
strong-nrm people who will go to any lengths to get their dollar
because they think, you know, you are dependent on that money
being collected/

What is your response to that?
Mr. Bose. My response, first, of all. Congressman Simon, granted

we are not a glamour industry, the image of a bill collector from
ov er the years, -50 y ears-ago, with the old fire and engine trucks and
red cars and this -type of thing, which- is passe, the heavy-handed
elements, our industry would not last long in practically every corn
mu nity across the country if our association would allow or con-
done that type of activity today.

Part of our schooling and educating of our members as along the
psychological handling of individuals and, as I say, we are not a
glamour industry and yet we fill and fulfill a vital need in today's
consumer credit field.

Mr. SIMON. How many Statei work with the agencies?
Mr. Evans, does Pennsylvania work with them? Do you know

how many States do this?
Mr. EVANS. I do not know. I don't believe there' are too many of

our State guarantee agencies that use collectors.
Mr. Sworn. In Isiew Jersey you do not, and Illinois you dO'not,

and in Massachusetts you do.
One of the things the stannight do, by way of backgrounds would

lxk to make a survey of States, just to see what is happening and
what the experience is.

Chris, I understand you would like to ask questions.
Incidentally, we are in a somewhat unusual situation here and we

are stuck with only one member of the committee being here, but
want to assure you we have the members of the staff here wild, will

be reporting 'back:
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Mr. Cross. Thank you, Mr. Simon.'"
It seems to me that collecting a student loan, is a lot different than

collecting other types of loans. I suspect n4pst of your businesi would
come from collecting on wilt; tangibles where there is something
you can-actually attempt to repossess or get a handle on. How do
you differ in the way you go abont collecting a student loan? Also,
please give us an example of how you go about collecting,, say, in
worst possible cases.

Mr. Ron. I would like to clarify one item first, sir. That is .I don't
believe that our experience k purely in the areas of tangibles or
repossesible items. Our indlistry represents very heavily hospitals,
for example, these services that were hing.past, performed Itnil the
reaction of sympathy aml concert fur that is on it diminishing scale
the longer it is delinquent.

I don't believe there is a whole lot of difference between handling
a hospital account, a credit card from a retail department store, or
stmlent loan; it is still basically an obligation morally and legally.

Briefly, how to best describe the approach would be a letter identi,
:lying our position with that 'claim that we are new entering ,the
picture with a third party and think there is a psychologidarite
pact there. After mans months of receiving no payment, merely by
our appearance we get the pychological impact of and that itself
crenertites a certain percentage of payments.

After the contact by letter to identify our position, then a tele-
, bone Contact would follow that. Further telephone dells until it

conies eoli conclusion.
I think that one of the biggest factors in our industry also, that

me have developed er the past 5 or 10 years is concern for the
public relations factors of the credit, grantors themselves, that if it
is a situation of herdship or illness or in any act of,God that it is our
responsibility end our membership's responsibility to bring that to

. the .attention of the credit grimfor and close it out immediately as
uncollectible rather than pursuing it.

thick the safeguard there is that economically it is beneficial, to
our membtr Co do that, because following an uncolleetibk account
is gist economically not feasible.

Mr. elms. You mentioned that you get pretty good responses
just from a letter. I suspect. in most rases you are given an explana-
tion as to why 'ft. loan is not paid. In your experience with student
loans, what are the most common reasons Sou hear that people go'

. inki.default? /"-
Mr. ROSE. I/think the biggest reason why, say the universities are

referring to out' membership, is that they do not knovy where.the
student is and that our members are representing, say, a florist. a
department store, and an oil company in that areatIna he has little
bits of information. from each credit grantor that makes it possible
to loath. the individual and then ask- for the money.,

rndoubtedly unemployment has had a bearing, but I rea ly be
lieve it is an overinflated issue.

cases the student is not really.aware there is an obligatio of the
Mr. CROSS. Let me ,state it. more `precisely. po you find some

magnitude of the obligation?
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.11Ir. ROSE. We find most times they are certainly well aware of

the obligation and the magnitude, but they ve putting it off until
the last pdssible minute.

,M.r. Smear. If I may interrupt, if. you could just describe.
,Smith as a student, he is in default, he has the Pennsylvania tom-
mission that

i
t has turned, Tom ,Smith's account over to,you, and he

owes $3,000. What do you do from there?
Mr. RosE. The first thitig we do is establish our, records, dome

ment it into our system, not owl`, by debtor, alphabetical, but also
by, let's say, the University of Pennsylvania by creditor. Then, in
turn, if we establish that it is a good addiess, it is ftirnished to us
as as good Address, the first letter would be directed probably within
21 1.:tirs asking for payment in full, asking for inobably more than
we Actually anticipate getting. Askino. for the balance in full, and
if this is not possible .contact our olice- within 7 days or within 10
tia;s3, and then it is followed up in a week or 10 days by a telephone

,effert to attempt to discuss the, matter and seta why our first initial
contact was ignored and then to try to determine why it has not
been paid and how it can bO

Mr. CROSS. When you say 'pay in full," do you attempt to get
payment for the borrowed amount, say, $1,300 accrued interest?

Mr. RosE. Well, whatever wpuld be the amount owing.
Mr. Chess. At that point, once 4. student goes into default he is

eligible or liable for the full amount rather then the missed pajr-
, ment only?

:Sir. ROSE. We would"ask ler the full amount.
Mr: Cnoss. Do you often have someone who Will come up with

$100 now, and he goes intOdefault again?
Mr. Rost. That is quite frequent and we attempt to work out a

payment arrangement if he can't pay. Say, on a balance of $300 we
will attempt to get $50 and in conjunction with his pay 41aj s$10.
I think that is,,a matter of being reasonable.

I think one statistic that backs it up is that our average paymOnt
industrywide is somewhere around $35 which does not indicate that
we are going out and hitting people over the head, for a $300 bill.

Mr. Cuess. There has been a,lot of controversy pbout bankruptcies
and a lot of atteution paid to fie fact that is a very severe problem
recently. Doyou find instances of you going 16 a student, say, that
owes $3.000 plus and the student at that point decides he is going to
declare bankruptcy?

. Mr. RosE.'There is a definite pattern in that direction as far as
increase is concerned. We have been watching as an association

the bankruptcy figures very,closely. Now that it is in the 21,000
bankruptcies filed per month area, we have to be concerned about
that, because they have molded us, With no income and no collec-
tion, we go bankrupt.

Mr. eness. I suspect that psychologically there is a concern for
the image of the Federal Government created Ify turning loans over
to a collection agency. There hasp been a number of ideas- and sug-
gestions that IRS be used for collection. I am curious as to your
reaction to that/



Mr: Ron. I would fed it would take a heavy beefing ilp of staff.
114, the Outside. ,private sector we .have 'the staff bailt in, as I men-
tioned, with:23,000 people it one thing, collection of delinquent ac-
counts). and they ;livelier-other business. .

, 'Mri--Onoii., Thank you, Mr. Simon.
3),Ir.,Snto,.;.11.11.4 would be a first-time thing for the Fpleral Gov-

ernment to turn, a- national -program over,.a collection .program over
to. an outside private _patty. DO, you have any reaction em to how
public-relationship-wise oven the Government could brindle some-

' thinglike; Oaf' ,, . '
Mn. Rosz. Well, I would feel, first-of all, r would like to mss

in my ,Commentsand ;mold reeortimendation- woare only suggesting
this bo an.alternatp 1.bute, for example, in lionnsylvamli, 'they have

. the softoore approach and been the hardcore individuals they refer
Ws 11,:inattiFiit Iasi resort,' -- ,. . ,, ..,-.

I do nit feel that. is detrimental to the Federal GoveiMment its
. far aspablic relations- is concerned because they are asking'peoPle

to' do what they promised to do in the first place and that is pay the
hill.: .

s . ,.,

.Mr.SnrosT-It_ I may refer to Mr. Evans, but have you had any
adverse reaction to turning these hardebre cases over to., collection

'agencies?, . -,

1,1r., Evans, Nei,, we have pot. We have definitely` not had adverse
reaction from-olir State legislature or anybody directly-to this date.
. Mr. SIMON. Now, let me get back to Tom Smith again. IA owes
$3,000, or whatever the figure i,as I used and I am not sure, but
yon write to him and he :is supposed to come in but frequently you
do not hear from.Tom-Smith I assign*. , ..f, .

Mr. Rosi, That is. correct. ,
.

Aft. S.,ritor. Whit .do you do- then? _.

Mr. Rosa. Continue to pursue with intermittent collection, calls
and letters and attempt to find him as a matter of last _resort.

If--.we do locate the individual, he is employed and he has a
regidar steady income and we do know where lie is living,.-go back
to the t.....edit grantor -and recommend they refer the matter to e:oun
set fir litigation as a mutter of last resort. Now we we are late
colle;;,,...'51 but referring it to the credit grantor's legal department.

Mr. %EON. If that happens, do you, get a fee out of it at that
point. .

ct%

Mr. Rose.: it depends on the arrangement with the customer. It
could be ;developed also as a supplement to this program, the using
of skip-tracing service only, a flat-eharge basis, and then returned
for Federal prosecution,,or plus*. , . 4

Mr4niari. Well, we appreciVto your ,testimony and for coming
her and we thank vou very, very much.

Me- statement and attachment folloW.)
'

STATFALFST or IEfUtalin G. it0Se, CgAIIIIIAN, N_ ATIONAL LIEGIOLATFiT r.,0i-ttcet.
mizatmin Coamons Assocuslior4 Inc., UnghTarOLIS, ititilizsore

Xy name is I44=4d G. Rose. I am presenting this statenientonbelialf of the
American Collectors Association (AGA) irk Log capacity es chairman of the
National Legislative Council. The Amerietta Collectors Association based in
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ilitingrapicity.-Ve -feel that 'both lower- income and middlinConie families are
eqrperleticingdillicultitein-meetingt coats and iirmiy believe thattlie need for a
student loan program exista. Became of our commitment to the Student Loan
logram, we would he most alarmed. by anything that could jeopardise the

anti; thiantlailfability of thts-Progratn. And We view the growing
thefunitiorobjem nithkeril concern. %.

' We' also hellege that students should bear a part of their college costa,

whether they work While attending college or neeept the resPoimibility of
reeds-leg ti.loan under the GS?, And repaying that loan after gradhation. This,

in otwestImption, e-teellentriinancial trsiupg In-the handiliig.g.one's personal
hnodat4tThirs and this bringS abed a better Understanding if the American
Credit system.

TVs sagezEsr.

According to statistics we have received, more than 239,000 loans are in
default under the Guarantebil Student Lean Program (Title IV, higher Educa-
tion Act) since the inception 'ot that progritia Ion years ago.

Approximately V.241 Million in &United:lows were paid by the government
-under the Federal ReInsuzance and Federal Insured Loan Program du ring.the
to Years- of the, St:adept Zinn Trograra through November, 1074. This figure
includea v50. millton, undey the. Federal Insured Loan Program and 01 million
Under the Re-Ins:Mane° Piogram.

., -

During the period through December 1974, approximately VD million were
collected by ti* 011ie of Education-on kat:lithe. were.in default. On the Other s.

Side of-the coin-tinder the, same program for the sane pelted, over.1,4200 million
went-uncelleeted. This is a liquidation per cent of under 0% idollui collected

to 'tit/flail reSivableif which could be improved four to five times by utilizing
the 'private *tor.

'cite Office of Education which administers the Guaranteed Student Loan
Pregrain has indicated that 92% of those uncollected millions Were duo to
0011101th by Student borrowers while 8% were due to bankruptcies, death or

Effective administration of this program depends upon constant replenishment
of the student loan ftind by repayment of- gristing loans. It then would follow
that the program-la financially In danger with the rising number of defaults,
both in number or students defaulting and the dollar volume that number re
fleets. The psychological spin-off to the general public when they read the
headlines about the rapidly rising number of defaults is negative. The drain of
fangs and the negative public reaction due to student defaults could seriously
Imperil-the entire Student Loan l'rograni.

By its own acknowledgment the Office of Education which administers the
Student Lean Program. has-had limited success in the collection of defanite. for
it is currently powerless to sect the private professional assistance which

` .help it cope with.this-problem.
It Is to change this situation that I,am here today.

A PROPOSAL DT TUE AUESIOANCOLLEOTORS ASSOCIATION

Tat AMEricdfit COUccturs 4840Gfalten offers an alternative to this problem by
suggesting an amendment to the Higher Education Act which would allow the
Commissioner of Education to contract with private collection services to collect
defaulted student loans.

Ely art ending the Higher Education Act to allow this, Congress would provide
for effective collection activity from the private sector approximately $160
million currently in default under the direct Guaranteed Student Loan Program
Thia effective collection activity would assist the process of eliminating student
default abuses. to sample amendment Is attached to this statement as Exhibit

IlOw DOES THE,FEOEDAE. GOrCIINALCNT COLLEC'Et

Contained in the bluecoveredACA proposal submitted to this comnaittee is a
section on the federal government's approach to collection. It is not mg intention
to go over that same ground, but it is importent to understand the federal
governments approach so that the proposal of the American Collectors Associa
lion can he-compared with what is now being done.
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It is of interest to noteillatSU,1972,the Office- okEtducatim-productx1 ,a.com;
prcheiisive "Manual for Lender" which was-to -a:saist all lendern-oPerat.ing
under the_Guaranthed Student Lein-Program4dthat,Publication,,howirire,r, 047three peibtieviere included regarding-,callectione:

(1) The-lender isinforthed to rise practices 'no less extensive and forceful-than those generally used by financial Institutions, exploring, all:avenue.s ofcollection . . ,(such,as letters, phone- callspersonal calls, personal-Contact) e'
(2)-- When anaccamtt beerithea overrlIithe lender_istteld to notify the-,Ofilee .of- Education, for Preclitire assistance.
(3) The lender is told that tAmelliteas is important and that the student

should-be notified WitlitIrseTen. driya_of missing a payment.
Instrfictions such as 'these are minimal and basically inadequate in cam+purism with. the Proj'essionaF collectors' training concept.In amt, it instateti Ahem to conduct the-fullactivities on which our entireIndustry Is !minded . .. but it gives them no direction or advice on how they

should do so. 'Under the circumstances trio lack of- effective results can comeas -no surprise. The manual's small attention to the Collection...effort mayindleatethe importance that the government gives to the- repayment of stu-dent loans; however, it does not at all reflect the amount of effort and pro-fessional training which should go. into a collection -effort.
The ACA has sponsored and' taught more than 500 'Schools -over the past

seven years. Schools in ..the use -of the telephone such as basic and advancedtelephone, akiptracing, management and professional liability are only someof the 15- different kinds of schools held each year. More than 10,000 ACAmembers and their employees have attended these schools during the Pastseven years. This is but one part of the professional' training available to ACAmembers and their employees.
This negative evaluation of the current student loan program effort 4s notours alone: As far back as September 30, 1971, the Comptroller General ofthe 11.8. advised the President of the,Senate and the Speaker of the Rouse ofRepresentatives that the Office of Education should improve collection pro-cedures to recover defaulted loans under the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-gram. The Comptroller General at the-time found the gntire.collection processby tile Office of Education to be totally inadequate. At that time $1 billion inloans bad been granted to one million Individuals and some21,000,loans werein default. By November 1974-those figures had risen to: -$7.9 billion In loansto 7,6 million individuals and 223,000 loans were in default.
It.is our understanding that new end revised rules -to improve managementof GSL PrOgrem. were indeed proposed by the- Office of Education inOctober 1974three years after the Oomptioller General advised that- Ooliec-tio n.procedures were inadequate and Should be improved.
The Office 'of Education also-employed more-eiffiecters, and there are indi-cations that collections did improve during the last six months of 1974, britstill Insufficient when compared to the potential recovery by outside servicessuch as. ACA member offices.

WET DOESN'T 'ZIIE OFFICE of EDUCATION 115E MUTE COLLECTION SERVICES NOW?
This matter is alai; covered In the blue-covered proposal but should alsohe mentioned in this written 'testimony. The Commissioner of Education hasno authority to contract with prlyate collection services at this time. Underthe Federal Claims Collection Act of 1960, the Attorney General and Comp-troller General have issued standards which preclude the use of private' col-lection agencies in, generai,and particularly when applied to the collection of-Student defanIts.

The general counsel of 'the Department of Health, Education & Welfarestated in a letter to the_ chairman of the Committee on Jpdtelary, House ofRepresentativei, October 18, 1973, that: "The Cpnithisslozier of Edueation. whitis the -agency bead responsible for the administration of the Guaranteed Stn--dent Loan Program. is authorized to delegate- functions only to ,officers and-employees of-the-Office of Education . it would therefore not be-Possible-to
make arrangements -with privittp collection agencies under Which the latterwould enjoy the degree of independent decision -Making In the colleetion ofloans that they could in the:private sector,"



PROPOSAL OF Tnr,,,,altill/CAN COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION

The American Collectors 'Association views -the-problem of student loan de-
faults as a very serious one and, suggests that the Cumruissioner .ef Education
,he allowed to =exercise his own-discretion and contract private colleetiOn: serv-
ices, As stated before, the ACA urges'Congress to amend' the .Eigher Educntion
Act to clearly enable the Commissioner-Of 'Education to contract_prirate' eoltec-
thin agencies and thui.eseripe the predicitnient of-strident defaiilki.

Eefore .sunireerizing- iny statements today, I wourd: lik.e-to. share with ,mem-
-hers of this linbaimmittee. the way a- private collection- service- operates, par -
ticularly as it would relate to the collection of ilefattltea'i3ttiderit loans.

In my own- business -experience 'as -president of the Stational Account SYS-
terns, 1 have had 22 years - experience in the Collection of all types of de=
111,enent accounts-receivable. That includes working ssiVi more than 200'.uld-
ier,:ties and colleges In-the collection-Of student-loans other than those, under
the Cuaranteed Student Loan Trogranit It..18-frOni this experience -that Iqshtire
the following with you. . -

One of-the largest single reasons 'for non-payment Is what-we-term "skips"
,Alimze individuals not living. at the address originally fur/I-died to -the tint-
iersity. ,Thia Is a highly `skilled tires, of collection .procederti expertise, which
our Association' offers at no Cost, since the vast rna,iority of our paembere
operate on a contingent-po collection-no phaige basis. The , private collection
serf feu ripresentizig a -cross ,section of America's, credit industry has .bulltin
,/,14 infuhention.froin other credit grantors. This pooling-of data As of great
assistance In lasting the unlocatables." This multi result .1n.-a .substantial
Amount of fornid ,

Another factor of arr outside service is, the psychological advantage of n
third party involvement. somewhat like the middleman who can -listen-te,a
gripe objectliely bet,titill-eik for, the - teenp,y, 3011 -another befteilt is our:Vast
cos crage of inember offices in practically es cry community throughout the U.S.A.

If pris ate collection services were aliuu.,d to collect defaulted loans under
this program, collection services would submit bids such as many ACA. mem-
beis now do with hundreds of unireisttlis and colleges. giving the govern-
ment the freedom to nccept or reject their offers. We are not suggesting thnt
the 01,t)s eminent-only 'use private collection serilees, tit that titey utilize them
to the degree needed to reduce these rapidly climbing losses. It would ii'ott the
Ceuirinssioner Of Education another tout to use to collect defaulted 'student
loans.

All major creditors who. Arse outside collection services use their own fa-
cilities first, but a law of diminishing returns sets in where further effoi t, by
them 15 not economically. feasible. Members of the Subcommittee, we believe
the government shoe:Ili, have the same privileges that private credit grantors
base used to their benefit for decades- top.professional assistance iwcollecting
bad debts. This is what we:are advrattng fur the federal overtone-M.

REASONS WILT PRIVATE COLLCTIONS WOULD ,RE mom `TOCESSFUL

. The use of private collectien services.in student loan programs might well be
the single meat ,important step that could te taken in the effort to reduce
defaults. The-use of professional coltection,,services can help,- preient any easy
going, nobody- really -cares atmosphere from developing Among the borrowers
the-use of-such services is an effective deterrent to-potential defaulters as well
as an obstacle -td the success of.actual.defaulters.
. The American .Collectors Assotiation ,feels that private collectors would have

distinct, advantages, and hErnore. sucee.ssful..in their collection efforts -than the
federal government for the following reasons:

1. Private collectors do not cost the taipaj era for staffing their Offfces or
funding collection. fforts, Inmost cases there is no charge-unless colleCtion is
actually made.

2. Private collectors do. not have to. be organized 'by seta of Congress or
continually request,morehuilget Sanding as does the government. It does not
create anew bureaucracy whose growth And cost are independent of effec
tiveness, theTrivette service is judged by Its results and may be retained or
replaced according to these results. This is seldom the case of .government
offices.

547450--75-43
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3. The private collection service Is self-motivated by the profit incentive to
keep accurate records and to do a thorough professional job. That's its entire
business.

4. The private eellector is already In business and May be called 'anon imme-
diately. Members of the ACA may refer accounts to any of the more-than 2,500
bonded member agencies around the U.S.A.

5. The private Collection service BAS AN ESTABLISHED TRACK RECORD.
The public, including the student-debtor, kt...wa that the private collector s job
is to collect clebis when they, are not paid. The public and the student-burrower
has an entirely different linage of government -

0. The private collection service is already used by government on many
levels. county, municipal and state, as well as institutions of higher learning.

gal MART

1. The Muer leari Collectors Association believes in and supports the concept
of the dpfeintnent Student Loan Program.

2. The ,collection of delinquent accounts Is the daffy business of ACA's more
than 2;500 members. They know how to 'collect delinquent accounts and have
Worked With innumerable universities and colleges In recovering delinquent
accounts.

3. The ACA believes that with Over $200 million outstanding in more than
230,000 defaulted student loans, the Commission of Education must have all
collection topis at his disposal. He should he able to consider alternatives to
the current method of collection of the defaults. The American Collectors Asso-
ciation suggests that one course of action is to amend the Higher Education
Act to allow the Commissioner of Education to contract with private collection
services to do this job.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and Members of this Subcommittee.

Exhibit A

CODE OF ETHICS AZAD OPERATIONS OF AMERMAN COLLECTORS AsSOCIATIoN, INC.

CODE OF ETHICS

Rcrelted, by the American Collectors Association, Inc., that the following
Code of Ethics be and, the same is hereby made a part of the Bylaws of this
Association, and the same shall be binding upon the members of this Assecia-
non in the conduct of their business, the officers of the Association and the
Grievance Committee fur the purpose of determining the rights and respunsi-
Unities of the members dr this Association.

The Grievance Committee shall huAe full power In case of complaint against
a member of this Association for violation of the principles of equity wherein
this code specifically Is silent.

Any-member of the American Collectors Association, Inc., ho shall be found
guilty un # charge of violat.ng the Code of Ethics, in the judgment of the
Grievance Committee. shall. within the judgment and discretion of said com-
mittee or si majority thereof, be expelled, suspended or reprimanded as may
seem jug to the committee.

Any member who shall have been disciplined by the Grievance Committee,
as ,berein provided, shall have the right of appeal to the Board of Directors.
Such appeal shall be beard at the next meeting of the Board, and a majority
vote of the Members present at such meeting shall be conclusive and thud.

By this code of ethh s, ends member of this association Is 'firmly bound, in
that each member shall:

1. 'Maintain a high standard of business principles and never be guilty of
conduct which will brIng,reptoach upon this Association.

2. Abide by the Association's Bylaws, Rules and Regulations, Code of Oper-
ations, and such other policies as may be adopted by the Board of Directors.

3. Not have been engaged or he engaged'in any activities isupporting or aid-
ing any organization that, advocates the overthrow of the constitutionally estab-
lished government Of his country.

4. Comply with all city, county, state and federal laws relating to the, owner-
ship and operation of a coiiss :ion busailess and previslun of collection services-
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5. Do business under a designation or business name or identification that
does not Mislead creditors, consumers, or the geheral public into believing thatit is some otherstype of business than it ix

0. °iterate under a name-and in a manner whleh does not haply that suchagency is a branch of or associated-with any department of the federal govern-ment or of any state or municipal government, and refrain from using any,
seal, insignia, envelope or other device which simulates that of any govern-ment department or agency. .

7 Insure' that all personnel are familiar with the laws under which the
collection business Is conducted, the Rules sod Regulations, Gude of Ethics and
Code of Operations of this Association, and that they fully respond to andcomply with them.

$. Delegate assigned tasks Only to'qualifled personnel.
9 Never knowingly Misrepresent an institution or organization with which

he is affiliated, nor knowingly represent that he is affiliated with institutions
or organizations when.such affiliation does not exist.

10. Take adequate precautions to distinguish between his professional vtewsand association or organizational views.
Not diserimiliate on .grounds of race, color, creed, sex or national origin

In the--selection of creditors whom he represents, in the selection of staff em-ployees, or in dealings with consumers.
12. Never interfere on the basis of race, color, creed, sex or national origin

with-the opportunity of colleagues'and competitors to become members-of andparticipate in the affairs of this Association.
13. Maintain a sufficiently strong fin'ancial position to reasonably assure theagency's continued operation.
14. Comply with- the "Guides Against Debt Collection Deception" of the Fed-

eral Trade Coniniission as they apply to collection agency -practices.
15. Comply with the Federal Communications Act, with particular attention

to Sections 203 and 223 as.they refer to the use of the telephone. These sections
specifically prohibit the use of the telephone in a manner that is for the purposeof and calculated to "frighten, abuse, torment, or harass another .. .", or for"...unlawful Purpose."

CODE 0£ OPERATIONS

The following Code of Operations shall govern all members of the American
Collectors Association, and have the same effect and same enforcement proce-
dures asthose provided in the Code of Ethics.

This Code of Operations is intended to apply only where and to the extentthat it does not conflict with applicable statutes or authoritative judicialdecisions.
In the relationship with his creditor-clients, each ACA member shall;
1. Provide efficient and effective collection service in the territory which berepresents thitt. his agency serves.
2. State clearly the services to be performed and the terms under which theyshall be pet formed.
3. Always protect the Interests of clients and give prompt and diligent at-tention to all matters received.
4. Follow all Instructions given by clients in the processing of an account or

promptly give reasons for not doing so and ask for further instructions.
5. Make settlement with clients at lomat once each calendar month, and such

settlement shall not be later than 20 lose, after the close of the calendar month
for which the Settlement is made.

0. Give preference. wherever possible, In dishursIng to clients in the order
of priority as established by the receipt of the accounts, where a number of
accounts against the same debtor are being collected in installments. unless it
14 necessary to do otherwise to prevent some accounts from being outlawed or
unless debtor demands paythent be applied to certain accounts, but if a client
supplied material information or assistance by reason of which the collection
was made possible, then such client shall receive preference..

7. Allow a client the right to withdraw any and all accounts six months
after they have been listed, within 30 days of receipt of such request in writing,
providing that there has been neither payment nor promise of payment .since
the listing for collection, unless some progress shall have been made which
reasonably entitles the member to retain the account- or accounts for further
effort.
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4- Answer all business letters and 'communications within a reasonable
period:of time.

9. Maintain a separate clients trust fund, and deposit in- the bank .account,
within ten days of its receipt, all.money collected and due to, creditor-clients un
accounts placed with the agency for collection; the balance in that trust
account shall be sufficient to coyer all funds due to creditor-clients at ani.time
and all remittance 4o theelients shall be made from that account.

1-.). Nut knowingly iweept accounts from firms which engage In quest'unable
or improper business practices, or whose accounts generally cannot be sus-
tained'by proper documeMation.

it. Not seeept or give any gratuities, gifts or favors that might compromise
the actlJna and, or judgment of creditor clients or their representatives, impair
or compromise the Judgment and/or quality of .service offered by the collector,
nor offer any- unethical or illegal favor, service or thing of value to obtain a

,speciat:advantage.
12. Not bnowingly misrepresent his qualifications, capacity, experience and

-abilities.
13. Adhere to the terms of a contract or agreement unless these terms have

been legali4erminated, falsely represnted, or substantially 'altered by unilateral
,actIonaf the -other party, to the contract.

In his relationships with fellow association members, each ACA. member,shall.
1. Compote in a 'fair and honorable nanner, never publicly attacking the

reputation of n competitor. 0

2. Comply with the ACA Rules and Regulations -governing the 'forwarding
and-the:handling oflorwarded accounts. -

3. Comply with the provisions as outlined in the preceding section when
accounts are forwarded to or -meal, ed from fellow association members, and a
clientcollector. relationship exists.

4. Be continuously aware of ways in which he can help felloiv association
members' to improve tLe operation of their businesses, when such help Would
not-be competitively detrimental.

6. Avoid communicating directly with his forwarder's clients, except with
the consent of the forwarder.

6. Not knowingly distort an evaluation of competitors and collcagueS, but
supply Information to appropriate offices only when such disclosure serves the
purpose of correcting and eliminating unethical or illegal ,practices.

7. Be Continuously alert to ways in which Members,can improve,their aware
ness of. and compliance with the Association's Code of Ethics and Operations,
and assist members in understanding and complying with them.

In his relationship with attorneys and in areas defined as the practice of law,
each AU... member shall:

1. Negotiate directly with an attorney engged b,y .a .debtor to represent him 4.
in the collection matter at hand, and not negotiate With the debtor until such
time tie the tkiturrits retnui es himself from such relationship, or neglects or
refuses to answer correspondence or other communications.

2. Refrain from:
a. Soliciting claims for any purpose at the instigation of any attorney which

would place the attorney in the potation of violating the Canons of Ethic's of
his own 'association.

b. Soliciting claims for the purpose of having any legal action or court pro-
ceedings- instituted. thereon.

8'. Refrain from:
a. Assigning authority on behalf of clients to employ or terminate the serv-

ices of an attorney or to-arrange the terms or compensation for such services.
b. intervening between client and attorney in any manner which would

control or exploit the services of the attorney or which would direct those
services in the interest of the agency.

c. Irtemanclitign-r obtaining in any planner a Share-of the:proper compensation
for 'services performed by an attorney in collecting a claim, irrespective of
whether the agency may have previously 'attempted collection thereof.

4. 'Refrain front:
it. Furnishing legal advice or performing -legal services or representing that

he is competent. to do so., or instituting judicial proceedings on behalf of other
persons;

b. Communicating with' debtorit In the name- of an attorney or upon the
stationery of an attorney , or preparing any forms or instrument which only
attorneys are authorized to prepare.
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5 Refrain. ;rem employing, instruments simulating forms of judicial process
or Sorbs of notice pertaining to, judielagProceedings.

In his reiatienship with, conituners, each ACA,-member shall:
'Shoiv due consideration for- the misfortunes of consumers In debt and deal

with litein aecording to the...merits_ of their individual- cases.
Da everything reasonable to assist the consumer iu the soltdion of any,

financial probleitia he May have and to help-hlm to has e,a better understanding
Use or Credit, and importanee of using it wisely, by utilizingAppropriate.

channels of communication,, including programs of consumer education.
B. A.vold_deceptiVe'iireetieess, etateinente,,,or materials which worildzcause the -

col-taunter to belleietfiat he was dealing with,someone other .than= the collector.
4 P'revtde effeetive channels for receiving and acting on,cunstimer,complaints;

and suggestions, including but not limited to utilizing the; resources of its
Assoclatioh Chamber of Commerce, Better Business Bureau, recoguizeducvn
Sumer -groups, and other appropriate bodies. : 6 \ , ,

5. In the event of a disputed aecounf, make available to the,eonsumer all
related supporting information and do:villeins -with an explenation of all
charges, and prOVide trained personnel to assist the,- consumer andter.creditur-
client in attempting to- resolve any existing dispute regarding dils,:aceount.

O. When a consumer absolutely refuses to pay or ,even -discuss an, account,
cease further-direct collection efforts with the exception of edvising, the-con-
fiumer that the collector's further efforts, are being:terminatedand4hat there
is q possibility of the creditor's attorney invoking the creditor's-remedies locally
available.

7. Not publish, post, or cause to be-published or ,posted any list ,of delatere
commonly knOwn as,a deadheatilst" for the;purpuse,of foicing or tittenipting,
to force.collection thereof.

S. CoOPerate with qualified community counseling, services -and other eppro-
=late agendes andrefer consumers them as inch ,needsaippear.

:Stake telephone and.personal calls during sack hours and with. such !re-
quency 'as wofildheregarded_as renionable. t

The National Conference of Lawyers and Collection Agencies, a body made
up-of representatives of, the-American. sir Associations Unauthorized Practice
; Law Committee and representatives Ol the .ririvpsorganizations within the
eolleitiOn.indindry, reach agteetnent. Feb. 18, 1008, on, the Proper. Activities-of,
Collection Agencies from the Standpoint of the thauthorized,Prectleo of Law."
Thit-agreeinent vino; ratiOd by American Collectors Association, Inc., on July,
2,495S:

COPies of "Proper Activities" may be obtained from the ACA Center , how,
ever, tile - contents are.in-Corporated lathe above Cede Of Etha.icand Operations.

American Collectors Association lute also adopted the rise of the Uniform.
Authorization-Form And Uniform Forwarding Colurat.t tor use in forwarding
accounts to attorneys. Copies,.are available from the ACA. Center.

FixhibitTS

RtLES AND Etat-LA=1s OF ASIERICAN COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION, rNC.

Rao Fred', That the following be enacted by American Collectors Association,
Inc., in regular-annual convention- assembled, that -these Rules and Regulations
be the law for the guidance of the. Officers of the Association. and the Griev-
ance Committee in determining the rights of forwarder and forwardee:

COMMISSION RATES

1. Rates of commission, and fees, are matters of contract between- forwarder
and forvtardee, and the Association does-not presume to establish ass tiled
policy that is intended to be binding 'upon its members.

The recommeeded rate,on forwarded-retail accounts ls ,thIrty-three -and one-
third_ per cent (3315%) net to, the forwardee. On retail actmunts forwarded on
ther thantbe tibiae busie, the forwarder ebalbstete in-his forwarding letter or

blank the net conamission to-lie-allOyed-the forwardee. If the rates so stated
are-not satisfactory to,tlaelorwardee, he shall: either return, the item of. business
within three (3), days:, pr refuse to handle it until satisfactory arrangements as
to the rates are agreed upon.
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The Association does pot recommend the forwarding of small accounts, but
when the-forwarder feels-that it is necessary in order that he may render a
complete service to his claimant, it is recommended that accounts,. of'Twenty
Dollars ($20.00) of less be forwarded un a commission rate of fifty per cent
(50%) net to-the forwardee, provided,_however,that if the aggregate amount
of the accounts forwarded against the same debtor at the smile time-exceeds
Twenty Dollars ($20.00), the recommended rate of thirty-three and one-third
per-cent (33%%):znay apply.

2. With respect to whole accounts (that is, accounts for goods, Wares,
and merchandise sold for other than Consumer purposes, and against an

firm -or corporation actually engaged in business), the following
tabt.dziv.rates is set forth as a guide or suggestion:

25% on the first $2,000 ' 4
20% .on the excess of $2,000
Minimum commission $37.50 if total collection is between $75 and $150
50% If total is under $75

The following schedule of commissions' Is nubgented as the tut wardett's. coin-
pulsation on forwarded commercial accounts:

20% on'the first $300
18% on the next $1,700
13% on the excess over moo
Minimum commission $25 if- total collection is between $75 and $125
33%%if total is -under $75

floweret, It shall be mandatory upon the forwarder to state in his for-
warding letter, or on his forwarding blank, the elect terms upon which the
account is forwarded. If the furwardee, after having accepted the item at
the rates quoted on the forwarder's forwarding blank, should determine that
the Rein fs.ln reality a retail account and that the rate under which the ac-
..unt was first forwarded is inapplicable, it shall be -mandatory upon him so
to notify the forwarder and secure his consent to increase the rate Of com-
mission to an amount mutually acceptable, or to rearm the item to the for-
warder.

3. In cases where the Ameripan Collectors Association, Inc.; Directory is
used by retail or professional credit grantors to forward accounts direct to
Association members located in cities other than thosie where clainitat is
located, it isi recommended that they be forwarded on a fifty per cent (56%)
contingent basis.

4. When forwarding an account involving-repossession, the forwarder shall
expressly stipulate the amount to be allowed the 1Jrwardee as his corapensa-
tion. Forwardee shall make definite arrangeinents with and obtain agreement
from the forwarder before making any repoisession,
. 5. IlePossession of automobilei5 and other vehicles. When forwarding this
type of account, the forwarder Should expressly" stipulate what amount Is to
to allowed the furwardee as his compensation for different types- of services
that -the circumstances may require. In cases where this is not done, the
Association recommends the following-charges as a suggested guide:

(a) Fifteen cents per mile for Mileage:
(b) T,wenty-five dollars. for a report giving new address where property

can be Alma or any InforMation that will assist in leading to its ultimate
recovery.

(c) Ten - dollars for making demand. This is to apply only in cases where
demand is a.prerequisite to the filing of -reposession net3on .1n, the courts:by
an attorney,

(d) Fifty dollars for a voluntary automobile repossession if at the given
ittlisrE55. N

(e) Fifty dollars for a straight body truck or pickup truck repossession
if atthe given address.

(f) One hundred dollars for a tractor or semi-trailerrepossession if at
the giten- address.

(g) Seventy-flve dollars for a trailer or house trailer repossesslonig.at
the given address.

(h) Sixty dollars for a 'camper-trailer repossession if at the given.addreSs.
(I) Ten dollars'for'constimaiatingiudo -of each vehicle.
(j) In cases where the property taken by voluntary repossession is later

paid off by the mortgagor to the forwarder, the forwardce 'Shall-be entitled
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to his full repossession charge, plus his cxpense, all of which heallair attempt
to collect from the mortgagor over nnd thieve the amount due the forwarder
or mortgagee, except in areas where collection charges are prohibited by

(k) 'Out-Cf-pocket exPense such as tow charges, driver, garage lien, stor-
age, -repairs, keyS, anti-freeze, informer. expense if authorized or justified, etc.

charge for meals, hotel, gag for repossesser'e car on any assignment.
(L). rn cases where the property taken by voluntary repossession is later

paid off by, the mortgagor or satisfactory arrangements made with the.for-
warder, mortgagee or title holder, then the.fOrwarder,.mortgagee or title holder
shalt protect the repossessor fur his Intl repossession charges plus his expense
or become,liable for same.

RULES 1416 13241./L4TION8 .

1. The forwarder shall give forwardee all poisible information concerning
any forwardeeaceciunt. Whenever an accounts forwarded for an,arnount which
includes charges in addition to the principal" balance due, the-furwardinglynn
shall clearly identify ouch additional charges, item by item. irate folrwarder

raresuests that interest bepollected, he-shall either pre-compute it- and identify
if as interest, or shall stipulate the rate of Interest to be colleeted-and siMw
the dates at 'which the interest period, Commenced.

I't is recommended thatInsofar as is practical, the authorized- forwarding
form of the American- Collectors Association, Inc.,,,,be used and that same be
filled, out in dean When;forwarding an account by letter, or on a.form other
than the bifida! Assoelation,form, care should be exercised tv prOvido the must,
complete inforination-PosSible, which in no case should be less complete than
information reqbelited on the official form.

2. The forWarded shall, within three (3) days of their receipt, acknowl-
edge all items of buslnes received by 'him, by accepting or rejecting them.
In case Ale forwardee rejects-an account, he shall inform the forwarder ,of
Ids reason for so doing. Ish, forwardee may assert a claim for commissions on
payments made direct to the originatIclaimant or to the forwarder prior to
the date of forwardeee acknowledgement of the claim, nor may a fornardees
acknowledgement of 'the claim, nor may a forwardee assert a claiin for com-
mission on undisclosed payments thatre made to a forwarder or the original
tialmant prior to the time of his acknowiedgement of the account unless his
acknowledgement of the account shall have been made within three .days of
the receipt of the claim the-forwardee.

3. Forwardee shall respond promptly to requests for reports from for-
warders.

-Reports shall not -he requested or expected' sourer than one hundred fifty
(15Q) days after the claim has been acknowledged, payment received-thereon,
or following the last repOrt, unless for urgent reason.

After two (2) rencests for reports have been made by a forwarder without
response from the forWardee, the forwarder May give fifteen (15) days' notice
of cancellation of the claim by certified mall, and if no report is given within,
this time (15 days), the claim will be censidered cancelled and returned to
the forwarder. All evidence of debts scat to any furwardee must be returned
to the forwardbi upon cancellation.

Return postage need net be furnished by the forwarder, except when the
report is: requested sooner than one hundred fifty (150) days after acknowl-
edgement, payment received thereon, or following the last report.

4. The forwttrdee Shalt make settlement with the forwarder at least once
each month, furnishing him with a Suitable statement that can be retained
by him for his files. Such statement shall show thereon the following: name
of each debtor, name of each creditor, date of each, collection and amount
of each collection. If interest has been collected, the statement shall shqw, this
fact and the amount so collected. The final payment on each account shalt be
properly designated as such, If the account of more than one creditor has been
forwarded against a particular debtor, the statement, must show the above
items as WC, pertain to teach creditor.

5. The fOrwarder shall promptly report to forwardee any direct payments
made either to-forwarder, or to -the claimant, and If forwardee Las,no funds
under his control from which to deduct these commissions so earned, the
forwarder shall remit such amount to the forwardee within thirty (3D) days
after being rendered a statement by the forwardee.
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O. Where a forsVarded account Is, paid direct to the claitiiant or to the
forwarder after it has arrived at the office of,'the forwardee,..and the fur-
wardee has achmouledged receipt of, same, and has started Work on the, nu.
count, the' fOwardee be entitled 'to the usual' commission. ,

7. Where a forwarded account has been 'worked on,by the forwardee and.
In the course of his work, he uncovers, the fact that the account.has been Pre:
siously paid, either to the ;forwarder or' to the claimant, and recognized by
them, the forwardee shall be entitled to receive oneholf of the commission
which he would have earned had he himself made the collection.

& If the forwardee learns that h debtor Is located id ti territory other
than that_normally serviced by him, he shall return the claim to the forwatder,
with the-debtor's address when posAble. Ilowever, If the furwardee has made
settlement arrangements with the debtor, he will be permittOturetaln the
account so long as.paymenta:are being received.

9, No forwardee shall, retain all of, the interest collected, on an account
forwarded to him. unleis 4iecial arrangement's" Lave been made In advance
svIti the forwarder. The same commission rate shall.,Apply to interest col-
le,cted as to the 'principal amount.

11 In cases Where the item forwardet is a, judgment which includes costs,
the for'ivardee shall be entitled_ tu _regular commission, on the collection
of the entire judgment, *less, different arrangements have been made in
advance between the parties.

11. A. forwardee, having ,voluntarily relinquished an account, shall not,
after giving notice to that effect to his forwarder, accept, payment from the
debtor and he shall not lie entitled to compensation, or commission va any
payments he may. accept.

.12. If a forwardee finds he. cannot properly service an ,item of business
for Warded to him for any raison, including the following:

(a.) Ileeause of friendly relationship, With debtor ;
(b) Beetimie of obligations to debtor's attorney ;
(c) Becahse of relative-3, of debtor being employed by him;
(d) Because of obligation ,to another for*hrder;

he shall 'immediately. notify fur warder and offer to return the item, and unless
fUrwarder requests. him to retain the Item, he shill return. same_ to the fur
warder.

13, No ferwardee- shall charge and retain In one case the commissions
claimed In another, Where there is no authority so to do, particularly when
those commissions hre in- dispute.

11. tinder no circumstance g shall a forwardee Show, read, or. deliver to a
debtor, any, communication.reeelved by him from a forwarder,.orhis claimant,
without the Written-Consent of the forwarder,, and a violation of this provi-
sihn shall 'conatleute unethical conduct. .

.11 When:returning an account, the forwardee shall return alldocumentary
esidenees of the obligation which have been received. from the original for
warder.

16, Forwarded accounts which have been in the forwardees, bands f-r at
least )14, (6) Months" time and, upon which no collection has been made by
the fOrwardee shall be returned to the ftimiurder upon request, unless the
same are ;in the,process ofcollection. ,

Before, reforwarding an account, forwarder shall requeSt return *I the
account and secure. its _release from the, original; forwardee, /allure to first
obtain its !release may reault In liability for double commissions.

.18, In. forwarding. ,aecennts originally, the forwarder shall forward all
ageounta which he may have against, the deb*, or state .the reasons why
such accounts are net so forwarded, s

19. Na forwardee shall -coinpromise or settle any account, fopvarded t.) him
fop a.lesset amOunt .than the amount furnished him on the fortarding blank
witheut first. obtaining the Consent of .the. forwarder. In case that he should.
be,,shall be liable to, the -forwarder for the full amount of the Account, less
his usual commission finless forwarder's-alien ratifies the Settlement.

2d., It shall be the duty .of each membeg of this Association, *ion, effecting
a repossesilon of any form of personal property, on behalf of a client or
principal, to immediately cause such property to be stored in,such it Place as-to
insure or the owner its. complete safety.
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The 411413thOrAed'USO 4a14tisach xoperty by, a :membgr or the pnaillhor-
!zed loan,: of such .4)rfp§r1.3 AO, another shall he-deemed, rt -bre.aEh p,f t.I a -Code
of Ethics orthia,Associatism 'hyLsaell'Inereber. ti

. 21, It shall be the.abligation of the forwarder to specify under-the Rules
and Regulations of what, associationitrt account -is ,forwarded. Lacking
tienthot, it-shall-he assumed that any Member of this association forwards ac-
-counts to any- ther member orthisiAlsociation under tbeRilleb and Regulatio
of ,Americau. tors -Association, Irte.,regardless of 'What other' aSsoblatio

-.14110' 9r bath th f0rWardereand;fonwardee :mai 'be a therabei. -
. ,

. fill4VANC*0316CITT* ;

. ,Thp grievance Committee shall lurre full,P9Wer In ,c,nae.of againit
a member of this Adociellen. tor -viO14llon. g the prineiples of .,ecatitbrAnad

flCalij

e011edtiO$2 ppl,q4Ciff :tbe4e4.,t1.1* Mule's 44' It e&:14,419;44,-Ore *peel-
anat. . .

Where * forwarder or forWardes, aft the, case-mitY,be_ shall: have feet; found
guilty of-violating ati'Y of the precedloiltules.andd.,liegfilationa, leshalinhe
subject to .,disciplizie this AssocitilliM, as provided ,under out bylaws.

Aug member Of the Amerieair Cfallectore Astociatiall, Illc,. vi'49 Vialt, ,lye
found- guilty on a 'charge, .61:-.violitting these ifulei and , Regulations (rt. the

,.. .judgmeut of the Grievance-Cdainiittee shall, within. the judgment tind,discre-
. tion of Said committee, _or .a majority thereof. he ,expelled, ~suspended or

reprimanded as may Seem just to the CdtpMittee, and the Chriliman- of-the
. %. Orievance.Notaraittee, shall notify all ,persona concerned- .of- their decision
' 1 hY cestitledmall. -. ,. , ,

-, ,,

: -Any membei.who shall have,heen dilicipliuedby the ',Grievance Committee
vas herein ,.-previded- under ,Arttcle XV of our Bylaws shall -hare thePright of.
,appeal t -our Board Of Directors. such appeal shall -be 'heard lit thenext

.
unteetingOf -the-Beard, -,and a.majority ,vote -of the Members- present at'Iteh
ttheetingshall pe.corygusire.zind final. .
. Notice, of .appeal shell be given to the Executive 'Vice Tresident of this

imiatifitt-witillbotutri, CM- (Ws: after -the :decisiOn.- of the Grierancegom-
ittee .1ms,been,ceintmulleated lay certified, mail- to the appellant by the
hairtnen of. f-thei grieTallee; Colarnitteec

, r

By .theseRules and ReguintioRs, 'members of this Association are held
And, firmlyihe'and.,

..Your Committee realizes -that..it 4s. practically -.ImpossibletoAlra1/4,-a set, of
Rulesthat will goyernall egules-begause there.are-sq 'many sideAssu41 that
ean.be attached to any given set of facts that it would change the whole
yiewpointln _the one. case. Therefore, we- 13eartily ,-recommendAbet,'where-n
difference of opinion does occur het wen. tarwarder and forwardee, -each 'of
,yo.u.,put Into practipe :the fundamental Principle-of the "9olden Rule.

I 44 3

N ,

7 $xlitia:0:

obw*To, t2foes4 A COLLEC44iil,.

A. TERX.CARleitglait

ACA FIC9tIVO

.

ce

lithical.-Conduct. tollar .results. Boll) ',have altar! lfeen ;ImPertent whin
you have 4eletcted -a professinhat collector to serried 'Year 'accounts They
are mpeciallydimportatit how- witirthe- increased attention by= golernmarit -mid
courts to. eredit-collection practices , and. Mio ycith- the ecetiomy-inch that- you
must have maximum ikovery of yOurt`miat Atte-accounts.

, Profession:a Lcan d uetAn d ethi tar Kaettees are irepoitant, sin re 'the itolirctor's
methods.- ofqoperation will reflect on.-your feputatien, Mid Possibly 'even 'bring
legal action against. you,' But, regal-Aids ofiThet,0'44onsible -and, ethical .a
collector, unless: he-is set.fip to produce Feaults attfar as 'YOUR accounts ate
coacerned, he is not thecareetor for you.

4-
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This may be the time for you to review the service you are getting from
your present collection specialist. Or, possibly you are in need of one for thefirst tittle. Whatever the case, here are some ideas to help you.

mem- flow suormo yorr Go ABOUT louarso ;NAMES OF. cottEcrios SERVICES

Look in the Yellow Pages of your telephone directory under "CollectionAgencies" for thoSe who .list themselves as members of a trade associationsuch as the American Collectors Association. Membership is your guaranteethat the service has met a strict Set of requiremetnts, Wingull compliance" with state laws-and that you have the backing of the facilities -and staff ofthe association Should any specialtproblem arises
ACA, with a 'Membership of approximately 2,000, is the world's largest or-ganization of independent, bonded collection offices. Its members provide ac-counts receivable Collection and other credit services .ter about 800,000 profes-sional, :Vail and wholesale credit grantors in 10,000 communities.
Inelded44.1.1Y, it is best to use it local service an your primary professional

collector and to avoid out-oftstate and mall order companies.
Ask-for mommendationg from other credit grantors. Find out who has giventhem-dollar results and ethical conduct. The type of service given other clients.is a goodindication of how your account will be handled..0

INWAT WIGGED TOG 'MIEN FIRST CONTACTING A COLLECTOR?

Ask for references, both among clients in your own type of business and
from- other elle9tele Consider the typo of operation the ellenth themselves run.
Would they expect the same level of performance as you would?

'Check references.' It is important to know If the collection service bringsgood results and is prompt in settling for money concreted. Ask &the staff iswilling to advise clients on credit and collection relatO matters When neces-sary. Find ea if in day by-day practice the operation is onothe high levelyou will want. How your collector conducts his business will refieet ;en you.Determine if he has a good reputation in the community with merchants,
professionals such as doctors and dentists, hospitals and other credit grantors.Find out If he has the good and cooperation oflucal lawyers, the Better'
business Bureau and the Chamber of Commerce.

Visit the collection office. Often this will give you an indication of the
professionalism of the operation. Meet the staff. Note 'the °filed hours. And,.ofcourse,. discuss all aspects pf the collection *ration and the services youwill expect

Exactly what should be dismissed? That question often has been tasked of
American Collectors Association member Leonard (I. Rose, president of MPnonal Account Systems, Inc., one of the largfst eollectien services int_country.

Recently, t assist university and college ilagnelal staffs, and Ilicalth,
cation elfare officials who are concerned with delinquents fttdent
Rose was a ed to iluggest what should be considered when selecting pro-fessional collection service. Here are guidelines for You, based on what he.- .:

,said: ' a . ,

WHAT SUOMI) TOII CISECK ON MIEN SELECTING A COLLECTOR1 ,

Ethical Operation iv -
'

'
Make ,sure there is compliance with the state's statutory rflquirements asto bond or license or both. Of the no states, 31 have such provisions. In addi-

tion, most states have controls for debt collection practices. If a member of
a trade association, a collector is expected to subscribe to and follow a code
of ethiesnhere may be -a statement of policy which employees are required _....-
to' sign. 1 ,d

Ask for copies of all collection forms used in contacting debtors. Review
them ,for Federal . Trade minisalort or bar association require ts. Be
alert to the, use of simulate legal-documents that are contrary to C Guide-
lines.
Financial Stahilitp and Competence 1

Check the ownership and financial responsibility of e service. Learn the
length of time it has been In business. Investigate 3 l, the business And per-
sonal finances of management



Learn, ribout the background and expertise bf GM eleff Dat r,EYte 44.noget--
;keep bneiseltand: hiS,peonle- current', on, new ,xoieronteet seg44thoss

refnting tit./etediVeolleetifin .1;ractieee and An the aeweet. tits atal
technique of Atellection. Arid, cheek tt the deptt, driagerue 1a4Ml.te, the
Manager or prindpal becoMes itt or unable hi*

hiritIg,,Practlees. is the.:aervlie an eat4ti oPPo
.Efeertees-Provided,

., - -
Ilair4 a coulee, evident :lading of allectien tees ena 1 4414 .

,Batea Mstudis will. be on :0, contingent fee bardsno We- 'xv
mires that all speeial situations are ,underetood--laadvansc... 'detkirable
loreetiteest to hale ,written confirmation 'to tillerititg ,040.. taieutalee
shtndings. . 4 - ,.

Ptilly understand -the rePo'rting practices, whether a, computerize& or man
nal operation. You -know It son hare made a wise -chuieq. of 'a. collector by the
*Po of reports you reed . TAU want Promptncitnowledgereent of ebilataand
retign of accounts' Jedged.to be. uncoffectible without cost to yucw,40a will
want. to knot, whet truest Gott is.being Made, on Year , 144: if a ka,r
mentlias beSitt. bade: that a e . 7 ,

, .;.
Know the frequency of , Mittanees-- weekly, semi monti24 . 'el ineptills

and 'the period covered, Where sufficient Volume is lavoisKIAL.cen -expect
more freorient remittrinces-talmbrove Sour- cash ftow. . !I

Decide If ilte -Collector -is equipPed to work qted:,b;liow. all, le.r.Okke pligealis
for i s lent4 Pilled' of time, as aired. -Dees he -have 0,Itip 'eta na modern

1 , ' V.facilities for skiptracing? ,t/

Learn, the geographic trade area that Iii covered 'firsthand. fa the service
able to terve:14 amount* to a collection office In a !Creation Where a debtor
has movedt One of the Main reasons Amilecilen, services JOin)APA. itt, to be
liked In the annual DmgeTORY, which is used to, garivar4 V1.1 million Itk
neeounts each Setir. , - ..,

reasonableMake it troop, that sott meet your collector to exhaust all reasonebie
Means towardseeuring voluntary 15 ettletuent2b*IerretuttAu4epding legal- m.tiun.
Be stireito legal action Will he taken llithotitcyour consent. . .

Ask abori;.- bonding ef- all emploYeea and of coverage by Errors-and Gourds
aloes litarirance whigi will iroteet you and the collectIon Seryiee.inittee of a
lawsuit. -;.- )...: -... .. , ..

Know how debtors wilt -be aimrottehed. Does It seem the collector will try
to Promote a sense a responsibility and emphasize the teeportarom- of a arras
credit -reputation- add:re.tetabliahmeat in the credit grp4 theosa.ounIt) 7 Doeste..
the collector understand sour credit and public relations po .1s1.

Deterisine;14 because of the 511,t,514'sfatilre' of Soul burin ia/, stnu luttlicolat
needs can-be met.

Discuss- these topics and make strife' MeCtion on .W,hatSott learn end on
rePutatien and past,perfermariee. hen-utt 4.ta-be araured.,?Ou love 'date every
thing Passible to make a Wise ection of a professional c'ollecitoti :service.
And thte-,IS linportant,.for such' it:seC

selticle.elkOuld
be a profitable, and compatible

eitensiomiitsoiti cill-credit operation.. . .
._.-

t
Pitoposar.: To Attlitfe re Morin; 'rearrest Acr or 1005

I r. PTIODUCI10.11
A
Since -the 10(15 tamable of the Guaranteed Student Loan ((19L) program

under Title 'lit of the Higher Education Act, over 200,000 students, hate 00-
faulted under the program. Effective adminletratien ut th:s Pregrani, wt. b
provides tleans to interested' students, with A federal 'merest payment sch' e
to minitfledt,stlidents. deperido- upon constant -replentsbieeot .1 the Student loan
fund. If defaidts-pn Want( cont4sae to spiral, the entire OSI. Program is eh
dangeretl. Not onle do defaults ,create a shortage of funds available In the
Piet-vice fund. but they also !maw feeUngs that student borrowers are clot

thelrresPunsibilities under this program.
Since foes. the,dificef Education_ has had limited success-In the collection

of defaults. Thia proposal recernmends that priVate agencies be utilized to
assist.with this.extraordlnarrlproblein.

/";,
:
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priettre-contttorivier h ws-riat alTantages. Thoy do not pre t 4=41 ._qn the tat;,?..7er to 814a Allot arid tand -collection efforts. private
co1P-etion agency Is se/taw:Pa hy the profit ineentiTe tO, keep Itecuritte
Trords' and dose thorough job.' The priTai& collection agency Is already in

and may be relied upod 11,......ediately. Perhaps the
it

tufporlantfart r.tuttuercing tv_ -of Ike 'private colledilonageacy. Is thal. t has-nn.estab-
iLstpal traPC rer-.43 Lnuu that Ls, to wilect dears .Wlictl
" "7' '!er u ^t paid If student Durtov,ru faced wIthAbe prospect of havine
fisPit ii41116 collected is a private alerit..y, tP,e 4.$3,41olugzolt ettect,,alorie would

the nunaber of defaults.
.ft, amending the. higher Educative. Act of 1%110 Allow the Comfaipsiuner

of Education to c-antract with collection hervice-4, Cong,resa Would provide fur
prr- -lee ...quer* approximatelY 190 .uollioa dultara-and oe'gla the Process .
of vitalle"-fig stu4 at default abases, (A. sample amendinent is set out in
APPProli3; 1; Infra.)

ENV ,f the private ecilection agency by the Ofilce of .Edneation Is nut-an at).
st'IL`e 'P. The amaisslouet of Xtiticatlort wookl'bove 'discretion to use themsere.-$ for 161 period er pilot prosraw to determine Its effectiveness-and'
pro, ,^.*,ilify The Cyndaisu.",ier would be resironsible,tur eafeguaroing the rights ,

F-%autnt,14 in all cases rani isould inatatam Lid authority to Waive repayment
under certain ,clreutustratees.

A, move by `0,114, Is to introduce the private sector Into the collection of
defaults Is not Irreocabl. The prior history of -fedora, collection attempts
(eras it for ha alternative rammacii, Ti.e .simplest method could guarantee
the fotures of the,Guaraiiteed.iitptletd,Tgoan-Program.

r,ogrei:a" manta/lora for crpatIng the Guaranteed .titudent.Islan Program
awake moues Itt.i.lipb/e to stvdents nut in ili-spqratt. Eked, The choice

b psrticiltate r.01,4* iaitii the individual borrower. he may do no regardless
of Ms Almurtial status, lloweser, many students participating in the ow.
prug.atu cnisTtt nut attend without thesu funds. it Is lurfair to theso
s' Ids stet td gern41l Ibe eulantafeed 4talleig 10811 tuileepL to,detedorkrbri)evaljuie
It oast been ilto044-- Ike Patate coilectlua,a,gamy cou/d titup these abuses and
a!),. serte the u.och.tit bl.rrower by Invettni; him with a sense of ilhanetal re-
1Flkapaiiirj and ac...o.14)411.cent hiimatu.in$ !twirl the,a..t, of actually paying fur

owbhigher eductitInnt

min raustzuscurli 017 nerAtmTS

A ret.rt leoi,.1.on the aat, Program prepa by the.Ileports -and Data.
Analyst. Staff, D1ci.4kon iffsured Loans. Oftlet. of Education in ;Nue. 11)74.
stuAls a total ,Ff $79.t t3,1 to de.f.tuit claims zooid w state had prIvatglendcra
Imlia Federsd Ite'Irr.mranec I n,,grara,to that date. The game report Shown,
$....0.471.312. In default under the.dfrect GSL Program. {See ,Appendix A.)

From do inception ot the Federal GSL Program to June 30, 1074, a totpt
was collated by the Office of Education pn loans that were In

defonn tads figure doe; not Inchnie the &floral Xli,-Insumnce Procearni For
otos game prrtad .od asuouht of uncollected loans In default under the 031.,
Program was $103 million.

A serve,' made In the Fiscal Year 11174 reveals that of those claims under the
federal 031.. program, ale:u tiers the result of defaults by :Aude4 borrowetu,
and only Oral, were due richt otcy or due to death or disability. EndLr the
Federal Relasrance DO(.'o of all claims paid were due to student
borrower defaults. WI due to bankruptcy and due to death or disability.

The following-is a comparison of the total loans in defaultondor tbe federal
,GS[, Program and.- the -aloe of these Dans.

44441441.

ttuntsrullttos ',7411t3?irin'Pld
Iidefstvi undergustlatf

1167-71 7.251.1s

97411279
4- 000

32.as
14217

31.4.1.5,330
0,193,840

............. 17.411 16.014265

........ .... .... 115,128 114;471.342
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Tio Office tiff Editeatlen makta eciffection atterapts on loan defaults 'through
their `tent regional Otlicei- the coinitr; (see APpendli It). Theft
offices are respeikare,for ieeritering defaulti on all 'federal guaranteed Jiro-
giazine As Of Oetobei, 107.1, the 22 regional eiripligeee -Were estimated' oy the
Office;of Edtication to spend an average of'57% of their timeltnacteal 'collec-
tion attempts and the retunining time en other HEW and Office of Editeetion

duties;
-Since that time, 'Congress provided for 113 new positions to assist. in &a-

lection. Di Er 1975, COngreea is ei'pecte& to approve an additional 351'U3eitleas
bringing totill full-titneselleetors to lift

In May, 1872, the Office of Education produced a conarrehensive
far Lenders." This voluine was designed-.to assist all lenders operating under
th4 Quartinte41 I,oart Program. However' only the following- three peinta -are,*

..,--,-inchtidedtregarding Cdneations.t r

(1) The Jena? Is inforine.Mfise praCtices 'no lea$ eiteasive and forceful
than those' generally used 14 financial institutions, explotilig a1T avenues of
ebilietion . (stick sislettets-i/hone calls, personal calls, pertenateentact) "

(2) When an aetetuit'becomei overdue, thelender is-told to notify-4,11e Office
of-Eftatlen for "precliiim -assistance"' (this appears to be 'mere- to 'keen rec
ordsuP:to date -than to assist in actual colleetion) ;

(8) The lender is told that tifaOirtess is important and -thatthe student
should.henetItlid -within 't days oriniadfign pigment.

The.Senders' liahrtuil" theretfere suggests that 1,...lers operating-under the
guaranteed loan.,piogram conduct. Ilemselves like private collection agencies.

Beetiti4e, the federal reinsurance progrt guarantees SO% of -the loans
cginally, guartulteed 'by -agericieti, -It is not yeotitable or realiatic for the
state agencies or -the priirate lenders 10 ftinction as Or contract with private
collection agencies for the 20eo balance. Mien default, the private lerider is
rehntiunted -for 80%- k,f the loan's value by the state guaranteeing agency par-
ticipating in the federal re-insurance program. In the event. that the state'
agency is al le ti) recover all or part of the default, they fn turn reimburse
the federal program.

The small amount of apace devoted to the "collection" s4etion in the "Lend-
ers' Manual" is-a tacit recognition of the realities of the satiation. The only
formal federal -requirement on collection efforts -by the private lender under
the federal re-insurance program is that he use "due diligence" (P.L. 90-400,
1068). This-term -is nut. defined -in the- federal' re- insurance act and .ao regula-
tion has beenissaed by the Office of Education to indicate the extent of re-
riponsibilitylt impose* On a-private lender.

As a last resort, the Office of Education, which operates like most govern- ,
mental agencies under the Federal Claims Collection Act of 1986 (P.L. 89-508),
may refer cases to the Department of Justice fo; legal action against default-
ing student borrowers. However, this alternative has not been fully utilized by

'the Office of Education.

IV. AIE FEDERAL cosmos ON TIIE. Lewin= or USING PRIVATE COLLECTION
AGENCIES

Several legal interpretations conclude that the ....ommissioner of Education
has no authority to cunkract private collection agencies. Tlfla ,prepesai coo-
tends that COngress should. consider an amendiment to the higher Education
Act of 130,5 authorizing the Commissioner of Education to contract with these
firms.

The Federal Claims Collection Act of 1900 (P.L. 89-006), presently controls
the collection of claims, due the federal government. 111.8 act provides in per
tinent part (31 u.s.g. vd2(a) ) that:

Tha head of an. agency or his disiignekreparsuant to regulations prescribed
by him.-and in- conformity with eject standards as may be-promulgated Jointly
by the. Attorney General _and the, Comptroller General. shalt attempt collctios
of all claims of the United States for money or property arising out of the
activities Of, or referred. to his agency." (emphasis-added.).

An "agency" under the Federal Claims Act includes "any department, office,
cominission, . . Instrumentality or other establishment or body in either the

7, IA
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executive or legislative branch of the federal government." The Office of Edu-
cation is thus.,,learly vvitida -the broad purview of this Ad. "The;lead of. an
agency's in this ease would bethe COMmisaioner of Education, -the same official
given-authority to administer the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

Standards issued jointly by the AttorneY,General'and the Comptroller. Gen-
eral appear In 4 CFR 101-105. In the opinion of the .Comptroller General,
these regulations would preclude the use of private. collection'agenciewin gen-
eral and in_partleular when applied-to .the collection of student defahlts. (Let-
ter of Comptroller General to Congresiruan Peter W. Rodin°, Chairman,,
CoMmittee on the Judiciary, Rouse of Representatives, October 18,.

Jr.,
1973).

It is the opinion of the General Counsel of -the Department of licalth,_Edu-
cation and Welfare, under, WILICII the .Commissioner of 'Education operates,
that:.

The Commissioner, of Education, who is the agency 'head responsible for the
administration of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, is authorized to
delegate functions only to officers and employees of the Office of Education ...
It would therefore not be possible to make arrangements-with private collec-
tion agencieS under which the latter would enjoy the degree of independent
decision making in the collection-of loans that they could in the private sector.

The General counsel bases his opinion on the General Education Provisions
Act, 'Sec. 411(a), (20 USC 1231(a), which provides :

The Commizsioner (of Education) is authorized .to delegate any of his func-
tion under any applicable program, except the making of regulations and the
approval of.state plans, to any officer or employee of the Office of _Education.
(emphasis lidded)

Civil Service Commission has expressed an. opinion in a related matter
under .5 I:SC 2105(a). This interpretation was,..glven in the case of NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, which attempted-to hire non-governmental em-
ployeesto perform tasks previously delegated to government personnel.

The result of the Goddard decision (FESI Letter. No. 300-0,. October, 1967)
wait six criteria Used to determine the instance in which a non-governmental
employee may be hired. Those criteria were summarized by the-Civil Servit......
Commission (FPM Letter No. 300,8) :

(1)- Perform onsite.
(2) Principal tools and equipment furnished by the government.
(V Services are applied directly to integral effort of agencies or an orga-

nization sub-part in furtherance of assigned Junction or mission.
(4) Comparable services, meeting comparable needs, are performed in the

same qr similar agencieS using civil service personnel.
(5) The need fur the type of service' provided can reasonably be expected

to last beyond one year. (Beyond one year is in favor of using government
employees.}

(6) The inherent nature of the service, or the meener In Which it is.providad
reasonably, requires, directly or indirectly, government direction yr supervision
of contractor employees in order :

To adequately protect the Government's interest, or
To retain control of the function involved, or
To retain full personal responsibility for the function supported in a duly

authorized federal efficer or employee.
In addition to these criteria, Weight is also given to the fact that governntent

employees (protected- by 'the Civil SefivIeo are presently performing a certain
;function. The Goddard opinion decided that the hiring of non-governmentril
,personnel was not valid. IIonefer, in the Goddard case the non-gOvernment
,personnel w erg using government tmuipment on a government site and working
under the direct Supervision of governmental. personnel. In the case of a pri-

Isate
011'4016n agency. the non-governmental personnel would be using their

own facilities and working under their own direction.
if pcilinarservice, hs it is itsedqn the Civil Service Cornmission regulation,

Is one thatwin:1d usurp a ditty or function normally; performed° by a Federal
,emPfoyee, Thu,, any person working with tools provided by the Office of
Militant:3h, or working in that office performing services that am usually un-
derinken by an 0,ffice of Education employee, is engaged In a personal service.

7i5
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The underlying policy In deciding when lit'W may make a. personal service
contract is summarized in Sec. 3 2. 101-3.of the HEW under "Service Con-
tracti.in?.O.oneritr.: , ,... 1

If the .contraet vvoulti result in procurement of pertOnta services, the con-
tract must nat ,be entered into-unlessthere is a sPecifie-statute l authorized-con-
tractingrforperioaat serrice:2_

Thus, personal; serriee -contracts are permitted if Congress specifically so
authorizes, Thenniendment ye propose would have-this effect. 11 laws-enacted
by Congress are tepaiamonnt haws of-the land, therefore, e ruling-of the
Civil Service Commission and, HEN wouldhcaaperseded:

Due to the seriousness. of -the problem of the defaults facing the 011ee-ef
Education, it Is iniggested that he-Commissioner be allowed- to exercise his
oft -iliscrelion And-centred, prikate. collection agencies. Congressshould amend
the Higher gducation,Ast to -clearly, enable the Commissioner. (.4-.Education to
contract, rivate- collection agencies,axid thus escape .the predicanient: of.atu-
dent-defaults aud`negate the effects of the Civil Service rulings.

v. HISTORY'

Before -the passage of the Highex. Education Act in 1066, some state-and
privately financed -student gliaranteed-lanit,priigranaa existed., These Program
were infplethented ,hy individual, state governments, 'teas, savings anti loans,
insurance` funds,. private nonprofit organizations, .and, Other,Ilnancial institu-
tions. Leans Were: made at the risk of the.individial lender, attlese.gaveredhy
a state,giutrante,e;progrnin.

But, Oter the. passage of the Higher :Edtidation.Act,,the Office 9.4' Education
encouraged ,maze- states to -.Implement student. guaranteed, loan programa. To,
assist steles. in starting new, student loan programs, ()flee ,of:-Ednetitten,
diverted Money iron -the, OSL ,Progratiz to. various state pregrems.

By the end, Qf 1w.. one year :after:Jig .HIgher,,rducation,Act was imple7

state.
molted, .some type.of Stildcnt guarantee program. was .funciloning

'The largest .private lender was.the tutted .Sttidieent Aid Pundiestabilabed,in
1966- USAF' had hed,exaelignce cOordInating, State programa. before, the.,es.
tahlitiliment of the °SIProgram arid ,therefore -was called win. to ,suPervise
tile newli, adepted teilarrd.prograina. This- organization Mlialnistered .0.$T1
Progr:im s and -42,istate programs Which- were-reciVing funds._

Some State programs sed ,federal funds to atuipleraesit their own funds
for guaranteeing:state loans made by private -inStitutions within their state
boundaile, .HOWev,er,, USAF .programs could not folloW this, policy, ,thus
greatly eneiiinbering their funds. Ai a result, by 1367, meat of the upAx
administered programs were out of money 'due, t., ,defaalteand.expenditures.

To reined} :thin situation, Congress passed P.L. PO-464" on August
This law provided for a federal re insurance Program that gtiaranteed to na
made by state.and private programs. tinder this federal re- insurance program,
any loan that ives.made by a-stato or nonprofit- private agency was 80%,,,guar-
anteed witL federalifundii.-State ;agencies ,readily embraced this, approaa,
but USAF.diffirOt.:As EL result, most Programs formallY,administered by USAF
became totally federal under the OSL Program. Some litate programs nut Ad,
ministered by USAF embraced the federal reinsurance plan, but. continued
to- operate under aUtte4auspicea. The tidied $tudent,:aid.Fiumi continued t;i
operate as a , pogprollt. private leader, ,and inAt/74. was functioning in Ads
capacity rkstates.andthe territories. I - ,

As of..,inne, 1P73, 2d states and the District 9f Columbia Wore partielpating
directly in the -(ISL. Program, while-the remaining, 24 states.aad- the, tailed
States Territories, .atilized their ot,m ,gnarantee,ngenciqs. At this kilitt, any
difference in these programs was merely a matter of ,histerical Accident, ap,
all harticlaated at expensej ,the. federal..rtinsniance:program,uader
P.L. ,Slace no real, difference ,existedbetween the :state and Nderfg
pror,raras,, several meg or the ,cosetrY. (P41,FilY,Terniont anCten pi the larger
cities) combined' the- two, allowingpstudeat, ttrrpy.ver to use ..whicheyer.RP?:
gram-had tavallable funtIS., : h -
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,Yr:lkiltFOSk'OF T uPtst-tart-I400)149"
One of the original purposes of the Higher Education Act Wairteencourage

private:program& Ttinfederni. program was intended only* at A awl:lenient to
thnstateor,:nrivateirgancleivalreadY ftmetioniegt

as long-as-all students at.all institutions hay,. access tesomprehensIve state
-1e-privettrnonprolit programs- of loan insurance, the -eanimitteelnis no wish to
establish a. federal loan insurance program, as an active competition in the
field the committee bill places --the federal 'program-on a standby trashi.

Senate Report No. 673, Sept: 1, 1965, acednitanying; the 'Hight.r(Bducatiou
Act-I:et-196l ;

Than Congressional intent remained intact until the failure of most state
guarantee programs administered by USAF. With. the passage 90-160,
the. Federal Government .become an- insurer for every student loan, .houever
mode, -and federal presence-in. the -student loan area. wee irrevocably este!)
fished. S

Besides encouraging state and private lenders to expand their own loan
programs, Congcess intended the Act to provide for private programs and pay
a portion of the interest on all loans in cases where a student met a certain
deeds test The °sr. Pregrara prevides that, for emery student frond, a family
Barring 1x coniblnect income of-lets than $15,000- a year' (adjtisted), the GSL
Program- wilt-)lay the loaryintereat while the student la- attending school, and
fdr nine to twelve Months afterhis-graduatitn (Section 428(a) of'theitigher
Mutation A'et.)- ,

In administering the GSL Program,, the 0.E. applia a soineishat different
thst-thatt-CMgreas 'intended. A special needa-forrimia, determined hY 'the finan-
chit aid-officer Of each tristitetiozi, alio had-to lie Met before federaf idtertest.
benefits were granted a strident loan. In Ti.L. 93-674, Feb. 1, 1974; Congress
reaffirmed Its-stand- that tne-speclal heeds forindia shoul&be applied only to
students from farniffeekvith eoinbined'income of over $15,000 nyear;-not
all Student horroweis. The -Steele' needs tairaula would' therchy eXpand the
GSL interest program instead, of limit It..

Tile 'Office of Edweatier. blanket-application of the special needs- test-created
additional problenis by entreating the Institution's- financial officer with the
decision on a -stlidenn eligibility Tor federal interest benefits. The fact that
applications fQr loam under-the- GSL Prograni- were doWn 32% i 1973 over
those filed in 1972-Was at least partially due to the-subjection of every- student
tb-the special needs -test. The first fen months of 1971 showed a 29% decline

applications over the 1972 figure. P.L. 93 -269, which corrects the overuse
of 'the- neede, test should' increase. applications for the GSL Program to their
farmer level. is.

, 3

By paying a portion of'the,interest on only a select group= of student loans.
Congress was able to- effect the' underlying intent of establishing the Guaran-
teed Student Loan Program:

(Tile GSL) was intended as- a loan- of convenience to studenth of middle.
income families, as well as those in &eater .need. For thnextrenielY needy,
gra:An-were available under the-Hdtteationat-OpPortuniti Pregram. For 'those
Irons. slightly higher income background!, Work-Study Opportunities and Na-
tional Defense Stflat-Learef werelivailable,

Souttellenort 9.3.;,67, 4. "Feb:1, 1074'.
The-intent of- the-GSL Program was a far trY-froin theirrst. stude.nt 'loan

treaters, vrhich. Viewed loads -as a- last resort, to be- used edit by "needy
ani- deserving students," after all other means of;financiallierp- (scholarships,
*ante, work-aid; and farairyfielft) ''hitd. -been- exhausted: (Shah criteria are
Stilt used -by the-Basle ,OpPertanity Grant 'Programs, whiet. 4,:rto
aid' to " students from lOwincome to Prepare, them for- a-- program-
of poetseciontlarYteduetitron.")

In-light of WOO"' intent te-trovide, loans te-, "middle Income' sin-dents,
the repayMent 'threw sar default issue) considered; in this proposal assumes
terrtienitir significance.. Any a'ttitietif electing -to participate in the GSL- Pro-
gram is *ell 0011ke of hilt OVtn contilbetion to his -eatteatibmill goals. Thiy
Office of Edueaticr. ,:an ,sly increase the student's sense cif"restiitS !WIRY and"

I,
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heighten hisaieling, of. abblevement..4 tiat4. selectitin of the student bare
,PrAgrec;kiaa=avrespOnsible= aetg . . . s ; = - - 1 .,, , 1 -, ,,,,,

, --- T114,se0 rnotr=tr.;eruizot luolval000tattii-, . t

. Cink4,1: /8780668., 18 -coniterisol:a. appropriations - between the. student .lean-Pro.
grants <wahine& within, the 141,C,t ,gduce.t.turk Al. 4 :41)06 ,Ae IC14, X+, gOigYtFa,
-149 receised_appropriations In roughly: the same-oLuounts es Apex Pregrame
under, the, Act. Apsorei, the leans ti9tUaiiY mado,,wiav iNè 0$14rpgrorta
tCbart II) far r4ce,§4. times -noMbiln ,ether programs 40;e -to lein,,pepitvlielit
Made :fate. the -student -lean gimp-ate& fund. 'Kim, thre,.04 k\nfla ftze not
do ai;leted'-bi citlifii:praiun$ , .

Iii.inestlyeare Congress- Itaa.itilwatett money to the student .loan* guarantee
fond', as well but IkattiCh. Staaller etriquats than ,those;given direetli tothe
aSt -and. OtherIndgraill:s- _ . . . .

. WART L-- SCOPE II
, -,.

Cusr8ntees1 Edtt1U0n81 :

student Wolkstucly
Iota - lreff101

fcippqrtunity 1181108.81.det8imr
- ;.grsint 1888 hip,: ,6

, . .
' s

19t6.1, ...... r,..., .s- , 1766' 129 70
1967 ' 4 1,000 165 70 :' 504

1968 .. ... 11x400 - 70 -'225

' 1941L." 000 b ** .00 Low/ 118:9 "139.9: -- r .U4.6,, ,,, '210,
1970...." 63.9 .275, 125 325-

1971 -: 145.4 320-
, 1 340

, 167973

2. "
, 400, 360

1114 , , 400 390
1975 400 420

a, !

170
1177
1D0

:7:

100
1100.

375.
3l&

37
-375.

5.
37S

I- These among stet, not Mrectly sppr00848.8tit vole established federal Omits to 81613 888t801664 could be
made. ' f

Chart II reheats-the annual volume loansimadennder both the-direct OSL.
Program %federal program) and the re-insurance 'Program (GAO Program).

clisare.-4nioistlesn VOLUME

1111`01100-6, cpathistfre 440E684

Fedual
Fir-81 per- gown! proram Totit

- - ,.....

.,

.,

.

..... *** .

0
0

67
218
354
84'4 ,

708'
655
2.5

77
248
369
469:
436
56(1
593
545.,
3.3

77
248:
436.
687
840

4 044
1,301
1, 260'

. 5. &

1966
1967_
1968. . ,. ...
1969
1810 .
1971
1972
1973 -
Cumulative gut inesptiod... -.'

rut -now '61113,017.811.811TEZD STVDMIT.L0.111.7,110116..8.61 woo,Tics
01.1.8MAITTIZ .0.13E1411C 11,8416131.7114.11C A-2110011.136, .

An integral part of, the (ISL Prograna is the Guarantee Agency' Rrnsur
an Program. Thla-Prograni,_ established purseent-tO.PIL. 90-460 (1068), was
intended to encourage state and no/100dt .PriVatengeteles to. gttattintic itu,
dent.loans. Pare_ (e) (1) et seq. section. 423 of the ):(igher Edtier, on het
anciwect tin'y staiaOs monAitellt private erganitetien to _entitinttc a & ebtint

54-459--75-w--40

718
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fit the Commissioner of.-Eilueation -to -,goa ra ntee -80% reimbursement 'on; arty
student loan default. Condltions of the reinentanee,progrank-,demanded-that
the State or nonprofit private agency- {1) exercise --due,dfligence" -in the,cel-
lection oht lonninsured under the program,, (2) .satntain-aceurate and,com-
plete records to be submittect to the Department-of Education, (3) ascertain
that -State-law was -Iti*harreeny with the program, and Agiko that-80%, of
collieted money wiltheeturned.to the Office of Education.

flu the Whole, the le :Insurance -program increased the default Tate. The
golfertietkent -guents4ice that e. state- agency Will be reimbursed for 130% of
any uncollected amount, these organtsations pursue defaults Only it Collection
east., Iiet exceed- the aneollectedT70, whients not thensital circumstance.

Aect)rding to the statement i;tf Charles W. V. Meares, -President of United
Student Aid Ptak Inc., before, the Special ttb6onwittee oti Education Of
the COnmattee Education and, Leber, U.S. House of RePregetitatiVci, Juno
25, 1074, private collection- agencies usually charge 30 or 36 Percent In-Owes
of student loan collection, making their use impractical Under the re-insur-
ance program. However, Mr. Meares 'Points out thatprivate, collection agencies
would be beneficial to the CST, Program under the proper circumstances:

Most -lenders-find-that -the greatest-value of collection -agencies is -not:in the
amount of money-they- actually succeed-In collecting, but rather In the climate
their -preienee .establishes- from the liorroWers. The use of professional collee-
den agencies can help prevent any easy- going, nobody-really-cares atmosphere

4 from -developing among the borrowers, the!" use is an effective deterrent to
POtentlat defaulters as well as an obstacle to the success of actual defaulters.
(1'age910 and 11 of-the Meares' statement) r-

Mr. Mpares urges that the federal, re-Insurance program- be
orgeniaed to encourage' the use of private collection ageneles. _It Is his opinion
that, "Their general use in student loan programs might, well be the single
Most important-step that could- be taken In the,ettort to reduce defaults."
Tire Student Borrower

I:hider-the Guaranteed Student Loan ?regret* aa, student is-entitled to
(1)` $10,000 In the case of any graduate or 'ProfessiOnal -student Obis limit

Includes loans nlade In previous years) ;
(2) $7,500 in the case of a. student in undergraduate study;
(3) 42,600' is the annual racaltnum to any-student. tSeetIon 404 (2) IA),

(B-and.(0) of-tlie:Highe'r:Education Act of 1995.)
clif,*figlity criteria set forth in Section 404 of the Higher Education Act

Make ESL's available to any Studefit-wlio:
(1) is in heed, of the loan to Pursue-a course of study at (an institution

of higher learning) ;
(2) is entinble, in the opinion of the institution, of nutlet/lining good stand-

I,ng in such a courseutatudy; -
(3) has been accepted . as an undergraduate,,radnate, or professional

student, or .,.. is iregood standing and; -,.
C4) is carrying at least one-half of -the°nOrmal academic- workload . . .
This mininial Criteria is in keeping with the Wislt of Congress to assist mid-

, dieincon,ie students Tinder theGSL'Program:
"The plight of the Middle-class student is very real. Flighty motivated to go

s' 'to college, his resources each year Prove leis and less adequate to meet col,
lege,costa 'that are constantly rising,' House Report No. ,92--554, Oct. 8, 1971.

The Interest rate under the GS Program. Is seven percent. HoWever, "for
students-under -the-adjusted family income-level of -$15,000-a year and others-

,above this income level who meet the "needs-standard," the federal govern-
men pays tile inttrest While they die in SehOol and-from nine to twelve
mot) s after,theY graduate or dideoralinie the Coarse.

The loait agreement signed hy, the student borrower. is in atm form of a
-ffeoftilasats note, but is unsecured AO atA tountereigne4 student has
reached Abe, age of 'dYtic,11Q. lagoinaghtja ,m0e in reskeiiablp.ampuate, hut
atit, TAU '13110 year. Acceleyated- repttYment pe,rmissibie -any time -after
th6ledA tft.,ifeds- gachAbqngrailtirt est(44,18114-9, repaymentsehed-
die ofith :tad steclent 'harrower. In-the event this payment sche?tule Is-not-met,
the lender halt 120 days to collect before theloan is considered in default.
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CLAIMS secatiEctioli BRANCH,- OFFICE- OF GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

Collections

\. Federal Insured Joan provam

Guaranty agency
loan program

(Reinsurance) fiDS1 In ....

tn1trestN\ Number ,. Pritiernal Interest
Principal and

. Intnrest Ptincipati 4

Collected since July 1.1964._.
Collected, fiscal year 1969-71.-
Collected,:fistal yur 1972...,..
Collected; liscalyear 197X......,,
Collected, fiscal lear, 1974 (toe

-9-6, 014
2,958
7,347

21;114

7,425,555 27,067
229.134 768
5IP,140 3,071

4425,138 12, 550

6, 439,225
394,035
789,758

1,957,581

...silk
19, i
15.038'
27,007

It, 4i7
3.897
2. 961
4,859 "

date) 57, 595 4, 181; 393 10,678 3, 347.151 19, 536 2,253
July 3, 544. 262,986 863 275,015 2; 204 ' 189

. 4,490 . .400(904 576 160,303 1, 795 301
S ember

lz
2;935 180.691. - 1,57G 150,000 1.784 228

0 ber , 2,394 135,865 656 . 254, 229 .1, 044 _193.__I-------
Huambo 4, 423 309,649 2,922 400.142 3,072 136
December 3, 641 265,320 1,001 91, 3.13 137' 114
January.,

1
4,336 333,542 694 374,086 1,325 136

Fel r tis ry - 4,984 134,379___ 583 213165 1,201 151
March. 5, 328 304,957 259 392423 1,462- .E6
Aptir 6, 477 '459,158. 141 316, 527 -1; 177 226
May 7,456 557,407 151 = 327,679 746 76
June 7,587 626,135 551 392,103 4, 639 917

Summary of collections since inception
Federal . i. $7, 452, 622
Stab e ' . '6, 4$9, 225
NDSI; - 96, 069

4t.Cuban 88, 811

Total q .1,
..: 14, 126, 727
...._-_._

-
Proclaim mailgram assistance (Vegan Feb. 1, 1972) Jam cumulative

Requests received____., 12, 091'
illallgrams, Sent Il, 050
Responses 1 ..;

Positive . - ..,..., - *1, 532
Percent 38. 6
Negative- I 34, 366
Percent 61. 4

Total 55, 898
,1 Of the 162,331 malimAIIIS sent, louden Save reported mugs mass,133. Laudela be X dale e luti co

respond. 16,1301twere reported es undellrootble.

APPENDIX B

Organeational chart of the Office of Education, defaults elate:son Secretary of
Comniationar of Education., Director office of deans and col:cei.ons,

ten regional directors
Staff is of

%Ten rtionauirectors: - June. 11#74

I Boston 3
II New York_ 7
III Philadelphia i. 5
W Atlanta 15
V Chicago 12
VI Dallas 31 '
VII Kansas City 4
VIII Denver 9
IX an Francisco 44
X Seattle, 5

Total
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Appendix D

PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE DRAFT

A BILL to amend the nigher Education Act of 10133 to pror.de that the Cortimissioner of
fl.vation be granted authority to contract private collection agencle4 to colleot
tiiaima tfile and owing under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program apd related
progrards

Be tt enacted by the, Senate and 'Louse of Representatives of the cnited-
Slates of America in Congress. assembled, That Title IV, Part E of the fl her
Education Act Is amended by !nodding a new section 501 to read;

The Commissioner ot,Education shall have authority to contract a private
cullectl.in service or services to collect claims due and owing under the Guar.
anteed Student Loan Program (Title IV, Higher Education Act of 1005) ,
progr.,a, to further the ,purpitAse of, or parts of, the Higher Education Act of ,
1065. Tte Commissioner shall Jr...lade in every contract so made reasonable ,
condit.mns to safeguard the student borrower. The Commissioner shall by ,

/petition grant exemption from collection to certain student borrowers...
Mr. SI3tOti. That concludes the meeting. The subcommittee is ad-

journed, subject to thEi call of the Chair.
['Whereupon, at 1;.15 a.m the committee was adjourned, subject.

to the call of thOChalr.]
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THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ACT OF 197'

TUESDAY, APRIL 13; 1676
- ''..

riOUSE OF REERESENTATIVES,
i.,

ITFFF.E. ON 'POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
F 'LIE COMMITTEE ON EDI/CATION ANULABOE, '`

. 1Vashington., D.C.
The subcommit met at 10:16 a.m., pursuant to call, in room.

.

2261, Rayburn I ouse, Office Building,. Iron. James ,G. Q'Hara
[chairman of the subcommittee] presiding. ,

Members present: Representatives O'Hara, Thompson, 131otiin,
Simon, Mottl, Hall,"Erlenborn, Eshleman, lind Smith.

Staff members -present:, Jim Harrison, staff director"; Webster
Buell, counsel; Elnora Teets, clerk; Robert Andringa, minority staff
'director and Bill Diefenderfer, minority research associate.

:Nil% d'ILuo.. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order. At toda)'s hearing we will continue to receive testi
mony with respect to H.R. 3171 and other bills dealing with title 1V
of Higher Education Act of 1965.

Our witness today will be Dr. Virginia Y. Trotter who is A.ssist-
ant Secretary for Education in the Departmentoof Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. Dr. Trotter will be accompanied by Dr. Tarel
H. Bell, who is the Commissioner Of Education, and Mr. Charles
M. Cooke, who is the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation
Education. . .

We would li lo. to hear from you very much, Madam Secrvtary.
Dr. TROTTER. Thank you

(717)
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STATEMENT OP HON. VIRGINIA Y. ROTTER,'ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR. EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE,. ACCOMPANIED' BY TERREL H. BELL, U.S. COM-
MISSIONER- OF EDUCATION; AND CHARLES COOKE, JR.,

DEtrx* ASSIST PT lg GTXT4-tr 110A**.P74447M-44?.7_ _-0A-
TIO/frDREW; EDWARD T. YOBS, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
FOR NANAGEMENT, OE; .S. 'W.-MERRELL; ,ACTING DEPUTY COM-
MISSIONER, BUREAU, f)F; -YOSTSKONDAAY EDUCATION, ot;,
KENNETH A. KOHL, ASSOCIATE OlittigsspNE4-, OFFICE. OF

ARANTEED tOANS, OE; JOHN? I): PHII#PS, ASSOCIATE cox-
IfrLs074.1:oi:stimirr. ASSISTANCE, 0*.a.ir OF POSTSEC
11'40 wro.tioN, at; RfCHARD J. ROWE, DEPUTY DIRE°.

BUREAU OF
OkE..9*-PROGRAMS,

BUREAU OF ROSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, 0; .PETER. K. V.
VOIGT, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF BASIC AND STATE =STUDENT
GRANTS, BUREAU- OP -POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, OE'

Dr. TRoTryg., Mr. Chairman and. Members-of the subcommittee,
in preparing for these 'hearings and for =the hearing:s-which Will be

,other committees of the CougreSs, we in the executive
branch haveilteen for some 'months endeavoring -to review the Fed
oral student assistance, role.

I would like to 'review with you the positions to, which ,we have
bet..n led tN our disussions. Such a review. will, T think, e useful
in ilidicatiik Vie features of the' higher education legislation which
ova hope will result in your.deliberatiOns.

The outcome of your actions will have major influence for years
to come on the viiaiity of our system of higher education and- on
the kinds of educational opportunities available to all our fellow
eititiens. --

The major que,stibn which 'must be addressed is: 'What is the
purpose of Federal support for general oduotional_goalsof higher
education?

Such support for higher education currently amounts to 53,4 bil-
lion,. exclusive of veterans' eclinationak benefits under the GI bill,
andreseareh.

We believe two Federal roles of generaatif pport can be defined
for higher education: '

First, there is the purpose of increasing access to post see,ondary
education by concentrating re.:sources on direct financial aid to stu-
dents on the basis of need. '

Second, there is the purpose of encouraging.a diversity of edu-
cational programs which will -be responsive to the particular edu.
cational needs of our citizens.

If these are the general purposes of general Federal support for
*higher education, the. question is; Ilow can they thus be best
achieved?

Let me reaffirm the administration's view that the best way of
achieving these goals is usually through student aid, rather than
tliedugh general financial support for in. titutions,

724 "';
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Institutional aid -formulas are prone to, unintentional bias, tend
to' create artificial incentives, are difficult to target fa irk; and invite'
detailed, regulation of theeducational process. .

On:the-other hand, student aid ultimately results in revenues for
colleges andtunitersities which also contributes. to their finaneig
viability. MoreeVer, it has the Qt antagenf providing this sup art'
in a- why which, permits the maximum impact of available'Federal-
dollars-Ort the teal of extending educational opportunities.

It also encourages institutions of higher education' to be' respon-
sive to the educationaLueeds of our people through 'the -Mechanism
of §ttident choice, rather than through an elaborate system' of
regulation.

If-general Federal support for-Higher education 8hdulttpriinarilv
be in the form of student aid; which- type of student aid should
haVe a-priority claim on Federalfunds4k:

.Student earnings and student loans Will continue ta' be an in-' -.

dispensable part- to the, many students in financing their higher
eanciition'cbsts. However, We belie& that-the major part of Federal'
budget resources should be devoted toStudent grants for very straight.-`

tforward reasons. - - ,

-Private, unsubsidized' employment' can and does proVide students
with earning resources which dwarf what the Federal:Government , i

can do. 'The earnings of full-time, undergraduate students alone ex-
ceed $5 billion a yeqr.

Private credit can and does provide, a vast volume of lendable
fundslor student loans. Ovei; $.i.;.8 billion in loansliave been made
in- the ..n'tieranteed student loan progtam alone. Only public and-
philanthropic student resources are availablefer studentgrantS.

The Federal. Government does and shothl continue to encourager
the private-sector to proVide jobs and loan 'to Students,,,but,.if the.
Federal Government tides not provide giant fundS, tliey will not
be available in equivalent magnitude from.other resources.

Jf the 1'ederal role in .providing.grunt assistanee is. therefore,
crucial, Ire must aslytvliat the criteria} -for awarding Federal grant
funds should be. This leads its to the familiar-arguments about whether
student aid should promote access or choice. , . '

Since they are both important\ goalS, it is worthwhile 'to define-

, these terins 'carefully. BY Atteces4: I mean the goal of'pi-ovicli
reasonable assurance. -theft the Sum of current resources' avaihiblc t
the student should be enough to enable him or her to.attend.at least
the kind' of low-cost collep increasingly available in 'many of the
States., and to do so -without borrowing. . ir ' . '4

, By "current resources,' I refer to the amount a4itildent's family
can be expected to.mtributeivith reasonable effort, 'the intount ho
can be 'expected to, earn with 'reasonable effort, and hie' grant aid.

The amount families 'can be expected to contribute is, of course
'

a matter of continuing.coutroversy: The amoutit a student :Cali be,

expected to save from summer earnings-iaestimatediby the college,
scholarzhita service at between $509 ank$700. Witl.i modest term-
time -earnings, the tituctent?s contribution can be expected to range
betiveen 000 and $1,000. K. s

The 'goakof choice, an the other hand, I would' define us the-airti
of assisting students, with a combination of current requires and

,.;

4
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loans, to attend any one of a broad spectrum of institutions, includ-
ing at least moderately expensive institutions in the $3,000104,020
cost range-.

The administration stron gly favors authorizing ..legislation. for
the Federal- Government under which it would contribute inigeStly;
to the goal of access and the g.oal of choice stated in terms of these
modest. definitions. Access to higher educational opportunities is
major undVipinning of broader national gonl.of equal opportunity.

Personal :freedom-to choose where anilliew' an individua i11 seek
to equip hithself for his life's work is :important. Choice, ,aids the
health, and. autonomy ofrour educational system. 'Without it, wohave
less chance of reaching a system which responds to the needs of
indiiiduars rather than to the commands ofGovernment.

Aceozdingly, to the extent ,feasiblez we should. go lkyonci assist-
Ina tuZs and also help make it possible for students. to choose the
kind _6 ucatiou they wait. .

It fellois from the principlei I have outlined lierp that the basic
grant program should,bo the foundation of higher educational)egis-
elation.

The program, if kinded, Wiould'perinit ripaximurn grant of $1,400
for all' classes of students; eligible students, and would assure access
in the-terms I have dc,fined.

As you are aware, 11.. Chairman, if we receive the carryover
authority we have requested, NU. *wilNerich this full funding level
for all' three classes of students in the upcoming academic. veer.

Your committee may wish to consider whether the hall-of-cost
rule' o/ the' program should be changed to a half-of-need rule. That
is, cost-less family contribution. . .

The -change would also permit an upward -adjustment, of the
$1,400- maximum, provided that other features of the program are.

- not changed in ways that 'would increase total. budget cost.
In our analysis of -this possibility, we have dpterinined that. the

\ general effect of such change would be as follows:
At a model institution, for example, some low-cost students with

different 'costs , or need would get the same size grant under the
Present ,lialf-of-eost 4imitation.

Furthermore,. the half-of-cost limitation means that eligible stu-
dents of low-cost whim's whose family contributions are nearly equal
to one-half of cost have little or no need -to contribute their own
ea nings,

ther students who have either similar family contributions orhi her cost would liavef.to contribute substant,ialiy. from their
earnings.

Neither anomaly would exist with a half-of-need limitation. We
thought it would be 'beneficial to present, these- implications for the
committee's consideration.

We do not have on the statute books a program which effectively
and equitably supports the goal of choice. We gron4ly,support thecollege work study program and would like to see improved' -nays
of channeling funds to students who ale, unable to had private
sector jobs.

With the-other campus-basedsPrograms there is a major difficulty.
Neither Supplemtntal Educational Opportunity Grants nor National
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Direct ,student Loans distribute funds in such a Way that students
. 'of equal need are assured they will receive equal asalstanee.

It is difficult to see any justificatior for diffeiing the treatment of
students of equal need because they attend colleges in different
States or are regarded difforbOly by student aid officers at different
institutions,

, , - .

What. then, should a Federal,
,.

effort to achieve a ,goal of choice
look like? The plate to start is with the haste grants program.
Although the resources now devoted. to the program mainly con-
tribute to achieving the goal of access, wevbelieye that 'a factor

ifavoring choice is built n. by the half-of-cost rule and would' be
strengthened by a lialf,6neert.-aule.

This results from the facttlint a sendent who, for example, would
receae a :`.a.ti0 grant _ a community college could 'receive a $1,400
grout at almost any h cdi-cost college,or university.

In other words, tie Federal (overnment through the program
would share ni the increased cost assumed when the student chooses
4 more expensive educational program.

Accordingly, one way to look at the problem of combining' sup-
port for clioice with support for access is to examine alternative
ways of changing the basic grant formula and then to consider
how siteh possible changes ,would impact on the choice and access
object ives. ..

One such change might be an increase above the present $1,400
grant maximum. The contribution of the basic grant' program to
the goat of choice would grow automatically with such an increase
in the grant maximum. It wunkl automatically increase the number_
of atudents who could receive larger grants if they chose a more
expenime cullcge. The basic grant .program, therefore, has the po-
tential of becoming a major support for the goal of choice.

Increasing the ceiling also inereases the number of middle-income
Students receiving significant grant awards, Wilco they would no
longerhe bruited to familiea which can affordtopay less than $1,40rk

llowever, while additional middle-income students would benefit
the assurance of access to low - income Students would be maintained
and they would receive more support ih terms ef choice. ' .

Another possible change in the basic grant formula would ellitii-
irate any cost or need limitation in the making of awards. The ekeet
of such a change would be to reduce the amount of earnings wifiey
a. low - income -student would be expected to contribute toward his
edueational expenses in order to attend a low-cost institution.

Since all students who attend higher cost, institutions and have
used are normally expected to make a contribution from their own
earnings we do not see a valid rationale for this possible change?

, We believe that-when,the goal of aces is reasaiiably assured, we
ought to devote the remaining available resourMa to the goal of

'' choice. 4. , ,

Another widely discussed change, with exactly the, opposite tend -
ency to that just considered. would be to reduce. expected family
ontributions used in calculating-awards.

Whereas the previoysly considered change would 'concentrate
marginal resoarce.s on the lowest-income students, this one would
egleVntrale resource exclusively on students whO are not poor..

72,7
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Thi:4"is because students, from really low-income families are al-
ready expected. to provide little, if anything, from ft:tinily resources.
Accordingly, only relatively better off students would benefit front
statutory or regulator'Y easing of family contribution scales or nags.,

Set me point out further that suck a change in basic grant rules.
would do virtually nothing.toward the goal of choice. It -would,
provide" grants or larui''ef grants to students from *middle-income-
families Who.happea-taattend higher-cost colleges, but it would not
provide' for Federal sharing in' the difference,between costs at alter-
native institutions. a .That is, student benefiting by the change would not receive a.
greater benefit because of higher college costs.

Accordingly, we 'would oppose such, a. change in family contribu.-
Lion rules unless strongly supportable on other grounds.,

It is not enough, however, to ,comment on the relative merits of
different possible dianges in the basic grants rules in order to snake
it both a program for access and-a program for choicet,

Your committee will also be emit-lining .the balance among Fed-
eral programs in higher education and will be looking at total Fed-
eral costs. I should, therefore, give you our perspective on these -

problems also.
Here a useful starting point is the fiscal year 1976 budget. It

shows a request of $1.050 billion for the basic grants, $250 million
fort :e work.study, $44 million for State Student, Incentive Grants,.
and funding for the student loan programs of $683 million.

As you know, these figures stem from a careful weighing of all
the claims on Federal fiscal resources in a. period, when restoring
the Nation's economic lietilth requires stringent limitations on any
new Fedetatspending program,

We, therefore, believe that any new,- higher education legislation
must be designed. in such it way that programs will make sense if
fundedrwithm current budget constraints.

The budget itself proposes part of the solution, to rely on a fully
limited' basic grant program, on the work-study program, on
trowing Federal /State partnership, and on guaranteed student
loans, rather than continuing the SF.OG program or continuing

d'darti capital eentributions to the NDSL program.
Any changes in the basic grant program to make it a program

more supportive of the goal of choice will require further difficult,
decisions betwe6z1 competing priorities..

There would appear td be two,,dhiections in whip we can iodic
for- the additional funding which might be involved in a more
effeckiVe national approitch to the goals of both access and choice.

One of those solutes is the group,of Federal loan programs. AsI have aliearlo- indicated, we believe that it is unwise- to provide.
additional Federal capital contributions for the NDSL 'proaram,
funded'iri fiscal. year 1975 at .$.321 million, since, there is the alter-
native of raising privateCapital for Student loans:

'We also fhinlthat interest subsidies at their current levels involve
it poor allocation of resources. It isitnjustifiabkr-with today's interest
rates that an NDSL borrower -'should never have to pay more than

percent in interest. This is stdnding invitation for students to
postpone repaying their NDSTApans us long as possible.
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It is also inequitable to charge, equally needy students markedly
different rates, and ithae greatly depleted the real purchasingpoWer
of institutional' NDSI., resolving funds Which would have assets
worth on the-Order of 'half a billion 'more if an interest rate' of 7
percent, rather thanapercent, had beencharged over the last decide.

The other direction in which we may look for help in Making
student aid programs more effective in simultaneously reed ,the

als of deeess and Choieentlie States:
Ve are ericouraged by the beginning being made by rnanr_State&

in response to the-authority containedin the State stinient,nicentiSe
grant program. However, xt Ia still -true 'that font. Stites now
account for over Q0 percent of State- funded`student. aid.

Arany other States devote their funds for higher education 006a
exchisivelY to institutionalsiipport. This pattern -'of
-of =institutional support dees promote low tuition at .public iristitn-

. tions, but it does not take into account the differing-financial needs
of lower, middle, and upper income families, nor does it help-au-
dents to -afford private or public high-cost institutions.,

I- believe the States should be consulted concerning their Tole in
'achieving the goals' of access and choice before the Congrets makes
any final decisions on the shape of the higher- education legislation
now before it. A. modestly greater State emphasis on =student aid
could make a substantial 'contribution.

Now that .the need, to expand the phYsical 1plant, and facilities Of
State institutions has abated, a good use for State resources;would
be student aid programs-whichprotnotochoice.

We noted with interest that a Witness before the' subcoMini
last week indicated that additional State funds would be available
for use in student aid. Federal/State collaboration in ,pursuing-this
goal could take-many-forms.

At a there should be, a serious effort to _coordinate
Federal student aid in the form of basic grants with aid ;under =a
Federal/State program. This coordination could take a, very direct
and simple form.

For example, the States could be offered Federal matching toward
malting up the difference in cost between &Federal. basie grant pro-
gram withiari award ceiling of $1,106 anci,a Federal /State program
with a_bigher ceiling.

This would, increase automatically public sharing in the costs of
choicend the iltAltalti. %if middle income students qualified forgrants.

There are other models for coordination of Federal and State
pre grams. also. At a minimum, we believe that. TedOral resources
should committed to a. Federal-IState matching ,approach only if
students attending the full range of institutions eligible for' basic
,grants are included, wherever located, andif,awitids are'proportional
to need.

, .

We believe also that any formula for :distribution of Federal
,matchingfunds, aniong the - States should belasedprimarily on aggre-
gate need, and should nothe biased-for or against States which have
chosen to rely primarily on public or private institutions:

To conclude thiS overviaiv, lir. Chairman, let Me .stress In* im-
portant we condone the, efforts of your. committee to renew the
Federal- higher educationlegislation.
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Your annulate -is undertaking this task at a time when only the
clearest. set .of. priorities will enable the Fearer! C.m. eminent to make'
its greatest possible contribution to the opportunities e: ye, millions
of students and to the health of our system of higher education.

It is-lor this reason that I have es.plered w ith you the basic choices
which we must face in deciding on the shape of the higher education
leislation.

Chairinan, I have attempted. to give you..an overview of the
Administration's policy on student assistance. I should now like
to ask Commissioner Bell to provide y ea with a detailed response to
H.R. 3t71. After his presentation, we will be pleased to answer any
questiems you might have.

,STATEMENT BY HON. WARW... H. BELL, U.3. COMMISSIONER, OF
EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND
WER'ARE

Dr. %ILL. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
have a much more detailed statement for the record.

Mt. 'O'HARA. Without objection, the detailed statement will be
entered in the record.

{The-document referred to follows :]

kliEFARED STAMM= or Um. T. 11. BMX, L.. COMMOSIONER or EULtatTION,
. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EinicaTion, AND WELFARE

Mr. Chairman, and Members Of the Subcommittee. 1 am pleased to appear
before you today to comment on B.R. 3171, the Student Financial Aid Act of
1075:

In making my comments today, I am sensitive to the fact that the hill In
question is the result of extensive hearings and prolonged examination of the,
nuinerous and complex issues that underlie the Federal efforts to assist stu- .
dents. Many individuals and g.oupa have participated and have contributed

vari^t," and proposals relative to improetnent of these efforts.
The hill that has emerged from these deliberations is comprehensive As is
nearly always the ease, hoverer, with preposed legislation that attempts broad
and sweeping reforms In an area filled with cou.plexity and controversy, there
are parts of the bill that ohliloasly merit . shralfleant improvements, .

there arc parts at lac proposal that seem to require further debate and justi-
fication, and there are other parts of the bill that must be questioned seriously
it terms of their purpose and effect.

It must.be realized that I3.R. 3471 represents a i4sisificant change in the
philosophy that has Jinni now iiistiiied a Federal presence in the support of
youn,, people seeking-1i postsecondary education. Ilert.tufore, Federal programs
of student financial aid have been justified in terms of equalizing edteatiunal
opportunity. Such efforts have been in recognition of the fact that participa-
tion in pustsec-ondary education has been for too long denied to sobstantlai
nmohers of young people as a result of incorne differences and with a re-. sultant loss of talent to the Nation Federal efforts have contributed to an
equalization of.opportunity, but much remains to be dqne before Mandel bar-
tiara to thtz purist& of e,dnentIonhave beta remoreil.Uleramse these battlers
hay.e been and remain primarily finanvial, ....sistame to students has been
based in existing programs pn need as a function of family income. The
preient proposal, in a large, measure, abandons need as the primary criterion
for lieelving /federal student Albbikit/lhut.. We Cunha agree with such a change
in ,pniceciure or emphasis. We would tithe that the goal of equalizing oppor-
tunity remain the foremost priority, of Federal stilihnt assistancellforts,
and that we continue to concentrate the limited funds available ,,n those
young people with the greatest financial need.
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MR. 3471 eliminates any ni,,asure of need for participation in the College
Work-Study and State Student Incentive Gra nt,Prugrainb , it Intruduces proof
of -acailealic promise" as a, tirerelluisite to partivatartion in the 'Stipplemental

. Educe'. lune! Opportuuity,,,Grants Prugrain, st places an arbitrary ceiling ma the
Basic Educational Upporitaiity Grant Program , it increases substantialry these
eligible to participatezin the THIO-prugyanis by the inclusion utfeterans, thus
reducing the robuurtc* available to assist the disadvantaged, and it Permits
existing Hatienal Direct Student Loan funds. now in tide hands of histitu-. Dons to be loaned It the fqpre solely at -the dtmetIon of the institution
witinag. ,mention of need 4s...,:the- primary criterbal f5r making these loans.
Such proposals represent. a significant departure from a lung held Federal pub

of equalizing educate:nil nePpurtunity. Given rising educational. tests and
llsoiteti Fqderal resuurces, it seems no* enure than ever that the Nadi avail-
able must be directed towards those with the greatest financial need.

Further, the *mused modificatiun of the Supplemental Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant Program tv limit participation to those who demonstrate out-
standing academie performance, or clear promise of such performance, is par-
ticularly troublesome. The difficulties inherent in this limitation are substantial.
Problems at4sociated .ith measuring stinker it bijity in general, and low income
students in particular, are well kriewnAll of these priiblems would be com-
pounded, If some sort of measurement fur academic premise became a cri-
terion for participation in a FiAlerNy studcilt aid program_. 'phis is true not
only In assessing academic premise fur traditional Ina-nations of higher
allicatiun,- but become an even more Acute problem in attempting to measure
premise or the kinds ut truiaingeprovalcil by proprietary vocational schools.
Itovouid appear, then, that this reqUIrenient of Hit. 3471 is unrealistic and
ciuld be grossly inequitable If implemented.

H.R. 3471. requires that beth the Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant Program and the. Culiege Work Study Program be funded at specified
levels as a pre - condition to the funding of the Basic Grant Program. We are
atrungly opposed to itrniting funding far the Basic Grant program by a re-
quirement to first fund any other student assistant program, especially those
which are not equitable in their appljeatiun when cumpiked with, a national
needs Standard:

We agree with the widespread support that has been expressed for work
opportunities for students. The Culleg Work Study Prugrain has made a
significant contribution to Increasing the availahaity of postsecondary educa-
tion to young people. However, we believe that with limited resources, we
must continue to insure that students with demonstrated financial need have
priority of access to work opportunities. We would also suggeit some caution
about' Increasing the pruportiun of Fetirakstudent financial assistance that
is made available In the furor of work opfffitunities, at the possible expense
of Federal grant assistance, since grant Support is a relatively scarce resource.
while work opportur .les are available in the private sector. Estimates of
the total dollar valise of jobs provided students by the private sector range

, as high as $5 billion per year. The Federal work-study program should be
. funded onky at the level news:stay to insure work opportunities to those needy
students who would otherwise be enable to fulfill their postsecondary educa-
tional aspirations.

Wu are pleased to mite that H.R. 3171 continues reliance on She Basic Edu-
eational Opp:irtunity, Grant Program as the cornerstone of Federal student
assistance efforts, It will, however. become the true entitlement it was in-
tended to be only when the t ingress provide the appropriations necessary
to fully fund. the program. Further, we concur with the provisions of HR.
3471 that would terminate futitre Federal contributions to the :Sational Direct
Student Loan fund. We have cunsistntly urged such a course of actlim ,for
a riambor of years. We also applaud the elimination of the NOSY, cancellation
provisions which are no longer needed in the program. Finally. we agree that
the Cooperative Education Program would be Improved and provide greater
flexibilitv ns n result of sumo of the changes suggested In the NH.

I should now like to turn to specific comments which we have on each
prtioa of the hill. Before r do so however, I should like to make one point.

While we must (lifter with thsteh of what you promise in 3471. we want
to stress the fact that we share the common .aunviction,of those who have
contributed tii the ibtfting of this measure that it Is in the national interest
to assist young people in the achievement of their educational goals.

It Is only in regard to means that we differ.
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RABIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT 'PROGEA1I

We.have made a thorough review of the Basic Grant portion of H.R. 3471
.endhave the follow,ing comments:

1. The first -major area of concern is the elimination of the one-half cost
limitation on awards. Your. committee may wish to constder whether the half
of -cost rule of The prograin should be changed to a half-of-need stile (cost
its fauilij_ cuntributivn). The change would also permit an upward .adjust-
ment of the $1,400 maximum, provided that other features of the ,program
are not ehringed in ways that would Increase total budget cost.

In our analysis of this possibility we have determined that the general
effect of,Sucli:a change would-be as follows :

At,a ,model- institution, _for .eXamPle, some low-income students with differ-
ent costs or need w ould .get the same size grant under the present half ofcost

Furthermore, the half-oteost limitation means that eligible students et
-low-cost sehoOls whose family contributions are nearly, ,equal to one half of
eost have little or no need to contribute their ovvii. earnings. Other Students
v,ho have ,either_ similar family contributions or higher cost would have, to
conttibute atibstantially from. their earnings.

Neither anomaly would exist with a bail -of need limitation. We thought
it. would be ,:beneficial to present these, implications for the Committee's con-
sideration.

2. A. aecoila,-xplated concern is the proposed maximum award ceiling in H.R.
3471.

Ai I am sure you are aware, the thrust of Federal student aid- programs
has 'been to Provide both access and a degree of hoke tv students desiring
to continue. their education beyond the high. school level. In erd,er aeldeve
this goal. the Basle Grant must be the 'floor" of the, financial ald,prickage.
However,, if the ",floor" is to be au effective aid to" taa.nciag postsecondary
study, the untie.. levels must be meaningful amounts. We would therefore
recommend that the 0400 maximum award level not he reduced 13 order, to
assure access and choice to qualided persons pursuing pestsecundary .edo,*
tion.

3. A third major? concern is expanding the student eligibility criteria to
iselude any student whols enrolled in an eligible Institution of higher educe
Lion. As you know, for the 1975-78 academic Year, Bask Grants, will be avail
Able to all eligible first, second, and third year undergradtitite students whe
are enrolled on at ,least a half time bests. Therefore, eligible students Who
cannot pursue, postsecondary education on a full-time basis will be Able te
receive Basic Grant assistance.

We are opposed to, eiteuding eligibility to ibcludp students enrolled on
less than a half-time basis for a number of administrative reasons.

First is the development of the schedule itself. As yen may be aware, one
of the difficulties we have -encountered in the operation of the Progreni, has
been the definition-of full-time student. While on the surface it would apilSal
very simple, there are so many measurements of academic progress tccedit
hours, clock hours, course completiun, combinations of clock hours end credit
hours, etc.) that it has been very difficult, to develop a definition of full time
student which could take all of these factors.into account.

In dealing with part time students for academic year 1075-76, we are plan
ping to simply define half and three-quarter time enrollment In terms of fifty
and seventy-five percent at the requirements for fulitime enrollment. How
ever, if students enrolled, un less than a half time basis are eligible for Bask
Grants, we would base to develoP a reduction schedule whisk could encompass
all of these Various types of less than:full-time enrollinent.

In addition, we would leave to, deVelop very complex payment procedures to
Accommodate students enrolled ler as little as one hour per Week. These pro-
cedures would have to be designed' in such a manner as to assure that all
staticets ace treated in a consistent and equitable manner which we feel is a
requirement embodied In the entitlement concept of the Program.

4. Anoth,.. Issue we would like to raise -today Is the proposed- ellinination of
assets in the Family Contribution Schedules. It Is our firm conviction. that
assets do jndeed contribute to the financial strength of families. This convic-
tion Is shared by the College Scholarship Service and the American 'College
Testing Program, as evidenced by the Inclusion at assets in their need analy-
sis systems.
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As I am: sure You know, air, Chairman, 'the treatment of assets in the Basle
Ortint 'Family Contribution Schedules has .been a tonic-of continuing discus-

Iden:Sinee the firs, Ywer-, ;I the Progr.pm's operation. We believe, and' hope you
ien.t..itgree, that:aver these years .sva.aave mainteined,iin.iPen- cOmintmication
Mechanism between'OE staff and.,nds-enbcOgpiittee. We dre,hOpeful that-such
a relationship can be-cuntinued and' even ,1115iiroved titian as we work together
eselz year in 'the annual Congressionni review of the Family Contribution
Rehedules. ..

. While there'pay exist some degree of disagreement on the treatment of as-
sets, we alae. have a firm conviction that eliminating assets froin the calcu-
lation of eapeyted family contribution. wont(' be both. costly tabeut a 'thirty
percent Increase at full funding) and inequitable. It would be, difficult, for
instance,, to Justify the -same degree of need of families, of similar size and
income whim One of those families luis considerable- net asset holdings and
the other does got litre this financial advantage.

1 We would-also like 'te.point out that we are in agreement .with.the con -
cept of improving the timing of the Cengressional review process for ^the
Faintly Contribution Seliedules. As You may recall, we have long supported

.a July deadline to publish for public comment the Family Contribution
Schedules for the succeeding academic year.

However. the schedule which is included in H.R. 2471 appears, to delay-the
final approval until- ebruary lts.. The-steps Involved, appear to be as follows.

A. Jule 1 Publication in the Federal Register under proposed, rulemaking
procedures. .

...

B. 'Weald 131- Review and analysis-of' public comments received and in-
cotaoratien of appropriate amendments to Vau)lly Contributions Schedules.

C. Scpknxber 1 Family Contribution Schedules submitted to President of
the Senate and -Statiiker of the Etotise.of 71epresetittitlyes.

D. geplcmber 1.-Pecremb3r 1 Required 90 day Congresslonal review period.
E.. Jansen/ ,. /- Republication of Family Contribution Schedules in Federal

iiRegister as mil,regal atiOnNA45 days prior to effective date).
F. February 1.1 = ,garalk Contribution Schedules effective (assuming no oh-

"electiona), .
While we could submit our application forms and materials for printing

aftef:the 90-day Congressional review process is completed, given the volume
of tho print Oder, tbis procedure still would preclude the possibility of our
havine;thipe...niarerhIs mailable to students and institutions-before mid.Feb-
nvirsa."i,1,:...ii-t,

An ilflilternati e, we r oald recommend that the Congressional review prow
em begin on 44,1 .1 at the same Urns the Family Contribution, Schedules are
published .for pa die comment, and perhaps be extended to 120 days to allow
y,iir subt.enunittee and your' Senate' counterparts additional time to hear
testimony froth interested parties and organizations.

With this change, we would he able to finalize the application materials
f"r printing by :November 1 and-distribution could begin hi early January.

6. We have already discussed the concerns we have regarding the elimination
of assets in the Basic (runt Family Contribution Schedules. There is, hOW-
ever, another problem with the Schedules as described in H.R. 3471. the .treat-
meta- of veterans; educational benefits.

As you:may recall, when we'testified before you on the 1975-76 Family Con.
tribution Schedules we' recommended a change in the treatment of effective
income of the student (ell spyial security benefits Paid to or. on behalf of a
itatient betauee h.. '.... a-studefit arid one-half of veterans' educational benefits).
The proposal we offered, which wa., incorporated in the Schedules for next
Year, %cue to include the effectiie income, of the student with .regular family
income anti made subject to the same Offsets and assessment rates .as family
income.
' At the time we presented thi& proposal, we stated- that its puipose was to

benefit soviet security recipients who often rely on these benefits for faintly
maintenance rather than for educational ,purposes. However, since the egis?
lation defines student effective income as both social security and veterans
educational benefits, this same advantage, was alai, extended to ,reciplenta of
given veterans' benefits. We further indicated that we felt that this gave vet-
erans' benefits recipients an unfair advantage becatise only half of their
benefits are considered in the Schedules and' that, as a result, We would .be
offering-a legislative amendment to treat veterans benefits in a. more equitable
manner.

r,4 a-lsora---47 -.

.
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This is still our posltton, Mr. Chairman, And we-strongly .urge -you. to iecon-
§,tder., _the treatment teterans' educationalbenefits.

7, 'We wish, to register our concern about the pro; Wens of the bill fur deal-
ing, with, the possible. situatinn .uf insullicieskt funding to puma maximum
grants of $1,409. We hope thieis a moot point, fur, as joie.know, the Admin-
istration. has .consistently sought full funding. for-the Bask Grouts prugram.
But since it Proilsion for this situation needs to appear In the statute, we
feel we should Inditate ofirpreferences.

Those who- were participants in the orlitinal Bask Grants legislation will
remember that this, matter of "reduction" formulas was a major area of con-
troversy. The AdMinistration recommended an anthorizatiun to reduce thu
giant ceiling. if funds were insudicieet to make an-arils uu the busks of the
$1,400iceiling. We still think this,12,thePreferghleewerie, bevause this mech.,.
*sin would: result In the smallest percentage reduetiun in the awards of
students from the lowest income families, for whom. student aid is most
critical to-d,ecisieus to contiuue thelreducatiOn at all. The next best meelian-
Ism-he ear Tieti ! is a- schedule of reductions along the lines incorporated- into
the 19:i3 law. It .is -excessively complicated, but at dues gh e aepreference to
the lowest income, students. Third, and last In our order of preference. is
pro rata reduction mechanism, such as that included -in RR. 3471..11, how-
ever, a 'pro rata- mechanism receives further cunsideration. by yuur committee,
we would prefer that it take the foriapruposedin alt. 3471, rpth,er at
appearing. In the present law for reductions heluw. the scheduled r ttt
level. That' Is, -it is preferable to reduce eetvial awards on a pro ratr
rathettliareto reduce "entitlements" on mita- basis.

8. We. are pleased to note that II.R. 3471 elluduates the existing 'Iredistri-
butien" -requirement which Is triggered whenever there are any unexpected
funds in an ncadeniic year. °A.sI,am sure you knock, this proviSion la one we
have icing opposed and have recently submitted legislation 'to repeal,

.However. we dci have some concerns about transferring any enexpected
funds to the College Werk-Study Program. First, we noted have serious ob-
jections If the Basic Grant, Program 'in the following year were dint fullY-
funded and unexpended funds cuuid not be used, to achieve the highest award
levels pessible. In,addition, as I have,already" indleatedv we have major reser-
vatiopir about substituting employment for limited grout assist/time. Grant
airl_ti. available <from,relatively few sources and in comparautele limited 'dui-
Ior enmas. Work -resources, on the other hand, -have always' been alable
in much greater amounts from the private sector. In fact, fullrime students
in postsecondary schools -are new earaingabout45 billion per year.

Therefore, we IvUuld strongly recomermid that. the carryover authority we
recently, requested from the 'Congress be incorporated in any new legislation
for the 13asic Grant Program rather-than establish a mechanism fur transfer
of unexpended funds to other prograMs.

-* SUPPLEMENTAL EuIICATICINAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS PROGRAMS

We believe that full funding of the Basic Grants Program, in etenbinatixewith the St* Student Incentive Grant Program, the Guaranteed' istuaent
Loan -Program, and some campus-based employment. component, would elim-
inate the need for the SEGO Program. The funds- requested for that program
divert- fundi from the purpose of access contained In Aber BEGG Program.
Therefore, the Administration opposes the cuntirinatiun of the Sane Program
in any form. It it were to bewontinued, we would strongly object to the con-
cept contained in 1/.11. 3471,1vhich we. bellbse fundamentally conflicts with
our colinnitment to prey-1de equality of access on at heist two gruonds, asfollows:

(1) We strongly oppose the introduction of a merit test. The fundamental
criterion of eligibility for the Federal student financial aid programs is. andshould continue to be, demonstrated financial need. As long as the student'sacademic Performanca is sufficient for acceptance and continued good standingat an eligible institution, no further academic test Is necessary or desirable.The measurement of merit is a delicate end controversial matter under thebest circumstances, and there is lunch evidence that performance on stand-ardized tests is sometimes a poor predictor of academic performance. We.believe that a merit test would create unnecessary dissension andconfusion
if used as it primary standard of eligibility fora Fed sal student financialaid program.

9
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(2) It SEGO- Is retained In the form proposed In 11.11. 3471, it would
more iiipAy, influence stialent, choice of linititutions rather than ,finitiVate-par

''llelluitIOA to Posisecoatiary edaeattni, and would probably return in nearly
All Ills -tatitis ;being spent at. retatively high-cost. hoditution.s. Without a max-

'', imam. avrarS.vellitia the Federal government would be underwriting the full
-4 . difference 'between an klblOG,,,reciplent's attendance at a; relatively lots cost

t...,. . ltaititution and a bigikrt:Od, oat:. While-this feature admirably. ,sery es he goal
..-,,,, otibuiect itservis it.at, very high eipeuse to the oill of access, and meting

that the funds are.curicentrated on a relatively small number of students.
In addluom the -effeet of the combined pregranie would be unfair hi that a.
ttudent inIIed the Basle Grant-needs- test by Just a dollar of tastily contribti
.tion.,Would tiotbsable to eorupetelar.thelerge4SEOG *Wards. .

t , .
- (WANTS' T6 .STATES'IOIL,STATE SVUDENX INCMITIVES ,

, I ' . '
Tb e Slate Student Incentive Giant Program has operated effectively to

encourage Inermised investineets i*.$trite goveratAents to A i..thltrit aissistance,
Saran,21..Stistett bad .it.holarship apt; grant. _programs In operation before the
Inithitlfilt- rif SSW, In the first -year of the prograni 1071 1,975), II additional
States Bale 1),egtili grant programs, and 9 additional States and territories
natIk ittitlate grautprogriitas by June 30.1975, , , , , .

Some national paraineters-are_requiredit_the program is to continue Its
sputributhav to Iffy h.tuati polit.,v goal fv, assuripg Accesa to liostset.ontlary ed a
cation to itutientit with -" substantial financial need," ,

. The proposed legislation does not define 'eligible student' in terms of sub .
stantiai need or ,undergraduate 'Students oily. To eliminate these natiOnat
standards could+ result in the awarding of SSIG lauds to any strident, ,grad
unto-or udergraduate, needy or nuts needs. Sutir a shift in ;pp historleal, pat
tutu of student! el1glid143 for awards. vide with the rentovalof the present
$1,:160,ittatituti ceiling on itidivItlual pendent. greats, t,ould.result ;ii npilor shifts.,
in the population served.by this program.' 4 .4 . if-

The proposal to. permit the use of 5510 funds to silbOdise low or zersv
tuitIVa institutions presents vets sigriltit.mit probieres. A prograin, which lures,
ently proviiies signifiettni assistance to stvitlk,4' t with isubstantial need"
would, be redwed to relatively few dollen, per student vnon-needy & needy,)
If those lands were applied to the entire enroitment, i us Ireatly diminishing
the impact of Federal _funds. Moreover, ehavuellng f t. exclusively tp low
cult-italAILIAnstitutions w wad- hate 4,t major Otti -ad t qse upat.t on.the ;Arcady
widening -gip between puislie and itrivate costs of ,ed ativn, particularly In
these States having a substantial Investment in pr ate, edus11094. At the,
same time It Ls also conceivable that such a program, could raise the overall.
cost.* of 11% vestment in additional public etlthatlya facelliGes. The signifiedat
contributions of private postsecondary education would he It ;, oven greater.
jeopardy than at present.

We oppose changing to the allocation formula specified In the bill. An esti-
mate of the alimautui.of funds under the proposed formula ludientes that 11.1
States' in the northeast region would receive 19 pecent of the SSIO funds
twith half that amount concentrated In New York State) instead of their
it ene 2$ percent allocation. At the other ,extreme, California would receive
o r 2i percent-of 'the SSIG funds Instead of about 15-percent under-the mes-
e hlloenUon formula. Two States with relatively -high tuition er with a
mayor private sector loc.:Anima in postsecondary education would receive no
fundst all- antler the proposed allocation formula. It should be- noted, more
over. that the proposed-.estimates have been changed twice,tand may yet con-
tain Iieriolis inaccuracies.' , '

IteactIon to the present 82I0 legislation has been generally faydrable
among the States,-anti the program baLbeen functioning -well, It would -beute
fat to obtain information and opinions concerning the- program froth the
State which are pre'sently participating In SSIG before any major changes
areavfriously,considered... _

-Finally, we -would like to see riStti a- made available to students attending
petaseeotidary Institutions out of state and to iitudenta attending both public
and private schools. , _ Z i v ' .

,, r+.
. . e ,

'STUDENT SPECIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS
, , . ,

AS yotl*MaY be tware, r,ny stall recently shared,with your staff a, compre-
hensive report from a Task Force on the Disadvantaged and Postsecondary

.. -
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Education which sets forth !recommendations fur recasting these programs
on the basis of a six-month study and research effort involving a wide range
ttf governmental and non-governmental parties, working under the general
direction of Dr. Leonard B 0. Spearman, Director of`the Division -of Student
Support and Special Programs in the U.S. Office of Education. I am presently
undertalting a detailed review of that report and its recommendations for
modification of the student services authorities. Although that review is blY
no means complete at- this date, I think it would beaipprepriete to share with
you some-of the-broad concepts which you may wish to consider in approach-
ing the question of new legislation in the-student services area.

The first point to be made is that the four currently authorised programs
which are designed to providt -special ,services to disadvantaged students
(Talent Search, tpward Bound, Special Services for Disadvantaged Students

-and Educational Opportunity Centers) need to be refined and recast to in-
crease -the possibilities for -a coordinated approtith to the needs of the din-
advantaged.

The current programs have developed over an entire decade of legislation,
in different agencies, and have been amended to serve quite .unrelated pi:Mu-
tations. These factors have creatld administrative cumplexitiess and. in some
Cases, an unnecessary duplication of servicei. The grafting into these programa
of the entire veterans' population as a separate and distinct target group
Would immensely Complicate an alreddy very .complex set. of problems. As
you know, we hare consistently oppbsed fiindiug el the Veterans' Cost of
Instruction Program on the grounds that it diffuses limited resources over
a vast population with little measurable impact. Irethe context-of your legis-
lative review activities, we would suggest to you that the addition of alt
veterans, ashether disadvantaged or nut, to She population served-by tbesstu-
dent servives nutborities would have the effect of further diffusing those
efforts to assist the dieadiantaged (including disadvantaged veterans), and
invite the risk that these programs would, in turn, lose their measurable
impact on the target put-Mahal of diamisantaged airfields they were designed
-and intended to serve. We estimate that GQO,OQO veterans would be eligible
under his provision in the current academic year, and this 'number may in-
crease to as many ns 1,000.009 in the 1075-7G academie year.

The second point is that we need modification of the four exiating student
services i.rosrion aothtatle.ss 'thick we hese supported !ont budget propoinis
to permit their operation us a cuordfnated effort to deal effectively with the
problems of the disadvantaged In twatisecoudary-educutlim. Current legislation
and II.R. 3471 continue to present the Office of Education with conflicting
language, inappropriate populations, and cluplitative services that aro diffi-
cult to coordinate because a single consolidated education thrust is not the
central thinne of four programs that have originated at different times and
in answer to different needs.

CO/IYAZ WORK.STUDY.PROORAIt

The Administration concurs with Congressional support of the Work-Study
Program which is reflected in 11.11.3471.

Consisteht with our underlying philosophy which I expressed at. the bersla
fling of this statement, we believe that this program should continue to be
need based. Thus, we would oppose the removal of demonstrated financial
need as the primad criterion for eligibility, as proposed in H.R. 3471. Low-
income or higis need students, particularls bitch eineuliaostosot sad urban
areas, sometimes find it especially difficult to obtain tanplustoent as a, Means
of offsetting educational cuets. If we ore trills attempting to make available
a. realistic package of financial aid to needy* students, we must not divert
funds, through liberalized or no-oced eligibility criteria. frian the group of
students whp need them the most.

In order to increase the amount of wi;rk-study (undo generated by the
Federal contributions we bellese sun moy with to sena:der a lower matching
ratio than the preient $0.20 Federal to non Federal ratio. t lower matching
ratio would not seriously impair the emeritus's ameasibilits to Institutions,
while generating much higher levels of atudent Ananeial aid.

We base several emumenta with respect to the cwsr allotment. and alloca-
tion provisions of II.R. 3471. as fellowt:

We propose that the two special resersotions of funds for the outlying
areas be discontinued. The special allotment for the five outlying areas has
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conigstently preilueel higher funding loveis tin terms of panel-approie: tr
miests for4livite arena than fur the 50 States and the DIstria o!
ColuMbhi, and We .see Au reason to Insure StAil a result. The separatt program,
for griots..to Institution., fur sttaieute trete Aniericen Sarum and Ala Trust
Territory of the Focific 'steeds attending lusututiens elsewhere reeitiret
separate application,,alvartl, reporting procedure for both the !n,, of
Educatiun and for institutions. and is Fulterflutots.-4. Since both sti.derom can
Welded undertlie institution's teplar CWSJ? award.

121 While we agree with the choice of full -thee enrollment as on, bests for
the State allotment formula, we believe that O. need furter shim:a :dm. be

. considered dud suggest. that tine measure sveuld be to Lvov, Giant
reciptents'in theforniula.

(3) We note and concur with Ole provision to provide reallocation author'
ty to the Commissioner, so that fonds can ba redIstribated'among Insuta
thins to refieet reyised cunditems, possibly on the basis of midyear esireudi
tore reports to supplement the annual fiscal-operations report.

We think the Idea of Job creation programs has merit, but suggest that
the current Coupe:nave .EducatIou program legislation be neslitied to ally.,
such activities.

COOPLEATIVE IX:CATION '
We applaud yi.ur efforts to csisinil and -to make more flexible the program

authorized ender the Cuoperupse cAlucation authority. We de, hIJActeit Igatt.
a fen, suggestions to offer.

%%Title a larger musirauni grunt would permit funding ofa greate. meatier
of cooperaUve programs at a guru, ilistitutien, $350,000 would be, lit our
Judgment, unreasonably high except fur a very feu less than tine
of the *hale institutions. An Increase of $175,009 would permit much of
the .lestred breachMlog indicated in 11.11. 3171 whit. keeping the pregrani open
to more Institutions. The average grant of $30.000 to $3.5,000 appears ride
quote to fund a Bantle i.eeperailie education program at an Insticatl.m and
would htt Increased at a decreasing rat for more than one program e.g.,
If the oral. program was funded at $3.1,000, the second could operate at pet
haps ten percent less, etc.),

ruder present ',',retest.*, m884,11141 greets nit limited, to the number of In
stitutions cumprislog a cousertiern times $75,090 %the present Institutemal
maximum). The Niue of a specific consortia maximum is that It inaintalus
a reasonable size fur consortia and permits larger numbers of apPr, cd pro;
eets- The maximum PruPosed In H.R. 3471 offers no prohle cakes In
'view of a Possible Increase In the Institutional ntaximuni.

We support the language of H.R. 3471 which requires the "Commissiener
to give priority to applications showing greatest prionlse of succesa- as
welt as the criteria for establishing putential for suceese contained In the

\ proposed legislation. This Is an excellent .amendinedt and would reloforee
the program's efforts to.eneoerage better projects.

The present law allows only ofiernatine cooryerativi, education programs
le.g. at semester of study, a semester of nark, etc.). Many institutions, par-
ocularly public cumin: thy culk;ges, fled that paralki cooperative educa'ion
'e.g., study in the morning, work In the afternoon) Is more appropriate Mr
career programs and- that :mil scheduling makes it easier to find proper em
ployment opportunities. It is resouniendeti that this change be added tc H.R.
3471. .

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN moult

We eu.oeur that Federal capital contributions to the program should be die
continued. The Federal government has contributed over $2.8 billion In 'Fed
oral capital contributions since the Inception of this pro4ram, with the aggro
gate net worth of all the Funds estimated at $2.8 billion as of June 30, 1971
The MAI, fund thus represents a significant national asset that vie cannot
afford to.ignore In attempting to Insure equal educational access to all stu
dents.

. We support your notion of a self - sustaining fund, such as that originally
envisioned in 1958, and ,would propose certain modifications to achieve that
result at the earliest inat.sibie date. Specifically, we concur with the proposal
to provide continuing appropriations to reimburse institutions for the grin
cipal and interest cancelled under the various statutory provisions. We
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further suggest that all cancellations, eacept for dtAtb or permaneritanetotal
disability, be eliminated on ,alt loans made after the enactment of rin.v such
amendment, 'We Yellers that the intermit rate crux and shutild husignifictiatiy
raised, Ot least .to, equal the GSLP rate,,,without 4uaking the Pregranx engult.,
crtitly less attractive to lovv-income.stutftnie, and thereby g crating wore
Income for each institution's revs ring Mai. We propose that the present
repayment proilsioza land aggregate floan-nia.xlmum aliments be matinees':

If the N'ASL !s to be discontinued, oa_opplase-thaproposer to turn the-fund
over to each iattitutiorelor use in student loan programs. We had no lan-
guage In ILR, 1471 that would assure that the fund., are to be &Warded
on the basis of lemonstrated financial need. Additionally, we believe that th
terms of the loans should be eensistent at all inatitutionsao that a studen
receives the stunt treatment sihe:ever he eheveen to attend. We would there-
fore Prefer to flee, the program continue with Federal regalatiou of recipten

. eligibility. . -,

GENERA rnovisions MATING TO en-uuttyr ,A68/814*S.TROORAUS 4
The rewriting of the General Provision's part of Title IF raises, a number

of very frfrreaching policy issues. ; .
We would prefer to provide:you with a detailed reaction to these provisions

at a later date after furthevrevieW.
Let me now turn to a-discussion of the Guaranteed StadentLoan.provisions

411' II It 3471. There areeseveral basic assumptions,, primarily related, to the
purpose of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program itISLP,i, which effect our
comments on the provisions of this bill. These assumptions are aofullowa.

1. The objective of the GSLP is to increase loanaccessibility for all eligible
students and- te decreaSe the default rate through soundand prudent. nrogran.,administration. .

... .
2. The GSLP-is a program thatlirpriclesdiameltil-assistance fur all students.

For middle income families, it offers a "loan of convenience" to enable such
families to select. the educatfOnal imititutien of their chuice. For lower ineviue-r
and minority students It provides easeatialaid. The ,GSLP provides an op-
portunity to borrow a Portion or all of the expecte4 family contribution ad-' , fired for most student aid:programs. , . ,

3. In order to accomplish the, program's, access objective, lenders must be
encouraged t.) participate to the tallest possible e tent, ,ntillzing_procedures
which reflect effective- and responsible manageme techelquee It. Is only
through spch leader participation that lean accessibility can be assured.

I Titans should be gptiranteed pr insured by the must-effective combipation
of State, private nunprvfit and Federal agencies la urder to provide maximum
lpan accessibility, lender and Scheel ,participation, and program flexibility.
The Federal.. Government should .previde reinsurance and management sup-
port fur guarantee agencies to assure their continued participative, increase
their lfrektIttness, and supplement guarantee agency efforts where necessary.

5, Both anneal and aggregate loan, maximnies should be flexible and mails
tiredly determined by diking into consideration the type and costs of 'educa-
tion. other sources of financial aid and the potential earning capacity of the
borfower to repay the Indebtedness. .

Following is a listing of the changes which would be made in the Guar-
anteed Student Loan Program if II.R. 3171. Is implemented as proposed. After
each change, we'll:ire indicated our comments.

I. Mater the proposed bill, the Federal Insured Student Loan- Program
(FISL) is phased out. States :could be given, six months after the second
State Itgislative session ends to set up State guarantee agencies.

We believe this propbsal would severely limit aecessibility.othianS to many
students if States decide not to operate their oura programs because many
ealstleg guarantee agencies currently impose limitations on students, lenders
and schools: For example, four agencies limit leans to fullttime students.
'.fsveilty three Ifnilt loans to residents of their State or impoe- time restrictions
-ranging lip to 15 months. Nineteen do not approve all educational institutions
whit') ,sect Federal statutory eligibility criteria. Threeogencies guarantee
less than 100 pereent of the Unpaid principal. \\Tide, Lis resulted in Ienderr restriction because lenders will exercise more
quitious ,lending criteria. Sixteen guarantee agencies hale mint allowed loan
maximums permitted under the Federal Program and some have imposed
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Shore stringent repayment terms. Some of these restrictions have caused
many touters in guarantee ageney States to parttelpate in the Federal Pros
grain in order that they utay assist all of their customers or students. Elim-
inating tbe Federal Program white permitting these guarantee agency re
strictiuus to continue pill mean that s..ertain dimwit and incomes out*, mainly
the poor, twill be less able to obtain loons. FISL operates at least to same
extent JR every titakN generally acetounosiatIng higher risk pot lotions than
the guarantee aproeten. useful Indicator of this difference is the, proportiOn

... of hemmers, including independent students, With ailinsted faintly incomes
of $0,0011 or less. This group makes up percent of eutnulativp ',Were' lean
volume compared with 30 percent cumulatively for guarantee agencies nn
rt current basis, 4 percent of FIST. volume and Z) percent of guarantee agen-
cy totius are fur loans to students from this same income group. The proper
non of vocational sehoul burruwers ban also been greater, necountihg for
approximately 37 percent of cumulative FIST, loan volume anti "c portent of
guarantee agency volfuue with current rates of 19 percent undo. the Federal
Program a ml 0 percent Under the guarantee amides.

During }Ism' Yeats 190t; through 1974, ail vocational school borrowers
arounted for about Xi percent of total lone is disbursed am) nearly 00 percent
ut tatat defaults under the Federal program. Ninety-live xereent of these dis-
bursements and LP percent at the defaults Were for proprietary vocational
school borrowers,' malting this group of students 1.7 tinges as likely to default
as the general student. It :dumb' also be pointed out that some of the States
in which the Federal krgiam is currently operating do not have constitn-
tonal authority to guarantee loans. and constitutional amendments are diffi-
cult anti time-ennsmalnQ to ratify. We believe that to eliminate the Federal
Program svoulti not be ill the best interests 14 student--partieularly the poor

2. Tl proposed boll dominates authorization for interest subsidy on direct
State form programs.

We concur with this provision.
3. 11.11. 3471 dominates the niothorozation for payment of administrative colt

allooratore.
This provision is in current law anti should be retalced as there are lenders

in time states enrronrly holding loans on which the one percent-administrative
cost atiffaie:c is prtyable.f.ts this relates to loans made was during tile period
August 3, 106s through April 1969, the amount, of money required is small
However, witIwut such authorizatien, vie would here no authority to pay
funds for this purpose

. In addition the boll elimonalv,i the anihorizalion for adraneinu "iced
'room*" to 9110ron7.r agencies.

Of -the $42.:1 million authorized and apprer /t-,1 as a result of the 1908
inneutiments - to the program, only $1A tole', hare teen obligated, The
entire context of 11.11. 3471 nttempts to give th..qe respongthIlltry to the guar-
antis.. In:envies. It sremsJurougrubus, on the other bond, to deny them access
to the available seed money. It anld $114111 appropriate to include language
tillwil" for the-distribution of those tipproprlited funds.

The tall sisals the (Marmot, cd Student Loon Program for fire years.
We eenur with this prevision.
t1 f mkt the propoxed bvilitoin, the maximum loan is,redared to $1,000

op the trrePto-or r,J poslicroodnru rdttrollon and $1,100 in any subsequent year
The continuing rise In the 7.1 of.ednea,tIon contradhts ads reduction In

annual loan maximums. Tin' tilt! amendments raised loan maximums and
there Ls evIdenee that the nerd Is greater tdaY. The averse'', Post of college
elination has risen. The effect tumid he to reduce susses and availability
when our polio' is to prauste it

T. In addition. owls the hill tier uggronte lours htnit for undrreraduate
stioly Wry otur.11 front $7,00 to V.000.

The reasons given for retaining the pre..yrot annual loan maxlmum
elittallY to retalutua the present $7,7,00 aggregate loan maxi:limn for

valergrminate students. In addition, It Is reconalioded that the regulatory
autherity of the Cenimissiuner in existing law tam well as in 11.11. 3471)
relation to 'appeasing animal loan maximums abetr the statutory ceiling in
specialized prfigrneet of high coal be extended to aggregate =swains, List
year we supported Itloslation. R. 1307). Mitch prapos'd raising the Matu
tory loan ceiling for graduate ;students from $10,000 to $25.900 because minty
graduate students, are finable Cu. taJ full advantage of the Gilt. program as
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a result of haring borrowed' up-to the limit during their 'undergraduate andearly graduate studies. Medical, school-,graduates could well afford to repaymore than $10,000 worth of loans and many do now, `but through a- variety .of foan,programs. permitting, these loans'to come, under GSLP would- simplify
loan 4repaymentand eliminate multiple loan. applleation.

The bill requires repayment to be made in equal installinents.
"WequestiOn this position. Statutory flexibility (should-b,e.preservedin orderthat lenders may customizerepayment'schedbles-to meet' the, needs of studentborroWers. This is:e,specially-true.in-periods of high unemployment whew loansreach repayment Status and many borrowers, mayt,not be able to obtain a

job which Pas's sufficiently to meet the mininun, payment required, by equalInstallments, Permitting graduated payments, or-example, could enable the-boirowerie More easily ,repay:-his-`loan:
9. Thero-are,several,provisions,that, relate to eligibility for PederaLinterestbenejlti. Tile bill first proposes to eliminati-the-reqiirement that, as-ii condi:tion for ititerest benefits, the4chool must provide the-lender with a: Statement

of costs and other aid. It also -provides that,the cost of attendance toil! only
be computed inhos-wcases where a,student's adjusted- family income,ts equalto or-greater than $15;000.,In:these instances, the,edneetional institution will
no longer recommend the amount-of loan but will simply Provide the 'lender
witha .statement evidencing ardeterminatjon Of need. .

Wwihi not concur with this provision. Under present _law, this Information
must be provided 'for any student applying- for ,Federal interest benefits, re-
gardless of the- adjusted family income. H.R. 34T1 makes -this qPplicable-olusIn cases of an,Adjusted,familY income of moo or 4 ater. As.leans may be.0 used 'only for .educational purposes, a subsidized loan, May not exceed the
cost-of education- leas other aid ,received. This information ,must be provided "
to the. lender -iu order-that excessive loan amounts are not approvA.',1n addi-
tion, we believe there may be some ambiguity relative to the- statement -evi-
dencing need. As proposed, the school would only have to indleate to the
lender-that the student hat need, but would not have,to indicate the amountof Such need us is. the -case of present law. 'While thec.school Is Provided a
formula in the proposed bill ,as to how to', fietermlne that th'e student has
need; there is no requiremen -that the institution must- provide the lender with 4this,calculation. We suggest. eiglircat10.. .

The measure further prOposes that dile cost -of attendance is to 'be dete.r.
mined by the Commissioner neither than, as wider .present lot°, by the ealica-
tionalltistitutlen.

We are not sure of the intent of this provision, 'Legal counsel advises thatclarification would be necessary thisthis prov1si4n were to become law. ;tie
recommend that this determinatthn be made by the educational institution
pursuant to regulations issued 'by the- Ccianissloner. Id addition. we. believe
that such regulations should apply tot.camimi-based programs as well as to c
the Guaranteed -Student Loan Program. . =

Outer tite -terms of the proposal before us, the'deiniiion of cost -of at-
tendance .uo !order" i«.'7,..1".1 Mc cost of room ma toard,'bui Provides,,for ;theaverage cost of livingin .

There is no Indication. es to whor ls to determine the cost, of living -c: how .
it is td-be determined. This ambiguity .will cause canal:lc:obi. i.et.fo.leo,
recommend that a clear definition be-peorlded. ' a

fn addition, books are not included in, definition of cost of attendance.
This semi omission caused much confusion after the patsage of the 1972
amendments, and while books might be conceirahly construed as coming
within the framework of "instructional costs," ice recommend that bookie and
other supplies be specifically enumerated as an included item. Such a change
would also make thLs definition similar to language foiled in H.R. 371 for the
14E00,_progratri. We have bad no problems with they existing law and believe
the Ina`pact of nil these proposed change§ in provisions relating to eligibility -
for interest benefits should be weighed carefully to avoid the kinds ef.prob-
lents that resulted after the passage of the 1972 legislation.

10. This Wit denies Federal reinsurance to any guarantee ggcncy which
denies access to students attending educational institutions out-of-State.

tit e -support this provision. At present, only the Stafe, of Louisiana has this
limitation In Its program and It lies merely constrained students who have
wished to attend gissi-of State educational institutions. Our efforts to encour-
age the guarantee -at,ency to change this' procedure 'have. not been successful.

11. II.R. 3471 p,roposes several .changes relative to the special allowance. .



1 - . .:
11 repeals the lonergencik ins.ercd 81,004 Loon .i ft.of-4269 and incorporates
Anatol agagance enthorwificin language tiok.. 411G tr:;)ya, ;Education AM-
- Wto waist rise this will almitlify prograiii 4 isiskeRtion by providing a
.torigle autborlialturi auttwill.) tog the Gioarinatet4 StOdent. Luria PrOgram.

in adds:mei, it remotes the present thres_parecn14,0eiling and provides ghat,
the rate of tho.ollorcanet all be tiasd eti, Alic difference. between the seven
perces; eats of oiler-tat and threes parecnt lavi Pio acoragi. tuo.acrly 90 dog,
iretaea-ry Bill rate.

, . .. . ,
% %e ito not concur 40,11.11. 3171's proposal to tie the stasial 414..ttanee hi_

-04.aiiile lee,at (Otto holianaor. holeovnftSea do,ftiver the terautlit41.0e,,Afeitatt ,

alavesi mereeut ceiling. We would recomatead that the Congress aatqn.1 tore . .
piotiftigiA to AILS a 41141,Altelatli four tierce* apronal between-the kipliee.4. Fad
oae teal:test critnig. Furthermore we:. 'believe that the statute ationlegi'eti %);ie
raeareility CeT/e/ategy 40E114,414 to tie the special allowance to an Indicator-dr.
el uf.. indicators. however, we believe It would bas unwise to "lockin.:' 4l e
soviet allowance to sny one indicator which May nut in the future p

' a fair refltetion (f money ttlftfketS As a Whole. -... ,
H.R. 3471 further ehnionales the august 1, 1069 /Scalise data applieable

so Me spacial allowance. The effect Is to axial, thesrpecial (Mamma to all
loans made tehteh are agtstaading, regardless of when made. ,..

We -du not _concur with this propaeal. As the number and account of old
loans imede prior to August 1, 10±P..1 15 relatively email- less then one-half
of one percent of outstaraltrigs--and bookkeeping is already In place to keep
tract. of them, this will not eau& any significant increase in lender corn
pemotion or decrease In lender roll :- .

The toff also Soe ft/nosed discrkionorp lariouago for providing different
spelcat allowance, ralas faveigions. areas, or Lotions classifications of lenders.

While 15e halo ;in( 46;ileil this authority, we see no useful purpose in
,1140,,itin.; the authorisation to do so and riutild recommend that it be retained
in the Act, There may be some basis for utilising this differential rate prom-
dote in the future eiheri further aupport.og, data and analysis beizome avail
able. .

23. t rider H.R. 347! 01 schoohi and Slats agencies would be eliminated
from participating as eligible knders under the program.

The new, liellaition of eligible lender would remove educational Institutions
as feeders Tht-re is no question bat that some reztriatIons are needed to
vorreet abases on the part of some institutions- One of the provisions of the
.Aiintintstnuturis legislattae proposals 1.11.11. 4370 would eliminate iitopale
tuts samba As eligibi,e lenders. Su to this extent we are In agreement_ We
disagree with the broad sateen taken in II.II. 3471 In eliminating all educe-
:puts insiituitoil.. including higher eiluvatiOatel institutions as lenders. We
urge. misdeed. that the Ceugressa act on the default legislation. We believe it
will ca.riett the abaas who la ore of mutual concern and at the same time not
venous* the higher educ.atiun institutions. (in the elimination (vf State agen
IC% AS Lederer, Or du base some concern tha some of these programs are
perhaps overly restrictive In their eligibility criteria. flowerer, I MILL; we
might better pursue paths that would enaoarage theae States to open up their
programa to serve a more broadly based population and improve on their
lean origination and collection procedures.

1. The bat before us offers a nem definition of eligible postsecondorn edu-
cational instigation, Crider the terms of the. new deftnitor, foreign school's
are tintlisafeet.

We would oltiaole elitrimatiog foreign &loots from _participation In the
Ortaranicen :student Loan Program. At the aosialaslon of 1074, our records
wiieriegi that 4,,761 Aanerieao students bad loans at such silted& The latest
estimate shoaks that there are 0,000 Ameriann students studying at foreign
medical schoolsin most instances because tlit) Litlilitit be accommodated In
atterTieiTh medical sclesel4a Both heaaase of the loss of eduantional oppontiialty
and iau limo of educated inaupower, we would Oppose this exclusit . We would
alio .11Ite to ltubtult for the record a letter frdm the State Department ex
pre4sinx rhorPrn over Mil proposal.

Ira II It 3471 prcides N. the modidration of the offidatit bo widblp the
regairernent that Iota. pdo.calig sponsored aid doers not cleaft ilia coal of edu-
cation. 1 ea '

IS'e concur In this position,
That concludes on presentation. Mr, Chairman. We eholl bi.. t,lf,ased to re

spina to any Ouestin_s you may have. . a k
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Dr. BELL. Thank y on very much. I am pleased to appear before,
your committee today to continent on H.R. 3471, the StudentXinan-
cial Aid Act of 1975.

In making my continents, I am sensitise to time fact that the bill
in question is the result of eNtensic e 1#1.ings and prolonged exami-
nation of the numerous and complex issues that unclothe Federal
efforts to assist students.

Many indiyiduals and groups have participated and have con-
tributed to a variety of opinions and proposals lelatite to improve-
ment of these programs. The bill that has emerged from these de-
liberations is comprehensive.

As is nearly always the case, howeser, with proposed legislation
that attempts broad and sweeping reforms in an area filled with
complexity and controversy, there are parts of the bill that obvi-
ously merit support as significant improvements, and there are
parts o'f the proposal that seem to require further debate and justi-
fication, and there are other parts of the bill that must be questioned
serionsfy in terms of their purpose itnd effect.

We are pleased to note that MR. 3.171 continues reliance on the
basic educational opportunity, giant program for the cornerstone of
Federal student assistance efforts.

It will, however, only become the true entitlement it was intended
to be when the Coreiress proc ides, opploptintions iieeP,,sney to fully
fund the program.

Further, we concur with the provisions of H.R. 3471 that would
terminate future Federal contributions to the national direct student
loan fund. We have consistently urged such a course of action for
a number of years.

We also applaud the elimination of the NDSL cancellation provi-
sions which are no longer needed in the program. Filially-, we agree
that the cooperative education program would be improved and
would provide greater flexibility as tr result of some,of the changes
suggested in the bill.

--/However, it must be realized that H.R. 3471 represents a signifi-
a,nt change in the philosophy that has up to now justified a Federal

presence in the support of young people seeking a postsecondary
education.

Heretofore, Federal programs of student financial aid hale been
justified in terms of equalizing edit( ational opportunity. Such efforts
have been in recognition of the fact that participation in post-
secondary education has been for too long .denied to substantial
numbers of young people; as a, result of income differences, with a
resultant loss of talent to the Nation.

Federal efforts has e contributed to an equalization of opportunity,
but much remains to be done before financial btu tiers to the pursuit
of education have been removed.

Bee:ruse these barriers have been and remain primarily financial,
assistance to students from nearly all of the existing programs had
been based on need as a function of family income. The present
proposal, in large measure, we believe, abandons need as the primary
criterion for 'receiving Federal assistance. We cannot agree with
such a change in proeedui e or emphasis.
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We would urge that the goal of equalizing opportunity remain
the foremost priority of Fecietl.student assts tance efforts, and that
wo,continne to concentrate the limited funds av ailableon those young
people with ,the greatest financial need.

H.R. 3471, would eliminate any pleasure of need for participation
in the college work-study and Stat_e_stineentive .grart pro
Wattlts.:ItegOtitclAntrsaince_proul "a_caJemic_Pruinisa as a plc
reqiusite to participation in the supplemental educational opportu-
nity grants-program.

It would 14,13 an arbitrary ceiling on the basic educational uppor-
tunity.grunt pronam. It wouldincrease substiaitially those eligibk to
participate:in-the programs for the automatic inclusion of vet
cram. includins those who are not disadvantaged, thus tInlecing the
resources availiible to assist the disadvantaged.

And it would permit existing national direct student loan funds
nets in the hands of institutions to be loaned in the future solely at
the discretion of the institution without mention of need as the pri-
Mary criterion for the making of these loans.

Such proposals represent a.signiiieant.departure 'rum a lung
Federal policy of equalizing educational opportunity. Gitc ii resieg
educational costs and certainly limited Federal .resources. it %void('
seem now more than ever that the funds available must be diiceted
toward those with the.greatest financial need.

Further, proposed modifbratioa of the supplemental educational
opportunity grant prograiinho limit participation to those vvlie dem-
eustrate outstanding academie performance, or clear promise of such
performance, is partieularly troublesome. The difficulties inherent in
this limitation are substantial.

Problems associated with measuring student ability in general,
and that of low-income students in particulait are qifite well known.

All of these pioblems would be cumpoitmled if some suit of JueilS,
urement for academic promise became a criterion for participation
in a Federal student aid program.

This is not only true in assessing academie promise fin traditiolial
institutions of higher education, but,becumes even mum actite ie. at
tempting to measure promise for the kinds of tiaining [not hied by
private proprietary vocational schools.

- It .would appear, then, that this requirement of H.R. 3471 is un-
realistic and could be grossly inequitable, if implemented. In midi
tion, the effect of the combined programs would be .unfair in that a
student who failed the basic grant needs test by just $1 of family
contribution could not compete for the large SEQG awards.

H.R..3471. continues the provision in current law which minaret
that both the supplemental educational opportunity good, program
and the college work -study program be hauled at specified levels as
a precondition to the funding of the basic grant program.

We are strongly opposed to limiting funding for the basie grant
program by a requirement to first. fund any other student assistance
program, especially those which alp not equitable in their applita-
tion when compared with a national needs standard.

We agree with the widespread support that has been expressed for
work opportunities for students. The college work study program
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has made a significant contribution to increasing' tht
postsecondary education to vo rr -141

trordire imaiate, the nee test and increase the appro-_... ,

priations authorization to et least $450 million a year, compared with"
the 1975 appropriation of million.

We belv.vc that, with limited resources, we must continue to in-
-me that studs with demonstrated financial need hate priority
access to work olvortnnities.

We would also suggest some caution about action which would
tnd to increase the proportion of Federal student financial assist-
ane that is made available jn the form of work, at the possible ex-
prise of Federal grant assistance. since grant support is a relatively
scarce resotuce, while work opportunities are available in the private
-.e-tor. Estimates of the total dollar value of job provided students
by the private sector range as high as billion per year.

The Federal work study program should be funded only at the
1. cl tietar to insult- sSorl. opportunities to those needy students
who woOTTalierwise be unable to fulfill their postsecondary edu-
cational aspirations.

Let me itoa turn to a discussion of the guaranteed student loan
provisions of MR. 3471. There are several basic assumptions, pri-
marily related to the purpose of the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram. which affect our militants on the provisions of this biii.
Tittse assompfitats ale as rollows:

(1) The objective of GSL is to int reuse loan accessibility for all
eligible students and decrease the default rate through sound and
prudent program administration.

GSL is a program that provides financial assistance for all
qtudents. For middle income families. it offers a "loan of colleen-

c" to enable aeue h families to select -the educational institution of
their choice.

For lower in ome anti minority students. it provides essential
floats .al aid. The Gsr. pogrom pito ides an opportunity to borrow
at portion or all of the cxpet lid family contribution utiNzed for most.
si talent aid programs.

f Ortiet to irit oraplish tine pi ogram's art ess objectite, lenders
mast I e t tie ouraged to pat titillate to the fullest possible extent,
at ilizing rroretlut c. A hit h rent. t MTN t it e aud responsible manage-
ment tet !mimic's. It is tally through such lender patticipation that
Joao can be assured.

act 1-j, ins gualanteed or insured by the most effective
olubiliation Stite. Federal. and pi iv ate nonprofit agencies_ in

order to provide maximum loan accessibility. lender and school
participation. and rogram flexibility.

'Pot ['.,decal Got ertneut should prof ide reinsurance and manage.
nit lit qipport for gatarantir agt 'tries to a. -are their increased par-
ticipation. inert-as, their effet tit eness. and supplement guarantee
a tf.-oey eifort, necessary-.

Poth annual and aggregate loan maximums should be fie\ iblc
aeti re distically determined by taking into rout-Mel ation the type
and costs of education. other solutes of financial aid. and the poten-
tial t air nine,- capacity of the borrower to repay the indebtedness.
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ILR. 347-1, makes a number significant change to the existing
guaranteed student,loan,p4rogram on which have made detailed
comments in my longer statement. At this time, rwould.like to out-
line-some of our major. Concerns with some of those changes.

Let, me begin, Mr. chairman, by listing those areas where we agree,
We concur with:

(-1) The-extension of theprogram 'for 3 'years;
(-2) The elimination of the ituthorizatioil for an interest subsidy

on dirilMidentioan-prOgrgms; _

i3) The denial of Funeral' reinsurance to *any guarantee agency
which deniea access to student-' attending .educational institutions
out of State:

(1) The repeal of the .Emergency Insured Stfident Loan Act 'of
1969 and thibincinimratiofi of thespecial allowance authority in the

..Higher Education Act;
0) The requirement for consumer protectioir provisions such as

reffund and disclosurepolicie4; and
(6) The modification of the affidavit to limit totally federal spon-

. sored aid"to.t$t colt of education.
" We do, howilver4pose some of the other guaranteed, student loan

provisions of JUL 3471. Our primary objection is, to the ultimate
phaseout a the Federal LlistAred Student Loan Program (FISL).

We believe thy proposat,w (mkt bevereti quit uaccesaiuiUty of,loanS
to many students if States existing guarantee agencies currently im-
pose limitations on, students, lenders, and school's.

For example, four agencies limit loang to full-time students; 23 limit
. loans to residents of their. State or impose residency requirements

ranging up to .15 mdnths; 19 do not approve all educational institu-
time. which meet, Federal statutory eligibility requirements; 3 agen-
cies guarantee less than 100 percent of the unpaid principal and in-
terest. This has resulted in lender restriction because lenders will
exercise more cautions.lending criteria. Sixteen guarantee agencies
have not allowed loan maximums permitted under the Federal pro-
gram.

Some of these restrictions have caused many lenders in guarantee
agency States to participate in the Federal program hi oidei 'that
they may assist all of their customers or students.

Eliminating the Federal program while permitting these guaran-
tee agency restrictions to continue will mean that ci.rtain classes and
income groups, mainly the pool, may be less able to obtain loans.

FISL operates, at. least to some degree, in every State, generally
accommodating higher risk populations than the guarantee agencies.

A useful indicator of this difference is the proportion of borrowers.
including independent students, with adjusted family incomes of
$6,000 or less. Tins group makes up 52 percent of cumulative Federal
loan volume, compared with 36 percent cumulatively for guarantee
agencies.

On a. current basis, 45 percent of FISL volume and 29 percent of
guarantee agew totals are for loans to students from the same in-
come group.

The portion vocational school borrowers has also been greate,.
accounting for approximately 37 percent of the cumulativ e FISL

4
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limo %ilium and i; percent of guarantee agency '.olume with current
rates of 0 percent under the Federal program arid CpertAmt, under
the gharantee agencies.

During fiscal years 1968 through 1974, all vocational school bor-
rowers accounted for about 37 percent of total loans disbursed, and
nearly 00 percent of defaults under the Federal program.

7.N.:inetyhve percent of these disbursements and 1l8 percent of the
defaults were fur pruprietary ocational school borrowers, making
this group of students 1.7 times as likely to default as the general
student: WibeIles2 that to eliminate the Federal program would
not te in the best, interests of students, and, particularly, Mr. chair-
man, not in the best interests of the poor.

We do not concur in RR. 3471's proposal to tie the special allow-
ances by statute to a given indicator. We do believe that the statute
should give the Secretary regulatory authority to tie the special al-
lowance to an indicator or set of indicators.

However, we believe it would be unwise to "loci* in" the special
allowance to any one indicator which may not in the future pro-
vide a fair reflection of money markets-as a whole.

We object to the reduction of the loan maximum, to $1,00tt in the
Orst year of postsecondary education and $LAM in any subsequent
year. The cord:nu:rig cise hi the cost of education contradicts, we be-
lieve, this reduction is annual loan maximums.

The Education Amendments of 1972 raised loan maximums atter,
there is et idence that the need is e% en greater today. The average cost`
cf eullege education has risen and the effect of this pro% ision would be
to is dime access arid mailability alien the present program purpose is
to promote it.

In addition, w' oppoee the reduction of the aggregate loan limit
for undergraduate study from $7,500 to .55,000. The reasons giveh
for retaining the present $2,500 annual loan maximum apply equally
to retaining the prescnt $7,500 aggregate loan maximum fur under-
graduate students.

Futliermore, we recommend that the regulatory authority of the
Commissioner in existing law, as well as in II R. 3471rrecating to
increasing annual loan maximums abo%e the statutory, ceiling in
specialized programs of high ost be extended to aggregate maxi-
munis.

lust year we supported legislation, H.R. 13050. which proposed
raising the statutory loan citing for graduate students from $10,004)
to $21,000, because many'any graduate students are unable to take full ad-
vantage of the G4L program as a result of ha% in borrowed up to the
limit during their undergradeate and early graduate studies. ,

Medical school graduates could well afford to repay more- than
$101104) worth of loans and many do now, but through a variety of
loan programie Permitting these loans to come under GLS would
simplify loan repayment and eliminate multiple loan application.

We question the proposal to require repayment to be made in
equal installments. Statutory tlexibuty should be preserved in order
that lenders may customize repay neat schedules to meet the needs
of student borrower -.
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We oppose the proposals eliminating the requirement that, as a
condition of interest benefits, the school must provide the lender with
a statement of costs and other aid.

We further oppose the provisions which provide that the cost
of attendance will only be computed in those cases where a student's
adjusted family inconie is equal to or greater than $15,000 and that
the ethicativad institution w ill no longer recommend the amount of
the lean, bur will the lender with a statement evidenc-
ing a determination ofIneed:

Under present, law, this information inust be provided forft 11y

student applying for Federal hitt:lest benefits, regardless of the ad-
justed family income. H.R. 3471 makes this applicable only in cases
of an adjusted ninny income of $15,000 or greater.,

As loans may be used only for educational purposes, a subsidized
loan flaky not exceed the cost of education less other aid received.
This information must. be provided to the lender in order Clint ex-
cessive loan amounts will not be approved.

In addition, w (*believe there may be sonic ambiguity relative to the
statement es idencing 'med. As proposed, the School would only have
to indicate to the lender that the student has need, but would not
has e to indicate the amount of such need, as is the case of the pre-
sent law.

While the school is provided a formula in the proposed bill as to
how to determine student nt ed, there is no requirement that the insti-
tution pros ide the lender with this calculation, and we suggest, Mr.
Chairman. that glorification would be necessary here. -

Theme are sere' al other clarifications and definitions which we be-
lies e are necessary, and ss hich are detailed in my longer statement.

One such definition which is of major importance deals with eligi-
ble lenders. We oppose the remos al of all schools and State agencies
as lenders. There is no question but that some restrictions are needed
to rorrect abuses on the part of some educational institutions.

One of the provisions of the administration's legislative proposals,
H.R. 4:;76, would eliminate proprietary schools as eligible lenders.
So to this extent we are in agreement.

We disagree w ith the bioad -sweep taken in H.R. 347I. in eliminat-
ing all edtentional institutions, including higher educational institu-
tions, us lenders. WeNirged instead that the Congress act on the de-
fault legislation wlll,it vto have submitted. We believe it will correct
the abuses which are of mutual concern and at the same time not
penalize the higher education institutions.

On the elimination of State agencies as lenders, we do have a con-
cern that some of these programs are perhaps overly restrictive in
their ciigibilitc t r iteria. However, I think we might better pursue
paths that Is ould encourage these States to open their programs to
sertu a Mute 610adly based population and improve on their loan
origination and collection procedures.

We would oppose eliminating foreign schools from participation
ni the guaranteed student loan program. At the conclusion of 1974,
our records showed that 4,761 Ammerican students had loans as such
schools. The latest estimates show that there are 6,060 American
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students studiing at foroign medical schools, in most instances be-
cause they cannot be accommodated in AnWritiln ifiValral schools.

Both because of the lt &s. of educatiuma opportunity and the loss
of educated manpower, we would oppose this elcluvon. We would
also like to submit for the record a letter r-ma the Saute Departnient
expressing,concern over this proposal.

[Letter referred to follows:)
t D.EPARIMEA I OF STATE.

'Washington. D.C., itasvh zu,

Commlogitiner of Education,
U.S: Office of Education,
Department of Health, Educatinn, and 'Tic:fare .
Washington. D.C. ,

DEAR COIIIIISSIONEA BuL: It has been broughtto attentIon that legis-
lation proposed "To amend Title IV 411. the Higher Eduration Act or 1045 as
amended" [lilt 1471) as currently drafted would eliminate opportunities for
American students to pursue their studies abroad under the guaranteed luau
program. I am writing to ion at this time In the Lope that changes might be emade in the bill so that U.S. citizens might vontinur to study abroad underthis pmgraui.

1 understand that Amer Ivan students enrolled in some 7ir.: educational In-
stitutrns abroad are now eligible under the pre-seat saun:atm' loan prom
ihions of the higher Education Act, anti that more thou 4.700 U.S. students
Are currently attending these institutions with funds guaranteed under this
program. As nay proposed, paragraph dr, Section 4U1 tut lilt 3471 iiould hunt
institutions 'availed t., those within the United States and remove the

of Americans for loans to Intend schools abroad or outside the buttesiresently provided.
A oug standing pclicy of the 'Culled Staten; Government is the encourage-

ment of its citizens to study abroad, In furtherance of the international rela-
tions of this cotintry. This is clearly illustrated In the Mutual Eduimtional
and Guttural Exchange Act. as amended iP14 87-2.I0i which stliterlin part
of its purpose: "to lucre:lac mutual anderslohid;og ',rioter& the peuv]e oL the

1 United States and the people of other countries by means of educational andv
cultural exchange." Programs. such As those under the Fu 'bright-Keys act
4P.L. A7-2-561 can nail "erre this purpose. but In adlttion a is card that
thefe be an even alder sector of American partlematioll in edueattunal ex-
'change through the public at large. The guaranteed loan program offers a
means for students to obtnin educational tialbing abroad who would wit
otherwise be able to do so.

Too IDS we face unprecedented world problems sm h as energy, food. poliu-
lation, and the environment which underscore the critical traer-relutlenhartps-
of the United States with other natiore;. As Secretary Kissisiger hie; rorMaded
us, we are entering au era of increasing lolerdepetalence. This Departmeut
belleves that tie should assist our people in developing their ability to meet
the perplexing and challenging conditions of living la u global soviet). 1t P4
essential to build the cruse-culturai rhosourie-s and substantive knowledge
which come from International istucl. It is hardly the time to cut hack -oppor-
tunities for educational training abroad

Another aspect of stud.; abroad is the educational preference of the indi-
vidual_ The student himself may Lind it desirable and essential to undertake
studies In foreign countries and ,instituthons. 4,41)%autei field% Jalousie area and
language studies, comparative linguistics, earth and life recess., areheolow.,
comparative goiernment. and the arts. Its turn, such training and experience
enhance the pyientild for the student's future professional eouiribution In the
United States.

In brief. I firmly believe that it in the national Interest to enable our
students to pursue their education abroad. Wv should make at possible throaoh
the guaranteed student loan program, as well as a itti other pulpit; and tap
vote means, to fualiteite the individual's pursuit of 11,, or her bawl

etithatbdi whether at the Failed Staten or abroad- la the final

74o.
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nnalysis it is the student a oun insesnuent of time, energy, and funds which
Is at stake.

Sincerely,
Jowl-RICHARDSON, JR.,

Assistant Secretary for
IhtItcational and Cultural Affairs.

Dr. BELL. I wouhrlike to anande, Mr. Chairman, by saying that
wt . do find some features in the bill with which we agree with. We Lope
that we, are unduly critical in our comments. We hope tltat our sugges-
tions are constructive in nature? We intend them that way.

We look forward to working with the committee as the final bill
is formulated. We appreciate this opportunity to express our %iews
on RR. 3471, and 1 would like at this time if I might, to ca, my
colleagues up to the, table for the diF.cussion

tiiue,
will follow.

. That concludes in statement, Mr. Chairman. We are must happy
to respond

Mr. O'}LtR.t. Perhaps, Commissioner, it wouldte appropriate if
you would identify your colleagues for the record..

Dr. BE14.. Thai& you. On my xight, which, of course. is.your left,
is Mr. Ken Kohl is Associate Commissioner in char_ge of the
guaranteed student loan program. Next to him is Mr. Ed York
is the Deputy Commissioner fur Management in the U.S. Office of
Education.

Both of these gentlemen have the prhne responsibility for guar-,
anteed student loans in our office.

Then on my left, is Mr. Bill Iferrell. sitting just next to Mr. Cooke,
who is the Actin; Deputy Commissioner for higher education or

.Postsecondary Education. Then John Phillips who is the ..itssociate
Commissik,no. for Student Assistance and has responsibility fur the
finan6a1 aid programs in the Office or Education.

Thank you.
Mr. O'HARA. Madam Secretary. yon have suggested that the first

/purpose of the Federal Government in postsecondary education .0 to
increase access to postsecondary education by concentrating rcoicr-
ces on direct thiamin' aid to students on the basis of need.

Then you indicate that you believe that access means that the
student could hale enough to enable him to attend at least the kind
of low-cost college increasingly ..available in many of the States gind
to do so without borrowing.

How 'do you believe that your suggestion that the basic edu.:ation
al opportunity grant be limited to half uf a student's need would
contribute to that cause?

Need is defined as being the difference between the cost uf the in-
. stitution, the student cost, and the reasonable expected family COLA

tribution toward the support of that student at that school.
Under the schedule, the reasonable expected family contribution is

figured on a. very, very difficult scale. You permit the family to re
tam in effect the ]u«- income budget. of the Social Security Aeltiiilii
stration, the Orshansky low budget. There has been vouch criticism
of your schedule un the ground that the reasonable expo red Jamily
contribution is very unreasonable, but, leaving that abide, 1 \\Amid

.54-459-71IS
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you expert to improve access by !igniting the amount of the grant
to one-half of the difference between the reasonable expeted family -

contribution and the total cost? '
Dr. Taoymn.,Well, when we are talking, about half of need, we

are talKing about need at, the cost minus the family contribution.
To limit the grants to half-need would giverus an opportunity to
broaden the base and the number of students that we could help,
and, therefor;, we would have we would able to help more
students in middle-income groups.

Mr. OlLtn.v. In other words, instead' of- -if you had two swim-
meth who %veto ;H tiarkHlt,and UL thiligee of diowning uu feet;away
from the rock, instead of throwing one of them a 3D foot-long 'rope,
you would cut. it in half and throw each of them a 15 --foot rope,

s right? Is that how yku would do it ?`
Mr. PitiLLIPS. Mr. Chairman, if I eolaasupplhnent thaw remarks,

I think the key concept in the testimony that Secretary Trotter has
dolt e red .111 is, morning is the concept of total Olt rellf resources, which
would take into account not only the family coniription

'
but also

reasonable expectation of student earnings in addition to the avail-
ability of a grant. So, if yen are talking. in tPrm of a relatively low-
costsgistitution, for example an institution with a total student cost
of $1,00,-then you aco still working very much vv ithin the boundaries.
of aconcept of current resources.

Mr. 03.1"1.. Mt. Phillips;'you have picked the absolute lowest,no,
eu have dnderstated the student Lost at the lowest cost institutions
in America. The Iv-acad. cost institutions in America are the frek
community colleges of California aild the student cost at themv
exceeds SUM. The student cost at an institution in my State at a

college in my district runs in the-neighborhood' of $2,000.
NOW, evidently. you don't believe in the economic statistics or the

fat that wt, hate R Pt xknt unemployment in the 'United States
and the foci that in the State of Michigan uneinployment is 'run-
ning at 16.1 percent, and you blithely assume that a student with-
out much effort, a full time student, is going to be able to make
$1.000, $700$800 to $1,000, and that that, added to one-half of the
,htferencelet us take a student then whose expected family con-
tribulion is zero. OK. You expect him to make $800 to $1,000 iichich
is just as unman:A., as the family conttibution schedule is, but you
expect him (. make it, and then that leave: him with another $1,000
or $1,200 tl tt he cannot make on Lis ovs and you say that the
way to help hum Fet access is to give him 0/ ly a part of the $1,000
or. $1,:'00, is that it?

Mr. (VARA. Madam Secretary, jlo you mean access is what the
student ought to be able to get from his assistance grant assistance,
plus his own efforts plus his family contribution %Sithout harrowing,
or do you mean to include borrowing?

Dr. Tnrix-rEtt. should be able to go to a low cost institution, with
the resources contributed by his family, the resources that he can be
expected to earn -with tc mammal& eifott, and his grant aid.

Mr4.011xitx. Mr. Phillips, with an expected family contribution
of zero, with a )ughly unrealistic assumed earnings of $800 to $1,000,
and a $2,000 low-cost institution and you would agree that is a
low-cost institution, wouldn't you?

.
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Mr. nrates. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'HARA. How do you say that limiting the amount of BOG

to $500 would increase
, Mr. PHILLIPS. We wouldn't limit it to $500 in that case. That
basic rant,if you had a $2,000 cost, and the basiesgrant limit was
half of need, thetot al budget cost wquld be recognized as need because
there is no family coutribution. Then the baste grant in that case
would be $1,000.

The thing that I think we really do have a serious disagreement
about is whether it is realistic or unrealistic to expect the combimition
of current resources to make up that iifference.

Now, we have not always been in total agreement with out friends
in the need analysis hers ices, but I think we do believe that the experc
tatioes that they hate traditionally included in those calculations are
esseneially correct. ,Noula fuether point out as an integral part
of the approach to this legislathe testimony here thatin the et,ent
that a student such as yon describedin otiter wordd, a. very highs
need, low-income studentwere unable to secure that additional
amount from earnings in the private sector, we would retain,the
e. ok-study prop:tin and would keep the need basis for that program
to assure that the needs of that particular student are met and that
that .money is not diffused over a wide variety or students with or
ct ithout need. So hasicalli we are talking abouteurrent resources being
a combination of grant and work opporttmities, and where the work
opportunities are unaailable in the prhate settor, we would indeed
eupport the work-study program to meet the need in that case.

Mr. O'HARA. Now let us take the work idea. CSSI have n'ot
looked at their schedules lately, not in terms of how much they
expect from summer earnings, but I know .that you sexy strongly
disagreed with their latest schedules and in fact .proposed issue
a regulation directing the colleges to ignore it in computing the
amounts which student might become entitled to wider: work-study
or SEOG.

Is that the schedule from which you get the estimate that the
student ought to be able to make- -what- is it- $500 in his summer
employment.?

Mr. nitrates, NO. sir. Not our schedule. The CSS schedule,
Mr. O'lLuma. The same schedule to Is hill you objett that testiutated

that $500 might be--
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think, Mr. Chairman, in response to your earlier

inquiry in connection with an earlier heating on that matter, we
tried to indicate that we had some ditlicnities with the new proposed.
ecitedulee in terme of estimating time family, financial strength, but
we did not raise ()hie* tions ur questions about the es,pettativitti for
student earnings, and we do believe

Mr. Mutt, It operated in the other was. It held down the
amount of need rather than increased it.

Mr. POILIII,S. Mr. Chairman, I think it is useful to recall that if
you are talking about, au egpeetation from work of $9,00 to $1-.000,
that that breaks down to e fairly reasonable tepeetatiest on a month
by.tmonth basis.

. I mean it seems to us thet the are realistic estimates of a etu
dent's ability to come up with part time earninge to contribute to
the cost of his education.
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Now, admittedly, there is unemplgyinent, but we would argue that
this earnings expectation eau be arc airplislied through the use of the
s)ork -study program in. those oases whidi students are unable to
secure private sector employment.

Mr. O'HARA. I think in the current economic climate to assume
that kind of earning from noitwork study employment is highs un-
realistic. Let me

Mr. Tuo3irsos. Italy many 31eDonald's are there in the State of
Mich gag

Mr. Onvita. There are quite a few because I got phone calls from
all of then just before they made their contributions to the 1972
Nixon catnpaign in opposition to the minimum wage law as it ap.
plied to such estalllishMents.

[Laughter.] -
Mr. O'HARA. 'rut( have a suggestion., with respect to State pro-

grams. You suggest that you want the States to institute tuition-
equalizatien programs. One e.tample you give is a program that
would pake up some of the difference between the BOG ceiling ,

and part of the difference between. the BOO ceiling and the cost
of education. for, students at high-cost institutions.

Tbcn ,you say that:
nowes*,r, it is stilt true, thdt four States how account for over 00 percent

of State-funded student aid. Many other States devote their funds for higher
evh,catlini almost exclusively to institutional support. This liattern of predomi-
nance of institutional support does promote low tuition at public institutions,
but does nut take Into amount the differing financial needs of lower income
and fanvilleo, nor does It. help students to affokci Private
in, titutious.

Then you suggest that we might encourage a modestly greater
State enqilitisis on student aid and we- -Ili other words, we are asking
them to divert some of those funds devoted to postsecondary Oduea-.
tion into student aid and out of institutlefial aid..

In any event, you want them-- we all recognize diet right now the
States are in a financial crunch. Theii revenues are down. Many of
them limp constitutions that Turbid them to berrow-TI.ley must have
a balanced budget. They are talking about dev °tin a less to higher

zeilueation rather than more. ?

Tuitions are rising at State supported institutions and at the same
time you are suggesting that they divert sonic of the money that is
'law-- up to now been teed cc: provide for relatively low tuitions
that they divert seine of that money into student ncedl.ased assist.

prograilts. right?
Dr.Tnowen. Right. Particularly I was emplasizing the fact that,

w here there isn't the need for expansion of physical ylients'and fa- 1
eilities that there had been because of the leveling off' of enroll-
ments. and tills (mine.% ...wild therefore be devotee t to student aid-
programs.

Mr. trIlina.ltight now tuitions are going up at State instift
Everyone agrees to that and knows that that is the ease tun

that the institutions are ha) ix-f great difficulty in getting the States
to make any, ilierea.se in the state .eppropriations to public institti,
tions (Awn tinold the line in the State appropriations.

think that we have to recognize that there will be a limited
amount of money available in the States for higher education and

"I)1- 2'
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that whatever amount you put into student aistitnce results in l?,
ivtitutional assistance and that the effect of Itss institutional assist
truce is a. general increase of some magnitude in tuitions and fees at
these institutions.

-Dr. Triorreit. We would hope that the States could provide more
student, aid, we might in the protess help match this, which would in
the Jong run be a- greater amount of money going to help both the
institutions and the States.

gr.:O'HARA. Well, it is clear to me that one of the implications of
your proposal is that you would encourage State- redirection of
State efforts into need-baseal grunts to students and a. deemphasis 4r.
institutional grants which have the effect of keeping clown tuitions,
and.that the result would be higher tuitions.

I think there may be details on .which we agree, .3.fitdam Secretary
and Commissioner Bell, but, if so, I am Afraid it must be by accident.

Because we are heading in different directions because I very
strongly believe, that the States ought to be encouraged to provide
low -cost educational opportunities and that the goal of their Pro
grams and our program ought, to be popular education, education
for all, that they ought. to make education, beyond the high school
available to as large a. proportion of our people as we possibly can,
and that an essential element in doing so I dorit care what the.in-
come levels are, whether they may be working-class families or the
poor- -an essential element to that is holding dOlvii. the cost of educe
tion.

I am dishirbed. In essence, the way I See your approach, it in to
turn higher education into a. welfare program, and that the end result
of your approach would be to say that people can buy higher educa
tion, paying full cost, and, if they cannotafford to pay full cost, if
their income level is top low to do so, if they can. sign a pauper's
oath, if they can meet some sort of income twalificationg, then they
might get some help, but other than that, private higher .edueation,
is just another coniedity like automobiles, like dreSs suits, and what
ever, and, if you want one, you have to go out and pay for it.

The one distinction you would make is that you might not give
someone ri subsidy if they are ,eligible for welfare in order to buy an_ .
automobile or a dress suit, lint you would give them a subsidy for
procuring higher ediltation,-bnt I doli't Wiese that is the approach
we ought to take, I don't believe that is the approach we have taken,
in the United Shiites., ,

Why. don't', rye de,,that, with our elementary and secondary schools?
If we-think that 40-liA: ought, to pay tht frill cost. of education and
get a, subsid'y, pi4 re poor, then why don't we do that in
those .

It seems" tone that4-ae are',Leading in entirely the wrung dime.
iton, and I !lope that we,cari tome out.somewLere, Comniimpner- on

-this wholeflimg, butt can see we are going-to have some difficulties.
Mr- Beet.. Mi. Chhirman I would like to point out again that I

don't think.we are in' total, di agreement, and I tried to emphasize
some places where I felt .we were in agreement, but I feel it may be
that maybe I haven't done a good enough job in tr;ing to conyey
to vou. what' I feel our program is.-

in 3
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Ce r 1h don't feel that we ought to abandon the middle- and..
itypew !pkarre yeupit, and we put, great: emphasis on th% guarantebil
lona ISK)grant for that. We think that unless we nuke, the total Fed-
eral pie larger--and we see little prospect of that in the not well,'
in the immediate tame, betause otthe fiscal circumstances. We must
tstahlish prat ides for the distribution of scarte Federal resources.

Our etaleetu and I think our prime disagreement with the chair-
man's hill- is that it is going to shift the resources away front those
who have no hope, wortrly students who have no hope at all for edu-
cat ;on by eliminating tInt need retjuireinent fuEwth k-study and other
pmgrams, mid SO %A e -think that the priority should still be ulion the
Poort.giNen the scarce resources that we have. We submit that those in
nitddleand upper Income levels can better afford to finance college
edutation,than the putn, admitting that it is difficult at today's costs,
min for some on those levels fur all students.. Therefore, we make a

Joan couriAlicnte with. subsidy opportunities init.' so on available
in order to make this possible. but we believe shat with the scarce re-,
sources we, hire we are putting around $2 billion a year of the Office

Education budget now to this entire array of student aid .programs
,and the luaus, and we see little prospect of dramatically increasing
that.

We would like to keep the priority on those who are without any
hope at all of access to higher education.

Mr. O'HAii*A. Commlissmner:Lt. mewhittI was hoping to eon-
lode on that, byt you rinsed another point that I am just 1.-thipg to

hate to respond to, and please ,pardon me. Mr. Thompson, for keep-
, ing you waiting. /

You are say lug that I am removing need base. Now, in the firsf
plat e, It t n,. make it absolutely clear that if anyone can dethonstra61
to me and if it is demonstrated to meand it may well beduring
the consideration of this bill that ally thing hi this bill is going to
ni.ilte it more tlifik tilt for anybody in this tountry to get an educatmn,
I will change that provision.

Now, that is an absolute flat commitment. If anyone can delnon.*
....tiatt to me that anything in the bill that I have sponsored is going
to make it more difficult for an Inierhan to get an education. I will
change that provision.

Now. about the business of need. getting rid- of the concept of
u. eil'Yoti* see, under OR 110E1v-study program the way it now op-.

yon are eligible fot a work -study job if a computer in Prime-
ton or in Iowa City says that 'you have a need.

Now, you know and I know that the computer doesn't- have a lot
of judgment. He has got a lot of .grasp of figures. but he. doesn't
hat e a lot of judgment. and sometimes situations arise is la re there
iq mind need. but there is no eomputekneed.

I li.LW taken off the requirement that you must have compoted
rued under a needs analy sis sy stt in to get a is ork-study job, but,
net el th:less. the etnent is retained that tho must sign an oath
that the funds nal be usett to help pay for their-education...ad. if
tiny use it for any other pin poses. tht..'s" are subject to the penalties of

-the law.
I. would nut anti, ijNite that institutions responsible for administer-

ing the %soil, study pr ;rani would go out and try to -press jobs oil
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pie didn't need thew nor ttoiald I anticipate ti.at people who
ro'-ed jobs w QUM he knK kilo,: therilsid es Mit to try to get them.

I hme as wide acquaintance among culleozi: students and, although
I them to he estonalere oirg own dud women, I don't find them
atiolutely dving,r .for a chance to work in addition to their -full-
tfl:.11014 - d1e($iLk. ":.

that tIw genrall look fur work if they reel they must
t re it in tinier to pay for their eilui,itton, so I furl .th,att ,.th!..re

6 9rt of a f4.1t.,:vieettimi titi4-
Then I obje,c,t till- total to one Alf the coo ,ees of th-(way -

hat werkstudy a now adiontistered, this" 0%4' . r.ruidg concept..
mearei that, if a ttlodent iti ItircQ on a, prjkt, let us say.'hi the

horticulture Lib awl working on sonie*partietilar piece of iestNarelt
1 this Istadent wed for these fluids. and he starts of on the
sometime in Spterahei and then, all of a sudden, on January, at
p.m- he fon. Ewen ed front his work.sti(dy jolt so that his

Minded 104. rise iltllant that AAMiplItct tihl he needed, had now
et, to Yet ..:.;titp,u1., that institution liaS to go and pall tint off

loft job.
trip, rare if the projult likyAas u orking on is halfway through.

don't care if it rums the whitle lotion of the work stucly. ne has to
Alt' off the job. Now, to in) mind that is just crazy awl it is de-

arning the 11,40 wori. that acid...stud) students are doing.
t :5,tying Vit hem

you arc.a ,-artilitg thlx tuuney. &tit rpaity glia. a damn abat
onntitention. f.,u ore lialklux (tint pair r on. What tlit,4 14, 'is another

it writ4rt, timz %NV etiV }-onn Will ;% arc going to tinflico vertaili
flon f gyf ,f no 1,0 m.4. .4 Mil dirgufwd tti. ifar than 5-lu are en-

tied it.,
,Thatt IA why I tfioN off this sy-Itent of cominitet1 need., not because
thought sn- tilutinr,. weir plug tt, IL;VA out and start awarding work

rj IWO1/1t, that rialit't ha%t any tievd for it. hnt I think there is too
itch 14f a inhalitstic dapp,cra.11 to these programs that results in

rarttog a good deal froni the work rthie.
..or I don't mean to get rid of Heed, I do nium to keep costs low

r I =t4 iwc-,-41, tin I think that low cast to edination has
its' mote for thins flirt 1/pc/grata Jae tier ilevisoci, but I don't
van to get rid of iweiL

fr. itInuip,ols? ,

Mr, Itiovirs.e. I ja..1 loi4, a gent', al cotoment or so. I have not
ad romme.:qoar Itelnijfull statement ttrl 7 du recognize in it, to
degv., t+!--M1" 1.111:101,16. itistical data and also perhaps a little

-tenter degree of agtretneot than the ehairman feels exizit. At this
of coors, we are pm 63:foaling this process, I don't noressarily
with 01 of Mr. 011itries concepts or all of the amendments

inch are its
think that ,(11111 alaithle. I tinted with sonic ineu'-t awl a littlTtottet's suggestion that it is

justifiable with 10, Eaten-4 rates that all NDSI., borrower
uhl never hare to pa) more than. a percent iii interest,

..ertivolv don't agr,-e wjth the st:tterio tit that that constitutes a
invoatioo f n stailentA to laxitove r. jams ling their- loans as

fry pozsaliie, 1 jah*Ilatly disagree that.

750
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ifoweier, the interest rate, I suppose, is a subject of negotiation.
A lending institution should certainly not be deprived of the cost of
adminiStering the loan.

Dr. TROTTER. I was referring to the filet that we charge different
rates to different students for different kinds of loans and this is not
equitable. that we should take a look across the bo'ard at the kind of
interest rates that are being charred and ask whether the institution
itself is benefiting in the way it should. We might be able to help more
students by in reasing the interest rate am) hence income to the loan
fund which can then be sent to other students,

Mr. THOMPSON. The original development and passage of the Na-
tional Defense Edcation Act was, as we all know, a sort of knee-
jerk response to sput It certainly has turned out to be a great
thing, but I agree wit:, the original conceptthe preferential treat-
ment of students in certain areas of studyat the time, simply as 11,
device by which to broaden the whole thing later.

Originally; «e did not take into consideration the cost to the
institutions of clumping in Federal money. We agreed then, and I
agreed thoroughly, with the concept of helping the student, but, as
it turned out, for a time we were, in effect, taking it out of the hands
of the faculties and the institutions.

Now, we remedied that, and we should have. We did away with Cue
preferential area studies such as math, science, modern foreign km,
images. The real purpose at that time was the concentration of the
'-American people on those subjects as a result of the Soviet success
with sputnik, and we simply moved in and pragmatically took ad-
vantage of it.

Now this program in the 1972 act, which I think is a spectacular
act, is being reviewed, and there are going to be differences. I am
sure that, they will be worked out and I am sure that the chairman
will keep his bommitment.

I have knom n him since the day he got here. Ile is one of my closest
and most respected friends, and, when he says that if he can be
shown where there will be any deprivation of a student then he will
remedy that, that indicates to me a great degree of flexibility.

Mr. Bum,. We are encouraged by that too, Mr. Chairman.
Laughter.1

Mr. Tiromesox. I don't think that he is PA en with my support,
going to come lown too nun h on your philosophy of the act, but will
certainly accept that which we think is constructive.

With that, I thank both of you for your appearance here.
Mr. O'Hara. Mr. Eshleman?
Mt. ESTI:LP:3[1N. Thank you, Mr. Chair man. This is of ersimplificti-

tion, but there is good in your, testimony and there is -good in the
rhairman'g bill, and I am an optimist in thinking, that what we will
end up doing is combining the good of both into one markedup bill.

Dr. Trotter. I would like to have a line of questioning that is not
directly related to your testimony, but it is indirectly related to this
legislation because I have an amendment in mind that I haven't yet
discussed with the chairman. I am going to ask a few questions on
what I call the quota syStem as far as student enrollment.

I am not talking faculty. That doesn't belong in this bill. I am not
talking maintenance force. That loesn't belong in this bill. But I

6
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happen to think an amendment limited only to student enrollment
would be germane to this bill.

Now, would the Department agree or disagree with inc that you
aranaw_implementing what I 011 a quota s:(teng ha student enroll-
ment ?

TaorrEn. No. not at all.
Mr. Esunnantx. Well, I base he -----the Pennsylvania Department

of Education submitted this last June, and it is a tesidanission
the direction of IIEWa a list of public colleges in Permsylsania with
exact percentages of minority student enrollment behind them.

For example in my hometown, Millersville must base 13 percent
by this September. 'ow, the president tells me that if he doesn't
the president of the t.-ollege tells me that if he dues not, ha is in jeop
ardy of losing some Federal subsidy.

Is that correct or incorrect t
Dr. Tnomn. He must be referring to title VI or title IX, Mr.

Eshleman.
Mr, Dott.m.sx. I am not going to read this in full.
Dr. norm. Which is riot part of this Lill at all. There are no

quotas. We have not set any quotas.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. The Department used the word "goal." I will

admit that. The Department uses the word "goal."
Dr. Turfman But these are not mandatory.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. They are mandatory.
Dr. norm'. They are not mandatory.

Estri.Exa:s. Then may I tell that to the president of Millers-
ville? That they will not lose any Federal subsidy if they don't met t
thc\I3 percent

Dr. 'Tnorrnx. If they can show that they have tried aild that th-ey
hare dgne esecs thing that they can to be as equitable as pe&tibk:
terms of the hiring pun:tares, in terms of then enrollment practics
and admi ions and so forth, then they will not be penalized.

If there is--this is somolaing that they has© to work out together,
withtluk° e for Civil Itiohts.

Mr. ESHLLMAN. I am not Wing antagonistic, but the Department
evidently has more than one definition for try. Let me sw now
and this is more recent. Ma administration assistant wad on an eats
cational trip to Crystal City. Tex., and your Department finances
tin

is
that school. You finance :in percent of that school.

It na a Mexienn.Arnericrul school.
Be asked them what effort they make, and they said they write

one letter a year, one letter a year. They send a copy to the Depart
merit, and this is considered trying. One administrator of the school
told my aide that one white student in this school %%oath' one too
many. ,

Vox, X has e nothing against tho equality of educutional oppor.
Whitt., not a thing., but I sense a double standard here. You xiS;;
financin percent of that school. I sense more than one altfin:ta.in.
of try. .

3fillergville State College tuarerstand, a full -time person
traVeling around it, n"- rcer Pennsylsrtnia trying to tali:
people li cOrtii1 . so they can get up to this 13
percent.

7
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Not{ anialf malt !stand do- one philosophy in ertstal City, Tex..
where I will repeat for in third tune that you are paying ladf the
bill. Then lwre are r Stare publicc colleges in Penusyltania where
you evidently have it different philosophy.

Pr. Titotrut. We wmild vet-% happy to look into the situation.
I don't know shout the Crystal City situation, and I think thatovo
should look into this and get hack to you.

Mr. Esm.E.ar %N. You know, I wrote to Stet retarY Weinberger on___
FebruarY am looking down here at ins letter. This is April 8.
:mitt all I lout- eivied ,so far is sit itt-61-0-1411grilltaIt, and it bItents
to me that it is time enough that I tould be risen an answer, unless
it is too hard to answer.

Mr. TIIIIMPSON. It shows you were trying.
Mr. Esitt.E.m.o.. M se and letter will be a little different from the

first. If I ,onnul mean, I don't mean it that way. but I just cannot see
a double :-tandard. Whateter we hate for admissions, then let us
apply it equally through the 50 States. Let us apply it equally.

Tia oil a, Wi ouldn't agree w ithy oil more in terms of equitable
ttcttme m .

Mr. E.,tritu.ex. I ant going to
Dr, TroerrEn leontinaingl. Equitable treatment.
NU. t".. I am going to %erbally relay that to John Pittin-

ger. ti hi. i. not of my political party. who is Secretary of-Edavition
of reimsy I% aunt. I ant going to tetbally carp.% back that these-per-
. entag.7, tt but 1.:liding and that these colleges w ill not get.penalized
if they cammt meet them by September. *

Di., Isnot-ma. They do hove to show that the!'
Mr. .,111.1. NIte,t they show any more than Crystal City

Dr. Tia-rte. The% hat.' tp ,hila that they wall, hale intleertAy
f t 3:0 [fp:, to - al ha% Cllr.' todtniet t /Wit'
VIOL
Aft, I'"..1/ t tt %, In flit. MISS% Pt to 1111, Irtitit --andl don't expeet.

01 er it hell' %tohalt V. I tilt! %%111111qt to SlY this. I Want
tO t-` f.thi i r I a alit to see that Ilia "+ )114111 State Clete alit have

.to .1Jit nao. anoth. r hmiii iii amitial state laq a ase,that
It 111 i' i ittltltile Of fall MIS

Nf 1' t 1 I in le NI,. I -.IA man. t I'. ate tote attrutent programs
if, ,ozeo, 1, leholst
Ill 11":"

11i:11tho filar it I todall,q; fir Ow )n-t _or, in Point' halita. Is. I
ill lit:, iwftt't1: t e .4

.41,:. I will :agree. t4. that.
iii. rf If. I tti 1 ,A1101.? t-et '1111.11/

a',est 1.44 tilt.' tart f IS II :MI Ifin4
It.it e, hi- 1 I. ft outs w. I follow

on t ,,4 th tt f la re needs to I, a ,itom with
till 1.re-ol, tit of lir- ',#.11ege 1.11,1 the people 'iii the t) ee of C101_

,,}v, h Pla't of th t of 1....111, ill ion. ;Tad I v.ottlil,.1it'i
4i41.1, tilopl,04., that otiotatioo chat this matter.,

Mi. v, 1 m. 01041 aipirce* Inf.. It if Wit Sc. re,tare Ilf 1i:illicit-
t tow'. piu II.ttretlog woliht get a lag 11.5. int.! 001 or. hitter set.

fet try:
rry.tal ("VI. i ,-01441ari, i. 11 .411, tilt a ftdItlb Thai is.a

boo'. .11 a that& :,1411/11
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Dr. Tiorrr En. If it was a secondary school in Texas, it may be re-
ceis in,r funding under our bilingual education program.

Mr. '-DELL. That puts an entirely different light on. it.
Mr. ;ESIII.E31AN. It is still a double standard. I realize it is a

different section of a different act. I realize that, but it is two phi-
losophies coming out of the Same department. That is what I can't
understand. I realize that they emanate from different acts, but I
would think the philosophy should be consistent. I think the applicil-
tion of the philosophy should be consistent.

Mc. Bard.. Hardly a week goes by that I. am -not in a telephone
cons ersation fss ith Pittinger, and I w ill talk this one through
11111111bn.

Mr. Esrmizr.s.x. All right. I would 'appreciate that. ,,That is all.
Mr. 01EArt.t. Thok you. Mrs. Smith.
Mrs. S.3I171. Thank y ou, Mr. Chairman. I Appreciate very nitwit

the testimony by Dr. Trotter and Dr. Bell. and I must call -to flue
committee's atten ion the fact that Dr. Trotter conies from Nebraska.
She has a great cord in our State, and we are very proud and
gratified to have he in this position of top responsibility.

Did I understand ea e redly. Dr. Trotter, that you made two major
points? First, that this single Federal program should not give some
students who' did not need help unlimited access at the expense of
finals being nnasailabie for other students, and second, that yotP
think 'trees, Call be in hies ed for more 'ittalents by having some
criteria as to price and need?

Dr. Taorma. What we are saying is that what we want is
to be able to gis e at maximum amount of access with some choice
along with it,,so that a student may hale an opportunity to choose
where he or she might go to school. as well :th,being able to attend is low-
co-4 hst it lit ion. You me light ip that we are really try ing to do within
the limits of the motley. that w Kat as ailableis to have a goal of both
access and choice.,

Mrs. Sumer'. Now, are yon folks as interested as most of the wit-
In'Nses have been au sintOify ing the needs-analysis system and hope-
frilly ending up with one needs-linalYsis Tafifida?

Dr. TnurrEn. x think we nre vet_y interested in simOifying this.
I n)ight ask olifi Phillips to resp6nd.

gr. Pinwes. Mrs. Smith, as y on are probably aware, the hest few
months hate brought about It considerable amount of control ersv
int this whole snhjek coif need analysis and measurement of a "family 's
ability to pay.

We hill e. I think, mite up ss ith a reasonable kind of compromise
As ith ti,peet to the immediate situation relatiie to the awarding of
funds for 197546.

I think alm, that theme are considi rable opportunities a'i,ailable,
PE the final tide t hat we 110pe to puLlish shortly, fmr simple

negoto to of some of the points of differenee' in the des elopment
of the din fin the Commissioner's annual rev iew of fire systems.

would also, suggest that we are Ivry much interested in
of the win k of the National Task Force on Student Aid

Pobleins which is chaired. by former U.S. commissioner Francis
Neppel. and I know they Use been working yciy hard on a kind of
e,,nanon-net 41 a i 1% sus methodology. We nm.t CO, much looking,foi
wool to seeing their oniedations in the hope that they may,

ci
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pr% ide t.ona a -istal e to ie. ia 'mmHg toaaa:1 a standard
of need.

The difficulty. howeter, is that good persaans can disagree on
what is a reasonable expe. tation of ability to pay. and, until we see
not only the methodology fur Initialing aissets and retirement allow-
ances and a bd,er of tea !mical features in a st stem but also the
taxing rates that are,applied to the resulting as adabh family income,
we reallt hate to resestc judgment and see what. ttecan workout this
.-prnig think it i. fait to it that au are committed. if at all possible,

tin hiu, .a .annuiwn, AAA ao_a
has existed in thew programs.

Mrs. SMITH. You agree. Along a little different line, what is the
Office of EtlucatiZm doing to encourage states to del clop guarantee
agencies?

Mr. BELL would like to ask Mr. Kohl, if he would, to respond
to that. Ire i. respotaible for the tioarmiteed Student Ltrall ifrogratil.

Mr. KOHL We bate established a, separate branch in our operation-
to communicate with those who would prof ide this t pe of a sen ire
to their people, and we hate ufiened the door and will particle help
for any that desire it.

We Lave also tried to cooperate with the guarantee agencies that
exist in developing their own programs.

Mrs. SMITH. Thank you,. I hate no more questions. Mr. Chairman.'
Mr. °Warn. Thank you. Bell. a lot of What you had Oa say

--Imlay had to do with the FISL program. guaranteed loan progrand,
and you suggested itt your testimony that the federally ;Janina' atu-
dent loan program had a higher default rate laa_ause of its willing-
IleSS to insure loans to students or loans to students attending Mei
tutiobs where thaurance would not hate granted a loan- would nctt
hay'e been guaranteed ha a State agency fur Some rea..son or abet ,
in short, that you pro% ide loans for high-risk schoola and high-risk
students, and that the State agencies are in effect creaming the
thing. They pre taking the lower risk Audents and the lower risk
&Amis.

I would like tau, if You could, or one of those accompanying you
to be specific about thit. We know, for instance, about home-atah
schools. You hate told us, incidentally. that they hate it low rate of
tifault claims..Lde from them, could you tell us what guarantee
agency Statea bar what staidtnts and what &boa's? I mean, gite uec
some specifies. '

fr. Iiaa.. Mr. York. will yoli and eMr. Kohl respnd
Mr. Yom, We do hate asowilale, Mr. Chairman. that talks to ed.'

erf thy' bah ideal. State peoAtanis and compores ,,,et itt, of thin;
those State 1,10g-11111r. with h. Federal it' ogluins, hedale

woad answer the question.. I, think, in hove detail(1 haft I t:ould itt
words.

It does speak to he-unlace e ott'nr;;e tha,e that do igot foot itiP 10-
in-remit goarnotee. wlee re thct. I hi not insure bat r.A. that would rite
%.#11 an to cos, thelioatil idea. I think. as to where the ditlyteoce. i11
)11 Veen the State prop now, and the Federal programs,

- I would like to submit that fdr the record. it I might.
Mr. OThrit, Without 66-iirttion, it will be entered in the record.
[The document referred to follows a],
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Mr. Apparently. looking at tour hart liorewhieh has
now been entered in the sl . ord. the State rest r lions oils OF, eligible
schools where they exist all *Inv 01$ 11011112 4181.% A-11010.16. eNti-pt the
State of Pennsylvania, '.'.hi,li involvc, religious schools., right So,
apart from did

Mr. Kum. 'nose Ure ailinng thi'llle Yes, sir.
Mr. O'Ituti.. Will, I don't ta..tr how dart mold :lemma for the

ftiu' b higher default rate in the federal!) insured prog,rain as mom-
i,ared to tio,s4) with State agroKiesitecause apfarently 'ionic .z...tudies_
are not the problerh. At least that i,-, what thin; claim to us.

toil sagilost in your testmion% that proprietart L-47.-"JalT,. niefrie.
',whim. I don't see that ant of tfies Statc bans apple to proprietary
shools,

Mr. Konen.. There is no such ban. sir, hat the) have not loaned to
pt oprietart,st lioacv students as a group. I th;tik this is illuAlated by
the fart that the average pig", eat of bormmer characteristics on a
I innlilat .11 l' lusts from fiscal tear 19CS through 1971 indicates that
',salmon! s.laiiil. wliiili for the most putt are proprietary, sir. have.

,.. isloirsed am! meads (4) purmit of total defaults under the Federal

11, :1.7.:e peeled'. 0 MINItt in the Federal program. versos ti- pyrkent' eon
tent in the guarantee agent program.' A

Mr. O'lltn%. Yez.,.. At the bottom of page s. ton say: "All voca-
tional si hind borrower, it. counted for about 3'; imp ent of total loans

program?' >

Mr. Hour. They don't prohibit it, sir, but they don't lend,
..
tq it.

' either in any great degree. ...

Mr. 011m4t. :t) our of the reasons then '.o ought to einitinue the
federallt insured program is to make su that students who are
going to attend proprietart st-hul& contimay having a. CUSS ti loans,

Mr. Korn-. I would
NEr. Ilm.r.. Piddle v41.'04)11111 schools.
Mr. Mum Of which a. large proportion are proprietary. , .

Mr. O'Ihrt.%. Well, this 'I find interesting be. ati,,e, if ton feel this
,tronglt about 'maimed participation in tin loan programs of the
% (sat natal and proprietary %motional s, huols. how . ile in tour
kstiniont and in %our hill alsirh Mr. E-rifleman introtho ed. I be-
lieve, tore proprised to dim :Minim, bi !wee', ...leads in terms of their
ability to la loaclersint preekply that li,v.isl

Vila ..,,it io t oat hill that :-.-hools may be lender-. but no proprivtart
...rlo) limy be.

Mr. Bum_ We ropo-e in om loll that pi kale pioln ley, r,) schools
not be permitted to be4onders,

".. Mr. OW vet_'.. Hire I ha%r tau objet tint,* to the termination of
FISI, tw,i014. that aoulti (lit+. rim-intik agaitutt private proprietary
vo. i.tional s, hook That. is one of :tom lett:qui-.. Then Ion In Your
coin hill propii-t. to 41i-, titnimitc agaiii.4 /hem hi not letting them
N. ll'ilata'.74.

Mr:BLI J. Our olipb041.; vi mild hp on the St liejt' il t . As %ter interpret.
itand I hope I am lint ,i, tong in this, that %on would etTertively
prohibit their part a illation at all, tar at lent if m,e went to State
guarantee agtoi r;:, hti.iii,..- of Owl& pis. ti. I.- th..t v.onlil !nue mini-
inaktilmieipation.
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We think there is an enormous difference between that and the

lessseVere action of just. saying to private proprietary st.hools. You
can't get into the paper rolling business by alwbeing a leis et: -

There aresome practices there that we think wo hat e got to bung
underontrol that we are now working on.

Mr. OIIIAnA. The whole notion, you know, of the Man program
is one that I am concerned aboutthe size of loans. You also ti"
agree with my limitation on size of loans, but I am intrigued
your insistence on a half -need- for BOG. '

What -would you -think of half_of_need_for_a_loatii_02___
Mr. Bur.. We think that would be quite restrictive, and you could

respond that that is inconsistent with our otherposition, and we would
say

That the 6ne natter, the resour=ces are ,comIng from the private sector nntl
apparently they are available there and apparently the private sector mum feet
that thi4 is to.their advantage to do this.

So this makes it possible for us to help students in attending.col-
lege without putting the stress on the Federal budget. that I think '-
weptat are concerned about.

Mr. OlLutA. I will tell you I am very much concerned about the
mania of the loans under the current program, et". nitwit con-
cerned, and' that is one of the reasons I propose some limit on the
sizd of loans.

You know, it used to be in almost all the ,9tates that we protected
young people from entering into loan obligations by keeping the
age of majority at 21 and limiting, their irhility to enter into a bind-,ing contract.

Wr 1)If you loaned money to someone and then you tried to
collect and they refused to pay,,Oyesbri could notdud you went
into court, you would be throvVir ont again. t-

NOW the age of majority has beef reduced and now not only are
we permitting them to borrow money, vr,s are encouraging them to
borrow money. We want them to get in over their heads. I don't
knowI don't think that I much care for thatjiind of assistance to
people.

I think a loan program ought to be available to thetaafter youhave met most of your expenses from other sourcesto meet mr-
haps a minor share pf your expenses from a loan. It might meltesense, but to try to meet Itnythifig like a major part of your ex-
penses with a loan is, to my mind, very dangerous.

Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman, in some cases--take medical students--we would anticipate that after the students graduate, and with the
income of an M.D., that they would be able to handle. a loan of 'a
considerable size.

If we put an arbitrary lid oil this it would deny them a moves to
complete their medical education andlilt it great-shortage that we hare
in-the country.

This is just one of a number of examples I think we could give
'where, depending upon the student and the objective of the student
and how the student is progressing and what their income potential
might be later on, they might well handle n long of that size, and, as
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I say, I share the concern about young people being saddled with
excess debt. There is no question about that. ,

We help it by paying the interest and the subsidies that you well
know about and have helped to get on the statute books.

Mr. OITA.. Well, I 'really wonder about a budget that says: Let
us tut WI grants to medical schools, but let us loan more money to
those 6,000 -some medical student's Who can't find a place in our 'U.S.
:shoal,, tuid, an going to school somewhere else. I don't know. Thank
you -very inuelc-

Dr Tno-rrrn T wield_ like to say before we close our discussion
that as sNe go through this process we very much want to work, with
,,,ou and cooperate and work. together in every way we can, because
I think we really want the same thing in the end.

Mr. O'HARA. I think there may be more congruity in our objectives
than might haie appeared from my questioning, but there 'are some
!matt., at a likh we deviate about which I am extremely sensitive and
which I. consider to be central.

Mr. Jim. Yes, sir, I recognize that.
Mr. OlIviti.. Thank you very much and ,I do look forward to

eurking with you and, in doing so, I hope to persuadeyou to my '
point of view.

The qubeommittee stands adjourned until tomorrow.
Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.] .
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THE STUDENT FlNANCIALikAID ACT OF 1971$

WFDINTESD4r, AMYL 9, 197 5
.

HOUSE Or RErEMNTATrillif,
Stri!colaterrim ON POSTSicoNOAltr EOTIOATION

Or ,THE Co 31:211:37TEE ON EDUOAT1ON AMYL. on,
Tfroshi*on, D.C.

The subconufiittee met at 0;45 a.m., pursuant to call, in Room
Cannon House Office Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara (chaihnan of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives 'O'Hara, Chisholm, Biaggi,
Blogin, Simon and Mottl.

Staff members present; Jim Harrison, staff director.; Webster
Buell, coungeli .Elnora, Teets, clerk; ]3i11 -DiefeRdorfer, minority
staff.

0HARA. The subcommittee. on Postsecondaiy Education will
come to order.

Our hearing today is a continuation of the hearings that love Veen
conducted by this subcommittee on II,R. 8471 and related Bills deal-
ing with title IV of the Higher Education Act.' 4

Our first witness this morning will be Robert J. Ribbee, who is
chancellor of the City University of New York and who is represent-
ing the American Association of StateColleges and Universities. '

Chancellor,Ribbee, we would be very happy if you would take your
piece at the table and give us theybenefit of your clinking on the
problems fleeing the committee.

.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. IIIBBEE CHANCELLOR, THE Citx UNI-
VERSITY OF NEW YORK, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN ASSO-
CIATION OF STATE COLLEGE AM/UNIVERSITIES, ACCOMPANIED
BT TORN 'KALIL); DIRECTOR OP rEcqativrrvz .RELATIONS}
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION` 0' STATE COLLEGES' AND th'ilfiatSI-
TIES AND LAWRENCE' GOLD, DIRECTOR ON pular. RELATIONS,
CITY UNITSRSITY OrNEW YORK

Mr. KUM& Arr. Chairman, sitting with me tarlay_arr Nrr.. John__
Mallen from AASCU. and Mr. Larry Gold, CUNrs legislative
representative here in Washington.

-Chairmayi and members of the subcommittee, I in Robert
Kibbee, Chan Nor of the City University of NOW York, 831C1 I am
happy to tes ify this morning' on behalf ofrthe American ASSOCia
tiOn of Stn d Colleges and 'Universities.
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The Aszoelation has a start paper which I nra 'aubmitiing for the
record, but at, this point .1 wouia like to talk about the highlights of
H.R. VI from my own perSpective.'

Afr. CbairrnarWor 1;124 yearn the City Unkersitx of New York has
tried /,c,ii embotl,), the basic pur.w.t,e. of pint kgislattua. To.make Fur() .
that t the doors of postseizonda'r,, edia.aroil are IleS"fr cl,.,:ioed because
of a personas financial eirrinirtatteiz. This experwrice has led us -to
form :nisq lAiAt.ic ,Amtlwoms akut tttolent.:, at.-ort.4b,t" wk.,. h I would
like-to share with you. ,

Flirt, we believe that low or no tuition L A the best way to promote
acce:3 to pintsceondary education, We. "-link the ree,..r:fsTpealeti for
itself. As a result of our zero tuition and open aclrnissior33 policies,
CUNT now enrolls over a quarter million students, making New,
York City's college-going rate the highest or any urban area in th e-
country. .,

. if t.he Federal Government wants to encourage access, therefop,
it should become just as imolved in promoting low cost' education
es it is in helping students nay their bill.

Second, we Juno discoverQ that the al ice of tuition does not by
it.s01 guaiantee access. For ea.ample, next year there will be more
than tift,000 people at CLAY who dill require! about $51.1 million in
Federal Etlidtlit aid to pus for itair book, traisportat:on, housing,
and mainteitance. I . .

This inipliin that the major 6tiambling bk}ck to access at a low cost'
institution is snlysitlence not, inFirtiction expenses.

Third, we lieliew that when the rezoarces available for student
ws.istance are limited, there is no fairer. qui to allocate atm than
on the basis of linens ial need, elan thouol it isixrfectly proper to .
dewlap different lk:nds of p.vitrarnz 0 Seal with differeot le%els of
need. , . .

And, finally, we linve concluded that then. ought' to be a natipnal
grant program which malit71 tokrt.thut CilerZu4e has the means to
get an inopensive education.

After that. is gnarantei.:, a "sarik.ty of onipu, .1,ir.,111 pram-erns ..04
provide the extra margin'of 6 UppUrt tillAt lour and Juith114; income
students need to attend higher co:4 iirtitution=. .

Mr. Chairrnan, we, think that H.R. 3471 accomp mlishes ane of .
these objmives Li eliminating the current LW that rE tbstri, baste
opportunity grants to half of a sttalerit's 'ollege going expt_m.,-e-

Under, the Goternment's own etaittlant., it: 4_0,4s $i,(400 to attend
, the City rniver-fity right now. Rorie grunts are limited to half of

this total. or Sirm), regoldh.nk of how poor the diulent is I3as g',Ants,
..shourdLo pfetiti:o9,,x,:$ 1.9 an edotatioo, and act is nut ii half....0:, ,
war concept. . .....

A program that waves. an ;-.SIV, gip at A tern-tiiition it,stitrition is
not providing basic acetl...,--t A. progsato neat. offers larger grant, for
attending a high-to:tam 4.7ullegt, is not; clil:mIatrd to encourage) 10)N
cost eduration. -

A.R-- Ur!, on th'c tither Your], gives tile student .thei ziallinum
t grant that is warranikd by their re-t,ioure,:... It abo,priA ides for a

family contribution schedule ha-d on net taxable income, wl.ich
simplifies bait: grant prol:edore3 wialout .t.a..ri ino. fairness a§ far.
as we can determine. _
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I would, however, urgu the -subcomnutte- to reconsider, the maxi-
mum grant awarded under RR. 34iT.1, not.only because it is too low,
'b 't also .because there is no policy rationale 'behind it..

he maximlim grant figure should not be set vacuum. ;It
sh ulfl,bear some realistic relationship to the purpose that the pro,
gra is supposed to .serve..

Si. ce the basic purpose is access andllie key to Access is sub-
sisten , then the mex:mu...n basic grant ,shoug be based on average;
noninstructional costs according to a vearly-national uriey. ,

I also think ttat participati6n in the program will remain below
expeCtations until its benefits are seen as,stable. and predictable. For
that reason, I Strongly urge the subcommittee to wake bask grants

:a -true entitlement program, like GI benefits.
Ater access is guaranteed by basic grants, the, campus-based pro

grams can be mobilized to help thousands of students who face
an otherwise unbridgeable gap between their resources and 4X-
penses. es

Campus-based programs are Also needed,to hele deserving stu,4 dents who, for Ole reason or ,arlother, fail to meet the standard
. criteria for, a-basic grant.

Supplemental oppy.irtunity- grants and' college work-study are well
suited to tickle this job, but the changes proposed; in both pogroms
by ER. 3471 would hinder them in accompliOting this objective.

The supplemental, grant formula in Ir.R. 3471 would scrap the.
simple need-based system of awarding grants on th© campus. Instead,
the bill would. provide full -cost ..chOlarships at any college in the
country for a small number of BOG recipients who do well on a
special test.

Mn Chairman, I would be very wary of the Government getting
involved, however peripherally, in determining who is smart enough
to go to an expensive college and who isn't.

I' would certainly be leery about basing such large Awards on a
single test, especially since the, unreliability of high school testing
is well known.

I would be concerned about the effect that open-ended grants can
have' on -tuitions at prestige institutions, And I would wonder whether
many of the potential beneficiaries are not already receiving substa-
tial scholarships. .

Most of all, I would be very concerned about' denying this fOrm .
of aid to the people who need it on straight financial grounds.

Vor the-saine reason, we feel that it would be unfair to eliminate
financial need as the major criterion for eligibilitA tinder the.eollego
wprk -study program.

On the other hand, I have many -',Atiwations about the extensive
reliance upon loans as a mechanism of financial aid for the needy.

I do not believe that anyone should.need a loan 'to attend a zero-
tuition institution, although almost 16,000 students at CL7NY rely
on them today. I also think that supplemental grants and work-study
are far better than loaris for very poor students at an expensive
institution. 1 e-' Loans ante effective in helping-students with" pressing needs
at high-cot colleges, but, even then, loans should be limited and the
system for obtaining them should be uniform,

r.
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For these reasons, we endorse the limits on bank loan indebted-
ness prOposedn ELE. 8471. We would not oppose the idea of relying'
on State guarantee agenpies if there were; adequate- safeguards
against the states forcing students into long-term loans while publ'i'c

Witibmg4tiiaised:If haiiketoans are limited mainly to the type of student I have
describeg, the subconneitt,kei may want to end -the current policy of
subsidizing the stued4's interest payments until graduation.

Instead ofern,ii4 Federal student aid dollars in, this way, the
kleaRietzattoie,pfFinauciialleideAchitinistrators has suggested that
tha Governneent,reeet the student's interest payments on a deferred
bisiS-enbr. , I

An of Spy seggestio concerning loans depend upon the --passage
of adequ appropriatfbns to support greats and work -study for
-needy ;..ftdent.s. f such aid is forthconun there mi ht be a good
argument fee limiting the campus-based rect 1' n ,program as
-IIA. 3471 lire-pout

Riewtivereetetil we can be assured that the ri t kinds of aid will
. ,. e. btes.vailablete. those who need them, we are arv, of scrapping the

direct loan prograint although steps should be taken to conform its
provisions efith.thote of the bank loan program. -

Me. Chairman, at the beginning of my testiniony, I said that low
or no tuition is the best way to promote access to postsecondary
edtication. Since tuition policies are usually set at the State level? 'I
am very glad that E.R. 3471 tries to use the state scholarship m- ,centive program to encourage low cost public education. e ,

Under your hilt, scholarship incentive. grants would be allocate
among the states according to a formula that represents the sta
real effort. on behalf of, higher education. In thetlormula, a state's
tuition revenues-would be subtracted from its measurement of effort.

We wholeheartedly support this provision beakSe, for the first
time it would reward states for keeping tuition dovin. Tlitibilr also
specifically allows the states to use a vortion of their 'fits to sup-

s port facilities, expansion at institutions without to do or fees.
ThesZi are important stops in The right direction,. an 'I, would like

to recommends number of ways to strengthen thehreff ct.
. First, there ought to be a maintenance of effort reqiiirement in

the tell that would present states from tlecreasingitheiisupport for
public institutions in order to get miphing Federal dollars for stu
dent scholarships. -; '

,Sepond, ithe state effort . formula definitely "shotild include local
, effort. The taxpayers of New York City, for example, are spending

$.!.ett milliali this year to maintain' the City :Ca'niversity, and localities
in many other States ,support the operation of their community col-

, ,legre. Their support, 'as well' as state geternment support, belong'
in the effort equation. , - -

support,
.

Finally. we feel that the provision allowing facilities supkport for
institutions without tuition, or fees is too restrictive. Even at the.City
J.euyrrsity of ,New Yorlt, students-pay nominal activity fees. Under
tIle provision ies it. is written, we do not know of any institution that
would' qualify: except the Maui- acadelnieh.

.788
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A.R. 3471 would also commission a National Institute of Educa
tion study into the workingi of no tuition and open admissions. The
university has. thrived on these policies since they were instituted,
and we hope that a serious study of our experience would induce
other communXes to consider it as an option for themsalveS.

At the same time, many people need more than a liberal admissions
policy and more than a student aid program in order to.develop their
_educatica. A potential. They need outreach. They need counseling and
they need lerni3diation. '. .

We are grateful that H.R. 3471 recognizes this fact that continues
to authorize Talent Search, Upward Pkound, Special Services in col
leges and Educational Opportunity Centers.

We hope that more attention will be given in the future to
systematic study of the techniques that work best under these

, programs. . .
In the long run, it may make sense to include'veterans as a special

target group under jhe TRIO programs rather than continuing the
veterans' cost of-instruction allowance. At this point, however, 22,000
veterans at CUNT* are receiving more thall a half million dollars in
outreach, remedial, and counseling services under the veterans pro-
gram. .

f. -
.

If the subcommittee wants to place veterans services and serviced
to the disadvantaged under t e same, umbrella, I think that both
groups deserve hard assurance , better assurances than the bill con-
tains non, that the activities un lertaken in their behalf would not be
cot back under this arrangement.

Finally, I .vopld like to suggest two ways to improve the admin-
istration -of-student financial aid.

H.R. 3471 makes no change in the current law that provides col-
leges with an allowance for administering the campus-based ;pro
grams but denies them a similar allowance under the basic grants

Iproram. .
timesThe volume of basic grants at CUNY is now nearly four tmes

that of any other financial aid program. The investment of ,plant
and staff resources in outreach, counseling, determination of an'ards,
check preparation and distribution has become enormous.

We recently studied the matter and found our figures very, much
in line with an estimate of $30 fer BOG recipient that w4 com-
piled by the National Association of Financ01 Aid Administrators.
This works out to a little more than 3 percent of our ,total BOG
volume.

To enable colleges to do their job properly and to engender the
kind of campus cooperation that this program requires, the sabcont
mittee should mandate the same administrative allowance for hiasic
grants as it mandates for the other programs. I ,

Also, I would urge the subcommittee to carefully consider Con-
wessman Quie's suggestion that colleges be given a freer hand in
transferring funds from one campus-based program to another.

The great virtue vf campus-based student aid lies in its abjlity to
deal individually arr9l flexibly with students in need. It is time that
college financial aid officers were given the discretion they greed to
match their responsibilities.

7 GYsf
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Mr. Chairman, that concludes my testimony. I ;want to thank you
and the Association of States Colleges and Universities for this
opportunity and I will be, glad. to answer any questions you may
have, and my colleagues can answer some that are more teshnical
than I can handle.

Let me reiterate that the ideas I have expressed, are my owri, but
I thinkyou will find them in substantial accord with the association's
statement.

Mr. O'Hara. Chancellor Kibbee, let me congratulate you. Unlike
some of our witnesses, you have evidently read the bill. tLaughter.]

And in my book that puts you up three pr fouraoints over almost
anyone as a start. Not only have you read it, but you have understood
it and you have caught from the

you
some of the ideas and intentions,

and-I really am very pleased that you have.
I state my complete agreement with your statement Which is con-

tained right on the first page, that low or no:tuition is the best way
to promote an access to postsecondary- education. You point out that
as a result of your zero tuition and open admissions ,policiesand
that is exactly what I would like to see all over the United States- {a
zero' tuition and open admissions policiesthat City University of
New York now enrolls over a quarter million students and New York
City's college-gOing rate is the highest. of any urban area in the
country.

I think you can take a lot of pride in amt. That is the kind of
thing that I would like to see extended all over the country an
opportunity for el ery citizen to continue their education, without
regard to whether or not they may have at an earlier age failed to
seize an opportunity that was their 's at that 'time, and have an op-
portunity to come back and to be welcomed back and to be given
special help at irp charge to them.

It seems to. me that in this country, if we have a citizen who wants
to learn something, who wants to learn how to do something, who
wants to'learn more about his society, about his history, about his
Civilization, that, instead of saying: "Well, yei, we can teach you
possibly if you are willing to pay, if yeti have enough money and
are willing to pay. We wtil teach you, and, if you are willing to
conform your schedule to our's, we will teach you, but really are,you
sure you want us to?"

That seems to be so much of the attitude that we run into. It seems
to me we ought to be say jog to them : "If you want to learn some-
thing, wonder/id. How can we help? What can We dO to make it
possible for you to do this? how can we assist you, encourage you ?"

Instead I find that many of the witnesses before,this committee
don't really share that notion. They kind of like the system the way
it is, just so long as they keep getting or expanding their share of the
present studenrbody. They are not looking toward expanding the
total.

I think your point about the major stumbling block to access at low-
cost institutions, being subiistence expenses is a good one.

In your second paragraph on page 2 you, have concluded that
there ought to be a national grant program which makes sure that
everyone has the means to get an inexpensive education. I think that

7 7 0
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is right. I think that is what the grantthe basic grant programought to be.
--..._After that then, other programs such as work-study, which I verystrongly favor, and small loans perhaps if they want a more expensive education, which is not necessarily a better education.

There are a number of distinguished graduates from your insti-tuton which tells me that,Pthat expensive is not necessarily better.Mr. KIBBE& You have one on your left, sir.
Mr. OWARA. I know, and she is one of those who has convincedme of that. [Laughter.] - 4

Mr. O'HARA. She didn't have to go to an ivy league school tobecome one af the best minds in the Congress. She did. it; she per-fected her intellect; at your fine institution. I.don't know anythingabout her financial circumstances in those days, but I will bet---Mrs. Cinsnorzr. Nil. [Laughter.] .-
Mr. O'HARA. I bet you couldn't have afforded to go to an ivyleague school. [Laughter.]
Mr. 01-ERA. I think that is right. That is what the grant programought to be, one That would Make sure that everyone has the meansto get an inexpensive education. Then, if they want to get a moreexpensive education, there ought to be different kinds of help avail-able; right?

/
There ought to be work-study. There ought to be loans in a rela-tively modest amount. I don't think you are doing them a favor byloaning them more money, by giving them a great burden as a debtand say.: "Here. What a favor we have done for you."It is like "fly now, pay later," you know., [Laughter.]'
The airlines wildo that for you too. They Will say : "You can goaround the world for $10. What a break. Isn't that wonderful? Thenyou owe us $3.500 and you can pay it off over the next 10 years. Aren'tyou fortunate?" Well, I don't know if you are really fortunat.e or not,and I want to hold down the loan part of it, and you seem to agree withthat.
As long as we have adequate means other than loans. Work-studywould be one of those means.
Now. the maximum basic grant: Our friends in the Administrationare talking about using basic grants not just for access as you are,but for choice, too.
In other words. they want them to be set up in such a way withtheir half-need proposal. They are saying : ."Well, we need biggerbasic (1.rants,and then that will permit the poor student with the aidof a 'arge loan to go to an expensive institution. If he will also goto w rk on one of our subminintum wage jobs."W /I. I am not sure that that is what a 'basic grant ought to be,and I tried to hold it down because I think bfisic grants ought tobe access, just as you do.

Mr. KnrceR. I believe it should be Weld down, sir. I think thatwhat I wanted to do was sort of tie it to subsistence rather thanMk. 011AnA. That is a very interesting idea to take because, ashas been pointed out, subsistence costs don't vary a great deal be-tween institution. and, if you tied it to that, pegged it to that, makeit an entitlement program and at full neednone of this half-need,
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half-cost businessand tied it to the noninstructional costs, maybe

then you could make an entitlement program and just keep funding

at whatever amount it came out at.
Now, that appeals to me, sir. You are absolutely right about the

maintenance-of-effort
provision. It ought to be in the new SSIG

iformula and also the inclusion of local effort, and then this ve

cost of instructibn and TRIO.
' As you know, I am very, very strong for open admissions and for

providing whatever help a student needs in order to do the work at

aninstitiition. If a student needs remedial work, there ought to be an

opporItunity for it. Then it does cost the school more, and there ought

to be- some way of meeting- that cost.

Sofne of these things sort of go off on the notion that, if you are a

veteran or if you are poor, that necessarily means you need special

help. Well, I think some' veterans do and some veterans don't. I was

a veteran when I went to college and,I suppose- you were too.

Mr. ICIBBEE. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'HARA. I don't think you needed or received any speciAl help.

The suggestion that the mere fact that you are a veteran means there

must be something wrong with you or the fact that you are poor

means therethere muse"be something wrong with youI don't like that

notion. That is one of the problems with thisthe cost of education

thing. It sort of assumes that. if you are eligible for BOG, that

means that you must be a deficient student in some way and need

special assistance in order to do the work. I don't think that is so.

I think it kind of demeans people. ,

You are right. I want to work itqu such a way to make sure that

no one is going to be deprived of any help they need and are now

receiving.
-0

Mr. KIBBEE. I think that is the important thing.

Mr. O'HARA. The administrative allowance question: Rather than

3 percent, what about $30 per recipient? It seems to me that on the

whole, unless we can get rid of half-cost;talf-need, average BOG's

at an institution like CITNY might be quite a bit lower than average

BOG's at a more expensive institution, and maybe a better way would

be to peg it to something like so much per BOG recipient rather

than a percentage of the award.
Mr. KIBBEE. If it were tied to subsistence though, it Would prob-

ably be fairly comparable.
Mr. O'HARA. That is right. If you could do that and get rid of ,

half-cost, half-need, then the percentage thing would be, I guess, all

right,
9

Mr. Knells:. I guess the percentage was just there because -it is

easier than setting dollars.
Mr. O'HARA. Yes, it is. My staff director has an idea. He said:

"Why couldn't you just take it out of OE's operating budget be-

causb they are doing OE's work?" (Laughter.]
\

It won't cost anything.
Mr. ICIBBEE. Leave it to you to get the money, sir.

, Mr. O'HARA. OK. Thank you very much. Mrs. Chisholm, did you

have any questions?
Mrs. CIIISTIOWS. Yes, one or two questions. I am very glad to wel-

come you before the committee, Mr. Chancellor. There are a number
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;of issues that are raised in this bill that I would like to get a re-
action to in -terms of your being the, chancellor of a very large educa-
tional system in the State of New York. That is that originally the,'
basic opportunity grants, included not only the family's nicorr%. but
also the familfs'assets.

Nowt the thrust of this bill moves away from using the family
assets in the determination of eligibilit3% Now, how would that
affect the student population or the entire educatidnal scene in the
City of New York?

Mr. ICIBBEt. I favor the idea of eliminating assets as a conSidera-
tion. In the first place, I think in one sense it sort of penalizes the
thrifty. A man who has put. his money away and bought himself a
home and paid for it over 2 yearsnow, that becomes a cost, whereas
someone else who might not have done that and has spentthe money
along the wayyou assume they both had the same income when
they started. Along the way, one is penalized because he put hit
money in an asset, and the other person is benefited by having spent
it when he got it. That is one reason.

The second thing is that I think it is very difficult because most
of the assets people have are not really very liquid. I think it affects
farmers as well as homeowners, that you cannot sell off pieces of
the farm each year to contribute to the benefits.

All you can really do is borrow on it, which geti You IC& to the
same kind of thing, so I think it would be beneficial generally to
eliminate assets. It certainly would make everything a lot simpler

'too. It saves time, and time is money.
I chink just on general principlesI believe that eliminating assets

from consideration is a wise thing. People who have lots of assets
wouldn't profit by the bill anyway because they probably have them
in stocks and bonds which are producing income.

Mrs. Cursumat. Then you have to deal with a budget, if you will.
What effect would this have on the most disadvantaged persons jn
the pOyulation, recognizing that there is not going to be improve-
ment in the financing of education for quite some time?

HoW. is this going to affect the most disadvantaged families and
persons in the population?

Mr. KIBBEE. I don't think it would really affect.them. They have
no assets generally and. therefore, their eligibility for thisthe bene-
fits of this bill, as well as the level of benefit that they would get,
would be really based entirely on their family income.

Mrs. Ciiisnorzt. All right.
Mr. Kranes. Since that would be relatively low, they would be

We have a large number of students who have negative income, so
we don'tThe family contribution really does not enter into it.

Mrs. Cinsticazt. You wouldn't even want to go so far as to make
a differentiation between different kinds of assets, would you?

Mr. Minim. I don't think so.
Mrs. Cursiform. OK. Now, with respect to the college work-study

program, eligibility for this program in the bill now is not on the
basis of need.. A student no longer has to be in need to be part of
this work-study program. It would be open to all students.

How would this affect.New York?
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KITSBEE. I caret tell you precisely, although I don't really favor
that idea particularly. r think that need should be the first concern.
If there are sufficient funds when all students who have financial
need have their work-study ,needs met, the idea of additional hinds
for work-study going to students who do not necessarily have need
would be perfectly all right, but I think that if you just take it off
that you might get to the point where students who (Id not have need
are enjoying the work-study benefits where students who do don't.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. One last question. What is your feeling or your
attitude about the concept whereby all financial loans, all student
loans, must be made at commercial institutions, i.e. banks, instead
of going through universities?

The reason I ask that question is on the basis of my, own. experi-
ences dealing With so many, many disadvantaged students from the
lowest. income ley elthe fact that said students' families do not
have collateral and, bec..use of the fact that there are still some
difficulties for certain groups in our society to get loans from the
commercial institutions. If is quite difficult for them to really be able
to get the loans from commercial institutions, and it has redounded
to their benefit in terms of Ling able to get the loans directly from
the college or uniVersity.

Mr. RTHIME. Let me try to explain in this way. My feeling is that
really needy students should never have to be put in the position of
taking a loan, that if the bill operates properly that the most needy
students will be taken care of through grant money only, and that
they would,not require loans.

Under those circumstances, I would say then the commercial out
leg for getting loans are the proper ones because they go to people
then who are really in a positipn to deal with loans over some rea-
sonable period of time.

Now, if you ge. back and you say: "Well, we don't have the bill,"
see, what I have had to do was to base my premises, my assumptions,

(I on what we were going to do, and I think that this bill, if properly
funded and done, would take care of that problem.

It would actually mean that ,the really needy students would be
care of entirely by grants, and I think that is really the only

sensible way to do it, because I don't think that you saddle really
needy people with those kinds of long -term obligations, for some of
the reason's that you stated.

My experience is that banks tend to loan money to people who
don't need it and that, therefore, in the real sense that they have
assets that eft!' cover the loan and all they are doing is making them-
selves more liquid, and that poor people don't have that, and that
by making the very poor take loans, you are just destroying the

. whole idea.
If, for example, the bill weren't funded, then I think the idea of

getting loans from the institutions would make it much more possible
for really needy students to get loans, and, hopefully, we wouldn't
need them.

Mrs. CHISHOL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Biaggi ?

TN-
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Mr. BIAGGI. First, I would like to congratulate you, Mr. Chairman,
on the spirit of this bill shish provides for student aid. I would ap-
preciate it if we could move to a. more austere room for hearings.
[Laughter.]

But you are welcome, Chancellor Kibbee. I appreciate your com-
ments. Chancellor, shat do you say to the critics of this bill who say
that it works to the disadvantage of the private institutions?

Mr. KIBBEE. Well, I don't think it necessarily works to the disad-
vantage of private 'nstituhions. In the first place, I think the bill
considers that the firstthe problem one always gets into is how
one deals with the question of access and the question of choice at the
same time with limited finances.

I think the bill takes a position, and that is that access is the
first responsibility of the government and that, beyond access, then
it has other responsibilities to enhance the choice that individuals
have, bu& that, if you deny access, then you really are only giving
choice to a limited number of people and you really are denying any
opportunity to a larger number of people.

Under the concept of this bill, as I understand it, everybody is
given access, and then, beyond that, people are given choice. They are
given choice through the SLOG program. They are given choice
through the s ork-study program, and they are given choice through
the lean program.
-First of all comes access because then you are openin(C'up to all

of the citizenry- at least the opportunity for some educational op-
portunity at some kind of an institution.

My personal feeling is that in this country and in our concept of
what should had this experience, you know, in New York before
open admissions. There were large portions of our population that
w ere denied admission to the City University, and as soon as that
open admissions policy came, the entering class of the University
doubled, so that meant that half of the iLN ailable students were really
being denied admission to the university.

I think that the long term benefit to the city of New York with
open admissions is goino- to create, ON era generation it is going to
be something absolutelf fantastic, that we are raisin; a whole new
generation a people who would have nes er had this opportunity,
and God knows what they would have been doing.

Mr. BIAGGI. Conceded that access is the prime purpOse of the bill,
the effect of it, nevertheless, is to limit choice. Isn't that a fact?

Mr. KIBBEE. It may limit choice for some people, but it opens
choice really to a lot of people.

Mr. BIAGGI. I appreciate that. As to your comment about loans and
that those NI ho apply for loans and those who generally get them are
people who don't need them, how do you account for such a large
default in payment of loans?

Mr. KIEE. I think because we have been giving loans to people
who reall

Vdo
need them, but don't have either the tradition or the

ability to do anything about it. a

Mr. BIAGGI. That flies in the face of your statement that those who
need don't receive.
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KIBBEE. They do now, but they mostly receive from them the
colleges. I think there has been a lot of troublecertainly there has
been at the City University prior to the last year or soof banks
being willing to give loans to students. I mean, if they don't have
any resources at all. their families hat no resources, banks are very

. wary of these kinds of things, and rimderstand that they are in
business, but it does create a problem for the student, and I think
we are talkingthinking about students, not the banks.

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Kibbee. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Malta. Mr. Simon?
Mr. &mos. First of all, I like your statement in the response to

Mr. Biagi on access. I like the spirit of this bill in making available
the low-cost idea. I am concerned about the point that Mr. Biaggi
made, and I see the problems that the private institutions fate and
I don't know how to solvd that dilemma.

What would youif I may make a presumption that you jai me
in being old enough to i ecall the GI bill right after World War II,
what would thinkand I realize we can't in the next fiscal year start
something like that again, but the general idea of the GI bill, which
was originally conceived as a gift to veterans, but turned out to be a
massive investment in our own prosperity, which has both sub-,
sistence and assi,,,taiwe in some kind of a combination with a formula
that encourages no tuition kind of approaches. What if we phased
in a GI bill, say, over a period of 5 or 10 years? Does something like
that strike you as a good thing?

lfr. KIBBEE. I hay e no objection to that at all. I think the costs
would be monumental. I think the costs were limited because, after
all, the number of veterans had a limit and those who were going to
use it. had a limit, but now you are talking about every high school
graduate, and that is d different group.

I think yew would find the cost, if you did it in the way that the
GI bill was doneIt would be a massive thing. I would certainly
applaud it if Congress is willing to consider it.

Mr. SIMON. It. is very interesting that the same objection was raised
at the time, if you look back to history, that the GI bill was much
too massive, that it would be way too expensive, that it was noble in
concept.

Mr. Rums. I agree with you completely. It made a tremendous,
effect upon our whole society. I think, and there is no doubt about"
it. It created our future for us. I think the same thing would happen
if you did it now

All I am saying is that the cost, the relative cost, would be much
larger, and that would be something that everybody would have to
consider. It certainly would be worthwhile if someone wants to float
that bill, and I would be glad to piimp for it.

Mr. SDION. I have no further questions. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KIBBF.E. Thank you very much, Mr. Biaggi and Mrs. Chisholm,

for coming.
Mr. O'HAna. Thank you very much. Chancellor. We certainly en-

joyed-having you. Whe.n we get to working on our civilian GI bill,
we will call you in and you can help us draft it.

Mr. 'CHIME. I will be glad to.
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Mr. O'HARA. Thank you very much.
[Supplemental statement follows:]

,AMERICAN ASSOCIATION or STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Testimony on H.R. 3471, submitted as a supplement to the statement by
Chancellor Robert gibbee, City University of New York, to the House Sub-
coiimittee on Postsecondary Education. April 9, 1975.

ourtniX OF AASCU STAFF MEMORANDUM

1. IntentThe intent of H.R. 3471 with respect to basic access, discouraging
tuition imseases, and discouraging expensive student loans is highly laudable.

2. Cost of Education AASCU hopes the Subcommittee will not support the
proposal to deal with cost-of-education at a later time; it is essential to

holding down tuition at both public and private colleges. It should remain in
Title IV.

3. BROGThe ending of half-cost will do a great deal for basic access,
provided the maximum is kept at $1100 or preferably tied to annual non-in-
structional cost, and provided appropriations are increased.

NIE, USOE, or Congress should make studies to determine why more stu-
dents are not. applying for BEOG and other student aid, and why the per
ccntage of high aluml graduates going to postsecondary education Is falling.
They should also study TRIO and other outreach programs.

4. SEOG AASCU opposes the proposed change in SEOG.
5. SSIG --AASCU fears that SSIG and other student aid programs can

encourage higher tuition and less support for public cullegt.s, unless assur-
ances against increased tuition are greatly strengthened.

O. VCOI-TRIOAASCU doubts the suggested merger.
7. NDSLMost AASCU institutions (in disagreement with CUl'a) and

many other colleges would probably oppose tmlin^ the subsidized loan program.
S. GSLPAASCU fears the suggested shift ro the states, which could en

courage state loan bank and high-tuition moves.
9. AASCU believes the college-based programs should continue to be fend

ed, and that Congress should consider giving all or part of such funds to
colleges in a-lump sum.

10. CIVSPMost AASCU members would probably oppose ending the needs
test.

11. Tuition requirement -- AASCU favors the propbsed H.R. 3471 language
to discourage tuition in. reuses, but believes it should be much stronger. Pro-
posed language ,is attached.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION Or STATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

STAFF MEMORANDUM ON H.R. 3471

What follows is a staff commentary of H.R. 3471, the Student Aid Act of
1975, flied by Rep. James G. O'Hara, and on some related problems of student
aid legislation. It is not an official AASCU position paper, but is being eir
Ciliated to the AASCU Committee on Federal Relations fur continent. It
touches on some highlights of the bill, but does not attempt to deal with a
number of points.

1. General Vomment.The intent of a major part of this bill, as expressed
by Rep. O'Hara. in the Congressional Record for February 20, is highly laud-
able,

Particularly laudable is Mr. O'Hara's desire to provide basic access
enough funds that any needy student will have at least enough cash on band
to attend a low-tuition 'college within commuting distance, and enough to pro
vide for a fair part of his or her need at a residential low-tuition college.
Students seeking a higher-cost education would be able to turn more to SEOG
(if that program were kept as it Is now), work study, and loans, as welt as
to BEOG.

Fondly laudable is the Congressman's intention to discourage any Institu-
tion from raising tuition and fees to take advantage of federal student aid
programs, or as a result of federal student aid policy. Finally, Mr. O'Hara
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should be congratulated for trying to discourage excessive reliance on Mea-s.
sive student luaus as a way to finance a college education.

One amendment in H.R. 3471, with a further change and larger appropria-
tions, would go a long way toward achieving Mr. O'Hara's goal of basic ac-
cess. That is the proposal to end the "half cost" provision of BEOG. under
which a student, no mutter how needy, can never receive more than one-half
of his or her actual need In the form of a BEOG grant. Once "half-cost" is
ended, basic access can be provided for many needy students at low-tuition
college& provided two other conditions are met. First, the maximum must
be set at least at the present $1,400 and preferably at a higher level, possibly
pegged to average nun Institutional cost at all colleges as several experts
have suggested. If the latter suggestion is followed, the present BEOG maxi-
mum would be somewhere between $100 and $2,000, and should Incrase each
year with rising prices.

The second proviso, of course, is that BEOG must be adequately funded,
and if possible turned into an entitlement so that needy students, their par
ents, and their teaclicrs and counsellors can know well In athonce how much
aid they can expect in 'Wending college. -

We agree with the position taken by the American Council on Education
before this Subcumnsittee that "this is not simply a matter for the Appropria-
tions Committees.- We believe that members of the authorizing committees,
and all members of the House and-Senate who are concerned about education,
share a responsibility to work to fund education programs adequately. We
kuuw that Rep. O'Hara and a number of other Congressional leaders have
repeatedly made effurts to raise iPproprlatiuns and budget levels for educa
thin: we hope that others will act in the same way.

We also applaud Section 4913 (a) (4) of the bill, which is intended to ob-
tain assurani-es from n1,1 Institutions- public, private, and proprietary that
the &mita/Wily of atmlent assistance does not result cp an Jam-cote in NU
lion, fees, or other chorges to students. But we do not believe that tills lam
guage is strong enough, given the great pressures to raise tuition from state
and local governments and elsewhere.

In the following sections, we deal with these points and other Points in
greater detail.

2. Coat -of- education. We are in complete disagreement with the chairman's
decision to deal ieith the cost-ofeduearion program ,.' in a separate bill, at a
later time. We hope other members of the Subcommittee and full Committee
will choose instead to deal with it now, -We do not believe that any student
aid program, no matter how carefully limited by assurances, can guarantee to
hold down tuition ur help meet rising institutional, costs 'In both the public
and private sectors. Student aid paid as tuition nn4 fees meets only a small
part of the cost of instruction per student, espechdly at low-tuition colleges.
The deficit, represents a burden on the institution which must be made up
from state or private sources. Institutions already spend very large sums tin-
nattily on non-federal (and often non-state) student aid; this is ptirticularly
true in the private sector.

Only funds going directly to the institution can really help bold down or
reduce tuition, at a time or skyrocketing casts. State and private resources
are strained in many states, states ordinarily cannot engage in deficit financ-
ing;-they have tax systems which usually produce far less revenues in times
of crisis. Reports from almost all states Indicate great pressure from in up
governors and legislators to reduce spending for higher education, to ti rn
away students (as in Florida and New Jersey) and to raise tuitionor fo e
more students to expensive loans.

'.rho Chairman has.spoken out many times against higher tuition proposals,
and for lowering tuition to zero at least for the first two years. But only
cost-of-education or some comparable program can furnish some financial re-
lief to both public and private colleges, and help them bold tuition down.

The formula for cost-cif-education could be greatly simplified; perhaps it
should be a. simple percentage of federal student aid funds to each institu-
tion. Perhaps there are other approaches. But Congressional Intent in 1971 72
was to nuke it an integral part of student aid te recognize that the federal
government, through student aid, was placing a very large financial burden
.on colleges and universities.

Nor is it accurate to say that Congress has shown no interest in funding
'cost-of-education. A major 1974 moll for funding, led by Senators Robert C.
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Byrd and Birch Doyle wen the bipartisan support of at least fourteen Sena-
tors tinny mere were very interested), and might have succeeded except
for the "austerity honeymoon" which followed President Ford's accession to
°Wee.

We hope therefore that the subcommittes; will consider cost-ofeducation as
an Integral 'part of Title IV, and as an important way to work toward Rep.
O'llara's goal of encouraging colleges to bold do.;' or reduce taition.

3. BE00.We have already stated that the H.R. 3471 amendment eliminat-
ing the half-cost feature would help tremendously to move this nation toward
universal access to postseconslarle edmation, provided the maximum were
kept at $1,400 oe preferably higher, preferably with a milxlinum based on
average annual non-Instructional costs and with adequate funding.

The proposhl in H.R. 3471 that the BEOG maximum be either $400 or the
maximum grant for 1975-70, whichever is higher, would be a retreat from
the present $1,400 maximum. It was estimated at one time that the maximum
next year might be only about $1,74.1. Later, it has been pointed out that
with about $135 million in BEOG being carried over from the current academic
year the maximum might reach $1,100. Itut there is no reason to accept It
maximum lower than $1,400; Preferably it should be higher.

BEOG should be made an entitlement, If possible, and the authorizing com-
mittees and other members of the house and Senate should make a major
effort to influence the .tepropriatiens and'` Budget Committees to fund BEOG
and other program.; adequately.

There remain serieue problems with the delivery system of BEOG. and
probably with its program zola.MIstration In No one seems to be sure
why Juts-estimates once again In the second year of the program have led to
an unexpended halanee of some $13.3

an etficlerzt Bl OG system may also require better training fur high school
hnd college guidance and student aid ellleers per rtes with federal meney:
other steps are needed fer better dissemination of tudent aid luformatien to
students and the whole society.

ft may be that liir present HMO delivery surtetct is simply net the best
ices to rcaeh many potential -studentsthat HEW should beef.mr. if not
rolleurbasrd, more clotrly integrated with the intlitulitoa than is none the
Cate. --

Beyond this, it is possible that many students cannot be attracted ticeollege
by the offer of student assistance alone. The bill also continues Talent Search.
and in Section 417B tbi (4). provides 75 per eent upport to Edneatlenal
opisinunity Centers to provide better information about postsecondary edu-
cation to low - income students and veterans.

We recommend that the Subcommittee gather hard, specific information on
the success or failure of current programs engaged In tinc dissemination
information, outreach, Edio-ailonni opportunity Centers, *Veterans Cost-of-
,Instruction, and other such programs. Talent Search is a relatively small
federal program, tut It umy he that- its efforts, or the efforts of some of the
projects It supports, area relatively cost-effective way to attract additional
students to isd.secondary education. It may that somewhat larger scale
funding of Talent ,Search, ether TRIO programs, Eclucatlionnl Opportunity
Centers, and Veterans Cost-of Instruction may be a more effective way to
reach} some edential students dill spending the same number of dollars
simply' on additional student aid.

:115 CC and other groups are also n ..ing changes In tie. federal Vocational
Education Art, to open this pry rant to more postsecondary and adult stu-
dents. Talent Search and EOC centers could help in this effort, too.

Since 11.11. 3471 asks the National Institute of Education to support several
studies related to 'men admissions, low tuition polities, and so en, wo Itimge-8t

that eqngrees also ask NIE si7ilically to support studies of stieh questions as
the follbwing:

L Why have a declining proportion of high school graduates been going on
to any postseeundar3' etturatien ',regrow: 'In recent years?

2. To what extent is this decline a result of rising tuition and otber college
-costs; less student aid In terms of eligible and interested students (especially
In constant dollars, , ending of the draft (which does not seem an ade-
quate explanation. bccause enrellinent of women as well as men has declinbdi
continuing discrimination again-4 minorities and women. or lees interest in
recruiting minority or women students, an anticollege "youth culture", the
'adequacy of secondary schools; or other rect.:ir?
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& Why are ao many so-ealle4 REMO eligibles" falling to apply for or accpt
a BEOG grunt? iTh LI Is something tbi/E or Congress poss41.1 t3A0- ah nib
study, even if NIE.eloos nut, sinus it Is central to whether the BEOG prvgram
needs substantial uhaRges. Bow, do the eligibles" whoa iln nut participate
in tIEOG and other aid programs differ from those Who do?)

4. What factors nroglii lead to urbre postsecondary attendance by "MOM.'"
studentalsWirat Is the unportasice ut sesallable inIthiu colleges, available
and adequate student aid, and other factors to such stiblcuts?

b. What /is the real mimes* or failure of outreach and InformatuaLlli.Nsisi
nation programs such as Talpist. is!eterib, Eiji.".. 1T1. and other hut h Program,,
intludls.ug those operated by /us:Autism.% state& and bon golf:flaw:alai s)rgan'
zations which are not fedi/rally funded': Whl.h tesbniques appear nstett
itueccasful In such prograins?llon can they be catemled to Inelude vocational
education and manpower training prygiauss, and other forms of postseonnisty
and adult education?

4. NEC/O.Many other witnesses before the Solto,moulttee base Teen share
critlyat of the proporied changes in SEOG. which would be turned from a
needs-baed program seriing some 37.1),4)(al ssoslerets b. a merit Usses1 program
pros piing v cc) large grants to perhaps ii.).000 -talents nose of theist not

`It
Ifithere Is a ease for a sissies' federal sutra. so holamblp program,

-It should be made separately and interios of new legklatn. and not at the
e:iPeresu of the kresent SEiG program. There are also major problems of
cultural bias. -.seiseisoLAls1, basis .few iliddri a f W .2'014 ..:11F; awl lower
ircuwe families would probat 3 sissaisfy i. and other problems related to worth
er a .testing system eon sure qualities and skills our socit
ns ,

;-,S10.\%1111,-. we ,I land the Intention b3 msku EtSta rro.re
p:ernittilng tie suites to use be lumps for .446: se-otii, qtAdly at tiiJlltle ,

aviegi-s as well Al for slate paws. vii feel the pr,posal might
not work as ittteuded in niosr stater.

only :one York City anal railh.rnia base r.trtultin -alleges now. otter
stat,' would probably not heuen. from this provb!sn. Farther. manta zero,
tattoos and poe.taitiois collryeit net.5 operattiig cost fords nu,;. Man facdit,q
lands. sf thick Of g to At'frp their low 11411Qn. auras. Coat ..f eduoltivri funds
'Acubl belt, such ,.allege 4 ware than fund.... In ussiny eases.

.1 4.s1 1 es ri.nerturif that the s.sla pros,Trani eta pr., ft itt form can /rad to
increased pris4iiris in th't ghats to dirrt Avis from public rollegcs ant
pff.-, AVM to roar bast if fit- In the latter part of this roper, s4 e will &unguent
on suggested language, stronger than HAI prop...4 in mt. 3471, vadi we
belies,' world do more to help keep down'taltLim

We Grip-re that the tier; law should also LeAnsetsfied to a,okee a pir and
rca.soneshl participation of both public and pftrots colt. q a in steep Oak
(stone stairs noic exclude oils group or thr otherj, fa make part time eh-lents
paible pi all stab-a. wed to make urinal Portable to out of stale imititshoisse
White silicon no stand mu the particular formula prop. sed to altuetne rands

to states for Fs,IG inn urleratund that t.01Dt 11,11f f1Cikrio,D4 have been
raised about its sse isistilasal the idea :but aid M. the :.tarf'..; trit.e
rViint id state effertincluding the effort !suing ramie to 17414 tuition as low
as possible.

U. Veal and TRl0.%a have already sugge,ted that some parts of TI110.
parlirntarly Talent F.eurch and EPIC, should be stashed more carefully to
determine what tecludques are roust successful Its helping te. snesmrage 1.1W
income or disadvantaged htudent to attend posteconlery lroditutin. We
tellevo that VC0I outreach projects should also be ?dudish).

We isa-sa doubts about combining VCOI with TRIO unless we ran lv e, r
Lain that both programs will not suffer. TRIO might be sIlligd by Adding
Truman. who often have different prishieribie and a different background.
VOA has served many veterans retry welt In Us preiLsrit form,

believe that instittatms. and prot-Jbty smog/ other
Institutions, wash to keep NDSL an it SP. Inc Mr most part. They f, neat
u.,8h. irmisiara federal support. as proposed in this TAU, nor trotilt flop
irtsh to sir the present subsidized interest rate tome to an end. YDS!, tag
been a very Important source of help for a great many students at rfith
pieblie and private In.stitutiens for many years.

Thls L9 a difference between A-Ascr and the City rtaterqtY of New Turk,
it. G$L11.Alitier has not received sufficient in put about this iirlitrarn tan

wake re-ommendatie;ns. We believe that most hitituttorus would n..t vi-j411 to
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ale the program transferred to this states. as proposed in the bill, Unreal,
the're is abstatite assurance in all states that at Avatst the bailie funds wilt be
provided which are available now. We doubt that this is possible at least Alt
present.

We are also' very concerned about mores la some statesin. recent years. bey
various political leaders and ascii planners in such states as California. Ohio,
Wisconsin, Pennsylvania to force most or all students to tate out expensive

loans and to raise tuitioa to full cost at all public colleges. These
"eat)* loan' and loan bank' plaits can be tried to justify large Increases In
tuition, we believe that many states would not necessarily maintain low
tuition it sach wan plans were available. Transferring GSLP to the states
Might encourage sach moms.

4.tarleac-baaed Programs. -"We bellOve that the Subcommittee should con.
-tinue to rtaitifre statutory funding of tin, college based programs---SEOG,
.NT1Sio. CWSP---at reasonably high levels before funding ZEOG.

We believe that serious thought should be given to Rep. Albert Quie's sug-
gestion. that all or a large part. of college based strident aid funds be given
to the, college* an a lump sum. to adminiater at their last discretion.

Cptlege-Work Study Program.IndleatAons so tar are that many AASCL
instith,tions, Papa-dells those with a cmaiderable number of low income Btu
dents, wish to deep the needs basis of CWSP. Pc: liaps Mica funding levels are
eorisiderubly higher, or other needs have been met more fully, It may be pus-
sable to relax or eliminate this needs basis. .

We applaud the proposed new Job Creation program. as a very constructive
and helpful augreation. ,

11. Tuiliots Requirement:, MI we have noted, Section 496 (a) 14) of the
bill require*. that-. each institution give assurances that the availability of
,assistance to students at the institution under this title has in, resulted. and
,will lost 4esult in an itureast. in the tuition, tett., or ither charges to such
stall apts

Vi,Or believe that this language Is not strong enough to accemplish this must
lendable purpose. Tuition and other charges are set In a variety of ways
by a variety of state agerictes, and boards, and at public colleges. often depend
on oeerall appropriations. Governors and State legislatures often play a
maJor role in muati determinations- If appropriations are net adequate to meet
college needs, the college may be. forced either to raise tuition or to reduce
sere feta.

With ate proposed language, many schools, public, private, arid proprietary,
might simply 'give assurauce- In a pertanttury way that aaderal student
ant was apt "responsible" for their raising tuition that it was being raised
inavval because .4.v:tattoo/at appropriations, suite board policy, rising costs,
or other itql$411A.'

What 4E101119 to be needed. especially for the S$IG program but also for
others, is !tome way to, strtugthea this language, especially in relation to the
iltrertima of funds away from public colleges to state student aid. and result-
ariP tuition increases, More, information a be needed on tuition policy ae-
terrainition In each state, each year. There is also a need for an appeals
procedure.

AAat t therv.fort. suggests, In addition to the proposed language, something
like the following: .

, It is not the latent of Congress that federal funds made available through
any federally aseited student aid program in- this Title, shall enable a state
to reduce espeialifures for institutional aid t., public higher education %chitli
would otherwise have been made, or which result in an increase In public
college tuition an student charges.

-The 11'orainirialituer of Education shall review annually the situation in eat I)
stare its determine whether the use of f6leral student mid famia lane encour-
aged any, ,state or institution to rat in silt a manner. ID. :411/11) tXall1111e sod)
fattors as total state appropriati .us -for .public and non public htglir educa
floss nepropriationa fur inatitut.onat aid and student aid in the public anal
aaiabititeetors, and tuition levels at all public institutions, inclutIng reasons
for any changes In tuition or student chow*,

-The commit:Au/1er sjiall make no paynielit of assistance under this title
to any institution or state agency which does not meet tbette requirements.

'-The COnnalasiorter shall issue an annual repprt on this subject to the
House Education and Labor Committee and the Satiate Committee on Labor

75,----50
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and Public 1Vejfare, apd to the keueral public, not later than November 15
of each year.

"Any institution or state agency in any state which feels that this has
been violated a hall have the right to appeal to the Commissioner and to have
a hearing before the CoumisAoner or his repersentative."

12. ex:elusion.- -AASCU has11,1s:.utned the opportunity to submitp,this state-
ment to the Subtonimittee, and ueloineg-finther opportunities to ainnueut on
proposed legislailOn.

Mr. °Mita. Our next witness Wille Mr. R*1nd C, Hawk,
who is executive director of the Minnesota Higher Education Co-
ordinating Commission. Mr. Hawk? If yoti would please take a
place, at the vs itne.-s table, I understand you have others accompany-
mg you and they can join you at the table.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD C. HAWK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MIN-
NESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION, AC-
COMPANIED )3y WILLIAM R. McCONNELL, EXECUTIVE SECRE-
TARY, NEW MEXICO BOARD OF EDUCATIONAL FINANCE, AND
MACK C. ADAMS, HEAD, STUDENT SERVICES DIVISION,,COORDI-
NATING BOARD, TEXAS COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY SYSTEM,
AND H. DALE SMITH, ASSISTANT. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR
STUDENT AID, MINNESOTA HI,GHER EDUCATION COORDINATING
COMMISSION

Arr. Iltwx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,

Seated with me today, are \Valiant McConnell on ,my far right,
who is executive secrett)ry of the New Mexico Board of Educational
Finance:Next to him is Mack Adams, head of the student services
division of the Coordinating Board, Texas College and University
system. On my left, Dr. Dale Smith, who serves as assistant execu-
tive director of Minnesota Nigher Education Coordinating Com-
mitte.e.

We have a formal statement, Mr. Chairman, but before I begin
I would like to express sincere appreciation to this committee for
the very important work that it is doing. There are few issues of
greater social importance to this Nation than providing genuine
access for all residents of this great country to pursue the kind of
_postsecondary education programs, that will meet their individual
needs.

I think further we should compliment the chairman for his will-
.,inb.,ess to come forth with proposals which stimulate the kind of
discussions and deliberations which are necessary to effect the Fed-.
eral policy.

Now, if I may proceed with my formal statement, Mr. Chairman
and members of the committee, I-appear before you today on behalf,
of several States which lase des eloped' effective State student loan
programs which would be destroy ed by sections 423 and 424 of
3471.

Florida, Kentucky, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Carolina, Okla-
homa, South Carolina, Texas. turd Wisp onsin has e acted responsively
and responsibly in developing progt :inv. of direct lending to students
through a partnership arrangement among the Federal Government,

7 a2
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State government, the private. financial sector, and institutions of
postsecondary education. In addition, the"office of the Arizona Board
of Regents, currently developing a 'State loan program, has asked
-to be associated with this testimony.

Under this partnership arrangement, the private financial corn-
munity provides the funds for loans. The Stzt13 administers the
program and assures that all students both urban and rural, regard-
less of socialfeconomic stains or the family relationships with-com-
mercial lenders,,havei equal access to Student loans. .

The institutions, under the supervision of the State, provide coun-
seling and other services necessary to,student participation in loan
programs,.. The Federal Government. makes the whole partnership
arrangement possible by i.surina loans under the federally insured
student loan program.

Under JI.R. 3471, an, essential partner in this arrangement, the
Federal Government,..w ould withdraw from the arrangement and
would cause thesd effective proarams which already are serving more
than 100,000 students 'annually '? to be dismantled.

Those of us responsible for State planning, pOliey, and program.
administration for postsecondary education at the State level believe
that a Iedera4-Sitite parthership not only is desirable, but is essen2
,tial for either It or State action to have mximum positive
effects.

Those of us ,responsibIe for State planning and policy on post-
secoildary education also recognize that, for the most part, it is the

..1States which must adjust programs and policies to Federal action
with .respect to postsecondary education, rather.than the reverse.

We understand the difficulty which the Congress faces in attempt-
ing to enact leelslation which pro% ides programs which fit the indi-
vidual efforts of all. of the 50 States.

I would suggest that the Congress could enhance the fit between
Federal and State programs by being more flexible and peril-fitting
varied approaches to the utilization of Federal programs and funds
by the individual States., .

, Nonetheless, we do recognize that it js generally the States which
must adjust policies and develop programs to meerFecieral require-
ments. You can enhance effectiveness by milking Federal policy and
requirements broad enough and flexible enough for the States to
adinst in a variety of ways:

. What is most frustrating is frequent changes in Federal policy
whidi cause the States to pass legislation, develop programs, employ
personnel, and incur developmental costs, only to have the Federal
Go% eminent take action which requires the programs to be dis-
mantled ,before long-range results have been achieved.

If we are to have any sort of Federal-State partnership in meet-
ing postsecondary education needs, State governments and the Fed-
eral Government must be able to depend on one another.

By withdrawing from the partnership arrangement on student
loans, which has been developed in nine States, the Congress would
demonstrate once i again that the States cannot depend on the Fed-
eral Goveniment and that the States should be very cautious about
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developing programs which are based on a cooperative arrangement.
between Federal and State Governments.

The guaranteed student loan program has, from date of enact-
ment, sought to encourage State participation in student loans, Al-
though State guarantee agencies were the first organizations to par-
ticipate in the guatmteed student loan program, direct State lending
organizations have become important participants as well, pro's iding
more than $150 million in student loans per year.

In the absence of sufficient funds for grants to meet all student
financial needs, continued availability of these student loans is
essential.

-Florida, Kentuicky, Minnesota, New Mexico, North Carolina, Okla-
home, South Carolina, Texas, and Wis.:orisin have catefully planned
and implemented direct lending programs to meet each of these in-
dividual States' needs.,

In addition, several other States ant considering direct lending
programs because of the advantages of direct lending, which neither
the Federal Government nor guarantee agencies provide.

In fact, States as lenders provide resources in addition to those
which they could provide simply by guaranteeing loans, since it is
only by making loans directly to students that the State can assure
that every eligible student can obtain a loan and that all deserving
students have equal access to loans.

Amoug the significant advantages of digit State lending pro-
grFiras are:m

q of all, all eligible students under a direct State loanvro-
gram have opportunity to obtain a loan. In some other States, access
to 'postsecondary education may be denied for students who cannot
find ,batiks or saving and loan institutions or associations willing
to provide lotins for t'education.

Lack of access to loans is especially evident for rural students
in an area served by a single bank which does not participate in
student loans and lew-inconie urban students without family bank-
ing relationships.

Second, direct State lenders reduce the many problems that schools
experience in making their own loans. In many States, for example,
schools which previously made loans, because their students Gould
not obtain them elsewhere, now forward applications to the State
student loan program for rev iew and disbursement of loan funds.

The result is professional, consistent care, and diligence through
a State agency m loan administration and servicing.

Third, direct State lenders provide financial institutions and other
investors the opportunity to invest .in higher education without fore -
in such investors to administer a. complicated student loan program.

By buying loan program revenue bonds, private sources provide
the capital to operate State lending progeams. These funds repre-
sent capital which would not otherwise be invested in higher edu-
cation.

'Fourth; direct State lenders are dependable and consistent from
year to year. Schools and students can effectively plan their budgets
and count on loans whenever needed, regardless of what happens
to the money markets and indi% idual policies c) individual lending
institutions.
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Fifth, direct State lenders, as "leading lenders" in their States,
can implement consolidation agreements which can consolidate loans
for each student into one payout loan with one lender. Such con-
solidation loans are more simple, flexible, and efficient to service
than loans for the same student held by more than one. lender. -

MitiV students have denied continuing loan assistance in the
middle of their academic programs when lenders have chosen to
restrict student loan activity. Direct State lending provides an an-
swer to this problem.

In spite of these several advantages, H.R. 3471, 'as proposed would
eliminate direct State lending. We are not entirely sure of the bagis
for this, but we have heard some allegations with respect to it, and
we would like to respond to them because we don't believe that
there is a good basis in fact for them.

First of all, we have heard that direct student loans are vehicles
through which States can raise tuition. The evidence does not sug-
gest that States with direct State student loan programs have in-
creased or will iii:rease tuition more than States without a direct
loan program.

Some evidence suggests that States with direct student loan pro-
grams ari3 less prone to hav e high tuition rates. In Minnesota, for
example, ,tuition in State colleges and State community colleges is
$390 per year, well la-low the national average, and tuition in our
area vocational-technical institutes is free.

In his message to the 1975 legislature, Governor Anderson recom-
mended a freeze on tuition rates at the same time that he recom-
mended that State appropriations fol. State sOlularships and grants
in aid be increasedly $7.5 million.

Even if the availability of loans could be cited as a basis for in-
creasing tuition rates, the issue would be the availability of loans
and not whether or not the State makes the loans directly or guar-
antees the loans.

Second, we have heard that default rates for direct State lenders
are higher than default rates for commercial lenders. There is no
ev idenee of this. In fact, experience in Wisconsin indicates that the
default rate fur direct student loans compares very favorably with
the default rate for guaranteed loans by commercial lenders in the
State.

Incidentally, this is a good test situation. The State of Wisconsin
has been making direct student loans for 42 years with Federal
insurance for 9 years.

Third, we have heard the allegation that direct State lending is
a belicine for making nioney for the State. Making a profit on stu-
dent loan programs is prohibited by IRS regulations on revenue
bonds Whieli.restrict State lenders to 11, percent above the cost of
bonds to cover administrative expenses in the program. Some States
have had to supplement such income with direct appropriations to
meet total administrative costs.

The advantages of direct State loan prOgrams are significant, while
thu allt.gcd problems with such programs we find not to be supported
by the evidence. For these reasons, we strongly belive that direct
State lending programs ought to continue and that all States, should
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they elect, be allowed to nophment 'lima loan programs with Fed-
eral insurance.

If the Congress has identified some deficiencies in the way in
which direct State studentAtan programs are administered, tikaion
should be directed toward' improving administration rather than
abolishing the programs.

'We doubt that serious weaknesses in the operation of State direct
student loan programs can be identified. If such weaknesses can; we
remain confident that they can be corrected and we are fully pre-
pared to resolve any problems-which may emerge.

The point of this testimony, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee, is not to suggest that the Congress should attempt to
stimulate every State to develop a direct State student loan progi am.

Rather, the appeal is that you not take action which would (lush oy
effective State student loan programs based on a cooperative arrauge-
ment between the Federal Go% aliment, State governments, the pri-o
rate financial community, and institutions of postsecondary edu-
cation.

The larger question is the issue of dependability of the Federal
Government in cooperative arrangements_dev eloped to meet student
needs. Nine States have developed responsible State student loan
programs Stweifically designed to maximize utilization of the fed-
erally insured student loan program.

'We would not like so quickly to have to report to our State legis-
lature that the laws which were passed and the mechanisms which
were establshed must now be dismantled beouse the Coupes., has
changed its mind with respect to State utilizition of the federally
insured student loan program.

Those of us responsible for State planning, policy formulation,
and program adnnnistration for postsei ondary education find our
task to be a difficult one. at best. The kind of disruption which
would be caused by sections 423 and 43-i of H.R. 3471 makes effektive
State action almost impossible.

Mr. Chairman, we are indeed appreciative of these opportunities
to present our views and hope that they will be received in the very
constructive manner in which they were intended.

Mr. 011am. Mr. Hawk, maybe you could help the committee by
describing exactly where you get your money and what kind of
interest you pay on the money you get from private sources and
who pays your administrative overhead and so forth and so on.

Mr. HAWK. Mr. Chairman, I think you should recopize that
there will be some variation amonn. the-States. I think I 1;'11.1 describe
the Minnesota situation since I know that best. Others 'may wish
to speak for other States.

In the case of Minnesota, the program is financed through the
issuance of State revenue bonds. We have had one such issue, and
I might say that the State of Minnesota delayed entering this busi-
ness as a direct State lender as long as we thought we judicious.
We wanted to pros isle ample opportunity to see whether or not the
total needs could be met through commercial lenders.

It was only after we concluded that the total needs of our residents
in the State could not be met that we entered into a direct State
student loan program.
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We have had only one bond issue. The interest rate on that was
4.8 percent. We make,loans to students, as you know, Mr. Chair-
man, under this arrar4ement at 7 percent. The difference Between
that 4.8 percent and the 7 percent is used to meet administrative
costs of the program in 'Minnesota.

The capital does, in fact, come from the private financial commu-
nity, syndicated bank, which purchases revenue bonds.

Mr. O'HARA. Do you make a profit for the State?
Mr. HAIM. Mr. Chairman, we do not pake a, profit for the State.

All of the proceeds are used for the purposes of the issue. The State
has invested $1 million in the program as a supplemental kind of
reserve fund. and is prepared to ake additional funds available to
the extent that the State has to.

I would like, if I may, Mr. am an, in response to that, to talk
just a moment about the dilemma w lich States face. I have already
despribed the situation in Minnesota, where we have a fairly tight
budget situation.

Nonetheless, they have a very strOng recommendation from the
Governor for a freeze on tuition rides. We have a very strong
recommendation and legislative con4arrenec for a substantial in-
crease in our student financial aid prokrams.

We will have something in excess of $21.5 million in State scholar-
ships and grants in aid this next session. This-is an increase of almost
$8 million to meet the total needs of students who hale already ap-
plied to assistance under these programs. We need $50 million.

We could invest more in student loan programs if we could at-
tract the funds and, in effect, we would have three choices. One
choice would be to increase taxes. A second choice would be to in-
crease tuition. A third choice would be to reduce the State's invest-
ment in scholarships and grants in aid. We are reluctant, Mr. Chair-
man, to propose any of those alternatives.

We are prepared to make additional investment in student loans
to the extent that wo need to. It is our desire to have the student
loan program's as self-supporting as possible,

Mr. O'HARA. So the way it works now is that you sell revenue
bonds or the State sells revenue bonds and you raise the capital
that way, the amount you are going ito lend, and then you are en-
tirely self-sufficient after that?

Mr. KWIC. Mr. Chairman, it is notlair
Mr. O'HARA. Do you get appropriations from the State?
Mr. Hawn. Not entirely self-sufficient. Some ,of the States are

dependent. I think Texas, for example, depunds almost entirely on
State appropriations for administration.

In the case of Minnesota, what we attempt to do is to pay what
me consider to be the direct cost from that interest differential that
is not in fact the total cost. We do have the specific appropriation

iof $1 million to facilitate the program, and we incur other incidental
costs which are-not specifically earmarked.

Mr. O'HARA. What about the others? Texas?
Mr. ADAM. Texas operates a program that is similar.. We do--

guess we operate really two programs. We operate a noninsure
program fdr 5 years, and the State does appropriate the expense
for -that program.

787
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The federally insured program operates just about' as Mr. hawk
has outlined for the State of Minnesota.

Mr. McCoxxxnr. Mr. Chairman, the New Mexico program has
been in operation for upward of 1 years. There had been something
in the order of $25 million in loans made in that period of time.

e A. recent audit shows that at the moment some $200,000'we are
some $200,000 in the ,black. That is, at the moment we have paid
administrative costs, nearly all of themthere are some indirect that
are not accounted for hereand have a cushion of $200,000 over 41/2'
years on a. $25 million, so we are close to the break-even point.

Mr. O'HARA. Tell me just how it works. Let us suppose a student
wants a loan. What does he do in Minnesota?

Mr. HAWK. Mr. Chairman. in the case of Minnesota, the student
does in fact work with the student financial aid officer. He may ob-
tain an application from the student financial aid officer. A student
financial aid officer will assist that student in completing the appli-
cation form in an understanding process.

That application form will be forwarded to us by the student or
by the student financial aid

Mr. SMITH: By the student.
Mr. HAwx. The application then will be forwarded to our office

by the student. The check then will be delivered to the student finan-
cial aid officer at the institution for "delivery to the student.

We in fact, Mr. Chairman, will make a loan to students attending
only those institutions which enter into a contract with us, agreeing
to maintain some kinds of commitments. They have to make a
commitment to provide counseling for the student at the time he
takes out the loan. They have to make a commitment to disburse
the funds to the student, make sure the student' understands the
implications of the receipt of the funds. They have to take respon-
sibility for an interview with the student. They have to take the
responsibility for keeping us informed of the student's status at all
times.

We have not had any difficulty in good sound institutions' being
reluctant to enter into that kind of contract with the Commission,
either institutions in Minnesota or institutions out of the State.

Mr. O'HARA. How do you make sure those commitments are being
kept I

Mr. HAWK. Mr. Chairman, we have a specific provision which
permits us to discontinue the contract for violation of those pro-
visions, and we monitor those in a variety of ways with respect to
each aspect' of it.

We monitor with respect to spot checking. We monitor in terms
of problems which may arise as a result of lack of effective action
,onthe part of the institution 'representative.

1\f SMITH.MITH. And onsite visitations.
Mr. O'HARA. What about Texas? What happens if a student wants
Man in Texas? Who does he see? How does it work?

Anaats. Very. much the same way. We too form contracts
with institutions. The student applies for student financial assist-
ance. Our loan is only one element in the package of student finan-
cial assistance.
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We ask that our loan be the very last element to go into that
package, and our loans are available to him only on the basis of
need as demonstrated in this package.

Mr. Mc ConwEr.a.. Mr. Chairman, our program works in essentially
the same manner as has been described in the other States. I would
point out in our case the loans are limited to students attending
institutions in New Mexico or, in a few cases, where they are attend-
ing programs under exchange programs with other States, but we
find that the student, the New Mexico resident, going out of State
is pretty readily able to get a loan from the private lending cbm-
munity because the State is picking up the bulk of the burden for
making loans to the residents attending in-State.

Mr. Bream. Mr. Chairman, will you yield?
,Mr. O'HARA. Yes.
Mr. Braoar. One question. What percentage of institutions in the.

xespective States have entered into contracts with the State?
Mr. Hawn. Mr. Chairman, if I may respond for Minnesota, in

the case of Minnesota we certainly have a contract from 98 or 99'
percent of all ,the eligible institutions in the State. 'Wouldn't that
be correct?

Mr. SMITII. Correct.
Mr. HAWK. In addition, we have a contract with a substantial

I don't know the number offhandnumber of institutions in other
States, approximately 100.
. Mr. Braoei. Why would the bajance not enter into a contract?
Mr. HAWK. Mr. Chairman, the remaining 1 or 2 percent? I think

that there is no reason they will not. I think it is simply a question
iii MAF, fa a that we are in the Brat year of the operation of this

and there is that much of a lag.
Mr. Braaot. How about the other States?
Mr. ADAMS. Our's is very similar. We have only two eligible'in-

stitutions who are not participating in our program. Both are private
and one is a liberal arts institution.

Mr. MCCONNELL,,,The only institution that is eligible which is
not a participant is one which rejects all Federal involvement at all.

Arr, BiAcar. Back to Texas. The same reason that Mr. Hawk gave,
that 1 or 2 percent not participating? Is it the same in your ease?'

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr.. Br.Ackir. Thank yon.
Mr. O'HARA. Are all institutions eligible? Are all the proprietaries

and the -home-study institutions eligible?
Mr. Hawn. Mr. Chairman, all institutions which are approved',

for eligibility by the U.S. Office of Education and which is willing
to make the kind of commitment which we require in .our contract.

Mr. O'Hara. Same for
Mr. ADAMS. We are not dealing with proprietary institutions or

home-study schools.
Mr. McCoNnErz. We are. The same.

OTtana. What about the other States? What do they do?
Mr. Hawn. I am notI am always reluctant to speak on behalf of

other States, Mr. 'Chairman.
Mr. O'HALt. Just a factual question.
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Mr. HAWK. I think most of the State ,programs are apparently
fairly comprehensie ik terms of the institutions with which they
deal, at least in terms of institutions within their States.

Mr. McCoNNELL. That is my understanding,' having been con-
sulted by a number of them as they were setting them up. It is my
understanding that is the SN ay they were going. I do not have the
specific hard data.

Mr. O'HARA. You never have any contact with the student then,
do you? I mean other than -you finally get his form. He goes to the
financial aid officer at his school, Or at the school he hopes
to attend? The student financial assistance officer counsels him and
makes the loans- I mean assists him in filling out the application
and gives him the information and tells him what it is all about.

Then, after all that is done, you get the piece of paper from the
student that he filled out with the assistance of the financial aid
officer.

Is that the same way it works in Texas?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir. His financial aid officer, for these purposes, is

technically a member of our staff. He is designated for this purpose. ,
Mr. HAwit. 'V r. Chairman, that is also the Lase with our program.'

I think we ought to elaborate on that just a bit. We lime more con-
tact with students than what the system would imply because there
are problems which need attention with respect to milk idual cases,
and those have to he handled by out staff, but essentially we aro
dealing with a situation in which we are concerned about a total
package of aid to the student.

We are not committed to having a loan as the first kind qf student
aid which is available to the student,. We are committed to structur-
ing a total situation with respect to student financial need processing
which puts the student directly in touch with the student aid advisor
who can advise him with respect to his total needs on all the pro-
grams which are available, so the same person wilo advises the stu-
dent with respect to the student loan program in Minnesota will also
be advising the student with respect to the State giant-in-aid pro-
gram and the State scholarship program and all of the Federal pro-
()Tams as well:

Mr. O'Harta. But not all institutions participate in all Federal,,
programs. For instance, a lot of institutions don't participate in
work-study as a for instance or in SLOG. ,

Mr. HAwK. I understand that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HARA. Sobut you don'tyou don't require them to, as a

condition, to partibipate in your
Mr. HAWK. Mr. Chairman, we C don't require that the institution

participate in any
Mr. O'HartA. But it may be that the only program they are operat-

ing is year program, and so to say that you require that this be the
last resort may mean that it is also the first resort,, right?

Mr. Hamm Mr. Chairman, I think tlfere would be very few, if
any, institutions in Minnesota which aro participating only in the
loan program. It clearly is not to. the advantage of the institution
not to take advantage of State grants which are as ailable to insti-
tutions.
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Mr. Mum. I am trying to figure out in what way, other than the
ways that you are all familiar with having to do with repayment
terms and interest deferral and so forthin what ways, in terms
of the actual impact on the student, your program differs from
NDSL.

Mr. ILvwx. Mr. Chairman, you are well aware of the differences
in the, programs themselves. I won't go into that.

Mr. O'HARA. i recognize there are differences in the amount of in-
terest and in the repayment -requirements afid so forth, but with
respect to the actual way it operates, are some of your institutions
also participating in NDSL, Mr. Hawk?

Mr. Ilawit. Mr. Chairman, the answer to that is in the affirmative.
One great difference Stith respect to the State student loan program
there is sufficient funding to provide a loan for every student who
has need for such a loan, so in that sense the approach to the pro-
gram is different.

There is a fallback assistance for every kind of student who needs
this kind of help, whether he is a low-income person who doesn't
hay e a sufficient grant or other kind of aid or whether it is a mid-
dle-income person who right now because of funding levels is not
eligible for a grant.

Every Minnesota resident, every person attending institutions in
A'finnesota now, has access to a loan. It makes no difference what the
cireumstances are.

Mr. O'ILtRA. You know your program does share some of the
problems that I see with NDSL and with institutional lenders under
guaranteed student loan, anti that is that the institution that sets
the price is also the one that handles the loan.

In other v% ords,.theI can see the financial assistance officer sav-
ing: "Well pow, we have raised tuition Ysud fee4 $506 this year, bUt
don't worry. We will just increase yodr loAn b $500: Sign 'here."

That is one of the reasons I didn't 'want the institutions involved
in lending- the-money. It makes it a little too easy toit reduces eon-
sinner resistance to price increases to say : "'Well, sure. It is going to
cost more. but, as a matter of fact, we are in a position to increase
your.loan by that amount. Here you are."

don't----
Mr. Mr. Chai man, I understand your concern very well. I

think it is a legitimate , nil important concern. I guess in response I
would sav a couple of t ings if I may.

First of all, I would uggest that if this is true in the case of
loans, it would be ev en more true for the case of wrants. It is much
more easy to have funds mailable to give to the student.

I think it is easier, in fact, Mr. Chairman, to do that if you have
funds to give to a student than if you are requiring a student to
borrow funds to meet the increase.

My se.'ond response is that the evidence, as I look at the States
with direct lending programsI simply do not see the positive re-
lationship of high-tuition States with direct Stete student loan pro-
(trams,

Mr. OntriA. Well, yes; I am not sure. I haven't looked at the
statistical ev idence on that, and your program is only a year old,
I guess.

t,
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Mr. II Awn. Mr. Chairman, I would say this particular loan pro-
gxam is only a year old. We have been very heavily involved, as I
indicated, in student financial aids.

Mr. O'HARA. But I do know that some of those who are, you know,
pushing these programs in the carious States perceive them as ways
of honing down the State appropriation to State-supported institu-
tions as an alternative to an increase in appropriations which support
institutions.

Mr. MCCONNFLL. Mr. Chairman, could I speak to that Our pro-
gram has been in place long enough that the legislature which sets
tuition for the public institutions has met five times, and there has
been no increase in tuition in those 5 years. No indication that the
legislature looks to this ass way of being able to raise tuition.

Mr. O'HARA. I would appreciate your giving me a more detailed
breakdown of what has happened in the number of States that you
mentioned in those terms and some of the experiences, bectiilse
have had a good deal of hesitation about having the price setters ,t
also lending the money, because it is sort of like the car dealer loan-
ing the ivioney, arranging for the loan on the automobile.

Mr. Hews. Mr. Chairman, may I make, one other comment? We I

will certainly be happy to comply with your request. I guess those
of us who are dealing at the State lel el with respect to postsecondary
education and responsible for at least recommending policies to State
legiskitures for the most part are pretty INt311 Lommitted to, access
to postsecondary education; and I think there are very few I can't
think of any of my colleagues.in other States in these kinds of----;
with these kinds of responsibilities who would take the position that
we ought to reduce State appropriations for postsecondary education.

Mr. O'HARA. You see, my problem is that down here in Washing-
ton I keep running into people who are tellipg me, for instance, that
we ought to cut off the grants to the medical schools because, after
all. the medical students can afford to borrow the money.

I get the same kind of thing. I run into recommendations like
that made for the Committee for Economic Development. "Well,
they carrborrow the money." That is always the answer I get when
I raise problems about higher costs.'

So I recognize that perhaps the people at the State loan agencies
are not philosophically at the same point of view, but, nevertheless,
there are a lot of people around this town anyway that seethat
take the approach that the only one who benefits from a higher edu-
cation is the student, and therefore. the student ought to pay for all
of it. They pay now or they pay later.

The only ones we ought to concern ourselves about are those who
cannot afford to pay. Well, that whole notion is tied up with this
pushing of the loan program, and so it makes me very leery of push-
ing loans.

Mr. }Incas. Mr. Chairman, I don't know who those people are who
take that position. I am fairly well acquainted with the State higher
education executive officers, my counterparts, in each of the States.
I have yet to hear in any of our deliberationsand Mr. McConnell
on respond to this as well -I have yet to hear. that viewpoint ex-
pressed by these people who ha% e responsibility w)th respect to rec-
ommending-State policy.
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J would say ,another thing, Mr.. Chairman. You mentioned the
business of.medical education. lifinnesotit is not a large State. We
support three medical schools.. We have a low tuition policy in our,
medical schools.

3' ' We give, in effect, grants to 'students in the ajiount of 10,000 a
yehr to pursue medical education, I just cannot see where there is
any eviden6e, using Minnesota as an example of a state Which' has a
'direct State lending program, that we are taking the altitude that
there is not =a societal benefit, and, hence, ,the taxpayer should not
make a -substantial contribution: to that program,

Mr..011An.t. You don't mind my being just a little bit suspicions,
Mr. Hawk, that the reason you are speaking on behalf of the entire
group is becaiise you are the one who is in the best position to make
that, statement. "

[Laughter.]
Mr. I am not sure, Mr. man. I am iiat sure I would

be in any better position. Sortie of /IV counterparts---
Mr. DfcCoNiTrix. Mr. Chairman, could Ii I simply want to re-

iterate--I am sure you have heard ibis before, but I was sitting, here,
and some of your comments relative to the earlier testimonysitting
here thinking that you were saying you don't heay people talking
about making postsecondary education available to the people who
-want it when they 'ant it and so forth.

I was sitting there thinking you 'ought to hear from the State
coordinating people because ihost of them, are indeed saying that
that is what we are supposed to be getting about in our States, open-
ing up in. the manner you Were talking aboRt.

I really believe that is where you findin the higher educdtion
community so-calledyou find a lot of people that are intekested in
those kinds of objectives.

Mr. O'HARA. I am certainly going to consider 'the whole question
-of the State direct lenders, and perhaps one approach to it is by
sayingii providing for a continuation of State direct lending pro-
grams under certam conditions which have to do with maintenance
of effort and a whole bunch of other things because- -so that we make
sure that abuses do not happen.

ILtwx. Mr. Chairman, I think we are all completely suppor-
tive of that. '

Mr. OHARA. Mr. Simon?
Mr., IMON. Your last sentencealence in your statement: The kind of dis-

ruption which would be caused by sections 123 and 434 of 3471
makes affective State action almost impossible.

I wonder if you could describe in :a little more detail what would
be the impact.?

Mr. Ihwx. Ur. Chairman, iirmay respond Mrirnon's ques-
tion, the impact, of course, in these 'United States would be that
programs which are relatively new in the life of these kinds of
programs which represent a substantial ,effort on the part of the
States would have to be completely, _dismantled and destroyed',.and we
,wouldhaveto rethink. in each of these States ourtotal approach -with
respectth meeting the studenttnancial aid needs of the residents of
our respective .Stt)tes:

9
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, Now, we can do this occasionally, and we make adjustments all the
time as. conditions change, but in all candor the Federal Government
doesn't help us very much with effective State planning if we tzke
what we think is a very responsive and responsible action with re-
spect to Federal policy and then that Federal policy(is, changed
before we lave long-range 'esults.

Mr. SIMON. Are you saying that you think that certain programs
would be dr9pped in the State of Minnesota? ,

Mr. HAWN: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Simon. the program could not
exist in its present form withorit Federal insurance.

Mr. Sorox. I notice --I am not sure vliether 3,,au passed this out
or someone els; did- this resolution urging Amendment of the bank-
ruptcy act.

Mr. Haws. Mr. Chairman, that is a, resolution of my board sub-
mitted for the reeord, ,

What is your experience op bankruptcy?
Mr. haws.. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Simon, we hare had no bank-

/ruptcy as yet.
Mr. Surost. That is pretty good experience. ,

[Laughter.]
Mr. Rum. May I just say we adopted that as a matter of prin-

ciple and attitude with respect to it and not reflecting any problem
in 'Afinnesota. We haven't-had a' problem.

Mr. SIMoN. You mentioned the legislature is not raising ,tatition.
In the State of Illinois, the legislature is not the body tlit raises
tuition. I wonder in how many States the legislature would. be tae;
body to raise tuition? .

Mr. HAvx. Mr. ..hairman, if I may respond to that, in Minne4ota
technically the legislature does not set the tuition. However, the
legislature makes an appropriation which reflects a total expendi-
ture budget, and the boards responsible for governance are then
responsible for setting a tuition rate which is consistent with that.

I think in most States you will find that there is a determination
within some kind of range in terms of legislative intent and the
actual action which occurs which restricts the governing boards in
terms of how mirth freedom they have on tuition.

Teal-dean), the tuition rates are set by the indiv dual governing,
boards.

Mr. McCoxstEm. Mr. Chicirman, in th6 rase I described, in the
annual 'general appropriathous act ,along cc Ali the appropriations
for the higher education institutions, the legislature sets out the
rates of tuitiori for residents and nonresidents.

Mr. SDION. Not by statute. Just when they consider the budget.
Mr. McCoxx-ELL. It is in fact said that they shall charge these

rates. In this case I believe there are very fete States where it is
done in that fashion. I think there are a great many States where
the understandings about what will be done about ,tuition by the
individual institutions comes out of the legislative process.

Havvic. Legislative intent based upon the appropriation.
Mr. Annus..If I may, please. In the State of Texas, the legislature

does set the tuition rate, $4 per semester hour.
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Mr. Suro. If I may move to the State of Texas, let us take
an area like San Antonio where there is a high percentage of stu-
dents of Mexican background. Many of them hate limited means.

Do VQ).1 find your loan experience is a different ,experience in an
area like San Antonio? I am not acquainted with colleges there.

Mr. Atoms. The Mexican American burrower is an unusually good
repayer. Solite of our best loan experience is in Mexican American
area.

Mr. Scum But on percentage of those who seek the loans?
Mr. Anaats. I don't knt4 that it is any higher because those"...iiho

seek loans would be governed by the amount of need that exists in
an area. The loan-seeking would be about the seine..

Mr.- SIMON. I. am uggesting a possibility that just the reverse
might be true, that there would be.,a lower percentage. Is that
poAblet,

Mr. AnAms..It is pos.4ible. It would be 'dependent upon the insti-
tutions that are- they atter-led. Most of ournietropolitan areas do
base conanuility jniour colleges and State supported institutions
where a majcrity of thi's economic background student would attend,
and the amount of loan in those institut:ims, therefore, would average
u great deal lelcs than it would be in areas where there is a certain
amount of pfivate institutions.

Mr. SIMON.' I have no further questions,'Mr. Chairman.
Mr. O'HAris. Let me ask just a couple more questions. Do your,

States also have State guarantee agencies? Do you have a State
guarantee tig9neyi

Ittwx. We do not. Mr. Chairman. .

McCoNNEm. Contracted at the ,very beginning of the guar-
antee, business.,

Mr. ()TIARA. Are you still inyou are not doing that now?
Mr. McCoxxraL. There is some activity, very little activity, in

places which were on that busine:s a long time ago or in some cases
studeits going out of State, but almost none, almost no activity
under' the in grantee.

Mr. O'ILtn.. Of course, one of the problems is that you people
Tvork under' the Federally insured program. We Lave 100-percent
gatolantee. and you had a State guarantmagency there would only
be an .S0- percent guarantee from the Federal Government, and the
State would have to pick up the other 20, right ?

Mr. IAwit. I under: and that to be the case, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OTERA. The difficulty with restricting the lending to corn:

meicial lenders is that there may not be the Itnie degree of access
to the loan money ot zume student who ought to him, a loan won't
hi* able to get one

On the other hand, I hare raised the problem here. I think the
greater desirability of having someone who 1,,n't insulted with the
prite-setting methanism making the loan. If one were to assume
an equal availability of student loans from either sourcein other
words, if the rame number of students, in the same circumstances
could get loans through a commrrsial render. would y,ai not agree
with me that it mjght be better to sepal.* the two?;

,2
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Mr. Hem: Mr. Chairman, if we could aura. I would say not
lust availability, but accessibility. We have students northern
Minnesda who theoretically have a loarrivailable from a commercial
lending institution in the ';win Cities, t it is not very useful to
say that that loan is available to the stud L.

I would,Ray if they wer}a generally accessible to the students
much of the need for a direct-state studeritcloan program would be
eliminated. \I don't share, fully the,,coern that yolk have., Mr. Chairm
For the most part, the student Anariciahaid officers who as us
with the adrninistratiOn of these programs are e for
setting' tuition. etas in their institutions. I don't h' ii finan-
cial aid ofileeis are pitting pressure on the institutions to increase
tuition because of the availability of loans or the availability of
grant regardless of who makes the award.

If the loan is generally available to every student, it le,sn't make
any difference who makes the loan. It is either available or a isn't in
terms of the effect on that institution, it seems to me.

Mr. O'HARA. Well, I appreciate your testimony very much and I
hope that you will stay in touch with us and provide us With addi-
tional information about what is happening to to ion rates in your
States ag-enmpa,red to other States. -

HAw-x. We will be delighted to do that, Mr. Chairman. We
/

are most grateful to have this opportunity to express our concern.
Mr. O'IturA. Thank you very much. You have provided us with

two other documents relating to your view of student assistance,
which will appear at this point in the record.

[The material referredto follows:]

BrilOLTJTION 'URGING AMENDMENT or vin BArizazurnri Aar

Whereas, education loans are different from most loans discharge) in bank-
ruptcy since students obtain permanent educational benefits front these loans,
and

Whereas, collateral is not required to obtain a student loan under the pro-
visions of the Federal Insured Student Loan Program, and

Whereas. student declarations of bankruptcy can be used to avoid repayment
of student loans, and

Whereas, frequent student declarations of bankruptcy can undermine edu-
cation lomprograms, and

Whereas, a grace period following the completion of school, during which
student loan obligations could not be discharged by bankruptcy, would permit
only declarations of bankruptcyafor purposes other than that of solely avoiding
education loan-obligations, now therefore be it

Resolved, by the Higher Education Coordinating Commission, that Congress
amend the Bankruptcy Act so that student loan obligations will no longer be
discharged by an adjadkation of bankruptcy during either the in-school period
or an additional five-year period following the completion of school, as rec-
ommended by the National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs.

As adopted by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission,
rebruary 27, 1075.

lIssorirriow

Whereas, the state of Minnesota has moved responsibly and responsively in
developing the Minnesota State Student Loan Program by becoming a direct
lender under the Federal:Insured Student Loan.Program; and

4
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Whereas, the Minnesota State Stm lentLoan Program is=arpeffeetive example
of federal stare and 'dint° cooperative, efforts to meet. atulent needs with
capital provided by the private-sector, loans made directly by the state, and
persons insUred hy'the federal goverment; and

Whereas, the federal- state - private cooperative effort has improved.the avail-
ability of student loans for all Minnesota residents and all persons attending
public and private poSt-secondary institutions in Minnesota ; and

Whereas, the program has relieved all post secondary Institutions of the
neel_to become direct lenders under the Federal InSured Student Loan Pro-
gram. and thereby reduced- tha potential for higher rates of default-from in-
stitutiehar loan programs; now therefore be it

Re-solved, That the Higher Education Coordinating Commission urged the
Congress t.e continue provisions in the Federal Insured Student Loan Program
which permit states to continue as direct lenders and' that HE 3471 not lie
enacted by the Congress without modification to permit :Antes to continue as
direct lenders underthe FISL Program.

As adopted, by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission,
February 27, 1975.

Mr. O'Ham.t. Our next statement is by our colleague from Texas,
Mr. Pickle.

STATEMENT OP EON. J ; PIO:KEE, REPEEITZTATIVE IN-CONGEES5
PROM THE STATE OP TEXAS

Mr. PICKLE. ,;Mr. Chairnipm, and members of the subcommittee, I
web ome this opportunity to submit my statement of H.R. 347f. Cer-
tainly, you and I realize that this committee and this Congress will
nut be dealing with a niece people-oriented issue than this one. The
issues involved with Federal aid to postsecondar, students are very
important to the lOtli Congressional District of Texas. There are
eight universities and colleges in my district. The university student
population is estimated- at 70,000.

When Congress talks about, revamping the Federal student loan
system, that talk strikes home in my district.

I feel that there is a general acceptance that the present Federal
student-aid program is not a wonderful, highly efficient way to

every American has the opportunity to attend a college or
universit3. Periodically, I write all the banks in Austin, Tex., where
at leapt 47/.000 students reside, and-ask them to loan mailable money
to :+tuJei,[s under the Fedet piugram. Rc.gretnilly, Mr. Chairman,
the results of my urgings hate bout dismal. Last year I discovered
that no banks in Austin had made these student loans.

Now. I am not one of those people who thinks bankers are tight,
Antisocial skinflints. Nor do I feel Austin bankers are antistudent.

So my conclusion can only be that something was seriously wrong
with the present Federal program.

I con therefore pleased that this subcommittee held extensive hear-
ings on this program last 3 ear, and that the subcommittee has come
up With legislation for reform.

But I want to sound a word of caution. Just because a Federal
program mild not work perfectly, the Federal Government should not
dose the door of opportunity on millions of young Americans, who
need assistance to attend an institution of higher learning.

I personally think the one man who did more for higher education
than nny other American was Lyndon Baines Johnson.

54-150-75----51
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As,a young man, as a 'Member of the House, Senate, and as Presi-
dent, Lyndon Johnson knew that the solution to problems, the
rededication to freedom, and the N Igor to make a better world,_resides
on the campus. And he knew that the doors to the campus should
not be for the rich and privileged only. He, also knew the doors
vv ould nut be opened unless the Federal Government helped. And
still, the dedication of the Johnson name to higher education is
tremendous. Today, Mrs. Lady Bird Johnson serves on the tni-
vereity of Texas hoard eft regentq.

I trust we will not turn our backs on the students. 'We can build
all the, labs, classrooms, stadiums, dorms, libraries, et cetera, that
we want tobut without. the under., graduates to fill them, such facili-
ties mean nothing.

Our investment has to be a people investment more than any-
thing else.

My specific comments are directed to how H.R. 3171 would affect
a Texas State-operated student loan program. The program is called
the Ilinson-Haziewood student, loan Pr.ogram. The Hinson- Hazle-
v ood program sells bonds. The proceeds from the bonds are then
loaned to Texas students, who would not otherwise attend college.

This program began in 1966, but since August 15, 1971, the Federal
Government has treated the State agem,y as a financial. institution.
or qualified lender. This means that -the Hinson-Hazlewood loan has
been insured by the Federal Government.

Six other States have this, kind of programOklahoma, New
Mexico, Minnesota, Florida, South Carolina, and.Kentucky.

I cannot speak for the other six States, but I feel the Texas pro-
gram is doing a good job. The program is also very important
to many black and brown students.

Under H.R. 3471, the Texas program would not even get the two
legislative sessions period of trace before being severed from Federal
loan guarantees. The reason for this is that under ER. 3471 the
State agency would not come under the definition of eligible keider.

I would strongly urge the subcommittee to correct this oversight
in the definitions so art a State agency may qualify for Federal
loan guamintees.

But even more vigorously,. I would ask that the subcommittee
con..ider keeping, and even encouraging, the Hinson Hazlewood type
of program, instead of passing legislation which discourage 4 the
State program.

Certainly, if a State is willing to loan moneyFto deserving stu-
dents, the Federal Gov connect should try to assist such programs,
not hold them back.

So, Mr. Chairman, I urge that in developing legislation to help
students. the 7 States that have programs to gry e loans should be,
considered and assisted by this subcommittee.

Mr. O'HAr.A. Ow final witness for this morning will be Prof.
Henry T. Yost, Jr., of Amherst College for the American Associatiun
of University Professors. Professor Yost, if you will take your
place at the table.

[Prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Hir In:, T. YOST, Jr., PROFESSOR. OF BIOLOGY, ...A.MHERST
COLLEGE, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON COURNMENTAL RELATIONS OF THE AMERI-
CAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Henry T. Yost, Jr.,
professor of biology at Amherst College. I am here today as chairman of
the committee on governmental relations of the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors (AAUP). The AAUP is the largest and oldest association of
college and university teachers. We have concerned ourselves with the rela-
tionships between government and higher education since the Association's es-
tablishment in 1915.

We appreciate your invitation to comment upon H.R. 3471. We commend
the Chairman, Mr. O'Hara, for the extraordinary service he has provided in
preparing this bill and in focusing en the crucial issues inherent in the federal
Program of student financial assistance. H.R. 3471 reflects a fundamental cow
Cern with both the quality and direction of the several student aid programs.
It attempts to create a series of federal initiatives, many of which are con-
sistent with our on recommendations of the past decade. It weighs Ileac ily
in favor of direct studeht aid, lesser reliance on the, criterion of need in the
implementation of student aid programs, increased efforts on the part of the
States, and the lowering of tuitions, particularly at public instittitious. Mr,
O'Hara's introduction of the bill at this time provides an opportunity for it
candid discussion of the direction in which the federal role in postsecondary

-edueation should go.
In asserting the need for a federal program of student assistance. we hale

' repeatedly argued that "no qualified young man or woman should be denied
a college or university education solely because of financial reasons." our
concern in this matter is based on an historic and enduring tradition of or
profession as teachers. In the lung history of higher education, the faculty
has seri ed as the catalyst fur encouraging students to engage in the continu-
ing search for knowledge and truth. In our highly structured society, there
exist numerous alternative opportunities available to potential, students. (tor
purpose, therefore, is to 'encourage Congress to make sufficient financial re-
sources available to qualified students in order that they will choose tu con-
tinue' their education beyond the secondary level.

In fulfilling Its responsibility for implementation of equal opportunity and
equal access, the federal government has created both an entitlement and on
expectation, of financial assistance to those Who pave insufficient financial re-
sources to enroll in the college or university of their choice. The issue which
immediately confronts this sobcommittee is how to create a true entitlement
and theissite which confronts all members of Congress is how can the stu-
dent assistance pregrams and other related federal postsecondary education
programs receive a higher pricrity of fundirig. The two issues are inextricably
related.

H.R. 3471utilizes the previously used trigger mechanism a requiring tile
full funding of at least two other student aid programsin this case, SEOGs
and CWSbefore the funding of BEOGs. We fully understand the purpose,
viz. to tie at least these three programs together and assure their fundulg.
We also understand that the purpose is to guarantee substantial funding id
BEtnie. But we think that the time is appropriate to be bold in carrying out
the entitlement provision under the BEOGs program, to make it a true en-
titlement in the 1170's, and to inuve swiftly toward fulfilling The goal of equal
opportunity.

The Education Amendments of 1972 have been regarded as the must gig-
flint aut piece of legislation affecting higher carnation since the passage of the
Morrill Att in 1s02. One of the reasons fur their significanee was the entitle-
ment pr..% bled in the 13asic Educational Opportunity Grants... We stress the
entitlement provision ,because entitlements are relatively rails in federal legis-
lation fur higher education and thls new entitlement was regarded ay a major
change not tidy for education but also for the potential structure of our so-
ciety. The entitlement reflected social policy designed to assist those who
Int Ittsi adequate resources and to add further to the growing proportion of our
population which cbas been educated beyond the secondary lei el. Unfortunately,
the level of funding, the complex needs analysis, and the family contebeition
schedule have frustrated the primary objective of the entitlement. Too few
people have received too little money at a time when the cost of education has
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been pushed rapidly upward es a result of the general inflation of our econ-
omy. We believe that a reassessment of the means by which a true entitlement
for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, can be implemented is in order
at the present time. We cannot find in H.R. 317T any evidence that the en-
titlement-has. been strengthened.

If the first priority is to reassess carefully the obstacles to a true entitle-
meat and remove them, the second priority should bele determine the desir-
able goals of new student assistance legislation. If the experience of the,past
several years has proved anything, it has confirmed the wisdom of cencentrat.
lug direttly on students. We believe that such concentration should be con-
tinued and expanded by retaining or creating those programs which provide
maximum assistance directly to students. ILL 3471 attempts to assist at least
three types of students. (1) the student with genuine financial need based on,
low family income or low pe4sonal income, (2) the student with genuinefinan.
chit need who is rewarded for either demonstrated or prospective academic
Merit, and (3) the student who, irrespective of need or merit, seeks an edu-
cation at the lowest pussible personal costs In an institution, presumably pub-
lic, with a. low or no tuition policy. In the aggregate, these are desirable goals,
particularly for a society engaged in a concerted effort to equalize opportu-
nay. But we are concerned that extended delays of fulfillment May frustrate
these efforts. The Education Amendments of 1972 promised more than was
(wavered. Thenew student financial aid law should not be another vehicle of
such frustrations.

But the frustrations of the Education Amendments of 1972 should not serve
to give solace to those who believe that institutional ald,should be the pri-
mary method of providing federal assistance to postsecondary education. We
remain firmly opposed to such. a method and request only the fulfillment of
commitments made under the new Title IV.

On the basis of these preliminary remarks, I wish now to proceed to more
specific comments about several sections of H.R.. 3471.

mato EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS (BEOGS)

I Lase already expressed our position toward the entitlement provision of
the BEOGs program. We recommend a true entitlement of $1000. That con-
slimes the 1972 entitlement of $1400 translated Into 1975 dollars. If there
is to he any needs test for the BEOGs, it should be related directly and solely,
t the adjusted gross income of the independent student or the student's fam-
ily, if he or she is a dependent. H.R. 3471 removes family assets from the
Deeds test and eliminates the one-half cost of education hnutation. But it
includes provision for the maximum grant, which has been one of the primary
sources of frustration In the BE0Os program. The maximum grant defeats
the purpose of the entitlement. As provided in II.R. 3471, the maximum grant
is unrealistic. To anticipate the projected appropriation and rate of student
e..r(iiipation in 1978 and therafter, and then to create an luflexible Lteammo in
-tni in.' .92,e2,01 sass .quispuor ern al. poptaord 4trur.2 mutts.= colt no poseq
itoubtedly prove to be a serious disservice to both Congress and students. We
would recommend an. annual review of the maximum grant, if it is to be re.
Mined as a partof the BEOGs program.

N..vernher 14, 1974, our Association expressed its concern with the inade-
quate advertising of the BEOGs program to potential students. 1%e urged
then, and we continue to urge, a complete reassessment of the way in which
the public is informed of the availability of these grants. We e recommend
specific provision in the law mandating a program of public leferrnation con-
cerning BEOGs.

SUPPLEItENTA.L EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY' (8E0C

The purpose of the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants taller
3471 is to provide full support for students who are eligible for BEOGs

but who also show evidence-of academic -merit or prospective merit. As teach-
ers. we have no difficulty i,n supporting legislation which attempts to assist
meritorious students. If there were a true entitlement for the BEOtis, there
would he no need. for retaining the current SEOGs program, and a separate
national. merit scholarship program could be established. until there Is a true
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entitlement, however, assistance to needy students under the current SEOGs
program is necessary and should be retained.

As structured in H.R. 3471, the merit program in the new SEOGs would
raise questions immediately about the appropriate methods of selection, of re-
,eipients. It is not difficult to predict the fierceness of the debate over the
definition of 'outstanding academic performance ... in postsecondary school"
and I frankly don't think lint Congress will wish to serve as the forum for
such a debate. Is an outstanding academic pertormance at X institution com-
parable to au outstanding academic performance at Y institution" And who is
going to make that deteriaination? .Furthermore, there Is nothing hi H.R. 3471
to prevent a small cluster of students at a relatively few high-price institu-
tions from receiving all or most. of the funds under this program.

We would not.want to be misunderstood about the proposal for the-inclusion
of the merit principle in the student financial aid program. It already exists
through prix ate fuads un the campuses and through state and local programs.
We would strongly reionimend that the proposal be considered along withsthe
experimental programs under Sect Son 4 of lilt. 3471. Using the new Truman
Scholarship pregram as a guide, we sugge.A that consIderittLi should be gh en
to establishing a program of Cungressional Merit Scholarships with provision
for awarding the full cost of tuition, fees, books, room and board (or for
reasonable expenses of commuting) or $5,000, whichever is less, for eatli

year of study. Such scholarships would be provided to the States oa
a formula basis and would be administered by, the .States :a conjunction with
their established scholarship programs.

We strongly support the proposed change in this program which will author-
ize the Commissionia of Education to xao.ke grants under the SEOGs directly
to students.

STATE 'STUDENT INCF.NTIVE GRANTS (SSIGS)

One of the programs which our association has encouraged and nurtured
over the last fifteen years has been the state scholarship programs. The fed-
eral SSIG program has been designed to stimulate those States which did not
have such programs or whose programs were not based on need. H.R. 3471
provides a significant and welcomed increase in the authorization level from
$50 million to $200 million. Under full funding, this program would add theo-
retically an additional $400 million ($200 million from SSIGs and $200 million
from required matching state funds) to the current $500 millhai spent by the
States under their scholarship programs.

I wish to discuss briefly the major new factor which has been introduced
into the SSIG program under H.R. 3471. flexibility in the utilization of federal
SSIG funds. We applaud the effort to create more flexibility In SSIG [pro-
gram, but we want to be certain that the funds are utilized properly. As we
understand. under H.R. 3471, SSIG funds may be used for scholarships, state-
based w,rk :Ands programs, or the construction of additional student faelliiies
at zero-hiltion publi, institutions. The State scholarship program is a very
successful student aid program, and we would not cure to see it lose its impact.
We befit le there should be a federal incentive to make all State scholarship
programs mailable to students attending both public and private institutions
and to permit portability of scholarships to out.of-state institutions. We ,
strongly reck[mmend that the State scholarship programs receive on a first
priority bas IS the bulk of SSIG funds. The balance of the funds would become
available for the remaining two programs only after the scholarship, funds
had'been obligated by the federal gourtinient. Our concern Is lamed upon the
experience in recent years with proposals which purport to consolidate several
distinct and unrelated meritorious programs and to permit an agency of the
executive branch to determine how the funds shall be distributed among the
several consolidated programs. In effect, consolidation came to menu elrminn-
tinn of some very desirable programs. ,

We believe there is need for further clarification of the program to assist
in the construetion of fnellities at zero - tuition public institutions. The nq
?mutation appears to he that these funds will serve as an incentive to 'n.state
to build new facilities at zero-tuition public institutions and thereby increase
enrollment in those institutions. We welcome this initiative because we favor
a program of.,iero tuition wherever It can Ile implemented. We urge this Sub-
committee to consider several additional alternatives. One is to provide nn
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Incentive for increased enrollment -by pruvlding grants to needy students for
certain non instructional costa at zeru-tultiun Instautioni;t4 further incentive
is to preside Nada for facilities and, or innovative teaching ,progranis to States
Which agree to lower tuitions at their public institutions., Our purpose is to
treate flexibility on the part of the States as to how beSt to use funds which
Are awarded, as a result of the state's conscious effort to loiver or ,,abolish
'tuitions. Our concern about the program as outlined in. H.R. 3471 is that it
Judy not be the quickest nay to stimulate lower tuitions and it may iiot
imeeessarily reward those zero-tuition institutkons which require assistance.
Since the funds are funneled through the State, the State is under no obliga-
tion to provide continuing assistauce In stieceetling years for the further 'ex-
pansion of facilities. Finally, we are of the °pluton that at this stage the more
kressilig need is to provide incentives to those institutions which are capable
of lowering tuitions.

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY (CWS)

College Work-Study is one of the most effective and must popular programs
among the several student aid programs. We agree with Chairman O'Hara's
statement of February 20 that 'students . . . do want to work." The House
Labur -IJEW Apprupriatiuns Subcummittee has already expresed its agree-
ment with the Chairman's observation by recommending that the College
Work Study apprupriatio fur FY 1975 be brought up to ity full authorization
of $429 millium.This reflects an increment of $150 million over the FY. 1074
appropriation.

We endorse the requirement in H.R. 3471 that College Work-Study be fully
footled before the BEOGs program is funded. We also strungly agree with the
effort to make work study employment eligible for academic credit. The elim-
ination of need as a basis fur student participation in the program creates the
flexibility which the program has required from the outset.

Wt believe that, the authorization level Is too low ter the number of poten-
tial participants in the fiscal years 1977 1980. The President estimates in his
F\ 1976 Budget that with an appropriation of .$'1150 million there will be
520.000 students participating in CWS. Assuming that uneinpluynient declules
at a slower rate than that predicted by the President and that the rise in the
cost-of-living declines at a slower rate than predicted, the need for CWS funds
nal be substantially greater in FY 1977-80 than In past years. With a current
authorization of $20 million fur a need-based CWS program, we believe it
will be necessary to authorize no less than WO million for FY 1077 with a
Sat minim increment each year thereafter though FY 1980 for a program
which is not needbased.

Lime College Work-Study progrUm has significance well beyond its stated
puipoes. It Is a puiverful means of counteracting the serious consequences of
unemployment among students during the school year and the summer. It is
an extension of both education polity and, manpower policy and as a result
deserves maximum support. at a time when uui economy Is undergoing severe
crisis.

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

We strongly endorse the effort in H.R. 3471 to get the federal goverment
and the educational lestitutions out of the lending business and to minimize
the entire student loan pregraat. We would make the fullowing suggestions,
however. First, until there are Inure feasible and better funded alternatives
In the grants, scholarship. and work-study programs, it may be essential to
i.cep the lean structure in place. Second. we would recommend that the cur-
rent loan program be diminished at a very slow rate in order that there is
setae assurance that the States will assume the responsibility they liave under
tie m legislation and that the are adequate lending facilities and resources
available to these students who may require loans. Third. we would urge that
the federal government retain a small emergency federal loan program which
would permit participation loans available through the federally chartered
hank, savings loan assoclatluns, credit unions, and other commercial leading
Inatitationa for those persons who live in areas where there may not be ade-
quate loan funds or in those cases of persons who are regarded as high-risk.
The suttee group represents primarily independent students whose families'
credit ratings are poor or who have no Previous credit rating. Finally, we
believe it Is unfortunate that those students who genuinely require and desire
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assistance through loafs will be penalized as a result of the high rate of
defaults, which we understand Luis been created as a result of loans made to
students attending a relatively small . number of proprietary institutions. It
should be emphasized by this Subcen.inilttee that students are good loan risks.
As yuu know, there are some students very much in a hurry to get through
college. They are not eligible for grants, and they don't have the time to work.
They are willing to.burrew in order to speed up their education and move Into
employment. Or they are older students already employed who have decided
to return full -dote to college ia order te-change ur upgrade their occupations.

We have carefully reviewed the Guaranteed Student Limn program as out
lined in H.R. 3471, and we suggest that these are some of the possible inter-
pretations of the legislation. Our interpretation of Section 425 is that the
Cenimissioner has considerable latitude in determining the niaximum loans
mailable to both undergraduate and graduate students. We weluce this flexi-
bility. Under Section 428A(2) (Br it appears that it is the institution which
will make the determination of a student's need within the context of what
constitutes need at that institution. This also reflects a type of flexibility
which we welcome. We endorse the provision in Section 428(b)(1) which re-
quires that leans made by the state loan inainance program may be used at
ant -uf-state institutions. Under Section 437(b) we would prefer that the Com-
missIviter treat institutions %%Ali vocational educational prugrams nu differently
from all other public and private institutions determined eligible for federal
student assistance programs. Therefore, Sectior 437(b) should be deleted or
made consistent with Part F, Section 491tbi. We are opposed to the restrictive
definition of "'eligible lender" in Section 431(ar. We believe there should be
flexibility to permit state-owned lending agencies and in some exceptional
Instances non-proilt educational institutions to serve as lenders.

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOANS (TIMMS)

11.R. 3471 proposes to phase out the NDSL program within a year. The most
significant aspect of .the proposal is to transfer to participating institutiuns
the funds nuw administered by those Institutions and to permit them to use
the funds for their own student lending pregraius. In additiun, an annual ap-
propriation of $75 million Is authorized to reimburse the .participating lust'
tutIons fur outstanding luaus which have been cancelled or forgiven under
the law. These.are necessary revisions in the student financial assistance ,pro
gram, and we trust that they will be adupted. The National Direct Student
Loan program has served a most useful role in assisting those students who
lime required niarginal assistante but are not classified as exceptiunally needy.
It has been of particular help to students in smaller cemmunities who have
had difficulty in obtaining Guaranteed Student Leans through local private
lending institutions.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

We strongly welcome the initiatives in Section 4, We understand that one
purpose if the experimental program is to test the effect upon student access
and choice and institetional viability of three currently utilized polities in
'higher education. upeu admissions, low tuition and zero tuition, and contracts
fur etlacatpnal services with private institutions. We believe that the testing
of the contracts for educational services should be limited to nun-proflt insta-
titit.ns of higher education whose primary purpose is to provide culleglate ur
graduate training. This would be consistent, for example, with ii:,tionstitiltielial
amendment recently approved by the voters of the Commonwealth of Virginia.

Another purpose of the experimental program is to test the merit of certain
courses of study which are free of cultural. socio-econornie, racial. religions,
sexual, and ethnic bias. M I suggested earlier, we would propose that a test
of the impact of merit scholarships upon student access and choice and insti-
tutional viability also be included under Section 4,

REFUND, DISCLOSURE. AND TUITION REQUIREMENTS

Seaton 496 seeks to correct those situations which have developed in some
institutions related to tuition refunds, disclosure of data about the institution,
and instructional and lion-instruttional costs. It also provides that an institu-
tion must provide assurance that the granting of student assistance funds
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does nut gory e as the basis for increases in tuition, fees, or other charges to
students. The penalty for failure to meet the requIrerdents is the cut-off of
institutional assistance under Title IV.

We endorse, of course, the goals of consumer protectionism In postsecondary
education. But we fell Section 496 needs to be strengthened since it applies to
all postsecondary institutions receiving funds under Title IV (or enrolls stu-
dents receiving funds under Title IVs smite of the same type of requirements
proposed by cite Federal Trade Commission in regulating proprietary voca-
tional and home study sehooli- (see Federal Register, August 15, 1074, 20385
i)u). First, we need to ask whether there is a.stronger penalty which can be"
utilized against institutions as a result of their failure to comply with the
requirements in Section 41)6. The proposed penalty may be illusory since the
amount of institutional funds provided in Title IV is relatively small. Second,
what grievance cad lieurtug procedures are contemplated for both students and
institutions? We arc concerned about the mode in which,Section 490 would
be Implemented inid administered since it appears to have substantial sig-
nificance within the broader area of institutional accountability.

LEVEL OF FUNDING

We are not prepared at this time to provide estimates of the dollar aniumits
for the changes we Luse recommended. Rowel er, vve will be working un these
estimates aver the next several weeks. The cost of these programs is. of course,
a function of the degree of commitment to provide a true entitlement for
BEUbis and adequate funding for the remaining programs. While of necessity
authorization levels should be realistic, they also should reflect concern for
growth and flexibility. More significantly, they should reflect a higher priority
for assistance to postseeundaty educatiun than has existed in recent years.

I am sure that the Chain:74n provided his cost estimates as the basis for
further discussion. We also recognize the current constraints upon increased
federal appropriations, perhaps even increased authorizations. But the prospec
tire expiration of the authorizations under Title IV has stimulated a produc-
tive discussion over the past year as to the type or additional impact which
student assistance programs might have if they were funded nt higher levels.
No theoretical rationale for a greater expenditute of federal dollars could
possibly replace the hard figures in dollars and numbers of participating sin;
dents since implementation of the current %Title IV. Those federal dollars have
stimulated county, state, and private dollar expenditures for postsetundary
education. The implications for the future of our society are profound.

ADDITIONAL CO3f MENTS

1. While we arc pleased to see in ILR. 3471 recognition of part-tbne and
independent students. we think hat further consideration should be given to
defining their status in the revised Student Financial Aid Ace. The increasing
number of independent students (and the potential sharp increases in that
number over the next several years) is an important factor in the direction
the BEOGs program ought to take. The new regulations for expected family
contributions for Academic Year 19")3- 76. which were published In the Fulcra
Register on April 4, 1976, represent a major step forward in the treatineat of
independent students under the BEOGs program. We think the change which
permits the independent student to use estimated current year income data
ii. a BEOGs application should be incorporated into the new Act. Consideration
should also be given to including the definition of independent.student in Uie

legislation.

As for part-time students, there appears to be a discrepancy In H.R. 3471
between ,BEOGs and SEOGs over the maximum time limit. A student may he
eligible fur an indefinite period for a pro-rated BEOG while a SEOG is avail
able only for a maximum of four years and in certain exceptional circum-
stances foia five years. We also think that consideration should be given to
(had "are expenses fox the married student as one of the basic criteria tn be
used in establishing regulations with respect to expected family contributions.

2. We believe that H.R. 3471 properly recognizes the role of the States in
implementing their own stmlent assistance programs. Indeed. this legislation
appears to give the States increased respensibilities and opportunities. The
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FederalState partnership needs to grow stronger if the public funds for bast-
{ secondary education are tobe spent rationally. However, additional flexibility

is required in this legislation to assist those States which sitSply-do-not-havo
adequate resources currently to .maintain a strong higher education system.
We would strongly rem:emend that hi those situations, suic under some very
specific guidelines. reviewed by Congress! the Commissioner should be em-
pestered to provide additional student assistance funds on an emergency basis.

3. No student assistance legislation, can be viewed in a- vacuum. Ttfocurient
econoralctlils, which many observerebelieve 111.11nger in sorae-degreeuntil.
108(I, has create& Serious deficiencies hp thobn get of many colleges And uni-

versities. -Some of those institutions have keno. de iluancial-exigeacy and have

-already disintssett qualified faculty memberi or are.contemplating such dras-
tge action. Direct inStilittioniii aid' will htit necessarily resolve this-,probjesa.

'What those institutions require isn. hiring. eh qualified students, But-ristm
-deficits have led to increased tuitions, and as a resnit, fewer attylelig can
afford to enroll. li. reeler source-of constructive assistanceduring is erttAdat
period would be tuition equalization grants to students. The arglitnent for
these grants. is best. made in the recent, report of the -Carnegie Council On

Polley Studies fir Higher Educatioh, but our own.; recommendatiott is that
grants- be made on g much smaller Scale and on/yi in those Gircumatanees hi

'which the institution has demonstrated bean, No financial-exigency. 11,"nrther-
More. sve see this primarily as an emergency' measure and not as a long-term
commitment td any histitittiOn.

4. Nowhere in *Eli. 3471 is there recognition. of it serious-problem inherent
in the student financial aid programs. Either by changes in regulations op
Changes in the laca there haye developed sudden shifts, which have tended, to

disrupt the efleient operation of student-related programs, and indeed; the
lives of the students who are participating: Programs in higher edueation
require long-term commitment. Continuity' it -a key to success, particularly
for those programs which encourage statute, who have inadequate-reAourees.
It changes are made hi the several student aid programs, we hope that- eon-
sideration will begiven to continuing the sates amount and form of -assistance
to those who were receiving assistance at the -time ofthe-changeover.

)coxcLusion

We appreciate this .oppolinnity 10 provide a faculty perspective of MIL
3411. We recognize that whatever legislation- evolves from -the-deliberations of

this Subcommittee will 11643 a major impact on the future vitality of the
academie community. Most of our students require soma form of direct or
indirect financial assistance. The quality of that assistance determines the

-stability of the academic community. That is why the type of student assist-

ance legislation this Subcommittee agrees to is 56 important. The SubCom-
mittee could simply recommend an extension of the cnrrentauthorizations4 but

this would only Accentuate the current instability. It could reach out beyond

any 'hope of expectation and report out a bill, filled with empty promises. That
Would only make current matters worse. Our request to you is that after very*

careful sifting of the data and exploration of the genuine needs of our sta.
-dents you approve legislation which will serve to stabilize and strength the
academic 'programs of this nation.

I would welcome your questions. and I hope that you will call upon u r
assistance-as you' ontinue your deliberations.

STATEMENT OP HENRY r. YOST, JR., AMHERST COLLEGE; ACCOM.

PANIED. BY DR. ALFRED SttIBBBG, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP

u.euvERSITy PROFESSORS

Mr. Yoga,. Mr. Ohiiirman.X am professor of biology at Amherst
Collefse..T am here today an chairman of the Committee on, Govern-
mental Ilelatiohs of the American Acsociatipn of rniversity Pro-
fessors, otherwise known as the AAIZIP:

I rim accompanied by:Dr. Alfred Suraberg who is the A.Art7P's
director of ,govertmentta relations.
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Before I read this summary that mY legislative assistant has pre-
pared for me to read to you, I want to make a few comments.

First of all, I am a professor at what" must be one of the most
selective, institutions in the tnited States and certainly one of the
more high-priced ones. I wokild like to say personally I am happy
to be here at the same time with representatives of CU.NY, a noble
experiment and, I think, a notable experiment in higher education.

The AAUP as an association, has long endorsed low tuition, ion)
tnition,and we think there is no conflict between that and the private
institutions. We always thought that the GI bill was the best model
for the support of higher education, and I wish everybody had en-.
titlement to go to Amherst.

I cannot say that we have access for everybody. We are a little
too smalrfor that.

May I say I have just finished eading the Cainegie council's
report, and I did read ER. 3471, and what struck me most, I think,
was the fact that your bill in many wads anticipates the Carnegie
council, and I commend you fin. that. It is really remarkable and I am
delighted to see that we are so close together in our views on so
ninny things.

I think there is a consensus emerging on how to support higher
education, and I think that consensus is important, and I hope that
your committee as a giOup will recognize that that consensus is a
reality and not just pie in the sky.

With all that aside, I will now read this. We appreciate your
invitation to comment on II.R. 3471. We commend the chairman
for the extraordinary service ho has pros bled in preparing this bill
and in focusing on time crucial issues inherent in the Federal pro-
gram of student financial assistance.

ER. 3.471 reflects a fundamental concern with both the quality and
direction of the several student-aid programs. It weighs heavily in
favor of direct student aid, lesser reliance on the criterion of need,
in the implementation of student-aid programs, increased eft.° s
on the part of the States, and the lowering of tuitions, part,icula y
at public institutions.

In asserting the need for a Federaliprogm of student assistau e,
we have repeatedly argued that no qualified young man or wont n
should be denied a college or university education solely 'Ream e
of financial reasons.

Our concern in this matter is based on an historic and .endurin
tradition of our profession as teachers. In the long history of highe
education, the faculty has served as the catalyst for encouragin
students to engage in the continuing search for knowledge and trig,

Inn= highly structured society, we have & healthy mix of alto
Live opportunities available to potential students. Our purpose, the
fore, is to encourage Congress to make sufficient financial resources
available to qualified students in order that they will choose to

/
issue

Jon -
tinue their education beyond the secondary level,

We believe that the ssue which jrnmediately confronts this isub-
committee is how to create it true entitlement under the basic edu-
cational opportunity grants rograin, and the trsue _which con nts
all Members of Congress is ll w can the student assistance pro rams
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and other related Fe'deral postsecondary education programs reeeive
a higher priority of funding. We believe the two issues are inextri-

/ Cab ly related.
I wish to stress the entitlement issue. One of the reasons for the

historic significance of the education amendments. in 1972 was ,the
entitlement in the BEOG program. Entitlement has ramificatiens in
terms of both the quantity of potential students and the potential
assistance available to those in our society who solely, because of
financial rksons, could not hope for any further education beyond
free public secondary schools.

The recent history of funding of the entitlement has not beeRgoodi
We find iniT.R. 3471 too little evidence that it has been strengthened.
We believeShat the time is appropriate to be bold, in carrying out
the entitlement.

We recommend a true entitlement of $1,600, which represents 1972
entitlement of $1,400 translated in 1975 dollars. If the entitlement
were carried out, there would be no need for expected family con-
tribution schedules, needs analysis, or maximum grants.

If there is less than the true entitlement, then the need should
be related directly and solely to the adjusted oTog,s income 'of the
independent student of the student's family ift'he or she is a de-
pendent, and the maximum grant should be reviewed annually.

We also recommend a specific provisional law mandating pro-
gram of public information concerning BEOG's\ program.:

We looked carefully at the revised ogram for supplemental
grants. As teachers we have no difficulty in supporting lrgislatiorr
that attempts to assist meritorious rtudents. If there were true en:
titlement for BEN, there would be no need for retaining the'cur
rent SEO,G program, and a, separate national merit scholarship pro;
gram could be established.
, Until there is a true entitlement, however, assistance to needy stu-
dents under the current SEOG program is necessary and should be
retained.

We think Ire are questions about the appropriate methods of,'`
. selecting recipients of merit SEOG's under the revised programs;

and we find nothing, in 3471 to prevent a small cluster of students or
a relatively few high:priced institutionsand, incidentally:athat is
high - priced. I am going to make that distinction. There rs a dif-
ference between cost and price. The cost of education is probably
the same almost everywhere. It is just a matter of who bills the cost.
My institutipn is a high-priced institution. The University of Massa-
chusetts is a low- priced institution, but the University of Massachu-
setts relies on taxpayers' money to make it low-priced. Wewonld like
to see all institutions low-priced.

We would also like to say that Amherst would probably get a lot
of SEOG students. While we believe it is essential to retain the need
ba,e+1 SEOG's. we recommend that the proposal for merit scholar-
ships be considered along with the expeiimentals programs under
section 4 of II.R.'3471.

We refer to the Truman scholarships as a guide to the possibl
establishments of additional merit scholarships administered by
the States in conjunction with their established scholarship pros
grams,

1
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We sunned the proposed .change which will authorize ale Com-
missioner citEducation to make SEOG's directly to students, Our
general position is that aid should go to studeri;_s and the students
should then choose. It should not be .funded thivegkinstitutions.

We are very partial to State student incentive grants program
because over the2kars our State affiliates have been Al,v ,ly involVe
in encouraging legislation creating the State scholarship programs.

We welcome the- significant increase in the authorization level of
SSIG's from $Z.'10 to ,$200 million. We also appreciate the attempt to
get .flexibility into the program.

However, the State scholarship programs hate been so successful
that we do not wish t see a sudden loss of funds to the other two
'programs recommendock in that section.

We recommend that the first priority on the bulk of SSIG funds
go to the State schelarship programs and that the remaining funds
be distributed only after the scholarship leads hate been obligated
by the Federal Government.

We 'also recommend that there should be a Federal incentive to
inake all State scholarship programs at ailahle to stadents.attendiag
both public and private institutions and to permit portability 4.4,
scholarships to out-of-State institutions.

We welcome the effort to assist in the construction of facilities
nt zero-tuition public institutions. We lawt a progiam of zeio tui-
tion wherever it can be implemented.

Our concern about the program as outlined in H.R. 3-171. is that
it may not be the quickest way to stimulate loiter tuitions and it
may not even reward those zero tuition institutions that require as-
sistance. ,

The more pressing need, lye. believe that is: the more immediate
needis to provide incentive to those institutions that are capable
Of lowering tuitions.

wercOmethe elimination of need as the basis for student par-
ticipation in college work -study program. This mates a flexibility
that this program has required from the outset. We also strongly
agree with the effort to make work -study employment eligible fur
academie credit.

However, if that program is to be successful, we are coatinved
that it will require a substantially larger authorization that is pro-
Hed, here. Our recommendation is an authorization of $600 million

for fiseal,Tear 1077 with a $60 million increment each year thereafter
through hsdal year 1080.

We strongly endorse the effort in RR. 3471. to get the Federal
Government and the educational institutions out- of the leading
business and to minimize the entire student loan program.

We have matte several suggestions for slouIv phasing out the loan
lutlgram because we want to be certain that the State programs ate
operating before the Federal program ends.

We Junk it is c cry unfortunate that those students who genuinely
require and desire assistance through loans will be penalized as a
result of tfie high rate of defaults. We hope that this subcommittee
will emphasize that students are good loan risk and, while other
form! of student assistance are more preferable, s,tudentsabould have,
access to loans.
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We also slip it the effort of F R. :3471 to pha.4e out, the national
direct student Iota,. program. In o r testimony, we support the IMilit-
tiretpropowli in section 4. Wit cst that the testing of contracts
for educational sea icesehould-be tell to nonlieosfit nistittrtior.s ol
bir.,theredrication.

We ^.1.-)o endorse section 03 relating to refund, disclosure, and
tuit:on reqpirements. We think it needs to be streuglhene&and.wo
have rai no-questions which may prove,,laelptul in determining
how it can ve strengthened.

We have not submitted -estimates of dollar amounts to the changes
we haves recommended. Ilowever, we will be working op. these
caimates over the next several weeks and we will submit them.

We think the cost of these programs to fiinction at the degree of
commitment to provide a true entitlement for OO's and it function
of national priorities,assigned to pnstsecondarreducation.

Obviously, we are, thinking in much higher dollar amounts trout
these suggested by the chairman, but we *atiltth emphasize that our
concern is not only with how much money for student aid, but how
it can IM most effectively used.

Some of the initiatives recommended by the chairman in 11.11.
7/471 &vim have the impact of lowering the cost of education to
students. We think it is productive to consider the impact which
those initiatives 'would have on county, State, and private dollar
expenditures for postsecondary education.

have one other thing that want, to a4d to this, one thing which
is not in the summary and which I think needs to be stated. The
Carnegie council has pointed out the serious problem facing witate
education. Mr. Nam, raised. the question about private education.

It is perT-eetly clear that in addition to what is already in the
think that there should be some tuition equalization pro-

gram, that that should be added ,to the scholarship program.
The stinleet should eel some means of going to more institutions,

to a whirr range of institutions, by tuition equalization grants.
Now, we will give you a more formal statement along that. I think

it is included in our- in 'our additional comments, w have referred
to specific rues invoi% ...part-tirne and independent students, the
Federal- State partnership in assisting postsecondary education, the
current budgetary crisis of education which is a bona fide financial
exigency, and the need for continuity in student assistance and
student re' ,ted-prot.rrams.

In .cen,chtsion, we commend the chairman for his advocacy of
Federal initiatives that are consistent with our own recomnienda-
tlens over the past decade. We think that ILE,. 3471 has great merit,'
as the basis of eong,resscional consideration of a revised student
financial assistance program.

We fully supple-Itthe program of direct student assistance and
we urge its expansion. We do not favor a return to institutional aid
as the primary Federal program far postseloslary erlication,

tilir request to the sulcommitteecia-thatl after careful sifting of the
data and e7t. ploratioo. of the -tune needs of our students, you will
apprae legislation which will serve to stabilize and .Arengthen the
academic programs of this nation.

That concludes Any summary.
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Mr. Thank you very much, Professor Yost, for an excel-
lent summary of the position of your tssociation. Without objection,
the far text of the statement submitted by you to the committee
will be entered in the record immediately before your summation.

The statement, I think, is an excellent one, and I was somewhat
amused by your Juggurtivn that one multi anticipate the fierce debate
that would ensue when someone started talking about intrddiicing
merit into the need-based programs. That is truly an understatement.

I am intrigued by your suggestion that if we 'did a better job on
BOG, basic educational opportunity grants, we wouldn't need sup-
plemental educational opportunity grants.

Mr. Yon'. Yes, sir, I think that is true.
:Nil.. O'HARA. I think there is a great deal to be said for that, and

certainly that is out of the things that we will consider as we are
looking at this bill. Maybe that w ould be a better approach, but,
of course, if we did that, we would really need to do a much better
job, as you have suggested, in -0 ork-study and really have to do
something about getting the loan programs straightened out.

I am pleased, of course, that you agree with my general thesis.
that Is, that the aid to the student ought to be to the student and
not

Mr. YOST. Definitely.
Mr. OTLui.. Talking about Amherst and the University of Alas-

sat husetts, I really wonder why more States don't get involved in the
notion of tuition equaliaztion. In other words, do you have any
notion of what the State of Massachusetts gays per student, per
undergraduate student, for instance, at the -university?

Mr.YOST. Well, unfortunately, that is a piece Of homework I didn't
do. It is a difficult number to get. You can divide the total appropria-
tions for the UniNei.sity of Massachusetts Ly the numbeir of students,
and Son ,end up with a figure that comes from close to what Amherst

consider its real cost. -

Our real costs are about $9,000 per student per year, which I
thought. was extraordinarily high. Tfie Urthersity of Massachusetts'
budget divided by the roughly 30,000 students that are enrolled in
the whole State system comes down to about $7,000, but now I am
told that that is not for playing the game, that there are so many
progeams in the University that arc not really 'student related that
you really shouldn't take the total budget and divide it.

I can't give you the hard dollar figures that you really need. I can
get them for 3 on. I think this year the State of Massachusetts passed
a. law making it possible to give aid to private institutions. Massa-
chic-etts is a very strange State. It hai, a huge number of private
institutions. You couldn't believe the number of private, colleges.

Mr. O'Thaw. I think I've had a letter from each one of them.
Mr. YOST. Obviously what is happening in many institutions

AFC we going to spend.a lot of the taxpayers' money to build more
dui mitories a the State institutions or are we going to supplement
private institutions that would house these people?

Mr. °MARA. I put in here this experimental programs in contract-
ing because I really think that in a lot of situations it would make
a great deal of sense for the State to enter into contracts with private
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institutions that may have excess capacity or can be anticipated to
have excess capaCity in the next few years.

I think there is a real possibility that it wouldn't cost the State
any more and that in the proper sort of arrangement it would pro-
vide just as good an educational opportunity on the averagein
some cases a little better; maybe in some cases, not quite as good
but on the average it is certainly just as good an educational op-
port unity.

I just don't know why more don't do that, but, or. the other hand,
I don't feel like mandating them to do it. I don't think that Thiele
Sam should get into the business of telling the States: "You must do
this" or "We will is you money only if do this".

Maybe in other.States it would- make more sense toit wouldn't
make as much sense to do that as it would in some, Massachusetts for
instance. All of New England has a different tradition and a dif-
ferent del elopment of higher education facilities than do the States
on the West Coast, for instance. and something that makes a great
deal of sense in New England might not make nearly as much sense
on the West Coast, so I don'tI have been reluctant to say: "All
right. You must do it this way" or "We will give you money only
if you do it this way."

I would hope that somehow or other we could, through this legis-
lation, encourage a serious examination of this possibility and see
if we can't get the States taking a harder look.

Mr. YosT.I think the most important thing now is to get. the idea
across, and, if your bill could be part of incentive to look at that
program without having to, say, mandate it at this point.

Mr. O'HAR. Your testimony has been I cry helpful and I do antic-
ipate that we will have opportunities to discuss the matter again
before the legislation is finally enacted, probably more than either
of us looks forward to.

[Laughter.)
Thank you very much for coining up.
'The subcommittee will now stand in adjournment until tomorrow

at 0 :30 a.m. in this room.
[ Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned at 11:40 a.m., until

9 Nit) a.m., Thursday, April 10, 197g.]
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'11113813DAT, APRIL 10, 1075

Mom of RErar.sr..NrrA.
SUBCOMILITTEDON POSTSECONDARY ED1 0A+10N,

OF TUE EDUCATION AND LABOR C0t3f.TFrEE,
Tae inOyn, D.C.

Theaubcornmittee met at 9:30 axe., ,pursuant to notice, in room
.324 Cannon Building, Honorable .James G. O'Hara, chairman of
The -subcommittee, presidh3g.

Mentbers,present :.11epresentatives O'Hara, Mrs.. Chisholm, Blouin,
Simon,Mtittl,;Eshlemau, and,Smith.

Mrs. 03119110111f. This- hearing-will ,come to /91er.
In view of the fact .that our chairman, Mr.pO'llara, will be a f914

-minutes late, we thought that we had better/commence at this pbuit
and since I am the senior member, I am ,t71d, I will commence the
hearing.

We are going to,call forth at this point, Mr.-Walter Davis, who
is the director of the department of education of the AFL-C10.

Welcome, Mr. Davis. /'

STATEMENT .OF WALTER DAVIS, agamoN DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED EY 4'0 :10.' A. SESSIONS,
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OP THE .DEPARTMENT,

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you. Good morning.
Mrs. CI4ISHOLAI. Mr. John Sessions, who is accompanying Mr.

Davis, welcome.
Mr. DAVIS. I would like to proceed, Madam Chairman, by just

reading a very brief statement and then. we would be prepared to
answer any .questions.

My name is Walter,G. Davis. I am the Director of the Department
of Education-of the AFLCIO. With me this morning is Mr. John
A. Sessions, the Assistant Director of our Department.

I might say we are very ;pleased to have this opportunity to
present the Auews of the AFLICIO on H.R. 3171, the student aid
bill, which is now being considered. by this subcommittee. We par-
ticularly want to express our gratitude to ,Congressman James
O'Hare for hip, Jeadership in efforts to achieve higher education
at low tuition. It has been the position of the AFL-CIO that low
tuition is the best possible form of aid.

84-459-76-.-32
(807)
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I might add, parenthetically, away from the text that we'recently
joined the Coalition for Low Tuition with a number of other na-
tional organizations.

The AFL-CIO has a serious concern about the ccrrent trends in
higher education. Out ,o4.L.k,in is e...,skaitially a consumer interest. Our
sous, and daughters, that is, the sons and daughters of our members
run-titute a large part of the student body in higher education.

We cere, therefore, innong,the many organizations that fought for
greater access to postsecondary learning through an adequate Federal
investment in this field.

Among the policies adopted by our organization, a high priority
h,,s always been gi en to equal opportunity at all levels of education.
Anolican labot!.. history tells us that workers have fought every step
of the way to gain access for themselves and their children to edu-
cational opportunities.

Nothing has occurred to suggest a retreat at this time from our
earliest commitnant to fight for this goal. Indeed, there are ad-
ditional reasons to :Strengthen our commitment for greater, rather
than less, access to higher education. In today's economy, high levels
of tuition are forcing high school graduates involuntarily into the
labor market, swelling es en further the present intolerable rate of
unemplo3 merit. In the same connection, we understand that if one
ii-es the same Federal investment.it would create more jobs in edu-
cation than in most other aids.

Recent figures of the College Scholarship Service indicate that
the tuition at public colleges and universities will increase by 12
percent in the next school year while the percentage of needy stu-
dents also has increased.

We has e serious reservations about current legislative effort in
the field of higher education. Everything we see represents a sharp
decline in Federq.,1 commitment. This, we think, is a move in the
wrong direction.

There are features which we applaud in II.R. 3171. An example is
the elimination of the half-cost limitation on basic grants which
could do much to encourage students to seek out those schools which
art committed to the retention of low- tuition. The authorization of
higher maximum grants and the expansion of work-study are also
welcome.

Reluctantly, hoeNer, we must conclude that RR. 3171, in totality,
I., not well designed to accomplish the low-tuition goals which the
AFL-CIO and the Chairman of this subcommittee have championed
over the years.

There are two elements in the bill which trouble us. Under the
ask educational opportunity grant program, this bill would broaden

the base of eligible students aml thereby further limit the available
giant per student unless greatly increased funding were provided.

The effect of this could be to reduce the amount of the grant
mailable to a student at the very time when tuition and other college
cots have reached an all-time high.

Since floors tend to become ceilings, we fear that the basic grant
under H.R. 3471 for AFL-CIO members' children is likely to be
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no more than $500 and, for many students, the actual amodlit
lowed would be considerably less. This is hardly enough aid to make
it possible for young people from low- or middle-income families to
attend even relatively low-cost State colleges and universities.

I might add parenthetically here that the charnvhich accompanies
our testimony indicates the listing of several income families and
the best estimatts that we have is that our membership average out
at about $12,000 a year, in terms of family income.1 will get to:that
later.

Moreover, if the program is not fully fundedand, giveh the
record of recent Administrations, that is a reasonable fearthe
basis!. grants would he proportionately reduced in future years; We
may very well be talking of grants eventually sealed down to $30Q
or $400. There is no realistic way of supposing that this level of
student aid will open new education- al opportunities to mere than
it handful of young people. Too many eligible recipients will be un-
able to make. up the actual cost and the grant 'differe

So, by breatjening the eligibility base and making less
able to more students, the bill might appear to be ful
which the AFL-CIO has frequently expressed: Na

tial.
oney aail-
ling a goal
ly, making

funds available to workingipeople who are neither poorior wealthy.
These families can ill afford the.existing costs of, higher education
and there has, been little student aid 'available for them.

I want to make it clear, however, that the AFL-CIO has never
S away from
se funds to

suggested that the problemAmild be met by taking fun;
low-income and disadvantaged students and giving th
the children of union monitors.

We have, instead, urged, that the problem be met' by greater
Federal investment.

Basically, here as in other of its sections, H.R. 3471 suffers from
the fact that it is appaiontly designed to exist within the 'con-
straints of Administration budgetary policya problem, that all of
us understand. This inevitaijy leads to an 'unwholesome tug of war
for available funds, w_ chi result that the needs of none are ade-
ltiately met. se,

To demonstrate the failure of H.R. 3471 to meet the real needs,
we -are appending to this statement a chart which shows the effect
of the bill on various income levels ranging from $7,500 to 525,000
a year. The chart is based upon the assumption that the program
would be funded at a level permitting maximum grants of $1,400.
As we have pointed out earlier, given the recent history of appro-
priations, this is probably an overly optiMistic assumption.

Our chart; shows that, over and above the Federal basic educa-
tional opportunity grant, a two-child family earning $7,500 would
need to spend 17, percent,of its annual income to send one child to
the average State,collOge. , .: , . .

Ever, a, family wiai,a $25.-000 income would need ,to spend more
than a tenth of its Wont° to send one child to a public college for "?c

rf7n year.- It is clear that these grants are in no *ay adequate to giv _
any real help to low- and middle-income families. The gap. ivit (1-,-
of course, be substantially wider in the case of private institutions.

. .
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I say. again parenthetically, in our organization that the average
union member can jut about forget any aspirations.of sending their
child to private universities, particularly the major ones.

[The chart referred to follows :]
EFFECT OF H.R. 3471 ON RESIDENT FAMILY WITH 2 CHILIMENAVERAGE COST, 4 YEAR PUBLIC COLLEGES

1975-79 ($2,619). AT fUN0130 TO $1,400 MAXIMUM LEVEL

Income

1 Expecte-Stormily
contribution expected family

Cat-over
5collqa Fedyral grant Cgd as contributionArlo larsIttp hm.v family percent of and Federal
service) contribution Cost above grant fAmily Income grant

37,500_ .--
18,000

19,000 ,
211,000
$12,000 .... -
513.

_114.12 ..,

125.000 ----

(II

414528450
ro8

1,190
1,450
1793

$1,400
100

950
730

..500
270

0
0 -,

$1,279
1,279
1,499
1,729
1,949
2,173
2,409
2,679
2,679

17
16
16.6
17.3
17.7
18.1
19.5
13.9
10,7

41.279' 1,279
1,279,
1,279
1,219
1,279
1,279
1,279

886

Mr. DAVIS. ILTZ. 3471, of colit, includes other provisions designed
to help fill the large gap betWeen the basic opportunity grants and
the actual costs of higher education.

One of these is, an expanded work-study program. We have sup-
ported this program in the past. But, here again, however, we offer
a word of concern. With unemployment at present high rates, we
must point out that it is not an auspicious time to launch a work-
'tudy program. Students bhuttl d not compete against heads of
households for jobs in communities with high unemployment, andthis frequently happened in the IN ork-study programs in the
past.

The administration of this section of the bill Must be carefully
designed to guard against possible abuses in this area. We commend
the chairman for including in the bill strong provisions against
violations of the minimum wage, law and ifigainst displacing em-
ployed workers; however, the ATL-CIO has always opposed snb-
ininimiun provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act permitting
employers to pay students 85 percent of the. prevailing minimum.
We reiterate that position today.

We say that. Madam Chairman, because employers would cer-
tainly have an incentive to hire people, saving the 15 percent of the
minimum wage.

A further provision of the proposell legislation would fill the
grant-cost gap t;y providing supplemental grants to those recipients
of basic grants who demonstrate "outstanding academic perform-
ance." These grants would provide the total costs of higher educa-
tion minus the expected family contribution.

We have serious rdservations about these provisions. The art of
educational measurement is not vet sufficiently precise to determine
which yming people should and which should not receive Federal
benefits. Minority and ,economically disadvantaged youngspeonle fare
badly on tests, most of which aise normed to white middle class
children. For many years, the AFL-CIO awarded annual scholar-
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ships under the national merit scholarship program, and we can
testify from our experience that that program has never shown
any great success in identifying low ...income students who show ,out-
,standing educational promise. If these students are to share in the
'benefits of SEOG, a method of determining eligibility must be de-
veloped which gives them- full opportunity.

Even if foolproof testing were available, %ye cannot :wept the
view that higher education is only for the intellectall elite. The late
Senator Wayne Morse often said that the true thst.,!of a system of
higher education is in what it does for ,the C students., They, he
added., are the backbone of America.

And we would add that there is far too little help for them in
1I.R. 4171.

AFL-CIO members are fighting what is all too often a rear-guard
action to keep their incomes in line with the rising cost of hying.
Their families include a normal share of child geniuses, but certainly
no more than- the normal share.

We hope or more in the way of Federal aid for them than we
filid in this proposed legislation.

We realize that there are many additional features in this bill,
btit.we have confined ourselves in this statement to those which are
of particular interest to the AFL-CIO.

As we have frequently stated in the past, low tuition, not a scholar,
ship program for the gifted,. is the best form of student aid. We
would. urge that Congress seriously turn its attention in that direc-
tion

`That completes our prepared text. I might add that we have also
appended to the document a statement adopted by the recent AFL
('10 executive council, at its quarterly meeting in 13111 Harbor, Fla.
This is an expression of the council interests on behalf of the 14
million members of the AFL-CIO.

[Statement'referrecl to follows:1

STATEMENT DT Tun AFL-CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ON MORE& EDUCATION

The AFL-CIO has consistently supported the principle of low tuition in
higher education and free tuition at least through the Junior college level.
Events have unfortunately been moving in the opposite direction. Mounting
costs and diminishing federal, state, and private financial support have caused
college tuition to rise sharply. In reasing numbers of young people are finding
themselves priced out of the colleges and universities. It is a vicious cycle.
As enrollments fall short of expectations, per student costs increase and a
new wave of tuition increases follows, followed by a further decrease in
.enrollments.

The AFL-CIO has Joined in a renewed campaign for low tuition with a
number of educational organizations including the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities, the National Association-of State Universities
and Laud Grant Colleges, and the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges. The campaign must be carried to the federal government, and
to the state legislatures.

To the families of American workers, tuition costs are a matter .of critical
importance. Well-to-do students can afford the costs and graduate free of
debt, while the widening gap between available student aid and high tultian
Costs denies access to higher education to the b ns and daughters of low and
tafddle-income families. . .

With the passage of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963 and the
Ilighei Education At of 190, the federaLgovernnient accepted a share of the
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responsibility Id kneeting tilt costs of higher education, but undo 'Ikon
Adminietratiou mug t of these programs died for lack of funding. anal
grants have been all+itt terininaied. Ewa the annutd,grants to the auct-gt,tint
yollgges Witch began during the presidency of Lincoln wrere ended ,1)7,

Nixon Adthinistration.\ -
What federal funds lave been available for higher education li&ce been

Increasingly. limited to student aid, largeb, restricted to students frpin low-
income families. In hIa 1676 budget President Ford proposes to reduce even
this by 1133,000,000 despite increasing tuition.

Higher education is an investment in human resources. The AFL -C'IO urges
the federal and state governments to establish funding levels high enough to

-insure the future stability of colleges and universities and to keep tuition
low enough so that the costs of education are .not shifted to students and
families that canna afford the burden.

Mrs. CHTsHoL31. Thank you for your testimony. In view pf the
fact that you hat o registered certain concerns in your statement with
respect to the general thrust of this bill, although yon do applaud
some of the efforts also in the same bill, I would like to get your
reactions to a few basic issues on some of the programs, the student
financiatassistant programs Of this bill. %

Walleye had a number of WitslleiSeS that have appeared before
the Committee indicating that itt terms of the basic opportunity

4grants, that they do not like to take into consideration any longer
the question of family assets. We know that currently the basic op-
portunity grants have been based on a combination of the, fancily
income plus the assets.

What is your reaction to this? Because you have constantly said,
here in your testimony that we have to 'be pragmatic realists in
terms of the funding mechanism which so often does not give the
kind of funding that i necessary foe the kind of educational pro-
grams that we really believe in and want to have accr.pli:thed. What
is yolfr reaction?

Mr. DAVIS. Our attitude is that we think that this country can
afford to make a greater imestntent in the human resources of the
country. We are developing young people for the future leadership
of this country and of the world and we believe that families
shouldn't go mto real deep hock in order to finance the college
education.

So, that kny response there would be that the elimination of the
assets would broaden the opportunity for people to receil e what-
eve level of grant is available and ue would support that.

Mrs. entsnowt. Now, with respect to the college work-study pro-
gram. That program was based on need. Now, m this bill the pro-
gram would be open to all schools. What is your reaction to that?
I note in your statement that you had a definite opinionthe AFL--
CIO bad an opinion with respect to the entire work study program
dealinr, with the potential unemployment of adult. citizens wild,
might be.eligible for some of the jobs that the students might take
from them, particularly in this economic crunch.

But, over and beyond that, what is your reaction to the opening
up of college work-study programs to all students without need
determination?

,Air. Davis. I would urge that the 'need determination be recon-
sidered because certainly there are students who are attending
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college today who don't have the strong need for funds t kal others
do. I speak here again from personal experience.

I have a daughter who is recruiting for Boston Univers Ity
she apprises; me of some situations there where the poor adqunis-
tration of the programnot work-study, but othettproceramswill
find high-income students taking advantage of that andlow-meesne
students being shut out. So, it seems to me that it has to be ca
fully looked at.

Mrs. CHISHOLM. One other question and then I will give the Chair
to the chairman. The question of the moving of student loans from
the institutiOps themselves and making sure that these loans now
would be distributed by_ conuliercial lufstrtitions, such as the banks.
What is your reaction to that in the bill?

Mr. DAVIS. We have always, looking pt the loan situation in
previous testimony, taken ,the position that it hasn't been helpful
at all to us because our people do not want to get their children
hung into sex eral years of payback. That is from our own experience.

We find most of our people would prefer to take conventionel loans
on their own so that this burden isn't passed onto the children. I
suppose that, officially, that is as far as we have commented on
that point; and I would j5robably just let 'it stay at that.

Mrs. Cnisstotir. All right. Thank, you. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. O'HanA. Please continue.
Mr. Mom.. Madam Chairman, may I ask a question, please ? .
Mrs. CHISHOLM. YCS.
Mr. Morm. Mr. Davis, I noted with great interest the last part

of your statement is that you would like the emphasis changed from
scholarship to low tuition. Would you be in favor, or would the-
AFL-CIO be in favor of scrapping the entire Federal scholars*
program and taking that money and then some and supplementing
college 'tuitions throughout the country, making them lower and
snore accessible to more people?

Mr. Dims. Xery frankly, that is not in our testimony, but we
would like to see an entitlement type of program similar to the
GI bill, and we have mentioned this in previous testimony in pre-
vious years. We think that is the way to go.

We didn't include that are because I suppose around Wc4hing-
ton we are the most pessimistic organization about where the money
is going to come from.

For that reason we failed to 'mention it. But, I do say here today
that that is really the way we would like to go. The AFL-CTO
policy position on higher education is free public education through
4 years of college. Period.

' ow, that is an unrealistic thing to say today. obviously. but we
still have not reacted that statement. We believe that that is the
way this country will eventually.havc to go.

Mr. Morn. Thank 'you.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. Mr. Eshleman?
Mr. Esssrmrax. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
Mr. Davis, I'have several questions. In your testimony you said

that the average family income of your union members is $12.000
a year. The average family income in my congressional district is
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.$11,000 a year, so I think we have something in common there.
I am trying to find the same goals you are finding and trying to find.

How would you bring the gap together between the average
private college tuition which is about $2,9.00 and the average public
college.' which is $450,

Now, I ant sure you are not giving testimony that all moderate
income children should go to low Cost institutions and only the
children of the 'ch should go to the private colleges; I am sure.'

Flow de we ng that together?
Mr. SESSION,. I think first of all, public bodies should be pri-

marily concern 1 as their first priority with public institutions, and
we are concern ilia there be a college available to every young
person that he a go to at low tuition. Now, certainly there is a
place for pm e institutions. An miportant place. 'We have no
problems NN ith Federal support of private institutions as Mr. Pavis
said.

We would like to see a kind of general GI bill which would be as
useful to private institutions as it would to public institutions.

Mr.. DAVIS. I recall, to extend Dr. Sessions' remarks, back follow-
,

ing World War II, using the GI bill as an example itself, it was
possible foi a student to attend an ivy league institution and have
the full tuition paid. I in a product of one so I know that. But.
today, obviously even for veterans

'
it is impossible because of 'the

big gap that has been created over the years.
Now, the figures we are using, of course, are room-and-board

ifigures in addition to tuition, so that under th.e charts you will see
that our assumption is $2,679. That should be a total package of
what it would cost.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Excuse me. If State and Federal Government
concentrated only on public institutji:ilt,s, largely as your colleague
suggested, wouldn't that be driving °My the children of the elite
into the private institution. That viinuld be segregation.

Mr. Davis. I see that as an effect. Certainly, we discussed that,
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Yet I don't want to give aid to the private insti-

tution directly and I don't think you do either. I think it ought to
be the student's choice somehow. If he wants to go to a' private
institution, our bill, contlbined with State legislatie should enable
him to do that.

Mr. Davis. Yes. what we are saying there is that what. happens
is that the actual amounts of the money that we are talking about
in terms of grants and possible grants just fell too far short of
this total.

Mr. Esimnsias;. Now, regardifig your testimony on the work-study
program, I happen to have a higher opinion than you of the pro-
gram and I am not. criticizing you. Maybe I inm wrong.

I can' see how $2 an hour work competes and keeps a bread
vy inner from a job. I really can't. Because in my district wants ads
are loaded with $2.:;0 and $3 an hour .jobs and nobody is taking
them. So, how does that keep a bre,apinner from a job?

Mr. Davis. Well, then we wont' have a lot of people move into
tour district, if you have that kind of emp'oyment available.

Mr. ESIITAMAN. Belicve me.
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Mr. Davi.s.Our experience across the country is that it just isn't
so. I -was thinking of it- on a national basis. Certainly ire are
connnunities around 'the country which are better -off m terms of
employment oppb.rtimitiesthan others, but a.syoulmo* and u have.
heatAtestimony Ind -perhaps television appearances resident
.Ueorge Meaney as to his view with respect to what is the real rate.
ofnemployment toda

He disagrees with the figures thin are being published./ here are
-noW hundreds of thousands of people who just-are no longerlookino-
for jobs because they are disillusioned and so they are not in thZ-

.-figtires. -SO; we -say it is -Much higher than it is rap w ted.
We found for-example anotherpoink which I wish --raise here,

and this was back a few yearsogo when wwere-involved in-rying
to help the hard-core unemployed through special programs in Men-

zel% There was -no -question that an employer who would have
med. -normally just as a matter of doing business and keeping up

with his competition would seek out peoplethat obviously he could'
get in this production process flt less cost rind that is a normal hing;.

-So, lilt we aretsaying here is that with oday's intolerable unem-
ployment which is, -we think, really on the depression level rather
than on the recession level, that we would certainly hate to see a
program involving students whom we are for helping pit them-
selves against the program of getting people back to work, which-
is what we are trying to do. So, we -an 1n that dilemma, very
_frankly.

Mr. ESTILM AN. Maybe our legislation could put work-study
students in a second priority. In other words, if the employer
signed a statement that the job has been-opened for 3 or 4 weeks and
-no breadwinner -applied, so -to speak, then -he could give something
like mint.

Mc. ?Avis. That is a possible solution, I am sure.
f31):IXITAN . That is all.

Mrs. Criisilorat. Mr. Simon.
Mr. &mowThis is a question directed at -the chairman right now.
The point on the -83 percent of the Travailing minimum, your

bill ulider, the work-study does not permit the use of that, does it?"
Mr. OlLeta. No, it explicitly prohibits use of the subminimum

wage in work-study jobs.
Mr. Smog T. h iat s :What a thought. I was interested, Mr. Davis,

in your opening -remarks. You referred to an organization that I
frankly was not aware of. The Coalition for Low Tuition. I syrn-
phaize with that goal-and I would be very interested in seeing who
is in hacealition and what they are doing.

Mr. Thais. I think we might have a copy of a recent press release.
Mr. SXMoN. Could you 'very roughly describe who would be part

of that
Mr. Davis. I-think tliepNatiornal Association of Land-Grant Col-

leges, the American Council -and The ItTEA_ are involved in that.
There are a number of organizations affiliated with us; American
Federation of 'Teaeliers, and others.

The National Student Lobby is involved, and, as-a matter of fact,
they were in the other day to ask us to help them Taunch a bumper-
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ticker campaign at 2,700 colleges and universities for low tuition.
The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges; the
American Association of university Profestors; the American As-
sociation of University ii,omen; City University of New York;
Communication Workers of America; and.tnitea Brotherhood of
Teamsters.

Mr. SIMoN. I would appreciate having that large list of national
-organizations.

xre 1:,t4,10NS. I have a copy of thejnitial press release are which
you may have. .

Mr. SIMoN. Incidentall I would like to say 1 like e quote of
senator Morse that sou lit e in there, and I tend ft) agree with that,
,As look at your chart, I don't see the comparison here=how this
bill adversely affects.

Mr. Davis. When you get urt to our membership which is around
the average family income of Asia $12,000, we then begin to mows
out of the benefit area. That is really what we're showing here. And,
we jut gave it the broader range of $7,500 through $25,000. I think
from the. point of $12,000 and perhaps from $11,000 it is in that
group, that family income group, which is where the gap comes in
what the benefit would be and That the total cost, over and above
family contribution plus benefit.

Mr. Simcd. I guess what I am looking for ishow that compares
prier to the effect of this act."And, that is not part of this graph?

Mr. Dam. No.
Mr. SIMoN. OK. I was looking for .yeurething that wasn't there. I

have no further questions.
Mrs. Onisnotat. Mr. Chairman? .

O'ITARa. Mr. Davis, I have the same problem that Mr. Simon
4ines, I don't know of anything in my bill that would broaden eligi-

1,ility fair a basic educational opportunity grant enough to make any
appreciable difference in the amount of a grant to astudent.

Mr. D.tvis. The chart, itself, Mr. Chairman is really designed 'to
give you the broad picture of liqw we view the total Federal program
and wile; students will get help ,and what students sill not get help.
And, that is all.

It ,is just our view of how the total Federal program is going in
this area.

OThii.%. "Well, you see there is nothing in my bill other than the
nsets test which would suggest miff in the current BOG grant
system eligibility for grant system. And, of course, the. BOG schedule
is a lot less generous ILI can use that expression than the college
seholarship service schedule that you have here. I think this is a new
CSS schedule, isn't it?

Mr. Davis. Yes, it is
- Mr. O'HARA. You see, under the BOG schedule, if you have got
any memliets who are working full time whose incomes are low
enough to qualify their, children for BOO, you aren't doing a vgry
good job in collective bargaining because the current BOG schedule
is ba:-,ed d the old Social-Security low-income budget figure.

Mr. DIMS. Yes.
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Mr. 01114-utA. And!onee you over about $5 or $7,000 a year, your
chances of getting a BOG are going down fast. Of course, you might
Make it at $12,000 if"liM were as 1prolific as the chairman of this
subcommittee. But, not everybody has seven kids, three, of them in
eollege at the same time.

Mr. Dmrts. Well, I am sure you have seen the release yesterday or
the day before of the new low-income budget.

OlLuta, I would be very interested to seelf the Office of Eda-
Tation is going tomodify----

Mr. DAN:M. It goes 50.200.
Mr. O'HARA. Yes. You see, they are using the old one and they have

given no_indication as yet that they intend to switch to the new BLS
figure.

-Mr. DAvis. I was interested to see in the new budget, there is not a
mention at all of education. It is not included at all'as an expense for
a family living on a budget of about $9,200 a year which is in the lOw
bracket-We are not talking itbout $12,000 income of individuals. It
could also be a combination pt both parents working arriving at that
family income.

Mr. O'HARA. There is nothing in my bill that changes the BOG
family contribution schedule except that it saysmy bill says that
yon shall not count -assets. Now that would bring in a few extra
people, but I think in twos of the total numbers,. thq few it would
bring in eouldn't really affect the :ize of the-grants except in a minor
Isay. At least, that was. I believe the expetience in.New York and I
think maybe before we finally sit down and mark up the bill, we
ought to get from the.New York peoplewe have a_statkment from

\, .them. We would have to get. that outabout their experience last
\ ear, and their experience was, I believe, that it. didn't male many
\ extra people eligible, or very few.

Mr. DAVIS. Of course, in etc York-and California, I think you get
a renter State investment.

fr. O'ITAnA. But, I meant in tc:e._ f t:-.1;ing out assets. That doesn't
much affect the number of eligibles, I don't belibve.

,Let are just. then conclude by asking or reiterating 'what Mr. Simon--
.the 1 point that he made. And, that is under the provisions of ?A71,
a work-study employer would not be privileged to take advantage of
the wage pro% jsions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
They would have to pay at ltrast the full minimum wage.

They are denied the prod isions of that section of 'Fair Labor Stand-
ards fbat permit a subminimum youth wage. They couldn't pay
suhminimum.

fir. DAVIS. Would that amend the Fair Labor Standards Act t/.
Mr. O'Hana. No, it would simply say that when you are using

work-study money, you must pay not less than. the rate provided in
sections 6 (a) ,.or whatever it is.

Mr. DAvis. Our attorneys have trouble 'with that, that is why we
raise fltispoint. I am glad to hear that.

Mr. OlfmtA. It doesn't amend the Fair Labor Standards in any
way. It just says that in this, if you are using 80 percent work;study
money to pay someone, you .may, not payless than the full Federal
minimum wage.
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Rms. Then we would he happy. If we.hqve any farther thing
to say on theavint., we will be happy-to submit it tothe chairman.

Mr. Srsaityv,s. Mr. Chairman, I think perhaps the language of the
bill needsto be looked at because it says, "will be paid at a rate TIOG
101:.$ than the applicable minimum wages established under section
'6( a.) ) of the Fair Labor -Standards Act."

Mr. 01I,In.t. Well, 6(a) (1) is the section that establishes the full
minimnrn MVO,. The youth subminimura is established under a.
difft rent provision.

Mr. DA.1.1s. It is section (h) (1) something likathat. All right. 'We.
will go back to our legal counsel on it. They ad% ised us on that point,
and the7 would differ with th5 chairman as to the applicability of
that.

Mr. OTIAta: Welt, in any went, certainly that was my intention
extdifthere is Irome drafting error in that, I will correct it.

Thank you.
CITISHOLM. Mrs. Smith, would you like to ask some questions

at this point ?
Mrs.. Sum:. Not at this time, thank you.
Mrs. Thank you very much.
Mt: I) mg. Thank you.
Mrs. C7itr--ron.51. Now, we are going to ask Mr. Charles Bayer, the

executive director of the Chicago Urban Corps, and the executive
director for the National Center for Public.. Sera ice Internship, Mr.
Richard li ngerer.

STATEMENT OP CHARLES Ir. BAYER, FirP.CUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE
OF/CAGO URBAN CORDS, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD A. UN-
GERER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF TILE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PUBLIC 4ERNICE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

Mr. BAYER. Mr. rhairman and members of the subcommittee, my
name i. Charles II. Bayer and I um the representative.of the Urban
Corps National Association. With me is Mr. Itichard. A. U.igerei
who isthe executive director of the ;National Center for.Public Serv-
ice Internship Progrants. There are 30 actibe urhaa corps its major
cities across the Nation.

T114 year we placed in excess of 10.000 students in off cammis work-
qttflv internship positions. We are the largest single off canine: %wk-
hay placement program, and we speak with a breadth of knowledge

about that part of the work study program. I appreciate the invita-
tion to comment on certain details of H.R. 3471, Mr. OTIata's bill,
extending and amending the law regaiding student financial aid. I
will limit lay remarks to the workstudy sections of the prop, .ad
legiAnt ion.

The college work-study program i. not only a politically popular
rovoLTani. but as we will point nut. bas the capacity for the greatest
dollar return of any federally funded program we 'know about. We,
thereNre, look with favor upon, and support the higher autheriza-
flow; in the bill and the pro% isions which mandate its full appropria-
tion. Even Ai, we would urge the Congress to consider even more
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attequat tettis of furyttng..1,Nucon13 has the need been dearly, demon-
strated,, UCthere residts this program the potential not only to
provide ckitical financial' 8,,,sistance % college students, but at .the
same time Aohave important coninkunity and public work, performed;
to provide a vehicle for the nurposeful expansion of the academic
enterprise; to identify solid. Wture\ public servants; and to offer
students a sense of .doin.;,,,s4attliiii for themselves, which offer
them dignity and worth. These fact I'S multiply the value of every
Federal dollar invested- , /se\

We support the provision in the legislation which seeks to remedy
a sometimes unwitting tendency to be capricious in the distribution of
moneys among the States. We also support, the carryover provisions
of the bill. Students, institutions, and agqncies find it. difficult to plan
effectively for summer programs faced with the chaos of a system
which turns June-30 into an annual doomsday.

We enthusiastically support the provision in section. 445 (b) which
encourages the awarding of academic eredit.for work-study intern-
chips without making that relationship mandatory. The Chicago
'Urban Corps is the recipient of a grant from the fund for .the im-
provement of postsecondary education, which has enabled us to
explore and develop mechanisms for dredit-bearing work-study in-
ternsli:ps. We bliou 1 d be pleased to supply the subcommittee with
data as our research dm clops. urban corps have been active in
expanding the productive use of work-study funds by adding an
academic component to the experience, so that without additional
costs jobs are turned into authentic internships.

While we support the intent of the bill to encourage the develop-
ment of more off campus positions though the job oreation program
of section' 147, we must raise a clear warning about the potential
effector lack of itof this provis:on. Since urban coi ps are deeply
involved in job creation prow :ties Au the, poblie and. not-for-groat
sectors, wo are aware that even job deveiopment under an attractive
80-percent to 20-percent ratio is hard work.

This bill effectively limits the job creation program to the private
sector, for if work-study interns are available for 2,0. 30, or 40 per-
cent, no job creation program at 100 percent is going to thrive. We
maize Unit there has been a call fur work-study to be opened to the
private section.

Section 141 is an effort to respond to that point of view. While we
agree that it would be unfair for Federal dollars to be used in sup-
port of profitmaking businesses, nevertheless, we believe that section
417, as presently drafted, is not gong to solve the problem of student
employment.

For a business to, pay fall wages for a ,student on a newly created
job is hardly, in this economy. an attractive proposition. It is going
to prove frustrating Wskfor institutions to develop these non-work-
study unsubsidized off Campus positions.. Given the State of the econ-
omy, I would be at a hiss to recite what arguments eo,lld be used by
institutions -to persuinle businesses to employ such students. When we
first reviewed the bill, we assumed that the problem lay in the 1-
percent administrative allowance. I7pon more earl-4111 eNamination,
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however, it is out opinion that even if that figure were 10 percent and
enormous effort were put into this kind of job creation, the ''mountain
would laboi- and produce a mouse." Om eons ersations with the busi-
ness connutmity du not provide us with any comfort as to the success
of this program.

The problem is exacerbated if one (,onsiders the comuumities where
there are a multiplicity of institutions all of %lam without any co-,
ordination. would be competitor for new jobs in the Business corn:
munit v. Were the pros sions of this section enacted with only greater
payoff' for the institutions, we can env ision frustrated financial aid
officers falling over each other in the waiting rooms of local firths. It
is our judgment that not only would businessmen be turned off, but.
that the institutions would soon realize the fatality ,,of the program,.
and a good idea would fail not for lack of financing or financial
incentive, but for lack of tt workable legislative vehicle.

At the same time that the. bill attempts to expand internship possi-
bilities in the private sector, we note the dropping of the important
but unfunded community st nice learning program of the act. Cer-
tainly there no sense complicating the legislation by retaining this
starved 'provision. But, we suggest there may well be a way to salvage
it via section 447.

Taking these actors into account. we Wieve there is a way to
redraft section 147 to do what you want done, and we recommend the
following:

(1) The section should include off campus work-study positions in
the public and private notfot profit sectors. Students would be paid.
The secs ice learning program would be :AN etl. Jobs would be created.

On The job creation program should not be limited to institutions,
but should be expanded to include consortia of institutions and public
or not for- profit agencies under contrad by institutions or consortia
of institutions.

The best, least cumbersome, most effective job creation will be done,
cooperatively by agencies specifically geared to the task.

Some additional incentis e should be gis en which would encour-
age institutions to engage in job development using cooperative and
not eompetitive models. We wealth encourage a modest set-aside in
the bill for such cooperative arrru 'We would be pleased to
assist in the development of appropriate language at the subcommit-
tee% pleasure.

(4) Administrative allowance should be changed from 1 percent to
3 percent. This recommendation flows from our experience that it
actually costs in excess of 3 percent to do an adequate job of intern-
ship development and follownp.

We believe that section 47 can be mode to work effectively with.
the inclusion of the alxwe-listed modifications.

We are uneasy about the elimination of means test. Although it is
true that the present test tends to bypass students who might profit
from inclusion in the program. we believe that as long as there are
limited funds available students with the greatest neve..shottld noebe-
squeezed out in the competition for dollars and for the best intern-
ships. The students now served under the.law have too often been
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faCed with structures in society which ha% e systematically eliminated
them.

Under this program they have been given a chance to work, to do
somethingfor thenisell es, and hate gotten the dignity inherent in
such work, as well as the funds necessary to stay in school. Pethaps a
less rigid means test would pros ide the propel noddle ;round.

Finally, we make a serious appeal to the subcommittee for the in-
chision of.languagc which provides incenti% es to those institutions
which de% elop meaningful off campus internship programs under
work-study. 11,6 our opinion that the potential of work-study has
never been realized. It can ser% e a multiplicity of needs without add-
ing an additional cent fo the taxload. We deeply regret that in this
bill there is no such encouragement.

'We are disturbed that under the guise of student assistance pro-
gram institutions are belig subsidized to has e their chores done, in-
evitably replacing regultu employees. If a student did not cut the
grass with the taxpayer footing 80 perecut of his salary, some other
citizen would haVe that job.

We are deeply concerned that faced with the. potential for im-
portant community set.% ice, tens of millions of tax dollars are used for
menial campus jobs. The classic leaf-raking image is not amusing.
Neither are the door-watching, floor-cleaning. of Rook bag examining
chores. If Congress wants to subsidize institutions. well and good. and
we would encourage that, but not by the backhand way of depriving
students of significant internship expo ience, by prodding the insti-
tutions with ft coolie labor force at Government expense.

We agree that there is no meaningful job that does not pay money,
but we should like the members of this subcommittee to consider the
potential value of these Federal funds beyond that. Let me cite three
examples from my own recent experience:

(1) Sheila received a work-study award on her campus. After two
or three dull. uninspiring campus jobs, she was allowed to seek off
campus employment, and was subsequently assigned by the urban
corps to the office of the city manager in a conminnity near her cam-
pus. Sheila carried to that task the deep suspicion many young people
have about government and for a time she was not sure she wanted to
dirty herself in its squalor, To her surprise, she not only obtained a
wholly different perspectl0 on golernent. but realized that public
service was a vocation worthy of her deepest consideration. Consider
the fruits of this experience compared with the fruits of those work-
study funds had she been left to stack dirty dishes in the campus
cafeteria. The first criteria for a meaningful internship has been met.
She is earning money. But. examine the additional benefits. A. cynical
young person is Ow looking sericite-fly at a career in public service.
And, at this moment, while still a student, she is already doing an
important job in a local government which otherwise could not afford
her selVices. She is a tiuned-on person. She is also earning college
credit for her internship. None of these extra di'. idends Post the '4
taxpayer tf single pentxv. Taking this example. and generalizing
across the country, how many millions of dollars halo been saved by-
this Federal investment ?
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In 1000, 1073, and 1974, the New York City Urban Corps con-
ducted studies, copies of which hate already been made available to
this subcommittee, which indicate a substantial positive change in
attitudes by young people who hat e been involved in city govern-
ment work-study internships.

() Davis was an accounting, major. He got along well in the
classroom but was unchallenged; E ventually ho was assigned to an off
campus internship with a now social agency and was given the re-
sponsibility for setting up the books in that agency. Not only did he
perform an important service to society, but he learned far more
about accounting than he would have in any classroom. The public
was served, the academic enterprise was served, and he was served.
Since completion of that internship, he has gone to work in the audit-
ing section of the city government.

(3) Bill was raised in the ghetto. He got into a community college
N la the open admission route. Being ill-prepared he was disinterested
in school until he got assigned off campus to a State agency ,which
deals with tt'oubled younger children. He became deeply committed
to these little brothers and sisters, and realized that not only did he
have to apply himself to his job, but to his books as well.

Thus, his pre\ ocational and his academic plans came into focus.
Ho learned what school was all about. He, got turned on to social
service. Ho, got a new sense of solfrespect, being the first member
of his family in three generations to get off the relief rolls. He
earned money for himself. I don't think he would have lasted a
month in school had he been stuck guarding a door on campus.

I will not belabor the point, even though from coast to coast we
could recite such case histories. These are not flukes. They are the
potentials of the work-study programs And all are cost free to the
taxpayer beyond the work-study authorization.

We are not suggesting that schoolskwhich because of their isolated
geographic locations cannot meet elf- campus quotas, be punished.
Neither are we suggesting that some penalty be assessed against
those who, fur institutional reasons, do not develop aggressive off
ampus pro minis. We are suggesting that strong encouragement,
isible in dollars, be given to those institutions who make the most

of the potential. Perhap-, that can be done through the rev;sions
have suggested in section 477, or through preferential considera-

tion for dcobligated funds, or for a 5 percent instead of a 3 percent
admini4rative allowance for off-campus internship.

We are.eominced that it should be clone and can be and that
the :subcommittee should find the appropriate legislative vehicles.

There are reasons beyond the appeal to the work ethic why work
.-tu,1 y is and should be a popular program. We trust that Congress
w ill provide the legislative mechanism to see to it that the benefits
to the student, to the educational enterprise, to the community, and
to society at large are realized.

Mr. Chaiiman and aft3mbers of the subcommittee, let me express
my appreciation for this opportunity to testify. ,We will be happy
to respond to arty questions you might have.

Mrs. CIIISTIOLM. Thank you, Mr. Bayer. There is one basic ques-
tion I would like to ask in view of yOur recommendations on page

es,
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4 of the testimony, supplemented by the fact that the country is
going,through fantastic economic difficulties and of course, in certain
communities, where the pinch, is felt a little bit more because of, a
variety of reasons and factors.

Could you foresee or anticipate that a ,broadening of the work-
study programs in bringing in different institutions and different
groups could actually run into a kind of competitive situation in
communities where jobs are at a minimum or, for that matter, where
there is a dearth of availability and accessibility Of any kind of job
for the persons who live in those communities.

I can possibly anticipate difficulties with respect to the number
of positions and the kinds of jobs that might be available in the
community on the very bottom of the economic rung. Could ybu
make suggestions as to how we could write something into the legis-
lation that might prohibit that kind of competition, that kind of
divisiveness which I could anticipate in a broadened work-study
program.

Mr. Barra. Our opinion that" that is a ,problem only if you are
talking about the private section. I don't think it is a problem if you
are talking about the public sector where this program has worked
effectively for many, many years, and I could cite the New York
Corns as an experience where many thousands of young people have
been involved in city government without adversely affecting the

iregular employment posture of that Municipality. Certainly, in the
not-for-profit sector. All of the jobs created are jobs which these
agencies would not be filling with other persons.

Now, when you move over into the private sector, I think there
is where the problem arises and that is another reason why . we. have
to raise some questions about section 447. I do not see this to be
in competition with the public or the not-for-profit parts of the
economy.

Mrs. Cirislionar. Thank you. Mr. Eshleman.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Thank you, Madam Chairman/
Mr. Bayer, the ones that you have had experience with, the

Urban Corps work study trainees, do they average a. minimum wage
or better/ What is their average/

Mr. BAYER. We made a survey about a year ago of Chicago Urban
Corps internship placements and under the Federal regulations,
wager: are set by the capacity of the student and by what that job
might be worth if somebody else were doing it. Our average rate
was 91. Now, I do believe it has gone down a little, as the com-
petition for the funds become greater.

We have never in our organization accepted anyone at less than
$2.20. That is a policy that we have. We would encourage the insti-
tutions to go at least to $2.20. We have been able to do that because
we can yes or no to whom we can take.

We have had good cooperation from the institutions about that.
If a student is going off campus, it seems to me there ought to be
some modest increment fur transportation costs and other costs.
Most campuses feel the same way.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Is your Chicago work-study, is that 100 percent
in the public sector?

8
54.454 0 75 1.%
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Mr. BAT'F.a. And, the private not-for-p iofit sector.
Mr. ESHLEMAN. Then you have had no experience with going into

the privlite sector?
Mr. BAYER. We have made a couple of forays at the private

isector, but we have found, for the reasons I cited, that this is very,
very difficult and I just have teal qualms about the effectiveness of
Sec. 447, given that experience.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. I am not trying to put words in your mouth, but
would you say that where you did have success that it created jobs
that would maybe be as menial as the ones that are created on the
campus.

What I wonder is, why are private sector jobs written off as un-
successful. I can't understand that.

Mr. BAYER. Without the name of the company, I approached a
Concern about a year ago regarding a program where we would
actually go into the company and provide resources so that pre-
professional students could work in that company. These had to be
btucicnts with economic need although not under work study, since
it was in the private sector.

spent approximately 6 months with this company. They had had
prior experience with a high school program. They had had some
allege students before. When they took a look at the cost involved,
that is, 100 percent of the salaries, their, decision was that they could
do better on the open market. The college stullents were short term.
They were here today and gone tomorrow.

Many college students had a difficult time being available during
vacation periods. Class schedules conflicted. There were just a number
of reasons why this particular business felt that it was not econom-
ically to their ad% antage, which is really the only argument you can
make to a private company to pursue an internship program, so they
did not.

I think that that experience could be broadcast without finding
much difference.

Mr. ESHLEMANA. Do you think this legislation should somehow
encourage work slaly in the priv ate sector, or should we limit it
only to the public sector?

Mr. Etyma. Our position on 117 is not to delete what you have from
that section but to expand it so that there may well be

you
positions

that may be developed in the private sector. But, I have a feeling that
under the expansion wt, have suggested there would only be a very
modest number of positions, but those positions would still be
available.

Mr. ESHLEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. I have just en reading 447 and trying to follow your

testimony. The bill effecti ly limits the job-- I am quoting from you,
now- the job creation pr gram to the private sector. What maes
you say that?

Mr. BAYER. Well, if there are work-study students available for the
public in the not for profit Set for and those students are available at
20, or 30 or 10in our case it is 30 iiereent---of the effe,ctive hourly
rate, it is going to be very difficult if not impossible for these agencies
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and got ernmental groups to mint to take students at 100 percent. A,
the funding is probably not available, and they would be in direct
competition with the work-study students at the 20- and 30-percent
figure.

If I come to you with two offers, one is for you to take the student
and you pay 100 percent of his salary, A, you may not have the
money to do it, and B, if you understand that there are students
available at 20 or 30 percent, it is pretty clear which one you are
going to take. Even at 20 or 30 percent, we are finding a financial
crunch in both the not-for-profit, and the public sectors to be of such
a nature that it is not easy to develop large numbers of internships,,
although it is possible if you work at it, at 100 percent.

I just have little faith that there will be many jobs developed in the
public and the not-for-profit communities.

Mr. SIMON. Let me toss a question to the Chairman, now. Is section
447 designed, basically, just as financial assistance to the student,
rather than as work - study? Is that correct?

Mr. O'HARA. If I could respond to the gentleman from Illinois, the
work study program is, in my bill, is left as it is and then in addition
a new program is created. You see, work-study right now can be used
to pay the major portion of the salary of the student who is employed
on campus, or a student who is employed off campus in a public
agency or a private, non-profit agency, and, indeed, the business of
these gentlemen who are appearing before us is to locate and develop
such jobs in public agencies and prk ate, non-profit agencies, off cam-
pus. So. I don't touch that. I leave that just Its it is under the present
law. And, then in section 447, I say, in addition to all pf the things
that are now possible under the present law, it will be possible if a
university wishes to do so to go out and work in the community
among private employers to try to restructure jobs in a way that
they can be filled by students who wish to work part time and I
pro% ide %rain allowance to the university to pay the costs of run
ning this . rt of a job placement service in the private economy.

But these gentlemen are suggesting that I also make payment
first off, I increase that payment and then that I extend it to the kind
of work they do, which is in placing people in public jobs and in
private, non-profit. Isn't that correct?

Mr. BAYER. Under work-study, we fail to see why this wouldn't lea
a very workable position if you included work:study.

.1fr. O'HARA. That is what it amounts to. To extend the proviSigns,
to increase the paymentthe Federal subsidy of these job placement
efforts and to extend it to the kind of work-study jobs that they are
now engaged in trying to treat inthe Urban Corps.

Mr. BAYER. We don't see whyiyou have limited this section to non-
work-study jobs. We don't understand the reason for doing that.

Mr. O'HRA. If we are getting work-study jobs, created now, and
right now we lake panel approved requests for more than double the.
total of autlwrization, we didn't see any need to pay people for doing
what was already beimg dune quite adequately in terms of our possible
future, financing, but we did see a need to pay them to go out and do
something else which is to create 100-percent privately funded in"
somewhere.
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Mr. SIMON. So, that I can get this down in practical terms
De Paul University in Chicago has students who need jobs. And, what
you are talking about here are jobs that may not be related in any way
to their course of Study. The president of DePaul University calls, or
whoever the person is, calls Carson -Pixie Scott, or Sears and says
"We would like to have 20 students" and what this does isyou
subsidize the university to create those 20 jobs. I understand why you
would like some financial incentive for your program but I don't
quite understand why you think this is a bad things

Mr. Baritr. I think it is an, unworkable thing.
Mr. Slum. You think'that Sears and CarsonPirie Scott won't

give the jobs. Is that its
Mr. BAYER. I think that is going to be very difficult. Not only that,

but these jobs are going to be in direct competition with the labor
market. There is no way around it,

I am at a loss to know why your union people didn't raise that as
an issue. These am jobs in competition.

Mr. GUAR& They did raise the issue. You see, I am not assuming
that we are going to continue with 8 percent unemployment forever.
I don't share the gloomy forecast of the Administration economist
who considers 4 percentor 5 percent now they consider to beno
unemployment. I don't believe that is the case. Obviously, you are not
going to bsi able to mate a lot of student jobs at a time when you
have .orer 8 percent unemployment in the country. But, this is a 5-
.)!Iir

Vain not going to write a bill that ignores what is in normal times
a useful tool,because I happen to be writing it at a time of economic
recession.

Mr. Simox. If I ciall4 make one other comment. The one thing that
does not bothetme so mirch, that you mentioned, is that the Student
does not have meaningful employment. When I was in college I was
looking for anything to get a littlik income. Now ideally, I think it
would has been great if I could hair had something that was in line

amwith what I a studying, but I don't sek,rif the person is majoring
in English literature and has,a job_as a thior_man that you referred
toI think there are plenty of than that .would love to have a jbb
as a doorman.

Mr. O'Ilana. Last year at the hearings, I am sorry you were n't here
I had the otcasion to offer a definition of meaningful student
employment.

Mr. What was that definition? ,
Mr. O'HARA. That was employment that paid a decent Wage.
Mr. BAYER. We have no objection to that. We just feel that under

a Federal program it is a larger~ bank for the Federal dollarfor ii
Student to earn money and to do something which is meaningful to
.the student and which contributes to society, which is part of his
acadenlit program. All of those benzfits are for nothing beyond the
work-study authorization.

All that is inherent in work,study and our position is that the
potential for work-study has never been realized.

You can do far more with it than has hPATI 4,mie, and we think we
ha% e bliggebted the %chicle by which that can be done without. hitting
the taxpayer for.another buck.
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Mr. StzioN. I have no further questions.
Mr. O'HARA. Thank you, very much, gentlemen for your appear-

ance here before us today, and for the good work that you have been
doing and for your evident enthusiasm for that work. I hope that we
will be able to create more work-study jobs at the institutions and in
public and private non-profit employment, which I think is a fruitful
field that has not been fully tapped, and in private employment, when
the Congress through' its wIsd-om and vigorous action is able to turn
the etonomy around.

Mr. BAYER. Thank you.
[The material referred to follows:]

THE FUTURE OF THE COLL= WORK-STUDY PROGRAM AND PUBaC AND
COMMUNITY! SERVICE'

CONORESpIONAL ACTIVITIES
Expiration of Old Law .

The current Federal legislation which authorizes all post-,secondary educa-
tion programs, including almost $2 billion in student financial assistance in
the form of grants, loans~ work-study, which are run by the U.S. Office of
Education will expire on June 30, 1975. (This does not include G. I. Bill
education benefits and Social Security benefits which are authorized under
different legislation and are administered by different agencies.) If work is
'not completed by next June then the law provides for the automatic exten-
sion of the old law for 1 year. Therefore, there is an effective deadline of
June gO, 1976 to revise the Education Amendmehts of 1972. ,
Summary of the Law

Title IV of the Education Amendment of 1972 is the under graduate Student
Assistance Section and includes the following programs. Basic Opportunity
Grants, Supplemental Opportunity Grants; College Work-Study, National
Direct Student Loans (3 percent interest), Guaranteed Student Loans (7 per
cent interest bank notes or state agency loans), Trip Programs of Upward
Bound, Talent Search and Special Services,, Grants to States for Incentives for
State Scholarship Programs, Cooperative Education Progams, and Veterans
cost-of-instruction programs. Other Titles of the Education Amefldments which
will be up for review include sections authorizing fellowships for graduate
students, for teacher education, and for general assistance to institutions
of post-secondary education.
Licarings

In -gearing up for the "reauthorization process' the House Special Sub-
committe on Edu.-..atIon In the period of May and June, 1974 held 19 days of
hearings on Student Assistance in the following order . College work-study
and cooperative educntion programs (6 days of hearings) ; Student Loan
Programs (4 days) , Graduate Fellowship (1 day) z State Scholarship Pro-
gram-Incentives and relation between federal and state governments (2 days)
Grant Programs (3 days) , and Veterans cost-of-instructiod payments and
institutional aid (3 days).
Seminars

After these open hearings, the Special Subcommittee held a series of 'Semi-
nars in July for representatives from postsecondary education associations
(representing public, private. 2 year, 4 year, and graduate schools, and profit-
making trade and technical schools), state organizations (representing
governors/legislators. and state scholarship and loan', programs), financial
aid officers and students.
Lepislatirrn

The Special Subcommittee on Education of the House is planning to present
a draft of its legIslation,which reizAted from these hearings and meetings.
sometime in the near future. The Renate Subcommittee on Education of the
Senate Committee on Labor and public Welfare has already initiated hearingq
on the student financial aid legislation and will continue them in the 94th
Congress
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Tas Cusnxs USE or COLLEGE Woes -STUDY MONZYAs EXPLIA8113 ON
El/PIAWIIENT ON CAUPUB

Most OWS on Campus
The dominance of on campus employMent of dollege Work-Study studentswas revealed in a survey commissioned by the Office of Education. Duringacademic year 1970-71, the Bureau of Applied Social Research of Columbia

University qaestioiled institutions and students who use College Work-Study
funds. While the education amendments of 1972 made minor cnanges in thelaw, the data collected provide a good approximation of the character of theprogram as it exists today. The survey found that:

1. Only 11.1% of Work-Study jobs are off -Campus, 71.1% of students working
off campus bad high j6b satisfaction.

2. One-third of the institution, who httive Work-Study funds have no off-campus jobs.
3. Almost 40% of 1)011e-end private institutions have no-off campuswork programs.
4: 37% of private four-year institutions have no off-campus work program.5. Only 25% of on-campus joir relate to student's majors, 50% of off-campusjobs related to the student's major.
0. Only 115% of students receiving Work-Study funds work as community,

research, government or teaching aides.
7. 030 of the College Work-Study students are employed in clerical jobsin positions as security, maintenance, food service or hospitality aides.

Institutions benefit from of Campus 01178
It was evident from the BASE report that institutions benefitted from usingtheir Work-Study funds off-campus.
1 74% of these institutions said that the off -campus use of Work-Study was

successful.
2. 52% of such institutions felt this us(f money in the community im-

proved the school's image.
3. 20% of these schools felt that faculty research was increased.

Community's lifterest in Off- Campus CWS
The study also revealed that the community is a befiellelarrfjof such ex-panded use of Work-Study funds. Students can bolster the staff of community

and public service organizations which might otherwise not be able to affordmore employees. Further, the BASE researchers, who also surveyed peoplein community agencies, found that by having Work-Study students on theirstaff, many of-the organizations bad been able toexpand their services to
the community These employers also reported that the students who hadcareer or major related jobs were able to develpp useful skills.
THE GROWING NATIONAL INTEREST IN T/IE INCREASED Usa Or OWS rca Pus=

AND COILIWNITY Szavice

Planning Meetings '-
As the ,public and community service internship and field experience pro-grams have ,gown across the nation, informal conversations have taken placebetween representatives of the Urban Corps, State Internship Programs andother interested parties. At the 'recent annual Society for Field Experience

Education Conference in Atlanta. the role of college Work-Study Programswith regard to public and community service was a frequent topic of conver-sation Other national organizations and individuals have been interested. On
October 21, 1974. a meeting was held in Washington, D.C., to discuss altern-ative directions for the CWS Program. The following organizations wererepresented

(1) The National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.(2) The National Student Lobby.
(3) The National Student Educational Fund.
(4) The Project for Service-Learning of the American Association ofCommunity and Junior Colleges
15) The National Center for Public Service Internship Programs.
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Another ineetg was held in the National Center for Higher Education of
Washington on October 23, 1974, which included representatives from the
earlier meeting, and the American Association for Higher cation, the
Urban Corps and Action.
Conference Scheduled

The increased interest evidenced by these meetings, led to plans for the
December 6 conference on the Future of College WorlOtudy and Public and
Community Service to be cp- sponsored by the Natidnal Center for Public
Service Internship Programs and the Project for ServicLearning of the
American Association. of Community and Junior Col'eges. This conference is
intended to be a working conference, where representatives from groups
associated with experiential education and financial aid programs will meet
to discuss problems and possibilities associated with the increased use of
College Work-Study funds foe off-campus public, and community service em-
ployment.

Tux RAPID EXPANSION OF PUBLIC AND COIIIIIINITY SERVICE INTERNSHIP
AND FIELD EXPERIENCE PROORA318 IN'HIGHER EDUCATION

The following developments raiect the rapid expansion of public and corn
munity service internship and field experience and the various forms in which
students are becoming involved:
Regional, State, and Locally Sponsored Programs

All levels of government have exhibited their commitment to involving stu
dents in public and community service internships through the increasing
levels of financial support provided for such',programs. Currently, regiohnl
internship programs exist in the,,northeast, midwesty,west and the south Fkr
example, the Southern Regional EducatiOn, Boqd administers tile student
Inters} Project providing assistance to states elitablishing hifern programs
State level intern programs include. the NottkcarOliba Internship Office "The
Virginia Program," the Georgia Ihtern Progtana, the' South Uarolina Intern
Program, thaGovernor's Public Service Intern Pidgram )re Texas. The nine
other southern states are preiently exioloring, the_clevelepieent of such state-
wide programs. Numerous other government programs exist at the lohal and
community level, such as the AtUinta Urbitii.,Corps and the Hinipton Urban
Corps.
University-Wide internship Offices

Numerous academic institutions hae established clearinghouse and placenfent
.offices designed specifically to assist students in locating internship and field
experiences. Example Include the Cift4 ,of Community Programs at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania, the CoMmoafty Internship Program at Syracuse
University and the Office for Experiential Education at the University of
Kentucky.
Cooperative Education Programs

Cooperative education programs are designed to allow students to alternate
terms of study with equal periods of time on a co-op job. The students work
Is to be related to hie field of study and the work experience is to increase In
difficulty and responsibility as the student progresses through the academic
curriculum. Cooperative education arrangements are most frequently utilized
in business and industry. However, there is increasing interest in placements
in the public sector for liberal arts students.
Academia' Field Work, Practicum and Internships

There are many academic courses,' with more added each semester, which
include the integration of theory and practice as part of the ctourse require
ments. The settings. for these field experiences are most frequently through
public and community service organizations. They may be part time or fall
time and may involve varying amounts of academic credit_ At an Increasing
number of institutions, students may complete as much as one fourth of their
degree requirements in a field experience setting.
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College Volunteer Programs
Many students become involved In service-oriented projects in their local

communities. These programs are usually less formal and may or may not
involve academic credit, but usually do not provide nnancial remuneration.
Students undertake short term projects such as helping disaster victims and
organizing blood donors, and longer commitments with local community service
organizations. For example, ACTION'S National Student Volunteer Program
provides indirect services to 2,000 independent volunteer programs involving
over 400,000 college and university students.

r.leatensar PROGRAMS CURRENTLY ArrILIZIn OFT-OAMP118 COLIMOR
WORK .STUDY FUNDS

Statewide Programs
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Virg inle, and North Carolina are four states

actively involved in operating statewide public and cenuntwity service intern-ship programs utilizing College Work-Study funds off campus. The PACE('Plan Assisting College Education) Program 'in North Carolina is representa-tive al the extent to which a coordinated state-wide model can be designed
to involve students participating in gollege Work-Study in community agencies
throughout a state, in both rural and urban areas. Approximately 1600 students
were placed in the summer of 1974, some of which were in state government,with most in local public or private non-profit agencies or organizations in thestudents' home communities.
Pace has Broad Impact

Operated in conjunction with about 90 participating colleges, PACE Is a
cooperative venture involving high school guidance counselorts financial aidofficers and state and local agencies or non-profit organizations., Students have
worked in social service departments, health agencies, libraries, recreation
programs, agricultural departments, the YMCA and Boy Scouts doing clericei
work, maintenance, Malay or lab assistance, counseling, or as student instruc-
tors. Since the inception of the PACE program statewide in 190,6. over 15,000
students pave secured employment using College Work-Study funds.
Local Programs: The "Urban Corps" Approach

A unique combination of college students, Inatitutions of higher educationand a consortium of administrative and monetary resources has been assem-bled into more than 37 Urban Corps programs involving over 10,000 students at
work across the nation, Initiated in New York City in 1960, the voncept has
spread to large, intermediate, and small ettlestrom Boulder. Colorado, toBowie, Maryland. Each Urban Corps is developed and administered Ovally,based upon specific needs and priorities the particular community.
Urban Corps Operations

By contracting with colleges participating in the off-campus college Work-Study Program. an Urban Corps can obtain a number of interns, paying tins
matching employer's salary share (normally 20%) from a budget providedfor that purpose or from the budgets of the employing agencies. Working
during vacation periods or part-time during the school year, students perform
every variety-of activity from legal research and fiscal planning to tencillng
adolescertt prisoners, 'manning air pollution monitoring teams,, and workingin a city manager's office. Assignments are tailored to the students own
interests, academic majbr. and qualifications. LA addition, most Urban Corpsprograms offer more formal education components in the form of seminars
on urban issues, interagency dialogue among Urban Corps students, or evencredit courses.
University-Based Programs

Increasingly local college administrators are interrelating the variety of
student internship programs With the financial resources of the College Work-Study Program! Field experience and cooperative education programs haveon some campuses begun to utilize College Work-Study funds off-cammiswhere both the student is financially eligible and the employing organization, is able to protide the matching salary share.
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University- Year for Action

The University Year for Action Programs, now operating at 55 'colleges
and universities, are one example of a successful utilization of College Work
Study funds for public and community service. The ACTION Program en
abler college students. to earn credit toward their degree while working full
time as volunteers in poor communities. The objectives of the program are.
to make university resources al allable to pour communities, to teach students
through working on real problems, and to help the poor in urban add rural
disadvantaged communities move toward solving their problems.
Use of Work-Study by an Action, Agency

Part of the financial resources committed by. the participating university
may be derived from -Work-Study funds. In 1973-74, several UYA programs.
were utilizing College Work-Study monies. For example, the UYA program at
Central State University in Ohio uses nearly $40,000 of College Work-Study
funds to support almost 80% of their Interns.

QUERTION8 OF POLICY CONCERNING TFIE FUTLRE OF THE ,COLLEOE WORK-8TUDX
PROGRAM

Role of Off-Campus Employment
(1) Should offcampus programs be mandatory? (

(2) Should a percentage of CWS funds be earmarked for off -campus work?
(3) Should all of any possible increase in CWS appropriations be tied to

off-campus work?
(4) How can off -campus work `be niade more attractive to students?
(5) What Is the ielationship between CWS and Co-operative Education?
(() How can rural universities establish off -campus programs?

Placement
(1) How can off-campus placement of work study" students be improved?
(2) What sorts of provisions are necessary for monitoring off-campus job

assignments?
(3) What are reasonable standards of evaluation fpr such work?

- (4) Could work-study students themselves develop aff.cailipt) positions?
(5) Is the Yet-Rep program a reasonable model for development of oft

campus positions?
(0) Should the administrative percentage We increased from '3% to 4% to

cover the costs of off -eimpus placement work?
(7) Should CIA type consortia he set up as clearinghouses for off-tampus

employment?
(8) Should evaluation, of needs be separate from placement of recipients?

Eligibility
,

(1) Should the eligibility level,for CWS recipients be increased?
(2) Has the inclusion of part-time students strengthened the program?
(3) Should CWS be reserved for entering students, or those students who

have developed stable career plans?
(4) What sorts of wages should be paid CWS studentsbelow nth-11mm

wage; minimum wage; sliding scale?
(5) What sorts of criteria should there be for setting wage rate -skill level,

comparable work, increased expense in terms of transportation off-campus.
financial neell of student?
'Public or Profit Agencies

(1) N there a Me for CWS In for profit institutions?
(2) What kinds of issues bear on changfng the governmental contribution

formula f
(3) Would allowing CWS students to work In the for-profit sector impair

the Coop Ed program?
Nature of OffCampus Br4PeVaiettt

(1) Should off -campus employment be only career related? Major related?
(2) How could CWS uff-campus tie Into continuing education or post second

ary vocational education?

83t)
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43' What rclutl.restell, ruight off .campus programs structure between OWS,
CLL.% and other public service or employment programs?
Off-Cornpus C9$ .4* a Learning Experience

;It Sbould academic credit be, given for such work experience?
t Who should determine the amount of credit given?

(3) What sorts of criteria should there be for such credit?
*4r Should the a.N.reditation process be centralized, or left to individual

negotiation?
gostfrdi

These are null sonic of the questions that might he asked about the futureof the roilege Work Study Program as it rellites to public and community
service The conference is intended to be a 'working conference, where thetaral,-Ipanter ,reel., p a cartatierastas around tile answers to these and others

at the conferees consider germane.

Sr %MARY or C0N11.5.I:NC1C ON THE FUTURE OF COLLEGE Woax-STuDY PROGRAM

Teal P -AUTHORIZATION, APPROPRIATION, AND OBLIGATION LEVELS OF CW-S, BY YEAR

(In thousands,

Fiscal year
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169 515
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(0)
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F$C11, year 1,Zrt14`11efset, is used to fond program cverafiotts during the respective calendar yearn relftge nnla Stay IMMO] net Ca rW was converted to a Intal /CV Mitch will be 1 year forward funded The
"4".*eral Vanf Olond covert 11 ricer/2s from Ian 1, 1971 throvgh rune :O. 1972 Funds avail/bre from fiscal year 1971led hear yell 1572 SWOP atices to one don that 18 ercalh rant period totalled $3145 million (fiscal our 1971
sproporsiboyi or gm I en4:ron plus $156 4 million firm total fiscal year 1972 summation of ;426 6 erIllion). Actual
etvgefiom Par sot dories 11 math grant period Here $312 7 tralicn ($157 7 million from Emu year 1171 spprounstionoho tic5 mr`,...an Preen earer year 1971 approprawny rods suitable le fiscal ylial 1972 column (32722 million) represent
rerafiodte of foal year 1971 sport:400ton seHlablo for use daring fiscal y(ar 1973

s The Economic Oppolostrty Ad or 1%4 authorized a romp sum of $412,500.0E0 for 3 youth programs Including collegemortifotty
Tve,fs sof obhgerled at tfiri end of the Focal year are audab'e for obogation Mon the next funs year Fiscal year 1969

itl-gefiverS 0201-ractiode $& 00103 not obfigetterl during foul you 1561 one to tssa cost reduction program.
*iyo,ce 1 "cm -feather-1C (Boma of fitiher Education &armory of Program Information through fiscal year 1973).p t.
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2 -year
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4-year
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4e14 V.. Dien coreputed for ali Awes Erupt Om .Gec.,hed cith an rtertse VI, 95 oment confidence
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iron, &Kirke II E. Kharrrre and Joan L. Kinser, Seenrce. Impact ofOE Student, 11.173, 111890,1 Education Panel Reports No. 18, Amerl-
eNn 6.rornittev ou Education, t%'a,18Ington, (1974), Table II.
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'130-c,,,h.sge, of ,streit,te evoti,,red follegi work-slody iii fart iyio, of
trcvltlultort

la's
Level of educational instruction: ociposis
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I Estimated numbers of participants are rounded to the nearest 10
1 Independent medical sthucls are included an he cciserin ,s4 all Out are 1,) tniasdt* .v v nor sorer's',
'Confidence limits have been con Puted NI a I figuies 1. rvesii iNNse net.' eo ,16 Pt.sti.I.01,*(mg

limits ranged no mnie than pies 2 percent of the tgui es Uunoence omits rangolaisuve 1 prmtst ; 15entst 1, *pp L

SUMMARY OF CONFERENCE ON TETE FUTURE OF C -ow2oP WORR-STEDY
AND PLISLIC AND COMM UNIT'S SERVICE

INTRODIXTION

Michael Goldstein. chairman of the tr..terd of the National Center for Puolic
Service Internship Programs. keynoted alit meeting with R dem& MA 1011 tot the
nature and objectives of the cunteretwe lie itoteti &hut the k Illirrat-Like was one
of the first times people had met at the national level to discuss what types
of action should he taken concerning the expansion of off iimPos learning
experiences in the public sAmite field The major problems of the present
Work-Study program, according to Goldstein are

(1) underfundIng of the program;
(2) the existing deterrents to using work study fonds off ,dippers, and
(3) the wide disagreement that exists emu cif wig the (1041111h,,ii ref retelant

work."
PA Nei DIFscr'FicION

Following Goldstein's opening errnarks, foot presentations were made h.),
staff members of organizations. sshl.I. are In%1%141 Ir. ott's smpm, 0.,rts oppor-
tunities for college students
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Tom Little of "The Virginia Program," a statewide internship program,- de-

scribed the advantages of creating a central °Ike for the operation of such a
consortia. Not only does this program save money, but the moderate level of
centralization creates efficieni.y and uners a wider range of job opportunities
for the student involved. In addition, the hiring agencies are able to go to a
single place to fill their needs. Little reported that the program was so suc-
cessful that, for every two jobs filled with work-study funds, agencies were
willing to fund another position without the government subsidy of the College
Work-Study program.

Pamela Gwynn, director of the New York City Urban Corps, discussed her
organization's approach. The New York Urban Corps, the first of over 30 in
operation across the country, places over 5,000 students in part-time metro-
politan governmental positions. Again the advantage of more efficient opera-
tion was cited as a reason for the creation of a single office for many agen-
ries and schools. The coordination encouraged the schools to be more hos-
pitable to the idea of granting academic credit for work outside the classroom.
She reported that the participating students think it is a good program, both
in terms of the money and the experience, and said her chief problem was
finding more money with which to fund positions. Currently the NYC Urban
Corps has three possible job., placements for every funded position.

Ruth W. Burgen, director of the University Year for ACTION Program at
the University of Massachusetts reported that the UYA program operates
under different financing arrangments than either The Virginia Plan" or the
Urban Corps. Most UYA interns are supported by stipends from an ACTION
grant which also provides administrative support. Some UY.A. programs make
partial use of work-study funds, but on the whole, the UYA model ig seen
as an example of a well funded and administered off-campus learning/working
job development and placement program. Students are carefully chosen and
placed in positions where their work has strung relevance to their declared
major and career objectives.

Finally, Sarah Lei Farner of the National Center for Voluntary Action
(NCVA) told the assembled group about the interests that major national
private nonprofit organizations had in the use of students from the college
work-study program. NCVA is an umbrella group which coordinates informa-
tion about 150 private member organizations and trains volunteer. .coordinators
to use the talents of volunteers more frnitfully. These groups include the
YMCA, the Red Cross, and the United Way. While admitting that much
volunteer work seemed to have no meaning outside of itself, she argued that
this was one of the best reasons for encouraging job developers in finding
stimulating jobs for the volunteers She also saw academic credit as one
means of insuring that the work of Student volunteers and interns had some
relevance to their lives. as well as making the nceneies examine the work of
the position offered. Finally, she saw the use of Work-Study money as n way
of upgrading both the quality of the job and the worker, by putting a dollar
value on the work being done.

REACTION TO PANELISTS

Richard Tombaugh, exeutive secretary of the National Association of Stu,
dent Financial Ald Administrators, discussed the financial aid officers role in
the awarding of work-study grants, and some of the problems raised by the
off-campus employment of CWS students. He pointed out that, while the
amount of funds for CWS has remained constant, the number of institutions
participating has grown, decreasing the average number of grants. Further,
the financial aid officers have neither the time nor the training to serve as
job developers for off-campus positions. In addition, there exists the huge tank
of matching the skills of work-study recipients, to the jobs available. Hementioned some of the technical details that made off-campus use of CWS
problematic for financial_ aid administrators. items such o. a differential
percentage paid by tlie hiring institution. higher transportation mists, differ-
ential salary scales. monitoring and evaluation of actual work done and
efficient and, educationally relevant placement. Tombaugh felt that. while the
educational enrichment obieetives of _using CWS off-campus were -certainly
positive the operational difficulties seemed to effectively counterbalance them.

Layton Olson, director of Protect Information Gap of the National Student
Educational Fund. pointed out that the Congress was interested in re-examin-
ing the whole financial aid package because many felt that the heavy reliance
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un loans had gotten out of baud. Par too many students, accorbing to some
observers, have. detac.4ed on their lumis. Furthermore, these is strong support
in the Congress and the country for the self-help ethic of a program such as
work-study. In addition, youth unemployment is being seen as,,a major prob-
lem, especially as the setcssion deepens. The varieties of student work pro-
grams are seen as federally funded incentives for training workers, not just
educating people. To many informed reviirces, co op aducatio.i is viewed a most
successful program because Congress spent approximately $1 million and
generated student solar of $120 million. Such a multiplier impresses cop-
gressmen with the atilt of the program. Olson felt that a similar multiplier
might be built into wor -study, though probably without the dramatic results.
Both Olson and Tombaugh stressed that the deepening recession nes wreaking
havoc with the traditional means of student support, both in terms of the
schools shifty to offset the increased educational costs of the students, and
the availability of jobs either on or off campus.

PLENARY SESSION' AND LUNCUEOti GROUPS

General comments were incited from the floor, and the four luncheon groups
were assigned issues with which to work .over lunch. There were:

(1) the educational need fur off-campts programs, it's relationship to fi-
nancial aid programs:

t2i incentives to institutions to provide off-campus programs, funding level
questions;

03) the location of the administration of the program, the role and func-
tion of the program staff:

14, the development of the work experience, both philosophically and in
terms of placements.

The entire conference then met and discussed the recommendations of the
group. Agreement was reached on the following points:

College work-study is primarily a financial aid program, with great
ttotential for learning and service benefit.

1.2i The learning and service benefits of CWS might easily be expanded.
t3, The legislation now being prepared dealing with federal aid to higher

education should include incentives which would make off-campus job place-
ment more attractive to the Institutions.

tit Such Incentives should take the operatlonal form of off-campus job
development and placement officers.

(5) To best accomplish air:, bath the authorization level and the appro-
priations level of the college work-study program should be increased.

Mr. O'lltRA. Our final witness this morning is Mr. Tidwell who is
legislative represenotive for the Consumer Bankers Association.

Mr. Tidwell, please take your place at the witness table.
Mr. TIDWELL. I would like to defer to Mr. James L. Smith, who

heads up our task force on student loans to present our testimony
today, if that *mild be all right with the chairman.

Mr. O'HARA. Perfectly agreeable.

STATEMENT OF JAMES L. SMITH, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, SECU-
RITY PACIFIC NATIONAT, BANK OF LOS ANCUTES ACCOMPANIED,
BY E. S. AMAZEEN, JR., VICE PRESIDENT, THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF BOSTON: Awry DREW V. TIDWELL, LEGISLATIVE REP-
RESENTATIVE FOR THE CONSUMER BANKERS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. &Ivry. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
James L. Smith, senior vice president of the Security Pacific Na-
tional Bank of Los Angeles. I am appearing here on behalf of the
Consumer Bankers Association with Mr. E. S. Amazeen, First
.'ATational Bank of Boston and chairman of the Consumer Bankers
Association Legislative Committee, and Mr. Drew V. Tidwell, legis-
lative representative for the association.

8 4th
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The association represents member banks who hold an approxi-
mately 75 percent of the federally insured student loans outstanding
in eommereial banks. Since the inception of the program there have
been numerous crises which have precipitated changes in the law andregulations.

During the past year, members of the association. have become con-cerned with the steadily increasing default' rate in this program andthe =men this has placed upon our banks. In an effort to better
identify the problems and perhaps suggest term solutions, ourassociation has recently sent to all of its members a questionnaire
requesting their views on' the various' proposed reforms as well, asattempting to learn from them some priority of apprdach to the mostsignificant problems. For the information of the committee, we haveattached a copy of this questionnaire. When the results have been
compiled, we will make them available, also.

ii- e would like to present at this time our preliminary recommenda-tions as to how the program could be improved. Our firsterecom-inendation is to encourage the use of the comprehensive insurancecertificate.
Our second recommendation is that the method of calculating andprocessing theinterest subsidy be revised..
Our third recommendation is that the lender be' granted moreetiitude in giving iorenearance in the ease of ,unavoidable repayment%iifiieulties.
Our fourth, that the authority given to regional offices for the.supervision of all student loan activities he reinforced.Our fifth recommendation is to phase out all educational institu-tions as approved lenders.
We would no,- like to discuss these recommendations in'detail. Theconcept of the comprehensive insurance 'certificate has been widelyrecommended but never adopted. Under the system, the Office ofEducation would i'sue the certificate to an eligible lender and thenthe lender could extend the loan without the specific approval of theFederal agency in each case. After the loan was extended the Office ofEducation could audit all the loans in order to assure that they arequalified.

The single most frequent complaint among lenders is the 'complexpperational procedure required by the present law and regulations.Ilany banks have. in fact, set up separate special units to processthese loans since they are so complex ail unique when compared toany other type of consumer lending. Essentially, the student loanprogram i'q a paperprocessing service, and we-believe that if certainreforms were instituted this paper work burden would be reducedwithout anv detrimental effect. Since the processing of now loam isroutine ant t approvals are automatic, much time would be saved. Aqitieker response to the student, the educational institution and thelendet would benefit all.
On second recommendation is relative to interest rates andsubsir ies.
In 'some of the recent amendments to the student loan program,emphasis has been placed upon granting special allowance or sub- 'sidies tcelow-income students Beesiise of this Government subsidy orspecial'allowance, lenders have found it more costly to make loans to
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those studente whose parents' income at the moment is less than
$15,000 a year because of the very special "needs tests" and billing
procedures involved. We feel that this is inherently discriminatory
and that in any future legislation no preference should be given to
one class of students over another.

Our third reconitnedation, that additional latitude be given the
lender as a result of the fact that the heavy burden of paying for a
student loan many times falls upon the borrower, at a time when he
can least afford to make payments. In out preeerd situation, many
graduates from colleges, as well as proprietary schools, are finding it
very difficult to find ciuploynient. For that reason, we believe.that the
grace period should be exteeded beyond I year, for those students
who cannot find employment. However, on the other hand, there are
some students who are anxious to begin reducing their obligations as
soon as possible.

We believe they should be allowed to begin paying off their loans
as soon as possible. Studies have shown that the sooner repayment
begins, the greater the likelihood that the loan will be completely
repaid. The longer the Ivan is deferred, the higher the possibility
that the student will incur other obligations which will make the
student loan repay more difficult. Consideration should be given
to allowing a satiable rapes ment tate, with lower payments during
the first year out of school. and increasing re_. thz, .student's income
increases over the years.

Also. we believe that there is no reason to continue the present 5
year minimum repaymeitt pet "Lod. If a stedeet "Le able to afford to pay
the loan off, we see no reason why he should be forced to keep to a
5 -year payment plan. In any tie of consumer lending we will gladly
..accommodate the borrowers who wish to pay early.

We have several suggestions. fen enforcing the present authority
given to the regional office.

First, a burden should be placed upon the Office of Education's
regional offices to ieepea the quality of education as well as the
financial eligibility , or the status of eligible schools and to certify
them to the lenders as being acceptable.

second, many lenders contract with private collettier. agenciei to
collect loans which hastebeen unrecoverable to thelenders. The days
of the hussy handed harassing debt collector are over. There are a
few unscrupulous collection agencies still existing. However, we are
confident that a professional debt collector could return to the
Goserrunent a substaet;a1 amount of money that is presently being
written off as lincolleetable. Furthermore, there is the considerable
advantage to this proposal an light of the fact that the present default
rate may not continue if students learn that effective action will be
taken against them. All lenders know that there is a certain psycho
logical impact upon the borrower when he knows that the lender will
attempt to use every means possible to collect his debit.

Those who borrow under the student loan program do not know
thie. They *feel that they can default and the Government will not
take action against them. The ...so of debt collectors would bring this
to a speedy halt.

Third. one of the most serious problems that lenders have with the
student luau program is the procedure for collecting claims when a

842
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loan defaults. In numerous instances lenders have informed us theclaims take several months to process and this _costs the banksthousands of dollars in lost income.
Therefore, we recommend that the defaulted loans be forwarded tothe regional office of the Office of Education for payment and thatpayment, be made immediately to the lender and at a later tittle theclaim lx, audited. Also. we recommend that the Office of Educationpay interest to the' lender on the loan until the date the claims arepaid. This will cut down on the.less of income which occurs when thelender is attempting to secure payment. .

Under present regulations all loans made before March #,1973, theGovernment Is liable to pay only the principal and none of the in-terest due. Therefore, we recommend that the law be amended torequire the Office of Education to pay interest due on allloans4which are federally insured.
Our final suggestion is that lending should b& restricted to qualifiedlending institttions only and that the Office of Education shouldencourage schools' to send their students directly to a bank or thelender, in order to obtain a student loan.
It must be strongly impressed upon the student that this is a loahof other people's money. and not a grant. MI indications are thatmany schools do not hale the expertise in the lending field to performthe credit function adequately. We feel very- strongly that experiencedlenders are in a much better position to measure repayment ability.We would now like to 'speritleidly discuss the two pieces of legisla-tion which are pending before this committee. We feel that both billsmake valid points and that a combination of the two would be in theinterest of all parties.
Turning first to the chairman's bill, we have the followingrecommendations:
Section 42,5 (b) of the net provid:, that the insurance coverage shallapply to 100 per cent um of the unpaid balance of the principalamount of the loan plus interest.
We have a question regarding thie description sitice it does notrefer to a specific point in time. Experience inicates that the normalprocessing time of q ikraidt chum rause. a ..initirant In -s of interestIncome and we sugg,st that the -pecified (late he indicated by adding"plus interest to date of china payment."
It is currently the col feet ion practive of the Office of Education toaccumulate interest due flora the claim date na defaulted loan.. Thechange suggested would dal i fy the authority to accrue interest.Section -1.37 (a 1(.2 ti IP) 131-OVide, that reparment :hall not beginearlier than 9 month, nor later than I year after the student ceases topursue a fult-time conr-- of study at en eligible institution ".While we eei'tainly tin not oppose the Mee, period enneept or its tiualapplication, there are oeeasions when its entiCloyment -erves no usefulpurpose. One -IA oceesitin is when the sttelmit heteewer, who is atthe time on repayment for exiting loans under this program, returnsto school and borrows again. T Seetion 4.771 a1 (2 ) I1O as quotedabove, he is entitled to another grace period 1-efore commencinz re-payment of the new loan. In our experience. -nth a grace period isunnecessary bemuse the student topic -ally does not have the readjust-ment stye:-s that the grave period cwt- desiereeil to alleviete.

In any ea ent. a forbearance under seetion 1:ifitc) could Is? requested

6 .1'.
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if such stresses were present. The association believes accordingly that
section 427(a) (2) (b) should be amended to state clearly.that there

* shall be one grace period per student as opposed to the construction
possible under the existing law of one grace period per loan.

Section 427(a) (2) (b) (ii) of The act provides that the "period of
the loan macs not exceed 15 years front the exeeation of the note." This
wording allows an interpretation that the repayment period may
extend from the -date of each, note evidencing an individual loan
advance. This confuses the consolidation note maturity. We would
suggest that the period of the consolidation or "pay out" loan be V)
years from the date of the original Federally Insured Student Loan
borrowing. This would also apply to section 428(x)'(1) (C) (ii).

Section 427(a) (2) (C) (1) provides that period payments of princi-
pal need not be made during the time "which the Lorrower is pursuing
a full-time course of study."

This provision would seem to eliminate those students who are at-
tending less than full time but more than part time. In addition, L1110
section is in conflict with section 428(a) (1) (D) which provides
coverage until such time as a student carries less than one-half the
normal full-time academic workload as determined by the institu-,-
tions. We suggest that ;`one-half academic workload" be eensistently
used.

Sect n 423A(b) (2) provides that the special allowance shall be 3
per.centum above the per cent uni which represents the average inter-
est earned by 90-clay Treasury bills for that quarter. Since the
Treasury *bill rate represents the shortest highest-quality credit in-
strument in the world, it will always be the lowest possible indicator
of the cost of credit. Its relatively rapid changes and direct, relation-
ship tosconomic changes make it a valuable indicatyr of the market
but not necessarily the measure of costs in a secondary program such
as student loans.

We suggest that if this indicator is used, the special allowance
should be set at 4 per centum over the average bill rate, Note the
attached analysis [exhibit 111 which indicates the inadeuate return a
3- percent premium over the Treasury bill rate would create. Stated
another way, the net increase in income versus the aL,tual rate now
permitted is 1 ery small and would not servo as * inducement to a
lender to participate in the program.

We would further suggest in this area, that the payment of the
special allowance be made within 30 days of the receipt of the lender's
billing.

'Section 429(c) provides a charge for insurance in an amount not to
exceed one-fourth of 1 percentum per year * * *. This level of insur-
ance premium is not consistent with -actual experience. It is our
suggestion that the premium be raised tout least 1 per centom.

With reference to exhibit No. II Ave would ask the chairmail per-
mission to make a couple of typographical corrections.

Mr. 011.triA. Without objection, permission is granted.
Mr. SMITII. Section 430(a) of the act pro% ides for the payment of

the-"amount of loss" sustained, by the insured lender upon "default"
by the student borrower. The term "amount of loss" is therein de-
fined as "an nthount equal to the unpaid balance of the .principal
amount and interest." The term "default" is defined in section 43()(e)
(2) and includes only such defaults as have existed for (A) 120 days

$4.450 o - 7$ S4 8 4,1;
a
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in the case of a loan which is repo able in monthly instalments * *.
In other words, if a student borrower fails to make a payment due

on January 1, *fault for purposes of being entitled to ipsurance
proceeds does not occur until-120 days have elapsed or April 30. The
amount of loss paid pursuant to the loan insurance is the unpaid
balance of the principal amount and interest, as of April 30.

The problem with this arrangement is that it usually requires an
additional 60 to 120 days after the date of default to receive actual
payment and there is no compensation Mr the interest Jost during the
interim.

The loss sustained by participating lenders is substantial in light of
the annual rate of default which has been projected to be as high as
20 percent in the future. In order to compensate lenders for the 2 to 4
months of lost interest per defaulted loan, it is suggested that section
430(a), as amended, be further amended of require the Commission
of Education to 'pay interest on the unpaid balance to the date of dis-
bursement of the insurance proceeds to the lender, as discussed also
in our comthents on section 425B.

Section 130(C) of the act permits forbearance for the benefit of
he student borrower, which may be agreed upon by the parties and

approved lei the Commission of Education. Such forbearances are
.!et:g-nefl to accommodate exigent situations that may arise, creating a
trmnprn-zu?. inability of the borrower. to :fleet the necde, of hio repay
ment schedule. When a forbearance is needed, it should be granted'
immediately. The problem is that the prior approval of the Commis-
sion is required and this usually consumes a minimum of 45 days
from the date of request by the lender. This is a cumbersome pro-
cedure that fails to fulfill the purpose of the forbearance provisions.

It is our proposal that section 430(c) be amended to permit the
, Commission to waive the prior approval requirement with respect to

those kink's which have in the Commission's judgment, consistently
manifested Prudent and effective collection practices. Such a waiver
ibuld be predicated on the existence of certain enumerated factual
situations. thus retaining the prior approval requirement as to any
other situation. In any event, section 430(c) as it stands, does not
provide this latitude and this amendment appears necessary.

Looking at the proposal of the Administration, we would like to
pass on the following ideas to the committee:

In regard to the defense of infancy, we support the proposal to not
allow defense of infancy in student loan situations. Clearly. allowing
this defense abuies the intent behind the common law principle of
protecting minors. We Inge that in any legislation that is passed, this
section on student loans be included.

llegaiding the recommendation for minimum payment for married
borrow trs, under the proposed changes student borrowers who happen
io marry each other would be granted a combined loan payment pro-
gram. If each student had incurred a maximum amount of loans and
the maximum repayment period were utilized, payments would be in
excess of $232 a month. If each student had dissimilar loan amounts,
the effort to combine the repayment in a single payment amount
would necessitate proportioning the payment to reduce each loan in
an appropriate amount. We are concerned as to the fate of the com-
bined loan if the students who marry are later divorced.

84
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Perhaps nn alteinatise 'solution would' be to offer a lower monthly
payment on each loan with an annual review to determine the neces-
sity- for the reduced paymetit amount. This is an alternative per-
missible at the present time with the approval of the regional director.

Regarding multiple, disbursements, the concept of multiple dis-
bursementS places the lender directly in a position of policing the
entire program. Multiple disbursements present a costly and time-
consuming approach from the standpoint of the lender, and conse-
quently we are opposed.

Requirement for schools to provide student data. We endorse the
requiretnent that, educational institutions be required to cooperate in
providing student addressfand enrollment information. I

As to proprietary schools as eligible lenders, the question of pro-
prietary school leaders is a very difficult proposal. We agree that the
majority of the proprietary sehouls that also act as eligible lenders
have credied many problems. However, to bar proprietary schools
without restricting all educational institutions laity be excessively dis-
criminatory. The high delinquency default ratios cited -.for pro-
prietary school students is nut limited to the portfolio- generated by
these schools. We believe that the delinquency ratio

generated
all pro-

prietary school students, regardlelis421 who the original lender was, is
equally. high. Con4ideration should be gi%en to barving.any kind of

cid' rangements or referral pogroms for proprietary schools, if
the are to be eliminated from the program.

The barring of all educational institutions would reinstate their
proper role as educators and let the lenders handle the making of
10i111S.

Collection mils ities . Any proposed regulations should identify the
responsibility of th Office of Education to develop more realistic and
effective collection practices than have been demonsted to date.
Our suggested use of private collection agencies may provide valu-
able assistance.

Student loan bankruptcies. The student loan bankruptcy issue may
be merely symptoniatic of the general permissiveness of this _pro-
gram. W ith ,more explicit instructions to students, better defined
eligibility requirements and stronger collection effort, perhaps we
could restoil enotigilLaiscipline in this program to a`yoid the question
of yrovitling the r.g (lows Hewitt with an achlitionat.priority.

Mr. Chairman. we have reviewed both pieces of legislation which
your committee is now considering. We strongly urge that these bills
I- combined into one package. Further, we hope that you will give
thoughtful consideration to the recommendations which we have
made in our statements.

Hopefully. the results from our survey will be available to you
before you mark up your bill. Let me assure you that the members of
our association and our staff look forward to working with you and
the other members of your committee in producing a viable student.
loan program.

Mr. O'flaaa. Thank you, very much, Mr. Smith. And without ob-
jection, the exhibits attached to your statement will be included at
the end of your statement with the changesthe typographical
changes that were mentioned earlier.

[Exhibits as follows:]

8.4 E.)
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EXHIBIT I

Pleat, -vmplets and return to
The Consumer Bankers Associatton
1%.5 k Street, N
W.Ahmgt.m, Cr C. Zo"...`Or

NAME OF BANK

CITY

QUESTIONNAIRE RELATIVE 10 THE
FEDERAL OVA RAE/ EED OR INSURED POST
SECONDARY STI..1)E-NT LOAN PROtRAM

Information fas of D...:ernbre 19741

Iota! Vadarres . .

Ltides . . .

Total Consort rr Crrrlit

Stootrnt Loans

..t.te;It Loan', t .

It ". Ar _stirred 4 woararsteed insured Student Lan Program, but do not
',rt.. if 11,)e ' 1 rIt No
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otter CottAntrA4 Stiident Loan*, Vt. No r
1! ArortAmt IA "A e.. are they through Federal progrAmo State programa

rrsz mot_ Ple4a. vitslAse.

Cs, s. au ,,siter cArr, ed,ACAtt,A1 pldn, Yes No

a, Fief. TAArne Y-IcprAlencl.

00 V -.42. thm* th? are p,eitie of flegaits, 111pn,t* of the Student Loan
P for [:nitro. and N for negative)

1.4

A. PAU,.
tThrrn.
Op. rat C,9+1
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RALAtt:m.
of Nr,A, Et,AstrAss

ft Coritrautl.)r, t ^J 0,AA11 Profit
t't Atli,.
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5. Do you thinx the following changes to existing programs will 'rake
the programs more viable? NO

YES NO DIFFERENCE

a. Elimination of schools as lenders
b. Removal of vocational schools as

eligible institutions
c. Requirement that parents sign and

become part of the loan agreement .

d. Requirement that schools immediately
notify lender upon transfer or term-
iriation of student

C. Lowering of the amount of borrowing
for each student

f. Elimination of Freshman as borrowers
g. Requirement that schools refund

directly to Bank upon termination of
"a student

h. Requirement that lenders disburse
.funds directly to the school

i. Requirement that lenders dilburse
funds to student payable to student
and school

j. equiremont $hat lenders make dis-
bursements in multiple instalments.
in amounts to cover only 1 academic
,ricd at a time

6. Please make any comments negative or positive that you feel would
(help us to evaluate the present student loan VitOgral.

If you presantly are offering Guaranteed Student LOWr. do you sAan

to continue?
YES NO (if NO - WHY ?)

8. Do yauothink that State Administration of the Guarantee Loan
program would be a benefit?

To Wham:

Why:

NOAYES '
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9. History of Default Experience

Claims Entered ."

A. Number Dollar Amount C. Have you eveC had a claim
.denied:

1972

1973

1974

B. Guarantor:

YES NO

If yes give Number and
Dollar Amount

Dollar Amount

10. no you think that the Guaranteed Student Loan program meets its
objectives?

YES NO

Explain:

11. Average time for guarantor to pay claim?

12.. Would you favor more direct grants to students instead of
loans?

YTS NO

&3. Do you feel that many of the p oblems with the present program
would be eliminated if the ad inistratora of the program was
decentralized to the Regional Office?

YES, NO

14. How many claims have you filed because of student bankruptcy-for
the following years?

Number Percentage of all Claims
1972
1973
1974

15. Would you favor a reduced repayment plan for students who marry
and both have loans outstanding?

_YES

.1

8 4 )
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it. Have you ever measured the profitability of the student loan
program?

YES NO

If so please provide the results:

11. Instead of the present interest subsidy, would you favor a flat

service feel_
N4 YES NO BOTH

lb. a. What is the, approximate number of students turned
down by yOux bank for student loans?

---Approximate Number

t.. What percent is this of all student loan applicants?

PERCENTAGE

Are any of the following, the reason why you turn down
applicants:

1. Lack of fllds? Yes No
2. No previous ion and deposit relationship? Yes No
3. Lack of creditworthiness? Yes No
4,_ Did not Oalify for peogram?, Yps 'No
5. Parents Oid not have a relationship with the -.-

bank? Yes No . .-----

6. You do not make loans to freshmen: Yes _No
7. Other (explain):

t/. Pre.04 ye..; exi.z:lence does the college financial aid officer screen

out inetgible

YES NO

85t)
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Please pv_wide the following inform- .w) regarding your student
loin delinquenciesr

, a. Percentage delinquencies by numbers? Numbers
b. Average number of losses per year? Per Year
C. Average net lots? Net Loss"-

al.- Wo'ald'yu favor the Office of Education contracting with a pri-
vate collection agency to collect defaulted student loans?

YTZ

Il Prom you experience please list below what yo,consider the
rrivary reason for moist student loan delinquencies:

t-
OA
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Covered

1167

3rd qtr.

4th qtr.

1170

1st qtr,

2nd qtr.

3rd qtr.

4th qtr.

1171

1st qtr.
2nd qtr.

3rd qtr

4th qtr.

1972

1st qtr.

2nd qtr.
3rd qtr.

4th qtr.

1173

1st qtr.

2nd qtr.
3rd qtr.
4th qtr.

1774
lft qtr
2nd qtr
3rd qtr.

4th qtr.
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Mr. SMITIL If you have any questions, I would be happy to re-
spond.

Mr. O'H.iit. Mr. Smith, there hr's been a great deal of discussion
before the committee about the unwillingness of bankers to make
student loans and particularly to make student loans to young people
who are not members of the, families of bank customers and in par-
ticular, to low income or minority students.

My own feeling has been that if we straighten the loan program
out and made it more attractive to commercial lenders that they
would fully meet the need for loans on the part of students, regard-
less of their past history in terms of whether or not their families are
customers at the bank or whether they conic from low income or
minority groups.

I would like you to comment on that whole roue that has been dis-
cussed before the committee.

Mr. Small.. All right, sir. I think there have been n.anv :banks who
have established restrictions in the past that NO longer hxve them.
There are banks that still have them. Theres are banks Whi:Aave
been invited repeatedly to join the program and do not, Altde, there
are banks that have been in the program and have discontinued their
participation and essentially, I think, the qualifications that have been
imposed, those banks have eliminated themselves from the ,,program
have done that in an effort to control the amount of expense they
have in participating.

I think the problems that you cite are reasons that they do`riot do it
and to the degree that we could resolve some of those problems, if we
clean up the operational aspect of it. We would then get hanks to
eliminate those previsions and participate. The bank has an internal
competition for the available funds, and so when its management
looks at this investment opportiinitY and it recognizes that there is a
need a d a social requirement, to do it. But, when it looks.at all of rt
other i vestment opportunities, it simply says that that student loan
progra does not compete well. and therefore we are going to make
-what we letermme to be"a significant contribution in trying to help
everyonel our service area.

Then they look at it, as any businessman me=t. 'ince this is the
situation, how can we improve or how can we help miore that that
student borrower will become a future bank cu,tonier. After all. there
is an underlying philosophy hive that the better rob we do in *Await-
ing people, the better citizens they are. obviously they will bi=ome
better bank customers aA well. So. we look to how we can retain those
students as future bank customers.

And, that leads to some special kinds of identification.
Essentially, I think it is a matter of competition. The availability

of funds and the decision that enough is enough.
Mr. O'HARA. Well. I think you have given a very good analysis of

the probl- knight be that the demand for loan, would s(
1., at that :t on have the programif you mat it more at
tractive, it would still for some bank?, at least, they would e.atit to
place some sort of limit on the amount of their total business.

Mr. SMITH. There is no question that there would be some kind of
a limit imposed by everybody. But, I am confident that if it were
operationally more attractive that more banks would participate. So,
that even though each bank had 'a limit the merall partwipation,
availability of funds,mould b© greatly increased.
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Mr. O'HARA.1 agree that it would and I am toldthe Direct State
Lenders, yesterday, when they testifiedI am concerned about the
idea of the institution itself 'which sets the price of an education also
being in the business of making loans to help meet the price because,
in effect, they are sort of making loansthey are saying to the stu-
dent, hero, just sign this piece of paper and we will get our money
out of that and then you can pay it off later.

Mr. Smrrm. I agree with that. I have come to believe from eveij.
thing ,that has, been told me, and from. what I observed in our own
.tanks in% olvement and our operation of that program that there are
.iinply other incentives to the educational institution to process the
funds, than just getting the student accommodated.

It might be too cynical to suggest, but I think that since the finan-
ial aids officers gets his salary from the tuition of the school that he

has an interest in increasing the enrollment of the schocil.
&max. First of all, may I say that if I were a stockholder of

the Security Pacific National Bank I would applaud your testimony.
As I summarize it, you want higher interest, faster payments,

greater allowance for insurance; and greater security for the loans.
That sounds like a pretty good program.

Mr. SMITH. Thank vou, sir. I will give your name to my board
ehairmim and your address.

Mr. Simox. There is this practical problem, there is no question
about it, that I have just gone through. A student in my area, his
parentsthey don't even bankhad to try to get a loan for him and
m a small community it is a difficult thing.

I tend, at this point, to think that the university, as you have sug-
gested, should net be making loans. What is your experience on the
experience of your association with the State associations, like Minne-
sota and some of the other States, where they are active in the field?

Mr. Smrru. I think that the experience is that the closer the super-
visionl the better it is. The approach to the Government prograni that
came in was such that most of the State programs were disbanded
because of the general nature of the way it was presented. Here is a
super program.

So, I Milk that generally the experience was good, but you have to
remember it was early in the game.

Mr. Onta.%. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Simax:tes.
Mr. OILvilt. I think we have to distinguish between the State

fummntee agency, which I believe the witness is talking about, such as
in the rentleman s own State and a number of other'States, which do
I think exert a little more or a little closer and a little more super-
vision of these programs, and the State direct lending agencies, which
is another kind of a beast. The best known one, being Wisconsin,
which has been in business now for, over 40 years.

Weereas, I understand the procedure from the witness we had the
other day, the State acquires funds and then the student applied at his
institution direct to the State agency for a loin. The State agency
sends the check back to the school and then they disburse it to the
student.

r.
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Mr. SMITH. Yes. I was asweting the question as I understpod it to
mean the State ,ettaraitiee administiatitt plan rather than the State
lending plan. We are ,cont ince,' that any time the lender is inyolved
with his own funds he does a bettet job, and I ant sure to that degree
any State student loan program where they are funding their own
program making tht li OAII it/alt s would hate better delinquency rate.

5fr. Stmox. You make the suggestion that has been made here be-
fore about debt collector,. You know, there is something to betsaid
for that. Does it bother you at all that we massively get the Federal
Goterruant and State goternMents involved with having debt,
collector s I

Mr. S3111/1. It doesn't bother me bectiae the alternative as I see it
happening now rg :Ina the students are de teloping more and more the
comer, that they don't have to pay it back because they have never
known anybody that paid the loan back. .

We have examples. Just in the last 3 weeks where a student now has
found an opportm,ity to need t redit, the applkation processing and
the t re it repot t wa,s obtained and it indicated that in January 1972,
tiot he had defaulted on student loans paid by the Government.

Sow, in out credit' bureau that is reported as allefaulled loan paid
liy guarantor, width is a tharge-off, in other words. And, so his credit
was denied and he tame back to me, as being in charge of our pro-
gram, be. ans. he wanted me to understand that he was very young
steel lie didn't understand the consequences and ho didn't think it was
going to mean anything. Therefore, I should take it off the record.

So. I intestigateinhe matter with the regional office who had been)prm easing the claim for almost 3 yeam or better, and the amou tit of
tar. t ion effort that they had even atten4,ted Was nothing. The thad
folkiaell tin student for a fey nionth4. Sent some mail to Fail, Colo-
rado to try to locate him up there and that was the extent of it.

The threat of the unknown, so to speak, has to be there or the
student is not going to.po. I suspect that every customer would not
par if they didn't think they had to.

Mr, Sumo?... Your suggestion Apra early payment, I think that
makes some serve even if it is a very minim-Ed payment. ,

Mr. We think two thin; first of all, there is no reason to,t . -SMITH things;
have a ntinimunt :' year paymentif he ran pay $500 a month, fine.
The lulu r thing is, a student that is just-getting started, let him pay
his 5+10, :4;,;(1, or l34441 month, and next year rare that as his income
goes up. and we 1.-.aild have an annual review after repayment has
'- toned.

Mr, SIMN. nip- is really what I meant, that you initiate that pay-
ment as -oon a, pos-ilde and make it a low amount at the start.

Mr. SMITH. rertainlv . with a college education, and possible em-
irio..v4ient let el. after It) tear`,. beetin pay more than $30 a month.

Sfr,'Sinox. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, O'HARA. Thank you.
'What ton have when you don't have predictable and vigorous col-

lection effort', is vim hate sort of a self-selecting grant prof raMa
Iflail VrOgittill Ulildi 1, ti loan program for the conscientious borrower
and a grant (imam, for the less conscientious -is that right?

Mr. SMITH. Yes. The student that came to me was represented by
an interested panty vih., suggested to me that we should folltrwthrough
on his trrelche. ease if the Government can give grain to Russia at a
bk-,:i. vulrly can't the A lidera get his bad credit record straightened out ?
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I &In% follow that. Maras of them liate the idea that becaiii_,:e some-
body can run faster than they can and therefore the altlalai assoeia-
tion glves bum a grant, that the Got eminent -41ouhl give grants that
are-appropriate.

Mr. OThux. Well. my kering %vorks exactly the other, way: That
if anybody ought to get a giant, it ought to be, the conscientious. and
if anybody ought to have to repay it, it ought, to be those who aren't
conscientious.

Mr. Sawn, You ran think fa-ger-longer than you can rim faster.
Indeed. And, I do think that something has to be done

about the collection problem. I am very cheered to note, however, that
the collection agencies hale IA-come more humane since the days when
I was practicing law. Back in those, days, they were pretty vigorous.

Mr. SMITH. There i- no doubt that you will Thal instances even
today where then- are some extremely rigon7us collection activities.
For the most part. then recognize, both the legal limitations and the
practical limitations of their efforts.

Mr. 0.11mix Vi;e11, your statement has been extremely helpful and I
assure you, 1:v.:ae going to st nth' it before we take up the bill.

I gather that yarn don't think that students, as a class, are less mil:
able borrower4, that you surpc most of your borrowers would fail to
repay if they didn't think they had to.

Nfr:Surrit. I think that is true.
Mr. O'HARA. So, it the moon! of the prograin that creates the

higher defaults,
Mr: SMITU. That t, right, If yrili put this collection effort to work

right away, time is the e-,enee of collection. On the other
hand. if the Government ,mutate,, the program, it iIIhe a long time
developing tatpprtrt, and the eApyrti-c necess,ary to get thec job done,
uml if will be there permanently. If we are correct and a vigorous
collection effort does improve the firogram, yetinee the default rate
and the ih'filityietiry, thet you siort,t hire the -ollection agency any-
more. They are through and they haTe done their jobs so that you
don't I1111(1 in ilernalwiit expense.

(Mots. Tbrinyou, via- much, for appearing before ns today.

STATEMENT OF HON. PANE THOMPSON, JR . A REPRESENTATIVE

IN CONGRESS FROM TEE STATII, OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. Titoitus,,, of Nev. Jer-ey,11r. Chairman, I am pleased to pre-
sent for thy: hcariroz record or MTh 3471. materials which were de=
veloped 11,t ray suggeg ion otli.e of finer', ial aid of Rutgers, the
State univermity Je.rsf. I am that the uairity will

sv,stlahlt, to our .1iliecirraiiittee 84 additional in forma 'on whkeh
may be deeturd or-e f ill and appropriate to a consideration of H.R. 3471
0.0,1 to make a% Alhilhle far 'es -Imo' the appropriate offieials who were
ti.,pon..,414 for t compilition of this report. The report reads as
fallow:

iMP %cc or- ill.? :371 Pri,eo-,IN 8$.:14.11 DINTS AT TIIF STATE
I s IV F.V,x, ry 4 ir N Eyw I

A quiet; overview of Mr O'Hara', intro-duet ion of this bill leads to
,teong ,70-gstithV for hi', PCIA DAttince on large loans and

attempt for 1.;i-p --tinhot, from too heavy it debt harden, extra
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emphasis on student employment, grant funds to the neediest students
to guaranteeaccess to postsecondary educational opportunity, some
recognition of acadeptic potential in ,electing fund recipients, encour-agement for other and additional student aid funding from the State
gpvernments, support of the flexibility and variety of student finan-
cial aid soinclividual student needs can be retognized and met, and atthe same time more understandable and achninistnktable programs.Rutgers University needy tudents would be hurt by the currentbill. In fact, the bill has tIlif potential to reduce both access to post-
secondary education and Available _Eluding lor_currentlyemplled,

*.students, -;giddre:income famili i, already hard pressed, will once
more exgerience an increasingly familiar occurrence: Reduction inso, ial bir5fits for which they provide the share of resources.The laudable philosophy prophsed will be countermanded at everyturn by needy students disenfranchised of loans and grants; compet-hit for available jobs inadequately supplied.

A. It is proposed to eliminate new Federal funding of the national
_ direct student loan migrant. Use of the currently existing revolvingfund is permitted.

4,
TARE 1 MI LOANS AT NUTG11 UNIVERSITY

1 1973-74 1)74-75 105-76ado! tuns venNitad tout) rta,too taw

Malabar of rodent bottettys.'--,.
- - fnMarto loan

Total Woad......... ........... 1.957. -64

4,G03 4; 59,3
6)3 635

2.1Y', O01 2,1115.730

If the only funds available were to be collections on the revolving
funds already in hand, Table I would look something like this:

TABLE IL---NYTOTNETICAL 0413.'11 LOANS Mai INA ILAOLE COLLECTION3, ONLY

1973-14 1574-75 1975-76

Nuelbar of borrowers
516+ 665+ 766+Amy:stun.

6i5Total foiled
712.41) CIO. rr:o co, ex

Rao TM "4- -401001Nont4f M Nsfizaws .Ne-"arta a P3.1=4 r. a tz bect.ta Ns ::4r.sd is a 1,ven andso §1 Os rants tovi,IxAh talkpN iry rho Urger"

Rutgers University was able to provide_ ,is;$istatim to needy tudents
beenu_,e of new Federal fonds each yetkr in the Kim% lug numb, :

HLNUM6131 NZI EriPXNERS

194-74 1374-13 1375-1b

Total bormrearl. Lei a. OD 4.595
NyConthst,31 tegtvosts...s:tocuvi

516 666 71:11SNIdeirts owhei f.ods *IN sa,"0.1E, 2 SO 3,734 3,190

Multiply ins the hypotlicticIlls student b' their aver-age loan tiguro, Rutgerz, 12:m%er,:ity V.cluld need the following addl.
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tional funds from some other sour.e just to help the students already'
being helped:

TABLE IV.NEEDED FUNDS FROM NONNDSL SOURCES

7-7
1973-74 1214 15 1975-76

Number of unals.sted needy students 2,513 3,334 3, po
Merge lean 565 GO3 b95
Needed tunas 665,73$ Z. 00.400 Z 410,1W

The question, of course, is where these moneys will k found.
Compounding the funding problem Rutgers Universit% faces an

additional and sery sious problem of really needy stucicnts being
outside the above figures.

With more than half of Riggr:, entering freshmen financial
applicants already processed [3,200 out .of an expected 1,500] it A"cti,
cle that Rutgers will not be able to offer an NDSL loan to any
sti ent with less than $1,100 calculated financial need aftet taking
in o consideration all student's Tysources including parents contribi
ti r and student a.ssets and summer earnings. There is not enough
mo , following the principle of helping the neediest first, to assist
more han a few middle income students [family income ranging
from $12,000 to $20,000] with this money now, and the parents con
tribution referred to in this paragraph was ealetilated on the Office
of ,Education Federal curve, not the more liberal CSS or ACT cures
which would_produce substantially more need.

how will this need and this currently existing financial support lie
met by the F.. 3471 proposalst

B. Certainly not by grant funds. The bill proposes to limit the
bask grant to either $600 per neediest student or the naximum grant
for 1975-76 ['which figure is not public knowledge at this writing].

Rutgers University projects that it will have about 1,750 BEOG
recipients in 1974-75, with an average grant of about $750 per student
recipient on the $1,050 maximum grant scale, for a total funding of
about $1,312,500. The incInsion of a third class of students next year
leads to the optimistic projection that Rutgers might have 3,001) r.
cipients next year at an average of $700 per recipient for a total of
$2,100,000 in funding.

Before the conclusion- is reached that this additional foliug can
help,the NDSL shortage, it` mil:4 be noted that the pron.., tctl BEOG
awards are already built into the financial aid award system at Rut
gers which generated the NDSL distribution destribed aBove. The
new BEOG funds at Rittgerh will roe lung. tom whale -fie* group of
students not presiou4 Thi:refore. the, need for additional
NDSL funds'now, as well as the problem of Svhert to replace NDSL
lost funding if the prograin,i's terminated remains unaffected by the

'growth of the basic grant program.
Of Course, the addition of part time tildents to the eligible pool of

student recipients of BEOG s will ad.1 an aihTtional burden on the
funds available. For the most part, these students are not now re-
cipients of NDSL's because inadequate funding lies kept this group of
needy students from significant participation, Nos, with 13E00
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support, Mote needy part-time students will be seekineadditional
help to finance their educational costs and this will add eligible re-
cipients to the NDSL candidate group.

C. Meanwhile, further fund withdrawal is proposed by H.R. 71.
Rutgers has maintained an active and vital SEOG program is
now faces almost complete annihilation. Reducing the funds available
and restricting the new. SEOG awards to the academically talented
will have the effect of shifting what small number of awards do exist
to a completely different population of students.

New Jeriey has developed a strong State-program of direct aid to
needy students called the educational opportunity fund grants. H.R.
3471 would bring about: exactly what Mr. O'Hara wishes to avoid i A
large loan commitment held by an academically weak but potentially
successful students. Because by definition and program eligibility
these students are also among the neediest, they often receive approxi-
mately 40 pereent of Rutgers available initial year SEOG and some-
limes more than a majority of the awards.

H.R, 3471 proposes instead to seek out the academically superior
student who also is BEOG eligible, and bestow upon a relative few
the only available funding.

Has any investigation provided solid evidence that: (1) The kinds
of students sought are really in this economic group ;

(2) there are really sound reasons for assisting just this particular
group of academically superior students;

(3) academic potential can be readily identified for all vocational
choices and student backgrounds; and

(4) The Federal Government _should involve itself dirktly or in-
directly in the establishment of standards for measuring academic
Potential and/or achievement.

Although extensive research is not at hand, some existing evidence
suggests quite strongly that the economical v eprived students tend
to score less well on standardized tests and 'if is possibly to project
that the strongest academic performances will not be round in the
basic grant population for this reason.

Meanwhile, the student with solid academk credentials who 4.mes
from very poor or modest circumstances is in real trouble. A broader

'look at Rutgers SEOG program is warranted.

TABLE V.SEOG'PROORAM AT RUTGERS UNIVERMY

1973-74 1974-75 675-711

Student recipients 2,969 2,993 , 2 fil9 . 'Average award 429 430 . 561 rTots' funds
1,273, 701 1, 263. 533 1, 463. SO,

Several observations should be made. If there will be approximately
40,000 SEOG's nationally, and these awards will be directly linked
to Basic Grant recipients, it is clear that Rutgers needy student re-
cipients of SEOCtwill have to seek funds elsewhere.

Estimating apf)roXimatelv one million Basic Grant recipients na-
tionwide next year, 40,000 ,..E0G's would permit ut one in every
twenty-five Basic Grant recipients, to receive an.SE G. Permitting
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Rutgers Univerz-4ty to. astunie that it attracts quite a large namber of
academically talented students and that one dollar of .131iSid Grant
eligibility would eu.uktitute eligibility for SEOG, Rutgers mightopto-
mi4tiptIlv project a 1 in 15 ratio-. '

inceRutgers expectsabuut 3000 Basic Grant recipients next year,
this would prov:ide 200'SEOG's for Rutgers needy students.

Just what -would become of the other 2409 very needy. SEOG re-
....):ipients above, who still are enrolled in Rutgers University and still

need $1,356,267 in financial assistance. These people Must ; tipete
with the 3,890 people looking for'$2,470,150 from_thesiefunet, ' DSL
Program. IA -cases quite a numbetwhere.they are the aaatw person
in both programs, the need would be for $635 plus $563equals$1,-1118'
new funds to be added to already existing resources. '

And, H.R. 3471 has just. reduced the available loan limit to this
same student under the Guaranteed. Loan Programts Freshman* at
Rutgers maid not borrow that amount. H.R. 3471limits him to; $1,000.

In addition, shortages of funds this year at Rutgers made it neces-
sary for the University to meet only 72% of calculated.financiaAneed
for atra led students. Thus,. the typical student above had arready.,
been fore d beyond his parents and his own assets and summer say--
ings to ge orate 38% of the balance.

,To expect this student to somehow come up with $1,198 more is
totally unreasonable! .

Hal ing limited loans severely. and critically reduced grant funds,
---E.E. 3471 counts too heavily on student employment.

DitRutgers University has an active College Work -Study Program.

TA8LE VI.CWSP AT RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
actual estimated ' estimated,.

No+bei el stgdests
Amigo easmett
Total eatil;nis , ..

....
1,

2,043
541 .

105, 855 '

2,320
600 '

1;392,371

2,486
600

1,491, 731

Rutgers will o verspend its original CIVSP allocation this year. As
of March 1, 1975, students had earned $1,125,000 of an award of
$14:0,371; leaving-only $142,371 to be earned in four months includ-
ing Jimapart off the summer job period. Supplemental fiends were
found in the amout of $125,000 but oven this may not be enough and
Rutgers has very strongly encouraged Congress to permit the trans-
fer of unused CWSP funds this year so badly needed additional earn-
ings can be offered students already -working.

The question is how this program'eould absorb the additional re-
quirement for $3,826,417 in net student aid (remembering that with-
holding for Income Tax and Social Security must be deducted as
must reasonable expenses incurred in a work 'situation, thus raising
the teal earnings some 20% mores/ when it' is strSining its funding
limitsnow at, less than half that figure.

Meanwhile student need is increasi-eg at an astounding mate. Tui-
tion rates will undoubtedly rise. Tile New Jersey Legislature has
already considered this year it"$300 tuition increase for every student.
The cost. of food has skyrocketed; gasoline for commuting students

114-4:412451----45
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his parents' option to borrow a part of their rquiteit $1.602
found it difficult to provide the cash When it was needol:

The SEOG is simply gone. Dub ling his workload is pin. am-rable
and may well lead to less than satisfactor3 perfoninane of both jolw
and school work. Our student above ifi scheduled td work enough
hours to save $600. Typically this would be:

Per hour wage rate
Hours per week worked

Cross earnings per week ok

Total gross earnimrs quo ur
Various tmes withheld ,,-ttl CI IN 6,

Total 74ee.

Expenses Telated to Rork, that is, transportation, el.J0M.g, fo. d, tr 1.10 eltl

Net savings available 61141, n u$

If it becomes necessary to double the weekly wotkload to no hours,
as indeed it is, the student is now employed apprbx.iniately ot a
standard 3:5 hour work week. It seems unreasonable that currently
enrolled full-time students would be required #3-, maintain study and
% full =time emplo3,14ent. This is not. a healthy goal for our Univer-
sity's educational pfirticipants. .

The problem is engirt more accute for the truly poor fitii letit. The
example of an incoming freshman will show this, with the same
budget, but nq,parents'_contribution :

Budget 9, 'TO
Summer saving4

Need 2, 0n
Basic grant tr'm
National direct student loan sm
College work -shop program am
Supplemental edt.eational opportunity grants 4:0

Unmet need 0

Weeks available for term-tie wofk

Losing $1,2:i0 from NDSL and SEOG, and with no credit or
banking experience, this student is in desperate financial need. Di
nied a loan by a .tank the student faces certain disaster in trying
to triple his earnings7Yet that is the only opportunity" open to the
needy student. and this of problem crosses finamial aid officer,.
desks every day.

3471 is hardest on the lower-middle and middle-income
families, how es'er. As long as financial aid officers concientionsiy at
tempt to aid the neediest, students first, as Rutgers has trinheiOnally
done, the limited funds will just shift. further toward the, lolz income.
student. Awarding NDSL loans to needy, but not full needstudents,
AIM not be possible in large numbers. Supplemental educational op
portnnity grants which is, tnean to make the financial Jiff. mite
for many student--, who coulei put together part of their ded
funds -but not all w ell, be gone; to be enjoyed only by a few of
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those students identified by the restrictive targeting, of the basic
grant distrib icia system. The guaranteed loan- program is re-
stricted so that teiddle-iiipme students cannot borrow the sums they
need.

ta,t, but hot east, the need test is removed from the job program
so all 44,000 Rutgers student's can compete with the 2,486 who, cur-
rently are going to be employed, plus tl e extra demand of needy
students for four times a3i much money a utgers now has.'

The desire to inttease employment options _or students is strongly
supported. The problem is available funds and available jobs. If
H.R. 3171 is passed into law in its current' form, Rutgers will need
at least four times as much CWSP funding its it now has before it
cart begin to contemplate the comparative luxury of providing jobs
for students who simply want towork.

The problem of providing adequate administrative expense allow-
ance to the supervising institutions is also critical to any enharice-
ment of the CWSP, without mention of a real need for strong, ad-
ministrative support to the curtant programs. ,

The jvb programs are by far the most expensive' to administer.
Weekly- and biweekly payroll supervision 'is required. Job place-

.meat is a lengthy and time-consuming task. Billing olf-campus agen-
cies for their shale of the payroll is -almost a fall -time position at
Rutgers. Careful supervision of the job performance of student
employees is a critical part of the program but very necessary, par-
ticularly when the CWSP job is the first real not. experience the
student has had. And, of course. the various reports, applicalions, _

rules, and regulations, compliance supervision requires, tremendous
amounts of professional staff time. ,,,

,

At Rutgers, the student financial aid pFog-rams are large enough
to eclipse the $12,000 administrative expeAse limit and the ex-
perience of the'imisersity is that the costs of administering the pro;
arnt., exceed the $125,000 by a substantial margin. Rutgers is de-
1 elopitiz the truly centralized control of all financial aid funetiorks
in a central office as the various schools ve Pell make up the univer-
sity are now rstoking together with many coinfnon procedures.
AVIiieli -itch administtatise sophistication is necessary to effectiv,.,
ds,tributiun c,f fund:, computer time, and programing are expensive,
.-iiellii it -tail' cost , none~ to hire and to retain. on-the-job training and.

,profe-sional dcvelopment of compete nt financial aid officers is very
.,0,41,, No final figures are yet as al ible which would permit Rutgers
to cost out Oldie idual program den ands on the total budget. Even
the total budget is still to be con bined and evaluated, from the
niairetcitanie of -hole nt counselors td help students complete a basic
grdnt applitation to the payroll departine tit'.s biweekly cost of run-
ning CWSP clic, ks to the envelopes required to send out requests .

of atnpral financial information.
., iconically. one of the principal reasons thi§ data is not available

.
iconic :illy.

s-c,t N that the staff time to get it cannot be afforded.
i : R. 3471 rkpresents a creative and thought-provokihg MSS f',$S-

bit hi ,,f a complicated and very. idealistic set of programs. Rutgers
rteet. i ty endorses strongly the attempt to maintain and expand

. foee-c,. educational opportunities for every United States citizen
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nho can beneftt tleuiefioni. Unfortunately, the present bill may en-
courage_ 41.1,4 the oppo,ite result. By unbalancing the grants and
loans av a dal& 'to t I, it -tit and di ;proportionately emphasizing ern-a
ph:A:411(o Without alluate linankial support, the aided* could be
tenizthewrig: the tiros, ,t11,14,nts remain in postsecondary education,
inei-eas,Log the corop..titist. pik.,,iire fur an academic achievement not
v1'4 riAlY rislati,1 to ,,,Iitre,ft41, lit ing, constraining access to economic

reollirce-, so that tla children and adults. from middle-income fami-
In's find it.harder to meet,the economic tittnands of their educational

Mr.. CrIT.An't. tOtt ;J,/beriiiiniittee will now stand in adjournment
until tOurorrou lig at .34 a.m., in room 2175 of the Rayburn
Building.

[iVberetlpoo, -obconunittee adjourned at 11:30 a.m.]
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THE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ACT OF 1975'

.4, PRIDAY ,APRIL 1, 1975c

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOM-MMCEE ON POSTSAiONDARfEDUCATION

. OF TIME EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

- Wagington, D.C.

, The subcommittee met at 9 :30 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room
2175, Rayburn Building, Hon. James G. O'Hara, chairman of the.
Subcommittee, presiding. .

Members present Representatives O'Hara Quie; Mrs. Smith..

Mr. OHARA. The subcommittee will come to order. Today the sub-
committee is conducting the last of its scheduled hearings on II:R.
3471, H.R. 4376, and related Proposals to amend title IV of the
Higher Education Act, which is the, title dealing with. student fi-.

Tancial assistance.- .,

Before I begin the hearings I would like to try to summarize my
own reactions to the month of hearings we have had this year on
,these bills.At the outset of these hearings on March 12 I said i

are
t

There are differences of opinion about the provisions of of )3.R. $71. I
1 .

would be-amazed if there were not differences of opinion about any'bill brought
before us to assist in the postsecondary education of our people. Thai is a
vitally, important subject and it deserves strongly held and divergent opnions.
These hearings are belng held to elicit those differences of opinidn and to test
the conelusionseach of us has reached, or they are a total waste of Hine. So,
the prospect that there will be differences of opinion between the subcommittee

*-- and the witnesses or among the witnesses themselves or among the inenibers of
the 'subcommittee seems to me to be a healthy sign. f

/ Well, after the month of hearings, I must observe that I live not
been amazed. The amount of health which has been attested by
the divergence of opinion has been very encouraging. I don't 'think
there has been a witness before us who has approved of ev ry pro-
vision of H.R. 3471, nor' for that matter linve'there been s ny wit-
pesses ,who have disapproved of every prkision of H.R. 471.`

I announced on the House floor March 18, that events had over-
titken my own estimate of what would be needed to properlyifund the
work-study .program, and that I intended to offer an amendment in
markup" to increasemy own proposals in that area.

Let me underscore what I think is already obvious. The; hearings'
iffid-the hard thinking they have elicited will result in a letter bill'
than any of those that have been introduced to" date. While my ,1
faith in my own infallibility remains about where it was, ,in'y faith

thosethe
ability of the legislative process brino. us all to leVgls above

wwthose at which we started remains undimmed.
(861) 1\
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We will continue to wdrk together. to develop a bill, a bill that
will be better than H.R. 3V1,,better than the amendment any one
of us maybe preparing, a bill that will serve the interests of students
and their families first. and foremost.

Todafs-Nitrifsse,s will pa tes4ifng, pn.t, e so-called TRIO pro-
grams, tptibse pr6grtirds antheriie&Ancrei Q.7B
of the act. The bill proposes only one serious change in the existing
language---and that is the inclusion Tr as a target group
under these programs of special services to., students.
I sense that this is an. inadequate treatment of these programs, and
I have invited Miss pot. Routh, who was dtaff director of the task
force on the clieadyantaged and postsecondary 'education, to talk to
us about what dire bolts the special, services. programs might take
in theeart jiist.aheakl so as to best meet the needs of students who
do come, to the, colleges with xeal. ?4cluctitioRal.A.sacWantnes',,

Us. Routivappears with some tropidatio,n,tud,q.-Y.))qcP410,,althoug4,:.,
she was not a Government employee at the time the, task OrCe,
port wasleing developed. she. did feel ,seme. to tai ..about
it befoie it had been released for .p.ublic,discussion by the Offir of
.tdueition. t .

I 'mil happy to say that the reason for that,qpiteprope
on the witness's part, has been removed with, the,,pooperation of the
Commissioner. I had occasion the other day to differ rather sluirply
with the Conunissioner on ,educational policy, .and I doia {tract
word of that triticism.,But,like his predecessor, Commissioner Bell
has gone out of his -stay,to cooperate .procedurally with the sub-
committee.

When we heard-that Ms. Routh could 'testily; a request to the
Office of Education, resulted. almost instantly, in the delivery" of the
text of the frisk Tette repOrt.

That report does not have the approval of OE, and the review
process in that office has not yet been completed, ,So I have to say
that it does not necessarilj, reresent the opiiuon of the Commissioner
or of the Department. But the 'Commissioner has released it, mins
wrin words,'s that "our discussions with regard to special services
programs can continue to l.t candid and open.", subject to that un-
derstanding, and with great appreciation for the Commissioner's
continuing assistance in making possible candid and open discus-
sions of these important problems, I, ask that a summary of this
report, be printed at this point.

[The summary follows:3

LIST OF THE 31EmBERSIIIP AIM STAFF OF THE TASISIFOlitE ON THE DISADVANTAGEe
. AND POODECONDABY EDUCATiON-,

Chairman: Dr. Leonard,11..0. Spearman, Director, Division or Student Sup-
_

port and Special Programs, U.S.0.11 :Washington,

GOVERNMENT 11EPHESENTATION
HEWWa.shington
Cora Beebe (CarIeeh Crumpeot-Bawden)', Acting Director, Budget Division,

Office of Planning, Budget .and Evaluation.
Charles Cooke, Jr. (Tony Imler & Peter GossenS), Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Legislation (Education).
Sal Corrallo (Robert Boris), Director, Office of Postsecondary and Interna-

tional Education, Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation.
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William Dingeldein, Chief, Education Branch, Division of Budget Formulation.

William C. Gescheider, Chief, Planning Staff, Bureau of'Postsecondary Educa-

tion.
David D. Johnson, Chief, Special Programs Branch, Division 0...Student Sup-

port and Spticial Programs.
.44Martin Kramer (Rich Wabnick), Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for PIan-

ning and Evaluation.
Sharon Patrick, Management Control Staff.
John D. Phillips- (-Jim Ke Verb Associate Commissioner, Office of Student As.

sistanee.
Paul Shapiro (Kate Arbogast), Policy Analyst, Assistant SecretaryEduca-

tion,
ITETVRegional Offices
Dr. Carroll Galbreath, Director, Postsecondary Education, Dallas, Tex.

Mr. Gerald Martinez, SSS Program Officer, Denver, Colo.

OMB
Allen Jackson, Chief, Education Unit, Office of Ilanagment and Budget, Wash-

ington. D.C.
NONGOVERXXIE.IZT P.EPRItiENTATIOX

Mr. Louis Alvarez, National Executive Director, Aspire of Alnerica, New York,

N.Y.
Dr. Mien Ballard, CLINK -Vice Chancellor tor Academic Affairs, New York,

N.Y.
Dr. Elias Blake (Linda Lambert), President, Institute for Services to Educa-

tion, WaShington, D.O.
.11s. Sharon Bush, Staff 4ssociate, National Board on Graduate Education,

Washington, E).C.
Ms. Edna Cardona, Kirkland College, Student, Clinton, N.Y.

Mr. K. Z. Chavis, Director, Leadership Development Program, Southern Re-
gional Council, Atlanta, Ga.

Ms. Carol Davis. Director, Talent Search, Belcourt, N, Dak.
Dr. Leonard Dawson, Director, Moton, College Service Bureau, Washington,

-

Mr. Miles Fisher, Executive Secretary, National Association of Equal Oppor-

Nulty in Postsecondary Education, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Roger lleyns (Langley Spurlock), President, AmeriAn Council on Educa-

tion, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Phillip Jones, Director, Special Support Services, University of Iowa, Iowa

City. Iowa.
Dr. Charles L. Lewis (Paul L. Collins), Executive Director, American Per-

sonnel & Guidance Association, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Lionel 3faldonado, Professor of Sociology, Department of Sociology, Uni-

versity of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dr. Richard- Millard (Gene Hensley), Director, Higher Education Services,

Education Commission of the States, Denver, Colo.
Dr. Rodney Reed, Professor of Education, 'University of California, Berkeley,

Calif,
Dr. John Tirrell, Amertean Association of Junior Colleges. Washington; D.O.
Mr. Richard Tombaugh, Executive Secretary, National Association of Student

Financial Aid Administrators, Washington, D.C.

EX-OFFICIO

Dr. Chueli-Gordon, Dean of Student Services, Wayne State Univeisity, Detroit,
Mich.

Dr. James Kelly. Program Officer-Public Education, The Ford Foundation,
New York, N.Y.

TASK FORCE STAFF

Dot Routh, Director.
Martel Tacehs,.XIEW Management Intern-.

'Randy Lockett, Leadership: Development Program Fellow.
Donna Wilson, 3fanagment Associate. Office of Management and Budget.
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SUMMARY REPORT---;RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW DELIVERY SYSTEMS
. .' I. INTRODUCTION

The Task.Foree on the Disadvantaged and Postsecondary Education, com-
posed of thirty-three members from within and outside government, has beer.
engaged since September, 1974 in a review of the major federally orted ,
programs designed to assist the disadvantaged in achieving pox e dary
education. Recognizing that the legislative authority for the Upward ound,
Talent Search. -Special Services for Disadvantaged Students and the newly
established Educational -Opportunity Centers Programs expires in 1975, tne
major consideration in implementing this review is to offer options and recom-
mendations for an effective delivery system after 1975 and to insure that
the proper role of the-federal government in that delivery system is in keeping
With the changing needs of .society.

The Task Force has' by no means attempted to address all of the issues
regarding the disadvantaged in this paper. What it has done is to use cur-
rently operating delivery systems as a springboard in order (1) to ferret out
the role of the government in the education of disadvantaged youth, and (2)
to suggest modified system's which may be more encompassing and effective.

The format employed by" the Task Force in this inquiry has involved a re-
view of the legislative 'history and accomplishments of existing programs,
participation in the meetings of project directors in each of the ten HEW
regions; site visits to selected projects, agencies and institutions across thee.
country; meetings with current and previous evaluators of the programs; and
interviews with students, university administrators, governmental agency
representatives, and representatives of non-governmental educational agencies.
Additionally, the Tusk Force has actively encouraged interested persons acting
collectively or individually to submit in writing their thoughtful comments
regarding the future of these programs.

In December a draft decision paper was reviewed by the Task Force and
by over one hundred participants at a National Work Conference, who repre-
sented project directors and staff, regional and national office personnel, arid
other individuals and experts representing various regional, ethnic, and institu-
tional concernsand interests.

This summary report has incorporated the valuable input and suggestions
of these individuals and their clients or constituencies, and the recommenda-
tiOns herein reflect the collective thought of these groups.

II. REVIEW AND DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT PROGRAMS

The current delivery systemnamely, TalentSearch, Upward Bound. Edu-
catiAal Opportunity Centers, and Special Services to Disadvantaged Students
is an administrative nightniare. While all of these programs focus on the
education of the disadvantaged. each is characterized by legislative peculiari-
ties that make for :, (a) an overlap in scope of operation, (b) !attar° to effect
nn adequate data collection and reporting system, (c) inability to identify
specific national goals. and (d) fallnre to recogniZe the need for training and
for the sharing of effective practices in educating disadvantaged youth.

The above criticisms cantprobably be best attributed to the fact that each
program was introduced into law at a different time and each grew out of
different circumstances. The result has. of course. been a mosaic which now
requires a thorough assessment and appraisal, in order to project a more com-
prehensive and effective system in responding to the postsecondary educa-
tional needs+ or disadvantaged youth.

A review of current program activity is basic to the understanding of the
system proposed in this paper.

A Leotalative Hiatory
Tab-tit geareh

The Talent Search Program was created by Section 408(n) of the Higher
Education Act of 1965. as a recruiting mechanism to identify students who
'would he eligible to receive Educhtional Opportunity Grants authorized by
the same legislation.
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The original objectives or the program were:
"(ii to identify qualified youths of exceptional financial need and encourge

tltem to complete secondary school and to undertake postsecondary educational

training; (ii) to publicize existing forms of student financial aid; and, (iii)

to encourage secondary school or college dropouts of demonstrated aptitude

reenter educational programs, including postsecondary-school prograin8."

The legislation desiimated eligible sponsoring agencies to include state and

local educational agencies and other public and nonprofit organizations and

institutions:, and set a federal funding ceiling of $100,000 per project.

initial-year funding procedures were completed in the Spring of 1966, and

the program became operational on July 1, 1900. 1

The Iligher Education Amendments of 1903 broadened the range of eligible
sponsoring agencies for Talent Search projects to include institutions of higher

education and combinations of such Institutions. as well as public and private
nonprofit agencies and organizations (including professional ,and scholarly

associations). The 1908 amendments also modified the definition of persons

eligible for Talent Search services from "qnalifled youth of exceptional finan-

cial need" to "qualified youths of financial or cultural need with an exceptional

potential for postsecondary educational training." Consequenty, the partici-
pation criteria shifted from solely one of "income" to oue that included need

within a context of "exceptional potential" for postsecondary education.
The Educational Amendments of 1972 (P.L. 92-318) removed the $100.000'

project funding limitation and added as eligible funding agents both institu-

tions with vocational anti career-education programs and, in exceptidlial cases,

secondary schools and secondary vocational schools.

Upward Bound
The Upward Bound Program originated from pilot projects funded during

the summer of 1965 with private funds from the Carnegie Corporation and

research and demonstration funds for experimental programs from the Office

of Economic Opportunity. The pilot projects were designed as summer units
for low-income students who would enter college the following September, but

were in need of intensive college preparatory programs.
As the results were analyzed, the Office of Economic Opportunity decided

that a year-round program was needed to meet the special needs of disadvan-
taged students preparing for college, Including both residential summer and

academic year follow-up activities, and extending service throughout the twq
or three years prior to high school graduation- to students who.-eould he char-

acterized as "academic risks." The new program was subsequently authorized

as a national program under the 1960 amendments of the Economic Oppor-
tunity Act, becoming ce component of the Community Action Progralti in the

1906.
The Upward 13ound Program was intended "to kenerate skills and-dmotiva-

tion necessary for success in education beyond high school for enrollees front

low-Income backgrounds with inadequate secondary school preparation for
postsecondary education by enrolling students In essentially full-time project
activities." Program guidelines required a residential summer program to-
gether with a liMited academic year follow-up program (weekly meetingq) to

gauge the success of the Stuninerte activities in terms of individual student
performance in the secondary school classroom. The eligible student population

was broadly defined as those with "academie risk" for postsecondary educa-
tion in view of their inadequate levels of academic preparation in the second-

ary school system, and the, lack a personal motivation for education.
The higher Education Ahtendments of 1904 transferred The Upward Bound

Program from the Office of Economic Opportunity to the Office of ,Etluentlort
and established certain specific requirements for the program. Indivhhml pref-

ects were required to: effect arranginents to assure cooperation between insti-

tutions of higher education and secondary schools; provide health services fat'

all participants; provide limited stipend payments up to a maximum of-$.117

per month per participant; and establish a maximum cost -per-student et
$1.800 ner annum. with the federal share of expenditures limited to a maxi=

mum of SO percent of total program costs ($1.440 per student).
The Edu "atlon Amendments of 1972 removed all of the requirements cited

above except for thp maximum limitation on stipends. Removal of the non-
,
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federal share requirements and the cost per-student ceiling increased the
federal cost to 100 percent.
Special &races for Disadavantaged Students

The Higher Education Amendments of 1963 amended Section 40S of the
Higher,Education At of 1065 to provide a program of Special, Services for
Disadvantaged Students in The program was intended to provide
remedial and other Spetial services fur students with academic potential who
nee enrolled or accepted for enrullment at higher educational institutions re-
cdiving feuding to support such program activities. Eligibile participaufs are
defined as students who, by reason of deprived educational, g.ultural, or ecu-
nomic bockground, or physical handicap, arein need of such services tu suc-
cessfully parsec it program of postsecondary education.

The 1963 legislation ttuthorized projects to provide such specific types of
activities as "(A) cuunseling, tutorial, or other educational services, includ-
ing special summer progrants, to remedy such students' academic deficiencies,
(13) career guidance, placement, or other strident personnel services to en-
courage or facilitate such students' continuation or reentrance In a higher
educathai program, or (C, identiliatiop, encouragement, and. counseling of
any such students with a view to theme undertaking a program of graduate or
professional education.- Initial-year fending procedures were completed in
the Spring of 1070, and tho, program beenme operational on July 1, 1970.

The Education Amendments of 197° omitted reference to any specific activi-
ties ,and defined the program as simply "remOlal and other special services
for students with acaderaic-petenrial" enrolled at most institutions.

The recently ennetcd"P.L. 9 r 380 (Elementary and Secondary Education
itch amends the Special Se-vices for Disadvantaged Students Program to
include provision for students of limited English speaking ability enrolled in
postseomdary institutions. The legislation requires a program of English
language instructions, bilingual instruction, tutoring, and counseling and
guidance for students who have difficulty in understanding instruction in the
English language.
Educational Opportunity Centers
, The Educational Amendments of 1072 further amended the Nigher Educe-

tloe Act of 1905 to establishXducational Opportunity Centers in areas with
tie jor concentrations of Iow-income populations to provide, in coordination
with other applicable programs and services. (I) information with respect
to financial and academic assistance available for persons residing in such
areas desiring to pursue a program of postsecondary education., fin assist-

/

mince to such persons in applying for admission to institutions at which a
program of postsecondary education Is offered, lot Luling preparing necessary
applications for use by admission and financial aid officers, and (lib counsel-
ing services and tutorial and other necessary assistance to suit persons Mille
attending such institutions. The Centers will serve as recruiting and emoisel-
ing pools-to coordinate resourees and. staff efforts of institutions of higher

tendon and of other institutions offering programs of pusteecondary educa-
tion in admitting educationally disadvantaged persons.

Grantees, if engaged in such activity prior to receipt of federal funds are
required to maintain their prior level of effort. The federal share of establish-
ing and operate= such Centers is set at a maximum of 75 percent of total
program costs. Twelve pilot projects have begun operation during 1971-75.
Projeets for ;Veterans

It IN important to note at this point that although the statutes do not spe-
cifically authorize the Office of Education to fund protects for veterans. the
Office of Education did reoelve a special appr4priation in 1072 to develop
Special Veterans Talent Search/reward Bound projects to aid those veterans
who have been unable to take advantage of the educational benefits of the GT
Bill to enroll in postsecondary education by employing the Upward Buund
technipie toward this group of disadvantaged citizens.

B. Program Administration
These programs are administered under grant of contract agreements be-

tween the r.s. Commissioner of Education and participating agencies. Or-
ganizations, and institutions of postsecondary education. Ender the terms of
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these agreements, the grantees /contractors plan, develop and carry-out pro-
grains designed to Identify qualified youths, from low-inceme fathilies, prepare
them for a program of postsecondary educhtion, and/or provide special services
for such students who are pursuing *Oaths of postsecondary education.
Until 1971, these three programs were administered from the Central U.S.

Office of Education. On January 1, 1972, the authority for the administration
of the program was delegated to the Regional- Offices of Education, giving
them responsibility for the evaluation of proPosals, funding decisions, great
and contract negotiations, awl the monitoring of landed projects.

Proposals are submitted annually to the Regional offices. Each proposal is
read.by a panel of experts iii the education of disadvantaged students, includ-
ing two non-federal readers and a atimber of the OE Regional Office program
staff. After reviewing theses evaluations, the Regional staff requests a third
non-federal. evaluation if there is a wide-divergence of opinion about the pro-
posal. Those recommended fur funding are approved by the Regional Com-
missioner of Ethication. 0

During the 1073-74 funding cycle, a multi year approval system was im-
plemented for these programs. This system is designed tu.,allow applicants
to project goals, objectives, work plans and activities over a three-year period.
Continued funding for the full multi -year Cycle is always contingent upon the
avhilabiiity of funds, a successful prior-year perforthatice, and an administra-
tive debision that continuation is "In the best Interest of the government."
Successful applicants litnler this system Must reapply in each succeeding year
as "noncompeting continuation applicants."

Roughly 96.6 percent of the 'total program funds are allocated annually
from the Central .affice to the Regional offices to Sunned regular projects.
About 3.5 percent of the program limas are retained by the Central office
to support demonstration and service projects which are national or inter-
Regional in scope. These projects, whit.li are a mechanism fer implementing
Innovative concepts for the education of the disadvantaged or providing na-
tional services, are funded and _monitored by the Central office in conjunction
with Regional personnel.

Regulations including criteria for the Educational Opportunity Center
projects were published in the Federal Regialcr ell April 29, 1074. A total of
180 proposals was received at the Central office on May 29, 1974. A panel of
non-federal experts in education of the distadvantaged was invited to join
with the Office of Education to evaluate these proposals for new program
activity. Twelve pilot projects have began operation during the first year
of the program.

The evaluation of the Student Special Services Program is -based on three
general .sources of information, (A) on-site evaluations of projects; (13)
regular reports submitted by the projects and maintained la the Management
Information System of the Office of Education; and, (C) special studies con-
tracted by the Office of Education or undertaken by other agencies.

(See attached fables of progrein funding histories, and types of grantees.)

In. OVERVIEW OF YNECATITIES MW 40:gos

A ret leW of the research and literature clearly demonstrates that if one
is (1) poor, (2) a minority, or (3) physically disabled, one's chances of suc-
cessfully entering and completing postsecondey education are unequal as
compared to the rest of the society. Cited below are alarming examples of
findings discussed indepth In the Task Perm report, Inequities and .21'ecds of
Disadvantaged individuals.

. A. Socioeconomic status. Research relating low soclooconornic status and
educational attainment provides evidence that only one omit of every two
youngsters from a low-income background will graduate NM high school. Of
the most talented of that groupthose in the upper quartile as Measured by
middle-class oriented instruments --- my .one, of every two will even attend
college. Of that smite upper quartile of high-schoei graduates only,ene In five,
Wilt graduate from college?

B. Minority statua.-LIn 1970 minorities constituted 10,8 percent of the U.S.
population, but only 10.6 percent of lai,atfiegcnAg47611911erAnditate enrollment.

Of minorities enrolled in postsecondary institutions, only about one fourth
are _enrolled in the. upper division. Many minority students in community
colleges are in terminal occupational programs.
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In graduate and professional schools minority enrollment is dispropor-

tionately lowcomprising only 5,8 percent of the total enrollinent.

(1) Spanish Surnamed.Spanisli Surnamed Americans, representing 4.6

Percent of the total popdlation, comprised only 2.1 percent of the enrollment

In higher education.
(a) Chicano. In an, analysis of five southwestern states, approximately

76 percent of the white population aged 25-20 completed at least four years

of high school compared to 52 percent of §panish Americans.
(b) Puerto Rican.It was reported Mt' t in New York and New Jersey,. which

-contain the vast majority of the Nation's Puerto Ricans, nearly 77 percent

of whites compared to/30 percent of Puerto Ricans between the ages of 25 and

'29 had completed at least four years of high school.
(2) Native Americans.It was reported that an overall dropout rate of 50

to 60 percent from elementary and secondary schools Is customarily cited.

Where Native Americans are reported as comprising .4 percent of the total

population, census figures showed them as only .23 of higher education- en-

rollment.
(3) Blacks. While comprising 11.1 percent of the total population, Blacks

cbmprise only 6.9 percent of undergraduate enrollment in colleges and uni-

versities. It has been noted that Black enrollment peaked in 1972 and has
declined since that time.

C. phimieally handtcapped,It is reported that our country is only echicath)g

40 percent of those individuals with handicaps, and 60 percent of these
Individuals are receiving a'substandard education. There are no accurate na-

tional statistics related to postsecondary enrollment, but it is perceived to be

'miniscule due to prohibitive costs and the lack of supportive services at

most institutions.
These examples of exclusion and unequal participation indicate that much

remains to be accomplished In the area of equalizing opportunity and that

there is a tremendous loss of talent because of our neglect.

IV. RECOMUENDATIOSS

A. Federal Involvement

There are three basic rationales for federal responsibility in .assisting dis-

advantaged individuals In achieving a postsecondary education. y'he Second

Newman Report: National Policy and higher Education reports two of these

federal responsibilities:
The .tesponsibility to overcome inequities facing specific individas and

groups.
The responsibility to support research, development, and other "strategic

Interventions" necessary for effective service which no other level of gov-

ernme'ht can make. '

Thirdly, At is a federal responsibility to invest in human capital develop-

ment.
Ili To overcome inequities facing specific individuals and groups
The President's Message on Education to the Congress delivered in March,

1970 underscored two primary beliefs: (1) the 1970's is "an era when con-

cern for the quality of American life requires that we organize our Programs
and our policies in ways that enhance that quality and open opportunities .

for all." (2) "Equal educational opportimity, which- has long been a goal,

must now become a reality for every young person in the United States, what-

ever his economic circumstances."
Equal educational opportunity does not exist as long as there are identifiable

groups excluded from participation in postsecondary educationwhether this
exclusion is based on the accident of one's birth, one's social status, or physi-

cal characteristics.
The example cited above firmly support the fact that equality of educational

opportunity at the postsecondary levfl is not a reality in American life, Fur-

thermore, with occupational selection, training, and certification carried out

by schools, and by postsecondary institutions in particular, life chances can-

not be equal until opportunities for advanced education are equal.
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Recommendation No. 1.The federal government should promote equal ac-
cess and expand the options available to disadvantaged individuals in tw-
itting a postiecendary education.

(2) To support strategic intervention necessary for effective service which
no other level of government can make.

A widely accepted role of the federal government-la education is to promote
the searelstor more effective pedagogical methodologies and to explore alterna-
tives, related to -new areas of national concern: There is a - widespread need
for improved approaches to education for the disadtantaged in general and,
in particular, at thessecondary and postsecondary levels.

An area of increasing concern and even alarm is the recent recognition of
the need for development education at the postsecondary level. Tice Majority,
of -traditional postsecondary institutions ,are accustomed to admitting students
who have previously demonstrated that they could basically educate them-
selves. Now, major and prestigious universities are reporting that large per-
centages of their entering freshmen class need basic preparation courses, and
most institutions are totally unprepared to offer preparatory course., (unless
they haie participated in a special program or have an Institutional mission
of educating the disadvantaged).

The need for Improved methodologies in this area is particularly crucial
for two major reasons:

(a) The steady increase of "new students" into flnancially distressed insti-
tutions which are seeking tuition dollars, and

(b) The difficulty institutions encounter in attempting to respond to the
needs of thew students.

For the most part faculty members outside schools of education are basically
oriented toward their academic discipline and have limited training in tech-
niques and methods related to educating the disadvantaged. Therefore, even
where institutions wish to accommodate this growing number of inadequately
prepared students, they have limited capability in addressing the problem.

. Additionally, must states have been slow or unable to provide leadership
In developing and supporting effective approaches to the education of the
disadvantaged. Only fourtem states have legislation targeted to assist the dis-
advantaged at any level; only aix states have any academie or counseling
support program for disadvantaged students at the postsecondary Inca Less
than twenty percent of federal MA Title I funds have been targeted by
-states to serve secondary' school age students.

Administratively, 4 would be difficult for states tq offer comprehensive fiery
ice considering the structure of most states' education systems where K-12
and postsecondary are administered separately and most often are competing
for scarce education resources. Local governments, particularly where there
are large concentrations of low income families, are already suffering from
municipal overburden, and education must compete with other services.

Private funding of educational programs for the disadiantaged. as pre
sented in the Task Force survey, is sketchy at best and unevenly distributed
throughout the country. Funding appears to be related to the geographic prox-
imity of the funding source, evidenced by a heavy concentration of programs
in the Northeast, and no or insignificant funding in the Southeast and South-
west where there are large numbers of low income and minority individuals.
Additonally, programs are primarily oriented to one particular ethnic group,
or a particular_ profession, rather than comprehensive in scope. It appears
that private support in this area peaked in the, late GO's and early 70's but is
currently declining and will be seriously curtailed as foundations cut back
expenditures due to economic losses.

In short, from our analysis of possible funding sources it is quite clear that
at-this time strategic federal intervention is the only viable alternative. There
Is a real need for federal initiative and leadership In sponsoring 1) the de-
velopment of improved practices and models, 2) the dissemination of effective
approaches now in operation and new models as they are validated. 3) tha
development of highly competent personnel, and 4) technical assistance to
assist in the implementation of 'Improved practices and curriculum.

Recommendation NO. e.The federal government should play a coordinating
role and provide the necessary leadership for increased effective service for
the disadvantaged.
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(3) To invest in human capital development.
It Is in the national interest to Invest wisely in the development of human.

resources. h.amples of the considerable waste of Potential are cited above.
The fundamental issue is can we as a nation afford to undetinvest? The
tuitional costs of educational neglect where an inadequate education is de-
fined as attainment of leas than a high school education were presented to
the Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity as follows:

-(a) The failure -to attain a minimum of high school completion among the
population of males ;5-31 years of age in 11)60 was estimated-to cost the
nation:

$237 billion In income over the lifetime of these men.
$71,billion In-foregone government revenues of which about $47 billion would

have been - ridded to the Federal Treasury and $24 billion to the coffers of
state aid local governments..

Ib) DI contrast, the probable cost of having provided a minimum of high
school completion for this_group of men was estimated to be about $40 billion.

Thus, the-aserifiw in national income from inadequate education among 25
to 34 year old males was about $200 billion greater than the Investment re-
quired to alleviate this condition.

Each dollar of social investment for this purpose would have generated
about $6 of national income over the lifetime of this group of men.
. The government revenues generated by this investment would have ex-

ceeded government expenditures by over $20 billion.
ic) Welfare expenditures attrigntable toinadecinate education are estimated

to be about $3 billion each year and are probably increasing over time
(d) The cost to the nation of crime that is related to inadequate educa-

tion appears to be about $3 billion a year and rising.
.. Clearly, It seems wise to invest in education considering the potential gains
in revenue and declines In _other governmental expenditures. And the federal
government compared to state and local governments is in the best position
to make this investment, first, because It is for the good of the national
interest, and secondly, because federal taxation is by far the most progressive
form of revenue collection (an Important consideration when equalization or
re.diatihation In a goal).

Noting a historic, underinvestment and subsequent uneven results of pr.-
grams for the disadvantaged, Levin, et al., conclude that: "This failure is
due In substantial measure to an unwillingness, to acimowledge the depth of
deprivation to which the individual child has en subjected and. an iodate
to focus upon him the massive resources neeessa to make up the difference."

To invest wisely in human resource derelopm t in relation to assisting dis-
advantaged individuals in achieving a postsec ndary education requires in-
creased federal- expenditures both for student, financial aid and supportive
services at the secondary and postsecondary 'ere's.

The National Commission on the Financing, of Postsecondary Education,
recognizing that student-financial aid, though etzential. by Itself Is inaufficient
as a wise investment or to equalize opportunity, has concluded:

"Student opportunity means that necessary aeddemie assistance, counseling.
and other supportive services should be made available to those who require
them'. It is only when opportunity for achievement Is assured that the 4 '))).
jectivea of access and choice have real meaning. Although equal oppor-
tunity certainly does not mean that all individuals will or should attain the
smile level of achiertment. It does mean that the enrolling institutions must
help student?' to realize their full potential."

Reoommendation No. S ---The Federal Government should invest lefacIp 1st
developing the full potential of disadvantaged eft ens by providinst_adequata
supportive services in assisting them in achieving the highest educational
attainment possible.

D. Proposed Delivery System

In determining recommendations for an effective delivery system the Task
Force-hat sought information and input -from many individuals andlor groups
offering various penspectives..One of these groups included project directors
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who offered considerable insight Into and concern for the structure of the
present federal- efforts in dealing with the disadvantaged. These concerns are
discussed at length in Section B and center around (a) funding criteria. (b)
technical" assistance, (e) eligibility requirements, (d) project and program
evaluation, 'and (e) general. program matters. These comments are sum-
numbed as follows:
'Funding

Need for services far exceeds available resources. Appropriations have not
increased in relatieu to inflation which has resulted in a cut-back in both
service and personnel salaries.

With the appropriations lark remaining constant, there have been few new
project& and it has been relatively dittivult to expand or meet Inflationary
epee; in currerdlyefunded piojects and/or to consider new projects.

afulti-year funding was strongly supported ..:±d recommended. Competitive
funding of proposala on a year-to-year basis creates many problems such as:
ill lack of institutional commitment, (2) lack of sharing of effective program
practices among project directors, and (3) job insecurity for project person
net which, coupled with Inadequate or nonexistent raises, creates a con-
siderable turnover In project staff,
Technical Assistance

There is a need for assistance in determining appropriate diagnostic in-
struments that can effectively measure individual student strengths and weak
nesses, and there is a need for developing means of assessing motivation prole-
lems and gains.

Stet training and development were identified as areas where technical
:sets-tame was needed.

Dissemination of effective practices and curricula was requested along with
the Increased exchange of Ideas and efforts among projects.

Information related to other federal progreme to assist the disadvantaged
was requested to that there could be greater ceordlnation at the local level.

Ellyildlity Requirements
Income eligibility requirements are unrealistically low and need to be

adjusted to account for differences in the cost of living In different loeatiens
and in accordance with Inflation.

There is a need for greater flexibility to accommodate differences in pbtleeo-
phies of education and postures related to who should be served within the'
"disadvantaged eatelory" and what that service should be
Evaluation

There are no funds allowed d projects to core the cost of Of-evaluation
and the follow-up of students. If project directo ore to be amputate° for
and able to Monitor their own pre ject% they n funds for these activities.

Because Talent Search and Upward Bound have been evaluated_ primarily Lee
the basis of college placements, in an effort to resporidlo this pressure project
staff have been unable to devote.adequate time or resources to e.rncial eetivi
flea inch as dropout prevention counseling and career counseling. Nor hare
they had an opportunity to respond appropriately to specific needs of their
'Articular geographierlocatiom
Genera ,Program Ifatferi
In lathy eases Intervention et the tenth grade_ (MI) Is too, late; there Is

a peed for earlier intervention during junior high school in Miler jeteounter
act tracking practices and to achieve the goal of promoting epteelay

There is a need to strengthen the support services of tB during the am-
dentin year to prevent regression of participants and to facilitate year round

The
irpecifie title "Special Services., for Disadvantaged" was felt to be

stigmatizing both to potential clients and to faculty who knew students pdr-
thIpated in fast prorrant.'
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It is extremely difficult to have an effective program if there Is no inatitu-
tweet commitmentlo the education of the disadvantaged. The lack of ititegra-
ttull or acceptance of the program by some sponsoring totesecondary. insti-
fitment was evidenced by such factors as an isolatcd location on mitupus, low
suites of the project directtr, ti,2d lack of commitment of Institutional St
sources.

In addition the Task Force met with pregratrinvalunters. reglogal,and na-
tional administrators, student" and concerned citizens, mid experts In the
held. The literatctre including recent special commie:slim and other task force
reports. has been (*lured. Illgesting.aref analyzing this along with the many
suggestions, and recognizing the variations of needs and resources front loco,.
Lion to locution, the Task Force has proposed a delivery system dirSiZtled to
increase ftexibility, ilirersity, toontination, and effectivenett.-

The four pronge4 approach to as-slating disadvantaged individuals in itchier
lag ti postsecondary educetion recommended by the Task Force includes.

(1) Strategic leterventiens in preparation for postsecondary educatioh de
aigeed (e) to prevent or reduce the loss of talent, (b) to provide :-Jirpraen-
sive tiupportive serrices,,aut (c) to maximize options;

(2) Support for postsecondary institutions to develop effective service-
learning vet terti designed to cuordinate.aud involve institutional resources
in efforts to assist disadvantaged and low achieving students to compete with
dignity and complete Postsecondary education; .

(11i The provision Of national coordination and technical assistance, and
The establishment of staff development said training programs.

The first tip cempoiienta are modifications of current progrum models ma
TS. SS.- E61 31 and are bated on efforts to retain valuable services offered
by these programs. However, there are a tintnber of different features and
emphases intended to encourage the development of project designs in re-
sea to the unique set of needs and resources In a particular location,
t Recommendation No, it recommended that in the implementation of
these programs the federal government not prterilie a standard model, but
encourage a diversity of models related to the ass,ssed steeds and rontirecs
to that area. and ;hitt each prog-,int should_ be evaluated according to its
own proposkii okiretleez.

The other two coinpenents are Men/MILT new PrePosais responding to re
quests for technical assistance and Staff and it.ogram development articulated
by project direetore and Institutions pioneering in new areas and working in
relative isolation from each each other and ether efforts. The intelution of
these proposals Is to increase program effectiveness by establishing an ,ligt 'Irk;
mechanism for cellaborntive leat..ing, sharing, experimentation. and ileveni.
merit of program models, curricula, practices, evaluation. and increa'sed staff
competencies.

POSTEreoxrvar XaJ PA <A7r4 r 11FACWIS

In preparing disadvantaged Individuals for postsecondary edacation there
are three major national goals;

tat To prevent or velure the kiss of talent;
(hi To prntide comprehensive snpportive services; and
(el To maiimize available options.
Institutions and ugeneirs will be eneonreged to submit proposals tvbich

either provide a comprehensive model fore weetify the needs of a given lo-
cality or to determine a specific focus relevant to that loeation. This envy"
flexible neer-ouch has the advantage of permitting applicants to seek clicern-o
in project strc tura consistent with the resources available and the Alec_
Lives to be reached.

couretur-vetve I'MCILI013

RceorAntens dation. No. i. - -It 4t recommond,d ihat poor": ppolora dt7rek,p
romprehensite approach, to prnelding sere-ice to disadranta;,7ed individual,

in assisting them in reel:Inn their options for postsecondary education, Thrs,
program* cosifd be ratted CoMprehensic4 Educational Opportunitp Programs.

increasing y recognized viable approach to effectively servinn the inectli
of disadvantaged individuals 13 one of coordinating services so that the-conn*
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Vex aped& o f the total human being are addressed. For example, eomprehen-
,siste early childhood education programh are being found' most effective be-
cause of their effort to coordinate all of the social services available to the
-child so that development as multi-facted and addresses the 'mart needs -or
the individual. .

xn ilevelaping programs and proposals it is recommended that potential
-sponsOff conduct a careful analysts of the heeds qnd resources in that area
and design strategic interventions related to solving the problem in that area,

programs*, could include spafe: possibly all, and probably additions to the
, functions outlined ifeloW:

(1) Inf^rmation Aissentination, .

(2) Academie DevelopmenttutOrgiug, reading and math clinics, and gen-,
eration of new curricula.

13) Counselingcareer choice, secondary curriculum choice, postsecOhdary,
choice, personalinacrtIvational, and technical, financial aid, tmlieation, etc. fl

(4) Expanded experienceresidential summer program, worklintern
pprience; and new environmental exposure.

A*) Development of support systemsfamily/parent, support, peer support,
"strpport from secondary personnel, suppott from communitynew role mqdels,

support front postsecondary personnel, and support from other social services
ageneles.

(0) Coordination with other programs Examples --- Neighborhood Youth
Corps. Special food- services programS, Dropout prevention programs, High
School 1.7,guivalecy and GED programs, Vocational Education programs,

,
Teaeher-Mrps.:ESAA special programs, Eight-To4tead, and Cooperative Edu-

."4/- PFogrami,I,
SPECT#L roeus RilOGRAII8

Reconsmenstetion Yo. G.It 0-recommended hat posteeconctarg preparation
4rograms also include special footle programs which are oriented to sorting
pivotal proUctos via. particular location and Sacred on an assessment of needs,
land resources in,thot trea.

inqsafsessing,,,the needs and resources in an area, one particular problem
f!Oiltd, be Identified as most Auto and programs could be de-Veloped which
focus primarily on solving this problem. For example, hi one loeut4on there
may he an alatming dropout, rate co that large numbers of disadvanlaged in-
divjduals never complete secondary school. A special focus program could be
.designee to impact on this prAblena3i. -czcv.

4 Another problem which may be crucial is the efft related to the blade-
' quacy of the practice of tracking by secondary schools which has served to

cause tfrolisne of career choice, in effect, fa occur much earlier. Entirely too
many capableyet disadvantaged youngsters, are placed in a non - college -prep
track by overburdened couhselois who bate little,ypportunity, to provide the
kind-of individual and sustained attention that they require. Many of these
students have low expectations of thenurelves or succumb to peer pressure to
choose the easy way out general curriculumbeing totally unaware
of the, consequences of that action. It is recognized that if an individual does
not receive the appropriate preparatory curriculum in high School, his options
regarding career and postsecondary ahem are severely limited. A special
focus program could be designed, to intervene strategically during the junior
high school-age years 112-14) In order "fig assist disadvantaged 'youth in./nuk-
ing wise curriculum choices, to provide supportive assistance, and to impact
on

,
trackingArocedures within thes cols.' - .

Examples of other special fens ogrards might he those designed to re-
spond to problems of severe rural i lotion, langaage problems, problems re-
sted to particular geographic locat Ons, ethnic groups, hatidie,apped groups,
etc.. Additionally,-1;pecial focus progr could be developed around _particular
subject matter areas'such asthascien os, mathematics, engineering, and others
related to preparation for eareep,llere disadvantaged and minority Judi.
.vidnals have historically been uraleirepresented.

ReeOnirnenda1104 N10. 1.Panditu7 Ad Evaluation ariteriasIt is room-
mended that programs-- and proposals itrboth coniprochentive and special fobus

5

z...
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areas be evaluate0 and 'uniting be dcterinin*ed according to the following
criteria: . v.

(1) Adequacy ,of,needs prresources assessment; }'6

(2) Merit of the proposed gram and relationship of objectives to needs
im/ resources;

(3) Feasibility of propose metilods and practices;
(4) Coordination with. other reso"ure0 and programs;

6(5) 4valuation methodology and relanship to objectives; and
(6) Commitment jot institutional resources. ,

Programs would be monitored and evaluated aceordiug to IOW well the
sponsor had filet proposed objectives. Model prpjects, representing the various
types of sponsors and programs, would be identified and disseminated else-
where.

POSTSECONDARY SUPPORT

Recommendation IN. 0 teCOMMenact; pimiorA.vrau,
for the devclopment or expansion of cinieffective service-leaning program or
center designed to supplement, coordinate, and involve. institutional resources
in efforts to, (moat disadvantaged and underachieving students to compete
with dignity. snit complete postsecondary ,editcatiar.

In rev iewing; current programs at the postsecondary level the Task Force
found that'both the name 'Special Services tur the Disadvantaged" and the
often isolates nature and ,even location of the program mitigated against ale
effeetiveness of the pregram regardless of tile quality of the service provided.
Too frequently, eligible and needy stud,ents Were either hesitant tq seek :sac-,
ices, or .participants were stigmatized by their involvement. Consequently, it
was deemed important to move a,Way from the insular nature, or "minority
center" concept, and to eXpand,both the services and the clientele._.

Concurrently, this FAIR has been recognized seed repeatedly reported that
-many traditional students are hitting difficulties In postsecondary education,
and there is a general bewilderment regarding solutions. In addition, post-_
secondary institutions ape more Interested than_ever in retaining students, as
tuito311, dollars become increasingly valtiable_to meet institutional expenses.

It M important toseeognize that _this service-learning center should engage
In activities appreprinte to the_needs of theclientele, which. is to repeat that
nu standard model is being prcpused. For example, some institutions May
propose to offer a wide range of supportive services, while others may con-
centrate on ff-few specific Inactions. Proposed models could vary greatly de-
pending-on such variables as the composition of the student body, services

-that are already available, the number of students in need of services, and
available institutional.rc.vurces. Some programs could be basically supple-
mentary or seek to expand present services; other programs could concentrate
on generating new curricula and courses fur various departments within the
institution. while other programs could initiate or introduce new services or
on increasing enrollment of nontraditional consumers of postsecondary educa-
tion. , -For example, ,a .sertil.,elearning center or program might offer some, possibly
all, and probably additional services to those identified below:

(1) Early identification and recruitment of admitted, or enrolled students
who need supportive- services.

(2) Assistance with admission, financial aid, course selection and program
changes, registration, etc.

(3) Extensive orientation to campus and college perhaps the esiiiiblish
meat of a big brothersister itzybtem.

(4) Counseling related to choice of major-minor, career choice. graduate
and professional school options, personal matters; i.e. emotional adjustinnnts.
4...,alling of, money, problems back home.. etc., completion of forms - financial
aid. graduate school fellowship, etc., and

i5) Diagnostic services-use of hodiagnostic tests and other methods to de-, -"rterznine strengths and weaknesses.
(6) Academic Development- tutoring-peer, group, institutional, etc.; Stinfy

skills, reading clinic, language labs, media. renter, lab , sessions related to
courses, modular review sessions, individualized programmed Instruction, and
regular course offerings (credit optional tc) instittutons).
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It is important that this center involve institutional resources in the pro-
giram as well as. serve as a resource to the institution. Administrators and
faculty should be involved in program development and implementation and
Such involvement could include released, time and be recognized in promotion
and tenure considerations.

-#. The center could assist faculty with instructional difficulties' they might,
hp having and assist the various.deparements in dev.e14ing preparatory cur-
ricula. It could serve as a laboratory for the training of future teachers,
counselors, and reading specialists. It would be an excellent assignment for

. appropriate work-study students as tutors, teachers and counselors aids, lab
assistants, clerical staff, etc. The overall would be to mobilize and
aceordinate appropriate resources from 'throughout the posts,econdary institu-
tion and general geographical location 'p) focus on creatively mid effectively
serving the needs of its .ellentele. 1

Recommendation Na. 9.It is recoMtnended that the federal government
adopt n potteg of cost-allartrtg until postseconuary inamtiiiutts in 514PPtif lino
serriec-lcarning centers or programs. -I

dlecommendation No. 10.On lveparing -end presenting a.proposa; the insti-
tution must propose, a plan for incremental assumption of the cost of the ,
program! within a designated-period of-time.

Recommendation lid. 11.Cost-sharing and incremental assumption of costs
could be adjusto,1 iwcording to the number or percetitogc of disadvantaged
students enrolled at tho inn ,ation and documentation of an institution's in-
ability to absorb such costs.

The argument can be ma e that postsecondary institutions should litiVb
a vested interest in support ng service-learning centers or programs. This
argument IA been strengthen recently by the increased recognitior. of the
need for supportive services d e to the increased in fix of "new students"
into postsecondary educati n the general under-prep ration of even tradi-

,, tioxial students. In Atilt! tsecondary institutions are more interested
4' than ever in retaining steden ,as tuition dollars become Increasingly valuable

_as student populations tirt s rinsing. I

In this way the federal government will be involved In a capacity building
role. and will have new resources to fund additional projects. Furthermore,
it is anticipated that this commitment and gradual transfer to "hard money'

. Will help alleviate the problems of job insecurity and, the low, nonanstitu-
tional status of project directors.'

Additionally, _the cost sharing feature would enable the federal goverilment
to expand its resources to include a largei number of, students than it is now
presently serving. It would also strengthen an institutional-fedetal partner-
ship in the process of educating the disadvantaged.

The extreme importance of institutional commitment was stressed in a
meeting of a subgroup of Task Force Members with representatives of the

. Research Triangle Institute who have_been involved in conducting a major
evaluation of Special Services Programs. In a StipPlementary report, they
conclude that "Successful programs are seldom-, if ever, found in a setting
without an obvious, real and pervasive institutional commitment to (Unti-
l/onto:ail stmlents. Critical evidence of such commitment include. a history
of soncern.for such students predating-special federal support; the recognition
of special.and useful benefits such students bring to a etimpus; the absence

,of an over-riding elitism that causes faculty and staff to rank students in
terms of socio-economic status of 'their parents (and associated variables,
smoh as admissions fest scores) ; the knowledge. support and respect of the
president and the faculty for the objectives of the program, and personal
involvement to assure that they are realized; and building ,of permanence
beyond that which yedr-to-year federal support provides by assigning regular
line -item funds-and permanent -staff to program activities or ,to, new adjuncts
to nrogramx.",
Zraluation and Funding Criteria

Recommendation No. 1.4'..,tt is recommended that proposals and programs
.be evaluated and funding be determined according to the following ,,,Iterla:
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(1) Adequacy of needs and resource assessment;
1.12) Merit of the proposed program and relationship of objectives' to needs

and resources;
(3) Feasibility of proposed methods and practices;
(4) Evaluation methodology and relationship to objectives;
(5) Involvement and coordination of institutional resources; and
0) Proposed cost-sharing and Incremental assumption plan.

ICKTIONAL COORDINATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Recommendatign Np. 13. --It is crucial that the federal government provide
leadership in establishing a national mechanism of coordination, development,
and technical assistance to postseccmdary institutions in meeting the need;
of disadvantaged and other neto conamners of postsecondary education.

New trends ifi postsecondary educatiot seem to be clearthere is a shrink-
age or traditional student polio1410ns null au im.ro.e`of tzw Icarr.crs. Pfx.'t
secondary education in this country is rapidly moving from serving a his-
torically elitist function tdkvard providing universal postsecondary education.

K. Patricia Cross,,who.-has written extensively about new students with
prophetic Insight, has succintly posed our national predicament: ...

"ThiS change in philosophy- about the purpose of college and who shill attend'
will probably have more impact on educational methods and procedures than
anything that has ever hdppened in ,higher education."

"Thousands upon thousands of students who would never before have con-
sidered college are on our doorsteps, and we don't know how-or ifwe can
do anything to help them develoP their talents to become happy and produc-
tive citizens. We face the task of gearing up to serve a new clientele."

It is critical, at this junction in the history of postsecondary education, for
there to be national leadership in assisting institutions to make this transition
as-smoothly as possible. ,

There are a number of individuals, and instit7utions that have accepted the
challenge, and there are pockets of experience and know-how throughout the
country. Notably, project directors of student support programs verve as a.'
considerable resource pool in this new venture. Historically black postsecondary
institutions, and more recently created institutions serving other minority
populations, have considerable experience and haVe developed effective teach-
ing methods. Individuals involved in open admissions programs are developing
supportive services. Some community and Pink& -ccilleges have developed out--,
standing programs.

Many proprietary institutions, in order to survive, hose had. tto develop
accountable and relevant approaches to teaching students 'who are new to
traditional postsecondary education. Individuals., involved in adult and com-
munity education have developed curricula and methods in response to now
demands.

Whereas there are a number of efforts underway, there is no mechanism to
leam from these efforts or to share effective methods and curricula.

In addition to these programs in the field there are a number of efforts
underway in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare which share
a similar concern. The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education
has established as a priority National Project II. Alternatives to the Revolving
Door: .Effeetive Learning for Loin - Achieving Students. The Office of Post-
secondary Education of OPBE is planning a study of planned variatihns in
order to generate new models that can be implemented as controlled exneri-
ments in an effort to determine effective practices and models. The Division
of Student Support and Special Program staff continues to provide leadership,
and a cross-fertilization of ideas and practices as they meet with various
groups and regional administrators throughout the country. These are all im-
portant contribntions and should be of great value In improving sorvireo.
However, given the responsibilities and work loads of the staffs involved. mid'
the limited possibility fur additional staff at the national or regional level;
it Is impossible at present to provide the coordination °nil technical assistance

r
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that, is,urgently needed and -has been requested consistently of the Task Force,
This proposa is-based on the need and frUstration often expressed in post-

secondary education eireles,aa,inStitutions seek newer and innovative methods
of-attimpting to.serve aebangifig student universe. Furthermore, it is based on
the recognition that in this time of transition in postsecondary education,
there is an urgent need for motional leadership.

The specific Mechanism for providing national coordination and technical
assistance could take Several forms:

(1) The establishment. of- a.nationat center within, the- federal government ;
(2) The establisbnient of a national center outside government through

contracting with an appropriate agency or:institution; or
(3) The contracting out of different functions to appropriate institutions in

conjunction with- their program grants (similar to the TACTICS model for
Developing Institutions).

No. 1.f. -Whatever the structure of the mechanism, it
of paramount importanee that representative project directors and other
Consumers of its-services.-paPticipate In the design and development and have
a continua voice tat making- policy decisions.

The-tunctions outlined below have been identiefid by project personnel and
staff, institutional administrators, and others in postsecondary circles con-
cerned with improving services for the disadvantaged and articniating the
need for national-leadership in this time of transition in postsecondary educa-
tion.

(1) Identify and assess innovative and effective programs, practices, and
curricula designed to assist new students in achieving a postsecondary educa-
tion.

(2) Develop strategies designed to disseminate this information.
(3) Develop and implement training programs of staff for more effective

teaching and management.
(4) Assist in providing technical assistance in improving programs.

, (5) Assist in the development of effective evaluation systems of programs,
(6) Serve to Ideate and provide communication linkages among the various

federal programs, designed to:serve thd clientele.
(7) Serve as a clearinghouse of current ideas and programs though the

publication of a newsletter.
(8) provide a forum for individtras to collaborate and to debate issues

related to 'the linprovement of services.
(9) Engage lii experimentation with developing new curricula and program

models.'
(10) Sponsor the development of effective and appropriate diagnostic meas-

urements-of academic skills and motivation.
(11) Develop functional and relevant counseling materials related to the

disadvantaged- and job or career opportunities following postseconda:, edu-
cation.

(12) Other
BUFF DEVEI.OPILMIIT AND TRAINING

Recommendation No. 15.---The federal government should s'ponsor activities
designed to increase the effectiveness of programs through the development
and training Of staff in two critical areas:

(1) Postsecondary personnel (faculty and administrators), and
(2) Counselors in secondary and junior high schools
In order tb develop competencies and knowledge related specifically to

the needs of disadvantaged clientele.
No program, or project can be effective without highly competent staff. Most

postseconclarrinstitntions have limited history or experience in educating dis-
advantaged or, underachieving students. Many faculty members are concerned
that these students succeed, but they do not have an acquaintance with edu-
oational methods or approaches that could make their teaching more effective.
Additionally, there are faculty arid project staff who can relate very well
to the needs of disadvantaged students but do not have technical expertise
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in, fur example, piugram management, diagnostic prescriptive methods, evalua-
tion design anti procedures, testing and measurement, etc.

Bemuse in many cases the disadvantaged, minorities, underachievers, and
ethers are new consumers of postsecondary educatidn, institutions have not
had time to develop effective curricula and teaching practices, and there are
fun individuals who have been trained specifically to cope with the special
problems of these individual.%

There is little expertise in this field outside of institutions which have
historically served this clientele or outside of special services programs.

It seems ironic that when there is au oversupply of postsecondary faculty,
there is a shortage of skilled individuals who can effectively design and imple-
ment programs for postsecondary education's new consumers.

Currespunding tu this predicament. at the postsecondary level is a frequent
la, h. of attentiun tu disadvantrIged individuals by public school counselors.

While secuntlary and Junius high counseling has progressed considerably
during the past few years, there still persists an ignorance of the specific
heeds rcsuurces available for disadvantaged students. Too often counseling
tied guidance professional programs focus on middle class college oriented
y van, and graduates of this program would be unequipped to assist disad-
santaged yoti,th regardless of their. best intentions. Often counselors who have
not been sensitized to the Problems and needs of poor and minority yoUth are
rspoasible for tracking these individuals into varipus high school curricula
and their biases and luw expectations for these students influence their de-
cisions.

In addition to this lack of specific training related to the needs of disad-
%slanged students, many cuunselors have impossible workloads and cannot
adequately serve the needs of all of The students. Often school policies place
priorities en traditional cullegc oriented students, and the future options fur
disatisantaged students are overlooked or categorically limited. The lack of
appropriate materials and current manpower projections contribute to the
difficulty of counselors adequately serving their clients and to the resultant
prublen, of first generation eullege students pursuing careers where there are
few job Ipportunities.

It should be recognized that In ninny instances the disadvantaged student
ha, a greater need for counseling services and support, because lie may not
hate family\ support or be able to relate to successful role models, It is ex-
treinely iinfortimate that too often those who need the services most are
overlooked, misplaced, or misunderstood.

staff development and training in these two critical areas would be achiesed
in the following' :rays :

(1 ) The awarding of special purpose 'fellowships.
tit The development, of special purpose summer institutes around Specific

areas of competencies such as. management by objectives, testing and measure-
meet. differentiated learning styles, diagnostic prescriptive teaching, bilingual
eduatton. postsecondary optiuns, etc. Each of these Institutes would have an
additenal special focus on the prublems and needs of disadvantaged students.

t3 The inclusion of in-service training programs in project objectives and
budgets so that staff development and train' g wintld be an ongoing process
of program implementation.

Provisions for staff development and aining to be a function of the
ruttional center concept. prupvsed abuse which would sponsor training programs
at a central or regional location, and provide staff development and manage
ment assistance as requested by participating institutions...

The Task Force welcomed the occasion to address many of the vital issues
relating to the role of the federal government in assisting the disadvantaged
is aelliecing postsecondary education. It is recognized that time and staff limits-
floes lave caused us to be neee.ssarily brief in regard to the myriad com-
plexities affecting this extremely important endeavor. Yet it is our belief that
the salient issues of federal involvement and the creation of effective and
timely systems have been surfaced sufficiently to direct recommendations fur
substantive legislative strategies.
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TABLE 2.- TALENT SEARCH

Fiscal year- Fiscal year 1

1966 1967 1963 196! 1970 1971 1972 1973

Venda requested (theta nds).
Obligations (thousands)
?mauls receivedended-
Students served
Average cost per student-.
Average cat per project

$7,723
$2, 000

130
42

a 50, 000
6340

$47,619

f10,901
$2,192

176
50

a 62, 500
1;40

$49,140

$14,771
';3,114

221
720

'97, 500
6140

;53,914

$18,500
$3, 876

254
66

'96, 900
'6140

851,727

$11,617
$5,000

132
84

1125. 000
6;10

$59, 524

$11,!14
;5,0002

125, 000
$40

;55, 556

$2 t 211
$6,000

223
166

125, 400
$U

$36,145

;17,134
$6, 000

., 234
117

a 125,400

;51, la

1 Program regionalized Jan. 1,1972.
'Amount available $3.9 million due to $100,000 savings requested by administration.
Not available.

4 67 veterens',projecti counted in, both "Talent Search" and "Upward Bound"his year only.
1 Estimated. Malted staff pre:egad data collection prior to fiscal year 1971. Fiscal year 1973 data not available until

program year closes June 30, 197*.

TABLE 3.-UPWARD BOUND

1965 1966 1967 1961 1969 1970 0 1971 1 t.1912 1973t

Funds requested
(thousands) NA NA NA NA NA ;37,181 gr, 000 $73;377 itti227

program funds a
(thousende) 3 $2,400 a $24,900 3 RI, 200 a $31, 600 1:10;600 $21, 300 $22, 500 4 $33, 600 $38,331

Proposals received 36 292 348 395 , 415 424 500 195 497
Projects funded 3 17 1 2111 1 249 a 215 300 292 302 ' 378 416
Students served 32,061 '20,333 322,440 3 25,361 8,740 27,346 23,142 33309 27,900
Average cost per project ;141, 116 4114,220 $113,253 ;110, 817 ;102,000 $96,917 $91,370 $8:,811 $92,141
Average cost per

student '$1,164 '$1,225 ' ;1,257 3 $1, 216 $1,189 $1,035 ;1,013 $994 ' ;1,371
-stgi

1 Program regionalized Jan.1, 1972.
ExUudes administrative funds.
Prior to fiscal year 1969 program was under 0E0 auspices. Data on program funds, number of projects, and students

served sicured from Greenflies report.
$1.4 million to right to read.
67 veterans' projects counted in both "Upward Bound" and "Talent Search " this year only.
The 20percent matching of Federal funds wa; eliminated by Public Law 92-318, June 23, 1972. Grants for fiscal year

1972 had already been negotiated. The increased cost per student served and reduced,number of students reflects the
Implementation of full Federal funding.

An additional 25,000 veterans will reuivo outreach and counseling services only. They are not included in the total
students saved by "Upward Bound" to avoid gross distortion of cost per student.

NA not available.
TABLE 4.-SPECIAL SERVICES

1970 1971 1 1972 1 1973

Funds requested (thousands)_.,. $90, 000 $63, 321 ;40,123 $44,086
Obligations (thousands) $10,000 $15,000 1 $14,175 $22,991
Proposals received . 424 NA 420 415
Projutsfunded 121 190 208 322
Students served 30, 000 . 51 500 62,400- a 100, 000
Average cost per student. $333 291 $227 3 ;230
Average cost per project 332,614 $78, 947 $61, 149 , $71, 422

1 Program regionalized Jan. 1, 1972.
1$825,000 to right tor
3 Estimated. Program y ,closes June 30, 1974.

Mr. O'HAnA, Now, Ms. Routh, if you would take your place at the
witness table

In addition, as witnesses today, we have asked bit: 7zt es B.
=ikon, who is assistant provost for special programs at Michigan
to University to favor us with his thoughts on these programs, .

also Mr. Eugene D. Ellis, who is director of the National Co-
inating Council for Educational Opportunity. And, I think it
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might be useful if each of the witnesses would, come forward at this

time and then present their testimony in the order in which I gait)

them first, Ms. Routh and then Dr. Hamilton, and then Mr. Ellis,
and then we can questionthe committee members can direct their

. questions to one or another of the witnesses.
,We understand Mr. Arnold Mitchem is also present and might at

the conclusions of the statements come forward and be available
also for questioning, and then we can perhaps get some interchange
among the witnesses and the committee members. That Might be
inoreuseful than the traditional format.

Ms. Routh, we would, like very much to hear from you.

STATEMENT OP DOROTHY K. ROUTH, LEADERSRIP

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Ms. R017171: Mr. Chairman, ig4s an honor to be invited to testify
before you this morning as yeendeliberate over H.R. 301, and in
particular subpart A-4---speciarprograms foe'Ve,,,*rik'ns r;nd for stu-

dents from disadvantaged backgrounds. It is 11.4bZlibwever, a tre-
mendous responsibility to attempt to communicate the many concerns
and sugoestions I have recentlyencountered in meeting with over 1,000

individuals involved with TRIO programs. We talk of account-
ability in education, well, belieie Itie, I lmow ,what that term, means
this morning.

a I speak to you today from the perspective of having been in-
volved for over 10 years in development Of educational programs
designed to open up opportunity for the, disadvantaged, from the
perspective of my own research and as a special consultant to the U.S.
Office of Education, for whom I directed/the Task Force on the Dis-
advantaged and Post-secondary Education from September 1974 to
February 1975.

The task force, chaired by Dr. Leonard Spearman, director-of the
division of student support and special programs, was composed of
14 governmental officials serving in various programmatic and
policymaking capacities, and 19 nongovernmental individuals repre-
senting various regional, ethnic, and institutional concerns and in-
terests.

The task force focused on achieving the following broad ob-
jectives:

1. To define till problems related to disadvantaged citizens achiev-
ing a postsecondaiy education.

2. To review Federal effortsin particular, Talent Search, Up-
ward Bound, and Special Servicesand other efforts to assist dis-
advantaged citizens in achieving a postsecondary education.

3. To determine policy options and recommendations for future
Federal involvement.

Our inquiry involved a review of the legislative history and ac-
oemplishments of existing programs; participation in the meetings
of project director in each of the 10 HEW regions; site visits to
selected projects, agencies, and institutions across the country; meet-
ings with current and previous evaluators of the 'programs; and
interviews with students, university administrators, governmental
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agency representatives, and representatives , of nongovernmental
educatiohal agencies.

The task force' actively encouraged interested persons acting
collectively or individually to submit in writing their comments
regarding the future of these programs. The response to this request
was oVerwhelmhv. The more than no,pages of thoukhtful com-
ments, self-eNamikation and suggestions Much we published in our ,

fiiml report is indicative of the interest and concern, throughout the
countrsi.regarding these programs.

Additionallyz in December a draft decision paptr was.reviewed by
over 100 participants at a. national work conference, who represented
project directors and staff, regional and national office of edneaz
tional personnel, and other individuals, and experts representing
various regional, ethnic, and institutional, concerns and interests.-

A summary report entitled ."Recommendations for New Delivery
System's," incorporated the valuable input and sugge,stions of these
participants and ,their clients and. constituencies, and thus, the rec-
ommendations reflect the, collective thought of many. individuals
and groups.

Thus summary report is the introductory chapter of our more
than 500 page total report which includes: (1) a. survey of the iieeds
and" inequities of disadvantaged individuals, and (2) background
papers on Federal responsibility, legal 'questions, a survey ,of state
supported programs and privately funded secondary and postsec-
ondary special. progranis, and an inventory of other Federal pro-
grams serving:the disadvantaged.

We also, included thWnational work conference decision paper and
list of participants and a large- section of regional input which con-
cludes -the volume.

It is my understanding that the Commissioner of Education stated
in his testimony,, before this committee Tuesday, April 8, that al-
though-the task force recommendations are currently being reviewed
by his office that his staff had shared this. comprehensive report. with
-your staff. You may wish to include appropriate sections of this
report EL 'important supplementary material to these hearings..

I would, like to commend the chairman and this committee for
recog,niiing the continuing significance and uniqueness of the TRIO
programs, and for affording them this special day of hearings
separate from the many complex issues involved in student financial
aid.

While I strongly endorse an increased support of student financial
aid, I would maintain that without a corresponding support of
Special Services the open door will servo as a revolving door. A
sincere intent to ()lien up opportunity could in actuality serve to pro-
vide one more ljuic in a long chain of failure, and perhaps, even that -

final binding ,1iltk4hat completes the circle of defeat.
ReeognizintrAis dilemma, the National Commission on the. Fi-

nancing_of PnAlkeendary Ed ucation emphasized that student oppor-
tunity means that necessary academic assistance, counseling and
other supportive services should b made available to those who
require them.,It is only when opportunity for achievement, is-assured
that the objectives of,access and choice have real meaning,
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It isyopinion that:thetimeis ripe for congress tolOok seriously
at _special' programs and their extreme sigh- nce,, and to e,a,reflilly
consider the total picture of need, resour. and 'service, It -is: of
importance tcetecogmze that, each of thespecial programs; wax intro-
duced into law at a differenttime, and some an diffetentragencies.

Both tip' -ard Bound and TalentSearchegrm in separate, agencies.
and were designed to assist students from low-income Nagrounds in
-enrolling in postsecondary education. Special services for .disad-
vantaged students came into existence when it was discovered that
students already in postsecondary institutions needed supportive
,services. Educational opportunity centers were based on- a; State
model and added with little apparent thought as'to how they-might
relate to the other programs. Most amendments to these pro ems
throughout the past- decadehave related to changes in. the eligibility
of sponsoring institutions and agencies, adjustments of dollar
amounts here and there, and'the addition- oi new populations as they
were recognized --I might add, without _corresponding additional
appropriations.

best there seems to be general confusion regarding these= -p.ro-
grams and I strongly urge the committee to seek means of cliarifymg
their legislative intent:and of providing the most comprehe&ve,and
effective service-possible, for the =need, hero, is urgent. ,

A subgroup of the task force focused on need and inequitiesand I
would lake to relate briefly an overall picture of what available
research- tells us:

1. Socioeconomic statusResearch relating low ,socioeconomic.
status and educational attainment -provides el,. idenee that-only one, out
of every two youngsters from a low-income background willigradu-
ate from high school. Of the most talented of that group - -those in
the upper quartile as measuredby middle-class.orientedinstruments
only one of every twq will eter attend college. Of that same upper
quartile of high school gradtiatesit.only one in five Will ,graduate
from college.

2. Minority statusIU 1970, minorities= constituted 16.8 percent of
the US. population but only 10.6 percent of postsecondary under-
graduate= enrollment.

Of minorities enrolled in- postsecondary institutions, , only .about
one-fourth are enrolled in -the upper division. Many minority, students
in community colleges are-in-terminal occupationalprogpams. , ,

In graduate and professional schools minority enrollment is dis-
proportionately low-- comprising only 5.3 percent of the total
enrollment,

It is reported that our country is only educating 40 percent of those
individuals with handicaps, and 60 percent of these- andividuala are
receiving a substandard education. There are no accurate national.
statistics related to .postsecondary enrollment for this group, but it is
perceived to be miniscule dile to prohibitive costs and the lack of sup-
portive services at most institutions.

Certainly, equal educational opportunity cannot exist as long as
there are identifiable groups effectively excluded from participation
in- postsecondary education based on the aecidentof one's birth, social
status, or-physical-characteristics. Life changes cannot be-equal until

8 8"4/h
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opportunities for advanced education are equal. Much remains to be
accomplished if lye are concerned about the tremendous loss of talent'
because of our neglect.

In addition to discussing need, the task force identified three major
reasons for Federal involvement in this area.

First, to overcome inequities facing specific individuals and groups;
second, to support development, research, and other strategic inter-
ventions necessary for effeetiv'e service -which no other level of govern-

- ment can make; and third, in human capital development.
I will be glad to elabo to on these further; however, for the sake

of brevity, let me move on. to a presentation of an overview of our
findings and recommendations. . .

At. As referred tb earlier, we met with over 1.,060 individuals actively
working with these prokams. Five major themes seemed to emerge

, as ,aeneral concerns.
As yowmight anticipate,.fitnding:was probably the most significant

concern. Annual funding of projects has presented. numerous berrierS-
to effective project planning and 'implementation. The edropqtitive
funding of proposals annually creates a lack of institutiolialeofiimit:.
ment of esources since one is never sure how lonethe Kograni. riitjl
operate On campus. Many project directors are reluctant to $1ta
ideas and practices knowing that projects must compete annually for
funds.

It has been strongly recommended that funds be coMmitted for, at
least 3 years. .

These concerns hale been compounded by appropriations levels
remaining the same. With inflation, no new appropriations means' a
reduction of present' service, that programs cannot be expanded to-
provide for a more efficient response to new needs, and that few new
projects can be developed and supported. Funding concerns create
corresponding personnel problems: Nonexistent raises, noncompeti-
tive, salaries, inseptrity regarding one's status at the institution, and
subsequently considerable staff. turnover.

Additionally, need for services exceeds available resources. There-
are over 5.000 postsecondary institutions, yet only 331 special service
projects. Talent search has a ,potential population of over 5 million,
and serves only 112,000. Upward bound services approximately 33,-
000 out of a potential group of 21/2 million individuals betweeif 14
and 17 who meet the low-income criteria.

Eligibility requirementsWho should the progyami serve ? How
should disadvantaged be defined? Income eligibility requirements
have been reported to be unrealistically low, particularly, in Man
areas,areas, and it has been urged that they be adjusted to accetint for
differences in the cost of living in different locations and in accord-
ance with inflation. There is an apparent need for flexibltv to ac-
commodate differences in philosophies of education and postures
related to who should be served. and what that service should be.

Evaluation was also discussed. There are ins, tillicient funds for
projects to cover the cost of self-evaluation, pt ilicularly to follow
students after they leas e the project and thits rograins a43 vulner-
able in efforts to document their successes. Sin e Talent Search and
Upward Bound tend to be es aluated on the bas, s of college placement.
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and retention, in an effort to respond to this pressure project staff
have been unable to devote adequate time or resources to crucial ac
tivities such as dropout prevention, counseling, and career coluiSeling.
Nor liave they had an opportunity to respond appropriately to the
specific-needs of their particular geographic location.

I might point out that &ere are, 22 regional administrators of these,
programs for 876projectv,

The Office of Education has insufficient staff to effectively monitor
, programs and most importantly to offer techniCal assistance to,

projects. There aro so eral other general jrogram xiatters of great,
importance. Training and development of project staff are particular-.
ly lacking. The dissemination of effective practices and curricula is.
needed together with an increased exchange of ideas and efforts.
Greater coordination of related Federal programs is essential to pro-
vide ,compreliensi% e service. Effective and realistic tests to measure.
individual student strengths and weaknesse, including motivation,,
need to be developed.

GENERAL PROGRAM MATTERS

In many cases ilitervention at the 10th grade, which is predOmi-
nantly, the case for Upward Bound? is too late; there is a need for-
earlier.interention during junior high school in order to counteract
tracking practices and to achieve the goal of promoting options,

There is a need, to strengthen the support services of Upward.
Bound 'during the academic year to prevent regression of partici-
pants and to facilifato year - round gains.

The specific title "Special Services for Disadvantaged" was felt to,
be stigmatizing both to potential clients and to faculty who knew
students-participating in that program. 6,

It is extremely difficult tn,have an effective program if there is no..
institutional commitment to the education of the disadtantaged, The.-
lack of integration of acceptance of the program by some sponsoring
nostsecondary institutions was evidenced by such factors as an iso-
lated petition on campus, sometimes portable buildings, low status of
the project director, and lack of commitment of institutional resources..

, SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVED DELIVERY OF SERVICE
/

, The task force report recommends a four-pronged approach to..
assist- disndvantage d. individuals in achieving a postsecondary
education. . ,

The first two components are modifications of current program
models and are based on efforts to retain valuable services offered by
the programs. However, there are a number of different features
and emphases intended to encourage the develooment,,o3f project,
designs in response to the unique set of needs and resources in a.
particular location,- . I 4

The oilier two components are essentially rMw proposals responding
to requests for technical assistance and staff and prograp develop-
ment articulated by 'project directors and institutions pioneering in
new areastand working in relative isolation from each other and other .

889
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efforts. The into" aloft of tlie;e proposals le° increase;progam 14c-
ti veness by establishing an ongoing ineclianism for collaborath'e
learning, sharing,. experimentation,. and ,the development of pro-

, gram. models, curricula, practices, evaluation, and increased staff
coenpetencies.

The first area postsecorulaQ .preparation program% There is a
need to develop a more teempreheneiae approach to providing' service
to- clients.

SecOnd, special focus pro grams should also be dev eloped which are e,
-oriented to solving crucial problemsirr a particular location and based
on an assessment of needs and resources in that area. For, example:, "

thews programs -could be related- to specific areas such as age, certain
.careers, geographical situations, et cetera.

POSTSECONDAILY ratoonaais
. , .

, Federal postsecondary support should be for 'the devel4ment or
expansion of aneffective sere ice-learning program or canter designed
to supplement, coordinate, and, involve institutional resources in
aielseitige iniliuduals having difficulties in pursuing postsecondary
education. .

. There is a need to develop a policy of cost sharing, where feasible.,
with postsecondary institutions in supporting these. programs recog-

inizing the,institutional-benefits in retaining student's. Furthermore, I :
. would recommend that the Federal portion of such support lie utilized

tuaasure that those btalltaltb U ith the greatest need not be neglected as
services become available to a larger population. e

In preparing and presenting a propbsal, instnslioald pro-

within a designated period of !sum
pose a plan for the incrementaleissumptieort of thr (Asa of im it Wg.(14111

"al s
oft a

Third, national coordination, and teclinical. ice. ft is crucial
Government provide lea4eialiip in ethat the Federal Governs bliihitg a

national mechanism a coordination, de4lopment, an teed .mica'
assistance to programs seeking to earepare and support individuals in
achieving a postsecondary education. w

A national center could. be-developed within or outside Government;
but whatever the structure, it is extremely important that repre-
eantative project directors and other consumers of its services partici-
pate in its .design and development and have a continual voice in
making policy decisions: .

There is a need for staff deeeloement and training. The rederal
Government should sponsor activities designed to increase the effec-

e
tiveness of prep.:title enough the development and training of staff in
two eritical areas; (1) Postsecondary faculty specializing in de-
velopment skill areas; and (2) secondary counselors, focusing on
serving disadvantaged populations.,

I have here, because of time constraints, been able to provide only a
brief overview of these four components. I would bteglad to elaborate
on the rationales for these suggestions, discus how I think they might
work together, present what I consider to be appropriate evaluation
methods, and-respond to-any questions you may lityVie, ''

In closing my testimony I would like to take this occasion .to ex-
prees my appreciation.to, the many individuals who assisted Iii the
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teak .force effort ; (1) To the Office of Education, and in particular,
Dr. Leonard H. 0. Spearman, for sponsoring this effort; ,(2) to the
task form members for thea unremunerated partieiptition and their
wisdom; (3) to my staff, Marty Jacobs, Brandy Lockett, and Donna
*Wilson; and (WAD the projeet staffs, many of who'll are former
elients of these programs, who have given considerable thought and
energy over the years, and .who have spoken sincerely and with eon-
siderableenthusidom, though quite frankly, Skeptical that they would
be heard. -

Mr. Chairman, and meilibers of the Committee, as I make my state-
ment here before you-today,1 am intensely; aware that there are over
300.000 indir iduals. currently being served by this pyogramould over
3.060 staff members engaged working with these individuals in.879
different institutions-and agencies throughout the country.

I alse recognize that a significant percentage of these individuals
are deeply conefirnedut the future of the programs, and it is
my responsibility. to .try to communicate, tp you their concerns, sug;
gestions, and deep :sense of coinntitirient tothe development of human
potential.

I would urge that. these concerns and suggestions be seriously
sidered, for they represent extensive 'dialog and debate, and a pej--
haps uiqttely honest effort' of indiZduals from Arany areas to par..:
tic pate in suggesting policy.

Finally. I would like to thank you for focusing en these programs
and would welcome the opportunity to discuss further any I these
issues, and would ,,e glad to cooperate with your staff in develeping
legislation related .to these concerns and recommendations.

OrFLut.t. Thank you, very. much, Ms. Routh: I assure yott that
we will take up your offer to assist us in improving the provisions of
our bill with respect to 'these subjects and we will be calling on
others, as well, to assist us in that effbet.

Our next witness iszoing to be Dr, James 1." Hamilton, who is as-
sistiint provost for special programs at Michigan State University.

Dr. Hamilton?

STATEMEXT OP DR. TAMES B. HAMTbTON, ASSISTANT PROVOST POE
SPECIAT, PROGRAMS MICHIGAN (STATE UNIVERSITY.

Dr. He..-IttILTON. My name is James 13. Hamilton, and I am appear-
ing before the subc,uxundttet assistant prevost and associate pro-
fessor of chemistry' and, director of specuil programs at Michigan
State University. I am also president of the Michigan Council of
Educational Opportunity Programs and a member of the Mid-
America .A.ssoination of t dlicational Opportunity Program Person.
nel. My comments are my own and are based upon my utilization
of knowledge gleaned fromsavallable literature on the subject; com-
munication and contact frith other professionals in the field via
meetings. conferenets, -7-ork?1. ..ps, et cetera.; experiences as an evalua-
tor of proposals and site evaluator for the 'Office of Education in
region "V:._experience at the nation41 level as a participant in a
National Work Conference on Special- Programs for the Disad-
mitaaedand frosteecotultry Education held.recently in Washington,

54-450,-75-57
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D.C.; and a personal experimental base resulting from administratiVe
work in the area for the past several years.

I appear before this subcommittee to comment upon II.It. 3471
ancl those provisions contained within subpart 4, entitled "Spet#1
Programs for Veterans and Students- from Disadvantaged Back
grounds." The specific, areas on which I wish to comment are as
follows: (1) Target populations to be,served by the four special pro-
grains -Talent Search., Upward Bound, Special Services for, Disad-
vantaged Students, and Educational Opportunity Centers; (2) nature
of the delivery systems to beutilizedi and (3) the area of evaluation
as it relates to these programs.

Taking target populations first, historically the four special pro-
grams have been designed to facilitiate ticces,sto postsecondary edu-
cation for those individuals .,frorn low-income families who, for a
variety of reasons have not had such access. While retaining this
focus the Congress through specific legislOon has recognized that
there are other groups besides the low-income who have had limited
access.

As a result, veterans, the physically handicapped, and the student
with limited English-speaking ability have, been included in the
target programs. The present legislation expands the commitment
to disadvantaged veterans by rendering them eligible for participa-
tion in any one of the special programs, irrespective of their income
background.

This recognition by the Congress that there are at least two cate-
gories of di-- adl antaged persons, namely.,4he educationally distl-
t antaged and the economically disadvantaged, needs to be translated
into legislation in it manner which has not yet occurred. ,On the
contrary, the approach has been to modify the target populations
during different legislatite cycles and not to address the more generic
problem. That problem is simply that there continue to be large
numbers of disadvantaged youth who could benefit from participa-
tion in postsecondary education for whom access is limited.

Availability of financial resources is only one of limit-
ing

factors limit-
in access to educational opportunities. A second imortaiit factor
is the less than adequate preparation for postsecondary education
obtained by individuals during their secondary school experiences.
Mullta and Sheerin in a study sponsored by the National Science
Foundation, call specific attention to this in a recent mport in which
they note that:

A student's financial and minority status is not the major barrier
particularly since the implementation of the Higher Education Act of 1965
and its subsequent amendments. The lack of academie competencies is. The
inadequacy of precollege education still prevents mans Americans from de-
veloping their potential and limits their educational experiences. ,

IVithin many postsecondary educational institutions there is an
emerging and serious concern with the degree of uraterprepared.ness
of &itering freshmen in such areas as English composition and com-
munication skills, reading skills, and mathematical skills. At my own
institution, the enrollments in remedial courses have undergone
drastic increases-over the past several years. In a very real sense
these students, too, are educationally disadvantaged by a less than
adequate precollege educational experience.

I
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. If Trio programs. are to have_ a continuing inVolvernent witlaithe
low-income student in-upward bound ,and special' services for ,ex-
ample, either the income criteria should be raised or the maximum
stipend allowable Should be increased, IxicreaSingly,, Upward, Bound
programs: must compete with. other Federal .and State programs of,
fering a greater compensation to the low - income student. Many of
these students prefer accepting employment When available during
the simmer rather_thdn participation in upward "bound. The reason
is simple--they feel they need the money more than they rfeed what
upward bound: can. offer..

Within special service programs based in postsecondary institu-
tions, the unusual circumstance which occurs is the presence of disad-
vantaged_ students whO'definitely require the services of'the prOgram

ikit who do not satisfy current income guidelines. This problem would
be dealt with too by broadening population, by noting as follows:

I would refer to specific recommendations:
Ono, that the target population of special programs be modified.

to include: (a.) Low-income students-----the economically disadvant-
aged students; (b.) academically underprepared students ox the edu-
cationally disadvantaged"; and (c.) special ,groups such as the veter-
ans, the physically handicapped, the student with limited English-
speaking ability, and the more mature student/adult.

Two,

English -
speaking

the maximum stipend allowable be increased from 00
per month to $0 per month of full-time participants in upward
bound.

Three, students eni oiled in postsecondary educational institutions
should be eligible for participation based upon documentation of
academic need. or underpreparedness irrespective of income back-
ground up to a level of 20 percent of program participants where
no. institutional funds are used in the program.

Acceptance of recommendation No. 1 arid its translation into
legislation should have the effect a eliminating the need to con-
tinuously Triodify the target population of special programs. It would
have the flirther-effect, in the case of special services programs for
the disadvantaged, or stimulating greater involvement with these
programs by postsecondary educational institutions.

Each of, the other recommendations would have the impact of
stimulating greater, accessibility to special programs for students
who requite such services.

The retention of an emphAsis on diversity and flexibility within
special programs islso essential., In my opinion, no progranishould
be 'required to focus upon one population or another. This should be
dictated by local, state, or regional conditions. For, example, it is
very appropriate that talent search programs were one of the first
with veterans as their primary concern. In addition, there are a few
talent search and an even larger number of upwarcebound programs
Which have high participation by black students, native American
students? Asian American, andstuclent,s with limited English-speak-.
ing ability; 141exican Americans, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, Cubans,

cetera:
This is as it should be for ,only pncouraoing such diversity in

focus can the needs of the various populations be met in the different
environments. --

,
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In major colleges and universities having special services, it is
somewhat less common to find programs focusing on one group or
another but there are examples, I am referring here speeificially to
the programs for the student enrolled in postsecondary institutions.
At npr own institution the special services population is multiethnic
and includes a. component serving the physically haildicapped. At
the University of California at Berkeley, the special services pro-
glitillb is designed exclusively_ for the handicapped. A. similar situa-
tion exists at Wright State TJni,versity in O. is a Cievaiand Sti.e
University the special services program serves both handicapped
students and students from disadvantaged backgrounds.

I would conclude with two additional recommendations with re-
spect to target populations,: (1) That veterans be included in the
four special programs as a special focus group along with the handi-
capped, the student with limited English-speaking ability and the
more mature adult learner; and. (2) That the name of subpart 4 of
II.R. 3471 be changed, from Special Services for Veterans. and Stu-
dents From Disadvantaged Backgrounds, to Special Programs for
Students From Disadvantaged Backgrounds.

My recommendation for the inclusion of veterans as a special focus
group is consistent with the legislative history of these programs. The
inclusion of veterans as a prunary target population to the possible
exclusion of low-income students and students from other special
focus groups is quite inconsistent with that history. By including
damns in such a manner there is less of a danger that veterans

will have higher expectatiOn of the four special programs than these
programs are able to deliVer. For example, by increasing the maxi-
mum ceiling for authorized, funding from $100 million to ,$125 mil-
lion, there is clearly no guarantee that such funds will ever be ap-
propriated.

On the contrary, the history of funding of these programs has
consistently been well below the maximum ceiling.

In addition, by increasing the target population by a possible
maximum of 2 nullio4 veterans who are currently not using available
aid, and increasing the appropriation by only $25 million, the pos-
sible benefit to each veteran could in the extreme case, be as low as
$12.5 per veteran/yeara negligibly small expenditure on a prob-
lem of khis magnitude. More realistically, it is doubtful that more
than 5 percenta maximum of100,000/yearof the veteran popu-
lation would be affected during any given year. The only program
through which even these numbers could be affected would be talent
search, the very program which is already providing them with
sechservices.

I would like to go on and speak further about the level of funding.
As I indicated, the bill recommends an increase of $25 milli en in
the authorized ceiling for special programs. As indicated eklier,
however, an increase in authorization does not mandate an increase
in appropriatibn. For several years, funding of special programs
has remained well below the ceiling. Individual programs have not re-
ceived increases to cover even inflation except at the expenses of
other institutions which continue to need the activity.
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Aaorve expand-the, target population without substantial increases
irkuncling. must admit to their need of that population' nd yet
doubt the ability of the .programs to provide the needed services.
Currentistatisties require that I conclude the programs will have
Only marginal impact on either of the target populations at levels of
funding. proposed.

I cannot help but wonder even more as I consider the implications
of the term "postsecoudary education" in this context. How many
institutions are we talking about, I ask, and at what levels of fund.
ing. Presently, over 4,200 institutions participate in student financial
aid programs, and only about 331 spe,cial services programs are cur-
rently funded at $23 million. I recommend b, maxnatun ceiling of
$250 million, for special programs for the disadvantaged, in spite of
the low probability that during the next fiscal year such funds Will
be available. Such a step would further document the real need. At
a later time the goal of addressing the need might well be within
our "grasp.

The second area which I would like to address relates to delivery
systems for precollege programs for the disadvantaged.

H.R. 3471 proposes no changes in the delivery systems of special
programs. To me thislivery surprising. There have been significant
changes in the edu 'onal and social communities since these pro-
grams first emer As these changes have occurred to #e they
dictate a need for chart,, in the nature of delivery systems in much
the same-manner as than in the definition of the target population
have been required. It is orthwhile to discuss some of the changes
and their implications. .

I begin with precollege programs. In 1966, the Congress ugh
specific legislation recognized that many students were g denied
higher education opportunities as a consequence of t ir socioecon-
omic status anl their related ina,dequate preparation or higher edu-
cation upon completion of secondary programs. T ay thousands of
students irrespective of socioeconomic background are graduating
"4 ligh school underpiepare2 in various skills areas such as read
ing, composition, ,arithmetic, mathematics, and science. The times
regnui.te a far more comprehensive approach than was taken in earlier

Tegslatior
At least three independent reports have recognized the need for

change ,and so recommended. These have included (1) a Carnegie
Commission report entitled "A Chance to Learn -: An Action Agenda
for g'qual Education Opportunity," (2) "An Evaluation of Policy
Related Research on Postsecondary Education for Disadvantaged

ol. 2 of Technical Report to the `National Science Foundation,"
ft4rial (3) "A summary Report; Recommendations for New Delivery
,pysteras" which IN as the result of a task force.on the disadvantaged
and postsecondary education in which I hadt4he pleasure to par-

/ ticgate.
Mach one of these reports recommended changes in precollege pro-

grams for disadvantaged students. I wish to call the subcommittee's
at tention,to the recommendations within the summary report of the
National Work Conference. My reasons for doing so ibra twofold.
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First, as a participant in a work conference which considered the
draft document I observed firsthand the emergency:of the final docu-

`ment and its recommendations.
As a result I recognize that the final document and its recornmenda-:

tions reflect the thinking of indiv idual project directors from every
region in the country as well as that of other individuals from the
postsecondary educational community who Are concerned with pro-
grains for the disadvantaged. Second, the recommendations embody
two features Which I strongly believe it is essential to maintain with-
in special programs well into the future.

The first recommendation to which I would refer is as follows:
One, it is recommended that potential sponsois develop ceinpre-

hensive approach to pro% idilio. services to disadv antaged individuals
in assisting them in realizina.their options for postsecondary educa-
ton. These pi ograms could be called Comprehensive Educational
Opportunity Programs.

I strongly support that approach propo. ed in this recommendation
and I do so based upon, ray own experiences in precollege programs
both within special programs and elsewhere. In the past precollege
programs hav e too frequently assumed static, unchanging structures
which failed to deal with the total needs of disadvantaged students.
I would cite as examples two prograps with which I have had a
direct experieee and I NS mild refer to them as program A and pro-
gram

rimonax A

This program selets its students Lom local high schools. There is
no participation by instructor, from these schools. The focus of the
program is to provide motivational and skills-development experi-
ences w ;rich w ill prepare participants for postsecondary education.
The program operates"ost bf the year but during a 4- to 6-week
period doting the summer, participants reside on the college campus
where they paiticipate in the most intense of the two phases of the
program. Din,..ng the academic year the program provides followup
sertiees to pat ticipants at least on a weekly basis, and in some cases
more frequently.

Tutorial, connselingl need aAssment, instruction, and extracur-
ricular educational enrichment, skills development in reading are the
dominant activ ities in the program. The impact upon the partici-
pants is high and the program nutv be regarded as successful. On the
other hand, the impact on high school is marginal or absent. The high
school remain:, unchanged by any activities undertaken within the
program.

Thu second program, program B, selects its students on a statewide
basis. In addition, instructors of students in the high school become
regular participants in the program during each of its phases. The
objective of the program is to provide participants who hare potential
for study in the mathematical and physical sciences with motivational
and skills-development experience which will prepare them for fur-
ther study in these areas at the postsecondary level. A second goal is
to upgrade the skills of high school instructors, in this case,
mathematics.
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. This,prigrani also has-an-academic year phase and intense.sum-
mer residence program. A differences relative to progr.ain A 'is that
both students and their mathematics instructors participate in sinn-
mer programs on campus. During the academic year, the project'
director and staff who are instructors at the college+ actually partici-
pate in, high school classroom instruction vantinuing activities
planned during the summerphase.

The program is higikly coordinated with,the otinir departMents on
the campus -during the summer. Instrikctiem inandle,d in part by
college instructors and the facilities of instructional units such as
mathematics, chemistry? etc., are made available. This program is also
successful in meeting its objective. TS the extent that it involves'
instructors from the high school throughout the year, there is 'a far
greater probability of positive impact on the school. The disadvantage

. is the-limited involvement of instructors from only one discipline.
Program A above is, of course, an -Upward Bound program while

program B was a far more comprehensive program embodying many
of the characteristics of Upward Bound by ultimately concerned with
the total educational environment in which participants were
involved,

The second recommendation in the precollege program area was as
fellows:

It is recommended that postsecondary preparation programs also
include special -focus programs which are oriented to solving crucial
problems in a particulariocation and based on an assessment of needs
and resources in that area.

In the section on target populations, I have discussed the need to
recognize. that there are special groups of disadvantaged students
who may not lit the category of economically disadvantaged "flow-
income] or the category of educationally disadvantaged or acacierni,
call' underprepared. In my view the iteeds.of these individuals can
not -be ignored by special programs and Congress in this bill and
earlier legislation has recognized the need. The recommendation cited
for special-focus programs pro vidcs the flexibility in delivery systems
to accommodate that need.

I strongly support -the consideration by this subcommittee of the
translation of-this recommendation into legislation.

The needs of the disadvantaged at the postsecondary level deserves
much attention following a decade of impressive change in the Inuit:
bers of disadvantaged students entering postsecondary institutions as
a result of the four special programs and institutional recruitment
efforts. But, *hat happens when they ,,,ret there is crucial.

The Carnegie Commission, to which. I have referred, makes a very
strong plea for institutional commitment of resources to their admis-
gions efforts:

All institutions should accept responsibility to serve the disad-
vanttiged minorities at each of the levels at whichthey 'provide. train-
ing ; that every student accepted into a program requiring compensa-
tory education receive the necessary commitment of resources toallow
his engagement in.an appropriate leveot course work by the end of
no more thin 2 years.
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Mulka and Shemin call upbn the Federal Government-takesure the
funding of developmetaMillS programs around the identified levels
of competencies that are needed.

The task force document recommends such a deb ;n in. the creation
of effective service learning centers winch can assist disadvantaged.
and underprepared etudent:5 to compete with dignity and complete,
postsecondary edtfcation.'

In essence these three recommendations from independent sources
call for a redirection of delivery J.). stems for students enrolled in post-
secondary institutions. I support these recommendations and I again
particularly strongly support the recommendation flowing front the
task force for it clearly itilects a consideration of actual developments
within the postsecondary community.

The past several years have seen the emergence of two new types of
programs within postsecondary institutions learning resource centers
(or student development centers) and special services (or education
opportunity programs.)

iIn many instances there is direct coordination between these two
programs when they are coinn,only present on a campus. There is
ueutilly one significant difference between them howeverthe learning
resource center or student de% elepment center is institutionally sup-
portd and a part of a regular academic unit, while the special sere ices
or educational epportunity ptogiaet is fedeiall,v supported on nun-
continuing funds and is not a part of a regular academic unit,

It is essential. that in the future them two programs be combined
where both exist on the same campus.

What do these two types of programs do. At my own institution the,
learninciresource center provides the lapwing kinds of services:

One :L-It is a reference and audiovisual library where students use
books or audio-visual materials to obtain information and enrichment.
in connection with general education courses in English, natural
science, humanities, and social science. .

Two : The center provides free tutoring services with an emphasis
upon writing tutors.

Three : It offers assistance in the development of reading skills and
houses two full-time reading specialists and a variety of reading
machines and equipment, books, and kits designed to increase read-
ing, writing, and comprehension- skillS.

Four: Provides short courses in study improvement involving effec-
tive listening. notetaking, study skills. and problem solving.

Our special services provides the following kinds of services:
One : Identification and selection of new program participants from

the pool of new admits to the university.
Two: Operation of a special orientation program designed to

facilitate actual enrollment of new adults in recommended academic
programs.

Three ; Providing a special meeting during the first week on campus
between new students, selected faculty, special program staff, and
returning special program students.

Four: Provides direct tutorial services to students enrolled in a
variety of courses across the campus.

Five : Provides fiinds to selected departments for the development
of departmentally based tutorial assistance programsreading mar
chines, at cetera.
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Six; Coordinates with instructors in selected departments to
directly monitor the academic progress of students and to provide
faculty orientation to program goals.

Seven: Provides every student's academid adviser with up-to-date
information on the instructional support services available to
students.

Eight: Provides a. multifaceted counseling program accessible to
students in a regular course, on a one-to-one relationship in a coun-
selor's office, in groups, and in the living environment.

Nine : Provides transportation of handicapped students to and
from classes.

Ten : Coordinates with campus offices in the improvement of ac-
cessibility of campus ground and facilities to the handicapped.

From this comparison several features are clear. (1) There is a
substantial overlap in the services provided by the two units; (2)
special programs are more concerned with the development of the
total student than is the learning refuter; (3) the efforts of the learn-
ing center are facilitated substantially by funds received in part
from special programs; (4) special programs is more involved with
other instructional units on the campus than isthe learning center.

-On the other hand, the learning center has the capability to provide
large numbers of students needed academic services in skills develop-
ment, A. merger of these or the development of new comprehensive
service learning centers would result in rintlked improvement in the
ability of postsecondary institutions to meet the needs of disad-

. vantaged students. Even with the focus upon merger anA. successful
achievement care must be exercised to assure that special programs
are not lost in the pressure to serve other students who need' the
service., -

The final area, in which I would like to briefly comment is the
evaluation of programs for disadvantaged students.

Within postsecondary educational institutional there has not been
any consistent attention given to the needfor evaluation of programs
funded externally. ForAltose programs funded from the general fund
budget such evaluation as occurs is based upon traditional outputs
suer as student credit hours and other variables which may be related
to them. These data are gathered and used in a central management
process for input into decisions effecting allocation of institutional
reSOttrees.

Special programswhich are relatively new to postsecondary edu-
cation and which are federally fundedare not regularly evaluated
by the institution. Institutions give more attention via their business
offices to_proper expenditure of federal funds according to program
guidelines and budgets. Evaluation is left to the ftpiding agencies or
to their representative on the campus in the person Of a project
director. 4;

I find it most significant that the present legislation does not ex-
plicitly address the need for evaluation beyond the statement of gen-
eral goals. In my opinion, more than this is needed. It may be, per-
haps, expected that other units of Government will'see to evaluation
units such as the Government Accounting Office at one level and the
Office of Education at another. This may well be, but my concern for
proper evaluation is at the level of a project director and his or her

.46
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staff as well as at the level of a regionalr national-office. Some, atten-
tion must be given to this within the ,proposed legislation.

I would only address two other Areas concerning evaluation and the
current proposed legislation:

(1) The national goal for special programs for disadvantaged 'stu-
dents should be explicity stated within the legislation. .

How many students from disadvantoged backgrounds are to hese
been affected by these programs during the period of June 30, 1976,
and September 30, 1980? How inany. veterans? How many handi-
'capped students? Where will ultimate responsibility for attainment
of these goals reside?

These questsioh are as relevant inthe context of new legislation as
they must be to an institution assuming responsibility for one or more /,
of ilie.spe,eial programs. There ale clearly many other related ques-
tions the answers to which may be suited as notional goals for special ,

programs. But, my primary point is that these basic questions and ;

their related answers Would determine, to a significant degree, not
only the foriv and purpose-of evaluation but also the level at which;,
these prbgrams must be funded if the goals are to be achieved. . /,For me to dwell at any greater length on the need for evaluation
and attention to it within this legislation would greatly extend my
remarks. I shall end this section by indicating that within the Sta
of Michigan and across the mid-America region, e. number of wort-
shops and. conferences have addres.-ed the need for evaluation wi
Our programs.

'Program managers and staff are giving. this matter full attention
and often independent of pressure from within their institutions.
'Attention to this matter in the current legislation and more clear
indications of roles and responsibilities of sponsoring institutions for
evaluation would have a very positive impact on the output, of
special programs and their relationships to the institntions.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, it has been a great pleasuFe and
honor to have faeen invited to appear before this subcommittee. I
most sincerely hope that these comments will prove useful, to the
members of the committee. I am prepared .together with many
others to assist in whatever manlier you rpay suggest in the future.

Mr: O'HARA. Thank you very much, Dr. Hamilton, and I think
we will be talking to you in the future, also.

I would like now to ask Mr. Eugene D. Ellis, who is director of
the National Coordinating Council. for Educational Opportunity to
present his testimony.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE D. ELLIS, DIRECTOR OP THE NATIONAL
COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

Mr. Ennis. Mr. Chairman, thank you for giving me this oppor-
tunity to address this body. My are based upon my ex-
perience as an administrator for the NOW York State Education'
Department; as the director of NCCEO and presently an instruc-
tor, at the State University of New York in All1any.

I am concentrating my remarks to that section of H.R. 3471,
which modifies the Trio programs to include veterans. More specifi-,
cally, my remark.% are concerned with subpart /4, pages 21 -26.
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The pro osed-thinking to include veterans into the Trio programs
places emp asis on some valuable strengths inherent in the nature of
this ,

(1'$ Since a average age of veterans entering college is approxi-
mate y 2,2 to years old, they may provide stability and maturity
in programs, in contrast to the predominant population of these pro;
grains which is usually high school age students. Veterans should
help reduce counseling needs resulting in possible staff reductions,
and improved program quality at rdduced cost.

(2) At the present time, there 4re funds available to veterans
for tutorial, remedial, and academip course work in postsecondary
institutions; however, many veterans have not had the opportunity
to take advantage of these important resources. The primary reason
has been lack of an organized delivery *system.

(3) One of the most expensive aspects of an Upward Bound pro-
gram is its' summer component, since during this phase of the pro-
gram most students are housed and boarded at the host institutions.
In addition to enabling program staff to maintain contract with
students, the residential summer component has been helpful in
aiding 'Upward Bound students to acquire independence and ex-
perience living away from home. Since veterans have bon iiid-
pendent and have experienced living away from home, and. since they
can be expected to be highly motivated and able to attend classes
without close superb ision, they could very likely conirasite to the cam-
pus for summer classes as well as hold jobs off campus. This would
also result in reduced program cost as well as provide a better
simulation of the collegiate experience,

I am sure you have considered these strengths in your deliberations.
concerning H.R. 3171. However, there are other implications "of
adding veterans to the Trio programs that offset many of theSe

- gains. Thezis an assumption, at fillies implicit and at times ex-
plicit. that the existing Trio programs can be modified at no cost to.
the present population to serve veterans. This assumption is subject
tel serious question.

The first Trio program mentioned in the legislation is talent search.
This program consists primarily of high school dropouts, or potential
high school dropouts. These youngsters usually have a past history
of underachies ement, truancy, language _problems- -bilingual- -cul-
tural obstacles, or, in a few cases, are students whose education has
been interrupted by pregnancy or military service. This program is
primarily designed to serve younger students- -late junior high,
early high schoolfor whom early intervention is essential if edu-
cation careers are going to be redirected. These students often come
from minority groups who have the potential for postsecondary
school training; ho.a ever, due to family, financial, or social disad-

' vantages, they may find regular attendance and school success dif-
ficult.

'throe hoot this document when-I refer to m.nority groups, Tam
using that in the sense to include poor white and some of the tra-
ditional minority groups.

On the-other hand, a returning veteran at 21 or 22 years of age
Will be emotionally and psychologically an adult; the only thing
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this :person has in cohunon *ith the traditional talent set\irch stint
might be, in some instances, a low level of academic c,onipetence.
This early intervention concept suggests that intervention must
occur while there is the potential for change br malleability. As an

individual grows older he may still be malleable, but he requites
a much different kind of intervention strategy for tom arable
growth. Placing a veteran in a talent search program would be
comparable to sending a high school student back to grade school
to make up his educational deficiencies; it simply will not war*.

- Beth veterans and talent search students have academie deficiencies;
however, the resolution of these deficiencies require separate and dis-
tinct methodologies, ,

The second of the Trio _programs, the Upward Bound program,
is a precollege preparatory program designed to generate the sKill*
and motivation necessary for success in education beyond high school'
among young people from low-income backgrounds with inadequate
secondary school preperation.

An essential aspect of a successful Upward Bound project is its
ability to effectively utilize a variety of resources in attempting to
einphasize the ,total student, assessing his needs, strengths, and
weaknesses. Tha.program attempts to take advantage of Collegiate,
community, parental groups, and other sources that may the necei- ,

nary to help these students. The Upward Bound student is usually
a 10th or 11th grade high school student. for whom early inter-
vention is an essentiarcomponent, along with inputs of counselors,
teachers, and community resources who work together with the

, Upward Bound program staff to encourage and assist the student
to complete high school and seek postsecondary education.

The inclusion of veterans who are not enrolled in high school
to students. The value of early intervention is lost, the yalue_ of
correcting academic problems during the high school years. is last,
and the value of an up-to-date record of the student's past per-
formance and experiences is lost. Most veterans would be better off
to obtain an equivalency diploma through the armed services rather
than depend on Upwaid Bound services, since it appears that only
a limited aspect of this program could possibly ,serve the needs of
veterans. From a logistical sense, the summer prograin for bridge
FtlifiCIAS, which is designed to assist students to make the transition
from high school to college, could possibly meet the needs of veter-
ans; however, men this aspect of the program is heavily dependent
upon the previously mentioned intervention teeliniques.

The third component of the Trio programs, the special services
program, is designed to help disacliantged and physically handi-
capped students to remain in and complete college. These -tvrograms
usually include counseling, tutor:mg, special course work, and other
sors ices designed to remedy_the enrolled studenes academic deficien-
cies.

These programs have, in The past, served to a modest extent some
Vietnam era veterans. Furthermore, since the students served are
college age,,spe,cial service students are closer tithe veterans in age
and maturity than any other of the Trio populations. Some special
services programs have had experience with veterans who have
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taken advantage of educational is to help offset some of the
.Program's remedial eost.

iowever, college enrolled veterans in special servizes programs,
as well as those- who hate been admitted through1egular admissions
rrenot having an easy time of it. The first year or so after a-veteran
returns from military duty his primary concern is in making the
adjustment back to civilian life. Statistics show that approximately
20 to 25 percent of the -total 7.3 million Vietnam era veterans -ex-
perience adjnstnient Probleriis. They have spent 2 or more years in
the armed services, when society, especially on the college campus:eke
primarily trying to forget the whole Vietnam affair.. The veteran
feels, whether justifiably or not, that many people want to forget
him and the war.

He has hod to fight harder for less benefits than his predeemors,
Whether in combat, or not, he has not returned home-to bands, flags,
and the.,glory enjoyed by veterans of past wars. Today's 20 to -25
percent may have withdrawn, feePmisuse,d, forgotten, or else be in a
-constant state of rage and confusion.

In discussing Vietnam era veterans, we Must consider very thor-
oughly his eniotionelipsychological makeup in comparison to the
typical Trio or, for that matter, college student in general. He is
older, and he has needs which are almost totally 'different frpm other
students on the campus. A few veterans aie now. enrolled in special
services programs because these progfems miry be compilsed primari-
ly of minority students; consequently, he may be functioning in the
program due to utnal similarity in cultural backgrounds. An
extremely small run ber of nonininority veterans have taken ad-
vantage of these pro anis. Why?

The nonminority eterans feel that these pro&rams were designed
to .respond to .the needs of the sixties, to provioiti affirmative action,
create equal opportunity, and help rectify some of the injustices
originating out of poverty in America. Many feel, and I would agree,
that asking Trio programs to expand their services to meet the needs
of veterans is comparable to-asking high schools 10 years ago to meet
the needs of the'econornically and educationally disadvantaged.

The typical high school was not able to meet. the needs of Trio
students, not necessarily because they were insensitive or uncaring:
they simply ,did not have the specialized skills necessary, to meet the
needsof atypical students and still do justice to the typical student.
When I discussed with come Trio program staff the inclusion of
veterans in their program, their response, with some- reservations,
was optimistic. However, since veterens present a multitude of unique
problems, veterans groups and counklors expressed a much different
viewpoint. They .did not feel their needs could be met through -the
Trio framework.

It is the position of the National Coordinating `ouncil for Educa-
tional' Opporttinity (NCCEO), that the mass inclusion of veterans
into Trio programs would undermine the progress made in these
programs and not be to the best interest of either group. For veterans
it might initially appear as a glimmer of hope that would soon turn
to disillusionment and more frustration. For the high school student,
the result of H.R. 3471, in its present form, could emasculate the
program and diminish those gains which have been made to date.
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We recommend that a separate pro be established for veterans
'under the auspices of the Federal no Office. This would enable
veterans to take advantage of some Trio services and experiences,
avoiding-anneeessary duplication and expense. The needs-of veterans
are unive; they should be met through a separate set of guidelines,
designpa to addresSthose needs.

That special eeeimitraent and orientation programs for veterans be
iincluded n, these new guidelines, along with such special provisions

as .a.. congderatiOnfor the emancipated nature of veterans evhenedetere
minintecotiomio eligibility. ,

,
The present Trio programs should be maintained in their present

for& and continue to. serve their. present population. IToweser, career
education should be built into these programs in order that higher
=education nothe a\cruel hoax for the disadvantaged'.

That an emphasis be placed on staff training in Trio .programs
to assist program. personnel with better delivery systems, increase
their. skills in eccoupthhility, and . make increased impact on ele-
mentary, seconditry, and postsecondary education,

Since the cost of 'ado programs is less than many of the other
programs for the disadvantaged. in comparison to the outcomes, the
new legielation should include an extensive eveluation component to
assess the true impact, both economic and social, of these programs.

Lastly, the new educational opportunity tenfers play a significant
role in meeting-the-educational-needs-of than disadirantaged; however,
these centers should not be viewe,d as a possible replacement for Trio
programs, since they are impersonal and thus are incipalle of meet-
mg the needs of the total student.

Again, thank you for thin opportunity to address you.this morning.
Mr. 0'.H.e.riA. Thank you, very much.
I am nowI would like to ask Mr. Arnold Mitchem to come to the

table and identify himself and, then, we will have the questioning of
the witnesses by the subcommittee members.

Mr. Mitchem, could you tell the committee who you are and Sour
organization?

Mr. Mmiresr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Arnold 3fitchem,
director, of the educational opportunity prograth, Marquette Uni-
versity, Milwaukee Wis., also president of Mid-Ames iliet Social Edu-
cation Oeportunity'Pregrain Personnel. I do hot have:- statement this
morningibut I would like to express my general support for the con-
cepts and recommendations that are embodied in the task force on

'% the disadvantaged and postsecondary education.
I would like to express my deep appreciation for being invited to

participate in this extiemel), 4wpm-tent interchange this morning, and
for the future, I would like to offer my services to your staff in any
manner you deem appropriate.

Mr. O'ITAUA. Thank you, very much, Mr. Mitchem.
Mr. Ellis, the questions you raised about the inclusion of veterans

I don't believe that it is our thought in including veterans that the
veterans needs would be met exactly by talent search, just as it now
is, or that they would be met necessarily by upward bound, just as it
now is, or even Special services, just as it now is, althoUgh the veter-
ans's needs might-be, I think, met there closer than in other programs,

'
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But, it seemed to us, we were disappointed in the: very low percentage
of 'vett,..-ans who. were taking advantage of GI bill benefits and we
felt Ktherehad to-be o way, tea each veterans while-they werestillin
flee service, or immediately upor iischarge from service to.try to seek
out those-who are able t6 benefit from a further education and who
might be interested in further edikation if properly motivated and
to ,seek them out and to encourage thein ,and to provide them With
assistance and then provide the with assistance once you get them
into school.

It wi,.s our hope that these kinds of programs could be made flexible.
I think it wie.. Dr. Hamilton who-suggested that we ought toand I
bell( ,e Ms. Routh, as wellthat we ought to -have these progratits
flexible enough so that they can meet thq needs of special target
grout's, an . think you mentioned geographic location, age, and a
few other things. But. I think he veterans could be a special target
group for whom special adoptioes of these kinds of efforts could be
arranged.

Now, Mr,'Ell is-, what is your reaction to theft?
Mr. Ewa. It might be possible but again, to me,. some of the inter-

vention necessary require different approaches.
Mr. O'HARA. I think they-clearly do-require different approaches.
Mr. ElLIS. There is a tremendous need for specialized recruiting

technique and epecializ.ed oilentat on iu kinds of programs for veter-
ans and there IN a tremendous number of veterans who aren't taking
advantage of the services that are dile them because of a lack of
organized npproach in dealing with them.

So, I think, the spirit of that is fine. It is the logistics that I am
concerned about.

Mr. O'Hena, Do any of the others have any comment on this
Mb. Boerne Yes, I think with some of the proposed new models that

veterans could benefit greatly from the services. The point that
I would like to-make is that the Congress has added new, popurations
for several years because tLty have recognized needs in-the country.
But. I would like to point out that the appropriations levels have not
corresponded with that need. I think we need to look at the fact that
current service only co% ers rtally about from I to 8 percent nf the
popudation ix. this country coming from a low-income ,background

tween 14 and 21-4 million individuals.
$9, I think if we talk about adding new populations we have to

also talk about adding new Money.
Mr. Off. Well, of .,arse, it is a question of legislative strategy.

I certainly didn't want to add_ veterans without adding a common-
stirato amount of money. And, I. wouldn't be in. favor, of adding
veterans if I thought that the appropriation weren't going to change
Because would just dilute services that are already inadequate.
But, I rt. of had a feeling that if you could include veterans in and
have really meaningful programs to bring veterans into postsecondary
education and-assist them in-postsecondary od2ucation that that might
enhance the, changes for getting ad iateVproprititions.

That, on the whole,. there think, at more acute concern among
thil Congress generally about 'the special problems of veterans than
there iswell, I don't want to oversell it. I mean, it isn't ,all that.
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great, but I think there is ,more concern over the special problems of
veterans thanof any other groupand I thought that might help bring
ad uateunding into the program..But, that might hearrong., too.

r. Hamilton, I am very interested in your proposition in effect,
that the clientele of the program ought to be those aho, for whatever
reason, are academically unprepared and Ithinkthat is a group that
I have been especially concerned with as I have gone through
these hearings -over the last coup', of years. There has been that
ggroroup of individuals who have, in effect, missed their chance. Who
dropped out of high school or who received an inadequate sec-
ondary'preparation, and Who -did- not then remain in school, but who
went Out and went into the Army or went into employment or some-
thing,and whonow are beginning to feel that they made a- Mistake-
and, that -things could have been different. I want very much for
them to have it..chancy to come back into education and make np
seine of what they have lost and I think they are a group that has
a need. Maybe they don't meet income te.sts perhaps. They probably
don't because they have either been in the Army or working or doing;
something, and yet they do-very much need special assistance in get
tingting back into education and working their way through it.

Now, that would be one of the kinds of groups that you would be
thinking- of, I assume. Is that correct/

Dr. RosILTOls7. Yes, it woOd, Mr. Chairman. And the primary
difficulty ono ha,. in trying to address-the various needs is not to lose.
sight of the need. of tan

trying
the groups and this of course ties back

to resources. I made reference to the fact that I believe there are a.
number of groups and 3 uu have alluded tp some of the more mature
individuals who. may be coming back from various areas which, in
fact, includes veterans. But, on the other hand we have to recognize
that some of the data I have seen suggests that we are hitting 6-per-
cent, of the poor -2 that group which through the sixties we knew was
veey poorly, represented in higher education and it is extremely dif-
ficult- for a project-director or others concerned at higher levels to see
how they can begin to move from one group 'to another realizing that
we are doing only a very marginal job at best with, that initial tar-
get. population.

Mr. OrHana. That is an excellent point. And, each of you have
made it. but I want to tell you right now that l acknowledge that
point. If we are going to continue to dribble along, at the current
funding lea els, we aren't adequately serving the much smaller target
/group that we how have. And ...so obviously when you talk about
expanded target groups-thathas got to also involve expanded fund-
ing because you can't stretch a tiny,little program. You can't make
it a big enough tent from a little l'itch of cloth. You can't make a
his enough tent to -cover all of thope van are going to need. the kind
of help that amore flexible, broa,deried program could provide.

And, I guess I would have to take-a serious look at my authoriza-
tion levels if it is, going to he that kind of program that we are

e.talkin about, and maybe put in same threshold type of funding
for it. In other .words, before you can fund something else, you must
fund this one at least to a certain. extent or linkagi in the funding
to -the extent that you fiord one thing; you must then provide a cer-
tain .amount for this sort of program.
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Those kinbS of "pproaclies we ought to look Info.
Dr. 11 piroN. Yes, I would add this comment as wellthat one

can talk about and one may have a great difficulty defining terms
here, and we do have difficulty frequently with clear definitions,
butthere is a.clisadvantaged veteran that has been the primary con-'
cern.of this legislation. We do have at, my own institution and I am
sure at many others large numbers of veterans. We have over 2,000.
veterans-enrolled at the university.

From one perspective, in the sense that these are veterans.that ale
using their, benefits. They are not disadvantaged in that sense. There
is another group of disadvantaged veterans who are not using these'
benefits. There are educationally- disadvantaged veterans who do not
have high school diplomas who can be encouraged to go the GED
route, and otherwise upgrade their services, So, it seems to me there
is a need to try to look at that disadvantaged aspect. I would be
very concerned if all veterans qualified and all 2,000 came over to
use our limited services and. I nad to say no. There would be a lot
of no's and make a number of people unhappy.

Mr. O'HARA. I think you are right. The disadvantaged veteran is
really the one we are talking about. There are other veterans who
are perfectly prepared for postsecondary education and already moti-
vated for it. dill they need is a discharge certificate and they are
going to fit innot easily because they do have a readjustment prob-
lem, but nevertheless, quite easily and there is no need to include
them in the target population. But, I am thinking of the veteran
would be included among those who are disadvantaged as students
in some way, if he had never been in the Army and there are a lot
of them who have available to them what is without any question
the best Federal student aid program of any studentthe G.T. bill.
One could complain of itt, inadequacy and indeed, I was one of those
to very greatly increase the benefits under it last year, but whatever
its inadequacies are, it is the best student aid program the Federal
Government runs.

And, here they are. They have this entitlement and they aren't
taking advantage of it. And, I think they have to be hejped to take
advantage of it.

I yield to the gentleman from Minnesota, the ranking minority
member of the full committee. -

Mr. Qum In listening to your testimony and the questions and
answersI have a question of Dr. Hamilton about the low-income
factor.

Do you think that ought to be taken into consideration with
veterans and include only the low-income veterans, or anyone who
is academically disadvantaged?

Dr. HAXILTON..1 think that poses an interesting kind of question.
I actually. One may look at the veteran, at his or her family back-
' ground moving through the educational system and I am sure there

are a number of veterans who are from disadvantaged backgrounds
in terms of income, it cetera. If you look at their familytheir
childhood, their adolescenceas you rook at the veteran coming into
a university, utilizing benefits, it seems to me, for example. that a.
single, independent veteran who, even though from a disadvantages
family economically, is not going to be that disadvantaged.

54-459-75--53
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For a 10-month peilod a veteran could accrue %2,700 and that
is sufficient at least at our institution to mak'e.it. There would be a
great difficulty in some of the private sectors Mid that student would
be economically disadvantaged.

If you, look at it at another levek one could say that the benefits
being provided, ,to the veteran are in fact being provided because
they are and ave been disadvantaged econclimealy, vis-a-vis par-
ticipation in military service over a period of time. Therefore, I
would conclude by saying this: It might be easier to deal with the
disadvantagement of a veteran from an edit tional standpoint as
opposed to income criteria.

Mr. Qum. We have a deep concern about e veterans. Some of
you have pointed out the reasons why. I thi of another individual
who has suffered a. tremendous disadvantage nd that is the person
who has been in prison. There are a large number of young people. who have been in prison which seems to me has harmed them.

Now, I recognize if they are sent to priso ii. there is a likelihoo
they wore guilty of something and that is the teas= they went the, .

But, what I have observed of the prison system is that they pave
been harmed more than they have been rehabilitated.

Have you any reaction to this program In any way being o enefit
for those who have been in prison. /

Dr. IL:mres. I think definitely it could be. I have not been
extremely conscious of large numbers of individuals col ng out of
that experience coming into such a Pro am. I know t at we do at,
the institution have a number of italiv i uals who hay come out of
that experience and are, in fact, enrolled in a university. I think
generally there is not broad awareness of it and I think there are
clear and obvious reasons why there would not, be because of the
potential discrimination and prejudicial environment to that in-
dividual.

But, I would have to pause and think a great. dpal more about
inclusion in the current guidelines as a category. The individual'
coming out of a prison experience, I would comment that I don:t
believe that they are excluded any more than I believe the veterans
are excluded even now. It is a question of emphasis rather than in-
clusion of exclusion.

Mr. Quiz. I am going to ask Mr. Ellis about this because he men-
tioned some of the problems of including people out of high school.
I have visited with individuals who have attended postsecondary
institutions, probably more vocational, technical schools, than have
attended college and have seen the tremendous change that has
come over them because of that. Even though there is discrimination,
that experience enabled them to speak freely of their past experience
and the hope they haves now.

13ut, in looking at the individual who was in prison, especially a
young person that is in prison, you practically can say that the
reason why they did wrong was that they were educationally dis-
advantaged. Some of have said that they would like to have the goal
that as soon as they learn how to read well, they can leave prison.
That would be the motivation to develop oneself academcially.
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So, when you look at these Trio programs, we are talking about
individuals who weren't reached so they could go to college, but
because of their problem, I think, ended up in jail. I have heard it
said many times that so..le of the brightest young people are in jail

it isn't a low IQ that leads to prison.
!-.41s. Routh?

Roma. Yes, I would-like to' peak to that. I have some personal
knowledge from the Southeast. Thisarget population was'identified
uy Tie regional project directors in that region and .I am familiar with
a. program, that was developed through. the Upward Bound program.
There is a division of community services at Mercer University in
Macon, Ga.2 that is serving the, prisons in south Georgia as a part of all
of these Trio programs. They have inmates who come to the campus
on a release krogram. They have extensive. tutoring in the prisonsby
students that are working in these programs, and the program has been
going very successfully. They are, expecting and hoping to be able
to grant degrees to the prisonsers."And, I think this is an area that
is very possible. .

:Nfr. Quit. Then I come, Mr. Ellis, to the comment you made. I
think I understood on the first Trio program what you said about
the, veteran, and I think there will be others like that.

bottomthe ;ottom of page 3 when you are talking about the second
Trio program, you ,..,aid the inclusion of veterans' who are not en-
rolled in high school would neutralize the effectiveness of the pro-.
grams benefits. Are you saying that benefits would be lost to the
mall% ideal or the benefits of Upward Bound programs to others
would be neutralized by the inclusion of the veterans.

Mr. Darts. No, I am referring to the veteran as an individual. In
other words, there is not the history built up on him that there
would be on the other students, and I think a long period of involve-
ment and a substantial history of working with students, I have
found in my everience in Upward Bound to be of tremendous help
in wprking with the students.

In other words, one of my bigggest frustrations was that there was
so much-to the student that we were not aware of and were unable to
deal with other aspects to the student in terms of setting up interven-
tion techniques.

Mr. Qum. So, what you are saying with the veteran is that you
should have reached him while he, was still in high school, rather
than afterward.

Mr. alas. Or, in fact, if you could begin to identify these people
early enough, perhaps even during--or sometime before their release.
Much, like if you are going tovou were speaking earlier of prisoners
much in the same way of working with prisons. I think you have to
begin to identify and begin to work withtvell, it is helpful the
earlier you can make contact with some of these specialized groups,
the more effective and the more successful you are- going to be. And,
while as an administrator in. New York State, ,I did work with prison
populations and I did visit with inmates and discussed the inclusion
of prisoners in IIEOP programs, which is a program compattble in
New York State to these programs,

a ,
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Arr. QUIE. Are any of you familiar with the pro ain that the

military started, I Una it. was while INICNatnara was ecretary, for
individuals who wanted to go into the military but Who did not have
the scholastic level to enable them to do so were then given remedial
training so they could qualify for the military. I think they took
about 100,000 to start with.

Ms. ROUTH. I have just heard of it. I don't know how successful it
has been.

Mr. QUIE. Let me ask you then on priorities since there is always
going to be a limitation on funds. Take the two categories, the ones

ho are now served coming out of high school and reine.
t'

served so
that they would move immediately into post-secondary educational
institutions, over against a larger group the ones who have COM-
pkted high school, but are educationally disadvantaged. 'which pro-
hibits than from pursuing their course of study in postsecondary
education. Where would you set the highest priority between the
two, recognizing limitation of funds?

Ms, Rom'. Mr. Quie, I would like to probably hedge on the ques-.
tion and explain, because the task force has had to deal wish priorities
all along. One of the things that I (mess 'we are excited about is the
idea of eloping a service learning center in the institution, so
that the Federal Gus eminent would share with the institution in
developing a program that could be expanded to include all of the
individuals on the campus that are in need of developmental skills.

One of the things that concerns us is that we recognize, and insti-
tutions are recognizing, that they have a number of both nontradi-
tional and even traditional students who need developmental skills.
In some cases they have developed learning centers that would re-
spond to the needs of these students who would not be eligible and
meet the income criteria of the special services program. So, in a
number of cases you have a special services program on one corner
of the campus, and the learning-center on the other, with quite a bit
of duplication of service, and oftentimes not a let of coordination.
I think what we are suggesting is that the Federal Government
share in this effort so that we can develop a kind of comprehensive
centera really excellent service learning center at institutions that
can serve all of the populations.

Mr. QUIE. Will this mean a change in the Trio program.
Ms. Roux, Yes, sir.
.1fr. Qua:. Has the Trio program been a stimulator of programs

funded by the institution or has the need been seen in both areas so
they run pretty independent of each other?

Mk ROUTE. I think that it would be hard to generalize on that
issue. I. think in many situations the Federal funds have been used
to develop this kind of learning center. There are some other efforts.
The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, for
example, is bringing together 12 different such institutional pro-
grams from all over the country to engage in year-long dialog to
develop prograMs in this area. T think that what we are concerned
about is that we don't have duplication.

In some areas, there has been duplication. In other areas, the spe-
cial services has stimulated and really worked in developing these
centers,
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Mr. Qum. Could i go back to my question, again, on the priorities.
Mr. (Mena. Mr. Mitchem, did you have some comment?
Mr. Mrrotizef. Yes. 'Mr. quie, if I may say so that is a bloodied

question in terms of Elizabetbean Englandyou are damned if you
do and damned if you don'tsort of thing.

Those of us who work in these programs have strong feelings.
about both groups. There, tre perhaps some advantages, some pro-
gram and anagerial advantages in working with those Students
who have en outside of secondary experience for a period of time,
inasmuch we often find that these people are more motivated be-
cause they have had some life, experience and understand the im-
portance Of skills.

On the other hand, many of, us feel quite strongly that because
the present target population has, been deprived and consequently
hat not developed certain kinds of aspiration levels, and certainly
don't have some of the same Lind of awarenesses as people from
other segments of our society% it. is important, therefore, that we do
all that we can to keep them in what I describe as kind of a normal
tract, which is to graduate from high school and move on to a post-
secondary experience.

I guess, what I am saying ismuch of what Ms. Routh said
is I am hedging and I would hate to have to make that kind of
choice. -

Mr. Qum. That is one of the problemsewe get 'faced with, W© get
faced with that decision all the time. I was going along with what
the chairman indicated. One of the ways to protect the group that
we are serving now is that we don't serve a new group unless you
fund at least to this level. When there is not enough money available
to fully serve the group you are now serving, it would really be
diluting the money to serve a larger number of that group and go
onto the new one.

That is sort of the dilemma that I am faced with personally. But,
would your answer then be hat we wouldn't have to make that
decision on priorities. It rea113.4hen is th4encOuragement for the
institutions to provide that service in a coordinated way .with con-.
tinuity so that they are really making the judgment on an individual
basis. Would that, be accurate to say that?

P Ms. Bourn. Yes, sir. I think that we should in some way guarantee
with iht( Federal funds that the students with the greatest need
not be ntVected because sometimes they are very reticent to go into
a centerthis kind of a thing, but I think that it is very possible to
really expand he services so that it can be open to a much greater
number and there are models now where this is working very
effectively.

Mr. Qua., The last question I have, Dr. Hamilton. You men-
tioned evaluation and I am always frustrated when we work on
legislation that extends or expands a program that has been in op-
eration, when we don't have the kind. of information that good eval-
uation provides for us. I wish you would elaborate a little bit on
your recommendation to us- -what to do or how to do that evaluation.

I have risen some evaluation wkiicb was an effort #3r those who
were running the program to make themselves look good. Therefore,
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I have been kind of a bug on outside evaluation so there wouldn't
be any self-interest involved.

I know others of you have mentioned evaluation. Could you react
to that

Dr. 11Aarwrort. I think that evaluation ultimately has to be done
at several levels of responsibility, including the national level, the
.regional level, and in this instance, the level of the institution. I
think that the key to all of that is effective statement of measur-
able goals and objectives at the project level? and effective, efficient
data collection related to those objectives within the programs.

If that id inefficient, then we will have a multiplying effect all the
way through the system and that Is one of my primary concerns
and I think the concerns of a number of others that we get account-
ability within programs; get an adequate evaluation, models and
design set up, data collection systems and information,on these dis-
seminated at the project director level.

Having done that, a program should still be evaluated. I think the
institution has a role in the area of evaluation of programs which it
has funds for from the Federal Government in the same way that
institutions are required to carry through audits on funds which the
institution receives. The audit, shows that the dollars have been
spent in the way that they were supposed to be spent, but I think
a program audit, it this sense, is an evaluation at the institutional
levelgoing into a regional or national office as a part of an eval-
uation process is also important.

It also puts the burden on the institution and not on the
project director. Ultimately, the project director may be the one
called upon to do it, but it then will hay.e to flow through the sys-
tem. That is extremely important. As I have listened to individuals
from the regional office and the national office in various meetings
and conferenk.cs and I have heard concern and seen the dialog be-
tween the.project directors and the Office of Education--entirely to
the exclusion of the institution.

I aueis if I am making my point clearly, it should be at several
levels and cannot be effective unless there are clear statements of
goals and objectives at .different levels.

Mr. QurE. Yes, Mr. Mitchem?
Mr. MtrottEm.'I would like to underscore Dr. Hamilton's remarks

which I think is an extremely important part. Historically the in-
stitutions have not been made accountable for these programs and
I thin ntil they do, I think we are going to find that many pro-
gram aren't going to meet the expectations of Congress, the Office
of E ucation, and those of us who have a vested interest in these
pro ams.

Mr. Quo. We ought to be clear in our goals when we wr#e the
legislation.

Ms. Rotrrn. I would just add one point. Also, I think if institu-
tions are contributing to the cost of the program, perhaps there
will be more attempts at evaluation.

Mr. O'HARA. That is a very good point. I would like to thank all
of you, Ms. Routh, Dr. Hamilton, Mr. Ellis, Mr. Mitchemfor
your assistance.
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Let me make it clear the task force, report did no e.avr+uail-

able on any.; fort of usable basis until we were well

im
drafting p

deadi for introducing the bill.
on this bill and we were right up aga vs,1,,,rlf-

d, then, o course, it didn't become semi -officially- '-

until much after e introduction of the bill and that is ihe reason
why the work of the task force is not reflected in the bill. nut, it has
been our intention all along to take a more extensive look at that
part of tho bill and try to make it conform with the best recommen-
dations we can get. So, that would be our intention as we go into
mark-up.

Let Me announce that the record of these hearings will be kept
open until the end of this month for the submission of statements
for inclusion in the record and those who wish to do so will be per-
mitted to include statements. These hearings are concluded'and the
subcommittee will noW stand in adjournment.

[Whereupon, the subcommittee adjourned at 11:40 a.m.]
[Mr. Mitchum subsequently filed the following paper:3

MID-AMERICA ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL,
6FPOETUNITY PROGRAM PEDSONNEL,

Milwaukee, Wis., Aprtl 30,1915.
Mr. JAMES O'HARA,
Chairman, Subconenittee on Postsecondary Educations, Ll..S.,11ouse of Represen-

tatives, Rayburn ()glee Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma O'HARA: We in the Association sincerely appreciated the oppor-

tunity you extended to us at the April 11th hearing of your Subcommittee,
when you indicated yuur willingness to acceptstatenients on Trio for inclusion
in the Subcommittee record until April 30th. The enclosed position reflects
the viewpoint of our membership on areas of critical concern to them both in
regard to Trio generally and also in regard to specific aspects of the Trio sec-
tion of HR 3471. We respectfully submit this paper for your consideration.

Sincerely-,
Cwatelvor .SBELLZT, Chairman,

Committee on Legislation, Education and Fecal Concerns.
ABNOLD L. Mimeo Dr, President.

The authorizing Ieg.Aation and existing guidelines for TRIO programs define
the population to be served much too narrowly, particularly regard to the
present income criteria and client tielet tiun procedures. We need a working defi-
nition of eligible educational and economic disadvantagement which will enable
us to assist students :somewhat above the poverty level where there.is clearly
identified need. The legislation should be as specific as regarding the broad
spectrum of,TRIO clientele via a-vis black, Hispanic, native American, the physi-
cally handicapped, rural and Urban poor, veterans and the variety of ethnic
and cultural minorities. The work of the TRIO prpgram staffs may eventually
include evaluation, descriptions and. targetting of .schools and areas. The defini-
tion of the population should encompass the new learners, adult and continuing
students and those who have had their education interrupted. Clearly. the
highest priority should remain those persons In the lowest income categories-as
well as thope with severe academic need. The Income criteria is the most depend-
abl because it b significantly easier to measure without compromising guy of
the discrete categories. There do not exist, at this point, accurate differentia.
tlons between urban and, rural poverty and educational need which strongly
supports the use Of-the Bureau of Labor Statistics' poverty criteria.

CamPui; based TRIO programs need to be more efficiently integrated into the
management and bUdgetfirY Processes of the host imitations. Too often special
services activities are managed, and programmed along procedural lines which
are contrary to those of the schools and agencies which sponsor them. There
are, in some instances, differenceS in hiring practices, reporting and budgetary
procedures, staffing and appointments and.the like. Program sponsors that are
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not post-secondary institutions must be required to j tify the reliability and
feasibility of their educational orientation. 13pecIaI Focus), Programs can be used
to address specific needs. There are fields of study, currienla and Professions in
winch minokities are sorely unrepresented and underrepsented including en-
gineering, medicine, architecture, the sciences and researe\h. The activities

fielded. We must
between Educe-

d' agencies. Ry
tang them into
ce is assured.

upported by
the precur-
larity and

must be based on sound pedagegical theory and academically
insist on effective communication and cooperative inter:1010
tional Opportunity Centers and local educational institutions
and large TaJent Search activity would be enhanced by incorpor
Educational Opportunity Centers where improved delivery of ser
Similarly, Upward Bound activity could be jointly sponsored and
high schoolis and boards of education. After all, Upward Bound wa
sor of the alternative education concept which htis gained much pop
acceptance in recent years.

Authorization and funding levels of TRIO ,prOgrame are clearly inade uate as
they have always been. The target populations have expanded and identi_ ed and
justified activities and needs have increased, but there has not been con-
comitant increase In resources. Many programs have attempted to add earee and
vocational advising and job placement activities without staff or funds te, do
the necessary research and material development. As new consumers of th se
services are identified and included, additional funds are necessary. Most cruel
of course, is the.need for the inclusion in the funding process are the factorin
of inflationary, cost of living and market movement considerations.

The implications of institutional cost sharing procedures continue to be a mat-
ter of great concern to TRIO program staffs. The variety of possible arrange-
ments are compounded by the differences in institutional resources, manage-
ment procedures, budget systems, etc. Several positions are, "however, clear. Cost
sharing relates directly to institutional commitments to the'nationat regional
and individual program goals. Grantees shonld be firmly committed to cost
sharing before proposals are submitted and contracts approved.

Some of the activities which the grantee might assume are research, evalua-
tion, testing, publienlione, stuff development, career advising and pope forms of
technical assistance. Clearing the matching allocation provision Is excellent
because it indicates several important matters about the host institution end
program and their relatioaship. It confirms the level aad quality of the institu-
tion's or ageners commitment and cooperation. It increases ptogram_ stability
it reinforces the program's academic credibility. Equally important, it can assist
to qualify eligible staff for _academic and administrative rank and committee
appointments and the status and visibility attending thereto. We are, of course,
aware that some grantees will be fearful of having to reallocate strained re-
sources in areas where there are competing and conflicting priorities. The crucial
Variable in this regard remains feasible and manageable
,The eehas been considerable debate regionally and nationally as be the kinds

of technical assistance needed among TRIO program staffs and hove it should
he developed and who should deliver it. The question has been raised as to the
professional qualifications of directors who have an inordinate need for techni-
cal assistance. It atiould be remembered, however, that there have not been
developed sophinticeed training models for persons working with students who
have need and profiles significantly different front the traditional Consumers of
postsecondary education. The need Is for more funds to be aasiOted to granteei
to allow them to develop and attend workshops, seminars and training sessions
on the specific subjects of their intereet. These are areas in which the pationnl
and regional faces could be of assistance. They could Identify consultnnts and
experts from the federal agencies and mnke them available. They could become
repositories of, and clearing houses for, the masses, of data and material and
make suggestions as to their collection, dissemination and use. -This would be
nn (dent use of the resources ht the National Institute of Education.

rterently TRIO programs have heen encouraged to understand and use the
technique:: administration and management by objectives. The extension of
those techniques requires the development and acquisition of certain skills and
knowledge in both research and evaluation. The legislation should provide funds
for necessary research and the development of useful evaluation models.

Program staffs muet be involved in this development and execution of such
model's to insnre efficiency. To be of met value. these models should be forma-
titre as well as stimulative. It might be preferable to encourage host institutions
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and, agencies td. assume tbegsregponsibillties; creating and implementing TRIO
research lirpbase with- ongoing research and evaluation activity.

Closely related to the need for various kinds of technical eislittance is the
needfor improved staff development and training: The range of need among the
clientele of 'TRIO programs is broad--cognitive and affective -and the exper-
tise.end skill-needs of the staffs are equally broad. Because of the fending proc-
ess and the funding levels, there is ralely time and never funds Available for
thaseactivIties. The needsof the students obviously have priority over those of
the staffbut they are not mutually exclusive.

Legislation should provide 1 for these activities but not st tbe expense
of essential program componen There Is much to'be learned by staffs to im-
prove their personal and prof onal capabilities. They must be current on,
finanCial. and career planning, re arch anil evaluation. The history and current
philesophies of higher education, eadership skill and management techniques,
admissions and financial aid, an elated matters. Of course, we are not con-
cerned with developing psychome clans, but educators and administrators re-
sponsible for working with-studen with clear academic deficiencies should be
expected to be conversant andeompetent with current literature, approaches
and techniques in testing and measurement. Perhaps a viable approach would
be to identify by state experienced persons tb function as training facilitators.

Regionalization of TRIO programs is an efficient arrangement provided, of
course, that communications channels are effective up and down the line. The
morale of the Program staffs is always improved when senior program officers
and staffs are accessible and informed. Grants should be awarded at the re-
gional level at least three years at a time. This would accomplish several goals
that are administratively necessary and educatiOnally sound. For instance, staffs
could in stabilized, trained and evaluated. Long-range planning would be facili-
tated. Useful evaluation and research models could be implemented. Forward
funding should include the factors of cost of living increases asVell as market
movement. Proposals should be written for three.year cycles and documented by
annual and semi-annual reports and analyses.

Program directors are unanimous in, their desire have input to guidelines,
and regulations will be used to determine program policies and procedures.

This statement, then, is not intended to be inclusive or exhaustive of all of the
concerns of TRIO prograrfas, staffs and students, It is, however, a sihcere sum-
mary of confirmed and carefully considered conclusiorfs gut reported by students
and staffs. We. have net attempted to prioritize these recommendations. We
view as crucial the encouragement of institutional involvement and commitment.
We are prepared to elaborate, amplify or document need far each or any of
these recommendations If it is considered necessary or appropriate.

. rf 9'15"
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APPENDIX
Correspondence and other materials submitted the pubcommatee for the

'hearing record on IIR 3471 and related legialation.

A. GENERAL COMYEIITS

MIDDLESEX COUNTY Cower.,
Edis 6n, 1% T., February 27, 1915.

MOS. JAMES OlEtsau,
Ohairman,,Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ediscation, House of Representatives,

Washington, D.C.
-Dux Ma. 011as&: As the President of the largest community college in the

State of New Jersey, and in conjunction with the ,director of Financial Aid' of
the GiVege, I should like to specifically address our primary institutional Con-
cerns regarding the efforts of the Postsecondary Education Subiommittee of
the United States Souse of Representitives to amend and extend the Educa-
tional Amendments of 1972.

Initially, I wish to bring to your attention the fact that Middlesex County
College currently administers federal student aid, including Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants, in a total amount in excess of ;250,000aamally. As is the
ease with mbst such public institutions, federal student aid constitutes the
primary sources, limited as it is, employed in an attempt to bridge the gap be-
tween educational reality and family financial need. Our interest, therefore,
in the efforts.of the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee, is far from casual.

We wish to applaud the Subcommittee for its responsiveness to the testimony
presented last fall regarding the expansion of the College Work-Study Prograrn.
We have found the College Work-Study Program to be the singly, most valuable,
educational and financial assistance program available to the Middlesex County
College student body. Although this letter is not the approprint place to docu-
ment the well-known the inlititutionally respected values of the College Work-
Study Program, we do wish -to completely and totally support its continuatisn
and expansion.

We are somewhat distressed, however. in the recognition that the President's
proposed budget calls for a funding reduction of $b(l' ,000,000 in College Work-
Study funding for fiscal year 1976. While the President and the mdmbers of
the Subcommittee are obviously reflecting differing attitudes regarding College
Work-Study, we very strongly urge yeti as a viable member of the Seheem-
mittee, to oppose any efforts to thodi:v -se College Work-Study position of the
Subconanittde. We believe that despite recognizable political interaction, the
expansion of .the College Work-Study Program must net be subject to corn.
promise.

We do directly oppose the position of the Subcommittee regarding National
Direct and Guaranteed Student Loans, as well as their suspected relationship
on the State Scholarship Incentive Grant Program. The position of the Sub
committee to further restrict the availability of student loans. while consistent
with a burgeoning student default rate, will have a grossly negative effect on
student aid. A large segment of the student population of Middlesex County
(which is. by all demographic and economic standards, urbanized) are at
economic levels which prevent their eligibility for Bas1P Grants while. due to
the incredible eeosomic realities of urbanization: their real income forbids the
inclusion of. higher education within their means. For such a student popula-
tion. the student loan. either in conjunction with or apart from College Work,
Study employtnent. constitutett the sole avenue by which higher education can.
In fact, be consummated. The tightening of the availability of 'student loans
will undoubtedly result in,"middle income" citizens being denied access to

(913)
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higher educational upporttaittlea TZ this, we are dramatically opposed, and urge
your efforts and reconsideration of such action.

As a critical aside, the position of the Subcommittee that reduction in student
loun availability will be offpet by increased authorization la the State Scholar-
ship Incentive Grant Program Is, in ouf opinion, incorrect. Such an assumption
presumes that the same student pupulation will be equally eligible under either
program. In New Jersey, this I completely erruneuos. Scholarship, by definition,

academic or tither merit. Therefore, Ncw Jersey administers the State
Scholarship Progrhm, based primarily on need, :hut coupled with academic
cunsiderations. To du otherwise would be to destroy the very concept, and equate,
bility, of the Scholarship plan. As a result, large numbers of students who,
based on need alvne, qualify for a student loan do nut meet the academic quali-
fications associated with State Scholarships. Infusion, therefore, of S.S.I.G
funds tends only to assist and expand an already strung program which, while
meritorious, does so at the direct txptthse of students andAtimilles already dis-
enfranchised by the Basic Educational Opportunity Prograr4.-'

We urge yupr attention, 3, oul Individual effort, and your direct association
with these matters. Should I, or any member of the eutire-sta(f of the College,
be able to provide you with any additional informatiun during your delibera
Goias, please do not hesitate to contact me directly.

Sincerely yours,
FRANK M. CHAURERS,

0
President.

TEISXF.GEE INSTITUTE,
HUILAN RESOURCES DEVELOPSIENT CENTER,

Tuskegee Institute, Ala., Jfarch 4, 1975.
Hon. James G. Mixes,
Chatrrnan, House SubcommItt, e on Postsecondary Education, U.S. House of

Regreseqatires, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR. Our thanks and congratulations to you for your introduction of

HR 3471: I feel that st-41. revisions in student aid programs are drastically
needed and long overdue. You arc ..ts, .x.:-.graz.atatcd for taking lids timely
initiative.

Most provisions of HR 3471 allowed indications of extensive, objective delib-
erations. However, those with special appeal to me were the following:

(1) Work study ProgramNearly double the current ;300 million, level of
the work-study azogram require students to be paid at least the actual minimum
wage instead of a specipl lower student wage, and reimburse Institutions for
their costs In creating or find( g other non-subsidized jobs for students.

(2) NDSL LoansEnd Fe ral capital contributions to the National Direct
Student Loan program ezcep foksufficient funds to cover forgiveness on exist-.. ing loans now required by 14 for certain tart graduation service.

(3) Directs NIE to stud, the development of culturally bias-free 'tests to
determine scholastic ability.

As an administrator to a number of federally and privately-sponsored pro-
gram% dealing mainly with Increasing educational opportunities for minori-
ties- over the past few years, I have shared the anguish of too many fitndents
who were unsuccessful in identifying "adequate" financial aid. The problems
,most often realized were:

(1) An overall insufficient financial aid packagei.e., the total award not
amounting to what it would cost the strident to attend the awarding Institution.
Generally. most students with whom I have dealt could expect no support from
home.

(2) "Loan.kary" financial aid packagestoo much iii (for example) NDSL
and too little in Work-Study and SEGO.

(3) hunolicient number of jobs or study-related fobs available
Your bill seems to adtiress these problems and I belleve,,it passed. would

correct, the basic problems altogether. However, permit me to add that while
I would strongly wish for work study programs replacing the loan programs. r
consider very limited loan programs acceptable, as a last resort. It in just
through ray long involvement with low-income Individuals, I have come to be-
lieve that most of these persons sincerely are not looking for handouts. but
only Phi opportuThty to earn their education with as few encumbrances as
possible.
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Finally, I share with YOU .Qua' C011eern regarding the development bf cid-
turally blow -Free testa to determine scholastic ah . Even' though arriving
lite, such would* 'extremely welcomed.

God sPeed.arAfseetwhilies. (. ...
Sineerely.youre, , ,

Tette. 4ntaisBnotoeit. ,

3fT. SAX AziTorio CorIE0E,
, Walnut, Valif.,March 5, 1975.

Congressman Chat D. Pricans, It
ehairman of Mouse Committee on. Education and Zabor,

.
Rayburn House Offle.e

Iluil4ing, Washington, D.O. t c .

Des* COZIOIEsSmAat rsaarnS: I mm currently serving as chairman of
CHECSSA (California Higher Education Council of Student Services Associa-
tion). Membership InCHECSSA. comes from representatives of the 14 major stu-
41entPersonnei services organizations in higher education in the state of Cali-
fornia. CLIECSSA's major purpoies are to cookdiriate and disseminate infanda.-
Ifni' regarding trendi in student services and legislation.

1 am writing on behalf of CHECSS11 to.Indicate strong support for some of the
Major proileleuesis Introduced in H.R. 3471 and 11.11. 3470. in general, plieing
more emPhasis on student work and less emphasis on 'student loans-is the diree-
tion supported by etudent service professionals. Conceining never funded cost
of instructional alhitvance, I would like to point initial example -from the Cali-
fornia,orninunity colleges. Comniunity colleges in California have tiler a million
students currently enrolled, and according to the data as many as 40% of these
students need financial assistance to enter college and complete prograMs. t'n
fortunateIy, two problems exist; first, funding may not be available at the com-
munity college mandate to serve a particular student; second, financial aid
application process with its complex. forms is enough to stifle the_motiVation and
tenacity of any student.

The apPlication rejection rate Is high ,across the notion. At Mt. San Antonio
Community College in Walnut, California, the rejection factor on the 13E0G
caused the Financial Aids Office to expand services by offering classes to train

-parents, students, and professionals. Classes will not.,only demonstrate how
APPHcanto should complete the forms, but also provide information about dates
for filing the conceptual nature of need-analysis systems, the tine lel atytrd
process, the kinds of aid available- mid the Costs of education.
. The higher edurntion system across the nation, while in a strafes !titian to
implement state and federal programs for allocation of funde for post-secondary
student..loto;:ial a4.-11:.*.n.nee, faces trensendous administrative costs. These pro-

\ grams with objectives of equal access, choice, and retention demand scrupulous
attention .particularly since the key to receiving assistance Is the application
process which to be successful must be individualized.

Higher education in California. could do an even better joblf the administrative
osts could he shared; by the tripartite partnership, (institution, state, and
federal). The above examples represent strong and almost urgent appeal for the
cost of instruction allowance for institutions to be funded in order to help
afudents interned.

Sincerely,
- DENNIS M. DIATE/2; ,

Chairman, California Higher Education Council,
\\ of fitudeni Services Association.

ST. Ioscpres Comm,
Renildelaer; Ind., March 6, 197.7.

Representative J'Auvi G. O'Hara, /
house of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : I would like to comment briefly on the bill e
which youintroduced February 19th on federal student aid. I want to comment
specifically on the proposals with respect to Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants.
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Any reduction or elimination of these progranls will make it more difficult
for students, especially the less advantaged students, to attend a private rest-

,deatial college, where the total cost is necessarily high. Eve-now with the ac-
teal maximum, nut the tle,,retical maximum, running around $1000.00 on the
BECIts It is difficult to meet the it VCA/3 a. it student who has maximum need,
is a good student, but does not qualify for an academic scholarship.

Let us take the case of a student whose total cost of $4000.00 and he is un-
able to furnish anything toward his education. I! he gets a BEOG for $1000,
and SEW; for $100, and ND3L fur $1000, and work-study for $700, he is still
short $300.-.Bu. what would happen if the BEOG is reduced to We and the
SEOG is eliminated altogether. There would 'be no way in which this student
could attend, fur example, Sent Josepli;si College. The problem becomes even
inure acute if the LEOG remains a fixed sum while the cost of education keeps
rising.

It seems that a better solutiun would be to raise rather than lower the BEOG,
and then leave the SEOG at the discretion of the financial aid officer within
limas as ram. Thus svuuld make it eussibje to really help those who need help.

I du nut see any advantage in turning Supplementary Educational Opportunity
Grants Into federal scholarships. The number of scholarships, estimated at
400)00, would really be a small number compared with those who have need. The
pregram would be so curapetitive that the scholarships are likely to go to those
who already have a variety of other scholarships to assist them.

I would really like to see the BEOG eliminated entirely and the money put
to the SEOG. Two of the arguments used to initiate BEOG were that it would
at down on the overhead In administering the program and it would reach

the students-siNko really needed the help. Neither argument has proved to be
true. The cost a administering the prugram must be enormously greater to the),
g,verturieut than that of SEOG where the administrative charge is only 3%. And
there Is no evidence .that students are being reached by the BEOG who would
not have been reached by an expanded SEOG.

I submit these ideas In Chi hope that whatever comes of the proposed legisla-
tion, it will be'for the best interest of the students.

Sincerely,
CHARLES S. ROBRINR, C.P:P.S.,

Direotor of Student Financial Aid.

JACKSON COM31IINrrY COLLEGE,
Jackson, Mich., March 7, 1975. ,

Hon. JAMES O'HARA, $House of Representatives,
Washington,

Drag ItsvItE8MTAME O'HARA . The Bond of Trustees , and Adt Inistration
at Jacksoa Community College suppOrt the consept presented in FI.R.

The propesed re, lanais have been needed !Or some time. The removal of half-
. est limitation, revision to merit for BOG recipients and expansion of the work/
study program should serve all stsidents en a more eoults.ble havW

Oa the other side of the coin, we oppose current proposals to discourage tui-
tion increases and influence higher education, price -pulicy making. In today's
ev vaunts_ crunch, where post secondary institutions must rely on external sources
.rederal and st.tite governments and local tax levy ) for fifty to seventy -five per
cent of the financial resources, it Is becoming more and more difficult to meet
:isit.g cv Its. Both of these sources are relatively stable but do not increase at
the same rate or time as does the expenditure.

o a
Tuitioncan be adjusted on an annual baste

of post - secondary instruction.
d dues provide an opportunity

for the student to pay a larger share of the c
I would be most happy to elaborate on any of these points in writing or in

person, should you desire.
Thank 'ot.t for your consideration.

Sincerely,
HAROLD V. SHOT=

President.
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AVX.RICAN Assontairrolt. or Psztonzternor
INDERRNDENT COLLECER it UNIVERSITIES,

March 12,1075.
Hon.-U.1M G. CYBAv
Ohairmals, fiukomtnittee on PostsecoMary Education, House Office Building,

Washington,
DEAN Coetioutssiats 011.taa.:- I *rite. to you concerning one of the beg kept

secrets between the presidents of most private colleges and the medial which
canbe summed up with the question: "Why did the American Council on Edn-

cation and the National Education Association meet back In 1945 to-warn the
people of the UnitedStatei about-the dangerous trend toward the federalizing
oteducation111

The answer to this-question is contained In the attached-paper entitled "Prin-
ciples in Default delivered at the annual meeting of our association by Dr.
John A. Howard, President of Rockford College. I hope you and the members
of yohr Subcommittee will consider reading why the giants of education were
-against federal aid the education from 1945 to 1962.

Also attached hi a summary of a paper entitled. "A First Step Toward RestOr-
ing the Independence of Private Higher Education" by Dr. Dallin Oaks, Presi-
dent of Brigham Young University. By copy of this summary to the members of
your Subcommittee, I am hoping that Dr. Oaks' proposal would be considered.
We ivoifid be pleased to offer any-additional information.

Sincerely,
abecii T. llicCaarr, ,

Executive Director.
Enclosure.

A l'issz STEP TOWARD RESTORING TUE INDEMNDENCE or PitIvATE HIGHER
EDUCATION

Recent federal legislation and administrative action have created significant
inroads on the independence of higher education, particularly private higher
education, These inroads should be of concern to all who value the freedom of
inquiry and action that should characterize institutions and Individuals invoiced
in the process of learning. Government controls- are particularly objectionable
to institutions that have attempted to avoid or minimize their receipt of tgx-
supporied funds in order to retain the independence necessary to pursue thbir
unique educational missions.

The-currant baUfs for the assertion,of government controls over the manage-
ment of institutions of higher education is their receipt of "federal financial
assistance." Both Section VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of
the Education Amendments of 1972 use those key words, which have now been
given extremely broad definition in proposed sex discrimination regu-
lations under Title IX. For example, an institution is deemed to have received
"federal financial assistance" if any government loans, scholarships, or grants
have been paid directly to students for-payment to the institution. Title IX for-
bids any discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, or national origin in any"educational program er activity." (The ItAiieletet ward c'ppears in the Edu-
cation Amendments but not in the Civil Rights Act.) These key words have also
been given an extremely broad definition in H.E.W.'s proposed sex discrimination
regulations. Under this definition the receipt of federal assistance by any por-tion of an institution subjects the entire institution to the prescribed controls.As a first step toward mitering the independence of private higher educa-tion, we propose to seek federal legislation that would clarify the meaning of
the statutory language quoted above, as follows:

(1) Art educational institution will not be deemed to have received "federal
financial assistanee" as that term is used in federal legislation, on the basisof the receipt of federal loans, scholarships, grants, or Other funds by students
who are enrolled-at the institution. even when it is Anticipated thiit the Studentswill pay equivalent amounts to the institution. (This change is important be-cause there is such a provision in the sex discrimination regulations, and be-cause "voucher plan" flnanci 1 arrangenients may ploy an impOrtant role infuture financing arrangeulents and shotild not subject Institutions to govern.ment control.)

920'.
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(2) An educational institution will not be deemed to have received "federal
Si:sandal assistance" as that tetra In used in federal legislation, when the total
federal financial assistance received bY the institution in a particular year does
pot exceed kapecifled amount or fraction of the institution's total annual operat-
jng budget-(such as $300,000 or-5%, or some other figurers), Whichever liciargets
(This so-called rti-shirsfinit tiehnsiow, tar WhIchthere cottieletable Preeedevit

in other federal regulatory acts, is meant to protect the institatitin that is trying
to avoid receiving federal' fisianclai assistance but inadvertently .receives some,
.or only receives assistance in a minimal nmuunt. The drafting of this provision
should clarify such qualities.% as the annual effect in succeedinx-years of a large
serant for a; building, of an earlier loan not yet repaid.)

(8) If an institution is receiving the, requisite total amount of federal Anita-
.cial support to make it subject to federal regulatory controls, then totspurposes
of determining, the extent to which it will be subject to such controls the-lan-
guage "program or activity" should ,mean only a constituent program-or activity
that is-receiving such support, and not- alt programs and actiaties of the insti-
tution. (Thus, for example, the construction of a physical science building 'with
federal loan or grant funds Would only subject to federal controls the itetieitiss
conducted in that building and would not subject to such controls other institu-
tional operations not receiving federal financial support, such as athletics,
housing, etc.)

Further steps may be desirable, but the foregoing are most appropriate and
feasible at this time.

o PRINCIPLES IN DEFAULT

(Remarks by Dr. John A. Howard, .President of Rockford College at the Annual
Meeting of the American Aesociationot Presidents of independent Colleges
and Universities, December 0,1974, French Lick, Ind.)

"The ways of 'freedom are often sslower than (hose of despotism, but most
Americans, I submit, still prefer freedom to despotism, however benevolent7
'The Very Reverend 37,Incent Flynn.

sometimes it is helpful when dealing with a complex and emotion-laden issue
to back off from the specific points of concern and try to viewthe matter in the
content of basic purposes and basic principles., Let me attempt such an overview
with regard to the government's programs to enforce equal opportunity on the

.campuses.
There has been a generally accepted recognition that it would be unwise in.

our country to commingle the responsibilities.of church and state. This principle
derives from the fact that the two have separate functions to period:in and that
neither should have control over the other to such an extent that forde could
be used to require the functions of the one to accomplish the chosen purposes of
the other. Thin separation essentially frees both to be operated according to the
jujignieete of people selected for their competence in their respective fields. The
separation has a subordinate virtue of permitting either on to use its ostn tech.
niques for discouraging flagrant error on the part of the other. For example,
one would expect government to prevent the -burning at ts is rte U. a even Via
moat thorougly authenticated *itches. That kind of Intervention is, however,
something far removed from government's prescribing the oalifIcations for
Coming a clergymen or trying to influence the subject of the sermon or theamount of mono/ spent for hymnals.

There is, X believe, an equally compelling need to maintain a separation of
education and government, a need that derives from the same justideatioe.
Zducation and government have separate functions, to perform. Government's
work is to regulate, adjudicate, and protect the dititens in those itctitities
which, through .properly authorised procedures, have beeis judged to be neeen-
wiry for the good of the society. Education's, role bete Inform and activate theintellectual and aesthetic powers of man so that he may &trills, prObe, Invent.compare, judge, challenge aml createto the end that knowledge shall prevailover ignorance, wisdom prevail over folly, and htunanesiest Prevail liver sriVag-ery. The people who are trained and competent in goverinitent can scarcelybe..expected to have the expertise to make proper judgments to guide education,and vice versa. Education cannot prosper in a goblets, If it is operifted by amine-- tears, and neither can governMent.
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In She ease of the separation of education and government, there has been-no
traditional axiom comparable to the separation of church and state. I would
suppose that that iseeea reflects an enduring assumption that the fundamental
requirements of-academic freedom hate been-so clear and would always be so
fiercely guarded. it was unthinkable that government would ever usurp the pre-
rogatives of academic deeision-malcing. At all events, the-recognition that eduta-
tion needed to 'be-free of government domination was almost universal among
American educators-until seventeeteyears ago,

In 1945, the Problems and Policies CoMmittee of the American Council on
Education, and the Educational -Policies Comthittee of the National Education
Association met in an unprecedented joint Session to consider a matter of the
graveit concern to both. From that meeting issued a statement, of alarni. I quote
the opening paragraphs.:

"The drat purpose of this document is to warn the American people of-an in-
Minns and ominous trend:hi the control.rind management of education in, -the
United StateS.

'Tor more than a quarter of' a century, and-especially during the last decade,
education in-the United States, like a ship caught in a powerful tide, has drifted
further into the dangerous waters of federal control and domination.

"This drift has continued at an accelerated pace during the war. Present
signs indicate that unless It is sharply checked by an alert citizenry, it will
continue even More rapidly after the -war. r

"It is the deliberate and reasoned judgment of the two educational commis-
sions whe join in the appeal which this document makes to the people of the
United States that the trend toward the federalizing of education is one of the
most dangerous of the current scene."

I ask you to remember that that warning cry emanated from the policy com-
mittees of NEA. and ACE. Their fears of pressure in behalf of government fund-
ing were,. of course, confirmed by events that follo)ved. President Truman in the
late forties peessed hard for legislation to provide federal aid to education. Col-
lege presidents across the nation were rallied tinder the leadership of Charleton
College's. President Emeritus Donald Cowling, sending strongly worded messages
to Congressman Graham Barden, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on
Education. -

Northwestern's President Franklyn Snyder wired Mr. Barden, "I sincerely
hope that neither HR 4643 nor HR 4711 will be approved by your committee ...
The American educational system . has been built on the principles of local
autonomy aud local responsibility. No need has yet arisen which justifies dia.
carde,-, :lee, principles." The Very Rev. Vincent Flynn, President of St. Thomas
College, wrote the Congressman, "None of our institutions in America is per-
fect .. We wish them all improved, but not by any means whatever ... Least
of all. In my opinion do we wish our educational system improved by means
inherently dangerous. Far better for it to struggle along with its imperfections,
gradually improving as its cpiastitnente grow in wisdom, than to have it imme-
diately raised to standards set by federal authority. The ways of freedom are
often sloe er than those of despotism, but most Americans, I submit, still prefer
freedom to any despotism, however benevolent." Florence Read, President of
Spelman College, wrote, "To have permanent federal support for education on
any level would. in ,my`judgment, tend toward dictatorship by a bureaucracy

hich would endanger the freedom and growth of all individuals in this coun-
try, Theie could beedly be anything worse than an imposed system of education
without regard to differences in community conditions."

And sc tt: me cages poured in Leath the presidents of Columbia University,
BrOwn University, Eton College, Fulton College, Yankton College. Union College,
and a host of others, and the legislation was defeated. Grinnell's President Sam-
uel Stevens ten wrote Dr. Cowltdg, "We may have Ancceeded this time in
stopping this most unwise development, but I am of the' opinion that unrelent-
ing vigilance will -be required. One member of the lobby said to me, 'You may
stop us-now, but we are not going to be finally denied. "

The historic belief among educators that general governmental funding would
compromise education held relatively firm until October 4.1957. Sputnik Number
One sent chili into the hearts of all Americans with the realizatiogs that
Rusain hadlutdistfured us in space technology. As a result of that scare, even
the educators were suddenly, if reluctantly, willing to grant new powers to the

N4-450--75--50.
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government, uverritling the histurie and vs ell-reasoned objections uf federal fund-
ing of education. The ISatiunai Defense Education Act of 1958 put into being
vast new programs that embraced under the label of "defense" activities that
certainly stretched the meaning of the word. ,

The wail uf principle was broken and a new era arrived. Each group began
to press its case fur federal subsidy. As Mauer Babbidge and Robert Rosenzweig ,
wrote in this 1962 bouk, The Federal Interest In Higher Education, -There is
a kind of Melt understanding among the several urganizations in Aintrigan
higher education that no one uf them will openly object to federal benefits di-
rected toward anuther group When une educational association can support
legislatiun that will benefit smother, it dues, where it cannot support such legis-
lation, it at icast reniaius silent." Even in 1 however, there was still a
residue of .concern fur prineipies and fur scone' public policy that had thus far
blocked legislative to bui,bitliat building eutistrucliun. Quuting again from the
Baobidge Buuk, "Another obstacle in the construction- legislation affair that
offers iiisightantu u broader problem was the fact that educators assembled could
not resist the instinct to speak as statesmen. That may sound cynical,,but the
feet of the matter is that the very same educators who attested to their need
fob, and interest in federal assistance when they respunded to the aforemen-
tioned questiunnitire were those why cuidermined their eumaion interest by clues
tioning its wisdom in the context of public policy. When they debated the pos-
sibility of aid to higher education, they were nut content to describe their needs
arid the most effective itiauner of meeting them, instead they tovk on the larger
issue, whether it svuuld constitute sound public polies, to meet these needs .
What the Executive See retaries (of the natiunal organizations) did not du was
to attract attention to the issued involved. Their sears in Washington had
taught them what others may fait have understuud so clearly, that effective
pursuit of one's- Interests uftcn involves finding wuys to avoid broader issues
that serve to obstruct action, and never involves raising such issues gra-
tultiousIy.

Well, as you know, the Executive Secretaries won out. Principles and issues
were suburdiriated to self interest. The people who still objected to federal
funding were to some extent plaeated by prutective language written into the
funding legislation. Typical of this presumed safeguard was sectiun 102 of the
National Defense Education Act which states, "Nothing centaieCti in this Act

be construed to authurize any department, agency, officer, ur einplusee of
the United States to exercise any direction, supervision, or control uver the
currieulurn, prugram of instruction, administration, or personnti of any educa-
tional institution or school system."

Those few educators vs hy still persisted in their concern were subject to
'pottery. Turning mac men to Badge and Rosenzweig, ". . . The argument
seems to suggest that no limits ca Me placed upon a federal-institutional rela-
tionship once begun , that a first hiss leads inexorably to the total surrender of
virtue. A terribly Victorian view. to say the least. In the view of those who take
this position and make this use of the federal-control issue, institutions are
helpless to resist the encroachments of government. Tlic autonomy of hig' r
edtcation is threatened by 'creeping federal aid and 'insidious' federal envelop-
ment. The Wild manner in which the inevitability of all this is described has
led to Ile being dubbed the 'parade of horrors' argument."

Unfortunately, ninny of the proponents of federal funding were skilled in
directing public discussions of the federal aid issue to those arguments they
could turn aside with such derision. I think it niay be useful W remind ourselves
of some of the less publicized reasons stated by furmer generations of college
presklents In their opposition to federal funding, and note briefly what has
happened in each ease.

1. Given the separation of church and state, there was a fear that as state
moved into education, church would be obliged to move out. In the Maryland
Case, as you may know, the State Supreme Court found that several of the
colleges being subsidized by the state were so closely affiliated with their
churches that it was unconstitutional to provide them with government funds
Thereafter the question became how much church did a college have to get rid
of in order to recci government funding. It may have been coincidental, but
Qliortly thereafter H. number of church-related institutions reconstituted theirr
boards of trustees, markedly diminishing the number of clergy who served as
trivetees In Zlie succeeding years, as we know, the role of religion on many
campuses has diminished greatly.

0 I: ')
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2. There was a fear expressed that when education became dependent upon
federal funding, the-educational profession would becoine a political captive,
forced to support Whichever candidates were likely to-vote for the most-federal
subsidy. In 1972", the NEA. put major emphasis on the -re-election of Senator
-Clayborn-pell,sthelederal aid-enthusiast who serves as'ehairman ottbe Senate
subcommittee on-Education. After the election, Senator Pell was quoted as say-
ing, "It election is a victory for teacher powe Before the teachers began to
help me, I was a two-to-one underdog." Encouraged by their success in 1972,
the NEA, I understand, worked in behalf of quite a number-of "friends-of edu-
cation" in the IOU elettleni.

One other aspect of the political captivity hazard is the question of whether
educational institutions,' having become dependent upose the flow of Federal
money, Might diminish their resistance to damaging legislation or mute their
objectiuns to inaPPrurriate regulatory control. Certainly educators' arguments
against objectiOnable- provisions of 1009 Tax Reform Act and other recent legis.
latien have not achieved the intensity nor the public. clamor that characterized
the resistance -to the disclaimer affidavit of tlie National-Defense Education Act
back in the days when Federal funds were much scarcer_ on the campus.

3. The fear was expressed that educational institutions might forfeit the
initiative in .planning their own instructional and research-programs, -respond-
ing to-those opportunities for which federal funds were available, rather than
planning their programs to fulfill their own institutional purposes according
to the talents and training of their own faculties and the locally determined
judgments of the needs of their students. The president -of one metropolitan
university stated in a speech that when it was decided to add Bh.D, programs
to the university Offering. the first eight programs were all in science, de-
veloped with the help of federal funding. Do you suppose that left to their,
own resotircee, the faculty would have excluded the humanities and social
briences in the Initial provision of doctoral programs' Other examples of the
eisewlogil of higher education resulting from the availability of Federal funds

might include the great expansion ofethe research function and the relative
decline of the teaching function of the professors, the -trend toward similarity
of programs and -polleiee among the colleges, and the preoecupation with inno-
vation it

4. Another concern that was repeatedly cited is the ever multiplying cost of-
sustainina the bureaucracy which processes the grants. Not only must the
government provide an army of clerke, accountants, secretaries, , compliance
officers, superVisors and lawyers to receive the requests, judge them, issue -the
funds. monitor and spot check the performance of the grantee, and audit the
records, but the colleges, too, must pay for Personnel to -keep apprised of the
grant opportunities, prepare the requests, keep records on the utilization of
the grants, fill out the forms required by the government, provide legal counsel.
etc. T. higher oftt!ration is stunt on money nowadays, think of the enormous
amount of financial resources spent on the processing of grants which might
otherwise be Available for nroductive activity.

5. The one other argument I would Cite Is that of direct federal control, the
one so condescendingly set asie_e by Messrs. 13AbluAge and Rosenzweig, Going
clear hack to the National Defense Education Act, one finds evendn that early
legislatisa an Instance of policy inipossed on the colleges and universities which
would have ,brought instant and forceful rejection from any self-respecting
college. had it been proposed by any other source or funds. That Act, among
other things, provided for the establishment and the total subsidy of language
institutes at institutions of higher learning where language teleeters could im-
prove their ekills. The hill provided full tuition for the students who enrolled
In these-institutes and, in Addition. a stipend for their living expenses and for
each albeit' dependents, but the latter benefits were only. available to public
school teachers. Teachers in private schools were excluded. I do not believe
there is a reputable college in the country that would tolerate such a double .
sta.. lerd in any Program of its own devising. And yet scores of- erstwhile hon.
nraiee Institutions compromised their integral, on that matter in order to ob
thin the ,..eguage institute programs from the federal goreleirnent.

As you kpow. the early posture of government officials insisting that they
would ant Control education through the leverage of federal subsidies fader!
away in the early sixties. When several of 119, called on Commissioner Francis
Keeps,/ to present a reeonsmehdation for using the gift tax-credit as the hest
means for government to aid education. If government insisted on providing
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aid, the Commiesimier quickly responded that si...itit, a plan was out of the
miestion because it A 001 present us from, accomplislithe,our social objectives"
Ile did not, elaborate on wleat they were, but it was aimafeq that heinoteintended
to use government funds to bend American creation In the of
iernineutes purposes. By April of IOW. such comments frOm governtngnt officials

4: were 11O tenger confined to office discassions. Commissioner Harold I e gave
an address at the New Jersey Conference on Education, entitled "WliblkeIn
Charge here?" He stated, "your state government pays only 21% of the ciAt..
of .education in New Jersey. By that index, it ranks 46th in the nation. What''''e
does. that mean? It means thatoyour state has relatively little control over
education . . . In spite of the fact that extending state prerogatives would
diminish local freedom, I support thet extension.

And now, we are faced with the ultimate in governmental usurpation of the
control of educationthe dictation and supervision by the federal government
of policies which have the effect of preventing the college from appointing and
promoting its faculty according to their academic eompetence. Through the
Affirmative Action progrien, education is now being forged to subordinate its
own proper purposes and functions to the purposes and functions ,of the gov-
ernment. The separation ef education and government has now collapsed.

The grave distortions of the educational enterprise which have resulted from
this regrettable circumstance are being publicly recited with, increasing fre-
quency. George Roclie's hook, The Balancing Act, presents perhaps the

m
in st

comprebensise tae) of the problem. On October 10, Estelle Fishbein. t ie
special Assistant Attorney General for the University of Maryland, present
nt the annual meeting of the American Council of Education, a lawyer's view
of the price paid by a university for its subjugation to, Affirmative Action.
Among the points she listed were, and I am paraphrasing:
e 1. The laws, statutes and executive orders pertaining to equal employment
opportunity are.so numerous and so broadly stated that, legal counsel is becom-
ing involved in institutional decision- making to on unprecedented extent,

2. The compliance officers of the government much too often seem to,measure
equal empieement opportunity progress sulely with reference to numbers. There
is, after all, ILO government agency which is charged, with measuring progress
toward-academic excellence. Often the government investigator is unqualified
to delve into academic affairs and make a enowledgeable and reasoned judg
ment of the facts presented to him.

3. The legal hazards flowing from a failure to comply with these laws include
the possibility of the loses of government contracts and of being named as a
defendant. in litigation undertaken both by members of the groups intended to

- be protected by the legislation and by individuals who perceive themselves to
be victims of reverse discrimination. . "

4. In their fear of not meetin^ the government's requirements, institutions
are bidding frantically against each other and may offer salary or rank, or bone
vastly disproportionate to the candidate's credentials, just tb appease the'
government investigators. -.

5. Blatantly favored treatment of a woman or a minority member is prac-
tically guaranteed to impair morale of other faculty members.

0. be their present mode of organization, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare simeiltane-
eusly act in the roles of prosecutor and judge. This duality defies the most
basic tenets of Ameliican judicial philosophy. Furthermore, the agencies charged
with enforcing anti - discrimination laws are not neutral fact-gatherers. EEOC,
for example, is frtlnk to admit it considers itself an advocate of the com-
.pleimint. . . .

7. University administrators and faculty members who haye. responsibility
for hiring. admit feeling intimidated with regard to personnel Ilhclaions, for
in state universities tho individual., responsible for hiring.are personally sub.:
ject to legal action .seeking monetary damages in cases alleging' discrimination.

S. The amount of time, money and talent that must be diverted from the
academic mission in order to deal with these matters is substantial.

If you have not seen Attorney Fishbein's paper. I urge you study it.
Let us register on a proposed new extension of government's forthright con-

trol of education. Recently Senators Javits and liennedy introduced legislation
0 designed to force every fledging doctor who graduates from a medical school

that uses federal funds to 1..mit. Ida or her medical practice in areas designated
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by the government. Concerned about he unequal distribution of doctors, the
nronenents of the bill have Judged *it since the government paysfor a-large
part of the reetlical training, the-government has a right or an obligation to
make sure,th§t all the citizens get -their proper return on that investment of
their tax ftin 0. If that rationale should prevail, then the leverage of federal
subsidy will have reached beyond the campus into the working lives of the
graduates, an extension of federal control far beyond the most extravagantly
fearful projections- of the "parade of horrors" people who were scoffed at by
Babbidge andRosenzwelg.

Returning now to the mutter which prompts this analysis, we have just heard
a presentation by bilis Gwendolyn Gregory who has major responsibility in the
Department of HEW for drafting the terms of the regulations governing sex
discriinination under Title-IX of the Education Amendments-of -1972. She has
reported to us what our government -proposes to -per hit us to do and to forbid
us to- do With regard to hiring of our personnel, admissions: scholarships and
finangial aid, counselling services, physical education courses, dormitory regu-
lations, honorary wellies, atiwlettes, and fraternitieS and sororities. It has
been an enlightening experience to hear the representative of our government
speaking with the presumption -of full authority over certain aspects of our
entire educational undertaking, An enlightening experience and, for college
executives who believe in the separation Of government and ecrucation, a fright-
ening experience.

Well, what is the purpose of this historical review of the relationship be-
tween higher education and the government? It is to give us perspective on
our response to this newest massive intervention in our proper and mice dis-
crete areas of responsibility and Judgment. I suggest that we not attempt
merly to negotiate a less burdensome implementation of a gevernmetital action
which is fundamentally erroneous in its concept and- devastating in its conse-
quences. This is the mistake education has so often made in the past. It is
time for us to face directly and forthrightly the issue which is really at stage.

The Swiss philosopher Amid observed, "Truth. is violated be falsehood, but
it is outraged by silence". Let us -rescue truth from-eutrege. The fact is, that
the kiss of autonomy Predicted by Northwestern's President Snyder, the ere-,
ation of a federal despotism predicted by St. Thomas's President Flynn. the
dictatorship of a bureaucracy which threatens the -freedom, at all-citizens pre-
dicted by Spelman's President Read have all come to pass. The National-De-
fense Education Act ban on federal control has been nullified. The daft ex-
pressed by the commissions of the National Education Association and the
American Council on Education has been fully - justified. .

I suggest we request the President of the United States ,and-the-Congress to
acknosgledge that a terrible mistake has been made, OW the provision of fed.
eral subsidy to higher education in. the manner whialto$ evolved is ristrieting
an3' homogenizing and stultifying and warping the edutational process to such
a degree that the integrity and vitality and productivity of oni.edumtiantil
institutions are gravely Compromised. I suggest we request the Congress to
declare a moratorium on any implementation of Title I-, and refrain from
enacting any new regulations-governing higher education until a thorough and
honest review can be completed which evaluates the presentjechniques of
federal support and their actual Impact upon the educatiodal enterprise.

The separation of education and government issaabsolntely essential to the
well-being of a free society, that it hehooves.the Congress to examine the tuition
voucher plan, the tax credit for gifts to educational Institutions, and any other
options that can be devised which would protect the integrity and the autonomy
of the colleges and which might he put Into operation, gradually substituting
for and phasing out those programs of grants which have proved to be tie
basis for the governmental dominion over education,

That it should fall to ourtarticmlar Association to assume the leadership in
this cell for a re-evaluation Is most fitting, for our central purpose has con-
sistently been to protect the Independence of private colleges and-Independence
is clearly what is at issue. In this ease, of course, it is the independence of all
colleges and.3iniversities, public. and plicate, which has been eirepins.erihq.

Let me chfritide these remarks by a reminder of -another pretlictIthe which
bear* on our,totsent concern,, one that was tlirected At the private colleges.

dress Xikihe,11 tum eeting of the4sseciation 6f American Celleees asserted,
,Spip years, r, , ditassa Pifer, PreadOot of the Carnegie sCorpoartioe, in his ad-
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"The financing or higher education will, like the support of agriculture, more
and more come to be regarded as a federal responsibility." He went on tq, sug-
gest that the government should set standards of efficiency and productivity,
and it should noske judgments about which educational-inatattitiens are worthy
of support, rather than distribute funds according to some general formula.
Finally, he foresaw the ultimate elimination of any significant distinction be-
tween public and private colleges.

His first forecast is, I believe, on its way to being fulfilled.,Certainly the fate
of American higher education is Just as regrettably vulnerable to the ebb and
lbw uf government's purposes and judgments as is the fate of American agri-
culture. Whether the private colleges shall ultimately coalesce into n common
glob-with their public bretheren, funded and directed from Washington accord-
ing to Washington's Judgments of each institution's merits, may well depend
upon how much understanding, wisduna and courage we can summon at this
meeting, and how we eirose to respond to our present ch;cumstances,

CREIGHTON 'Ulm swim
Omaha, 241ebr.,, March 12, 1975.

Hon. j.klIES G. OMAHA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Education, Cannon House Office Building,

Washington, D.O.
DEAR Mn. °Mann. In your Intruduction of House/tile 3471, which, proposes

many significant changes in the area of Federal student financial tad, you
brought up some points. which I wish to comment on behalf of Creighton,
University,.

Sham the inceptisn strident aid programs. primary responsibility has rested
with the Financial Aid Mitts- of the individual educatiunal institution. Follow-
ing Office of Education guidelines and using often inadequate Federal funding,
these individuals, with very few exceptions, have been able to assist millions
of students in attaining their educational goals. With the passage of the Higher
Education Amendments of 1072 andstlit establishment of the Basic Educational
'opportunity Grant, a trend was initiated to rginuve this primary responsibility
from the specific Financial Aid Officers of the various post-secondary institu
Hons. The operation of the Basic Opportunity Grant Program has been plagued
since its inception with many flaws, including delays in makiig application
forms available to students, confusion in processing application forms, and
significant miscalculations regarding award - recipients, nhich hies resulted in
an embarrassingly large snrphis of funds at the end of each fiscal year. Further
t nlargement of this direct Office of Education involvement in malting awards
to students by including the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Pro-
gram and using something like national test norms-would be a case for further
confusion and inefficiency.

The State Incentive Grant Program, which under your suggestions would
definitely favor low-tuition and zero-tuition institutions, is quite unfavorable
to the private sector of post-secondary education-sit would be particularly
difficult for Private post-secondary institutions operating in a state, like Ne-
braska. where no grant program exists for providing funds for students attend-
ing private institutions.

The exemplary record of Creighton 'University in the Guaranteed Loan Pro-
gram is proof that educational institutions can act as responsible lenders for
the Guaranteed, Lorin Program if they work conscientiously and-efficiently. Our
proof of performance is currently on file with the Office of Education. If .schools
should not be insthe business of lending money as you suggest, why do you
suggest, then, in yofir introduction of the bill that they be allowed to administer
their own internal National Direct Loan Programs? It would seem better that
educational institution's involved in loan programs be more closely regulated
rather than barred ea a group from participating In the Guaranteed Loan
Program.

The'College Work-Study Program, which basFeceived favorable comment
from you. is indeed a beneficial program to many students but suffers from

'many limitations, not the least of which is requiring a student to expend valu-
able study time doing, which are of your own admission, often menial tasks.
Tho financial aid community realizes the time consuming nature of the ad-

'
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ministration of the program and the many problems inherent in requiring stu-
dents to perform these menial tasks. I feel that the program should definitely
continue, but in our own particular case here at Creighton, x feel that the
program could reach a point of diminishing returns quite rapidly.

Many hold the belief that tuition is inflationary because Of student aid. How-
ever, high used costs (such as facilities, tenured faculty, and utilities) of a
university must be spread over as many students as possible. Therefore, I do
not feel that when financial aid is properly administered that it is the cause
of educational inflation. Student aid, instead, has allowed tuition to be held
to the bare minimum.

An analysis of Creighton's current situation relative to your bill shows that
we could lure approximately 750 students whose tuition payments are $1,723,000,
and just as bourtant, we would lose approximately $400,000 in dorm receipts.
Obviously, this could be disastrous to Creighton University, and other private
institutions would probably offer comparable figures.

To summarize our position, then, I feel that it is imperative that the current
programs of financial assistance he strengthened rather than destroyed and
that this should be dune by realistic. funding and sufficient regulation of ehch
individual institution using Federal funding.

Sincerely,
Tango J. Souruncru,
Director of ?inancial Aid.

TENNESSEE STATE UNTVESSITT,
Johnson City, Tenn., March 13, 1975.

Re: Position Paper on Revision of Student Aid Programs
RICHARD L. TOMDA1.10II,
Washington, D.C.

31R. TosinAnon. I am very numb against the following proposals and very
disappointed that NASFAA would favor such:

(1) Two definitions of need. ,
(2) Concept of allowing for unrealized parental contribution.
(3) Justified over awarding.
(4) Increasing the "give away" programs of aid.
(5) Differential CWSP ratio.
(6) Using tax money to help pay students tot working at a profit making

agency.
I would support some variation of the following:
(1) Combine the "Application to Participate" with the "Fis-op Report"

thus allowing input from the "field" into the budget requests.
(2) Regulations prohibiting the revision of the above documen s except with

prior year notification.
(3) Rcgulat1un requiring institutions to be notified by a certain to (March

1?) of their awards fur the upcoming sear and prohibiting awards being made
to students prior to (lethal receipt of such.

(4) Retain the traditional concept of financial need, (Education cost less ex
pected family cOptrilpition).

(a) initiate review and approval of need analysis systems by dates not in
conflict with "3" above.

(1,) have set nationwide budget expense allowances for all students, such as
that in the BEOG program.

(5') Have three financial aid Programs:.
(a) Work. Prop-aut.have adequate funding and allow every interested stu-

dent to work up to 20 hours per week after all students with documented need
have been employed.

(b) Loan Program.Combine all loan programs as recommended-by NASFAA.
Stvalents with documented need must be serviced first, then any interested stu-
dent. I1SVe interest rate set annually and at the npproximate going rate. No
cancellations fur service. Repayment period and Interest begin on 12th month
after borrower leaves school.

(c) Grant Program.Would be based upon financial need and academies.
The maximus would be in the amount,of tuition and/or registration fees, which
will be frezen thd maximum level when the program is initiated. (to pro-
hibit raises in tuitioi to increase need)
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All the above p,rugruu,v could have an academic requirement for annual
renewal. For example: a 2.0 quality point average on a 4.0 scale.

I do appreciate the n orb. ou are doing, but disagree with the philosophy of
the position paper.

Best wishes,
J. P. SIIANNON,
Assistant Director.

FORDILAJI STATtlIENT ON 11.11, 3471-T11C 0'1-TARA PROPOSALS

Fordham Univers,* is grateful for the uppertnnity to submit this .statement
of our vu UR 3471, the pr.vosed student aid bill kow being considered
by this Subcommittee.

We note the Oresence of Mr. Brademas on the Subcommittee. Mr. Brademas
served with distinction on the National Commission on the Financing of Post-
Secondary Education. Over one year. ago, the National Commission warned,
"Too often, hen programs are proposed by groups that have a certain philo-
sophical bent and nant to Met a particular change but have little way of
',mining what their proposal will in fact accomplish.- tp. 219) During their
Investigation, the National Commission examined, using an analytical model,
several dozen prupusaig for financiz.g post-secondary education. Using this
model, they made prialictlous alma the impact of various dimming alternatives
upon student accts.., student choice, student opportunity and the sharing of
financial responsibility. In a statement introducing IIR 3471, Mr. ()Hare stated,
"I propose this measure quite openly as one nay to utilize the leverage of
Federal student aid in such a any as fo encourage the creation of low cost
educational opportunities." We nould only comment that low-Ninon educa-
tional opportunities may he fostered, ne fail to tile the connection between
these proposals and &,u -cast educational opportunifis. In our region, the low-
tuition opportunities are the high cost opportunities. For example, in 1971 -72,
City University expenditures per full-time equivalent student were .$2,306 while
Fordliain's were $2,102.

More importantly for us. the introductory statement does not detail the im-
pact of 11113471 on student access, student opportunity end student choice at
private nun profit institutitins of post-secondary education, nor does it detail
what share of the financial responsibility for higher education will be borne
by these institution's. The plans examined by the National Commission would
vary by as many as 300.000 bodies in their impact on the enrollments or pri-
vate institutions. What loss or gain in enrollments for privateinstitutions is
projected for the plan of IIR3471? Mat will be the impact on student choice?
As of Merely 13. 1975, the ,Subcommittee staff could not answer these questions.
We would submit that until someone can answer that question in a form and
based on data that is acceptable to all parties involved, this Subcommittee
should not act favorably on the proposed legislation.

For school year 1973-74, Fordliam s total enrollment was 14,294 or 12.285
FTE. Current expenditures, Qxcluding auxiliary enterprises, were .$28,072.704.
Expenditures per full time equivalent student were $2.285 in 1973-74. Income
from tuition' made up 09.7% of our revenue for that year. 19.0% of our student
body are minority group member,: S2,470.844 of University generated funds
were ,spent on student financial aid, approximately $600,000 for minority group
members.

What would the effect of 11113471 be upon Fordham University? We ap-
preciate Mr. O'Hara's frinkness in his introductory remarks. The bill is not
intended to help us. The only question is, "how much will it hunt us?" We
think it will hurt some of our most important programs of student recruitment
quite badly.,The bill may have other objectives, but It appears to,have the
potential for devastating effect upon the private, non -profit universities.

Currently. 160 students at Fordham receive $96.340 under SEOG. Would
they. and incoming students like them, qualify for SEOG under Mr. O'Hara's
plan' If the standard is some culture-bound standardized test. then many of
our current and potential BOG students would not qualify for SEOG since, in
order to achieve an objective of New York State, we recruit students who are
not only economically but also educationally disadvantaged. Since we do not
know the specifics of the selection process for SEOG grunts we do notnow if
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these students will be tutored or not. Since their current situation of ec,pnomie
and educational disadvantage is the product of years of discrimination and
bias, it would be ironic indeed if the "tilt" of this plan would -be against them
Currently at Fordhani we have 400 students in our Higher Education Oppor-
tunity Program. There are 205 enrolled after Fall, 1973 and, therefore, eligible
for BOG. In any event. we cannot assume that any of our current,B00-students
will receive SEOG money under Mr. O'Hara's plan.

Most crucial to use however, is the proposal in Mr. O'Hara's plan to break the
50% out-of-pocket costs limit currently Operative for BOG %ruts. For us, this
would mean that new students In New Fork City would have this choice:

(a) .Receive $1,400 and attend a tuition -free university, or
(hi Receive $1%400 and apply It toward.s a total educational cost of $5.500

fora resident student.
For a low-income student, .particularly for one that does not qualify for

SEOG under Mr. O'Hara's plan, that's not choiceIt's not even an echo.
Mr. O'Hara plan affects the poorest studentsthose most educationally and

economically disadvantaged. It may fatally affect our ability to recruit future
students from this group. It will certainly affect the choice available to such
students.

In good faith, Fordham hiss attempted to ensure, as best we can, that the
educational program we offer is open as far as possible to students of all races
and classes. On a state-wide basis, there is practically no difference in New
York State between the economic background of students attending private
universities and those attending state universities. While state universities in
New York had a minority enrollment of 12% on a state-wide basis, Fordham's
minority enrollment was,-as noted previously, 19.6%.

We view this legislation as a direct attack on our capacity to achieve and
maintain our goal of a diverse and representative student body.

From time to time. we hear the charge that institutions like Fordham are
elitist, restrictive. etc. In New York State, according to the New York State
Department of Education, the economic profile of students in private universi-
ties does not vary significantly frum that of students in public universities as
the attached graph shows:

sse

NEW YORK STATE

lin emend

Net uubte income
Private State

universities universities

30 to $2.010. ' 21.5 20.7
32.009 to 35,1)99 27.7 29.2
36.01 to $9,660 19.6 14.1
$3,093 to 320.003 36.6 36.0.

Approximately 3."s of Fordham's students come from families of net taxable
income below $8.000. These 'students are not only the very poor. They are also
the sons and daughters of the lower middle and working cla.'s who provide so
much of the labor and tax base that support New York. H.R. 3471 has nothing
for them, with the possible exception of the elimination of the stringent need
requirements for participation in the college work-study program. But this
bill is tin neutral to these students, because the bill is hot neutral to their xvrio.A.
The 1411 Is a positive incentive for lower income students to attend public, low -
tuition Fehouls. Falling enrollments in the [what° sector cannot benefit the
lower-middle and middle-income student. The failure of this hill to meet the
needs of middle-income students is its most serieue failure. It fairs them and it
falis'tlie schools that serve them.

In closing, we would like to make two tangential comments. If the means test
far college work-study were removed, we would, anticipate diet fully 95e0 of eur
undergraduate student body would apply for employment. We have no objec-
tion to this, but we have some questions. Will them lie funds for all of them?
If not. by what criteria will we decide who gets employment under the program.?

Secendly, as a Matter of principle, we would like the responsibility of deter-
mining loan allocation to rem7ein with tbs university. Student loans are a
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student aid program and should be governed by educatioaal criteria and not
solely by the lisrml criteria of lending indtitution.s.

PER CAPITA EXPENDITURES, EDuCAtioNAL AND GENERAL, IN INSIIIGTIONS OF saadiv EDUCATION, NEW YORK

STATE, 1571-721

Per capita expenditures
Type of institution

FT fatuity FT students FTE students

Tutu State ,
Total public
Total State university

University centers
University colleges

Total city university
Total nonpublic

Multhirsitios 2

Universities
Complex colleges
Colleges

Total 4-year
Fordham.

156, 430
44,331
45, EN
63, 678
30, 955
42.898
69,337
58,033
59,367
42.758
36, 513
61,149
42.163

$3,939
2.851
2,836
4,31i
2.117
2,892
5.478

10,734
3,763
2.824
2,495
4,520
2, 572

$3, 307
2,369
2,394
3,831
1.906
2,306
4,667
3,836

4,049
2.467
2,305
3,851
2,102

2 °moved from computer plintuut prepared by Now York State Education Dep.& truem, !used upon inIfisolinne fall
1971 flew York State Education Department-4 rporytts In State educoLun department nd ...5 Olfica of Education.: $ Columbia, Cornell, Use York University, Rochester, and Syracuse:

. . .
FAMILY INCOME OF RECIPIENTS. INCOME PROFILE of STUDENTS RECENIN., STATE AID; 1923-74

Private SUNY State operate)

Percent Number PercentNet taxable income Number

SO to $2,000 18,459
52,601 to S6,GCO...- 23,317
86.G01 to $8,090 11,463
S8.001 to $29.C1:'0 11 017

84,781

21.9
27.7

36.8
.

.

17, 599 20.7
24.16 29.2
11. 9SS 1

346.139,607 .0

100.0 013 180.0

Undergraduates only.

Sotrca: St cslz.zt.:z 4`;:.or's-4ant.
MAIrt WOOD Col.LEGF.

Scranton, Pa., March 19, 1975.
Han. J.1.34ER G. O'Hara,
Chairman. Subcontmittcc on Edw./ultra, Coarsen DeuRc Offic,

Washington, D.C.
DEAN Ma. ()liana. Ilavimi read MI 3471 published in the Febrvary 20 Con-

gressional lb.curil 11..use, It api,ears to within items of major concern to
Financial Aid Administrators woc are primary source. of Inforitalt jun arra
guidance to students, we al0 have the deal responsibility of preparation of
ilftloarselal aid packages for them. students. There is also a very real concern by
the segment of FAAs from the private segment of higher education.

Promoting. encouraging, and creating low tuition institutions does seem to
make abowurices fur the public sector of higher education but hardly con-
siders the private segment. Basic. Grants covering outof She- pocket cyan makes
finaticmi aid at a eutnnrstrdty culleg.k, for instance, much more palatable than
that which can be provided by private Institutions.

Eliminating assets does have its avlsantage. I am sure., however, that there
will be more that an "occasional" student obtaining a Basic Grant when and
if this Is accomplished.

Regarding the SEOG Program, I would only say that a Program Change of
the nature expressed in fiR 3171 appears to circumvent the intent of the legis-
lation.

Your proposal to wipe out FIST. and :Inn removes one area of desirable
aid from the vaufage point of bop the student and the FAA. Not all students
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can afford the time requirett by employment. Rather than roMost2 these re-
grows, why not try to stir a more active interest and greater pairticipation by
lenders.

Mr. Chairman, this letter briefs you on some of the feelings from this ppr-
ticular Office. Would you add this information to your continuing revie.,
Process.

Sincerely.
JEAN M. L.r,Norr,

Director of Financial
,5

CT:TAPPET COMIENITY eCOLEEGE DISTRICT.
Alta Loma, Calif., Marcli. 19,V975.

Dr. Joirs D. Tumults,
Associate Commissioner for Student Assistance,
Washintgon, D.C.

DEAR DR. Putt.ttes: I am writing to express my coneern.about II.R. 8971.
introduced by Rep. :lames O'Hara. The bill would seriously effect the sound
scorn/logical reasons for the creation of the federal aid programs. It would also ,
be detrimental to a large segment of American higher education, the California
Community 'College system. The following arguments seem pertinent.

I am coneerlied About the O'lIdra bill's disruption of the sociological purposes
for financial aid programs. In the fifties and sixties, the American people were
mode painfully aware of certain characteristics of poverty. Michael,Harring4
tort's book The Other,America showed John Kennedy and others that American
poverty is n steaming prison with impentrable wai:o. ;..c.ung persoli caught
in this prison almost, certainly cannot get out'simply because he wants to. Con-
gress created programs to begin to break down these walls. Tt was and is clear
that clissultantagrd, people in our culture need a great deal more than merely
the nvallah1110 of higher education. Open admission to colleges and univer-
sities, offered as a panacea to the ills of poverty. is doomed to folitml... Dis-
aVantaged people need to be admitted to institutions of higher education. but ,
they also need time to correct educational difficienciCs. They need not be judged
by admittedly discriminatory placement tests and other stan.dardise t tests,
They need support services in the institutions that admit them. I think that
Congress recognized that when it created programs like the Trio Program,
SEOG. NDSL. College Work Study, and others that allow professional people
to assist dpunlyantaged people toward an educatljnal goalhence. out of the
poverty prisonin a way that provides for individital needs. In the early
'seventies. there began a "middle class backlash.' I have Jost track of the
Immber of middle class Anglo students who have been furiou4 because they do
not qualify for ihianelalAidbecanse their parent:, (or, in many instances, they
themsehes) will not change priorities fol how they spend their money. I be-
Here tbat the ..BEOG program was..created to assuage this "middle class back-
lash." That program allows middle class America. to maintain their living
standord and send their sons, and daughters to college. Ifflnd n9 fault with
this. until the proeess becomes at the expense of, the. poor. For lot income
people. college is Possible 4ittp with financial assistance. For them it is not a

_question of ordering priollties. bin takes us a step farther. Recants°
of the needs analysis movements, because of the relaxrctIon of finonipl require-
ments. because of the shifts in emphasis of the SEOG program, th9 bill makes
it easier for Middle income people to attend college at the expenie cif the.poni..
It is my sincere hone that Congeess,won't permitthis.

hto,al-m,concerticsi that 371 takeisome Steps which! are dltrimented
To California Conununity Colleges. As you know, our system, has evolved to
be a new concept in American higher education. Our program and services are
ay:dial& to any citizen of our dIstript who has gradunted from high school or
who is eighteen or more. The California Community College is tuition-free. and
the direct educational costs are. for the most plIrt, only, for hooks and supplies,
BO to assume that a nerson An Attend college na,n full time basis fer the
coot of hooks and murales alerte.is n simplistic process of reasoning. Since we
have an open door policy, we want To take th4' person who comes to nn. hell)
him or her to develop nn educational goal. then facilitate achievement of that
anal. A disadvantaged person cannot reasonably. expert to achieve his or her
goals without some financial assistance to provide food. shelter, transportation,

r.
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and necessities. The ()Hera bill would substantlaI/3' decrease our stu-
dents at.cesst to federal assistants- this might nut seem like a major problem.
Alter Lae caoturnia community college system is only one system In only
on,. of lifts btatl.. But the probleta takes on more magnitude when we con-
sid.r that. for every ten students in all of Arneritan higher education, one at
tends a 1:stiif..ti44., tounnunity College. I hope that Congress will consider this
11'1 they consider thr O'Hara hill.

Please muskier my letter in igorous opposition to H.R. 3471.
Very truly yours,

3IIKE ALE:KANDER,
Dean of Student Affairs.

0 SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE,
ksPrtngficil, Mass., March 21, 1975.

u. ssi
liar/turn house 13,11re Building,
Warhington DJ%

Mot COSuRkssmas 0 ZL.ari..t. President of a successful private four-year
...dirge who h fun. &tons with o billowed budget and full enrollment, and which

roetled thotioalais 1 groduateo to work in the hu- a helping professiors
a.1 4.41. the &sudry. 1 am most disannointed to learn of the import 6f HR 3471
alas it. xf euro.ted, a.t.elerate the demise of private colleges within our
country.

I rt.spcetfully reque,t that you arrange for hearings to gain the input of
priut(e ct,llege prel.tdoomn t%loes. nsimagentent skills contribute so much to re-
ittA e the ...emit Atte rica ;. of Ht additional taxes at the state and local
levels for higher dneation.

WILBERT B. LOOMIS,
President.

UNIVERSITT OF REDLANDS,
Redlands, Calif., March 21, 1975.

Representative .TANIYR G. (yam.,
hainn(io, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Rducatton, Rayburn House Office

Building, Washington, D.C.
PEAR Mx. 017AstA . Those of us in kris ate higher education are most dis-

turbed by your hill H.R. 3471. We feel that it would Lvov detrimental to 'pri-
vate colleges and notversifts sines: it appears to revue d st s attending
tease Itiotitntions with the lowest tuition As yoll hn e cos of tuition
to the -tudent At the stab institution does not refle_t the actual cost of edu-
cation. Certain features of the WI twee toe , le veer, in eonibinetion. the

Is: most damaging to the pri itc for
t
in posb,econdary edu-

cation*
Mo,,t sincerely,

;Tack B. Gummi:vas,
Vice President, University Relations.

EDWARD BLANE:STEIN,
Princeton, X.j., March 24, 1975.

cr,Dgrtsrnan .TA,IF3 0. OTIma,
.T4afilturn lionise Office Building,

D.C.
CONDEv.814StAN (VIINEA F.,1 many years the 'Skull AdrainIstratihn at-

tempted J., destroy the National Dace/ Student Loan Program and the Supple-
mereht; Etacational Opportunity Grant Program by zero funding in the Presi-
dent's nudge. ntfortunately, this year, the Ford Adinistration concurs and
telitms.

Erich 5t 3r the Congress has rp.opolidud by banding and continuing these fine
prograne.

thrent now Is presented in H.R. 3471 which seeks, among other re-
gres-di, tooRNnreg, to destroy thee programs.

The ND.tl. is a 3% loan made by the educational institution to its students,
uslag a combination of 00% Fedtral funds and 10% institutional funds which
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Is continually re-lent as cullected. It is a %ailable to students who have greater
need than most as determined by a needs analysis system.

In fiscal 1075, ;12,711,%92 was awarded in Michigan colleges and" -schools to
some 30,285 students. Of this, $223,441 was Jtwarded to some 531 students in
colleges and schools in your district. In. fisslOW. 970,-$12,810,005 willbe available
in Michigan, reflecting the increases recently voted by the Congress.

The SEGG grant is made to students of. low income who "but for" these
funds could not purshe their education and training.

In &dal 1975, ;8,542,301 was awarded in Michigan colleges and schools to
some 12,291 students. Of this, $170,210 was awarded to 245 students in colleges
and schools in your In flacal 1970. $13,871,735 will Le available 11.chl-
gen, reflecting increases recently voted by the Congress.

May we ask that you contact .and confer with the College Presidents lie
Directors of StUdent Financial Aid in your district and :hell discuss this till
with the other members of the Education and Labor ComMittee. hearings are
DOW underway. .

The only defense offered by committee staff is that defaults are high. They
are, and a tightening tip of the system toge4her with-more program reviews and
audits from the Office of Education is certainly recouimended. NotWithstanding
such aalons. we believe defaults will go higher until the state of the economy
improves. We hope you will join us though in concluding that It -is foolish to
throw out the "baby with the bath water."

Yours sincerely,
EDWARD'BLANKSTEIN,

Director, .31 Student Financial Aid.

Guarram .1;NIOD Ca=or,
Boston, Yost, March 24, 1975.

Ron. Jamas G. comm.
Rayburn Rouse Office Building,
Was,kftl atom D.O.
, DEAR ConaD,RaRMAN O'HARA ; I am writing to you concerning BR 3471 and
le-questing that you direct all of your efforts to defeat this bill as Its effects
upon privately sponsored higher education will be disastrous.

It is my feeling that Congress must do all In its power to instisre that both
public and private education are available to the youth of our nation. The pass-
age of,IIR 3471 will have a most deleterious effect on the health and well being
of higher education.

Sincerely,
Anrnuu M. Gatrrnr,

President.

BAT DE Noc ColfltUNITY COLDEaE,
March 25, 1915.

Bon. XAltES O'HARA,
Subcommittee, Postsecondary Education, U.S. House of Representatives, Cannon

Building, Washington, D.C.
Mau CoNciarssmax O'Haute.. I would like to take this opportunity to provide

your committee with information concerning the effect cue i eterans twost of
Instruction Program has had on the veteran population of Delta County. In
1973, Bay de Noe Community College was given $6399.00 to Provide educational
services to veterans. The college made a concentrated effort to encourage veter-
ans to take advantage of their G.I. educational benefits. Emphasis was also
placed on recruiting those veterans who were unemployed or underemployed.

Through the efforts of the Veterans Coordinator, the veterans enrollment at
the colloge increased from 106 during the Fall Semester of 1972, to 175 in the
Fall of 1973. We are now completing our second year of the program and the
college is now servicing 364 veterans.

The program has made it possible to provide veterans with a wide range of
personal services which include counseling and tutoring. A concentrated effort
has also been made to Wain veterans of the wide range of training Programs
available at the college that will provide them with marketable job skills. Thefaculty of the college has also made every effort to assist the veteran find em-
ployment after" training is completed. Bay de Noc Community College, and

934
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other similar colleges, will be hard preaaed to continue many of these services
at the present level if fundlogis discontinued.

I weuld_therefore like to go on record as supporting the Veterans Cost of
Education Program. I believe it ;a in the livat Interest of our country to assist
these yoting people retrain themselves for satisfying positions In the world of
work. I would appreciate your support in ,continuing to fund this program.

Respecfully yours,
1K, jsuns rerz:usoN.

Bean of Student Services.

SYSTEMS, SCIENCE AND SOTT1VARE,
March 25.1075:

Representative JAutr,s 011ARA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Pest.to.;:on.lary Education, Rayburn Rosso Office

Building, 'Washington, D.O.
DEAR Ma. 0'1 Lomb.: The provisions of KR 3471 have been l'uought to my

attention. As a. Trustee of the University of Redlands, 1 am very much con-
cerned with the costs of private education. It seems, to me that your bill would
be detri.nentat to private colleges and universities, since It appears to reward
students attending theSe institutions with the lowest tuition fees.

Sincerely,
VERNON II. BLAU/MEAN,

President.
KEYSTONE JUNIOR COLLEGE;
La Plume, Pa., March 25,1075.

IIon. 011t.r.a,
Chairman, House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, The Rouse of

Representatives, Rayburn Office Building, 1Vaahingion, B.O.
DEAR CONORESSUAN : I write to you concerning R.R. 3471, the Student

Financial Aid Act of 1975, on behalf of the presidents and the financial aid offi-cers of N RP LC. the Northeastern Pennsylvania Independent Colleges, namely,College Misericordia, Keystone Junior College, King's College, Lackawanna
Junior College, Marywuud College, Wilkes College, and the University-of Scran-,, ton.

Located in the economically distressed anthracite region of northern Appa-lachia, our seven different types of private collegdi serve prianarlig our local-diverse population and: - I
1. Range In full-time enrollment from 300 to 2300 and total 9270 students v.2. Receive in total over 85 percent of our educational and general. Incomefrom student tuition and fees ;
4: Rich have student bodies of whom at least 70 percent receive some formOf financial-assistance.

-":'Etteh of has read your Bill and your introdnetion of it as carried in theFederal Register, and we've discussed both documents in detail in separatemeetings of the two groupS, as well as with other administrators within ourrespeethe Institutions. This letter then represents the unanimous rind verystrong ;Jetts of all the preseldents andfinanclal aid officers of our seven memberepfieges.,.."
We Cottiraerfdyou for your overall interest In higher education and your de-sire in "rirthr ,gieffeet assistance bill tom, the Ilonee ileur trifle-early tins year,"and thns.entible students to receive and institutions to give decisions onstudent assistan'ee /wards in time for students to make Intilligent andthirty ettelteti on whether to attend cellege, and for institiftions to do ode-ntiatetantsing, But We suggest that poor Or harmful legislation is 'mite thanlate hdt good at4 helpful legislationif indeed such must be the choice.Although thke tine some concepts andsOrne specific proposals of R.R. 3471with tvideir We agree and whteb we can support, We believe that approval of- the Bill Imilsentirtfy Wintld"Ve];
1. A great dIsserileettypefitsecondag students generally ;2. Serlimsly detatVentarlolnOgti Independent Colleges and universities and ;3. A major flifttat-totiardthe deAtUtfieti of the pluralistic system of Americanhigher;edneation.
Ourforealost s tobjection" 't6 the' Bid Ineiu le;

.....

ari
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I. The lack of comprehensive studies, Congressional or otherwise, to measure
the etectivenes.s of present programs or the impact of your pro sals on private
hist-With:ins in particular and on higher education-In gene:al;

2. The apparent lack of sensitivity toward the middle inc e families, who
pay the bulk of federal and state taxes

3. The willingness to allow the hard-pressed smaller and less affluent inde-
pendent collegessuch as our Nr.zc. institutionspass out of existence
In favor of "low-cost educational opportunities" ,

4. An obvious disregard of the total costs to the taxpayer, as well as the
overall effects on our democratic system of government and society, of the W-
ilmot.. results of your proposal, namely, a monolithic system of public higher
education which, would replace the dual system which has served our country
so well for over a- century.

We would be willing to go Into specifics about the deficiencies and dangers
of the Bill, but believe this can be more effectively and efficiently presented
directly to your subcommittee by representatives of our state and national pro-
fessional organizations.

In summary, we strongly urge you to replace MR. 3471 with a bill which :
I. Is based on sound researeh;
2. Gives equal and adequate consideration to middle income families, as well

as to other seginents of our citizenry ;
3. Adequately prote...ta and preserves our pluralistic system of higher educa

Hon;
4 will be acted upon in time for both students and institutions to make wise

plans.
By copies of this letter to our congressional representatives and to some of

your principal &elle:agues we are earnestly requesting their support in opposing
lilt. 347.1 in its present form as being detrimental (i) higher education in general
and particularly dlsnstrons to the private educational community.

Respectfuliy :sears.
Hanarlfi. MILLER, Jr.,

Northeastern Pennsylvania Independent Colleges.

Ron. Jontr O'HARA.
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Dr.sa Cosatiessstss OHAna. On behalf of the twenty -one thousand students
of Florida State Lniverslty, we would like to thank you for the help you have
given students through your work on the Committee on Education in the MAI&
of Representatives.

We solicit your support of the following suggestions related to student linen
vial and programs. "

tit We believe that, as the Basic Educational. Opportunity Grant (BEOG) is
phased In, the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) should
be phased eot. The money now used to replenish SEOG could be used for the
very popular College Work Study Program (CWSP). Once the BEOG program
hets,hies available f..r aIl students, it will provide assistance to the same pope
isisse eseesis ho SE9(4

12) rerhaps,tho current Insured Loan Program could be modified so that
interest to the 1,cartav er begins when the loan is made, rather than be subsidized
by the government 000 the student graduates or leaves college. The current
operation costs tic fetiersi s.iernment milliuns of dollars annually. This mall-
fiation would enable tire LSO to shift large sums of money from this program
to other programs (CW,SP or NDSL).

0) Student 1021f0 tolght be removed from coverage ander the present bank-
ruptcy laws. VIAlem some action Is rather quickly Implemented, there will be
nothing (except lib ono moral code) to hinder a student from going into tre
mendou% debt for both undergraduate and graduate work and. upon ersilnati,.r.,
claiming bankruptcy. 'Phis practice sedan itlresdy to MVO begun.

(4) We urge continual funtling of NDSL This low interest loan program
Orem oar inqti+..,II11 the kind of flexibIlltY We need in eerring the financial
needs of many student:1.

FLORIDA STATE trIfIl'ETISITT,
Tallahassee, Flq., March 28, 1975.
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(5) Please centiiiue to push fur one percent administrative overhead ',hip:
insured loan program. 'ills was on the way out at one time but has faltered.
leas assist...nee renewing' this would allow the institutions to offer more adc
iivate services to students whist- :.g the final analysis, would be. the ones to
bentit.

We appreciate your leadership in issues sital to education in this country.
Sincerely,

EDDIE 3. BASS,
Assistaneriee President and Chief Student Affairs Officer.

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION;
Lansing,Mich., March 31, 1975.

ion. ZASIES G. °Thirst,
C.S. Congressman,
Rayburn Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Cosantrssusx WHAM: Sescral weeks ago, when I visited with you,
you asked me to react to various educational issues and tv share, with you, my
thoughts- and recommendations as to means by which the federal goo ernment
might properly address the most pressing issues facing the educational com-
munity. I commendsyou for your efforts to seek,. .0.1e variety of viewpoints
and I, personally, welcome the opportunity to share my thoughts with youfrom tints to tires At the moment, I wish to offer some observations based upon
your recent introduction of 11.11. 3471, which is cited as "The Student Financial
Aid Act of 1975."

I base had a longstanding personal interest in programs of student financial
assistance. As you know, from 1900 to 1900, i.served as the first _Executive
Director of the Michigan Higher Education Assistance Authority, which is the
state aseriey. here in Stiebluan responsible for the atles-tnistraticr. c; =sera:
state wide student assistance programs. More recently, my service on the no-
tional Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education has provided
me the opportunity to thoroughly examine the present status of various finan-
cial aNsistance programs and the merits of various alternatives, as they impact
upon both students and institutions of pestactxtr.dary iyir.torti
that your Isgistative proposal, H.R. 3471, seeks to address many of the most
vital issues in the area of student financial assistance, and will serve as a
catalyst to bring forth the best thoughts and recommendations of individuals
and groups throughout the broad spectrum of American postsecondary educa-tion. Without attempting to analyze the entire bill, I wish to comment upon
several important issues and programs incorporated in your proposal.

Institutional Aid. I am pleased that you. have removed institutional aid
tram your student aid proposal and have incorporated this as a separate bill,
11,11. 3470. This will serve to separate institutional aid from student aid and,
hopefully. will avoid some of the competition between those whosfavor empha-
sizing student aid and those who favor emphasizing institutional aid. It is my
personal judgment that the federal government should focus its _efforts andfunds on student aid and leave the major responsibility for institutional aid
within the individual states. Any federal funds io the form of institutional aidshould, in my judgment, be categorical in nature, with emphasis on certain
priority projects such as graduate education, research. and facilities grants.The allocation of federal funds for vvidesperad general institutional aid would,in my judgment. be inappropriate and would result in annual pressures for
increased federal funds that would eventually end in total federal control of
higher education. This would be a serious mistake.

Basle Opportunity Grant:. One of the major goals identified by the National
Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education was that of equalityof access. In my opinion, the federal government should appropriately assumea major responsibility for insuring equality of access and I view the BasicOpportunity Grant Program, with its entitlement concept, as the primary ve-hicle to insure achievement of this goal. Accordingly, I disagree with yoursuggestion that the maximum basic grant be reduced from the present authori-
zation level of $1,400. I recognize your overriding interest in reducing tuitionlevels, but it must be recognized that. at most public institutions, tuition costsrepresent only a relatively small percentage of total educational expenses.

937 (
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Thw, I feel it is Inappropriate to reduce the maximum amount of the basic
federal grants whieh can be used tooffset all legitimate educational expenses,
net simply tuition charges. Furthermore, a reduction in, the rauXimum basic
grant to seriously threaten students' freedoreof choice in-selecting-nonpublic
institutions with-their inevitable-higher costs. Thus, I would propose that the
Basic Grant Program be retained in essentially -Re present status, with no re-
duction in the maximum stipend.

fispptementca Opportunity Grants. --I recognize that your recoinmended
changes lit the Basic Grant-Program are coupled witlayour proposal that SOGs
be Used to support students, based upon both financial need and acadethic
Promise. feel that It is totally inappropriate for the federal government to be
involved -In'a natiorewide program of "academic scholarships." I feel that such
a program will quickly become an administrative nightmare and, furthermore,
I seriously doubt that eery many studefiti-of exceptional academic ability are
,presently being denied- educational opportunities. There-are numerous sources
of financial aid for the truly ontatanding students, some of these privately
funded, many of them provided through direct state appropriations (as is,
indeed, the case here in Michigan) and most colleges and universities give a
high priority to aiding students with exceptional ability. In my opinion, the
"forgotten" students are those of -average ability from middle-income families
and students from depth, ed circumstances, who still are not fully served by
our present army of existing programs. I would recommend that the present
SOG Program be eliminated and the funds be used to suPport an expanded
Basle Grant Program and an expanded State Incentive Program.

Work /Study Program. --I oneur with your praise for the, present College
Work/Study Program. and I-fully support your proposal to expand this program,
both In terms of dollar amounts and in broadening of student eligibility re-
quirements.

State Sonde:14(p Incentive Program.I commend you for your recognition
ofiLe lioptstaut-rs.e obleb ars, ht played-by State Scholarship-and Grant Pro.
grams. I heartily endorse your proposal to increase funding for these programs
and to provide states wide latitude in the type of programs to be supported
through this funding. it seems to me -that this program represents proper use
of federal leverage to stimulate increased state support of postsecondary edu-
cation. At the same time, it recligliithis that Cui,L main Lan the resseosibiiiiy.
and is in the best position, to-determine unique needs within its educational
system. L atnnotacertain, at this point, if I can support the specific procedures
by which SSIG funds would be allocated-to individual states, but I do support
your intent to take into account total stale efforts rather tbanAiniply allocating
funds based solely on enrollment eOunts.

Ouaientcal Student Loane.I support your efforts. to phase out the direct
federal insurance of stticnt loans, Is favor of strengthening and, where ne-
cessary, establishing state guarantee Agencies. Some of us 'have argued, for
many years, that it was a serious error to establish a Direct Program of Fed-
erally Insured Loans, and we have resented Office of Education administrativc
policies which have ser:yas4 irovalreA and discouraged those states, includllig
Michigan, which have, for many years, supported their own guarantee agency.
I concur with your proposal to eliminate educational institutions as eligible
lenders tinder tbe GSL Fregraaa but I etroasly disagree with yoUr recommend-
ation that state agencies be prohibited from serving as direct leaders. While
I share your concern about students being burdened With excessive loans.
reality suggests that h broadly accessible source of loan assistance will con-
tinue to be necessary for many students for many years to come. Reliance on
the private lending sector will never provide universal access to loan assistance
and for this reason I feel state agencies sheuldhe permitted to serve as 'direct
lenders. The limitation of federal reinsurance to SO% of defaulted loans will
serve to Moderate state agency lending and insure a program of reasonableness
and integrity.

NDSL Loans.I support your proposal to end federal capital contributions
to the National Direct Student Loan Program. This program tends to duplicate
the services of the existing Guaranteed Loan Program, and serves as a source
of confusion and duplicate borrowing on the part of some students. I might
suggest that institutions be given The option of using the proceeds of their
current NDSL loan funds to support academic Scholarships, if the institutions
choose to act-in this manner.
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As a final note, it does not relate directly to 11.R. 3471, I would urge
that consideratiun be given to allocating a portion of this year's unused Basic
linipt appropriation to supplement State Student IncentiVe Grants. For 1975

.,76, Michigan will receive approximately $880,000 in MG money, but our state
, efforts would qualify us for several million dollars additional, in the event

federal funds were available. Rather than carrying the full $131 million in
unte;e1 BOG funds over to nest year, I would support allocating a portion of
that money, perhaps 20%ftfor the SSIG Program.

I realize that my comments 'wee been quite. lengthy, but I feel that the
various student assistance programs are of major impo6tance and worthy of
the careful ..onsideration of everyone associated with postseCondary education.
I would be happy to discuss any of these issues with you in greater detail and,
if yen are in need of specific information concerning the impact of the federal
programs upon out institutions here in Michigan, _please contact Mr. Ronald
Juno, Director of our Student Financial Assistance Services, who has direct ac-
cess to the detailed information.

Sincerely,
JOAN W. PORTER,

Superintendent of Public Instruction.

A,prit 1,131$.
Hon. SAME8t0,
ymeommittre r,n ppxtscrondary Education,
Cannon House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Demi CONGP.ESSUAN (ARL: Thank yea for your letter of March 20th and
for your kindness in forwarding me a copy of H.R. 3471 and your introductory
remarks.

After carefully studying ball my :n11ial reaction is: Bravo! Bravo! Mr.
Chairman. toil have been liatening, and watching too, I suspect. I rend into

our efforts, and those of your commute -c, runny mot.. yvoit.i theughis than
n ative ones.

lou have kicked a few sacred cows. As a relatively irreverent Irishman with
an abidipg ,respect for all things so classified, 1 believe, however, that some
sacred rt,:64 .rr,m time to time, twee. to be properly prod.

Your willingness to face difficult questions and contemplate even more dill'
cult solutions by_ereating a forum for the comprehensive review of the prob-
lems of student flidin MI aid and our national interest must be lauded.

Your invitation to c ent for the hearing record is sincerely appreciated.
nesse do accept the atta with my thanks for being permitted to partici-
nate in pour deliberations.

Sincerely and respeefully,

s

JAMES M. REYNOLDS,
Admissions/Pinanciai Aid.

Enclosure.

Mr. Chairman. I aid 31m Reynolds, Dcannf Admissions 3n clyinancial Aid at
Nos Ilarop-1,:re Colicge in Manchester, N.H. I sincerely appreciate the oppor-
tunity to offer teitimuriy to Seer cumsnittee regarding House Resolution.3471.

For the purpose of further introduction. Mr. Chairman, permit me to-state
that I have served several terms (3, and am currently the president of 14,,
New Hams-hire Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators,

I am also a member of the Executive Committee of the Eastern Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators and-a member of both the National As-
sociation of Student Financial Aid Administrators and the .National Institute
for Financial Aid Administration,

It is my pleasure also to serve ns vice president of the Board of Trustees of
the New- Hampshire Higher Education Assistance Foundation, the agency
which administers the state student loan program here ip the State of New
Hampshire. I hare authored or co-authored legislative propoSals in the field
of student aid and have dealt with administrative details of such programa
si*ce becoming a college administrator in 1058.

The thoughts. comments and remarks which follow are exclusively mine and
do not necessarily reflect the views of my institution and associations, The
time frames with which we have to work have prevented me from obtaining
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the detailed analysis of 11* (oil...agues , but the initial reactions which I have
heard tend' to cause me to believe that there will be a Wide range of varying
reactions from both postsecondary and student aid communities.

Whose ox Is, being gored is often reflected in the general reaction to pro-
posed innovative ideas, but your introductory remarks indicate a willingness
and desire to create an open forum in which the problems o student aid and
the national interest can be fully reviewed. Such a review is long, long overdu'e
and I salute clad cheer your courage.

At New Hampshire Cullegewe fueugnize and acknowledge that economic
ability relates only too often to student access to postsecondary epportunity.
We have therefure ordered the functions under a single dean whose resmisi-
Whiles Insist on equal consideration of both ,problems and their relationship
to c h other. The C.S. Office of Education has not always appreciated such
a rem ionship, but then often reality bUt.thS to mystify certain personnel 'across
the s t there IdWashington.

Our eurernt programs, their delivery systems and our postsecondary institu-
tions have failed. Our intentions I'm sure, have been. pure but our perform.
once has left much to be desired. WhY we have faiied,.I am not sure. Tbat we
have failed, I nut positive. .

Examination of our current financial aid programs and the situation which
exists in ur colleges and universities across the patiou, must lead one to be- .
neve that tour In depth review is necessary. and good.

It seems to me that we have permitted ourselves an infatuation with the
thought that ,"student aid funds must go first to the neediest students ".

On the surface the philosophical thought is not alarming; but in reality
Bleat .shift has been given to the consideration that there is such a thing as

. throwing good money after bad. We have not been. prudent. Individual student
motivation. and the ability to successfully complete the training, educhtiolial
program desired too often has not been even considered, never mind measured.

Soine postacondary institution; have accepted, in fact identified, encouraged
and :cc:tilt:A, statichtx ;a the Jcle task; :I the resoiez.....; ouch a student. oliblit.
bring with him to the institution. I submit. that such actions have hem taken
in the Interest of the fiscal well being of the institution and not in the best
interest of the !Inman beings we ought to be considering. This is indeed an in-
dictuient of the administrators of the institutions..

Before we zero in and come down.altogether too hard on the institutions, we
nilght.do wet Ito reflect that the identification and.recruitment of disadvantaged
students has been renuired under many of the statutes enacted since The
riiteS and regulations drafted under enabling legIslatiomthave encouraged ;rea-
sonable risks towards a common good.

APPropriated funds have been "targeted" mostly towards low income students
and the term dIsadiantaged has been defined as not being restrictive to eco-
nomic resources alone.

Before you reach the false conclusion, Mr. Chairman, that I am against low-
inoome and/or disadvantaged students, let me indicate that my opposition is
to poorly thought-out, nneepporkve programs which don't work.

We have had some difficulty with the terminology, definitions, operations ..
and expectations of the programs currently on the books. We have flirted with
absolute need, relative need, assumed need, calculated need and all the while
have failed to define "need".

The U.S. office of Edueation, College Seholosship Service, American College
Testing Service and others have done their thltig,, rarely agreed and must be
relegated to having devised rationing systems for available funds as opposed
to any "national standard" which might serve the interests of all of our people.

"I gness I'm just not poor enough to get Help, but I know I'm not affluent
enough to be without the need of it", is only one of constant bitter complaints
I have heard over the years from disgruntled middle-income, hard-working,
tax paying parents who are unable to 'pay the costs of educating and/or train-ing their offspring beyond high school.

Our programs and their delivery systems have frustrated our people. We
have managed to create, quite accidently, a new "poor class", the middle in-
come families. have helped corrupt our postsecondary institutions by permitting
the en lapse of their aradmile Integrity while fuming them to hust.e a buck on
behalf of survival and have failed to achieve our goal wilich..I assume. Is ahigher standard of living for all Americans through increased productivity
made possible by postSeemulary training/education.
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The,Ime and cry, moaning and groaning concerning our failure has risers, on
high across the, country , but I submit that the failure has been earned and
deserved. We have been, until this time, unwilling to ask the hard questions
to which there are no easy answers. The needs and the times both change and
so should our programs and respcinsee. It is for these reasons that I must en-
courage your open forum and wish Ton, the inenibers Of your committee and
your colleagues in the Congress, success in finding solutions.

Your proposed bill, House Resolution 3471, is refreshingly innovative and ,
though I will be troubled by some of the mechanib.s involved and unable to
support alLyour suggeStions; 1 like it, in general, and will work hard to pro-
mote many dtits more poSitive considerations.

Your thoughts concerning the Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL)
are well fonded. I can readily endorse your plan to bare all 'ended operate
under a state agency agreement and the state in turn, be reinsured-by the fed-
eral government. Local evaluation of lending activities will prove much more

.sensitive to the proper considerations.
The Federally Insured Student Loan Program (FISL) has become a monster

with an unending appetite administratively and has nut served Fell the best
interests of either the students or the nation.

Hearty support should be forthcoming for your idea to limit lendets under the
GSL Program by excluding educational institutions. it Is extremely prudent
for most educational institutions lack expertise in credit evaluation and the
collection of- loans. I have long thought that lending institutions and educa-
tional, Institutions should have an agreement. They should not award certifi-
cates or degrees and we should ,not make their kind of loans.

Because guarantaebag and funding student loan programs are two different
activities, I do Wish that something could be done to encourage lending institu-
tions- to invest a greater percentage of their portfolios in such loans. Perhaps
increased, more realistic snhsidization might be the answer. A decrease in the
amount of paperwork required for such loans would also be helpful.

While loan amount should bear a relationship to need, selection for a loan
should contain sume evaluation of the repayment probability. Is the ,student
undertaking a program of study helshe should be able to complete? Is his/her
earning potential, on the basis of the caleer preparation selected, sufficient
enongh to indicate repayment ability?

Delinquency, default experience can be improved considerably lay_the con4da
ations aforementioned and by vigorous pursuit of collections. Reasonable ex-
clusion of student loans from bankruptcies and collection assistance where
and when required would go a long way toward solving some of the difficulties
we hare had in the past.

The National Defense, now Direct. Student Loan Program has served us sell.
or at least better than GSL /FISL Programs. Your desire to set the revoking
nature of the program in motion at this time does not come as a shock and is
supportable. I would ask that yon consider a someu hat different approach as
regards complete elimination of additional, new capital contributions to the
program.

In Pleasuring the overall national effort to support student aid programs
and postsecondary education, determine the desired mil of types of assistame.
Provide for the relationship of the NDSL program to other programs u ldeh
will be initiated or continued and determine n per capita support for this pro-
gram. Item the institutions themselves involved and armed with a little flex

For example if it was determined that $100 per student would be an
adequate program, then you might proceed as follows:

The amount of the revolving N3/SL fund at each participating institution
would be limited to $100 per enrolled full time and full time equivalent studelit.
Projected collections would be based on 10% of the outstanding balances of
those student borrowers out of school, whether' paid or not in a given year.
and additional vvonid be provided only to the extent necessary to provide
the level of funding determined by the $100 per capita formulae. New funds
could be restricted further by adjustment to actual receipts over and above
the 10% projections owing to accelerated repayments.

I still hold to the principle that a package approach to the problems of fi-
nancing a postsecondary education is desirable. I don't believe that the benefits
of a postsecondary education Ought-to be handed to anyone. There Are no more
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free lunches, anywhere. Self-help is Important from several points of view and
I regard v;otk and loans in that cattgory. 'We should prohibit over herroWing;
but he alistic.in whatfit takes to get the job done.

Your inclusion of an academic factor in the operation of the Supplemental
'Edueational Oppordmity Grant Program (SEOG) is 4 moat pasitive recom-

mendation. However, it does not take the same ability level to succeed or excel
in every worthwhile postsecondary endeavor and I must take exception to the
use of the National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test as the measure Of poten-

tlal.
While willing to admit to the importance of-training a brilliant mind,so that

it may contribute to all of our society as a scientist or philosopher; I opt for
recognizing equally the Importance of getting my car fixed right when it is
required. .

High School record, if entering a postsecondars, institation directly from
high school, and current level of performance if enrolled and studying on the
Poatsecondary level, have been among the more reliable indicators-- of-success
in my experience. Though I must admit to the exceptions which prove the rule
as far as Pin concerned, past performance seems to the most cortslident
measure available to us. v

It is not possible for me to support the idea that any student's entire financial
aid package be limited to ONLY gift assistance. There should be room left for
a self-help factor.-work or *rode, as the involvement of the individual Is necessary
to his/her commitment to the arrangement.

I am comfortable with the Idea that assistance be restricted 10 the limits
of demonstrated need and that need should he the prOduct of an acceptable
need analysis Method. Selection might weitinclude aorae-factor(s) in-addition
to need ; such as scholarship or, performance restrictions.

If successful iu moving-away from the fartual money to the neediest students
first syndrome. we should thefr-tsr to focus on two other considerations. Cur-
rently most 4 the programs target their funds to 16w income students. Might
not we have a base-program which addresses itself to those low- income students
and then have other programsiwhich pick up where the base program leaves
Off. At the level of support of the base program all students would be equalized
and provided with increased equal access on the basis of a parental support
rationale which would he sensitive and responsive to earring family circum-
stances such as the number of working parents, family size, the number of
dependent children engaged In postsecondary education and other factors.

Secondly, let's focus on the national interest and the greatest good for the
greatest number Of our citizens. I am troubled by contemplating what we
should do given a set amount of funds and varying needs of individual students.
For example. If we had twenty students with ;5,000 worth of demonstrated

, need each and one hundred students with demonstrated need of $1,000 each
and only 3100,000 with which to work; how should we proceed?

My dilemma surounds my inability to support giving all the money to the
first twenty students while also being uncomfortable with the thoughtnf assist
ing the, one hundred students. As difficult a question as this poses forme
submit that a reasonable answer and approach is required.

Except for some difficulties in projecting participation levels in a given year.
the Basic Grants program must be judged sums ul to date. We would all
hope for a somfwhat higher base level of support hen provided for, in your
proposed, legislation ; but will have to share your imp led thsogfits that the fed-
eral government ought not be the only one involved in programs of assistance.

Freedom of choice as regards programs of study and selection of Institution
provided for ender the Basic Grants Program, shonld be maintained. Some of
the other lessons learned from the operation of that program should not be lost
on ns either ; but will be noted further on in my comments.

Tour suggested' allocation formula for State Scholarship Incentive Graft
funds would put us at a Considerable disadvantage here In New Hampshire.
under current circumstances, but I must view your approach as equitable and
entitled to full support.

Your approach to dealing with a family's assets in need analysis should be
lauded. I do recommend.that assets outside of the family homestead and in:Jrne
producing farms and/or businesses, ahould he measured carefully and fully -
taxed. There is a difference between liquid and non-liquid assets.
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It Is nut. possible to imagine anyone taking exception to your desire fur a
stated, equitable refund pulley for all,studehtS, at all Institutions. I know that
such exceptions will be made, but they welt be without eubstakive foundation.

Week lug has proven beneficial in many ways and I would have to concur
with your desire to expand the college work stud}, program. It has been our

emostsuccessful student aid prograta to date.'
The Student 1,'Inancial Aid Act of 1975 holds much promise, but if we ex

pect more success in the future than We currently hate or have had in the
past; a massive training effort will be required.

The level of expertise in financial aid admlnistratIon varies greatly from
institution to institution and therefore our current prezruine setee students
and institutions in an uneven atainequitable manner.

The Bask Gaents Program hattaught us an important leseeii that we should
not lose sight of. Financial aid expertise Is required at both the secondary
expel postsecondary level. Vastly expanded training pregrains, at Both
should be planned and adequately fowled If our dell:cry systems are to work.

The opportunity to present my views and ,comments to this committee is
greatly appreciated.

Kees' Coteeou OF NEW JEMEY,
eai0/1, N.J., April 1, 1975.

11011..TAME8 G. O'HARA,
Congress of the United States,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

MAR CONOSILASSi.tti O'lliute. It is difficult for nie as an aid officer with four-
teen years of experience in a state college thet'eery es middle and low Income
urban students to study the changes in student aid programs that you are
proposing with anything but coneern. Kitst, 4,4 my concern that federal programs
are started and altered eu frequently and often eu late k in relation to a
academic year) that they do net ineene stabilized or have time tti prove their
worth. Neliher colleges and aid officers .nor especially students wad parents
have time to do their part In making programs function effectively before there
are changes that may reflect immediate eyeful or political pressures and etc,-
nonde conditions rather than' long term genie.

One can understand the need for more cuerdlnation and simplification of
federal programs, a need that is being recognized in the work of the Keppel
Cummieeion. Administrative problems abide, the purpose of federal programs
consistently has been to aid the needy student, to provide access to college
to etUdents whn might not otherwise be able to attend, and, to encourage colleges
titadmIt and assist disadvantaged students. I belleee it Is importnni that these
hid continue to be paramount in financial aid program planning. Some of the

prepoeale in HR 3471 seemsyto me to be in opposition to these goals.
The proposed limit of $,C00.00 on BEOG awards Is too low to,Support ade-

quately the average low income student Men at public colleges it the only
inblitionak resources are to be loans and jobs. It IR totally inadequate for the
disadvanteeed student who might seek entry to a private college, unless he I:4
a superior student. It Is unrealistic to expect colleges in these times of fisfitti
shortages to have cnonah funds to encourage enrollment of the average scholars
from the disadvantaged.

The effect of unlimited grant funds up to full cost (minus the perent's con-
tribution) for students on the basis of merit is to establish full support for
an elite enllege populatien, a concept that the United States has not endorsed for
'Hinny years. The merit concept will enable a few to be aided and may help the
most prestigious of private colleges but will leave le,s well-known private col-
leges and prnetleally all public colleges without needed federal funds. Without
NMI. and SHOO funds, the college aid officers will not have the flexibility at
the level where students are known best td provide the, aid deeded for Indi-
vidual and unusual problems.

I recognize the need for some revision and reform to provide the best aid
possible for the lergest number and to make the most effective use of federal
dollars. 'Why then dilute the effect of BEOG funds extending the awards
to all part -time students. even those attending less than half-time? Why Om-
Mate all assets from BEOG consideration rather than raising the asset allow-
ance or excluding home equity? Why abandon the need concept from Vcork-
Study rather than modifying or liberalizing it slightly?
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Aid Officers are concerned as you are w;lt.1 improving aid programs. We be-
liere that a good measure of the aid awardedneeds,to be decided at the college
level where,thestudents are and where there is flexibility to make adjustments
More quickly and easily than is possible In a massive centralized operation.
Your consideration of these questions and comments will be appreciated.

Sincerely yours,
CLAUS Davis,

Director of Financial
, April 3, 1973.

Congressman James O'llaks,
ItAllause of .Repretentatitres,
Washinglon,.D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA: I have just returned with my son, Mike, from
Oakland University where we Went seeking Financial Aid for his college ex-
pqnsea for the year f975-79. We have-been refused, and neediest; to Shy, Lam
very disappointed. The Financial Aid officer was very sympathetic with my
problem, but nevertheless be refused to consider either of my two children -fur
financial aid this year.

Aix husband, and I are the parents of 9-childrenages 18 to 5. All are In
school. One in college, 3 in highschool, 1 In junior high, and 4 in elementary
school.

Inherent in our backgrounds Is the pride ajid accomplishment of home owner
ship. However, we now find that this Is a liability to our two &Ilege-age chi)
dren. The home we live In was purchased for $23,500 ten years-ago. It lea
40 year old home separated from the business district only by a church. At the
time we purchased it, we fglt Its central location was convent* fOr raising a
large fqmlly. However, using our ever increasing property tax as a guide, the
market value is set at $37,000. Bectaise of this, we are not considered for fi-
nancial aid. It matters not that the equity was built up because of our hard
work, and we are constantly chipping away at our present' mortgage. Had we
chosen to spend gur ..tponey another way instead of striving for that almighty'
pride of home owlership, our children would not be penalized by not receiving
aid for their education. Incidentally, today was the first time I have ever sought
financial aid from, anyone for anything!

If we had a mortgage of $30,000, owned two or three cars, bowled once or
twice a week, ate out once a week. visited professional barbers (my 5 boys

/ have never been in a barbershophaircutting -is done by me once a month.
took a vacation each year, paid professional painters to paint on! wooden-sided

t home instead of struggling with ester/siert ladders, purchafed soilvegience boucle
Instead of home canning, and baking Wad from scratch. If I visltell a beauty
shop once,a week, or if I bought all ready-made clothes for, my family Instead
of sewing and patching overalls, then my kids could get financial aid! We'l e
'seen. trying to set a good example for our family, trying to instill pride- ti,
make them think it is better to work hard and make It on your own rather
than gv on welfure, collect unemployment etc, but it seems a hard job
to convince my 17-yeas old son after today.,Ile was told that because he has
a saving account, it will also be held against him! Imagine just because lie
has had a paper route since the age ,of 1.1, cut lawns, reked leaves, shoveled
snow, baby sat, and cleaned a real estate office early every Sunday insrnIng.
and saved every dime, we found out now that if he had laid on his back and
watched television like some of his friends lie could have gotten aid to help
frith his college. I was surprised to find myself sorry that lie was able to save
almost $900 by careful handling 61 his-money.

My litisband's Aross income for 1974 was $22.000. By Oakland-rniversits's
calculations, It costs $2000-to support a resident student at Oakland, or $26nO
to support a commuting student to Oakland. According to those figures for our
two commuting students, it would cost $5,200. Subtracting that from my hue
band's gross Income, it leaves $10,800 to support the other 0 of us, or $1,800
each per year.

I am very proud of everything my husband and I have accomplished in our
20 years of marriage. Our family has brought us much happiness and sumerote4
compliments. I watch my husband go to work each day with a great deal of
admiration -- knowing how difficult it was for him to receive his education.
After serving in the Korean War, he startedsollege. Ills entire B.A. and 11.11.A.

.
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degrees were aceomplished at night after our marriage. His usual schedule was
three nights a week at the downtown campus of U. of D.--an unpleasant drive
(to say the least!) Keep in mind that this was during the years we were
having our nine children. It took him 13 years of high schuol to, achieve his
goal. Now. it appears our children will have to pay for their Lather's success.
1.101 Aidmight) rs of ours who hese .nothing (because of their own laziness)
are getting illutuel aid that we lievegheen denied.

Based on the et ml,. situation 4..tudq. and supporting the cloven of us,
I can see .ne yvay on sband's salary of .$22,000 thkt we can also pay for
two thildren to go tv evitegu this year (and three nest year, and four the fol-
luwmg :)- e,sen Masi titexullege itkin p neighboring county ar.3 not necessarily
the college vf,-)our choice. Again, we're being economical. I see that as only
$2,000 per ye per person, not a very generous amount when you consider five
of our children are teenagers.

I'd like to have your thoughts on this situation and hear whether you agree
with the present criteria set for attaining financial aid. I might add that my
daughter finished 10th in a class of 310 and my son who will graduate In June
is presently carrying a 3.0 average.

Sincerely yours,

Iron JAUV.: fl (MARA,
B Mae Of itcprcsentotices,
House Office Building, 'Washington, D.C.

(name deleted)

Onxo Mann OF RFAIENTS,
Columbus, Ohio, April 8,1973.

leas Me. Olisit.s. is the director of Ohio's grant program-and the only black
is.rson in tit evaistry in this type of bitUlltiVil. I have been estrernely distressed

what has been happening in higher education since 10:2. The decisions that
are made by the Longress directly affect our program here in Ohio, and I
am sure in all other States with similar programs.

The Primary intent-of the Ohioprogram Is to assist in eliminating the economic
harrier that has traditionally stood between low income students and access to
highe -r edutittion. From the 1970-71 academic 3 ear to the 1072-73 academic year,/
the Ohio program and the Federal programs of student financial aid, together as to
package, established significant gall} In the ionaber of black students and ptstr
students achieving access. We were on our way to achieving this-primary g al
of access, but we still had along way to go.

The higher education amendments of 1972. the under-funding of the 1. sic
=mete. program, and the continued utilization of a delivery system that. Lad
tt d only under force in the form of administrative targeting requirettlents,
hat t oil functionally reversed the goals and commitments made in the 1960's.

xt, the actions of the college scholarship service who under political pres-
sure from st gments of the Institutional financial aid community reduced radically
the family contributions of middle and upper middle Income students, literally
.,pcned the door to .t complete inserting of priorities and goals. The Associate
Conanissiont r of Education, John Phillips, attempted to arrest this blatant
attempt to channel millions of dollars of Federal funds away from poor stn-
tleitt% and Lia,k stud, -,cis and toward the constituency that higher education has
wanted to serve and has traditionally served-middle and upper class white
students.

Finally, statistics have been inflated to a point of absurdity regarding the
volume of poor and black students enrolled in higher education as a result of

'institutional commitment and Federal financial aid. It is too bad that the Ford
Foundation Grant awarded Howard University for the purpose of trying to
tit terrnine exactly bon many blacks (ire indeed in higher educative did nut also
include poor people in general.

For your information and use, I am including the following:
1. "The 1194 Report." This is n report that indicates what happened in

Ohio during the 1971 74 academic year in the Ohio instructional grants
Program.

2. A summary statistical report on the Ohio program which indicates that
the trend started in 1973-74 continued in 1014T75.

3. "A Statement on the Ohio Instruetional Grants Program " this is my
latest paper concerning these problems and it provides a list of recom-
mendations concerning Federal programs of student aid.
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I sincerely hope Plat strvtig tiaisideratron and study sill bt girt n to tle input

that I 'hare provided and I %N it' continue to struggle against these forces that
would deny access to bliteks and poor people.

CHARLES W. SEIVAED; III,
Director' Student AWatancr:

Enclosures.

A SHORT SUMMARY OF THE Arrvenin REPORT "THE 5940 REPORT'
ay

(A report concerning the volume foss of 5,940 low-income students in the Ohio
Instructional Grants Program, for the 1973-74 acadentc year)

TheOhlo Instructional Grants Program for the 1973-74 academic year, experi-
enced a significant decrease in the number of participants in the less than $1o,00o
income categories. As a result, only $17.3 million of an $19.8 million appropria-
tion was utilized. The attached report provides an elplatiation for this decrease
and recommendations to correct the situation. The following is a summary of
the report.

1. During the first 3 years of the program more low-income students were able
to attend college because of the Ohio Instructional Grant awards provided. Low
Income for the purpose vi this report and in conjtinctIvn with Federal definitions
Is less than $8,000.

2. The Ohio Instructional Grants, Program has made it possible for more Black
students to attend Ohio colleges and universities.

3. Because of legislative and pv110 changes in three Federal financial aid
programs, middle - income students were able to receive benefits for the first time
awing the 1973-71 academic ,year. Middle-Income for the purpose of this report
and in conjunction with-Federal definitIons is $10,000-$15,000. The 48,000410,00o
range Is considered a fringe area and could be categorized as either
Income or low-income. /

4. No additional funds were appropriated in these three programs by the
Congress to accommodate this new population, hence, funds previously directed
at low-Income studeuts ere diverted to middle-income students. This diversion
was prompted by the Infiv htitutions' manipulation of need analysis arid reduced
eraphasis in recruitment of students from low-income families.

5. Recruitment of tow-income students was decreased at the institatianal level
during the 1973-74 icademle year.

0. The end results.a loss of 5,040 low-income students in the 1973-71 Ohio --
Instructional Grants Program.

7. Part of the solutionAn increase in the Ohio Instructional Grant amounts
for low-income students.

Sincerely, ,

Tits 5940 REPORT /
(A report concerning the volume loss of 5,940 16w-ineulot students In the Oluo

Instructional Grants Program for the 1973-74 academic year)

: CHARLES W. SEWARD III, DIRECTOR, STUDEST.ARSISTANCF: OFFICE

In 1909 It became apparent that the Federal programg of stuaenc nnancial aid
#4/(the National Defense Student' Prograni, the Educational Opportunity WantsSrirrogram, and the College 'Work Study Program) were not providing adegaate
resources that would assure access to higher education for all students and
especially low income students. The major problem was one of funding. Ills-

'tvrIcally the Congress has never fully funded these programs and this fact
includes 1970 through 1973 as the historic reference. The range of funding for
these programs has been between 40% and 95% with the Educational Opportunity
iirants Program receiving lowest percent. Ironically, this is the program that
had been directed, exclusively, at low-income students.

Therefore, in order to provide assistance f dr Ohio's needy students, the Olila
General Assembly enacted the Ohio Irstruotionar Grants Program ir. 190. and
it went into effect for the 1970-71 academie year. This program lb
to provide a financial floor of assistance for Ohio's needy students and has us
its primary targetlow income students. As a comprehensive program of financial
assistance thire are other important purposes, attended by this program.
ever, f6r the purposes of this repoit,I shall relate only to this primary goal.
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grain during the 1973- 74 academic year. The inclusion of the $11,000-$13,900
adjusted effective income category for the first time was the-basis for this ex-
pectation of an additional 12,000 students participating in the program. Thus,
approximately 48,000-F students utilizing some $19,800,000 was projected for the
1973,74 academic year. I

However, due to the fact that these improvements were not enacted until
June 30, 1973, it was believed that this 12,000 figure Would-not be fully realized.
High schools were closed-for the summer and the colleges and universities were
out for the summer. Thus, a real problem existed. in terms of informing newly
eligible students that they should now apply for grant consideration.

At the beginning of the Fall 1973 term, all participating institutions sub-
mitted 37,292 award certificates for payments totaling $17,708,187, an increase
Of 3,724 over the previous year.

Ilewever, it became apparent that unless an exceptionally large number of
students applied for da.tial accalds fur the second semester or second and.third
quarters, we were going to fall far short of the projected 48,000-student. total.

As of December 3, 197% which is the deadline for receiving applications fur
partial award consideration, some 3,888 awards were made totaling some
$1,135,860. Of course, there will be a slight attrition due to no-showa, but using
these figures as a basis for total participation will not significantly affect the
final totals for the purposes of this report.

Thus, 41,247 students have been granted and utilized awards totality, $18,-
414,047. In school attrition will account for an 8% reduction in dollar ;Mize-
tbin, thus reducing the dollar total to $17,330,524. Th,:refore, froman appropria-
tion of 819,800,000 some $2,403,476 Will go un-utilized.

Inasmuch ag 86,561 students utilized grants during the 1972-73 academic
year, one might assume of the 11,247 students utilizing awards for the 1973-74
academic year, that 4,686 were new students in the $11,000-$13,909 adjusted
tffective income category Included in the program for the first time. This assump-
tion meant that we fell far short of the expected 12,000 students from this
income category. This was the assumption made by this office when these totals
were initially computed. .

However, as detailed information became as ailable from computer printouts,
it was apparent that, this was a false assumption. It has been determined, thit
9,160 stud Ids in the $11,000 $13,099 category were submitted for payment out
of 11,600 lit this iti,!..ma: category who were determined to he eligible and aotified
prior to the start of the academic year, with 2,034 students in this income
category becoplitlit no-shows. Tiros, it became appnrunt that In terms of numbers,
we had lost several thousand students from the 1972-73 program. Table A
Indicates that 93 students \sere gained in the $10,000 -$10,909 income category
over 1972-73 totals, but that 5,940 students were lost in the $9,999 and under
categories. A net loss of 5,8-12 students.

What happened, tokwhom and why?
In an attempt tb illustrate a diangIng pattern in Ric mix of students within

the program fur the 1973 74 academic year as compared to the 1972-73 academic
year. Table B provides the actual Lumber of applicants during 1972-73 and in
th same income categories the number ,:f applicants for the 1973-74 academic
ycat. This illustrates clearly that far fewer applications in the low-income
categories were submitted in 1973 as comparer.) to 1972. There is also an cstab-
II: lied pattern that indicates that the loss in applicants Is directly related to the
Income levels. Indeed, at the 310.000-$10,099 income level, there was an increase
of 20(i applicants in 1973. And of course, a significant total of 11,600 applicants
In tne $11,000-$13.909 income category.

Chart A indicates that there was a significant decrease in low income students
dating the 1973 -71 academic year participating in the program. Nearly 62 percent
or th 13 increase occurred In the $6,999 and under. categories and 76 percent in the
$7,999 and Under categuries. At the-same time, 9,664 new students appeared in the
program at the $10,000 and over categories representing 25 percent of the total
grant recipients who utilized their omardq.

roucurrently, chart B indicates that there was a significant decrease in appli-
cations from low-Income students during the 1973-74 academic. year. Nearly 78
permit of this decrease occurred In the $7,999 and under categories. Again, there
was a tremendous increase in new students at the $10,000 and over categories
rt prosenting,25 percent of the total applicants for the 1973-74 academic year.

An overall changing pattern is apparent In terms of emphasis in recruitment
and packaging financial aid of low-income students. Charts C and. D provide
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detailed data by Institution which-corroborates this assertion. Although, on the
average, there was an overall gain in Ohio Instructional Grant participants in
1973-74 as compared to 1972-73 (full-year awards, onle,-3.720 in the $10,999 and
under income categories, there was a significant overall reduction ,of participants
in 1973-74 as compared to 1972-73 hull -seer awards, onle,-5,842i. Within the
state university category, only two institutions deviated from this pattern, Cell-
tral State University and Cleveland State lf.kt iv erii ty,

There was no clear or logical pattern established within the teieyenr public
community colleges and technical colleges. With the exception of eine technical
college, all of the two-year institutions experienced an oserall_gatnein_.1973-74,
but there was a definite mix in terms of losses and gains in the $10,00 and under
categories between 1972-73 aink.1973-74. When considering-the-bastrepurposes of
two-year community and technical colleges, their geogrephic logatieuas apd the
population served in terms of SeleittI, econoinheendracial eqmponents, mil differ:
ences are to be expected. ,

The ,patternlor the private colleges as illustrated in 'Chart D is.eal P similar
to that of the state universities. There was an overall increase in students in
1973-74 as compared to 1972 73, and an overall tleeeeuee in the,$1,0;099 and under
categories.

Finally, the eiverall effects of this dramatic losi of students is analyzed In
regards to theflteck student population within the program. Table E indicates
that there wageue overall gain of 301 Black, students and a gain pf..94 Black
students within Ike $10,999 and under category. However, 28 private colleges
out of 52 showed h Joss of Black students in the $10,999 and ander qitegyeies in
19'13-74 as compared to 1972-73. As a group, these 28 colleges experieneedea reduc-
titn of 113 Black students in the $10,999 and under categories. The public
in Minions also experienced a gain of 1,014 Black Studoiteeluring 1973-74 and ,a.
330 Black student gain in the $10,999 and under-categories as compared to 1972-
73. However, seven,of the state universities experienced a reduction in the $10,999
and under categories as compared. to 1972-73 resulting in a loss, of 284; Black
etudents. Ten Of the technical and community colleges experienced a reduction
of 19 Black students in the $10,999 and under categories in 1973-74 as compared
to 1972-73. Thus, a few school showed enough gains to offset the losses. of the
majority. However, the overall patterti regarding Black students is much the
same as the overall pattern for all students in the $10,999 and under categories.

Now, the question of "Why?" must lie answered. Ap examination of .those
variables that may have had a negative effect upon the.pregrnin in 1073-74, buE
were not present during the 1072e73,academie war will -provide a process of
limination by which a, determination can be made.as to the most -likely causes
f the reduction of participants in the $foop and under categories by 5,940

dents In 1973-74.
uring the 1073-71 academic year the inclusion of the students' earnings and.." 3

-a u idiflcation of criteria for Independent Studepts may have had an effect
in themumber of participants from the 1972-73 academic year. Of all the 1972-73e recipients who reapplied in 1973-74,994 were determined Ineligible bee-euee the
family income exceeded the maximum limit establiehed in the tables, However, in
90 percent or more ef these cases the parental income alone was the determining
factor. There was a reduction in, the number of Independent Students in 1973-74
ae cpmpered to 1972-78, but this reduction is directee. related to the reduction
of the total 1972-73 population. Of those 1972-73 1,ntlependent Students echo
reapplied in 1073 74. some were required to apply as \dependent students. This
did not negatively affect this group as a whole..Of the X94 total reduction hum

,e.3Q7X-73,105 were Independent Stfidents.
"'The single meet important varia le has to do with the three Feileial programs
of student aid which include the, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants:,;:i -P yeerane, the College Work-Stu y Program and the National Direct Student

-nitrielirogrhm. Changes made hy the Federal Government concereing these pro-; ei-'u a profound effect, upon the performance of tne Ohio liesieuciienni
Otanla 'Program. 'As indicated earlier, the Ohio program is intended to provide*4 ,
ft einatirlelebeee upon which a comprehensive financial pfd package can be built
in ordcr:.to *Meet cacti tqlgible Atuderit's financial need. These three Federal pro-
grams and iiistituticu'ial fiinds have been the other components of this ,pecliage,
A historic, perspectble is needed to folly understand th? implications and end
effects e ft --eges made in these Federal programs for the 1073-74 academic
year. , '. \ - ,.
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The National Direct Student Loan Prugrans formerly known as the National
Defense Student Luan Program-wee enacted in 195b. Then in 1964 and.1965, the ,

College Work-Study _Pressen). suadsthe Supplemental Educational Opportunity ,

Grants Program, Were enacted by the U.S. Congress. The intent of these .pro-
grams was to eliminate the economic barrier that had historically denied access
to higher _edueatict of tleaerving, but poor students.. Hence, the_programs:were,
aimed primarily at studenta from low-income families. From 1956 to 1110b, Sunda,
appropriated far these programs were distributed to the colleges with little,
or-no restrictions.

The financial aid officer of each college was responsible for distributing these
funds' to needy students within the framework of the_ intent preemPed_ for,
each program. However, during this period, as the Federal: Government began;
to esanilue_the reports that were submitted-by the Institutions whichloctunented
the distribution of the funds, it became apparent that the money was-not going,
to the students intendedlow-Income. The reports were primarily skewed to
wards the upper income limits of the programs. Institutions of higher educes ,

Hun have hitorically and traditionally recruited basically middle and upper
Incume, bright and w bite students. The higher education structure as an entity ,

was programmed, oriented, and psychologically geared- toward such students.
Inaswuch as the financial aid officers-at the institutions during this period had a ,

great deal of latitude in administering these program, It was only natural that ,

they would be inclined to serve institutional goals. It just so happened that the
lustitutional goats and the Federal financial aid program goals were nut the same. ,

Hence, in 106S, 1969 and 1970, the Federal Government begun to introduce re-
strictions into the three programs that required first consideration be given to
the low incorne student awl funds were provided on this basis. Any Institution
that did not maximize Input of fede,ral funds to low-income students found
itscif with less money the following year. This targeting requirement in the
programs and the emergence of the Ohio Instructional Grants Program had a
dramatic effect on the enrollment of low-income and black students from 1970-
7.1 through 1972,73 as illustrated earlier in. this report. This influx of the non-
traditional studenta also mandated certain changes in the educational structure
within the institutions in order to respond to the needs of these "new" students
just as the old structure had responded to the nest's of the traditional college
students. Developmental programs, special services programs, and minority stu-
dent-programs began to emerge on college campuses through the state.

During this same period, college costs began to, rise significantly, inflation
started running rampant, and private colleges have been thzeated with economic
bankruptcy. The middle-income family ($10,000-$20,000) began to feel the eco-
nomic squeeze, and when the Guarantee Loan Program was more or less cut
from under them as the primnry source of assfetance in meeting the costs of
higher education for their children, a gieat cry of indignation arpse. The Ohio
General Assembly responded by increasing the income_ eligibility levels in the
Ohio Instructional Grants Program so as to include the 811,000 $13,099 cate-
series. This meant, in general, that families with gross incomes of about $15,000
were eligible. The Ohio Legislature also increased the maximum grant for low
income students in order to respond to the increasing costa of higher %ligation.
This increase was predicated upon the availability of the three Federal pro-
grams and the enactment and funding of the Federal Government a latest pro -
gram the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants Program. The State of Ohlu,
in responding to the needs of middle-income families did nut fall back in its
commitment to the low-income

As it turned out for the 1973-74academic year, the Federal Government did
not fOilow stilt. Fur the 1973-71 academic year, the Federal Chaerealent removed
alt restrictions and targeting on the three cnmpua -based programs. For a in-
tent and purposes, we are back to pre-1969 conditions. The wording the
Federaidaws was changed in terms of priority form "low income fa les" to
"families with the greatest need." This subtle Change and the rem al of all
targeting, income and other restrictions, in essence changed, e purpose
of the program. To compound the problem, no additional funds ,ere provided
to meet this expithded eligible student population in the three programs. The
Department -of Health, Education, and Welfare, United States Office of, Educe
tion Task Force on Management of Student Assistance Programs, In its "Pre.
liminary Report to the Deputy Commis:dozier for Higher Education," provided
.`se following policy statement:
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. . . a similar problem arises out of the revision In the College Wordy-
Study law to gine preference to students with -the greatest financial need,"
as determined by the institution. The amendment, was inserted with the
avowed Intention of ithproAng accessibility to the program for students from
middle-laeorae cirihmstanaes, and particularly mIddle-income .studeut' en-
rolled in high cost post secondary educational progrma. The apparent logic
behind the anuordinent was that tan high!cost institutions would be able to
command a larger share of the funds allocated by formula to a given Atate
on the noun& that students enrolled at such fnstitutions have ''the great-
est financial need" In comparison with students enrolled at other institutions
in the_mme State and thj witll larger awards of CW$[' funds to-high-cot
institutions which enroll a higher-than a% orage proportion of students from
middic-income-c*unisianci, au increased number of those students vicmid
be able to command VWSP- assistante on+ the grounds that they have 'the
grente -t financial need" la comparison with other students enrolled at the
institution.

As 'rstated earlier, the funding le% el for each of the three federal programs in
1973 7 -1 was ,the same as that M 141:12 73. Ilence, the "other students" referred
to In the Task Force policy statement t low -illetalle Stlitlent:q is ho because of
the inclusion of middle-Melanie families in thy eligible 1,4,01 and no additional
funds to ac ommodate them, will find their funds taken away t,ud gin en to the
higher income students. . ..

It should Le noted that this policy applies to all three programs and this is
et idi nerd by he act that in the SuDpleircental Educational Opportunity Grants
Pr,igrlin. the imix u Income eligibilit,n limit of $5,000 was removed as well its
th . rcquircaneuts

min
that th- lin% est taconite .4udent`s,k:ViVeS first consideptlion--

0 :l.if,tam. tl a :3.061 Soot with 86,061-89.006 VVVINing consideration last. Mt
targeting non, i inaion milieu, the Natkintfl Direct :student Loan Program, and the
College Work-l-t.,kly Program,

Il.'noc. fc.f Irdloss of whether we are *Mtn.; about a high-cost school or in
low cost school. the following evunple illu-trat.es how low - income students Moe
been systemaihally tiiminated from the progtuns and. Indeed, front the ohlo
In.t.rictionol Grants Program. A 'tw .i.pac out. three -child family with a Sim°
tart, s income . ,athi be dr ternilmil by admin6trutoe manipulation and-mil...lei-We
.1/Agate/I:lake' ti Le able to contribute :,s5,5i, toward the eminent Must cost of then.
I bild. A two 'arena, op-child family watin in,scc m's. limonite of $71000 could be

'iletertnialeci t,, be 'able to contribute $406. t mleNtltp current system the $15,000
family would be considered oNers the $7.000 fonlly..

Persons is the e.8.0 E. liave argued that the Basic Educational Opportunity
' Grants Proqint, ore e full.i. fueled would offset this loss of funds for the low-

in-ome snub- e's_frian the three campus-based programs. It was also argued that
Stab, programs unmet be encouraged to expand their ciann.itment to low-income
!.iiiionts throbt,h the new 4-tinfes Scodent-Incentive-Grants Psegrain Mita pro-

vidi s sonic matching dollars fur .Statcs that Moe grant programs to assist needy-.......__
Minden ts. ... .

'Fret umbee oneThe Basic grants Program was not full funded for 19i3-
71. Only first time fiesbnien were eligible and the maximum grant was not
81.100 as prestribed in the law but $.17,2. It would take over $12 billion to fund
viii progrem. Only $122 million was provided for 1073-74,and $nt) manu of that
amount went nn-utilized. . .

Fact number twoThe Basic Grants even- folly funded cannot offset the loss.
luw4nconie students will experienm from losing their fond-, from the three
campus`hased programs. The amount of $1,400 does not offset a maximum pack-
age emnprised in the three programs totalling $2,800 or nonce.

Fact meant, r three The States Ineentice Grants Program was funded for
inty $19 milibn Ohio's allocation will be RT9tI,100 for 1074-75. It is difficult to
see bow this will make It possible- for Ohio to increase the Ohio Instructional
Orr nits to the point that we can offset the loss of funds low-Income Students )nave
pier-loasly received.

The 'f,w-o most revealing tables 4,0 this report are Table B and Table G. The
tremendous -reduction in applications front low-income students in 1973-74 is
indicative of the fact that low income students were not recruited to the extent
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that they had been In lon 73 and in previous years. The Intent of the subtle
and not so subtle changes la the federal piogrunts-was fulfilled and manifested
through institutit nal goals. A," any good admissibne eilicer will attest to, the

stmitut, White or Blatt:, must be v igureusly recruited and dedleateat
counseled. Low :nettnie 1,eple as a group, or sub-culture, lice in an environment
that depreciates and devalues a& esteem, feelings of self-worth, and the belief
that the opportunity being offered is "real." Pourpeople subjected to the dehu-
manizing effects of class prejudice and ratism,that the extended hand of cow-
Passlom_help and opportunity may initially be perceived as the potential fist of
tyranny. In other words, you just .can't place an application in the hued -of a
low-income family child and stalk away expecting use kind of positive results
one receives.from the traditional college-type recruitee

Table' G n fleets the impact on the Ohio Instructional Grant Pregrarn_of these
changes In 'federal program intents and institutional recruitment upon fresh-
men. Nearly 52% of the reduction in 1973-74 as-compared to 1572-73 occurred
In the freshmen Class. ,Of this 3,060 reduction some 71% of the loss was in the
less than'$8,000 adjusted effective income categories and nearly 505-0 in the less
than $0,000 adjusted effective income categories.

The Ohio Instructional Gmbh Program can Le res.ponsit e to this disintegrat-
ing commitment to low-income students. As indicated earlier, the program will
utilize nearly $17,336,524 for the 1973-74 academic year. The appropriation fur
the 1971 75 academic year Is $21,300,000. The fetal amount that will be available
to the program. In 1973-74 is as follows :

1974-'75 appropriation ... $21, 300, 000
1973-74 attrition dollars that can b'e brought forward kestImatej__ 300. 000
SSW alloelition for Ohio (unoffidal)_ 790, 100 t;

'
Total 24, 390,100

Subtracting the amount utilized In 1973-74 from the amount avvallable for
1973-74 'results in a balance of some $5,000,000 that can be utilized to improve the.
Table of Grants in thelavv,,In such a manner Its to be as responsive as Is possible
with the funds available to the Situation low-Income students will face in 1974-
75. The attached tables have been recommended to the Ohio 'General Assembly
for the purpose -of amending the Table of Grants currently in the law. These
amended tables are responsive to (4) the increased funding level of the :Bask
Grants Program which Is about $4112 Million and will uvide maximum grant
awards of about $900 for freshmen and sophomores on during the 1974-75
academie year, (I1) the instructional costs for 19T/1-75, and (C) the differential
effect upon the higher 'Inconte levels within the Table of Grants as a result of
change In federal programs. . .

It IS honeyed that itlese Increascd, amounts ;till recapture much iof the loss
experience 0 In 1973-74. However, as pointed out earlier, the recruitment of low-
ificome students.will be an equally important factor in recouping this loss.

TABLE A. NUMBER Os STUDENTS SUBMITTED FOR PAYMENT BY THE INSTITUTIONS FOR 197o-73 AS COMPARED
TO 1373-74 BY ADJUSTED EFFECTIVE INCOME (FULL-YEAR AWARDS, ONLY)

et
4

0 to $4.000 ,
14,001 to 34,919 \'i ROI

to
N.984 '

57,000 to 17,699
$8.000 to 33,(19 ,,
51.00C to $9.999
510,006 to 510,999
$11,000 to 113,999

Total

0

1972-73 1973-74
number of . number of

students . students

, ..

Different°

-325i 8615:860

; .678
4,458

, 4.E48 1
5,024 t

,. 4,1464

3,806
: 22:5E6595

3.039
3. 9,35

' 4.04
*

4,414
4, 244
9,566

,

.4

.-1,7j4
--67L1

639
853
7E4
610
+98

+9,166

33,568 37,292 +3, 724

952',
14
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, TABU B. N1P4 8ER OF OHIO INSTRUCTIONAL GRANT APPLICANTS f dR 197244 AS COMPARED TO NUMBER OF
APPLICANTS fOilt 1973 74 BY ADJUSTED EFFECTIVE INCOME (FULLiYEAR AWARDS ONLY)

Adjusted effective income

1972-73 \ 1973-74

Difference

+2,069
-854
-72$

. -696
-994
-823
-651
+216

+11,600

Privates Publics Total Private, Publics

9-9-5T"4,105
584 2,007
766 2, 387
925 2.798

1 1.150 3,142
'1, 342 3, 650
1,500 3,842
1,527 3,591
5,5E6 8,014

Teat

5,100
2,591
3, 153
3,723
4, 292
4,992
5,342
5,111

11,600

' 34 000 and under
$4,001 to 34,999
35,000 to 15.991
$6,004 to $6.999
$7.000'to $7,999
38,000 to 18.999... ........... .........
$9.000 to 39,939
310,000 t0 $10.999_
$11,C00 to 113,999

Total

1,540
838

1, 008
1,166
1,479
1, 676
1,850
1,519

5, 639
2,607 '
2, 873
3, 253
3, 807
4,139
4,143
3,3,83

7,189
3, 445
3, 3.81
4, 419
5,286
'5, 815
5,993
4.902

11,076 29, 354 40,930 12,375 4, 536 45, 911 +4, 981

CHART C.-PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

IN umbel of ararim who utilized grade dui ing 13:2-13 as computed to alt awai Jets tar 197 , 74 and awaluees for 1973 -
74 -in $10,999 AEI and under categories by 11134101ton (lull-year Awards only)/. i

47.--- '
$10,999 AEI Difference. er as compared

Institutions 1972-73 ' 1975-74 f Difference- ni191g74 1972-73

.

Akron University
Bowling Green Universal'

raCentral State Univeriity
Cincinnati U2iversity

State University '
Kent S to University .
Miami niversrty
Ohio State University,,
Ohio University 4. -
Toledo University
Wright State University
Youngs tswir State University'
Cuyahoga Community-Eastern Cuyahoga
. Community-Metro
Cuyahore Community-Western
Lakelind Community Cone&
Lorain Community College
Sinclair Community Coffey
Cincinnati Technical ............ ..-
Clark Technsal
Columbus Technical
Northwest Technical
Jefferson Community Technical
Muskingum Area Technical

caOwens Technil
Rocking Technical
Terra Technical
Scioto Technical ..._
Stark Technical...
Marion Technical ..

f,Belmont Technical
',Central Ohio Technical

Washington Technical
Lima Technical Ccle8e
North Central Technical

1,243
1,685

339
2,632
1,217
2,622

962,
5,078
2,187
1,047

766
1,356

966
192
92

261
445

62
150
158
36
69

113
62

161
53

115
25
43
36
28
37
80
64

1,373
1,922

478
2,791
1,538
2,543
1,078
5,565
2,422
1,067.

704
1,379

1,249
210
135
313
485
138
16!
220

37
80

134
94

185
44

121
33
16
42
50
46

106
83

.

"

'

+130
+237
+39

+159
+
-19

+116
+488
+235
+20
-62
+23

+263
+18
+43
+52
+40
+76
+11
+62
+1

+11
+ 21,
+32
+24
-9

\ +6
+8

-27
+6

+22,
+9

+26
+16

1,037
J, 368

437
2,108

-1,230
, 1,972
\ , 718
t 4,063
tl, 782
' 733
\ 518

1, Q60

1,1
147
106
237
413
116
118
176
30
68-

103
71

149
35

103
26
10
33
30
39
82
55

0

4

,

-2C$
-317
+48.

-524
+13

-650
-244

-I, 015
-405
-314
-248
-296

+171
-45
+IT
-24
-32
+54

\..,.412
Columbus-

-1
-160N
+9

-12
-18
-12
+1

-33

$2
+2
-.)

Total 24,432 26, 840 +2, 498 0,316 -4,116
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CHART D.-PRIVATE INSTITILTIONS

(Number of avraidees who utilized grants 4.wiig 1972 73 as compared to all awaidees for 1973-74 and awaideesior
1973-74 in 210999 AEI and under categories by Institution (full-year awards, only))

i
Institutions a 1972-73 . 1973-74

Antioch College
Ashland College
Balcitvin-Wallace College
Bluffton College
Cleveland-Music

48
203
439
233

22

f-----
49

225
527

' 261
24

Capital University 412 450
Case-Western University 576 667
Cedarville College 104 119
Cleveland-Art 68 93
Columbus Art and Design 50 54
Dayton UniversitY 558 653
Dayton Art Institute 26 19
Denison University t4 94
Defame College. .. 242 213
Dyke Contr. . 126 179
Edgecliff College 151 159

ndlay College _Findlay 1 237 269
ity tFranklin University 25 72

Heidelberg College 251 307
Hiram College 232 336
John Cured lliiiversily 432 473
Mayon College 59 55
Kettering College Med. Arts 5 23
Lake Ene College 52 51

Malone College
Marietta College
Mary Manse College. ........... ...

210
121
51.

226
270

53
Mount St. Joseph College 93 105
Mount Unlon College,
Mount Vinidf. Nazarene College

306
175

362
190,

Muskingum.Collegi 128 215
Notre Darn. College A. 113 85
Ohio Dominican , 161 201
Ohio Northern . 457 508
Ohio Wesleyan Univer5fr; 160 127
Otterbein College 284 349
Rio Grande Collego 236 291
St. John College 146 169
Steubenville Coilege 164 183
Tiffin University 63 81

Urbino College 151 104
e Ursulin College ............... ........ 66 87

Walsh College 147 122
Western College 22 36
Oberlin College 144 162
Wilberforce University 126 112
Wilmington College. 193 156
Wittenberg University 246 268
Wooster College 153 215
Xavier University 241 254
Sonoma° Collate A- 22 28
Chatfield College 0 9

Total 9,136 10,452

Total Priests and public 33,568 37, 292

4-409-1-75--G1

9 5 4

$10,999 AEI Difference
and under as compared

Difference 1973-74 1972-73

+1 39 -9
+22 155 -48
+88 351 ., -88
+28 197

-31+2 19
+38 318 - 1794
+91 457 -I19
+15 24 -20
+25 69 +1
+4 46 -4-

+95 426 "--132
-7 17 -9

+10 69 -15
-29 . 156 -86
+53 145 +19
+8 112 -39

+32 127 -50
56 +31VI 212 -39

+104 244 +12

+60
+45

+41

+18

+12
+2

-1

-4
A 337

196
156
42

15
44

35
+10

-25
-14

-95
-24

-8

-9
+60
+15

26Z :
141

/

. +27 147r -28 56 -57 -1 ,

+40 150 11 "'
+51 352 -105
+27 136 -24
+65 245 33v
+55 219 -17
+23 115 -31
+19 142 -22
+18 57 -6
-47 78 -73
41 44 --22

+35 122 -25
4:14 31 4.9
+18 112 -32-2 109 -17
-37 117 -76
+22 183 -47
+62 133 -20
+13 183
+6 16 -6 r -
+9 7 +7 '

+1.316 7, 403 -1,726 .

+3.726 27,719 -5,142
ir
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TABLE F. PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

ICompaiison of Black student arm dees who utilized grants for 1972 73 against 1973-.74 by inspution (lull -year awards,
only)I

4
I nstituti.Sits

$10499 MI Different*
and under as compared

1972-73 1973-74 Difference 1973-74 1972-7f

Antioch Collett..
Ashland College_
Baldwin-Wallace College
Bluffton College
Cleve landMusiC
Capital UnivelstlY
Case-Western University
Cedarville* College
ClevelandArt
Columbus Art and Design
Dayton Unliersity
Dayton Art Institute
Denison University
Defiance College
Dyke Collett
Edgecliff College.
Findlay College
Franklin University
Heidelberg College
Hiram College
John Carroll University
Kenyon College
Kettering College Med. Arts

lake Erie College
Malone-College
Marietta College
Mary Manse College
Mount St. Joseph College
Mount Union College
Mount Vernon Nazarene College
Muskingum College
Notre Dame College
Ohio Dominican
Ohio lortherrt,
Ohio Wesleyan University
°Herb& College
Rio Grande College
St. John College
Steubenville College
Tiffin University
Urbana College
Ursuline College
Walsh College
Western College
Oberlin, College
Wilberforce University

-Wilmington College
Wittenberg University
Wooster Collett
Xavier University
Borromeo College
Chatfield College.... *.

Total r. J 1,514 1,315 +301

.... n

14 16 4.2
26 32 +6
95 89 6
49 46 3

2 1 t.
65 74

++9
2

97 158 61
2 0
7 9 +2

It 12 +1
120 139 +19

7 5 2
20 81

27 24 3
31
53 104 +51

31
43 6 +I
s 24

2
+19

37 AO t.3

52
96 +36

46 +6
4 6 +2

a 3 5
Is 12
11 19 +8

3
18

14 14 0
4 9 +5

43 52 -4-9

9 10 +I
6 5 1It 34 +16

28 28 0
41 43 +7
25 29 +4
25 28 +3
10 10y 0
15 22' +1

6 12 6
24 19

+5
9 5 4
4 * 20 +16
E 12 +4

54 63 +9 -5'
124 \.1.117 7

3 27 6
653- 70 +5
31 - 47 +10
52 58 +6

2
0
1 1

0

951

2
9 . . 1+3

4 80 5
45 4

1 1 ,
+I

1366 +39
2 ..4, 0

+2
011

9

125 +5
5 2

21 6
90 +37

. 53 +15
2

21 ', +16
33 -A' .
38> +28
41 +1
6 +2

3 5
10 -

+7
12 2

.1.1
47

5
441

10 +11
31

5
+13

21 7
41 0
27 +2
26 , +1
10
21 46

0

12 +6
14 11)

4 5
17 +13
10 .1,2
52 2

108 16
22 11
60 5
37 0
54 +2

N1) 0
1

1, 608 +94 .
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TABLE F.-PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

(Comparison of Black student awgioees who utilized giants for 1972 73 apirt,1 .973 74 by instiruLon (full .yen awards,
only)!

Institutions 197273 1973.74

__ :-Akrou-Universityr 219
Bowling Green University 419 0303505
Central State University
Cincinnati, University

388 477

Cleveland State University
, a09 920

Kent State University
324 466

Miami University
754 727

Toledo University
Ohio University W123973585

1,045
231

104
Ohio State University '

'eight Stile University
272 285

Youngstown Stste University 209

C

232
uyahoga Community-Eastern, Cuya
Mtge Community-Metro 676

Cuyahoga Community- Western 14

Lakeland Community College
Lorain Community Colle

8
p

Sinclair Community College 281
46

,Cincinnill Technical
--

25
Clark Technical 24
Columbus Technical 48
Northwest Technical 0
Jefferson Collage Technical 8
Musiingum Area Technical 5

Owe& Technical

Tetra ethnical
Technical

12
2

15
3

Stint echitital
1 3
4 2

Steck Technical 2 1

Minion Technical 0 0
Belmont Technical 0 0

Central Ohio Technical 1 0
Washington Technical 1 0
Lime Technical College 6 5
North Central Technical 7 11

.,

.4 Total 5, 944 - 6,953

939
17

,1

292
46
33
87

0
7
8

$10,999 AF I Difference
and under es compared

Difference 1973-74 1972.73

.1
+41.4

6

+a9
+111
4-142
-27

+267
+3

4-9

-I3

. :2223

. 261

849
436 ,

433
627

94
926
243
255
100
191

+263 880
+3 16
+1
-1 40

9

+11 277
+21 44
. 4-9 30 .
-1-39 78.

0 0-I 5
+3 a

I

)3
3
2
I

0
0

-1
-1-1
+4

1,104 6,28

-28
6

1428
40

+109
1-127
f ..1

48
-
+8
-35
-17

-41

+204
1-2
+I
-6
-4

+1
+6

9

+30
0

+2

*339

TABLE G.-NUMBER OF FASHMEN STUDENTS SUBMiTTED FOR PAYMENT BY THE INSTITUTIONSOR 1972-73
AS COMPARED TO 1973-74 BY ADJJSTLD EFFECTIVE INCOME (FULL-YEAR AWARDS, ONLY)

1'

1972-73 1973-74 Difference

P.000 and under
$1,601 to $4,999

P,000 to 55,999
AO to 56,999
,090 to 57,999

UN.) to $1.939
113:40 to 33 999.
$10,a_v to 00.999
511,000 to 113,999

Total

4 .

_.---
_--

-,,,

1

...
I

2,587
1,163
1,336
1,516
1,764
2,003
2,059
1,739

1,721
849
990,

1,187
1,426
.1,619
1,692
1,614

, 3, 704

..'

-866
-314
-346
-329
-333
-384
-367
-125

+3,704

14,167 14, 802 . +635

TABLE II
coplygruos of indpendent eingents in 1972-73 and 1973-7,1 at $10,999

arlpated effective income and under

Number of awards utilized :
1972-73
1973-74
Difference
Loss of percent of 1072-73 total' (percent)
Loss of all Grants Independent and Dependent as perceneof 1972 -73

total (percent)-
I hi; 'figure may be riiviturf1 by three siervihttago pulbte Mken includiug 1972 ;3 lode

twrzklowtse Who:11+11rd as depewiliuts lu 1973 74.

3,303
0,651
-742

21

956
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Onto Ixstauorunsw. GRANT& 'STATISTICS

1970-11 ACADEMIC TEAR

Grant Level-$300-000
Number of students__,. A 14, 904
Dothirs awarded $4, 671, 588
Appropriation 8, 509, 000
Unused btilance_.,, 3, 928, 412

'- Private Institutions 9

Number of students 4, 728
Dollars awarded $2, 570, 683

4
Public Institution", 4-year

Number of students 10,176
Dollars awarded $2, 000,005

.
2-Year (Included above)

(Number of students 1, 692)
( Dollars awarded $240, 068)

1071-72 ACADEMIC TEAR

Grant Level-AS.510-51,200

Number of students r 29, 979
Dollars awarded $14, 686, 416
APPropriation ,. 16, 000, 900
Unused balance 416,584

Private Institutions
4 1,,

Number of students 9, 772
Dollars awarded $T, 7 2, 053

Public Institutionti,,4-year
Number of students 29.198

awarded $6, 854, 368 §,'

2-Year (Inclitded above)
( Number of students 1, 727)
(Dollars awarded_ $095,430)

1072-73 ACADAMIC YEAR

(First year of centralized administration by the Board of Regents)

Grant Level - 141041,200
'Somber of students p30, 561
Dollars awarded $15, 504, 988
APProprla lion 10,000, 000
Unused balance - 405, 012

Private Institutions
Number of students

anarded

N utber of students
ollara awarded-

NW° InMtutiona

9, 511
$7071, 760

9 5.7'

27, if60 4
$8, 317, 228
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I 071-7..1 ACADEMIC YEAR

Grant Level$57041,320
0

wl,t rtied
47: ,1(1,,.:2

Dollars a
Number of students

Appropriation - .. 19, 800. 900-
Unused balance . 2, 912, 087

.1: 11,043
Private Institiotions

Number of studelits.....,'
Dollars awarded 4. .......'

Onto' Thsritticriox..t. GRANTS DISTRIDETION

$7,953,7g0

- 1072-VI ACADEMIC TEAR .>

Full Year Awards Only (August deadline)

,
,',j: ' ., ',

LekS than 810.000 income
410,000414,00 Income . -*S2.
Toral number of applications for entire year

- . Total words utilized for entire year

//

Niontber of 17
students so.,

29, 422
4. 140

53, 973
30, 501

Total awards made for entire year 41,358'

1973-7-1 ACADMIIC YEAR

Full Year Award* Only (August deadline)

- Leyk4 than ',$10.000 income °3.482
, $10.000414;000 income 13,810

s "total'number of applications for entire year 52,010
Total awards utilized for entire year ; 40, 6s2

. .;.Potal:rewa madeade for entire year
1- 't, t , ,

45, 483

197 I-7:; ACADEMIC YEAR
,' ';` .,

. 1
In /I rein: Awards Only tanonst do adline plus owl case in. partial ar.-no.ls

over prov:ous years)

Less than $10,000 income
540.000-$15,000 In-Come
Total number of applications for entire year
Total awards-utilized for entire year
Total awaids made for entire year'

Public Institutions

Number of students

01.212
19, 5(18
5, 573

43. Mt
40,91W

20. 037
Dollars awarded 8, 934, 123

ACADEMIC TEAR.

Grant Level$60041500 (Projected)
Number of students 7 43, 831
Dollars awarded:

State appropriation - . $18, 563.212
SSIG dollars '840, 23(1

Total. '19, 409, 442'
Appropriation ' ^1, 300,000
Unused balance ".S2, 730, 788

9,56
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Private Institutions

Number of students II, 207
Dollars awarded $61, 725, 724

Public Institutions

Number of students 32, 507
Dollars awarded OD, 083, 718

A. STATEMENT ON' THE Onto INSTRUCTIONAL GRANT_PROGRAH

" (By Charles W. Seward, III, Director)

, In lilt.* when I first with Drasjiihn Millett and discuss'ed the GIG Pro-.

pate, my first question was, "What is the purpose and intent of the ,Program?"
Ile answered that the primary intent was to assist in eliminating the economic
barrier which has traditionally stood between low income students and gems
to higher education. As enacted, this was nut a tuition equalization program.
The program was intended to increase the fibmber of low income students coin-.,
nag out of high school and into higher education. The program was to comple-
ment the existing federal program vshich had this same primary purpose.

After coming to the Board of Regents, I began to research the-history' of the
Federal programs. f was keenly interested in learning how these programs
wqrked and to what degree they were achieving their intended goals, because
I base been fully aware of the history of our public and, private institutions of
higher education and their 'disregard of low income aial Black students. The
elitiam of the private colleges who earnestly denied 'access to Blacks and ten-
terta.ned the admission of extreniel, NUM poor White students predicated On
their ability to obtain scholarships wad well known. The subtle and covert ef-
forts of the public Institutions to control the number of Blacks and poor wliites
entering their portals to higher learning was equally well known, especially
by the victims of such practices. These laistitutions, from the Board of Trustees,
to the president, to the faculty, to the admissions and financial aid personnel,
have historically been structured, oriented and programed psychblogically and
intellectually to serml their respective constituenciesMiddie class students in
the publics and upper middle and tipper class students jn the privates.

With the late 1260's and early 1070's, there was alot of rhetoric reverberating'
from these institutions but little vnitaltiemit. Th14 became more and more oh-
oats as I reecarchtil the Federniprograltit'

In 1055 the U.S. Congress enacted the National Defense Student Loan Pro-
gram. In 1001 and 1003 the College Work-Study Program and the Educationnl
Opportunity Grants Programs were enacted. Tiro-primary-objective of these pro-
grams was to provide access to higher education for low income and minority
students who heretofore had been denied access because of the economic barrier.

Thus, the financial aid package was conceived and implemented. The first-ap- .

parent problem arose alien the Congress refused to bark up its intents with
money. These three programs have, been historically underfunded.

The second problem arose out of the assumption that the institutional goals
were the same as the programs. By placitigAtimp sums of dollars in the hands
of the institutions, it was assumed thnt this was all the incentive required for
the-insutUtwil to recruit and assist low income and minority students. However,
the problem goes much deeper than just a consideratioe of dollars. The attitu.'es
of faculties mini-riling black stu tota-, and poor whites. regarding disadvaa'aged
and culturally different students, roved to be resistant to the notion that largo
numbers of such students should be in their classrooms. TII subtle manifesta-
tions of racism and dIserlininati ein admission and financial aid officers served
as a significant barrier between the students the programs were Intended to
serve and acess to theta programs. the real lack of commitment on the part
of Boards of Trustees, college presidents, and the "by their silence gave con- f

sent"" activities of the state boards of higher education and State legislators,
contributed to this non-effective implethentation and processing structure.

Placing the funds in She hand of the institution was a fatal etistakc. The
power to control who got what was in the hands of those most incompetent to
serve the purposes and intents of these programs..Betwtkn 1905 and 19419. Old
data clearly indicated that the funds were not reaching the students the pro-
grains were intended to serve. In 1900. the l'aS. Office of Education made a deci-
sive MUM Rules and regulations Instituting targeting wero implemented dad, I

S
, . a'
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might add, under-great pretest, from the institutional financial aid community.
What did targeting-mean: It meant that the institutions were required to award

_funds to thoSe students from the low income categories first. When the institu-
lions reached -the I) to 10 thousand dollar ranges the funds began to run,
out Tile amount of finals an Institution received the following year was de-,
termirted in part by how effectively they met the targeting requirement and to
what degree they intended to expand the enrollment of students in the target
area.

Coincidentally, the State of Ohio enacted, the Ohio Instructional Grants Pre-
gram in 1009. Ironically, we made the same mistake the Federal Government
Made. We ,placed the decision and award making process in the hands of the
institutions. After going through 2 years of mismanagement, circumvention
and togItiple-inconSistencies in awarding grants, the administration of the pro-
gram was centralized.

I recall attending annual confe rences of the state organization of financialnid
directors, regional workshops, small seminars, and visiting jnilividual institu-
tions. The pattern svaS clear and concise, I sat In a meeting where leaders in the
financlainid,comninnity demonstrated to their fellow members how to manipu-
late the Parents Confidential Statement Needs Analysis Report and hence, reduce
the C.' S.S. adjusted effected income and the pare, al eentribution. I sat In on
meetings where aid officers discussed the Tart ways to circumvent federal
guidelines and regitlattofis. I sat in on a meet where a presentation was made
involving institutional practices aitilgoal s. Student Aid Program goals. The
final conclusion was that the financial d office must serve institutional goals
based upon the assumption that what is bent for the institution tind,serves the
institution's philosophy of education best serves the student l sat in on ,a meet-

, ing with state university admission and financial aid officers and listened to
them explain, how the financial aid office complements the admission office in
effectively screening out so-called "undesirable students" by placing the student's
lingncial aid application on the bottom of the pile and leaving It there/until ail
the funds were gone. I ant in on a meeting of about 20 priVite college Aid officers
and after a cduple of hours of discussion it was the general consensus of the
group that their institutions Were not committed nor desired to be committed to ,
recruiting significant numbers of Black students or low income-disadvantaged-
white students. Stains quo with a little tokenism was and 10,6day the namtvif
the game in private colleges.

Nevertheless,, targeting of federal programs and the centralization of the/Ohio
Instructional Grants Program had a significant impact on the enrollment of
Week students and pOor students in general. In 1970e71, 14.004 stndefits from
families with income of less than $10,000 received Ohio Instructional Grants.
By 1072-73 seam 30,501 Ohio students received grant awards with 20,,422 of this
t tad lu the less than $10.000 income categories. The number ofpacit studqut

recipients hall grown from 3,052 to 8,710.
But then die bubble burst. The pot at the end of the rainbow wa8 not filled

with gold. but an urn filled with disappointment, frustration And deceit. The
effects of inflation on middle and upper middle income families, And the lobbying
efforts-of the financial aid community bore bittereresults for lack and low in-
come white students. The Higher Education Amendments ut, 912 effectively In-
verted the priorities and purposes of the campus-based programs. The effective
mechanism of targeting Was eliminated. The term "low income student" was re-
placed in the legislative language with "students with the greatest need." :Many
perems, like toyself, bet.ame alitrined.however, the institutions pledged that tho
would not refloat their coinnaltments, that they would nut divert funds ass sty from
black and low income students.

'During the 1973-74 academic year we experienced a redaction of nearly 0,000
low income students in..the Ohio program ; in 1971-75, another 4,000 low incomt,
student. Nearly 00 percent of these students came front families with incomes u.
less then $8.000. Alarm was expressed by people in the trio programs, and by repre-
sentatives of black colleges. Figure's began to trickle in throughout the cuuntry.
TO Year 1072 -73 was to be the peak of achievement. In 1073 -74 and 1974-75,
reports in Lilo Chrbnicle on Higher Education, IT.S.O.E. reports. and others
showed that the enrollment of black rstndents and fuss income students was de-
clining. I began to receive more and more cumplaints from low income fathilles
about the caul, unconcerned and sometifhes disdninful attitudes of financial aid
lacers. An information barrier was beginning to form and a systematic proArani
of denial was In full swing. I contacted coonnunity organizatiuns tlirouglioet the
State in order to determine if within their educational cuelponents tltt had
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experienced a reduetion in the recruiting efforts of colleges. All answered in the
affirmative, 1. large city urban league representative Indicated that in the past,
rite Ohio colleges and unisersities eagerly sough their assistance in contacting
students. These five institutions were again invited. to participate in a 'college
program given by the community agency. None responded! None showed. up !

.There are 40,000 low-income students in Ohio who would be enrolled in higher
education today if funds were adequate and recruitment honestly pursued. Over"
it) percent of ail black teenagers in Ohio are unemployed. Of the 340,000 Ohio
higher educational enrollments, approximately 12,000 are black (based on 100
base figures plus nonparticipants). This is a 3 percent representation. Some 9,800
received OIG awards during the 1973-74 academic year. A total of 21,212 students
from families with incomes of less than $10,000 received OIG awards. This is 0
percent of the total enrollment. Based upon OIG base figures,p10 nonparticipants, .

students-trot families with- incomes of lee?; -than $40,900 represent 30 percent of
the total eatoliment in Ohio. When one considers that 85 percent of the total State
population falls in the less than $16,000 income range, these figures for both
Mack students anti pour students point mg how serious the problem of access
really I'- and indicate that some drastic clurhges are in order in terms of the'le!
-livery a., stems for state and federal funds, and what kinds of programs for w at

' kinds of- students should'be developed. .

Campus-based programs have failed for the obvious reasonsinstitutiolal
history aacisinaoelal class pre)fidicewhite middle class Pressure.

``--.... . I, therefore, propose the-following : . -
.

1. Eliminate the SEOG. and NDSL Programs. .. -
2. Fully fund.the Basle Grants Program. ..

3. Contract with each state agency administering a state student .aid pro -s'
gram.to,administer the Basic Grants Program.

4. Fully fund and expand the MG program. Through SSIQ allow states
to either establish statewide work-study programs, targeted to low ikome
students ; or establish a supplemehtal grants program, targeted to low in ono
students eligible to receive std e grants ; or match state Program dollars 'with
an emphasis on Increased acces as a purpose ; or reduc& fees at public InSlitii:
tions or private institutions b sed on enrollment percaties of low income
and minority students; or a c mbination of all of these. I

5. Reestablish the Guarant d Loan Program as a middle and upper in-
come student progrkm. ' . .,

0. Encourage the institutions to channel their NDSL revolving funds to
1middleoincod

ct.,

ie students. .

7. Provide the institutions with Work-Study funding at its current level.

In Ohio the effects would fe as follows ,.
ii

Public institutions :

780Base grant_ .....
$1, 400

2,180
Ohio instructional grant (proposed)

Total
SSIG

600
r.-.____

Maximum public budget 2, 780

Private institutions :
.1Base grant -,- $1, 400

Ohio instructional grant (proposed) 1. 2M000

SSIG
al 660Tot

Private budget' I__ 000
1

Erirato colleges with budgets of more than $4.000 would be required to nroviite either;
,NIMI,,,Work-Study. or institution funds to meet the student's unmet needs f the student'
(Vines from a family with an Income of less than $10,000 in orde; to be ellgi le to partielH
pate in the state program.
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(IONORESS or TUE UNITED STATES,

at,

HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., April 8,1975.

Hon. JAMES G. O'FIsr
Chairman,
Subcommittee on-Postsecondary .Education.

Dean Jim: Since the Postsecondary Edition Subcommittee is currently
holding hearings oh student financial assistan 'e, I wish to bring to your atten-

tion a bill related to this subject that is currently pending before your sub-

committee.
-Earlier this year, the late Jerry Pettis Anti I introduced H.R. 2786, the

"Postsecondary Education ConSumer Protection Act of 1975." This bill is simi- A

lar to legislation we introduced during the 93rd Congress and a measure intro-

duced in the Senate by Senator Charles Percy (R-Illinois). At that time, Jerry
and I testified before the House Government Operations' Special Studies
Subcommittee on this legislation and its ielationship to proprietary vocational
schools. As you know, we also testified before your subcommittee in July during
its hearings ou "Federal Higher Education Programs Institutional Eligibility."

Since its introduction, I have received' numerous inquiries regarding this
legislation, and interest among other Congressional Members prompted me to
re-intrpduce the biii on March 20 (H.R. 5234a copy is enclosed.) Joining me
in co-sponsoring the bill is Rep. Floyd V. Hicks (D-Washington), Chairman
of the Government Operations' subcommittee that held hearings on the measure
last year. You will also note ,the attached copies at my introductory spebeh
and.a press article from a Los Angeles newspaper.

Aa you may recall, I first became interested. in the subject of accreditation
and eligibility after numerous complaints were sent me by constituents follow-

ing the closing of the West Coast Trade Schools in May 1973. As I researched
the subject, I uncovered a virtual Pandora's box of inequities and improprieties
in the field otproprietary vocational education. Although I recognize that many
proprietary institutions are not in this category, this problem is so monumental
in terms of student and Federal financial loss that it has received extensive
coverage in the Readers Digest, Washington Post and Boston Globe.

My legislation incorporates many of the suggestions made by the Education
Commission of the States in its model legislation on this subject. It is, I believe, c.
a comprehensive approach to a rather complex problem. The bill also includes
suggestions made by interested individuals and the House Government Opera-

tions Committee.
ra brief, the bill addresses itself to strengthening the federal accreditation

procedure with respect to student lo-an programs. Of particular interest during
last year's debate on the bill is the bonding provisionSection 6(3). This par-
ticular provision is further explained in the enclosed floor speech.

I would also direct your attention to another protision in Section 6 that
would require an //1St/WM:on (as defined by the bill) to provide students with
Information on its programs offered, educational credentials, fees and completion
rates. In addition, my bill would require these institutions to maintain accurate
and audit able financial records regarding their receipts and refunds of guaran-
teed student loan proceeds.

Recognizing your time limitations, I ask that you give careful consideration
to the ideas put forth in my bill. I believe that wo can have a successful
student financial assistance program only by also carefully revising and rein-
forcing the accreditation procedure. To me, these areas should not be separated
during the present higher education debate. I have also sent similar letters to
the other Members of the Subcommittee.

I would also appreciate your making this letter and its enclosures part of
the official hearing recent on student financial assistance.

I welcome any inquiries about this legislation and thank you in advance for
attention.

Sincerely, Atrnorrso 31.O-
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LE MOYNE COLLEGE,
Syracuse, 1.Y., April 8, 1975.

Hon. Winu.s.ai F. 'Must!,
Longivortli house Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Duns Binh. After reviewing the components of Congressman O'Hara's radical
revision of the education amendments of 1972, which terminate Alpe 30, 1975,
I must say that we at. Le Moyne share the hopes of many of the members of
the J u t ee and other legislators who fat that minor teclisk91 revisions
were all that were needed.

The O'Hara Bill IIIt--3171 seems deliberately targeted to aid students to at-
tend low price public institutions. It is not easy to understand why he intro-
duced it or what he expects it to accomplish. It is particularly cavalier towards
private institutions and middle income students.

I feel that the salient is.cues for private colleges in order of their degree
of-damage seem'to be :

1. The reorieittlitiun (,f programs abolishes students "choice of institution" as
a national objective of equal edueational opportunity. The elimination of SEOG
and the targeting of BEOG to low tuition institutions may well destroy most
private colleges;

2. The proposal to remove half of education limit on the basic grants pro-
gram;

3. Moats ing the State Student Incentive Grant -SSIG program as to include
support for facilities for zero-tuition public institutions;

4. The implicit idea that BEOG would onlypay for non - institutional costs,
:5. A shift in loan programs, without any sound policy on replacement;
6. The taproot that the bill for all postsecondary education should be paid

ior by the taxpayer, and only state-owned institutions nould be targets for
student aid grants.

We strongly urge your support of the following priorities:
1. Differential aid treatment for students choosing to attbnd private institu-

tions, prefera'bly a tuition offset,program stimulated-by federal funds;
2. Retaining current student aid programs as they are, including in particular

the in limit in BEOG. Two ,changes would be helpful. allowing greater trans-. ferability of institutional fund allocation among SEOG, CWS and NDSL, and
the removal of the need in CWS program (as O'Hara proposed), provided suffi-
cient funds are appropriated to implemefit it.

3. Expanding financial support for the State Student Incentive Grant Pro-
gram, without diluting it by adding totally unrelated nrograrns such as giving
states the authority to utilize funds for facilities for increasing zero tuition
public institutions.

We do not see any of these, however, as replacements for current programs.
Better. evidence is needed before concluding that major changes are necessary.

On behalf of all of us here at Le Moyne let me, thank you for your continuing
help and we hope that you will support our position regarding HR-3471.

Cordially,
E. I. RENNEDY

Tice President for Development and Community Relations.
1

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION or PRIVATE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS, INC.,
- April 8,1975.

Bon. :TAMES O'HARA.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Cannon House Office

Building, Washington.'D.C. ,.
DEAR COmairssm 'HaN OArtA; I recently had. an opportunity to review H.R.

I

7171 (the Amendments to the Higher Education Act) And sour comments pub-,
shed in The.Congressional Record of February 20, 197ft
I understand that your Subcommittee held hearings on this bill in March ;

tut that you wished to limit oral testimony. In view of this we did not ask for
ime to testify orally on this bill ; but, would hope that these written comments
will be given the same weight as the testimony pitsented at the hearings.

First, I would like to congratulate the Chairman on his obvious understand-
ing of the existing programs of Federal.Ald to Ligher education and the prob-
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tents which have arisen with regard to these programs. Actually, we agree with
many of the changes,_recommended by this bill. In fact, in some cases we have
been trying for years to:get changes of this nature implemented

I am sorry to say, however, that I belleVe that if the bill were to pass in its
present form it would cause severe damage to private, postsecondary educa-
tional institutions in the United States and would lead us further down the
road to an all public system of postsecondary education. Those of us who feel
that our private-colleges, universities and vocational schools have a great deal
to offer in terms of alternative choices for our young people are disturbed
by this bill which seems to say that public postsecondary education should
be the dominant mode in opr society.

The Chairman has made it quite clear in his comments that he is not neutral
in this matter and favors Federal policies which would encourage public low-
tuition institutions. While we admire his candor, we feel that this position does
not give adequate consideration to the effect that these policies would have -on
private, postsecondary Institutions. This nation has a huge' investment in the
facilities and programs of these private schools. host of these schools are fac-
ing great difficulties at this time. To further tilt Federal policies in favor 'of
the public institutions to the detriment of private institutions would probably
mean that many private institutions would fail and their facilities would lave
to be replicfited by the public sector. Aside from the affect on the present or
potential students of these institutions, one must consider the great peonomie
waste involved in such a shift.

It should be pointed out that we are now at the end of the 74-75 academic
year. Students should by now have made their plans for 75-76. Flaancial aid
officers and other administrators must know where they stand for the 75-76
academic year in terms of financial aid programs. Because of the many con-
troversial provisions of H.R. 3471 it is unlikely that this present bill could be
passed until very late in the legislative sessionspossibly not before the be-
ginning a the acadeinie year of 75-76. In view of this, it might he wise to
consider continuing most of the present _programs on substantially the current
basis while studying new legislation:

I am attaching testimony concerning the specific provisions of H.R. 3471.
Very truly yours,

Plumy CTIOMEY,
Chairman, Government Affairs Committee.

Enclosure.

TESTIMONY PRESENTED ON Timms OF THE PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION OF
PaitkTE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATO RS .-

BASIC, GRANTS

First, let me say that we favor the proposed change in the heed analysid) for
the Basic Grant Program eliminating the assets test. We have bad a grant
program in Pennsylvania for almost ten years., In the operation of this prografn
we have -found that very, very few students are rejected bedause of excessive
assets. The use of the assets test militates against those students' families whb
may have accumulated home equity or business assets which may have a sub-
stantial ,book value but cannot readily be liquidated for educational purposes
In ail of my years of working with grant programs I can only think of one or
two cases where a student wms rejected for excessive assets. Usually, if a family
does have substantial assets MIS Is also reflected in income and the ineofne test
would disqualify them. While there may be a very few individuals with low in-
come and high assets, who might qualify for grants on a Stridtly income-based
test, I wont(' suggest that the cost of these few grants would be considerably
less than the cost of processing all the asset information

We must, however, raise serious objections to what we feel is an effort in
this bill to change completely the Intent of the Basic Grant Program. It is our
feeling that the Basic Grant Program as originally-enacted stood on two phile-
sophicql foundationsfirsts to provide students with a greater freedom of
choice of educational iniititutions regardless of their financial means find sec-
ond. to compensate to some extent for the heavy subsidies being received by
students in public institutions. We fee/ that part of the thrust of the Basle
Opportunity Grant Program was the preservation of the private sector of post-
secondary education. I think that the Chairman has made it quite clear in the
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bill and in his statement that this Is not a priority item on his agenda. While
we feel he is entitled to his opinion, we do not feel that the CongreSs, who
originally produced these programs or the present Congress, agree with that
position. We And in the original Higher Education Amendments a substantial
toramitinent to the preservation of diversity in higher education. On purely
ecamornic terms alone, it doesn't seem to make much sense to let the enormous
investment in the private sector of higher edueatidn go down the drain only
to replicate these programs in public institutions at enormous cost.

SUPPLEUENTAL GRANTS

b111 3471 would propose to completely change the Supplemental Grant Pro-
gram front a campus -based program of aid to student; with excevtional financial
need problems to a Eederally-administered program of aid to students who
eStubit egeeptional academic promise". Indeed, it seems that the changes are

so great between the existing Supplemental Grant Program and the new pro-'
giani that it should nut be called the Suppleinental Program bu...aould have
a new name.

I think it should be pointed out that the tendency in recent years has been
to base financial aid niore and more on need and less on academic ability. As
a result, many students who otherwise would not have had an opportunity to
aier higher education have been able to do so. Many of these students from

thsatisantaged backgrounds or with poor high school preparation would have
great difficulty in denitastrating atademIc promise. In addition, there are many
tleids of endeavor vitally necesary to the nation which require skills and talents
w hick cannot be measureti on an academic scale. Are we to say that those in-
thtitinals apable of acquiring those skills or possessing those talents are, less
important to the nation than those who do well on purely academic testing?

The proposed SEOG Program would necessitate the establishment of a
imreautracy which would have to identify a proposed intellectual elite. Quite
frankly, I think this is contrary to the basic precepts on which this country
urn rates. It %tould.also be extremely difficult to set up such a selection program
before the start of the next academic yedr.

AN ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL

At this point it might be well for us to discuss our basic philosophy with
respect to financial aid for higher education. It is our feeling that such aid
simaid follow' the student and be primarily based on financial need so that
la can go into the educational market place and purchase those programs of
(location whlth best lit his needs. We have confidence in the ability of students

and their families to make wise choices. Any program which distorts those
dialees by funneling funds only through specific institutions, we feel, is a
(hissers ice to the student. Unfortunately, the great mass of,aid to higher educa-
tam ig provided in the form of aid to institutions rather than aid to students.
rir instance, in Pennsylvania where the higher education budget is approxi-
mately one-half billion dollars-90 per cent of the State's funds benefit approxi-
aiately 50 per cent of the students in higher eduCation (those that attead
lip ur publitly-subsidized institutions). The other 50 per cent of the students
itsel%a only about 10 per cent of the total State aid'to highermducation through
sarions grant programs. It was my feeling that the Higher Education Amend-
ments of 1972 were designed to partially correct this type of inequity.

As an alternative to thd proposals in the bill for BEOG and SEOG we would
pis fer a single simplified program similar to the current BEOG Program. This
pr.atrain would provide grants primarily based on need, and would take into
aciotint the differing costs of education at different institutions. If the innds
hornially allotted to BEOG, SEOG, and NDSL were combined, It would prob-
ably be possible to operate a basic program with a maximum grant of $1,400
*IN nt isioned in the original hill. It is my estimate that such. a program using
the current analysis could b. funded for around $1.2 billion per year. This
istiniate is based on our experience in Pennsylvania which has about 5 per
(lit of the national population and approximately 5 per cent .of the students

to pontsetamilary education. In Pennsylvania we fund a grant program with a
maximum anat.(' of $1,200 with an appropriation of about $00 to $70 million
per year. It would seem to us that it would be bettep to bare a single simple
Federally administered program of aid to students in higher education rather
than the present conglomeration of programs.
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STATE INCENTIVE GRANTS

Over the years a number of states have established higher education grant
programs. These programs have greatly increased the access of students in
these particular states to programs of higher education. Pennsylvania was
among the leaders in state grant programs. Our program has groWn from
about .4 million in its initial year to $00 to $70 million in the current year.
The State Incentive Grant Program which was a part of the Higher Education
Amendments of 1972 was designed to help those states which had existing pro-
grams and to encourage other states to initiak those programs. rnfortunate13,
Congress did not substantially fund ti. a program so that it has been of minimal
value-In achieving these objectives. White H.R. 3471 greatly expands the funding,
for State Incentive Grants, it makes substantial differences in both the original
intent of the State IncentiVe Program and in the distribution formulae. For
one thing, although the formitla is very complicated I understand that it would
reduce Pennsylvania's shark of State Incentive Grant Funds to n very small
amount although we have been leaders in providing state funds for this pur-
pose. In addition, the bill provides the option for states to use these funds for
purposes other than student giants. We feel that the original intent of the
Incentive Grant Program should be preserved and that states should be as-

sisted in propOrtion to the effort' they are now making from their own funds.
If it is the desire of Congress to provide assistance for other programs such
as low tuition institutions, these should be from separately identified funds.

COST or IN STRU CTION .

The Higher Education Acts of 1972 provided for "fallowing grunts" to be
paid to institutions accepting students yith other Federal aid. This section
was never funded and I believe the Cliffirman is correct in saying that it is
somewhat less than honest to include titles in a- bill and then not provide the
funds to implement them. Our own .posillun is that Federal funds should be
used for direct aid to students ,ziving them the maximum freedom of choke
in selecting an institution and program of postsecondary education.

On the other hand, should n bill of following grants he adopted and funded
by the Federal Government, we feel that all postsecondary institutions should
be ilicluded.

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

In this section of the bill we find ourselves in agreement scith the Chairman
in a number of areas. For one thing, we heartily endorse the provision to elimi-
nate the hire -t Federally Insured Program and to require the establishment
of State Guar: dee Agdncles in eve* state. Our own experience indicates that .
the State Gm antee Agencies base a much better collection retord than the
Federal Pogram. State Agencies also have a much better liaison with lenders
to encourtte them to participate in the program. Some consideration might be
given to creating shared agenc.cs for contiguous states with relatively small
populations where the loan volume would not justify the cstablishinent of an
agency Rhin each state.

The mill also proposes to eliminate educational institutions as lender, under
the pr grain. We linse always had some reservations concerning lending bs
eminent um! institution.. Apparently a large part of tie default experience la
the p ogram results from the combination of the school ns a lender and the
Fede 1 Government ,as the guarantor. One of the difficulties with having A°
school n Ale...lender is that it 'encourages the institutions to default the loan
stuee upon default the loans are immediately paid in full where if the stu-
dent pays the loan under the normal repayment agreement, the school will wait
several years for their money. If schools are to be permitted to remain as
lenders I would suggest that the Federal Government pay those defaults in the
same manner as the student would payover a period of time, during which
time the school can undertake its own collection procedures.

We, are very tuncliconcerned, however, by the proposed changes in the maxi-
mum-ntnonnts 1r the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Considering the sharp

. rises in educational costa at private institutions it is difficult tp see how many
middle-income fammtles w mil meet their children's educational costs unless they
have access. to the Guaranteed Student Loans nt the present level. Particularly
disturbing is the lower limit for fresbnian.stodents, since the students sery
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often haye higti initial costs in getting established on Cam pus. Additionally,
freshman students very often do nut know what their total fiatincial aid pack-
age will be nall very close to the time they are to start school. The avail-
ability of the-Guaratuteed Student Loan bus made it possible for these students
to plan for their initial 3ear of education since they could fall back. on the
luau Ii sititer aid was not available. If the loans are not available they may
have to give lip their plans ar higher education even thOugh it might turn
out later on that they could get sufficient aid from other sources.

NATIONAL. DIRECT STUDENT LOANS

We essentially agree with the Chairman that sufficient money is now in place
in the NDSI. Program to pros ide institutions with a revolving loan fund and
that no new motley should go into the program except as necessary to provide
forgiveness as provided for in the original legislatiod.

We do not agree, however, that this loan fund should simply be turned over
to the institutions to operate without any supervision as the bill seems to say.
We feel that these public Stitt& should be accounted for by the institutions
that have custody of them and If the institutions no longer wish to, operate
these funds they should return them to the Federal Government.

COLLEGE. WORK- STUDY

While lye endorse the principal of eoll,,e work-study, we find that very few
proprietary Institutions are able to participate because of the prohibition
against the use of work-study students on their own campuses. Most -proprie-
tary sehuol directors we have talked to have found it extremely diflicplt to
Mid off-campus work -study openings for their students. Additionally, the ad-
ministration of work-study programs is extremely burdensome for small insti-
tutions both proprietary and non-profit.

f.would like to suggest a method by which the opportunities for work study
could he expanded. If public and private nun - profit agencies.were permitted to
directly contract ti ith the Federal Government for work-study .funds, they
could undoubtedly provide many m ork-studY opportunities for students. For
in,aanee. If a hospital could obtain an allotment of work-study funds they could
administer themselves, they could then contact educational institutions in the
locality to rider students for the openings. In this way the burden of adminis-
trittion would be upon the agency which aetually got the benefit of the stu-
dents' work rather than on tilt educational Institution which referred the stu-
dents.

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER,
Rochester, N.Y., April 8, 1975.

Congressman JAMES 0. O'llmtA,
IlouRe of Representatives,
Rayburn Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESsMAN O'HARA.. On behalf of the University of Rochester I
would like to submit for your consideration the following comments on H.R.

the proposed "Student Financial Aid Act of 1975" which you introduced
in the House of Representatives on February 20, 1975.

We appreciate and support your goal of making higher education more ac-
e esitble. However, we urge that yeti recognize that low tuition does not imply
low cost. Despite the efforts of the higher education community, the cost of
(lineation of a student at public and at private institutions of higher education
has become substantial, Relying upon low tuition or zero tuition public insti-
tutions to increase aecessibility, which appears to be one of the main thrusts
of your bill, does not eliminate those substantial costs of education, but con-
tinues to place the burden of costs upon the taxprryers at the state level, if not
at the federal love!. Programs of student assistance which permit a choice
among public and private colleges and universities increase the variety of
alternatives available to students and create less of a burden on taxpayers
because of the resources pros bled to private institutions by past and future
private philantbropby.

In your remarks Introducing the bill in the House, we note that you men-
tioned an appropriation of :$660 million for the Basic grant Peogram. We are
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concerned that an appropriation of $660 million might not be sufficient to con-
tinue awards at their 1875 levels. Under theprovisions of your billthe number
of students eligible for Basic Grants is likely to inereasie because of the elim-
ination of assets, in the determination of need and because of the reduction of
the minimum grant from $200 to $100. 'CliVen a $660 million appropriation, the
saute amount as the 1075 apPropriati ai under tire present law, and a larger
number of eligible students, the grants may have to be ratably reduced, yield-
ing.stnaller grants than those which are available to students eligible under
the current Basic Grant program. In other words, access Is likely to be -de-
creased..We suggest that, given the Basic Grant provisions of H.R. 8471 in its
current form, an appropriation larger than $660 million will be necessary.

'We applaud' the recognition of merft in your reconstruction of the Supple-
mental Grant Progitun. Since we are in the fortunate position to be able to
attract very able students, the SUPpleinental, Grant Program provisions will
likely make our undergraduate programs even more accessible to low income
students than we have been able to to do with our salistantial institutional stu-
dent aril program.

The general provisions of the Supplemental grant Program do not recognize
other sources of funds available to many of the students who will receive
supplemental grants. We assume that, in its final form, the bill will require
that an individual receiving a Supplemental Grant be ineligible for other forms
of assistance, e.g., state grants, work-study, and private scholarships. Other-
wise, the possibility of excessive awards from multiple sources may lead to
some problems with the program which will fall upon 'the Commissioner' to
correct by means of his authority to determine the cast of education, both'

4 direct instructional costs and support costs, for the individual. Corrective
measures by the Commissioner could in effect penalize those states, such as
Nory York State, %vhkh have substa'ntial grant programs for undergraduate
ditudents.,by deducting the amount of state grants from the cost of education
for determination of the amount of a supplemental graiit Such action by the
Commissioner would nut be consistent with your Stated intention of rewarding
states for their effort and not penalizing them for their own earlier initiative.

The possibility of excessive awards could also arise Under the Basic 'Grant
Program. A student who attends a low-tuition public institution and receives a
basic grant may also be eligible to receive state incentive grants find employ-
ment under the work-study program. The only means by which the commis-
sioner could correct this situation, however, is by adjusting the expected
parental contribution schedules. A more likely result would be adjustment by
the states of their incentive grant programs and work-study programs. In
that case, there is no problein as long as the adjustment occurs on a case-by-
case basis to avoid excessive awards. If, however, the state's reaction is to
create a general reduction in incentive grants, the effect would be detrimental
for students attending higher tuition public and private institutions.

In the provisions of H.R. 3471 for State Student Incentive Grants, the first
and second alternatives for which the states may use appropriated funds, i.e..
grants to eligible students and work-study programs, are appealing. However.
the third alternative, "providing additional capacity for enrollment of students
at public institutions of higher education wlilzh do not charge tuition or fees."
causes some concern. The current state of underutilized capadity in public and
private colleges and universities and the expected increase in excess capacity
over the next twenty years indicate that we ought to discourage rather than
encourage additional capacity in higher education. The first and second _altern-
atives, which WM also increase access, represent more efficient approaches be-
cause, they enconrage batter use of the existing capacity. We recommend that
the, third alternative, incentive for additional capacity, be deleted from the
provisions for incentive grants to states.

We. envision several problems with the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
provisions of H.R. 3471. Many Commercial financial institutions arc not pre-
pared to extend loans to students. Those institutions which do make student
loans are under no obligation to do so when credit and businesil conditions dic-
tate otherwise. The current Guaranteed Student Loan Program recognizes those
limitations and provides the educational community a means to assure con-
animus loan programs. Denying educational institutions the ability to make
brains to needy and deserving students will, n effect, deny some students the
opportunity to invest in themselves.

968. cif;
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If lending is to be ihnitki to commercial financial institutions, the special
interest allowance is a necessity to encourage continuous availability of loan
funds. Tying the special interest allowance to a market-determined interest
rate is an especially constructive provision of the bill. We would urge, how-
ever, that a longer term rate than the ninety-day treasury bill rate be con-
sidered as the base fur the special interest allowance. The ninety-day treasury
bill-rate tends to be quite volatile. For example, it has ranged from 9.4 percent
in August, 11374 to 5.5 percent in March, 1975. When short-term rates fall sub-
stantially below lung -term rates, tying the special allowance to short-term-rates
!nay reduce substantially the availability of loans.

In addition, it is not clear 'that the default problem, which limiting lending
eligibility to.commerelal financial institutions is intended to solve, should be
attributed to the entire educational community. The scant evidence at band
indicates that the default problem originates from it small number of large
volume lenders, predurainuntly proprietary schools. Rather than eliminate all
educational Institutions as lenders it would be better to adopt measures to
limit misuse of the program. For example, the Office of Eduncation recently
proposed disqualifying lenders from further participation if they experience
more than a ten percent default ntte or it they lend to more than sixty percent
of their students.

Concentrthing upon federal_ re-insurance of state guarantee programs and
eliminating direct federal insurance is another provision of H.R. 3471 which
upparently Is intended to reduce the exposure of the program to default. Press
suumbly the state programs have shown substantially less default experience."'
However, accordlag to some reports, lower default experience by states is a
result of tit greater selectivity by some state programs such as the exclusion
of proprietary- schools from eligibility as lenders, (2) the activity of the state
agency as a collection agent before the default experience retches the federal
level, and (31 incomplete and inacenrate default experience reported by some
state agencies. There is no basis fo relhninating the federal government as a
direct insurer of lenders if thes'e reasons explain the better experience of state
agencies.

The largest impact of the curtailment of the size and availability of loans
may be upon graduate education. Loans are the sole form of assistance avail-
able for many graduate and profsssissal students. Although there has been a
substantial reduction in the availabilits of funds for assistantships and Minn-
ships, enrollineut in graduate and professional programs has net decreased
proportiouately. The availability of loans wider the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program has made it possible for students who seen graduate and profeesionai
training to borrow against an Investment in future Income. Loans to those
students certainly should not be objectionable. Limiting the loans to st most
sl,non per year and restriction lending to commercial financial Institutions
makes the loan program inadequate and uncertain for that group of students.
We urge you to provide for larger loans, at least $3,000 per year, for graduate
mid professional students and to,relnstate educational institutions as eligible
lenders.

The work-study provisions of H.R. 347k are attractive. The Work -Study
__Program could help balance the reduced availability of loaa assistance and the
lack of grant...assistance for the so-called middle income groups by providing
au alternative source of funds for thos4 studente willing to sacrifice leisure
and study time for remuneration front employment. However, giro' the bill as
It stands, the increase in requests for work-study mzsIstance should be sub-
stantial, The elimination of the need test for receipt of work-study assistaner,
the deerense in loan avadaidlity and size of loans, and the decrease 'in avail-
ability of supplemental grants leaves the nofk-stady as the only major source
of assistance for a large grunt, of students. It is ost obvious that the Increase
in appropriation for nark -study cuntained In Ha 3471 nill be sufficient. Fund,
log increases fur allege work-study which are included ill the bill are barely
sufficient to keep pave nitli the Inflationary trend we have experienced over
the past few years. Then-fore. we urge that, In the absence of changes in the
hilt s provisions fer grant and loan programs, the appropriation for the work-
study program be increased substantially.

The general provisions of the 11111. shirt F-- General Provisions Relating to
Student Assistance Prugrains." for the mast part cuutnIn gem ml provisions
and qualifications neces-srs fur a bill of this sort. However, we are concerned
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about two of the provisions. The requirement for the establishment of a fair
and equitable refund policy is objectionable if that provisions is interpreted
by the Office of Education as a requirement that withdrawing stedents leePro-
vided a refund which is inversely proportional to the amount of time the stu-
dent spent at the institution. Such a refund policy ignores the 'fact that 'most
of the costs associated with a student's education are fjx,ed at least within a
year's period. Second, we, and I would assume most other.institutIons of higher

education, do provide each student with a written. statement about the insti-
tution's programs, facilities, and faculty. However, requiring the provision of

Trogram completion rates and data on the employment'of graduate calls for
titOncrease in record-keeping which can only add to the cost of education and
is of doubtful value for the applicant.

As a anal, general comment, the bill causes some concern because of possible
adverse effects for the so-called middle income student. The combined effect of
Ill a strict definition of need for the basic and supplemental grant programs,
(2) only a relatively small increase in college work-study program, and (31 the
substantial reduction In the avniitibiiity of loans may sharply curtail the range
of choice available to middle income students and, in some eases, may even
elinlinate access to higher education. The effect is likely to be greatest for those
students who would choose fo attend a relatively more expensive public or
private institution but will be unable to do so because of the relative scarcity
of loan funds for investment in higher education. We urge that the revised
form of the bill contain provisions which require the Commissioner of Edu-
cation to set standards -.for the expected parental contribution which would
mike some Jingle and Supplemental Grant assistance available to middle in-
4-olino students and that the hill be relaxed to allow more and larger educational
loans to be made.

Sincerely, Ron= F. Faaxer-

AsSOCIATION Or INDLrENun'ST Cort.txxs
MU) Traven.smrs IN ,11A13 0,C111.,4378.

Boston, Mom, April 9, 1973.
Hon. Savates G. O'Hara.
Rapbura 11-Ouse Office Building,
lroshingtott, D.C.

Dr An ConactiSMAX 0'1 'Lute: Thank you for your long and thoughtful letter
of Mare le2t) in answer to mine of the itzth. I do not believe that there is any
difference between us on the question of Federal aid to the institutions, at least
in a student aid bill. I believe that our difference spring from two sources.

First. I have come to look on student aid as a complex made up of Federal
student aid programs ;which fire very important) state Aeholarship and
programs and financial aid from the institution's own resources;. To my mind
the ultimate desideratum of this complex should provide tistudents with not
only freedom of access to the institution most suited to tl e student's needs,
but .also freedom of choice between institutions, publicly supported or pri-
vately supported. This freedom of access and freedom of cimice aro both neree-
eery if students are to get the maximum benefit from Or wide variety of
inetitutione.

Second. I believe it to be true that the "cost" of education per student In
different institutions floes not vary substantially by type ,of institution. The
'charges" per student do. of course, vary substantially depending on the extent
of state subehly to the Institution concerned, while the "ewit" to the economy
as a whole is the same in either cake. "Costs" are very nearly a constant since
the dominant element of cast in either a public nr private institution ,ie in
personnel anti both compete-for personnel In the same marketplace. Whenever
the financial outlos called for from the student is tilted strongly In either
direetion. public or private, then it seems to me that the freedom of choice
between institutions Is seriously impaired if not destroyed. --

To nem-s implify. if the BOG at SLOW (with no limitation of alei, of total
met of attending; pays the entire charge for tuition and fees at a community
college subsidized by the state with no room left for state scholarship
work study funds. etc.. whereas the 51.000 represents only about :XV,* of the
expense zit a private supported four year Institution. the desirable "freednet
of choice" for the student Is seriously limited by economic pressures.

54-159-75---42
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Iu recmilielidimi choice- for each hiamanai, the National Com
mi-sion art env Willi( in of Postseevridar) Education stated the case for choice
sn. smelly . crose4 relanal& access. Each persi should be assured
a v-411.1...0.1- among the institution thal, have accepted him or her for admission
aral Po den, such clce would be to restrict access. To the extent that choice

aptt old, reasonable student tlnandal assistance must be
Iroio panlic and private sources hi seine combination of grants, loans,

eiiip...,)nont. a to supplement) personal savings and parental contribution.
i..le your proposal may not 'deny" choice, it undoubtedly will restrict choice

and tient ly it will impair access, blunt aspiration and narrow the spec-
ttliiI of ot.poriasiliv. In that sense, it would not "help young peOple equally."

.1, I ttitin-ated earlier I regret that no attempt has been made to study the
.ff,ets of this bill tiponsthe potential distribution of students I:tween

higher 'fixed and lower priced institutions. (Not higher coat and lower coat
thmiutt,oh... fur in this state At least. there Is a strong tendency for the lower
top,' liitittion to oust the combination of taxpayers, students and their
fatiiros. 141,4'1-0 I continue to hope that It is not too late for your Committee
to . ionoiu such a study in order that an estimate of the 'probable effects
of the pr.posed irgi intivn wouid be avaable to those who must judge the

of the prepeezals.
I ri cognize the attractiveness fur your purnsse of cnAderiag student aid

anti it i it litio)aP Aid /14 separate twitters. The realities. however, suggest that
Set i, ,. distinction Is an illusion. Someone must pay for the institutional

servo'. t.. "the case of the low priced institution. the taxpayer provides pay-
ititd in a, i..11n of subsidy, and fur each additional student the Institution
need- aid in the form of additional tax subsidy. In the higher priced

aid from the taxpayers to students means that an institu-ri pill ',iv- to spend a smaller amount of Its own resources for financial
al. anti tile money thus freed may be u-ed for other purposes.

Ire a hill simii us yours. however. resat would take place is not so much a
no, . f ,,lent al.' with institutional aid as an odd blend of educational funds

,1141 fees. with welfare funds (good, shelter, clothing and car). The
io the higher tuition institution would receive a grant which must lie

used f..r ram/Menai expense. tuithin. The student in the zero tuition insti-
te. 1 vv 1111 reelve a grunt for expenses which by and large he would hare
rot ole 4r= r if lie veer riot affeartino an relueational institution.

It if 1. the philosophical intent of the federal, geverianent to provide an
..f tl.is nature. then as a matter of eatilty it should be extended

I. 11iilLt deserving students. is inhere your family analgs
ivoi.! he opt.) This In turn sni.rgests that there is, even the possibility of de-
s. it a a VrtliaoA111 new Whereby federal funds would be extended for
A.0.-ittittolttai or "welfare" costs and state funds would be used for tuition

.4 t4littote,rial cost.i Critter these circumstances SSIG moneys limited to student
isimational expenses 'would exert potent leverage.

ruse old for iiiitroti expenses thaw indeed hire :n.t itiakmni cosertuenees.
I n. .14 le that %mar second hill ought i.e considered before "concluding with
the iialevt all bill."

t, '1's ibis vv iii not he possible without further delaying i'smvideration of
thr hut would nei, n delay be an imulloed calamity? it might
',pooh :Le breathing rlier that Is needed to A....4.A the degree of success
of prort.im tmil to Chip time its provisions aissualingiv. while taking

);ird 1.- at what effect your new proposals :night hate upon access and
std seen students and institutions*

I' h. Isp,that some day we may have an opportunity to illseusa these matters
r in 1Ni.n. I am most grateful that John Bratiemas took the trouble

intrari. me to pet when I was last in Wrishlocderi and 1/101* I may see
11:r.Tn.

Sirverely.
Cut, J. Grunatir.

President.
v iS

Prrritx.twomtr. Tancrt.. TeArytxo Cornvrs.
Chicago, DI., April

Fir-t, I would ilk. to Introduce myself. I nm the President ned.Foofider of
Internreirmril Travel Training Courses. Inc. I am also the Travel Editor of
rfollti,ty nig:vine and Associate Editor et the Satunlay Erehing Post.
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International Trawl Training Courses, Inc. is the first travel training school

in At:erica (now in 13th year), operating in the City of Chicago with one
branch in Waehlneston. D.C., and is the only independent travel training school
in the United States that is recognized by the American Society of Travel
Agents. It le also approved by the State of Illinois Office of-the Superintendent
of Public Instruction. The school is unique in that OM placement service has

n reeerd placing over 00 percent of our graduates in meaningful positions
I In the travel industry. Ills has been authenticated by orthepremises invest&

gation of the Federal Trade Commission and the State of Illinois Office of the
superintendent of; Public Instruction.

Tn. purpose of this letter is to express my concern with regard to provisions

In 11111 1LTt. 3471. .
My primary concern relates to Paragraph 3, Lines 10 through 20, Page 107,

reading as follows:
*#3, Provides not lees than a six-month program of edudation or training

for which It .awards an associate degree, a bacheltir's degree, a postgraduate
degree, or prepares students for gainful employment in a recognized occupation-

prefftehm,"
It would seem to roe that if International Travel Training Courses can roc-

resell:11y train students for enrpIoyment in the complex businvis of travel
ti; rrtcy proctNitiret, air line and.stennehlp ticketing, eta, that certainly other
T....h.-wig, many teaching less involved subjects, should be able to do so. Students
sag-king Federal funding obviously are In need of gatefhtemploymeut and shoekt
he gradated at the earliest possible time not only for the benefit of the Amerl-

t an taxpayer, ruder current rulings. a student can qualify for Fbderal grants
by ettteopeig Reboot only twelve eldek hours per week over a Period of sir
leeeths. our sttintt attend AO KI five hours each day. Monday through Friday.

My *mond ereve,rn ta the feet that a timinenelona number of -oc-
tatelary iteleele In this inntry have no record whatsoever for placing their
graduatec. In many CII*4-1 I preentne that this fue to the "fact that the eh:-
dente are rut alletptately trained. In my epiniort, there should be very litringent
rniee And-ne,zuletione criiteh state that if n sebeol-dists not have adequate proof
of pigerment they should:net be eligible for Federal funds. .

Interratlenel Travel Training 0,111M3 has never applied for Federal fund-'
41.1.44 any kind. simply because in the past most students who applied for
pnrortnent were able to pay tuition. Flowerer this var. rith the, reeession. we
are finding many worthy. eligible potential students who are unable to take
this rolirSe teetati of financial

Thdrtt: yon for affording rite this opportunity to express my, viewpoint
Sirleerely. trevrte Ecnots,

Prrellent.
LOYOLA ihriventirrr.

New Orleans, La...4pril 17:1975.
Hon. Lens
roff7ron of (ha United States,
House of Ilepresentallrer.ITtshin:loo. PP.

Tors* Itr_rays_s-rAvvr i3sK45: I am deeply grateful for your interest in
Leyr.ta's pralems and Fong respouiveness to our needs

I have leen Inferme.1 by associations of college and maker :rifles that the
pre.,enttr pr.-iv-044 legl-latitt (RR 34711 introduced by Representative O'llara
445-4 not rofetr the CongreFs' Slated intention to preserve freedom of choice
hervc.-en pribW institutions and private Institutions for students The bill pro-

tho, of the **per ceiling on Basle Educationnl Opportunity 0111104
of th r. cast of tuition. We feel that it would not be in the Interest of ,

surriral of the private celleges that svell a change be made.
In addition, it Is 1..trt of the OIlara frograre to restrnetnre the State Stu-

dent Tripwire Grant Program in suet o star that public institutions may
in the dirfethin of see' tuition. This. we feel. is a distortion of the original
inretit of the program. which was to Indnee states to provide ecbolarship pro-
grams for students amending colleges in both the private and the public reetar

I am (1-1.11sed to either removal of the BEOG limit and change
in thrust of the 5510 pee;,rim. I would be glad to provide any further Infor-
mation if you so desire.

I am also alarmed about proposed reductions in-funding levels of eriellne
pregraras. The Rouse appropriations committee? recomme:taling a $110000,000

9 72:
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cut in funding for tlie Supplemental ;Opportunity Grants Program. 'Mir sup-
port of the Itoybal-Obey-Stokes amendment will help vet this cut..

Very sineerly yours,
$ JAMES 0. Worm, S.J..

. .
Frail lent., ... /

Or ,..
SELECTED MARYLAISD L;OILKUNITY COLLEGES' TES TTMONT

o .04.

We, Lite undersigned Financial Aid Officers, representing -selected community
colleges to the State of Mary-land, 'svish to Iiii.ve the following statement de-
posited for the record au testimony regarding IIR 341. ,

Though the tatted States is pending more funds each year an education,
the problems Of de.tillyingeollege-expenses are still not being-resolved by ninny
students oho cannot afford to go to college without financial assistance. The
sokatag 1,1,10.13Er of btlitelltd 4.1,-no have entered postsecondary institutions Since
the late 1950's, the ilyrea6id,tultion costs, and the funding problems which
confront ;,nth imblic and private colleges present acute problems across the
nation and across all f;egnients- 0: higher -education. -Students aomlow-inconie
families hasp Is en ankare still being encouraged to enter -pOStsecondary In-
stitutions 41.4g-web with misleading assumptions that ,their financial needs
will, somehow ...- met through federal aid programs. The issue of equal oppor-
tuinty ,in toiicatiou Is a long way nom being resolved. The existing fedesal
prograoni-.still t vote, great deal-of improvement in the area of timely approbri-
atom, fifth-ifs Won, delivery and effectiveness.

The l'Imutin ,ty college financial aid Officer§ of '.A.Saryland feel that it is im-
portant to preface our remarks on Mt 3471 with a restatement of our philos-
opliy. No ufadeilt should be restricted from the privilege of attending our insti-
taltions beca,psea his or her limited financial resources. We further believe
that ilisbors60. fit of all financial aid resources should be based upon a Tamily's
demonstratcti need, with the prime assumption being that parents liaVe an
4,6110th:in as well as students have an obligation to,finance their ,educatiOn to

. the extent that they are capable. In so analyzing their capability or the family's
financial strength, both the family's income and assets, should be combined and
,,nriolored to produce the most complete and objective evaluation or assessment
of the family's ability to pay for postsecondary education. We further believe
that within this frame of reference, federal funds, state funds-and loCal funds
ltia,,s best be distributed to all students.apPlying for financial aid on an equit-
aLle basis. Gisen the necessity for a consistent, and objective measure- oft need,
fle3,thilits should Ile asallahie to the financial, aid officer'in the form of a wide
variety of programs ht sder to meet individual differences and needs. We
presently feel very comfortable with the Educational Amendments of 1972. as
....stated by Collar .ess. Our greatest problem with the Educational Amendments
1 f 1972 lie in .the areas of,. (1) regulations regarding the administration of

'I bust, privrAnte, i 2) the allocation of funds in terms of the state ratio-formula;
mid 1:3i th'Zi late notifications to the institutions by the Office of Education re-
garding. the allocation of funds. The state formula alarm is preventing many
of oar states from TKOs ing enough rands to meet not only the needs of our
Jowl-dm-nine students but our middle income, students as well. With the aboYe
st .t, meats In 111:11(1. %.4 e would like to submit the following recommendations
for your consideration when you are deliberating on this bill.

The stud: lit financial aid recipients in our state, in the community college
,.(4 tor, are in the majortts minority students, are in the,majority mature stu-
dent finanY with dependents}, are in the majority first-college generation
stinIciats, mid all commuting to our campus. In 1974-75, our tuition /fee structure
In the.Stnte of Maryland ranges from $150-to $564,svitli tlu mean average of
g3.-4 per year.' This commits% to the national average of S'tl47.2 Our mean aver-
age total community college budget for dependent students Is $1801 as, coni-
part d with thil national average of $1922. .1. recent study of the student enroll-
mnt at Prince George's Cominuoity ,college, an institution of 11,0 students

- ,, .
.1.14w.Aton4 and Flitoortot AO Infortnatom for lfaryland'a Public attilPri ratc Post-

grf..ndory f.,1a,ational, Institutions. 3iarylnnd Council for Metter EducAtion, October
1074.

lion Board. .Nye York. 1974
s Rt.kotrot Er penarx at Postsecondary Inifituttons 1974-75. Crews Entrance Examine-
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inrrince George's County, Maryland, shows teat 42% of the students were
married, 3b% of the-students attended college during the evening hours, 66%
of the students Attended college on ipart-time -basis and 43% of the students
VS ere 26 years of age or older. In relat.om.hip t these breakti,_.*:nr, Mor.tgoinery
College, an institution of over 12,000 students in Montgomery County, Mary:
land, had a similar breakdown which shows that 28% of their students were
married. 64% of their students,attended college during the day only, 34% at-
tended colidge during the day or evening, and 31% are 26 years of age or older.
Both of the above studies were conwile411nge 1974 fall statistics.

Students enter two-year colleges for a ad of reasons. ,Some enroll be-
Louse of last minute decisions to go to college; soinnenroll because they cannot

. afford the tuition cost at a four-year institution; sothe_enroll because of a lack
of WItrefieb:, of available aid programs to help with college costs; some enroll
lacause they believe the perhl,of adjustment between high school and college
is easier in a Os o-s-Par college; some uutull 'to accrue (at less expense) a num-
ber ,of credit hours that can be transferred to a four-year institution: some
enroll to receive Immediate career employment skills which are not afforded
In the four -sear institution; others enroll to prepare themselves for other col-
lege career opportunities in which there may be more of a demand in the job
market, others enroll for job. requirements or Promotion; and, still others enroll
.for personal growth and de.veloptuent. 'Whatever their reasons for continuing
their education, be they eighteen-year-olds or fifty-yeai-olds, the fact still re-

. mains that 111fIlI of theft' need &timid assistance from outside sources in
order to obtain their educational goals,

PROGRAM Ifr imooiLot DISCUSSION z'

Basic educational-opportunity grant program (BEOG
We applaud the elimination of the one-half costt of education limitation on

the amount fif grant, and we would' also like tp recommend that the minimum
be reduced to $50 as It is presently stated. in the Educational Amendments of

.1072, Of course, the rationale for this Would be that college students who are
attending on a hail -time basis may teed, monies less than $100 for tuition and
fees and other expenses as much as those student's who have a greater need in
excess of the tecuturnendect$1,00 base, However, Mr. Chairman, we fail to under-
stand the significance of the 5600 /Maximum on this, grant. Wei, believe some
arguments has e been stated that time $600 maximum would meet the needs of
any student attending a comraunIty college. As you can see from the previous
statistical presentation or costa, of attendance at community colleges, the $600
would be but a tip of the-iceberg, especially when one looks at the makeup of
the student population at community colleges where they are not typically de-
pendent students living at home. Our students are, in the main, living away
from home with dependents whose educational-related expenses far exceed' the
typical dependent student living-at-home budget. Throughout our discussion we
would like to emphaSize the fact, that we are not concerned about slinky re-
cruiting students to our colleges, by assisting in meeting their basic Within
costs, but, more importantly, we are concerned about retaining these students
in our community colleges to the completion of their goalswhether It he a
career goal, a certificate. a re-education, or far a degree. The $600 maximum
limitation on the Basic Grant is simply unrealistic, for this student body. The
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant $000 maximum wou11 increase or perpet-
uate the revolving-door principle. Obviously, this! should not be our goal in
tedng student financial aids as a false encouragement for students to come to
college.

We feel it necessary to discuss the needs analysis process at this point since
the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program (SEOGP) In this
particular bill is built upon the philosophy that the Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant Program (BEOGP) is a fpundation which requires that for one
to remit a SEOG, they must be eligiblb to receive-a BEOG as a prerequisite.
With that In mind and with that understanding. we would like to go on record
stating that all assets should be considered in the computation of the exnected
family contribution. A .ii ,lew of assets is important in the determination of
the family's total financial strength. There is, an asset reserve provided'in the
presently approved Office of Education's needs system that, by formula, pro-
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tects a portion or the family's total assets. Even if we do not consider all the
assets. such as home equity, in determining the expected family contribution,
it would be reasonable to expect that assets such as savings, checking accounts,
stocks an bonds,..and other assets which could- be more easily liquidated by the
family 'to help defray$ the cost of the student's education would be a part of
the' computation to determine the .student's eligibility.

first and foretho
It is our fervent belief that most t the responsibility of the family to pro-

vide

in the aid connnuntOoperate under
the tenet that it is
vide for the cost of educating its family members as long at It is within their
means to do so. If we do not consider assets, we may and that tivo families:
both with incomes of $4,000 (one with no aSsets at all; the other with assets of
$30,000 in savings, trusts, bonds, etc.) are being treated equally in determining
the eligibility of the applicant for a Basic Grant. The disparity in cases such
as this should be recognized and eligibility should NOT be based on income
alone.

We would like to encourage this cormilittee to include an odrninistrative
allowance of 3%, as recommended by the'Executive Secretary of the National
Association-of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) and presented
to your subcommittee in,preNous testimony.

1

Supplemental educational opportunity grant prograin (SEOGP)
The Edncational Opportunity Grant Program was 'originally established to

meet the needs of exceptionally-needy students or students from low-income
families. Quoting the Educational Opportunity Grant Program Manual of 1971,
page 1-1, `:The pu,rpose of the, program is to provide educational opportunity
grants to students of excel :opal financial need who, for the lack of financial
means of their own or of their family, would be unable to enter or remain in an
institution of higher without such assistance." Further, page 4-2
of that Manual states, -"A student should be eligible who shows evidence of
academic or creative promise. The judgment of a student's ability need not he

Alimited, to conventional measures such as high school grades and aptitude test
scores. Many young people of exceptional financial need have been subject to
educational and social disadvantages that have impaired their academic de-
velopment. Although such students are sometimes thought of as 'high -risk stu-
dents,' they have demonstrated in many institutions that they can sutcessfully
pursue higher education." The proposals under HR 3471 are clearly inconsistent
With the primary thrust of the original Educational Opportunity Grant Pro-
gram.

First, many of the students who are not new eligible for the Basic Edu-
- rational Opportunity Gram Program are not eligible under the existing criterion

requiring initial enrollment in a postsecondary institution 'after' April 1. 1973.
This criterion alone would make approximately 00%. or more of the students
enrolled.in_two-year colleges mot only ineligible for the Basic Grant but conse-
quently, ineligible for the Supplemental Grant. Further, the proposal that'
eligibility for SEOG also be bas6d on a record of ouLstanding,performance as
measured by such a standard as the National Merit Scholarship List completely
disregards the characteristics of the two -year college student. For approxi-
mately 43% of the students, for example at Prince George's Community ('ollege,
enrollment in a two-year institution represents- for nanny it second, last er only
chance to continue their education. Because of the gap between the time of
graduation from high school and the actual enrollment date in a community or
junior college, many of these students are not likely to find-their names on any
national lists which identify those students who have demonstrated a clear
promise of outstanding academic performance. Many of our students do net
complete high school but enter college on the basis of a G.E.D. test score. Even
if the student Is able to demonstrate this kind of achievement on a college

it,,simply means that he or she must wait one full semester of an aca-
demic year before he or she can he considered for a Supplimental Grant, pro-
vided that student enrolls In a postsecondary institution after April 1, 1973.
Community college students are at i ,further disadvantage. Hugh I one, a Re-
search Associate for the Institute of Scrvices.to Education. in a paper presented
and cited in the Higher Education Daily, March 5, 1975, criticizes the bill's

9,7 fi
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approach to-the SEOGF be. ause of the use of culturally biased standards such
ns the National Merit Scholarship List. Ile further goes on to say that "While
the bill calls for a study of cultural bias and testing to address this problem,
he noted the It 1unid net immediately apply, 'while future generations of
students of a itural, social, economic, racial, religious, sexual and ethnic bias
may benefit f on, these feasibility and development studies,' the entering Class
of 1977 clear], will not"

By virtue o. this proposed legislation, we are finding ourselves moving furlier
and further away from the commitment that the nation once made tb provide
every person an equal opportunity to receive an education of high quality. The
imposition of the criterion of outstanding academic achievement for eligibility
for the SEOGF is arbitrary and discrlininatory. This imposition means that
though a student bury have the academic potential to successfully complete
college requirements, unless he or she, is able to demonstrate clear outstanding
academic promise, he or she will not be considered for assistance under the
SEOGP. The student who needs financial assistance most, students from low-
income families and disadvantaged backgrounds, are the ones Rho are least
likely to find themselves on any National Merit Scholarship List or on the
Dean's List fur academic standing, We should all bear in mind that many col-
leges, if not all, throughout this nation require only that a student maintain a
"C" average or successfully complete all requirements in his or her chosen dis-
cipline In order to graduate. There is uo mention in any college catalog that a
student must show academic excellence or a clear demonstr:won of outstanding
performance as a requisite for graduation. These reg:.latiens are clearly a de-
parture from the original intention of the EOGP where the student was judged
to be in good standing and with exceptional financial need.

Institutionally-based programs on campuses are Working well in spite of the
problems of late and inadequate funding and program changes with which we
are constantly confronted. In our thinking, it would be a grave mistake to con-
Vert the SEOGP from an institutionally-based program to one of direct grants
to students from the E.S. Office of Education. Students and parents need to feet
that they have direct personal access to the people who are making decisions
on aid. awards and that delivery will be quifk and tailored to meet their indi-
vidual needs. This is particularly true at community colleges where students
and parents need to know immediately and, often during the registration proc-
ess, whether they will be receiving financial assistance. Certainly the E.S. Office
of Education - will not be accessible tier as sensitive to the needs of students
who- are enrolled in all the institutions across the nation as are the Financial
Aid Officers,on campus. The community college has been commended by conares-
sional leaders for buying open admissions, rolling registrations. and rolling
financial aid. Such a corsTzpt should be preserved; however, the U.S. Commis-
sion on Education would prevent this if it operates as the SEOGP, like the
BEOGP. Delays and delinquencies by the Office of Education regarding a
student's eligibility several months after the student has attended college do
not enhance a student's motivation to remain in college but in truth reinforces
his belief in the malaise of bureaucracy that has overlooked his need for an
education.

Ws feel that the,:leto administrative allowance now afforded for reimburse-
ment of administrative expenses should be included in any future proposals.
College worlz-study program

Since the purpose of the College Work-Study Program Is to provide an op-
porhinity for employment on a part-time (or full-time basis. if needed) for
those students who have demonstrated a need for this type of employment in
Order to defray college costs, it is our contention that financial need should he
continued as a criterion for certification for eligibility for participation in this
program. Many needy students have benefited from this type of employment:
not only in terms of monetary compensation but in terms of actual on-the-job
experiences and the acquisition of a sense of responsibility and obligation that
they may not have otherwise been afforded. Tye work-study program was Initi-
ally Implemented to supplement on-campus and/or off-camnus employment op-

,portunities, not to replace them. Each Institution has the responsibility of
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maintaining the effort to provide non-work-study jobs for its students. In filling
non-work-study part-time positions on campus, most institutions are not con-
cerned with the financial needs of the students whom they employ. They are
onnreruPd primarily with the manpower needs of the institution, Therefore, we
have traditionally found that this type ofempIonifent hoes not aneer the needs
of students for whom the College Work-Study Program was designed to help.
More often than not, those eligible for the College Work-Study Program are the
very people who would be excluded from a no-need employment program. Low-
income students would not have the previous experience, skills and talent which
would make them likely candidates for positions on or off campus. The proposed
design of the program and, consequently, the diverting of limited dollars to
middle income students who often have the requisite skills will certainly pre-
vent the accomplishment of assumed philosophy of equal opportunity and ac-
cessibility to higher education.

Most institutions in the State of Maryland, as in most other states, now have
placement offices which seek out job opportunities in the private sector for both
part-time and career opportunities; therefore, we question the need to authorize
additional funds, which are so badly needed in student aid prograins, toestab-
Iish such institutional offices.
National direct students loan. program, (NDSLP) ,

This progratq has been extremely beneficial to utility students who are not
eligible for aid front other progmms, such as the BEOG, SEOG and the_ CWSP.
We must continue to provide some recourse for students who are unable to
obtain assistance from other sources. The Guaranteed Insured Student Loan
Program 1 GISLP) is not a good substitute for students who cannot, meet the
criteria winch have been established by the lending institutions for 'dans from
the GISLP. Many lending institutions- that participate in the GISLP require
that the student or parent establish a ninety-day account with the institution.
Many lending institutions will not lend monies to freshmen. If the provision for
required matching in the SEOGP remains unchanged, the NDSLP represents a
good source for matching for the student who is ineligible for aid from other
programs (I.e., BEOGP. state scholarships or grants, etc.)

It should be well known that the NDSLP/ is relatively new to the community
colleges. Only within the last five to ten yeah's have comn,niiity colleges acttially
applied and received their appropriations for this program. This is not said to
demean the Office of Education or the Regional Offices, but merely to point out
that community college Student Financial Aid Officers as professional have
only started to develop within the last five years. By professionalism, we are
speaking of the fact of being well trained and knowledgeable about what their
rights and privileges are in terms of applying for student financial aids for their
student constituency. Of course this would fall in line with the historical de-
velopment of community colleges being as they Are as a postsecondary institu-
tional group a relatively new scene in higher education. The point being made
here is that with this newness to higher education, especially to the NDS
with the recent involvement of being recipients of the NDSLP, and with e

small amount of appropriations in the last few years, we feel that there would
not be a great deal of revolving funds from the NDSLP to be of much use to
our students who would be the prospective borrowers in our type of institution.
Therefore. we could not neeept the idea or intention that the NDSLP would be
a resource for our students at community colleges based upon the revolving
funding process. We simply would not have sufficient funds from the revolving
process to make the NDSLP a viable financial aid resource for oar students.

We feel that the 3% administrative Allowance no waffordetl for reimbtirse,
meat of administrative expenses should be included in any future proposals.

Rtate Rtrarnt incentive. grants (ssza)
In the State of Maryland, few dollars from the State Scholarship Program

flow into the hands of our .,indents attending community colleges. We recognize
that the intent of legislation is to encourage states to participate more in terms
of matching monies with developing state financial aid programs, but intent Is
not always placed In practice. The financial aids association has been lobbying
for change, in our state scholarship programs for several years without a
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measure of success. Therefore, our State scholarship programs are not estab-
.. fished on total need based programs and, therefore, woe are not eligible for

total SSIG funding. Unfortunately, our students, especially community college
stutienal are Wog penalized by this polities! inactivity that now may be
possibly hindered by another layer of. scholarship Intervention from the Federal
Govertunent.

Statistically, according to the Maryland Council for Higher Education An-
nual Report of 1973-74, the community colleges of Maryland enrolled 24.070
full-thie students compared to the total state enrollment of 89,040, or g7%.
We enrolled 58,717 full and part-time-stUdents compared to 151,1(17 students-in
all colleges in MarYland. IP total, 38.8% of all students enrolled in Maryland
for 1973 -74 were in- community colleges.

Unfortunately, our state scholarshIP programs have very little comparison
to our enrollment statistics. In reference to the Maryland State Scholarship

___Board_Azubal,p.enomt Milo, 525 of 5-155 sebolarshins went to community college
students or $81,600 of $1,249,200. This represents only 6.5% of the scholarship
funds and only 10% of the students receiving awards. Since only our General
Scholarship Program Is accepted for the SSIGP, this would diminish our
student recipients to be less than 65-statewide since Only.63 students cumula-
tively-received $16,400 for 1973-74.

As we are pointing out, this new legislation may-have the intentof encourag-
ing states-to contribnte more to the students' needs within the-state. It Is dif-
ficult to remove the penalty to students who will be hurt while the political
power sturctures are reit:mining in their status quo environment.

With this iu mind, thS SSIGP Would not help our constituents a great deal
since these grants are matching grants to state scholarship programs that are
based upon need.

We would further like to comment upon the Idea that the state would set
up a work-study employment opportunity program. We feel again that the in-
tent may be commendable but the practice of fulfilling such a program and
making it workable or viable -at the state level dOwn to local comtnunities and
then between the digerent colleges and their students would almost be an in-
surmountable task fOr our students to 'Perform. A similar prograin that we
have had difficulty coordinating our programs with Is the Law Enforcement As-
sistance Program. In-essence, this program has,the same Intent as this legisla-
tion and-Its purposes are the-same; but, the performance within the intent of
the-legislation Within our region areas has not been found' to be attenable The
fact that it would be a no-need based program would not allow funds to be
targeted into the hands of students who had demonstrated financial need

In conclusion. we recommend that the SKOP remain as it presently is, as
written under the Edu tional Amendment of 1972,
Guaranteed insured stud t loan pFogram (WIMP)

We have a great deal o reservations about the present administration of the
GISLP based upon the fact that very few students in the community colleges
in our state actually participate in this program. Many times it is n-bt because
they would not or could not apply since our students are mature, independent
students but the fact is that many of our students are (1) /ow income students,
t2) with no bank accounts, and (3) are freshmen who are not eligible to par-
ticipate in the program (by banking and lending institutional guidelines).
Therefore, it might be Inappropriate for our community college sector to respond
to this question since it has, in the past, been practically ineffective towards
helping our student constituency. Mr. :Tames Learner, Executive Director of the
SI yland Higher Education Loan Program-Guaranteed Insured Student Loans,
re rted that as of April 21, 1975 accumulated loans in the state of Maryland
totaled $16,271,595. Of these loans only .4.9% were issued to 926 community
college students totaling $812,164.

Unfortunately, with this program being one of the few to be recommended to
he funded, along with the BEOOP, by the process of elimination this would
mean that community college students, in fact In reference to this bill, would
be limited In their acquisition of federal funds if indeed they get any funds at
nil.

9'7'8
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concltisiou, acees.sibiiity, equal opportunity and freedom of choice in higher
education, requires early planning and decision-making on the part of the
student. Lower income people often du no have the opportunity of pre-planning
or of establishing pre-planning behavior. Neither do they have the opportunity
to guarantee to theinselses that they will have adequate financial assistance to
attend the school of their choice. Presently, with the current status of funding,
continuity in the financial assistance programs cannot be guaranteed to a
student. The possibilities of changes in regulations from year to year, the possi-
bilities of changes In program regulations, and the possibilities of the elimina-
tion of programs are all faetors which contribute to the present ambiguous and
mystical process of college attendance and college selection. We must continue
the programs with an adequate level of funding so that each student can make
a decision with full and compkete knowledge that he will receive financial
as.istance, if needed, and consequently be able to 'attend the school of his
choice.

Respectfully submitted.
by Hl RM Davis,

Director of Student Financial Aids, Montgomery College, Rockville
Campus, Rockville, Maryland

For. Allegany Community College Carl Emerick; Dundalk Community Col-
lege. Valerie Blachinon. Essex Community College, Barry Weinberg, Hagers-
town Junior College. John Clatterbaug&i, Harford Community College, Edward
.St. Lawrence, Howard Community college, Christine Sawyer; Montgomery
College, Ilerm Davis and Sharon Bob; rd Prince George's Community College,
Tamara Coward.

Hon. LEONOR E. SULLIVAN,
St. Louis, Mo.

DLAR MADAM. Thank you for your prompt, as usual, reply to my letter in
reference to H.R. s47t. My specific concern with that bill is not with Repre-
sentative O'Hara's desire to provide free or very low tuition for higher educa-
tionmy concern Is that along with that we recognize the fact that twenty to
thirty percent 41f oiir American college students are enrolled in private colleges
and. universities.

The cost differential between the tuition and fees at public and private insti-
tutlins has been Increasing rapidly over the past five years as the enclosed
graph makes clear. If we are to talk of low or almost no tuition, I believe, we
inu.t ah.0 look to forms of decreasing that cost differential, otherwise, our
alternative is to provide no choice of institutions front which to select.

I am happy that Representative O'Hara is,looking at the total student pack-
taAe and I 'snow he has a grasp on the present situation in higher education
auk". Pi( ration. I agree with the conclusion that he expressed in a recent
pi id, In Dallas that We need new delivery systems for the new kinds of stu-
dents particaliiily the part-time and the over twenty-one and the aver thirty-
fls i. Howuser, I see II. R....3471 as concerning itself almost entirely with only
seventy percent of the population enrolled in our institutions.

I trust that these remarks and the accompanying graph will help make more
specific ink concerns.

Sincerely,

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE,
St. Louis, Mo., April 30, 1975.

Slater BArmAsa.Brcultrzyr, S.S.N.D.,
President.
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PREPARED SIATEMLNT oF ROBERT J. PITCIIELL, ENECUTII.E DIRECTOR, :NATIONAL

UNIVERSITY RXTENSION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee . The National University Ex-
tension Association is strongly supportive of all efforts to bring about greater
equity for all sttitients In federal. and state student aid programs. Our members
are particularly supportive of efforts to elintivate the long-standing discrimina-
tion that has. existed between eligibility of full- and part-time students for
grants end loans. Until last year, no part-time student was eligible for a BEOG,
and under the SEOG program, part-time students have often been excluded
from eligibility bs- institutional student aid policies. You will recall from our
previofis testimony that according to a survey by the Commission on Non-
Traditional Study in 1972, 34 percent of 1,178 colleges and universities studied
made no financial aid available to part-time students.

H.R. 3471 is a highly commendable bill in that it. attempts to deal with both
of these forms of student aid diseriminatiou, The opening up of the BEOG
program to all part-time students is, in our opinion, a significant breakthrough.
In our previous testirupny we noted that according to the most recent census
data the average family, income of part-time students is lower than'the average
family income of full time students. Most of these students attend part -time
because they are young working heads of families and are not able to attend
school full-time while they support their families. Others attend part-time
because their family's income is Inadequate to .forego income from a working
child who might otherwise be able to attend full-time. It is essential that these
students be given an equal chance to receive aid on a proportionate basis if
they qualify for aid in accordance with whatever aid formula is applied to full-
time students.

Generally speaking it is not anticipated that part-time students will qualify
for SEOG's in any large number. But to the extent that they do, we believe
that the removal of institutional discretionary authority in awarding SEOG's
to individual students is a step in the right directionThe same eligibility
criteria ought to be applied to all students nationally and not left in the hands
of institutional officers to discriminate in the awarding of available funds as
they see fit, however meritorious their intentions,

Inasmuch as this association has not taken a position on other sections of
Title IV, we will abstain 40ra comment on those parts.

UNIVERSITY OF Trip-STATE OF NEW YORK,
Albany, N.Y., :Wednesday, April 80, 1975.

ROM JAMES O'HARA, teltek -
Chairman, Subcommittcc on Poartsccondary Education, Commititc on Education

and Labor, Cannon House Office Building, Trathinpton, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN I want to Commend you on the development of

a thoughtful and comprehensive program in RR-3471. It recognizes the role of
the states in higher education and provides an opening for state and federal
sharing of support for student financial aid programs. Even so, I have some
basic questions about your proposals and offer the attached suggestions in a
constructive spirit.

In March of this year the Board of Regents issued their recommendations on
federal legislation, including postsecondary education, in "Federal Legislation
and Education in New York State." A copy is attached. The suggestions that
we are making on RR 3471 have been developed from this document, and repre-
sent only a part of the recommendations contained therein. We are pleased to
prov itle these comments and %A uld appreciate the opportunity to discuss them
in greater detail.

981,
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-We would also like to offer.our services la another way. Last year, the State
Education Department conducted a study of how full-time undergraduate stu-
dents finance their educatidn. This year we are doing a similar.stddy ef full-
time graduate-students. We sound 'the data to be quite valuable in formulating
our own student Ramming plans and'ln evaluating federal programs. We.WoUld
be pleasedto discuss these studies and to Make opecial analyses of ourdata in

-,,order to answer questions on how.students use the various sources of aVailable
aid.

We hope that vur comments-are useful at this point. We will watch the prog-
ress Of FIR-3471,and stand ready to help In any wpy we can-to make It possible
for students to understand financial aid programs at both the federal and state
leVels.

Faithfully yourS,
EwAto B. "Nr QUIST.

NrAt Tula St .17, COBIMENt2 0? san FEDERAL $.11.TIn?I'
FINANCIAL AM But (l b$471)

(R-3471 is a comprehensive proposal to revise federal student financial aid
programs. Since 1958, individual programs have been established and amended,
but until now there has not been a good Idoint how these programs interrelate.

New lark State recently considered the inter-relationships of its student
financial aid system and in 1074 there was-a major revision of New York State's
financial aid program. When fully phased in, the new state grant and scholar-
ship program will spend approximately $150 million each year., almost double
the amount spent prior to the revisions. Building upon the federal Guaranteed
Student Loan :Program, the state provides interest subsidies to certain students
who-quality for a federal guarantee on their loans but not for full federal
interest subsidy. Administrative changes were also included in the revisions.

The new state program is designed to
1. Extend access to postsecondary institutions to all high school graduates,

regardless of economic circumstances.
2. Provide-all students with the resources necessary to attend nostsecondary

institutions that 'best meet their needs, whether the institutions are public,
private, or proprietary.

3. Provide ail institutions with a reasonable chance to compete on a prograni
and a qualitative beide.

4. Complement existing institutional and federal programs and provide mini-
mum bureaucralic ebstacies-to student participation.

These second principles are worth considering in any proposal to revise Title
IV of the Higher Education Act. The limited ability to coordinate federal and
state programs at the state level is the major obstacle to establishing a financial
aid program which makes it easy for students and their parents to predict the
true cost of different educational options. More must be.done to achieve better
federal-state coordination of programa. Enough emphasis cannot be placed on
the peed for students to have early knowledge of the amounts of funds they
can expect. I clear idea of the amount of financial aid students will receive is
as importan't as low tuition in achieving freedoin of access and freedom of
choice.

While entitlement programs are of primary fmportance, there is still a place
for campus based programs to meet the needs of those students who.find theth-
selves in exceptional circumstances that _entitlement programs cannot take
into Accimat,

There is a, great dcal-of emphasis in HR.-3471 on keeping tuition rates as low
es possible. In the move toward universal access to higher education, we feel
that the use of low tuition as a device for fu.nding students is not a course that
slates can afford. While the federal government would be encouraging what is

982,
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Indeed a de.saable goal, the state must provide the wherewithal. Subsidizing
those individuals who cannot afford higher education 14 far more efficient than
general subsidies., in the absence of a substantial conimittnent of federal funds.
New York State and its political subdivisions will provide approximately $L4
billion in support of higher education this year. The major share of these
funds is institutional aid for public and private institutions in order to limit
tuition charges. ER-3471 would involve -an expenditure for the nation a only
$1.8 billion. Less than $200 million would be used in New York State, and over
Ulf of this would be used in the loan and Work, programs. The grant programs
would provide slightly more than $150 per unrolled full-time student in New
York State and local govern rents provide an amount equal to more than $2,400
per full-time student enrolled in public and private institutions. Subsidies for
public institutions alone amount to more than $3,400 per full-time student. In
the area of student aid, our Students have found that the state provides the
largest proportion of grunt money received by low income college students. The
sources of grant funds in 1973-74 are summarized in Appendix A. The propor-
tions of funds provided are too small for the federal government to influence
the price structure of higher education. Even so, the proposal is an interesting
One that we could probably adjust to.

HR -3471 does include many features that would move us closer to the ob-
jectives outlined above. The comments that follow on revisions to the bill are
drawn largely from the recently issued paper of the New York State Board of
Regents, "Federal Legislation, and Education in New York State." This docu-
ment was developed through a process that began in the fall of 1974 and In
volved the consultation of representatives of all sectors of postsecondary edu-
cation in New York State..

I. RAMO EDUCATIONAL 01:PORTUNITX-GRANT PEOGRAU (SEW

Elimination of assets from consideration in the means test used to make
BEOG awards is more equitable than the current system and will make entitle-
ments far easier to understand. Publication of the proposed family contribution
schedule one year prior to the effective data will also be a great aid in enabling
students and their families to plan the financing of educational costs.

The BOEG program should beconie a true entitlement program without re.
dnctions for less than the full funding, and grant amounts should be more refrec-

AiVe of educational costs. We recommend that the maximum entitlement be
adjusted from $1,400, according to some national index of increases in the cost
of education, and that the program be fully funded. The maximum payment
Should continue to be limited byothe cost, of attendance although an increase
from to 3/4 of the cost may be in order.

If the program cannot be fully funded, the grant reduction system used should
be simple and shOuld be the most equitable one possible. More consideration
should be given to tile use of the cost of education limit as a means of limiting
grant amounts. We believe the most equitable adjustment can be made through
use of the cost of attendance factor. If' funds Are available. it would be ideal
if fall entitleinents could' be paid. If funds are not available, students should
receive a similar share of the cost of attendance.

Several states have grant programs that spend amounts larger than the
federal grant hinds provided to students within those states. In order to co-
ordinate these major sources of grant fopda we recommend that the 1.T.S. Com-
missioner 'be required to contract with sffites that are willing to administer the
BEOG program in accordance With federal regulations. Students could thus get
a single notice of their federal and State entitlement. Actual payments would
continue to be handled in the present manner.

SUPPLEMMT44.6PP031112CITS GRANT 1,110011A11 (SOO),

HR-3471 calls for moving the administration of the current Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant Program (SEOG) from the campus level to the
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U.S. Commissioner. We recommend that the program be left at the campus
level to meet the -needs of students who wish to attend a relatively high cost
inatitution and who may not be eligible for a BEOGibecause of the relatively
crude means teat used.

We also recommend that the current SEOG program not,he converted to a
scholarship program. Undergraduate education is committed to expanding free-
Both -of access and. choice. This can best be done through non -competitive grant
programs. Prior to the 1974 amendments of the New York State law, maximum
scholarships of $1,000- and grants, of ;GOO were awarded. The program now

-Provides scholarships of $250 and maximum non - competitive grants of $1,500.
Academic performance should be recognized, but scholarships should, not be a
inajer. Vehicle through which studenttarefunded.
.HOwever, if the federal government Is to establish a scholarship program,

funds Shonld be made available to states that operate programs of competitiVe
giants based on academic achievement as well as need. Many states have Schol-
arship programs, and these should be built of on rather than adding a new
program. 9 *

We are also concerned that the proposed method to determine SOG grants
allows .their abrupt elimination at certain income levels. Appendix B includes
technical notes on this point. ,

' , _:.

lir. STATE STUDENTANCERTIVE °ZANY tsooltem (sem) '
The expansion of the authorization for this prograin ;voila be 7t welcome

step. Hopefully, appropriations would approximate the authorized level of
spending. It might be useful to add a threshold- level of 'funding for the SSIG
Program In addition to the Supplemental Opportunity Grant and College Work-
Study programs before Basic Educational Opportunity Grants can be made.

We recommend that the authorization to use SSIG funds for capital construc-
tion ,not be retained in the bill. We feel it is best to keep student financing a

,separate. issue from other types of financing. Capital construction as well tie
institutional .financing would be inore appropriately addressed as part of RR-
3470. .e

The proposed state allotment formula still requires furthe4nalysis: The
formula encourages states to put any new funds into institutional aid at publW
campuses to rbduce tuition rather than into institutional aid to reduce tuition
in the private sector or Into student aid. Consideration should be given to the
elimination of the tuition factor from the formula as its effect is already in-
cluded as part of the institutional aid, factor. Also, inclusion of the total per-
sonal income factor may not solve problems, because of variations in income
distribution. States often do not have the kind of a x a d program structures
that permit transfer payments to low and low-nal dle I ome people. In any
event, total disposable income should be tised rathe than otal personal Intoale.

The formula is not quite neutral and we do not feel that the only way to
. extend Access to postsecondary education is Iv encouraging-states to increase

institutional support and reduce tuition. In the public sector. .
Ir. COLLEGE WEER STUDY PROGRAM (CWSP)

The expansion of the authorizatan for the CWSP program and the tisd of the
threshold funding requirement would be important Improvements in this vital
program. Our experience in New York has shown that many low-income students,
especially at conimunitycolleges, Indicate a marked preference for working
rather than borroviingin-order to finance edticatiop.

The job creation program proposed within the CWSP section of the bill is
quite similar to.a proposal made by the Board of Regents for the Cooperative
Education PrOgrani. We feel that every effort shohld be made to expand the
number of non-CWSP, as Well as the number of CWSP, jobs that-are available.
to students.

The one proposed revision to the CWSP program that we cannot support is
the removal of need as a criterion for award CWSP Jobs. Until there are enough
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jobs for all students desiring them, jobs should continue to be given to stud6.n s
who show financial need. Additional funds made available to the program woulpi
permit the distribution of more Nadi to middk-income students. Tae. job ere*.

..tton program would also benefit this group of students.

V. Lome PROGRAMS

IIR-3471 would eliminate the National DirectStpdelit Loma-Program (NDSL),
and make a number of changes in the Gliaranteed Student Loan Program
tOSLP). The Board of Regents has developed a recommendation that would
combine the key provisions of both loan programs. The recommendation is to
permit institutions to -use existing NDSL -collections and sell Nrisr, notes to
agencies-Inch as the Student Loan Marketing Association in order to make
new loan! under the Guaranteed,Student Loan Program. Poit-secondarY in ti-
tutions should be permitted Jo.,atithorize the handling of their loan proditm
ay, banks. A. review panel process would be used to approve alevel of lending
for each postsecohdary institution. This would allow institutions to remain
lenders at levels equal to or higher than current loan levels, even though the
NDSL program would.be eliminated.

We feel that Institutions have a role as lenders and that the default -rate on
loans made by schools is not necessarily higher than loans made by The
proposal would permit institutions to serve students with special needs and
provide another source of loans in areas where traditional lending institutions
cannot meet the deniand for leans. Banks have been quite cooperative with the'
New York Higher Education Assistance Corporation Loan Program, but schools
as an alternate source would be critical in many. states. In New York wt have
found that the dollar default rate of NDSL borrowers at the State University
is virtually .the sane as the dollar default rate on GSLP loans made to New
York State residents. The panel review process can be used to monitor individual
institutions that have an unusually high default rate. In order to implement
this proposal it is critical that the instituions not be excluded as lenders under
the Guaranteed-Loan Program.

As a single loan program would replace the two we have at present, 'he
maximum annual loan; should not be reduced. Many undergraduate Students
have made use of both loan programs In the -past and many graduate students
require lotens_in excess of $1,500 per year.

We alsp recommend that the Interest subsidy cut-off for btodent borrowers
be increased to $30,000 adjusted family income. The $15,000 adjusted family
income standard dates back to 1065 and is no longer appropriate.

We would like to see more of the administrative costs of'state loan agencies
covered by federal funds. We feel it would be an excellent move to require all
states to establish loan agencies. The better service that state agencie's can
provide will pay dividends In terms of reduced default rates and improved
service for students. Through the New York Higher Education Assistance Cor-
poration loan program the state has been able to build upon the basic federal
program and provide services to students whq, would not be covered by the
federal program.

. vt. SPECIAL P4OGRANIS 'OR STUDENTS 18031 DISADVANTAGED BACKGROUNDS ,

These programs can be better coorddlite71 and can provide improved. services.
We recopamend that the concept:7,6t rducational Opportunity Centers be ex-
panded:, Such centers should provide otitigach, guidance. Counselling. referral,
and placement servis:es. and Information about available programs and financial
assistance to perems-3vithin the .geographical area served by the center. The
venter .should be developed, witiktn a ',Stiftenride Plan. The tturard Bound and
Talent Search programs sherilthe abagbed by the centers but the Special Serv-
ices for the Math antaged ridgrituillhoujid be continued separately.

98t5
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Appendix A

SOURCES OF, GRANTS MADE TO COt LLEGE

STUDENTS AT NEW YORK STATE INSTITUTIONS
BY INCOME LEVEL AND TYPE OF INSTITUTION

. .

STATE '

$664

VAASOC.,SEC.

S3

1973-74

.$5

$5,000 INCOME.LEVEll.

U.S.O.E.`

0
$139

).
4

INST.
$122

PUBLIC
(AVG. GRANTS = SI,335)

PRIVATE
(AVG. GRANTS = $1,950)

$10,000 INCOME LEVEL

PUBLIC
(AVG. GRANTS =t $676)

34-451 0 - 7S 63

STATE

$552

VA. S.S.
$100/..../

INSTITUTION

$361

PRIVATE
1 (AVG. GRANTS =. S1.1071
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APPENDIX B

TECM.NICAL NOM.," iROPOSED METHOD or DETERMINING A1101. iT OF INDIVIDUAL.
SUPPLEMENTAL OPPORitilirrr-GRANTEI

The amount of individual Supplemental Opportunity Griints (SOG) would be
equal to the full cost of tuition,, fees, books, other instructional costs, and living
or commuting cost Iess the expected family contribution determined under the
Basic Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG). The rate at,which the contribution
rises as income rise, is used to reduce maximum grants of $1,400 down to $100
at approximately $12,000 gross income. It is assumed that the maximum SOG
Would be much higher. If the maximum. Is $4,000, and is reduced by the BEOG
expected fanally contribution, the grant wound _be $2,700 at the $12,000 income
level. Any increase in income beyond this,level would result in the elimination
of grant eligibility. Thus, a small increase in income would result in a loss of
grant eligibIlity,that greatly exceeds the income change.

Before the recent' revisions of the New York State grant program we had a
similar problem' because of a stepped scale that related to income levels. The
new program redueis grants on a sliding scale as income rises, eliminating
abrupt decreases in giants.

A
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FOREWORD

The 94th Congress will consider, Jegislation in at least three major educa-

tional areaspostsecondary education, vocational education, and the edu-

cation of children with handicapping conditions. The Regents recommenda-

tions in this document focus on these areas.

Postsecondary Education. The Regents recommend review of the sev-
eral Federal grant, loan, work-study, and cooperative programs with par-

ticular attention to amending the Basic Educational Ppportunity Grant

Program so that it is an "entitlement program" and to consolidating the two

student loan programs into a single guaranteed loan program.

Vocational Education. The Regents recommend that the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 as amended in 1968 be reshaped to consolidate
categorical programs and to assure that Federal funds are linked effectively

with State and local funds to, implement State priorities and plans for

vocational education.

,Education of Children With Handicapping Conditions. The Regents
recommend a reshaping of several existing programs into a major consoli-

dated act ,for all aspects of the education of children with handicapping

conditions.
In addition to major recommendations in the above areas, the Brochure

describes the. Regents continuing position on the Federal role in education

and the basic principles underlying Federal financing of edticational pro-
,

grams. r'
I join with the Regents in urging consideration of the recommendations by

the Congressional Delegation of New York and other states, the President,

and the executive agencies concerned with educatiOn.

Faithfully yours,

EWALD 13. NYQUIST
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I. THE FEDERAL ROLE IN EDUCATION

Introduction

During the past 15 years, the Federal Government has taken an increasing
role in supporting State and local educational agencies and institutions of
postsecondary education. Impressive legislation has been enacted
including the National Defense Education Act of 1958, the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963, the
Library Services and Construction Act of 1964, the Elementary and Second-
ary Education Act of 1965, the Higher Education Act of 1965, the Education
Amendments of 1972, and most recently, the Education Amendments of
1974. Mdst major educational areas have been affected by Federal legisla-
tion A major breakthrough was made in the proyision for forward funding
of certain Federal education programs for fiscal year 1976.

In this period, Congress has experimented with alternative patterns of
governance for federally funded programs. There has been .a tendency for
the traditional Federal pattern which linked national to State to local units of
government to be supplemented, and sometimes supplanted, by new ar-
rangements through which regions, counties, and states have related directly
and separately to the Federal Government. A recent example is the man-
power legislation Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

The last national Administration promised both a reorganization of the
existing delivery systems and agency structure and a return to the traditional
pattern of Federalism with reliance on national to State relationships. The
promise has not been fulfilled. That Administration, for example, increased
personnel in Washington's central offices and in Federal regional offices.
The effect has been an additional layer of Federal bureaucracy and wasteful
expense during a time of economic trouble. The current Administration As
urged to take a different view and promote greatet Federal coordination for
education.

Education is a national concern, a State function, and a local operational
responsibility. The focal point for coordination is the State level. State
education agencies should be designated to provide the intermediate services
of planning, administering, and evaluating Federal programs in the local
educational agencies and institutions. For example, National Institute of
Education (NW) programs in educational research and development should
be operated in partnership with the State. The Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) which promotes innov ative changes in
postsecondary education should operate in partnership with the States.

New Federal legislation is not required
Law

strengthen the State-national
partnership. Part C, Sec. 421 (b) of Public Law 91-230, as amended, of the
General Provision Concerning Education, gives the U.S. Commissioner of

[1]
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.Education authority to use\the sery ices and facilities of any public agency in
the administration of any education program in accordance with appropriate
agreement.

Guidelines for Federal Funding of Education Programs

In the 1975 session, Congress will be considerinivarious options for the
support of early childhood, elementary, secondary, and postsecondary edu-
cation. In any of these areas, the following principles and administrative
factori should be incorporated:

Principles for Federal Education Support
.

1. Once appropriation levels for Federal education pregrams are set for a
fiscal year, they should not be altered by Administration deferrals or
rescissions.

2. Elementary and secondary education is the responsibility of the State
and the major portion of funding for such education is from State and
local resources. Federal funding should supplement these resources
and should be directed toward particular Federal purposes.

3. Federal funds should provide services to particular population groups,
such as special aids for the economically and educationally disadvan-
taged, the mentally and physically handicapped, the gifted and
talented, per,sons in programs of occupational education, and early
childhood education programs.

4. Federal funds should be provided to the States in a manner that will
permit and enhance the combination of Federal with State and local
funds in equalization of opportunity among school districts in a State,
and in programs of postsecondary student assistance, such as the State
Scholar Incentive Program.

5. Federal funds should assist in equalizing educational opportunities and
outcomes among the States. This does not necessarily mean equal
dollars per pupil to all States. The factors of regional difference in cost
of services, tax effort, and the fi,<al capajty of the State related to the
overall commitment to expenditure for socialprograms must be con-
sidered in the Federal distribution of funds.

6. In addition to support of educational operations as indicated above,
Federal funds should be used for research and development activities
which require a critical mass of resources not available to a single
State, local school district or institution, and for educational personnel
development through aid to the States for both preservice and inservice
training in educational institutions and in teacher centers,

Administrative Factors for Federal Education Programs

1. Federal funds should be administered through State education agen-
cies in order that these funds can be linked with State and local
resources for a coordinated support of education. Six percent of
Federal funds should be used for developing State plans for the use of

[21
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funds, administration of funds, monitoring of programs, and for
evaluation of programs. Federal regional service offices'should be
discontinued in order to provide a direct relationship between the -
States and the U.S. Office of Education in the administration of
Federal programs. In administering Federal funds, the States should
require that local school districts have district and school plans for the
use and evaluation of Federal funds.

2. Research and development funded by the Federal Government should
be conducted cooperatively between Federal agencies and those State
agencies having the capacity. Research and development program
efforts must linVederal, State, local school, and classroom personnel
in a vertical relationship to assure that these efforts will have a direct
impact on instruction.

3. Appropriations for Federal programs should be made 1 year in ad-
vance in order to permit orderly and efficient planning at the local and
State level, for the use of such funds.

Federal Support of Nonpublic Education

Private and parochial schools and institutions are in a critical fiscal plight
and have turned to public sources for support beyond that already available.
Federal legislation regarding educ..:tion in private or parochial schools must
be in harmony with the following plinciples:.

Such legislation should not jeopardize the welfare, stability, and adequate
support of the public schools.

Such legislation should be effective in providing meaningful oppor-
tunities to children of lower income families who, of all groups, have the
least option in determining w hen and where their children are to be educated,
and to middle-income families whose resources are strained by high. tuition
costs.

Public support of nonpublic education must be sufficient to maintain a
pIuralistic system adequate in quality and economical in operation but not so
excessive as to jeopardize the independence of the nonpublic school or dry
up sources of priv ate and philanthropic support or encourage organizationof
new schools with the purpose or affect of increasing racial separatism.

Such legislation should require accountability for public funds received,
should contain safeguards against increasing racial and social class isolation
in the nonpublic schools, should prov ide for no use or public funds for any
sectarian purpose or function, and provide that admission policies be non-
discriminatory except where permitted by law on the basis of creed.

Ap nonpublic schools receiving public funds must be required to meet
standards of quality prescribed by public. authority but the Federal Govern-

. ment shcald not be involved in the operation of nonpublic schools.
Finally, such legislation must conform to the principles of constitutional-

ity already enunciated by the courts or hu% e reasonable prospect of being
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approved by the courts in the event of a challenge to its constitutional
validity.

With the general principles set forth in this section as background, the
Regents present their 1975 recommendations in three major areas
postsek.ondary education, vocational education, and education pf children
with handicapping conditions.

II. POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Major Issues for 94th Congress

The legislative process has already begun which will lead to amendments
in Federal postsecondary education laws within the next 2 years. The laws of
importance in this area to be considered by Congress during its 94th session
are the Higher Education Act of 1965, the Vocational Education.Act, and
certain other laws related directly to these acts.

The following is a brief listing of major issues and problem areas which,
must be addressed by Congress as it considers changes in Federal
postsecondary education laws this year.

The need for ino eased rek.ognitiun in Federal law of the rules, respon-
sibilities and efforts of States in planning, coordinating and financing
postsecondary education, inLluding recognition of the diversity among
States with respect to fiscal capacity, effort, economic conditions,
diversity lof postsecondary educational institutions, and structure for
coordination, administration, and governance of postsecondary educa
tion, and in development of Federal programs which build upon, and
are coordinated with, State programs, rather than Federal programs
which ignore or duplicate State efforts.

-The need to relate Federal requirements (or State planning for segments
of postsecondary education to State comprehensive planning. Federal
law should require that State planning related to all Federal postsecond-
ary education programs at the 1- and 2-year levels be carried out in the
context of State comprehensive planning for postsecondary education.

In the face of projected declining enrollments and continued inflation,
the need to assess existing Federal programs and possible new initia-
tives which will preserve quality and diversity in postsecondary educa-
tion.

The need to continue the initiatives of the Education Amendments of
1972 with respect to student assistance, especially the Basic Educa-
tiOnal Opportunity Grant Program and the State Student Incentive
Grant Program. While the need for continuation should be stressed,
emphasis should also be on the definition of the overall objectives of the
Federal programs (individually and collectively, which are aimed at
giving students freedom of access or choice), the simplification of
programs, the refinement of administration, and the improvement of
coordination. This should occur not only among Federal programs, but
between Federal, State, and institutional programs as well.

[4)
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Among Federal programs aimed at national problems that are unique at
State and local levels, the need for consolidation, simplification and
decentralization of administration of those programs at the State level.
Included in this area are programs of aid to institutions or students
designed to complement and build upon Federal programs within the
context of State needs; and programs designed to provide outreach,
guidance, counseling, remedial services, testing, and referral services
for disadvantaged students.
The need to examine in detail both the philosophies behind, and the
present administration of, the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and
the National Direct Student Loan Program. It should be determined

hether either ofthese programs should be discontinued, or, if both are
to be continued, what changes in the law are needed to improve
operations.

The need for the recognition that strong graduate programs are in the
national interest and should, therefore, be increasingly funded by the
Federal Government rather than the States.
The need for incentives withinfederal legislation for increased interac-
tion between traditional higher education institutions and the world of
work. This should include enlargement of existing work-study pro-
grams for the purpose of enhancing educational experiences in addition
to providing student financial assistance.

While there are other issues or problems worthy of consideration in
addition to those listed above, these issues are of the highest priority and

.,require constructive Federal action in 1975.

Student Assistance Programs

The strongest possible support must be given for the continuation'and full
funding of the two principal student assistance initiatives of the 1972
Amendments. the Bask Educational Opportunir), Grant Programs and the
State Student Incentive Grant Program.

It is further recommended that other student assistance programs au-
thorized in Title IV of the Higher Education Act (specifically the Supple-
mental Educational Opportunity Grant Program, College Work-Study Pro-
gram, and Guaranteed Student Loan Program) be reauthorized.

In the remainder of this section, specific recommendations related to each
of the student assistance programs are described.

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program (Title IV, Part A, Sub-
part 1, Higher Education Act, 1965)

Present Program. This is a 100 percent federally funded grant program,
based op the conception that all students are entitled to receive grant
assistance, provided they are in need of such funds in order to attend an
eligible postsecondary institution. The program is designed as the founda-

[5J
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tion or "floor" upon which, ultimately all other student aid will be based.
Student eligibility for the Basic Grant Program is determined by The Gov-
eminent (through a contractor), using a standard "eligibility index" based
on standard allowances and expectations with respect to both income and
assets. Eligibility index figures are made available to the student, who is
then free to arrange with the institution of his or her choice for receipt of the
Basic Grant, subject to_limits based on the eligible costs of attendance at the
chosen institution and on the eligibility index. Provision is made in the laT,v
for certain restrictions on student eligibility and for ratable reduttion in years
of less than full funding. Individual student Basic Giants are limited in any
academic year to $1,400 or one-half of the eligible costs of attendance,
whichever is less. The Office of Education publishes a Schedule of Pay-
ments which relates the eligibility index to eligible costs to arrive at indi-
vidual grant amounts.

Recommendations. Continuation and full funding of the Basic Grant
Program is strongly recommended. It is also recommended that changes be
made in the program to simplify the determination of "eligibility index,"
that allows for increases in the .cost of education, to require use of States to
administer portions of the program (provided that States desire to contract to
do so), and to simplify and improve the administration of the program in
general.- Specific recommendations are as follows:

1. The Federal Government should move quickly to establish the Basic
Grant Program as, a true entitlement program (such as the Veterans
Educationartenafits) without provisions for reduction of benefits if
appropriations are less than those necessary to pay full. entitlements.

2. The determination of the eligibility index should be simplified in line
with the approach used in New York State's Tuition Assistance Pro-
gram (including elimination of consideration of assets; use of "ad-
justed net taxable balance", providing allowances for additional chil-
dren enrolled at least half-time in institutions of postsecondary educa-
tion at the rate of $1,500 for the second child and $1,000 for each
additional child enrolled, and consideration of nontaxable income
except for only one-half of veterans benefits and none of the student's
social security benefits).

3. The maximum award under the program should be adjusted annually
from the present level of $1,400 in accordance with a national index of
increases in the cost of postsecondary education.

4. The present limitation of awards to one-half cost of attendance should
be examined, with consideration given to the alternatives of maintain-
ing the present limitation or of increasing the limitation to three-
quarters cost of attendance.

5. The law should be amended to require that the U.S. Commissioner of
Education contract with States willing to contract to process, in
accordance with Federal regulations and criteria, the Basic Grant
applications for State residents, and to coordinate eligibility notices

[6]
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under the Basic Grant Program with award note tun. te's
program. Under this arrangement, the student co gle
application with the State for botk.the State grant pro the
Basic Grant Program, and the State could then process-th ant
application to dettrmine the eligibility index. The syste en.
provide the student with a single award notification combi al

.,and State assistance. 2, ,,
6 The law should be amended to simplify, to the extent possible,

*visions related to reduction of benefits if appropriations are less
than-necessary to pay full entitlements.

7. The law should also be amended to change the date on which the U.S.
Commissioner is to submit the proposed eligibility index schedule to
Congress so that the schedule would be approved by January 1 in order
to pros ide greater lead time for prol.essing of student applications'prior
to the academic year in which tlp Basic Grant will be used.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program (Title IV, Part
A, Subpart 2, Higher Education Act, 1965)

Present Program. This is a program of gepnt aid to "exceptionally
needy" undeigraduate students, based on financial need calculations made
by pustsecondar:, institutions. Student grants, uner. theyrogram, which is
one of those to be built on the "floor" provided by Basia.G.rants, are made
from 100 percent Federal funds, they cannot exceed one-half of the total
amount of finaiicial assistance actually awarded to the student for a given,
.academic year (including Basic Grants, College Work-Study, National
Direct Student Loan, and State and private scholarships) or $1,500,
whichever is less. There is a $4,000 overall ceiling on payments to any
student ($5,000 for a 5-year study program), and no payment of less than
$200 per academic year may be made to any individual student. Renewal
payments are also authorized, based on then current financial need. '

Distribution of Funds. Ninety percent of the Federal dollars appropriated
annually fur the SEOG program are allotted among the States on the basis of
student attendance figures. The remaining 10 percent is allotted in accord-
ance with the U.S. Commissioner's discretion. Institutional allocations
within the States are based on the recommendations of regional panels
.omposed of financial aid officers and USOE regional staff members who
assess the validity and precision of institutional requests. Student payments
are made from within institutional allocations, and up to 10 percent of an
institution's SEOG allo,.,ation may be transferred to its College Work-Study
fund.

Recommendations. The Supplemental Opportunity Grant Program
should be teauthorized to meet the needs, as under present law, of (a)
students who, because of the gross process for eligibility determination

[71
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under the Basic Grant Program, may be found ineligible for a Basic Grant

officer, and tb),students who wish to choose relativelyalive!) high cost
even though they are found to have exceptional need an institutional

student aid of
institutions, but who, without a Supplemental Grant, could not do so

The law should be amended to require-that the process for ubmission and

review of institutional applications be an open process at the tate level, and

that allocations among institutions be, published. In line ith this policy of

openness, it is further recommended that the law require that the U S
Commissioner of Education involve the appropriate Slate agency to assist
institutions in preparation Of applications, and to review and confirm the
accuracy of enrollment-and financial information in applications within the
State, and to Involve representatives of State agencies, in the regional panel
review process.

The State-level review should be accomplished in an open manner v ith

, full and active participation of student aid, officers from within the State

\ With the improved State-level review, the regional review panel process
should be simplified to assure that the new State review does not simply add

-.-

/ \ a new layer to the application process.
The wording "appropriate State agency" is used deliberately to give

\ States as much flexibility as possible regarding which State agency is given
,the administrative responsibility for the review process. The law should
,require that a State demonstrate the way 'in which administration of student

assistance programs is coordinated with comprehensive planning for post-_

secondary education in the-Statewhether or not some or all programs are
administered by the same agency.

State Student Incentive Grant Program (Title IV, Part A, Subpart 3
Higher Education Act, 1965)

Present Program. This is a program of 50-50 cost sharing (State;

Federal) under which States are encouraged to develop or expand programs

of grant aid to "substantially needy" students attending eligible institutions
of postsecondary education. The States are responsible for selection of grant
recipients, subject to review of selection criteria by the U.S. Commissioner
of Education. Individual student grants are limited to $1,500 ($750 Federal,

share) 'per academic year.
Federal funds are allocated (and reallotted) to the States based on a

formula reflecting current student attendance patterns. Reallotment of funds

to other States is permitted in cases where a State will not or cannot take
advantage of its current allotment. There is no prescyibed.suballocation

procedure within a State, although a State may employ vihatever distribution
procedure is,within the overall scope of the statute. There is no provision for

any set-aside of administrative expense funds to offset costs incurred by

[8]
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either Federal or State guy efnments in program administration. Dishure-
ments are made directly from tin Federal:Government to the States.

Recomntendation. It is strongly recommendetiat the State Student
Incentive Grant be reauthorized and that the authorization level be increased
from the present-$50 million to $200 million. Under this program, virtually
all States have-established or expanded State student grant programs. Be-
cause the program incorporates a State-Federal matching relationship, it
offers the most effective way to expand student aid. Highest priority should
be.given to expanding,the authorization level and to appropriating funds to
the level of the fullauthorization.

College Work-Study Program (Title IV, Part C, Higher Education Act,
1965)

. r ,

Psesent Program. This is a cost-sharing program of Federal:plus-
insritnal support t80 -20) for part-time and vacation- period employment
for students attending eligible p,Istsecondary institutions. Preference is

gi,%, en to those students with the "greatest financial need," as determined by
the institution. Institutions make work assignments available to their
students including, where possible. educationally significant work
assignmentsthe earnings frOm which are applied toward the students'
costs ,of attendance as a means of supplementing financial aid -available
under the Basic Grant-Program and other sources.:

The pattern of distribution under this program is similar to that in effect for
the Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant Program. Wages are paid
to. students by the institutions (or by participating off campus employers),
based on current hourly rates, the institution or agency contributes 20
percent of the wages paid. and Suitable arrangements are made for withhold-
ing of any applicable income taxes. Panicipating institutions must maintain
their prey erall level of effort in the student assistance area in order to
continue participation.

Recommendations. It is recommended that the College Work-Study
Program be reauthorized with the authorization at or above the S400 million
plus level of the present law. The emphasis of this program, should be on
providing meaningful work experiences related to the extent possible to the
student's academic p.ogram. Nevertheless, this emphasis should not detract
from the importance of the program as a source of student assistance for
students with great financial need.

It is further recommended that the law be amended to require the same
open review proccss fur institutional applications and,publication of alloca-
tions among instituuons at the State level as recommended with respect to
the Supplemental Grant Program.
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Student Loan.Programs

The Federal Government has two major loan progiams. One is the National
Direct Student Loan Program (NDSL) which began as the National Defense
Student Loan Program in -1958 and is operated bS, individual postsecondary,
institutions. In 1965, the Federal Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP)
was established. In New York State this program is.administered b5 the New
YorkHigherEducation Assistance Corporation w hich hadc omme need a State
guaranteed loan program in 1958. In States that do not hav e a State agency, the
Federal Government operates the program directly or contrasts with a private

agency.

National Direct Student Loan Program (Title IV, Part E, Higher ' o
Education Act, 1965). In this program, the Federal Government contributes
90 percent or the principal for a revolving loan fund established at each

1 .

participating institution, insti \utional funds comprise the remaining 10 per
cent. About one-third of all funds cunently being loaned are drawn from
collections.Thestudent's need foka loan isiletermi ned by campus financial aid
officers using needs dimly simea uurea approved by the U.S. Commissioner
of Education. These measures ale similar to those used in the other
"college-based programsSupplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
and College Work-Study Program. Loans in an aggregate amount not to
exceed $10,000 are made available on a low interest, increment repayment
basis,. with, prinicpal repayment deferred until the completion of the stu

) dent's course,of study plus completion of certain forms of public .ser% ice
t L employment. Principal may be forgiven up to 100 percent of the amount

borrowed, if the student should elect to enter into certain specialized fields of
teaching.

Guaranteed StUdenttonn Program (Title IV, Part B, Higher:. Educa-
tion Act, 1965). This is the largest of the Federal student vistance programs,
although the funds necessary to provide student loans are provided entirely
off-the-Federal Budget through primary and secondary marker sources in the
private sector. (In New York, banks are highly committed to the program, as
indicated by the S 1 A billion loaned since 1955.)Federal funds arc available to
pay insurance claims on federally insured loans, and re insurance of claims on
student loans guaranteed by State or private nonprofit agencies.

Comment. By chance, students ith similar economic circumstances
may be treated,unequally depending upo what loan program is available to
them. The two programs differ significantly in student eligibility standards,
on the interest rate charged, and the cancellation of principal and interest

[101
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because of later employment. Institutions are treated differently by the two
programs as to the recovery of adminarative expenses. States are treated
differently depending on whether or not they establish a State agency under
'the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

. .

Recommendations: The ilegents'recommebd legislation to combine,the
key provisions of the two' loan program into a new Federal guaranteed loan
program. The new guaranteed loan program wOuld be based Onthe follow,
ing principles:

; . Low!incume students requiring loans of necessity should have Federal
subsidies available, but to the maximum extent possible suctrstudents`
should rely on grants'cluring their first 2 years of study. ,,

Students at all income levels should 13e eligible to receive guaranteed
loans at a reasonalile rate 9f interest:

3. Postsecondary institutions, State loan agencies and financial institu-
tions should each have a.*substantial role in the administration of the
program and be prov ided with the meansto recover their appropriate
costs of operation. Post,,econdary institutions should be permitted to
authorize the andling of their lban.program by banks.

4. The &salmi ion against those States having "Agencies" for the
existing guararOed loan program should be eliminated.

5. Funds available for student loans should'be expanded.

The proposed prograni would have the following features:

i . National Direct Student Loan ,notes will be marketable, through an
agen9 such as the Student Loan Marketing Association and the full
marketed value will be available to the postsecondary institution
marketing the note. The postsecondary institution will determine
vv holler such funds w ill be used in the institution's loan, program or in
the program of a bank or in the Slate loan agency.

2. A review panel similar to that used under the current National Direct
Student Loan Program, would approve a level of lending for each
postsecondary institution.

3. National Direct Student Loan and any other notes can be marketed by i
the postsecondary institutions only to an amont needed to make new
loans for the current school term as approved by the review panel.

4. In the evenethat any postsecondary institution would not receive loan
capital from the marketing of National Direct Student Loan or other
notes ... an amount equal to the level of lending approved), by the
review palicl, Fed5rfil appropriation would be used to make up the
shortfall ,

5. The market value of notes held by a postsecondary institution that
closes would be available for the use of the State loan agency of that
State.

b. If loan capital is not available to meet all loan requests, first priority
will be given to low-income students.

-,' The Federal Government w ill pay the adrninistrafiVe costs of direct
interest billing by State_lcian agtrai of State agency collection;

in I
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and of State agency servicing of loans warehoused with the Student
Loan Marketing Association. This would reduce paperwork for
lenders, including postsecondary institutions. It would encourage
lenders to make more capital available. It would also keep the
agencies in better,contact with students in order to reduce defaults.

8. Eirsting cancellation provisions of the National Direct Student Loan
Program would be eliminated for new loans. The initial rationale for
the cancellation provision was to entice students ink) teaching. -The
current relation of supply and demai.3 for educational personnel
indicates no need for this provision. The current provisions of the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program for cancellation in the event of
death or disability should be retained in the new Program.

9., Borrowers would be permitted to consolidate Direct Loan and
Gu'aranteed Loan notes. This would be done by allowing current
holders of Direct Loan notes to replace,them with Guaranteed Loan
notes. To equalize interest rates, the borrower would be required to
pay only a porsi.lih- (as determined by the U.S. Commissioner of
Education) of a Direct Loan in Converting it to a Guaranteed Loan.
The balance would be cancelled.

10. Federal reinsurance for defaulted principal amounts would be raised
from 80 percent to 100 percent. Full Federal payment would be made

, to State loan agencies for defaulted accrued interest amounts.
11. The interest subsidy cut-off for students borrowing under the Guaran-

teed Loan Program would be inz...eased to $30,000 adjusted family
income. The $15,000 adjusted family income Standard used in 1965
when the program was originated is no longer appropriate.

The proposed program would have the following advantages. An expan-
sion of funds available for student loans would occur by authorizing the sale
of Direct Loan notes. Postsecondary institutions 4ould continue orincrease
their level oflending even though the Federal appropriation level declined
A decline in the need for Federal appropriations could make more funds
available for grants to low-income students. Postsecondary institutions
would not have tp tie up additional tunds for matching purposes Institutions
could significantly reduce administrative costs if, where appropriate, banks
and loan agencies serviced the loans and provided centralized collections
which would probably reduce defaults in dome instances.

State Comprehensive Planning for Postsecondary Education

Two pointi give even greater emphasis than in 1972 to the Federal
assistance for State comprehensive plannint_authorized by the Education
Amendment of 1972. first, the increasing emphasis on the role of the States
as partners with the Federal Government in carrying out Federal objectives
within the context of unique State. circumstances, and second, the need to
explore ways in which the quality and diversity of postsecondary education
can be maintained in the period of projected decline in traditional college
age enrollments.

54.450 0 'Mo.- 64
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The following recommendations are made:
1 The funding of section 1203 should be increased and States should

receivc/a basic grant of $20,000 plus an allocation based on the 18-58
age p pulation in each State. The minimum grant under the second
part of the formula should be $10,000. Thus, the minimum total grant
to a State would be $30,000. Use of the 18-58 age group would be
reflective of the total postsecondary education needs of the States.

2 Each Federal postsecondary education program with a State plan
requirement should require that such plans be developed in relation-
ship to statewide comprehensive planning for postsecondary educa-
tion.

3 To reflect a national concern for attention to the problems of transition
in a period of declining enrollments, it is recommended that, in the
context of comprehensive statewide planning, the Federal Govern-
ment identify and support three or four pilot projects.aimed at assess-
ing both State and institutional responses to declining enrollments.

Graduate Education

Support of excellence in graduate education as a national resource should
be given far greater attention by the Federal Government than reflected in the
programs presently authorized, and especially in the level of funding for
those programs.

Recommendations.

1 The fellowship programs as authorized in Parts C and D of Title IX,
Graduate Education, of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as
amended, should be reauthorized and funded.

2 A new Federal/State partnership program in support of graduate edu-
cation should be established, This program would provide Federal
cost-of-education grants to graduate institutions in any State which
establishes a State graduate fellowship program with these charactens-
tics: a) the fellowships would be awarded on the basis of merit to no
more than 20 percent of the doctoral students enrolled on a full-time
basis in institutions within the State, and, b) the fellowships would pay,
tb the student up to $6,000 for tuition and subsistence costs.

The amount of the cost-of-education payment by thFederal Government
through the State to the institution would be based on the number of

1 fellowship holders under the program described above in attendance on a
1 full-time basis multiplied by $2,500, or the rate of the subsistence payment
Iunder the State program, whichever is less. The Federal funds would be
available only to those institutions in States whit.h establish merit-based

I fellowship programs.

[13j
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Educational Opportunity, Centers

The Higher Education Act should be amended-to provide for a new*
State-level program designed to expand the concept of Educational Oppor-

tunity Centers as authorized currently under Title IV, Part A, Subpart 4 of

the Higher Education Act of 1965. Under the proposed ptiogram, the Educa-

tional Opportunity Centers would be operated by postsecondary education
institutions either individually or through consortium arrangements gov-
erned by the cooperating institutions. The centers would, provide outreach.

guidance, counseling, referral and placement services, and information
about available programs and financial assistance to within the

geographical area served by the center.
The proposed Federal program would'have two part:
1. A Federal requirement for and assistance to the States to develop a

statewide plan and strategy aimed at providing, 'within reasonable
distance of all the State's population, the service of an Educational
Opputtunity Center. This plan would emphasize Ways to encourage
existing institutions serving the same geographiOal areas to join to-
gether to organize Educational Opportunity Cepiters.

2. Grants would be made to States to finance a portion of the cost of
grants or contracts with institutions or consortia of institutions seeking
to plan and establish centers in accordance with the State plan.

The Special Services for the Disadv antageprogram authorized b itle

Ib, Part A, Subpart 4, of the Higher Educatipn Act, should be reauth rized

and continued as a program separate from tWe proposed EducationarOppor-

tunity Center program,

Cooperative Education (Title IV, Part D, Higher Education Act, 1965)

The Cooperative Education Program should be changed from its present

form as a program supporting a limited number of pilot or demonstration

projects, to a program designed to give incentives to-a-greatly expanded

number of institutions to undertake Cooperative Education programs The
programs would not be !United to those that alternate pdiods of work and

study.
Under this program, an institution would sign an agreement with the U S

Commissioner of Education to establish ,(either as, a single institution or
through a consortium arangement with other institutions) a Cooperative
Education coordinating Ace. This office would be responsible for plan-
ning, in conjunction with the institution's faculty and students and prospec-

tive employers, a Cooperative EducationProgram to be integrated with or at

least to. be complementary to the academic program. The office would also

be responsible for seeking out employment opportunities for the students,
placing the students and otherwise managing the off campus aspects of the

program.

[14j
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In return for entering into this agreement with the U.S. Commissioner of
Education, an institution might receive an* administrative allowance for
partial funding of the Cooperative Education Program. Some maintenance
of-effort provision related to the Cooperative Education operation would be
required.

Provisions should be added to this program to give employers of Coopera-
tive Education students incentives to contribute not only to the wages of the
students but also to the general support of the programs.

Applications by institutions for participation in the proposed Cooperative
Education Program would be made in the same manner as institutional
applications under the college based student assistance programs, subject to
the modifications described under the previous recommendations on the
Supplemental Grant Program.

Community Service and Continuing Education (Title 1, Higher Educa-
tion Act; 1965)

This program should be extended at the authorization level for FY 1975.
The title should be amended to give increased recognition at the national
level to the concept of lifelong learning, and the greater need to plan and
develop programs fcr adults. Title I funds should support development of a
comprehensive plan for adult postsecondary education for each State in
addition to plans for the federally funded projects. The comprehensive plans
should include planned transition of traditional institutions to new roles
serving adult student neeeds, articulation of postsecondary and other adult
education programs, and among institutions and agencies charged with
serving adults (especially those serving the same regions), and c) develop-
ment of new organizational approaches, curricula or technologies aimed at
serving adult learners at times, places, and in a manner appropriate to such
persons' needs.

As a matter of national policy, efforts must be made to assist the transition
of the traditional postsecondary education structure to a different set of
circumstances in which service to the adult population is as important
as service to the traditional college-age student population.

College Library Programs (Title H, Higher Education Act, 1965)

This progpfn should be extended at the authorization level of FY 1975.
The title should be amended to require that the U.S. Office of Education
inform an appropriate State agency of ad grants made to institutions in the
State, and that the Office of Education seek comments and recommenda-
tions (to be considered advisory and not binding on the Office of Education)
on all grants made under the title on a discretionary basis.

[151
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Veterans' Cost-of-InstructiocPayments to Institutions of Higher Edu-
cation (Title IV, Section 42 ,Higher Education Act, 1965)

This program should be extended with amendment requiring coordination
of institutional functions required under this section with the planning and
operation of Educational Opportunity Centers as proposed in the tie pro-
gram described on page 14.

Financial Assistance for the Improvement of Undergraduate Instruc-
tion (Undergraduate Instructional Equipment, Title VI, Higher Educa-
tion Act, 1965)

This program should be extended at the FY 1975 authorization level with
an amendment combining the two separate authorizations under Part A in
subsections 601.(b) and (c), related to acquisition of equipment andteleyi-
sion equipment and for minor remodeling.

HI. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 as amended in 1968 has provided
New York State with a sound base for improving vocational education. Tile
legislation, however, is encumbered with mandates and requirements not
always reflective of the current pressing problems'of the States. The Regents
recommend that new vocational education legislation be enacted that is
simple and flexible and A;i: p..iii..1St.te. e..tablish policies and priorities
which will assure appropriate programs for all persons needing preparation
for, employment or retraining for new jobs. This can be done if States can
administer vocational education as a single entity, develop strong coordi-
nated planning among the agencies which deliver the parts of the program,
and commit funds for priorities with minimal Federal mandate.

Principles, Issues, and Recommendations

Several basic issues and principles must be considered in the revision of
vocational education legislation.

Consolidation of Current Provisions

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 contain 10 purposes
under the State grant program. These purposes relate to programs by school
level (secondary, postsecondary), by population group (adults), by target

[
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population (handicapped and disadvantaged and non-English speaking), by
program element (construction, guidance, auxiliary service), and by institu-
tional description (private schools). In addition, there are nine categorical
grant programs dealing with separate program activities and population
groups These include research, innovation, residential schools, homemak
ing, cooperative education, work-study, curriculum developinent, and
bilingual vocational education. Some of these are, administered solely by the
State. Others are handled through a combination of State and Federal
administration or exclusively by the Federal Government.

.

In addition, there is a teacher-education provision fix vocational educe
tion under t he Education Professions Development Act and a special alloca-
tion to Stat s for additional emphasis on disadvantaged persons.

Requirements for dollar matching with State and local funds are different
for each program purpose and include 100 percent Federal funds in some
cases, 90 percent or 80 percent Federal funds for others and a 50-50
matching percentage in the Basic Grant Program.
`The multitude of purposes and parts containing a mixture of program

levels, population groups, and program activities is not effective.

Recommendation. Federal legislation shoUld consolidate all purposes
and parts of the present law and be based on the concept of delivering
occupational education services to specific population groups determined by
age groupings. The needs of target populations, institutions selected for
delivery of services and the specific program activities should be determined
by the State based on a strengthened provision for coordinated, effective
planning.

Sole State Administrative Agency

The present law contajns provisions that Federal vocational education
'programs must be administered by a single State agency. This provision has
Created problems in States where separate State boards exist for community
colleges, for Nocatiopal education, for higher edulion, and for elementary
and secondary education. Proposals have been drafted to permit dual ad-
Ministration of federally funded vocational education in a State. Such
proposals would encourage creation of separate delivery systems for voca-
tional education, with diverse policies and competition among agencies for
persons to enroll in programs. Procedures of this nature would lead- to
ineffective and costly duplication of services.

Q

RecommendAtion. The provision for sole State agency administration
now contained in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 should be
retained Administrative procedures and State agency or board:arrange-
ments within a State shoed be settled by the State rather than by Federal law.

[17]
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Planning

While new legislation should` take the direction of requiring fewer Federal
categorical mandates, it must require assurances that the States have estab-
lished clear priorities and have made program decisions on the basis of the

.,zeeds of identified population groups. The legislation should require a
strengthened system of planning and accountability from the agency ad-
ministering vocational education. There must be assurance that all agencies
concerned with the delivery of services are considered in plans developed by
.the State board responsible for vocational education.

Requirement that States should prepare both longe-range and annual plans
for vocational education which are developed in consultation with all con-
cerned agencies in a State and with a State advisory council are essential. In
addition, such plans should be reviewed and approved by the Office of
Eciucation as a basis for a State to receive its allotment of Federal funds for
vocational education.

To carry out such a planning requirement, the legislation should contain a
separate allotment of Federal funds specifically directed to this ,purpose.
Such funds can be allocated to the State using a formula similar to that now
used to determine the amount of money available to each State for its
advisory council.

A strong and effective planning component should be
contained in any revision of vocational education legislation. Such a provi-
sion should contain sufficient provisions and requirements to assure that a
State identify the ways it will meet its needs, and priorities, using all the
available institutions and agencies which provide vocational education .ser-
v ices, There should be strong requirements for States to account for these
accomplishments based on approved plans. Funds should be allotted to the
States for planning purposes.

Population Groups Served

Vocational preparation is major objective of education in each State. If it
is to be delivered in the most effective and economical way, decisions
relating to institutions to be used for delivery, priorities for specific target
groups, and program elements must be made on the basis of the State's needs
and developed through a coordinated planning system.

In order to accomplish this objective, Federal legislation should provide
for the delivery of services by age groups in the State's population. Certain
age groups (those under 18) clearly relate for the most part to specific
educational agencies in the public school system. Persons over 18 can be
served primarily by public and private 2year L.olleges for postsecondary
programs for full- and part-time preparation. In addition, adults who are
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already in the labor market or who require retraining can be served by many
agencies including the public school system, the 2-year colleges and the
private schools. ,

To assure that effective and economical use is made of Federal s. new
legislation should set forth purposes in terms of population g be
served rather thin by types of institutions to be used to deliver servi
provisions should'permit eat.h State to establish policies for institute
which best fit its structure and capabilities.

Recommendation. Federal legislation should be drafted to place em-
phasis on 'delivering occupational preparation, including career develop-
ment and exploratory programs, according to the needs of specific age
groups. The appropriate use .of various levels of institutions and types of
institutions should be left for State policy determination.

State Determination of Postsecondary Vocational System

No State can afford duplicative programs at the postsecondary and adult
levels. New York State has committed its funds for postsecondary occupa-
tional preparation in 2-year colleges as opposed to establishing separate
postsecopdary technical institutions or area vocational schools ayhis level.
This decision has assured that overlapping or competitive,programs in
posaecondary,technical education do not exist.

The arrangements in some other States are potentiallyinve costly and
4 lead to divisiveness over the objective of assuring thai,.sery ices are available

to all persons within a single comprehensive system. However, it is also our
view that determination of the structure, organization and delivery of ser-
vices is a matter for each State to determine.

Recommendation. Federal legislation should contain no provisions
requiring that specific types of institutions, i.e., community colleges, tech-
nical institutes, area vocational schools, etc., be used to provide vocational
education programs,or that specific amounts of money be ,txpended for
specific types of institutions. Such determinations should be left to the State
and based on its policies and structure.

Mandated Expenditure Categories

The present law contains three required minimum expenditure categories:
15 percent of Basic Grant funds must be used for programs for the disadvan-
taged, 10 percent for the handicapped, and 15 percent for postsecondary
students.

New York State meets or exceeds the requirements for each of these
categories of expenditure,for targeted pogroms, however, these mandates
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create problems in dealing with priorities and in budgeting the limited
allocations of Federal funds for vocational education. The \needs for each
population group are great and the special needs of target populations are of
great concern, but the overriding principle of attempting to\ expand and
improve a total local, State and Federal system requires increased flexibility
in establishing priorities. When a fixed percent of the funds must cqmmit-
ted in a specific way without regard to a State's needs or priori 'es, it is
possible to create an imbalance of services.

Legislation that contains strong planning and accountability prov ions
and clear directions to provide for specific age groups does not need
mandated expenditure categories. A State should be required to justify
budget decisions relating to assignment of Federal vocational education
funds on the identified needs of people and the State's priorities for solving
its special problems. This principle is particularly important in States having
large urban population centers requiring special attention.

Recommendation. New legislation should contain provisions for serv-
ing target population groups such as the handicapped and disach antaged, but
in place of mandated minimum expenditures in these categories, the legisla-
tion should provide that States must clearly justify expenditure decisions
which reflect the identified needs of target groups and priorities established
by the State.

technical Assistance and Adminislrative Costs

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 permit the use of funds
for technical assistance to local agencies and administrative purposes but do
not set a percentage limit on the amount which may be used for this purpose.
Other Federal education legislation has limitations such as 1 percent for
ESEA Title I and 5 percent under the Adult Education Act.

In cases where limits have been set, they have restricted the capacity to
adequately andeffectively provide services to the local agencies conducting
programs. hi vocational education, it has been possible to provide the
necessary statewide technical assistance staff to adequately deal with im-
plementation of the Vocational Education Act. New York State has done
this with a self-imposed Iimfation of apart of the ,State's Basic Granvo be
used for administrative purposes.

.

Recommendation. Federal vocational education legislation should con
tinue to contain provisions for support of statewide technical assistance,
administrative costs and. other ancillary services without establishing
maximum, percentage requirements.

[20J
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State Advisory' Councils
a

Current Federal law contains provision for State advisory councils on
voc,ational education. These t.ouncils are appointed by Governors except in
those States that have an elected State board, wherein the State board makes
the appointments. In'New York\State, the Board of Regents makes appoint-
ments to the advisory' council. 90 vocational education.

The Vocational Education Act clearly identifies the role of councils and
speufles the advisory and evaluation functions as well as their independence
with respdct to these functions. The' State advisory councils have been
helpful as a representative body whose membership can provide assistance
and viewpoints with regard to policies and priorities. Present membership
categories are adequate to meet the wide range of constituencies for von-
tional eddcation programs.

Advisory .councils should not have administrative and policytmaking
functions. Such act ities would conflict with the statutory functions of State
boards for adrnini ation of vocational education.

Recommendati . State advisory councils on vocational education
should be continu in new legislation and a separate allocation of funds
should be made al, ilable for their use. Advisory councils should be limited
in their functions to consultation regarding long-range and annual plans,
review and advise on proposed policies and practices, and periodic evalua-
tion of the extent to which a State has achieved its objectives for vocational
education.

,Proposed "Vocational Education Act of 1975"

tt In light of these issues relating to new legislatidn and a review of several
proposals already introduced in the Congress, the Regents believe that
consideration should be given to a proposal for vocational education legisla-
tion which would simplify the administration of a vocational education
program and provide adequate flexibility to meet. a States identified
priorities and needs.

The proposal is presented in outline form followed by a brief explanation
of each'of the major provisions.

Title IGeneral Provisions
A. Introduction
B. Authorizations
C. Allotment Formula
D. Sole Agency Requirement
E. National and State Advisory Councils
F. Planning Requirements .

G. Definitions
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Title IIProgram Servicesices

A. Elementary and Early Secondary Programs
B. Secondary Programs .

C. Postsecondary and Adult Programs

Title HISupport Services
A. Research and Evaluation
B. Intiovation
C. Curriculum Development
D. Personnel Development

Title 1: The allotment formula should be developed on the basis of
population alone, without the per capita income factor now used Such a

formula might use a set of age groupings with a percentage of the State's
allotment calculated on each age group, such as 5 percent for ages 5 to 14; 50

percent for ages 15 to 19,25 percent for ages 20 to 24; 15 percent for ages 25

to 65, and 5 percent for the total State population. The formula should apply

to Title II programs andalso to Title III activities. Funds should be provided

on a "no matching" basis. No State is spending less than 54 for every dollar

of Federal funds available to that State, therefore, the requirement of a State

or local expenditure is no longer needed.

The sole State administrative agency provision should continue and card

must be exercised to see that provisions are not included which will permit

several State agencies to administer portions of the statute.
National and state advisory council pros isions should.remain as presently

established, including an appropriation for the operation of such councils

State councils should not be given specific planning and administrative

functions but should continue the present concept of being advisory The

method of appointment should not be changed.
Provisions should be made for a strong planning requirement in the bill

Included should be the need to prepare a long-range and annual plan

submitted each year to the U.S. Office of Education for review and Spprov,

al. Such a provision, with sufficient arrangements for review and public
hearings, justifies elimination of the present mandated set asides for splCcial

target groups.

Title II: Program services are reduced to three major categories in

contrast to 10 purposes in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968

The elementary and early secondary education purpose should use the

language of Section 1056 (b) (1) (D) of Part B of Title X of the Education

Amendments of 1972. This language describes the establishment of career

education concepts in the elementary and secondary schools.
The present Part B, Section 122, Purpose (1) language for secondary

,programs in adequate. It is recommended that the currdnt and separate
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postsecondary and adult purposes be combined. This would permit greater
flexibility and end much ..onfusion over identification of postsecondary and
adult students. States. shoula be permitted leeway to make priority and

t budgeting decisions. e

Either in. the definitions contained in Title I or in the body of Title II of the
proposed act there should be identified the authorized expenditure
categories. These would include programsfor the disadvantaged and hand-
tcapped, cooperative education, work-study, consumer and homemaking
education, construction of facilities,,guidance services, contracts with pri-
vate schools, teacher education, bilingual programs., curriculum .develop-
ment, research, evaluation, anCIState and local admunstration. By using this
arrangement, planning can be done in a logical way without mixing progiam
levels, population. groups or program activities. The present State Plan
format recognizes tkis arrangement, but the law dcLes not.

In addition, the proposal regarding authorized expenditures places_ re:
sponsibility on the State to assure through its planning efforts that adequate
attention is paid to disadvantaged and handicapped persons without requir-
ing a mandated percentage of the State's allocation to be spent in specific
ways. Determination of how much money would be spent on a particular
population group would be justified by the State in its.plan rather than
though an arbitrary mandated expenditure level in statute.

'I is

Title III: Support services would include three categorical purposes.
research and evaluation, innovation, and curriculum development. In addi-
tion, this title would include the t.urrent Education Professions Development
Act (EPDA) Part F, Professional Development prby isions foi training and
retraining teachers and atiMipestiatRe personnel. Thtse purposes still need
specific att..ntion and funds are needed to permit a State tg support activ ities
for its own priorities. Funds should be allotted to the States without a
matching requirement. The tilGtIbjcpiesented in support services categories
dre intended to encourage State and local agencies to develop new ap-
proaches.
, The proposed legislation with speofications as indicated above would

meet the major issues and-problems described in the beginning of this
section. this legislation would pro), ide new and significant progress in the
Federal support of vocational education.

[23]
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IV. EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH
HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

Introduction and General Principles
y

The education of childr en with handicapping conditions thtough local
education agencies, private organizations, State - supported and Statel
operated schools has been a commitment of New York State for many years
Approximately ./10,000 New York State pupils are enrolled in programs
which require an exceptionally high degree of service entailing an expendi-
ture $400 million annually. This does not include expenditures for large
numbers of less seve ly handicapped children. Despitvtrong efforts, the
State has incre ifficulty in providing the resources needed for these
educational s vices.

The enactment of P.L. 93-380 is evidence of an increased commitment by
the Congress to assure that the Federal government takes a greater part in
supporting education of the handicapped. How'ever, the provisions for,.
financing under thi Mathias Amendment Will expire June 30, 1975, and the
Congress should review the provisions and enact a long-rahge program at
this session.

The cost of educating handicapped children far exceeds the cost of
educating non-handicapped children; in New York State the cost ranges
from two to five times as large. The average cost for the education of a
non-handicapped child in New York State last year,was $1,300.

By contrast, the average operating cost fot educating a 'physic,ally and
mentally handicapped child in the five largest city school districts in the
State. is over $4,000. The edycation of each severely retarded or emotionally
disturbed child in these cities costs approximately $4,900. Education of a
deaf child in a State-supported school for the deaf requires $5,500 of State
assistance. In the suburban and rural areas of the State, New York has 46
regional educational agencies (Boards of Cooperative Educational Services)
providing comprehensive services to 'handicapped children, at estimated
average costs of $3,300. The cost of the education and care of children in

stitutional,.custodial settings is more than $10,000 per child peryear The
ate and localities cannot meet these requirements by themselve's bUt need

direct Federal support which should be provided on a shared cost basis.
Federal, State and local resources should be combined for this purpose in

a y.'ay that provides greater effectiveness and coordination of programs
Federal legislation should designate State education agencies as the sole
agencies responsible for federally funded programs to educate handicapped

children in the State. The State should be required to file a State plan,
adhering to specified principles and indicating needs, priorities andihe ways
in which Federal funds will be used. In addition, legislation Should require

[24]
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accountability procedures and appropriate mechanisms for the placement
and evaluation of handicapped children, and create State advisory commit-
tees. Since the State education agencies have the primary responsibility to
administer educational services to hangliCapped children, it is appropriate
that the same State agency should provide for the .State level advisory
committee functions. Federal legislation should safeguard the rights of
Handicapped children and their parents.

Federal legislation should require States to reevaluate children who are
institutionalized and encourage the placement of such.children in "home
school" settings whenever appropriate. The legislation should encourage
expeditious movement toward mainstreaming handicapped children into the
regular classrooms whenever is possible. As is stated in the Regents
Position Paper, "The Education of Children with Handicapping Condi-
tions" "The quality of many publicly operated or supported educational
,programs is related to the degree to which children with handicapping
conditions are grouped or otherwise combined effectively with other chil-
dren in the mainstream of our schools and society."

In the Federal legislation proposed here, handicapped children are defined
aaahose person; between birth and 21 years of age who, because of physical,
mental, or emotional reasons are not benefiting or cannot be expected to
benefit from regular classroom instruction but,who can benefit from special
services and programs which include, but are not limited to the following.
transportation, ,home teaching, special classes, special teachers, personal
services, resource rooms, or other special facilities. These services and
programs may be provided in public schools. in regional progranis, in
private schools, in State operated or State-supported schools, or in other
State or public agencies.

The categorjes of handicapped persons in lude. trainable mentally re-
tarded. educable Mentally retaidei, emotionally disturbed. hard of hearing,
deaf. visually handicapped, speech impaired: physically handicapped and
neurologically impaired.

Administration State Plan
4r f

Federal legislation must pros ide for orderly administration' within
each State by specifying that all federally sponsored programs be adminis-
tered in accordance with each State's established policies for management of
education for the handicapped. The New York State Constitution places
authority and responsibility for the education of all children with the State
Education Department. As the State progresse§,o assure full educational
benefits for all children, activities of the several State agencies related to
handicapped children must be rechanneled to assure maximum use of
resources This effort can be enhanced throitth Federal legislation that

12.51
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requires , State plan which sets forth State priorities, use of funds, and
provisions for advisory committees for all federally funded programs for

'handicapped ,:hildren. The State,plan should reflect the unique capabilities
of the State in serving the handicapped population.

In New York, a Stale Advisory Committee for Educatiori of the Hand-
icapped has already been selected and -is currently advising the Commis-
sienerof Education. This committee' includes both consumer and profes-
sional organization representatiVes. Furthermore, under the New York State
Commissioner's Regulations, all school districts must have Committees on
the Handicapped to review placement of children in special classes. The
committees are charged to asstge that appropriate procedures for the iden-
tification, diagnosis, and placement are followed. The local Committee on
the Handicapped is also responsible for an annual review of the status and
progiess of each child in the district. The work of these committees is
focused primarily on assuring individual pupil programming, and requires
consideration of all diagnostic information plus available .i.nd potential
special education resources and facilities. Each local committee must be
satisfied that the district is collecting and maintaining pertinent records and
coordinating improvement in educational services. In those cases in which
parents or interested agencies disagree with the determination of the local
committees or the superintendent or Board of Education, the parent or
agencies may appeal such determination to the State Commissioner of
Education. Federal legislation should support such a system of committee
advice and participation.

Federal legislation should provide that each State adopt a plan setting
forth-.adherence to the philosophy of full educational opportunity and to a
policy of placement of handicapped children i educational settings with
other children when feasible and according to t abilities of the handicap
ped child. Implementation of the plan should be thin the particular State's
legislative constraints and in keeping with the characteristics of its hand
'capped population. Due process guarantees should be provided within the
unique, legislative, and regulatory structure of each State.

Finance ,

Federal legislation should provide for Federal, State and local sharing in
the costs of adequate educational services for handicapped children.

Recommendations: (I) Federal aid for services to handicapped chil-
dren should be provided by formula based on both the number of handl
capped children in the State antlaverage cost of educating handicapped
children in the State. Federal aid should be matched. Federal funds allocated
to a State bilould be disbursed to local districts and agencies according to the
StIte plan which identifies needs and priorities within the State.
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(2) Because of unusual expenses incurred in transporting handicapped
children, Federal legislation should include transportation expenses in the
definition of the average per pupil expenditure of handicapped children and
permit use of Federal funds for transportation.

Under P.L. 89313 funding is determined on the basis of average daily
attendance 2 years prior to the year for receiving the funds. This provision
ignores the mobility of families with handicapped children. Parents tend to
take residence in areas particularly prepared to meet the special educational
needs of their handicapped children. When transfer from one to another
education district occurs, Federal funding to the receiving district lags.
Also, handicapped children may remain in an educational setting for only a
fraction of the school year, proportionally reducing the allocation for the
district involved. Yet provisions must be made for handicapped children
regardless of the time which they can attend a class. P.L. 93-380 has not'
solved these problems.

Recommendations: (1) Procedures for reporting average daily attend-
ance should permit State-supported and State-operated institutions to claim.
for purposes of obtaining aid, incoming students awaiting assignment as
substitutes for children who transfer iu public schools w hile assuring that the
transferred children are in actual attendance at the receiving school.

(2) Funding within a State should be apportioned to participating educa-
tional institutions in accordance v, ith the length of stay in the educational
settings, and such apportionment should be made by the State education
department.

(3) In the case where a public school system receives a severely handi-
capped child from a State insitution during a school year, provision should
be made for a grant of monies to be used by the public school district to
benefit the child with no requirement for the filing and approval of a
comprehensive project application. The determination of the need for the
grant should be consistent with the regulation:. Jr guidelines developed by
the State education department.

(4) Federal legislation should include the provisions of the "Tydings
Amendment," so that if funds appropriated to the State or local education
agencies cannot be expended in the year of appropriation, they will be
available for expenditure by both the State and education agencies in
the following year
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Program Services-

Early Ntection

Early identification of handicapped children will prov ide data upon whia
to plan for the establishment of appropriate programs of intervention. School
districts should develop procedures fur such identification ata: rub ide data
to the State for planning purposes:

Recommendation. Federal legislation should support early identifica-
tion. With 'reference to current prov isions of Section 613 b of the Education
of the Handicapped Act as amended by P.L. 93-380, the,suminary data on
identification of handicapped children should be included in the State
education plan along with the statement that all local public education
agencies are ,in conformity with the State's procedures for meeting the
identification provision of the Act.

Infant and Early Childhood Education

Model programs of infant and early childhood education must be de
veloped to demonstrate the efficacy of early intervention for the ameliora-
tion and/or remediatiou of handicaps in children. Currently the funding
efforts stimulated by the Federal gov ernment in P.L. 931380 are insufficient
to meet the need for such programs. Projects which test potential cost
reduction through early intervention are particularly essential.

Recommendation; Special grants should be made available to the States
for the development of model programs for infant and early childhood
intervention.

Elementary and Secondary Education

Recommendation: Substantial Federal funds should be provided to the
States un a matched basis to expand programs and services to meet the needs,
of all handicapped children identified in the States. These funds are to be
combined with State and locil resourc,-.:, to mai the financial requirements
for providing fall educational opportunity for each child with handicapping
condition.

, Coordination of Services Within States

Section.616 of Pl. 93-380 authorizes the U.S. Commissicker of Educa-
non to "make grants to or contracts with institutions of higher education."
No Provisions are made for State education department review of such

54.459 0 74 .. 45
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applications The lack of such review leads to fragmentation and ineffective
use of research resources. Gaps exist in services to handicapped children
because of the allocation of funds to different agencies within each State
without control by the State education agency.

Recommendation. Federal legislation should provide that State educa-
tion agencies be granted authority to rev iew and comment upon all applica-
tions pertaining to education within the State, whether from local education
agencies, or institutions of higher education. Such comments should be
considered by the U.S. Commissioner of Education in reaching decision on
each application for funds not flowing through the State education agency.

Support Services

Research and Demonstration

Several problems in the education of the handicapped require research
which should be administered through State education agencies. The prob-
lems relate to establishing nondiscriminatory testing and evaluation proce-
dures, initiating screening programs to identify handicapped children, plac-
ing students in accordance with the practice of "least restrictive alterna-
tive," developing cost-effective alternative programs for educating severely
handicapped children, and expanding services to handicapped children.
Such problems are not unique to any one State or geopolitical boundary but
the research results must be linked to action tobe taken through State plans.

Recommendation. Federal legislation should include an allocation of
funds made directly to State education agencies for distributionor use by the
agency, under a State plan, for research and demonstration projects in
special education. Dissemination of information regarding new techniques
and knowledge eminating from Fedeolly funded research projects should be
expedited among the States.

Inservide Training for Educational Personnel

Greater emphasis must be made to provide funds for inservice programs
stimulated and supervised by the State education department for the retrain-
ing of teachers and administrators to serve increasing numbers of handicap-
ped students in regular education programs. There is recognition in New
York Statc of the serious, yet predictable, backlash which could occur as
more and more handicapped children are mainstreamed into regular classes.
The effort can succeed only with a change in educational approaches and
modification of attitudes now in the field. There is a great need to introduce
regular classroom teachers and administrators to background, problems and
techniques of specialteducation.

-129]
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Recommendation. Federal funds on a formula basis should be provided
for inservice training of educational personnel preparing to serve
mainstreamed handicapped children.

Preservice Training for Educational Personnel

The above rationale for training general classroom teachers applies to
preservice teacher training efforts. New York State maintains that all institu-
tions of higher education currently involved in the training of teachers in
regular education should offer programs designed to develop competencies
in special education approaches fort classroom teachers.

Recommendation. Federal funds on a formula basis should be allocated
to State education departments for distribution to teacher training institu-
tions and other institutions for the purpose of providing regular classroom
teachers with competencies needed to serve handicapped children in regular
classes.

Regional Program Management

New York State supports the Federal initiative in setting up regional
programs for severely handicapped children, e.g., deaf-blind. Tne rare
incidence of such conditions may make regional efforts necessary. Efforts
must be made to increase participation by the State in the management of
these regional and interstate programs. The management function should be
a joint Federal-State effort.

Recommendation. Each federally sponsored regional program should
require State education agency representation on the board of directors. The
change from representation on an advisory committee to membership on a
board of directors would insure the State's role in the management of the
regional programs.

Facilities

Because of the current and expected decrease in general school-age
population, greater effort must be made to reevaluate current available
facilities in adequately meeting the needs of handicapped children.
Mainstreaming becomes more of a reality if physical barriers are removed
and proper adaptations are made to accommodate handicapped children in
existing structures.

DO]
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Recommendation. Federal funds should be available for the-reduction
and elimination of architectural barriers in schools now housing non-
handicapped children for the aci.ommudation of those that are handicapped.

Summary

The Regents recommend that a new comprehensive act for the Education
of Children with Handicapping Conditions be enacted in 1975. The act
should consolidate existing priorities and add new provisions, as indicated
above, in a program which will assure that Federal, State and local resources
are combined through a State plan to .meet the State's priorities and the
unique characteristics of its handicapped population.

The legislation should have three basic sectionsgeneral provisions,
program services, and support sere ices as desi.ribed earlier. The legislation
would establish a Substantial and long range Federal polity for education of
handicapped children.
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FULL-TIME DEGREE CREDIT ENROLLMENT
IN PUBLIC AND NONPUBLIC COLLEGES

AND UNIVERSITIES
NEW YORK STATE

1960-61 to 1980-81

As high school enrollment grows and a greater proportion of high
school students remain to graduate, the population of our colleges and
universities also rises.

From 1960 to 1973, full-time degree credit enrollment in New York
State's four-year colleges^has increased over 100 percent. In the same
period, full -time enrollment in two-year colleges innyeasad even more
dramatically (over 500 percent). Most of the increase in two-year
college enrollment resulted from the rapid expansion of the State
University of New'York.

During the same period, public institutions showed a faster rate of
growth than nonpublic institutions (public, approximately 320 percent;
nonpublic, approximately 57.percent).

In 1973-74, more than half of New York State'.s full-time college
and university enrollment was in public institutions (61 percent), although
among Iuur -yesr institutions the nonpublic institutions enrolled 50 percent
of the total four-year enrollments. Full-time enrollment for 1980-81 is 7
estimated to total 589,000, of which 62 rcent of the enrollment will be
in public institutions. However, slightly! over 50 percent of four-
year'enrollment is expected to be in public institutions.

4
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ENROLLMENT IN PUBLIC AND NONPUBLIC
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOL DISTRICTS

NEW YORK STATE

1960-61 to 1980-81

Affected by increasing numbers of births per year and increased
holding .power, enrollment in public and nonpublic schools increased
18 percent in the period 1960 to 1970. At the elementary school level,
enrollment rose 12 percent, in secondary schools, the Increase was
28 percent.

Over the next 10 years, enrollments will peak and then begin to
decline slowly.. In 1975, it is estimated that 3,980,000 students will
be enrolled in New York State's elementary and secondary schools- -
a decrease of nearly 300,000 from 1970. In 1980, elementary and
secondary enrollment is expected to drop to 3,440,000.

- Not shown on the chart are students enrolled full time in special
educational programs for the handicapped operated by Boards of
Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES). In 1973-74, BOCES
enrolled 25,772 students, compared with 17,058 in 1970-714-

102e,Y.
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NUMBER AND PERCENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS
BY ETHNIC ORIGIN AND LOCATION

NEW YORFCI STATE

1973-74

1

The Magnitude of educational problems in large cities is shown by
the fact that five large-city school districts are charged with the
responsibility for educating approximately 37 percent of all the public
elementary and secondary schobl pupils in the State. In addition, the
great majority of thminonwhite pupils, in New York State attend school
in the large cities of Buffalo, New York City, Rochester, Syracuse,
and Yonkers. In New York City, which has about one-ttard of the total
public school enrollment in the Stato, more Ulan 60 percent of the pupils
are from minority groups.

The provision of sufficient staff and facilities, al well as effective
programs for educating large numbers of minority group students, are
among the many problems confrimting our large cities.

0242 ,
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COLLEGE GOING RATE FOR
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

NEW YORK "I'ATE

1965-66 to 1972-73

10*

College going_ rate represents the percent of high school graduates
entering institutions of higher education in the fall following graduation,
and is calculated for those entering degree-granting institutions and
other postsecondary institutions. The percent of graduates entering
degree-grantinginstitutions has stabilized between 60 and 66 percent
since 1968-69. Similarly, the percent of graduates entering other
postsecondary institutions has remained nearly constant, ranging
betweer 3irie and:eight percent.
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PUPIL EVALUATION PROGRAM
PERCENT OF THIRD AND SIXTH GRADE PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS BELOW

THE STATEWIDE REFERENCE POINTS IN READING

1973-74

The New York State Pupil Evaluation Program wa: established in
September 1965 to help provide effective allocation, control, and
evaluation procedures in the administration of ESEA, Title 1, funds.
The program provides the Education Department and schools with a
single uniform set of test data, to use in identifying educationally
disadvantaged pupils and in locating "pockets" of disadvantagement.

These test data, obtained during the initial stages of this program,
..e used as a baseline against which growth or improvement in subse-
quent years is measured.

The chart shows that large proportions of third and sixth grade
public !School pupils in New York were below The Statewide Reference
Points in reading in 1973-74. The other "Big Five" cities of Buffalo,
Rochester, Syracoue, and Yonkers,- while lower than New York, had
considerably larger percentages of third and six& grade public school
pupils below the Statewide Reference Points in reading than did schools
in the remainder of the State.

These test data provide guidelines for the administration of ESEA
fund*, and a basis for leadership and action in curriculum development,
supervision, school district reorganization, integration, and financial
aid formulas.
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PUPIL EVALUATION PROGRAM
PERCENT OF THIRD AND SIXTH GRADE PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS

BELOW THE STATEWIDE REFERENCE POINTS
IN MATHEMATICS

1973 -74

In 1973-74, the percentages of third and sixth grade public school
pupils below the Statewide Reference Points in mathematics were
considerably larger in the "Big Five" cities ,of New York State than in
the remainder of the State. The problem was most acute in New York,
which has about one-third of the State's public school enrollment.

These test data Provide additional evidence that the problems of
educational disadvantagement are most severe in New York State's
large urban communities.

54454 U - 15 1034
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DROPOUT RATE 9F .PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
NEW YORK STATE

1972-73

Dropout rate Is defined as the percent of high school students
(grades 9 -12 who leave school during the academic year. Excluding

the "Big Five" cities of Buffalo, New York, Rochester, Syracuse,

and Yonkers, thedropout rate for public high schools was 3.2 percent
in 1972-73. For New York City, the corresponding figure was 10.4
percent. Thidropout rate for the other "Big Five" cities combined

was .2 percent.
- -

e Department has made an effort to decrease the dropout rate
by means of preservice and inservice education programs. These
programs are designed for the development of ourriculuds materials

for the disadvantaged and the preparation of potential and present
teachers of disadvantaged pupils. The curriculum materials include

a number of special pupil programs designed to improve the motivation,

experiences, and opportunities of disadvantaged students.
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1035

NUMBER OF PUBLIC AND NONPUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS
PARTICIPATING IN ESEA TITLE I PROGRAMS

NEW YORK STATE

1973-74

During 1973-74, there were an estimated 531,881 public and '

nonpublic sbhool project participants in New York State under Title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Title I provides
funds for activities to improve the education a disadvantaged children.

J
Projects from New York City alone included 70 percent of the

participants. Collectively, the remaining "Big Five" cities irt,the
State (Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Yonkers) accounted for an
additional 8 percent of the participants where problems of educational
tiisathrantagement (especially related to reading skills) are particularly
severe. Nonpublic pupils statewide represent more than 13 percent of
the participants served. under Title I.

10 3.6
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
NEW YORK STATE

1960161 to 1974 -75

4.

For the current school year, it is estimated that 210,550 profes-
sional staff members are employed in the public schools,'of whom
87 percent are classroom teachers and the remainder provide auxiliary
iervices.such.as pupil personnel services, administration of Federal
programs, data processing, and other special services. Since 1960-61,
the number of classroom teachers ba's increased by 55 percent, while
the number of-other-professional staff has increased by 60 percbnt.

. Not shown on the chart are professional staff employed by Boards
of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES1. In 1973-74, BOCES `

'employed 6,626 professional staff members, compared with 4;611 in

1970-71. '
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10:39

TOTAL EXPENIATURES, STATE AND FEDERAL AID IN PUBLIC
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

NEW YORK STATE
,

1960-61 to 1974 -75

Rising costs, increased enrollments, and greater h;lding power

have contributed-to the fourfold increase in,expenditures for public
elementary and secondary schools since 1960-61. State aid for schools
has followed this rapid rate of growth and, during the current year, is
estimated to be $Z. 9 billion. This sum represents about 40.6 percent
of the total fundo that will be expended for public elementary and
secondary education in New Ydrk State.
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'1041

AVERAGE OPERATING EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL
IN WEIGHTED AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE FOR

PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN NEW YORK STATE

1965-66 to 1974-75
.

Y

Along with the increase in total expent itures for public schools
in New York State, there has been a corresponding rise in operating
expenditures per pupil in weighted average daily attendance.

From.1965-66 to 1973-74, average operating expenditures per
pupil increased from $711 to,an estimated $1,472. Additional
increases are evi.3ent for the current school year, when average
operating expenditures per pupil are expected to reach $1, 610.
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TOTAL FEDERAL FUNDS FOR EDUCATION
IN NEW YORK STATE

1960%to 1975

Federal funds* increased steadily between Fiscal Years 1960 and
1974. R is estimated that in Fiscal Year 1975 these funds will

_
_decreas_e_2.6_percent over Fiscal 1974. The major portion of Federal
funds is appropriated for the Elementary and Secondary EducatiorFACF 4--
which was passed in 1965. Estimated appropriations for Fiscal 1974
aniount to $225 million.

*For applicable years, figures include Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, Higher Education Facilities Act, Higher Education Act,
Vocational Education Act, School Lunch Act, School Milk Act, Child
Nutrition Act, Federally Affected Areas Act, Manpower Development
and Training Act, Vocational Rehabilitation Act, Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act, National Defense Education Act, Economic
Opportunity Act, Adult Education Act,. Library Services and Construction
Act, Mental Retardation Facilities Act; Civil Rights Act of 1964, Social
Security Act, Civil Defense Act of 1950, Cooperative Research' Programs,
Vocational Agriculture and Horne Economics Fund, National Foundations
on the Arts and Humanities Act, Federal grants to the Board of Regents,
Education Professions Development Act, Education of the Handicapped Act,
and Emergendy Schoor Assistance Act. Fiscal 1974 estimates do not
include Social Security Act, Titles IV-A and XVI.
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ESTIMATED MAJOR COMPONENTS OF TOTAZ
FEDERAL AID FOR EDUCATION IN NEW YORK STATE

FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
, 1974-75.

In Federal Fiscal Year 1975, New York State is expected to
receive-approximately r.4241 million under various Federal education
programs. Eight of the programs (Elementary and Secondary
Education Acts, Vocational Education Act, School Lunch Act; School
Milk Act, Child Nutrition Act, Federally Affected Areas Act,
Comprehensive Employment Training Act, Adult Education Act, and
the Vocational Rehabilitation Act) accounted for 97 percent of the
total amount of Federal funds received.

4

The first act listed on the chart, the Elementary` and secondary
Education Act, will provide ab6ufS225 million to New York State in
1975 and account for about 54 percent of all F,ederalfunds received.

Note: The "Other Federal Acts" depicted in the chart include: National
Defense Education Act, Library Services and Construction Act, Mental
Retardation Facilities Act, Higher Education Act, Social Security Act,
Education of the Handicapped Act, Education Professions Development

Act and Emergency School Assistance Act.
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1047

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT
NEW YORK STATE APPROPRIATIONS

FISCAL YEAR 1975.

-et

Enactment pf_the Elementary and Secondary Education Act is one of
the most challenging and exciting el/vita that has occurred in the field'
of education in many year*. Nationally. the act will provide $2. 1 billion
during the current fiscal year for (1) the education of disadvantaged youth,
(2)ths purchase of textbooks and other instructional materials, (3) the
establishment of supplementary educational centers and services, (40 the
extension of educational research, and (5) the strengthening of state -

education departments.

In Fiscal Year 1975, New York State's allocations under this act will
total an estimated $225 million, with the major portion ($212 million)
appropriated,undei Title I, for the education of the disadv.antaged. The
Elementary and Secondary Education Act will provide about 54 percent of
all Federal aid to education in New York State this fiscal year.
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VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PROdRAM
ONUMAER F PERSONS REHABILITATED
NEW YORK STATE

1965-66 to 1973-74

As the funds available for'the Vocational Rehabilitation Program
have increased, there 5,1.1,4 been increses in the number of persons
bynefiting from the program.

i

The 15,903 persons rehabilitated during 1973-74 represent an
increase of 10 percent over the previous year, and an overall increase
of 79 percent since 1965-66.

10 52.
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KXPENDITURES FOR VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
tit THE NEW YORK ST.(tTE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

1965-66 to L973 -74

9

The Vocational Rehabilitation Program is one of the oldest programs
of Federal aid to education, having been initiated in 1920.o It offers
evaluation, rehabilitation, training, and placement services to both
inschool and out-of-sChool persons preparing for or obtaining employment.

Although it began as a relatively small 'program, the Vocational
Rehabilitation Program has undergone sharp expansion since its inception.'
The most dramatic growth occurred in the mid-Fifties due to the passage
of the Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments of 1954 and the availability of
'matching" state funds. The program experienced another expansion as a
result of the Vocational Rehabilitation Amendments of 1965. The major
impact of this legislation was to increase Federal funds under'a,new 75-25
percent matching ratio and by provision for statewide planning of 4kehabili-

tation services. Currently, this ratio Is 80-20 percent.
a

In Septembel 1973, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 became law and
made the ieverely disabled the number one priority target group.

Expenditures for this program during 1973-74 were 15 peicent greater
than expenditures for the year 1972-73 and Increased 168.7 percent over
those during 1965-66. A sharp decrease in funds available under the Social
Security Disability insurance Trust Fund and the Supplemental Security
Income Program accounted for a large portion of the 15 percent grOwth in
1973-74 over 1972-73.
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MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING ACT
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT

NEW YORK STATE ALLOCATIONS

1965 to 1975

The Manpower Development and 'Draining Act of 1962 ATA) was
designed -to- retrain formerly employed adult workers, who had been
displdced by structural changes in the labor market, to meet the demapd
for trained workers in skills shortage occupations. Subsequent amend-
ments placed major emphasis on the provision of services leading to
employability for disadvantaged oat-of-school youth and adults. Special
target populations in 1974 were Viet Nam-era veterans, welfare
recipients, minorities, and others. Services provided by either educa-
tional or employment service agencies included, individual assessment,
skill training, basic education, employability training, 1.%alth services,
and job placement.

Federal legislation providing training under MDTA expired.on June 30,
1974, to be replaced by the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
Some MDTA programs funded during Fiscal Y 1974 continued occupa-
tionartraining activities into the current fig year.
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DEGREE AND NONDEGREE CREDIT E tOLLMENT.
IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDU ATION

NEW YORK STATE

FALL. 1973

Total degree and nondegree credit enrollment in the State amounted
to 960,878 in Fall 1973,. with 62 percent of these students enrolled in
'Public institutions. Two-year public institutions enrolled 260,933 students,
while two-yeir nonpublic institutions enrolled only 7,925. Students
enrolled in all nonpublic institutions totaled 368,348..

Enrollment in public and nonpublic four-year or more institutions '
accounted for 72 percett of the total State enrollment, or 692,020 students.
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PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF DEGREE AND
NONDEGREE CREDIT ENROLLMENT IN INSTITUTIONS

OF HIGHER EDUCATION
NEW YORK STATE

FALL 1973

In the Fall of 1973, the total degree and nondegree credit enrollment
in institutions of higher education amounted to 960,878. Of this number,
73 percent were classified as undergraduate, while 17 percent were
graduate students. t)f the remaining 10 percent, 2'percent were studentsenrolled in first-professional programs. Eight percent of the total
enrollment were classified as nondegree credit students.
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DEGREES CONFERRED BY LEVEL OF DEGREE IN
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION'

NEW YORK STATE

1960-61 to 1972-73

Over the past decade, the total number of degrees conferred has
steadily increased. The greatest increase i3 shown in associate degrees
conferred, from 7,656 in 1960-61 to 38,519 in 1972-73. Graduate
degrees increased from 12,395 to 40,052 in that period, while bachelor's
degrees increased from 34,006 in 1960-61 to 82,183. However, first-
professional degrees did not follow the same general pattern; annual
fluctuations characterize the number of such degrees conferred. From
1960-61 to 1964-65, first-professional degrees increased from 5,211 to
6,279._ The number began to decline in 1965-66 due to a change in the.
definition of first-professional. The five years of college work require-
ments for the conferral of a first-professional degree was changed to six
jearo. Consequently, degrees in some fields wile removed fromthe
first-professional category to the master's category. Therefore, first-
professional degrees conferred decreased to 4,054 in 1964-65 and then to
a low of 3,203 in 1969-70. Since then, the number has risen to 4,824 in
1972-73.
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CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES IN INSTITUTIONS
OF HIGHER EDUCATION

NEW YORK STATE

FISCAL YEAR ENDING 1973

Current funds revenues for the fiscal year ending 1973Ztaled $3. 05
billion. Of the total revenues, 86 percent are classified asVducational
and general revenues. The sources of the $2.64 billion for educational
and general are mainly governmental appropriations, 4$1.03 billion, and
tuition and fees, $0.80 billion. The remaining $0.81 billion are
classified re privat' gifts, endowment income, sponsored research, and
other such sources. Auxiliary enterprises, including room and board,
account for $0.25 billion. "Other" revenues are the source of the final
$0. 16 billion.
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CURRENT FUNDS EXPENDITURES IN INSTITUTIONS
OFHIGHER EDUCATION

NEW YORK STATE

FISCAL YEAR ENDING 1973

The current funds expenditures .n institutions of higher education
..an be distributed into four major csteguriet. educational and general
expenditures, student aid, major service programs, and auxiliary
enterprises.

In the fiscal year ending 1973, total expenditures for higher education
amounted to $2. 95 billion. Of the $2. 47 billion spent for educational and
general expenditures, $1.02 billion,were expended for instruction and
departmental research. The remaining three categories account for
expenditures of $0.47 billion, that is, $0. 17 billion for student aid,
$0.06 billion for major service programs, and $0.24 billion for auxiliary
enterprises.
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4 e

PER CAPITA.TAX REVENUE STATE AMA,
LOptl. GOVERNMENTS, NEV f YORK STATE

COMPARED TO AeL STATES(
c 1972-73 .

Based on 1972-73 dala compiled by the United States Bureau of Lim
Gansu 117, Rew York State, resiOents pay4higClevel of tikes. On a got
capita 0.sia,' New York State standVirst .n, dollar amount of State and
local taxes paid--$894 per naliit's against atlational avirtage of $577.
For State tax revenue, Now Nark State is,eicaedtd by Hawaii mei Delaware.
New York's $448 pair capita compares foiths natipnal average of $324. For
localotax revenue*, New York State again stands first with $446 collected
per capita against a national average of $253.

.
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Hem JiMES G. O'HAZA.
EA House of 'Representatives,
Rayburn HouteOrtce:Building,
Washington, D.O.

DUI OcncOursaste..4 Olio* ., In connection with your subcommittees delibera-
tions on The Student Financial Aid Act of 1975 (H.R. 3471), the United Negro
College Fund has prepared a statement entitled Student Ft:sancta, did and The
Current Financial Crisis at Privately Supported Black Colleges.

We appreciate this( opportunity to point up how the present economic and
financial crisis affects privately supported black colleges and to comment on the
Studied Financial Aid Act ha proposed In H.R. '347.1.

. Sincerely yours,
MILTON K. CURRY,. Jr.,

r -
CHRISTOPHER F. EDLET,

Executive Director.
Enelcoure. ". '.

,

STUBS I Flasscrar. AID AND THE CURRENT 'FINANCIAL CRISIS AT PRIVATELY
SMaposTEDIrissox COLLEGES ,

1. THE CURRENT ECONOSISC AN D.PINANCIAJ, CRISIS

.4. Background Statement
These are bad times for the country and especially for privately supported

black colleges and tulivessities. The present economic and financial criers istaking its toll upbn these Snatitutious, students;Jactifty, families and sources of
Almeida) support Although privately aupportefl black colleges have not been
responsible for generating inflationary spirals, a disproportionate share of the
burden of Inflation, unemployment and recession have fallen upon them. the
region In sihicb most of them are located and upon the families which theyserve injarge nu fiber s

Black educational institutions with an overwhelmingly high proportion oflow inconie stu ents, limited and often no endowments coupled with extraordi-
neelly limited resources and access to resources are victims of policies that
cater atil respond to developments, in higher education in general with little
Pr no regard for the strategic and yet peculiar position of black colleges. In the
present Pettey debates. much if ,sald about enrollments leveling off and declin-
ing in higher education but it must tie fluted that in the black colleges enroll-
ment presstnes and demand continue to be high. Black colleges nave' had to
decline adralesion to students because of limited student financial aid and lim-
ited capacity to service Slew, As a result students with excellent potential are
not In colleges and manYVill lose the opportunity to secure a college education.

Bieck youth continue to place a high premium on higher education in the
black calleges. Thus, rather than cut back programs 'which have just begun to
tierviee and partially meet the needs of black colleges ancrimpact upon studentsfrom low income amities, the federal government must expand resources going
to theSe institutions to allow them to more effectively meet the needs of large
numbers of black youth and ituppOrt them in the battle with the higher cost ofproviding education.

.increased costs Irr salaries. fuel, utilities, labor, +services, operational expenses,
higher Interest rates arid rehabilitation of physical plants are of particular
einfeern to these Institutions. Attempts Sy, institutions to increase their chargesto students in order to recover their inflationary losses are disastrous for
schools serving large populations of low income persons who do net have therands In tile' irst piece axrd who Must depend upon student assistance which
has been 'diluted becapt.6 of an Ine6ase in the pool of eligibles for a restricted
amount of money together with the problem of lending In the banking com-munity:. ., .

The present economic edge tends to reveal that the, status of black people is
deteriorating and that if followed to its logical conelusion those most disadvan-taged will rontrime to be the Ones wim bear the brunt ot the crisis that tares
this nation. Young blacks are being forced to drop out ot.;sollegeS in clispropor.
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donate numbers. Those that - graduate are faced with the reality of earning leis
than the average nonblack graduate. Investing federal dollars in student aid
rather than unemployment compensation for black students would be of greater
long-range benefit of this society.

The historically black colleges and universities of this nation and continue to
be of vital importance. They have champinned the cause of equal opportunity
for quality education 40 have provided this opportunity to those who were
denied it or could not afford it. They have assumed leadership in the develop-
ment of techniques for overcoming handicaps of the educationally disadvan-
taged. They have served as custodians of archives of threic.Americans and as
centers for the study of the black man's problems and achlevemeats. They have
developed and expanded programs of education and occupational retraining for
minoritpadulbs.

This trained manpower has been a major force., in the ability of black Amer-
icans to benefit from the lowering of racial barriers in business, industry, and
government at_tbc federal, state and local levels and will continue to be so in

.the future. The Federal Interagency Committee on Education has called the
black colleges a national resource in view of their fostering meaningful par-
ticipation by blacks In the mainstream of American life. These institutions con-
tinue in their efforts to inspire back youth and other youth of America and
help them realize their aspirations. There are today ever increasing numbers of
these youth completing college and entering the job arena equipped to make
valuable contributions.

In these transitional and often confused days, when t hanges are being made,
the budgeti slashed, the role of the federal government will be vital to the
future of these institutions.

Some of the general background factors relating to difficulties which privately
supported black colleges currently experience in meeting annual costs involve .
(a) therinflationary spiral of costs which affects the entire economy, including
college operating costs, (b) shifting enrollment patteins, ,,(c) a reluctance to
raise tuition rates as a matter of institutional policy , (d) spiralling costs as-
sociated with educational and general expenditures of college, (e) the high
cost of education supplements required to meet normal expenses even when en-
rollment is expanded. Through the provision of additional student financial
assistance in the form of schotarships. fellowships, loans and grants, (f) under
capitalization and insufficient flnancial support,, (g) library expenditures as,
sociated with the expansion of science and technology but required for quality
instruction ank the maintenance of accreditation, (h) the competitive scales
of faculty comOnsativn required to attract and hold Competent teachers; (I) in-
adequate investment and banking policies which have failed to achieve the best
possible yield from the investment of limited endowment funds, and (j) rising
and unprecedented costs of insurance and security protection on campuses.

Among the outstanding issues relating -to the systematic and orderly growth of
these colleges are. (a) a pressing need to expand enrollments among low- income
students who often have to be turned away because their families' financial re-
sources make it impossible for them to meet, existing costs of tuition and fees,
(b) the existee of competitive recruitment ,policies in the face of financial
barriers to rapidly expanding enrollments, ic) the effects of recession expressed
is wage cuts and expanding unemployment, (d) a decline in the value at en
dowment fund portfolios as a result of uncertain economic conditions in the
society at large , and (e) low investment yields on limited endowments.
H. Federal funding

Changing federal policies have altered both the proportion and the amount
of Federal funds going to predominantly black colleges.

President Nixon, at the 1973 meeting with blade college presidents, stated.
'that the black colleges are an indispensable national resource." He also reported'
that during the past four years (FY69-72) both the proportion and the amount
f Federal funds going to predominantly black colleges have more than doubled.

tie cited the FY 72 total as nearly $242 million np from $171 million in FY 71,
from $125 millior. in FY 70, and from $108 million in FY 69. These figures were
based on annual surveys conducted by the Federal Interageticy- Committee on
Education (FILE), a co-ordinating group chaired by the Assistant Secretary
for Education of the Department of Health. Education and Welfare (DREW)
and includes representatives of 27 federal departments and agencies.
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'Black colleges have been optimistic as a result of the September 1973 FICE
report, and federal funding increased from $108 million in FY 69 to $242 million
in FY 72. The September, 1972 FICE FY ,73 report of federal disbursements to
and for black colleges, now officially released contrasts dramatically with the
eiirlier rates of increase during the 1969-72 period during which period expendi-
tures of black colleges increased by 105%

In 1973 Federal funds to black colleges decreased gy 3%. The 1972 total
amount to black colleges was $257,018,000, but in 1973 this declined to $250,-
094,000. Federal aid to all colleges, however, decreased 3.2% between. 1)72 and
1973.

The ratio between federal funds to all colleges and black colleges decreased
0.5%. In 1972 black colleges received 5.5% of total funds expended to all colleges
and universities, but in 1973 this ratio was reduced to 5%. Between 1969 and
1972, $21,003,166,000 in fedeol aid was disbursed to all colleges and universities.
Black colleges and univeisitlei revelved only 025,298,000 or 4.4%.

The following federal agencies have reduced their snppbrt to Black colleges inFY 73:

Fiscal year 19711 Fiscal year 1973 Percent

Alancy for InternitionerDevelopment
Department of Commerce

$1, 500, 000
961500

-125,000
745,300

99
Health Education and Welfare 209,061,000 202,004,700 4Hodsing and Urban Development 5,171,000 3, 217,900 37Justice Department , 2 ' 1, 610,600 1, 154,200 29National Endowment for tild Acts 137,000 109, 500 21National Endowment for the Humanitlu 1, 257,000 309,500 ' 76National Science Foundation 9,391, 700 6, 977,400. 26

Total 229,096, 900 214, 613, 500it

These eight Federal Government Agencies reduced support of black colleges by
$14,483,400; during FY 73. There have been disciepancies between the "official
policy" statement made by the President and administrative practice by
Commissioner and Program Directors in the Office of Education since Septem-
ber, 1973. Although the President spoke of "an indispensable national resource"
and "national priority," in fact the priority list for some programs in OE for
FY 74 do not include black students for the first time in many years and give
priority to (1) Spanish-speaking (2) Career education for low income studentsand (3) Veterans.

An Office of Education Fact- finding Team has, recently been studying black
students' needs. One of the policy alternatives under consideration is the use of
additional Federal funds to stimulate and encourage the desegregation of public
Southern White institutions as an alternative to additional support for black
college expansion.

There is a Federal policy- movement away from institutional assistance to-
wards increasing student aid which assumes a level of endowment and/or State
support not now available to black private colleges. Black colleges, howe% or, need
institutional tiuppbrt to expand, up-grade quality and extend their_ curricula.
Without this institutional support -a possible effect of increased student aid may
be increasingly to reduce the proportion of Federal funds going to black colleges
through increasing student numbers attending community colleges and other

1/public institutions and proprietary schools.
While it is tree that black colleges (proportionately and quantitatively) re-

ceived increasing federal aid during 1969-72, one may question whether the
relative un'ceytainty both regarding quantity and proportion preclude these
colleges, particularly the smaller institutions, from significant qualitative im-
rfrovement because of lack of capital and endowment funds, For many of the
institutions it is a year-to-year struggle for survival based on increasingly com-
petitive student recruitment and competition for Federalcategorical grants. .

2. 8TUDENT =UNCIAL AID

4, Recommendation for supplementary cost of education gratin
In supporting a national goal of equal opportunity through expanding access

to higher education for the nation's poor and black youth, we request increased
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financial assistance for all students with highest priority to those from low-
We support arid cr.11 A:r sir t.l.e pt-graz.i

Institutional grants to alt institirtions op the basis of the proportion of low-
income or disadvantaged students attending and graduating. This might take
the form of larger grants\ made directly to each Institution in the form of cost
of eduCation supplements.

The most significant deterrent to immediate expansion of enrollment to meet
the growing demand for higher education and for professional and technical
training at black colleges is an insufficient supply of student financial aid es-
pecially in the form of scholarships, grants and loans, For black colleges and
for black students a need exists for immediate and urgent relief. A large pro-
portion of students at black colleges come from low-income families. Often
students who ,qualify and receive admission to college as freshmen cannot at-
tend without financial assistance. Present funding a..rangements are inadequate
!fir .students ctarrentiy enrmiedi. sophztraere, junior stud senior classes.

When a substantial proportion of the student body comes from families with
annual incomes of $5,000 or less, an exceptionally large number of students are
forced to withdraw from college because of insufficleit -financial resources. In
addition current statistical reports indicate that the Southern region in which
most of the black colleges are located is the region most severely and adversely
affected by the current economic and financial crisis. Moieover, the present
economic crisis which has increasingly affected more and more Americans dur-
ing the past 3 years has been felt for a much longer period of time in low-income
black communities. It is important to the internal health. -and well -being of the
nation that more financial aid be made available to low-income students and
disadvantaged students who attend aid graduate in large numbers from insti-
tutions such as the forty-one member institutions of the United Negro College
Fund.

A unique aspect of the student financial aid issue as it affects black colleges
generally and especially private black colleges, relates to the fact that even an
expansion of enrollment through an increase in the amount of student aid
places a heavy burden un institutions which maintain a low tuition rate as a
matter of policy.

Institutions which belong to the United Negro College Fund charge $1,000 or
less for an education that actually costs from $5,000 to $3,000. This means that
since tuition corers only a fraction of the educational costs, the enrollment of
more students serves to create additional expenditures which the institutions
must cover from other sources. As a result black colleges require additional and
substantial funds in the form of supplementary cost of education grants to meet

/de-mends for expanded enrollment.
B. The proposed Student Financial Aid Act, 1975 (H.R. 8471)1

The United Negro College Fund has serious reservations about certain pro-
Visions of The Student Financial Aid At of 1973 and how it relates to finan-
cially assisting students and institutions.

Though there are features which we applaud such as removing the one-half
cost limitation on, Basic Grants, authorizing of higher maximum grants, extend-
ing theBasic Grants and work -study to include part-time students, we find
that on ttie whole, H.R. 34711s seriously unresponsive to the needs of those
students who can least afford access to higher education.

The United Negro College Fund's specific concerns as they relate to H.R. 3471
are as follows:

1. Broadening Base of BEOG SupportUnless vastly increased federal fund-
ing is provided, the major effect of broadening the eligibility base of the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant will be to make less money available to the
neediest students. Funds going to low - income and disadvantaged students will
be'reduced in order to include students from middle-income families. The United
Negro College Fund favors broadening the eligibility requirements per se but
oppose-doing so at the expense of the students with the greatest need.

Too many eligible basic grant recipients are currently unable to make up
the difference between the basic grant and the cost ortuition and living ex-
penses, Aid to these students must be increased, not decreased. Any decrease
could spell disaster for the lives of thousands of needy students.

'The ftectIon on The Student Financial Aid Act of WS hes been prepared by Alan 11.
Kirschner. Assistant to the ExecutiVe Director of the United Negro College Fund.
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The bill should include a clear statement that if the program is not fully
funAild, eligibility will be curtailed according t., a .formala stheieby the ueetitest
students will not be adversely affected.

2. r$1,000 Maximum Basic GrantThe proposed increase in the maximum basic
graft from $800 to $1,400 represents a laudable effort to improve access to higher
education, but at the same time still falls far short of making sure that college
doots are never closed because of a person's financial, circumstances.

The average total cost for a student attending a UNCF member institution
is between $3,500 and $3,900 per year. If we optimistically assume that the
basic grant program is funded at a level permitting maximum grants of $1,400
a year, over $2,000 in additional funds are still required to make up the actual
cost.

Each college is expected to provide the remaining funds for students who
cannot afford to pay the difference between the grant and the actual cost of
attending the institution. Colleges which serve a predominantly low economic
grqup are most adversely affected because they must provide the largest addi-
Mimi support beyond the grant aid. It is ironic, yet entirely conceivable, that
a college which accepts too many BEOG recipient. can actually go bankrupt by
be ng unable to provide the additional necessary support for these students. Ineffect, those colleges providing opportunities for poor and disadvantaged stu-
dents are discourpged from carrying out the mission of this very legislation.

We urge the Subcommittee to reconsider the $1,400 maximum grant in H.R.
3471 as a figure which falls far short of insuring access for all to higher educa-
tion and which seriously overburdens those colleges that have made the greatest
strides in educating the poor and disadvantaged of this country.

3. Allotment Among StatesA recent study by Professor John W. Wiersma
at Southern Methodist University revealed that students attending the six
United NegroTollege Fund member institutions in Texas are receiving less than
their entitled share of federally subsidized state financial aid to students.
Although the proportion of students attending United Negro College Fund
!Umber institutions in Texas is 10% of the total eligibles, only 7.55% are in
fact being funded. The average grants to students attending the six United
Negro College Fund member institutions in Texas ranged from 15% to I4%
below the level of grants made to students at all other colleges in Texas.

There is every reason to believe that these discrepancies are not peculiar tothe state of Texas. The major reason for them appears to be the lack of
explicit federal guidelines on the criteria for state student financial aid de-
cisions. Some colleges and universities are receiving state aid for their students
based upon tuition plus living expenses , other colleges are receiving aid based
solely on tuition Stricter guidelines by the federal government are essential toprevent such Inequities. 4

The provision of H.R. 3471 regarding the State Scholarship Incentive Grant
Program encourages low cost education by allowing facilities support for in-
stitutions without tuition or fees. This is much too restrictive. Almost all col-
leges require payment of at least a student fee. It is of the utmost importancethat' this provision also include all those private colleges which ipse deliber-
ately kept tuition below a certain level to accommodate students from low-
Income backgrounds. The forty-one member institutions of the United Negro
College Fund have as a matter of policy maintained a low tuition rate. They
have been reluctant to increase tuition because of the large number a students
who can not afford to pay more. It has too often been the case that when
tuition is kept low, the amount of federal money is also kept low. We are glad
that H.R. 3471 tries to encourage low cost education and we strongly urge
expansion of the State Scholarship Incentive Grants to include all private
colleges which further this goal.

4. Guaranteed Student Loant.Loans to the neediest students serve only to
perpetuate the burden on the folks least able to hear it. What is most de-
structive is the adverse effect this can have on the family structure. If a youngcouple with only a minimal income must pay off thousands of dollars in loans,
then both the parents and children will suffer. Grants, work-study and coopera-
tive education are far better sources of assistance than loans for the students
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from low-income families. 14)1111S can tie very effective if limited only to students
witn less pressing nnancial needs.

5. Supplemental Grants.- Supplemental Grants hold critical importance be-
cause tney fill a gap by providing additional financial support to grant re-
cipients. The program not only awards grants to cover the full cost of tuition,
fees, books and other direct instructional costs, but also provides an a:lowanee
for the average cost of living minus the expected family contribution.

H.R. 3471 proposes to restrict eligibility td this program to students who
demonstrate outstanding academic performance. This would scrap the need-
based system of awatdhig grants and substitute a system whereby a small
number of BEOG recipients who do well on a special test will receive grants.

It is commonly 4.110 Vill that minority and economically disadvantaged students
traditionally fare poorly on standardized tests, most of which are geared to
white middle class students. We know of no test developed which can properly

wclaim to identify students from low income backgrounds who show outstanding
'academic promise.

The ,proposail legislation authorizes the National Institute of Education to
study the feasibility of, and to develop and test techniques of measuring
scholastic aptitudes which are "free of cultural, socio-economic, racial, re-
ligious, sexual ain ethnic bias." We suggest that at least until this study is
completed and its 'results disseminated to the public that the government not
get involved in the business of deciding who is smart enough to attend college.

0. Special Programs and ProjteteA major thrust of this program is to
identify cm :stilled students from low Income families and provide services to
them through grants and contracts. The "Talent Search" program identifies
youths with financial or cultural need and with an exceptional potential for
postsecondary education to encourage them to complete secondary school and
undertake postsecondary educational training. The "Special Services for Dis-
advantaged Students" provides remedial and special services for students with
academic potential; \

The historically black colleges aid universities of this nation have cham-
pioned the cause of providing a quality education to those who were denied
it or could not afford It. In a random sample of ten of these colleges It was

s found that none was funded to include both the Talent Search Program and
the Special Services for Disadvantaged Students. Three of the colleges had
neither program and the remainder had one or the other. Special guidelines
must be established which would, identify those institutions with an over-
whelmingly high Proportion of low income students to make certain that they

45\,receive high priority consideration t participate in these programs.
We are pleased to learn that the C liege Work-Study program is being ex-

panded to Include part time students. Ve would like to suggest, however, that
a special effort be made to establish both the College Work-Study and the Job
Creation programs at colleges located in stiall towns as their students have the
least access to jobs in the community. r

S. STUDENT FINANCIAL AID AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

,The United Negro College Fund and its 41 member college strongly support
the College Endowment Funding Plan kCEFP), which has been developed and
snbmitted to the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare
by Dr. Frederick Douglas Patterson, as a mechanism for providing institutional
support to postsecondary iostitations. This plan offers several advantages. First,
It institutions Indirectly by supplementing student financial assistance and
directly through institutional grants such as the ones for research and physical
plant facilities. Second, the Plan offers an institution a stable amount of budget
income overtime while systematically and regularly contributing to- capital
formation. Third, the building of endowment under this plan is accomplished
by establishing and investing discrete amounts in modular units of endowment,

The basic elements and operation of the College Endowment Funding Plan
are as follows:

A college raises a sum of $100,000 from private gifts and philanthropies. This
sum Is "matched" 3 for-1 by a $300,000 loan obtained by the college from the
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loan capital market at the current Interest rate. An endowment factor equalto 50% of the gift for programs le provided to enable a borrowing institution
to carry the full Interest cost of the loan. This $459,000 is then utilized as an
endowment fund module. This endowment package is then invested, either by
the college, by a fund manager selected by the college, or in a pool of such
units from several colleges, e.g., The Common Fund. The investment goal is
to generate, over the term of the loan, approximately $10,000 a year of income
to the college plus sufficient other income to make anuuai interest payments onthe loan and retire the loan principal. After the loan is retired, the college
then owns free and clear, the endowment fund module of $450,000.

The basic element of the CEFP are neither new nor unique In college financ-
ing. They include: (1) use of private gifts and philantropies; (2) "matching"
monies; (3) the "challenge" concept of matching the results of fund raising
from private sources; (4) use of low cost loans by educational institutions;,(5) formation of institutional capital through the establishment and invest-
ment of endowment funds; (0) use of endowment income as part of an in-
stitution's educational and general income; and (7) use of endowment income
to pay off loans, both interest and principal.

A new unique feature of the CEFP Is the manner in which these basic
elements of institutional financing are "packaged", in interacting and mutually
supporting ways In addition, the structure of the CEFP permits flexible varia-tion and trade-offs among its component elements; Werra of the loan; loan pay-
back schedule; amount of scheduling of budget inc me taken from endowment
income; and relative size of the endowment fund roduced after the loan ispaid off.

Colleges can'capitalize on such potential variations,and trade-offs in negotiat-
ing loans with lending institutions and in adapting ithe pattern and, schedule
of endowment income utilization of fit their unique requirements.

It would be appropriate for the United States Government to adopt andImplement this plan now because the fundamental problem of higher education,Ti std of trhh1r OM0eg In partIcuTar, relafe-s to the difficulty of securing funds
required for basic operations. The rise in educational costs, the competition forstudents and well-prepared personnel, as well as inflation,, must be met by
increasing revenues from public and private sources.

Monies from those sources are most often contributed for special-purposeprojects, In addition to existing programs, and are usually intended to he spent
over a short period of time. This type of aid, while it improves the variety ofactivities that are available, does not ease the financial problems of institutions.Indeed, it often augments them, as restricted short-term funding invariably
contributes to new higher levels of ongoing expenditures. In short, both federaland private assistance tend to create permanent programs, but provide only
temporary financing. Thus, colleges and universities end up with a programexpenditure built into the budget.

The College Endowment Funding Plan is a mechanism for providing financial
aid to postsecondary institutions. It supplements student aid which indirectlyaids institutions and other direct institutional aid programs such as grants forresearch or physical plant. CEFP is designed to provide an institution withstable amounts of budget income over time while systematically contributing
to capital formation. This is accomplished by establishing and investingmodular units of endowment.

The expansion of institutional grants should take the form of large grantsmade directly to each institution in the form of a cost of education supplement.
All legislative matching fund requirements should be eliminated for institu-tions which carry significant proportions (20% or more) of students from lowincome families.
Funds should he earmarked for developing institutions which produce slant&cant proportions of graduates from low income families. Arrangements shouldbe mod* to provide direct governmental funding of facilities proposals overand above the limits of state by state allotments for dhese colleges with adisproportionate number of low income students compared with the percentageenrolled normally either nationally or regionally.
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B. COMMENTS ON THE GRANT PROGRAMS (BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITI
GRANTS AND SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS).

NATIONAL CATHOLIC CONFERENCE
OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT LIAISON,

Washington, D.C., October 24, 1974.
Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA,
!Ouse of Representatives,
1Vashington, D.C.

DEAR M. O'HARA; I am writing in reference to a concern we have about
the criteria for student assistance in the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
Program.

We strongly recommend that any legislative changes of those provisions
dealing with student assistance allow for the inclusion of elementary and
secondary educational expenses of family members in the calculation of the
ability of that family to contribute to the payment of the higher educational
costs of the children of the family. Such a family is often faced with consider-
able expenses to insure that their children get a quality education at the
elementary or secondary level.

Since this sort of prvsislun is included in the Supplementary Grant Program,
we feel it would be consistent to include it in the Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant Program as well. The enclosed memorandum will provide you
with a more detailed rationale for this recommendation.

We hope you will give this matter serious consideration and request that our
views be incorporated in the legislative record.

Sincerely,
JAMES L. ROBINSON, Director.

MEMORANDUM . RE BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS . CRITERIA FOR
STUDENT ASSISTANCE

The education Amendments of 1972 (P.L. 92-318) authorized an extension
of the Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant Program and a new
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program. In the first of these programs
Congress provided that there be consideration of all educational expenses of
family members in any calculation of the ability of a family to contribute to
defraying the cost of their children's higher education expenses (sec. 413(c) (a)
(2) (d) (v)). In the second program, the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants,
such educational expenses were limited to members of the family enrolled in
postsecondary education only.

The reason for this disparity between these two programs is more technical
than reflective of the Intent of Congress. The House version of this legislation
did not include an authorization for the Education Grant Program. The pro-..
vision relating to educational expenses was added on to the Supplementary
Grant Program by an amendment of Congressman Scheuer of New York. The
Scheuer amendment was adopted and the House version of the legislation
enacted after final passage of the Senate version. Consequently, there was no
opportunity to add a similar 'amendment to the newly authorized Basic Educa-
tional Opportunity program in the Senate Act. In the ensuing conference, the
rules would not allots fur the adoption of such an amendment to the Basic
Grant Program. -

Although this could not be accomplished by the conferees, there was the
feeling that the U.S. Commissioner of Education would have sufficient flexibility
in the matter and thus use his discretionary authority to include elementary
and secondary expenses in the regulations covering the new student aid pro-
grams. There hate been repeated requests to the Commissioner for such a
ruling by a number"of interested parties but to no avail. Consequently, we feel
it is necessary to recommend an amendment to that section of the legislation
authorizing the Basic Grant Program which would allow for the inclusion of
all educational expenses of Moab members in the calculation of the ability of
the family to contribute to the payment of the higher educational costs of the
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children of that family. This would establish uniformity in the student aid
programs.

SOUTHERN A813007ATIoN OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS,
February 26, 1975.

Congressman JAMES G. O'HARA,
Rayburn House 0 Mae Building,
Washington, D.O.

Ds. a MR. CHAIRMAN : The attached resolution was adopted in Richmond pt
our SASFAA. annual meeting on February 19, 1975. It is a reinforcement 0 our
continued effOrt to have the Office of Education provide institutions with the
fair cost of administering the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program.

As the program expands not only is there an increase in the paperwork but
much additional counseling time with the student is needed to coordinate effec-
tively the BEOG with other forms of student financial assistance.

We urge your continued support to encourage the Office of Education to im-
plement provisions for disbursing administrative costs to postsecondary insti-
tutions.

Sincerely yours,
Mrs. WARREN C. LIGHT,

President.

A RESOLUTION

Whereas. the Higher Education Amendments of 1972 created the Basic Edu-
cational Opportunity Grant Program as a "floor" to provide access for students
to enter postsecondary education, and

Whereas. the delivery system involves the institutional aid office as an inter-
mediary between the student and the U.S. Office of Education, which estsblishos
eligibility through its contractor, and

Whereas. the law provides for administrative expenses to be paid to agents
acting in behalf of the federal government, and

Whereas. as the entitlement is extended to additional classes and now part-
time students, the _work load of the postsecondary institutional aid office and
expense involved increases, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the ec,nthern Association of Student Financial Aid Adminis-
trators meeting in Richmond, Virginia, on February 19, 1975, go on record re-
questing immediate provision of regulations by The Division kof Basic Grants of
the U.S. Office of Education to pay to postsecondary institutions the administra-
tive expense for the BEOG program. Such administrative expense should cover
the cost involved by a postsecondary institution by providing a minimum of
$25.00 per recipient of a basic grant or 5% of the actual disbursements to
students, should be retroactive for the academic year 1974-75; should be in-

stituted for future years, and, be it further
Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to President Gerald Ford,

Senator Claiborne Pell, Congressman James G. O'Hara, Commissioner of Edu
cation Terrel Bell, John Phillips and Peter S. U. Voight.

Congressman JAMS G. O'HARA.
Chairman. Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, Cannon House Opfer

Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONORE88MAN O'HARA. Thank you for your letter of March 13 which I

have just received. I am writing this letter because of it and in order to affirm
my strong aupp.irt of those provisions of your proposed bill which relate to merit
scholarships. There exists a certain tendency today, prevalent for very under-
standable reasons, to confuse fairness with respect to opportunity and fairness
with respect to quality. Such confusion can be most harmful. Obscuring priori

LONG ISLAND UNrvEasrrr,
Tut BROOKLYN CENTER,

Brooklyn, N.Y., April 7, 1975.
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ties and objectives, especially where resources are so limited as they are at
present, can cause great damage. It will not only deprive too many highly quali-
fied individuals of the chance to develop and exercise their full capacities, but
it will harm the general welfare by not bringing forward in these difficult times
a suitably trained body of persons of proven excellence and caliber, competent
to deal with the requirements of advanced study. It is clear that many who are
otherwise qualified may be in financial need.These certainly should be eligible
for, full scholarships or full supplemental grants.

I realize that the term Vostse6ndary education' embraces a wide spectrum,
ranging from the narrowly vocational to the highly advanced technical and
theoretical fields. The concern of this letter, however, is only with the issue of
tie highly theoretical and of those technological and practical disciplines and
applications which incorporat6 theoretical knowledge. By this time it should be
obvious that the security as well as the welfare of our country rests Upon the
ongoing development. uses, and applications of the most advanced disciplines.
These, in turn, are the functions of trained, and working minds.

Congress should provide for persons possessing such minds, not simply for the
sake of individual enhancement, but for the good and, in fact, for the existence
of the country itself. If scholarships are among such means of aid, as they. have
been traditionally, and if financial resources are limited as they are now, thdn
it should be the first order of business to see to it that 'merit' be primary among
the priorities which-relate to scholarships and grants.

Talent should be encouraged, brought forward, and developed. But there is a
difference between the discovery and nurture pf potential talent and the active
cultivation of talent already in being. Equal opportunity applies to the former
merit to the latter, At this time primary need requires that the grant of scholar-
ships be based first of all upon merit. This is certainly so with regard to institu-
tions cegtered around the more advanced, disciplines.

I would therefore like to urge that it is crucial that Congress pass your bill
as it stands.

Very truly. yours,

Hon..Cutns Puns,
House otisco Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEA* CONGRESSMAN .PEPPER . I am appealing to you to give strong considera-
tion to H.R. 3471 as it comes to your attention for vote.

A cross-examination of this bill will indicate that it is a very incomplete in-
terpretation of the needs of high education and of the students involved in
higher education. The tuition gap between public and private institutions must
be included as a priority need today, and federal incentives are necessary to
assist in diminishing it. Then, too, serious attention must be accorded to the
middle income levels. There is no reason why this income level should pay the
taxes for the benefit of all others without an equitable return for themselves.
Students of middle-income families should not be the sole group restricted to a
work-study benefit.

Most importantly, the suggested removal of the % cost-of-education limita-
tion of BEOG grant may eventually become the salient future of H.R. 3471 May
1 ask that you support the retention of the % cost-of-education formula current
In BEOG as well as the threshold funding levels of the three campus-based pro-
grams as in the present law. The deletion of the % cost limit would not affect
eligible students at high-cost institutions. We do believe it would adversely af-
fect enrollments at private colleges.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter and we do appreciate all the
efforts you extend toward the passage of legislation beneficial to higher educe
Lion today.

Cordially yours,

LINCOiN Rats.

BAD= COLLEGE,
Miami Shores, Fla., April 14, 1975.

Sister M. Tirana noon. 0.P.,
President.
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Hon. CLARENCE E. MILLER,
Cannon Building,
Washington, D.C.

MARIETTA HIGH SCHOOL,
Marietta, Ohio, April 17, 1975.

DEAR CONGRESsMAN MILLER. I am eaciusing a letter which helps point out the
difficulty schools are having in helping to carry out the good intentions of
Congress in helping deserving students.

Fortunately for high school counselors, our colleagues in the college financial
offices keep us posted, so I did know when and where the sessions were being
held.

Now that I have that off my chest, I would like to express my feelings on
what I consider to be the unrealistic expectations of what parents are expected
to pay toward their childret:4 edu,,stion under the Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Program.

The family that works bard, saves, buys a modest home, and encourages their
child to work and save is actually penalized by the system.

I might point out, that it is this very group that often produce some of our
best and hardest working students.

I hope when Congress reviews the aid offered under the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant Program they will see fit to give a break to the so called
"middle class" income group because those families earning $15,000.00 to
$20,000.00 yearly can no longer be realistically classified as a "middle class"
lhcome group.

Sincerely,
(Mrs.) PHYLLIS WELLS,

Director of Guidance.

UNIVERSITY of PUERTO RICO,
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, May 1, 1975.

Hon. JAIIES01IARA,
chairman, Su'lcommittee on Postsecon -ary Education, Education and Labor

Committee, U.S. House of Representatives, "Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: As I promised during your visit here this week when

you addressed the National University Extension Association, I take pleasure
in writing to you to explain formally what I told you informally about the
importance to the University of Puerto Rico of the Basic Education Oppor-
tunity Grant Program.

As you will see from the attached memorandum and the accompanying tables,
the BEOG program has been tremendously helpfula real success story which
we fervently hope and exiled will become even more successful in thg fpture.

Table III giveS comparative data on all funds available to the University for
student grant assistanceall assistance except loansfor 1973-74 gild 1974-75.
Principally as a result of our taking greater advantage of the BEOG program.
the level of funds -fog stittlent grants reached $22.1 million in the ,current aca-
demic year, compared with $12.1 million in 1973-74. BEOG funds went up from
$1.5 million in 1973-74,10 $9.8 million this year.

Table II gives a break-down on BEOG grant assistance by, family income
level. As the tabid shows, all bpt a few thousand dollars of thq funds allocated
had been obligated by the time this table was compiled. Agai n. it is clear that
the BEOG program is of crucial importance to us, since 7f.4 percent of all
grant recipients come from fsmiligs with ant -mil IncomewbeloW $6,000.

When weconsider that BEOG grants are available this year only to first and
second year students. we see hoc;} important they will becopie in the next aca-
demic year when we hope third year students will also be eligible to receive
them.

The BEOG program 14; of decisive importance at this ti e because the Com-
monwealth bas been hard hit bv general inflation. the son ng cost of imported
petroleum on which our economy is almost totally depehdent. sharply rising
unemploymeht. and declining real personal income and govgrnment revenues.
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I trust that 4yhis information will be helpful to the Subcommittee. If you wish
to have additionaldnformation, please let me know.

I am sending copies of the memorandum and the tables to the Senate Sub-
committee on Education and to Resident Commissioner Jaime Benitez in the
hope that they, too, will find It useful.

It was.a pleasure to hear your address to the NUE4. Could you spare me a
copy so that I can circulate it to some of my colleagues who could not attend
the banquet?

Many thanks in advance and all best wishes.
Cordially,

ARTURO MORALES CARRION, President.
Enclosures.

MEMORANDUM ON STUDENT AID AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO

L LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY

This memorandum deals with student aid at the University of Puerto Rico,
particularly ,the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program, which is au-
thorized under Subpart (1) of Part ,A of Title IV of the Higher Educhtion Act
of 1065, as amended by the Education Amendments of 1972.

IL FINANCIAL AID AT TT\E UNIVERSITY Or PUERTO RICO

The University of Puerto Rico is a public institution in which equitIity of
opportunity is an official objective and guiding principle. The total enrollment
for the present year (1974-70 is 52,000, constituting 54 per cent of the total
enrollment in higher education in the Island.

The University of Puerto Rico has the lowest tuition rates of all U.S. Land
Grant Institutions. It offers three types of basic financial aid programs for
students: scholarships (betas), work and study, and loans.

Becas are awards of money, discounts or remissions of charges, or similar
financial considerations, most of which require neither repayment at some future
time nor service to be performed by the recipient. In the case of some students
in the Medical Sciences Campus, for example, recipients of grants may be ex
petted to perform services after graduating. The work study program enables
the student to work on campus for a number of hours a week receiving pay-
ment for specific services.

Loans are sums of money awarded with the stipulated requirement that they
be repaid, in kind or service, in whole or part, at some future date, in some
cases with, and in other cases wit out, the payment of interest:The vast major
ity of students are required to re burse the whole amount of the loan, even
though they may not have to pay inter t.

III. BE00 PROGRAM AT THE UN SITY OF PlIFSiTO RICO

The hasic Educational Opportunity Grant opoG) Program is a new source
of Federal student financial aid which provided funds for the first time in
academic year 1973-74, This program provides for the payment of Basic Grant
awards to students attending eligible institutions of postsecondary education.
Basic Grants are intended t4 be the "floor" of a financial aid package and may
he combined with other forms of aid in order to meet the full costs of education.
Student eligibility is priknarily based on financial need determined on the basis
of n formula developed fiy the Office of Education. Under this program. a stu
(lent completes an application form which shows the income and asset inform
tion required to calculate his eligibility index. It shou'd he noted that eligibility
for Basic Grants is determined on the basis of financial need and that there is
no scholastic determination made.

the authorizing legislation specifies that a student's maximum grant eligibility
IS $1,400. less the expected family contribution, and is not to exceed one half
of the cost of attendance at the institution the student chooses.

.

I

koLs o
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IV. THE BE00 MORALE AT THE UNIVERSITY Or PUERTO RICO

A Success Story: ."

The Baste Education.al Opportunity Grant (BEOG) Program has been very
effective, It has enabled a large number of students to begin and continue their
college education. The vast majority of our students come from low income
families (see Table II attached) and it would be impossible for them to attend
institutions of higher learning without receiving some type of financial aid.
Even with (BEOG), however, many parents have to borrow money in order to
meet the educational costs of their children, 'often creating difficult financial
burdens for the family to carry.

(Otte understandably, students of the University of Puerto Rico have a
marked preference for the scholarships because usually they do not have to re-
pay the funds awarded. Unfortunately, the funds for scholarships are very
limited. Once they are exhausted, students are offered work, a federal loan or
a package of aid, depending on the funds available. Since the start of the
(BEOG) Program, many ,students who formerly had to §eek aid through the
loan program are receiving a baste grant.

Without federal funds our institution would not be able .to provide financial
aid to the large number of students who apply for tt and who are eltgtble to re-
ceive tt. As tt is, many students who are receiving aid are not receiving enough
and many others wha are eltgtble by all tests are not receiving any. The aid
covers basic expenses but does not cover personal expenses.

In other words, many of our students are heavily burdening their future by
borrowing too much, because grant funds are scarce, especially now with our
economy In a serious recession.

Table I shows latest estimates for the total, number of students who are re-
ceiving basic grants by institutional upit, amount of financial aid awarded, and
average cost per student, fOr the present academic year, 1974-75.

TABLE 1

University of Puerto

Estimates!

Rico.
Tots!

ald
Number of

recipient
Average

cost

Rio Piedras $2, 264, 304 2,778 $814
Mayaguez 1,910,000 2,267 843
Medical silences 105, 514 135 712
C.syty 655.178 751 875
Regional colleges (4,887, 370) . (5, 773) (847)

Aguadilla 603, 620 682 U5
Arecibo 1,259, 591 1,437 877
Bsysm6n
Carolina

s- , 913, 064
191,944

1,_120
/44

115
787

Humacao 1,185, 970 1, 315 856
Ponce 733,174 905 810

Totals I , i 9, 122, 366 . 11,704 838

These costs are estimates, subject to !Other refinement.

V. RECOU 31ENDATIONS

' After reviewing our situation. we present these four recommendations.
(1) We.favor making Basic Educational Opportunity Grants available to up

to 100 per cent of Students Educational Cost instead of 50 per cent of the total
cost.;

(2) We favor extending the program to cover graduate students. At the pre
ent time, only undergraduates are eligible.

(3) The (BEOG)- program requires a legal certification to guarantee th
reliability of information provided by the student. In Puerto Rico, only lawyers,
can be notary publics and they charge $5 to $10. We wonder if this requirement
could be waived, especially fur students already enrolled, since their financial
need an eligibility have been established.

(4) We believe the program should provide 3 per cent for administrative
expenses,

1O81
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TABU 111 -FiliMICIAL MO PROWLAP13, COMPARATIVE TABLE OF FUNDS AVAILABLE
k

Peorad 1974-75 1973-74
Increase or
(decrease)

4 UNCienNis-Eonuermossiti) o4 Pouts Rico. . .
Z 5 , , l e a r t - * . s . A . - - s o o r k m 4, 1 1 4 1 laxstonal o n o o t r w a t i , Irinh ."- . --.
3. SAkofirszios--.9.414 notion Lgettoo van( program (MSI6)
4, SAptult.41-.44,11,44eircek40 rorcent (Mu),

5cArAmtool-BAsiA aloutIooll opportunity *not 03E00
r4V.Arndo-Midical, odonbLvoin 4A4 Avtomory

7. ScboltrUf,p1-41W4cal, *Natio And Amatory. FirderAC.,
11, 5410,4n3195-Phsonacy, Foot. r ..... ..........
9 SALDAMAI-Gratate or ordes:441..
10 OthAtosamay 'two. ..,.,.......,........ ................
IA :41144 work stAdy I ,

$6, 325.247
1. 357, 633

90, 339
231.332

9, 341, 245
420,300
54, 540

100,000
160,000
305, 000

3,165, 552

46,326, 247
997. 734

0
0

1, 535, 427
420,300
55,493

372,000
110, COO
290.000

2, MO, MO

4
0

$359, 904
94339

281,382
8, 31:15, 818

0
(953)

(272, 000)
50, 000
10,000

1,165, 552

Tali Mat 22,0,97,243 12, 107,201 9,990,042

I-Demi:lad 80 wont Federal end g0 percent t

Nate.--Fedva lows are not rAM,ded.

C. ekni UMW ori WORN. Proust/ails (COLLDCIE. WORK-STUD% AND CoOPMATIVE
EDUCATION)

Grosovrow:c IJsrmizarrx,
Washington, D.C., February 26, 1975.

Congressman SAnta 011,Ans,
Chairman. Howe Special Subcommittee on Education, Rayburn HOU86

Washington, D.Q.
DEAR Ma. CONoar,ssILAN Your subcommittee is currently considering legis-

lation affecting (1)4,11Pr" 'Ire education prograult.. May I endorse the recommenda-
tions previously forwarded by Messrs. Elodfrey and Stoughton, as follows:

1. Future legimlution should place a high priority on grants to institutions
that :ire developtng -cooperative education programs in academic disciplines
which satisfy tot needs for increased numbers of -career employees, as indicated

DPeartitient of Labor projections.
2. Administration of woperOtlie education funds should continue to be cen-tralized In the Office of Education "rn Washington, D.C., rather than delegated

to the regional offices.
3' NO grants should be made for feasibility studies or,planning. Institutions

should undertake these activities at their own expense.
4 VIC; limitation on funding for administration of programs should be in-

creased from three years to fife years, but iv decreasing amounts each year
so that self support from insUtutional funds would be required in increasingamounts each year.

II. The litrdtation of $75.000 per institution shoultrbe continued.
8 The total amount authorized annualb 'should be increased to $20,000,000,

with $17.00(1,000 specified for program administration and $3.000,000 for train-ing and research.
7 Vocation/1,1 technical procrams short& not be fended under the law sinceother federal legislation provides funding for these programs.
4 Future legislation shodid provide financial incentives to employers 11a rtiel-pa t)fig in cooperative education.
9 Future legislation- should place a high priority on grants to institutions

that doelop programs which meet certain criteria and guidelines. The criteriaestablished for this legislation should tinphasize the Integration of theory and
prartire. counseling to recognize and organize objectives, productive work, and
the.otireer development aspects of cooperative education.

lit Accountability should be built Into the legislation and into the guidelinesfot administration of federally funded cooperative education programs. Funds
should be made available for independent evaluation of these programs on a
year-by-year basis. Recommendations captained In the report entitled Searchfor SnmeIt$, prepared by the National Advis?ry, Council on Education Profes-sions Development, are er ,.rsed.

It Is particularly important In these troubled times that strong ties be builtbetween eductition and lifeto the melioration of economic conditions.Very truly yours,
Jons A. CHASE, Assistant Dean.

it=



Hon. J. J.. PICKLE,
-Gannon II-gilding,
Wishinglon.D.O.

DEAR CONORESSAIR11 PlcR.LE. It occurred to me that, with the current economic
recession, the students who are Presently in college are going to have a very
difficult time finding jots this summer-Also, many of .the private institutions
of higher learning, and I am sure some of the public inatitutions, are finding-it
very difficult to balitnee their .bUdgets, theraore, they are forced to cut their
expenditures and this is mail? done by not keeping their plants in adequate
r epair.

With these two problems In mindnamely trying to create jobs and at the
. same time help institutions of higher education- -it would seem logical for the
Federal Government to give consideration to helping the situation. There are
students in colleges and universities who.are currently paying for their educatibn
through guaranteed priVate loans. These loans are different from the work-study
program and the National Direct Student Loan as these private loans are not
due- until-nine months after -the 'student grdduates or leaves the institution. If,
however, the Federal Government could fund a program whereby money would
be furnished the institutions of higher learning' enablinethein, through their
currently .established Student loan officers, to hire these students this summer to
work at the institution, and the institution then pay off Part of the student loan
to the private lender, it would haVe the effect of (1) Giving the student work
and some degree of respect that he is Paying off Tart of his college expense ;
42) Giving the college or university a labor force for much needed ;emit= and
work on the-campus, (3) Return some money to theberiks mid lending institu-
tions-which could be Put back into the economy ;, and (4) Occupy the student
during the summer to keep him from being a disruptive force in our society.

I, therefore, think it is well worth considering ,even though I know in any
program of-this kind, there Are bound to be abuses. The problem I foresee with
such a program of this kind isiwhether it can get funding in time-for it to have
an effect this summer.

If you find this idea interesting, I will be happy to do any research on it, at
my expense, in order to see if it Is practical and what impact it would have.

Sincerely,

AUSTIN', February 26,1976.

*Cox= Couroz,
Hartsville, S.C., March. 4,1975.

Representathe DOSES O'HARA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,
Washington, D.O.

Mita Sin: I wish to suppert your policies on student financial aid. As a stu-
dent I received Guaranteed Loans and National Direct Student Loans in the
amount of $3,200.00.

Now, as Financial Aid Officer at Coker College, I concur with your philosophy
of expanded work study and job opportunities and reduction of 1.tarowing in
financing education.

Cok0 emplitisizes cooperative education programs and we hope to expand it
each year. After all, a meaningful job is a goal for every student. I totally sup.
portyour cooperative education doctrine.

It is hoped that my thoughts from an aid officer at a small private progressive
sonthern-school are welcome.

Thank you.
Very truly yours,

Nur. Dirz, Financial Aid Officer.

KALDIAZOO COI= V,
Kalamazoo, Mich., March 20, 1975.

Congressman DatER G. O'HARA,
Chairman, House Subcomnattc. on Post Secondary Education, Rayburn Houes

Ogle& Building, Washington,
DEAR CONoStESSMAN O'HARA. I jtist learned that you recently introduced "The

Student Financial Aid Act of 1075" (ER 34.71) to amend "Title IV of the
Higher Education Act of 1065." I would appreciate very much being sent, a copy
of your bill.

' WILLLU& $. CAursitr.t.



Generally, I also wish to voice my enthusiastic support for the concept of
increased federal support of off -camirus work.-study programs. While Kelm:mane
College has. used a portion of its -work-study funds for off-campurprograms in
the past, it has been unable to 'do so that last three years,

An increase in overall work-study funding or the placing of a. premium on
off campus work-study situations would be of considerable, enefit to meat of
our-students here in the Career ServiCe Program. We know of many employers
able to pay $15u to V00 to hire a student for a quarter, but unable to support all
of a student's expenses let alone pay enough to help the student pay his ,next
quarter's tuition.

Sincerely,
H. Tnomas FRANCIS,

Aisistant Director, Career Services:

EASTERN MICIIIOAN UNIVERSITY,
,Ypsilanti, Mich., March. 20,105.

Hen. Jiatza G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on. Education, House of Representatives, Can-

.. non House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DR131 MR. O'HARA: Congratulations on your recently introduced Student Aid

11111. I read, witl, particular enthusiasm, the portion concerning the increased
financing for the Work-Study Program and the relaxing of the explicit need
requirement for students to qualify for the proven?.

For ten years I have worked with the Work-Study program; and it is my
opinion that no other aid program can match the benefits provided by this stu-
dent support program. Not only do the students earn educational expenses, they
provide assistance to others which would not otherwise be available, they supple-
ment text book learning with on-the-job experience which makes learning mean-
ingful, and they build a record of work experience which proves them desirable
candidates for career place.ment upon graduation.

The relaxing of the need requirement, will assuredly mean more work for
our small already over worked staff; but we welcome the opportunity to serve
more students, especially those who previously have shown such great need but
could not qualify. Having Work Study available to more students will be most
helpful to Michigan college students next year since budgets for the State sup-

_ ported schools are expected to be low and increases in tuition and housing costsare being proposed.
I have followed closely your work with the Education Subcommittee and I

am looking forward to hearing your presentation at Southern Illinois University
this summer.

Best wishes for continued success.
Sincerely,

Mrs. RUTH F. BURSON',
Student Bmployment.

BREW:MYR OFFICE or EDUCATIONAL AM/RS,
Boston, Mass., March. 20,1075.

Hon. JAatzs G. O'HARA, .
.aphurn_fiouse Office BOilding,
Washington, D.C.

CoxortEssuArr O'HARA: On behalf of the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setto, I would like to offer comments pertaining to your proposed ameodments of
the Work-Programs Section. Title IV, of the Higher EducatiBn Act of 1905.

(I) The proposed elimination of the need analysis for the distribution offunds will take the College Work-Study Funds outof the hands of the students
who are most In need.

In Massachusetts it is a fact that some students who have qualified for finan-cial aid are not provided with enough support to continue theireducation doeto the limited availability of funds. I, of course, am encouraged by your effortsto increase the sine of the Work-Study appropriation. But the inclusion of all
students who aproach the colleges on a first-come. first-served basis will over-extend whatever increase that is able to be won In these hard times.

10 8
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. I Would therefore urge the continuation of the need analysis so that those
students who are must in need of the funds are,assured of the priority they
merit

II) I have grave concerns about the provision of federal funds for the Sob
Creation Program. In practical terms, who is to say which jobs were "created"/
In a state such as Massachusetts, where some 116 colleges and universities al-
ready compete in many spheres, the provision of these administrative /wade to
each college encourages duplication and the confusion of employers.

If this program Is to be successful, it must establish clear criteria which define.
the act of "Job creation", and it must appreach this task cn a collaborative,
regionalized basis.

I would therefore suggest that Section 447 be changed to include provisions
for entering into agreements with "eligible Institutions or other apprupriate
non - profit job clearinghouses" (Page 85, line 13). Further, I doubt that the 1%

. administrative allowance will be sufficient to do the job. I would reedramend a
5% Allowance (Page 80, line 9).

I am hopeful that you will consider these points and revise y"ar.amendments.
Sincerely,

PAUL PARES, Secretary of Education.

HAMPTON, VA., Mara 27, 1975.
Hon. JAMS O'HARA,
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education of The House Committee on Educa-

tion and Labor, Rayburn. Building, Washingron,D.O.
Ds As CONGRESSMAN O'HARA . I recently attended a meeting in New York City

sponsored by the Urban Corps National Association. Included among the topis
on the agenda was a discussion on pending Work. Study legislation, namely
H.R. 3471.

The Association was in support of the Bill and its provisions relative to Stu-
dent Financial Aid. Sections 445 and 447 of the Bill were particularly of in-
terest. We do believe, however, that certain modifications need to be introduced
to Section 447 to provide it with the full impact it was intended to have. The
following modifications were highly endorsed by the Association.

1. The one per centum limitation on estimated wage cost should be increased
to encourage post secondary institutions to approach the job creation program
with a serious attitude.

2. Public and private non -profit agencies, as well as eligible institutions,
should he authorized to enter into agreements for grants.

We feel that Urban Corps across the country are already prepared to perform
the Job Creation function, and with minimam cost and maximum effectiveness.
Thus, to establish new administrative stations on numerous college campuses
could prove to be wasteful in many cases.

We sincerely hope that these two recommendations will be taken seriously Into
consideration by the Committee as their presence ID this legislation would mean
a great deal to our programs and to our constitueifts. We would appreciate any-
thing you can do to insure that our opinions are heard.

Sincerely,
WENDELL F. BRANTON, Assistant Director.

APRIL 1, 3975.
Hon. JAMES G. OTIARA,
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Education, House Education and Labor

Committee, Washington, The.
Dena CONGRESSMAN (MARA : Last May I wrote you about a change in the

wording of the legislation on Title IV D Choperattve Education. Later I received
a copy of the printed report on the hearings before your Committee during May,
1974. Which I have read with great interest and considerable care. The testi-
monies and reported research on College Work Study and Cooperative Educa-
tion highlight reesommendations with which I heartily concur.

e
As one who has devoted & major portiosc

ftant to some thirty colleges and uni-
versities

his professional life to cooperative
education and who now serves as a con
versitles in developing programs of cooperative education having interconnec-
tions with college work study, I am taking the liberty of outlining the reeom-

)
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mendatious taken from the aforementioned hearings which seem to me most
significant and which are supported by the testimonies.
- I understand your Saibeoininittee wit be proceeding with further deliberation
and final recommendations, so I am hopeful that this summary may be useful
to you. If 1 can be of further assistance to the work of your Committee, please
feel free to call on me.

Sincerely,

Enclosures.

S. DUDLEY DAWSON,
Consultant on Cooperative Education.

RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN THE PENDING LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRATION ON
COLLEGE WORK-STUDY AND COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

Selected from the recommendations at the Hearings before the House Special
Subcommittee on Education during May, 1074, which, in the slew of the writer,
are most significant:

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY
I. Changes in legislation

1. Substantial increase In C-W-S appropriation because of large gap between
student needs and funds available.

(fit Modification in need restriction so that a larger number of middle in-
come students can qualify for C-W-S.

ib) Increase of C-W S funding will lessen the pressure for loans which places
an excessive burden on middle and low income students.

2. Modification of basis for distributing C-W-S fnnds from State to National
les el so that each institution ret elve the mine of approved fondles as
every otherto eliminate the serious dist.repancle now occurring in funding
between individual institutional needs.
II. Changes in administration

1. More focused attention on placements and counseling of C-W-S students to
improve educational value of job experiences.

(a) More off-campus placementat least 50% if possible. '"
(b) Combine C-W S placement with cooperative education operation in insti-

tutions that have such programs.
(1) In the many institutions where college credit can be earned for evaluated

cooperative ,education esperit nee, C-W-S placements under the cooperative plan
would be eligible for college credit.

Note: There seems to be an in-house (ESOE) rule that students cannot re-
ceive college credit fur a C-W-S jet) on campus. This regulation should be elim-
inated. The question of college sredit depends on the nature of the job and its
educational utilizationnot on whether it is on campus or off campus.

(c) Extend the practice of summer vacation C-W-S placements to other pe-
riods of the year. This would allow some of the C-W-S aunoser placements to
be moved to other quarters or semesters of the year thus relieving the pressure
of slimmer placements and neeoremoilating emplissers at other times of the year.

(d) Remove the ceiling on the amount of hours a C-W-S student can work
each week. and on the total amount that can be earned during a full-time work
period nr during an academic year.

(e) Give institutions optimum freedom in the distribution of stndent aid
funds between C-W-S. BOEG and Loans.

(1) To make possible the maximum use of C-W-S funds which, as an excel-
lent form of student aid, offers significant educational as well as economic
benefits.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

I. Change in wording of legislation
The following (Italicized) change of wording in Section 451(a) in Title A D

of the Tfigher,Editention Act is reeommende4:
See. 451 (ft) ,There atTp OUilloriger) * of programq that are designed to cm.

bine periods of work experience with periods of academic study as an integral
part of the student's education. Such trorh expifictiCe with, public and pritato
agencies will not only enhance the student's aduCational and career detelopment
but will also afford mane students the opportunity to earn funds to finance their
.education, * this title,
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The above suggested change removes the limitation of Federal support to
programs "that alternate periods of full time study with periods of full-time
public and private employment" so that the equally valid parallel plan of co-
operative education may also be sqpported. In addition to providing needed flex-
ibility in the scheduling of study and work periods this change also strengthens
the definition of cooperative Gduca 4un as an iateoral part of the student's edu-
cational program.

UNIVERSITY Or CINCINNATI,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Apra 9, 1975.

Hon. :Lutes G. O'Hara,
Chairman, Special Subcommittee on Education, Rayburn. Office Building,

Washington, D.O.
DEAR CHAIRMAN O'HARA. At a recent meeting I became aware of your strong

committee to the type of education Mach is represented by the Work-Study
and Cooperative Programs in this country. My own department has been very
concerned about this approach and I wonder whether you might have any
materials describing the directions in which you are hoping to move. I would
appreciate it if you could send us some copies of such materials.

Our own concern has been %Nall the attitude towards foreign languages and
cultures among the majority of the people. Much as we appreciate languages
and literatures as a part of a liberal arts education and as a means for philo-
sophical psychological, and also socielugical understanding of human heinAs In
various ages, we also cunsider language and area studies as a practical skill
for practical professional communication. And while the discussion about the
value of a liberal arts background fur any profession may continue for a while,
we would like to remind people of the fact that the judgment about the value
of language study does not depend on the outcome of that discussion. After all,
we are confronted with the necessity of having to communicate on political or
economic problems with members of other nations every day right now and
we can certainly communicate much better if Ice try to understand our
partners' way of flanking and living. This is expressed in language and in at-
titudes widen can be studied together with the language.

It is for these reasons that we instituted a Work-Study Program for language
students from anywhere in the United States nine years ago, which takes the
students to Germany and puts them into a career-related work-situation there.
For the same reasons we also hope to begin a Cooperative Program for language
students. sitnilar to the programs for engineers and business students, in this
country. Our university has established an International Business Option for
students from Business Administration of Foreign Languages. These students
will. of course, he hest prepared for cooperative or work-study situations in-
volving Innenages. It is bard to think of these programs at this moment of
economic difficulties, but we have convinced enough people of the importance
of our approach that we hope to continue with their help.

We wneld certainly welcome any steps which your committee may take to
strengthen the Work-Study and Cooperative Programs in the country. We hope
that your toninlittee can include nn international dimension for these programs
and OW, some support to an evpan,lun abroad. American firms with branches
abroad and some foreign firms would be happy to contribute to the training of
young people with a multi cultural understanding based on a practical work-
experience.

Sincerely,
Hum SLESSAREV, Head.

OFFICE OF TITS Mason,
New York, N.Y., April 22, 1975.

Congressman JAMES 0. O'HARA,
Chairman. How Subcom»t it tee on.Poit-Secondary Education,
Cannon Building,
Washington. D.C.

Pratt Cormayssltasr O'Ffatta: I am writing in support of HR 3471, to add
further testimony to that given by Charles Bayer of the National Urban Corps
Association during your Subcommittees final round of public hearings held
last week.

QOIQ
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Nvw In Its tenth years the New York City Urban Corps has institutionalized
itself as the largest Student invuivernent program in our nation. The progzam
aas originally conceived as a means of bringing our City and our universities
closer together, it now acts as a beacon for thirty-five other local Urban Corps

I' accomplishing that task throughout our country.
, OPerating as one of the most creative utilizations of the Federal College
WorkStudy Program, the New York City Urban Corps, since 1988, has pro-
,stied ever 45,900 college students with the opportunity to participate first hand
Iu dealing with the problems and the needs of the people of New York City.

Its first year saw only a few hundred student interns In the, Pregram. They
had to combat skuptleista iu the barertagracy anCi acuung public administration
theurists, it aus doubted vIliethr students could fill roles in government which
nould be pruductive enough to justify tots of training and reorganization. As
their fresitum and energy and seriousness touk hold, however the interns
quickly earned the respect of civil servants and critics alikeand the accept-
ance of the Urban Corps idea began to spread, not only in New York City gov-
ernment but to other cities and jurisdtcpons.

These students hare performed vitally needed tasks in areas as diverse as
yield care, air pollution contrul, drug abuse prey entiun, remedial education and
laburatvry work. They have carried out sophisticated and demanding work en-
abling ma city agencies and departments to meet urgent widespread needs. and'
they have helped expand city services to inure effectively reach into each com-
inunitY. -

he Urban Curps is alsu a uniquely, effective device for encouraging talented
and motivated young people to -choose a career in the public service, a
growing number et newest City employees are alumni of the New York City
Urban- Coips.

Not only have these young people provided a valuable service to New York
City, but they itiscs,,receive an educational experience uniquely complimentary

, to their ciasstuom activities. They are able to test out claesroom theory In harsh
, terms of the real world, and they return to their course work with a renewed
and sharpened interest in finding solutions to our most pressing municipal
iiirublems. Tids internship experience has made them more knowledgeable and
herefore more aware and effective as citizens.

The funding source for the Urban Corps le largely derived through the Federal'
College Work-Study Program, which_ pays 80% of eeeh intern's lottery, with
monies allocated by B.E.W. Office of Education directly to the New York City
Urban Corps 170 constituent colleges and universities. The City of New York
matches 20% of the intern's salary in each ease.

There are many ways to test the effectiveness of the urban Corps program in
New York City. Ultimately the successful development of the Urban Corps can
be determined by the benefits that accrue to the City by the work performed'
by such interne. While not computing the educational value of a student intern-
ship, a cost-benefit study of Urban Corps students within New York_City gov-
ernment was undertaken in late 1973.

A Pimple research model, using, the following questions. was used
tai What project/ task was accomplished for your agency by the interne

assigned to work ab Your agency last Rummer?
(b) At what rate ,of pay would each supervisur have had to pay an Individual'

to perform the seine duties actually performed by his or her Urban .Corp s
summer intern?

Our research was conducted on a sample group of 978 interns, one-third of
our total summer program size. Although the values placed on our interns
covered a wide awing, and our sample agencies which employed the student/4
covered a wide area, en the average, an Urban Corps student for his 12 weeks
of full-time saved the City of New York $1.160 in personnel costs. Expanding on
this figure the approximately three thousand students who nettle up the 1973,
Summer Urban Corps program saved the City almost *3,500.000.

Other tests have been used to measure the success of the New York City
Urban Corps. For instance. a recent survey of Agency. Coordinators showed
that 8tic,10 said their neeneles benefitted from the work performed by Urban
Corps interne. while 43% said agency operntions Were curtailed because of a
reduction In the number of rrhen Corps students in the program. dne to reduced
work, study allocations made to schools which contract with the Urban Corp,.
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Another survey undertaken late in 1973 ehowe tome interesting fIgnrei3. QuetS
tionnaires were -sent to 2,500 students who had participated in the Summer
Urban Corps program, with 853 returned as complete. 'While, 88% said au im-
siortant reason for their choosing. the Urban Corps was to earn-money, a higher
figure, 92%, said they joined the Urban: Corps to gainniSluable work experience.
81% said they participated to test future career plans and 71% said they
joined the Urban Corps to-serve their communities. More importantly perhaps,
the students learned much about their government.. Before working for the
Urban Corps 85% charaCterized government as "inefficient" and "not open to
nay ideas". After working, this percentage was reversed, with 78% feelingrthat
-government was "efficient" and "open to new ideal".

Another survey was undertaken a few months ago using randomly selected
-Students who participated in the Urban Corps 1970 Stammer program. Returns
showed that while these students were scattered throughout the world, one-half
of those working had chosen careera,in-the public sector.

In answer to the following question "Did your Urban Corps experience in-
fluence your career choice any way?", a number of interesting respon were
received. Besides the student who wrote that her Urban Corps aasigoment wt:03
-definitely worthwhile ". that's where I met my fiance", en-ei2lirban Corps
student who works for New York State wrote "My Urban Corne assignment
showed me working for the government can be ieWardIng, and meaningful
-experience." A Brous Public School Teacher wrote that her 'Urban Corps as-
signment "gave me much needed experience working with children 'and rein-

, forced my decision to become a teacher." An Assistant 'Deputy Public Defender
wrote that his Urban Corps experience. provided me with a first hand experience
of the criminal justice system. While working in the courts as a student, I
learned the strengths and weaknesses of the legal system, and decided to stay
with criminal law-as a career." An ex.:Urban Corps student wrote, "I wits s-
-signed by the Urban Corps to Elmhurst Hospital by chance. I had never worked
In a hospital before, and because of my class background bad not *ally con-
sidered medicine as a cereer. After my Urban Corps experience, I decided to
become a ddctor. I will graduate from medical school in 1970."

While the Urban-Corps has been-successful in New York City, it is definitely
not a phenomenon which effects only big Cities. A letter recently received from
Martin Vanacour, the Assistant City Manager of Glendale, Arizona, population
70,000gives evidence to this fact. Mr. Vanacour writes,

Our cite* has employed Urban Corps students for almost five years and
believes these students are a real asset to our organization. Urban Corps stu-
dents supplement our staff for special project's, and contribute innovative ideas.
Most young people probable see themselves as agents of change and rightly so.
A fresh approach, and interchange from their vantage point is very interesting.

The Urban corps students we utilize see first hand City Council interaction,
management philosophies, personnel practices, with all their ramifications, and
general administration in their respective departments. - *

Urban Corps experience is helpful to the cities and beneficial to the student.
Students should take advantage of the opportunity to work for a smaller ea'''.

Whatever, the survey or the quote, the Federal College Work Study Program
has provided au opportunity unique in higher education and Urban manage-
ment. We encourage its continuation and expansion.

Sincerely, --
JESS Simms, Assistant Director.

Congressman :TAMES G. O'HARA.
Chairman. Subcommittee on Poe-Secondary Education of The House Committee

on Education and Labor, Cannon Howe Office Building, *Washington, D.C.
Data CoNORESSMAN O'HAas: This letter is being written in support of 13.11.

Bill 3471 on Studeut Financial Aid which le now pending with the sub-com-
mittee.

Our noprolit Time for the Aged has been a receiving faellity for Work
study students through the Chicago -Crimp Corps for approximately four years.
These young people perform functions and tasks that are an "enriebtne.nt" to

Derrxm. Heim
Chicago, Ill., Aprit 25, 1975.
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the daily lives of the old, old people we serve here. It is most gratifying for
all residents to be exposed to young college students on a day to day basis.
Basically the program helps the -studente ce.rnplete a college education through
work study earnings, which otherwise would not be possible.

The Chicago Urban Corps performs a valued service for both the receiving
institution (employer or students) and for the sending colleges in counseling in
advance of placement, screening and final.follow-up and evaluation after place-ment Without the work study program, we could not afford these students, au
we ,operate under a deficit budget which is subsidized by voluntary communitydellars.

We urge your support of H.R. 3471 to the utmost.
Sincerely yours,

BERNARD S. 1,01fERANTE, Executive Director.

NATIONAL COIMEISsIoN FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,
Boston, Mao., May 9, 1975.Eon. Ulm O. O'llana,

U.S House of lt,eprosentatives, Cannon Office Building, 'IV whington, D.C.
Denali% O'HARA : In response to a request for a statement on the contents of

HA 3471 as related to cooperative education, I am writing to you on behalf of
the National Commission for Cooperative Education, he Cooperative Association,
and the (Inoperative Education Division of the American Sudety for Engineering
Education. These are organizetions and associations of colleges both with on-
going cooperative education programs or those planning to adopt such programs.
Their combined membership is in excess of 2,000 and represents 46 states.

Enclosed Is it short paper outlining our recommendatiuns concerning an. 8471,
Title IVD. and the future direction we foresee for cooperative education.I would like to take this opportunity to say how much we appreciate your
strong commitment to and support of cooperative education. Without ninny able
people reaching art understanding such as you Imre, cooperative education would
not have reached the position it Currently holds.

I would like to take this opportunity to say how much we appreciate your
strong commitment to and supportof cooperative education. Without many able
people reaching an understanding such as you hare, cooperative education would
nothave readied the position it currently holds.

If you have any questions concerning the recommendations made in this paper
or on any other aspect of cooperative education, please du not hesitate to con-
tact me. r

Sincerely yours,
ROY L. woothittbGE.

Executive Director.
Enclosure.

OPINIONS ON TITLE IV-D or ER 3471 AS AGREED UPON BT THE ELE,TED LEADERSIIIP
OF TEE COOtERATivE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. TEE COOPERATIVE EDucATIoN
Drinsrox or THE A3fralIcAN SoOlETY ,FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION, AND TEE
NATIONAL C011E1881011 eon COOPERATIVE EDUOATIoN

GENERAL OUBERVATIONS

Favornhle Congressional action pertaining to Title IVD is erucial because ofthe following deenlopments:
1 Au II reeult of the Federal Onvernment's past commitment to cooperative edu-

cation, there are now approximately 000 colleges, universities, and community col-
leges offering or planning to offer a cooperative education curriculum. The
demonstrable value of college work-study cooperative education has prompted
more and mere institutions of higher learning to seek Federal funding under
Title IV- D of the Higher Education Act for.the rairtiose of starting cooperative
programs or to strengthen existing programs. Our information is that requests
from 710 colleges and universities aggregating $32,000,000 ha VP been pregunt0 to
the Office-of Education for current funding, and these can lierdly be satisfied by
the existing authorization of $10,774,000.

2. Educators throughout-the-country-believe that-this-form-of higher-education

crises in higher education. They want to adopt cooperative education
Is particularly relevant to the solution of both the financial and substantive

because.
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(a) it makes possible, without new investment, multiple use of capital
facilities; -

ttti it makes possible a stronger base of tuition support since students in
such programs earn money in their work blocks,,often sufficient to meet full
tuition requirements; and

(C) 1t affirms by demonstration that they do have a place in the systeth
by providing students with actual work for v ges in real life situations.

The-evidence is quite clear and substantial that students In cooperative pro
grants, through their aetuai work experiences., know that their career expecta-
tions are fulfillable. Young Americans need more of this kind of faith in the
future, and certainly more fidelity to our economic system that system is to
be reinforced and maintained. .

3. There is tremendous enthusiasm for cooperative education in American
families. As evidence of this, the National Commission At Cooperative Educa-
tion receives 30,000 Dignities annually from parents seeking information as to
how and where their suns and daughters can enroll In college work-study coop-
erative programs.

4. Despite the high level of unemployment in the -is7nited States, trade union
leaders fully support the expansion of cooperative programs. They see the prag
math: content as a good form of education. More importantly , they see cooperat
tive education as the means through which the sons and daughters of union
members can go forward in higher education. Their attitude has been expressed-
by Mr. I. W. Abel of.the United Steelworkers of America trod Mr. Carroll Hutton,
Director of Education for the United Auto Workers.

p. Disadvantaged families, particularly among minorities, need cooperative
,education fur their families. It is the only way that fiour youth can go to college

, and earn money to help pay the cost of their education without placing a strain
un the fondly income. it is itniiurtant ixt know, and this Is said In no derogatory
way, that families uu the poverty level with little or no acculturation, place
higher value on work Mail learning, and when their children can both work for
money awl learn at the same thine, parental opposition to going to college, is
diminished.
, O. President Ford, Commissioner Bell, and other spokesmen of the Adzninis-
trtition have been calling upon the leaders In education, labor, and industry to
form a, partnership to bring about a rededication to our inherited work ethic.
In his Ohio State speech on August 30, 1079. the President called upon these
lcticier.s to include work oniclit lit the total educational procv.s. From countless-
personal experiences, It is evident that the President was in fact echoing, or .3t
/east responding to, a general attitude throughout the eutiiitry. Siguiflcantly, the
assumption has Leconte widespread that tla gtacrnmeot Lai fully endorsed coop
erative edueatiou, wants it generally adopted, and will aid its growth. It should
be noted that the college cooperative model is the menus through which the
partnership of Academia, labor, and industry is already a working partnership,

7. As a result of the above conditions, we now have a large number of new
requirements:

ray college administrators mast be helped to implement the change from
the inherited trailitiotial form of education to the work study cooperative
model;

Ott eullege coordinatorsthe professionals responsible for the job place-
ment of students must be trained and taught "how-to-dodt ;"

lc/ high *school go:deuce counselors must be educated so they can direct
graduating students Into cooperative education programs; nnd,

tit) regionel notitlt,rx mast be formally set up to create greater participa-
tion of the private sector In the iuoperatice college program. One objective
to be,rnet is the creation of regional "job banks" for college studeres.

ante/xi° RECOSiMENDATIONS

&c ion 431(a) Authorizing Appropriation
We recommend a maximum authorizathol to be $25,000,000 rather titan $10,-

750,000 to t' reached in fuur stages. $10,000,000 for the year ending Septem-
ber 30, 197o; $1o.o0u,000 fur the ,ear ending Septesolan 30.11177, $20,000000 for
the year ending September 30, 1978, and, $25,000,000 fur each succeeding ilseal
year ending prior to September 30, 1930.
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There are several reasons for this recommendation:
1 Cooperative education recently mid suddenly has found its time and moved

out of its partial limbo into a major role on the national educational scene.
This appraisal was set forth by Mr. Edward Boo her, president of McGraw-Hill,
Inc: April 2, l9T4, in his keynote address before the New York Employers'
Institute on Cooperative Education. Sharing the same view is Dr. Harold Enar-
son. President of 01110 State rniversity, who told the House Higher }Attention
Committee last May that cooperative education is coming to the fore, "because
of a combination of forces that have only recently both emerged and begun to
come together."

The former president of General Motors, Mr. Echard N. Cole, who himself is
a product of the cooperative etlucatiou program at the General Motors Institute,
prosantet1 a powerful and imaginative statement of reConanendations for con-
gressional action to make greater use of cooperative education possibilities. Mr.
Cole testified in May 1974, that "Cooperative education is! responsible. It is ac-
countable. Its perfornnince has facilitated rather than impeded educational pur-
poses. Clearly on the basis of what it already has wiltributed and achieved in
the field of higher education, cooperative education is one of our best bargaius
in return for money spent. It is ready and capable of a nets era of expansion
and service to the Nation."

2 With the purpose of strengthening this legislation, the Special Subconimit-
tee on Education of the House Education and Labor Committee recently held
lengthy hearings to secure information and judgment about cooperative educa-
tion Testimony has been secured from individuals with Widely diverse back-
grounds. Official representatives of the 1.7.S. Chamber of Commerce and the AFL
CIO hove all recommended and urged development of cooperative cdtivition. Dr.

`Harold Enarpon. Dr. Deasy Bartell, C./ogres:mien Sam Gibbons, and Mr. Edward
Cole are among those oho have urged, In their testimony. a substantial increase
in Congressional appropriatiolas for the expansion of cooperative education. In
fact, it is noteworthy that the witnesses appearing before the House Special
Subcommittee have liceo unanimous in reiontinending increased support for
strengthening programs of cooperative education in institutions of higher
education.

3. On May 21. 1974. 'Ali. Richard Holden represented the Office of FAlueation
in testimony before the House Special Subcommittee oil Education and summed
up OE's position as follows:

It may well be that cooperative education offers more return on the In-
vestment than nay other educational program. It could well be the major
liteakthrough of the 1970's fur students, for faculty involvement, and for
employers.

4 Of 5 Ez0 applications received in 1073 requesting approximately $25.000,000.
the °Mee of Education did not fund 230 of them. In 1014, the Office of Educa-
tion received 645 applications for cooperative education grants, requesting US,-
000.000, and 371 were awarded totalling $10.750,000. The Office of Education did
not funtl 274 of the applications. In 1975, 710 applications were received by the
Office of Education requesting .$32,000,000 for grants for cooperatise education.
Obviously, a considerable amount of these requests will not be funded.
Section 451(a) Requirement* for Qualitioatioir

With regard to the requirements roc a cooperative program to qualify for
Federal funding, the National Commisidon or Cooperative Education and the
Cooperative Education Association suggest that the words "full time" which
appear before "academic study" and before "public or private employment' be
dropped.

There are two reasons for this recommendation :
1. It is time to recognize that the parallel programs are indeed a true form

of cooperative education. Although they do not fit the restrictions of the tradi-
tional definition of cooperatiVe education, these programs serve a useful purpose
for their students and should be considered cooperative education and eligible
for Federal funding. Therefore, it seems appropriate that the definition of co-
operative education should be changed to meet changing needs. These programs
tire rapidly growing in Florida, California, and Indiana and should merit Federal
funding.

2. The new phrase in section 453 "... such as concurrent part-time work and
part time study" is not safficient. This only allows for funding from the research
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and training funds which at present are not even adequate. It also relegates
parallel programslo the category of being experimental, and they are to well
developed to be so considered.
, The CooperatiVe Education Division of the American Society for E veering

Education does not join in this recommendation since the majority of this mem-
bers are from the older, Well established engineering cooperative echouls, and
they still regard the parallel system as experhumital and are satisfied with 'the
'Wording of H.R. 3471 as presently stated.

Section 451(a) Authorizing Appropriation. for Training and Research.
If the concept of a graduted increase in funds for cooperative education to

MI million is acceptable, then, we suggest the folioning schedule fur the amount
that shoUld be made available for training and research :

(a) $750,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1970
(b) $1.5 million for the fiscal year ending, September 30, 1971
(o) $2.5 million for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1978

1980
(a) t3 million for the succeeding fiscal years prior to ending September 30,

There are two reasons for this reecaumendation:
1. The rapid expansion of cooperative education has created a very large de-

mand for coordinators to staff the new programs. It is apparent that many of
those taking' these positions are without the background and training to admin-
ister a cooperative education program. Attention needs to be gh en to the Office of
Education's role In assuring more effectifo and sophisticated training programs
and workshops for coordinators. There is also a requirement for improving the
professionalism of present eoordinators by increasing efforts to have workshops
and forums Whieh improve the skills of coordinators in the field,

The present funding of $750,000 is inadequate. This year's. demand exceeded
$3 million for training of coordinators and for bask research in the field. In
order to improve cooperative education programs, and to provide information.
programs necessary to reach high stimol-counselors, students, inherits, and em
ployers, more effort must be expended. It requires funding,at a minimmu of
.T.41 Million to enable a sufficient number of institutions of higher education to
devi lop tralnieg and research programs of exeellenee %%Well in torn IN uuld assure
better cooperative education programs.
..Section 452(a) Giants for Programs of Cooperative Education

We recommend that $150,000, rather than 8350,000, be the maximum possible
grant to an institution, and that this same figure, rather Mau $.100,000, be used
for each participating institution in a consortium arrangement.

There are two reasons for this recommendation :
1. It is a wise decision to give large grants to fewer institutions, but $350.000

is more than is needed at any friven.time to effectively iniplemeot or streagthen
a program. Grants of this size would eor..u.1L too much of the total amount to one
institntion.

2. An institution in a consortium dues not have needs greater than an indisidual
institution applying for Federal fund* um its own, awl therefore, also shui.1.1 be
limited to the $150,000 amount.
Seetion 452(0) Time Limits on Grants

We recommend that grants be given fur the years rather than the present three
year limitation. This extension, of course, would be contingent upon au increase
hi awards recommended in Seetion 451(a).

There are several reasons for this recommendation :
1. The bank testimony in the Congressional hearings of 1964 -6S thaticttah-

Halved the existing legislation includes a number of statements by educate . that
aft institution needs a one-year planning grant t& inaugurate a cooperative educe
thin program. and then four $ears of Federal support to pruvide the span of time
fie this 'seed money" to create a solid self-suppotting and efolikant cooperative
education program. Experience ,has far bus (-unarmed the validity of this tests
nuiny. Educational administraturs and fat u14 do begin to reeommend budget
support for the cooperative program after they have had time awl opportunity to
become acquainted with the advantages of cooperative education fur their stu-
dents-and-their-institutionfe

v,,c some state institutions operating cut n biennium budget. the three-year
period does nut provide sufficient time to adopt the policy of grailtiall3 approving

4'
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increasing funding for cooperative education In time to bridge the gap between
the end of Federal support and the beginning of state support.

3. The three-year limitation has had the unfortul ate f:n'et of creatipg job
instability in regard to coordinators' positions, with an adverse effect on the
attractiveness of tl.e.se positions to individuals with ont.standing qualities and

'backgrounds of relevant experience for coordinator posts.
,Votion 4.2(d) Criteria for Approval of Applications

Although eziE do nut have specific recommendations for changes, we do offer
the following continents cot this section. It is our hype that Item 1 will not lead
to administrative guidelines that would be detrimental to the development of
liberal arts cooperative education programs. It is Important to bear in mind that
students participate it a cooperative. education program for one or a cumbina-
thin of several of the following reasons:

1. Some students hate a deur Idea of their future career objectives, and coop-
erative education is purely fur direct t,utaing purposes. This mould be most
applicable to engineering business, and nursing student's.

2. Some students are iyolying to probe into several different career areas. They
way have It general idea of what they are interested In and use their cooperative
-work periods to investigate these Possibilities further.

a Some students, particularly the liberal arts students, are seeking ways of
broadening their life exKllences. They may neither seek not desire direct career-
stinted Jobs, but each egpt icliccuadds. enrichment to their total education.

t. Some students are its great need at financial assistance and cooperative eilu-
caort offers them a possibility of obtaining a college cducalun that might other-
wise be out of the question,

With re Peet to Item 2, we are in agreement with the call for a serious corn-
naltment from the institution of lugher education. Perhaps this conint4iiient could '
be more readily assured if Federal funding were made available tin a decreasing
ba-4:3 to each institution over the eligible years, thus forcing an increasing finan-
cial commitment by the institution as part of its funding proposal.

D. COMMENTS ON' VIP: LOAN PROGRAMS (GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM/
FEDERALLY INSURED STUDIST LOAN PROGRAM AND THE NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM).

ELKINS INSTITUTE,
Dallas, Tex., Fcbruai y 7, 1975.

II011. DALE MILYORD,
congress of the United States, s
OrandPrairie, Tea.

PEAR CONORESSMAN NIttrorto: Enclosed is a letter that I received from the
HEW relative to the funding system we are using for federally issued student
loans. Alsov enclosed are copies of a letter from Mr. Kohl to our bank, my
original answer, and a letter Which I requested from Mr. Kohl by telephone.
Although this situation concerns me for the benefit of my own company. I am
even more concerned for the state of affairs unfier the Federally Insured Stu-
dent Loan Program.

The Federally Insured Strident Loan Program is now approaching a $7 hilliest
program. Default rates are extremely high and the entire program has been

4 fraught with problems since its inception. Instead of attacking the real prob-
lems. the Department of Health. Education and Walfare has continued "nit-

/ picked" items such as the lung distance lending progfam is discussed in the
enclosed letters. -

To begin with, the Office of Education does not have the authority to decide
which students do and which students do not get federally insured student
loans. Legislation provides that any student who is enrolled in good standing
at an accredited Institution elm at least a half time Lasts and is a citizen of the
I_ tilted States may he eligible fat the loan. It also provides that the hank or
lender, whoever that may be, will make the decision as to whether or not to
make one of these.loans. Since there is no provision fur direct control. the HEW
continually tries to regulate by Innuendo as opposed to specifics. This is where
we real problem begins. One of the primary purposes of the lean was to qualify
students who were unable to obtain credit due to their age, background, and
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lack of borrowing history to borrow money to further thelr,education. This
in turn, would take the strain off the Government for grants anti loan money
and only the problems relatiis to, pitying the guarantee would remain. However,
since the current default rate is high, the HEW coetrnualli claims that banks
did not use due diligence la making the loans (the whole purpose of the,guttian-
tee b3 to provide credit for people who otherwise could, not obtain, credit) or
did not use due diligence in-coilecting the loan. The HEW has never provided
specifics relative to definipg due .diligence. Hence banks mid other lenders
simply shy away from the luau Incase of its low yield, its high administrative
expense, and the problems relative to whether or not th6 guarantee is really a
guarantee. 4 -

. The HEW bas-continually claimed that these loans should be made by banks
"for the good of the country" and should not be looked upon as 'ntnney melting'
loans. They refuse to accept the fact that their regulations, and moreover their
innuendos alluding is what may be interpreted from the regulations, cause the
administrative csetts to be three and four, times as high as the administrative
cats on other loans. The bank cannot have,a known interest rate going into the
loan since the only thing the nEw will-guarantee is a 7% yield. The maximum
a bank could expect wuuld be 10% which in recent history would be far below
the necessary yield, especially considering tIe high administrative cost. The
method of piCking the intereskste between 7 And 10%, has been admittedly a
"dart throw". Banks simply do not make loa is lased on "guesstimates" of
future interest.

The innuendos and yelled threats relative to t to guarantees have continued
to de.;rease the number of outlets for federally insured loans and have left the
loan with absolutely nu credibility from lending institutions. The only institu-
tions that will make these loans are those that do it under pressure. The
pressure may be from individuals who have large accounts at the bank (hence
the tstudent duesn't need the loan any way ) or the pressure may be from the
school itself. Lacs are written which prohibit points, premiums, or other in-
centives to, be 'given to the bank (by the school) for making sell loans. Since
the HEW knows that, in fact, the loans do have an unpalatable yield. banks
that do make the loans are automatically suspect. The only nay a.bank could
make money out of this type of loan is to do it in mass volume so that they
can bare specialists who develop procedures to a fine science. Yet when this
is done, the HEW accuses the schools and banks of having an "arrangement"
vviilth is automatically insinuating that they are not Collening regulations. even
though all Imsines.s done anywhere in the 'Prated States at any time is by "ar-
rangement".

If, In fact, It it the Government's intention to eliminate the federally insured
loan, I thick it would be well that the Government forewarn those Olio may
desire to participate in this program. If, in fact, it is-the Government's wish to
make the loan a credit lean, when 'shy not remove the guarantee anyway?
Students who have credit k.1411(1 t-,tt the loan to begin with. The original act was
passed knowing that defaults would occur. These defaults were theoretically to
be considered the same as a grant for those students who -could riot make the
payments. If, In fact, the defaults were not to be grants, then strict rules for
collection Nhonld be proposed for legislative action. The banks and other lending
institntions should not be told on the one hand that they are to help the
country by helping educate its youth, and on the other hand if they do they
run the risk of having their guarantee revoked becan of lack of "due dili-
gence ",

If the Government truly wants to collect the 'past defaults, it could do so
through the Internal Revenue Service, or the Soda Security System. Both of
the entitle's provide vehicles wherein students Who default for a valid reason
(did not get what they paid for and were not capable of upgrading their income
level) would pay back the defOlt anyway but over a Much longer period' than
student)) wigs defaulted simply because they knew they cont.(' bilk the Govern-
ment that way. Answers to why this couldn't be done have ranged anywhere
from "Are sou kidding, two agencies of the U.S. Government work together" to
the IRS saying "There is no room on our forms to provide collection data".
With several billion dollars at stake. I cannot understand the Internal Revenue
Service refustng to reprint its forms (no matter what it costs) if this simple
religion is all that is necessary to accomplish the task.
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Ise yeti eau eels from tne enclosed letter, we partittpate in Lis program in n
relatively small any. line of our 1.-uulpetIturs has used up te $420 ruillien worth
-.1 federaity Insured loins. The school Red others hese Ai effect carried their
evevi portages*, mei Lave net eatataitted teent_pf :.heir plIper in order tO keep
geed relation, with the Government and sit ,the bank& Hi:muter. due .to tee
tact that the 11E1V coutinually cuts of -each lenfliug source by one veil* or
arostree. the earn flow fes all *heels, whether they he pruprietary or university
leVel. Is going down. That has the three-fold effte.t of tl) eliminating a number
of educational .nettiutioas ahem in fact. we need moreneducatlenel histitutions,
sZi ceasing those lristIttii.oste who are left-to be so Milt on money that they
ammo afford to preside a quality edutatien, and tat Just as important, the

threat of must+ e defaalte in the ranee of hundreds of millions of dollars to be ,
retnerted to the Government for eel( presereationef echoulm involver}.

i have served as it Coneultnnt re the Commissioner of Education on the Fed-
eri.:'s broiled Lorin Program fur the pat Xenr. One of our Board members
iliwr SH t -rid a, one of eettei Conulteute to the Cononissitmer of Education on
fesit rally ist-ured loans for the past year and .urrently serves on the Adeleory
I ce , 0. of Fluanriui .lid to Rtudente of the °Mee of Education. Onr Financial
A 4 itlim serves on many state. regional and hatlenal financial Old advisory
rerauiltzees. Yet the,- lit' continually admits -Yep. we ant a problem" but
deestrit de noythinte about It while the -problem- that they are relating to
grewn by more that a billion dollars per eenr, .

Tilers. , re stern,' sees simple Wrote Gest %%wild make the program work.
They are um follow/c, V

I. Increase the i,tere,t rule of the loan to .:red.'s lending Ingtitutions to con-
-ier I14,4 a tint, able niterantise. ,tad make du, trittreet flaetunte with .the
inn, in, an s,,taf 1.01,4 y,,etiosla ..ouitsalsble atilt the britskihg ioduetry so that
11inke terinid not are to gueem at their intern lirfuldite.

!wet the ,etlerrtlly it:Rubl loan In the capital adequacy section of the
wedging Insets so MI these laws' ould benefit the banks.

3. reosiila sorkr utdeines for servicing hrpeadureft and make them to con-
form to nornial`henk and Installment loan veneer:lures.

4. Fet,nr. e, -*,..,*stie, wherein the student payielliterest ser at least small prinel-
pi eityoleuts --.h, Its trelesel and Imntedlatelt thereafter so that he cannot
;loco slillta.i' '''.. thenght the Grieermnent was giving him a grant. This
*.veuIrl tr ".40 r-, Ntak a recentl of the etadeurn payment habits and an op-
portunity t.', ,.,.,,, t-S-itli him before hr gets mut of school. The bank would
have n4oriore-41sari elm mouth lag time before diecovering mat a student line
i toing...ii his intreise.ts, rnder pressen; regillayinris contract gall, the student I 4

11111mIli ,ilo maintain since hit non payment states spans the length of time h.
in In !Wheel in addition to nine months ther2mfter.

7,. Negotiate an arrangement with IRS ;fir -Social Fecutity system which
w..nht be retorteds:' and then eventually collect all claims turned in by the
bank.. ',

it. rtty eleinin immediately anon verification of meeting the due diligence
requirements its omeelfleally netlined... 'tThe 'shove would eliminate the need for ens ficheol to make arraikternente
n.1'. .ctiding thetitutioni and would reinnve the monnteins of claims. II would
eleo tarnish an easy method of financing education for the country s youth, as
well as Greif* *Ito need,retrainirig.' Education cannot be nerd as collateral and
most ethieationul inetitntInne are inherently poorly financed. Thus, the neat).-
atiffIty of *els e.r student financing is the only way to make sure that educa-
tional Inelirntt. tbehiserven surrhe WIthowit more and more federal assist-
ance /

The abate data is Impartant to me both at a business man and as a eitizen
of the reltegl Stith,* Interested in fairness to our tatpayers and education at
on south. I lyill he glad to meet with you and talk About alternatives and work

ith you in qny trey possible to get the proper changes made. It ill Imonrtnar
fe taw toiletry from a flruthrial viewpoint, as well do; an educational tiewpoint.

Yeure vent truly. '.
B. B. Fettles. Presidont.
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DARLOIVTON, MONT., February 10, 1975.
Congressman Jour; bimetal%
Washington, D.C.

Data Ms. MELOIIER: We have had only one previous occasion to write to you,
but- you handled that one OCetutlun rather well so I feel that you may want to
explore the following problem.

I am sure You are familiar with the student loan program set up by the
United States Government to assist college students. Under this program. local
banks loan the money but the loan is guaranteed by U.S. Government. It is a
good program and certainly involves no risk for local banks.

However, in talking to several young Xontanfins of college age, it appears
that many banks in Montana and neighboring states refuse to participate in
this program. I have made a number of inquiries to bank officials regarding
this refusal to participate in a seemingly good program: "We are primarily
interested- in cattle"or wheat or industry or whatever. "We have chosen not
to participate in this program." The same tired answers are pretty much re-

.prated wherever one inquires.
In your last election campaign, you expressed concern for Montana's Intuit,

. ifs young people, and its material resources. You are to be commended for this
concern. I thought perhaps the problem I have stated would irtereSt you because
local businesses who do not support their youth certainly do nothing for our
state's future. Perhaps Senator Metcalf would also like to know this.

And finally, congratulations on your election success. We are generally
pleased with your efforts to represent Us. We are particularly pleased with your
efforts In strip mining

Yours truly,
WARREN ELWOOD.

UNIVERSITY OP PENNSYLVANIA,
Philadelphia, Pa., March 15, 1975.

Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, House of Representatives,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA: In connection with the consideration of HR

3471 I should like to bring to your attention a paragraph contained in a memo
written to me by our Director of Federal Insured Loans:

"As you know, the University lends only to students who have been unable
to receive a loan through a bank or other lending institution. At present we
are approaching the $2 million murk in loans granted to More than 1,000 stu-
dents. If we had not been an eligible lender it would not be unrealistic to as-
sume that n large number of those students would have been unable to continue
their education. FISL is not recommended until every other possible source
has been tapped."

As you can see the insured loan program with the University of Pennsylvania
Jut one of the lending Institutions is quite crucial to the operation of our total
student financial aid program. We trust that the law currently in effect per-
mitting ux to make loans will not be modified as proposed in HR 3971.

Sincerely,
DONALD S. MURRAY.

CONGRE9s OF THE UNITED STATES,
* HOUSE OF REPSRAENTATIVES.

Washington, DX., March 17, 1975.
Hon. JAMES G. O'HARA.
Chairman. Subfoentnitter on Postsccondary Education, ratition House Office

Building. Washington. D.C.
Dnag Mum. CIIAIRMAN. I am taking the liberty of calling your attention to

correspondence I have reeehed from Mr. Michael L. Garcia, Executive Di
rector of Management Marketing Consultants In New Orleans. concerning his
proposals for collection of pay ment on National Direct Student Loans.

54 -45D 75 70
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I would be most appreciative of your comments on the points Mr. Garcia has
raised and the proposals he has advanced.

Thank you very much for your kind attenticin to this matter.
My warm regards,

Sincerely,

Enclosures.
LINDY (Mrs. Hale) B000s,

MANAGE3fF.NT MARKETING CONSULTANTS,
Nets Orleans, La., February 1, 1975.

Hon. LINDT Roues,
Longteorth House OjJ,ee
Washington, D.O.

DEAR 31ns. Rocas: On Wednesday, October 23, 1974, you very graciously re-
ceived me in your office in the Federal Building in New Orleans. At that time

briefly recounted to you my desires to offer the services of my firm, Manage-
ment Marketing Consultants to the Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare I was, and still am, interested in their activities with National Direct
Student Loans which are granted under Title IV of the Higher Education Act
of 1985. My area of interest is the collections of student loans under this pro-
gram Since we met two articles have appeared in the States-Item which relate
to the problems facing HEW. I refer to Jack Anderson's article on the Health,
Edueation and Welfare Department in which he reported that defaulted loansmay soon run to a staggering $400 million a year. Tuesday, December 3, 1974)

make further reference (to an article whose date T don't have) written by
John Matthews of the Washington Star-News in which he summarized the
findings of a study made by Systems Group, Inc.. of Washington which was
commissioned by the Fedtral Education Office. It stated that the Federal Edu-
Cation Office estimates that in the current fiscal year 18.5 per cent of outstand-
ing loans will be defaulted. costing the government some $136 million.

These two sources as well as my contacts with area Financial Aid Officers
who administer the NDSL program at the various New Orleans' colleges and
eniversities. clearly substantiate the fact that there are collection problems of
great magnitude within this fine program. My firm by no means asserts or
plies that these collection problems fire due to malfeasance or even ineptitude.
There are naturally going to be problems inherent in a program that makes
funds available to students that have previously demonstrated financial need.
Other factors. such as the physical locale of the debtor in relation to the In-
stitution making the Than, cause dealings and legal action to be more difficultlog . the debtor (student) may travel extensively or reside outside the coun-try) Rather, Management Marketing Consultants views the core of the issue
as being a situation whereby functionaries in Financial Aid Offices lack needed
strengths In the specifics of good collection techniques and methods. Deficits
which ley firm can remove by providing the services outlined in the proposals.

Mrs Boggs. that afternoon that I met with you I was able to see first -band
how unbelievably busy you are. Therefore, let me say that I frilly appreciate
any time whatever that you are able to spend in looking over my proposals and
In offering me feedback as to the worthwhileness of my ideas and advice as to
how host to continue in my quest for the implementation of my firm's programs.

It may be helpful for you to know whom I have corresponded with regarding.
my proposals. I have sent Information to Senators Johnston and Long, to Repre-sentative Mahon of the Joint Committee on Reduction of Federal Expenditures,
and to the Director- Contracts and Grants Division of HEW. I should be deeplygrateful if you would forward the information my firm has sent to you to
whichever Committee in the House that you feel would have an interest Insuch matters.

May you continue to enjoy your success.
Sincerely,

MICHAEL L. GARCIA,
Management Marketing Consultants,

Executive Director.
AN Accounrs MANAGEMENT PROGRAIt

Since the p imary function of a Student Aid Office is to provide students with
the wherewithal to attend school, officers in this field necessarily render sera-

io thi
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ices and present funds on the basis of need and not purely the liklihood of the
students to repay. let, became income is necessary to maintain such programs
as the National Direct Students Loans, the lending institutions must depend
upon all students to repay promptly; when payment is due. Although a univer-
sity or school does not seek to loan money only to those students whose profiles
would match those In the luwest default categories, neither can they affo;td to
have a large number of non-paying students An their ledgers. For this reason,
they must make sure that students grasp the Importance of paying their leans
off on ime.

While must students may have good intentions about repaying the-money Made
available to them so they (amid attend school, they will often pay retail bl`is
before Student Loans, Generally, this is because most retail organizations are
effective in estahliehing definite payment polieles, sending statements regularly=
and following up when Payments are missed. (Overlooking the fact that on-
payment of retail accoents causes increasing amounts of interest to acv e.)
Since people have a tendency to pay those creditors who are most Persiste t, it

is understandable why Student Loans are often paid last. However, this oes
not have to be the case. Through the proper management of accounts, this s tua-
tiori tun be corrected. And this is where an Accounts Management Coun elor
comes in. ....

As counselors, 313IC can help the Department of Health, Education and VeI
fare handle the collection side of its operations with Student Loans by setting
up an effective Accutnits Management Program and providing the necessary
training to its employees in the various lending institutions. A program of this
kind revolves around three basic steps. Planning, action, and control . . plan-
ning. in the souse that you establish policies regarding collections; action fa the
sense that you send statements regularly and communicate these policies, to the
students , and control In the sense that you follow up on accounts when paiyments
are missed. The following are explanations in greater detail of this Pregiam.

ESTABLISHING POLICIES

The first htep in setting up an accounts management program s to establish
policies on the following. When monthly statements are to be tent ; the date by
which payment is expected , the type of payment arrangemenA which Will be
accepted , what penalties to assess delinquent accounts that wili stimulate pay-
ment (additional interest changes, call the whole amount, etc.) ; what informa
tion to obtain from applicants for Loa* that will aid in determining need but
also will aid in locating "ships", and when an account should be placed with a
collection agency or sued on.

Though presently these policies may he well-established, they may bear re-
examiliation , and by clarifying them valuable time will be saved as decisions
will be mechanized. In addition, your practice of carrying out these policies will
Impress students that you operate in an organized and efficient manner and
will encourage prompt payment.

It may be added Parenthetically that MMC's purpose is not to critically eval
uste policies as they now exist, as the firm is not wholly familiar With these
Pelt( ies. Our real purpose, rather, is to present a broad outline of our practices
with respect to Accounts Management.

ACTIONSENDING STATEMENTS azotrearivr

No real exposition is required here. It Is only necessary to Ay that state-
meets ehuaid be sent on a timely basis to ensure that borrowers are billed before
their payment due doe. Whatever Is done, however, should conform to the ad-
minietrative capabilities of the lending institution. Two additional Comments
are. it) send statements In an envelope stamped Address Correction Re-
questtd this insures forwarding of mail when a change-of address form has
been filed at the Post Office and. has the added advantage of having a Form
8347 sent to the sender from the Post Office which will give the lending insti-
tution the new address, (1) enclose a self addreSsed envelope. The Direct Mail
Advertising Association reported that 79fi-telleetIon letters sent without reply
env elopes brought remittances from 42.85 *'s and requests for time extensions
then 0,78% for a total of 49.63% answering, A similar mailing of 79S letters
which locluded reply envelopes brought remittances from 4512% and requests
for extensions from 10.8% for a-total of 61.92% responding.

(1)0,,
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Coaracase-roetowzNo re ACCOUNTS

Letters and notices. In trying to collect, the efficient collector classifies delin-
quent ...mounts and prescribes the best treatment for each. The method is like
a process of repeated siftings or screenings. The procedure is a series of mail-
Wier, each of whiea eliminates some ngmes from the delinquent list and aids
in reclassifying and prescribing for those remaining.

To do its job best (collect and retain goodwill) the collection series should_
have the following characteristics:

1. tomptness. Credit and collection men know that the sooner they start
trying to collect after an account becomes due, the better the chance. The U.S.
Department of Commerce has found that a duller In current accounts 18 worth
only 90 cents after two months, G7 cents after six months, 45 cents after a year,
23 cents at two years, 15 heats at three years, and 1 cent a five years.

2. Regularity. Systematic handling of collections increases office efficiency and
has a desirable effect on borrowers, They see quickly that they are not going
to slip through the holes In a haphazard procedure.

3. increaany forecfulucss. Since the collection wants to retain the goodwill
of the student as well as collect the money, he starts with as mild a letter as
be thinks will work. ;Pre the doctor who uses stronger and stronger medicine
or resorts to surgery only as the need develops, he applies more and more force-
ful methods and resorts to the courts only after less effective methods fail. kSee
Appendix)

adaptation. Procedures should vary according to the quality of the risk.
Usually the poorer the risk, the more frequent the mailings and the more force-
ful the messages. Whereas three months might pass before anything stronger
than a few statements go to a good risk, much less time might run a poor one
through the whole sifting process and'bring him to court.

5. Flexibility. The collection procedure has to be flexible to take care of un-
usual circumst-eces. The collector would look silly to continue sending letters
every 15 days to a man who had answered an early one with the message, that
an automobile accident had thrown him financially two months behind but that
he would pay the bill by a certain date. 4

The sending of letters and notices is extremely important as this is the method
of best choice. This is the least costly way to collect as a system can be de-
veloped which will clearly classify an individual as a function of the age of the
account (the degree of delinquency) and the quality of the risk. Letters can then
be composed which are-tailored to each category.

Telephone Contact. It is highly beneficial to reinforce the statements and
printed reminders by contacting the borrower by telephone. Some general re-
marks regarding technique are :

I. Organize your information about the borrower and the account he or she
owes before calling.

2. Begin the call by identifying the person who is responsible for paying. The
law prOhibita discussing the account with anyone other than the responsibleparty or his or her simile.

a Identify yourself. Tell the borrower your name, title and the name of the
school or university you represent.

4. State the facts and ash the borrower for payment. At this noint, the bor-
rower will either agree to pay or he will offer an excuse. If he offers an excuse.
lleten patiently Slow payments may be due to a hardship or mIsiinderstandinc.
The her/ Oyer may aim have mismanaged his budget end failed to allow for
loan payments. In addition, there's the possibility that the statement could
have been lost In the mail. By giving the borrower a chance to explain his
ti4untion or air any grievances, be will be more. receptive to what you have toMr.

5, afolfrate She borrower to pop. People pay because of benefits to themselves
rather than sympathy for the collector or any other reform. The good collector
;minis out the benefits of paying now Do not he surprisedby delinquency. Most
people who do not pay promptly are still honest and they will nay soon. Some
herr:Avers are In temporary financial difficulty and peed only a little chore time.
Therefore avoid a curt tone. Do not be hurt or disappointed as if let down be a
tettered friend. So avoid the injured. positing tone. Yon are not the bookkeeper
irked by A broken routine. So avoid the tone of exasperation ana self-riehterme-
nese Some delinquents. an stated above. are withholding payment because of a
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misunderstanding and the problem is really one of adjustment rather than col
lection. Some will have to be persuaded to pay and an awareness of these fac
tors will be,reffected in your attitude--a proper attitude collects the account.

O. Ask again for payment. First try to get payment of the balance in full. If
that can't be done, ask the borrower what kind of payment arrangements he
can Make, then agree upon the terms.

7. Thank the borrower for the anticipated payment. Make certain that you
repeat the terms and have the person write them down. Give the student a dead-
line for mailing or bringing in the money.

8. Courteously conclude the conversation.
Just as exact letters can be developed which meet the needs of given cate

gories of delinquency, so too can precise telephone conversations be tailored to
these categories. In the process of training personnel, Mae will teach by way
of demonstration; i.e., someone sits down and actually calls the borrowers so
that the trainees can learn Inflection. tone, and attitude as well as organization.
Whereas letters and notices are the least costly, telephone conversations Are
the most effective method of collections.

ONE FINAL NOTE

This represents a bashc guide for setting up an effective accounts management
program. By basing the program around the three key steps which hale been
outlined- planning, action, and control -this will help to Insure that a collec-
tion effort is organized and efficient.

What has been presented, regarding good collection techniques Is of the public
knowkdge sort. The real strengths of Management Marketing Consultants lie
in the specific, technical aspects of the program -wording letters and notices,
constructing telephone conversations, and the techniques of skip-tracing. And,
finally, the ability of a trainer to convey this informationthe skill of a teach-
er bears consideration.

Professional Charges.To he negotiated.

A COLLECTION SERIES

Stage Assumption Nature Gist

Notification . Will pay promptly,
Reminder Will pay; over-looked

Inquiry Something unusual, needs sp
dal tonsidtration.

Appeal Needs to be persuaded

Urgency May be scared into paying

Ultimatum. Mast be squeezed

Usual statement Amownt due, due dale, terms.
Statement perhaps with rubber Same as Above, perhaps with

stamp. penned note, or indication that this is not first
sticker; or form letter or brief notice.
reference in other letter.

1 letter Asks for payment or explanation
and onus consideration and
helpfulness.

Letters Selected appropriate and in-
crusIngly forceful appeals,
well developed.

Letter, sometimes from hleh Grave tone of something getting
executive or special collector. out of hand; still a chance to

come through clean.
Letter Pay by set data or we'll report

to uedit bureau or sue; re-
views easy to robin goodwill
by showing r easoisanienus.

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRT or NEw J'EREST,
Newark, N.J., March 18, 1975,

HON. JAMES G. O'HASA,
.Flou.w of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sin. The College of Medicine and Dentistry of .New Jersey strongly op,
poses the Bill Hit 3471 to amend Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1908
and the present statutory authority for the general Federal student financial
assistance programs.
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In particular, the reduction to $1,500 of the present $2,500 maximum loan
under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, would bring considerable hard-
ship to the administration of our financial aid program, since we presently rely
un the majority of uur finaneisi aid recipients applying for and meal-Mg an
average guaranteed loan in excess of $2,000.

In addition, the termination of Federal capital contributions in the Netieeel
Direct Student Loan Program would cartall the primary borrowing suuree for
POE graduate students In our dental bchuvl and the students in our Graduate
School 'of Biomedical Sciences.

The abuse programs, taken together, form the very basis of our student loan
capability, and any reduction ur termination in their funding les els will result
in uur students being forced to seek loans from outside private agencies at high
Interest rates they can ill afford or to rely un the continually diniinishIng pool
of grant funds which would/rapidly be exhausted.

We urge you, therefore to seriously consider these facts and to withdraw
support for HR. 3471.

Sincerely,
CHARLES VEVIPR, Ph. D..

Executive Vice President.

GENFIIAL COLLECTION SERVICE,
Port Huron, Mich., March 24, 1975..

Congressman JAME8 G. O'HARA,
Rayburn Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. O'HARA . As a past recipient and member of the American Collec-
tors Association, Inc., I urge your consideration to amend the Higher Education
Act as proposed.

The Gutermueut Student Loan Program gave me the opportunity to complete
my college program. I feel a high moral obligation involved in repayment. A
third party approach sin h as the American Collectors. Inc., In the handling of
the delinquent student luaus with a No Collection, No Fee" would be beneficial
to all.

The Moral. as well as the legal obligation would be pointed out to the delin-
quent student. There would be no cost to the taxpayers. We continue to have
impr vements in public relations among collection agencies, debtor public and
credit granters, providing a greater respect for the collection agency by the
debtor. Increased confidence by these improvements, resulting in less resiatanee,
more dollars recovered at a low'r cost per dollar collected.

Our professipn is collections, lei us be of service for this program.
Sincerely yours,

Hon. PAUL ROOER8,
Rayburn Building,
Tgo.vhington, D.O.

GEORGE AGOSTINO,
General Collection Service.

.4
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT Or EDUCATION,

Tallahassee, Pia., March 34 1973.

DEAR PAT% . As you are aware, in recent years Florida has developed a com-
prehensive Program of loans and grants for our citizens pursuing postsiendary
etlaiatlon. Two programs. the Florida Insured Student Lon and the Florida
Stulent Assistance Grant, serve as the basic framework fbr our effort. The
two programa will combine ter provide over 514.3 million in the current aca-
demic year. Each of the programs. which are prima:11v fionneed be Florida,
receives benefits pursuant to Title IV of the.Fligher Education Act of 1005 ns
amended. On February 20. 1971. the Unnotable James G. O'Harit.of Miebigan
Introduced HR 3471. the "Studant Financial \aid Act of im." Passau. of the
bill as introduced would sincerely datpage the present program in Florida and
neeate the progress we have made.

Part of HR 3471 mils for the elimination of the program of direct FerT-
end loan insurance and the establishment of state guaranty agencies thi-mah-
out the nation. The Florida Insured Student T.nan operates with the benefit of
the direct Federal loan insurance. as does the program of commercial lenders
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in Florida. The bill will call for a state guaranty agency in Florida, under which
the state would fully Insurance loans made by eligible lenders, and the Federal
Government would} provide reinsurance at 80%.

The bill would limit WWII)! y lenders to only commercial lenders. Therefore,
the Department of Education could not serve as a lender.

The effect of F1V-3471 (Part B) can be summarized as:
1. Make Florida Insured Student Loans no longer possible.
2. Require the establishment of state guaranty agency.
3. Require the appropriation of 20% reserves to cover Defaults on loans made

by lenders outside of Government.
4. Change the role of the Department of Education from one of serving stn

' dents by making direct loans, to one of recruiting commercial lenders and serv-
ing the lender by-guaranteeing loans.

5. Students now having credit access through the state program could obtain
loans only where a willing commercial lender would make a luau. This would be
regressive in that the Florida Insured Student Loan was established to o,ereome
the very same condition and to complement the programs then In operation by
commercial lenders.

6. Could require a constitutional amendment to allow the establishment of a
guaranty agency.

7. Could require the premature amortization of outstanding Student Loan
Revenue Bonds, or substantial modification of existing bond covenants.

In fairness to Mr. O'Hara, we recognize that the total Federally Insured
Student Loan has a poor record when compared with guaranty agencies. The
default rate has been projected at 18% in the Federal program, compared to less
than 10% in guaranty agencies. Our contention in disagreeing with Mr. O'Hara
is that we are being prejudged as "guilty by association." Since we are a lender
in the Federal program and the Federal program has problems, therefore, we
arg contributing to the problems. This is "burning the barn to get rid of the
rats."

In Part "A" of ER 3471, Mr. O'Hara proposes a substantial expansion of the
State Student Incentive Grants Program (SSIGP). The present law provides
for matching grants to states administering need-based grant programs as an
incentive to maintain the programs. Florida received $564,055 Air the current
year and will receive $581,028 for 1975-76 awards. The grants are added to the
legislative appropriation for the FSAG Program each year. For the current yetir
the Congress appropriated $19 million and $20 million for 1975-76. The present
formula for allocating funds among the states is based on proportionate head-
count enrollment. The bill calls for an annual appropriation of $200 million
through 1980: The formula for distributing funds is much more complex and
allegedly Is designed to recognize state efforts to provide higher education at
minima) cost to the student or provide sufficient aid resources for students.

The formula is designed to aid those states with heavy resident enrollments.
low tuition plans, high per capita expenditures, large student aid programs and
to penalize those without the above. We oppose the use of a new formula. not
only because Florida's share of the total would 1 '1Freduced. but also for the fol-
lowing reasons. First. the present formula works well, with only two years ex-
perience. Second. the bill would distribute the entire $200 million by formula,
thereby removing the ability to recognize Increased state efforts without reduc-
ing the allocation pf a sister state. Third, debtor states. Importing students from
other states would receive a boost with respect to the student population factor
but lose with respect to the tuition receipts factor which would be inflated by a
relatively high phrtion of non-resident fees.

The bill expand9 eligible state programs for matchine to include state work-
study prearains and zero or low tuition plans. The option would *rest with the
state ns to which direction to move. Zero tuition ear' a controversial point. It
doe' not appear to be within the purview ofCongress to Influence tuitions set by
state law.

Other sectione of the bill will Indirectly affect the state financial aid proeram:
The campus aid programs in Florida will he severely effected. The National IN-
reet Student Plueram (NDSIT,P) will he eliminated. The Supnlementai
Educational Opportunity Grants Program (SEOGP) will he chanced from pure
need-based to aid students with merit who also have demonstrated need. The col-
lege Wofk Study Program ((`wsp) would no longer be based on need. but along
vocational lines. The eligibility criteria for the Basic Educational Opportunity
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Grind Prugram tBEGGPi would be liberalized to provide eligibility for more,
lees needy, students.

We are very concerned that the Congressman has not given sufficient tbougbt
as to who will pick up the slitek which will be created. The economy has cause

ducumentable Increase in the demand on existing programs. Witheut t
-safety valve" of the Florida X sured Loan Program, we could offer nothing to
Merida citliens with need. WiCli the potential loss of NDSLP, there will be
practically no relief through the pus for the needy student.

I sincerely requeSt your conelde anon of the effect of HR 3471 on the post-
-secondary educations planning of Flo da citizens.

Sincerely,
Reurr D. TGBLINGTON, COMM(SSIODer.

COLLEGE FOUNDATION, INC.,
Raleigh, N.C., April 11, 1975.

lion. JESSE limo,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Demi Sesaroa nexus. Thank you for your letter requesting information about
the College Foundation and the effects of II.R. 3471 "Student Financial Aid Act
,of-1975."

The Foundation, a private, nonprofit corporation and central lender for North
Carolina, has been an "eligible lender" under Title IV, Part 13 of the Higher
Education Mt of 196.1 for the past nine years. The Foundation's first loans were
evade in 1903 under the N.O. Bankers Student Loan Plan.

Section 434(a) of H.R. 3471 redefines "Eligible Lender" and excludes direct
state programs and nonprofit corporations such as College Foundation. Wt have
been working with the N.C. State Education Assistance Authority, our state
guarantee agency, and threuili the National Council of Higher Education Loan
Programs to get the definition changed and suggest the following language :

4 "DEFINITION or ELIGIBLE LENDER"

Section 434(a) as used in this part, the term "eligible lender" means (1) a
financi.il or credit institution (Including an Insurance company) which 'Is sub-
Jed to examination and supervision by an agency of the United States or of any
state or (2) a pension fund approved by the Commissioner for this purpose or
tai an agency or instrumentality of a State er (4) a public or other nonprofit
institution or corporation.

We appreciate your interest and efforts on our behalf.

DLIFFT L. PAM, Executive Director.

THE MERRILL TRUST CO..
Bangor, Maine, April 17, 1975.

Representative JAMES G. O'HARA,
Chairman, SPechil Subcommittee on Education,
Rayburn. Office Building, Washington. D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE O'HARA . I have just received a copy of the statement
which Charles W. V. Meares, President and Chief Executive of United Student
Aid Funds. presented to your committee on March 28, 1975.

I deal with student loans GB a daily basis in my capacity as the Merrill Trust
Company's resident Student lottn "expert", and I am fully aware of the many
problems involved in the administration of loans to worthy and deserving
students.

In order to exponnd upon several of the points which Mr. Meares covered in
the context of his statement, I have decided to write you.

I strongly anpport any consideration to increase the special allowance to lend
era. in order to be actively involved in the student loan program there is a large
volume of administrative paperwork and the time factor required to keep on top
of the many program changes is noteworthy. The current maximum special
allowance rate of 3%6 1a Justifiable when prevailing Interest rates are in the 7%
to U% range. Last summer when the national prime was in excess of 11% a
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special allowance of 3% did riot nearly cover our cost of funds. I strongly 11'-

f; dorse Mr. Meares' statement that the special allowance be Placed "at a level
where the-total return to the lender will represent something.like adequate corn-
pulsation for the 'undo advanced and the many problem* involved". I endorser
the provision that the Special allowance be increased an. automatic additional
2%. over the present formula to cover administrative costs and services. I also-
feel that an additional allowance could possibly increase lender activity in the
student loan program by providing an added incentive for participation.

As far as loan limits are concerned, I feel that the present limits are satis-
factory, as I'm sure most lenders use a certain degree of discretion In determin-
ing a preepctiye borrower's loan request. This Bank currently "tries" to limit
student loans to a. maximum of $1,000-per academic year in order that a student's
debt.lie controllable during repayment:

The present ceiling of $2.500 per year allows the needed assistance to our
students attending medical or dental schools; the cost of which schools often
approaches $10,000 per year. In a state such as Maine a bank investing $2,500'
for a young doctor or dentist could. be a small investment to lure a professional
person back to our area.

Finally, 1 support Mr. Meares' request that teh $360 minimum payment rule
be flexible so that a bank might use its good discretion in realistic hardship
cises.

Mr. O'Hara, I hadn't intended to be quite so lengthy, but I do feel the points
I have touched upon are important. Any consideration which you could give-
would certainly be appreciated.

Very truly yours,
Trstorny L. HEALY, Assistant Treasurer..

117111.

UNITED STATES LEAGUE OF SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS.
Washington, D.C., April 18,1975.

Repreientative .lestEs G. O'HARA,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education,
Committee on Education and Labor, Washington, D.C.

DvAn Cnstausa The U.S. League of Savings Associations appreciate
the opportunity to submit its continents regarding H.R. 3471, the Student Finan-
cial Aid Act of 1975 and companion legislation, H.R. 4376. the Student Loan
Amendments of 1975. By way of introduction, the U.S. League of Savings Asso-
ciations (formerly the United States Savings and Loan League) has a member*
ship of 4,600 savings and loan associations, representing over 98% of the as-
sets of the savings and loan business. U.S. League membership includes all types
of associationsFederal and State chartered, insured and uninsured. stock
and mutualis each of the fifty states, Puerto Rico, the Virin'n Island and
Guam.

The savings and loan business has supported. the Guaranteed Student Loan
Prograin since its inception. Since passage of the Higher Education Aet of
1969) the U.S. League has encouraged its members to participate to the greatest
extent possible. In addition, the U.S. League has endeavored to keep its mem-
bership Informed about the various facets of the Guranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram. Official& front the Office of Education have appeared at numerous U S.
League meetings. Exhibit space has been donated for use of HEW personnel to
explain the Student Loan Program to delegate attending the U.S. League An-
nual Conventions.

We are pleased that the Subcommittee has introduced legislation such as
ILE. 3471 that relates to the special needs of edueattonal institutions. students
and lenders. From the outset, we wish to impress the Subcommittee members
that we have supported the continuation of the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram. Such a program plays an important role in enabling students from low-er
and middle income families, to obtain a post secondary education.

It shonid he noted. however. that sayings and Men associations which have
participated in the Guaranteed Shulent Loan Program have expressed concern
over the, frequent changes in various lending and student eligihility require-
ments. Basle question such as. what strulpritS are eligible for guaranteed loans.
what students are eligible for the special 304 interest subsidy allowanee, and
what is the appropriate definition of an "eligible lender", are stilt subject to
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interpretation, and change. The legislation before the Subcommittee will resolvemany of these questions by statutory definition. We feel this is a most desirableand effective approach. Congress should establish the basic guidelinesthusenabling the lender to understand fully the 'requirements and limitations 9fthe Student Loan Program.
For the Subcommittee' consideration,. we offer these additional comments.

Continual changes have occurred in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program'since its inception. These changes have caused lenders tremendous administra-tive problems. Loans made at different times by different rules and regulations
must be separately accounted for and monitored. Staff personnel making theseloans have had to be continually retrained to keep up with different procedures,different forms and so forth. These continual changes not only make it muchmore difficult for any lender to administer but also discourage entry and/orcontinued. participation on the part of the lender.

A particular problem has been created by a recent interpretation by theCommissioner of Education (Federal Register, Vol. 40, No. 37, P. 7961, February24, 1975) followed by proposed rule making (Federal Register, Vol. 40, No. 58,P 13.282, March 25, 1975) illustrates such action. The interpretation indicatesthat HEW will not honor default claims for nonpayment of an insured studentloan where the borrower's educational institution has gone out of business,since the borrower presumably has a legal defense (failuse of consideration)against the school. The interpretation, in effect, makes the lender an "Insurer" .1of the college or trade school's success. This particular action repiesents yetanother change in the program to hick lenders must ada Importantly, theinterpretation is retroactivethe y depriving lenders nd other affectedparties of the ability to adapt thei operations in advance of the effective dateof the regulations. Such action, if llowed to stand would erode lenders' confi-dence and discourage participation n the program. We urge the Subcommitteeto correct this situation through a ropriate legislative language or legislativehistory.
We thank the Subcommittee fort this opportunity to present our views.Sincerely,

./1
ARTIIITA B. EDGEWORTTL

Director, Washington Operations.

9 NEW YORE HIM:Till EDUCATION ASSISTANCE CORP.,
Albany, N.Y., May .1, 1973.Hon. .Thsils G. O'HARA,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, House Education andLabor Commitice, House of Representatives. Washington. D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HARA : The New York Higher Education AssistanceCorporation. one of the 24 state agencies operating within the Guaranteed Stu-dent Loan Program. completed its fiscal year on March 31 with a historic rec-ml $178 million in loans that wan coupled with a 12 percent- reduction in de-

faults. Default dollars are running 6.7 percent of all this Corporation's maturedloans.
I am enclosing a copy of the Corporation's news release announcing the fiscalyear statement. You will find information and data in it supporting your leg's-Intion requiring the establishment of student loan guarantecring agencies inall states.

Sincerely,
J. Wrtstre MntMmon, President.Enclosure.

Fan RELEASE: A.M: IlewspArsne. Moaner, APRIL 28, 1975
Contradicting national economic trends and exceeding its own thirdsmarterpredictions. the New York Higher Education Assistance Corporation (11YHEAC)

reported a historic record 6178 million In guaranteed student loans that wascoupled with a 12 percent reduction in defaults for the fiscal year ended March31. 1975.
NYHEAC, President Wilmer Mirandon pointed out that the new high of1176.433,142 in loans made available by New York financial iwtituttona exceeded
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by $11 million the former peak of $167,419,745 established three years ago. In
the face of a tight money market, banks nevertheless provided $32,296,097
Moro, in capital than last year.

The Corporation s fourth quarter summaries indicate 20,0S6 student loans
worth $23,146,172 were processed, bringing the 12-month total to 130,604 stu-
dent loans valued at $178,433,142. Some 64,319 of these were first-time loans,
up from 53,470 last year and proving that first-time student borrowers can
depeud upon New York lenders during an economic downturn. Although In-
creased grants are now available thruugh the new Tuition Asiistance (TAP)
Program the average student lean account continued to climb to a new high
of $1,344 in contrast to the former high of $1,242 a, year ago. Hove ever, the
extended repayment of this amount is still comparable to instalimeOts on a
car that depreciates in value totally unlike an education.

-The significance of the Corporation's record making activities takes oh ad-
ditional Importance in the nation's overall. financial aid picture because
NIIIEAC handles 20 ',recent of all the guaranteed student loans written
throughout the United States," Mirandon stated;

The :.;111EAC Chief Executive Officer indicated that while he and the officers
of the Corporation were pleased with the Increased dollar volume of student
limos prodded by bneks, there was even greater pride in the diminishing
number of default claims purachsed under its gunrantee to lenders.

Puccii-A of defdulted loans by NYHEAC is down 12 percent; 12,364 claims
from a high of 14,117 that occurred during the peak default period of fiscal
1973-74. Moreover, 18,207 potential defaults were averted by counselling Stu-
dents and placing them in eepayment with their lenders. This 60% aversion
retie, an Improvement from 42% of last year, proves that students willingly
accept their obligation when It la clearly understood. Default dollars are running

`about 0.7 percent of all NYIIEAC's matured dollars. $S05 million of the $1.44
Millen _guaranteed by the Corrseration has matured since, its establishment in
1958 and approximately $580 million of the $1.44 -billion borrowed has been
reimbursed to date. The remainder is in repayment or not yet due. .

Mirandon was quick to emphasize that defaults are not total losses, as the
public tends to believe, but are collectible over an extended period of time.

"I believe the overell'elniing majority of student borrowers are responsible
and appreciative of tii* low cost loans. Even those students Alio have
defaulted are now repaying the Corporatien. Our collections are averaging
$400.000 n month, more Limn twice as much as was collected before", he said.

The NYIIEAC official said the us emli student lona picture throughout the
United States has received some unfortunate publicity because of defaults in

trother plinses of Federal Government's loan programs. National Direct
ident Loans, where the schools lend directly to students but fail to provide

strung follow-up clods, and Federally Insured Student Loans (FIST.) that
are ay:Liable In 24 states which do not have guaranteeing and servicing agen-
cies mie.1, as NYHEAC. In these two non-agency program.. defaults have ranged
rem about 11 to 24 percent, two to three times higher thee in agency states.
Mira:Aden added that the sueee,-s of the agency states in keeping defaults

dew n to n managable level while providing almoit 20 percent more loans to
tantients, undeuhtedly influenced recent Federal legislation introduced by Con-
greeemnn. dames O'Hara. Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Poitsecominry
Education, Honse Committee on Health and Education, that calls fur the, estab-
lishment of agencies in every state to guarantee student loans under strict
Federal coordination and regulation.

Gun rnotood student loans, issued by lending institutions from their own
private Lupitni, are, from n taxpayer's viewpoint. the least expenelve means
of ahline stmlente in any substantial mnnner", Mirandon stated. "The lending
institutions have nn oppoliunity to participate in edmotiontil development, at
a recent yield of 9,4 percent in subsidized interest, 'while creating a new grunt)
of customers among college graduates. With the growth of the Student ttoan
Marketing Aesocintion. "Sallie Itine" in New York and NYHEAC's expected
ability to service lenders in attaining greater liquidity, the program is con-
sidered to he reasonable and InexpenRive. However, we are the first to insist
that student tonne shonld he used with moderation and nR a last resort in the
total financial aid package", he emphasized.

NYHEAC officials also credited New York's diminishing default ratio to the
willingness of the lending institutions to apply reensuzes of forbearance and
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'deferred repay ments to assist tempurarilj distressed borrowers. By extending
the repayment period, or temporarily eliminating principal from the repay-
ments. the borrower still meets interest due on the note which iq most cases
is managable.

"Our lending-Institutions realize it is counterproductive to cause an intelli-
gent young adult to carry a credit stigma for many ars -because of an un-
necessary default," Ifiraodun said. Numerous Bank presidents among the 474
participating New York' lenders have indicated that they have practiced a
judicious policy of assisting student borrowers to ease tlai preditanaent dur-
ing these "unsettled economic times.

Corporation °Metals, said there was a surge of activity in student loans in
April .974, the beginning of NYHEAC's fats fiscal year, when the Federal
Govirrnment removed the necessity for a needs test for applicants coming from
homes where the adjusted family income was $15,000 or less. Tley noted that
inflated campus costs and a reduction in the family contribution also had a
booming effect on loan applications.

"Loans should 413c negotiated only after all other scholarship and tuition
-awards have been exhausted," Mirandon stated. "And, with the enlarged
amounts of Federal Government's Basic Educational Opportunity Grant and
our'own State's Tuition Assistance Program, the amount of each loan should
now stabilize itself instead of growing each academic year to meet inflationary
mire maned on to the student."

ruder Federal regulations, students coming from homes where the income
Is $15,000 or less ate; making certain standard adjustments may obtain the
loans which are interest free until they complete college. Then the loan repay.,
ment is based on a 7 percent interest.

For Studenla coining from families whose adjusted lucerne is between $15,000
and 00.000, the State now pays four-sevenths interest on the standard 7 per-
cent loan with the student ,paying 3 percent from the time the loan Is author-
ized. After the sludent graduates, tLe loan plus the 7 percent interest is paid
INy the student. There are more than 11,000 student borrowers in this growing
ea tegory-

NYTIEAC was organized in 1958. and it now has guaranteed to 715,41 New
York students twice as many as any other State - -loans valued at $1.44

o billion.
In July 107'5 NYTIF.Aq will he merged into the New York State Higher Edit-

ration Services Corporation "which will provide the delivery mechanism for
all State scholar,hips and grants, as well as continuing the loan guarantee
program.

PFNNSYLVtIVIA HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE AGENCY'.
Harrisburg, Pa., May 2. 1975.

nom JAMES G. 011.knA.
Congressman of She rnited States, r.S. House of Representatives, Cannon House

°Pee Building, Washington, D.O.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN O'HaRA. After reviewing a number of cases where the

Peniosylvnnia Higher Education A.-Astuno.-e Agency ,has purchased a student's
loan from a lending Institutlop. I tind that the last, phrase of Section 42Atc)
121 (DI of Title IV. Part B of the Higher Educrition,Act, which requires state
agencies to apply nil amounts paid by a defaulted borrower first to the reduc-
tion of principal owing on the loan. tends to encourage defaults because the
student pays less interest whoa repaying the guarantee than he would when
repaying-the original lender.

This requirement not only tends to encourage default, but also makes It
"cry difileu4 to collect the interest once the principal is paid off. For these
reusune. I am neking your consideration of deleting the phrase at the end of

,,,Section 428(cl (2 1,(D1 which reads as follows:
"Provided. That. except as the Commiesionee may otherwise by or pursuant

to regulation provide. amounts t:o paid by a borrower on such a loan shall be
first applied in re-duction of principal owing on such loan"

If yen bare any questions or wish to discoS this matter further, please do-
net hesitate to ntact me.

, SincereLO qyours,

r'
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KENNETT:I R. REEITER.



Mr. M. F. BROWNE,
Executive Vice President, Marketing, -
Durham Life Insurance Co., Raleigh, N.O. .

DEAR Coo : Many thanks for your recent letter regarding H.R. 3471.
As you know, I am a member of the Subcomraltt< on Post-secondary Edu-

cation which has been holding extensive hearings on AR. 3471. We have ,been,
receiving testimony from many prisate and public colleges and universities
across the nation. I share the concern of many North Carolinians, about various
provisions of,this bill, and I will be working to help come up with *e best
possible legislation. I am taking the liberty of sharing your comments with
Chairman O'Hara and sin asking that every consideration be given to your
views. I hope you will share your further thoughts on this legislation with
me. I will continue to need your good advice and counsel on this and other
mutters of mutual concern. }

was so sorry that 7 didn't get to meet with Warren Yeatts while he was in
Washington. He did meet with one of our staff members, and got a good
report.

Hope to see you soon!
Sincerely,

1107 1

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPLESENTAtIVES,
Washington, D.C., May 6, 1975:

IKE ANDREWS,
Member of Congress:

Duntript LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Raleigh, N.C., April.-3, 1975.

, Hon. Inn ANnanwa,

'Cannon House Office Buildi 3V *PIM; D.O.
U.S. H014ke of Representati .

. . ,
Dann IKE. This is a Ulm /*pito ietfer ofl Sikiicti 14 and,our conversation

, on April 5 concerning ave. 4,Trg (. u Financial Aid Act of 91075" and the
sCollege Foundation, Inc., the 0deni

tktit*aenifer fttitt,Iniuied Stild4rit Loan Pro-
tram In North Carol! 4 ., 4 .7.

' 2. : 't , * .Section 934 (a ) deli jai e/lendg as a lintincial.,or credit institution
andsellmitiates ethical n s, aikeat, state progranislind private non-
profit, organizations such as Co e Fup,Oation., T."Oncourage you to seek a
change\ in the definition of eligible lender fv lactutte Street state 'programs and
other ravprolit organizations such as College Foundation:,..,: I, '4

A- of starch 31, 1975, College Foundation had $19,236,520 outirrnding to over
12.000 North Carolina students. The Foundation default rate for nonpayment
of Insured i ans was 5.3 percent of matured paper on December 31, 1974, whiCh

' is less than haif the national average on defaults.
Your assista ce in getting the language in the bill changed will be greatly

appreciated. \
Ccitdially,

1110

0.

If. F. BROWNE,
Executive Vice President.

b


